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FOR YOUR CLASSROOM

rhe world of knowledge comes to life

in each and every classroom with the use V

of the new Victor Lite-Weight — the qual- %.

ity sound projector specifically designed for

your classroom.

Simple to set up and easy to operate, the Victor

Lite-Weight assures a new concept in visual educa-

tion. Its flawless performance makes teaching easier,

learning more accessible.

Write today for descriptive literature on the revolu-

tionary new Lite-Weight — the portable

projector At The Head Of Its Pass.

And the Victor Triumph 60 (or auditorium

use and larger audiences indoorf and outdoors.

The World of Knowledge

Comes to Life
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. . . for Distinct Screen Images

Under General Illumination

Highly efficient slide projection is provided by the Model B Balopticon*.

Popular for general instruction or visual demonstration with standard

slides, this projector can be used with various lenses, at distances from 4 to

80 feet from the screen. Critically sharp screen images measuring up to 10

feet on the longer side, brilliantly illuminated from edge-to-edge, are pro-

jected in rooms lighted adequately for note-taking or sketching.

Extremely simple, light in weight, the Model B is easily operated and

portable. Design and sturdy construction afford protection against damage

from shock or tampering. Details available in catalog E-11. Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company, 688-M St. Paul Street, Rochester 2, New York.

"TraJemurk registered U.S. Pat. Off.
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FIVE NEW
SCIENCE FILMS

YOUR SCHOOL

WILL WANT TO USE!

Here are five new 16 mm. sound films that

teachers and students alike will welcome. They

vividly portray, in microscopic detail and with

time-lapse technique, the biological develop-

ment of the fly, the earthworm, the chick, the

sea urchin and the frog.

Each is a scientifically correct, expertly pro-

duced, single reel film, especially edited for

use in the science classrooms of America. They

may be purchased for $45.00 a reel.

Wherever they have been previewed, at the

American Museum of Natural History and

other leading institutions, they have received

a ready acclaim and acceptance.

These five films are typical of the excelle:ice

of all United World product— not only in

the educational field, but in recreational and

religious fields as well.

SEE YOUR UNITED WORLD DEALER OR
SEND THIS HANDY ORDER FORM TODAY!

Distributors for

Universal-International and J. Arthur Rank
Incorporating

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library & Castle Films

445 Park Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.

I

B

I

I

I

I

o
Memo O

"aiAS°;^^e Audio Via.

„^^6n,n,.sou;,J^^-!-? award

"l'^
of these five n"*^^^"^^^s to the scL 7- «^ience

ftate and terror
''^^^ each

^as made the j[S^ ^-^-A.,
'" '^' ««tabhsW r^"''^
P^'npremisesorT^u on its

United World Filmi, Inc., 445 Park Avenue, New York 22,N. Y.

Please send me the following films:

TITLE No. of PRINTS PRICE TOTAL

"LIFE CYCLE OF A FLY"

"DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHICK"

"EARTHWORMS"

"THE FROG"

"THESEAORCHIN"

Remittance enclosed D Ship C. O. D. O

Position

(nstifufion-

Addri

Cily- Stot»-

1 am interested in the following film catalogues: j.i

Educational D Recreational D Religious D
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THE GREAT NEW FILM ON THE

MOST VITAL SUBJECT IN THE

WORLD TODAY... FOOD!

*K*

WORLD

A Paul Rotha Film

Produced By

Films of Fact Ltd.

Written By

A. Calder-Marshoi!

RCA Sound

^Successor Film to THE WORLD OF PLENTY)

The Real Story of The World Food

Situation Today, and THE UNITED

NATIONS LONG RANGE PLAN
Produced with the cooperation of Australia, Canada,
India, Great Britain, The Netherlands, South Africa,

The U.S.S.R., and the U.S.A.

Animations by Diagram Films Ltd.

Maps and Charts by Isotypes Itjsfitute

THE WORLD IS RICH is a clear presentation of the basic

facts. The world food shortage is due not only to the War;
there has never been enough food to feed the people of

the world property. The U.N. measures formulated in the

Food and Agriculture Organizations ore dramatized, and
the plan drawn up by the F.A.O. for the permanent

improvement of farming throughout the world are de-

scribed. Diagrams explain the trade relationships be-

tween surplus producers and food importing countries.

THE WORLD IS RICH asks: The suffering victims of the

Atom Bomb ends one World War, but what about the

suffering, poverty and hunger which may stort another

one? The film answers: An assured world food supply is

the only basis for world peace.

Preview Prints Available at 25 Nationwide

Service Points. Order Your Copy Now!

43 MIN. 1 6mm SOUNDFILM Sale Price $1 00.00

Releosed in the U.S.A. by FILM ALLIANCE OF
AMERICA Inc. for the British Information Service

Disfribufed Tbro The Foci/ides Ol

m

1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. Circle 6-4868

Are You Guilty?

JOHN H. GRIFFITH
Director, Visual Education

Galeshurg (Illinois) Public Schools

THE following mistakes in the use of Audio-
Visual aids can probably be duplicated in

almost every school system.

1. Are you guilty of going on a picture drunk?
Have you been guilty of showing several complete film

strips, sets of 2 x 2 slides, or .several moving pictures

all at one time?

2. Are you guilty of failing to prepare the student
for that which you want him to see or understand?

3. Are you guilty of expecting a student to under-
stand a picture, film, or diagram just because he
looks at it? (A picture is not necessarily worth a

thousand words.)

4. Are you guilty of failing to follow up the use

of each aid with an explanation of points not under-
stood and a check on what has been learned?

5. Are you guilty of failing to place the new vo-

cabulary to be encountered in the film on the board?

6. Are you guilty of failing to ask unanswered
questions about what is to be seen in order that the

student will be alert in finding the answers to those
questions?

7. Are you guilty of thinking, that because a cer-

tain film is good, the whole school ought to see it

whether it fits into their unit of work or not?

8. Are you guilty of thinking that a film which
lasts only 10 minutes is a waste of time? (Atten-

tion span of many children is not longer than this.)

9. Are you guilty of thinking. "I won't have to

teach today because we are going to have a film"?

10. Are you guilty of thinking that a child gets all

there is in a filmstrip or moving picture by seeing

it once?

11. Are you guilty of failing to realize that many
of the words you use are empty, meaningless words
to your students and that they will continue to be

so unless you are able to put meat on these word
skeletons in the form of real and vicarious experi-

ences ?

12. Are you guilty of not realizing that materials

in this field which you may have considered worth-
less in the past are now being replaced by excellent

up-to-date materials?

13. Are you guilty of failing to think of visual

aids as just one of the fine tools for learning and
not a substitute for the teacher?

14. Are you guilty of believing that, because you
have had bad experiences with poor films or strip

films, poor projection, improper lighting, poor
acoustics, failure to get materials at the time needed
or failure to get them at all. no place to show them,
etc. that this field can be of no future help to you?

Page 6 Educational Screen



an opaque

projector

comes ni

An opaque projector is the primary projector for classroom use. No
other type of projector can serve the same multifold purpose. No other

projector is as economical to use. An opaque projector requires no

expensive equipment such as slides or films. No tedious preparatory

work is involved in its use.

Take current events, for example. With an opaque projector, you can project

important items directly from today's newspaper onto a screen in front of the

class, so that the attention of everyone in the group is focused simultaneously

on the happenings under discussion.

In other subjects, too, an opaque projector is an unsurpassed aid. You can

project full pages from books and magazines. You can project maps. Beautiful

photographs, drawings, and paintings from Life, National Geographic, and

other publications can be reproduced on the screen in their natural full colors.

You can show your class actual objects . . . the form and colors of biological,

botanical and geological specimens — rocks, plants, flowers, etc. You can show

moving mechanisms such as the workings of a watch.

The uses to which an opaque projector can be put in classroom and assembly

hall are practically endless — limited only by the bounds of your imagination.

It is a creative tool in a good teacher's hands. Every classroom should have an

opaque projector.

Charles Beseler Company has a complete seleaion of opaque projectors for class-

room use. They range from simple, inexpensive models to projectors that accom-

modate full SVi" X 11" page material from magazines and books.

VU-GRAPH

An amazing over-

head projector

that enables you

to pro|e<t material

and face your stu-

dents ot the »ome

time.

The Best Projector is a Beseler Projector

The World's largest Manufacturer of

Opaque Proiection Equipment

mODEl 0A3

An opaque pro-

jector that pro-

jects full pages
In magazines and

books, maps, and

other large size

material.

Mail the coupon below for literature describing Beseler Opaque

Projectors. Or ask for a free demonstration.

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY, Dept. E

243 tast 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Q Please send me literature describing Beseler

Opaque Projectors

Q I would like to hove a free demonstration of

Beseler Opaque Projectors

Name

School

Address

City 1 Zone State

I
I
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As Viewed From Here Paul C. Reed

/t's the same loose and unenlightened talk all over again.

Such Claims Are Ridiculous!

• Way back in the earlier days of motion pictures there were vis-

ionary dreamers who became over-enthusiastic about the educational

implications of this new medium. They may have meant well, but

the harm they did by their loose and unenlightened talk took years

to overcome. They made wild predictions that the motion picture

would teach hundreds simultaneously. Class size could be increased

manyfold. And teachers could be relieved for other duties or other

jobs.

It took many years, and a lot of convincing demonstrations, to

prove to some of the more fearsome teachers that the

day of the robot teacher had not arrived.

BUT, NOW LOOK!! I knew you wouldn't believe

it possible, so I tore out the paragraph and you can

read it on this page.

It's the same loose and unenlightened talk all

over again. This time it's television that is going

to take the place of classroom teachers. New ex-

perts have come forth, and in their naive enthu-

siasm for their great new medium are making
claims that are not only stupid and dangerous,

but are absolutely unnecessary.

There is no doubt that television has much
to offer education—both the formal and in-

formal kinds of education. Television is much
more than motion pictures plus radio. The
combination of these two powerful media into

one has probably produced a medium much
greater than the sum of its parts. Television is

so potentially important to education that it should

not endanger its future with the words of inept and in

experienced advocates.

We know that this is an age of specialization, even in education.

We have our "visual educators" and we have our "radio educators".

Maybe we'll have to have our "television educators" too, but it seems

to us that television education should look to the visual and radio

education fields for its talent and prophets. No visual or radio edu-

cator with an earned reputation would make the ludicrous mistake

of claiming that television "could help teacher shortage."

Maybe the trouble is that visual and radio educators are too much
concerned with their own specialized media. Maybe they should be

paying more attention to television—and to one another, too, for

that matter.

Page 10 EducaHonal Screen



Pictures

bring the

Rockies

into the

classroom.

SEEING THE MEANING

W~M'VE all had students who "read" an assign-

ment and didn't know what it meant. They

could "say"' the words but they couldn't "see"

their meaning. Now a good reader ought to be

able not only to recognize the printed symbols but

also to have a clear grasp of their meaning. A
history textbook, for example, said that a certain

document was printed on vellum and members of the

class "read" this fact and so reported in class. But

not one of them knew what "vellum" was.

Sometimes we read a mistaken meaning into a

word like the boy in Zanesville, Ohio, who thought

that swine was the plural for swan. Certainly the

boy who read that the king had an abbess on his knee

needed a little visual education.

Now there is nothing very complicated about

the way we get our understanding of persons, ani-

mals, or things. Sometimes we experience them at

Editor's Note: This article by Edgar Dale, dealing as it does

so practically with the how and why of using pictures, seemed

so worthwhile that we sought permission to bring it to Edu-
cATioNAi. Screen readers even though it also is to be pub-

lished with other articles in a booklet, "How to Teach With
Pictures".

We acknowledge with appreciation the permission granted by

R. E. Fideler of Informative Classroom Pictures Publishers

for this preprint privilege, and commend their initiative in

providing this kind of guidance toward most effective picture

utilization.

EDGAR DALE
Professor of Education,

Bureau of Educational Research,

Ohio State University

firsthand. We see or feel or hear or smell or taste them.

We are quite sure, therefore, what water is, of the

characteristics of a skunk, or of the c|ualities of a

rose.

Substitutes for Experience

But many things are not met at firsthand. A boy

in England might not have seen a skunk. Some
things are distant in time or space and we must

meet them secondhand. Most of us knew what an

elephant looked like before we ever saw one. You
jjrobablv saw the Rocky Mountains or the New
York skylin^ or wheat-raising in the Middle West
in a picture before you saw the real thing. ( Unless,

of course, you live in one of these places.) The
Eiffel Tower or London Bridge or the Swiss Alps

are not new to those travelers who saw them first

in a picture.

.\ jiicture, then, may be a substitute for the real

thing. But sometimes we have seen the real thing

and use a ])icture as a reminder, or for further study.

It helps to sharpen u]) our memory of places we

January, 1948 Page I I
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It is easy to get pupil participation with pictures.

have been or things we have studied. We use the
picture to reconstruct or to recreate an experience
much as you look over your snapshots of a trip.

Now when can we use a picture as a substitute

experience? We can do this if we have enough re-

lated experience to understand the picture. Some
children who had not seen a cow thought that it

was about the same size as a mouse. And indeed
in some of their books, the pictures of the mouse and
the cow were almost equal in size. So when we are
getting a new experience we need to have some of
the older experiences tied in with it in order to

understand it.

We can do three things in "reading" a picture.

We can simply enumerate the objects in it. We can
say, "I see a grass hut. There are four people in

front of it." Or we can go beyond this and describe
what the people are doing. Or we can go still fur-

ther and interpret what we see.

To interpret a picture, and this is our chief inter-

est, you must infer certain things that may not be
visually present. You fill in certain things from
your own experience. You infer that the climate is

a wet one because of the sharp slope of the roof.

You infer that the agricultural methods are ad-
vanced because you see a tractor in the picture.

Some of these deductions are very simple ; some are
complicated.

Making Pictures Meaningful

You must put meaning into the picture to get mean-
ing out of it. A geographer, a biologist, a sociologist,

and a farmer would see some common things and
some dififerent things in a picture showing a farm
scene in China. A child who has not had the ex-
perience of seeing a pioneer flatboat, or a model, or
a picture of one, finds it impossible to put much real

meaning into the word flatboat used in his history book.
The word is "empty" until it is "filled" by seeing a
picture, or by some other similar experience.

An Indiana county superintendent who found a
class studying the ocean liner "The Queen Mary"
in connection with a unit on transportation asked
how many of the members of the class had ever
been in a rowboat. .About two-thirds had never

Page 12

been in a rowboat although the Tippecanoe River
was only a mile away.

Pointers on Picture Utilization

Here are some of the ways we might use pictures
in the meaningful way just suggested. They are
not all different ways, some of them are quite closely
related.

1. Use pictures for careful study.

Children may find answers to certain questions
more readily in pictures than in written material.
A written description of making soap in colonial
days, or of the process of spinning, lacks the im-
portant details to be found in good pictures of these
processes. Teachers can encourage children to find
answers to their questions by consulting pictures.
Children may prepare good questions to ask other
members of the class.

2. Use pupil participation.

It is easy to get pupil participation with pictures.

Children will readily talk about an excellent photo-
graph. There can be excellent discussions about
pictures and their meaning.
A pupil reporting to a class may choose a few

pictures for illustrating his report. He may say
"I've told you about how wheat was harvested with
a cradle in pioneer days. Here is a picture showing
how they used the cradle, and what it looked like."

3. Introduce a subject and arouse interest.

.•\ few good pictures of life in India will help to
interest pupils in that country. Keen interest re-
sults in a desire to read, find out, do and make.

4. Bring the outside world into the classroom.
The school was once thought of as a place in

which the children unthinkingly memorized certain
facts and practiced certain skills. There was little

teaching material which could be used for creating
a rich classroom environment or for bringing the
outside world into the classroom.
Xow we think of a school as a group of children

with a leader whom we call the teacher, whose job
it is to help create a rich, educational environment.
The teacher tries to bring the local community, the
state, the nation, and later the whole outside world
into the classroom. If we are to bring the world to
the children, we must use pictures.

In geography textbooks, we may find only five or
six pages devoted to the territory of Alaska and
about as many pictures. This is because the text-
book, of necessity, must be limited in size. The
publisher would like to include more pictures and
do more visual teaching in the books he publishes,.,
but the cost would be too high. An adequately il-

lustrated geography book of two thousand pages
might cost as much as ten dollars. However, an
excellent file of well-selected pictures in the class-
room makes it possible to provide rich learning ex-
periences that would otherwise be impossible to
get.

5. Enrich reading.

Still picture.^^ are so inexpensive that any teacher

( Concluded on pacie 40)
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Tommy's Day

In the First Grade RUTH HARTKE
Board of Education,

Dearborn, Michigan

A primary-grade film which led to a
^^make-believe" play and a valuable learning experience.

IX
these days the privilege of being a teacher

carries with it ever greater challenge. Producers

and others interested in audio-visual materials

are giving us substantial help in guiding the de-

velopment of children into well-adjusted personali-

ties. It is our privilege to choose and our challenge

to use those materials best suited to further the

education of our children, socially, emotionally,

physically and mentally. Until recently there were
few films within the primary grade range ; now
there are quite a few. One film which we recently

selected and used was Tommy's Day*
May we share our experience with you ?

An Opportune Moment

Children of six, seven, and often eight or nine lose

teeth. Johnny comes up and says, "My tooth is

loose but I don't want it pulled." Mary says, "My
tooth came out when I bit into my apple. I must
have swallowed it. Oh, dear, I wanted to give it

to the fairy." So when Sandra came in with a,

""Please pull my tooth for me," and the usual num-
ber of interested children gathered around, it seemed
like the opportune moment to make use of our print

of Toniniy's Day.

The faces of the children as they gave their un-

divided attention to viewing the film left no doubt
as to their interest. One child's "May we see it

again?" was echoed by others, and a unanimous
vote made a second showing mandatory. But this

was only the beginning.

Tommy As a Springboard

Their interest in Tommy and his day served as

A springboard for our health program, which in-

cluded a study and discussion of food, teeth, dent-

ists, doctors, cleanliness, neatness, play and safety.

The children also thought it a good plan to use

Tommy for our daily penmanship. This idea cul-

minated in an interestingly illustrated Tommy's Day
story. Deletions and additions changed the original

story somewhat, but not fundamentally. "I think

we should see Tommy's Day again" became a fre-

quent remark when there were differences of opin-

ion about the original story. The film was also

used as an example of harmonious home-life, en-

joyable living-together, home-hap])iness. Tommy
was an example they could follow. Finally, it was

*Produced by Youns America Films

decided to use Tommy's Day as a basis for develop-

ing a "make-believe" play for an assembly program.

The Play's the Thing

Much work had been done previously with dif-

ferent kinds of stories—stories that could happen
but didn't, stories which just couldn't happen but

were fun if we realized that they were just "pre-

tend" stories. With this background and this new
e-xperience of a motion picture with a Narrator, we
fell into the idea of having narrators and using
pantomime for our assembly play.

"Try-outs" were held to determine which voices
would be best for narrators. In order to be chosen
as one of the eight narrators, a child had to enunci-
ate clearly over the microphone, as well as make up
his own continuity. "Try-outs" were also held for

the selection of the pantomime actors. Narrators and
actors were chosen by the group. All twenty-seven
pu])ils in the First Grade took part in the play, as

THE LOOSE TOOTH
A scene from "Tommy's Day," produced by Young

America Films.

January, 1948 Page 13



Hand-made signs set the scenes in the "make-believe" play
inspired by "Tommy's Day."

narrator, actor or stage hand. The characters in-

cUided in the play Avere Tommy, Peggy, Father,
Mother, Teacher, and pupils. On the day of the
performance the full responsibility of "'putting on"
the play was assumed by the group.

Scenes and "Props"

The four scenes were Bathroom, Breakfast.
School, and Evening. The children made huge
signs for each scene. Preceding the Bathroom scene,

two stage hands (small boys) walked to the front
of the stage with the sign "Bathroom", held it for a

few seconds, then walked off; returned with the sign

"Washbowl", kneeled and hid behind it while Tommy
and Peggy came out, sleepily, stretching and yawning.
Xo other stage properties were used—wash cloth,

towel, soap, tooth brush were all "pretend" ones. Even
the speaking on the stage was pantomimed. The Nar-
rator interpolated such remarks as, "My, Tommy
and Peggy! You look sleepy this morning. Hurrv
and wash!! Wash your face, Tommy. Wash your
ears. Don't forget your neck. That's right. Tommy,
hang up your towel—and your wash cloth. Brush
your teeth. Did you find a loose tooth, Tommy?

. . . Help Peggy button her dress. Tommy."

The Plot

It was interesting to note the timing of the Nar-
rator. He didn't hurry. Plenty of time was al-

lowed for the performers to "act out" the comments.
This procedure continued until Tommy and I'eggv
were dressed and ready for breakfast. Then they
hurried off the stage . . . The "Breakfast" sign

was produced and another narrator took his turn
at the microphone. Mother got breakfast while the

comments concerned good breakfasts. Further
statements were given concerning Tommy and
Peggy's breakfast and the loose tooth while the
family of four ate . . . The School Scene opened
with a discussion on loose teeth, actual experiences

with the dentist were given off stage. This led into

a discussion of proper foods. The whole stage
background consisted of huge pictures of labeled

good foods. The Reading Class read a health story.

A folk dance followed for the rela.xation period.

.School closes . . . The last scene was an Evening
at Home with Tommy, Peggy, and Mother listening

to a story read by Father. Then, "off to bed" was
the close of another happy day for Tommy.

Pleasure and Profit

The audience of three hundred kindergarten, first,

second, and third grade children enjoyed this "pre-

tend play" as given by the First Grade. The par-

ticipants had fun and learned a great deal.

Toiniiiy's Day proved to be a valuable educating

e.x])erience for our grade. The positive approach
in the picture did much in placing the emphasis
where it belongs. The simplicity of development
enabled the children to put themselves in Tommv's
place and follow through. The simple theme gave
them an opportunity for enlargement in many di-

rections. The privilege and opportunity of using

such materials does much to hel]) us meet the chal-

lenge of educating today's children.
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It's a "Snap"

For San Jose Teachers

Provision has been made for them to make their

own 2x2 slides — and to learn how to do it.

MOST teachers are discerning when they

begin to look for and to evaluate

something to be used in the classroom.

On excursions, trips during vacation, on the way
to school and on the \va\- home, they see objects,

story-telling scenes, and beauties of nature—all

visual lessons. Often the writer has heard a teacher

remark, "If only 1 could have my class see this

just as I'm seeing it."

It has been said that "Learning to See," is the

first rule of photography. The camera, then, can

become a means to an end—to bring what is seen

into the classroom.

The jierson who does the seeing, who makes the

evaluation of what is being seen, and who plans

how to use the picture once taken on film, is the

most important element in the picture taking pro-

cess. When that person makes the proper camera

adjustments and takes a picture, he is really seeing

things "for keeps."

What an excellent medium for teachers to use!

Of course many teachers are taking pictures to be

used in the classroom, but too few are taking ad-

\antage of this splendid technique.

San Jose Experiment

Recently a study embracing this visual instruc-

tion area was conducted in the elementary schools

of San Jose. California.

This was done to determine whether elementary

teachers would be interested in making use of this

area of the visual arts field to take their own pic-

tures for school use. The thought was that these

could be used as

:

1. Functional teaching materials. 2. Unit Moti-

vation. 3. Unit Evaluation.

C. W. PALMER
Superintendent's Office,

San Jose School Department,

San Jose, California

The study was made in two ))arts: the first to

discover the needs of teachers on the elementary

grade levels in relationship to the pictures they

could make : the second part to set u]) an in-service

training ]>rograni to meet the needs as discovered.

In taking pictures for class use, we had in mind

the use of a .^.Snini camera, black and white film,

and the making of 2x2 slides.

There is no longer need to fear the mechanics

of the camera. With the e(|uipment being produced

today, many of the difficulties of taking a good

picture have been solved by invention and design.

It is as simple to use the present 35 miniature

camera as it is to use the well-known "Box" type

with results that far sur])ass the latter.

The Objectives

In the first part of the study we hoped to dis-

cover answers for four major questions

:

1. W'hat kinds of pictures should be taken?

2. Who shall take the proposed pictures?

3. What administrative problems should be an-

ticipated?

4. Would such a program be beneficial to teach-

ers and pu])ils?

The study reciuired six months to complete. .-Ml

fourteen elementary schools in San Jo.se were vi.s-

ited and the faculties of each elementary school

were cimsidted individuallv. Two hundred ele-

Men at work in the community are shown in these pictures taken by San Jose teachers.



lueiitary teachers were reached in this manner
and all were given an opportunity to answer the

questions.

The superintendent of schools, the elementary
supervisor, and the head of visual education

watched the study with interest. The superinten-

dent was advised of every move, and he was most
helpful as a consultant. The study became
more meaningful to the department because of the

interest, alertness, and responsiveness of the ad-

ministration in making it something worthwhile
and significant.

It was found as one problem led to another that

the visual education program depends upon many
interrelated factors. When this study was begun,
it had only one purpose. As it progressed, other
problems were discovered and discussed. Since
some of these problems were basic to the whole field

of visual instruction, they had to be solved before

San Jose's visual education program could advance.

The discovery of these problems had in itself been
of value to the school system.

The Results

A summary of the investigation follows:

There are 200 elementary teachers teaching in 14

elementary schools in the city of San Jose.

1. To the question^

—

"How many would be interested in an in-service

training class in your own school to learn the use
of this one specific camera and this one specific

film?" 165 elementary teachers answered that they
would be interested in such a class.

2. "Would you find it an advantage to take your
own pictures?" 134 of the elementary teachers oi

San Jose answ^ered "yes".

3. "If the methods and procedures projjosed were
put into practice, how many feel you could use these

materials to advantage?" 178 answered aftirma-

tively.

4. "How many are using projected visual materi-
als in your classroom at the present time?" 169
stated that they were using such materials getting
them either from our own department or from other

sources.

5. The reasons that were given for not using
more projected visual materials were these: (a)

Teachers felt they lacked time to get materials

(b) lack of electrical outlets so as to use the pro-

jector (c) didn't realize a projector was kept in the

school (d) couldn't see use for visual aids in upper
grades fe) fear of the mechanics of operating pro-

jectors (f) can't see the use of projected visual

materials for lower grades (g) too difficult to

darken rooms (h) not enough material for primary
grades (i) no material of interest on Santa Clara
Valley (j) no material on community in which we
live (k) materials too old—outdated (1) material
not on child level (m) when material is wanted it

is usually being used elsewhere (n) equipment too
heavy to "lug" (o) not enough material for social

science upper grades (p) no materials on explorers (q)
material too vague (r) material not organized along
subject matter lines (s) must transport class (t) no
materials for airplane unit (u) some pictures taken
poorly (v) ventilation becomes a problem with use
of movie projector (w) can't keep materials long
enough fx) more extension cords needed.

6. "What kinds of new picture subjects could

you use in your classroom as an aid to your teach-

ing?" The teachers answered: Home—neighbor-
hood—school helpers—teaching traffic procedures
—safety—how to play new types of games—health

—social science dramatizations by elementary stu-

dents and by high school students for elementary
students—excursions—community activity—com-
munity helpers such as postoffice. mailman, fire de-

partment, lumber yard, milk man, police man, groc-

ery man, vegetable truck, street cleaners etc.—ex-

plorers—farm—points of interest in Santa Clara
Valley—industry—pioneers—colonial period—west-
ward expansion—charts for use with the funda-
mentals—missions parent classes—places of interest

in California—the California Indian—transporta-

tion—pets— food— clothing— shelter— communica-
tions—school orientation—nature study—animals

—

aviation near us (Moffett l-^ield )—hcalih habits.

Conclusions

Piecause of the expressed enthusiasm tor such a

program as indicated by this study the administra-

tion arrived at the following definite conclusions

:

1. It has been decided that teachers may take photo-

graphs from wdiich slides may be used for class

use. These will be made into sets to be retained bv

( Coiicludi-d ,>n page 34)

Construction activities provide excellent subjects for the cameras of San Jose teachers.



WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7. Ohio

Motion Picture

Worship Services

THE TEMPI.ED HILLS is the tlrst of a series

of eight complete worship services in sotind

and natural color, running 40 minutes each,

to be i^roduced by Youth Films Inc., headed by
the Rev. Borland P. Dryer, of Hollywood, Cali-

fornia (6406 Sunset Blvd.).

The nature of the film will be better understood
if the sequences, together with their duration in

minutes, are given: Organ Prelude (3), Opening
Service (2), The Doxology (1), Responsive Read-
ing (1J4)- Congregational Hymn—"Come Thou
.\lniighty King"— (2), Introduction to the Film

(yi). The Worship xMeditation (16), The Sermon
on the Screen (8), Closing Meditation (31/4), Bene-
diction and Prayer (1), Close of Service (1) The
Organ Postlude (3).

In the responsive reading Mr. Dryer takes the

role of the preacher. In the worship meditation,

the scenic splendors of certain Western canyons
are presented on the screen and the meditative

comments revolve around the theme "I will lift

up mine eyes unto the hills." The screen-sermon

stresses two thoughts : Half Dome in the Yosemite
.Vational Park "graphically illustrates that God is

eternal." and the "soft ujjright formations of re-

cent geological erosions in Bryce Xational Park

signify that human beings should also remain pli-

able, to be moulded by the Maker." No pictorial

material accompanies the organ postlude. and dur-

ing it the house lights sh(juld come on.

Utilization

The proposed utilization of this film is as fol-

lows: Mid-week ser\ ices as a study in spiritual

values ; church night or church dinner programs

;

church school worship; men's nights and women's
meetings ; Sunday and week-day youth programs

;

college chapel, and hospital or rest-home inspira-

tional service.

Utilization helps come with the film. The "ex-

])loitation package" contains a study guide giving

a breakdown of the service, suggestions on how to

use the service, suggested sermon material, sug-

gested sermon outline, directions to the projection-

ist for monitoring the amplifier, together with sug-

gested newspaper stories and spot announcements
for the local radio stations.

The music of the films is (luite acceptable

throughout. It is bright, full-bodied, and well-re-

corded organ music. It wt)uld certainly be enjoyed

and appreciated by most people. There is, how-
ever, a sameness about it in the long scenic sections

which might have been relieved by some well-

placed silences and the introduction of new themes.

Inadequacies

In the three principal sequences which together

add up to nearly -J^ths of the entire footage (27

minutes), there is inadequate integration of the

pictorial and auditory elements. The meditative

comments are imposed upon the scenes presented.

The ideas in the meditation are not suggested by
the picture sequences. One gets the impression

that the basic assumption is that religious thoughts

can be gotten into the worshiper easier while he

looks at pictures. The two principal points of the

screen-sermon (see above) do not grow out of the

inherent character of the pictorial material, and

both points are too incidental and whimsical to

carry much force. Is it possible that the psalmist

of old sang of nature because he had experienced

(jod rather than because nature revealed God to

him?

The photography of the film (as photography)
is technicall}- good. The use of panoramic material,

with very few e.xceptions. is one of the funda-

mental weaknesses of the film. There are no me-
dium shots, no closeups, no angle shots, and no
shots giving detail. We are confronted by the

enormous, the spacious, the far-away to such an

extent that the eyes hunger for some kind of detail.

This is probably due to the character of the foot-

age available. There are no surprises to delight

us and stir the emotions. Scene succeeds scene

monotonously. This lack of variety is a grave

shortcoming.

The makers of this film claim that it was "s])e-

cifically desigjied to arouse the emotional factor of

the subconscious to the highest level of spiritual

inspiration." If it was so designed, something went

wrong with the execution. The filtn lacks psycho-

logical organization. There is little evidence that

the producers thought out what they wanted the

w()rshi]ier to exjjeriencc and then went out with

the camera to get the picture seipiences which

would bring this reaction about. The film has no

ob\ ions or effective climax.
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A thoroiig'h reading of the promotional material

on this film leads inevitably to the conclusion that

the flesh pots of entertainment have not been left

very far behind. The exploitation of the film's

use in press and radio in the interest of the big

crowd and the substantial oflfering, certainly does

not harmonize with the concept of worship which
exists in the minds of the great majority of clergy

and laity.

At $590 per print and at $20 per rental the film

is not realistically priced. Where are the distribu-

tors who can come out on such a print price? It

will take the first year's rentals to pay for the

print, and promotion and overhead will be accum-
ulating in the meantime. Where are the churches

who can pay out of the budget such a rental ]>rice?

To "promote" a crowd and take up an offering

(fortunately) is not the way most churches are em-
nloj'ing films in the enrichment of their programs.

Those who insist upon the production of these ex-

pensive films are only kidding themselves about

the economics of visual education in the church,

and they would do well to keep focused on the

average American church rather than upon a few
affluent ones.

Films for worship and inspiration will be pro-

duced eventually. They will be made by those

who seek and find the implications of the elemental

nature of the film for worship, and then integrate

this knowledge with an understanding of the psy-

chology of private and public worship. None of

the so-called worship and inspirational films thus

far produced give evidence of more than skillful

carpentry. Every one lacks power, internal or-

ganization, and sound psychological construction.

Mr. Dryer is to be praised for his willingness to

venture in this difficult field, and, if the literature

emanating from Youth Films Inc. does not over-

state his empirical mindedness, he will learn much
as he builds other films, and by the end of the

series which he has undertaken he may develop

a formula which will be more satisfactory than is

found in The Templed Hills.

Some Suggestions

In the meantime several judgments are ven-

tured for what they are worth : The motion picture

worship service, when it comes, will consist of at

least three distinct parts

:

a) There will be an introductory segment which
will bring the audience gradually, yet firmly, into

the mood and the expectancy for worship. To pro-

duce this, the best craftsmen of studio and chapel

will need to join hands, and have a humble respect

for several branches of psychology. Usual "orders

of worship" may need to be discarded.

b) The second part will be the body of the film,

and it will be designed to evoke the worship re-

sponses. The key for its organization will be the

normal ])attern for emotional response and men-
tal illumination. It will move to a climax, and it

may be briefer than we now think.

c) The closing part of the film will be distinct

from the other two. It will ease the worshiper

back into the work and moral striving of the world

from whence he came for spiritual refreshment and

a vision of everlasting values.

(For more extended views on the film and wor-

ship, see Chapter Six of Mr. Hockman's book.

Projected Visual Aids in the Church. Pilgrim Press,

Boston.

)

News
• The publishing interests of the Evangelical United

lirethren have appointed visual aid personnel. The
Evangelical Press, Harrisburg, Pa., has appointed the

Rev. M. V. Fridinger as its full-time representative.

The Otterbein Press, Dayton, Ohio, has named Floyd

E. Watt as director of visual aids. Dr. Paul R. Koontz

is the chairman of the committee on visual aids for the

denomination's Hoard of Christian Education.

• Three-dimension Bible pictures in color and in ac-

tual photographs of living characters, developed jointly

by Church-Craft Pictures, Inc., and Sawyer's Inc., Port-

land, Oregon, will be released next month according

to Victor B. Growcock, newly-appointed sales manager

for Church-Craft. The.se Bible reels are seen through

a (stereoscopic) Vievvmaster. Without doubt these

pictures will be useful to ministers and chaplains in

their visitation of the sick and other shut-ins.

Left to right : Rev. Paul G. Kiehl of Church-Craft Pictures,

Inc., Joe Leslie, sales manager of Sawyer's, Inc. and Ed
Mayer and Harold Graves, executive officers of Sawyer's, Inc.

Church-Craft Pictures

• United World Films. Inc., has established a special

Religious Films Division with William Sherman
f^reene in charge. Mr. Greene is church school super-

intendent at Christ Church, Short Hills, N. J. His

division will issue a periodic news letter dealing with

tiiotion pictures for church use. Send your request

for their catalogue now in preparation, to 445 Park

.Ave.. New York 22. Summarized, the Division's con-

ditions for preview are as follows: a) recjuest by user

for film to arrive day early; b) preview by church

conference or committee duly authorized and ap-

proved : c ) preview by prospective purchasers.

• The I-"und For Near East Colleges (Room 1209, 45

Cedar St.. New York 5) is to be congratulated on its

enterprise and wisdom in bringing to completion a

60-minute color film. Outposts of American Edncation,

which tells the stories of the eight Near East Colleges
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I'or which a fund of 15 milhon dollars is being sought.

Across the years these colleges, little known to most

Americans, have been oases of education and spiritual

enlightenment. Their far-reaching iniluence is suggested

by the fact that 29 alumni of these schools represented

their respective countries in the San Francisco U. X.

meeting. Serving the youth of six nations, they have

an aggregate enrollment of ,'^.GOO students. The film

is available on a rental basis. Write to the above ad-

dress. Those churches and schf)ols who are interested

but cannot project film, should asi< about the koda-

chrome slides.

• The World Council of Christian Education. New
York, will establish a new department of religious

films and slides. The department is made possible by

a gift from Mrs. Clififord S. Heinz, Pittsburgh, a

vice-president of the former World's Sunday School

Association, predecessor of the Council. In London.

J. Arthur Rank has underwritten the expenses of the

project and is building studios specifically for the pro-

duction of religious films.

Films Seen

AT the Green Lake Workshop and at several other

seminars and conferences, the Editor had the op-

portunity to see and u.se many films, some old and some

liew, and observe the reaction of gronjis both large and

small.

Abralwin and Isaac is certainly not for children

—

unless you are unconcerned about concomitant learn-

ings and attitudes. While it presents the story of

Abraham's near-sacrifice of his son's life, it is too

nakedly literal and gruesome for all save adults. .Itid

No7v I Sec, new Cathedral film on stewardship for the

United Lutherans, will be most useful within the spon-

soring communion and have considerable value out-

side. A bit slow and wordy, it gets its story told and

Its point over. Some folks may be bothered by the

miraculous element.

Boundary Lines, impressionistic color and sound

film, holds the attention and creates an impression. It

can provoke discussion about the lines which separate

men and groups from each other. Its informational con-

tent is scant; its philosophy of history and its social

psychology are pretty wobbly. In it picture, color, and

music are neatly and elTectively integrated. Brother-

hood of Alan was criticized on two counts ; the semi-

comic cartoon medium, and on the easy assumption

that the realization of proximity and inherent human
equality results in altered behavior. We wish it did.

The motives for brotherhood lie elsewhere—in the

realm of religious ideas, motives, and attitudes.

No Greater Poicer. the story of Zacchaeus, is con-

sidered by many to lie the best film Cathedral has

produced—with the ixissible excejition of their recent

Queen Esther. It is not strange that this film is gener-

ally prai.sed by church ])eo])le. It is a good film.

Child of Beth!eheiii--hf. f(uality acceptable—is still the

best film on the Christmas story. Faith Triumphant.

one of the St. Paul series, is the best of the series and

is widely used.

The best Easter film to date is the British. First

Faster, and there are so few prints of it in America

Cathedral Films

A frame from "How to Teach With Films."

that it is probably booked solid for 1948. For All

People, Cathedral film telling the story of the Church

of All Nations in Los Angeles, is weak in that too

little of the footage is devoted to an exposition of the

work of the church. An older film. That They Might

Have Life, on a similar story centering in N. Y., point

by point is a better film, and cost much less to pi-o-

duce.

Home Are The Haunted, principally in color, tells

the story of modern Palestine and contains some very

fine ])hotography. It is not as compact, nor as useful

as discussion background, as the March cf Time film,

Palestine. How to Teach With Films (Cathedral)

has limited usefulness because it implies a church

school procedure many leaders consider basically un-

.sound. Journey Into Faith, Cathedral's crucifixion

dim, is not praised by those who know good films,

even though is has considerable usage.

Life With Baby. ^larch of Time's presentation of

Dr. Gessell's notable work at Yale, finds general ap-

jiroval. and religious leaders got out their notepads

^md put it down as one for young parents to see. A
Nation Is Born, new film telling of the fight for free-

dom carried on by Philippine educators and others

imder Japanese occupation, shows no missionary work,

except by indirection. Not By Bread Alone, techni-

cally weak, can be used to help congregations visualize

the reception and distribution of church-given relief

by church agencies in Europe.

One World Or None, the best film-plea for the con-

structive use of atomic energy so far, makes a pro-

found im])ression on all groups. It has information,

plus logic, plus an impression. Because it appeals

to the mind, it cannot be .so easily shaken off as The
Way of Peace ( Lutheran ) and Boundary Lines. It has

un intellectual content. Those who saw it paired in

preview with tlie foregoing, were discussing it several

days later.

Wherever shown this summer, the films of the 2000
Years Ago series made a good impression on educa-

tors, and were i^ronoiuiced useful. Here are films close

to the "core" of church interest and need, and they

;ire being widely used l)y the church and the school

—

as useful in the latter as in the former.

Shy Guy, showing a high school youth getting into

.social circulation, was considered useful with both

}outh and ])arent groups. The follow-up would be

varied to meet the general character of the grou]). and
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the specific objectives being sought. Much contro-

versy arose over the usefuhiess of the alcohol film,

Where Does It Get Yon? While useful with youth

groups in raising discussion, it does not have the sci-

entific solidity of It's The Brain That Counts—• the

best film yet made on the subject.

The Way Of Peace, recent American Lutheran

film calling for repentance lest we destroy ourselves

with atomic power, fails to convince. While negative

in its major notes and weak as a motion picture be-

cause of its puppetry and miniature sets, it can be

used to condition congregations for a positive mes-

sage. To follow it with discussion, is to mis-use it.

For discussion, use One World Or None.

The new Cathedral film, Amos, was well received

by the Green Lake Workshop and ought to be found

useful by the church. However, future films on Old
lestament characters ought to have more drama and
story. A somewhat more imaginative treatment will

be needed than was given the prophet of social jus-

tice.

In Production and Releases
• McHenry Films (537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5)

announced December ISth as the release date on the

sound and color film, God Is My Landlord, which tells

the story of Perry Hayden's world-famous tithing

wheat growing demonstration. It contains original

shots made during the six years, some gorgeous har-

vest scenes. It is available to clubs, schools, and inter-

ested groups on a free-will oflfering basis.

• Three new films from the studios of Religious Films,

Ltd., of Great Britain are expected at an early date.

Ruth will tell the story of the ancestress of King David,

debunks racial pride, and sets filial piety and simple

family life amid the aftermaths of war in a constructive

message to our generation. The Burden Bearer illumi-

nates and illustrates the great saying of Jesus, "Come
unto me all ye that labor." The Wedding Feast is a

faithful and sparkling presentation of the Parable ( Matt.

22 and Luke 14). The weakness of making excuses

to justify disobedience is incisively revealed.

• Let Us Give Thanks, a 30-frame filmstrip with the

titles on the film, is an inspirational service of thanks-

giving. The scripture, prayers, hymns, and meditation

are completely visualized, and the film requires from

20 to 30 minutes. It is finished in a new "color-tone"

process which gives rich harvest brown and white.

Pattern For Peace is a filmstrip of 40 frames which

presents religion's pattern for peace as seen by one of

America's great preachers, Dr. Roger T. Nooe, of

Nashville, Tenn. Both are fall releases of Church

Screen Productions, St. Louis 12, Mo.

• Many churches holding their every member visita-

tion in the spring may want to consider using the 97-

frame filmstrip, Teamivork. The narration, by Ever-

ett Mitchell, is recorded on two 78 r.p.m. vinylite

records. The setting for the pictures is a Lutheran

church in Chicago (Edgebrook) where the congrega-

tion acted out the visitation activities. The Muhlen-

berg Press, Philadelphia is the distributor.

Did You Know
. . . That you can get glass-mounted 2x2 slides of

the popular songs from Long Filmslide Service, 944

Regal Road, Berkeley 8, Calif.? Write for their film-

strip and slide catalogue.

. . . That the Veritone Recording Co., Box 30, Vil-

lage Station, New York 14, will make chime records

of the hymns and music which you desire? Each rec-

ord is individually grooved directly from the finest

grade genuine chimes.

. . . That Cathedral Films has issued 21 of the fine

hymns of the church on film ? Included are such hymns

as Dear Lord and Father oj Mankind, Master Let

Me Walk With Thee, and the Doxology. Most of

them run three minutes ; a few four. Inquire of your

dealer or rental library.

. . . That a two-record album, Said of Tarsus: His

Conversion has been issued by Cathedral Films? The

writing was done by the Rev. Harley W. Smith, Vicar

of St. Nicholas Episcopal Church, Encino, Calif. These

records are 78 r.p.m. and should be useful in home,

church school, youth groups, and religious services.

. . . That the Standard Publishing Co. (Cincinnati

10) is producing Biblicolor filmstrips on the Uniform

lessons for 1948? Since no date or actual reference

to the lessons appears on the filmstrip, they are useable

in many other ways. There are 25 frames per film-

strip, and two filmstrips per quarter. A theme and

appropriate scripture is given on each frame. The
color is of good quality. The legibility of the captions

would be better if larger letters were used.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW First Printing Now Available—Price 60c

The Religious Screeu
WUliam S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

30 Photographs and Diagrams, 64 Valuable Pages

Lists Denominational Audio-Visual Directors

Many Helps and Suggestions for Use in Your

Audio-Visual Program

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Street

Chicago I, Illinois

n Enclosed find 60c for which please send me
one copy of "The Religious Screen."

n Enclosed find $1.00 for which please send me
one copy of "'1000 and ONE" as described

elsewhere in this issue.

Name ..

Address

City Zone State
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A Motion Picture Work Shop

THE four-day Production Work Shop held in

Kansas City in early November was prob-

ably without precedent in the film industry.

It was attended by men and women from all sec-

tions of the country—from Connecticut to Califor-

nia, Oregon to Florida, plus four from Canada.

There were 110 participants altogether, from uni-

versities, associations and from industrial compa-

nies. All were seriously concerned with the pro-

duction of 16mm motion pictures.

Planning the Work Shop

Plans for the Work Shoj) grew out of many
individual requests for such an experience-sharing

meeting. The rapidly increasing use of motion

pictures by educators, religious organizations, and

industry created production demands that exceeded

production capacity. So many schools and churches

were going into the production of their own films,

so many new producers were setting up shop that

a great demand for knowledge of working tech-

niques had arisen. This knowledge could be gained

only by costly and time-wasting experience or by

learning from someone else's experience.

The Kansas City company no doubt recognized

that any improvement in 16mm standards, any in-

crease in its productive capacity, would indirectly

be of value to the company as a 16mm producer and

service laboratory. At any rate, the Calvin Compa-

ny decided to share its seventeen years' experience

with other producers by devoting its time and fa-

cilities to such a project. There were no charges or

registration fees of any kind ; the company merely

sent letters to some of its customers and to others

who might be interested, inviting them to partici-

pate in an open forum discussion on the problems

and procedures involved in 16mm motion picture

In the Work Shop: Right to left—Kenneth Edwards, East-
man Kodak Co.; Everett Miller, R.C.A.; Elliott Cooley,
The Cooley Co.; Robert M. Corbin, Eastman Kodak Co.;
John H. Maynard, J. E. Brulatour, Inc.; H. M. Stoepple-

werth, Stoepplewerth Productions.

production. The reception this invitation received

clearly indicated the need in the field.

Well-Organized Sessions

Each person attending the meetings was given
a notebook containing an outline of all the ma-
terial to be covered. Each session was devoted
to a particular subject with a complete outline

of that phase of production. The discussions were
led by company department heads. All material

was taken up in detail, with each point open to

floor discussion. For practically every discussion

period, certain film examples were shown to demon-
strate the common errors that are made in motion
picture production. Larry Sherwood, Vice Presi-

dent, and Neal Keehn, Calvin Company Operations
Manager, spent the better part of two months
going through thousands of feet of film accumulat-
ing the sequences shown. Incidentally, the company
received several requests for prints of this "what

One of the Work Shop Meetings in Session

January, 1948

Editor's Note

This story of the 16mm motion picture produc-
tion work shop recently held in Kansas City seems
to us particularly significant for two reasons:

1. Here was a commercial film producer. The Cal-
vin Company, opening wide its doors for customers
and competitors alike, and sharing with them the
practical lessons learned in seventeen years of pro-
duction experience, and

2. Here was a real and valuable learning experience
—a genuine "work shop", planned with careful at-

tention to m-nute details and executed with con-
summate skill.

This is healthy evidence of growth in the 16mm
industry, a frank recognition that the field is big
enough for all, and that any improvement in standards
is a gain for all.
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Larry Sherwood, Calvin Co. Vice-President, holds forth on
production techniques during one of the Work Shop sessions.

not to do" material from university instructors

who wanted to show it to their classes. The
outline material also seemed to fit educational re-

(juirements because extra copies were requested.

Throughout the meetings there was an amazing
frankness in the discussion of problems, the com-
parison of experiences. The sessions were all lu-ld

on a large sound stage where everyone could be

comfortably accommodated and demonstrations

made. In general, the day sessions dealt with

broad topics concerning jjroduction techni(|ucs

while the evening meetings were devoted to tech-

nical problems. The night sessions were for peo])le

particularly interested in a certain phase of pro-

duction, such as camera, sound, editing, etc. The
whole series of meetings was conducted in a se-

quence similar to that which would be encountered

in actual production. In other words, first came
the film outline, then shooting the photography,

editing, animation, master script, recording, etc.

Subjects Covered

Monday was taken uj) with a discussion of the

lilni outline, the function of photography, some
practical demonstrations of the use and limitations

of Kodachrome, and then a demonstration of some

{Concluded on page 24)

In the Work Shop: Left to right—J. A. Wheeler, Fanchon &
Marco Service Corp.; Rev. R. E. Southard, S. J., St. Louis,
Mo.; Rev. Angelus La Fleur, Mount St. Francis, Ind.
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9 Audio-Visual Club

This playlet may be used in assembly programs to stimulate interest

in audio-visual education and especially to recruit projectionists.

iNE. The storage-repair room of the Audio-Visual Depart-

•nt of any junior high school. In center of stage is a table

th film rewind and repair kit. At rear of stage is a small

letin board on one side and portable screen on other. At

extreme left radio-phono on small table. E.xtreme right another

work table and storage cabinet.

TIME. Second period in the morning any day.

Cast of Characters. Walter

Carl

Bill All members of the Audio- Visual

Jack Club

Ralph

Jim

( As the scene opens Walter, alone on stage, is rewinding a

film, pausing now and then to make a careful inspection. Enter

Carl, in a hurry.)

CARL. What cooks?

WALTER. Plenty. Where have you been ?

CARL. I had to do an errand on my way. Am I late? What is
.

there to do anyway?
WALTER. Look at the master sheet. It shows everything for the

(Jay. (Points toward the bulletin board.) Help yourself.

(Carl goes to bulletin and takes down master sheet.)

CARL. Oh, yes! Let's see second period. (Reads) Rewind and

clean films number 428 and 436. Teach boy from 8-A to cut

a record. Give Jim a chance to take sound projector test.

.Arrange for preview of film in auditorium.

(Enter Bill from right. Carries silent projector, extension

cord, reels of film, etc. Carefully rolls up cord and i)Uts it

away. Inspects projector, checks inspection slip, and files it.

as he speaks to boys.

)

WALTER. How'd it go, Bill?

BILL. Perfect! Not a single hitch. I'll just check over this

projector and be on my way. Rewind these films for me will

you, Walter?

WALTER. Sure, Carl and I'll take care of it. Does this film go

back to the Film Library?

BILL. (On his way out) No. It's scheduled for the same rcmiii

tomorrow, fourth period. I'll be seeing you.

WALTER. So long.

CARL. Who is the boy to learn about cutting records ?

WALTER. Ralph ."Vnyboy. Do you know him?

CARL. Don't seem to. When is he due?

WALTER. He's scheduled for the first part of the period. 1 can't

imagine what's keeping him.

(Ralph enters.)

RALPH. I'm Ralph .Anyboy. Is this where I learn to run the

recording machine?

WALTER. You've come to the right place all right. We'll teach

you.

CARL. You don't belong to the .'\udio-\'isual Club do you?

RALPH. No, I couldn't get in. I'm going to try again next year

though. Our English teacher wants a boy in 8-.A to operate

the machine. I volunteered. Is it hard?

WAITER. Nothing to it. We'll lielp you.

ROYDEN M. TRIPP
Central Junior High School

New Britain, Conn.

CARL. (Moves recording unit from left to the center of stage.)

Well let's get going.

WALTER. To begin with, you know this is a combination radio,

record cutter, and playback. If you want to use it as a radio

this small lever must point to the word "Radio." (Turns on

radio, picks up few stations. Points out things to Ralph.) When
you want to make a recording of something coming in on the

radio, the lever must point to "Record Radio." If you want

to make a record of someone's voice, turn it to "Record Mike."

In order to play records, it must be on "Playback." In making
records, this is the cutting head. This arm is lowered on the

blank, and this point cuts the grooves. (Points as he talks)

RALPH. (Interrupting) I think I'd get it better if you showed
me.

CARL. Do we have any blank records?

WALTER. (Walking toward the cabinet, looking for record)

Here's one. (Comes back with blank, shows Ralph how record

is placed on turntable.)

lARL. First step : turn pointer to "record microphone". Ralph,

you're going to perform. (Hands him microphone)

(Walter gets cutting head ready)

RALPH. Oh! No! What'll 1 say?

WALTER. Say "Mary had a little lamb."

RALPH. That'll sound too silly.

CARL. It was good enough for Thomas A. Edison when he

made his first record, if the story's true, so it oaght to be good
enough for us. Go ahead.

WALTER. When I lower this cutting needle on the record, start

talking. (Lowers cutting head—gives Ralph signal.)

RALPH. Mary had a little lamb, etc. etc.

(When record is finished, Walter lifts cutting head and stops

turntable.)

RALPH. How'd I do?

CARL. The proof of the pudding, you know. You can hear it

and decide for yourself.

WALTER. Do you think you can play it back?

RALPH. I'll try. Let's see. Turn the pointer to "playback". Start

the turntable. Lower needle on record.

(Listens to the record.)

WALTER. Not bad, Ralph. You'll be on the radio before you
know it.

CARL. Anything else, Ralph? Want to try it yourself this time?

Take something off the radio. That'll give you good practice.

RALPH. That's a good idea.

WALTER. Turn the record over and go ahead.

RALPH. (Turns pointer to "Radio" and picks up a station on
radio) How much volume?

CARL. Turn it on loud. Watch the volume indicator.

RALPH. Now check me if I'm wrong. Set the pointer toward
"Record Radio." Put disc »n turntable. (Practices what he
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is preaching) Start turntable. Lower cutting head. (Lets it

record for a short time, then plays it back.)

CARL. Not bad! Not half bad. You'll do, Ralph.

RALPH. I'll run along now. I'll be seeing you. Thanks a lot,

boys. (Ralph exits right.)

WALTER. I'll get this radio out of the way while you get ready

for Jim's test.

(Jim comes in right)

JIM. Am I late?

WALTER. Too late for what? Making a record?

JIM. No, I mean too late to take the test for my license.

CARL. Oh, no! The machine is all ready for you. You're ex-

pected to take it from the case, set it up, thread a film on it.

run the film, control the sound, stop the projector, rewind the

film, take down the projector and return it to its case. Do

you understand?

JIM. Oh, yes. I knew that.

WALTER. Where's your check sheet?

JIM. (Produces check sheet) Right here. (Gives it to Carl.)

CARL. You have passed everything but the sound machine, haven't

you?

JIM. Yes. If I pass this, I get my license and operator's badge.

Sure hope I can do it. Where's the film?

WALTER. Here. Is it sound or silent?

JIM. Sound.

WALTER. How can you tell?

JIM. It has sprocket holes on one side only.

WALTER. Check that on the list, Carl.

(Jim takes out projector, sets it up on table in center of stage,

connects speaker. Cleans lens and makes good focus on screen

at rear of stage. Cleans film gate, starts to thread film)

CARL. I've checked you for all those steps, and I'm glad to see

you've cleaned the film gate. That's important.

JIM. I've heard that before.

WALTER. Well you can't hear it too often. It not only makt>

good projection but prevents damage to films.

(Jim completes threading film. Turns on amplifier. Walter

switches projector to silent speed when Jim is not looking.

Jim prepares to start.)

JIM. Am I all right so far?

CAFL. I've checked you as O.K. in every space so far. Keep

going.

JIM. Here she goes.

(Jim turns on projector. Sound burbles. Jim hurriedly adjusts

volume and tone control. Looks blank. Turns off projector.

Looks over projector—finally finds difficulty and corrects it.)

JIM. I get it. Trying to play a little joke on me, eh? Smart

guys ! Left it on silent speed. No wonder the sound was crazy.

WALTER. No, Jim, we weren't trying to be smart. But that's a

thing any operator might run into. You didn't check the pro

jector to see if it was ready to start. Your check list has the

things you should check. You didn't do that.

CARL. Don't feel too bad about it. That can happen to a fellow

when he's in a hurry or nervous. Just take it easy and follow

the check list in order. Try it again.

(Jim runs projector a little.)

WALTER. O.K. That's enough.

(Jim stops machine.)

JIM. Did I pass?

CARL. Take it down, and pack it up.

JIM. All right. (Does it)

CARL. Well, Walt, what about it? Do we pass him?
WALTER. Oh, I don't know. Everything was perfect except the

right speed for the film. Doesn't seem right to keep his license

away from him when he really knows how to operate the

machine, and yet we must uphold our standards. What do

you think?

CARL. About the same as you. Think you can remember about

that one thing, Jim?

JIM. Do you think I'll ever forget now?

WALTER. (To Carl) Let's give him his trial license.

CARL. That suits me. (To Jim) Of course this will be only

your trial license. Then if you project ten reels in classrooms

and have no trouble, you can have your Junior License and

badge.

JIM. What do I do to get my Senior License?

WALTER. Oh, there's a lot more. Learn to use two types of

cameras, exposure meter, and all that. Look it up in your

manual.

JIM. I will. By the way when do I start to get some jobs to

run films for classes ?

WALTER. Do you have any study periods ? .^nd are you doing

well enough in class so that you can get excused from them ?

JIM. Oh sure. Thursday, fourth period.

CARL. (Goes to bulletin board.) Next Thursday, period four,

you can run the machine in room 224.

JIM. I'll be there.

WALTER. Come in before school and get everything ready.

(Carl looks at watch)

CARL. Time for the preview. (Looks out toward the audience)

The customers are here. Boy do they look eager?

WALTER. Do you want to run the projector, Jim? It's all set up.

JIM. Sure! This'll be my first time under fire.

WALTER. You can't go wrong. We'll be right here. Help me
with the screen will you Carl? (Carl and Walter lower screen

for auditorium showing. Jim goes to projector set up in center

of auditorium.)

JIM. Lights out.

(They project a movie for the assembly.)

End

A Motion Picture Work Shop
(Contiiuicd from page 22)

things to axfiid in .shooting;. Tuesday contintied

along the production pattern with editing and the

function of optical effects, both with many dem-
onstrations. Tuesday afternoon was devoted to ex-

amples of master scripts and various types of nar-

ration. The great difference between writing foi

audio-visual aids and writing other types of script

work was shown in many examples.

Sound recording and laboratory work were the

subjects of the Wednesday discussion. Allen Ja-

cfjbs and Bill Hedden. sound engineer and labora-

tory supervisor for the company, presented their

material in a surprisingly simple and clear man-
ner. .Several sound tracks had been especially re-

corded to show some of the fundamentals of record-

ing. The same was true of the laboratory discus-

sion, including examples of what could be expected

from a reliable laboratory and some things not to

expect. The last day of the meeting was taken tiji

with the problems of utilization and distribution

of pictures. This portion of the program was es-

pecially interesting to the 'idustrial users in at-

tendance. The importance of showing conditions

was particularly stressed : anything that would

detract the audience's attention from the screen

should be axoided at all costs.

The final meeting, on Thursday afternoon, was
thrown open to a general recapitulation of the

whole session. Cjreat interest was shown in making
the ^^"ork Shop a yearly meeting.
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DAVID SCHNEIDER. Editor, Evander Childs High School, New York City

Navy's Special Devices

ON Saturday, December 6, the Fourth Annual
Higher Education Conference was held at the

School of Education, New York University. The
theme of this conference was: Aids to College

Teaching, and, needless to add, those were Audio-

Visual Aids.

The exhibits included materials of instruction

organized under different subject departments, such

as Speech, Business, Home Economics, Music,

Foreign Languages, Science, etc.

Your editor was very much impressed with the

materials produced by the U. S. Navy's Special

Devices Center—truly school-made visual aids to

learning. Among the most interesting of the Navy's

devices was the Automatic Rater, a kind of pinball

machine, consisting of pushbuttons, numbers, cards

and lights—a gadget to tempt the worst cases offer-

ing resistance to learning. The Automatic Rater

can be used in every field of learning where mastery

of certain facts is basic to further progress. On the

vertical panel are seven pushbuttons, beneath each

of which appear numbers 1 to 7, indicating multiple

choice of answers. Below these numbers, to the

left, is a small window indicating total questions

(from 1 to 10, after which the numbers, though not

the same questions, reappear.) To the right is an-

other window which lights up with the total score.

.\t the bottom of this panel is a sign which lights

up in green (left side) with the words, "Correct

.A.nswer", if the right pushbutton is moved—other-

wise the red sign, "Wrong Answer" will show up

at the right.

The Question card with the multiple choice of

answers appears in a window in the left side of the

horizontal panel. The operator pushes the button

in front of the panel to put the question card in po-

sition. He then presses the button on the upper

panel to correspond with the choice of his answer.

There is a marked timing device which allows four

seconds for reading the question, with the score

thereafter computed at a decreasing rate of one

point per second of delay. No score is recorded if

the selected answer is incorrect or if no answer is

triven within the twenty seconds, the maximum

time limit. The operator can immediately learn

the correct answer by looking in the upper right

hand corner of the card, after it is fed into a second

window following the registration of the score.

As was pointed out previously, this machine may
be very helpful for students in acquiring funda-

mental facts based on the stimulus-recognition-

response idea, but where, oh where, is the machine
that can actually teach our non-verbal minded stu-

dents to think?

New EFLA Plan

THE Educational Film Library Association

—

EFLA, to tho.se familiar with its organization

and activities—has set up a plan, long overdue in

the educational world, whereby it will undertake to

distribute films produced by schools, colleges, and
other educational institutions. EFLA will, through

its literature, publicize those films acceptable for

distribution and will send on to the producers all

orders for purchase of such films. EFLA will defi-

nitely not handle any requests for rentals.

The advantage of this plan to prospective pur-

chasers as well as producers is that they do not

have to send their orders for films to three or four

distributors. EFLA will act as a clearing house
for them. Secondly, the EFLA stamp of approval

will represent the certification that the film was
pedagogically planned and produced—a certifica-

tion, we hope, which will be on par with the AMA
stamp placed on material things which enter the

physical parts of the human body.

Producers will benefit from this plan in two ways.

EFLA will publicize their films to an exclusive list

of film buyers. The prestige of an EFLA stamp of

approval should certainly enhance the producer's

reputation.

The preliminary announcement lists the follow-

ing films ; From Pennsylvania State College : Baby
Care—Feeding, Construction of a Light Airplane,

and Drafting Tips. From Association Films : Play

Championship Basketball. Play Volleyball, West Point

Championship Football. Vou and Your Family, and

Vou and Your Friends. I-'or further information ad-

dress the Educational Film Library .^ssn., 1600 Broad-

wav. New York 19. N. Y.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio- Visual Center

Indiana University. Bloomington

Party Lines

(Bell Telephone Company, distribution by local company)

17 minutes, 16 mm, sound, color. Eddie .-Mbert Production.

Loan,

Description of Contents:

The necessity for sharing many conveniences with our

families and neighbors is dramatized by Bill Baird's marin-

nettes.

Arriving home from work, the hero greets his dog and

tries to make a telephone call. His neighbor, however, is

talking to her friend on their party line. After an animated

diagram explains how telephone party lines operate, an-

other scene shows what would happen if the neighljor

woman were as inconsiderate about parking her car in the

driveway as she is in monopolizing the telephone line.

While the two women continue to chtv on a very lively

conversation, the man's telephone itself explains that some

people just don't realize how selfish they are. The good

and bad natures of the neighbor woman, personified as

an angel and a demon, fight each other, with the angei

barely winning. Next, a giddy high school couple, he

standing beside a juke box and she sprawled on a daven-

port at home, get possession of the line. The demon en-

courages the boy to continue his "jivey" conversation,

while the girl's father fumes at having to wait to use the

telephone, just as he has to wait while she lolls in the

bathtub.

The next time the hero tries to use the telephone, an-

other man on the same line is making a long list of calls

without giving others a chance between calls. Just as our

friend's telephone rings and he begins a long-delayed con-

versation, another neighbor interrupts to try to get the

line. The resulting quarrel is compared to the battle be-

CAROLYN GUSS, Instructor, School of Education

RETTY STOOPS. Film Librarian. Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

tween two medieval kni.ghts on a narrow bridge. The com-

mentator points out that such a battle doesn't get us any-

where, while a spirit of cooperation does get us places.

.\nother day, the hero sees a fire in the neighhorhnnl

When he tries to use the telephone to report it, a grouchy

m^n refuses to give up the line. This same man discovers,

too late, that it is his own house which is burning. The
commentator again points out that although every call is

not an emergency, sharing the line keeps everyone happier.

.Several an,gels on a cloud illustrate desirable sharing of a

line, and then the other characters follow the example anfl

acquire halos.

Committee Appraisal:

Very clever marionettes are used to show with the humor
of exaggeration how thoughtlessness and deliberate selfish-

ness can inconvenience and irritate one's neighbors. Al-

though the action throughout is based upon the sharing

of a telephone party line, the implications are much wider,

as the narrator points out repeatedly. The film should

P'ove a thought-provoking basis for discussion by any

.i^roup interested in problems of family and community
relationships. The treatment is suitable for age levels

ranging from elementary to adult.

Pasteur's Legacy

Eddie ,Ml)erl Pniduct'i.n

Marionettes do the acting in "Party Lines.'"
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( Modern Film C orporation. 729 Seventh .\venue. New
York City 19) 2i minutes. 16mm, sound, black and white,

translated and copyrighted by Loew's International Cor-

poration. 1947. Produced l>y l.es Films Minerva, Paris,

France, with cooperation of l.'lnstitut Pasteur.

Description of Contents:

Filmed at the Pasteur Institute, the film ile))icts Pasteur's

scientific research and discoveries as they contribute to

the welfare of mankind.
The film shows Pasteur ;it the age of thirty-three, com-

missioned to do research, working on the causes of fer-

mentation in wines, milk, and vegetable juices. His dis-

covery of the microscopic organisms, or microbes, which

cause milk to sour resulted in pasteurization of milk.

The ne.xt sequence of the film is devoted to Pasteur's

research in innoculation of chickens, sheep, and swine

which resulted in the discovery of vaccines, valuable not

only to animals but also to human beings. When Pasteur

was sixty-six, the Pasteur Institute in Paris was founded

in 188S. Pasteur worked here in his own niemorial for

seven more years. The film first shows Pasteur at work here

and then other scientists at work carrying on the Pasteur

tradition. Pasteur's development and use of the rabies anti-

toxin are shown in detail. Concluding scenes of the

Institute's work in making industrial ferments and beneficial

cultures and vaccines and using new and wonderful ma-
chines offer interesting contrast to the opening ones showing
I'astenr with only such equipment a,-- a P>\msen burner

and a very poor microscope.

Committee Appraisal:

The three main purposes defined by the i>review com-

mittee were (1) to present Pasteur's research and achieve-
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nients. (2) to show the scientitic method tlirougli actual

lahoratory experimentation, and (3) to develop an apprecia-

tion and understanding of the importance of devotion and

patience in scientific research, llie fihii should be effective

for use by science classes in the high school, bacteriology

classes in the university, and adult groups discussing public

health. The Photomicrographs are excellent and the pho-

tography, in general, is good.

The Hare and the Tortoise

(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 20 North Wacker Drive,

Chicago 6, Illinois) 11 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and

white." 1947. $50.00. less lO^r educational discount.

Description of Contents:

Based upon .Aesop's fable by the same name, the film

through actual photography pictures the conclave of ani-

mals who set up the race between the hare and the tortoise

and are j resent as the tortoise crosses the tree root—

a

winner.

As the rooster, goose, owl, fox, tortoise, and rabbit

visit in the woods one day, the rabbit brags of his own

fleetness. The tortoise, bored with the rabbit's bragging,

challenges him to a race. The owl is chosen referee and

appoints the fox to lay out the course. The fox marks

a difficult one, and the owl starts the two contestants on

their way. The film follows first the hare as he easily

outruns his opponent and gains a safe lead on the tortoise

—such a lead that he feels perfectly safe in taking time

out to nap. As the rabbit falls deeper and deeper into

sleep, the steady tortoise faithfully plods along through

the hollow log, across the stream, over fallen debris,

past his slumbering competitor, and over the victory line.

The rabbit is awakened too late by his friend the raccoon,

and his flashy efforts to out-run the tortoise avail him

naught. The film ends as the owl blinks his eyes and

utters the words of wisdom, "Slow and steady wins the

race."

Committee Appraisal

:

The film brings .Aesop's fable "The Hare and the

Tortoise" to the screen through a delightful use of actual

photography of real, live animals. Children in the kinder-

garten and early primary grades shouUl enjoy the warm

animal personalities and their almost-human behavior.

The committee felt that the film would be effective in

stimulating interest in reading and oral expression, as

well as creative dramatics. .\ny liberties that Miss Storm

and the producers may have taken with the original story

or with actual animal behavior should not detract from

the effectiveness of the film in terms of its contributions

to developing a worthwhile nioral or evoking spontaneous

expression.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

Aesop's Fable comes to life in "The Hare and the Tortoise."
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Coronet Productions

A member of the cast in the film "Snakes."

Snakes

(Coronet Productions, 65 E. South Water Street, Chicago,

Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color and black-and-

white, 1947. $90 and $45.

Description of Contents:

The three principal sequences of the film show (1) the

structure and habitat of snakes, (2) the identifying char-

acteristics of poisonous snakes, and (3) the various species

and contributions of non-poisonous snakes.

Close-up shots of snakes crawling show that they use

the scoops, or scales, on the underneath part of their

bodies and a sidewise form of locomotion, or winding.

.•\ snake is shown catching live prey and swallowing it

whole. .Again close-ups are used to show the structure of

the mouth and the presence of skin between the scales

which makes possible the encompassing of live food.

The distinction between poisonous and non-poisonous

snakes, in the case of the rattler, copperhead, and cotton-

mouthed moccasm, is made on the basis of the presence

of a pit between the eye and nostril. The fourth and

only other type of poisonous snake, the coral snake, is

identified by its markings.

The last sequence of the film is devoted to such non-

poisonous snakes as the garter snake, the corn snake, and

the king snake. Such advantages as snakes' eating mice

and rats are pointed out. A battle between the king snake

and a rattler results in a victory for the king snake, against

which the poison of the rattler is not effective. The

concluding statement of the film points out that most of

the hundreds of kinds of snakes are non-poisonous and can

be studied and^ observed.

Committee Appraisal:

1 he him i- good for showing the appearance, habits, activ-

ities, and structure of several types of reptiles. It should

l)e very effective in bringing out the basic differences

between poisonous and non-poisonous snakes. The ex-

cellent color photography contributes a great deal to the

value of the film. Recommended for use by general

science and biology clisses from intermediate through

senior high school level and adult nature study groups

discussing snakes.
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Conference of DAVI
National Executive Committee

THE National Executive Committee of the

NEA Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion held a series of meetings October 26

and 27 at the Hotel Continental in Kansas City,

Missouri. President Stephen M. Corey presided

over the meetings.

Ihe secretary presented a resume of the DAVl
Progress Report for 1946-47, which had been pre-

pared as background information for the meeting.

He suggested an agenda, solicited proposals for any
additional topics to be considered, and requested the

group to assign an order of priority for discussion of

the topics. The following agenda, and order of priority,

was decided upon

:

1. Major objectives of the Department and means
of attainment

2. Relationship between DAVI and the NEA Divi

sion of Audio-Visual Instructional Service

3. Divisional organizations for afifiliation with thv;

Department

4. Constitutional matters for decision by the National

Executive Committee

5. Publication policies of the Department

6. National conferences of the Department

7. Piojects proposed for joint action by DAVI and

other NEA departments

8. Any additional topics growing out of the preced-

ing discussions

Major objectives of the Department and means of

attainment. President Corey stated that the objec-

tives of the Department should be expressed in terms
of service, leadership, and research. Mr. Albright

stated that the activities of the Department should

be considered in two phases : an immediate program
and a long-term program. He then presented a de-

tailed plan for an immediate program based upon the

objectives of the Department as specified in the Con-
stitution. A subcommittee was appointed to study

the matter further and was instructed to report back

to the Committee the following day. Following is an

outline of some of the major aspects of this report

:

I. Promote effective utilization of audio-visual

materials.

A. Offer assistance to affiliated divisional or-

ganizations in planning and conducting their

meetings.

B. Establish a speakers' bureau to serve state

education as,sociations upon request.

C. Channel selected articles on audio-visual ma-
terials to the journals of various NEA de-

partments.

[I. Serve as a clearinghouse of information on the

audio-visual field.

A. Prepare and distribute bulletins, each deal-

ing with a single audio-visual subject or

problem.

P>. Refer inquirers to audio-visual specialists.

VERNON DAMERON, Executive Secretary

located in their respective areas, for consul-

tation on local problems.

C. Assemble and make available a series of

reprints of selected articles on various audio-

visual subjects and problems.

III. Promote teacher education in audio-visual in-

struction.

A. In-service training.

1. Provide guidance for audio-visual confer-

ences in teachers colleges by collecting

and making available copies of selected

conference programs of various colleges.

2. Provide guidance for audio-visual con-

ferences in school systems by collecting

and making available copies of selected

conference programs of various school

systems.

B. Pre-service training.

1. Cooperate with the teachers college asso-

ciations to encourage increased use of

audio-visual materials in the various

colleges.

2. Collect and make available to teachers

colleges selected syllabi of audio-visual

courses.

3. Cooperate with state departments of edu-

cation to promote pre-service education

in state teachers colleges.

4. Cooperate with state legislatures to en-

courage the allocation of more adequate

funds for pre-service education in state

teachers colleges.

IV. Promote audio-visual instruction via NEA
departments.

A. Provide information on audio-visual instruc-

tion to the various departments.

H. Offer assistance in planning audio-visual

sessions for meetings of the various depart-

ments.

Some consideration also was given to the long-term

program.

I. Promote and conduct research in audio-visual

instruction.

.\. Contact deans of institutions of higher edu-

cation, suggesting topics of needed research

and offering the cooperation of the Depart-

partment in supplying information.

B. Assist institutions of higher education to

obtain grants in aid when necessary and

possible.

C. Confine the research conducted by the De-

partment to those jirojects which are most

needed and practical, and for which the
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Department is uniquely qualified, such as

:

1. Organization, administration, and finance

(Project I)

2. Architectural facilities (Project II)

In addition to the foregoing, the desirability of con-

tinuing to interpret audio-visual instruction to the

public via press, radio, and popular lay publications

was discussed at considerable length, and several pro-

posals were made in this regard.

A plan was proposed for a project in cooperation

with other national organizations to promote teacher

education in audio-visual instruction thruout the na-

tion. With reference to a related matter, a resolution

was passed to the effect that the National Executive

Committee attempt to obtain funds for a project aimed

at studying and increasing the use of audio-visual

materials in teacher education institutions. The presi-

dent and secretary were instructed to investigate the

possibilities of obtaining financial support for the pro-

ject and to report back to the Committee not later

than at the Atlantic City Conference next February.

Relationship between DAVI and the NEA Di-

vision of Audio-Visual Instructional Service. Some
confusion exists in regard to the relationship be-

tween DAVI and the NEA Division of Audio-Visual

Instructional Service. Following is a brief explana-

tion in regard to the matter

:

1. There are 29 Departments of the NEA, each of

which is a membership organization, has its own elective

officers and executive committee, and formulates its

own policies and procedures in an autonomous manner

within the general purposes and policies of the NEA.
The major purpose of a department is to serve its own
members. DAVI was given tlej^artmental status by

the NEA in 1923.

2. There are 15 divisions of the NEA. Divisions

have no memberships and are an integral part of the

headquarters staff, functioning under the direction of

the NEA Executive Committee. Those divisions for

which there is a related department are : Division of

Adult Education Service—Department of Adult Edu-

cation ; Division of Rural Education Service—Depart-

ment of Rural Education ; and Division of Audio-

Visual Instructional Service, which was established in

September 1945.

3. There is a close relationship between the objec-

tives and activities of the Department and Division,

although some of these are of more specific and direct

interest to one than the other.

4. The funds for all salaries, equipment, and operat-

ing expenses—with exception of the expenses for cer-

tain special Department activities

—

are paid thru the

Division by the NEA.
A motion was carried to the eflfect that the presi-

dent and secretary explore the possibilities of effect-

ing closer coordination between DAVI and the related

Division.

Proposals for a more adequate budget for the De-

partment were discussed at considerable length.

Divisional organizations for affiliation with the De-
partment. The group concurred with the suggestion

that the audio-visual sections of the state education

associations should be encouraged to affiliate with the

Department. However, it was recognized that even

though this may be a desirable general pattern of

affiliation, considerable flexibility would be permitted.

Therefore, various local, regional, and state audio-

visual organizations also are eligible for affiliation, as

specified in the Constitution. A motion was carried to

the effect that the establishment of new audio-visual

The officers and national delegates are (left to right): F. Dean McClusky, University of

California, Los Angeles, First Vice President; Grace Fisher Ramsey, American Museum of

Natural History, New York, N. Y.; E. Winifred Crawford, Montclair Public Schools, Mont-

clair. New Jersey: Vernon Dameron, National Education Association, Washington, D. C,
Executive Secretary; Stephen M. Corey, University of Chicago. Chicago, Illinois, President;

C. R. Reagan, President, Film Council of America, Austin, Texas; Helen M. Rachford,

Los Angeles County Schools, Los Angeles, California; Thurman White, University of Okla-

homa, Norman, Oklahoma. (Another national delegate, Roger Albright, Motion Picture Asso-

ciation, Washington, D. C, participated in the meetings but was unable to be present when
this photograph was taken.)
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organizations and the expansion of existing organiza-

tions for affiliation with the Department he encouraged

regardless of whether all members of the local organi-

zations are members of the Department. It was recog-

nized that a national system of affiliated divisional or-

ganizations would greatly strengthen the Department

as an organization and substantially increase the effec-

tiveness of its program.

Constitutional matters for decision by the National

Executive Committee. Following are the decisions

which were made in regard to membership diies

:

active membership, $3 ; associate membership with

publication, $3 ; associate membership without publica-

tion, $1 ; institutional membership, $3. A motion was

carried directing that the practice of allowing $1.50

of each membership fee for a subscription to Educa-

tional Screen be continued, until at least September

1, 1948. A motion was carried specifying that 75c of

each $3 membership fee be returned to the affiliated

division, until at least June 30, 1948. A motion was

carried authorizing the appointment of a committee to

study the entire matter of membership dues and to de-

termine their most equitable allocation.

A motion was carried to the effect that the mem-
bers of the National Executive Committee present

recommendations at the next session of the Committee

for any revisions of the Constitution.

Publications policies of the Department. A motion

was carried directing that Educational Screen be

designated the official publication of the Department,

until at least September 1, 1948. Several proposals were

made in regard to more extensive and effective use of

Educational Screen by the Department.

The importance of cooperating with all educational

audio-visual journals was recognized, as well as the

need for channeling materials to non-audio-visual jour-

nals in the field of education.

National conferences of the Department. A sub-

committee was appointed to formulate a suggested plan

for the forthcoming Atlantic City conference of the

Department and was instructed to report back to the

Committee the following day. The plan was designated

as one which the Atlantic City Conference Committee

may wish to include for consideration along with other

plans. President Corey appointed James W. Brown of

Syracuse University as Chairman of the Atlantic City

Conference Committee. The necessary funds were ap-

propriated for a meeting of the Conference Committee.

It was decided that the Atlantic City Conference would

be held February 23 thru 25, with morning and after-

noon sessions on the 23rd and 24th and an afternoon

session on the 25th.

It was pointed out that one of the general sessions

of the NEA American Association of School Adminis-
trators was being planned to feature a demonstration

of the use of audio-visual materials and that three dis-

cussion group meetings on the audio-visual field also

were being planned.

A resolution was passed to the effect that the Na-
tional Executive Committee urges the American Asso-

ciation of School Administrators to provide for the

presentation of audio-visual instructional materials at a
centralized location during the Atlantic City Convention.

It was agreed that at the Atlantic City Conference,

wider publicity shall be given to the official publica-

tion, Educational Screen, and Sec and Hear.

A motion was carried to the effect that, since the

proceedings of the Atlantic City Conference last March
and of the Cincinnati Conference last July have been

published in Educational Screen, no further plans

should be made for publication and distribution of these

proceedings.

It was proposed that an official decision be made
in regard to the disposition of reports on the forth-

coming Atlantic City Conference.

A resolution was passed in which it was urged that

a meeting of the constituent members of the Film

Council of America be held during the AASA Conven-

tion.

Projects proposed for joint action by DAVI and

other NEA departments. Consideration was given to

five audio-visual projects proposed by NEA depart-

ments for joint DAVI action. The various projects

were proposed by the Department of Adult Education

;

National Association of Health, Physical Education,

and Recreation ; National Commission on Safety Edu-

cation ; National Association of Secondary School Prin-

cipals ; and National Science Teachers Association.

Three additional proposals by other departments rec-

ommending action by DAVI also were considered.

Because of the urgency of two of the cooperative pro-

jects, the secretary was authorized to proceed im-

mediately to solicit the cooperation of DAVI members
on these two projects. A motion was carried instruct-

ing the president to appoint a DAVI Publications

Committee, part of whose function will be to study

the other proposals for cooperative projects and to

make recommendations to the National Executive Com-
mittee for action. A second motion in regard to this

matter instructed the president to postpone the appoint-

ment of the general Publications Committee until the

existing special committee on official publications has

made its report. It was agreed that the general Pub-

lications Committee should be appointed before Janu-

ary 1, 1948 if possible.

Additional topics considered. The secretary w as in-

structed to send communications to various individuals

and organizations, including one with reference to the

Department's availability to cooperate in an interna-

tional meeting of United Nations members on audio-

visual instructional materials and another in regard

to the urgency of providing an adecjuate budget for

the production of films explaining the United Nations

to the peoples of the world.

A motion was carried authorizing Miss Grace Fisher

Ramsey to represent the Department as a member of

the United States Film Committee of the United Na-

tions ; another motion was carried authorizing Miss

E. Winifred Crawford to serve as alternate member
of this Committee.

In view of the fact that many of the projects pro-

posed for the immediate and long-term programs al-

ready are in various stages of accomplishment, the

secretary was directed to recommend an order of priority

for engaging in new projects to efl'ect a well-bal-

anced program of service. .
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ImpertanI news for teachers and pupils...

6 IMPORTANT NEW
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS!

Every new EBFilm is a powerful contri-

bution to good teaching, because every EBFilm

is an authentic and forceful aid to learning. And
because every EBFilm is core curriculum mate-

rial . . . produced by educators jar educators—

designed specifically for classroom use.

Ready for you now are six new EBFilms:

USING THE BANK, MEANING OF LONG DIVISION,

A DAY AT THE FAIR, MAKING BRICKS FOR HOUSES,

THE DOCTOR, and BUILDING A HOUSE ... ab-

sorbing classroom material that will focus at-

tention,provoke discussion,make both teaching

and learning more effective, more thorough.

You'll want to see these films right away

. . . and plan to use them in your classes. Re-

member . . . EBFilms are easy to obtain, easy to

use, easy to budget. Write now for full infor-

mation.

EBFilms Also Announces

3 New Teaching Slidefilms Series

THE HUMAN BODY
—A slidefilm series
of 8 self-contained
teaching units. Au-
thentic drawings,
photographs, and
micro-photographs
present a difficult
problem in a memo-
rable way.

ANIMAL FRIENDS-
Produced by popular
demand from eight
great EBFilms. To
be used alone or in
conjunction with the
films. Especially ef-

fective in language
arts courses in pri-

mary grades.

USING NUMBERS

-

1 6 reaching units that
cover clearly, simply,
and understandably
the meaning and use
of numbers. Includes
counti ng, reading
numbers, writing
numbers, and work-
ing with numbers.

USING THE BANK

Explains banking functions so
that even youngsters can grasp
important financial opera-
tions. Makes arithmetic both
meaningful and fun to learn.

Shows basic step-by-step proc-
esses in modern house-build-
ing, and how skilled craftsmen
use tools and materials to build
a low-cost one-family home.

A DAY AT THE FAIR

This film shows the gay, bin
serious trip of three bright
youngsters to a great state fa.i

.

and teaches many lessons about
farm life and farming.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.

^m I

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
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lITEMTUREm ni)''C"

f^W. ISUAl INSTRUCTION
ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS, Editor

BOOK REVIEWS
• The Art of the Motion Picture—Jean Benoit-Levy,

Director of Films and Visual Information, United Na-
tions Department of Public Information—Coward-Mc-
Cann, N. Y. 1946. $3.50. Translated from the French
by Theodore R. Jaeckel. (French original, Les Grandes
Missions du Cinema, published by Parizeau in Montreal,

Canada. 1945)

An unusual book on the motion picture, The Art of the

Motion Picture is the synthesis of one man's successful

experience with all types: the theatrical, the documentary,
and a variety of educational, scientific, and instructional

films. Jean Benoit-Levy's life work has cut through every

one of the "genres" to which he devotes a great deal of

attention. In his opinion, the art of the cinema lies in

the many types ("genres"), each with its own unique
possibilities.

The author is well-known in the I^'nited States as the

director (more accurately, "film-author," which includes

writer, director, editor) of such dramatic film classics as

La Maternelle, Ballerina, and Helenc. These French films

are perennial favorites in theaters throughout the world,

for they are dramatizations of basic human problems that

never go out of date. Surprisingly enough, the book
begins with a serious discussion of the role of motion
pictures in education, and postpones an analysis of the

theatrical film until the latter portion. This is because
the author, though occupied with dramatic film production
for many years, believes strongly in the part that informa-
tional and instructional films can play in bringing about
mass enlightenment and international peace.

Fundamental Laws of the Film

For all types of motion picture production, the author
believes that there are certain fundamental laws to be
observed: first that the film author select a strong, concrete
idea ; and secondly, that he choose the genre of film that

will best interpret that idea. Genres of informational films

include the classroom films (instructional, enrichment, or

"the window opened on life", scientific, and professional

films), films for adult education (those that are self-

explanatory, as short subjects shown in theaters, and those
that are to be accompanied by a lecture).

Among documentary films, the author lists the promo-
tional or advertising film and makes some interesting

observations on the potentialities .of such films. But his

great enthusiasm lies in the "film of life." the genre of

which Robert Flaherty is the great master. This section

of the book contains a unique history of the men and
women who have produced documentary films in various
nations of the world, recounted by one who has himself
been intimately connected with the movement since its

inception.

The Dramatic Film

The half of the book which deals with dramatic film

production is both inspirational and provocative. The
approach is that of the film maker who has operated in

an atmosphere of freedom. Mr. Benoit-Levy speaks of

the situation in which a film aullinr chooses a strong domina-

ting idea, to be shown in a satisfactory life setting or

milieu, and who is so strongly imbued with this idea that

his goal in casting, photographing, and editing the film

is how best to translate that idea to the screen, and not

how many glamorous names or how stupendous a produc-
tion can be built around this idea. The author gives

many interesting anecdotes to implement his philosophy,

with illustrations from American, French, British, Russian,
and other productions. There is a constructive interpreta-

tion of the Hollywood motion picture industry, which
technically and organizationally is the ultimate in efficiency

for a foreign film maker. But the author would also wish
to see such excellence in the choice of subjects and in

their interpretation.

In brief. The Art of the Motion Picture is an inspirational

l)eacon to those who believe in the great mission of motion
pictures, but who have found little in print to guide them.

• Films in Business and Industry—Henry Clay Gipson.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York
18, N. Y. 1947. 291 pp. $4.00.

Here is a book which tells in simple, nontechnical lan-

guage when and how to use motion pictures and slidefilms

—and the how and why of film construction. Designed pri-

marily for business executives, sales managers, advertising

managers, personnel managers, and others concerned with
the application of visual aids to the problems of industry,

it should be of interest and value to all who make and use
visual materials.

The book covers in detail the developments of the past
fifty years in the non-theatrical field and includes much
new information on the use of the motion picture as a vital

means of communication. Careful consideration is given
to the advantages of motion pictures over the printed and
spoken word, and the limitations of the film medium are

also discussed. The sections on the use of films in television

and related fields should interest television producers, script

writers, educators, religious teachers, and many others.

The author is president of Filmfax Productions and
the former Production Director of Films. Inc.

TEACHER TRAINING
• Audio-Visual Teaching-Training. .Uulio-l'isiwl Guide.

14:no.2:p.7. October, 1947.

Description of a pre-service training program at the
Laboratory School of the University of Oklahoma, in

which the audio-visual materials center was placed at the
disposal of the various laboratory schools to be used by
the regular teachers and student-teachers. It is recom-
mended that every teacher-education institution establish

a materials center, with a qualified coordinator of audio-
visual education; that faculty and staff make frequent and
effective use of such materials; that student-teachers be
given adequate training and experience with such materials.

SOURCES
• Filmstrips for the Social Studies—Joseph B. Hillyard^

—

Audio-Visual Guide. 14 :no.2 :p.lO. October, 1947.

F.ach filmstrip is described at length, and teaching possi-
bilities are indicated.
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MAKE fULL USE Of YOUR

1& w^e&E.

T MEETS EV£Ry NEED OF
GROUP INSTRUCTION

Of course, it gives you the finest
obtainable projection of

Standard Lantern Slides

Have you seen the latest addi-
tions to Keystone's vast library
of educational slides? Some of
these new units will make your
work more effective—and easier.

Many instructors realize the pos-
sibilities of

Handmade Lantern Slides

—not only for the presentation
of special subjects, but for obtain-
ing enthusiastic group participa-
tion.

You can sometimes make a
worthwhile cut in the cost of
lantern slides, by using

Quadruple Slides

—with four exposures, which are
screened singly by means of a
quarter-size mask.

Place a Flashmeter
on your Overhead Pro-
jector, and you have a ,^^^

Tachistoscope^V
—of thoroughly proven value for
efficient training in spelling, read-
ing, recognition and general visu-
al skills.

By means of an inexpensive adap-
ter, you can show

2-inch Slides

—with the clear, inexpensive day-
light projection made possible
only by a 750 or 1000-watt lamp.

You can also buy an attachment
for showing

Strip Film

—and here again, have the ad-
vantage of the Keystone Over-
head Projector's powerful illu-

mination.

Supplementary Lens

An adapter is also available for

Microscopic Slides ^^
—and with the micro- ^^
srnoic slides (as well "

as with two-inch slides and strip film) you can use the
five-diopter supplementary lens, shown at left, which
enlarges the projection two dimensions each way.

W^e ^an> Qifiodian.

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY • meadville, pa,

SINCE 1892 PRODUCERS OF SUPERIOR VISUAL AIDS
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It's a "Snap" for San Jose Teachers

(Continued from page 16)

the teachers. The master copy will he kept in the

Visual Aids Library of the San Jose School De-

partment. All materials are to be furnished by the

department.

2. Because of the interest shown in this area dur-

ing this study, seven new slide projectors have been

bought, and added to those already owned. A 35mm
camera has also been purchased. This equipment

will be used in the training of personnel.

3. We will use the regular 35mm film, such as the

well-known super xx type, and a reversal process.

This will give us not only a 2 x 2 slide but a 2 x 2

negative for prints or additional slides as well.

4. The advantage in using the regular film is that

we will have

:

(a) A master negative for filing

(b) As many sets of slides as needed

(c) Central Office control of their use

(d) Central Office retention of "master copy"

(e) School retention of individual sets.

5. A photo finishing establishment in San Jose

has been selected to do the processing. It promises

that we may have completed slides four days after

pictures have been taken. They will develop the

roll of film and reprocess it so that the film will

yield a set of 2 x 2 black and white miniature slides.

6. Rolls of film will be stored for distribution in

the Visual Aid Library of the San Jose School De-

partment.

7. An in-service training course was started in

April, 1947. This training consisted of learning to

use all the projected visual aid equipment as it per-

tains to the 2x2 slide area, both colored and black

and white. It is the intention of the department to

continue to make this training available to small

classes of teachers 10-12 so that they may "learn by

doing". The first class of ten teachers seemed to

enjoy the work and the slides they made show

Present

OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION
and

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

Clearly and EfFiciently

Your Life Work Films
16mm. sound, black & white
32 Vocations now covered

For Sale or Rental
Write for Complete Informotion

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMSJNC.
/nternofiona/ Distributors

Carl F. Mahnke Productions
Des Moines, Iowa

mastery of the technifiue of taking 2 x 2's. This

course comprised 14 hours of training given from

3 :30 to 5 :00 once a week on Wednesday. Here-

after, however, the course will be of a longer dura-

tion, since both the writer and the department heads

feel that twenty hours of training would be more
\aluable.

8. The Elementary Supervisor and \'isual De-

partment Head will teach an advanced course on

the use of the 2x2 slide in functional teaching.

9. For the training received during these 20

hours, teachers will receive one and one-half in-

service training units.

10. If a teacher presents a good reason for want-

ing to take a set of slides in color instead of black

and white it will be allowed, if the request is well

based.

11. The number of rolls of film an individual may
take in a year will depend largely on the individual

problem. This decision will rest with the Visual

.Aid Department.
12. Most of the slides will be taken to aid and

supplement the social studies units. It is recom-

mended that teachers follow the Source Unit and

course of study in determining w-hat to take.

13. Teachers will be taught not only how to take

and what to take, but will be given an opportunity

to see what is already taken, so that they will know
the projected materials on hand which can be used

as supplementary aids.

14. Teacher groups will be encouraged to plan

])ictures to be taken while teaching a unit.

15. Teachers will be encouraged to work out plans

with principals as to wdiat will be taken.

16. There are many problems which will have to

be met as they arise. The administration is aware

of this fact and has pledged its cooperation to insure

that the principles evolved in this study will be the

basis for continuing this project.

Starts Cooperative Film Library

Clyde I'". Riley, director of Audio-\'isual Aids at

Westboro, Mass., has brought together a group of

small schools in Worcester County for the purpose

of starting a cooperative film library. According to

his plan, each school will purchase one-hundred dollars

worth of films each year.

Two meetings are to be held each year, one in the

spring to determine the films to purchase, which must

he done before .September first of the next fall and

the other meeting in September to arrange the schedule

for the year. Each school may choose its own films

hut must make the information known to prevent du-

plication. The chief advantages are that each film may
1)L" used at a school for a period of at least two weeks

and onlv six schools will lie using each film during

the year.

There arc other advantages which favor such an

organization, liy purchasing one hundred dollars

worth of films each school has the use of at least six

lumdred dollars worth of films and yet still owns its

own. Each school nia\- plan in advance for the extended

use of each film.
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RECOGNITION FROM BELGIUM FOR AN OUTSTANDING FILM!

EESTIVAL ^!>4 MONDIAL
DU EILM m^'^ Ef DES
BEAUX- P^i ARTS DE
BELGIQUE^^ JUIN l9/^ 7

1

EN lEMOIGNAGE
HE re:oonnaissange a

The International Film Foundation is proud to be the recipient of this

high honor from Belgium for its new color film, BOUNDARY LINES . . .

an animated film on the imaginary lines that divide people from each other.

!S THIS FILM IN YOUR LIBRARY? IS IT BEING USED IN YOUR COM-
MUNITY? IF NOT. WHY NOT ORDER YOUR PRINT TODAY ... OR

PERHAPS YOU NEED ADDITIONAL PRINTS.

Write for a comp/ete description of this

film and our other subjects now available.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION
1600 Broadway New York 19. N.Y.

/A LARGE HANGING
' SCREEN LIKE THIS!

NEW
ALL METAL

MODEL C
hanging screen

"^'our visual t-ducaliuii dealer has Da-Lite
screens in 22 standard rectanRUlar sizes for

movies and 19 standard square sizes for slides and
movies. Priced from SIO.OO up Wiilr fm ililails'

• NEW RUGGEDNESS •NEW SMOOTHNESS

• NEW UNDISTORTED PICTURE PROJECTION

Here, for the first time, is a large screen that hangs right

.very lime! The new Da-Lite Model C Screen has an over-

size steel roller (2Mi" or 3" in diameter, depending upon
the screen width)- -a tubidar steel slat in the lower edge of

the screen fabric—and a long steel reinforcing saddle for

the pulling ring—for greater strength and rigidity. No
liidge, no pockets or billowing to distort pictures!

Other exclusive features include built-in-wall and ceiling

mount (see inset) handsome grey-enameled hexagon-shaped
case and choice of two famous Da-Lite screen surfaces

—

Da-Lite Crystal Beaded or Mat White. Write for new
descriptive circular. Da-Lite Sireen Co.. Inc., 272.3 No.

Culaski Ave., Chicasio i'). III. Dept. lE.'^.

DA-LITE MODEL C SCREEN SIZES AND PRICES-

SIZE C'll' 8' I 8' 7'i9' 9' I
9' 8' I 10' 10' I 10' 9' I 12' 12' 1 12'

PRICE STI.OO S83.00 SS6.00 S96 00 Sits on SII5.00 SI43.00 MH.W

Black hordtTs '»f />f'' ></. ft t\hn. hasui on fnchut stzr ol scirrh

...WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING SCREENS SINCE 1909
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To help yon teach

BEGinG FRENCH
use these

Educational French Films

in yonr classroom
At last—a series of films with which you can augment

your classroom instruction in French. Each film presents

an important geographical sidelight on French life. As the

subject appears on the screen, a commentator describes

it in French carefully edited for use in teaching the

language to students.

Through these films your pupils learn the language by

seeing typical French scenes and hearing them described

in faultless diction.

Ask for full information about:
A Paris • La Loire • La Garonne
Le Rhone • En Bretagne • En Champagne

En Normandie • Les Canaux

These are not commercial foreign features. They are

designed for the purpose of teaching French.

You may rent these 16min films from your nearest educa-

tional library, or purchase them outright from the Inter-

national Film Bureau.

Rental: $5 per film per day, or $7.50

per school week.
Purchase: 167.50 per film. A printed

commentary in simple French included

with each film. Extra copies for class-

room use 10 cents each.

International Film Bureau, Inc.

84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, III.

News m

• PLAYS STANDARD 10 INCH
AND 12 INCH DISCS AT
78 R.P.M.

• PLAYS TRANSCRIPTIONS up

to and including 16 inches,

recorded at 33-1/3 R.P.M.

Flawless in performance the

Sonomaster attains a new peak
of perfection in modern record
playing equipment. Designed for

the multiple uses of educational
institutions. Thousands of rec-

ords are available from numerous
sources.

See your local Victor headquar-
ters today or write for descrip-

tive literature on the new
Sonomaster— the ultimate in

record players.

Designed and manufactured

exclusively for VICTOR

ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATION

by Sandwick-Bowen

/////j>/'. '////'///a/r^y/Y///// Y/>//M/Yf//m

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRISHT CORPORATION
Dept. GS-5—Home Office and Factory: Davenport, lov»a

Nev^ Yorl( • Chicago

Distributors Throughout the World
MAKERS OF t«10VIE EQUIPMENT SINCE 1910

Cleveland Film Council

The recently organized Cleveland Film Council held

its first dinner meeting on Thursday. December 4th,

at the Cleveland Automobile Association headquarters

ballroom. Mr. Thurman J. White, Executive Director

of the Film Council of America with headquarters in

Chicago, Illinois, was the principal speaker. Mr. White

stressed the itnjjortance of the work of the Film Coun-
cil in the audio-visual educational field. He explained

to the group the purpose and scope of the Film Coun-
cil nationally and the functions of the local chapters.

Mr. White illustrated his talk with a very fine film

worked out under the direction of the Newark Film

Council, which gave the group an idea of the type of

progress that can be undertaken by a Council.

Mr. Charles Burris, President of the Cleveland Film

Council, presided over the meeting, which was attended

by approximately sixty people. The members of the

Cleveland Council in attendance included people inter-

ested in audio-visual education, with representatives

from the Board of Education, Council of Churches,

Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs, The Cleveland Museum of Natural His-

tory, newspapers, and private industries, including mo-
tion picture producers and distributors.

Brotherhood Week—February 22-29

"As never before the world needs brotherhood."
With these introductory words President Truman
accepted the honorary chairmanship of national

Brotherhood Week, February 22-29, 1948, under
the auspices of the National Conference of Chris-

tians and Jews. The job of teachers and educators

everywhere in getting the big idea of brotherhood

across to children and adults is one of tremendous
importance and urgency. It is the business of the

schools and colleges to teach skills in living with

people of different national origin, race, religion

—

people who are "diflerent" in any way.

The observance in 1948 of national Brotherhood
Week gives teachers and educators, and all others,

the opportunity of eiuphasizing the necessity of

inter-group education. Films, picture and poster

displays, book illustrations are some of the visual

materials which can be used along with other in-

structional aids to teach the lesson of brotherhood.

U.S. State Department Film

As a part of their overseas prosiram. the U. S.

State Department will produce a film, "The Story

of Hoover Dam," to be distributed abroad. The
film, translated into 27 languages, is a part of the

State Department's program to show aspects of

the American way of life. The picture will show

])articularly how the individual etforts and initiative

of groups of Americans resulted in better living

conditions, increased agricultural output, and better

industrial production—all benefiting not only one

section of the country but the entire United States

and nianv foreign countries.
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New FCA Regional Committee

A newly-organized regional committee of the

Film Council of America met November 4th in

Chicago to organize plans intended to stimulate

general public knowledge and interest in the use of

educational films. Results of this meeting will

help to intensify an overall effort to use the mo-
tion picture screen as a channel of communication.
Arthur H. Motley, president of Parade Publica-

tions, was chairman of the meeting. Other partici-

[)ants were : Margaret Carter, Canadian National

Film Board ; Donald White, executive director.

Xational Association of Visual Education Dealers;

Edward Myers, Educational Screen; Otto H. Coelln,

Jr., publisher of Business Screen and See and Hear
Magazine; Laurin Healy, Public Relations Director,

Encyclopedia Britannica Films ; Patricia O. Blair,

American Library .\ssociation ; Robert Faber, Coronet

Instructional Films: and Paul Wagner, Bell & Howell.

New Film Services at the University of Georgia

With the movement of the Film Library of the

University System of Georgia from Atlanta to

.Athens, the campus of the University of Georgia
has become the scene for important new educa-

tional film services. Over 1500 16mm educational

motion pictures, along with opaque slides, records,

and slidefilnis, are available for classroom use.

.\ projection room with operator is available for

instructors. A detailed catalog of all hlms in the

library has been published, and instruction is pro-

\ ided in the use of all equipment.

The Audio-Visual Extension Service serves ele-

mentary and secondary schools, colleges and uni-

versities, civic groups, and local church groups.

Since the movement of the Film Library to Athens in

late October. 1,357 films had been shipped to points

throughout the United States by November 24.

P

The Tip of the Month

You have all seen announcements of the FM
tuner, an ingenious and inexpensive little piece

of equipment with which you can convert any

radio to an FM radio.

But did you know this?

By simply plugging a tuner into the micro-

phone input of your sovmd motion picture

projector or record player or public address

system, these equipments can also be con-

verted into FM radio receivers without loss

of sound quality or volume. In other words

:

tuner plus amplifier plus speaker equals FM
radio receiver.

Two makes of tuners are available : the

Pilotuner and the Meissner FM Timer.

Just Released
NEWEST OF THREE GREAT

SHAKESPEAREAN PICTURES...

OTHELLO
AN EASTIN SCHOOL FILM

16mm Sound — 44 Minutes

PURCHASE: $75.00 RENTAL: $5.00

EASTIN PICTURES CO.
General Office: DAVENPORT, IOWA

TO USE PROJECTORS
Instant S-second threading! From

strip film to slides— and back —
immediately:

Show your strip film and slides at their

:iltra-brilliant best with optically perfect

Viewltx projectors. Exclusive Aspheric

Condenser system provides greatest light

concentration and uniform screen illumi-

nation. Tests prove Viewlex 150 watt

projector gives greater screen brightness

than other 300 watt projectors. Result:

More economy and less heat, protecting

slides and film. Order Viewlex, the finest

projectors and best value obtainable!

MODEL APlC—Combina-
tion all-purpose slide and
strip film projector ! Com-
plete, self-contained! Case,
built-in slide carrier, slidc

ttle, and screen . 577.00

MODHL AP :C — Deluxe
combination all-purpose
slide and strip film projcc-

tor. Built-in slide carrier,

elevatioK mechanism. Luxtar
5"Anastigmat lens, $67.00

MODtL AP-3 — Standard
^" focal length slide pro-

jector with 5" Luxtar color-

corrected Anastigmat lens,

complete $39.50

Written by Grali.im T. Horton, famous authori-

ty, this superb little booklet gives you fa.scinating

secrets ot better projection. Shows you how to

get the most from visu.il material I Mail post-

card for yuiir FRlit copy I

/MIV&Xw.
Dc; ES-I -.5 01 yUEI.i-iS BLVD., LONG ISLA'-.'D CITY
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See the iXTRA hriiikneei mk
Cet iiie iXTRA safety!

^^

FILMATIC

300 WATT

2X2 SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP

PROJECTOR

Silent Blower Coaling gives maximum
protection to filmstrip or slides. Exclusive GoldE

self-rewind. Receding aperture plates. Instant

Framing. Choice of slide carriers. Available

with coated Anastigmat lens. Modern, rugged,

very stable. Light weight, easily portable.

Writejor Filmatic Bulletin No. 452

GoldE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C WEST MADISON ST.

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

IV»or

"Pushy Pigs'

An elementary principal writes: 'Our student safety council nor-

mally handles at least 5 safety violations per week. Since show-
ing LET'S PLAY SAFE to all classes they have reported only one
safety violation in 4 weeks.* LET'S PLAY SAFE can motivate safe

attitudes on YOUR playgrounds. I6mm. sound-color, 10 minutes.

poriafilms 1520 North U Brea, Los Angeles 28, Calif.

"BECOME A REGULAR USER
of DENNIS FILMS and
SAVE MONEY ON 16mm
SOUND FILM RENTALS"

Join with the many wise School Administrators who are taking

advantage of Dennis "In Series" REDUCED RENTALS on Ifinim

Sonnd Films. Users of five or more complete programs ar;> en-

titled to a frequency discount which represents a definite saving

to the school. Write for complete details and new 1947-48 catalog

of films, jnst being issued, listing many new and up-to-dale sub-

jects . . . educational, major features, musical, travel, sports.

serials, comedies, cartoons, religious, westerns and others.

Enjoy Dependable, Fast and Friendly Dennis Film Service . . .

DENNIS FILM BUREAU
Wabash • Indiana

New M.I.T. Cenfer for Learning Aids

A center for scientific aids to learning to study

methods of collecting;, organizing-, and communi-
cating knowledge will be established at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology under a grant

of $100,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New
^'(Jrk. Dr. Karl T. Compton. President ©f the In-

stitute, announced recently.

The new center is conceived as a national and

international resource in its field and will concern

itself with research and experimentation on aspects

of printing, documentary reproduction, visual edu-

cation, sound recording, ,and mechanical selection

systems. It will also serve as a center for training

technicians, librarians, and others in allied fields

in the theories and practices of scientific aids to

learning.

Connmission to Release Film Evaluations

The Commission on Motion Pictures in Adult Edu-

cation is now completing the first phase of its long-term

])rograni of evaluation of 16min films suitable for edu-

cational programs of adult groups, reports Morse A.

Cartwright, Director of the American Association for

.\dult Education and Chairman of the Commission.

To date .some 400 theatrical films—chiefly short sub-

jects and e.xcerpted from longer productions—have been

evaluated by reviewing groups working under the Com-
mission's direction, and over 150 of these have been

recommended for use in adult groups.

A preliminary catalog containing the approved film

titles has been prepared by the Executive Secretary,

L. Harry Strauss. All of the films approved thus

far by the Commission are distrilnited by Teaching

Film Custodians, Inc.. and will be available to commu-

nity groups through numerous educational film libraries,

several public libraries, and Association Films.

The second phase of the Commission's work will get

under way early in 1948, and will concentrate on the

evaluation of films produced by non-theatrical produc-

ers. Additional information may be secured from the

('ommission's oftice. Room 1414, 19 .South LaSalle

Street. Chicago 3, Illinois, or from the .American Asso-

ciation for Adult Education, 525 West 120th Street,

.\'ew "^'ork 27, New York.

"Films in Public Libraries"

More and more public libraries are adding film divi-

sions, and this trend has been stimulated by a publica-

tion entitled films in Public Libraries which is being

distributed by the Library Journal free of charge to

every major library.

This 90-page illustrated publication is sponsored by

the Audio-Visual Committee of the American Library

Association, and states in effect : (1) public libraries

should use films
; (2) here's how to get started.

According to a survey made by the Library Journal

in July, 1947, 15% of the public libraries and 317o of

the college libraries reported they handle films. The
survey results indicated that 84S libraries "hope to be

able to purchase 16mm films within the next three

years." The figure was 831 libraries interested in 16mm
])rojectors. 514 interested in slide films. 452 interested

in slide film projectors, 288 interested in projection
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room equipment, and 209 interested in opaque projec-

tors.

One of the features of Films in Public Libraries is a

list of 155 outstanding films, prepared on the basis of

reports from public libraries having active film divisions.

Patricia Blair conducts the regular, twice-a-month film

evaluation section of the Library Journal, with the aid

of a panel of reviewers representing seven U. S. public

libraries having film divisions.

Films in Public Libraries is by Hoyt R. Galvin, Di-

rector of the Charlotte (N.C.) Public Library.

Films For Labor

A major attempt to organize the field of non-

theatrical films to expand the use of motion pictures on

behalf of the labor and democratic movement of this

country was inaugurated at a New York meeting of a

provisional executive committee for a national film

centre, attended by representatives of a score of le;id-

ing national civic and labor organizations. A survey

committee was set up to formulate a plan to establish

the film center as a cooperative non-profit venture, to

operate its own film library and to engage in the dis-

tribution and general promotion of films dealing with

public affairs.

The first executive committee meeting was held at

Freedom House, 20 West 40th Street, N. Y. C. with

Robert Delson, motion picture and labor attorney and

chairman of the executive committee, presiding.

"This is the first attempt to coordinate the film ac-

tivities of those whose special interest lies in the for-

ward movement of American democracy," Mr Delson

said in announcing the plan for the centre. "The Holly-

wood motion picture industry, with its hundreds of

millions of dollars invested annually in production,

believes, whether or not with reason, that it cannot

profitably make films with social significance. The
genius of American writers, directors, and technicians

has not been utilized in the promotion of public aware-

ness of social issues. Heretofore there has been no

concerted attempt to utilize for education in pnljlic

affairs the greatest weapon available in the arsenal of

democratic education—the motion picture medium."

Delson stated.

The center expects to open key distribution offices

in New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles, and to

work with and through the state and city chapters of

the various labor and civic organizations involved. The

activities of the film centre will include the screening,

cataloguing, and indication of the sources of existing

films on public affairs, including foreign films. Also

a program guidance service to advise the organization

members of the types of film suitable for various sub-

jects and .sources from which to obtain such film will

be a prime objective.

A central library of films produced or controlled by

member groups, including a distribution service and

booking offices in key cities, will be set up also. The

plan ultimately envisages the .stimulation of production

of films by member groups, with the national film

centre giving advice to these units on production of

their own films, and finally, the production of films by

the centre itself.

BrilUant l^rojeetion

Superlative

Sound Reproduction
The HOLMES

For the last year

"Rex" production

has been inadequate

to supply the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

P.S. — The new REXARC with high intensily arc lamp, 40
watt output amplifier, and newest coaxal high and low
frequency speaker available.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE
write for the new catalog detailing the advanced features

found only in a REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Frojector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manuiacfurers of 16mm and 35mm Sound-on-Fffm
Projectors for over 25 years fo Dealers and Users

1813 ORCHARD STREET • CHICAGO 14. ILL.

A series of eight motion pictures on

FRACTIONS
For Elementary Reviews

For Remedial Work
For Teacher Training

Delightful animated curriculum films which corre-

late closely with classroom work.

• Introduction to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How to Multiply Fractions

• How to Divide Fractions

• Decimals

• Percentage

Each one reel in length

Color $85.00 Black & White $45.00

Q(Utn6.a4^ eJii4>4it Pnxi-ductianl

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.
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The new V/CTOR
LITE-WEIGHT
makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-Visual
Training
• Attractive Single Unit Alum-

inum Case
• 52% Lighter in Weight (34

lbs. complete)

• b9% Smaller in Size—but takes

lull 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00
Send for latesf Catalog.

^p:i^^Hmiiiis
6U NORTH SKINKER BLVD.

SAINT lOUIS 5. MO

'"^^Sr*"^'/

16mm Sound Films For Schools
March of Time

Educationols
Music Appreciation

Travel
Sport

Entertainment

Write for
Free Copy
Rental Film
Catalog

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
Dept. of Lawrence

Camera Shop
149 No. Broadway
Wichita 2, Kansas

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

359IM. SCIE]>rCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOIOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIEIVCES, 599E Suffern, New York

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Sile V/a"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"

on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V

222 Oal^ridge Blvd.. Daytona Beach. Fla.

For the Producer of 76mm business, educotionof and religious Hims

• EDGE NUMBERED VifORK PRiNTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. E , Chicago 6, III.

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

Seeing the Meaning
(Continued jrom page 12)

or school can afford to provide an abundant supply.

Pictures can make new words meaningful. They
can turn the word pictures of the textbook into con-

crete visual pictures. Pictures are an excellent sup-

plement to assigned reading.

6. Correct wrong impressions.

Every child has many mistaken impressions of

geography, history, and other subjects. There are

hundreds of words in his textbooks which he fails

to understand and which result in mistaken impres-

sions that confuse and discourage further progress.

Well-selected and well-printed pictures help prevent

this condition.

7. Increase retention of what is taught.

The cost of forgotten learning amotmts to mil-

lions of dollars annually. Think of the millions of

classroom hours that are wasted because of ineffect-

ive learning and because of forgetting what was
poorly learned. Why do my pupils retain so little of

what I try to teach them? is a question that has been

asked by thousands of teachers. Many a conscien-

tious pupil has asked : "Why do I forget so much
of what I am supposed to learn ?" Scientific studies

and abundant classroom experience prove beyond
doubt the value of audio-visual methods of instruc-

tion in reducing forgetting and in making learning

more permanent.

Necessary Conditions

If pictures are to be used effectively in the class-

room, certain conditions must be present. The
pictures must be easily available when needed.

They must be filed so that the needed pictures can

be found at once. Pictures that are filed in the

classroom where they can be used at a moment's
notice are many times more valuable to the teacher

and class than those in some other part of the

building. The pictures in the classroom collection

must be clear, accurate and easily understood.

There should be descriptive material accompanying
the pictures so that relevant information is at hand.

The pictures should be printed on stock that can

stand wear.

All of us like to look at pictures. As teachers we
must capitalize on this interest and provide for our

school an ample supply of excellent, informative

picture materials.

Safety Film May Soon Be 35mm Standard

.A considerable amount of 35niiii .safety film of im-

proved quality has been in experimental use by 35mm
distributors. So far, this film seems to compare faror-

ably with the nitrate (inflammable) stock as far as

wearing qualities and shrinkage are concerned. It is

understood that the new 35mm safety film is of dif-

ferent composition from the 16mm safety film.
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ArDIII-VISMl^^ADE REVIEW

American Standards Association Announces

Preparation of New Standards for Recordings

Work is being started ininiediately

to prepare standards which it is ex-

pected will result in better performance
of disc records used on home record

players and in broadcast studios, the

American Standards Association has

announced recently. The work as

planned will also include magnetic re-

cordings and sound track on film. A
new committee, under the leadership of

the Society of Motion Picture Engin-
eers and the Institute of Radio Engin-
eers, has already taken the first steps

toward this end. Representatives of the

radio manufacturers, the motion picture

industry, broadcasting companies, and
the War and Navy Departments, are

cooperating.

Standard definitions of terms, meth-
ods for determining the quality of the

sound and standard dimensions to

insure complete interchangeability and
more satisfactory operation of automat-
ic record changers are among the prob-
lems to be undertaken immediately.
The new process for recording sound

on magnetic materials which is now
gaining acceptance in Hollywood stu-

dios, broadcast studios, and in combi-
nation radio-phonographs for home use
has helped to bring the need for stand-

NAVED Regional Meetings

The National Association of Visual

Education Dealers will hold a nation-

wide series of six regional meetings dur-

ing February and March of 1948, accord-

ing to an announcement made recently

by Olson Anderson of Bay City, Michi-

gan, President of NAVED. The sched-

ule calls for two groups of three meet-
ings each, meetings within the groups be-

ing spaced approximately one week apart.

Here are details on the individual

meetings

:

Southern—Biltmore Hotel. Atlanta, Ga.,

February 6 and 7. E. E. "Jack" Carter,

of Raleigh, N. C, will direct the meet-
ing.

Neiv Etujland—Hotel Statler. Boston,

Mass., February 13 and 14. Douglas K.

Hammett, of Portland, Me., in charge.

Eastern—Senator Hotel, .Atlantic City,

N. J., February 21 and 22. .Art Zeiller,

of Newark, N. J., in charge. (This meet-
ing is to be held during the .American

Association of School .Administrators

ardization into prominence. The dif-

ferent groups concerned are anxious
to take the necessary steps to provide

standards before diflferences in dimen-
sions in the magnetic material and in

the recording and playback equipment
have become widely accepted. At the

same time, it will be the aim of the

committee to avoid requirements which
will prevent new developments.
One general problem before the com-

mittee will be agreement on uniform
definitions of technical terms. Misun-
lierstandings due to different interpre-

tations of terms appearing on shipping
vouchers, on instructions from record-

ing studios to process plants, and even
on customer's invoices have been the

cause of economic loss and unsatisfac-

tory service. Such words as "dub",
"dupe", "re-recording", "track", "live

recording", "original master," and
"plates" may seem simple in them-
selves but must be defined from one
group in the industry to another.

Lovers of music who operate home
phonographs with automatic record

changers have frequently been annoyed
by the uneven volume level between
one record and another and distortion

of the sound. These are among the

convention in Atlantic City, through cour-

tesy of the .AAS A.)

Mid'a'c'stcn!—Hotel Sherman. Chicago.

111., March 12 and 13. Ernie Ryan, of

Davenport, Iowa, will preside.

Southurstern—Melrose Hotel, Dallas,

Tex., March 19 and 20. John Gunstreani

of Dallas will preside.

IVestcrn—Hotel Clift, San Francisco,

Calif., March 25 and 26. Howard Smith,

of Los Angeles, in charge.

As in 1947, the 1948 series will include

informative talks on subjects of impor-

tance to dealers, film libraries and sales-

men. Slides, charts and other visual aids

'

will be used to "visualize" these for rapid

understanding. In addition, each person

attending the meetings will have ample

opportunity to participate in the open

forum discussions which are a basic fea-

ture of all N.AVED meetings. This year's

discussions will center around film library

and etiuipmcnt sales problems. Further

information may be obtained by writing

NAVED, 431 South Dearborn St.. Chi-

cago 3, 111.

ROBERT II. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids
Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

performance problems that will be

considered. Before recommendations
can be made, however, methods of

measurement to determine what consti-

tutes distortion and how the volume
of one record compares with another
must first be set up.

George M. Nixon, assistant develop-

ment engineer of the National Broad-
casting Company, Inc., has been elect-

ed chairman of the Committee which
will develop these standards, with

John K. Hilliard of the Altec Lansing
Corporation, as vice-chairman.

In addition, five technical subcom-
mittees are being set up to correlate

the work of existing organizations and
to develop standards in fields in which
none exist at present.

Cine Equipment Listing

-A list of 864 standards, including cine

equipment approved for national use of

industry by the .American Standards As-
sociation, has been made public and avail-

able for general distribution.

"The revised list of standards, which
includes many of those developed under

war procedure and now approved for

peacetime use, will be made available

to interested trade, technical, and gov-

ernmental bodies and individuals without

charge," Dr. Agnew said.

The standards listed include definitions

of technical terms, specifications for me-
tals and other materials, methods of

work and methods of test for finished

products. They reach into every im-

portant engineering field including still

and motion picture photography.

Television Service for

Advertisers

The establishment of a television

department by Florez Incorporated, a

training and promotion organization in

Detroit, has been announced by Gen-
aro A. Florez, president. The new
department is under the direction of

Charles E. Skinner formerly of Holly-
wood and New York where he has

had experience in both television and
motion picture production. The de-

partment is intended to help adver-

tisers, through their agencies, take full

advantage of the opportunities offered

by television.
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Production

Activity

Johnson-Hunt Distributors

Johnson-Hunt Productions of Cali-

fornia have announced recent additions

to the distributors of their 16mm color

productions: Audio-Video Institute as

exclusive distributor for Texas, Na-
tional School Supply Company for

North and South Carolina and Virgin-

ia, Photo and Sound Inc. for the West
Coast, and Princeton Film Center in

the East.

In common with other color film

producers, Johnson-Hunt has found it

necessary to raise per reel color costs

from $75.00 to $85.00. Black and White
print costs remain the same.

MPO Productions Formed
Lawrence E. Madison and J. L.

Pollock announce the formation of

MPO Productions, Inc., with ofTice>

at 342 Madison Avenue, New York
City, to produce all types of sponsored

motion pictures.

The latest motion pictures pro-

duced under Mr. Madison's direction

are the Ford Motor Company films,

^fcn of Gloucester, Pueblo Boy, and

Southern Highlanders.

Jam Handy Expands
The Jam Handy Organization an

nounces expansion of its national pro-

gram for the distribution of visual aids

in the educational field with the ap-

pointment of three additional exclusive

state distributors.

John R. Moffitt, Montgomery, Ala-

bama; Mississippi Office Supply Com-
pany. Jackson, Mississippi; Newton
.School Equipment, Jacksonville, Flor-

ida, are the new distributors.

Victor Builds

Pictured is the architectural sketch

of the new $1,500,000 building project

of the Victor Animatograph Corpora

tion, Davenport, Iowa. This modern

structure will house the entire manu-
facturing facilities and main offices. The

project will include a cafeteria, play

ground, ample parking lots and trackage

facilities.

Graham, .\nderson, Probst, and

White, Chicago, are the architects of

the new building. It is expected that

the project will be completed in about

one year.

Ampro Acquires

Additional Plant
.\ five-story building, witli approxi

niately 100,000 square feet, has been

acquired by .-\mpro Corporation to ac-

commodate their expansion program.

1 his additional building at 240 E. On
tario St., Chicago, will be used as an

assembly plant for all Ampro products,

which include 8 and 16mni silent and

sound projectors, slide and strip-film

models.

.Ampro's original plant at 2830 N.

Western .Avenue will continue opera-

tion, and the removal of the assembly

and shipping operations will g've this

plant more space for the manufacture

of parts and the cnlargeiiicnt of ex-

ecutive departments.

Equipment

Busy Month at

Bell & Howell
Last month was a jack-pot affair lor

news releases on new products from

the Bell & Howell Company. An-

nouncements of a new 16mm camera,

film storage cases, adjusto-stand for

projection, and a high-intensity lamp

Ampro's New Chicago Plant

Filmo Specialist Camera

for film printing were included in the

new equipment available.

The Filmo Specialist 16mm camera

(pictured) features professional shift-

over focusing (lens stays in photo-

graphic position during focusing), four-

Icns turret which eliminates optical in-

terference with longer lenses, view-

finder parallax adjustment, positive

viewfinder, light-baflfled shutter (pre-

vents fogging of first frame), powered

by hand-crank, spring motor, or elec-

tricity, and 400-foot film capacity.

The "Adjusto-Stand" is made of

aluminum alloy and is guaranteed to

support 300 pounds although weighing

only 12 pounds itself. Height is ad-

justable from 33 to 57 inches with a top

surface of 12 by 22 inches. The unit

is supported by tripod construction.

The film storage cases of all metal

construction with sectional divider are

available in two sizes; one holds twelve

8mm 200 foot reel cans, and the other

twelve 16mni 400-foot cans.
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The new high-intensity lamp for Bell

& Howell continuous film printers fea-

tures a 300 watt pre-aligned lamp, high

speed motor and fan which also pro-

tects gelatin color filters, and a variable

voltage resistor.

Further information may be obtained
from Bell & Howell at 7100 McCor-
nn'ck Road, Chicago 4S.

Beseler Overhead Projector

The VU-GRAPH. a unique type of

overliead projector, is the latest prod-

uct of Charles Beseler Company. The
outstanding feature of this new projec-

tor is that it affords a large size {7"-x.7")

Iiorizontal, fully exposed projection

stage upon which any transparent ma-
terial tnay be placed and projected.

Opaque material is projected in sil-

houette.

The apparatus is usually placed upon
the lecture table projecting its image
to a screen placed on the wall at the

rear of the speaker. Not only is it pos-

sible for the speaker to face his audi-

ence, but the accessibility of the pro-

jection stage permits him to readily

point, underscore, write or draw on
the material being projected, without

turning away from the spectators, to

change his own slides or copy and, with

the aid of specially prepared films, to

develop problems on the apparatus as

they are being projected. The illumina-

tion is such that only partial shading
of the screen is required and in many
cases no darkening of the room is nec-

essary at all.

Specially prepared films are avail-

able which permit either white on
black background reproductions, or

the reverse. These films are priced so

inexpensively that they can be dis-

carded after use as so much scrap

Beseler Vu-Graph

paper. The films can also be preserved

for future use by mounting in specially

prepared card holders, facilitating
handling in projecting them. With
this film, stencils can be made on a

typewriter or drawn with an ordinary

I)encil.

The apparatus consumes about SSO
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watts, is air-cooled by forced draft and
is applicable to any 11S-I20 volt com-
mercial circuit, either A.C. or D.C.
The Screen .Adette Equiptnent Cor-
poration will handle this new projector
exclusively on the West Coast.

Eastman Kodak's

Kodaflector Senior

An "ambidextrous" lighting arrange-
ment for indoor picture taking, which
provides picture takers with two reflec-

tors for flood lamps, both capable of

swinging horizontally or vertically on
easily adjustable arms, is now available

in the Kodaflector Senior, Model 2.

In addition to the greater flexibility

of the arms, further improvement is of-

fered over previous models, in that the

legs are screwed into the base rather

than being held by friction.

Baby Boom Utility Light

From Radiant

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. have
announced an addition to the Radiant
product family. The newcomer is

their new Baby Boom Utility Light.

a device specifically designed to fulfill

a long-felt need among home photog-
raphers for a flexible, mobile light

unit. Boom adjusts to an almost limit-

less variety of angles and heights from
vertical to more than 90 degrees. Fold-

ing tripod features exclusive Radiant
finger-tip control, to open or close unit

at the flip of a finger.

Perfect for use with floodlight, spot-

light, or reflector, the new Radiant
Baby Boom is made of steel and alumi-

num, to create a sturdy, lightweight

unit, which folds up compactly for

easy carrying and storage.

16mm. SOUND PROJECTOR
AJ^PLIFIES, SPEAKER AND
SCREEN — All- IN -ONE —
SMAll, COMPACT CASE
WEIGHING LESS THAN 31 IBS.

The Naw Under 31 lb."Bantom" at $325

Gives You BIG Projector Features Pjus

Many New Exclusive DeVry Refinements

• Brilliant, Flickerless Pictures

• Amazingly Life-Like Sound
• 2000 ft. Film Capacity

• 750-1000 Watt Illumination

• Light Out-Put Exceeds 200 Lumens
• Sound and Silent Proiection

• Fast Motor-Driven Rewinding
k Coated Projection Lens

• Coated Condenser Lens
• Automatic Loop Setter

• Rotating Sound Drum
• Prefocused Exciter Lamp
• Simplest Film Threading
• Instant, Positive Tilling

• Precision Built of Quality Materials

• Absolute Film Protection

• Motor Driven Forced-Air Cooling

• Operation on Either AC or DC

Sinj!k- Cast: "Ban-

with huili-in

6-ioch ALNICO 5

permanent magnet
speaker, is readily

detachable for
placement at

screen as desifL-d.

^^§Mi«

Dual Case "Baa*-

lam" projector and

amplifier in odc
case. 8" ALNICO 5

permanent magnet

speaker in separate

matched case.

I DE VRY CORPORATION ES-EI I

1111 Armitage Ave.. Chicago 14. III.

I

M««>*giv«ut full particwiari ofith*n«wDivtr"B«ntam'*
|
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Spencer 2" x 2" Projector

A new Spencer 2"x2" colorslide pro-

jector, designed to provide greater

screen brilliance, more even illumina-

tion from edge to edge, coolness of

operation and slide safety, is announced

by American Optical Company. The
new MK Delineascope is available in

150, 200, and 300 watt models with all

surfaces of the optical system scientifi-

cally hard-coated to assure brilliance

and image contrast.

MK Delineascope

Other features announced by the

company include a new 5" focus f/3.75

achroniatically corrected objective and

a new slide carrier which automatically

centers glass, cardboard or metal slides

in the focal plane. No refocusing is

necessary once adjustment has been made.

The projector features spiral focus-

ing, an efficient heat-absorbing glass

(plus fan cooling in the 300 watt model),

and easy access to bulb and condensers.

\c9

D th . fJ^y^tfWIfe^tMl/t^

64 PAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT
CATALOG

The most complete catalog ever published by the

manufacturers of the famous SOLAR Enlargers,

B&J Speed Press Cameras, GROVER and B&J
View Cameras. Fully illustrates and describes

hundreds of items every photographer needs.

Nineteen full pages of lenses of every malie and
description from one-half inch to 60-inch focal

lengths. Cine, commercial, portrait and process.

The most complete lens stock available! Every-

thing photographic from America's leading
photographic manufacturer and supply house.

Write today for this valuable Free Boole.

BURKE & JAMES. Inc.
Manufaeturvrt for F/ffy feerx

Dent. ES-I. 321 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago 4. U.S.A.

Eastman Ups Edwards and Hall

Appointment of Kenneth Edwards

to a newly-created post of adviser

on non-theatrical films has been an-

nounced by Eastman Kodak Company.

As adviser, Edwards will head a new
film counselling activity for users of

motion pictures in the non-theatrical

fiefd and in television. He will consult

with educational institutions and groups

which are settings up or maintain mo-
tion picture departments and will coun-

sel commercial and semi-professional

producers who seek technical advice.

Typical of those Edwards will aid

are the producers of "documentary"

films, commercial producers, and pro-

ducers directing units at universities

or in industry. He will devote full time

to assisting all non-theatrical pro-

ducers in adapting the motion picture

medium to their own specific needs.

Edwards served as production
manager of Eastman Teaching Films

from 1929 to 1943. Later he organized

and managed the company's Informa-

tional Films Division, which produces

motion pictures for Kodak's own use.

Kenneth Edwards

Edward B. Hall succeeds Edwards

as manager of Informational Films.

Hall joined Kodak in 1935 and became

an assistant on the executive staff at

Kodak Office in 1936. In 1939 he was
made secretary of the company's pack-

aging committee. ,'\fter leaving for

Navy service in 1942. he returned to

Kodak in 1945 and joined Informa-

tional Films.

Cinema, Inc. Expands

Cinema. Inc.. 234 Clarendon Street.

Boston, Massachusetts, announces the

appointment of F. M. "Nick" Carder

as Audio Visual Aids Consultant to

their newly opened .^udio Visual
Equipment Division. The development

of this department has been the result

of a growing demand from the New
England educational and industrial

fields for a competent service which
will be available for survey, recom-

mendations, or installations of both

sound and projection equipment.

Sales representatives have been ap-

pointed for each state in New England,

and Mr. Carder will have associated

with him Mr. Hobart Troop in charge

of the sound department and Mr.

Henry .\. Stebbins to direct sales in

Connecticut and western Massachu-
setts.

Additions to United World Staff

The appointment of Edwin H. Mac-
Arthur as Manager of Educational
Sales was announced recently by James
M. Franey, president of United World
Films, Inc. Increasing inter-relation-

ship between textbooks and films as

teaching tools is evidenced when edu-

cational film producers draw trained

textbook personnel into their work, as

is the case of MacArthur, who for six-

teen years was with Charles E. Merrill

Co., Inc., as Educational Sales Repre-
sentative, Divisional Manager, Assist-

ant Sales Manager, and .Assistant to

the President.

The still more recent addition to the

United World educational staff of Leo
B. Guelpa, Jr., co-author of "The Physi-

cal Universe," a new type college

science textbook into which many
sound film and visual aids have been
integrated, is another case in point.

He is the author of several other books,

including mathematics workbooks used

in the l^.S. Merchant Marine Academy
where, with the naval rank of Lieuten-

ant Commander, he served as chief of

the Section of Natural Sciences.

British Information Plans

Baird in Midwest

Thomas Baird comes to Chicago
fresh from an extended visit to the

British Isles, where his object was to

bring himself up to date with recent

events there and to familiarize himself

with current feeling at the present time.

He also spent some time at the Foreign

Office in London. As Regional Direc-

tor for British Information Services,

he will be responsible for all B.I.S.

services throughout the Midwest and
Rocky Mountain area.

Wagner Goes West
Lawrence R. Wagner has been

named district manager of Encyclopae-
dia Britannica Films for the states of

Washington and Oregon, it has been

announced by H. R. I,issack, vice-

president in charge of sales.

Wagner will consult with school ad-

ministrators and audio-visual education

directors and assist them in carryina

on their audio-visual programs. Wag-
ner has temporarily established head-

fjuarters at 412 N. E. Laurellnirst

IMacc, in Portland, Oregon.
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Slidefilms

and Slides

has made available two new teaching

aids on tlie subjects of food and nutri-

tion : a slidefilni series and a slide set.

The slidefilni series, entitled "Food and

Nutrition." consists of five films : The

Essentials of Diet; Eat Well! Live

Well!: The Nutrients in Food: How

New Home Economics 16 mm. Films

Clearly Demonstrate and

Explain

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, INC., 100 East Ohio St.,

Chicago. Illinois, has produced a new
Canadian Regional Geography Series

with the cooperation of the Information

Division, Department of External Afifairs,

Canada. The series consists of three

slidefilms. each accompanied by a teach-

ing manual.

Eastern Canada covers the Maritime

Provinces and the two large provinces

of Quebec and Ontario. Western Cana-

da pictures the provinces of Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Co-

lumbia. These two slidefilms are in-

tended to introduce tlie student to the

environment and occupations of the Ca-

nadian people, the natural resources of

the vast land, the industrial and agri-

cultural activities of the particular prov-

inces.

Nortliern Canada pictures the north-

ern parts of the Canadian Provinces and

the immense Canadian territories. Of

particular interest are scenes of Port

Radium, where, during World War II.

225 people worked the Eldorado Mine

to produce the pitch!)lende from which

uranium, the vital component of the

atomic bomb, was obtained.

POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., .35,^ Fourtli Ave.. N'ew York,

"Food and Nutrition."

Food Is Digested: and Consumer Prob-

lems in Nutrition. Original color photo-

graphs and art work in color are used

in the slidefilms. The slide set, also

entitled "Food and Nutrition," consists

of Kodachrome photographs and car-

toons. Teaching guides accompany the

slidefilni series and the slide set.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS, 625

Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., offers

a slidefilm entitled Nezv England Indus-

tries which shows interesting sidelights

from the past followed by scenes of

ten of New England's major sources of

livelihood today. The film is accom-

panied by a complete commentary

script and manual.

Current Film News
UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park Ave., New York 22, have

produced a series of ten new motion

pictures, designed to help train high

school and college athletes in track

and field sports. Approved coaching

techniques in the various sports are

presented and the demonstrated results

of the practical application of these

"The Hurdles."
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techniques. The productions are par-

ticularly timely, in view of the com-

ing of the 1948 Olympic Games.

Separate titles in this series of ap-

proximately ten instructional films

cover : Sprints, Middle Distances, One

and Tivo-Mile Runs, Hurdles (high

and low). Relays, High Jump, Broad

Jump. Pole Vault, Shot Put, Discus-

Javelin. Every bit of the photography

is new, and especially shot for this pro-

duction. Care was taken to show ath-

letes of varying degrees of ability and

of differing build, so as to make the

lessons as widely applicable as jiossible.

Wlicre several accepted styles exist, each

was illustrated, and the reasons for pre-

ference under stipulated conditions were

made clear.

Other new releases from United

World Films are:

Latitude and Longitude— 1 reel

—

functional presentation of two basic

geographic concepts usually found

most difficult of comiirehension by

pupils. By use of the most modern

film techniques, it teaches the "why's"

of latitude and longitude. It was pro-

duced with the collaboration of the

New, a complete new series of teach-

ing films — thoroughly integrated with

leading Home Economics textbooks. For

Junior-Senior High, Trade School and

College. Each of the six films has a run-

ning time of 1 minutes. Sold separately

or together. Each, $38.50 Teachers'

Guide included.

SEWING SEWING -
FUNDAMENTALS HANDLING

Presents and explains MATERIALS

slep-by-step the fun- Shows how to handle
damentals of sewing cottons, woolens, silks.

and basic tools. and synthetics in prep-

aration for sewing.

SCWING SEWING -
ADVANCED PAHERN
SEAMS INTERPRETATION

Demonstrates con. Discusses markings on

struclion of French, commercial patterns.

Slot, Flat Fell, Welt, how to get pattern

Tucked, and Piped size, yardage re-

seams. quired; interpretation

of instructions.

SEWING - SEWING
SLIDE SIMPLE

FASTENERS SEAMS

Shows how to set Demonstrates prepara-

them. Explains con. tion for plain seams

ceoled side openings with edges pinked.

of skirts, dresses— and edges overcast.
center-front or bock stitched, bound, catch-

of garment for design stilched, and top-

purposes. stitched.

FREE:!
Interesting, profusely

illustrated new Young

America Films Catalogue
— describes teaching

films, 2x2 slides, slide

films. No obligation,

mail postcard today.

YOll\G

AMERICA

* FILMS, m.
Dept. ES-I, 18 E. 4l$t Street, New York 17. N.Y.
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Royal Geographic Society. Grand
Prix winner at the International Film
Festival in Brussels, and honored at

the World Film Festival in Chicago.
Available also in color.

Development of the Chick (1 reel)

—

the hour-hy hour development of a

chicken embryo in the egg. The life

cycle of the chicken is shown in clear

detail.

"Development of the Chick"

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
CLASSROOM FILMS, 625 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., offers

the following mathematics 16mm
sound teaching films:

Properties of Triangles—which illus-

trates the importance of the rigidity

of triangles by comparing the strength

of triangles with the strength of non-

rigid figures. Animated treatments of

the "Angle Bisectors Theorem," the

"Perpendicular Bisectors Theorem,"
the "Altitudes Theorem," and the

"Medians Theorem" follow. The film

is intended for use when the theorems

mentioned are studied.

Pythagorean Theorem—which pre-

sents the historical background of the

theorem and includes a detailed dis-

cussion of an interesting use of the

3-4-5 triangle by the Egyptians. The
basic importance of the theorem is

stressed.

Simple Fractions (1 reel)—animated
in such a way as to give meaning to

fractions. Simple additions are made
reasonable by showing parts being

combined. Concrete objects are used

in the gradual development of abstract

ideas of such fractions as Yi, Yi, ^,
5/6, and 6/7.

PORTAFILMS, 1520 N. La Brea

Ave., Los Angeles 28, Calif., announces

the early release of the second film

in its safety series:

A Safe Home—for which a series

of classroom tests were conducted to

carefully check student reactions to

the techniques used in the film. As
the story treatment is more unusual

than the approach used in Let's Play

Safe, the first film of the series, it was
felt by the Audio-Visual Curriculum

supervisors consulted that the only way
to get a valid evaluation of the script

would be by student testing. The
test were conducted in Los Angeles
City, Los Angeles County, and Paro-
chial schools.

THE MARCH OF TIME, 369 Lex-
ington Avenue, New York 17, lists the

following two subjects among their

recent 16mni offerings:

The American Cop (2 reels)—how
the .\nierican policeman serves his

community. The burden of putting

down the increasing number of vio-

lent crimes lies upon the "cop." A
specific case is depicted.

Problem Drinkers (2 reels)—the

story of such well-known organiza-

tions as Alcoholics .'\nonynious, the

Research Council on Problems of Al-

cohol, and the laboratories of the Yale
School of Alcohol Studies and their

efforts to control alcoholism and have
it recognized as a disease. The film

follows an alcoholic's course from his

downfall to his rehabilitation. It shows
how he slips from "moderate" drink-

ing into uncontrolled excess.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, INC., 20 North Wacker
Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois has released

the following new film:

Live Teddy Bears (1 reel)—a film

for primary children about the Aus-
tralian koala bear. The film was pho-

"Live Teddy Bears"

tographed in an Australian park and
in the remote bush country, sole

place in the world where koalas live

out of captivity.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York 20. and branches report the

availability of these new films:

Rettim to Action (2 reels)—the

rehabilitation of the disabled. The Dis-

ablement Resettlement organization

helps such persons to return to skilled

or other useful employment.

The Royal Tour (3 reels)—official
film story of the British Royal Fami-
ly's first visit to the Union of South
Africa. During the tour, the Princess

celebrated her 21st birthday, and the

film records her dedication to the

people of the British Commonwealth.

Blood Transfusion 1947 (2 reels)—
a survey of blood transfusion and its

devolopment in international medical

history from Landsteincr's discovery

of the four blood groups in 1901.

Suitable for both professional and lay

groups.

North East Corner (1 reel)—latest

"Pattern of Britain" film. The setting

is in Aberdeenshire and the surround-

ing countryside with accent on the

fishing industry but including shots

of modern farms and the reclamation

of land.

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Building, Chicago 1.

include among their late productions:

City Fire Fighters (1 reel, color or

black and white)—the importance of

organized fire fighting, filmed for ele-

mentary social studies. Emphasis is

placed on fire prevention.

Panama: Crossroads of the Western
World (1 reel, sound, color or black

and white)—the effect of the inter-

mingling of peoples on the cultural

and economic life of the city. Valuable

for classes in geography and social

studies. Suitable for intermediate,

junior and senior high school students,

and adults.

Pigs and Elephants (1 reel, black

and white only)—introduces such
foreign animals as the Babirusa of the

East Indies, the Wart Hog of Africa,

the Pigmy Hippopotanms, and others.

The film shows the relationship of

these animals to the pig and is intended

for primary and intermediate students.

What Is Science? (1 reel, color or

black and white)—a visual definition

of the word, "science." The five steps

of the scientific method are illustrated:

curiosity, observation, hypothesis, test-

ing of hypothesis, and the conclusion.

Magnetism (1 reel, color or black

and white)—for general science courses

in elementary and junior high schools.

The film mentions types of permanent
magnets, attraction, and repulsion,

making magnets, fields of force, elec-

tro-magnets, and uses of magnets.

Oxygen (1 reel, color or black and
white)—an introduction to this import-

ant element through dramatic experi-

ments.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE,
Athens, Ga., offers the following recent

films:

Florida: Wealth or Waste?—22-
minute sound film in color—filmed

for the Florida Resources—Use Educa-
tion Project. It tells the story of a

state's fight for permanent prosperity

despite such odds as winds, freezes,

fires, unstable markets, and its de-

pendence on tourist business.

Mr. Williams Wakes Up—29-minute

film in black and white—concerning
community health and sponsored by
the North Carolina State Board of

Health. The film shows what commu-
nity health work has done in North
Carolina, what it is doing now, how it

cooperates with private physicians and
volunteer groups, and what kind of

citizen participation it needs to be

more effective.

16mm Movies. Rental^Sale—Sound

—

Silent. Equipment on Time Payment
our specialty. Send for free catalog,

stating your needs in first letter.

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA, Inc.

Dept. ESC. 1560 Broadway, New York
19, N. Y.
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YOUNG AMERICA FILMS,
INC., 18 East 41st St., New York 17,

N. Y., announces several new releases:

The Teen Numbers— 1 reel—is a

continuation of the Young America
Arithmetic Series. It is an arithmetic

teaching film prepared for the primary
grade level and is a companion film

to such previous releases in this series

as What is Four, Parts of Nine, Ports

of Things, and Meaning of Percentage.

Sewing Fundamentals and Sewing-
Slide Fasteners—each 1 reel—are con-

tinuations of the Sewing Series begun
with Sewing Advanced Seams and
Sewing Simple Seams, all designed

for home economics instruction in

high school, trade school, college, and
women's groups.

Modem Guide to Health— 1 reel

—

is a cartoon-type film dealing with
such health problems as posture, care

and selection of clothing, and the im-
portance of rest and sleep. It is aimed
at parents and other adult groups but

is regarded as having high value for

school audiences. The film was made
in Great Britain, and Young America
Films has been appointed as the ex-

clusive sales agent in the United States

and Canada.

FILM STUDIOS OF CHICAGO,
135 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, III., an-

nounces that selected stories which
have been or will be appearing in is-

sues of "The Woman," digest-sized

magazine with 500,000 monthly read-

ers, will be filmed exclusively by IVo-

man Speaks, woman's page of the

screen. Devoted solely to activities

and accomplishments of women, Wo-
man Speaks was honored recently by
being selected for permanent preser-

vation in the film archives of the Li-

brary of Congress in Washington.

BRANDON FILMS, INC., 1600
Broadway, New York 19 is distribu-

ting the following film:

Kitchen Come True (2 reels)—dem-
onstration of how an old-fashioned
farm kitchen may be converted into a

modern and convenient one. The film

was produced by the National Film
Board of Canada.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSO-
CIATION, 200 Madison Ave., New
York 16, and EMERSON YORKE
STUDIO, 35 West 4Sth St., New
York 19, distribute a film of interest

to agriculture groups, bankers, and
economics students:

Bill Bailey and the Four Pillars (2

reels)—the value of diversification in

"Bill Bailey and the Four Pillars"

farming . . . four crops for four sea-

sons: sheep, tobacco, cattle, and wheat.

Bill Bailey, who stars in the film, is

actually a banker in the town of

Clarksville, Tennessee. He promoted
the plan advanced in the film to pro-

mote prosperity for the farmers of his

area.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS,
INC., 18 W. 55th St., New York 19,

N. Y., have acquired the exclusive

sales rights for the new British In-

formation Service's film:

Charter of the United Nations—
which analyzes the work and structure

of the General Assembly, the Security

Council, and the various commissions
of U.N.

THE PAN-AMERICAN UNION,
which is now producing its own edu-

cational films, offers four new 16mm
sound films to schools and other in-

stitutions with visual education pro-

grams. These are Bogota, A Story of

Coffee, A Story of Bananas, and The
Republic of Colombia. Each film runs

about 10 minutes. Bogota and The
Republic of Colombia are in color.

rosi

I

ftWlYOllPOSTH)

on the Best 16mm

SHORT SUBJECTS?
fdutatlonal . . . Entertainiag!

STRANGE
AS IT

SEEMS
by John Hlx

8 Sub/ccts

Abiorbing dromotizations of historic
ironioi, oddiriet, end coincid«nc«i, culled

from the bywoys of human experience.
One reel sound filmi; running time 9
minutes each,

Finy YEAR BARTER
LAFAYETTE, CHAMPION Of IIURTY
GOLD AND MAN
SILVER THREADS
MARK TWAIN
EMPEROR NORTON
IITTIE JACK NORNER
STAR GAZERS

LUt Prk*: $3S.0O Mth.

Available of leading film Ubrorfel.

Wrlr* for nttt catalog to Dept. 10.

POST PICTURES CORP.
lis W. 45th St., New York 19, N T

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the teries, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three
lAmm Sound Films !n Color ar Bleck-

and-WhUe.

Demonstrating
the Puppy's
First Lesson In

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.

Louise Branch: Producer & Photogra-

pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's foremoft producers of
Dog Films

PAWLING. NEW YORK

T Northwestern University MARIMBA COEDS
Full Reel Concert!

National Trophy
Winners— Dirwtfd by

(lair Omar .Miingt-r—in

•\VO.\IAN SPE.\K8'
Tlirlllerl

• • •
Write H. A. Spinuth.
Film Studios ot Chicago

135 S. La Salle
Dept. E Chicago 3

Conversion of old kitchen into modern one ("Kitchen Come True")

January, 1948

Have you ordered your copy

of "lOOOandOne?"
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EDITORIALS
Mo.

Nelson L. Greene. 1881-1947 Feb.

Magsiines and Men (F. Dean lleClutky) Mar.
Toward the Future Apr.

"Speaking of Film Councils" May
And the Greatest of These ... Is Distribution —Inex-

pensive Materials Can Be FliTective Too June
Salaries and Budgets—-The A.L.A. Film Project Sept.

From the Experience of Others—Picture Power Oct.

It Is Your Move—On Its Way—Not a Luncheon Club—-Seventy Per Cent Are Adults Nov.
Best Materials Are Utilization-Centered Dec.

FORMAL ARTICLES
Mo.

A.hl, Frances Norene, Visualizing and Vitalizing Govirn
ment Mar.

Andernon, Irving H., Improving Adult Reading Through
Visual Aids -^pr.

Badgeley, Ralph E., and Roben J. MaoHke, A Profes-
sional Study In Audio-Visual Education May

Borr, H. if., Means—Not Ends Mar.
Bell, Walter S., Atlanta Audio-Visual Anniversary Nov.

Boyer, Melvitte J., Visual Education Aids Historical
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Cross, A. J. Fay, They Didn't Have Electricity Oct.

Dobie, Albert J., The Care and Maintenance of Motion
Picture Films . Apr.

Elliott, Godfrey, Putting "Participation" Into the Film.... Feb.

Flanders, Mark, Eat Your Cake—And Have It, Too Jan.

Frazier, Alexander, Films Motivate English Activities Feb.
Orindrod, Helen, and Don Barrinon, Audio-Visual

Workshop for Administrators June
Hansen, Henry R., Costs of Audio-Visual Materials June
Harrison, Don, and Helen Orindrod, Audio-Visual

Workshop for Administrators .Tune

Howard, Jr., Alexander B., Textbook Illustrations: \
Visual Aid Jan.

Jones, Joseph, The Filmstrip-—An Examination Proced-,

ure in English Composition Nov.

Kruse, William F., Engineering Progress Opens New
Vistas May

Lumsdaine, A. A., Experimental Research and the Im-
provement of Teaching May

Maaske, Roben ,/., and Ralph E. Badgeley, A Profes-

sional Study in Audio-Visual Education May
May, Mark A., Educational Projects Apr.

Mennie, Jessie, Visual Education in Canada Sept.

Micheels, William J., Wanted—Stimulation and Co-
ordination May

Shearman, John. Wartime Wedding—The Documentary
and Fiction Film June

Spalding, Willard B., Integration of Instructional
Materials Sept.

Swtn, Ming-Ching, The Fifth .Start Oct.

Wagner Robert IV'., The University in Transition ..Oct.

White, Thurman, Audio-Visual Materials in Adult
Education Nov.

Tri?*-i7i»07i, Cecil E., Teaching With the Aid of Motion
Pic'ures Sept.

Young, Kenneth W., Horizon Unlimited .Tan.

THE FILM AND INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
(Dr. John E. Dug.an, Editor)

Double Anniversary Jan.
Evaluative Understanding Through Films Feb.

"Brotherhood of Man" and Re-orientation Mar.
The State Department's OIC Film Program June
A Local International Film Project (Bruce Underwood) . . . .June
Ragan Plans Film Series for Internationa] Understand-

ing (Dorothy Orafly) Sept.

Films for International Understanding in the Whole
School Program Oct.

Let's Utilize United Nations Dec.
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38
102
152
313
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THE CHURCH DEPARTMENT
(WiIjLia.m S. Hockm.\n, Editor)

How Visual Should the Use of a Visual Aid Be? (Paul a. Kiehl)—
Add Sound to Silent Pictures (Rer. Win. M. Hunter)—Shadow on the

Land Jan. 33-5

A Job for the P.F.C.—Why T.F.C. Films Are Not Available to the

Churches (Wm. M. Rogers)—A Movie Situation Solved (Rer. Wm. F.

Edge)—The Bible Society Films Feb. 97-100
Residue of Participation—Make It a Thinkshop, Too—Films Reach

the Pocketbook (Wm. M. Hunter) Mar. 153-4

Visual Aids for the Extended Session—Slides Promote the Camp
(Virgil E. Foster)—Setting Up Projection Equipment ... Apr. 209-11

One Way to Improve Utilization—We Use Opaque Materials (A'.

Eugene Kirchner)—Film on Atom Peril May 265-6

Insufficient Liaison—American Lutheran Film—"The Spirit That
Came to Earth" (Harold Clark) June 317-8

Seeing and Doing in the Vacation School (Charles 11'. Tyrrell)—The
Pastor Makes a Movie (Harold E. Wagner)—-Wheaton College Confer-
ence on Audio-Visual Materials (Orovener C. Rust) ....Sept. 377-9
The Primary Children See a Film on Palestinian Home Life—The

Fourth Workshop at Green Lake, Wisconsin—Visual Aids in a P.T.A.
Meeting (R. A. Hartman)—A Couples Group Uses a Filmstrip (Mr.
and Mrs. Don W. Fein) Oct. 443-7

The Primary Children See a Film on Palestinian Home Life (Part
II)—The Seeing Experience in Worship (R. L. Krepps)—Filmstrips
Previewed—P.F.C.'s First Film, "Beyond Our Own" ....Nov. 505-8

South India Holds First Visual Aids Institute (Blaise Lerai)—New-
Stewardship Materials—Filmstrips on Visual Methods .... Dec. 553-6

THE LITERATURE IN VISUAL INSTRUCTION
(Ett.\ ScllNElDKR KES.S, Editor)

(This index includes only the more important literature and those

books and articles treated at some length.)

Planning the General Classroom for Audio-Visual Aids Use (E. De
Alton Partridge, Sch. Exec.)—Transition to Visual Education (William

M Dennis, N.E.A. Jl.)—The Tasks of an Internationl Film Institute

(Adolf Nichtenhauser, Hollywood Quart.)—Industrial Films (Source

of Occup. Inf. U.S. Employ. Serv. )—Documentary News Letter (Nov.-

Dec. 1946 Film Centre, London)—Use of Audio-Visual Materials

Toward International Understanding (Helen Seaton Preston)—Audio-

Visual Materials in the High School (Frances Xorene AM)—The Prep
aration and Use of Visual Aids (Kenneth B. Haas-Harry Q.

Packer) J»n. 40-2
Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (Edgar Dale)—Movies That Teach

(Charles F. Hoban, Jr.)—The School Division Film Library (W. H.
Durr)—Film Forum Review (Columbia U.) Feb 104-6

Using the Opaque Projector in Teaching Composition (Mary Mar-
garet Robinson)—Movies Enrich the Curriculum (W . C. Meier-

Henry) Mar. 158
Freedom of the Movies (Ruth A. Inglis) Apr. 216-8
Establishing a Visual Education Program (Clifford B. Wise)—How-

to Use Films in Teaching Intelligently (Beatrice Schwartz)—The
Factual Film (Pol. and Econ. Plan. Com., Darlington Hall Trus-
tees) May 272

Audio-Visual Education in City-School Systems (Research Div., NEA)
—Explaining the Schools through Films (Stephen M. Corey, Sch. Rev.)
—A University's Audio-Visual Extension Service (Thurman J. White)
—Did Movies Win the War! (William W. Wallenberg) . .June 321-2

Art in Cinema (Frank Stauffacher, ed.)—Magic and Myth of the

Movies (Parker Tyler)—Education on the Air (/. Keith Tyler-Nancy
Mason Dasher)—Sponsored Films in Education (Wilfred F. Howard,
Film and Radio Guide) Sept. 384-6

The American Radio (Llewellyn White)—Foundations for Teacher-
Education in Audio-Visual Instruction (Elizabeth Ciiudy Noel-J. Pwui
Leonard) .Nov. 515

Grierson on Documentary (Forsyth Hardy, ed.)—Composing for the
Films (Hanns Eisler) Dec. 552

SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES
( D.AVin .SCHNKIDKR, Editor) L

The Status of the School Made Motion Picture Jan. 31
( f Interest to Producers of School Made Films—Taking

Interpretive School Movies (Margaret Parham) Feb. 90-1
Y.C.C.A.. What It Is, How It Works, Where to Start

-—Netherland Educational Film Mar. 157
Oscars for Dr. Wheat—Film Production at George

Washington (David K. Estluw) Apr. 213-4
Slide Production at Midwood High School May 269-70
Your (inide to Camera Buying June 323
Kidelitv of Report, .\ Film for the Psychological Lab.

( Wilhert S. Ray) Sept. 374
Lights! Action: Camera! (William Allen) Nov. 510

TEACHER COMMITTEE EVALUATION OF NEW FILMS
(li. C. Larson, Kdiior)

Know Your Librarj—Magnets—Speeding Y'our Read-
ing—'I'his Tjand of Ours: Washington, D. C.

—

People of the Soviet Union—Freezing Fruits and
Vegetables Ian. 44-6

Meet Your Federal (iovernment—Children's Charter

—

M'ings to Ireland—Paper Feb. 92 3

Man: One Family—What Makes Rain—Vegetable In-

sects—Hopi Horizons—Maps .\re Fun Mar. 150-1
Let's Give a Tea— Brotherhood of Man—.Atomic

Energ.v—Pudge Apr. 206-7
Heidi—Return of the Vanishing Herd—Water Supply—The Librarian May 260-1'
Making .Slioes—Seashore Oddities—Wild Fowl in Slow

Motion—The Andes—Chile's Barrier—Introduc-
tion to Fractions .lune 314-5

Boundarv Lines—Wheat: The Staff of Life—Les
Canaux—Chinese Shadow Play Sept. 372-3

Shv Guv—.Vir Transportation—Making of a Mural

—

The" Curious Coati Oct. 440-1
Near Home—Dining Together—Duties of a Secretary—People's Charter Nov. 498-9
Behind the Scenes at the .\'rport—What Is Money.'

—

.Vrtisans of Florence

—

Sitting Right—Ins'ruments
of the Orchestra Dec. 550-1

NEWS AND NOTES
(This index iticludes only thi' more important items and those

treated at some length.)
Dorothy Allard, Visual Pioneer. Dies—Film Board Formed by

United Nations Jan. 54-5
Visual Aids for Business—Second .-Vnnual .\wards Dinner Held by

Metropolitan Branch of D.V.I.—Joint Services for U.N. Film and
Visual Activities .Feb. 114-5

J. C. Wardlaw, Audio-Visual Pioneer, Passes—California .\udio-

Visual As.sociation Expand.s—Farm Film Fotindation . ...Mar. 166-9
Commission on Motion Pictuns in Adult Education E.stablished

—

New Distribution Policy for USD.V Films— Hoard of Review Reor-
ganization and Conference Apr. 228-31

Chicago Film Festival, June 2 to 6—Audio-Visual Awards to

Schools May 281
U.S.A. Sends Film Entries to Brussels World Film Festival—Inter-

national Exhibition of Motion Picture Technique, Venice, Aug. 14 to

Sept. 10—Iowa Extension Division Given College Status—.Toint Film
Program Planned by l^.N. Film Hoard lune 330-1
Oklahoma A-V Appropriation—Film Advisorv Service for Public

Libraries—Audio-Visual Awards Endorsed by ANFA, NAVED, FCA

—

Annual Film Festival at Cannes, Sept. 12 to 25 Sept. 396-8
UNKCSO Survej-s Technical Needs Abroad—Study Role of Public

Libraries in Promoting Use of Discussional Films Oct. 457-9
Professional Training in Motion Pictures—Radio Center at Syra-

cuse University—Sloan Foundation Reports on Motion Pictures and
Radio ." Nov. 518-22

Corey Speaks at Calif. Conference—Navy Research .V-V Project at

Pennsylvania Dec. 561-2
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AtDIO-VISUAL TRADE REVIEW
{Thi*i index includeg important newn itemu and itfmn concerninff

new equipment.)
NAVED Resrional Meeting—RCA Mobile Unit for 16mni Location

—

Automatic Miniature Slide Pro.itdor—Single LenK Trivision Photo-
graphic Process Ian. 59-63

Magnetic Sound fur 16 and Hnini Kilms—Magnetic Paper Tape
Recorders—Master Editing Outfit—The Kardon, New 35mm Camera
—Cine Accessory—Radiant Screens—Hollis 555 Splicer—Pre-fabri-
cated Portable Darkroom Feb. 119-23

Teaching Films Inc. Is Born—NAVED Meet Is "Solid" in the South—8mm, 16mm for Television at SMPE Chicago Meet—New Projector
Stand—Rocket Cameras—New Master Model Kodaulide Projector—
Raising Cane for Good Pictures (Ambol Kanepod)—Bell & Howell
Announces "Picture Master" 8mm Projector—"Premier-20" Is Ampro's
Latest 16mm Sound Projector—Victor 16mm Model "60"—Television
Launched in St. Louis Mar. 171-6
NAVED Meetings—-Perfex Magazine Loading 8mm Camera—Sears

Introduces a Wire Recorder—^New Test Chart Set Checks Photo
Equipment—Sound for 16 Frames Apr. 233-6

RCA's 16mm Story—B. & L. Miniature Slide Projector—Movie
Kodaguide—Kolograph 16mm Projector with Intermittent Sprocket

—

New Low-priced Portable Screen—G.E. Exposure Meter Acces-
sory May 286-8
NAVED Convention in Chicago. Aug. 3-6—Film Preserver from

Bolex—Weston Photographic Analyzer—New GoldE Color-in-Motion
Rotochrome Spotlight—New Paper Tape Recorder June 335-8
NAVED Convention Introduced New Products and Diseus.sed Dealer

Problems—NAVED Elects Officer.s—RCA Ends Long "Weight", Intro-
duces New Projector—GoldE Is Where You Find It—Color Facsimile
Reception for the Home—Victor Announces New "Lite-Weight" Pro-
jector with Demountable Speaker—-Educational Television Can Be
Good Sept. 401-7
Ampro Not Mute on Silents—Kodak's 750-Watt "8"—Turning the

Tables on Silent Films—Webster-Chicago Wire Recorders Now Avail-
able—New Table Model Victrola—G.E. Educational Radio Kits—Film
Defect Indicator and Sprocket Guards from B & H—New Electro-
Voice Crystal Microphone—Pay-asyou-see Television—16mm Television
Motion Picture Projector Oct. 464-6
New 16 and 8mm Splicer—Empire Sound King Projector—Test

Films Available in 16mm—New Projector Ends Need for Blackout

—

American Television Society Makes P'ifth Annual Awards . .Nov. 525-6
Kodaslide Projector Model 1 A Announced—New RCA Wire Re-

corder—Revere Rides into 16mm with Light-weight Sound Projector

—

Polyphonic Wire Recorder—New Low Cost Sound Projector Is An-
nounced by Universal—DeVry Announces New 31-lb. Projector—Light
Valve Tester— Television Rrrorrting Camera Developed bv
Kodak Dec. 568 71

MISCELLANEOUS
We've Come a Lony: Way I Or Have Wei {Paul (.

Heed) " Jan. 29-30
First Grade Mathematics— In Hand-made Lantern

Slides {Ann Gale) 32
Reports and '47 Aims Presented at FCA Year-End

Meeting 48-9
Flying Makes New Neighbors (Graphic Film Review) ... .Feb. 86-7
rtica Schools Own a Film Library 89
PiluLs That Meet Curriculum Needs (Paul C. Reed) 94-5
Third Annual Museum, Audio-Visual Aids Institute

{Irene F. Cypher-Grace F. Ramtiey) 95-6
-Vtlantic City Program of DVI Conference 106
Education in an Air Age 108
The Centennial of Two Great Men: Alexander Graham

Bell and Thomas A. Edison Mar. 144-5
Films on Atomic Energy 146-8
Raising Our Sights (Paul C. ReedWiUinm F. firuse) . , . .

149'
Libraries to Handle Films for Community Education 160
School for Screen Writers Apr. 184
FCA Constitution Drafted at Atlantic City Meeting 188
Juvenile Delinquency on Film (Graph'c F^ihn Review).... 202-4
Utilization Can Be Democratic {Paul (\ Reed) 205
New Biology Film Helps Girls (Film Review) 215
Significant Conclusions at DVI Alhinlic City Con-

ference 220
Summer Courses in Audio-Visual Education, 1947

(Part I) 222-4
The DAVr Looks at UNESCO and Educational Recon

struction {Edgar Dale) May 244-6
Do "Motivation" and "Participation" Questions In-

crease Learning.' (Motion Picture Research Pro-
ject ) 256-9

Summer Courses in Audio-VisunI Education, 1947
(Part II) 276-9

Film Council Operates on New Const ituti(»n lune 294
"The Film Counselor" 296
Tested Teacher Training Techniques, A Symposium

[Corey, Dale, McCluxky, Ehy, TroHnger, RenH
and Cochran) 301-n

Observations on the Audio-Visual Movement in Canada
(0. R. Crakes) 316

EFLA Annual Conference 328
Film Council Elects S. M. Corey. Acting Director Sept. 354
Stephen Corev, New President. DAVI Holds Summer

Meet 371
Films of the World Festival Is .\nn<mneed for Chicago.... 388
UN Film Production Assigned to Ten Countries 389
Films of the World Festival Announces Program

Schedule Oct. 416-8
Round Trip (A Graphic Film Review^ 434-5
George Eastman House to be a Photographic Museum 436-7
An >]xplanation—The New DAVI Constitution {Ver-

non G. Dameron) 442
The Drama of Steel (A Graphic Film Review) 450
University Film Producers Hold Conference at Iowa

State 452-4
Top-Ranking Broadcasters .Vtteud Television ('linic 467
Films of the World Festival Opening Is a Success. ...... . \ov. 476
DAVI Executive Committee Plans Three-Point Program.... 482
Iowa State Audio-Visual Laboratory 492-3
Filmstrips for Freedom (David J. Goodman ) 497
Woman Speaks" Nov. 500

£. What Is a Community Film Council .' 501H How to Organize a Filni Council 502-4
H^ A Symposium; Tlie Corrt-latinn of Film.s witli Text-

Hi books (
Roxfiihiifi. Sijii'iimin. fif/landrr, liUhiian.

^. Render) Dec. 543-9

^January, 1948
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

P9

FILMS

W. J. Ahern, Film Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.

716 Federal St., Troy, N. Y.
Association Films

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
1700 Patterson Ave., Dallas 1, Tex.

Award Films
115 W. 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Bray Stndlos. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19. N. Y.

Castle Films. Dlv. of United World
Films, Ino.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. T.
Catholic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
Chnroh Film Service

2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.
Collins Motion Picture Service
502% & 506. St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Coronet Instructional FilinH
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dudley Pictures Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.

Rastman Kodak Stores. Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, (la.
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Gallagher Film Service
113 S. Washington, Green Bay, Wis.
639 N. 7th St., Milwaukee 3, Wis.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Heldenkamp Nature Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8. Pa.

Hotfbere Productions. Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service. Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.

Kunn Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Ijibrary Films. Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New Y'ork 19, N. Y.

MoKolTs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

OTonlon Films
822 Penfleld Bldg., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Otncial Films. Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Portnfllms
1520 N. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 28, Cal.

The l*rlnceton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

Relifcious Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

Simmel-Mttservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Vocational Guidance Films. Inc.
2718 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, la.

Williams. Brown and E^arie. Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zcilirr Visual Fducation Service
157 Washington St.. Newark 2. N. J.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

licll ^k Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Company
101 Marietta St., N.W., Atlanta 3. Oa.
lUOhi Taylor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502 hi & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2. Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

t'omprehenslve Service Company
245 W. 55th St., New Yorl; 19, N. Y.

IJeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III.

Knstman Kodak Stores. Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

<aallajfher Film Service
113 S. Washington. Green Bay. Wis.
639 N. 7th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

4>eneral Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Knnc Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2. Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton. Pa.

Moff:ull*s Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, X. Y.

Nn-Art Films. Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Italke Contpany
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Southern Visual F^llms
686-9 Shrine Bldg.. Memphis 1, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Visual Fducation Incorporated
12th at Lamar, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
1012 Jennings Ave., Ft. Worth 2. Tex.
3905 S. Main, Houston 4, Tex.

Williams. Brown and Karle. Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

Art Xclller Visual Kducation Service
157 Washington St.. Newark 2. N. J.

SCREENS

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland. Ohio

General l*ictures Productions
i»21 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

lllrsch A Kaye
239 Sixth Ave.. San Francisco S, i"al.

Mof;ull*s Inc.
68 W. 4Sth St.. New York 19, N. Y.

^u-Art Films. Inc.
145 W. ISth St., New York 19, N. \.

Uadinnt Mnnufacturini!^ Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

AVUIiams. BroYvn and Karle. Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Inforninlive ClaMHrooni PU-ture Series
40 Ionia X.AV., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

SLIDEFILMS

Simmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111

Williams. Brown and E^arie, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave, San Francisco 8, Cal.

Klein & Goodman. Inc.
18 S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Nu-Art Films. Inc.
145 W. 4 5th St., New York 19, N. V.

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

SLIDES (Standard V/4 x 4)

KeyMtone A'lew Co.
Meadville. Pa.

Ryan ViMunI Atdn Service
401t Harrison St., Pavenport,

SLIDE, FILMSUDE and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Ctmiprehensive Service Co.
245 VV. 55th St., .N'ew York 19, N. Y.

IJeVry Corporation
mi Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films. Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

<;nldK MannfactnrinK Co.
1220 W. Madison St., Chicago 7, 111.

Hirsch A Kaye
2:!9 Grant Ave.. San Francisco 8. Cal.

I\e.> stone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

Italke Company
S29 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles 14. ("al.

ityan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St.. Davenport. la.

Southern A'isual Films
«S(!-9 Shrine Bldg.. Memphis 1. Tenn.

\'le>viex. inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

\ Isiial Research Company
.',0 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

W'illlnnis, Brown and F^arie. Inc.
91S Chestnut St., Fhiladelphia 7. Pa.
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For Further Information

about the products featured in this issue

use the convenient

READER'S SERVICE POSTCARD
P9

// there is any ndtlilunud information desired on audio-visual

materials and equipment not given in the editorial content or ad-

vertising in this issue, simply fill in and mail the Reader's Service

Postcard. /Vo strimp required. EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S Service

Department will assist in obtaining it without cost or obligation

to you.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

The new 23rd edition

Tells where to get over

6,600 films

'MOGG and GNE''
(1948)

The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films

The largest, most complete edition of this annual film reference yet
published— 160 pages of essential information on some 6610 available
films and their sources, classified under 176 subject-headings, also listed

alphabetically by title—indispensable to Supervisors, Teachers, Program
Chairmen, Church Leaders, Directors of Industrial Training, and many
others.

Price Only $1.00

IDEAS
For

FILM PROGRAMS
Classroom Films . . . Adult
Films . . . Documentary Films
. . . Fiction Films . . . Safety
Films . . . Industrial Films
. . . Church Films . . . Plus a
Host of Others.

Simply

Clip the Coupon
and a copy of "lOOOxind ONE"
will be yours.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Sfreet

Chicago I, Illinois

n
D

Please send me one copy of "1000 and ONE" ($1.00).

Also enter or renew my subscription to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN for

n One Year $3.00 (Canada $3.50, Foreign $4.00)

D Two Years $5.00 (Canada $5.00, Foreign $7.00)

Check Enclosed Q Send Bill

Name ..Addr

City . State
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Current Film ISews

{Continued from f'age 47)

ACADEMIC FILM CO., 113 West
42nd St., Xew York 18 has added one

new film to their American history

series of five {Our Conslitulion, Our
Monroe Doctrine, Our Bill of Rif/hts,

Our Louisiana Purchase, and Our Dcc-

kiralion of Indcf^rndence) :

Ben Franklin's Albany Plan (1 reeH

—a re-enactment of the Albany Con-

gress held in 1754 by representatives

of the American Colonies for the pur-

pose of treating with the Six Indian

Nations and drafting a scheme for a

general union of the Colonies. Despite

the failure of the plan, it contained the

framework for the future constitution.

ALL-SCOPE PICTURES, INC.,

1200 Taft Building, Hollywood 28,

California, has completed, under the

sponsorship of the California Prune
and Apricot Growers .\ssociation, the

following film:

A Fortune in Two Old Trunks (3

reels, color)—the story of the prune
industry in California, explaining how
Louis Pellier, a Frenchman who came
to California seeking gold, established

a nursery. Parent stock for prune

trees was brought from France in two
old trunks.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, Motion Picture Service,

Office of Information, Washington,
D. C, has announced the following:

The Frying Pan and the Fire (18

minutes, color)—aimed primarily at

the hiker and camper as a part of the

cooperative forest fire prevention cam-
paign.

It's Your Land (4 minutes, 16 and
35mm) — devil-in-phantom tells how
through erosion he has been wasting
land and people for centuries.

THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD
OF CANADA announces that start-

ing in January, 1948, it will issue a

monthly newsreel to be entitled Eye-
ivitness. The film will show domestic

Canadian news events.

Join the

MARCH
>' OF DIMES

JANUARY 15 30

WARWICK M. TOMPKINS, 2031

(ireenticid .'\ve., l.os .\ngeles 25, Cal-

ifornia, announces a new film in Koda-
chronie:

A Tall Ship on Deep Water—run-

ning time 21 minutes—which covers

a cruise from San Francisco to Ha-
waii and return. It shows the ship's

young sailors engaged in all the many
aspects of sea life. Animated charts

and models have been utilized in ten

of the 100 scenes to explain various

meteorological and nautical terms.

The film has accompanying study aids

—a study outline and a colored cut-

away picture of the ship.

WORLD IN COLOR PRODUC-
TIONS, Flinira. N'ew York, offers a

film for the atomic age:

Atomic Fury—16mm Kodachrome
and black and white (also 8mm)—
composed entirely of shots of atom
I)omb explosions, as filmed by .Army-

Xavy Joint Task Force One.

GRAPHIC SERVICES SECTION,
BUREAU OF MINES. 4800 Forbes

Street, l'ittsl)urgh 13, Pa., has added
the following new films to its exten-

sive educational film library:

Sulphur (2 reels, color)—production

operations and utilization of this im-

portant mineral. The film was spon-

sored by the Texas Gulf Sulphur Com-
pany and makes effective use of ani-

niated diagrams.

This Is Aluminum (3 reels)—the

mining and preparation of the ore as

well as the fabrication of the metal.

Graphically the film shows the produc-
tion of pure metallic aluminum in a

reduction i>lant by the only known
process—the passing of an electric cur-

rent through a bath of alumina dis-

solved in melted cryolite.

A Story of Texas and [ts \'alural

Resources, The Drama of Steel, The
Story of Nickel (revised), and The Fab-
rication of Col>per are other Bureau of

Mines films.

FCA Film List for U.N. Appeal for Children

THE Umm FOUNDATION FOR INFtNIlK PARtLTSIS

The General Assembly of the Cnited

Nations on December 11, 1946, en-

dorsed a proposal which was amplified

into a special world-wide appeal to

meet emergency relief needs of children

everywhere. A contribution of one

day's effort from every citizen of the

world is the goal of the appeal.

Films can play a significant role in

acquainting people with the plight of

the world's children and with the ur-

gency of the I'N.AC. .A special com-
mittee of the Film Council of .\merica

has prepared a bibliography of films

which can be used in the classroom, as-

sembly hall, church, adult forum—in

any group interested in understandin.u

and promoting the UN.-\C campaign.

Almost all of the films listed have had

wide national distribution. .All local

sources, dealers, public libraries, school

boards and state universities should

be consulted before writing to the na-

tional source of the producer.

Films For UNAC
Children of Tragedy (20 min.) AF—

showing the consequences . of malnu-
trition among the children of Xorway,
Holland, Belgium, France. Produced
for the "Save the Children Federation."

Czechoslovakia Comes Back |18

min.) FN—showing taniilies and chil-

dren, orphans and displaced persons

returning to their shattered homes.

Friends in Need (S min.) IFB—
showing the children of this continent

gathering shoes and clothing to send

to their "friends in need" across tlie

sea.

Italy Rebuilds (10 min.) IFF—a

report by Julien Bryan of the ways in

which the UNRR.A farm, food and

medical supplies were put to use by

the Italian people.

Mary 'Visits Poland (10 min.) IFF—
a picture of children and family life in

Poland.

The New France (17 min.) MT—
a portrayal of life and jjrohlems in

France today.

Out of the Ruins (29 min.) NFBC—
showing the Greek people's efforts to

rise again from a land devastated by
war.

The Pale Horseman (19 min.) BF—
a rei)ort on the health and food prob-

lems following in the wake of war,

what is being done to prevent the

spread of famine and epidemic in

Europe.

Poland (18 min.) IFF—a picture of

Poland, with emphasis on current so--

cial and economic problems.

Seeds of Destiny (18 min.) FN—
showing the present suffering of the

children of Europe and the threat

which their plight makes to the future

peace of the world.

Suffer Little Children (10 min.) NF-
BC—showing the needs of the sick and
hungry children of Europe, the work
of l\'RR.\, the work yet to be done.

The World Is Rich (43 min.) BF—
the story of the world situation as it

affects children and adults, and as it

will affect future generations unless

the U. N. plans for world food and farm-

ing improvement are implemented
wholeheartedly.

AF Assi "'ation Films. ;',47 Mailiann Ave.,

N. Y. C.
KN V\\m-> of the Nations, 18 W. 65th St.,

N. Y. C.
IFB International Film Bureau. 84 E. Ran-

dolph, Chicasro.
IFF—International Film Foundation, 1600

Broadway, N.Y.C., 84 E. Kandolph, Chicago.
MT -Marefi of Time, 369 Le.NinKton Ave.,

N.Y.C.
NFBC National Film Board of Canada. 620

,5th Ave.. N.Y'.C. 84 E. Randolph. Chicago.
BF Brandon Film.s, Inc.. 1600 Broadway,
N.Y.C.
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™, ,6mm sound Motion Pictures «re

^^^
. c, force to lighten labor.
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EWEIGHT
16nim SOUND MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR

» I
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designed specifically for
convenient and economical classroom use"

— and the Triumph 60 for auditorium use.
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FROM time to time Educational ScreExN readers

prove their interest in the magazine by writing in

approval or, as in this case, in honest indignation.

We feel the point of view expressed in the following

tetter so significant that we sought and gained per-

mission to publish it.—The Editor.

A NEW COLOR SERIES

Simmel-Meservey, Inc. is proud to

announce the first post-war series of educational

films to be made in France. Photographed by

Eugene and Frederick Croizat of Paris, with

cooperation by the French Government . . . the

series will include pictures on many phases of

present-day and historical France. Narration is in

English with French narration contemplated.

Despite post-war travel difficulties the Messrs.

Croizat with specially trained crews completed

over 30,000 feet of color material for this series.

First to be released are

:

PARIS -CITY OF ART... first

color interiors of the Louvre,
with its famous paintings and
sculptures . . . with views of
Montmartre artists at work;
representative buildings, and
architecture such as Sacre
Coeur, Notre Dame, the Pan-
theon, Saint Peter's Garden,
the Petit Palais, etc. Eleven
minutes, sound, color or black

and white.

IIURNEY TO PROVENCE... His-

torical and modern highlights

of this ancient region of South-
ern France. The film includes

the annual religious pilgrim-

age scenes showing local
gypsies and their "saint pro-

tectors" ... the little-known
cowboys of Provence, walled

cities and ancient monuments.
Eleven minutes, sound, color

or black and white.

\j\immp(^mm, '^m..

*****,

321 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE • BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

EniTOR, F",DUCATIONAL SCREEN I

It will come as no surprise to you to learn that some of us

engaged in the production of instructional films were aggrieved

by much of what was said—and unsaid—in your December

symposium on "The Correlation of Films with Te-xtbooks."

I found myself wishing it were all taking place in an open

forum so that I inigtit oflter a few heated words in rebuttal

and ask a few sharp-edged questions.

My purpose in writing, however, is not to quarrel with any

parucular statements nor to defend the policies of my company,

but to "view with alarm" certain basic themes which seem

to run through the various articles.

First, there is the heavily-plugged theme that films must be

supervised by authors of textbooks. Most people working in

the field of visual education will agree with that statement as

far as it goes—but don't we also agree that it doesn't go far

enough? Haven't we pretty well agreed that it's one thing

to write a book—another thing to teach a class—and another

thing to produce a good motion picture or filmstrip? By all

means let's enlist the services of the "subject matter specialist"

and the classroom teacher. Each has his own knowledge and

experience to contribute. But let's also employ the services of

—and recognize the vital role of—the professional filmmaker. A
quick check into "Movies That Teach" reveals that our mutual

friend says there: "educational groups and professional motion

picture producers should work together to make films which

conform to educational needs and standards."

Another quotation from the same source will introduce my

second point of issue; "Films should be produced as basic

teaching materials, not as supplementary aid . . . films should

be produced to spearhead new curriculum developments, not

simply to support or reinforce a status quo." There is no ques-

tion but that films can serve well, as your authors point out,

in giving depth and breadth and impact to the lessons of the

textbook. It is quite understandable that such should be the

sole concern of the publishers in entering the field. However,

it is alarming that (with the exception of Eric Bender), none

of the writers seems to be aware of the infinitely richer field

of opportunity.

Finally, I close the appropriately seasonal cover on the sym-

posium feeling that someone is attempting to do my thinking

for me—that is, if I were a teacher. Did the various writers

really mean (as I sense) that textbook authors will tell me
what pictures I should show and what pictures I should not

show, because I am not capable of making such decisions my-

self? Did they say that I must not present a point of view

slightly different from that taken by the textbook author;

that my pupils must be shielded against knowing that recog-

nized authorities often disagree, that this world is one of con-

flicting ideas and ideals? Did they they mean that "correlation

with the textbook" is the only key to "integration with the

curriculum" ?

For years now, Coronet has been working in close coordi-

nation with practicing educators, authors of textbooks, and

(even!) publishers of textbooks. We have never felt that

they imposed upon us—or attempted to impose upon us

—

any of the restrictive concepts named above.

RICHARD P. CREYKE
Coronet Instructional Films

Glenview, Illinois
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A Clear Mental Image

Begins with

A Sharp, Brilliant

You are assured of large, sharp, brilliant

screen images that convey visual impres-

sions of utmost clarity when you use the

model LRM Balopticon.* Serving a dual

purpose, it projects both conventional slides

and opaque objects, including printed illus-

trations and text, photographs, and geo-

logical or botanical specimens.

Even when projected under illumination

adequate for notetaking, screen images

remain clear and brilliant. This is made
possible by the LRM Balopticon's two fine-

quality optical systems which yield flatness

of field, critical definition, and high light

transmission.

Balanced illumination permits switching

from opaque to slide projection without a

distracting change in screen brilliance.

,

Slides and opaque materials are protected

from heat damage by a built-in blower
cooling system.. Details available in catalog

E-11. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 688-N
St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

*Trademark registered U.S. Pat. Off.

BAUSCH ^ LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY ROCHESTER 2, N. Y.
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AASA Annual Convention

ONE of the major educational events of the year,

the Annual Convention of the American As-
sociation of School Administrators, will be held at

Atlantic City February 21-26. Some 40 other allied

educational groups also will hold meetings at the

same time.

Speakers for the AASA convention program in-

clude General Omar Nelson Bradley ; Pearl Buck

;

Dr. Lyman Bryson, of the Columbia Broadcasting

System ; Miss Eva Carmichael, exchange teacher

from England, now teaching in Anderson, South
Carolina; Dr. D. J. Rose, president of the National

Council of State School Boards Associations; James
Lee Ellenwood, secretary to New York State Execu-
tive Committee of the YMCA; Oscar R. Ewing,
Federal Security Administrator; Erwin D. Canham,
editor of the Christian Science Monitor; Dr. Gerald

Wendt, editorial director of Science Illustrated and
former editor of Time; Congressman Walter Judd
of Minnesota; T. V. Smith of the University of

Chicago; and H. Roe Bartle, chief executive, Kansas
City Area Council of the Boy Scouts of America.

The AASA convention will feature a nationwide
school building exhibit and a commercial exhibit of

instructional supplies and school equipment, includ-

ing everything from lead pencils and textbooks to

school buses.

Tentative Program for DAVI
Atlantic City Conference

THE Atlantic City conference of the Department
of Audio-Visual Instruction of the National

Education Association, to be held February 22, 23.

and 24, features an emphasis upon the implications

of recent developments in several dififerent fields of

education for those concerned primarily with audio-

visual instruction. Details of the Atlantic City con-
ference were drawn up by a planning committee at

a meeting at the American Museum of Natural
History, New York City, in late December. The
committee consisted of Floyde E. Brooker, U. S.

Office of Education ; Grace Fisher Ramsay, Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History; Louis Goodman,
College of the City of New York; W. H. Durr, Vir-
ginia State Department of Education; A. W. Van-
derMeer, Pennsylvania State College; Vernon
Dameron, Department of Audio-Visual Instruction;

and James W. Brown, Syracuse University, chair-

man.

Meetings will be held in the Atlantic City Audito-
rium, Atlantic City, and special rooms are being set

aside for the purpose.

Following is a tentative program for the DAVI
conference

;

Monday, February 23, 9:30-12:00—-"Informal Get-
Together"

Atlantic City Auditorium, registration, refreshments,

contact your old friends.

Monday, February 23, 12 : 15-2 :00—DAVI Luncheon
Introduction of Executive Committee members;

announcements by DAVI President, Stephen M.
Corey ; announcements by DAVI Executive Secre-

tary, Vernon Dameron ; demonstration of radio and

television developments, with discussions, to be

arranged by Louis Goodman, Supervisor, Audio-

Visual Center, College of the City of New York,

with displays of technical equipment by cooperating

manufacturers.

Monday, February 23, 2 :30-3 :45
—

"Recent Trends in

Teacher Education"

Presentation of recent developments in the field of

teacher education to be presented by nationally-known

speaker ; followed by panel discussion of implications

of such trends for audio-visual instruction by audio-

visual specialists ; discussion from the floor. Chair-

man : A. W. VanderMeer, College of Education,

Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsyl-

vania.

Monday, February 23, 3 :45-5 :00
—"Production"

Presentation of the problem of the producer (by a

person selected by a committee from the industry)

as they are related to the purcliaser and eventual

user
;
presentation nf visual materials representing

crucial elements of the topic ; response to the prob-

lem by educators re])resenting school, school system,

business, and university and college users of audio-

vi.sual instructional materials ; floor discussion. Chair-

man: Floyde E. Brooker, U.S. Office of Education,

Washington, D.C.

Tuesday, February 24, 9:30-12:30

Presentation by two nationally-known speakers of

( 1 ) the application of mass media for communica-
tion to problems of education and world peace, (2)

recent trends in curriculum revision and school

administration practices ; followed by panel dis-

cussion of the topic, "Modern Tools for Modern
Teaching," stressing implications for audio-visual

instruction of the trends described by previous speak-

ers. Visual presentation of a well-planned audio-

visual program in action in a city school system to

follow to express in concrete terms the principles

developed by the panel. Chairman : Stephen M.
Corey, Department of Education, University of Chi-

cago, Chicago, Illinois.

Tuesday, February 24, 2 :30-3 :45
—

"Research"

Round-up of research related to audio-visual instruc-

tion currently under way in this country ; descriptions

of research activities by several persons now engaged
in them ; brief indication of research gaps ; floor dis-

cussion. Chairman : James W. Brown, Syracuse

University, Syracuse, N.Y.

Tuesday, February 24, 3 :45-5 :00
—"Problems of the

Audio-Visual Director"

Presentation by speaker on significant problems of

audio-visual directors, based on his experience and
the experience of others in the field

;
panel discussion

of related problems, with indications of possible

means of .solving problems considered ; floor discus-

sion. Chairman : Mrs. Grace Fisher Ramsey, Curator

of Educational Relations, American Museum of

Natural History, New York City.

(Continued on page 80)
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Follow the guide lines embossed on
side of projector for path of the films.

"Cushion Action" sprocket shoes,

large 16-tooth sprockets, swing-out
picture gate^make the RCA "400"

the easiest of ail projectors to thread.

MICROPHONE OR
RECORD PLAYER
FACILITY

A lighter weight, ALL-PURPOSE

16 mm projector for more

effective teaching

• CLASSROOM or AUDITORIUM. The
easy portability and brilliant, sparkling perforM-

ance of the RCA "400" make it the ideal prolix-

tor for use in classroom or small auditorium.

This sturdily constructed projector means extra

years of dependable service.

• SOUND or SILENT. The precision sound

scanning and speaker systems reproduce music

and voices with the realism of natural sound.

You change from sound to silent operation by
merely turning a knob.

• BLACK-AND-WHITE or FULL-COLOR
PICTURES. The straight-line optical-axis sys-

tem, coated lens, 750- or 1000-watt lamp combine

to show all films at their best in brilliance, con-

trast and definition.

SEE IT, . . HEAR IT . , . with your own films. For illustrated brochure and

name of nearest dealer, write: Educational Sales

Department, 28-B RCA, Camden, N. J.

FIRST IN SOUND . . . FINEST IN PROJECTION

THEATRICAL FRAMING FINGER-TIP TILT CONTROL

You can make comments or play mu-
sicwhilerunningsilent films. Provides
a"PA"systemforpre-showannounce-
ments or musical entertainment.

Framing adjustments do not disturb
picture or optical alignment. You give

professional quality showings.

Just turn the tilt control to lower or
raise the projector. It's quick, acoa-
rate and effortless.

RADIO COHPORATKOM ofAMERtCA
EDUCATiOMAL SALES DERARTMEMT, CAMDEM, N,J»
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As Viewed From Here Paul a Reed

Maybe there should be a "fair play" code!

Preview Practice Is Changing

• Previewing and evaluating visual materials troubles a lot of

people. It troubles the producers, for what should they do about
the ever-increasing requests for previews—not only from potential

purchasers, but the merely curious as well? It troubles teachers
and administrators, for they have the very real problem of selecting

the best materials to use—and they want the best. It troubles editors

and others who have the responsibility for telling you about the

materials.

Educational Screen does not take this responsibility lightly.

We bring you announcements and descriptions of new materials.

We publish regularly the "Teacher-Committee Evaluation of New
Films"—a department ably edited by L. C. Larson and his staff

of Indiana University. Significant new materials are featured in .
"

articles and illustrated reviews. And special articles, such as the one
in this issue by Dr. Hoban, report current practice, stimulate think-

ing, and reflect trends. But there are still troubles.

Even the best of appraisals and evaluations, when made by
others, can be only guides to selection. This was generally conceded
as a fact at a recent conference of directors and co-ordinators of

audio-visual programs in New York State. Evaluation of materials
' for selection and acquisition must be based upon first-hand preview

experience. It is further being realized that such previews cannot

be conducted successfully in an ivory tower. Current best jiractice

calls for previews close to the point of eventual use. Teacher and
pupil judgment are being given most weight. I

If this is a trend, and we believe it is, it will not lessen the

troubles of producers. Teacher-pupil evaluations will be more time

consuming and will increase the wear and tear on preview prints.

It will increase the cost of doing business and the eventual cost of

the materials. This imposes still greater responsibilities for "play-

ing fair" on those who request materials for preview.

Maybe there should be a "fair play" code! Preview requests

should not be made unless definite previewing' procedures have

been worked out in advance. Requests should not be filled unless

there is honest intent to purchase, or unless the previewers have

both a responsibility an^ a way to guide others through their evalua-

tion. Assurance should be given of extra-careful handling of ma-
terials. Evaluation results and decisions based upon previews

should be communicated directly and promptly to producers. Such

considerations could be the basis for better understandings.

Would it not be to the advantage of producers and users alike

for them to develop together a statement of policy and standards of

practice that all could agree upon?
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Teaching Films, Inc.

"Rhythm Is Everjrwhere"

SUPPOSE we come at film evaluation in an oper-

ational way. To be specific, let us start with the

arrival of a preview print of the new film Rhythm
Is Everywhere, produced by Teaching Films, Inc. The
problem is whether the film should be purchased for

use in schools, and, if so, in what quantity.

Bear in mind that we are not attempting to isolate

any particular technique in the film to determine its

effectiveness, nor are we attempting to determine wheth-

er motion pictures are an educationally effective form

of communication. These are problems for research

and experimentation. The question is whether this spe-

cific film should be made available to teachers as one

of the many experiences that teachers arrange for their

pupils.

The Print Arrives

The preview print of Rhythm Is Everyzvhere arrived

at the Administration Building of the Philadelphia Pub-

lic Schools in the morning mail. It had been requested

from the producer on the basis of a laudatory review

appearing recently in one of the magazines devoted to

audio-visual materials. At this point, the question may
arise as to why the film was not purchased on the basis

of the review alone. There are two reasons why not.

First, the reviewer was not known to us either person-

ally or through reputation. Second, we make it a prac-

tice to bring representatives of our instructional divi-

sions into decisions involving the purchase and use of

instructional materials. This insures the selection of

materials consistent with curriculum developments and

objectives. It also insures the integration of these ma-

Film Evaluation

in Practice

S3

By CHARLES F. HOBAN, Jr.

Associate Professor of Audio-Visual Services,

School of Library Training and Service,

Florida State University

terials into the curriculum through the normal activ-

ities of our instructional supervisors. When instruc-

tional personnel are given a decisive voice in the selec-

tion of instructional materials, they assume responsibil-

ity for the wide and effective use of these materials in

the curriculum.

On the day the film arrived, we made it a point to

have lunch with our director of music. In the course

of the conversation, we mentioned that a new film on

rhythm had just arrived, and would he like to see it?

Sure he would, how about right after lunch? And

would we mind if he brought some other members of

his staff along and some teachers who were working

EDITOR'S NOTE
We asked Dr. Hoban what they were doing about

evaluation in Philadelphia. This article was his reply.

In the letter which accompanied it, he wrote, "The

evaluation process described is an account of what

actually happened here in previewing "Rhythm Is

Everywhere." I have presented the material in nar-

rative-descriptive form to convey the sense of actuality

in the process. It is something we do right along,

and we do it in connection with a lot of other things

going on at the same time in the school system. That

is, we don't evaluate in a vacuum. We keep the

process flexible and informal, varying the technique

(but not the principles) in the light of various cir-

cumstances."

Then he left for Florida! We wish him well in the

challenge of his new position.
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on the music curriculum? We'd be delighted to have

them.

The Previewers React

The preview was set for 1 :30 in the preview room,

which doubled for an office and a sound studio. The
showing was attended by mixed reactions. The super-

visors and teachers close to actual teaching situations

in the primary grades were highly enthusiastic ; those

who worked on the high school level seemed to be more
coldly critical.

"It was too slow moving," said one of the high

school people. "And they certainly could have been

more imaginative and more dramatic in their choice of

scenes and sequences. I don't think the children will

get much out of it. They should have put a lot more
into the film. It doesn't teach anything ! If the decision

were up to me, I wouldn't waste money buying the

film."

The elementary tefachers and supervisors were not

put "off by the criticism of their higher minded col-

leagues. "The children in the primary grades will be
crazy about it," they said. "It has a single, simple pur-

pose ; to make children aware of the rhythm that is all

around them. Everything in the film adds up to this

purpose. The youngster in the film looks and acts like

any youngster his age. Our children can easily iden-

tify with him. As he becomes aware of the rhythms in

the film and keeps time with them, the children will be-

come aware of these same rhythms and mentally keep
time with them. Most of the rhythms shown in the film

are familiar to the children in our community, only

they aren't alert to these rhythms. We think the choice

of situations is very well suited to younger children.

High school teachers aren't close to little children. They
get bo}'s and girls in high school after we have taught

them the foundations of rhythm and other music under-

standings and skills. We must teach these understand-
ings and skills and we must teach them fresh to young
children. This film will definitely make children aware
of rhythms right around them, and will help to build a

good foundation in this basic music understanding and
skill. Furthermore, we think it is paced just right for

young children. Sure, the pace is too slow if you look

at the film as an adult, or if you think of it in terms of

the way high school pupils would respond. But if you
look at it through children's eyes, its pace is just right.

"And as far as not teaching anything, it teaches one
of the hardest things we try to teach young children

—

an awareness of rhythm and a rhythmic response to it."

Give and Take

It was good-natured give and take among the

teachers and music supervisors, with the usual ribbing

that goes on between elementary and high school people.

There was discussion of learning by imitation, how
films are a natural and effective means of promoting
such learning, and how so few educational films have
been produced which employ this principle effectively

and imaginatively. There was more talk of identifica-

tion with characters in a film, about the learning values

of new things in old and familiar settings, about basic

music understandings, about awareness as an educa-
tional objective, about pacing in films, and about the

differences in responses and learning levels between

younger and older children. They didn't use these

words in the discussion, but they used the concepts and

they understood them in the context of their employ-

ment in this educational motion picture and its applica-

tion to teaching rhythm to young children.

A Diplomatic Suggestion

As the discussion moved forward, it became apparent

that the disagreement among members of the preview

panel, in their evaluation of the film, was disagreement

between those who were close to the children for whom
the film was intended, and those whose teaching ex-

perience was somewhat remote from these children.

Both groups were competent in the special field of

music instruction.

After a while, the music director, a born diplomat

and an accomplished music educator and director,

stepped into the di.scussion. "Why not," he suggested,

"take the film out to a school and try it out in the first

several grades? Watch how the children react, and

ask the teachers to report its values as they are able

to observe them under typical conditions."

The Pupils React

Arrangements were made for such a tryout two
days later. One of the teachers working on the revision

of the music curriculum in the elementary schools took

over this next phase of evaluation. It would have been

better, perhaps, if the film were shown in classrooms

under the direction of teachers who were, at the time,

busy with rhythm experiences, but, because of the short

time available, the film was shown in the auditorium

to youngsters from the first through fourth grade. For

many of the first-graders, it was the first movie they

had ever seen. For all the first-graders, it was their first

time in the school auditorium.

Our teacher explained to the children that she was
going to show them a new movie on rhythm and that

she would like to have them tell their own teachers

later how they liked it. The shades were drawn and the

film went on the screen.

They Get Rhythm

When the showing was completed, the teacher asked

the assembled pupils if they would like to have her play

some music as they walked out of the auditorium. Of
course they would. This was carefully planned, to be

sure, but to the children it was just a nice teacher who
would play some music on the piano.

As the stirring notes of a march rose from the piano,

the first-graders swung into line. They swayed in time

with the march. Arms swinging, they tramped out of

the auditorium in crisp cadence. They had never been

in the auditorium before and they had never marched

as a class to music. The other classes followed with

the same swing and the same cadence. As they marched
out, the projectionist looked at the teacher and said,

"I guess you have the answer already." So she did.

One of the unanticipated responses came from a

teacher. "You know," she confided, "I have never been

able to get up courage enough to introduce rhythm

work with my children. I've seen how it's done, and I

feel that I can do it. I'm going right out of here and

start."
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Rhythm Is Everywhere

Here is what the classroom teachers told us a few

days later. "The children understood the application

of what they saw in the film—they began watching and
listening for street activities .... Excellent film

—

particularly from the standpoint of outgrowths rather

than mere immediate enjoyment . . . The film gave a

wealth of material for future work and was especially

helpful in the suggestions it gave to the child less rhyth-

mically inclined . . . Points in film well emphasized

—please send more of this type ... A decided stimulus

to creative work ..."
The first and second grades told their teachers things

like this, "I liked it because it really happened ... I

loved it ... It shows that music never stops . . . That
little boy knows things ... I liked it when he kept

time with his head . . . when he was skipping ... I

liked the cow chewing . . . the man snipping the hedge

. . . the horse trotting . . . They didn't hold the drum
sticks right!"

From the third and fourth-graders : "I kept time

with Tommy ... I wanted to keep time with all the

things he did ... I think I could keep time with that

windmill ... It helped me to know more about keeping

time."

A little fourth-grade girl wrote this note to her

teacher : "I liked the picture very much because I take

piano lessons and I know about rhythm. It was nice

to see how there is rhythm everywhere, the chewing
of a cow, the windmill, and many others. I thought it

was wonderful, and thanks for showing it."

Proven Value

On the basis of the immediate behavior of the pupils

in marching out of the auditorium in cadence with

music, on the behaviors teachers observed in the class-

rooms in the days following the film showing, on the

children's own reports of how they felt during the film

showing and after it, and on the teacher's reports of

even further probable outcomes in the future, we con-

cluded that Rhythm is Everywhere would provide a

worthwhile ten-minutes of experience to children in

the first four grades, that its stimulating efltect would
give rise to further pupil activities, and that hesitant

teachers might be encouraged by it to introduce de-

sirable activities in their classrooms. These are worthy
purposes of instructional materials. Obviously this film

constituted worthwhile instructional material that

should be made available to teachers in Philadelphia's

180 elementary schools.

On the basis of the general enthusiastic response

from all the teachers whose classes saw the film, and
of the importance attached to rhythm activities by our

music division, it appeared likely that there would be a

(Concluded on page 71)

Teaching Films. Inc.

Tommy learns rhythm in "Rhythm Is Everywhere." Said one of the pupils who previewed the film: "I kept
time with Tommy ... I wanted to keep time with all the things he did."
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Filmstrips for Primary

And Elementary Grades

By VERA M. FALCONER

Consultant on Filmstrips and Motion Pictures

iirlLMSTRIPS—A User's Guide and Descrip-

r tive Index" is the title of the book, soon to

be published by the McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, from which this article has been taken.

In the nearly six hundred pages of the book
are the detailed reviews of over three thousand
filmstrips, carefully and thoughtfully annotated.

In addition, the forepart of the book contains

several chapters of valuable general information

about filmstrips and their use—well illustrated.

Because everyone interested in the use of

audio-visual materials has needed this kind of

book for so long, we consider it a privilege to

bring you this excerpt in advance of publication.

We appreciate the permission granted us by the

author. Vera M. Falconer, and by the publisher,

the McGraw-Hill Book Company.—The Editor.

IN SELECTION of filmstrips for primary

grades, the suitability for that level and its

particular requirements is perhaps more im-

portant than at any other level, since the instruction

received by primary pupils must not only give

them factual information, but also provide them
with a basis for future learning. The interests

should be stimulated and directed
;
good habits

for group and individual play and work encouraged
;

experience and vocabulary broadened ; and a readi-

ness for learning established.

Primary-Grade Filmstrips

Well-produced filmstrips can help the primary
teacher to meet these objectives, and usually it

will be found that filmstrips produced specifically

for this level meet the requirements best. Young
America Films' "Primary Health" series, for ex-

ample, stimulates interest in good health and
directs these interests toward proper health habits

through suitable motivation devices and reasons

that appeal to the children themselves. A number
of the available strips on different subjects can
assist in providing vicarious experience and environ-

mental vocabularies ; for example, Encyclopaedia

Britannica Films, "Children of Many Lands" series;

Popular Science Publishing Company's "On the

Farm with Tom and Susan" series, which deals with

elementary science topics ; and some of the reading

series, such as Long Filmslide Service's "The

Home" series and Stillfilm Company's "Primary

Reading Set."

Intermediate-Grade Filmstrips

Selection of filmstrips for use in the intermediate

grades should consider the contributions that film-

strips can make to the special problems of that

level. Perhaps one of the major tasks of the teacher

in these grades is to satisfy the many divergent

requirements of her pupils. Children at this level

frequently vary much more in background, pre-

vious learning, experiences, and interests than do

primary pupils.

Filmstrips can assist in the broadening of individ-

ual backgrounds and providing vicarious experi-

ences common to the entire group for use as a

basis for further class study. They can be useful

also as interest stimulators, helping to get the

class as a unit ready for the ne.xt stage of learning.

By the time children have reached this level, they

are usually able to "read" pictures, gaining an

understanding of what a picture means, while

earlier they were able to describe only what they

actually saw in the picture itself. Therefore, illus-

trative filmstrips become more meaningful at this

level than before and can be used for such purposes

as bringing life and reality to the social studies,

nature study, geography, and history.

Reviews of Filmstrips

{Editor's Note: The following reviews of filmstrips

for primary and elementary grades have been

chosen from the more than 3000 such reviews which
appear in Vera M. Falconer's book.)

Community Helpers (Popular Science, 6 films,

silent, about 40 frames each, teacher's guide).

This new group of primary instructional filmstrips

may be found particularly helpful in development

of attitudes and appreciations of workers and the

work that each does and of realization of the de-

pendence of people in communities upon various

workers. The series, while suitable for reading,

can be used profitably in social studies, language,

and other primary activities. Child identification

with the experiences presented is heightened by the

use of stories concerning a small boy, Jerry, who
introduces tlie subject of each strip. .The pictorial

frames have brief superimposed captions and the
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Hp tells us when to go and
when to stop. ^

Popular Science Publishinij Co.

Community Helpers: The Fireman (top) and The Police-

man (bottom).

strips contain many pupil-participation devices.

(Miss Falconer describes each of the six films;

one of the individual titles and its description are

included here.—Ed.)

The Fireman (40 frames). Opens with scenes of firemen at

work stressing rapidity of their attack on the fire. Presents

questions : Should Jerry cross the street when he hears the

sirens? Why should automobiles not park by hydrants?

Sequence showing how the fire engines came to the fire so

quickly : alarm turned in ; how this reports the fire in the

firehouse; signal board; sleeping quarters; use of the pole;

firemen's training schools. Fire fighters on the water. Indicates

need for firemen to be strong, brave, and healthy. Method

of introducing pedestrian safety measures and child coopera-

tion partioilarly well done.

Nature Study Illustrated Series (SVE, 35 films,

silent, about 50 frames each, manuals). Each strip

provides general information concerning the sub-

ject indicated by the individual titles, using text

frames alternating with photographs. The text

frames vary in length from very brief captions to

lengthy text, but in general are fairly brief. Al-

though the plants and animals shown are those

of the west coast, particularly of California, classes

in other areas may find selected strips applicable

(such as the first ten). Treatment and subject

matter suitable for intermediate and upper elemen-

tary study. The strips may also interest clubs

learning to identify flowers, trees, birds, or animals.

Individual titles are listed below with brief descrip-

tions where required. (Only three of the titles and

descriptions are included here.—Ed.)

Hozv Animals Get Food. Type of food and method
of getting it of animals, including various insects, reptiles,

birds, and a few small animals.

Hozv Animals Get Air. Methods of breathing and breath-

ing apparatus of various fish, shellfish, insects, reptiles, am-

phibians, and a few mammals.

Hozv Animals Reproduce Themselves. General information

on reproduction of various insects, birds, and mammals.

Good Health (Young America, 6 films, silent,

40-45 frames each, teacher's guide). This recently

produced series of health films for intermediate

grades provides good motivation and acceptable

reasons for development of proper health habits.

The treatment combines motivation with straight-

forward factual information. Simple drawings with

brief superimposed captions visualize each subject

interestingly and clearly. Questions and suggestions

for pupil participation are included in all the strips;

and all, except the strip on cold germs, end with

Lone Filmslide Service

Nature Study Illustrated Series: How Animals Get

Food (top) ; How Animals Reproduce Themselves (bottom).

Distributed by the Society for Visual Education, Inc.
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Look at her eat sweets after school :

Young America Films, Inc.
Good Health Series: Your Posture (top); You and Your

Clothes (bottom).

brief tests. (One of the individual filmstrips is

described below.—Ed.)

Vou and Your Clothes (No. 1, 41 frames). Introduction
indicates that primitive men wore clotliing for protection (skins,
woolens) and that today we also wear clothing for the same
purpose, but have special clothes for each kind of weather.
Stresses comfort. Shows proper clothing for hot, cool, cold.
and rainy weatlier. Second part presents methods of caring
for our clothing, neatness, changing to fresh clothing, bathing.

Children of Many Lands (EB Films, 8 filmstrips,

silent, 65-70 frames each). Designed for use in con-
junction with motion pictures of the same titles,

but so organized that they iziay be used independ-
ently. Each strip presents various aspects of the
life of children in other lands, arranged in short
sequences dealing with such topics as the appear-
ance of the country or the village in which children
live, their home activities, clothing, school, and
games. Each sequence contains one or two ques-
tions for pupil participation, and each strip ends
with a review followed by suggestions for further
study, reading, or things to make. To aid in mak-
ing the vicarious experience as personal as possible,
the information is usually organized as the daily
activities of one specific family. The opening frame
suggests that the viewing class may wish to ask
questions as the pictures are shown, providing
motivation for expansion of subject matter presented.
The series uses photographs with brief, simple super-
imposed captions. (One of the individual titles is listed

at the right with a brief description.—Ed.)

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Children of Many Lands: Mexican Children (top); Eskimo
Children (center); Children of China (bottom).

Children of China (63 frames). Appearance of village; work;
activities ; customs ; schools ; rickshas

; sedan cliairs ; merchants
and their shops ; use of abacus

;
grinding grain ; professional

letter writer. Farm home life—working in garden, drawing
water, cooking methods and foods, chopsticks, use of water
buffalo and ancient tools.
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Let's Face Facts!

A realistic picture of current film usage at the adult level

ISN'T it true that one of the really tough jobs in

life is to get people to face facts? And that
goes for film people too. As producers, dis-

tributors or visual educators I often wonder if we
don't live too frequently and too long in a film
dream world of our own fancy. In that dream
world we visualize most of the American people
thinking and acting about films pretty much the
way we do in our more optimistic moments. It's

rough to have to come down to earth and to face
the facts of film life; but it must be done.

Red-Faced in Russia

On this matter of fact facing, I am reminded of a
personal experience some years ago in the course
of a trip through the Soviet Union. Faced with the
rather grim prospect of a long railroad journey in

'

a third-class coach, I had purchased a cheap fife in a
Moscow bazaar. The first day of the journey I

sat on the unyielding wooden benches, fife in hand,
trying to think of tunes to play. For some strange
reason the first one that came to mind was the col-
lege song, Hail Pennsylvania. With the first few notes
my Russian fellow travellers (FBI please copy) looked
up. From astonishment their faces rapidly registered
looks of annoyance and finally anger. An inter-
national incident was averted in the nick of time
by a compatriot whose world knowledge of music
exceeded mine. Grabbing my arm he said, "Hey,
don't you know what you're playing? That's the
Czarist hymn!" Right then and there I faced the
fact that people don't all think alike in this world
and that those who wish a pleasant and uninter-
rupted journey across the Soviet Union just don't
play the Czarist Hymn, even when it is Hail Pennsyl-
vania.

Misuse of 16mm Films

Journeying across this country during the past
year in connection with leadership training pro-
grams in film utilization, I have had to face some
pretty unpleasant facts about current film usage at
the adult level. In this past year I have travelled to
a large number of communities in various parts of
the United States, talked with hundreds of presi-
dents and program chairmen of all kinds of adult
organizations about films, and conducted over a
hundred film forums and other types of film pro-
grams before widely varying audiences. We had
better face the fact that there is a very wide misuse
of 16mm films by adult organizational leaders.

Like All Gaul . . .

As film people we all ride our pet hobbies on the
subject of why the potentially vast adult organiza-
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tion film market is so slow in developing. Like all

Gaul, we can be roughly divided into three parts.

There is (a) the-poor-quality-of production group,

(b) the chaotic-state-of-distribution bunch, and (c)

the-trouble-is-with-utilization fraternity. Many film

workshops with leaders of adult organizations have

led me into the company of the third fellowship.

Over and over again I have asked audiences at the

close of demonstration forums, "Do you believe that

if more adult leaders were familiar with and trained

in skillful and tested film utilization techniques,

they would use more films and use them more fre-

quently than they do at present?" The answer has

always been a unanimous YES. I have tried to

plumb for the chief film need of adult organizational

leaders. Invariably and everywhere it has been re-

vealed as the need for specific, practical, easily-

applied information on how to use films successfully

in adult programs. A very recent confirmation of

this fact was found in the results of a questionnaire

sent out by the Program Committee of the Moun-
tain-Plains Conference on Adult Education. In the

600 replies, interest in getting information on the

techniques of education was much greater than in

securing help on subject matter. And the technique

most demanded was that of film utilization

!

Consumer Education

American industry has long recognized the wis-

dom of customer education in the proper usage of

products. 16mm projector companies have been

among those who have followed this well-estab-

lished business practice. These companies go to

considerable effort and expense to try to teach pro-

jector purchasers just how to operate projectors for

best results. But it appears to be a totally different

story when it comes to the item of consumer educa-

tion in methods of effective film utilization. And

About the Author

Mr. Halstead, a consultant to Film Program Serv-
icer, was in charge of the International Film Forums,
a series of demonstrations of film forum techniques
in the field of international relations conducted in

14 cities and towns of Colorado and Iowa last spnng.
The project, sponsored by the International Film
Foundation, was financed by a grant from the Car-
negie Endowment for International Peace, and was
planned in consultation with the Commission to Study
the Organization of Peace, the Foreign Policy As-
sociation and the Institute of Pacific Relations.
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the strange thing is that the way in which a film is

used has really a great deal more to do with that

ultimate goal of business, "the satisfied customer,"

than the way the film is projected. (Please don't

think, however, that high projection standards are

unimportant.)

Perhaps the 16mm industry, including film pro-

ducers, would take more seriously this matter of

instructing adult film consumers in the best known
techniques of film utilization if it took a good look

now and then at the way films are generally used
in adult organizations. If my experience is any
guide, what it would see would be (a) a sad picture

of present film utilization practice, (b) generally

unsatisfactory program results from the use of

filtns, and (c) widespread disappointment over

16mm films.

Why the Misuse?

Two factors explain, I believe, the present preva-

lent adult abuse of 16mm films. The first is simply

that most of these leaders do not realize that there

is a definite "know-how" for successful film utiliza-

tion and that it takes time, eiTort and experience

to acquire this "know-how", as it does everything

else worthwhile in life. The second fact is that

very little has been, and is being, done by profes-

sional film people to acquaint organization leaders

with this "know-how". The existence and import-

ance of techniques in the classroom use of films

are widely recognized by educators. Many col-

leges- and universities now oflfer training to teach-

ers and prospective teachers in these techniques.

Educators know that unless films are skillfully

used by teachers in classrooms, school adminis-

trators and boards of education will not appropri-

ate increasing shares of school funds to visual

education. Wise adult leaders take much the same
position, I think, with respect to the use of films

in adult organization programs. If films are to be

used in greater volume at the adult level, there

will have to be a very marked improvement in the

ways they are being used.

War and Peace

There is an aspect to employment of films with

adult groups, however, that is much more import-

ant than the economic well-being of the 16mm
film industry. Adult education has assumed in our

day a vast importance and urgency. The reason

is found in the deepening world crisis. We are

faced with a crisis only slightly less serious than

that of war itself. In war we harnessed the great

power of the film for Victory. Our wartime experi-

ence with films clearly demonstrated the impor-

tance of utilization techniques. Special films were
produced showing how to use films for training

and for other war purposes. Thousands of men
were trained in tested "film tactics" and sent across

the face of the earth to see that "the cutting edge"

Film Forum, Mountain Plains Regional Conference,
UNESCO, Denver, Colorado.
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ot this tool was kept sharp. To win a war we used

mass media with skill and imagination. Can the

same be said of the way the 16mm film is being

used to win the Peace?

"Today We Have a Movie"

Visual educators know that the 16mm infor-

mational and documentary film is essentially a

tool. They also know from much past sad experi-

ence that when attempts have been made to use

such films as substitutes for the teacher, the film

field has been seriously injured. Yet all over Ameri-
ca, program chainnen of service clubs, women's
clubs, farm, labor and management organizations,

etc. are constantly trying to use 16mm films as

"complete programs". If one could hitch a ride on
the coat tails of Superman, swish across America
in an afternoon or evening of almost any day and
look in on the adult programs in which films are

being used, he would find that rarely are they being

used as "program tools". North, south, east and
west he would hear countless chairmen saying

this, "Ladies and Gentlemen, for the program today
we have a movie. I just don't know what it's about,

but the title is 'Europe Rebuilds'. Immediately
after the movie is over, refreshments will be served.

Now can we have the movie?" Or this, "Tonight
we have a real treat. We have two movies to show.

The first is called 'The Challenge to American Edu-
cation'. And since so many fathers are here tonight,

we are going to show a second movie just for

them. This will be on 'Ski Thrills in Vermont'.
The movies will be followed by a special program
to be given by Miss Davis' 6th grade class in So-

cial Studies."

Film Magic

Only in a fairy tale does a surgeon say to his

scalpel, "Scalpel, perform this operation for me
while I sit by and watch". Yet across the United
States, adult program leaders by the thousands
seem to expect some such magical performance
from the 16mm informational and documentary
film. They act as though all that had to be done
was to thread the projector and then say, "Film,

do this program for me while I sit by and relax.

And I want you to achieve all my program pur-

poses."

The Vicious Circle

Let's face the fact once and for all that a major
reason why the immense potential adult organiza-

tion film market has been, and still is, so slow in de-

veloping is because there is so little known about
the techniciues of good film utilization by adult

leaders and consequently there is so little effective

utilization. Present adult misconception and misuse
of films create a vicious circle. Because they use

films poorly, they get unsatisfactory results. And
because they get unsatisfactory results, they stop

using films. On the other hand, I have watched
many, many times the outburst of new or rekindled

enthusiasm that invariably emerges from demon-
stration film utilization ])rograms in which tested

and efifective techniques are used. Each time this

happens the conviction deepens that somehow the

16mm film industry must be persuaded that more
money, elifort and personnel must be employed
in training adult leaders in these techniques of

successful film usage.

A Weapon For Peace

The 16mm film can and must assume a large role

in presenting the impending world crisis. For
those who aspire to be the peacemakers of an
atomic age, the mass media of such an age must
be skillfully and forcefull}'' used. Of the three popu-
lar tools of mass communication, the film, the radio,

and the press, the 16mm film is most accessible

to the majority of adult leaders. It is highly mo-
bile ; it can be talked back to; it can serve many
program purposes when used skillfully as a tool

by trained leaders ; it is powerful ; it has potential

popular appeal ; and it is relatively inexpensive.

It is, I believe, THE WEAPON for leaders of

American adult education to use in the great

struggle to pierce our own "iron curtain" of mass
apathy, ignorance and misunderstanding about to-

day's world. Through its skillful use we can set up
thousands of "Forums of the People" so that people

can talk to people under the stimulus of the film.

In every deep crisis of our country, Americans
have always talked to fellow Americans vvith the

techniques of their times. From this "talk" has

always emerged the "common sense" which is the

abiding strength of a Democracy. While there is

yet some time left us, will we take the necessary

measures to train American leadership in the

"know-how" of putting Democracy's Weapon for

Today, the 16mm film, to work in the cause of

universal understanding and peace?

Film Evaluation in Practice
(Continued from page 65)

wides])read demand for this particular film. We there-

fore decided to order appro.ximately the number of

prints that we maintain on Bunny Rabbit and other

popular primary films.

A Sound Evaluation

Notice, we didn't go about this thing with an involved

procedure of check lists, tests, etc. The evaluation

moved directly from the showing of the film to a group

of professional adults to its tryout with several groups

of young children. The evaluation was informal, it

had elements of spontaneity, it involved the cooperation

of several agencies within the school system, it was re-

lated to curriculum development and teacher education,

it involved clear concepts of educational objectives, it

was geared into a relatively narrow range of grades,

and it was based on ob.served behavior of the students

which, at least in one situation, appeared to be the direct

outgrowth of the film showing. And, it was conducted

in such a way as to bring about the promotion of the

use of the film by those people directly responsible for

the curriculum area for which the film was intended.
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A Survey of Visual Materials

Used in Vocational Guidance

A summary report based on the study of

252 educational institutions and agencies.

THIS STUDY was made with the purpose of

determining the types of visual materials used
and the extent of their use in vocational guid-

ance. Of 252 agencies, 90 used visual materials in

their guidance activities. The vocational guidance

programs of these 71 educational institutions and
19 community agencies were studied further. Ques-
tionnaires, telephone calls, interviews and direc-

tories were used to secure the information desired.

Flat Picture Material

The study revealed that pictorial materials are

the most extensively used visual materials in voca-

tional guidance programs. Eighty-six of the 90
agencies use flat picture materials in their guidance

programs at various times. They are especially

effective in showing tasks or tools used in an occu-

pation. Pictures of occupational value can be easily

secured from newspapers, magazines, and pam-
phlets. Pupils are encouraged to collect and mount
these pictures for their albums or scrapbooks. The
bulletin board, classroom wall, or opaque projector

may be used to display or project pictures. Pictorial

materials are effective in guidance when they are

used to illustrate a specific point and are correlated

with other methods of instruction.

Charts, Graphs and Posters

Charts, graphs and posters, the second most ex-

tensively used group of visual materials, may be

By GORDON H. FINN

used to provide a considerable amount of occupa-

tional information. Seventy-five of the 90 agencies

use graphic materials at various times in their

guidance programs. Charts showing the educational

requirements and lines of advancement in numerous
occupations may be made or purchased. Posters

can also be made or secured inexpensively. Graphic
materials, because of their varying degrees of ab-

straction, require careful selection, proper prepara-

tion and accurate interpretation.

Tours and Excursions

The third most frequently used visual material

is the tour or excursion. Sixty or two-thirds of

the agencies using visual materials make use of

the tour in guidance. Tours to industrial plants,

offices and stores enable students to observe the

working conditions and requirements for success

in many occupations. Like any other worthwhile
activity, tours must be skillfully directed and co-

ordinated with the curriculum.

Motion Pictures

Motion pictures are the fourth most extensively

used visual materials in vocational guidance. Fifty

or a little over half of the agencies use motion
pictures in their guidance programs. In a relatively

Motion pictures help students choose careers. Stills from Carl F. Mahnke Productions appear below: "Teaching" (left) and
"The Librarian" (right).

Vocational Guidance Films



brief period of time, they show students what the

workers do in an occupation and provide other

essential information. Motion pictures may be

secured without charge from numerous agencies,

or they may be rented or purchased. Teachers

should be cautious in using free film sources, since

many of these films are out of date or overbrimming
with propaganda.

Slides and Filmstrips

Slides and filmstrips are the least used visual

materials in vocational guidance programs. Ten
agencies have reported using the filmstrip and 17

agencies use the slide. Limited sources and ma-
terials prevent greater use of these potentially use-

ful aids. Available slides and filmstrips may be

rented or purchased. Guidance workers can stimu-

late interest in an occupational unit by showing
slides or filmstrips and may also use them with an
accompanying text to present the connected story

of a process.

The five types of visual materials used in

guidance programs and the extent of their

use by the 90 agencies studied

Number of Agencies

Types of Visual Materials Which Use Them

1. Flat Pictures 86
2. Charts, Graphs, Posters 75

3. Tours and Excursions 60
4. Motion Pictures 50

5. Slides and Filmstrips:

Slides 17

Filmstrips 10

Evaluation of the Survey

As yet, no positive or complete program has

been developed for the use of visual materials in

vocational guidance. This may be due to the fact

that vocational guidance has only recently become
a part of the school curriculum.

Teachers, counselors, club leaders and social

workers, when interviewed or in response to the

"questionnaires, indicated the following in order of

Types of agencies engaged in guidance

activities, showing the number using visual

materials

Number Using

Type of Agency Visual Materials

• Schools:

Colleges 4

Jr. Colleges 3

High Schools 40
Parochial 10

Suburban 14

• Libraries (Public):

Central Bldg
Branches

• Community Centers:

Boys' Clubs 4
Settlements 3

Y.M.C.A.'s 4
Y.W.CA.'s 1

• Service Groups 3

• Governmental Agencies 2

• Placement and Guidance 2

TOTAL NO. OF AGENCIES 90

frequency as the most important reasons for not

using visual materials more extensively in voca-

tional guidance: (1) Lack of funds to secure visual

materials and equipment. (2) Lack of information

on sources of visual materials for vocational guid-

ance. (3) Lack of adequate production of visual

materials for guidance. (4) Lack of understanding

and training in the use of visual materials.

The problem of adequate financial support for

the purchase of visual materials and equipment
might be met through cooperative action. Schools

should endeavor to enlist the support of local

parent-teachers' groups and other community or-

ganizations to help purchase equipment and visual

materials.

Lack of information on sources of visual materials

on guidance might be met by encouraging some
national agency to compile and release annually

a directory of visual materials for vocational guid-

ance. Visual materials become outdated rather

(Concluded on page 80)

"Woodworking" (left) and "Finding Your Life Work" (right), both Mahnke Productions. 50 of the agencies surveyed
use motion pictures in their guidance programs.
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The "New Look" in the sound projector fashion world-is definitely

lightweight and low-cost.

The new Revere 16mm lightweight
sound projector, weighing about 31

lbs. with speaker.

Sound Projectors

for the Classroom

By PAUL V. MULLIGAN
Director of Visual Education,

Revere Public Schools,

Revere, Massachusetts

TWO years ago one of the most urgent audio-

visual equipment needs was for a light, inexpen-

sive classroom projector. I stated this need in a

letter which was published in the Educational Screen
in the April, 1946 issue. The need was further dis-

closed through a national survey conducted by Robert

Schreiber among the readers of his "The A.B.C.'s of

Visual Equipment'' department of the Screen. The
results of that survey indicated that the demand was
widespread. We were assured in letters from several

manufacturers that the problem was being studied and
would be solved.

Now we have not one, but several lightweight, low-

cost sound projectors on the market. What a contrast

Left: Movie-
Mite 16mm
silent - sound
projector,
weighing 27^^

lbs.

Right: De-
Vry Bantam,
weighing less

than 31 lbs.

with speaker.

in the manner in which American Industry and Busi-

ness sees its problems, attacks them, and solves them,

compared to the everlasting fumbling and dawdling by

which our field, Education, solves its problems ! The
projector manufacturers are to be commended for the

manner in which they have responded.

Out of the Auditorium

The job of taking the visual program out of the

auditorium and putting it into the classroom where it

belongs is now up to the visual education directors and

the individual teachers. If we examine honestly our

purpose in using motion pictures, we must agree that

the visual program should be aimed toward bringing

about a better presentation of material which is taught

in the classroom. It follows then that motion pictures

should be used in the classroom and not in the audi-

torium.

It is important to us as school people that the visual

program should have no mimicry of the theater or

entertainment field. In fact, many educators believe

that the assembly type of program where films are

Right: The new
Victor "L i t e-

Weight" 16mm
sound projector,
weighing 33 lbs.

with the demount-
able speaker.
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shown and which masquerades under the title of visual

education has hurt far more than it has helped.

All authorities seem to agree on the following com-

mon sense principles in regard to the use of films in

schools : 1 . Films should be correlated with instruc-

tional objectives at specific grade levels. 2. A teacher

should have a definite plan for using films as an in-

tegral part of his teaching.

We agree also on the following points: 1. It does not

matter too much to the teacher whether the children

like the film or not. If we were to develop a program

.solely on the basis of like and dislike, we could settle

for a Mickey Mouse cartoon and make certain that

everyone would like it. 2. The teacher's concern is

whether the film will do the job better than any other

means. The educational research in this field has given

us a positive answer for certain types of material.

Into the Classroom

Worthwhile teaching can be accomplished in rooms

which have been set up specifically for using visual

materials. Classes are brought there one or two at a

time, and the groups are usually small enough so that

the purpose is not obscured by a "show" atmosphere.

When such a room does not exist in a building, it is

sometimes possible to darken a classroom enough with

the ordinary room curtains during some part of the

day to allow for acceptable projection. The ease with

which the lightweight projectors can be moved should

bring aJDOut a greater use of machines in classrooms

than has so far been possible.

The Right Place, the Right Purpose

The future of visual education depends almost en-

tirely upon the use which the classroom teacher makes

of the materials and equipment available to them. It

is the responsibility of school officials and teachers to

see that equipment is used in the right place, for the

right purpose. The new lightweight projectors will

help us to do this.

San Diego City Schools

Achieve Equipment Goal 'an

By ROBERT H. BURGERT
Director of Instructional Aids
for the San Diego, California,

City Schools

Lighticeight projectors take their place in California classrooms.

FOUR years ago the San Diego City Schools in-

augurated a program of planned audio-visual equip-

ment purchases. The purpose of the program was

to make audio-visual instruction available to all of the

52,000 students from kindergarten through junior col-

lege levels.

A Plan Is Born

Careful study by the District led to the following

conclusions

:

1. Good audio-visual utilization will be achieved

only when equipment is available in adequate amounts.

2. Decentralization of equipment is essential to best

usage.

3. A program of automatic and continuous servicing

of equipment is essential if ideal audio-visual condi-

tions are to exist, and

4. An individualized training program in operation

with simple maintenance for equipment for all school

employees should be offered.

The first major phase of this schedule has now been

completed.

Before 1944 only three sound projectors were avail-

able through the Visual Instruction Center, and five

of the junior and senior high schools owned machines

which had been purchased from student body funds,

or given to the schools by such organizations as the

Parent-Teachers Association.

Toward Realization

Today the city's fifty-one elementary and fifteen

secondary schools all are equipped with sound pro-

Robert H. Burgert (right). Director of Instructional Aids

for the San Diego City Schools, is receiving information

from J. D. Knight, Regional Representative for Victor

projectors.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Boegeman, Film Distri-

bution Secretary, tells Russell £. War-
ren, Social Studies Instructor at San
Diego High School, how to use the

film catalog.

jectors. Prior to 1943, every school was supplied vvitli

a 16mm silent projector, but with practically all educa-

tional films being released in sound, the need for

assignment of a combination sound and silent projector

to every school became evident. During the war years

it was extremely difficult to obtain delivery of all the

equipment the Department needed, and therefore each

year saw only one-third of the schools receiving new
nsachines. During this time, seven machines were
trucked regularly in and out of the Department as

needs arose in the schools which had no projectors.

New Needs

Putting a sound projector and a portable screen in

every building answered many needs, but it seemed
to create almost as many more. Demand for films

jumped tremendously and necessitated doubling the

annual expenditure for films. Booking and scheduling

became more complex and required improvements in

cataloguing and clerical systems. Motion picture films

showed the possibility of slides and 35mm filmstrips,

and although every school previously had been furn-

ished with a lantern slide projector, it became obvious
that a combination 2X2 slide and filmstrip projector

would al.so be basic equipment for every school. A
similar situation developed in the field of record and
transcription players.

Objectives and Achievements

With the beginning of the 1947-48 school year, it

is encouraging to look at our objectives and our achieve-

ments.

BASIC EQUIPMENT OBJECTIVES
1. A sound-silent motion picture projector in every

school: Yes (72 portable machines in 66 schools).
2. A 16mm arc projector in every large auditorium: Yes.
3. A 2x2 slide and filmstrip projector in every school:

Yes.

4. Adequate screen in every building: Yes.
5. Standard lantern slide projector in every school: Yes.
6. 33J/5-78 RPM playback machine: Partial (45 machines

for 66 schools).

Although this distribution still falls short of the

projector-pupil ratio recommended by the D.V.I. , it

is a definite step in that direction. The present ratio

of one projector per seven hundred students will be

further reduced zvhen the second stage of the equipment
acquisition program is achieved. Additional lightweight

projectors will be purchased and distributed to schools

on the basis of one added projector for each three hun-
dred pupils over the first five hundred in a school.

Eventually each school zvill have a standard 20-zuatt

sound projector and additional classroom-type projec-

tors, depending upon the size of the school. Such a
program will require approximately thirty additional

machines. Three years should see this objective com-
pleted and the normal replacement program continued.

Teacher Training

The training of teachers is without question the

most important phase of getting an effective audio-

visual program under way. No teacher will reap the

full measure of the value of a film until she is as sure

of her ability to operate the projector as she is con-

fident of her skill with an electric egg beater or vacuum
cleaner. Instruction in machine operation has many
phases and techniques. Whenever possible, a demon-
stration of new materials or techniques is given at a

school with the suggestion that those who have not

learned to operate the machine arrange for a group

lesson. When three or more teachers make this re-

quest, a department employee goes to the school and
meets the teachers individually, or as a group, before

school, during a free period, at lunch hour, or after

school. Frequently the teacher is relieved of a teach-

ing period by the principal so that she may meet with

the group.

The Procedure

Teachers learn not only by doing but also by watch-

ing another's mistakes. In this way it becomes fun and
has some of the better motivating factors that arise

from competition. When only one or two teachers

need training, an appointment is made for a convenient

lesson at the Center. As soon as the teacher has had
her instruction and has been issued a license, the De-

partment sees to it that one or more good films are

sent to her immediately so that she can put into prac-

tice with her class what she has learned. She is given

no chance to forget!

At present, more than two thousand separate cans

of film are sent out of the Department each month.

Although some films are shown many times a month,

and others only occasionally, the total distribution

will average a monthly turnover of one hundred per-

cent.

Dollars Well Spent

Increased utilization resulting from a better supply

of projectors means that an ever-expanding film bud-

get must be planned. San Diego now spends approxi-

mately $1.50 per year for audio-visual services for

each student enrolled. It is the opinion of this depart-

ment that no school dollar yields more service to the

teacher, pupil and community than the audio-visual

allotment.
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Latitude

and

Longitude

A prize-icinning film about two basic geographic concepts

WINNER of the Grand Prix for educational films at the 1947 World Film Fes-

tival at Brussels and honored at the World Film Festival in Chicago, Latitude

and Longitude is a clear, simple, and highly functional presentation of two

basic geographic concepts. The film was produced by G. B. Instructional Films, Ltd., in col-

laboration with the Royal Geographic Society, and is being distributed by United World
Films, Inc., 445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. It is available in color and black and

white ; running time is 8yi minutes.

The subject is introduced by showing how a ship needs some method of stating

its position without referring to landmarks. Latitude is explained as "angular dis-

tance from the equator" and a line of latitude as "a line which joins all places

which are the same angular distance from the equator." It is shown that if a ship

is 20° south, it could be anywhere along the parallel of 20 S., and thus another meas-

urement in a different direction is needed ; therefore, longitude is used. This is "the

angular distance from a standard meridian (the Greenwich meridian), while a line

of longitude is "a line drawn between the poles joining all places which are the same
angular distance from the Greenwich meridian." The position of the ship is given

as 20° south and 30° west. Finally, the ship's position is fixed on the surface of the

globe at the point where the meridian of 30 W. cuts the parallel of 20 S.

The moving diagram technique has been used throughout the film. In addition,

some of the sequences were made with working models operated by hand or on a

machine. The ship is represented by realistic drawings. Sometimes the solid globe

is shown with the continents and oceans, and by means of the film technique employed,

the earth can be made to open to show a section view. The film is especially effective be-

cause of the excellent quality of its animation, which achieves the illusion of a three-

dimensional efTect.

Stills from "Latitude and Longitude," showing an angle of latitude (left), an angle of longitude (right).



TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVAIUATION

L. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN CUSS, Instructor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Let's Play Safe

(Portafilnis, 1520 North La Brea, Los Angeles 28, Cali-

fornia) 10 minutes, 16mni, sound, color, 1947. $75.00.

Description of Contents :

Combining live photography and animation, this film

presents six playground incidents which are potentially

dangerous to the children involved. When the recess bell

rings, the "Wrong Donkey," in the person of a boy who
runs around a blind corner on the wrong side of a passage-

way, collides with the other children. Just as the boy is

about to be hurt, the scene changes to the animated "Wrong
Donkey" who is knocked unconscious. After the con-

sequences of his carelessness have been realized, the

narrator -asks how "Wrong Donkeys" can be kept out of

schools. A question mark on the screen then gives the

teacher an opportunity to stop the projector for a brief

group discussion. The boy involved is next shown going
back from the accident situation and walking around the

corner correctly and safely.

The other five sequences, showing different children,

follow the same pattern with variations in the discussion

Portafilms, Inc.

Portrait of a Pushy Pig from "Let's Play Safe".

questions. They include the "Giddy Goose," a girl who
gets hit by a swing when she does not watch where
she is walking; the "Foolish Fish," a boy who squirts

the drinking fountain on others and leaves a treacherous
pool of water on the ground; the "Pushy Pig," a girl who
falls off the ladder to the slide when she pushes ahead
of others; the "Dumb Bunny," a boy who carelessly throws
a baseball bat and hits another player; and the "Mock
Monkey," a boy who falls from the ladders while showing
off.

As a summary, a member of the schoors safety patrol

puts up posters showing the six animal characters and
the safety rules which they represent.

Committee Appraisal:

The unique device of switching from live photography
to amusing animation to show dangerous situations, the

easily remembered names of the six offenders, and the

positive approach throughout should make this film very
effective for motivating an interest in safety on the play-

ground, especially on the intermediate grade level. Photo-
graphed at the La Canada School, near Los Angeles,
with synchronous sound, the incidents are natural and
interesting. A follow-up for the film is provided by means
of a set of six decalcomania, showing the animals and
a question about each, to be placed at danger points about
the school and playground.

The Four Seasons
(National Film Board of Canada, 620 Fifth Avenue, New
York 20, N. Y.) 32 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. $225.00.

Produced by Crawley Films Limited.

Description of Contents:

This film presents in minute detail the subtle evidences

of natural changes which finally, in their total effect,

produce the full glory of each season in Gatineau Park,

a wildlife sanctuary only a few miles from Ottawa, Canada.
During the summer sequence, a child watches a frog and
a school of minnows, while in the forest and streams
mink, deer, skunks, woodcocks, beavers, thrushes, vireos,

and woodpeckers are undisturbed by the camera as it

catches them in close-ups.

Gradually, evidences of autumn such as wintergreen
and bittersweet replace the summer wildflowers. As the

forest ranger is shown maintaining his constant vigilance

and two sportsmen travel the streams by canoe, the foliage

becomes a riat of color before the first cold withers the

leaves and sends the squirrel and his neighbors scurry-

ing to gather their last bit of food. The nearby farmer
plows with his team before an eerie haze and a rim of

ice enfold the streams.

With a light snow as its forerunner, real winter soon
has the land in its grip. The owl watches merry skiers

arrive in the village, and the sturdy lumbermen beg^in

their winter work cutting, hauling, and stacking logs for

the spring thaw. March finds snow melting from the

hills, as rotting ice dumps logs into the streams for the

beginning of the spring drive to the mills.
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National Film Board of Canada

Spring thaw and work for the logger—a scene from the

"The Four Seasons".

Soon, pussywillows, trilliums, niarsli marigolds, and re-

turning song birds indicate spring, as does the broad-

casting of seed by the farmer walking in the furrows of

his freshly plowed field. The reappearance of the forest

animals, large and small, then begins again the age-old

cycle of the seasons.

Committee Appraisal:

Scenes of breathtaking beauty are made even more
expressive by a completely sympathetic musical score and

poetic, unobtrusive narration. The photography is ob-

viously the work of an artist sensitive to the slightest

changes in nature and painstaking in his efforts to capture

the forest, streams, animals, plants, and birds in excellent

close-ups. In addition to being very appropriate for

general interest groups of adults, young people, and children,

this film should be very useful in nature study, art. litera-

ture, and music appreciation classes. The tying together

of changes in nature and in man's activities effectively

emphasizes man's utter dependence upon the seasons for

his existence.

The Incas

(Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc., 6060 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood 28, California) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color,

1947. $75.00.

Description of Contents:

Opening with maps showing the supposed migration

from Central to South America which preceded the develop-

ment of Incan culture, the extent of the Inca empire along

2,500 miles of South America's west coastline in 1530,

and a comparison of the size of the area and the population

with the United States, this film shows through photo-

graphs and drawings the highlights of Incan civilization.

In spite of the absence of the wheel, mortar, and stone-

cutting metals, they built cities and highways, evidences

of which survived the wanton pillage wrought by the

invading Spaniards under Francisco Pizarro. Pictures of

the ruins of the ancient capital, Cuzco, are supplemented

by drawings of the city square and the ornate temple to

the Incan god. Thatched-roof houses, terraces, steps,

tountains, walls, and highways are also shown, as are

golden figurines and ornaments, weaving, pottery, and a

curious system of knotted colored cords used to record

messages in the absence of a system of writing.

The efforts of a completely communistic way of life

upon Incan civilization are described, and the downfall

of their social system after the arrival of the Spaniards is

emphasized by scenes in villages where the only evidence

of Incan ruins survives in the foundations and materials

found in the Spanish-type buildings in use there today.

.Mthough the descendants of the Incas still speak the

ancient dialect, they do not seem conscious of their an-

cestors' glory, and are shown living and working with their

Spanish-speaking white neighbors.

Committee Appraisal

:

The material presented in this film should be of interest

to Spanish, Latin American history, archeology, anthropol-

ogy, geography, and crafts classes from junior high school

through the adult levels. The photography and drawings
enliven material which is essentially without movement,
and the narration is helpful in pointing out significant

phases of Incan culture.

Your Children and You
(Film Publishers, Inc. 25 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.)

30 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white, 1947. $60.00.

Produced by British Information Services.

Description of Contents:

This film shows the relationship of children in the home
to parents and gives advice to parents. It begins with a

picture of a baby crying in the middle of the night. The
parents, of course, are alerted and go into action. From
then on, the film develops the idea that at first the baby

will take, take, take, and the parents will give.

It proceeds to show how the young child will need to

adjust to the family and the family, to the child. At five

months, the baby should be weaned and should be given

things to intrigue his imagination. At one year of age, he

Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.

"The Incas" pictures the surviving remnants of a once
glorious civilization.
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British Information Service*

"Your Children and You"

will be craving praise and should be complimented on those

things which he does well. At eighteen months, the child

will be able to help with chores and should be allowed to

follow as many natural instincts as possible. A constant

repetition of "don'ts" will give him an inferiority complex.

The last sequence of the film deals with the topic of fear

and shows that parents have within their power the develop-

ment of fear within the child or the opportunity to free him

from fear. By all means, parents should not show fear

before children or instill in them fear through threats. The
child might be sent to his room when he is naughty, but he

should definitely know why. The ineffectiveness of physical

punishment is shown and discussed.

Committee Appraisal:

Reflecting the feelings of children and their reactions to

their parents, the film with exceptionally unobtrusive camera

work records significant incidents in the young lives of both

boys and girls. In documentary style the filmic log em-
ploys non-theatrical, typical, everyday fathers and mothers.

It should be of interest to both general adult and professional

study groups concerned with child development and care.

A Survey of Visual Materials

Used in Vocational Guidance
(Continued from page 73)

quickly, and it is therefore essential that a guide

be revised regularly.

To solve the proljlem of the lack of visual mater-

ials for vocational guidance, it would seem desirable

to create a cooperative arrangement beteen the

producers and those who use visual materials. Guid-

ance workers should make known the types of

materials needed and create a demand for them.

Lack of understanding and training in the use

of visual materials, the fourth major problem, can

be met by courses in visual instruction and demon-

stration programs. Teachers, counselors and club

leaders can keep up with current developments by
attending conferences and meetings and by reading

the current articles in the professional journals.

Before visual materials can become an integral

part of every guidance program, not only must
the importance of the guidance process and signi-

ficance of visual materials be recognized, but there

must also be adequate administration of the visual

program within the school. Every school or com-
munity center should delegate or employ one per-

son to be directly responsible for the administration

or care of all the visual materials and equipment.

At present, most schools delegate this responsibility

to an instructor who already has a full teaching load.

Of the ten high schools visited, the majority of

the instructors who administer visual materials and
equipment felt that if adequate time were allowed

in their schedules, much more effective use of

visual materials could be made.

Tentative Program for DAVI
Atlantic City Conference

(Continued from page 58)

Wednesday, Febntary 25, 9:30-12:30—Demonstration

Walter A. Wittich, Director, Bureau of Visual In-

struction, University of Wisconsin, appears on the

iTiain program of the AASA conference, teaching

a demonstration lesson involving the use of audio-

visual instructional materials. No DAVI meetings

are scheduled this morning in order that members
may attend this demonstration.

Wednesday, February 25, 2:30-4:30—Departmental

Meeting

Brief summarization of main currents of thought

expressed at each of the conference meetings by

participants, with discussion preceding business

meeting.

Additional programs arranged for special meet-

ings of groups meeting with the American Associa-

tion of School Administrators and dealing with

audio-visual instruction include the following:

Monday, February 23, 2 :30 p. m. "Implications of

the Armed Services Program," Chairman

:

Alonzo G. Grace, Commissioner of Education,

Connecticut.

Wednesday, February 25, 2:30 p. m. "Visual Aids

to Teaching," Chairman: Alden H. Blanken-

ship, Superintendent of Schools, Springfield,

Massachusetts.

Wednesday, February 25, 2:30 p. m. "Educa-

tional Possibilities of Radio," Chairman : Char-

les H. Lake, Superintendent of Schools, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The sessions mentioned above are three of thirty

group discussions planned for the AASA program.

The general meeting session to be conducted by

Walter A. Wittich is one of ten such general meet-

ings. Thus, a considerable amount (approximately

one-tenth) of all general program time for the

AASA conference is to be devoted to problems of

audio-visual instruction.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lalcewood 7. Ohio

Making the Use of Visual Aids
Effective in the Local Church
WHILE the factors in few local church situa-

tions will be the same, the general principles

which underlay the effective utilization of visual

aids in the local church will vary but little. The
following statement of principles, together with
their minimal elaboration and illustration, may
serve as a guide and yardstick for the leaders of

local churches.

1. Visual aids should be used to further the

present on-going program of the church. The church
has a constellation of purposes, and the objectives

for the use of visual aids will be inside and not

outside this cluster of purposes. The utilization of

visual materials will be by the present leadership

of the church. No separate "visual program" will

be set up. The church will use visual materials and
methods to help accomplish the purposes of its

present program.

2. Visual materials should be considered as sup-

plementary materials and not displace present ma-
terials. Visual materials should be considered as

a part of the total materials used by the church,

and visual methods should be thought of as a part

of the total methodology of the church. The wise
church will not suddenly install "the visual method"
in either church or school. Visual materials should
not displace good non-visual materials.

3. All visual aids should be used for definite pur-
poses. The user must know what specific objective

he is trying to achieve. He must have a clear-cut

conception of what he is trying to bring about, and
ought to understand the peculiar contribution which
the visual aid can make. Visual aids should not be
used to cure a sick situation in the church school,

the young people's work, or even rescue the mid-
week prayer meeting.

4. The local church should not solo in either

methodology or materials. All the visual media
should be used and all the techniques of utilization

should be included. The media and the method
will be selected on the basis of the age of the group,
the facilities, the equipment available, and the ob-
jective to be reached. Every now and then some
church goes overboard for some one visual media

—

flannelgraphs, kodachrome slides, opaque materials,

stereopticon slides, but more often they "fall" for

the prima donna, the sound motion picture. All the

visual aids have their distinct advantages and dis-

advantages when considered from certain angles.

5. Visual aids must not be expected to pay their

way. The cost of materials and the maintenance of

equipment should be an item in the general edu-
cational budget. Visual materials do cost more—
more than many churches expect when they start

out. Using too many films will up the budget. In

the long run, the cost of visual materials and equip-

ment must be met as the cost of other educational

materials and equipment is met in your church.

Special plans tend to break down and run into hid-

den snags. Advance planning and coordination be-

tween morning and evening groups can cut down
the cost of high-rental films.

6. Extensive familiarity with visual resources is

fundamental to the effective use of visual aids in the
local church. This is one of the most frequently
neglected principles. Some one person or commit-
tee must be charged with the responsibility of be-

coming familiar with resources and, to some extent,

with specific materials. This means gathering the
principal catalogues and filing the denominational
lists. It means attending previews; going to other
churches to see materials which they are using;
reading magazines; and keeping in touch with your
local rental library or visual educational dealer.

There is no shortcut here. Some one person, or

group of persons, is needed in every church to

The projected visual aids: miniature (2 x 2) slide, opaque
material, the silent film, the sound film, the stereopticon

(354 X 4) slide, and the filmstrip. These, together with the
various non-projected visual aids, will be employed in the
effective supplementation and enrichment of the total pro-

gram of the local church.
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advise with principals and teachers ; to call atten-

tion to highly useful new material ; to study the

on-going program of the church and make sugges-

tions to those in charge.

7. Every church should begin on its level and
progress from there. There is no substitute for

starting where you are. Take an inventory of your
collective skill and understanding. Let it indicate

where you should begin in the utilization of visual

materials. If you are at the level of flat pictures,

and many churches are just there, don't begin with
the sound motion picture. It is easy to get equip-

ment—easier than getting understanding. Many
leaders have made the mistake of following the

sink-or-swim principle in beginning the use of

visual aids. They buy a film projector, and perhaps
a slide projector, and tell the teachers to go ahead.
After a few false starts and abortive eflforts, these

same leaders come to pessimistic conclusions about
the wisdom of "visual education."

8. Every church should provide some facilities

which are suitable and easy to use. Trying to get
along with makeshift screens, with hard-to-operate
blackouts, with low-voltage power sources, with
impossible acoustics, with unattractive surround-
ings, and with interferences of one kind or another
puts a handicap upon leaders which discourages
and defeats them. For the time being, most visual

materials will be beamed at the larger (depart-

mental) unit and not the individual class. There-
fore, provide accordingly.

9. Begin and carry forward a continuous pro-
gram of training workers in understanding the

nature and use of the various visual aids, projected
and non-projected. Make this program a part of

your total leadership education. Realize that under-
standing is basic to sound utilization. Use visual

methods in your leadership courses and conferences.

Secure books and magazines for your teachers.

Encourage them to attend local previews, institutes,

conferences and courses.

In conclusion, don't be misled by the term "visual

education." There is no such kind of education.

What the church is trying to do is give children,

youth and adults the desire and ability to live a
certain kind of life, and in the accomplishment of

this great and noble work many kinds of materials
and methods will be used.—WSH.

Treating Films As Texts

A CERTAIN religious director, after showing
a group of junior children five of the Cathe-

dral films, gave them a test which was composed
of various types of informational questions. He
was very much disappointed in the answers which
he got and concluded that films have been greatly
overrated as a teaching medium.

Old Methods and New Materials

With this list of questions before you, it is

easy to see that he was making the mistake of

treating films like textbooks because he did not
understand the fundamental character of the film.

Using such a test as a follow-up for this series of

films was like dipping for minnows with a chicken-

wire net ! His questions were factual, and dealt

with the picayune, the inconsequential, and the

incidental. He did not check these children to see

what kind of experience these films, each of them,
had aft'orded these children. He did not seek to

find out how this experience had been integrated

into the total fabric of learning. (How important
is it for a child to know if a certain one of the

films shown was missionary or biblical in type?)

He was applying old methods to new materials

—

a common fault of teaching in both church and
school.

It is safe, in view of such an inadequate follow-up,

to assume that his preparation of the pupils for

the experience these films were to bring had also

been weak and out of focus. He probably left the

whole job up to the films, neglecting the skilful

enabling which would have increased their teaching

power many fold.

Films Are Not Textbooks
His basic trouble was in thinking of films as but

a variety of textbooks. He needs to ponder this

incisive parapraph from Edgar Dale's October 1947

News Letter:

"The motion picture, properly conceived, is not another
textbook. It is not a compendium of facts, a tightly-knit

summary. If it deals with 'Colonial Life in Williamsburg'
it does not present a century and a half in a page and a
half. On the contrary it presents a realistic, dramatic
story. The explanatory materials are full-bodied, concrete,

artful. The film has a beginning and an ending. It does not
trail off into the ne,xt chapter.

"You can't study a film bit by bit, page by page. You
take all or you take nothing. It does not lend itself to drill,

repetition, or memorization. Rich understanding comes
with a single viewing. A film may be re-run with profit,

but you get the big idea the first time and look again only
for the points that have been missed."

Too many ministers, directors, and classroom
teachers are preoccupied with text materials. The
lesson must be taught. They leave too little time
for the film. Why? Because they put it secondary
to the quarterly. The quarterly will teach about
St. Paul. The film can make him real to the pupils.

Too many teachers are failing to see this. Hence,
we have poor filins and the best films hurriedly

used before and after "lessons", with little or no
preparation of the pupils for the experience which
the film can afiford, and with faultily contrived

follow-ups.

Pictures are more than words, and basically un-
like them. Films are unlike textbooks, and should
be utilized by a inethodology consistent with their

fundamental character. The essential power of

the film is that it can give a psychologically efifective

representation of reality. Neither textbooks nor
any other visual media can do this. Because of

this unique power, the film can put educative experience

within the reach of the teacher. He is not obliged to

teach about this and that. He can bring his pupils via

the screen in experience with the world of persons and
things ; ideas and values ; visions and purposes. To
get the most from films they should be treated like

films and not like textbooks.—WSH.
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Films on Leprosy
The American Mission to Lepers has regional offices

across the country, and those interested in securing any

of the following motion pictures should write to 156

Fifth Ave., New York, and ask about the office nearest

to them. Tlie Healing of M'Vondo, Happy Village and

Lonely Journey are 20-minute color films available for

a two-dollar service charge and transportation. The

first of the trilogy is especially suitable for children.

Chandkuri's Children and Colony Vacations are 10-

minute color films available at half the above fee plus

transportation. Million Dollar Pig and Song After

Sorrow are 20-minute black and white films and are

free except for transportation. Since the worldwide

work of the AML is non-sectarian and non-denomina-

tional, every local church has a stake in its work and

can easily use these films in telling its people about

the fight which modern science and Christianity are

making against this worldwide disease.

Adventure in Inter-Racial
Education
Any school or church—and there should be many

—looking for an inspiring story of inter-racial educa-

tion can find it in the kodachrome slide presentation,

The Stranger Within Thy Gates. Within the scope of

80 excellent slides and a well-written script is reported

the venture of a Congregational minister of Vermont

in bringing some of Harlem's children up to spend the

summer with his parishioners.

The whole story is presented—from the day Ritchie

Low presents the idea to his wife to the evening he

drove back down the country road after putting the

children on the train for New York.

J. L. Johnstone did the photography and Virginia

Wells the script, available in either printed form

or on two 78rpm records. The narration is by Will

Greer. William Meeder gives the musical background.

It was produced by the Department of Visual Aids

of the Congregational-Christian Churches (287 Fourth

Ave., N.Y. 10).

(Continued on next page)

Children of

Harlem
on a

summer
vacation
—a scene

from
"The

Stranger
Within Thy

Gates".

How Many of Your

Class Rooms Would

One Set of Pakfolds

Darken?

The Draper Portable Pakfold can lake if—easy

lo transport from room to room where needed. To
apply this darkening shade or remove it, simply lift

its supporting pulley from the pulley bracket, by

use of the Draper Pulley Fork. No screws to re-

move—no ladder to climb.

When the Pakfold hangs over a double roller

shade, as illustrated, both shades hanging on the

face of casings or wall—a pair of Pakfold Spring

Clips will hold the cloth close fitting arouna the

double roller assembly, eliminating interference of

the two shades and giving excellent darkening.

When not in use, the Pakfold is rolled up in a neat

roll, with cover fastened by turn-buttons to keep it

clean and in good condition, as illustrated.

Pakfolds are practical in all sizes. For large

windows of unusual width or length Pakfolds are

made with two sets of pulleys and cords.

LUTHER O. DRAPER
Shade Company
Dept. ES-2, Spiceland, Indiana

We will be pleased io have you inspect Draper Demounfebl*

Shading at our exhibit boofli G-17 of American Association of

School >>dmlnisfrators. Atlantic City, N. J.
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"PICTURE OF THE MONTH-
HONORED by the Protestant Motion Picture

Council's designation as "Picture of the Month" in

the December issue of

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

BEYOND OUR OWN is the fihn many churchmen
are calling Picture of the Year—or of many years,

BEYOND OUR OWN. 40 min., 16mm., sound. 3-year lease.

$250.00

Order your prtnft ferfayi

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
Departmtnt E. 45 Astor Place. New York 3. N. Y.

The ^i^lmd&y in

RECORD PLAYERS

• DUAL SPEED with 14" capacity

• HIGH FIDELITY (GE) PICK-UP
with natural sapphire stylus

• 10" PMALNICOV SPEAKER (GE)

• FOUR STAGE, SIX TUBE AM-
PLIFIER with 14 watts output

ATTRACTIVE, STURDY CUSTOM-
LUGGAGE CARRYING CASE

OPTIONAL FM INPUT for pick-
up and reamplification of edu-
cational broadcasts from FM
Stations

Write for Sonomaster literofure today.
Designed and manufactured by Sandwick-Bowen, exclusively, for

A Division of Curfi'ss-Wr/'ghf Corporation
Dept. GS-6, Home OfRce and Focfory: Oavenporf, Iowa

New York • Cfi/cogo • Disfribufors Tfirougfiouf the Worfd

Here is a story every department of the church
should hear. Here is a story which public schools

should tell, alert as many of them are to give their

children and youth information about the best things

happening in our democracy. Those who plan to direct

summer camps and conferences should latch onto a
set of these slides. Little children will respond to the

story. (I know. I used it with Primary and Junior
boys and girls.) It will quicken the spiritual pulse of

those grown a little skeptical about the power of love

and knowledge in building a better world.

The photography is good. The ratio of words to

pictures is excellent—28.6 to one. About 19 minutes
is required when the recorded script is used, which
gives a velocity of a little over 100 words per minute,

a pace making comprehension and reflection possible.

—WSH.

Another Good Missionary Film
Produced for the United Christian Missionary So-

ciety (Disciples of Christ) by World Brotherhood
Films, Constrained by Love, a 40-minute color film

on missionary work in rural India, will prove of great

value to every church seeking to show and interpret

missionary work to its people.

The organization of the film is good. It shows only

rural missions : evangelism, the rural church, schools

for boys and girls, hospital and medical service, the

training of native leaders, the home for lepers, teach-

ing and worship, the construction of buildings and the

keeping of accounts.

The photography was done by Ferger and the Rev.

Dr. Donald McGavran, who get excellent results under
the handicaps imposed by rural conditions. The com-
mentary is by Dr. McGavran, who, with his wife, plays

the principal role in the pictorial sequences. This first-

hand narration has the ring of sincerity and authen-

ticity and is replete with instrftctive details.

Dr. and Mrs. (Mary) McGavran are the "living

links" of two Disciples churches with India: Fullerton,

California, and Muncie, Indiana. They serve in Tak-
hatpur. Central Provinces. The film is non-sectarian

and therefore useful to all in showing in considerable

detail the manifold activities of missionaries in rural

India.

This film is available from Kenneth Warren, 72i7 W.
Wilshire, Fullerton, California, and the UCMS, 222
Downey Ave., Indianapolis 7, Indiana, at an eight-

dollar per day rental.—WSH.

Don't Overlook
• One of the best little books coming off the press

last year in the visual education field ! "Films For
International Understanding" is a 134-page book which
was published by the Educational Film Library Associ-
ation (EFLA), and can be secured from them at

Suite 1000, 1600 Broadway, N.Y. 19, for one dollar.

Some 16 chapters have been contributed by those com-
petent to discuss various aspects of the subject. (Mr.
Hockman contributed the chapter on "The Utilization

of Films by the Church.—Ed.) An excellent list of

250 films, useful to all kinds of organizations in pro-
moting international understanding, helps to make the
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book a very valuable reference. An earlier publication

of EFLA, and very useful to all educators, is "Making
Films Work for Your Community."

• Those who desire standard recordings of dramatized

true stories which deal with intercultural and racial

problems in America, with missionary faith and ad-

venture in many parts of the world, and with the Bible

and its stories in everyday life, should secure from

Pilgrim Press (14 Beacon St., Boston 8) its latest

descriptive folder on such materials. Every unit of

this material is highly useful in the church school, in

extended and weekday sessions, in vacation schools,

in summer camps for Juniors and Junior High youth.

Correspondence
Prom England

Mary Field, who directed the production of the "2000

Years Ago" series, in a letter to Lieutenant-Colonel R. J. V.
Hake, Managing Director of J. Arthur Rank's Religious

Films Limited (6 Eaton Gate, Westminster, London, S.W.I)
says that I probably did not realize (see October and No-
vember issues) that the films of the series were made for

the "young adolescent" and not for the primary ages. Yes,
I knew the series was beamed at the adolescent. Because
the films of this series, especially The Home, were being used

in this country with younger children, I wanted to find out for

myself just what problems were involved. However, explaining

that the series was produced for older pupils, does not invali-

date the criticisms which I made of the film. She inquires

further if I had a copy of the "teaching notes" for the film.

I did not. Mr. Rogers of R.F.A., who, with Mr. Kruse, brought

the films to this country knows of no teaching helps. The
purpose of such films, as expressed by Miss Field, will be dis-

cussed in a later issue of Educational Screen.

The Religious Screen
William S. Hoekman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from
"Tlie Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60c

From India

"Without -exaggeration," writes Blaise Levai of Voorhees

College, Vellore, India, "thousands of people congregate to see

the filmstrips which we project every Friday and Saturday

nights on the whitewashed wails of the open compound." He
is using materials from the filmstrip library of the American
Council in Madras free of charge. "We have shown filmstrips

like American Colleges, Vitamins, The Christian Home, and
some weeks ago we presented the film King of Kings, with the

college orchestra and choir filling in the musical background,

since we have no recording machine." He adds that they have

found the Life of Christ slides by Elsa Anna Wood popular

and powerful in preaching. With the help of his Indian stu-

dents, he has written a modern script for the set ; and it has

since been translated into English, Tamil, and Telegu.

From China

Dr. Arthur O. Rinden, Director of Audio-Visual Aids for

the National Christian Council of China (University of Nan-
king, Nanking 5) writes : "Our work continues to progress

in a very encouraging manner in all departments. Our most
pressing need is for more Christian films. I get letters and
telegrams from all over China asking for more Christian films.

Often I can do nothing for them. We could make a modest

added investment in films if I only knew which ones to order."

Our readers are invited to make suggestions to Dr. Rinden,

and the recommendations of other missionaries would be espe-

cially appreciated.—W.S.H.

Is this prize-winning'^ film in your library?

BREAD and WIIVE
Bread and Wine deals with Italian

agriculture and the "Mezzadria" sys-

tern of Italian farming. Like other

Bryan films, it stresses people and
furnishes an excellent background

for the study of the economic and
social structure of modern Italy. It

shows the harvest of grapes, the culti-

vation of crops, the making of bread,

the routine life of the farmers and
their proprietor. (16 minutes).

This subject was one of the prize-winners In the
recent Chicago Films of the World Festival. For
rental, consult your Film Rental Library ; for pur-
chase, see your visual education dealer.

For a complete list of Julien Bryan's Productions

on peoples of other countries, write

Ihe International Film Foundation
1600 Broadway New York, N. Y.
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STUDENTS LIKE

YOUR LIFE WORK FILMS

Because
1. They find the study of vocations really

interesting.

2. They can see the workers performing their

jobs.

3. They learn about the vocation in an easily

understood manner. The romance in the
vocation as well as the less attractive
features are pointed out.

4. They are able to give their undivided at-

tention while the film is being shown.

5. The Teacher-Student guide assists mate-
rially in developing class discussion.

Write For Complete Information

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMSJNC.
/nfernat/ona/ Distribufors

Carl F. Mahnke Productions
1814 Beaver Avenue Des Moines, Iowa

A Study of

FRACTIONS
By O. W. McGVIRE

Author of "Easy Steps in Fractions"

A new filmstrip kit designed to aid in teaching

the concept of fractions at the Elementary and
Junior High School levels.

ELEVEN FILMSTRIPS, encompassing the fun-

damentals of fractions and the methods of using

them. The kit includes twenty-five TEST SHEETS
for each of the filmstrips, teacher's CHECK SHEETS
for quick correction of the test material, and a

TEACHER'S GUIDE.

Inquire of your local visual aids dealer, or

send coupon below

—

PHOTO & SOUND PRODUCTIONS.
116 Natoma Street,

San Francisco 5, California

Please send a set of "A Study of Fractions"

Enclosed please find check for $33.25

Please bill me for $33.25

Name .'

Organization -

Address

City . State..

Preview on request

State Audio -Visual

Directors Organize

In New York

AROUND-TABLE conference of directors and
coordinators and similarly-functioning jjersons

in audio-visual education was held at Syracuse

University Campus, Syracuse, N.Y. on Saturday, De-
cember 6, 1947. More than fifty persons, who repre-

sented educational film libraries, state teachers' colleges,

instructional aids departments of city school systems

and single-school audio-visual coordinators, had been

invited to this meeting from all parts of the state.

Paul C. Reed, Director of Visual and Radio Educa-

tion for the Rochester School System, Ward C. Bowen,
chief of the Bureau of Visual and Radio Aids, State

Education Department at Albany, N.Y. and James
W. Brown, newly-appointed Coordinator for Audio-

Visual Services at Syracuse University were the origi-

nators of the plans for calling this first convention.

Names of key persons throughout the state of New
York who were known to be actively concerned with

audio-visual education were selected quite tentatively

for the mailing list for invitations to attend. Miss

Sandra George, Director of the Educational Film

Library at Syracuse University, generously provided

quarters for the meeting.

The full attendance and general tenor of the gather-

ing proved to be quite expansive, .\round the table

during the early part of the all-day session, six common
topics of general concern were listed and classified

for study. By this action it became evident that all

organizations for the coordination of instruction in New
York State schools were confronted by common prob-

lems. It was also apparent that discussion and exchange

of experience between members of such a meeting held

promise of mutual benefit. The priority list of topics

of concern was as follows : 1 . Financial support for

audio-visual programs. 2. Promotion of audio-visual

instruction. 3. Selection, procurement, utilization and

evaluation of materials. 4. The improvement and vari-

ation in production of audio-visual materials. 5. The
administration and leadership personnel with profes-

sional standards for coordination. 6. Building facilities

and physical services.

But few of these topics were fully discussed in the

remaining hours of the afternoon session. Wide and

enthusiastic participation by all present in reporting

on findings, activities and applications of these prob-

lems took place. In consequence, spontaneous enthusi-

asm was expressed for a later meeting and continuation

of this program. Each person in attendance was pro-

vided with mimeographed reports of general organiza-

tion of programs in other localities ; each member had

been instructed to bring such a report of his own
activity in 50 mimeographed copies prepared in advance

of the convention.

No highly-formalized association or organizational
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roster of officers was desired by those in attendance.

Further convocation of the group was provided for

by naming Paul C. Reed as temporary chairman of

the group with the other persons responsible for in-

itiation of this first meeting delegated to serve as a

steering committee.

In Indiana
DIRECTORS and building coordinators of audio-

visual materials in schools of Indiana and in-

structors and directors of audio-visual programs
in the colleges and universities, finding their opportu-
nities for meeting together and working on problems
of mutual interest somewhat limited, met on the Indiana
University campus on December 12 and 13 for the

purpose of forming an association. Plans for such an
organization had been discussed for several months.
During the Indiana State Teachers' Association meet-
ing in Indianapolis in October, some of the key leaders

of the state worked on plans and a tentative constitu-

tion. A temporary committee with Vernon McKown,
New Albany Public Schools, as chairman, and Cathe-
rine Broderick, Fort Wayne Public Schools, as secre-

tary, was appointed to arrange for the first meeting.

Purposes

Purposes were defined as (1) to provide an oppor-

tunity for directors to become acquainted and to work
together on mutual problems, (2) to act as a clearing

house for ideas and projects of statewide concern, (3)
to provide direction and coordination for the audio-

visual programs in the state, and (4) to develop proj-

ects of assistance to directors of audio-visual education.

Membership is limited to those in the schools and
colleges who are devoting a minimum of 25% of

their administrative or teaching time to the direction

of an audio-visual program. Also eligible are persons
in colleges teaching at least one audio-visual course

carrying college credit.

Officers

Forty-eight men and women eligible to membership
attended the meeting and became charter members of

the organization to be known as AVID (Audio-Visual
Instruction Directors) of Indiana. They adopted the

constitution which was drafted into its final form by
a committee under the chairmanship of Robert Schrei-

ber, Mishawaka Public Schools. They elected the follow-

ing officers : President, Vernon McKown, New Albany
Public Schools; Vice-President, Robert Schreiber,

Mishawaka Public Schools ; Secretary-Treasurer, Caro-

lyn Guss, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University;

and Executive Board Members, Catherine Broderick,

Fort Wayne Public Schools ; Doris L. Lynn, Indian-

apolis Public Schools ; Wilford Jarboe, Vanderburgh
County Schools, Evansville; Clyde K. Miller, Gary
Public Schools; and Henry W. Schulze, LaPorte

Public Schools.

Committees

All working sessions of the two-day conference were
devoted to developing a handbook of accepted policies

(Continued on page 90)

AVID of Indiana

TOP ROW: W. Barnes, R. McDougal, L. W. Moon, H. W. Norman, D. G. Williams, K. B. Thurston, E. Carmony, E.
Kuykendall, T. White, A. Hyer, B. Sparks, D. E. O'Beirne. THIRD ROW: B. L. Rufe, P. W. Holaday, C. B. Tolbert.
W. Smith, O. R. Spurgat, C. Guss, C. Miller, F. G. Neel, L. C. Larson, G. R. Weathers, L. Whaley, K. Barr. SECOND
ROW: L. D. Miller, V. L. Tatlock, R. Stollberg, H. Knaus, Mrs. G. M. Allen, G. M. Allen, F. Andrews, D. Simpson, F.
Thomas, P. L. Fisher, A. Gibson. FIRST ROW: V. C. Alexander, H. W. Schulze, L. Kenworthy, R. Schreiber, D. L.

Lynn, G. Mclntire, V. McKown, C. Broderick, W. Jarboe, M. Day, D. Williams.
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IITERATUREI^
'HIP-

fA.W. ISVAL INSTRUCTION
BOOKS AND BROCHURES

• Press, Radio, Film—Report of the Commission on Tech-
nical Needs, United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization. Paris, 1947. 189 pp.

This is a summary of 48 reports on news agencies, press,

radio and films in 12 European countries. (Reports for all

countries are given in the Appendix.)

Of great importance in the evaluation of this report,

equal to the value of the contents, is the description of

the methods of the Commission, for in this survey we
find an example of internationl cooperation that tran-

scends commercial, political or selfish ends. Field workers
from the Secretariat of UNESCO were sent out to the 12

countries designated, with an elaborate questionnaire. In

each country they worked through the Ministry of Edu-
cation and the experts within the country. The reports and
recommendations were then prepared with the advice and
criticism of other specialists and members of other agencies

in the United Nations. The present report is therefore

certain to represent the most considered judgment of

world-wide specialists on the press, the radio and the

motion picture.

The Last Word
in Projection

and

Sound Reproduction^

The HOLMES

For the last year

"Rex" production

has been inadequate

to supply the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP.

P.S. — The now REXARC wifh high intensity arc lamp. 40
watt output amplitler, and newest coaxial high and low
frequency speaker available.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE
write for the new catalog detailing the advanced features
found only in a REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of 16mm ami 35mm Sound-on-film
Projecfors for over 25 yeors to Dealers and Users

1813 ORCHARD STRCET • CHICAGO 14, ILL.

ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS, Editor

The Film Sub-Commission found that black and white
film stock throughout Europe and China was adequate,
but that the greatest need was for currency. (It points

out that 16mm films for public showings as welt as for

education will result in economies.) As for equipment,
there, too, it is the foreign exchange and the lack of pri-

ority on production tools that stand in the way. The use of

16mm sound projectors is recommended for educational
and public showings instead of the 16mm silent projectors

now common. A system of exchange for the training of

personnel is urged. Other recommendations include: a Clear-

ing House of Information on films available from all

countries; a system to facilitate the exchange of educa-
tional films in spite of exchange problems; and the exemp-
tion from import taxes of film equipment, film materials,

and films for educational, scientific and cultural purposes.

For other details in the recommendations of this Sub-
Commission and the one on Radio, the reader should con-

sult the full report.

• Projected Visual Aids in the Church—William S. Hock-
man. Pilgrim Press, Boston. 1947. 214 pp. $3.75.

A basic reference book, giving general principles and
techniques for using the various types of visual aids in

the church program, with special emphasis on the general
church program. There are many suggestions based on
actual practice and experience, and church leaders will

find many ideas to stimulate them into greater use of ex-

isting materials, and beyond that to strive for the production

and distribution of better materials, especially films.

Mr. Hockman has great faith in the demonstration tech-

nique for promotion and for teacher-training. He believes

that the best method is "seeing how" things are done,

and how specific materials are used. The last chapter lists

unsolved problems: what is the best type of visual aid,

how verbal should a visual aid be? what criteria should be
used for evaluation? how improve distribution? what part

of the curriculum should be visualized? how present the

scriptures on the screen?

• Films in Public Libraries—Hoyt R. Galvin, Charlotte,

N. C. Library Journal, vol. 72, no. 18. Oct. IS, 1947. Part
II. 88 pp. Free to libraries; $1.00 to others.

A practical guide, with all details for establishing a

film-lending service in public libraries. There are sugges-

tions for budgeting, administering and programming a

film service; one section describes the standard projection

equipment for films, slides, filmstrips and opaque materials;

and valuable listings include a basic list of films for first

purchase, a directory of producers (which is more accurately

a list of producers and distributors), and a bibliography.

This book demonstrates further the active part now
being played by the American Library Association in ex-

tending the distribution of educational films through local

libraries.

• The Virginia Plan for Audio-Visual Education—James
\V. Brown. Center for the Study of Audio-Visual In-

structional Materials, Dept. of Education, University of

Chicago. 1947. 31 pp. $1.00.

Description of the unique administrative organization

in Virginia which has developed since 1940, when the first
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legislative appropriation was made to distribute educational
films, until 1945 when an appropriation of over a million
dollars was voted for equipment and teaching aids. The
pamphlet was intended as a pattern for students of audio-
visual education at the University of Chicago, but it is

also an excellent reference for communities and states that
would like to benefit from the experience of the state of
Virginia. The manner in which the State Department of
Education has developed its program of audio-visual instruc-
tional materials for schools assures its success in improving
the quality of education in general. The five regional cen-
ters originally established have gradually passed the distri-

bution functions along to local and individual school
facilities, and are now serving chiefly as guidance and
teacher-training centers.

UTILIZATION
• The Why of Audio-Visual Materials—Edgar Dale.

The News Letter, vol. 13, no. 3. Dec. 1947.

An editorial appealing to teachers to get greater mean-
ing behind the concepts taught at school, to make concrete
the complex ideas with which modern living surrounds us.

Too often what is taught is irrelevant to living. There
is an increasing amount of visual material to aid in educa-
tion about world trade and other problems of modern life.

The author lists four reasons why there has not been
greater use of all media of communication on a regular
and complete basis: a) lack of funds; b) lack of ability in

teachers to use these new methods; c) insufficient training
on the college level; and d) no cooperation by adminis-
trators for adequate physical facilities.

• Children Make Recordings—Margaret B. Russell, Ben-
jamin Stoddert School, Washington, D. C. N.E.A. Journal,
Dec. 1947. p. 635.

A class of second-graders went through all the steps
in planning special Valentine recordings, with the aid of
a machine loaned by one mother. Research, voice tests,
scripts and the play-back proved a fruitful and interesting
activity.

• Teaching Aids: Picture Stories—Ethel Beatty Smith,
Jamesburg High School, Jamesburg, N.J. Business Edu-
cation World, December 1947. p. 212.

Describes a unique idea which has become a creative
activity for teacher and pupils alike. Picture stories are
planned, posed, photographed, printed as enlargements
and mounted on posters. These then serve as the basis for
illustrating principles or concepts in the curriculum. Picture
stories were used in the retail-selling course and the office-

practice class, where pictures were planned and photo-
graphed by students to illustrate their ideas.

SOURCES
• Informative Films—Educational Review Committee,

National Board of Review. Agenda Magazine, 205 East
42nd St., N. Y. 17. Monthy issues, starting May, 1947.
Free to women's club leaders.

A monthly section on 16mm films recommended for
women's club leaders, annotated and classified by subject.
For example, the November-December issue includes films
suitable for meetings that deal with the Freedom Train,
Bible Reading, Christmas, Displaced Persons, and other
topics. Each issue also includes a theatrical film review
page, with the aid of Mrs. Bcttina Gunczy.

• Audio-Visual Aids for Atomic Education—Albert Got-
lieb. Social Education, 11: 357-60. Dec. 1947.

An annotated list of films, filmstrips, recordings and
transcriptions, radio scripts, maps and charts, and agencies
to implement the study of atomic energy in science educa-
tion. This list (together with a published bibliography,
"Annotated Bibliography on Atomic Energy," by Israel
Light—Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y. 35c)
appeared in connection with a series of conferences on
atomic education held at Teachers College under the aus-
pices of the Departments of Natural Science and Social
Sciences.
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YOU MAY RENT OR PURCHASf THtSC THRU SHAKtSPtAREAN flLMS
IN 16mm. SOUND:

^_i|j_l I f^ (on one 1600' reel; running time, 43 minutet).
%J I nELLU Rent; T day, $5.00; 2 or 3 days, $7.50; 4 or 5
days, $10.00. Outright *^e nn
purchase $/ 5.00
IIIIIIIC ^AECAD (on one SOV reel; running time, 19JULIU9 UAE9HK „;„„,„j, „,„,, , j„y^ ^^.00; 2 or 3
days, $3.00; 4 or S days, $4.00. «t«»^ en
Outright purchase _ „ $3# •50
mi .^Q__aj (on one 800' reel; running time, 16 minutes),
•"ACBtTM Rent: I day, $3.00; 3 or 3 days, $3.00; 4 or 5
days, $4.00. Out- *o^ en
right purchase _ _ _ _ $3#»50
YOU MAY PURCHASe THESE SEVEN SHAKtSPCAR[AN RECORDINGS,

ALL COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS RECORD ALBUMS:

U AAAITT (available immediately) with Maurice Bvans.
MAfVILtT Three 12" records (6 sides) *-,-.
in album $4.60
•lie ^AceMn (ovailable immediately) with OrsonJULIUS CAESAR welles. rive IT- records

(10 sides) in album $7.10
iriKIA DirUAOn II

''''"'"y •*" 30 to 60 doys) withKINO RICHARD 11 Maurice Ivans, five 13" ^_ -^
records (10 sides) in album $# «10
lUA^DETU ('delivery in 30 to 60 days) with Orson Welles.
IVIAWDtin Twelve 13" records (24 *.*...«,
sJdes) in album _ $12.10

MERCHANT OF VENICE ':;;!n7sJn"wVils^'r'Xi
13" records f34 *ie OB
sides) in album _ _ _ $15.85
/^YUEI I f\ (delivery in 30 to 60 days) with Paul Robeson,WlinCLLU Jose ferrer. Seventeen 13" records ^__ _

$23.80
ipril) with

$13.35

(34 sides) in album

TUIEI CTU Kll/»UT (''e'lVery scheduled In April) withIWCLrin Nllvnl Orson IVelles. Ten I3"
records (30 sides) in album ._

EASTIN PICTURES
Headquarters for Shakespearean Teaching Aids
DAVENPORT

IOWA
COLORADO SPRINGS

COLORADO
CHATTANOOGA

TENNESSEE

Typ. Aid : Sound

Producer

AUDIO-VISUAL AID EVALUATION
\'i«ual Education Defwrtmcnt

PoctUnd Public Schools

Dmt ^r..<:y:.rr.«3r....

a520..JKt Xti .Bc.«».«..ItQjl .Ang«.l«.«...?9..

Uneth ^/ar^hJShia. ReeU _ V - Time ...^^JlWJh fa'i .Cort t7.5.j.QQ. .. Period .„

Maturity \jtyt:\f9^ttm<j J/f.. - Inltnnediate ^..... ., Secondary „ „,

Useful in Units on

:

„ „ „ „ „„„„

E'liicational qualities:

1. Accurate and authentic Yes QP No Q
2. I'resents vital facts Yes [J No fD

3. Motivates teaming Yes [fl No p
4. Stimulates pttpil activity Yes Qi No Q
5. Correlates with curriculum YA |^ No Q

Ratinp: GoodA , ,. Fair Poor

Would you recommend Purchase? Yes J\.,. No

See commeiit-i mi kick of

Production Qualities:

1. Photography Good*!'Fair...,PoOT..,

2. Continuity

.1. Sound

4, Titles

5. Vocalwlary

Good jfFair.,. Poor...

Goodf^Fair . Poor...

Good Fair Poor..

.".valuation forni u.i^d

by the Portland, Or-

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

o
a
o
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

o
a
D
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A series of eight motion pictures on

FRACTIONS
For Elementary Reviews

For Remedial Work
For Teacher Training

Delightful animated curriculum films which corre-

late closely with classroom work.

Introduction to Fractions

How to Add Fractions

How to Subtract Fractions

How to Change Fractions

How to Multiply Fractions

How to Divide Fractions

• Decimals

• Percentage

Each one reel in length

Color $85.00 Black & White $45.00

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

TO USE PROJECTORS
Instant S-second threading! From

strip film to slides— and back—
immediately!

Show your strip film and slides at their

nltra-brilliant best with optically perfect

Viewlex projectors. Exclusive Aspheric
Condenser system provides greatest light

concentration and uniform screen illumi

nation. Tests prove Viewlex 150 watt

projector gives greater screen brightness

than other 300 watt projectors. Result:

More economy and less heat, protecting

slides and film. Order Viewlex, the fines

projectors and best value obtainable!

MODEL APlC—Combina-
tion all-purpose slide and
strip film projector ! Com-
plete, self-contained ! Case,
built-in slide carrier, slide

file, and screen, $77.00

MODEL AP-2C — Deluxe
combination all-purpose
slide and strip film projec-
tor. Built-in slide carrier,
elevating mechanism. Luxtar
5"Anastigmat lens. $67.00

MODEL AP-3 — Standard
•i" focal length slide pro-
jector with 5" Luxtar color-

corrected Anastigmat lens,

complete $39.50

Written by Graham T. Horton, famous authori-

ty, this superb little booklet gives you fascinating

secrets of better projection. Shows you how to

get the most from visual material ! Mail post-

card for your FREE copy!

Dcpt. ES-2 35-01 QUEENS BLVD., LONG ISLAND CITY

State Audio-Visual Directors

Organize—In Indiana

{Continued from page 87)

and procedures for audio-visual education programs

in Indiana. Each person, according' to his stated pref-

erence, was assigned to one of seven groups. The
groups and their chairman were : Goals, M. McCabe
Day, Huntington Public Schools ; Materials, Frederick

G. Neel, Canterbury College ; Utilization, Catherine

Broderick, Fort Wayne Public Schools ; Equipment
and Housing, Wes Felmlee, Elkhart Public Schools;

Administration and Finance, Ernest Tiemann, Audio-

Visual Center, Indiana University ; Production, Henry
W. Schulze, LaPorte Public Schools ; and Statewide

Program, Garret Weathers, South Bend Public Schools.

The reports of the group were read at the summary
session of the conference. The organization approved

the reports and appointed an editorial board, consisting

of the chairmen of the respective committees and the

Secretary-Treasurer, to prepare final copy for the hand-

book, which will be distributed free of charge to all

schools administrators in the state and offered for sale

to others interested.

These reports, developed by the conference and
representing the group thinking of leaders in the field

in Indiana, contain a number of basic statements con-

cerning audio-visual education.

Some Suggestions

Some of the more important suggestions incorporated

in committee reports that will serve as bases for future

recommendations are as follows

:

1. In order to maintain a viiniiiiuin audio-visual

program, schools should plan for annual expendi-

ture of $50 per teacher for material and equip-

ment. For a desirable program, this expenditure

should be increased to $150.

2. With state financial support to the school's audio-

visual program, moneys should be allocated to

the local school corporation on a pre-teacher

basis, in order to enable local school officials to

develop an audio-visual program which will meet

best the needs of that school system.

3. For the effective direction and administration

of an audio-visual program, Indiana schools

should plan for the equivalent of one audio-visual

staff member of professional status, plus the

needed clerical and technical assistance, for each

fifty teachers ; a half-time professional staff mem-
ber, plus assistance, for the twenty-five-teacher

system or school ; and a fourth-time professional

staff' member, plus assistance, for the ten-teacher

system or school.

4. To provide for competent direction of the audio-

visual program, it is proposed that the State

Department of Education should prescribe a

certificate for the position of Director of Audio-

Visual Materials, with the following require-

ments : (a) three years of successful experience

as an educational administrator, supervisor, or

teacher; (b) qualifications for a first-grade ele-

mentary or secondary teacher's certificate; and
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(c) a Master's Degree based on the equivalent

of at least thirty semester hours of graduate work
in a standard college or university, including basic

graduate courses in school administration, cur-

riculum, supervision, evaluation, and educational

psychology and the equivalent of graduate courses

in the utilization, selection, and production of

major types of audio-visual materials and in the

organization and administration of the audio-

visual program.

5. A city or county audio-visual program should

include the minimum staff resources, supplies

and equipment required for the preparation and

production of audio-visual materials for the fol-

lowing purposes : (a) to facilitate diagnostic and

remedial work with pupils; (b) to provide oppor-

tunities for pupil guidance and exploratory ex-

perience in school production; (c) to obtain

records of important school events; (d) to keep

school patrons informed about the work of the

school; (e) to produce, for instructional use, in

cooperation with teachers and interested citizens',

materials dealing with local teaching situations

and problems. Types of material which could

be produced with a minimum expense include

(1) photographs, (2) recordings, (3) lantern

slides and slide films, (4) graphics, (5) radio

programs, (6) motion pictures, and (7) museum
materials.

6. Teacher-training institutions, both public and

private, should plan to organize audio-visual

centers to meet their general and professional

educational needs and to provide a rental or

lending service on a non-profit basis to neighbor-

ing schools and community groups.

7. To provide the needed state leadership, the State

Department of Public Instruction should set up

a Division of Audio-Visual Materials, with the

staff and other resources required for the guid-

ance- and coordination of selection, circulation,

utilization, and production of audio-visual mate-

rials by schools and colleges.

U. of California Audio-Visual Instruction

Sections of a University of California Extension

class in audio-visual education are scheduled to open

in seven southern California towns during the week

beginning February 16, according to Dr. F. Dean

McClusky, head of Audio-Visual Instruction for Uni-

versity Extension.

Sections of the class, which is designed to acquaint

teachers with the theories of visual instruction and to

furnish experience in the use of audio-visual aids, will

meet in Los Angeles, Baldwin Park, Glendora, Long

Beach, Pacoima, San Gabriel and Santa Monica. Each

local section of the class will include 18 consecutive

weekly meetings and will give three units of credit.

Announcing
BLACK AND WHITE

PRINTS ''DINING TOGETHER" l reel-$50.00

MANNERS "PLAYING TOGETHER" Ireel-SO.OO

films- "SPIC AND SPAN" 1 reel- 50.00

Also-
• Sound and Color fjL

• Sound ond Color

• Early concepts of money ^Bl^, * ''**'5'"'*' *°'" *''* ^"^ ""'*' "* """"''

• For use In primary grades /AfJfuA * '''"' "^* '" '''"''«'"9«""**"

. 1 reel $75.00 ,
AlHw l|y„ • 1 reel $75.00

CHILDR[NMPR0DUa(0N5
PALO ALTO-CALI^J^^^!/^P-OBOX (3)3
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TREES THAT REACH THE SKY I reel sound. Pacific Coast Umbering.

OUTSTANDING TEACHING FILMS
Add these films to your library. Preview prints available. Produced
by the National Film Board of Canada. IGmm.
FUR COUNTRY—22 mins. Color & B&W. For elementary grades.

GREAT LAKES—22 mins. Color & B&W. Elementary geoEraphy.
ESKIMO ARTS AND CRAFTS—22 mins. Color.

ESKIMO SUMMER—22 mins. Color. Elementary social studies.

VEGETABLE INSECTS—22 mins. Color. Entomological treatment.
MONTREAL—22 mins. Color. History past and present.

TRAPPERS OF THE SEA—13 mins. Color. Lobster fishing.

SALMON RUN—21 m'ns. Color. Life cycle of sockeye.

PEOPLES OF CANADA—21 mins. New 1947 version.

CANADA—WORLD TRADER—11 mins. Resources and products.
LAND OF PIONEERS—14 mins. Last frontier in North America.

For complete Informaf/on write

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC.
tA E. Randolph St.

CHICAGO 1. ILL.

15 Park Jtow

NEW YORK 7. N.Y.

FOR QUICK. EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
LIGHTPROOP
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms
• Lecture Rooms
• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY. EFFICIENT, OPERATION
The ease of operation and the superior quali'y of Supertex
Lightproof Shades have made them the choice for Installa-

tions all over the country.

Supertex Lightproof

Shades and Arresters

are made to fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order information.

BECKLEY-CARDY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

New FCA Appointment

Dr. Mark Arthur May, director of the Institute of

Huinan Relations and professor of educational psychol-

ogy at Yale University, has been appointed chairman
of the research committee of the Film Council of Amer-
ica, Stephen M. Corey, chairman of the FCA Board
of Trustees announced recently.

Dr. May has had a distinguished career in education

and has been a leader in the audio-visual educational

field. As chairman of the Film Council's Research
Committee, he will work with visual educators and
educational film producers to help improve the tech-

niques of film production, to find out what subject

areas most need good films today, and how the utiliza-

tion of visual teaching materials can be widened and
improved.

Knoxvllle Film Council

In the spring of 1947, a group of Knoxville
citizens organized a Committee for Public Under-
standing to work toward increasing the opportunities

through which people in the community could get

information on local, national and world affairs. Four
sub-committees are in process of organization: radio,

library, films and press.

The sub-committee on films, called the Film Council,

met first on October 20 to discuss organization. Seventy-
five persons were present, representing all groups in

town interested in the use of 16mm films. A second
meeting was held on October 31 when Mr. Thurman
White, Executive Secretary of the Film Council of

America, was in Knoxville for the meeting of the

East Tennessee Education Association. Mr. White
was introduced by Mr. F. C. Lowry, Director of Uni-
versity Extension, University of Tennessee, and mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees of the Film Council of

America. He spoke on the organization of the Film
Council of America and led a discusion on possible ac-

tivities for the proposed Knoxville Film Council.

Twenty-five persons were present even though Hallow-
een and other meetings were strong competition.

On November 18 the Knoxville Film Council met
at the Lawson McGhee Library (Knoxville's Public

Library) and elected officers. Mr. Malcolm Miller,

a lumber broker and well-known music and art critic,

was elected president ; Mrs. Wanda W. Johnston,

Supervisor of Visual Education in the city schools,

Vice-President ; and Miss Charlesanna Fox, Director

of Group Services at Lawson McGhee Library, Secre-

tary. Twelve board members were also chosen from the

various groups which have expressed an interest in

the use of 16mm films in the community. They include

the Specialist in School and Community Service at

the University of Tennessee; a business man who is

a member of the Committee for Public Understanding

;

three visual education dealers; a religious education

director at one of the churches ; the president of the

City Association of Women's Clubs ; the president of

the Central Council of the Parent-Teachers Associa-
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otes
tion; the editor of the Knoxville Labor News; the

president of Kivvanis Club, who is a member of the

Committee for PubHc Understanding; a lawyer who
represents the Council of Civic Clubs; and the state

director of the CIO Organizing Committee.

At the meeting on November 18, it was proposed
that committees be formed, such as the ones listed, to

carry on the work of the Council : Film Service Com-
mitte (Films—previews, etc.). Equipment and Per-
sonnel Committee (Equipment and operators). Film
Techniques Committee (Proper use of films). Fi-

nance Committee and Constitution and By-laws
Committee.

Members were given a questionnaire listing the

types of work to be carried on and asking for state-

ments from the individual members as to which type

of activity he or she would be able to assist in accom-
plishing.

At an executive board meeting on December 1, the

committees were appointed and the work of the Council
has begun. Mr. James Arnold from the University of

Tennessee, who is the regional representative of the

Film Council of America for Tennessee, Miss Edith
Harbaugh, a religious education director especially

interested in the use of visual aids in churches, and
Mr. Charles W. Winegar, representative of the D. T.
Davis Company, are the newly-appointed chairmen
of the major committees.

Previews of informational films—an hour's program
—have been scheduled at the Lawson McGhee Library
on Monday evenings. Program chairmen are urged
by postal invitations and newspaper publicity to attend

these previews. The showings are sponsored by the

Film Council.

Audio-Visual Materials Promoted
At Industrial Arts Convention

At the recent New England Industrial Arts Teach-
er's Convention held at the Hotel Bond in Hartford,

Connecticut, audio-visual materials played an important
role. Every attempt was made to provide the con-

ferees with an opportunity to see and hear the latest

audio-vi.sual material pertinent to the industrial arts

teacher.

Throughout the two-day convention, audio-visual

materials were actively displayed. In the main lobby
of the hotel, where registration was held, opaque and
slide projectors flashed announcements on the walls

and screens. As the men gathered for the luncheon,

a motion picture was projected. In the evening at the

banquet, commercial exhibits of audio-visual materials

were arranged around the outside perimeter of the

floor area. A disc recording of the main address was
made and presented to the speaker immediately after

he finished.

Each commercial exhibitor was assigned sufficient

floor and table space to give ample room to display

his products. Each exhibitor was supplied with mate-
rials, such as filmstrips and motion pictures, to project

for the conferees. Opaque and filmstrip projectors
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FftlTII FILHS
Box 565, Hollywood, California

Presents

An Ouhfanding Safety and Health Film

PATTY LEARNS TO STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN

(595 ft., color, sound. pHce $95.00)

This lesson presents Patty's accident and re-

covery. In real life Patty was hit by a car

and badly hurt. What a lesson in traffic

SAFETY for children to see what an acci-

dent means to a person they know and like!

Also an important addition to our films on

family cooperation and responsibility.

Family Teamwork

Useful for Social Studies, Agriculture and Home
Economics.

Pally Garman, Little Helper

Useful for Social Living, Nature Study and Ele-

mentary Science.

Bill Garman, 12 Year Old Business Man

Useful for Social Studies, Agriculture and Be-

ginning Economics.

Many educational film libraries include all of these films.

We send for preview to those who intend to buy. WE DO
NOT RENT.

35M1M. SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHEHS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIENCES, 599E Suffern, New York

KODASLIDES
Colorado Southwestern National Parks

Nature subjects
Sent on approval.—Write for Hit.

PAUL IVESBIT Estcs Park, Colo.

I^FrALK from your scroon^M WITH your quickry

M TYPEWRITTENK MESSAGES
H BO KADIO-HATS (I.50
E4 Whit*. 4mb«f o> Qro«n.

P^»ce»fft f «Mb*titu«*.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-MaH—Regular Sbe 3V4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"»2"

on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.. Dept.V

222 Oakridce Blvd., Dayton* Beach, Fla.
• lUlf SUll«l»T«»IUSt«ll'!
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16 MM SOUI\D FILM
35 MM STRIPFILM
2 X 2 SLIDES

16 mm Sound Projectors, Stripfilm,
Slide and Opaque Object Projectors,
Screens, and all equipment and acces-
sories for visual education.

Let us tahe care of your requirentents!

Write for our new 1948 catalogue.

SOLTIIERIV VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

76fflm Sound Pro/ecfor

The new V/CTOR
LITE-WEIGHT
makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-Visual
Training
• Only One Piece to Carry.

• Less Than Half the Usual

Weight.

• 70% Smaller in Size—but takes

full 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00

Send for latest Catalog.

iSp:i^^ftBSBffi^5
<U NORTH SKINKtR BLVD.

SAINT LOUIS 5. MO.

i^TCRui
mJ

%"Mint
SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF

THE 1. C. S. 1947-48 CATALOG

f^ver a thcusand features and shorts.

The best and latest in 16mm equip-
ment on time payment our specialty.
Send fcr free catalog, stating your
needs in first letter. Write today.
Address Dept. ES.

fm
*r INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, In

1560 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, H. •»

I.

IGntm Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAIN and EUROPE
Library material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODlJCTIOI\S
65 Barons Keep, W. 14 London, England

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For the Producer of 16mm bosfness, educational and religious fi/ms

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

1 64 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. E , Chicago 6, III.

were very active and received considerable attention.

During the registration period, information cards were

distributed, entitled "Previews for You", which indi-

cated that any of the films or filmstrips included on

that card could be previewed at request. Projectors

and projectionists were available to provide this service.

As a part of the formal program, two panel dis-

cussions were conducted on audio-visual materials. The
first was directed by Mr. Joseph Nerden, Connecticut

State Supervisor of Audio-Visual Education. The
discussion was directed around a group of questions

and answers pertinent to the industrial arts teacher.

The second panel discussion was conducted somewhat

differently. It was called a "Festival of Films". During

this period, films on industrial arts subjects were

projected and then discussed as to their value and use.

Stamford Public Library Film Division

More and more public libraries are adding 16mni

film divisions. Following is an account of how the

Stamford Public Library, Stamford, Connecticut, insti-

tuted and built up its film division. The film division

of the Ferguson Library, of Stamford, was organized

in January, 1946, as an experimental venture. It started

with a small revolving collection of films from the

government, the University of Connecticut, and from

private agencies and corporations. A projector was

bought which was lent free to civic groups planning

admission-free programs.

An Expanding Program

As time went on, the collection of films grew. Some
were purchased, others given on long-term deposit or

as gifts. The large free film services, mostly, helped

to swell the embryo collection. Today the Ferguson

Library is able to offer 100 to 150 titles each month.

During the first year, 1,296 films were loaned, or

shown within the library, to a total audience of 144,654

persons. In the 12-month period just ended, the num-
ber of films loaned totaled 4,554 and the audience

430,207, an increase of almost 400 percent.

The response to the library's film program in this

typical community of 65,000 was so enthusiastic that

it resulted in the school authorities' asking the public

library to serve as its visual education center until

such time as they might organize their own.

In January, 1946, there were 12 projectors owned
in the Stamford area ; today the known total stands

at 105, purchased, it is said, because of the library

program. The Ferguson Library film service has been

accomplished on the amazingly low budget of $1,500

for each of the two years.

16mm Sound Films For Rent
EDUCATIONALS
CARTOONS •

MARCH OF TIME
COMMUNITY SINGS

Free Catalog on Request.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
Dept. of Lawrence

Comera Shop

MUSICALS
COMEDIES

149 No. Broadway
Wichita 2, Kans.

FILM LIBRARY ASSISTANT—Legal resident of New
York State, preferably veteran, to assist in theatrical and
non-theatrical distribution of 35mm. and 16mm. motion
pictures. 2 years minimum experience in similar work
essential. Starting salary $2640. Reply Box ES-2, The
Educational Screen, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago 1, Elinois.
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ANFA Members Discuss Film Industry Relations

Full cooperation between 16 and
J5mni film interests in meeting the

rapidly-expanding needs of the movie-
minded public was urged at a meeting
in New York City of the Allied Non-
Theatrical Film Association, at which
leaders in the manufacturing, distribut-

ing and library branches of the indus-

try took part in discussing the subject

"What's Ahead for 16mm In 1948?"

"The most important problem in

the relations of 16 and 3Smm films

today," said William F. Kruse, Presi-

dent of ANFA and Vice-President of

United World Films, "is how more
films of all sizes may be made avail-

able to more people. We are all part

of the same industry,—an industry

which has realized only a fraction of

its potential capacity. There are un-
doubtedly some malpractices which
must be corrected, and a general code
of ethics for the 16mm industry is

in preparation. The question of the size

of the film, however, must not prevent
the working out of amicable relations

between all branches of the film in-

dustry."

Samuel Goldstein, President of Com-
monwealth Pictures, and head of the

ANFA Distributors' Division, de-

scribed 16mm as an integral part of

the film industry, "not a by-product
or a sub-standard adjunct of 35mm."
However, he said no one had yet

successfully defined the distinction
between the terms "theatrical" and
"non-theatrical." He also claimed the

demarcation was growing less clear as

. the major producing companies en-

larged their 16mm divisions.

Tom Brandon of Brandon Films,
speaking for the ANF.\ Library Di-
vision, said that film libraries were
the first to feel the cfifect of consumer
complaints and needs. In entering the
new year, he said, the film libraries

should join with other branches of

the industry to find new markets for

this "the most mobile, portable and
effective of mediums for education.

.America is the most 'organized' coun-
try in the world: these different orga-
nized groups provide us with an almost
unlimited potential market, which we
must exploit. A film library must be
prepared to serve every group in the

community."

He also called for continual vigil-

ance on the part of the entire film

industry against restrictive regulations

and censorship which would strangle

its growth, and called lor joint con-

sideration by both theater owners and
16mm interests in those instances

where competitive conflict or other

abuses by either appeared.

William K. Hedwig, of Nu-Art
Films, pleaded for a more formalized

code of ethical practices in the industry.

He- emphasized the goal of quality in

both product and performance, at the

same time affirming that there is room
in the industry for all who want to

enter it.

This thought was seconded by
Robert Maroney, head of the foreign

16nim distribution division of R.K.O.
Pictures, who said the major film com-
panies were "selling entertainment, not

the size of a particular film" and that

"cooperation between us is both nec-

essary and possible."

Friendly Team of Competitors
Aid Community Fund Drive

Watching Bill DeVry, president of

DeVry Corporation, and Harry Mon-
son, vice president and sales director

of Ampro Corporation, work together

Bill DeVry and Harry Monson

in friendly harmony to aid Chicago's
Community Fund Drive, you wouldn't

suspect that they are competitive

manufacturers of cine equipment. They
are shown congratulating each other

as they received red-feathered "Oscars"
for going over their quotas in this

charitable drive. Bill DeVry was chair-

man of the Professional Group and
Harry Monson headed the Photo-
graphic Industry Group of Chicago.
Whether it's working together for

a philanthropic cause, or playing to-

gether in pursuit of a golf ball (which
they've often don-e). Bill and Harry
exemplify the friendly feeling that

can exist among competing firms.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids
Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

Paul Wagner to

Bell & Howell Company
Appointment of Paul A. Wagner as

Sales Manager of the Education Di-

vision is announced by the Bell &
Howell Company, precision motion
picture equipment manufacturers.

Paul A. Wagner

Mr. Wagner began his career in the

motion picture industry while he was
still a student at the University of

Chicago, where he used a Filmo camera
to make campus newsreels of student

activities. After receiving his Bachelor

of Arts degree from the University of

Chicago in 1937, Wagner was a Carne-

gie Fellow at Yale University, receiv-

ing his master's degree in 1940. He
worked with the Universal News Reel

Company and also made experimental

education films at the University of

Chicago, previous to a five-year period

of service with the United States Navy.
He was the Navy Department's first

Audio-visual Aids Officer, and later

served as educational advisor at the

Naval War College.

In his new position, Mr. Wagner
will supervise sales of Bell & Howell
products to educational institutions,

under the direction of Mr. W. A. Moen,
General Sales Manager, and Mr. J. H.
Booth, merchandising vice-president.
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^Tv^r

50th. ,j^n^i^im^€H^
64 PAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC

EQUIPMENT
_ CATALOG
The most complete caialog ever published by the
manufacturers of the famous SOLAR Enlargers,
B&J Speed Press Cameras, GROVER and B&J
View Cameras. Fully Illustrates and describes
hundreds of Items every photographer needs.
Nineteen full pages of lenses of every make and
description from one-half inch to 80-Inch focal
lengihs. Cine, commercial, portrait and process.
The most complete lens slock available! Every-
thing photographic from America's leading
photographic manufacturer and supply house.

Write today for this valuable Free Book.

BURKE & JAMES, Inc.
Manufacturers for Fifty Years

Dept. ES.2. 321 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicaflo 4, U.S.A.

II

' Catalog of
AIDS TO VISUAL EDUCATION
Vpluable information on latest film
strips, 2" X 2" slides, and projectors
of all types for use in visual instruction.

Send for your free copy TODAYI

2067 Broadwoy New York 23 N Y

V4CyU(I14H
VAPORATEL
EXCLUSI VesALES AGENT^^I
ONE

TREATMCNT
LASTS THE

LIFE OF
THE FILM

MOVIE FILM PROTECTION

againsf SCRATCHES, WEAR
OIL FINGER MARKS
CLIMATE
Ask Your Dealer

Vacuumate Cnrn.. 446 W. 4jril St., N.Y.C. 18. N.Y.

7 Harthwestern Univers ity MARIMBA COEDS
Full Reel Concertl

National Trophy
Winners—Directed by

riair Omar Muaser—in
WOMA.N SPEAKS'

Thrillerl

Write H. A. Spanuth.
Film Studios ot Chicago

135 S. La Salle
DeDt. E Chicago 3

MAKE YOUR OWN LANTERN SLIDES

Write for samples and prices, Dept. E.

Healy Percolates to

Coffey Grounds at EB

Laurin H. Healy has been appointed
director of Public Relations and Ad-
vertising for Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, it was announced recently by
C. Scott Fletcher, president of the

educational motion picture producing
company.

Healy succeeds Jack C. Coflfey, who
left his position as advertising and
promotion director of, EB Films on
January 1 and is opening his own
national distribution company for

visual training materials for business
purposes. Miss Margot Marten-
Hughes, editor of the EB Films News,
will continue to edit this magazine and
will serve as assistant to Healy.

Joining the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica in December, 1945, after nearly
four years in the U.S. Naval Reserve,
Healy was named public relations

director of Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films in January, 1947. With the new
appointment, Fletcher said, the films

company's public relations and adver-
tising departments are being combined
into one department.

Coffey's Cup

Jack C. Coffey has announced the

formation of the Jack C. Cofley Com-
pany effective January 1, 1948, as

national distributors of visual training
aids for business purposes, with head-
quarters in Chicago.

Coflfey will serve as exclusive dis-

tributor in the United States and Can-
ada for the Jam Handy Organization's
packaged sales training sound motion
pictures and sound slidefilms. He will

also distribute sound slidefilm projec-

tors and screens and 16mm sound
motion picture projectors to concerns
using visual training aids in connection
with this visual training material from
offices at 20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Chicago Civic Opera Building.

Coflfey has had a distinguished career
in visual education work before orga-
nizing his own business. He is resign-
ing as director of advertising and
promotion of Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Films, world's largest producer
of classroom sound motion pictures,

after serving in that capacity since

January, 1944. Before then, for eight
years, he was an account executive
with the Jam Handy Organization,
and prior to that was in sales promo-
tion, advertising and sales training

work with the Frigidaire Division of

(General Motors in Dayton, Ohio.

The Jack C. Coffey Company plans

to establish a national distributing

organization with representatives in the

metropolitan areas of the country early

in 1948 and others being added later.

While it will specialize in Jam Handy
films and slidefilms, it will add other

lines of visual training 'materials for

business purposes.

Speler to Film Guild

Film Guild of America, Inc., has

announced the appointment of Mr.
Roy M. Speier to serve as its district

sales representative for greater St.

Louis and surrounding areas. Mr.
Speier has been a resident of St. Louis
for the past 30 years and is the former
owner and operator of Roy's Photo
Laboratory of that city.

Film Guild, with offices in Chicago,

is the exclusive Midwest distributor

of Ofificial Films and Soundies pictures.

Prints of pictures included in these

two lines are stocked in all sizes in

Film Guild's Chicago headquarters,

and are sold direct to camera shops,

camera departments of large retail

organizations, and dealers in photo-
graphic equipment and supplies

Equipment

Sonomaster from Victor

A completely new dual-speed record
player, the Sonomaster, which is de-

scribed as the ultimate in record-

playing equipment for the institutional

market, has just been announced by
the Victor Animatograph Corporation,
Davenport, Iowa. The Sonomaster is

being manufactured by the Sandwick-
Bowen Corporation and will be mar-
keted exclusively by the world-wide
distributor and dealer organization of

the Victor Corporation, a Division of

Curtiss-Wright Corporation.

Technically, the Sonomaster features

the new GE variable reluctance high-

fidelity (magnetic) pickup which is

wholly unaffected by changes in tem-
perature and humidity. It is equipped
with a natural sapphire stylus which
is soft-spring mounted and operates

with only one-once pressure. Unlike
other pickups which respond to vibra-

tions in all directions, this pickup is

notable for its clean response.
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The Sonomaster is a completely

self-contained instrument with its own
powerful amplifier and speaker. The
amplifier is a four-stage, six-tube unit

including rectifier. Power output is

14 watts and the amplifier has separate

channels for microphone and phono-

graph, since in addition to its fine

record-playing qualities, the Sonomas-
ter is also an efficient public address

system.

A 10-inch heavy duty permanent
magnet dynamic speaker (25 watt

capacity) with remarkable fidelity of

performance on both speech and music

at all volume settings has been express-

ly designed for the Sonomaster. The
new instrument operates on 50 cycle,

110-120-130 volt AC. The export model
is identical except that its operation

is from 50-60 cycle, 220-230-240 volt

alternating current sources for which

a voltage selector is provided at no
additional cost.

Considering the incorporation of so

many quality features, the Sonomaster
has a high degree of portability, weigh-

ing but 40 pounds. The outside di-

mensions of its beautifully finished

case are 22}^" long, \6'/z" wide and
11" high.

Revere Markets New
16mm Camera
With this new 16mm Magazine

Load Camera, Revere Camera Com-
pany made their entry in the 16mm
motion picture field before 200 guests

at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago.

Introduced to the Midwest photo-

graphic trade, along with the new
Revere "16" Sound Projector, the

New Revere Camera

camera embodies many advanced fea-

tures, including a built-in micromatic
telescopic view finder.

Twin-Speaker Unit for

Kodascope FS-IO-N
A Twin-Speaker Unit, offering

greater sound volume and definite

gains in tonal quality, is available now.
in strictly limited quantities, as stand-
ard equipment with Sound Kodascope
FS-IO-N Projectors.

The unit consists of two twelve-inch
speakers built into the halves of a con-
venient carrying case that can be set

up in several ways—joined or separated
—to make possible optimum sound
coverage in any auditorium. Set side
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Twin-Speaker Unit

by side, placed at an angle to cover

the audience, or located at opposite

sides of the auditorium stage or plat-

form and connected by an accessory

cord, the twin speakers offer a flex-

ilile means of adju.sting sound to the

arrangement of the seats and the size

and shape of the auditorium. Since

the speakers utilize the full output of

the amplifier, there's greater sound
volume when it's needed.

The Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N pro-

jector will be available with either the

single speaker or with the twin speak-
ers.

Radiant Screens Join the

"Service" at Home
And Abroad

The popular 52" X 70" Portable Tri-

pod Projection Screen designed by
Radiant Manufacturing Corp. will play

an imi ortant role in showing educa-
tional and recreational films to our
Military Personnel in Germany, Korea,
Japan and China. Radiant has just

received a new order for over 3000 of

these Projection Screens, the first to be
built in accordance with new combined

16mm. SOUND PROJECTOR
AiytKlflER, SPEAKER AND
SCREEN — Alt- IN. -ONE —
.5M^J.t, COM.PACT CASE
WElBXlNU lESSTBAN 3) IBS.

The New Under 31 lb. "Bantam" at $325

Gives You BIG Projector Features Pjus

Many New Exclusive DeVry Refinements

* Brilliant, Flickerless Pictures

* Amazingly Life-Like Sound
* 2000 <t. Film Capacity

* 750-1000 Watt Illumination

Alight Out-Put Exceeds 200 Lumens
* Sound and Silent Projection

* Fast Motor-Driven Rewinding
* Coated Projection Lens

* Coated Condenser Lens
* Automatic Loop Setter

* Rotating Sound Drum
* Prefocused Exciter Lamp
* Simplest Film Threading
* Instant, Positive Tilting

* Precision Built of Quality Materials

* Absolute Film Protection

k Motor Driven Forced-Air Cooling

* Operation on Either AC or DC

Singit; Case 'Ban-

lam" with buih-io

6.inch ALNICO 5

permanent magnei

speaker, is readily

detachable for
placement at

screen as desired.

Dual Case "Ban-
tdtn" projector an4

1 mpltfier in ooe
I .»e. 8" AIJJICO S

permanent magnet

speaker in separate

matched case.

3y

ONLY FROM DeVrt
da rM (C 1*ntni piaiK'an ira^ri and bwll be <>m

MM* iraftunM vkow 3$mm t^wpintnl h intd to pio

4«n thi ptrtrct ihow w Itw WsiKi Tiatf Ititottn

DE VRY CORPORATION ES E2 I

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III. !

Plaota 8iv« ut fuH partkukiM on riia n«w 0«Vir"BmitaiH'* E
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The

UNITED NATIONS
FILM BOARD APPROVES

AND RECOMMENDS:

PATTElliV
FOR PEACE j>

(THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS)

At last here is the film for which eveiy-
one has been asking and waiting. It is an
explanation of the functions of the United
Nations. It shows, with animation and
a very clear commentary, how the or-
ganization is set up and what the purpose
of each department is. It describes the
necessity for each council, who its mem-
bers are. It explains the veto. It is a
complete guide to the U.N., an educa-
tional illustrated lecture on a topic which
is uppermost in everyone's mind today.

r6mm b/w sound, 2 red, rental

$2-50 single day. Sale $44.00 list.

(luued br the British Office of Informitlon)

Officio/ Distributors in

the United States

FILMS OF THE

NATIONS, Inc.
(A non-profir membership organitotignj

55 WEST 45th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Ask your dealer or write us for neareit addreil
where rllm is •vallabte.

Write for your complimentary copy of our Rental
CataloiE or Sales releases of films on foreign
nations and the United Nations OrKanization.

Army-Navy rigid standards of specifi-

cations. In addition. Radiant Manu-
facturing Corp. is now filling an order

for 3000 of their Fold-Pak, portable

fold'ng screens, to he used by the

National Guard here at home.

The Harris Electrotone
I'lie Harris Manufacturing Company.

I OS Angeles, California, offers a full

line of radio-phonograph combinations
and transcription playback instruments.

The Electrotone, Model D
Among the models available are the

Klectrotone Supreme, Model 4000, an
automatic radio-phonograph for world-
wide use on 110-220 volts of either

AC or DC current; the Electrotone

Model 3000, and automatic radio-phono-

graph combination; the Electrotone

Custom Built, Model 200A, a deluxe

automatic phonograph; the Electrotone

Model 60, also an automatic electric

phonograph; the Portophone, Model
20, available with electric or spring

motor. Also available are the follow-

ing transcription playback instruments:
Model 100, Model D, Model SO; Models
D and 50 are transcription playback
instruments with removable 12"

speakers.

For further information, write to the

Harris Manufacturing Co., 2422 W.
7th St., Los Angeles, California.

New Fllmo Auto-8 Camera
Offering many features never before

built into any 8mm camera, the Filmo
Auto-S magazine loading 8mm movie
camera is announced by the Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago.

Some of the outstanding innovations

incorporated in B&H's newest Filmo
•are the following: (1.) Tu'O-Lens Tur-
ret—includes the Filmocoted J/<" f/1.9

and IJ^" f/3.5 focusing mount lenses

which are interchangeable with other

special purpose lenses; (2.) Lens-Seat-

ing Arrangement—-a. feature which per-

mits the operator to screw the lens

firmly into the turret and then adjust
the graduation marks to the most con-
venient position for his individual read-
ing

; (3.) Maga.zine Loading and Ejec-

tor System— loading and unloading the

Auto-8 is said to be fast and exact,

and B&H states further that in the

interlock between ejector and film foot-

age dial lies a new "mistake proof"
feature—the ejector button will not dis-

lodge the magazine unless and until

the footage dial is reset. The operator
can't forget to reset the dial; (4.)

Audible and Visible Footage Indica-

tors—The Filmo Auto-8 has a nine-

foot film run per winding; (5) Oper-
ating Speeds—There are five opera-

ting speeds (16, 24, 32, 48, and 64
frames per second), a single-picture

release, and a continuous operation

lock that allows the movie maker to

get into the picture himself.

Adjustable Sheet Film Tank
Announcement of the FEDCO DeLuxe

Adjustable Sheet Film Tank, has been
made by Fedco Products, 37 Murray
Street, New York City. The new tank

with the familiar red top accepts all

sheet film sizes from 23/2 "x354" to 4"x
S", either cut film or pack. It is quite

similar to conventional roll film tanks in

its operation. It has a reel which is

loaded from one end, using a specially

designed fool-proof feeder to insure get-

ting one film in each slot. Another
feature of the tank is its compactness,

thus permitting the use of only 45

ounces of solution.

New Film Tank

The new tank measures only Sj^'x
6'A" by SVz" high. It is made of acid-

resistant bake lite, thoroughly light-

trapped, and the central well is so de-

signed that a stem-type thermometer may
be inserted directly into the solution.

De Mornay-Budd Flashing Unit
.A new Flashing Unit has recently

been announced by De Mornay-Budd.,
Inc., 475 Grand Concourse, New York
51, N. Y.

The unit is intended to be used on cam-
eras using the new "synchro-shutters" I
with which many of the recent models a
are being fitted. It is available with

a suitable rubber-covered cord and
"jack-plug" which fits the outlets on
Ilex, Kodak and Rapax (WoUensak)
shutters.

An interesting feature of the Flashing

Unit lies in the fact that, at any future

time, it may be converted into a Press

Synchronizer by the addition of the

solenoid unit. Multiple extension out-

lets and a Kalart Focuspot outlet are

provided. n
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Slidefilms

and Slides

m POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., 353 Fourth Ave., New York
10, has released a new color Teach-O-
Filmstrip series and a new slide set:

Primary Arithmetic (6 color film-

strips)—a filmstrip presentation of

numbers and their use, based upon con-

How many children are iti lhe»bus

going {to the school picnic? How
many twos are there 'in 16?

"The Twos in Division"

Crete experiences of scliool children in

grades one, two and three. The six

strips are titled: What Numbers Mean.
Zero a Place Holder, A Number Family

in Addition, Compound Subtraction, The
Threes, The Tivos in Division,

Primary Arithmetic (50 Kodachrome
slides)—a slide set covering much the

same subject area as the filmstrips.

Like the filmstrip series, the slide set

combines illustrative and animated
drawings, photographs and charts.

Both slides and strips were edited by
Dr. Foster Grossnickle, authority in

the field of primary arithmetic.

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.,

offers the following new slidefilms:

Heat (11 slidefilms)—the newest
addition to Jam Randy's "Air Age
Physics" teaching slidefilm series. Sub-
jects included in the new group are:

\. Temperature. 2. Heat Expansion.

,3. Gas Expansion. 4. Measurement of

Heat. 5. Fusion. 6. Vaporization

7. Refrigeration. 8. Humidity. 9. Heat
Transfer. 10. Putting Heat to Work.
11. Internal Comljustion Engines.

Technical Lettering— A Unit of

Drafting (5 slidefilms)—the following

.0 0®
YYY

O ® ®
7 ZZ

:x y X K KK
O (5 ®
4^14

6. Which of these letters and numerals are

correctly made? Point out errors in the

others.

"Technical Lettering"

February. 1948

teaching subjects are presented: 1.

Single-Stroke Gothic— Introduction. 2.

Vertical Capitals IHT LEF AVW
3. Vertical Capitals MN YZXK4
OQCG. 4. Vertical Capitals 069 DUJ
PRB 5. Vertical Capitals 725& and
Spacing,

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, INC., 100 East Ohio St.,

Chicago, has recently added to its

Industrial Geography series two. new
filmstrips based on the cotton industry

and produced with the cooperation of

the National Cotton Council of Amer-
ica, Memphis, Tennessee.

Cotton—From Field to Mill (31

frames, b & w, teacher's manual)

—

showing some of the important steps

in the cultivation of cotton from the

time the seed is planted until the bales

arrive at the mill.

Cotton— From Mill to Finished

Product (27 frames, b & w, teacher's

manual)—picturing the processes and
procedures involved in transforming
the raw cotton into finished products.

Another new addition to the SVE
Picturol (filmstrip) Library is a paleon-

tology filmstrip:

Dinosaurs (34 frames, b & w, teach-

er's manual)—introducing the student

to some of the strangest creatures

ever to inhabit the earth. The manual
and dinosaur reproductions pictured

were prepared under the direction of

Professor J. Willis Stovall, Director
of the Museum of the University of

Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma.

Coronet INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

5 New Basic

Teaching Films
NATURAL SCIENCE

Mammals of the Countryside

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Each of these new 16 mm. sound-

motion films is one reel in length,

and may be purchased in full color

for $90, or in black and white for

only $45. They are also available

at nominal rates through leading

film-lending libraries.

Ready to Type

SOCIAL STUDIES

Building Typing Skill

Powers of Congress

We'll be glad to send you a

complete catalog, or further

information on Purchase, lease-

Purchase, or Rental Sources.

Jack's Visit to Cosia Rica

Coronet
INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS

CORONET BUILDING . CHICAGO 1,ILllNOIS

vt



s
ELECTED FILMS
(or All Your Needs!

Largest tibrcry of

FREE (Sponsored) FILMS

many in color

Over 500 of the best

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

for classroom use

High grade

ENTERTAINMENT FILMS

i
for all ages and all types

of groups
•

The best films for use in

DISCUSSION and INFORMAL

EDUCATION
•

Also: Travelogues, Sports and
Recreation, Music, Social Sci-

ence, and many others.
•

IFrite for New Classified
Film n-f Tnday!

ASSOCIATION FILMS
lY M. C, A. MOTION PICTURE BUREAU)

i
WW YORK 17

rHiar.o i
Uj WM Si,

SJN FBANCISCO 2

35! Turk It.

DALUS 4
3DII Mapt« AvMM*

AUtYOin'osTun

on the Best 16mm
SHORT SUBJECTS?
Educational. . . Eatertaiaiugl

II SPORTS
SUBJECTS

SWIMMIMO IN COLOR
2 tubiectt In mognificent color, full of

action, groce, and rhythm. One reel eoch.

PARADE OF AQUATIC CHAMPIONS
NATIONAL DIVING CHAMPIONS

WHeSTUNG
A series of 9 subjects, pocked with ex-

citement for young and old alike. Skill

ond prowess, with a liberal dash of

muscular fun. First two listed ore 2 reels,

others one reel.

WRESTLING FOLLIES
INTERNATIONAL HEAVYWEIGHT
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP

WORLD'S CHAMPION WOMEN'S
WRESTLING CONTEST

CRIPS AND GROANS
TWIN TORNADOES
GIANTS OF THE MAT
MADCAP MELEE
MODERN GLADIATORS
THROUGH THE ROPES

>0S]

Available at leatllng film Libraries.

Write for FREE cotafog to Dept. 10.

POST PICTURESCORP.
1 15 W.45fh St., New York 19, N. Y.

PHOTO AND SOUND PRODUC-
TIONS, 116 Natoma St., San Fran-
ci.sco 5, Calif., has produced a new
filmstrip series:

A Study of Fractions (11 filmstrips)

—an integrated visual and test program
consisting of tine following filmstrips;

1. Units and Fractional Parts. 2. Mul-
tiple Fractions—Numerator and De-
nominator. 3. Comparing Fractions

—

Adding and Subtracting. 4. Multiple

F"ractions—Improper Fractions. 5. Im-

proper Fractions (cont.)—Mixed Num-
bers. 6. Reducing and Changing
Fractions. 7a. Changing Fractions to

a Common Denominator. 7b. Chang-
ing Fractions to a Common Denom-
inator. 8. Multiplying Fractions. 9.

Dividing Fractions. 10. Reciprocals

—

The Rule of Division. The filmstrips

are by O. W. McGuire and are ac-

companied by student's test sheets, a

teacher's guide, and keys for quick

correction of the test sheets.

Current Film News
TFC Renewal Fees Revised

According to a decision reached by

the Trustees of Teaching Film Cus-

todians, schools and liliraries may now
Hcense black and white films for the

life of the print up to ten years. The
new license defines ten years as the

maximum period of usefulness and

all prints must be returned at the

end of the ten-year period if they

have not become unusable before that

time.

This new arrangement is offered

as optional to film libraries and schools

which desire to take advantage of it.

The plan which has been in effect

for the past eight years provides that

films may be licensed for one, two,

or three years, and the license re-

newed annually for the fourth and
subsequent years for $5.00 per reel

for black and white subjects. Schools

desiring to continue on this basis

may do so.

This new optional price schedule

means that films licensed for three

years at $30.00 per reel may now be

licensed for ten years at $40.00 per

reel. Libraries eligible for the dis-

count price of $25.00 per reel for

three years will pay $35.00 per reel

for ten years.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three
14mm Sound Films in Color or Black-

and-White.

Demonstrating
the Puppy's
First Lesson In

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas. Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.

Louise Branch: Producer S Photogra-
pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS. INC.

America's foremost producers of
Dog Films

PAWLING. NEW YORK

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1,

has completed the following produc-

tions:

Powers of Congress (1 reel, color or

black and white)—a fantasy story de-

fining and explaining the powers of

Congress. Mr. Williams drops off to

sleep for a few minutes to find himself

confronted with a world in which

Congress has been suspended and fed-

eral authority dissolved. When he

awakes, he has a better understanding

of his own responsibility in the selec-

tion of that body. Collaborator: Dr.

John Day Larkin, Dean of the Division

of Liberal Studies, Illinois Institute

of Technology.

Mammals of the Countryside (1 reel,

color or black and white)—a represen-

tative group of mammals that share

the land with the farmer are studied

in terms of their habits, habitat, and

influence upon the farmer's crops. Col-

laborator: Robert Snedigar, Chicago

Zoological Park.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC„
445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.,

presents the following educational film:

The Story of the Bees (2 reels)—

the complete life cycle of the bee

shown in macro-photography, from the

laying of the egg through the develop-

"The Story of the Bees"

ment of the larva and the emerging of

the mature insect. The film has been

edited from footage which won first

prize at the Cannes World Film Fes-

tival.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITAN-
NICA FILMS, 20 N. Wacker Dr.,

Chicago 6, has completed the fourth

motion picture in its art series of edu-

cational films:

Drawing With Pencil (one reel)

—

This black and white sound film re-

cords the technique of one of America's

leading sketchers, Theodore Kautsky,
in drawing a picture of a 17th-century

cooper's shop between Gloucester and
Rockport, Massachusetts. All the im-

portant steps in pencil sketching are

included in the film.

FRITH FILMS, Box 565, Holly-

wood, Calif., announces the following

16mm sound releases:

Patty Learns to Stop, Look and
Listen—a safety film telling the true

story of Patty Carman, -who ran out

on a crowded highway and was hit by
a car. The ambulance took Patty to

the hospital, where the bones in her

legs were set and placed in tractiofi.

Six weeks later with her legs in a

cast, she was allowed to go home, but
here too there vrere long weeks in bed.

Gradually the bones knit, and Patty
learned to use crutches. Finally, Patty
was able again to run and play with
other children—though still limping.

Our Teacher, Mary Dean—a film on
teaching, showing the important role

played by the teacher, the great force

she wields wherever life places her.

SIMMEL - MESERVEY, INC.,
Beverley Hills, Calif., presents a scien-

tific field-trip motion picture on Glacier
National Park under the title:

Glacier Park Studies (22 minutes,
color and sound)—produced by Guy
D. Haselton. Extensive use has been
made of animation to portray the de-

velopment of land contours and the

effect that glaciers have had in creating

present-day geological formations.

FILM ALLIANCE OF AMER-
ICA, INC., 1600 Broadway, New York
19, has released for the British Infor-

mation Services a new film dealing
with the world food situation today:

The World is Rich (43 minutes)—
succes.sor film to World of Plenty. This
Paul Rotha production was made with
the cooperation of Australia, Canada,
India. Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Union of South Africa, the U.S.S.R.,
and the U.S.A. The film makes clear

that the backwardness of many coun-
tries coupled with floods and droughts
never allowed enough food to feed all

the people of the world. The United
Nations measures formulated in the

P'ood and Agriculture Organization
are dramatized, and the plans drawn up
by the F.A.O. for the permanent im-

provement of farming throughout the

world are described. The film will be
distributed through the facilities of

Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway,
New York, and a nationwide network
of cooperating film libraries.

(Continued on page 104)

Two fitmsf^^"'

-z:;^^'^^^'
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CUMBERLAND STORY
5 Reels— 47 Minutes

Thii it th* story of new methods which brought

on old mine up to date. Dealing with the unique problems of

drilling out under the seo, a mining engineer and the miners

cooperate in using new techniques and modern machinery for

the higher production of coal. The Film shows by <lcver photography as well as by

diagrams each step in the mining of the coal. Rental— $5.00

COAL CRISIS
2 Reels— 21 Minutes

Today Britain can hope to win her economic survival only by a great increase in

industrial production. Success or failure depends on coal—for most of Britain's power
comes from the mines. The film explains the current situation and emphasizes the fact

that on the mining industry rests the enormous responsibility of fighting for the notion's

survival. Available through the courtesy of the i. Arthur Rank Organisation, Inc.

Rental-$2.00
Both these 16 mm sound filmt era available from

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES
;;;^r^\ offices

^^-^\ 30 Rockefeller Plozo.New York 20. N. Y. 360 Morlh Miihigon »»(., thitojo. III.^
\i 310 Soniome St., Son fioniiuo 4, Colli. »0/ ISlh Stceel,N.W.,Woil)rn9ton 5,0.C.

,
"'\

JJ
AND l=ROM BRITISH CONSULATES AT

"iMt"^ ^y^ Atlanta • Boston • Detroit • Houston • Los Angeles • Seattle
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
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FILMS

W. J. Aliern, Film Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.
716 Federal St., Troy, N. Y.

Association Films
347 Madison Ave., New York 17. N. Y.
19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St.. San Francisco 2, Cal.
1700 Patterson Ave., Dallas 1, Tex.
322S Ku-lid ^ve., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Bray Studios, Inc.
ViH Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, DIv. of Inited World
Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22. N. Y.
t'atiiolic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
Church Film Service

2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.
Collins Motion Picture Service

502 'A & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, iMd.

Coronet Instmctionni Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dudley Pictures Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverlv

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Rastmnn Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Film Proft-rum Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N, Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Gallagrher Film Service
113 S. Washington, Green Bay, Wis.
639 N. 7th St., Milwaukee 3, Wis.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Heldenknmp Nntnre Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

HolTberK Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y

Instltntlonni Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

international Film Iturenu
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago I, 111.

Knowled.'re Builders
625 Madison Ave., New Y'ork 22, N. Y.

Knns Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Library Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New Y'ork 19. N. Y.

March of Time Forum ISditfon
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Moi^nirs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ofllcial Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Peak Films Productions
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

Portnfllins
1520 N.LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 28, Cal.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain \ve.. Princeton, N. .1.

Religious Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

SImmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly l>r,, lleverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Pldc "omiih'« 1, Tenn.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.
2718 Beaver Ave., Des .Moines, la.

Wiliinnis. Broivn and Karle, Inc.
91S Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

Art Zeiller A^isunl Kducntion Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2. N. ,T.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Hell & Howell Co.
7117 McCornii'k Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Compnnv
101 Marietta St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.
11101^ Tavlor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Vi.sual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502>4&5n6St.PauISt., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St.. Cambridge, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation ,
1111 Armitafe Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 JTadison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Gnllnp-her Film Service
113 S. Washington, Green Bav, Wis.
639 N. 7th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

General Films. Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St.. W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Hirsch & Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal

Knns Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

MofETliirs Inc.
68 W. 4Sth St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Xn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Raike Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cftl.

Ryan Visnnl Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Southern Vtsiinl Films
6S6-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5. Mo.

Visual Fdiicatlon Incorporated
12th at Lamar, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
1012 .Tennings Ave.. Ft. Worth 2, Tex.
3905 S. Main, Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Fnrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zeiller Visual' Kducatlon Service
157 AVashinsrton St., Newark 2, N. J.

SCREENS

Mognll's Inc.
«S W. 4Sth St.. New York 19. N. T.

>n-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New Y'ork 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturinj; Corp.
12'.'. S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films
i;S(i-;i Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Williams, RroTFn and Carle, Inc.
91S Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Informntlve Classroom Picture Series
40 Ionia N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

SUDEFILMS

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

General i'ictures Productions
r.21 Sixth Ave., Ues Moines 9, la.

Hirsch & Knye
239 Sixth Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Simuiel-Meservej', Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111

Williams, Brown and Enrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Pliiladelphia 7, Pa.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal

Klein & (Goodman, Inc.
IS S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New Y'ork 19, N. Y.

Visual Researcli Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

SLIDES (31/4x4 and larger)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Slldecraft Co.
257 Audley St.. South Orange, N. .1

SLIDE, FILMSLIDE and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 \V. 55th St., New Y'ork 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

GoidlS Manufacturing Co.
1220 W. Madison St., Chicago 7, 111.

Hirsch A Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8. Cal.

Keystone Vle^v Co.
Meadville, Pa.

RaIke Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan A'lsual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

I'ieivlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

^VIIllams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7. Pa.
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For Further Information
i

about the products featured in this issue

use the convenient

READER'S SERVICE POSTCARD
pq
bd

// there is any additional information desired on audio-visual

materials and equipment not given in the editorial content or ad-

vertising in this issue, simply fill in and mail the Reader's Service

Postcard. No stamp required. EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S Service

Department will assist in obtaining it without cost or obligation

to you.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

The new 23rd edition

Tells where to get over

6,600 films

'MOOD and ONr'
(1948)

The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films

The largest, most complete edition of this annual film reference yet

published— 160 pages of essential information on some 6610 available

films and their sources, classified under 176 subject-headings, also listed

alphabetically by title—indispensable to Supervisors, Teachers, Program
Chairmen, Church Leaders, Directors of Industrial Training, and many
others.

Price Only $1.00

IDEAS

For

FILM PROGRAMS
Classroom Films . . . Adult
Films . . . Documentary Films
. . . Fiction Films . . . Safety
Films . . . Industrial Films
. . . Church Films . . . Plus a
Host of Others.

Simply

Clip the Coupon
and a copy of "1000 and ONE"
will be yours.

EDUCATIONAL SCRfcEN

64 East Lake Street

Chicago I, lllmois

n Please send me one copy of "1000 and ONE" ($1.00).

Also enter or renew my subscription to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN for

D One Year $3.00 (Canada $3.50, Foreign $4.00)

D Two Years $5.00 (Canada $6.00, Foreign $7.00)

D Ched Enclosed D Send Bill

AddressNan

City State
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Current Film News
(Continued from f>age 101)

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
REAU, INC., 84 E. Randolph St., Chi-
cago, lias opened a New York office at

IS Park Row, New York 7, with G. M.
Gate.s in charge, according to an an-

nouncement by Wesley Greene. President

of IFB. The office will handle sales of

International Film Bureau releases in

New England, Pennsylvania. New York
and New Jersey, and will maintain a

specialized rental and preview lihrary.

Mr. Gates is a graduate of the School

of Business Administration at Harvard
University and the producer of a series

of color slide films. International Film
Bureau is releasing in the Unite^ States

a series of kodachrome films for schools,

including Vegetable Insects, which was
selected for honorable mention at the

recent "Films of the World" Festival in

Chicago. Other releases of the Interna-

tional Film Bureau are Fur Country,
Great Lakes, Eskimo Summer, and a

series of French and Spanish language

teaching films.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York 20, announces that the fol-

lowing 16mm film is now available:

Hausa Village (2 reels)—In ancient

times, travelers from the Holy City of

Mecca crossed the vast Sahara Desert
into northern Nigeria, bringing with

thein the teachings of Mohammed.
Today the Hausa people number 10

million, and all of them are devout
Mohammedans. In this film, the life

and customs of a typical Hausa village

are shown.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF
AMERICAN SHIPPING, INC., 1809

G Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C, has

completed a motion picture titled:

America Sails the Sea (32 min.) —
telling the story of the American Mer-
chant Marine and its importance to the

nation. Its primary purpose is to show
the importance of shipping to American
agriculture and industry. The film is

complete with dramatic characterizations,

narration, and set to thematic music. It

will be distributed free.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
Bureau of Public Relations, Adminis-
tration Building, Columbus, Ohio an-

nounces the release of a new film:

Footsteps to the Future (27 minutes)
—a recruiting film, designed to interest

the high school girl in the study of

home economics at the university level.

AFFILIATED AETNA LIFE
COMPANIES, Public Education De-
partment, Hartford 15, Connecticut,

offers, without charge, a safety film:

Live and Let Live— 16nini sound,

color, 10 minutes' running time—

a

new approach to traffic education, a

motion picture which pioneers the use

of three-dimensional, scale-model ani-

mation to demonstrate ten of the lead-

ing causes of highway accidents.

Entertainment

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC..
445 Park Ave., New York 22. announces
the release of the following recreational

16mm sound films:

Brief Encounter (86 minutes)—Noel
Coward's masterpiece, winner of the

International Federation of Film Crit-

ics' award at Cannes as the "best film

of the year irrespective of nationality.''

A chance meeting leads into a thor-

oughly believable adult love story,

told in a straightforward way. (Celia

Johnson, Trevor Howard.)

"Scarlet Street"

Scarlet Street (II reels)—story of

a man driven to the point of murder
when he is betrayed by a worthless

woman, with Edward G. Robinson
and Joan Bennett. Mature audiences.

Girl on "the Spot (7 reels)

—

a mur-
der mystery, complete with Gilbert

and Sullivan tunes, with Lois Collier,

Jess Barker. Family.

Because of Him (9 reels)—a musi-
cal with Deanna Durbin, Charles

Laughton, and Helen Broderick. The
story of a stage-struck waitress.

POST PICTURES CORP., 115 W.
45th St., New York 19, in accordance
with its recent announcement of the

exclusive 16nim distribution rights for

36 new Monogram Pictures, now offers

the first six of these 16nim sound fea-

tures : Daum on the Great Diiide, Isle

of Missing Men, Ghosts on the Loose,

The Stranger from Pecos, Rhythm Pa-
rade, Silent ]]'itness.

LIBRARY FILMS, INC., 25 W.
45th St., New York 19, offers a delight-

ful classic in a lOmm sound-on-film

version:

Cyrano de Bergerac (one reel)

—

Rostand's romantic story of the swash-
buckling Cyrano and his notorious

nose, featuring Walter Hampden.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 Seventh .Ave., New York
19, has acquired exclusive 16mm distri-

bution of the following film:

I Married a Witch (8 reels)—the

Rene Clair fantasy in the "Topper"
tradition presenting a story of witch-

craft in modern dress and in a modern
setting. (Frederic March. X'eronica

Lake, Susan Hayward, Robert Bench-

ley.)
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A Clear Mental Image

with

Brilliant

Screen Image

You are assured of large, sharp, brilliant

screen images that convey visual impres-

sions of utmost clarity when you use the

model LRM Balopticon.* Serving a dual

purpose, it projects both conventional slides

and opaque objects, including printed illus-

trations and text, photographs, and geo-

logical or botanical specimens.

Even when projected under illumination

adequate for notetaking, screen images
remain clear and brilliant. This is made
possible by the LRM Balopticon's two fine-

qunlitv optical systems which yield flatness

of lield, critical definition, and high light

transmission.

Balanced illumination permits switching
from opaque to slide projection without a

distracting change in screen brilliance.

Slides and opaque materials are protected

from heat damage by a built-in blower
cooling system. Details available in catalog

E-11. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 688-P
St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

*Trademark registered V. S. Pat. OJj.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY ROCHESTER 2, N. Y.
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cGRAW-HILL
^1.

McGRAW-HILL TEXT-FILMS have been made with you
in mind—to help you make your teaching more effective

through clear, dramatic visualization in subject areas where
students meet with difficulty. Films and filmstrips used together

do a competent job of visual instruction—dramatizing, explain-

ing, and reviewing basic concepts contained in the McGraw-Hill
textbooks with which they are correlated. These are some of

the reasons why Text-Films can be counted on to enrich both

teaching and learning in your classes.

Text- Films are curriculum-centered—built around four general areas

—Engineering Drawing, Health Education, and Teacher Education

for college classes, and Mechancial Drawing for high school classes.

Text-Films are textbook-correlated. AH four series are directly cor-

related with selected chapters of four leading textbooks— French's

ENGINEERING DRAWING; French and Svensen's mechanical draw-
ing; Diehl's textbook of healthful living; and Schorling's

STUDENT TEACHING.

Text-Films are teacher-motivated. A poll of the opinions of teachers

across the country has indicated just where students experienced

most difficulty—exactly which aspects of the term's work needed

most emphasis to ensure maximum retention. Text-Films are in

answer to their stated preferences.

Text-Films are technically unsurpassed. Experienced educators have

carefully checked teaching techniques and classroom activities as they

appear in the films. In addition, leading film studios have achieved

clarity in representation and ease of comprehension by employing

a variety of techniques-in the Drawing Series by animation sequences

and three-dimensional models which move in space—in the Health

and Teacher Education Series by using dramatic, episodic treatments

especially successful in films dealing with human relationships.

Let us tell you the whole story of these four series of McGraw-Hill Text-Films.

Fill out the coupon below and return it to us.

McGRAW-HILL McGraw-Hill Book Company

Text-Film Department

330 West 42nd Street

New York 1 8, N. Y.

Please send me descrip-

tive literature on the
Text-Films indicated:

n Engineering
Drawing

D Mechanical
Drawing

n Teacher
Education

D Health and
Hygiene

Name

Title

Address

l|

G-1
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Free

Teaching

Aids

NOW AVAILABLE

TO SCHOOLS

"Very Personally

Yours" Booklet

An informative booklet

every teen ajje girl will

want to read—and know.

Clear, down - to - earth

knowledge about men-
struation . . . tells girls

what to do and not to

do. Wonderful aid to

teachers who are in-

structing pupils on this

normal bodily function.

A 10-minute color

movie with sound

A creation of Walt Disney

Productions, this film gives

young girls a complete,

factual understanding of

theirown physical make up.

Here is an intelligent pres-

entation already acclaimed

by thousands of teachers

and students. Prints loaned

on a short-term basis.

Menstrual

Physiology Chart

Instructors find this large

full-color chart a handy

guide to use duringlectures.

Illustrates the menstrual

process in simple, easy-to-

follow diagrams. Excellent

as a supplement for both

the booklet and the film.

'nis coupon
brings you

all 3

Educational Department
International Cellucotton Products Co.
919 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 11, Illinois (ES-38)

Please send me free, with the compliments of Kotex*, the

following material

:

D Full details on the movie, "The Story of Menstruation."

.. Copies of the new booklet, "Very Personally Yours."

n One full-color, jumbo-size Menstrual Physiology Chart.

Name

Titlt or Position

Address

City State
•T. M.Rcj. U. S. Pit. Off.

Audio-Visual Materials

Consultation Bureau
DETROIT'S Wayne University recently an-

nounced the establishment of an .'\uclio-Vis-

nal Materials Consultation Hureau. This new unit

of the Colleg'e of Education ofifers various types

of consultative assistance to producers and tisers

of instructional materials.

Film and record i)roducers can secure such serv-

ices as curriculum studies indicating- school needs,

try-out materials in "roujjh-cut" or finished form,

script criticism, and market analyses. To schools

and orrjanizational groups, the Bureau offers assist-

ance in the selection and use of materials and
equipnient. and in the orji^anization of an audio-

visual prog-ram.

The full facilities and staff of the University as

well as the faculties and students of its cooperating

laboratory schools provide opportunity for broad

services of this type. In a large measure, the Bur-

eau staff acts as a collaljorating and channelling

agent. Market analyses are worked out in con-

junction with the School of Business Administra-

tion. College of Education faculty assist in the

examination of scripts and prepare curriculum sur-

veys.

An example of the cooperative nature of the

service is presented in a project now being carried

through for a producer of children's records. Scripts

which have l)een submitted are being recorded

imder direction of the staff of the Department of

Speech. These recordings will then be tried out in

classrooms in the Detroit area, which offers rural

school situations as well as those of a large city

system. Rec(immendations on the basis of these

try-outs will then be prepared by the Bureau staff.

Dr. Arthur Stenius, previously in charge of the

audio-visual program in the Detroit I'ublic Schools,

has been placed in charge of the Bureau. He re-

cently rettirned to Detroit after a year's leave of

absence spent as Educational Director of Teaching
Films, Inc.

A JSote from a Reader

"\ statement in the first paragraph of Mr. Mulligan's

February article in Eihcational Screen {Sound Pro-

jectors for the Classroom) gives the impression that the

June, 1946 ".ABCs" Department found the field largely

in favor of lightweight equipnient. 80% of those replying

demanded sufficient volume for auditorium projection in

such a projector; 50% preferred a weight of 25-50

pounds ; 30% a weight of 50-75 pounds ; and only 20%

wanted a projector weighing 25 pounds or less. Those

answering were in favor two-to-one of two-case outfits

over one-case outfits. I was disappointed with these re-

sults at the time, but they were reported in the Screen

as indicated, and, in the interests of veracity, I do not

like to see them misconstrued."—R. E. SCHREIBER.

no Educa-Konal Screen



YOUNG MINDS COME ALIVE.. .AND LEARN

when you show EBFilms!

4 NEW EBFILMS

plains the nature, i

\tre, and cleansing
tion of soap. Shows how .^^J^

soap is made in a laborotory-

and a commerciat plont. ;

vorite food gives young- '^

\t% on insight into Ameri- *^

can industry. Shows ice ^
cream made at' home, then ^
by factory methods. "^

MAKING OlASS
FOR HOUSES \

Shows how sand, limestone,

and soda ash are obtained
ond converted into glass,

both in a loboratory and in

« modern industrial plant.

Every EBFilm is part of your school's regular cur-

riculum . . . yet every EBFilm does a special teaching job:

making subject matter a vital, absorbing classroom experi-

ence youngsters can grasp quicker, retain longer.

Consider AUTUMN ON THE FARM, for example . .

.

bringing ail the brilliant color and busy activity of farm life

right into your classroom. Or SOAP, GLASS, and ICE CREAM

. . . portrayed so memorably that even the youngest pupil

can understand the sociological and economical significance

of these important products. These are but four additions

to the world's largest collection of authentic classroom films

. . . offering over 500 titles, covering more than 50 different

subject areas.

Good teachers know they can be sure with

EBFilms, whatever the subject area . . . because EBFilms are

produced by educators for the specific use of educators—

authentic, forceful teaching tools that help you do a better

teaching job in every department of your school.

In rich, vibrant co/orf

AUTUMN ON THE FARM
A full color film showing all the fun and work
of farm life in autumn. Third in EBFilms' re-

markable series of full-color films on country

life. Be sure to see SPRING ON THE FARM ond
SUMMER ON THE FARM. And watch for WIN-
TER ON THE FARM, soon to be released.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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As Viewed From Here James W. Brown

Professional or ''Gadgeteer"?

w

114

ebster defines a professional as one who engages in an activity professionally,

rather than amateurishly. He further describes an amateur as one who is not a

professional and is often a "dabbler" or a dilettante.

Educators have their own label for the non-professional audio-visual special-

ist. To them he is simply a "gadgeteer", implying that his responsibilities

begin and end with film rewinding, with showing someone how to thread a

projector, or with booking film orders. \^1iether the audio-visual specialist is

a "professional" can be decided by the extent to which he is creative, exercises

l)road influence in the educational program, and is guided in his actions by
careful study and preparation for his work. If his activities cluster at the

mechanical or routine level, then "professional" is not applicable.

The time seems ripe to examine carefully the audio-visual specialist's work.
What does the professional audio-visual specialist do?

He administers the selection, purchase, processing, distribution, and main-
tenance of a multitude of audio-visual instructional materials. His books must
balance, and he must know how and when he is to receive his next fund allot-

ment.

He supervises the work of his immediate stafl^ and the use of audio-

visual instructional materials and equipment in his educational unit. To do so,

he draws upon a knowledge of instructional materials, methods of instruction,

and psychology of learning. In working with other people he must learn to

be sympathetic to points of view other than his own.

He practices librarianship in locating, organizing, accessioning, classify-

ing, listing, and maintaining an audio-visual center's collection of instruction-

al materials and equipment.

He participates in curriculum building and revision, making contribu-

tions concerning appropriate uses of audio-visual instructional materials and
methods in teaching. He has familiarized himself particularly with instruc-

tional resources of the community and strives to bring about their integra-

tion with other curricular activities.

He exercises creative talents in planning and producing photographic,

graphic, or recorded instructional materials and realia.

He draws upon technical ability in selecting, testing and maintaining pro-

jection and reproduction equipment.

He teaches and organizes in-service or pre-service courses in the methods
and techniques of audio-visual instruction.

He writes promotional materials, handbooks, catalogs, and informational

releases to apprise the school staff and the public generally of the activities of

his department.

The exigencies of "getting started", lack of training, or simply failure to ap-

preciate the true nature of his job cause some audio-visual specialists to spend
too great a portion of their time on a limited few of these activities. Such re-

striction, whatever its cause, leads to the label, "gadgeteer". Complete under-
standing and due consideration to all aspects of his work will earn for the audio-

visual specialist the right to be titled "professional".

Educational Screen
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Budgeting Visual

Instructional Materials

ADMINISTRATORS confronted with problems
of educational budgeting today are in the
situation of swimmers breasting a tide of in-

rtation who must swim increasingly faster to stay
in the same place. Nevertheless it is clear that
merely to stay in the same place in a world of

competitive progress is to invite obsolescence and
ruinous decay.

Some Vital Questions

How can needed funds best be justified? How
can better education through improved learning
materials be properly advanced in the stern selec-

tion process of budget approval? These are vital

questions to all of us concerned with education,
with its tools and its success.

All around us is the evidence that on the whole,
audio-visual learning materials need not fear close

scrutiny as investments under present fiscal cir-

cumstances. The most thorough and recent national

survey of fiscal trends in the field, undertaken by
the Research Division of NEA in 1946, reports

that "even though the 1945-46 expenditures were

March. 1948

By EDWARD G. BERNARD
Head, Instructional Materials Program,
Board of Education, City of New York

somewhat higher than in other recent years in a

substantial percent of school systems, the corre-

sponding outlay in 1946-47 is going to be higher

still". Why is this so in the face of the financial

pressure of the most severe teacher's salary crisis

in recent history?

Five Factors

What are the factors which underlie the policy

decisions in growth situations? Despite the partial

prunings, postponements and compromises, why
are the newer learning tools receiving preferred

rating? The following five factors are among those

of greatest general importance.

1. Audio-visual aids and other instructional ma-
terials are direct investments in learning. Among
the multitudinous items in modern school budgets,

(Continued on page 140)
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"The coordinator provides his faculty with an expediter, a

training-coach and a personalized stimulus at the critical

instances of their learning-by-doing attempts to use modem
instructional materials."

fra

"High-school pupils who have lived and worried and strug-
gled with bookings, confirmations, schedules, and corre-
spondence have themselves experienced real-life leasning."

Coordinatii

by WALTER W. BENNETT,
Charlotte High School,

Rochester, N. Y.

EFFECTIVE utilization of audio-visual aids in

the classroom persists as one of the primary

obstacles to successful achievement in sen-

sory-learning today. Since the war, many former

limitations to the full attainment of ideals in audio-

visual instruction have materially faded. Our ration-

alizations by which we used to explain limited prog-

*ress with this means of instruction have become
less tenable. Improvements in manufactured equip-

ment, increased production of instructional materials

with expansion into more and more subject-matter

fields and with their design to serve more diversified

• functions in general education have provided in-

creased resources for audio-visual instruction. These
resources have now begun to equal, if not occasion-

ally to exceed, the needs of the average civilian

school. No longer can relatively external conditions

be blamed by educators for mediocre results in

audio-visual education. Obstacles to the attain-

ment in public education today of the conspicuous

successes in the Armed Forces' use of audio-visual

aids must exist within the schools themselves.

Hoban^ recounts a parallel experience with utili-

zation of audio-visual aids in the rapidly developing

G. I. training ])rogram. In consequence, as soon as

the need for the integration of audio-visual instruc-

tion was revealed, coordinators were provided at

most training centers by the end of 1943. Six

months after this provision was made, efficiency of

film use at such centers increased as much as 909^

while the number of film prints in use during this

period decreased 13%.

Progressive philosophy, modernized methods of

instruction and special classroom techniques, all of

which integrate with superior utilization of audio-

visual materials, are yet too passively accepted and
applied by teachers. Teachers generally welcome

^Hoban, C. F. Jr., Moi'ics That Teach, New York, Dryden
Press, 1946, Chapter 7.



e Audio-Visual Program

Spearheading curriculum development; informing teachers casually and continuously of

new aids; assisting in selection; work with pupils; maintaining liaison with outside agen-

cies; centralizing traffic in materials, evaluation procedures and teaching techniques;

pushing physical expansion of the program—by these means can coordination of the

audio-visual program realistically improve classroom utilization.

direct assistance with these applications to their

classes.

Noel and Leonard- reiterate an inadequately

appreciated principle of audio-visual instruction

when they say "—the utilization of audio-visual

materials calls for more rather than less preparation

and participation hy the teacher." In these days of

lowered teacher morale, diminished salaries and ex-

tended class schedules, teachers avowedly need

assistance in undertaking "more rather than less."

Coordination, where it has been realistically at-

2NoeI, Elizabeth G. and Leonard, J. Paul, Foundations for

Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction, Washington,
D. C. American Council on Education, 1947, p. 2.

tempted in public secondary schools, spectacularly

repeats the G. I. training experience with this re-

' organization. Coordination evidently provides the

needed assistance in utilization of sensory-learning

materials at the classroom level.

Coordination of the audio-visual program within

a single school simply picks up where the traditional

teacher-training programs end. Short-term, en

masse training for either in-service or cadet teachers

by way of institutes, demonstrations and lectures

—

necessary as they are—fall short of providing what
a school coordinator does for direct teacher-assist-

ance. The coordinator provides his faculty with

an expediter, a training-coach and a personalized

stimulus at the critical instances of their learning-

"As an avid practitioner in

his own classes, the coordina-

tor furnishes a living example
of the art and skill required in

using sensory-learning tech-

niques."

$
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by-doing attempts to use modern instructional

materials.

The Evolving Pattern for Organizing Coordination

A school's administrator carefully selects one
staff member to serve as coordinator of the audio-
visual program. The designation of other staff

members as committeemen with the coordinator
provides a sort of steering committee and ensures
a breadth of judgment for the program. The ap-
pointee to coordinatorship must qualify first as a
good teacher himself and, secondly, as a respected
colleague of his associates. He must thereafter be
a sincere enthusiast for the values of sensory learn-
ing, an organizer, an expediter, a persistent worker
and, lastly, somewhat of a "gadgeteer" so that he
may assist with "education by electronics" in the
use of modern equipment.
With time release from other duties, the coordi-

nator begins to serve his colleagues. He organizes
the services and equipment available within the
building: he routinizes storage, procurement and
distribution of instructional matter at the school's
audio-visual center. Here, at the center, available
catalogues of pictures, films, slides, and recordings
are filed

: instruction in operatorship for both
teachers and selected pupils is provided; and inci-

dental mechanical maintenance and minor repairs
to equipment are instituted. After these phases of
coordination are established, the ultimate attack on
classroom utilization can be made. It is at this final

stage of developmental operations that the school's
center begins to render greatest service to the
audio-visual program and to education. For this,
the coordinator earns professional status.

How Coordination Improves Utilization

A functioning audio-visual center at this level of
attack enters person-to-person contact with teachers
and pupils rather than dealing merely with ma-
terials. By serving simultaneously as a committee-
man in curriculum developments, the coordinator
becomes familiar with the study topics in various
subject fields. He is thus able to spearhead curricu-
lar revisions with appropriate instructional aids for
teachers. In casual, pertinent relationships he ac-
quaints fellow teachers with new materials avail-
able. He assists them in the selection of well-
established teaching aids. A more progressive
phase of this assistance is found in the audio-visual
center's work with pupils. As pupils are sent to
the center from various classes to search out and
obtain a selected list of aids for planning the study
of a particular topic by their class, the coordinator
becomes a point of reference and a study guide.
This assistance by the coordinator offers direct
contact with the pupil-activity approach in method-
ology within the classroom and parallels the work
of the school librarian, who assists pupils upon
assignment to book references for data to report
back to the teacher and the class.

By maintaining active liaison between the school
and the central-system audio-visual department,
with commercial and institutional distributors of
materials, the coordinator is constantly alert to the

flow of available aids to instruction in various
subjects.

By centralizing and routinizing the mere logistics

of traffic in materials within the building, the co-

ordinated audio-visual center ensures the use of the
right aid, at the right time, in the right class, with
the right equipment. This is a very materialistic

assistance to the classroom teacher and often con-
trasts strongly with experience by teachers where
there is no audio-visual center.

Through coordinated evaluation, by teachers, of

aids and techniques as used within a school, two
more benefits to utilization accrue. Teachers mak-
ing subsequent inquiries for, and selecting, materials
find a resource in the evaluation records on file at

the center. Again, at the time a teacher fills out
an evaluation form himself, after using an aid, he
is stimulated to make an analysis of both the ma-
terial and the educational results of his utilization.

This self-appraisal is good for any teacher's school.

As a Colleague Rather Than a Supervisor

As a consultant to his colleagues while himself
an avid practitioner in audio-visual techniques in his

own classes, the coordinator furnishes both profes-
sional guidance and a living example of the art and
skill required in using sensory-learning techniques.
As one of their own, who practices the preachings
they may have heard, the coordinator becomes a
much closer counselor to other teachers than is a
regional or state director, who is farther removed.
The coordinator who works with a pupil operator

club and with pupil office clerks taught to handle a

wealth of detail is also teaching students. High-
school pupils who have lived and worried and
struggled with bookings, confirmations, schedules,
and correspondence have themselves experienced
real-life learning. Thus freed from much office

work, the coordinator is able to arrange field-trips

for other classes, collect and classify flat pictures,

build up a catalogue library and plan out ways and
means to obtain equipment for the program. He
thus can keep his school abreast of mechanical de-
velopments in the field and plead the over-all pri-

ority of needs in his building's facilities. This
latter activity, by centralization, also gains in drive
and precedence. Thus utilization in a school is

again extended and facilitated by gradually increased
facilities.

Thus, by spearheading curriculum development,
by informing teachers casually and continuously of

new aids, by assisting in selection, by work with
pupils, by maintaining liaison with outside agencies,
by centralizing traffic in materials, evaluation pro-

cedures and teaching techniques and by pushing
physical expansion of the program, does coordina-
tion of the audio-visual program realistically im-
prove classroom utilization. By these means chiefly,

it has been proven, where tried, that coordination
can do for the public schools what it did for the

Armed Forces training centers. An audio-visual
program center in a single school unit can assist

each teacher to do "more rather than less" in using
sensory-learning aids.
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ff'hat has been done what is being done to

prove the effectiveness of teaching films?

A CHALLENGE FOR RESEARCH

THE PLACE was a mess hall of the Army Air

Forces' First Motion Picture Unit (Hal Roach

Studios), Culver City, California. It was noon

on March 18, 1944. The technical adviser on a major

AAF training film, Land and Live in the Jungle, had

finished his four months' assignment and, before re-

turning to his parent unit, was lunching with a Lieu-

tenant Colonel in charge of production.

The Lieutenant Colonel in typical Hollywoodese was

saying, "It's a grand picture ! The realism of the scenes

and Van Heflin's acting in the Panamanian jungle are

'out of this world'. I am sure the Surgeon General's

office will like the film. This is the kind of picture we
need to ".

The psychologist technical adviser and "expert" on

jungle survival interrupted the Colonel, "I wish I were

as certain about the excellence and effectiveness of this

picture as you seem to be. I wonder if this film on

which the crew of twenty-five of us has spent four

months and more than $60,000 will save a single life

of one of our aviators who bails out over the Hump
from India to China or into the jungle of the Amazon
basin".

"We professional motion picture people", the Colonel

continued, "believe that the picture will dramatize the

problems of living in the jungle and teach air crewmen
survival techniques".

What Is the Evidence?

"These are opinions", replied the technical adviser.

"What is the evidence that a dramatic instructional film

will motivate soldiers to learn how to live in a jungle

or effectively teach them to use correct survival pro-

cedures when they are in a jungle?"

The Colonel was puzzled. His courteous compli-

ments were not being graciously accepted. His opinions

and those of his esteemed professional officer colleagues

were being questioned. He did not have the evidence

that instructional films were effective nor did he know
what procedures to use to get the evidence.

The conversation continued for an hour and until the

Mess Sergeant asked the officers to vacate the table.

Utilization Based on Faith

This and many subsequent events illustrate that the

extensive use of training or informational motion pic-

tures during the last war was based mainly on unveri-

fied opinions and jaith. Thousands of films were
produced—and produced well from the technical view-

point—and then shown to millions of soldiers in train-

by C. R. CARPENTER, Ph. D.

Director, Instructional Film

Research Project, State College, Pa.

ing. How effective were these films for teaching "nuts

and bolts" skills, perceptual skills, like aircraft and

ship identification, for motivating spldiers to learn new

patterns of behavior which may save their lives in

combat, for building or changing attitudes, and finally

for communicating meaning? The questions remain

unanswered.

During World War II it would have been considered

gross or even criminal negligence to design, produce

and put into operation planes, tanks or ships without

first proving and testing them under the severest pos-

sible conditions of performance. To this end, great

proving grounds were constructed. By contrast, millions

of feet of instructional films were produced without

coincident tests of their suitability and effectiveness,

approved in plush viewing rooms of the Pentagon

Building in Washington and subsequently distributed

for use with the vague hope that they would do a

critical part of the training job.

The Navy did conduct extensive surveys of men

and officers and asked them questions relating to the

use of training films. A high percentage of all personnel

Dr. C. R. Carpenter at desk with pen, Director of the
Instructional Film Research Project, The Pennsylvania

State College, with Dr. A. K. Kurtz, statistician.

Photographic Services, Central Extension,
Tne Pennsylvania State College



surveyed strongly approved wide and extensive use of

films. However, the results of these surveys fall in

the realm of opinions. The hard factual evidence on

the degree of effectiveness and suitability of sound

motion pictures as an instructional medium for training

special groups in particular tasks is woefully inadequate

or completely lacking.

A Challenge for Educators

The above propositions apply with equal validity to

the use of films by civilian educators. The "new look"

in current education frequently involves conspicuous

display of audio-visual aids. Here too opinions, not

evidence, are used to support and justify the employ-

ment of films. During the war, military training author-

ities took the opinions of civilian educators, many of

whom were put into uniforms, added "Hollywood know-
how" and supported the film use program with millions

of dollars. Present-day civilian educators would like to

do the same things—especially have millions of dollars

to spend. The tragedy of the situation is that most
educators would be willing to stop there without making
the research effort which is necessary to learn precisely

and in quantitive terms how effective sound motion pic-

tures are when used as instructional media. Nor are

there strong indications that many educators are inclined

to go further and answer basic questions bearing on the

problem of what are the factors, characteristics or dif-

ferences of a film which make it educationally effective.

What Has Been Done
Some, though inadequate research has been done to

test the relative effectiveness of one teaching method

Testing equipment at the Instructional Film Research
Project. Left to right : Hal Kopel, writer-director, and Philip

Ash, Ph.D. candidate.
Photographic Services. Central Extension,

The Pennsylvania State College

with another. For example, a sound film consisting of

dozens of variables has been compared with a lecture

consisting of dozens of other variables. It is virtually im-

possible to make such comparisons and get significant

results because it is impossible to design experiments

which will account for the yield measures of the numer-

ous variations which are involved. To test the relative

contributions to learning of even a single characteristic

of an instructional sound film is very difficult. And yet, if

this promising mass educational tool—the sound motion

picture film—is to be effectively employed, it must be

known what it can and cannot do, what its strengths

and weaknesses are, and what principles should be em-

ployed in the tool's construction to make it of luaxiinum

effectiveness for conuiiunicating meanings and changing

behavior.

What Must Be Done

We may be justly accused of criminal negligence by

our successors in the future if we relax and fail to

anticipate another national or world emergency and

accordingly fail to perfect our instruments and pro-

cedures which may be needed desperately to meet the

demands of a critical emergency. Our logicians tell

us that in such an eventuality, "time will be the essence

of survival". We will need to train millions of people,

both civilians and soldiers, in the shortest possible time

to fight with and defend themselves against new imple-

ments of war, and we may presume that these im-

plements will not be available at first in sufficient

quantities for training purposes. Furthermore, the

usual lag of time between the development of new
equipment and that of having trained personnel to oper-

ate it must be greatly shortened. Even though these

deplorable eventualities were to dissipate, as we all

sincerely wish they may, the heavy responsibilities for

mass education the world over are certain to increase

and even now require the use of our best methods.

The plans of UNESCO focus on this need and possi-

bility. It is imperative that those of us who are respon-

sible assay, evaluate and perfect potentially useful

technologies and methods for mass educational pur-

poses. Certain it is that the sound motion picture, along

with its companion television, will rank high in any

list of potentially important mass educational media.

Instructional Film Research Project

The leadership of the Human Engineering Section,

Special Devices Center of the Office of Naval Research,

U.S. Navy, has with foresight and intelligence recog-

nized the above and other contingent facts. Conse-

quently this organization, in lieu of a National Science

Foundation, is sponsoring research in the wide field

of human engineering, including "rapid mass educa-

tion". The sound motion picture has been selected as

one potentially important medium to be investigated

and perfected.

Arrangements have been made by the Navy with

the Pennsylvania State College to undertake an ex-

tended and intensive research program designed and

operated

:

"To investigate hypotheses, to discover and derive

principles which shall govern the scientific development

and effective use of sound motion pictures, and other
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l'notog:rapnic Services, Central Extension,
The Pennsylvania State College

Design Conference at the Instructional Film Research
Project. Left to right: Sol M. Roshal, Ph.D. candidate; Dr.
Viktor Lowenfeld, Professor of Art Education; Hal Kopel,
writer-director; Dr. Kingsley Smith, Professor of Psy-

chology; and Dr. A. K. Kurtz, statistical psychologist.

such related media, for achieving the most rapid and

coni])lete learning of individuals in groups."

To this end a research organization consisting of

psychologists, educators and motion picture personnel

is being formed at State College, Pennsylvania.

Thus far the Instructional Film Research Project

has been mainly concerned with the work of collecting

and evaluating existing information bearing on the

instructional effectiveness of sound motion pictures, of

formulating feasible and pertinent research problems,

and of designing experimental procedures for solving

and testing assumptions. Work has begun on the task

of developing suitable and appropriate instrument sys-

tems for the functional analyses of sound films and for

instigating and measuring group learning which results

from sound film presentations. Investigations are being

started on the relative effectiveness for learning of

color vs. black and white, factors of film length and
repetition, the potential contributions which films may
make to perceptual skills involving assembly and dis-

assembly of objects varying in degrees of complexity.

Research is being started also on the contributions to

the ])rocesses of communicatiny meaning and changing

behavior by various types of sound commentary and
music. Finally, it is visualized that experiments will

be initiated in the near future on the relative effective-

ness on learning from dramatic vs. documentary meth-
ods of presenting sound film materials. The Project

was initiated in August and actual experimental research

has just started.

The Instructional Film Research Project would
benefit by suggestions, criticisms and the active coopera-

tion of interested individuals and agencies. After all,

this is only one effort to investigate a vast unexplored

and important area of educational methodology. Yale

University, the University of Chicago and Ohio State

University are already cooperating with the Project.

You are invited to send communications to Dr. C. R.

Carpenter, Director, Instructional l-'ilm Research Proj-

ect, State College, Pennsylvania.

Graduate Research Fellowships in

Sound Motion Picture Research

The Pennsylvania State College has available

six Graduate Research Fellowships in the field of

the sound motion picture research. The stipends

range from $1,000 to $2,400. Individuals who are

ready to undertake research for the Ph.D. thesis

in psychology and education or related fields on
problems of instructional motion picture produc-
tion aiTd "^utilization, or problems of perception,

learning and attitudes involving the use of films,

are invited to apply for a fellowship.

It is expected that fellows will undertake and
complete research requirements for the Ph.D. or

Ed.D. theses during the period of one year covered

by the fellowship award. Interested individuals

v^'ho already hold the doctor's degree are also in-

vited to apply for fellowships. The research field

under investigation is broad.

The Instructional Film Research Project with

which the fellowships will be held has the task of

performing research to derive the scientific prin-

ciples and facts which should be employed in the

production and use of sound motion pictures to

achieve maximum effectiveness for rapid "mass"
instruction. Write for further information to : The
Instructional Film Research Project, Dr. C. R.

Carpenter. Director, State College, Pennsylvania.

Teaching Assistantships at

U. of Southern California

The University of Southern California has an-

nounced the creation of four part-time teaching as-

sistantships in connection with the audio-visual

laboratory of the School of Education. Duties of

teaching assistants will include assistance in super-

vision of the laboratory sections of the introductory

course in audio-visual materials and technical as-

sistance and research in the audio-visual laboratory

to a combined total of eighteen hours a week.

Qualifications desired for the assistants include

(1) public school teaching experience, (2) experi-

ence in the field of audio-visual materials or equiva-

lent background, and (3) a Master's degree in edu-

cation or a Master's program nearing completion.

Concurrent graduate work toward a degree in the

School of Education, specializing in some aspect of

audio-visual materials is, of course, rec|uired.

Compensation varies among the various asistant-

ships available,* but will average about $1000 for

the academic year plus about $400 additional for

those appointed for sinnmer session as well. Some
additional compensation is available for similar

work in connection with night classes.

Inc(uiries regarding assistantships should be ad-

dressed to Donald C. Doane, Director of Audio-
\ isual Laboratory, University of Southern Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles 7, California.
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A Film Council In Action

Why is a Film Council needed in a com-

munity? How does if organize? What does

it do? What can it do?

This story of the Rochester Film Council,

written by Dr. Johnson, secretary of the

group, provides the answers found in one

community. There is no one pattern for Film

Council activities, but there are needs to be

filled by a Film Council in every community.

THE recent announcement in Rochester (New
York) by Dr. John Adams Lowe, Director

of the Public Library, that the community

was to have a new film service to be known as

the Reynolds Audio-Visual Division of the Library

was hailed by the Rochester Film Council as a

major step toward the achievement of its goal of

developing a community-wide use of audio-visual

materials. This new film division, financed as it

is through an endowment income of $10,000 per

year, and set up as an integral part of the public

library, will amply supply community groups, clubs,

and organizations with the motion pictures they

need and which had for all practical purposes been

inaccessible to them in the past.

How a Film Council Is Born

In fact, it was the lack of an adequate local source

for non-theatrical motion pictures that brought the

Rochester Film Council into being. It all started

in February, 1947, when the Neighborhood Services

Secretary of the Council of Social Agencies told

of the difficulties encountered by groups in the

community settlements and neighborhoods in ob-

taining suitable films.

Recreation and group workers had become com-
pletely convinced through their experience in war-

time with OWI films of the power of the motion

picture for enriching and vitalizing their peacetime

informal educational and recreational programs.

When the University of Rochester discontinued its

film service at the end of the war, it was a very

great loss to local organizations. Workers and

supervisors in social agencies did all they could,

as individuals, to fill the gap. They sought help

from local commercial distributors, public relations

departments of industries, and the catalogues and

by REX M. JOHNSON
Research Director,

Council of Social Agencies,

Rochester, New York

less formal listings of various services from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Mississippi River. The con-

sequence, however, was only one of confusion and
frustration for busy recreation leaders and group

workers. Logically, therefore, they turned to the

Council of Social Agencies, as they had done before

on other common problems, and asked for help.

A Film Committee Organizes . . .

The first step toward solving the problem was
bringing together individuals in Rochester who
might be able to give information, guidance and
other help. Those who attended the first meeting
included Paul C. Reed, Director of the Department
of Audio-Visual Education of the Rochester Public

Schools; Dr. John Adams Lowe, Director of the

Rochester Public Library
;
John A. Russell, Director

of the University of Rochester Library; Mrs. Patri-

cia Blair, who had just come to Rochester after

three years as head of the Film Division of the

Cleveland Public Library ; Reverend Harold L.

Clark, a vigorous proponent of the use of films in

religious education; Kenneth R. Edwards, Advisor

on Non-Theatrical Films, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany ; and recreation leaders and group workers

from social agencies and other organizations.

The discussion in the first meeting emphasized

the need for a center not only where suitable films

could be obtained, but one where community or-

ganization workers could secure general advice on

films, and yet fairly accurate information on the

content of films, and how they might "fit" into the

programs of their various groups. Also at this

meeting, as well as at succeeding meetings, the

"experts" in the Film Committee taught the agency

and organization workers that "films were used"

instead of "movies being shown". The idea was a

revolutionary one to them, but they were quick to

grasp its significance, and its influence in various

community programs is already apparent.

And Meets an Old Problem

The early discussions dealt almost entirely with

the matter of establishing a distributing center

through which films could be channeled to organ-

ization workers. The first reports to the committee
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on the possibility of local institutions'—such as,

libraries, museums, public schools, and social agen-

cies—assuming the job of film distribution were

discouraging. The obstacle in every instance was
the familiar one—Money

!

Further discussions dealt with some method or

methods of pooling the films now in the community
so that workers would know what films were avail-

able and where they could be obtained. A brief

telephone survey revealed that probably 150 films

of various kinds were in the community and avail-

able for use by organization workers. Also, organ-

izations represented on the committee oflfered about

$700 with which to buy films if some method or

methods could be devised for their proper care and
distribution.

A Sub-committee Goes Into Action

After several meetings of the Film Committee
(as it was now called), a sub-committee of five

was appointed and charged with the task of clari-

Se^i^!%-_^ ; .^^^.rk::^^.
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fying the previous discussions and of recommend-
ing a direct course of action.

On May 8, 1947, a high point in the develop-

ment of the Rochester Film Council, the whole
group met to consider the recommendations of its

sub-committee. The small number which had met
for the first time three months before had expanded
to twenty-five interested people. They listened and
approved the recommendation that additional com-
mittees be appointed to carry out certain tasks de-

fined by the sub-committee. The Chairman, Paul

C. Reed, was authorized to make appointments to

the recommended committees. The committees
were as follows:

1. A Circulation Committee to explore and report how:
(a) films might be secured and brought to the city

for extended use by community organizations;

(b) to maintain an up-to-date list of films in Roches-
ter which are available for use; and

(c) films in a "Film Pool" might be distributed and
serviced.

2. A Committee on Evaluation and Selection to explore

and report how:
(a) to maintain regular contact with various film

producers so that local users of films know what
is available;

(b) to set up a plan for previewing and evaluating

films; and
(c) to select films which might be presented to the

entire Film Committee.

( Concluded on page 139)
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What Can We Do About Stereotypes?

by RAY 0. WOLF
Supervisor of Social Studies,

Portland, Oregon, Public Schools.

IT
IS almost trite to say that the biggest prob-

lem facing the world today is the establishing

of a just and lasting peace. We have almost

reached the point that Mark Twain had in mind
when he made his famous remark about the weather.

Educating the World Citizen

I say almost because small organized groups and
individuals here and there are earnestly trying to

do something about it. These people know that

world peace can be secured only through under-

standing and trust, not through misunderstanding

and distrust. Most of them also realize that there

is little hope of securing a wide understanding now
because ideas are too fixed, too highly emotionalized,

to give way to reason and understanding until com-
munication can be improved. It is the generation

now in school that will determine the degree of

good will prevailing tomorrow.

The problem of educating a generation that can

look at people and see only individuals without re-

gard to race, class, religion, or politics is a school

problem. Teachers are the key to the problem but

they can move no faster than the community is

willing. In other words, adult education must go

hand in hand with changes in the classroom. With
a little effort, groups of parents can be banded to-

gether for study purposes to select those things

from our cultural heritage which best contribute to

the perpetuation and improvement of our demo-
cratic way of life. With this selection will come
approval of new methods and better teaching ma-
terials.

Teachers are people. They cannot be stereotyped

any more than doctors, bricklayers, or musicians.

Unfortunately, many of them have unconsciously

acquired ideas about people in their own develop-

ment that prevent them from thinking clearly.

This is not unsurmountable since most teachers,

because of the nature of their job and training, are

constantly seeking more information, and this new
information plus a wider e.xperience with people

can lead them to the truth.

Stereotypes in Textbooks

A teacher's job of preparing children to live in

harmony with their fellow beings is made most
difficult if the materials placed in the classroom

work at cross purposes to such a laudable aim. In

such a simple concept as understanding the family

and home we find an excellent example. Textbooks
usually picture the "typical" family (whatever that

is) living in middle class surroundings. One won-
ders what the majority of children, who have less

than middle class homes can offer, think about when
reading such books, and what the emotional impact
is upon them. In another instance, what about the

boy who has no father but lives with his mother,

who works, in a two-room apartment. How will

he react to his home after discovering that he is not

"typical"? When one considers all the possible

variations, the word "typical" must indeed be writ-

ten in very small type. A most skillful teacher is

needed to make each of her group feel secure and
proud of belonging to his or her particular family

with such materials. The more current materials,

such as magazines, pamphlets, newspapers, etc., are

improving somewhat, but textbooks will probably

continue with stereotypes, half-truths and errors of

omission until publishing houses are snowed under

with protest.

Making Better Motion Pictures

A newer teaching aid that holds great promise,!

because of its emotional impact on the learner, is thej
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motion picture film. Films can bring people right

into the classroom and you can hear them talk at

the same time. Lacking only in two-way communi-
cation, they represent the next best thing to actual

experience with a variety of people.

If films are to do a good job in the field of human
relations, stereotypes must be eliminated. This is a

job for producers of films to consider. If stereo-

types cannot be eliminated, and it is admittedly a

difficult job, the need for competent teachers is even

more evident. Let us briefly consider how each of

these, the producer and the teacher, can cause films

to be a more potent force for good.

What Producers Can Do

Producers are not in business for their health.

They must sell their products. The question is, do

they have to contain all the age-old cliches and

stereotypes tliat the prospective buyer learned as

a child in order to make the sale? Does the pur-

chaser say "my, how true to life!" or does he just

make the purchase because no other materials are

available, or both? I believe that most purchasers

of classroom materials would like to get better

goods for their money. Without further incentive,

this should cause producers to attempt the produc-

tion of better materials.

Let us keep in mind for a moment the children

for whom the film has been developed. Children

haven't learned all the stereotypes, and those they

have learned are not so deeply imbedded that they

can't be uprooted. They don't necessarily think of

an Italian as havingr a handle-bar mustache, a Rus-

sian with a full beard, a Jew counting money, a

Mexican as lazy, or a Negro as the chauflfeur when
riding in a car. But just give us time and we will

show them enough films in which highly emotional

situations help fix the "queer" ideas about various

people in their minds. Strangely enough, many
stereotypes get by the producers even when they

are consciously trying to avoid them. Remember
the film, Henry Brotvne, Farmer ? Why did the Negro
family iiave to go to town in a wagon? How many
other wagons did you see? Were any of them
loaded with white people? I couldn't help thinking

that Henry wasn't a very good farmer or he would
have owned a car. Did the producer want me to

think that? No, but it slipped by just the same
because Negroes, mules and wagons are all a part

of a stereotyped picture. Producers can avoid

stereotypes : ( 1 ) if they want to badly enough and

(2) if they would hire reviewers schooled in good
human relations.

What Teachers Can Do

As mentioned above, I don't believe producers

will entirely stop shooting stereotypes into films.

This is where the teacher comes in. Even when
using stereotyped films, teachers don't have to let

them get by and poison the minds of children. Of
course, I'm assuming that the teacher is not himself

a "sucker" for the stereotype. In other words,

teachers must have an adequate fund of accurate

knowledge, respect for individuals and people, plus

a knowledge of how to use films.

Suppose the mustached Italian-American with a

knife in his belt, selling fruit (usually bananas)

"Suppose the mustached Italian-American with a knife in his belt, selling fruit (usually bananas) from a two-wheeled cart,

appears in a film sequence. What can the teacher do about it? Ask George Petrasso, who sits in the third seat of the second
row, what his father does. The children know who Sinatra is, and they probably have heard of a fellow named DiMaggio
and a man named LaGuardia. All of this can be added up to an understanding that Italian-Americans do about the same

things other Americans do with just about the same degree of success and failure."
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In the film "Henry Browne, Farmer," why did the Negro
family have to go to town in a wagon?—because Negroes,
mules and wagons are all a part of a stereotyped picture.

from a two-wheeled cart, appears in a film sequence.

What can the teacher do about it? Ask George
Petrasso, who sits in the third seat of the second

row, what his father does. The children know who
Sinatra is, and they probably have heard of a fellow

named DiMaggio and a man named LaGuardia.
All of this can be added up to an understanding
that Italian-Americans do about the same things

other Americans do with just about the same de-

gree of success and failure.

Discussion based upon what the children have
seen all about them is usually sufficient to dispel

fixed ideas about whole populations. When this

doesn't appear to be enough, a series of mounted
pictures can be set up in the room that show the

people under study in a variety of real life situations,

[f these aren't available, a few well directed ques-
tions usually will make it perfectly clear that ALL
is a word that has no meaning when applied to a

whole population.

The Film Needs the Teacher

Teachers can, if they wish, make stereotypes in

films backfire and become the means of producing
some straight thinking on the part of young people.

It won't happen that way though if educational

films are never more than motion picture shows.
Indeed, no film is sufficient in itself as a classroom
tool. As a matter of fact, the best prepared film,

when used as a show, guarantees nothing. Assume
that the film was to display the evils of anti-"some-

thing or other" and that an excellent portrayal was
made. Will that guarantee the erasure of the anti

attitudes from the minds of the viewers? It will not.

For those who were free of such prejudice, it may
strengthen convictions; but for those who are pre-

judiced, no guarantees can be made. The prejudiced
person, quite likely, will fail to identify himself with
the important characters in the portrayal or he may
salve his conscience with "red herrings". Even in

the most perfect situation, the teacher is needed as

a guide to discussion if desired results are to be

forthcoming.

The Goal: Natural Situations

There is a big job ahead if we are to promote
better human relations. It is a job for both teachers

and producers. The solution is to work together

to get better teaching aids—aids that can picture

people as dififerent without making them appear

peculiar, queer or funny in the process, aids that

respect varying cultures and enhance the dignity of

man. It would be novel indeed to meet a research

chemist in an educational film who was a Negro or

Chinese working side by side with a Caucasian and
no mention made of the situation as being unusual.

It seems that I have heard of at least one Negro
who was a research chemist. The situations in the

films should be as natural as children are before we
begin filling their minds with stereotypes. It can

be done

!

Summary Report on UN
Film Activities

Whatever else the United Nations may or may
not have accomplished in 1947, it has an impressive

record in film production and distribution. Follow-

ing is a summary of activities of the UN Film and
Television Section, Division of Films and Visual

Information.

Documentary Film Production

Six United Nations films were completed in 1947:

The Peoples' Charter, Searchlight on the Nations,

Maps We Live By, Clearing the Way (produced for

the Headquarters Planning Commission), First Steps

(for the Department of Social Affairs) and a theatrical

trailer for the United Nations Appeal for Children.

Contracts were signed for 14 film productions in

ten different countries (none of the following titles

are final ; they are descriptive working titles only)

:

The Fight Against Illiteracy—Mexico ; The United

Nations in Action (ICEF)—Poland; Young Ideas—
Czechoslovakia; Common Ground (international tech-

nical training)—U.K. ; Juvenile Delinquency—Bel-

gium ; In Every Port (medical care for seamen)— The
Netherlands; hi the Long Run (FAO)—U.S.; The
Eternal Fight (WHO) (on epidemics)—U.S.-France;

Lighthouses—France; M^hat Is the United Nations?

—France; Timber—Sweden. All of these films deal

with world problems which are being met by interna-

tional cooperation.

Three films on family health and welfare are being

produced in India for the Department of Social Affairs.

Arrangements have been made with independent pro-

ducers or sponsors for the production of the following

films : Epilepsy—U.S. ; International Aviation, France

;

Greece—As Seen By FAO, by France.

The first picture produced by the United Nations,

The Peoples' Charter, is now being widely distrib-

uted. It is available in English, French, Spanish

and Portuguese language version editions, made
{Continiied on page 144)
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7. Ohio

The Educational Film: Visual Aid
Or Visual Teacher?

MARY Field, in referring to my criticisms of

the "2000 Years Ago" series, whose produc-
tion she directed, says that "The real purpose of
the series was to provoke those who saw the films

to find out more." This remark raises the whole
question of the philosophy of film use.

Is the fundamental purpose of the educational
film, wholly or in part, the motivation of learning
by the "read, tell, talk and test" process which
now dominates all levels of education in church and
.school? If this is the case, films may be excused
when they fail to accomplish what they obviously
set out to do.

The Film as a "Supplement"

In church and school circles there is much talk

about the visual supplementation of the curriculum.
The film is thought of as an optional supplementa-
tion of the book-curriculum which is the backbone
of the "read, tell, talk and test" methodology. Vast
sums are to be spent in making films which will

supplement the textbooks of the American schools.
The film is to be geared into the verbal processes.
It will illustrate, and motivate, and "provoke"
pupils to find out more about the subject by the slower
and less effective word-heavy processes. Here and
there time can be saved—saved to be wasted in

poking along with the same old "read, tell, talk

and test" procedure.

The power of the film to bring about the mental
aad -emotional changes and growth which consti-

tute the essence of education must not be dis-

counted. The film will never reach its full flower
of development as long as it is considered as just

another form and variety of lecture and textbook
material. It must be developed, and then used, in

accordatice with its own inherent and unique
powers.

The Auto as a "Supplement"

The early automobile looked like a buggy. It

j'tood by the hitching post by day and was put in

the barn at night. In good weather it was a mild
supplementation of horse-transportation—for those
with the temerity and know-how to operate it. It

was good for short trips—when the roads were
good. Most of the roads it traveled were wagon

and buggy roads. It was compared with the older
forms of transportation, generally to its disadvan-
tage. It had little prestige; it did not promise
much.

Today the educational film is new. It is used in

a classroom designed for talk; not seeing. It is

considered optional in teaching procedure. It is

often poorly put together by folks more accustomed
to working with words than with picture sequences.
The laws of learning are not built-in. They are
to be applied from the outside—in its utilization.

It is in the "touring car" stage of development.
It has no self-starter. It must be hand-cranked

—

l:iy all kinds of "introductions" and readiness-pro-

moting schemes, most of them basically unsound.
It is a poor thing, not able in its own right to bring
about learning, and considered one of the nice sup-
plements in education.

Autos and Films "Grow Up"

Gradually the automobile grew up. Now it stands
in the driveway by day and in a garage, not a stable,

by night. It starts in all kinds of weather. As it

grew, it revolutionized and extended road build-

ing. The hitching racks of the crossroads, the vil-

lage, the county-seat, and the city are no more.
It no longer looks like a buggy, becoming func-
tional in its basic design and general appearance.
It supplements nothing—it is basic transportation,

itself supplemented by other means of travel.

The film, too, will grow up. It will cease to look
like the chapter of a book. It will become self-start-

ing. It is destined—in the hands of those who
understand its essential character—to develop a
functional appearance. It will have built-in fea-

tures. It will present its material the way the mind
wants to receive its pictorial stimuli. It will be
structured to fit the interests, capacities, and abili-

ties of those who are to learn from it. It will no
longer be considered another kind of lecture. It

will not be an optional adjunct to the "read, tell,

talk and test" teaching process. The techniques
evolved for its utilization will stem from its basic

character. It will no longer be used just to give

pupils a gentle shove as they shuffle along in old

processes but will provide primary and direct learning

experience for them.

The atomic age is here. More must be taught
in less time. Colleges must cease to graduate stu-
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dents who know next to nothing of the world be-

yond the Rhine where three-fourths of humanity
lives. Great areas of information must be taken

into the content of education. Even secondary-

school students must be given world-orientation.

Most schools are not dealing competently with the

Western Hemisphere and its peoples. Why? For
the same reason that a horse-and-buggy generation

saw little of the landscape of America. The old

"read, tell, talk and test" education never gets

around to the vast job before it! Generation after

generation of young people reach adulthood with

skimpy knowledge of the people who share the

world with them. Good educational films can vastly

extend the radius of all education. The minds of

America's children must not be tethered by the

short rope of textbook-education supplemented here

and there by a few poorly designed films and other

visual aids.

Education in church and school has its vested

interests. Resistance to change is one of the oc-

cupational diseases of churchmen and schoolmen.

Old ideas give way slowly, but the future will

validate the educational film and within a decade
or two its permanence, importance, and utility will

be taken for granted.—WSH.
Visual Aids for Missionaries
The use of audio-visual material by the mission-

aries is growing rapidly, and the Audio-Visual Aids
Overseas (AVAO) committee of the Foreign Mis-
sions Council was organized in 1945 to help mis-
sionaries and mission boards plan and develop
audio-visual materials for the use of overseas mis-
sionary personnel.

The work of the AVAO has emerged from the

"formation" stage in the past few months by the

sending of a deputation on a 90-day world-wide
survey of the audio-visual and radio needs of the
principal missionary fields.

Heading the delegation, which left New York
by air on January 28th, is Dr. S. Franklin Mack,
chairman of the AVAO committee on radio of the
P'oreign Missions Conference. Associated with
him are Nicklaus Hageman, radio engineer of long
experience, and the Rev. Everett C. Parker, execu-
tive of the Joint Radio Committee of five of the
larger denominations.

This competent deputation will survey what is

being done, and explore the utilization possibilities

of both radio and visual aids. It will confer with
such leaders as Dr. Arthur O. Rinden, head of

audio-visual development for the National Chris-
tian Council of China, the Rev. H. C. Ferger, of
North India, whose photography is well known,
and the Rev. Ralph C. Horteling of Pugnanur,
India.

AVith the findings and recommendations of this

committee before it, the Foreign Missions Confer-
ence will, no doubt, urge the joint action of mis-
sionary boards in planning and developing the spe-
cialized audio-visual materials needed by the mis-
sionaries and the leaders of the younger churches
in manv lands.

Criteria for Children's Material
Formulations of criteria for the evaluation of

audio-visual materials are not plentiful. Most of

them are tentative, their authors feeling that some-
where some other group or individual would have
the time and insight to develop comprehensive
and final criteria.

In the seminar on "The Utilization of Audio-
Visual Materials With Children," a sub-group
under the leadership of Miss Florence Stansbury,
of the Board of Education of the Northern Bap-
tist Convention, developed the following criteria:

l.What is the quality of the art work?

2. If it is biblical material, is it true to the biblical story?

3. Can the material be integrated with the curriculum?

4. Is it appropriate for the age level for which it is to be
used? This includes both content and length.

5. Will it lead to further learning experiences?

6. If people figure in the film, is the interpretation of
their personalities true to the idea which we want to

present about them?

7. Is the content accurate?

8. Is the purpose developed in the film or material clear

and consistent?

9. If it deals with racial or cultural relationships, does it

carry an attitude of appreciation for the contributions
of the groups presented?

These are all good questions for the teacher or

leader to raise as materials are selected for immedi-
ate use or for purchase for the audio-visual library.

If three or four are answered in the negative, non-
use and non-purchase are probably indicated. What
criteria have you been ap|)lying? Do you consider

the above helpful and adequate?

Music Films
The 12-minute sound film in black and white,

Handel (from R.F.A. through your bookstore), makes
friends with pupils and teachers whenever it is

used in church or school. As the film opens, Handel
is old and blind. He recalls his childhood : his love

for music, the opposition of his father, and the bene-

faction of a kind man. The story is simple and in-

terwoven are some of the great Handel themes.
This useful film needs many companions, and pro-

ducers wishing to create films of worth would do
well to consider the presentation of other great
musicians in the general pattern of this film.

The 9-minute film. Music in the Wind, produced^

by the National Film Board of Canada and dis-

tributed by Sterling Films Inc. (1186 Broadway,
N.Y. 1) concerns itself with the pipe organ. After

a few sequences to orient the audience on the his-

tory of the pipe organ, the film shows the crafts-

men of a modern factory making the various parts

of the organ, tuning the pipes, and assembling the

whole instrument for testing. Interesting shots of

a master of this wonderful instrument playing

Bach's well-known "Toccata and Fugue" concludes

the film.

Children will enjoy these two films. These filins

will give information and deepen appreciation. ]?oth
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stioukl be useful with Juniors and Intermediates,

and the first can be presented to Primary children

if care is exercised in introducing the film. Films

are needed which present and explain some of the

outstanding music of the church, and it is a ripe

field waiting to be harvested by those with the

courage, know-how, and imagination.

Broad and Rich Is the World
How rich is the world? When one-half of Mother

Earth's children go to bed hungry every night,

something must be wrong! Can her children ever

be well-fed?

The peoples of areas formerly rich now go hun-

gry. Even here, amidst the lush growth of tech-

nology in every area of life, our basic topsoil is di-

British Information Services

One of Europe's undernourished children—a scene from
"The World Is Rich," produced by Films of Fact and dis-

tributed by Brandon Films.

minishing at an alarming rate. Can any civilization

survive for long the slow destruction of its topsoil

through fundamental mismangement and the twin

calamities of drought and flood which follow?

The film. The World Is Rich, makes it clear that

the world faces a food shortage. It states the case,

and asks if suffering, poverty, and himger may not

be the tajj-roots of another war.

The church must face this problem—at home and
abroad. Church people, while proud of such notable

agricultural missions as the Allahabad Agricul-

tural Institute in India and El Vergel in South
Chile, to mention only two of many, must multiply

nianyfold the assistance which it is giving to sub-

sistence peo])le in finding the keys to greater food

production.

This 4.Vmiinite film should prove useful to church
and school groups seeking to understand the present

world food crisis, and through discussion to clarify

thinking and energize the wills of people to wise and
sacrificial action. Produced by Films of Fact Ltd..

it is distributed through Brandon Films Inc. (1600

Broadway, X.Y. 19) and a national network of

cooperating libraries.

Reconstruction Film
Through Church World Service (214 E. 21st

Street, N.Y. 10) the two-reel documentary film, This

Road We Walk, produced by Julien Bryan, is available

to churches, schools and community groups. It is a

dramatic picturization of the united church program of

relief and reconstruction in Europe and Asia. The
pictorial sequences come from China, Japan, the Phil-

ippines and many parts of Europe. Prints in both

16mm and 35mm may be ordered through your nearest

Church World Service Center.

News
The various boards of the United Presbyterian

Church of North America have linited in the establish-

ment of a Department of Audio-Visual Education,

located in the Publication Building, 209 Ninth Street,

Pittsburgh 22. and directed by Orville L. Kuhn. This

department is building a rental library of visual mate-
rials and sells visual equipment to local churches. Mr.
Kuhn reports a rapidly-growing interest in visual

materials and methods in his denomination.

Correspondence:
Dear Mr. Hocknian:
For a number of years the superb quality of our glass-

bound stereopticon (3J^ x 4) slides have attracted users
in all parts of the country. In reply to your inquiry—and
there have been many others—as to how we make them,
I submit the following:

We owe much to Dr. Albert E. Bailey, the author of
the well-known book, "The Gospel in Art." Through the
years he secured permission to reproduce most of the re-

ligious masterpieces in stereopticon slides. We purchased
liis library of slides, and the Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids
(ISO.S Race Street, Philadelphia 2) is determined to main-
tain his standards.

Wc obtain, or develop regular negatives if we have them,
from the original subjects. These are used by our photog-
rapher to reproduce the picture on 3!4 .x 4 lantern slide plate,

a glass plate coated with photographic emulsion. Naturally,
we use the negatives repeatedly as there is demand for

slides. Up to this point it is the common procedure.

Now we send the developed plain black and white slide

to one of several technical colorists of outstanding ability

who. have trained specifically for this exacting process of

hand coloring under strong light and magnifying glasses.

They do three slides of the same picture at a time.

When the hand-colorist has finished, the slides are care-

fully masked and bound, protecting the emulsion from
damage. Permanent labels are then attached and the slide

is ready for sending as a sale or a rental. In closing, I

might add that where copyrights permit, it is possible to

develop fair kodachromes from the stereopticon slides.

OSCAR J. RUMPF

The Religious Screen
William S. Hoekman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60e
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

I.. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Instructor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Prospecting for Petroleum

(Shell Oil Company, 50 West SOth Street, New York 20,

N. Y.) 23 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1947. Free loan.

Produced by George Pal.

Description of Contents:

Using George Pal's puppets, miniature sets, cross-section

models, relief maps, blackboard drawings, and diagrams,

this Technicolor film presents briefly the history of man's

use of petroleum and then goes into more detail on the

formation of oil in the earth, early attempts to find oil

under the earth's surface, and the present-day science of

locating petroleum deposits.

After the many modern uses for petroleum are quickly

summarized, a puppet Professor explains the geologic

theory of how oil was formed by tlie action of the earth's

crust. Next, the history of petroleum's early uses is pre-

sented by means of moving stone figures representing

Babylonians, who used it in lamps, and puppets repre-

senting the old-time Medicine Man, who sold it as a cure-

all, and the men who finally realized the necessity for lo-

cating oil deposits under-ground and drilled wells success-

fully near Titusville, Pennsylvania.
The crude methods of locating oil by hunches or by the

magic of the "doodlebug" are contrasted with modern
scientific procedures involving aerial observation and instru-

ments such as the seismograph, the magnetometer, and the
gravimeter. In closing, a brief review summarizes the ma-
terial presented.

Committee Appraisal:

A lavish production with many novel sequences, this

film completely holds the attention, whether it is present-
ing the Medicine Man's song and sales talk or a rather

In "Prospecting for Petroleum," a puppet professor gives a
lesson in elementary geology.

Shell Oil Co., Inc.

complicated explanation of how sound waves are used to

determine the location of oil-bearing rock deep in the earth.

The puppet sequences are both instructive and entertaining,

and the three-dimensional maps and diagrams are amazingly

effective for showing geological formations and the func-

tion of modern instruments for locating petroleum. The
excellence of the photography far exceeds the quality of

the voice recording, although the musical background is

quite satisfactory. The sponsor's name appears only at

the beginning and the end of the film, which is the first of

a series of six entitled "This Is Oil." It should be use-

ful for social studies and general science classes on the

junior and senior high school levels, American history on
the college level, and general interest for club use on the

adult level.

The Story

of the Bees

United World Fil«s

(United World Films, Inc., 445 Park Avenue, New York
22, New York) 17 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white,
1947. $45.

Description of Contents:

This film presents the life cycle of the honey bee, em-
phasizing the intense activity within the hive, as shown
in close-up photography.

Bees flying from flower to flower, carrying on their vital

role in the pollenization of plants, are shown gathering
nectar into the baskets on their legs. Returning to their

hive in a hollow tree, they perform the "nectar dance,"
which tells the others where a good supply of nectar has
been found. The nectar is transferred to the crops of young
worker bees, where chemical action changes it into honey,
which will be sealed in cells for future use.

Deeper within the hive are seen the drones, whose sole

duty is to fertilize the queen bee on her mating flight, and,
the queen bee herself. Carefully attended by workers, she

j

deposits one egg in each cell until she has laid more than
her own weight in eggs each day. Each rapidly developing
larva is fed by nurse bees until it spins a cocoon for the

pupa stage.

Emerging from its cell, the young bee cats and rests

only a day or two before entering into the regular work
of the hive for its lifetime of six weeks to six months.
The first task is the cleaning out of the cells from which



new-born bees have just emerged, while the second may
be helping to feed the larvae or turning nectar into honey

and storing it. Tasks are then further divided to include

the gathering of pollen and nectar, the guarding of the

entrance to the hive, the nursing of the larvae and new-
born bees, the secretion of beeswax and gathering of tree

gum for hive construction and repair, and attendance on

the queen.

In the late spring, after the construction of special cells

for the hatching of ten or twelve queen bees, which come

from regular eggs but receive special food and care, the

hive waits excitedly for the emergence of a new queen.

The old queen and as many as three-fourths of the other

bees leave the hive and swarm elsewhere, establishing a

new hive and thus maintaining the bee population. In the

original hive, two queen bees are born almost simultane-

ously, resulting in a fight to the death. The victor immedi-

ately locates the other queen bee cells and stings the larvae

to death, since only one queen bee is allowed in a hive.

The young queen bee soon leaves on her mating flight,

returning to repeat the life cycle by laying up to a million

eggs during her lifetime of from three to ten years.

When the hive itself is endangered by the intense heat

of the sun, combined with the heat generated by the bees

working within, workers immediately use their wings to

form a ventilating system for cooling the air. If part of

the hive disintegrates, the workers gather gum and secrete

beeswax and begin reconstruction, forming sturdy six-sided

cells. The summary emphasizes the perfection of hive

construction and community life which the bees carry on

entirely by instinct.

Committee Appraisal:

Fascinating close-up photography and a wealth of inter-

esting information presented in the commentary make this

an unusually important film in the science area. It contains

ideas suitable for various age levels from intermediate to

adult without sacrificing interest or clarity.

FilmsEncyclopaedi.'i

Joan and Jerry get ready to fly a kite in

"Spring on the Farm."

Spring on the Farm

( Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. 20 North Wacker Drive,

Chicago 6, Illinois) 11 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1947^

$100 less 10% educational discount.

Description of Contents:

This film follows the activities and observations of Joan

and Jerry Johnson as they work and play around their

farm home in the spring.

Apple trees bud and blossom, a pair of robins warm four

blue eggs and care for their ravenous offspring, and baby
chicks hatch and thrive in a brooder. Pussywillows, frogs,

spring birds, and small plants reappear, and Joan and Jerry

fly a kite, go to the pasture to get the cows, admire the wild-

flowers, observe a moth just emerged from its cocoon and

a baby rabbit hiding in the grass and watch the new lambs

with their mothers. Meanwhile Mrs. Johnson cares for

her flock of chickens and plants a garden, with Joan's help,

and Mr. Johnson plows and plants corn.

Committee Appraisal:

The first in a series covering the four seasons, this film

should be invaluable for stimulating observation and dis-

cussion of the changes in nature and in man's activities

during the spring months. Its contents correlate with sci-

ence, social studies, and language arts on both upper and
lower elementary levels and could well be used as a basis

for art activities. Excellent color photography, a variety

of scenes of especial interest to children, and much inci-

dental information add to its effectiveness.

Sewing Fundamentals

(Young America Films, 18 East 41st Street, New York
17, N. Y.) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white.

1947. $38.50.

Description of Contents:

The first of a series on the techniques of sewing, this

film stresses the importance of good sewing tools and cor-

rect posture to the seamstress.

In a simple room setting, a woman demonstrates the

selection and use of the following tools: thimble, straight

pins, needles, thread, tape measure, measuring gauges,

marking chalk, scissors, shears, pinking shears, electric

iron, electric steam iron, pressing cloths, pressing pads,

sleeve board, and ironing board. She also shows correct

pressing techniques. The importance of the sewing machine
is mentioned, but its use is not demonstrated in detail.

Committee Appraisal:

This excellent demonstration of sewing tools should be

suitable for any group interested in elementary sewing tech-

niques, regardless of age level or educational background.
The skillful use of the camera and well-presented narration

are very helpful in overcoming the usual weaknesses of

such a demonstration before a group. Other films in the

series deal with the use of patterns, the handling of ma-
terials, and the seams used in garment construction.

Yuung America Films

"Sewing Fundamentals" stresses the importance of good
sewing tools and correct posture to the seamstress.
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BOOKS AND BULLETINS
• Children and Music— 1948 Membership Service Bulletin

of the Association for Childhood Education, 1201 16th
St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. 32 pp. $.50.

Here is a bulletin on music that will bring courage and
satisfaction to every teacher and parent. It states a hearten-
ing philosophy of music education, emphasizes the impor-
tance of children as producers of music, and describes
many varieties of musical experiences that contribute to
the development of children two to twelve years of age.
The bulletin is based on four major assumptions:
That children are naturally musical beings and respond

to expressive sounds, even in infancy;
That many varieties of musical experiences can be

provided children at school;
That in providing these experiences we are not training

children to be musicians or performers, but are con-
tributing to their total development;

That teachers who know little about music can set an
environment and supply the materials and equipment
that stimulate children to experiment with rhythm,
sound, and movement.

"A well-conceived program of music for children," says
James Mursell, Professor of Education, Teachers College.
Columbia University, New York, who has contributed the
statement of philosophy, "may look like play. It may look
inconsequential, unsystematic, trivial . . . But in fact it is

not trivial at all because it brings music to children as it

should be brought—in terms of their own life concerns
and interests and doings."

Among the authors represented in the bulletin are Helen
Christiansen, Director of the Nursery School, University
of California, Los Angeles; Beatrice Landeck, Director
of Music Education, Mills School. New York; and Helen
L. Schwin, Supervisor of Elementary Music, Public Schools,
Cleveland. Bibliographies of books for teachers and children
and lists of recorded materials are included.

• Films in Instruction: the Teacher's Manual, Part II.—
N. H. Rosenthal. Robertson & Mullen, Ltd., Melbourne,
Australia. 1947. 69 pp.

Background information for the teacher presented in a
clear, concise style. This book follows the volume, "Films:
Their Use and Misuse", by the same author. American
films and American research studies are cited to prove
that educational films and filmstrips have merit. The
volume then indicates the sources and types of films and
equipment for teachers of Australia.

• The American Way of Life—David Carson, Glasgow.
Scottish Educational Film Assn., 2 Newton Place, Glas-
gow, Scotland. 1947. 34 pp. Research Publication No. 2.

A series of SO filmstrips, issued by the Coordinator of
Inter-American Aflfairs and l)y the Office of War Informa-
tion, served as the basis for an interesting experiment on
the effectiveness of filmstrips. Schools used in the study
were located in the cities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and
Aberdeen, and in 7 rural areas. The teacher committee
in charge of the experiment prepared an appraisal form
for each title, and these were filled out by some 405 ele-
mentary and 919 secondary classes, representing about
40,000 Scottish children.
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Among other attributes, the filmstrips served to sup-
plement concepts about the United States and its people
which formerly only Hollywood movies had furnished.
The teachers found that there is still a place in the cur-
riculum for still pictures, and they established construc-
tive ideas for the production of new filmstrips. For example.
they found many of the strips to be too long, that there
was propaganda where only facts were needed, that human
interest and especially the life of children could have been
added.

In one instance. "Cowboy on the Range", the teachers
had access to a motion picture and a filnistrip on the same
subject. Under experimental conditions, the teachers found
that both media had possibilities for education.

Filmstrips were used as direct teaching aids, and for

background. With respect to commentary, both use of
captions and a written commentary were recommended..
The best length was found to be about 60 frames or less.

Most of the others were too long.

Throughout this very interesting report, there are men-
tioned areas for further research. The methods used and
the findings should be of great value to .American teachers.

UTILIZATION

• An Audio-Visual Demonstration Center in the Making-
Sister .Ailecn, O.S.B., \'illa Madonna Academy. Cov-
ington, Kentucky. Audio-Visual Guide. 14:7. December,
1947.

Report of the program used during .\udio-Visual Educa-
tion Week, upon request of the Department of Secondary
Teachers. N.E.A. One day vvas set aside for each depart-
ment, and on that day priority for equipment was given to

the teachers in that department. As an outcome of the in-

tensive use of audio-visual materials, the teachers became
more audio-visual conscious, and realized, also, that they
had been using many types of audio-visual material before.

They realized that these materials are not ends in them-
selves but means of providing vicarious experience. The
article concludes with a list of the materials used in the
Demonstration Center, and the methods of use. Subjects
included English, mathematics, languages, religion, and
social sciences.

• Movies vs. Reading—Adeline Claff Richardson and Ger-
trude Hjorth Smith, Los Angeles, Calif. The Clearing House,
22:15, Sept. 1947.

A study designed to compare education through motion
pictures and education through reading at the Lafayette Jr.

High School and the Thomas Jefferson High School in Los
Angeles. The teachers selected three Disney color films on
health education, and the study was conducted in science

classes. Malaria, Tuberculosis ajid Hookworm were the film

titles. These paralleled the contents of three health pamphlets
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Both pamphlets and
films were meant for the general laymen and were of general
instructional value.

Two matched groups were used; there was no attempt at

teaching and no discussion. The students were exposed either

to the film or the pamphlet and tests given. There was a

(Continued on page 134)
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Amateur Athletic

Union

Let America's

TOP TRACK and FIELD STARS

Help Train Your Team!
12 Reels ofBrand New 16mm Sound Films Produced in Collab-

oration with the U.S. Olympic Association and the A.A.U.

Here, for the first time, is a truly comprehensive series of coaching films. Over a year

in the mailing. Every bit of photography is new and especially shot for these produc-

tions. More than forty ranl(ing athletes, all of Olympic calibre, from coast to coast,

participated by specific arrangement with the A.A.U.—under the personal supervision

of Dan Ferris.

Backed by extensive research into coaching methods, the films carefully show
athletes of various ability and build—to make the lessons as widely applicable as

possible. Where several accepted styles exist, each is shown, and the reasons for

preference under stipulated conditions are made clear. The series is of tremendous

value to those taking or giving track training, and, because of its engrossing method

of presentation, has great general audience interest as well.

Each of the 12 reels is $45. The cost of the entire series, if purchased at one

time, is $475.

r ^

United World Films, Inc., 445 Park Avenue, New York 22,N.Y.

Please send me the following films:

SEE YOUR UNITED WORLD DEALER OR
SEND THIS HANDY ORDER FORM TODAY!

HUE t^

"THE SPRINTS" (2 reels)

"THE HURDLES"

"POLE VAULT"

"THE HIGH JUMP"

"THE JAVEUN"

"THE DISTANCES"

mu v^

"THE SHUT-PUT"

"THE OBCUS"

"THE RELAYS"

"THE BROAD JUMP"

"THE MIDDLE

OBTANCES"

Distributors for

Universal-International and J. Arthur Rank
(ncorporofi'ng

Bell & Howell Filmosound library & Castle Films

445 Park Avenue • New York 22. N. Y.

Remittance enclosed D
Nome

Insflfutiofi-

Address

City-

Ship C.O.D. D
—Position

Stat:
I am Interested in the following film catalogues:

Educational Q Recreational O Religious C E-3
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preliminary test on general health information, then a short

test on each of the three diseases given one week before

the use of the film or pamphlet. Afterwards a follow-up

test was given, and a month later the general health test

was repeated.

The results were compiled by comparing pupils grouped

on the basis of intelligence, reading ability and participation

in all phases.

The rate of increase in the junior high school control group

(pamphlet) was 22% ; in the experimental group 45%. In

the senior high school, the rate of increase in the arithmetic

mean of the control group was 8% ; in the experimental group

25%. The teachers found that the experimental group retained

better what they had learned through films. Films created

an unusual amount of enthusiasm for more information, in

spite of the fact that teachers did not encourage discussion.

The same teachers took part in the control and experimental

groups, and they noted less enthusiasm from reading the

pamphlets.

Conclusions : Films are worthwhile because they save time,

increase learning and increase enthusiasm. But they must
be technically well made.

• Audio-Visual Aids in Art Appreciation—William H. C.

Luebkert. Grade Teacher, 65: no. 4, p. 64, Dec. 1947.

The teacher in a four-room school describes how art appre-

ciation was developed by using flat pictures integrated with

musical selections and poetry. A list of 100 selected pictures,

graded by accepted standards (from the known to unknown,
simple to involved, etc.), study materials written from research

in encyclopedias, supplementary materials assembled. The
pictures were mounted and posted on a bulletin board.

PERIODICALS
• EDUCATION MAGAZINE: Audio-Visual Education
Number. Vol. 68, no. 2, October, 1947. F. Dean McClusky,
editor.

This special issue is devoted almost exclusively to: a) Cali-

TREES THAT REACH THE SKY I reel sound. Pacific Coart Lumbarlnq.

OUTSTANDING TEACHING FILMS
Add these films to your library. Preview prints available. Prodoocd
by the National Film Board of Canada. 16mm.
FUK COUNTRY—22 mins. Color & B&W. For elementary rrades.
GREAT LAKES—22 mins. Color & B&W. Elementary eeocraphy.

ESKIMO ARTS AND CRAFTS—22 mins. Color.

ESKIMO SUMMER—22 mins. Color. Elementary social stodisa.

VEGETABLE INSECTS—22 mins. Color. Entomological treatmemt.
MONTREAL—22 mins. Color. History past and present.

TRAPPERS OF THE SEA—IS mins. Color. Lobster flshinr-

SALMON RUN—21 mins. Color. Lifs cycle of sockeye.
PEOPLES OF CANADA—21 mins. New 1947 version.

CANADA—WORLD TRADER—II mins. Resonrces and pr«daet*.
LAND OF PIONEERS—14 mins. Last frontier in North America.

For eomprefo Mtrmetitt writ*

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC.
84 E. Randolph St.

CHICASO 1, ILL.

15 Pork Row
NEW YORK 7. M.T.

fornians, and b) teacher training. Not that this is undesirablt,

because the California educators, with practical assistance and
inspiration from the State Department of Exlucation, have

been studying the ability of teachers to use audio-visual mate-

rials (see Developing Standards of Teacher-Competency in

Audio-Visual Education, Calif. State Dept. of Education, Sacra-

mento, Dec. 1946). A few of the contributions to this issue

of Education were members of the California Committee. Others

are graduate students at the University of California.

"Educational Psychology in Audio-Visual Instruction" by

Boyd Lindop is a modernized statement of the principles by

which the devices are justified in the curriculum. It points

out that producers of materials should understand the psycholo-

gy of learning and pattern their products accordingly.

"Industrial Teacher-Training and Audio-Visual Education"

by M. L. Barlow points out the workshop or laboratory experi-

ences that can stimulate shop teachers to more effective use of

audio-visual aids. "Suggestions for a Course in Audio-Visual

Education" by James McPherson (pp. 98-115) is a complete

outline, worth consulting in the original. In the article "Audio-

Visual Materials for Teacher-Training", Elizabeth Goudy Noel

and James McPherson provide a list of films, slidefilms and

transcriptions that can be used in a teacher-training course.

Among useful films omitted from this list are : The Child

Explores His World (Brooklyn Children's Museum), How
to Operate a 16mm Projector, How to Make Good Movies
Series (Harmon Foundation), Time to Spare, and others.

An interesting study is described in "Is Note-Taking When
Viewing Motion Pictures Effective in High Schools Science?"

by W. E. Ford, Jr. Three films were used with 30 students

in a general science class. Film 1 was used with no introduc-

tion and no preconditioning ; Film 2, with no introduction but

the students were directed to take notes for further discussion;

Film 3 was preceded by an introduction two days in advance,

with directed reading, models, blackboard outline and questions.

The film was then shown without note-taking. The author

concludes that note-taking during the showing was found to

be distracting, that good preparation for seeing a film is much
better and such preparation sliould include teacher-preview,

preliminary discussion and reading, the use of supplementary

materials, follow-up and a test.

TEACHER TRAINING
• Toward More Effective Utilization of Audio-Visual Ma-
terials and Devices—Paul W. F. Witt, Teachers College,

Columbia University. Teachers College Record, 49: 108-18,

November, 1947.

In spite of increased interest, the use of audio-visual mate-

rials and methods in schools is neither so effective nor so

extensive as might be expected. Guiding considerations for

school systems that contemplate greater programs are

;

1. Teachers should be taught to use audio-visual materials

as a regular part of the educational program, as re-

sources which provide pupils with enriched learning

experiences ; and teachers must be helped to select and

utilize all instructional materials as part of the cur-

riculum.

2. Teachers should be helped to solve instructional problems

through the use of appropriate audio-visual materials.

3. Teachers must see reasonable progress in their efforts

to use audio-visual materials.

4. Methods of helping teachers should safeguard their secur-

ity, encourage creative thinking and teaching.

5. Teachers should participate in planning, control and

evaluation of the program.

6. Teachers should cooperate in planning ways of improv-

ing the program.

7. There should be arrangements for exchanging ideas and

information.

8. Emphasis should be on activities for improving utiliza-

tion in the individual school.

9. Education of teachers should be a continuing process.

10. Teacher education projects should keq) step with potential

resources and current interests.

A program, which takes into account these considerations,

must also include certain resources ; adequate and qualified

personnel, equipment, and budget
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We'd like to show you how the

BESELER VU-ORAPH
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

audience
enables you to face your <

while you project material

SEND COUPON BELOW FOR A

free demonstration

-ji&«'****

the best «^«^°booUs ate Sar
j
^^ual a'<i-

-'°rfa^ U a^- '-' '' ^Ci' -
^""'

"1 --^"^ "Mcue Ptoieao',
the

only bV ht* ---"-

Look af these YU-GRAPH advantages:

• You need never turn your back on your audience.

• Will project any transparency. Will project opaque
material in silhouette.

• Takes copy up to 7" x 7".

• Delivers a sharp image over entire area.

• Projection can be clearly seen in normally lighted

room.

• Plastic and special pencil makes it possible to make
sketches, diagrams, present problems and project them
simultaneously. Work can be removed and plastic used
over again.

• Vu-Graph film, used in similar way to plastic, projects

white lines instead of black.

• Easy to operate.

• 500 watts. AC -DC motor -driven fan, equipped with

rheostat for increasing and decreasing speed.

*«^'"""
„„.

•

THE BEST PROJECTOR IS THE BESELER PROJECTOR

K^niLKlcs J^aselciT C^<

Send Coupon Today for Free

,„^i„„.ion of Beseler VU-GRAPH
Examination

ampctn^

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque Projection Equipment

I

I

I

I

CHARLES BESELER CO., Dept. E
243 East 23rd Street. New York 10. N. r.

Q I would like to hove a free demonstration of the

Beseler VU-GRAPfi. Most convenient time

Q t am also interested in Opaque Projectors. Pteate

send mc literature.

Name

Position M

School or Firm

Address

City State..
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DAVID SCHNEIDER, Editor. Evander Childs High School, New York City

"Visual" Aids Come to the Blind

ONE of our prominent colleges has an annual

"Understand the Blind Day". On that day half

the student body is blindfolded and cared for

by the other half. When that day is over and the dark

bandages are removed from their eyes, these students

begin to realize the precious gift within their possession

that they have been taking for granted.

A teacher of a science subject, in which visual mate-

rial is a daily part of the lesson, often feels ill at ease

when into her normal class of students a blind student

is admitted. Whenever the word "see" has to be used in

order to drive home a point, the teacher often goes

through mental, if not physical, squirming and anguish.

It is often true that the afflicted are better bearers of

their burdens than we are. I know in my own case,

the last time I had a blind student in my class, I tried,

unsuccessfully, to avoid using the word "see", whose
sound had already become hollow.

Specimens for the Sightless

Maude L. Repath of the Biology Department of

Evander Childs High School has the artistic gift of

creating models of specimens that the blind can "see",

and, for my part, that those with good eyes can admire
and use. Being a very busy person. Miss Repath

Maude L. Repath of the Biology Department of Evander
Childs High School with models of specimens that the

blind can "see."

presented us with the following, too brief, explanation

of her work. "While I was working with chair-ridden

children of high school age in the Alontefiore Hospital

Annex of the Evander Childs High School, a plan

for making our blind, in the main building, "see" was

developed. These blind students were baffled when
the class looked at specimens vmder the microscope or

pictures on the wall charts with a feeling of helpless-

ness. Our plan was to show these blind people the

things we were looking at and studying during that

class period.

"A whole series of has relief charts to illustrate

microscopic plant and animal life together with the

details of their essential structures were made. These

have enough contour so that the blind children could

actually "see" and feel each of the structures, part by

part. First, we drew the pattern on a card and then

covered it with a raised pattern in clay. This was
then beautifully colored and coated with shellac. Thus
we were able to make our blind "see" with their fingers

what we, in the hospital, saw with our eyes through

the microscope or on the chart or on the projected

picture. Later we were pleased to hear that the near-

blind students in sight conservation classes were greatly

aided by the bright colors of these models. Thus wheel-

chair students, by serving the blind, were given a finer

conception of their place in the scheme of things to-

gether with a feeling of belongingness and a realization

that they, too, 'may lift up their eves to the mountains'."

—D. S.

"Oscar" Awards for

School-Made Films

AT the 1948 annual Audio-Visual Aids Institute

held at the American Museum of Natural His-

tory on Saturday, January 10th, an "Oscar" was
awarded to the winner of the second contest for

the best school-made film. The award was given to

" Reaction 4n Frogs", produced by the Motion Pic-

ture Club of Evander Childs High School, The
Bronx, New York. Entries were received from

numerous schools and the five best films were se-

lected by a panel of judges. The quality of the

(Continued on page 138)
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the &MPRO
>'•

Precision Projectors

of professional quality*!

It

The name "AMPRO" on any projector is your assurance of efficient

operation . . . simplified, convenient controls . . . rugged construc-

tion and long, satisfactory service.

Proof of this is in the remarkable performance record estab-

lished by Ampro projectors during the past two decades in leading

school systems, universities, top industrial concerns, churches, many

branches of government service and in private homes all over the

world.

The Ampro organization has the production and engineering

facilities plus the practical experience to make some of the world's

finest precision projectors. Before deciding on any projector—for

any purpose—be sure to find out ivhat Ampro has to otfer you.

THE AMPRO CORPORATION • 2835 N. Western Avenue, Chicago 18, III.

In Canada: Telephoto Industries Limited, 1196 Bay Street, Toronto

A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary

Amproslide 2' x 2

Projector

Model "MA"

* Trade Mark Rag. U. S. Pat. Off.
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Amproslide Dual

Purpose Proiector i

Model "30-D" 1
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the easiest to use projector ever !

will not

tear film

• instant S-second threading

• from strip film to slides and
bacic

AP-2C Projector. ..567

• aosy to thread Deluxe combination all-purpose slide and

• easy to frame Strip film projector. Built-in slide carrier,

• easy to clean elevating mechanism, Luxtar 5" color cor-

rected Anastigmot lens. Coated optics.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-3

%K^^
35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

rOU MAr KENT OR PURCHASi THESE THREE SHAKESPEAREAN flLMi
IN I6inm. SOUND:

^._l,_l I
-. fon one 1600' reel; running time, 42 minute*).

OTHELLO (tent: I day, $5.00; 2 or 3 days, $7.50; 4 or 5
days, $10.00. Outright ^__ __
purchase - Jp/D^UU

JULIUS CAESAR ^:r„:;:^,'^^r'd::^t^;7o:\
days, $3.00; 4 or 5 days, $4.00. A'n en
Outright purchase JpO/.DU
^- -^___l, (on one 800" reef; running time, 16 minutes).
MACBETH Rent: I «*oy, $2.00; 2 or 3 days, $3.00; 4 or 5
days, $4.00. Out-
right purchase _ _ _

TOU MAr PURCHASE THESE SEVEN SHAKESPEAREAN RECORDINOS.
ALl COLUMBIA MASTERtVORKS RECORD ALBUMS:

_ - ^. I __ (availalile immediately) with Maurice Evans.
HAJVILET Three 12" records (6 sides) ^ _
In album ..- $4.60

$37.50

••••••«• MavoM» (available immediately) with Orson
JULIUS CAESAR Welles. rive 12" record, ^_ __
flO fWesJ In olhuifi $7.10
tfthtfi, DirUADH II

^•'•""•'T •" 30 »« «> ''"Yi) with
KINO KICHARD ii Maurice Evans, five 12" *- ,*.
records no sidesHn album $/.10
mi . —___l, (delivery in 30 to 60 days) with Orson Welles.
IVIAC.DETH Twelve 12" records ^24 «f.*»»i*»
sides) in album $12.10

MERCHANT OF VENICE '^^^J^^;^:!^:Xi
12" records ^24
sides) In album .._ _ „ $15.85
^^_lj_, , f^ (delivery in 30 to 60 days) with Paul Robeson,
OTHELLO Jose Ferrer. Seventeen 12" records *o«» aA
f34 sides) in album _... $23.80
vufci rxu k.ii/^UT (''^livery scheduled in April) withTWELFTH NIGHT Orson Welles. Ten 1 2" *,,--
records f20 sides) in album ._ $13.35

EASTIN PICTURES
Headquarters for Shakespeareati Teaching Aids

films as a whole this year was superior to those

submitted in the first competition, designed to

arouse interest in motion picture making among
the boys and girls of the nation's high schools. The
contest is an annual one and here are the conditions

for entering the contest for the 1949 "Oscar":

How to Win an "Oscar"

The competition is open to all students of junior

and senior high schools in the United States. The
films must be planned and produced entirely by
pupils and must be 100 feet long or less. To enter

the competition the faculty adviser of the group
of student movie-makers must secure an entry

blank from the Museum, fill it in and return it on
or before May 15, 1948. The film must be sent to

Dr. Grace F. Ramsey at the Museum by December
1, 1948. A selection of the winning film and the

four next best films will be made by a panel of

judges. All five films will be shown at the meeting
of the Fifth Audio-Visual Aids Institute to be held

at the Museum on January 7 and 8, 1949, accom-
panied by an explanation given by the chairman of

the judges as to the good and poor points of the

film selected as the winner of the "Oscar", and the

next four that will receive the special "Award of

.Merit".

If you know a group of enthusiastic movie-

makers in a school, why not urge them to compete

for this honor? Perhaps they have already started

to make a film entirely by themselves which they

would like to enter after a little more careful edit-

ing. Fill out an entry blank which can be secured

by writing to Dr. Grace F. Ramsey. The American

Museum of Natural History. Central Park West

at 79th Street, New York 24. N.Y., and mail it on

or before May 15, 1948.

DAVENPORT
IOWA

COLORADO SPRINGS
COLORADO

CHATTANOOGA
TENNESSEE

Wayne M. Faunce, Vice-Director of the Museum, presents
the "Oscar" to George Dlugatz of Evander Childs High
School for the best school-made film and an "Award of

Merit" to Ann Williams of the High School of Commerce,
New York, Judy Weitzman of Forest Hills High School.
Queens, New York, and Joyce Osterman of George Wash-
ington High School, New York City, for their films rated

next best.
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\ Film Council in Action

f
(Continued from page 123)

,V A Survey Committee to determine where:

(a) films are used in the community;

(b) groups and organizations are located which use

films;

(c) groups and organizations are located which are

potential users of films; and

(d) groups and organizations secure films.

4. A Finance Committee to consider all money needs,

such as:

(a) the fees to be charged for use of films and;

(b) whether or not to raise funds by membership
fees, a single large gift, or a combination of

both.

The Circulation Problem Is Solved

The Circulation Committee of the Council went
to work earnestly to find the way to make needed
films readily available to community groups. Be-
cause it seemed unlikely that any existing commun-

I ity institution could expand its services to include a

film library, this committee drew up a proposal
for a Communit}' Film Library to be supported
cooperatively by the users, and began looking for

a sponsor. There was no question of the need or
of the determination of this group to find an an-
swer. The answer came sooner and was a far

better one than had been expected. The endowed
film division of the public library as conceived and

developed by Dr. Lowe assures the city of a supe-

rior film service.

A Film Council's Work Is Never Done

This does not end the work of the Film Council,

however, but it does bring the Council closer to

achieving its ultimate goal—the community-wide
use of audio-visual materials.

For the past several months the survey com-
mittee has been at work compiling the complete

statistical story on the community's film use and
potential film use. The final report, which is nearly

completed, will list all of the community organiza-

tions and institutions having projection equipment
available, and which have used films and are inter-

ested in using them. This report will provide the

factual base for developing and extending group
use of films.

The Rochester Film Council has also offered its

continuous services and counsel to the Public Li-

brary. Being representative of all the consumer
groups using films, it is in a position to cooperate

in the evaluation and selection of materials, in

suggesting extensions of service, and in promoting
the most effective use of available and new
materials.

The Rochester Film Coimcil has been active and
its activity is bringing results. In just a few short

months it has firmly established itself in the cultural

and educational life of the community.

PLACE LARGE SCREENS ANYWHERE

DA-LITE

MODEL C FLOOR STAND
HOLDS DA-LITE SCREENS 8 FEET TO 12 FEET WIDE

NO MORE dangerouf
lifting of large screens

onto tripodd

IIOHTWEIGHT Alu-
minum construction
Iteeps the weight of
this sturdy Floor Stand
down to ISpounds.

Here at last is a safer and ca.sicr way to make large screens

portable! With this compact, light-weight (18 lbs.), quickly

assembled floor stand a teacher or student can raise even a

9' X 12' screen to operating height with one hand. The Model C
Floor Stand accomodates all Da-Lite Model C rectangular

screens from 6' x 8' to 9' x 12' inclusive and all sizes up to and

including 10' x 10'. There is no straining to push a heavy screen

above the head; there is no lifting above the waist! Costs less

than heavy tripods. The floor stand may be purchased separ-

ately or in combination with Da-Lite Model C Screens.

STORES COMPACTLY into its carton.

Longest piece is only 5 feet.

DA4ITE SCREEN COMPANYJNC.^^^^i^
DA-LITES NE1V MODEL C CIRCULAR
on the Floor Stand and Oa-Lil<> Model C Screens,
or write direct to Dept. 2ES.

2711 N. PULASKI ROAD • CHICAGO 39, ILL.

World's Largest Selling Screens Since
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FOR QUICK, EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
LIGHTPROOF
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms

• Lecture Rooms

• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY. EFFICIENT. OPERATION

The ease of operation and the superior quality of Supertex

Lightproof Shades have made them the choice for installa-

tions all over the country.

Supertex Lightproof

Shades and Arresters

are made to fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order information.

BECKLEY-CARDY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

STUDENTS LIKE

YOUR LIFE WORK FILMS

Because
1. They find the study of vocations really

interesting.

2. They can see the workers performing their
jobs.

3. They learn about the vocation in an easily
understood manner. The romance in the
vocation as well as the less attractive
features are pointed out.

4. They are able to give their undivided at-
tention while the film is being shown.

5. The Teacher-Student guide assists mate-
rially in developing class discussion.

Write For Complete Information

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMSJNC.
International Distributors

Carl F. Mahnke Productions
1814 Beaver Avenue Des Moines, Iowa

Budgeting Visual Instructional Materials

{Continued from page 115)

only two directly provide learning—the time of the

professional staff spent with students, and learning-

materials used by students during or outside classes.

\'irtually all other items, while necessary to efficient

operation, service rather than constitute the learn-

ing experiences of students. The investment in

learning materials is uniquely concentrated invest-

ment in the actual learning moment in the schooling

process.

2. The newer learning materials, properly used,

sharply improve speed and retention of learning.

The experience of the armed services in \\'orld

War 11 indicates that highly significant gains in

learning speed and retention may be achieved by
proper provision and use of audio-visual aids and
related materials and equipment. In the present

teacher shortage and tendency toward curriculum

overload, a saving of even lO'/c in teacher time

would be an enormous operational and financial

asset. The Navy's official training manual in this

field has estimated actual time savings up to 35%.

3. Visual and auditory aids are particularly needed
to cope with needs and problems of today's school

population. Academic and college entrance prepara-

tion have been replaced by universal secondary

education and preparation for life. Book learning

has been absorbed into a larger pattern of learning

by doing, learning through more direct experience.

Pictures, models, recordings, charts and other ex-

perimental media more effectively meet the needs

of slow learners and those not academically inclined.

Adjustment and behavior problems frequently re-

flect outmoded teaching methods and materials.

Such problems are the most costly in teacher's

time, in vandalism, in failure and general retarda-

tion—probably far more costly than their solution

by better schooling.

4. The newer learning materials are singularly

effective means of teaching values, attitudes and
good human relations. As was pointed out recently

by the Commission on the Freedom of the Press,*

we are living amid the play of unprecedented forces

competing with the school and the church in mold-

ing the minds of youths and adults. The Commis-
sion singles out the great agencies of mass
communication. "These agencies can facilitate

thought and discussion. They can stifle it. They
can advance the progress of civilization or they can

thwart it. They can debase and vulgarize mankind.

They can endanger the peace of the world : they

can do so accidentally, in a fit of absence of mind.

They can play up or down the news and its signifi-

* Robert M. Hutchins. Zechariah Chafee, Jr., John M. Clark, John
Dickinson, Wm. E. Hocking, Harold D. Lasswell. Archibald MacLeish,
Charles E. Merriam, Reinhold Niebuhr, Robert Redfieid, Beardsley Rum],
Arthur M. Schlesinger, George N. Shuster, in "A Free and Responsible
Press", University of Chicago Press, 1946.
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cance, foster and feed emotions, create complacent
fictions, and blind spots, misuse the great words,

and uphold empty slogans. Their scope and power
are increasing every day as new instruments be-

come available to them."

In his foreword, Robert Hutchins comments fur-

ther, "The Commission is aware that the agencies

of mass communication are only one of the influ-

ences forming American culture and American
public opinion. I'hey are, taken together, however,
probably the most powerful single influence today.

The new instruments at their disposal, which have
not been exploited by other agencies, such as the

school and the church, are making them more
powerful all the time. The inadequacy of other

agencies has doubtless contributed to the rapid

growth of the power of the press. I should say,

for example, that if the schools did a better job of

educating our people, the responsibility of the press

to raise the level of American culture, or even to

supply our citizens with correct and full political,

economic, and social information would be materi-
ally altered. By pointing out the obligations of the
press, the Commission does not intend to exonerate
other agencies from theirs."

It is clear that to defend the transcendent values
of our American society, to implant these with un-
shakable understanding and faith, the schools must
employ tools and media at least equal in power and

effectiveness to the propaganda we daily encounter.

Americans can not expect school teachers with

popguns to overmatch other daily influences with

modern rocket weapons in the war to strengthen

our wa}' of life. Films, broadcasts, pictures—the

modern media which inspire our admiration or move
us to laughter or tears, are educational tools of

frequently decisive power in molding our values

and attitudes.

5. Growing registers and responsibilities of

schools compel the use of better prefabrication de-

vices as the newer teaching materials. School sys-

tems more seriously understaffed than at any other

time in their recent history face the sharply in-

creased enrollments resulting from a 50% increase

in the national birth rate since 1941. The birth rate

continues to mount and is currently at its highest

level. At the same time communities are demand-
ing more individualized instruction, more occupa-

tional guidance, more pre-school and adult educa-

tion and numerous other needed but costly services

for each child, involving additional teachers' time

and central services. This inevitably growing job

of the schools can be efficiently assumed even in

part only by utilizing learning materials which

reduce professional time expenditure and achieve

maximum results. Indeed, increased budget re-

quests for any purpose may otherwise be subjected

to challenge by citizens accustomed to more modern

A Check List Of OutstandingFilms
On Peoples Of Other Countries

To date the International Film Foundation has produced and made available to the non-theatrical

field nine subjects on the people of RUSSIA, POLAND, and ITALY and one animated color film

on the subject of racial prejudice.

Are you familiar with all these subjects? Have they been shown in your community? Are they

in your library? Have you a sufficient number of prints on hand?

MARY VISITS POLAND . . . HOW RUSSIANS PLAY , . , ARTISANS OF FLORENCE
PEOPLES OF THE SOVIET UNION ... A RUSSIAN CHILDREN'S RAILWAY
CHILDREN OF RUSSIA . . . BREAD AND WINE . . . ITALY REBUILDS

POLAND . . . and . . . BOUNDARY LINES (animated)

For rental of these ten subjects place your order TODAY with your Film Rental Library; For
purchase, order through your Visual Education Dealer or direct.

For descriptive information of each of these JULIEN BRYAN
PRODUCTIONS on peoples of other countries, write

The International Film Foundation, Inc.
1600 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.
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{^^
THE ULTIMATE

IN DUAL-SPEED

RECORD PLAYERS

Plays standard 10 inch and 12 inch

discs at 78 R.P.M. Plays transcrip-

tions up to and Including 16 in-

ches, recorded at 33-1/3 R.P.M.

Features include G. E. Variable

Reluctance Pickup and FM Input,

both available only with Sono-

master. Thousands of records avail-

able from numerous sources. Write

today for Sonomaster

literature.

FM—revolutionary to edu-
cational broadcasting — is

now available with the
Sonomaster. Included in

this entirely new record
player is an Input, which,

together with this FM Tuner,

makes possible the pickup
of FM broadcasts. Superior

tone quality and static-free

performance assured. The
optional FM Tuner shown
above is produced by
Browning Laboratories, Inc.

exclusively for Victor Ani-
matograph Corporation.

OUR

OWN

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH"

HONORED by the Protestant Motion Picture

Council's designation as "Picture of the Month" in

the December issue of

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

BEYOND OUR OWN is the film many churchmen

are calling Picture of the Year—or of many years.

BEYOND OUR OWN, 40 min., 16mni., sound, 3-year lease,

$250.00

Order your priafs today!

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
Department E, 45 Astor Place. New York 3. N. Y.

industrial and military training methods and equip-

ment.

Realistic Appraisal Necessary

Cogent considerations such as these do not in

themselves dispose of budget problems, however.

Generalized needs can be met only by sound and

practical plans and actions in particular situations.

Budgeting actually begins by realistic appraisal of

present states of performance, equipment and re-

quirements. How adequate are present tools? How
can we best determine what is needed? How can

the need be made clear? We must first insure that

these questions are asked, that they are asked by

the right people. There are no simple catch-phrase

answers. Answering them is a constructively edu-

cative process. To get good answers, we shall all

need a great deal of further study and discussion

by professional and civic circles. We have admitted-

ly not yet learned how to put sound school financing

across nationally. Dr. Paul Mort, and the Metro-

politan School Study Council at Teachers College,

which is doing outstanding work in the field of

modernization of school administration, estimates

that on an average a lag of 50 years occurs be-

tween the initiation and the general adoption of a

desirable school practice.

Two Extremes To Avoid

Iti determining what is needed it is clear that

iwu fallacious extremes must be avoided. A doc-

trinaire approach based solely on outside standards

such as practices in other school systems or in the

armed services or industrial training worlds will

not provide accurately for the needs of specific

school situations, subjects and student bodies.

.Similarly a program planned solely on recommenda-
tions from teachers, who may be complacent about
rutted procedures or ignorant of newer resources

in use elsewhere, will fail to incorporate sufficiently

advanced standards. Such guides as the American
Council's "Measure for Audio-Visual Programs in

Schools"* furnish invaluable general guidance and
support for progressive levels of provision, but it

is essential that they be adapted to local teaching

programs, curricula and needs.

The Importance of Attitudes

In the final analysis, more important than detailed

procedures in budget making, however, are the

dominating attitudes toward it—recognition of the

significance of the basic long term planning task

and determination to pursue it conscientiously,

regardless of year to year fluctuations. These are

times of enormous res])onsibility for education,

particularly for those who help to guide its growth
points. The public does not cherish grateful mem-
ories or erect monuments to those who in times of

need and challenge do nothing, dare nothing.

I^esjiite the trials and vicissitudes of budget-making,
it is. in l)rief, appropriate and good to remember
.Mark Twain's advice, ".Always do right. You will

please some people and astotiiid the rest."

Study No. 8, 1944.
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M. S. Alexander Joins Atlanta

Audio-Visual Department

Walter S. Bell, Director of Audio-Visual Educa-
tion for the Atlanta Public Schools, announces the

addition to his staflf of Millard S. Alexander. Mr.
Alexander is to be the Chief Engineer for the new
F. M. Radio Station (WABE) which is presently

being installed in the Atlanta Department of Audio-
Visual Education. Mr. Alvin Gaines, Assistant

Director of the Audio-Visual Education Depart-
ment and Supervisor of Radio Education, will serve

as station manager.

Mr. Alexander brings to the Department many
years of experience as a radio engineer and as a

specialist in the audio-visual field. He was con-
nected with the Electrical Research Products, Inc.

(ERPI to oldtimers in audio-visual education) for

several years during the late twenties when they
were first experimenting with educational sound
motion pictures. He later became radio engineer
for Station WPDY in Atlanta and remained with
them until his recent transfer to the Atlanta School
Department.

Pupils as Classroom Film Advisers

G. B. Instructional Films, Ltd. conducted an inter-

esting experiment recently with its new color film

Day and Night. In a "rough-cut" state, the film was
used in a classroom situation in the presence of the
production staff and Miss Margaret Simpson, the
writer and director of the film. From actual observa-
tion of the reactions of the pupils and from papers
written by the pupils testing their grasp of the basic

cause of day and night as presented in the film, the
production staff was able to measure the effectiveness

of the film and to make changes which would in-

crease its effectiveness from the pupil's point of view.
So successful was the experiment that it was decided
that such a practical pre-testing of a film should, when
possible, become the standard procedure for all G.B.I,
classroom films. Day and Night is the third in the
series launched by Latitude and Longitude, distributed

by United World Films, Inc., 445 Park Ave., New
York 22.

BjMti!-KKa*;iWe»r^ -t ..ss'!T5affit!Hii_~'

See the eXTRA brifiknce!

Annual List of Summer Courses
in

Audio-Visual Education

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S annual list of sum-

mer courses will appear in the April issue. Directors

of audio-visual education should send complete

information on courses offered at their schools to

the Magazine at once. The name of the University

or College offering the course, the title and

number of the course, the number of semester or

quarter credits, the dates, and the name of the in-

structor are needed.

eet tie eXTRA safety

FILMATI
.1

300 WATT
'7'UfUe "Pun^io^e

2X2 SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP

PROJECTOR

Silent Blower Cooling gives maximum
protection to iUmstrip or slides. Exclusive GoldE

self-rewind. Receding aperture plates. Instant

Framing. Choice of slide carriers. Available

with coated Anastigmat lens. Modern, rugged,

very stable. Light weight, easily portable.

Writejor Filmatic Bulletin No. 452

GoldE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C WEST MADISON ST.

CHiCAGO 7, ILLINOIS

A series of eight motion pictures on

FRACTIONS
For Elementary Reviews

For Remedial Work
For Teacher Training

Delightful animated curriculum films which corre-

late closely with classroom work.

• Infroduetion to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How fo Multiply Fractions

• How fo Divide Fractions

• Deicimals

• Percentage

Each one reel in length

Color $85.00 Black & White $45.00

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.
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^^The Princess

and the

Seven Swans"
The dignified and delightful

old fairy tale in

SOUND AND COLOR
Three reels

d

CHILDRENMPracm
PALO ALTO-CALIf •PO-BOX 1313

16 MM SOUND FILM
35 MM STRIPFILM
2

" X 2
" SLIDES

16 mm Sound Projectors, Stripfilm,
Slide and Opaque Object Projectors,
Screens, and all equipment and acces-
sories for visual education.

Let ug take care of your requirements!

Write for our new 1948 catalogue.

SOUTHERIV VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

The new VICTOR
LITE-WEIGHT
makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-Visual
Training
• Attractive Single Unit Alum-

inum Case
• 52% Lighter In Weight (34

lbs. complete)
• 69% Smaller in Siie—but tales

full 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00

Send for latest Catalog.

WsB^mf^^^S
6U NORTH SKINKER BLVD. tSiT.ts£essi

SAINT LOUIS 5. MO.

W^y^l^am:

Summary Report on UN
Film Activities

(Continued from page 126)

by the United Nations. It will also be available in

Dutch, Polish, Czechoslovakian, Korean, and Ger-

man language versions made by local distributors at

their own expenses.

Distribution of this picture is providing the ex-

perience on which distribution of future pictures

will be based. The film is now being distributed,

either theatrically or non-theatrically or both, in

the following countries: Australia. Brazil, Canada.
Czechoslovakia, Denmark. India, the Netherlands.

Norway, Poland, Sweden. U.K., U.S., also in the

British Zone of Germany and the U.S. Zone of

Korea. Negotiations are underway for its distribu-

tion in France, Belgium and Mexico.

A 12-page guide is now available for discussion

group leaders to use with The Peoples' Charter. Copies

of the guide are available on request from the Films and
Visual Information Division of the United Nations

Department of Public Information, Lake Success, New-
York.

Filmstrips

Five filmstrips were completed during the year

—

United Nations at Work, The Economic and Social

Council, To Serve All Mankind, Genocide—The Great-

er Crime, and The United Nations Charter.

All of these filmstrips have been produced in Eng-
lish, Spanish, French, Russian and Chinese editions

and are available to schools and organizations with-
out cost from the United Nations. Each filmstrip

is accompanied by a printed guide and background
material.

A total of 7000 copies of these filmstrips have
been made and distribution of one or more of these
filmstrips took place in the following countries

during 1947: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia,

Brazil, British East Africa, Canada, Chile, China,

Colombia, Costa Rica. Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Den-
mark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El
Salvador, Ethiopia, France. Guatemala, Haiti, Ha-
waii, Honduras, Iceland, India, Italy, Lebanon, Li-

beria, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nica-
ragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philip-

pines, Poland, Puerto Rico, .Siani, Sweden, Switz-
erland, Tunisia, Turkey, U.S.S.R., U.K., U.S., Uru-
guay, Venezuela, Virgin Islands.

Newsreels and Television

Equipment for the United Nations Film Unit ar-

rived late in the spring and all significant official

functions have been filmed since that time, includ-

ing the filming of the work of the Balkan Commis-
sion in Greece. In addition to the international

distribution made by the American commercial
newsreels, this Section has supplied newsreel ma-
terial to distributors in the U.S., Canada, U.K.,
China. Czechoslovakia, France, India, Pakistan,

and the U.S.S.R.

Due to technical problems, direct television of

U.N. events have been so far confined to Tueetings
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of the General Assembly at Flushing^; however,

television broadcasts in both the U.S. and the U.K.

have made extensive use of U.N. official newsreel

material—televising the film instead of the actual

event.

U.N. Film Library

During' the year, in addition to all of the official

U.N. material, the Library has acquired all of the

film footage which formerly belonged to UNRRA
and UNIO. A complete index of all footage in the

Library is maintained in New York and a duplicate

index is kept up to date in Paris for the benefit

of European film ]5roducers. The number of re-

quests for material to the Film Library from motion
picture producers is steadily increasing as producers

of current films are finding it necessary to include

U.N. scenes in their pictures.

Film Committees

During the year U.N. Film Committees for na-

tional production and distribution problenis were
established in France, the U.K., and the U.S. Others
are in the process of formation.

United Nations Film Board

In January, 1947, the United Nations Film Board
was established. The film sections of the United
Nations and UNESCO became the working staffs

of the Board. Since that time the Film Section
has worked closely with Board members and re-

ported on its work at the meetings of the Board.

FIRST in vivid projection

FIRST in sound
fidelity

The HOLMES

For the last year

"Rex" production

has been inade-

quafe to supply

the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

P-S.—The new REXARC with high intensity arc lamp, 40 watt output
amplifier, and newest coaxial high and low frequency speaker avail-
able.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a REX 16mm Sound-
on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of 16mm and 35mm Sound-on-Fllm
Projectors for over 25 years to Dealers and Users

1613 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14, ILL.

Film Festival of United Nations Filnns

Three thousand invitations were sent out by the

Cincinnati Film Council to members of civic, re-

ligious and educational organizations in Cincinnati

to participate in a Film Festival of United Nations
Films. The project was presented by the Cincinnati

Film Council in cooperation with the Cincinnati
Plan, Committee for United Nations.

The Film Festival was held January 26, 1948, at

the Art Museum, Eden Park; films shown included:

Peofyles Charter, Boundary Lines, One World or None,
Seeds of Destiny, Brotherhood of Man, and Round
Trip.

The Cincinnati Plan for the United Nations is a

community-wide educational project devoted to the
presentation of basic informational background
necessary to an understanding of today's world.

U.N. to Film Fight on Epidemics

A new United Nations documentary film on the

international battle against epidemics will be produced
by the French film executive, Henri Lavaurel. It will

feature the part played by the World Health Organiza-

tion in curbing the recent cholera epidemic in Egypt.

M. Lavaurel is expected to fashion the film from a

combination of "reenactment scenes" which will be

shot in New York, plus newsreel sequences taken in

Egypt during the c]Mdemic. The film is one of a series

of international productions the U.N. is undertaking.

A Study of

FRACTIONS
By O. W. McGUIRE

Author of "Easy Slept in Fractions"

A new filmstrip kit designed to aid in teaching

the concept of fractions at the Elementary and
Junior High School levels.

ELEVEN FILMSTRIPS, encompassing the fun-

damentals of fractions and the methods of using

them. The kit includes twenty-five TEST SHEETS
for each of the filmstrips, teacher's CHECK SHEETS
for quick correction of the test material, and a

TEACHER'S GUIDE.

$33.25
Inquire of your local visual aids dealer, or

send coupon below

—

PHOTO & SOUND PRODUCTIONS.
116 Natoma Street,

San Francisco 5, California

Please send a set or "A Study of Fractions"

Enclosed please find check for $33.25

Please bill me for $33.25

Name

Organization

Address

City State

Preview on request
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To
safe attitudes

- on the playground
"Let's Play Safe" has natural situations,

realistically dramatized by children.

- ond in the home
"Lei's Be Safe at Home," a new release,

shows how we develop safe attitudes.

Both films are I reel long, 16mm. sound-color. To see how these
films will help teach safety in your school, send for preview prints.

portaf ilms 230 Wast Olivo Ave., Burbank. Calif.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

SHOW THESE FILMS ON YOUR SCHOOL SCREEN
"Enchanted Forest" in glorious color

Young America Classroom Films
March of Time • • News • • Sports

—Also Educational 35mm Filmstrlps— Send for Free List

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
Dept. of Lawrence 149 No. Breodwoy

Camera Shop Wichita 2, Kons.

16mm Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAIN and EUROPE
Library material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODUCTIOIVS
65 Barons Keep, W. 14 London, England

35MM. SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIENCES, 5»?E Suffern, Mew York

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For the Producer of 16mm butlnesi, edacofieno/ and re/Zgloet tlmt
• EDGE NUIMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE
NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN lABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Woclcer Or.,Dept. E . Chicago 6, III.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Rodlo-Mots—Regular Size 3</«"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"i2"
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 OakridEe Blvd., Daytona Beach. Fla.

o
a
o
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

a
a
a
a

EB Scholarships for Audio-Visual Study

Seven universities throughout the United States

have been selected to award Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica Films summer tuition scholarships for

audio-visual study during the summer of 1948,

according to an announcement by Stephen M.
Corey of the University of Chicago, chairman of

the educators' committee which made the selections.

The universities themselves will select persons
who will receive the scholarships, which are con-

tributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Ap-
plicants must be teachers or adininistrators who
have especial responsibilty for audio-visual instruc-

tion and who wish to make more effective use of

classroom motion pictures. Applications should

be sent to the universities where teachers wish to

study before April 15, 1948.

All teachers and educators desiring to apply for

the tuition scholarship awards should write directly

to the following people at the universities where
they would like to study this summer:

F. Dean McCluskey, University of California.

Los Angeles, California;

Stephen M. Corey, University of Chicago, Chi-

cago .37, Illinois;

L. C. Larson, Indiana University, Bloomington,

Indiana;

Garold D. Holstine, Oklahoma University, Nor-
man, Oklahoma;

A. W. VanderMeer, Pennsylvania State College,

State College, Pennsylvania;

James W. Brown, Syracuse University, Syracuse,

New York;

Walter A. Wittich, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Chicago French Film Society

The program of the Chicago French Film Society for

April 7th will consist of a number of documentary
films, including Montreal, in color, Dans le Massij

Central (recently imported from France by Inter-

national Film Bureau Inc), and Peche en Mediterranee,

being distributed in the United States by the Franco-

American Distribution Center. Also in the program
will be Chants Populaires No. 1. containing the songs

"En roulant ma boule" and "A la claire fontaine".

This production of the National Film Board of Canada
has been specially edited with words on the screen

for use by French students in group singing activities.

highlighted

Parochial Educators Discuss Visual Education

"Curricularizing visual education

the recent conference of principals and supervisors

in the Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese. Reverend
Thomas J. Quigley is the Diocesan Superintend-

ent.

All visual education activities of the parochial

schools have been centralized under a newly-estab-

lished Visual Education Department headed by
Michael V. Ference, professor in Education at Du-
quesne University.
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Production

Activity

Hale Fellows: Wilmette

According to recent advice from C.

Scott Fletcher, president, EB Films

has ambulated from its Civic Opera-

tion at 20 North Wacker Drive in

Chicago to 1150 Wilmette Avenue in

Wilmette, Illinois.

The Northwest passage began last

summer when the Spring reign of the

research and production staffs in Man-

hattan ended with the first move to

the former First National Bank Build-

ing in the Chicagoland suburb. With
administrative and sales offices mi-

grating North also, greater efficiency

of operation is anticipated in the new
coordination of activities.

Whether or not the University of

Chicago, with which the film company

ANFA Convention and

Trade Show—April 22-24

The Eight Annual Convention of the

.\llied Non-Theatrical Film Associa-

tion will be held from April 22 through

24 at the Hotel New Yorker in New
York City, according to an announce-

ment by William F. Kruse (Vice-

President, United World Films), Presi-

dent of the Association.

Jointly with the Convention, the

Third Annual 16nim Industry Trade
Show will take place in the same hotel,

under the direction of Wilfred L.

Knighton, Executive Secretary of the

Association. The latest products and
developments in 16mm equipment, and
exhibits by film distributors, libraries,

producers and projection services will

feature the Trade Show, which will

be open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Main sessions of the Convention,
open to members and guests, will

feature two symposium discussions,

—

one devoted to the users of 16nim
films, on the subject: What the Film
User Expects of the 16mm Industry,

Its Trade Associations and Its Press.

The second session will consider What
the Film Dealer Expects of the 16mm

is affiliated, would also move uptown

was a matter of some conjecture, but

Mr. Hutchins was not reached for

comment.

Vapora+e Condenses
In New Base

\aporate Company, Inc., has moved
from its 130 West 46th Street address

in Manhattan to 446 West 43rd Street,

according to a recent announcement
by Lucile H. Fleck, President.

Vaporate also announces that it has

become the exclusive sales agent for

Vacuumate Corporation. The vacuum
machines have been installed in the

new premises.

Eastman Opens New
Plastics Laboratory

Opening of a new plastics labora-

tory, first of its kind in the camera in-

dustry, was announced recently by

Eastman Kodak Coinpany. Kodak is

using the laboratory to intensify its

Industry, Its Trade Associations and

Its Press.

Business sessions on the opening

and closing mornings, and open only

to members of the Association, will be

held to present officer's reports, nomi-

nate and elect officers for 1948-9, and

to consider resolutions for Association

action during the following twelve

months.

Prominent speakers representing film

consumer interests such as schools,

industry, labor, religious groups and

television broadcasters will speak at

the film-users symposium on Thursday
afternoon. The subject of Friday's ses-

sion will be presented by film dealers

in small cities and large urban areas,

and by distributors, libraries, showmen
and manufacturers.

Evening meetings are scheduled to

allow the seven divisional groups of

the Association to consider their spe-

cial problems separately.

The Convention will conclude with

a Banquet on Saturday evening, April

24th, in the Grand Ballroom of the

Hotel New Yorker, at which the As-

sociation will present the traditional

Annual 16mm Award to some leader

in the 16mm field in recognition of

outstanding service to the industry.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

development of plastic parts for cam-

eras, projectors and other photographic

apparatus.

The laboratory is under the general

supervision of Garson Meyer, chief

chemist at the Camera Works. Meyer

TO USE PROJECTORS
• Can't Tear Film

• Positive Framing

• Easy, Quick Cleaning

• Tests Prove Exclusive Viewlex Asph-

eric Condenser System with 150 watt

lamp gives greater screen brightness

than many 300 watt projectors. You
get more economy, less heat.

MODEL AP.2C — Deluxe
combination all-purpose
slide and strip film projec-

tor. Built-in slide carrier,

elevating mechanism, Luxtar
5" color corrected Anastig-
mat lens. Coated optics.

$67.00

MODEL VAF—All-purpose

projector. Built-in slide car-

rier, Aspheric condenser sys-

tem. 5" Anastigmal Luxtar
color-corrected lens. De-
signed and built only for

this special offer, model
YAF is not otherwise for

sale.

NOW! VIEWLEX AND YOUNG
AMERICA BRING YOU A SPECIAL

•PACKAGE OFFER.
Finest visual education projector—ideal

for classroom and auditorium—plus quan-

tity of excellent Young America slides or

slidefilms—both together for dollars less

than any comparative quality projector it-

self! A marvelous opportunity for schools

to establish visual education at modest

cost!

PLAN No. 1—MODEL YAF ALL-PUR-
POSE PROJECTOR plus $30.00 of slide-

films and slides (your choice)

FOR $79.50

PLAN No. 2—MODEL YAF ALL-PUR-
POSE PROJECTOR plus $55.00 of slide-

films and slides (your choice)

FOR $99.90

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.

Dept. ES3, 18 East 41st Street,

New York 17, N. Y.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

WORLD HISTORY

AMERICAN HISTORY

GEOGRAPHY

Brazil 50 f
Alaska 42 f

Australia . . 49 f

Russia 55 i

India 60 f

China 64 f

Canada 45 f

Mexico 43 f

So. America 62 f

Hawaiian Is. 46 f

Pioneer Days 31 f

Indian Life 36 f

The Farm 28 f

Christmas 31 i

Early Civilization 39 f

Ancient Greece 32 f

Ancient Rome 32 f

Knighthood 35 f

Voyage & Discovery 43 f

Americans All 37 f

Colonial America . 30 f

Community Life 38 f

Man on Record 29 f

Clothing & Textiles ... 50 f

Transportation 43 f
*—-Frames

5 ADVANTAGES FOR YOU
1. TALKING FILMS: Each caption is de-

signed for oral reading at the time pic-

lure appears on screen. Oral "image"
is thus made simultaneously with
visual image when captions are read.

2. STUDENT PARTICIPATION: Designed
to stimulate student participation. Chil-

dren talk with more ease from and
about these pictures.

3. GREATER ATTENTION: Bright, clear
pictures selected for interest and in-

structional value result in greater atten-

tion.

4. TEXT FOR STUDENT: Well-known
authors have provided text for use by
students. Each film has manual con-
taining text in large, readable type.
Controlled vocabulary.

5. VISUALIZE YOUR TEXTBOOKS: Kc-
tures have been selected for visualiz-
ing content of well-known textbooks.

OKDIR ON APPHOVAL —See these new
hlmstrips. Check the titles ot lilmstrips
you want. Mail us this ad, and we
wUl send you the lilmstTips on
APPROVAL. MAIL TODAY.

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM

PICTURE PUBLISHERS

40 Ionia Avenue, N.W.
Grand Rapids 2,Micliigan

holds the designation of "plastics pio-

neer," awarded by the Society of the

Plastics Industry in 1944. Gerard De-
laire is enginecr-in-charge of the labo-

ratory.

A "plastic parts museum" also is

being set up in the laboratory. This
collection of hundreds of plastic prod-
ucts—photographic and non-photo-
graphic—will aid Camera Works en-
gineers in "studying bow the other
fellow uses plastics," Meyer said.

Plastics are widely utilized in mak-
ing cameras, carrying cases, and many
other pieces of photographic equip-
ment, from tiny precision gears to

relatively large professional apparatus.
The actual, large scale production of
Kodak's plastic parts is done by sev-
eral custom molding concerns.

Among the equipment in the new
laboratory are testing devices to meas-
ure impact, bending, hardness, stiff-

ness and heat distortion. The labora-
tory has both injection and compres-
sion presses as well as apparatus for

casting plastic materials.

Jam Handy Handles
Curriculum

The Jam Handy Organization is now
exclusive distributor for Curriculum
Films in the United States and Canada.
Under the new distributor plan the
two organizations will be able to ex-
pand their visual aids program for

schools, and to make more color films

available. Curriculum Films has con-
ducted extensive research to determine
the fields in which educational films

are needed and has followed through
with the development of new film

subjects planned under the guidance
of teaching authorities.

Curriculum slidefilms now being
distributed by The Jam Handy Organ-
ization include series on secondary
mathematics, FInglish, primary reading,
history, and sports. Additional films

are being prepared for future distri-

bution to schools. For complete in-

formation on all Curriculum Films
write to The Jam Handy Organization,
2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit
11, Michigan, or contact the distributor
in your area.

Aptekar and Cooper
Form Contemporary Films

.•\1 Aptekar and Charles Cooper,
veteran film industry devotees, have
joined talents in Contemporary Films,
a 16mm rental library at 80 Fifth
Avenue in Gotham.

The new library will stock a variety
of titles and will specialize in Euro-
pean productions, as well as domestic
releases. The library will offer a rental

service on projection apparatus and
plans to provide complete training

in projection techniques for its clients.

Equipment

Beseler Cooking with Gas
The gas or kerosene slide projector

is the latest production of the Charles

Beseler Company. This projector
makes it possible to project slides and
35 millimeter strip film in any location.

The illuminant is a standard Coleman
mantle lamp operating with either

gasoline or kerosene. One filling of

the lamp with fuel will operate the

Welsbach burner for I'/i hours.

The basic* equipment is designed

for the clear, well-defined projection

of standard lantern slides (3}4 " x 4")

either colored or uncolored. A 2" x 2"

film adapter can be applied to this

projector which provides for all types

of slides and strip film projection. The
lamp may be withdrawn from the

equipment and used for general light-

ing as a table lamp. The apparatus
operates most efficiently at 20 feet,

projecting a 6-foot square screen image
but will operate effectively at 10 or
15 feet.

Three Dimension

Projector Revamped
The Three Dimension Sales Com-

pany of Chicago announces a new
series of miniature slide projectors to

be called the "TDC VIVID."

K
^^mj^ gjS^fp-

m^^mm^/^^lt'^
^^-^r'
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1 ^
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TDC VIVID Slide Projector

The new models, featuring 150-watt

illumination with 300-watt converti-

bility and fan cooling possible, in-

corporate a shutter-type slide changer

that cuts off light during slide change;

slides feed from the right and eject

from the left, and the unit is inter-

changeable with the Eastman Koda-

slide changer.
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M. R. Klein Markets
Jackson Record Player

M. R. Klein of Chicago, manufac-
turers' representative, announces the

availability of a new line of record and

ES-4 Record Player

transcription players, some with public
address features.

Pictured is the Model ES-4 which in-

cludes dual speed operation, a ten watt
amplifier, IJ/^ ounce Astatic pickup,
and microphone imput.

Other available models include the
ES-3, essentially the same as the ES-4,
with the exception of amplifier output
and microphone input; and the ES-5,
which has the same motor and pickup
components but is designed to be
plugged into a sound projector for am-
plification.

Further information may be secured
from Mr. Klein at 27 East Monroe
Street, Chicago 3.

Classroom E. T.

Player from RCA
A new portable transcription player

specially designed for classroom use
for reproduction of standard records
and transcriptions is announced by the
Educational Sales Department of RCA
Victor. Weighing under 30 lbs., the
new transcription player has a specially
designed speaker and amplifying sys-
tem which gives ample S-watt power
for small auditoriums.

Accurate speed control is secured by
a new design embracing two motors,
one for standard phonograph speed
and one for transcription speed. Selec-
tion of the speed desired is accom-
plished

lever.

The
housed
The 8"

within the case.

ijy a clear-view, two-position

entire transcription unit is

in a plywood carrying case,

speaker is completely housed

Filmstrips for Family Week
MAY 2 - 9

THE CHRISTIAN FAMILY (40 frames, manual,
$2.50). How home and family life can be made more
Christian, more enjoyable. Family planning, worldng,
playing, worshiping together. Photographs and car-
toons.

HAPPY TIMES AT HOME (30 frames, manual,
$2.00). Three sisters sharing in household tasks; be-
ing thoughtful of others; joys of Christian home. For
children 4 to 7.

Order from your vhaal aldt dealer.

5«22 Enright Ave. St. Louis 12, Mo.

IHI NIW "

Mmmimmtim

M.

16mm. SOUND PHOJECTOR
Ai^PLIFIER, SPEAKER AND
SCREEN — Alt- IN-ONE —
SMAll, COMPACT CASE
WEIGHING LESS THAN 31 tSS.

HERE'S WHY THE DEVRY "BANTAM'^'^nl

IS WANTED MOST BY MOST PEOPLE

So light, it's as easy to carry as a port-
uu(e i-uJio.

So simple to set up, thread and focus,
it's like operating a record-player.

So designed as to give you both silent and
sound projection without additional equip*
menv.

So carefully engineered, it's /nfin/tefy kind
to film.

So equipped (750-1000 watt illumination)
you get briiliant, distinct pictures.

So constructed as to give you amazingly,
life-lite sound.

5o ruggedly built, you can count on your
DeVry "Bantam" to give you years of
day-in, day-out, trouble-free performance.
Your OeVry "Bantam" gives you BIG pro-
jector features, PLUS many new EXCLU-
SIVE DeVry refinements: 2,000 ft. film
capacity. Fast motor-driven rewind. Coated
[ens elements. Automatic loop-setter. Pre-
focused exciter lamp. Motor-driven forced

'

air cooling. Either AC or DC operation.

Single Case "Ban-

tam" with buill-in

6-inch ALNICO 5

permanent magnet
speaker, is readily

detachable for
placement at

screen as desired. i

Dual Case "Uao*
lam" projector and

amplifier in oa^
case. 8 "ALNICO 5

permaoeni magnet

speaker in separate

matched case.

M

Your nc<t DfVav "B«n(am * ha, ailniuMC illumiiuiion (?«>-
1000 Van) (or projcning brilliani picTum in audiioriunu.

WBBB|'ri'"BEywrTrm

,

I

OE VRY CORPORATION ES-E:

I

1111 Armitage Ave., Chieaqe 14, III.

^<?mm^..
ONLY FROM DeVrt
fc irou fd Itinm p(«|tilDn dtu^ird and buill by th*

MM iiattuixn

^t Hit pnfi
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Firstin the Field

STIILFILM STRIPS
In Natural Colors-

^ud HelecUed
TEN NEW

NATURE
SUBJECTS

Send for Catalog N.

STILLFILM, live.
8443 Melrose Ave. Hollywood 46, Colif.

s
ELECTED FILMS
for All Your Needs!

Largest library of

FREE FILMS

many in color

Over 500 of the best

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

for elassrooiti use

High grade

ENTERTAINMENT FILMS

for all ages and all types
of groups

•

The best films for use in

DISCUSSION and INFORMAL

EDUCATION
•

Also: Travelogues, Sports and
Recreation, Music, Social Sci-

ence, and many others.
•

Write for New Classified

Film List Today!

WiASSOCIATION FriMS
(Y.M. C, A.' MOTION PICTUK ftUREAU)

Miw towt n

aiuso i

s«N nuNCtsco i
Ml rwffc Ji.

D*LU$ 4

Grubb's Stake in Victor

Appointment of Harry C. Grubbs,

former vice-president of Hollywood
Film Enterprise, Inc., as a manager
of Western sales division of \"ictor

.Aniniatograph Corporation, Daven-
port, Iowa, has been announced by

President Samuel G. Rose.

Grubbs will handle promotion of

Victor 16mm equipment to distribu-

tors and dealers in the states of Cali-

fornia, Oregon, Washington, Utah,

Idaho, Nevada, Arizona and Montana,
maintaining offices at 6060 Sunset

Blvd., Los Angeles, and 420 Market
St.. San Francisco.

Gilbert Chase to RCA Victor

Gilbert Cliase, one of the country's

most distinguished musicologists, and
outstanding writer, critic, and lecturer,

has joined the Educational .Sales De-
partment of the RCA Victor Division

of Radio Corporation of America, it

Gilbert Chase

is announced by William H. Ktiowles,

General Manager of the Department.
The appointment, according to Mr.

Knowles, provides opportunity for the

further expansion of audio-visual serv-

ices to schools and colleges by RCA
Victor in line with the company's
continuous activities since 1911 to en-

courage nuisic appreciation in the

schools.

Before joining RCA Victor, Mr.
Chase was Supervisor of Music for

NBC's famous University of the Air
series. He is considered the leading

musical scholar in this country in the

field of Latin American music.

As Educational Recordings Special-

ist, Mr. Chase will survey the entire

field for educational recordings, not
only in connection with music con-
sidered most useful to schools but
other types of instructional records
and transcriptions.

Film Expert Assists Medical

Conference for 17th Year

Though he doesn't hold a medical

degree, H. O. Davis, Ampro visual

education dealer of Oklahoma City,

holds a rank of high respect among
doctors at this city's clinical society

meetings. Davis recently attended

this medical conference for the 17th

consecutive year to assist lecturers,

H, O. Davis

and through these years he has prob-

ably shown more medical films than

any other man in the state.

Davis moved forward with the doc-

tors as they first utilized 4-inch stand-

ard size slides back in 1931. "Later
on, the doctors got to using 16mni
silent film," Davis said. "Then in 1935.

when the film companies started mak-
ing medical sound films, the doctors

adopted them." Since that time, slides

and sound films as well as silent films

liave been used extensively. Only
since 1942 have doctors used 2x2-
inch colored slides, in addition to the

others.

This year Davis equipped three

Biltmore rooms with $1,500 worth I

of equipment, including Am pro's

"Premier-20" 16mm sound projector,

8mm silent projector, four standard

slide projectors, three 2x2 projectors

and screens.

New BIS Job for Hodge
British Information Services an-

nounces the appointment of Thomas
Hodge as Director of Films & Publi-

cations Division, as of the first of this

year.

Mr. Hodge first came to the L'nited

States late in 1942 as B.I.S. Regional

Film Officer with Headquarters in

Chicago. In 1944 he moved to New-
York as Head of B.I.S. Theatrical

Film Section and became Assistant

Director of Film Division in 1945.

When Films & Publications Division

were merged in 1947, Hodge was made
Deputy Director of the new division

which he now directs.
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Current Film News
m UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park Ave., New York 22. N.Y.,

announces the following 16mni film

:

Sprints (2 reels)—first of a new
training: series, prodncecl by United World

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, INC., 20 N. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 6. 111., is embarking on

a new program of providing specially

edited 8 and 16mm silent films for dis-

tribution in the home and adult field.

The first group of EB films for the

home consists of 17 titles and is now
available for distribution. Including films

on "Inside Russia," sports, animals and

foreign lands, the home and adult series

of films will be constantly expanded.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS,
INC., 55 W. 45th St., Xew York 19,

N.Y., is distributing the 16mm sound

film Pattern for Pence, officially approved

and recommended by the United Nations

Film Board. The film explains the func-

tions of the United Nations ; shows with

charts, animation and a clear commentary
how the organization is set up and what
the purpose of each department is ; de-

scribes the necessity for each council,

who its members are ; explains the veto.

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Building, Chicago 1,

III., offers four new one-reel produc-
tions, available in color or black and
white:

Ready to Type—showing students

that readiness is the pre-requisite to

typing efficiency : getting ready mentally

and physically to control the typewriter.

Building Tsrping Skill—telling the

story (jf tlie student's eiforts to increase

his typing skill ; how, through practice,

lie masters relaxation, precise operative

control, attention to copy, control of his

arms and hands, and confidence in his

own performance at top speeds.

England: Background of Literature
—picturing scenes wliicli inspired ling-

land's greatest writers.

Scotland: Background of Literature

—helping students vi.sualize the rugged
Scottish country so that they can better

apjireciate the literary works inspired

by it.

THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD
OF CANADA, 1746 Massachusetts
Ave., N.W., announces the publication of

4-page leaflets, titled "The Film for

Your Need," to be mailed every few'

weeks to I6mm film dealers and libraries

and to educational, civic, fraternal and
women's groups throughout the United

States. The leaflets will describe avail-

able films in detail, giving utilization

suggestions. The first issue deals with

health and welfare films and features

the following 16nim black and white

sound film:

The Feeling of Rejection (2i niin.)

—initial |)roduction in a new mental
liealth series; the story of an emotionally

<listurl)ed young woman, who, with the

help of a psychiatrist, gains an under-

standing of the childhood origin and
causes of her difficulties. The film was
a prize winner in the recent "Films of

the World" Festival in Chicago.

TEACHING FILM CUSTODI-
ANS, INC., 25 W. 43rd St., New York
18, has prepared excerpted classroom
versions of feature photoplays based
upon outstanding novels. .^niong
these are Les Miserablcs, The Good
Earth, and Anna Karenina. Also avail-

able are classroom versions of motion

I)ictures based on the novels of Charles

Dickens and film versions of children's

classics, such as Alice in Wonderland
and Treasure Island. Informative folders

describing these film offerings are avail-

able to teachers and school supervisors

without charge.

Also available from Teaching Film

Custodians are prints of four classroom-

length films on world history, excerpted

from feature motion pictures. The films,

edited from The Crusades, The House

of Rothschild, Conquest, and Antony and

Cleopatra, were prepared by a committee

of the National Council for the Social

Studies.

'Sprints"

Films in cooperation with the Amateur

Athletic Union and the United States

Olympic Committee. The film covers

the fundamentals of the 100-yard dash

and the 220-yard dash.

SIMMEL-MESERVEY, INC., 321

So. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Cali-

fornia, has acquired for distribution the

first series of educational films, in color,

made in France since the war. Produced

in cooperation with the French Govern-

ment by Eugene and Frederick Croizat

^i^d,t ^i*m Coe/i ^Umed!

Famous NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

MARIMBA COEDS ORCHESTRA!

riicy vf traveled over 25,000 miles in 'Bach-

to-Boogie' concerts! They're the pride of

Prof. Musser, famed marimbist, composer,

conductor . . . head of Marimba Dept. at

Northwestern School of Music, first to of-

fer majors and master degrees in marimba!

Dealers, Librarians, films Bayers: Write

FILM STUDIOS OF CHICAGO — H. A. SPANUTH
135 S. La Solle Dept. E Chicogo 3

^ Sensational Performers, di-

' reefed by CL4IR OM4R
musser; Produced In N. U.'t

Lutk'n Hall . . . exe'usivelv tor

v</oMAN speaks:

FULL-REEL CONCERT
1. 'Overture to the

Merriege of Figaro' Mozarf

2. 'Flight of the

Bumble Bee' Rimslcl-Korsakov

3. 'Hora Staccata' Dinicu

4. 'The Artists Life Walti'

Johann Strauss
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on the Best 16mm
SHORT SUBJECTS?
educational. . . Entertaining!

25 CARTOONS
13 WILlfC TH£ WHOPPER

SU8/ECTS
The Tall Story Teller of the cortoon world.

Willie's amazing ond incredible exploits ore

gaily depicted in this outstanding cartoon

series. Each subject one reel. List price:

$17.50 each.

12 FLIP THE FROG
SUBJECTS

Cleverly drown, perfectly animated, delight-

fully humorous cartoons that wilt provide

many hours of pleasant relaxation. Each sub-

ject one reel, list Price; $17.50 each

6 TWO-REEL COMEDIES
WITH MICKEY ROONEY

The hilarious adventures of Mickey McGuIre

ond his Gong. Classics in the field of juvenile

comedy, played by highly talented casts. Irre-

sistibly appealing to children and grown-ups

oiike. Two reels eoch. List Price: $37.50 each.

Available at leading film Libraries.

Write for fRFf cafafog to Dept. TO.

POST PICTURES CORP.
1 15 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three
14mm Sound Films In Color or Black-

and-Whlte.

Demonstrating
the Puppy's
First Lesson In

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.
Louise Branch: Producer & Photogra-
pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's foremost producers of
Dog Films

PAWLING. NEW YORK

' The Outstand'ng Value in Color Fllmstrips:

MOTHER GOOSE NURSERY RHYMES
12 beautifully illustrated rhymes on 3
fllmstrips; the three strips, $9.00. Also
available separately, S3.CO ench. Order
direct or write for descriptive fotder!

2067 Broodwoy New York 23 N Y

of Paris, the series will include i)ictures

on many phases of present-day and his-

torical France. Narration is in English,
with French narration contemplated. The
following two films are available

:

Paris—City of Art—presenting the
art and architecture of the famed capital,

including interior scenes of the Louvre
and representative paintings and sculpture.

Journey to Provence—showing some
of the historical and modern highlights
of this locality in southern France.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FED-
ERATION, 1 Madison Ave., New
York 10, has released a revised docu-
mentary film depicting the plight of
children in Europe.

Restoration Begins (18 minutes)—
a revision of the earlier film. Children

of Tragedy, which portrayed the west-
ern European scene immediately after

the cessation of hostilities. Some of

the best scenes from the earlier pic-

ture have been retained. Dr. Howard
E. Kershner is the narrator, and film

actor Charles Boyer appears in the
opening and closing scenes. Approxi-
mately half the footage consists of en-

tirely new scenes. Countries visited

by the camera are Greece, Holland,
Belgium, France and Finland. The
continuing challenge of postwar need
is concretely shown. The film will be
distributed free to interested groups
through regional offices of the Federa-
tion in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia,

San Francisco, and from the national

office in New York.

MEDICAL RESEARCH FILM
LIBRARY, Sherwood Pictures, 789

St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.,

announces four films for doctors,

nurses, hospitals, and medical schools:

Extra Peritoneal-Caesarean Section
—^Norton Technique (1 reel)

Paravertebral Thoracoplasty—Local
and Block Anesthesia (1 reel)

Repair of a Hiatus Hernia (2 reels)

Removal of a Pleural Tumor (1

reel)

FILM STUDIOS OF CHICAGO,
135 S. La Salle St., Chicago, has re-

leased a full-reel concert featuring the

Northwestern University Marimba Coeds
Orchestra. The film was produced on the

Northwestern University campus express-

ly for "Woman Speaks," woman's page
of the screen produced by the Film Stu-

dios of Chicago.

MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE,
153 Institute Place, Chicago 10. 111., an-

nounces a new 16mm color film:

Against the Tide (IS min.)—show-
ing how the Moody Bible Institute stu-

dents combat the forces of evil in a big

city. Brief dramatic episodes portray the

students visiting jails, hospitals, found-
ling homes, etc. Chicago Film Laborator-
ies will do the release prints, to be dis-

tributed through the Institute's regular
channels in the extension and steward-
ship departments.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 1, 111., have made available two
new 16mm sound films:

The Cumberland Story (46 min.)
—the true story of a Cumberland coal-

field.

Coal Crisis (22 min.)—emphasizing
the importance of coal to the future of

Britian and showing production obstacles

as well as achievements.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUR-
EAU INC. has acquired the American
rights to the following films and an-
nounces that prints are now available

for distribution from both offices of the
Bureau, at 84 E. Randolph Street, Chi-
cago 1, or 15 Park Row, New York 7.

Heart of Paris (90 min., 16mm and
35mm)—A story of family life in Paris.

French comedian Raimu has his day in

court. As a juror he helps to acquit

the accused (Michele Morgan) and
gives her a job in his bicycle shop
where complications develop. Press
sheets and posters available to schools
booking this series.

Les Miserables (3 hrs. 20 min.)—
Original French version of this famous
story by Victor Hugo is being offered in

16mm size in two parts: (1) Jean Val-
jean and (2) Cosette. The film stars

Harry Baur and prints are available

in all parts of the United States.

Chants Populaires No. 1-5—A series

of five one-reel films, each containing

two French songs. The songs are ani-

mated and words in French appear
on the screen.

THE CALVIN COMPANY, Kan-
sas City, Mo., has produced two new
ct)lor motion pictures:

Revolution in the South (25 minutes)
—the story of the new and industrially

vital south, presented by the Lion Oil

Company, El Dorado, .Arkansas, and
showing the part that the Lion Oil

Company has played in the growth
and development of the south.

The Other Side of the Fence—pre-

sented by Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesville, Okla., and telling the

story of the efifect of mineral-deficient

soils on the crops and animals raised

on our farms. Featured in the film is

Dr. William A. Albrecht of the Uni-
versity of Missouri, an internationally-

known authority on soils, who also

acted as technical advisor on the pic-

ture.

DRAVO CORPORATION, Key-
stone Division. 300 Penn .Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has completed a motion
picture depicting the production and
distribution of river sand and gravel

:

The Story of River Sand and Gravel
—picturing the operations of the Dravo
Corporation, which are more or less

representative of the sand and gravel

industry in the Pittsburgh area. The
film is available for group showings at

no cost.
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NATIONAL SOCIAL WEL-
FARE ASSEMBLY, 1790 Broadway,
New York 19, Youth Division, has pro-

duced a film which has been hailed

by leading educators as a new medium
for the betterment of human relations:

Make Way for Youth—narrated by
Melvyn Douglas, the film dramatizes

the way in which inter-organization

youth councils can bring teen-age

youngsters together on community
projects and so give them practical

experience in democratic citizenship.

The movie was filmed in Madison,
Wisconsin, which has had a Youth
Council for several years, and all the

actors are residents of Madison, Pro-
fessional production is by Transfilm,

Inc.

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC., 25 W.
45th St., New York 19, has released a

new sports film:

Championship Basketball (8mm and
16nim sound)—covering all the fine

points of basketball as played in the

big-time college competitions.

STERLING FILMS, INC., 1186

Broadway, New York 1, N. Y., an-

nounces several 16mm sound films

suited to the educational field:

Sibelius—a film concert and ballet

from the pen of the world's greatest

hving composer.

Birth of a Volcano—Paraeutin, the

terrifying Mexican spectacle, from
its scientific discovery to scenes of the

eruption itself.

Finlandia—Sibelius at home with a

musical background of Finlandia and
the Second Symphony.

Sports Around the World—a trip

to the world's capitols for a ringside

seat at international sporting events.

Indian Hunters—showing two In-

dians on a hunting trip in their native

Canadian woods; made for Sterling

Films by the National Film Board
of Canada.

Music in the Wind—depicting the
history of the pipe organ and featuring
Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor.

ASSOCIATED FILM ARTISTS,
30 N. Raymond Ave., Pasadena 1, Cal-
ifornia, announce the release of a new
film:

Snakes Are Interesting—16mm
sound, color, 400 feet—photographed
and narrated by Murl Deusing, na-
tionally-known lecturer and wild life

photographer. The reel contains the
pick of ten years of reptile photography
by this famous naturalist photog-
rapher. There are scenes of a fo.x

snake laying eggs and a garter snake
giving birth to her young alive. How
a snake travels witliout legs, how it

sees and hears are illustrated. Com-
mon superstitions about snakes are
covered with understandable explana-
tions. Information on rattlesnakes and
their poison is presented. Children of
upper elementary and junior high
school levels help to tell the story.

Catalogs

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Building, Chicago 1,

III., offers a new catalog for the Coronet

Film Library including all of the 60 new

Coronet films released during 1947 as

well as films previously produced by

Coronet. The catalog includes a short

description of each production, recom-

mended grade levels, educational col-

laborator, length, and price. One section

of the catalog is devoted to full informa-

tion on Coronet's arrangements for pur-

chase, lease-purchase, and rental sources

of these 16mm sound films.

The PRINCETON FILM CEN-
TER, Princeton. N. J., has published

a new catalog of 16mni sound motion

pictures, including titles and descrip-

tions of the numerous sponsored or free

pictures made available by The Film

Center, as well as the listings of hun-

dreds of educational and entertainment

subjects offered from its rental library.

The catalog may be obtained free of

charge by mentioning Educational

Screen and addressing your request to

The Princeton Film Center, Princeton,

N. J., attention R. C. Jones, Sales Di-

rector.

Coronet
INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

FILMS FOR LITERATURE
At last— films to bring your students a new appreciation of the classics.

Beautiful cinematic tapestries, skillfully interweaving unforgettable

scenes of storied lands with melodious lines from the many immortals

they inspired.Two memorable literaryjourneys . .

.

ENGLAND: ^rfcA'yi'Ofenf/ o/ ^eYm'€i/ui'&

"Oh, London town's a fine town.

And London sights ore rare."

— Masefield

"...a sense sublime of something far

more deeply interfused..."

—Wordsworth

SCOTLAND: ^^rfc/^yme^f/e/Q^e'/era/fej'e

"The rank is but the guinea's stamp-.

The man's the gowd for a' that."
—Burns

These new 16 mm. sound-motion

pictures are each one reel in length,

and were produced in collaboration

with Dr.JohnJ. DeBoer, University

of Illinois.

"The battled towers, the donjun keep

...the flanking walls...'*

—Scott

For a complete catalog, or Information
on Purchase, Preview, Rental, write to:

Coronet "*"V,V^'s°'*^'-

CORONET BLDG. • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

FILMS

W. J. Ahern, Filin Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.
716 Federal St., Troy, N. Y-

AMHoefntlon FllniN
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
19 S. I.a Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Bnlley FilmH, Inc.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Brny .StudioH, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Cnittlc FilniK. IJIv. of irnited AVorld
F^ilniN, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Catholic .MovicM

220 W. 42nd St., New Y'ork 18, N. Y.
Church Film .Service

2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.
CollInN Motion I'icture Service

502 >/4 & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Coronet InHtrnctionnl FilniH
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dudley Picture** Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Bniitmnn Kodak Storex, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encycloimedin Britannlcn FiiniK, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

Film Pritfirrnni Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

FIlniN, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
64 K. I>ake St., Chicago, 111.

611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

FlIniM of the NntionM, inc.
55 \V. 45th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Frynn Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

General Filmn, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General PicturcM Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Hefdenlvanip Nature PicturcH
538 C.len Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hojflier^ Productionx, Inc.
620 Xinth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

InHtitiitif»nal Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway. New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau
84 K. Randolph St., Chicago 1, III.

Knowledffe lluiider**
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Kunx Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave.. Scranton, Pa.

Library FilmM, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Kdition
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Moi?ull*N. Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nn-Art FilmM, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ofllcial FilmM, Inc.
25 \V. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Pealc FilniM ProductionH
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

PortaflImM
1520 N. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 28, Cal.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

Rcli^ioUN Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

Simniel-MeMervey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., E-everly Hills, Cal.

Southern A'lMual FilmM
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray FiiniN. Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

A'ocatlonul Guidance FiiniM, Inc.
1814 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, la.

IVholeMome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

WillianiM, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art /Ciller ViNiial Fdiicatioii Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell & Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Company
101 Marietta St., N.W.. Atlanta 3, Ga.
1110 V4 Taylor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

ColliuM Motion IMcture Service
502M! &506St.Paul St.. Baltimore 2,Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

ConiprehenMlve Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

neVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

E^aNtninn Kodak StorcN. Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New Y'ork 17, N. Y.

General FilmM. Ltd.
1534 i:Uh Ave., Hegina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General PicturcM l*roductl€»nM
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

HirNch A Knye
239 Grant .\ve., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Knnz Mfition Picture Service
1319 \ine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2. Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

MopruirM. Inc.
68 W. 4,Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc.
505 N.Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12,111.

Xu-Art F^ilniM. Inc.
145 W, 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Haike Company-
829 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan \'lMiial AidM Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

.Southern \~lMual FllniN
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

For Further Information

about the products featured in this issue

use the convenient

READER'S
SERVICE POSTCARD

pq
bd

// there is any additional information desired on audio-visual

materials and equipment not given in the editorial content or

advertising in this issue, simply fill in and mail the Reader^s

Service Postcard. ISo stamp required. EDUCATIOISAL
SCREEN^S Service Department will assist in obtaining it with-

out cost or obligation to you.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
P9
6d

Siinrny FllitiN, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SvTiink Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd.. St. Louis 5, Mo.

Victor Anlnintoj^npli Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

ViKiial Kduoation Incorporated
12th at Lamar, Austin, Tex.
2010 N, Field St., Dallas, 1, Tex.
1012 Jennings Ave., Ft. Worth 2, Tex.
3905 S. Main, Houston 4, Tex.

'W'lilianis, Broivn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zeiiler Visual Education Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

SCREENS

Oa-I>ite Screen Co., Inc.
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, III. .

Frynn Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Sixth Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Moi:^uirs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manafacturin)? Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Williams, IJron-n and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative C^lassroom Picture Series
40 Ionia N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS — RECORDINGS

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Div.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS—WIRE

AVebster-Chlcaiiro Corporation
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

THE BOOK YOU NEED

//
The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films

1000 and ONE''
Tells where to get over 6,600 films

The largest, most complete edition of this

annual film reference yet published— liO

pages of essential information on some
WIO available films and their sources,

classified under I7i subiect-headings, also

listed alphabetically by title.

Price Only $1.00

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

64 East Lake Street

Chicago I, Illinois

n Please send me one copy of "1000 and ONE" ($1.00).

D Also enter or renew my subscription to El^UCATIONAL SCREEN for

D One Year $3.00 (Canada $3.50, Foreign $4.00)

n Two Years $5.00 (Canada $6.00, Foreign $7.00)

D Check Enclosed D Send Bill

Name

City

Addrjsss

..Zone State

Church Screen Productions ,
5622 Knripht Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Kncyclopnedia Ilritannica Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Simmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

Visual Sciences
599E—Suftern, N. Y.

SLIDES {KODACHROME2x2)

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Klein & Goodman, Inc.
18 S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

fopular Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

SLIDES (3'/4x4andlarger)

Keystone Vle«- Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Slldecraft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE. FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument Div., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
1S6 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Raike Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vlewlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

Williams, Broivn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., I'hiladelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

AVIIIIains, llrotvn and ICarle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Slidefilms

and Slides

STILLFILM, INC., 8443 Melrose

Ave., Hollywood 46, California, has re-

leased the first unit of a series of color

filmstrips presenting kindergarten fairy

tales. The titles are: 1. Peter Rabbit.

2. Scarecrow Man 3. Old Mother Hub-
bard 4. Gingham Dog 5. Simple Simon,

Three Little Kittens. 6. A.B.C. Illus-

trated. 7. Red Riding Hood. 8. Little Red
Hen, 9. Nursery Rhymes, 1. 10. Nursery

Rhymes, 2.

Also available from Stillfilm, Inc, are

color filmstrips on ten popular subjects,

from "Insects" and "Fish" to "Flowers"

and "Animals."

COMMERCIAL FILMS, INC., P.

O. Box 7, Cleveland, Ohio, offers a

new driver training sound slidefilni:

The Tragic Road to Safety (144

frames)—intended primarily for truck

I'i %i. Sl//f£ \r% CLEAR
BEFORE YOU

PASS!

"The Tragic Road to Safety"

drivers, the film points up the basic

causes of highway accidents and ways
to avoid these catastrophes.

THE VISUAL WORKSHOP,
INC., 13 E. 37th St., New York 16,

announces plans for an active program
of slidefilm production in educational
and industrial fields. Formerly known
as Telefilm Corporation, the Visual
Workshop has already released a series

of five filmstrips on China, with story

and narration by Pearl S. Buck.

THE NATIONAL CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE of the United States

offers a slidefilm entitled Education—An
Investment in People which illustrates

the results of numerous surveys made
by the National Chamber in the field

of American public school education im-
provement. Another new slidefilm,

Money Is Not Enough, depicts the co-

relationship between indices of business

welfare and educational levels and shows
in detail how civic interest and responsi-

bility can effect the fullest utilization

of every dollar spent for education.

FILMS FOR PUBLIC RELA-
TIONS, 71 Washington Square, South,

New York 12, N.Y., announces that Film

Projects, after a year's survey of the

educational film field, is producing a

scries of filmstrips on Shakespeare and

his plays to meet the demand of high

school and college instructors who are

teaching English classics. Under the

supervision of Paul Benard, the first

scries includes Shcikespearc's England,

Shakespeare the Man, Hamlet, Macbeth,

The Merchant of Venice, and Julius

Caesar.

m THE SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION, INC., 100 E. Ohio

St., Chicago, has expanded its "Visu-

alized Units in Color" slide series to

include the following six sets, each

containing ten or more 2" x 2" color

slides and an instructional guide:

The Virginia Colonial Legislature

—

recording the historic colonial build-

ings and interiors which have been

restored at Colonial Willimsburg.

A Visit to Morocco, Northwest Af-

rica—showing scenes which reflect

evidences of western civilization and
scenes wherein age-old native culture

still retains its place in Morocco.

Air Travel

—

Airport Activities

—

picturing some of the behind-the-

scenes activities which precede each

flight of a commercial plane.

Air Travel—Passenger Service—
highlighting some phases in a pas-

senger's flight.

Air Travel—Mail, Express, Freight

and Baggage—showing techniques and
mechanical devices for the handling

of air-freight cargo at airport ter-

minals.

The newest slide set in the cooper-

ative program between S.V.E. and
Coronet Magazine, whereby selected

Coronet picture stories are made avail-

able in 2" X 2" slides through S.V.E.

,

is titled The Life of the Virgin, consist-

ing of reproductions of famous art

works in the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York.

+
*'Many times a

year the people
turn to the Red
Cross . .

.

ONCE a year
the Red Cross
turns to the
people."

Pr«std«nl Truman.
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16mm SOUND motion picture projector

Showing the way to better education—the Victor Lite-Weight

is specifically designed for every modern classroom.

Easily operated, portable and compact, the Lite-Weight

ranks at the head of its cl^ss in teaching convenience.

A DIVIZION OF CURJISS-WRIOHT CORPORATION

Dept. G-8, home Office and Factory: Davenport, lovyu

New York • Chic^.jo • Distributors T/troughout the World

MAKERS OF MOVI^ EQUIPMENT SINCE 1910

VICTOR TRIUMPH 60
For educating and entertaining stu-

dent assemblies and other large

gatherings, indoors and outdoors,

rely on Victor's Triumph 60.
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enm need Audio-Ksnal Aids
j • • • it pays to buy RCA

...new RCA Classroom Slide Film Projector—A dual-

purpose projector designed for 35mm film-strips and 2"x 2"

slides. It's priced so low you can now equip every classroom with

its own projector. The quickest and easiest projector threading

you have ever seen. No sprockets to thread or damage film.

...new RCA Transcription Player for the Classroom —

A

high quality portable player for reproduction of either standard

phonograph records or 16-inch transcriptions. Two separate motors

supply positive, constant speed to turntable— one for 33 V^ rpm and

one for 78 rpm. Detachable loudspeaker provides brilliant repro-

duction of all voices and musical instruments.

...the new RCA Victrola Classroom Phonograph—This
RCA classroom phonograph (Senior Model 66-ED) plays

12-inch or 10-inch records. Has "Golden Throat" tone system.

"Silent Sapphire" pickup. Separate tone controls for bass and
treble. Blond finish walnut cabinet with closed back. Hand
holes for convenience in carrying.

^-^ -K Victrola TM. Reg. U.S. Pal. Off.

. . . RCA's new "400" 16mm Projector —A lighter weight,

ALL-PURPOSE projector for more effective teaching. Amazingly
easy to thread and operate. Ideal for use in classroom or auditorium.

Shows films at their best in brilliance and contrast—black-and-white

or full-color. Sound or silent operation.

160

...RCA Victor Record Library for Elementary Schools
A basic record library for the classroom. Consists of 370 com-
positions, 83 records, in 21 albums. Complete teaching sug-

gestions for each record. Covers such activities as Rhythms,
Singing, Listening, Rhythm Bands, Singing Games, and
other topics. Priced within the budget of every school.

For descriptive literature write: Educational Sales Dept. 28D, RCA, Camden, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATtON ofAMERICA
EDUCATiOMAL SALES DERARTMEMT, CAMDEN, N.J.
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FROM ALC HEMIST
I

r
TO

ATOM SMASHER

1

. . . the engrossing story of the most

important scientific achievement of

onr times brought to the screen in

United World Films' fascinating new

10 reel, 16nim sound motion picture—

PHYSICS
...an authoritative study of the history and development of atomic energy. Indicative of its high

acceptance is the purchase by the Atomic Energy Commission of a number of prints for their own
use. It presents the discoveries and contributions in the development of atomic physics of scientists

of all nations, among them Dal ton, Faraday, Mendeleeff, Thomson, Rutherford, Moseley, the

Curies, Chadwick, Fermi, Cockcroft, Walton, Lawrence and Frisch.

Einstein, Rutherford, Thomson and other great scientists personally tell parts of the story of this

greatest of scientific achievements, directly from the screen. The film, made in the United King-

dom, falls naturally into five parts. Each can be run separately, or, together, as one film.

An inspired combination of actual photography, animation, diagram and historical re-enactment,

utilizing the actual instruments originally used in key discoveries, makes this college-level film of

absorbing interest to all science minded adults and high school students, as well.

10 Reels, 16mm Sound, Sale price $400, rental $40.

SEND THIS HANDY
ORDER FORM IN TODAY!

Distributors for

Univertol-lnlernalional and J. Arthur Rank
Incorporating

Ml A Howell Filmosound Library & Castle Films

445 Park Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.

April, 1948

UNITED WORLD FIIMS, INC., 445 Fork Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

I wish to purchase ..prints ot "Atomic Physics"

I wish to rent this film for showing _ _ (dote) O
Remittance Encto'sed Q Sl>ip C.O.D. G

Name - Position

Organization „ „ - „ „ „

Address _ _ _

City. _ Zone # State -

I am interested in the following cotologues:

Educational O Recreational Q Religious Q
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HARRIS ELECTROTONE '^'^ ^ WoHde^ul lum
MODEL 50

The Mosf Popular 2-Speed Playback
Equipment with Microphone Input Among West

Coast Educators

Now Available Nationally

The Harris Electrotone speaks for itself. Have your sound

equipmenl- specialist check these specifications, and you
will want to order:

CABINET: Sturdily constructed of three-ply wood, secured by

glue blocks and braces. Motorboard attached by machine screws

entering Into tapped metal nuts within body. Features nickeled

metal corners and metal knees. Rubber feet provided for both

carrying and operating positions. Sturdy leather handle. Tubes are

accessible without removing motorboard. Vents and speaker open-

ings covered with rigid metal grill. Portion containing speaker is

removable and is equipped with 50 feet of extension cord.

AMPLIFIER: ^ ^"^^s, Class AB push pull. 2 • 6F6, 2 - 6SN7,

I -6%Q7, I - 5Y3. Output 6 watts at voice coil. Harmonic distortion

less than 5%. Frequency response uniform within plus or minus

2DB from 50 to 12000 CPS. Hum level not less than 50DB below

maximum output. Phonograph channel will produce rated output

from Victor Record No. 84522B. 1000 cycles. 78 rpm. Microphone

channel designed for high impedance microphone. Amplifier is

designed to permit mixing of microphone and phonograph Imputs,

each with separate volume control permits using microphone while

record Is playing. Master on and off switch. Pilot Light. Adequately

ventilated and protected by a fuse.

E^^SY TO SERVICE: ^y removing motorboard and amplifier

holding clamps. Disconnect motor and pickup, service man can

lift entire amplifier and AC line out of cabinet.

SPEAKER: '^ ^^^^ t^" Jensen PI2R AInico 5. I inch voice coil.

PICKUP: Astatic No. N400. Type Nylon I-J crystal with replace-

able Sapphire-tipped Nylon needle. Frequency range 50 to 8000

CPS. Needle pressure I Vj ounces.

I^OTOR: General Industries Model D 2-speed, 33'/3 or 78 rpm.

50-60 cycles variable speed control, rubber mounted.

SIZE: 12V2 X 17V2 x 20V2' , .^y p,.:^^ e^AA (MXWEIGHT: 43 lbs. i-"5T ITlCe >Z00.00

If Microphone Input is not needed—Order Model D

—

Sanne as above, $165.00

Please place our nanne on your nnailing list for bids on
play-back equipment.

Send for complete catalog and specifications on other

models.
DEALERS: Some area franchises are available.

HARRIS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2422 W. Seventh St. Los Angeles 5, Calif.

AT THE CLOSE of a morning session of the DAVI
at Atlantic City, attended by approximately four

hundred people, Dean McClusky told me of the con-

trast with a DVI meeting held in Boston several years

ago. "There were seventeen people in the room". Dean

said, "and nine of them were on the panel. What a

contrast
!"

But the Atlantic City meeting this year was notable

not only for numbers in attendance, even though it was

a unique and heartening experience to see meeting

rooms j)acked to overflowing with part of the audience

spilled into the corridors listening to the "audio" part

brought to them by hastily installed loud speakers.

Every session gave evidence of thoughtful planning and

careful preparation. It was a highly satisfying profes-

sional conference.

The spectacular, dramatic climax to the whole At-

lantic City meeting came on \\'ednesday morning.

Listed on the DAVI program as "AAS.\ General Ses-

sion of Special Interest to DAVI Members", Walter

Wittich's demonstration of Teaching IVitJi Audio-Visual

Materials thrilled an audience of more than four thou-

sand school administrators and brought to them con-

crete, tangible evidence of the values of audio-visual

media in teaching.

^^'alt Wittich is a highly skillful teacher and master

showman. In the toughest assignment ever given a

visual educator, he turned in a perfect performance.

As neatly as ever done by any demonstration teacher,

he maintained just the right perspective between his

group of sixth graders and his four thousand audience

without losing a soul. In fact, more "converts" were

probably won that morning than by the combined meet-

ings of many years.

In all res]5ects it was a memorable conference. The
television session gave a challenge to thinking visual

educators who could see how far this medium yet had

to go, and who could see the important part they

might play. The three speakers in the Production ses-

sion found an audience more sympathetic to "The

Producer's Point of View" than they had expected.

The Teacher Education and Research sessions were

stimulating, constructive, and conducted on a high pro-

fessional level. Talks by Dr. Charles Siepman of New
York University and Superintendent Claude Courter

of Cincinnati succeeded admiraljly in placing "audio-

visual education" in its larger context by focusing atten-

tion upon the ends to be served by mass media of

communication.

There was just one hitch, and we cannot blame this

on those responsible for the Conference. Stephen M.
Corey, President of D.WI ; James W. Brown, Con-

ference Chairman ; and Vernon Dameron, Executive

Secretary, all deserve highest commendation for the

success of the conference ; they cannot be blamed if

trains from Florida run several hours late. But we
would like to have heard the talk that Charles Hoban
was to have presented on "What Axe the Problems of

the Audio-Visual Director?". We'll be satisfied now
even with the chance to read it.

—

Paul C. Reed.
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We put more into it..s« you can get more out of it

Ampro 16nini. sound projector

If you are considering equipment for

your audio-visual program—here are a

few thoughts to consider: A I6mm. sound

projector is subjected to the heat of the

projection lamp, continuous high-speed

movement of the intermittent mechanism,

and every action requires split-second

accuracy. It must deliver steady, flicker-

less projection continuously and quietly.

It must be dependable, easy to thread and

operate. It must be gentle to precious

film and easy to service.

For these reasons—a good sound projec-

tor design must be a tested design. It is

only by studying and learning from mil-

lions of performances under all conditions

that a truly efficient sound projector is

developed. Ampro l6mm. projectors have

been "put through the mill" by this

country's leading school systems, univer-

sities and government departments. Into

each Ampro projector is built 20 years

of experience that- assures better per-

formance and longer service. Before

choosing your 16mm. sound projector, ask

your Ampro dealer for a demonstration

of the latest Ampro "Premier-20". Look

—listen—remember Ampro's record

—

and then decide!

Send for FREE Circular
On Ampro "Pretnier-20" giving full

specifications and prices. If you are

interested in sound motion pictures

send lOc for li-page booklet, "The

Amazing Story of Sound Motion Pic-

tures." It dramaticalty illustrates tlia

various steps in the recording and
reproducing of sound on film.

AMPROSLIDE
PROJECTOR

MODEL "30-D"

for filmstrips and 2" «

2" slides. Offers extra

brilliant illumination,

split-second inter-

changeability from

slides to filmstrips and
back and many other

faafures.

of the illustrated

of Sound Motion

AMPRO CORPORATION
2835 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Please send me free circular giving full details

about the Ampro "Premier-20"
I enclose lOc Q for a copy
booklet, "The Amaiing Story

Pictures."

I am also interested in;

Q Ampro "Imperial" C Amproslide Proiector

14mm. Silent Model "30-D"
Projector

Name

Address . ,
-

City State..



Toward World Government
THE ATOMIC BOAIB and its implications is a

problem we all live with—and some of us sleep

with. We may not all agree that world government

is the only sure defense against atomic destruction

and the only true solution to world peace, but it is

clearly our responsibility to learn more about a move-

ment which promises so much.

The people of Chicago will have this opportunity dur-

ing the week beginning April 19, officially proclaimed

by the Chicago City Council as AVorld Government

Week. The purpose of the week is to familiarize

Chicagoans with the solutions to the problem of peace

presented in the movement for world government.

Similar proclamations are expected to be made through-

out the United States, and Minneapolis has already

joined Chicago in setting aside the week of April 26

as World Government Week.

Among the organizations actively working toward

the realization of a federal world government are

World Republic, the United World Federalists, Action

for World Federation, the Campaign for World Gov-

ernment, and the Committee to Frame a World
Constitution.

16mm films—and all the audio-visual materials—

•

have a tremendously important role to play in such

a movement ; in the assembly hall, church, and adult

forum they can help people understand the world of

today and plan the world of tomorrow, a peaceful

world, if we will work to make it so. For those who
need the "reminder," there are Atomic Energy (Ideal

Pictures Corp.), Atomic Power (March of Time Forum
Edition), and One World or None (Film Publishers,

Inc.). For those who still have not learned the lesson

of brotherhood, there are Boundary Lines (Interna-

tional Film Foundation) and Brotherhood of Man
(Brandon Films, Inc.). And for those who are not fully

aware of the pitiful plight of the peoples of the earth,

there are Children of Tragedy (Association Films),

The Pale Horseman (Brandon Films), Seeds of Des-

tiny (Films of the Nations), and The World Is Rich

(Brandon Films).

Films such as these—and there are many more

—

can be among the most powerful weapons for ])eace

—during officially proclaimed World Government

Weeks, during every week. And time is short

!

June N. Sark

Passport to Nowhere

Those who are concerned over the DP problem

and the pending Stratton Bill—and who isn't?—will

be interested in two informational kits now available.

Kit "I" contains educational material on the problem of

displaced persons. Kit "O" contains a discussion out-

line for speakers and directions for obtaining both the

film Passport to Noivhcre and the recorded radio shows

on displaced persons. Send the names of those you

wish to receive kits to Director of Field Activities,

Citizens Committee on Displaced Persons, 39 E. 36th

St.. New York 16. N. Y.

The Eyes of the World

are Noti^ Vocused on-

ITALY
What films are you using in your community to aid in an understanding of contemporary Italians and Italian

life and problems?

Sensing the need of good, authentic current films on Italy and Italians, the International Film Foundation sent

a crew of American Photographers, headed by Julien Bryan, to Italy to make a series of films for American
audiences.

Three films are now ready for showing in your community—
ITALY REBUILDS — BREAD AND WINE

ARTISANS OF FLORENCE
Place your purchase order today with your visual education dealer; or your rental
order with your Film Rental Library.

• Write us for description of these and our other films

The International Film Foundation, Inc.
1600 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.
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We'd like to show you how the

BESELER YU-ORAPH
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

enables you to face your c

while you project material

audience

0J
SEND COUPON BELOW FOR A

demonstration
Look af these VU-GRAPH advantages:

• You need never turn your back on your audience.

• Will project any transparency. Will project opaque
material in silhouette.

• Takes copy up to 7" x 7".

• Delivers a sharp image over entire area.

• Projection can be clearly seen in normally lighted

send
coupon

An opaque P^ education-
Bcon

^^

P^^'^fr/etails today,

(jj^rite tor

THE BEST. PROJECTOR IS THE BESELER PROJECTOR

room.

Plastic and special pencil makes it possible to make
sketches, diagrams, present problems and project them
simultaneously. Work can be removed and plastic used
over again.

Vu-Graph film, used in similar way to plastic, projects

white lines instead of black.

Easy to operate.

500 watts. AC -DC motor -driven fan, equipped with
rheostat for increasing and decreasing speed.

Send Coupon Today for Free

Examination of Bescier

K^hctvlas J^aseLev C-ianvpctivy.
243 EAST 23rd STREH . NEWYORKIO, N.Y.

I

I

I

I

CHARLES BESELER CO., Dept. E
243 East 23rd Street. New York 10. N. Y.

1~1
I would like to have o free demonstration of the

Beseler VU-GRAPH. Most convenient lime

Q I am also interested in Opaque Projectors. Please

send me literature.

Nome

Position

School or Finn..

Address

City ..Stale..

The World's largest Manufacturer of Opaque Projection Equipment
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As Viewed From Here Paul C, Reed

'High-quality equipment demands high-quality dealers"

FAIR TRADE FOR WHOM?
• Shopping for a "bargain" is traditional with Americans. But in

buying audio-visual equipment, many of us have found that a

"bargain" may turn out to be very costly indeed.

Here is why. High-quality audio-visual equipment demands

high-quality dealers to distribute and service it, for even the best

equipment requires servicing. Too, even the best of visual specialists

can learn how to make better use of his audio-visual tools from the

dealer who retains constant interest in the products he has sold.

The buyer of audio-visual equipment is buying more than a machine;

he is buying know-how, and humanized and thoughtful service.

These do not come at "cut rates".

To make it possible for high-class dealers to do business, manu-

facturers in our field have executed so-called "Fair Trade" contracts

which prohibit sales of their equipment below established prices. By
making it illegal for fly-by-night dealers to sell equipment at reduced

prices, these laws protect legitimate dealers who try to render per-

manent, dependable service.

Some consumers may have the notion that Fair Trade laws

provide a kind of legalized method for manufacturers and dealers

to maintain arbitrarily fixed high prices. It may seem that Fair

Trade prices are in the interests of the seller only, and not the buyer.

But manufacturers who have taken advantage of Fair Trade laws

have done so to help maintain high-quality dealers and to assure

consumers of the essential services which should accompany each

Sale of their equipment—services which cost money.

Here are some facts about Fair Trade: Laws have been passed

in forty-five states aimed to stop predatory price-cutting. These laws

permit a manufacturer of a product "which is in open competition

with commodities of the same general class produced by others" to r

enter into contracts with distributors to sell the product at a price

named by the manufacturer. Fair Trade laws do not eliminate com-

petition; rather, they provide for fair competition on the basis of

service rendered to the consumer, l)oth by the product and by the

organization that sells it.

It seems to us that consumers of audio-visual equipment do

have a stake in Fair Trade. And an important stake, too! If they

are to get the most from their audio-visual equipment, they need

and must have the assistance of alert, intelligent, well-equipped,

and well-established local dealers who are ready to give thoughtful

help with their prol)lems. Fair Trade laws do not guarantee us this

kind of dealer, but they encourage it. Enlightened consumers have

a selfish interest in the enforcement of Fair Trade.
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Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University

Films can teach students the ^^whaf^ and ^^how^^ of acting^

SHOW THEM!
Ox the high school level the director of dra-

matics is seldom presented with a choice of

artists. The problem is usually one of being
able to take any high school student and to enable

him to do a creditable job of acting. Public per-

formance is not the important thing, however.
Development of student personality— from self-

consciousness to poise, from awkwardness to

smoothness, from groping to understanding—is our

work. The University School continually seeks

ways to serve every student. In dealing with stu-

dents who are not artists with technicjue but ama-
teurs needing basic training in dramatics, we use

films to help to provide worthwhile experiences.

Here Is Our Problem

Our dramatic club meets twice monthly. We
seek opportunity to train students in bodily move-
ment, facial expression, voice, technical stage

problems, etc. Students are not told to "develop
imagination." Such verbal expression alone is

meaningless. Instead of consuming time with ab-

stractions, we try to meet the learning need of the

*Pictured above is a dramatics class in action. The film

has been shown, the student at the board has sketched a
particular facial expression, another student is "demonstrat-

ing" forehead wrinkles. Mr. Doxtator is seated at the desk.

by R. J. DOXTATOR,
Instructor and Critic Teacher,

The University School, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana

student by directing his attention to the acting of

people in films : how to walk, how to move, how to

knit eyebrows together in anger, how to raise a

forehead and eyebrows in question, these and other

actual movements and expressions. The student is

shown "what" and "how." The "why" is equally

important. Opportunity is taken to indicate that

surprise within causes eyebrows to move upward
without—a vivid means through the use of film to

teach motivated action instead of using the abstract

expression, "All inward action is accompanied by
outer reaction," a statement meaningless to a stu-

dent. Our learning need is for concreteness of

experience ; teachers strive to make vivid impres-

sions upon the minds of students that they will not

only see but understand, remember, and do.

The Film Is the Thing

The old Chinese adage continues to be true : "One
picture is worth . .

." Since vivid impressions need

to be made upon the minds of students, films are of

value. Teaching a student visualization for purpose
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Bodily movement and facial expressions are vividly visual-

ized for the student of dramatics in such a film as "The
Tell Tale Heart" (M.G.M.), available through Teaching

Film Custodians, Inc.

of dramatic activity is a difficult job; and the job of

helpin<T him to develop imagination is dependent

upon the ability to visualize. Films visualize for

the student ; films "plant" pictures upon the mind

;

films allow the student to close his eyes and re-

produce or recreate what was seen. A teacher can

tell her students to study human beings: on street

corners, in buses, in public places. Such procedure

has vakie in placing a student upon his own re-

sources. But what does the student see? Is he

making correct connections between inner thoughts

judged by seen outer reactions? Is the teacher at

hand to assist the student? Can the student say to

a man or woman. "Pardon me, sir—or madam—but
will you do that frown over again ? I want to study

it."

What Better Source Material?

Obviously the film offers the teacher an oppor-
tunity to overcome such obstacles. Children like

films : children see films constantly ; films have
great adaptability and flexibility for purpose and
time elements. In addition, films allow teacher
control—within reason—of a valuable experience.

Students can be shown the same film ; teachers can

indicate features of bodily movement and facial

e.xjjression : the same film can be used several times
for emphasis and progressive develo])ment of points

;

and, motion can be arrested for closer study. Where
else could the teacher of dramatic activity find

better source material than in films which utilize

actors, actresses, and acting?

Foundation Laying

In controlling the experience with film in study

of bodily movement and facial expression, careful

attention must be paid to the previewing of a film

and to the making of an outline guide for student

use. Any film containing human beings in motion

may be of value to the teacher of dramatics. Pre-

suma1)!y even a film describing sheetmetal work
could be used, if there are men in the picture who
are moving and using facial expression. A\'ith such

an idea in mind, I tried to find a film for use with

my dramatics club. The technicolor film, Romance of

Robert Burns, came to mind. Although used principally

in classes studying literature, it seemed to offer

possiblities for use in teaching dramatics. Aided

by the Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids, Indiana Uni-

versity, the film, in addition to a number of others,

was secured for preview. It was determined in ad-

vance to divide each film into units for ])review.

A Good Film for the Purpose

The film used, Romance oj Robert Bi(r)is. was ideal

for such purpose : it had ten clear-cut scenes with

a fade-out and fade-in to indicate to students the

transition from scene to scene. Such a division

seemed necessary in order to show students a small

portion of film at a time for clear mental pictures

rather than to crowd the mind with a solid film

continuity. The first preview revealed the scenes;

the second preview revealed the movement within

each scene. The film was stopped where necessary

in order to re-run a scene to find all of possible

value. In the second preview attention was paid to

body movement : hands, trunk, head, legs, arms,

stance ; also, facial expression : eyes, eyebrows,

foreheads, knitted brows, nose wrinkles (sneering),

naso-pharyngeal lines, mouths, and mouth lines.

An outline was then prepared which paralleled the

film. Following is a cutting from the outline

:

BODILY MOVEMENT AND FACIAL EXPRESSION
Film: The Romance of Robert Burns

Iiitroduclioii

:

As the tilni opens, note the movements of music, of print,

of water, of changes in scenery, of human beings, of singing,

of speech. Here you have the keynote of dramatics—movement
to provide variety for the eye and the ear and thus to entertain

the spectator and Hstener.

The film is in definite scenes. Some tilings for wliich to

watcli

:

SCENE I. THE TAPROOM SCENE.

a. As the scene opens, note attention

singing.

is centered upon

b. Note sliglit movement of people, movement behind

singers to add a reahstic touch ; movement does not

detract from singing for attention is still centered pri-

marily upon the song and grmip of men seated at table

who are singing.

c. -Attention is directed toward a group of men talking

about the song (still the center of interest); you learn

incidentally that song words were written by Robert

Burns.
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d. You learn Burns is loved by Jeannie and that he does

not realize he may be in love with her (all incidentally

while the song continues).

e. Note while men arc talking, the fat man behind the

bar keeps his attention (and yours) centered upon the

song and the singers, while "giving his ear" to the

speakers but not his full attention.

f. Note other two men look into each other's eyes and
look at each other directly when they speak—not look-

ing at the floor or sideways, something never done in

conversation unless one wishes to create another picture

for the audience to see.

The above enables a teacher of dramatics to find

the es.sential features of a film ; to make the film a
valuable experience ; to make easier recapitulation

from the conciseness of scenes ; to help students to

visualize; to determine inner thoughts producing
outer reactions ; to use method and order later in

presentation of the film before the group.

Club Day

Prepared outlines were handed to the students

—

in advance of club meeting time—for study. The
film was prepared for showing in advance. The film

was shown once without interruption or comment.
The rooiTi was not totally darkened, allowing stu-
dents opportunity to look at their outlines. While
the film was being rewound, the president of the
club conducted a brief discussion concerning the
acting which had been displayed. The second show-
ing of the film began without delay ; this time with-
out sound. All attention was given to bodily action
and facial expression. Running comments were
made by the teacher about facial expressions and
bodily movements as the film progressed. Comment
was made about what the person was thinking,
judging from the outer reactions. Eight of the ten
scenes were covered in the second showing. Forty-
minute activity periods allow for two complete film

runs.

Successful or Not?

The students were quite attentive and enthusi-
astic. While they were quiet during the first show-
ing of the film with sound, they were more quiet
during the second run without sound. Many made
notes in the margins of their outlines. There was
eager discussion and questioning. Eyebrows were
knitted by the students, foreheads and eyebrows
were raised in mock questioning, noses were
wrinkled in simulated sneers, mouth corners were
pulled down in imitation of disgust. In addition,

hand and head movements on the part of students
indicated that their minds had absorbed specific

points of bodily movement and facial expression.

As a foundation training in technical points of act-

ing I was convinced that we had one of many good
approaches. I had reason to believe that the students

would observe more closely other people. I had
reason to believe also that they would better under-
stand what I was talking about when I directed

them in a play later.

In discussion with others interested in audio-

visual education I was shown many other possi-

bilities the experiment indicated : the same film might

be used again and again, since centering student at-

tention upon hand movements alone throughout

an entire film leaves the film refreshingly new for

a second showing of eye movements alone ; the use

of several films on one subject, with progressive

development of learning on one phase of dramatics,

has good possibilities also.

Attainable Objectives

The objectives? Yes, they can be reached.

Through understanding that inner thoughts produce

outer reactions human beings can be better under-

stood. Through understanding of smoother action

—bodily and facial—a student can be brought to

feel less awkward and he can gain bodily and facial

control and freedom from self-consciousness. With
practice of technical points in acting, in addition to

observation, any high school student—not just the

artist—can be enabled to give a stnooth performance

before the public. And the words of praise from the

public can make a better boy or girl—if either

doesn't become as vain as the proverbial peacock

in the meantime.

Pictured below are two scenes from "The Romance of
Robert Burns" (Warner Bros.), available through Teach-
ing Film Custodians, Inc. The film proved ideal for teach-
ing dramatics; it has ten clear-cut scenes with a fade-out
and fade-in to indicate to students the transition from scene

to scene.
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Courtesy nf St. T^ouis Public Schools

Basic to children's understanding of a one world is

their understanding of the concepts of change and
inter-relationships, brought about by the airplane in

transportation and the radio and motion picture in

mass communication. Here Larry, Mike and Tim
study the route of a trans-world plane.

THE MODERN CLASSROOM faccs the challenge of

developing in the minds of children a clearer

understanding of this changing, one world in

which we live today—this one world of health, eco-

nomics, and closely interwoven social responsibilities.

For teachers, this presents an enormous problem

because it means that we are confronted with the re-

sponsibility of developing children's understanding of

two absolutely basic but difficult concepts. For an
understanding of a changing world is based upon under-

standing the concept of change.

An understanding of a one world is based upon an

understanding of the concept of inter-relationships.

We recognize that these concepts are basic because upon
understanding the implication of them depends the

survival of the human race.

,. V Examining Problem

Psychologists tell us that when we're faced with a

problem, the first thipg to do is to try to see the prob-

Editor's Note : This article is adapted -from an illustrated talk

given at the Missouri State Teachers Association Conference,

November, 1947.

rfie Role of Fill

Childrei

lem clearly. Then we survey our resources to dis-

cover where we may get help in working out a solution.

Let's examine this problem of trying to develop

children's understanding of this world that is constantly

changing, and that, within a short time, as a result

of such technological developments as the airplane in

transportation, and the radio and motion picture in

mass communication, has indeed become a one world.

It is difficult to develop an understanding of any

kind of concept in children's minds because concepts

are built upon concrete, meaningful experiences, and

children's experiences are quite limited.

Another aspect of the problem is that because we

are adults, it is difficult for us to remember that the

world children live in today is not the world in which

we lived as children; nor is it the world that these

children in our classrooms today will live in when

they grow up. Still another side of the problem is the

great amount of insight that children need to acquire

before they can become understanding citizens of

the world.

Let's turn to authorities in the field to see what

help we can get in working out a solution.

People as a Resource

Dr. Lovisa Wagoner, Professor of Child Develop-

ment at Mills College, California, warns us that if

we wish to develop functional understandings in the

minds of children, we must place less emphasis upon

the viemorisation oj facts, and more upon the import-

ance of concrete experiences that will lead to the build-

ing of desirable attitudes and habits—attitudes of open-

In this scene from the film "What Makes Rain",
Billy wonders, "What does make rain, anyway?
Where does it come from? Where does it go?"

Young America Films

Such a film as "Mexican Children" helps to make
boys and girls more open-minded and better able to

think straight because it develops their understand-
ing of other peoples.

Encyclopaediji Hritannica Films, Inc.



I Developing

iiderstanding

by NELLE LEE JENKINSON
Asst. Director, Div. of Audio-Visual Education,

Board of Educafion, St. Louis, Mo.

mindedness, cooperation, resourcefulness and responsi-

bility ; habits of straight thinking and orderly planning.

.She also advises that the place to begin this build-

ing of open-mindedness is with ourselves, in order

that we may be able to recognize the flaws in our pres-

ent procedures of teaching and learning. ("There Is

No Error in Learning, ]3ut Errors May Be Learned."

About Children—How They Leant, Feel and Grotv—
ACE Publication.)

Dr. Stephen S. Corey, Educational Psychologist of

the University of Chicago, who participated in the sur-

vey that was made to evaluate classroom practices in

the schools of the United States, tells us that one of

the chief deterrents to learning was found to be the

practice of using words which are not understood.

Do you remember the story that Dr. John Dewey
tells to illustrate the point? One morning he went
into a classroom where a fourth-grade lesson in ge-

ography was going on. He listened awhile, and then

asked the teacher if she would mind if he put a ques-

tion to the class.

Then he said, "Children, what would I find if I

started boring and kept on boring until I came to the

center of the earth ?"

Twenty-four blank little faces stared up at him.

The teacher, a little embarrassed, suggested, "Dr.

Dewey, I think the children don't understand you."

Then, to the class, she .said, "Children, what is the

exact status of matter at the center of the earth?"

At once, twenty-four little hands wildly beat the air,

and with one voice came the answer, "The e.xact status

of matter at the center of the earth is that of igneous

fusion."

As the greatest safeguard against using words with-

out an adequate understanding of their meaning. Dr.

Corey urges the use of a wide variety of teaching ma-
terials and methods that involve a great deal of per-

ceptual experience, that is, experiences involving a

great amount of seeing, hearing, feeling, and active

participation on the part of students.

Now, obviously, first-hand experiences involve the

highest degree of seeing, hearing, feeling, and doing,

but equally obviously, most of what children need to

know today, they cannot experience directly. The meth-

od is too costly in time, etTort and money. Life is too

short. Restrictions of time and place are too great.

Solution to Problem

In such situations, then, what is the solution? Dr.

Corey again gives us the answer. We compromise

!

From among those instructional materials available,

we select those relatively high in perceptual learning

that we consider most effective in helping us to reach

our objectives. ("The Importance of Perceptual Learn-

ing"

—

Educational Screen, November, 1945.)

Included among such concrete teaching materials

are dramatization, objects, charts, motion pictures,

and recordings. Now if motion is necessary to develop

understanding, or if change or inter-relationships are

particularly involved, then, in most cases, the motion

picture is our most effective teaching tool.

How Films Can Help

How can films help the teacher to develop in the

minds and hearts of children insight into this chang-

ing one world?

In the first place, we must visualize clearly our long-

range goals and our immediate goals. What changes

in the behavior pattern of children do we hope will

take place as a result of their being taught? Is this

motion picture an efficient means of achieving these

objectives? ("What to Look For"—by Dr. Stephen

S. Corey, Coronews, September, 1947.)

Having established clear goals, and having selected

the film as the most effective tool at this time in help-

To the teacher, the circus offers a wonderful example
of cooperative planning and working together. To
children, the circus spells magic. This exciting ad-
venture is now made possible to every child who

views the color film "Circus Animals."
Academy Films, Inc.

Children can learn more by studying the film "Mon-
arch Butterfly" than by first-hand experiences alone
because our eyes do not furnish microscopic lens or

time lapse photography.
Simmel-Meservey



mg us achieve this purpose, and having become thor-

oughly famihar with this fihn, we begin to plan how in-

telligently we may use it, and how skillfully we may

integrate its use with books and other materials, and

with creative activities.

For Ijooks and audio-visual aids are peculiarly inter-

dependent. In a unique way, each of these two tools

—a book and an audio-visual aid—holds the secret

key within itself to unlock the door to hidden possi-

bilities of use and power that are inherent in the very

nature of the other. But the key to this lock can only
,

h't turned by the hand of the teacher.

"Circus Animals"

Take, for example, the sound color film Circus Ani-

mals (Academy Films), produced for primary grades.

How can such a picture help to develop children's

understanding? A first grade teacher is quick to an-

swer that the place to start building desirable attitudes

is with very young children, and that the circus fur-

nishes a wonderful example of cooperative planning

and working together. Then, too, the big show is

made possible only as a result of orderly planning, and

because circus people have learned to carry both indi-

vidual and group responsibilities.

St. Louis primary teachers have found that this

film offered a fresh, exciting adventure into learning,

and that it also made certain songs and stories more
furi for children, such stories as "Tippy Elephant's

Hat," and such books as Streets and Roads, Friends

and Neighbors, American Singer, and Bronco Bill's

Circus.

"Mexican Children"

Many primary and intermediate teachers are fa-

miliar with the film Mexican Children (Encyclopaedia

Britannica Films). They would agree that the best

way of learning about Mexico would be to live there,

but since that is impossible, an effective compromise

is the study of Mexican Children. This film succeeds

in bringing Mexico closer to the child. This is im-

portant, since children are little interested in experi-

ences remote from their immediate environment.

Now we would all probably hope that, as a result of

the study of any country, children's insights would
be deepened regarding man's relation to his physical

and social environment and that this, in turn, would
help children to become more open-minded, and to

develop into adults, capable of straight thinking about

world problems.

"What Makes Rain"

Within the last year, there has been produced a

splendid series of films, under the guidance of Dr.

Gerald S. Craig ( Professor of Natural Science. Teach-

ers College, Columbia University), that are specifically

geared to the middle-grades science ])rogram. The
pacing is slow, and each new or difficult idea is ex-

plained in terms of everyday experience of the child.

The film M^hat Makes Rain (Young America Films)

opens with a small boy, disappointed because rain has

prevented his going on a picnic with his mother and
dad. writing to the weatherman to ask just where does

rain come from anyhow, where does it go. and hozv

does it get back up in the sky. The weatherman an-

swers Billy's letter and the film visualizes what he says.

Films presenting concepts as fundamental and yet

as difficult for children to grasp as those in this film,

require several showings with a great deal of discus-

sion, observing, reading, and experimenting between

each showing. There are several colorfully illustrated,

inexpensive booklets that correlate effectively with

What Makes Rain ("Water Appears and Disappears"

and "Clouds. Rain and Snow," published by Row,
Peterson & Company )

.

"Monarch Butterfly"

In the fall, children love to bring to school butterfly

chrysalises and moth cocoons that they have found.

This, of course, offers a natural approach to the study

of such a film as The Monarch Butterfly (Simmel-Me-

servey)— elementary edition. A challenging technique

to use with this film is to turn off the sound after the

preliminary study, and allow the students to supply

the narration.

Sometimes children can learn more through a film

than by first-hand experiences alone, because, unfor-

tunately, our eyes do not have microscopic lens, nor are

they equipped to give us the benefit of time lapse

photography. Such a film is The Monarch Butterfly.

Summary

We have sought to find the role of the film in de-

veloping children's understanding of this changing,

inter-related world.

We have consulted an authority on child develop-

ment and have been warned that if children's under-

standings are to be functional, then w^e must place more

emphasis upon the building of desirable attitudes and

habits and less upon the memorization of facts.

We have sought help from an educational psycholo-

gist and been strongly advised to use more teaching

materials which involve a great deal of seeing, hearing,

feeling, and students' active participation. As an im-

portant example of this kind of instructional material,

we have examined four different films. Today, it is

agreed that the film does offer us a medium through

which, figuratively speaking, the world can be brought

into the very classroom—a medium that makes pos-

sible concrete, realistic experiences which mirror and

interpret the social and physical world that is close

about us. or as far distant as the boundaries of the

universe—experiences that can be brought back into our

classroom for study again and again.

But whether these experiences are made meaningful

for children and directed toward rich, intelligent liv-

ing in their world of tomorrow is determined by the

skill and the inirpose of the teacher who uses the film.

It is probably rather important for us to remember

that so comparatively new is this teaching film that

today we no more envisage its potentiality than could

be done with the automobile in 1903. (Dr. Floyd E.

Brooker. United States Office of Education. Washing-

ton. D. C.)

So. perhaps, we can best clean the lens of our own

personal vision by remembering the old adage

:

Anyone can count the apples upon a tree

But onlv a wise one can count the trees witliin an apple.
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FILMS for Teaching

the ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A\'P:RY interesting question arises

as to whether the use of fihiis will promote or

retard the teaching of the English language in

the schools of the United States. There is no doubt but

that it can exert a tremendous influence for good. The
real question is whether or not the makers of films will

set themselves to do so or will be content to perpetuate

ways of learning already proved ineffective, merely
reproducing on the screen what is now in the textbooks.

Little Red Lines and Fish

For example, it seems a waste of money to prepare

tihns which reprint on the screen sentences from gram-
mar books, running little

red lines the length of the

subject, and after a break,

more little red lines the

length of the predicate.

Textbooks have been do-

ing that for more than a

hundred years. No screen

technic|ue is needed for

such a purjjose. Similarly, it seems rather insult-

ing to the intelligence of students and not a little

lacking in psychological insight to present a phrase
within a clause as a small fish in the mouth of a large

one, or vice versa, to present a clause within a phrase

as a small whale in the innards of a large one. Text-
books without the power of motion can do that.

The Grammar of Mere Classification

What kinds of service can the film render to the

teaching of the English language worthy of the peculiar

j)0wer of the screen and of the dramatic insight of its

artists? In the first place, makers of films on the Eng-
lish language, by acquainting themselves with modern
linguistic teaching, can influence profoundly instruction

in the English language in American schools. For ex-

am])le, the grammar of mere cj^issification has long<

since been discredited by research as a means to im-

provement in English expression. As long ago as 1917,

Julius I?oraas found knowledge of the classifications of

English forms more highly correlated with success in

arithmetic or geogra])hy than with ability to express

ideas, lillen Frogner, in 1937, using paired groups in

Grades 7. 9. and 11. found an a]5])roach to the sentence

through meaning more useful in all grades than meaning
combined with knowledge of grammatical forms. She

pioved beyond a doubt what P. M. Symonds had dis-

covered eight years earlier that whatever value accrues

from the knowledge of grammatical forms accrues to

superior students only ( in the case of her study, to fifty

per cent of the superior students only) while those with

I. Q.'s of 105 or below suffered a handicap from the

By DORA V. SMITH
_^ University of Minnesota

introduction of grammatical terms. More recently,

James Reese Stewart, using paired groups in schools

in Iowa and the Middle West, compared the value of

learning to diagram sentences from grammar books
with working to improve the clarity of meaning in one's

own sentences or combining brief, choppy sentences

into more complex statements showing the exact rela-

tionship of the ideas. The result indicated no superiority

whatever on the part of those school systems which had
spent hours laboriously diagramming sentences. The
New York Regents Inquiry found a correlation of .21

between ability to fill in blanks in other people's sen-

tences and ability to express one's own ideas. Prudence
Cutright added the evidence that sound is the most im-

portant factor in learning usage. That is, for every

time a student hears an unacceptable form outside of

class, he should hear the acceptable form in class ; hence,

the unique challenge to the talking film.

Films to Show How Language Works

If the screen, therefore, decides not to be a party to

language instruction based primarily upon grammatical

classifications, what is left for it to do? In the first

place, it can substitute insight into how language works
for ability to classify instructions. For example, when
the army undertook to teach foreign languages to adults,

it decided first of all to show each individual how the

language he was about to learn differed in pattern from
his own native tongue. What did it say about English?

"English differs from all other languages in that its sub-

jects commonly do not agree with their verbs in any-

thing." People brought up on a grammar which super-

imposes Latin terminology upon English sentence

structure ,«rre startled by the pronouncement. One has

only to look at an English verb to see that the statement

is true : / loved, you loved, he loved; zve loved, you
loved, they loved. Or in the present, / love, you love,

he loves; ive love, you love, they love. S at the end of

a verb in English indicates that it is singular. On the

other hand, the first language fact which little children

learn is that s at the end of a name makes it mean more
than one: dog, dogs; house, houses. Films, by pictorial

presentation, could give insight into this difficulty in

the mastery of English and could lead teaching away
from the unprofttable grammar of classification into the

realm of constructive mastery of forms in use. The
eminent linguists who made such generalizations know
that distinctions between shall and anil are gone from
ordinary English s])eech and for years have not been

notable in the work of recognized English writers.

Was You or Were You?

Again, why does usage today employ you were in the

singular when the normal feeling for concord suggests
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you zvas? Originally ye was the only acceptable nomi-

native plural. You (eow) was the objective form.

Gradually, in spite of grammatical rule, you came to be

used as both subject and object while ye was lost to

modern English. You were was the polite form and

plural : tlwu ivast, the familiar form, and singular. In

the end, the plural you replaced the singular thou. By

that time, was had become the normal form for the sin-

gular; but because you was plural, the grammarians

exerted sufficient influence to force the use of were with

it even in the singular. Hence the persistence in the

speech of some people of the currently unacceptable

you zvas. The story of linguistic change and how it

helps explain the difficult spots in current usage is a

fascinating one for the screen to present.

Problem Pronouns

Next to verbs, pronouns cause more trouble than any

other parts of speech. The fact that they are substitute

words helps explain why modern usage frowns on

"Johnny, he did so and so," and "All my life I have

wanted to be a doctor. They do such good things for

people." With an actor and a substitute in a lively film,

both attempting to play the same part, or an actor at-

tempting to be one and more than one at the same time,

how strikingly could the screen present this important

problem

!

Again, few persons make mistakes in the forms of

pronouns used to refer to one person only. The child

says, "/ went down town," but "Johnny and me went

down town." He says, "My mother read me a story,"

but "My mother read my brother and I a story." The
screen could dramatize this difficulty, teaching the

learner to test by each one alone : / went. He went.

Therefore, He and / went. And it could help students

to repeat the sentences orally with the interpreter until

the right form begins to sound right.

Seeing the Meaning of Modification

But more important for the film than matters of usage

are problems of clarification of sentence structure. C.

C. Fries and others have

pointed out the fact that ma-
turity in sentence structure

depends upon the capacity

of the individual to use mod-
ification and to sense the

1^ .

;:j^f -^^^ relationship between ideas

(
^H C c)

'^ ^ JHI^V expressed in proper subor-

dination and coordination.

For example, suppose a film were to reproduce
what goes on in the minds of four different persons
when the sentence, "The horse ran", appears on
the screen. Then suppose successive modifiers

were added so that the meaning becomes more
specific

—"The black horse ran down a country road."

"The big black horse with two bare-headed, bare-legged

boys on its back ran down the dusty country road in the

direction of the fire." How would the picture in the

minds of each of the four persons change as the writer

makes the meaning increasingly concrete? This func-

tion of modification is supremely important—much more
important than which are single words and which are

phrases, and which are adjectives and which are ad-

verbs. The possibilities of the screen technique for the

teaching of semantics and verbal stereotypes are un-

limited. This is the peculiar province of the film, for

such graphic presentation is impossible on the printed

page.

Again, the inappropriate use of fragments for sen-

tences is a persistent error which English teachers have

constantly to combat. An approach through the com-

plete subject and the complete predicate of the sentence

is futile because every clause has a subject and predicate

of its own. Suppose the screen were to present a situa-

tion in which children ask permission to go to a movie.

The mother says, "Yes, you may go to the movie." How
do they act? What do they do? But suppose she added,

// you earn the money; when you have finished your

homezvork ; or but if you do, you'll have no money left

for the circus. How would the children act in each

case? What misunderstanding would arise if they

thought the sentence ended with the word movie? What
does it mean to "modify" an idea? To "modify" one's

plans? To "modify" one's consent? Why is it neces-

sary to the adequate understanding of the idea that

these modifiers be attached to the main idea? The

screen can make a tremendous contribution to the teach-

ing of modification in relationship to the expression of

meaning.

Modifiers Are Crabs

Again, suppose one were to present the problem of

misplaced modifiers by representing the modifier as a

crab which clings to what-

ever is next to it. A ninth

grade child recently wrote

from the Rockies: Please

send me the shoes I left

behind by parcel post. By
parcel post is the crab which

clings to behind. It can be'

moved about so as to cling

to each word in the sentence until it reaches send, where

it obviously belongs. Such cartooning is based on

meaning and furnishes insight into the real test for

placement of modifiers. Dangles like clinging to the

oigan grinder's arm, I sazv a monkey, or racing around

the corner, a beautiful viezv met my gacc. could be dealt

witli in particularly graphic fashion by this technique.

Connectives Are Traffic Signals

Connectives have been called traffic signals to the

direction of the thought. They should be taught in re-

lationship to what they do

to the meaning expressed.

And connects ideas which

bear an additive relation-

ship to one another. "Yes,

you may go to the movie,

and you may have ice cream

afterward." The use of a

comma in a series could be

taught with special effect in this connection on the

screen. "My uncle has been to China and he tells

interesting stories." Do these two ideas bear an addi-

tive relationship or is one the cause of the other?

(Concluded on fogi' 191)
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Audio-Visual Materials Keynote

An Adult-Education Conference

THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE of the California Asso-

ciation of Adult Education—held at AsUomar,
a Y.W.C.A. camp situated on Monterey Penin-

sula—afforded a good opportunity not only to get

expert opinions on films and recordings, but also to

compare the different audio-visual media and try to

discover which was the most effective as a discussion

stimulus, and to get suggestions for changes and im-

provements.

It had been decided, because of the interest shown by
the delegates in answer to a pre-conference question-

naire, that the planning committee present a number of

audio-visual aids at the first meeting of the conference.

This meeting was designed to be the discussion spring-

board of the conference.

Preparing an Evaluation Form

The evaluation of audio-visual materials presents

several difficulties. Not the least of these is the prepara-

tion of an evaluation form which will produce a re-

liable inde.x of opinion. The questions should not be

too difficult to score nor require too much time to

answer. It is essential also to secure the cooperation

of those who are to fill out the form. Thoughtful, seri-

ous consideration is necessary.

Fortunately, the writer, as a member of an advanced

seminar in audio-visual instruction at the University

of California at Los Angeles, was in a position to

secure help from the members of the seminar in pre-

paring the evaluation form to be used at Asilomar.

Several evaluation forms were discussed, criticized and

compared. As a result a form was designed which

represented the mature judgment of the members of

the seminar.

In determining the items for the evaluation form, it

was necessary to give consideration to the fact that

four different types of audio-visual aids were to be

u.sed: (1) the motion picture, (2) the cartoon motion

picture, (3) the recording, and (4) the sound slidefilm.

The evaluation form which was developed and used

included three "yes-no" questions, five items that could

be answered by checking a scale, and two which re-

quired written answers. A copy of the form follows

:

By HELEN TAYLOR SHEATS

EVALUATION FORM

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine how audio-
visual materials can best be used in a discussion program.

Title

In the arithmetical scales which follow "0" designates a
very low rating and "10" a very high rating.

1. Did you feel a personal involvement in the problem pre-

sented ?

0..1..2..3..4..S..6..7..8..9..10..

Explain

2. Degree to which basis for discussion was pointed up and
clarified.

0..1..2..3..4..S..6..7..8..9..10..
3. What incident added most to the stimulating quality of

presentation ?

4. In your opinion would this be suitable for adult groups?
Yes . . No . . If the answer is no, to what age level

does it apply ?

5. Degree to which full advantage was taken of the medium.

0..1..2..3..4..S..6..7..8..9..10..
6. Would your thinking have been clarified if there had been

a brief discussion before presentation?

Yes.. No..
7. How would you rate this audio-visual aid for:

a. The technique of its sound effects and music?

1.. 2. .3. .4. .5. .6. .7. .8. .9. .10..

b. The technique of its commentary and dialogue?

1.. 2. .3. .4. .5. .6. .7. .8. .9. .10..

c. Its photography?

1.. 2. .3. .4. .5. .6. .7. .8. .9. .10..

8. In your opinion is this audio-visual aid timely?

Yes.. No..
9. How would you rate this audio-visual aid for

:

a. Fairness of presentation?

1.. 2. .3. .4. .5. .6. .7. .8. .9. .10..

b. Clarity and unity of presentation?

1.. 2. .3. .4. .5. .6. .7. .8. .9. .10..

10. Comments

{Continued on next page)

An adult-education conference uses an audio-visual

opening session as a springboard for discussion
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Immediately following each presentation, the audi-

ence filled in the evaluation form, which required about

ten minutes. Instructions for using the form were given

orally at the outset.

The Audio-Visual Program

The two motion pictures shown were Atomic Pozver,

a March of Time production, and Yoti and Your Fam-
ily, one of the Art of Living series produced by Asso-

ciation Films (Y.M.C.A.) in cooperation with Look
magazine. Brotherhood of Man, produced by the

U.A.W. of the C.I.O., had been selected as the cartoon

film. "Deadline for Living" was used as the recording;

this is a broadcast transcribed for network broadcast-

ing and distributed by the National Education Asso-

ciation. As an example of the sound slidefilm. Team-
work was chosen ; this sound slidefilm was produced

several years ago by the Committee on Scientific Aids

to Learning in cooperation with the Metropolitan New
York Branch of the Department of Visual Instruction

of the National Education Association and the students

of a sociology class at Scarborough School, New York.

Sixty-nine delegates were present at the first meet-

ing, which was listed on the program as "A Non-verbal

Approach." The above audio-visual materials were

presented to the group with very little introduction,

the purpose being to see to what extent they would

serve as a springboard for discussion later without

pre-conditioning.

Charts and graphs, too lengthy to be reproduced

here, were constructed with the statistical data secured

on the evaluation form. However, the tabulated reports

will be described briefly.

"Atomic Power" Gets Big Reaction

The first film shown, Atomic Power, was given a

very high rating. About fifty per cent of the entire

audience gave this film the highest possible rating in

personal involvement, sound effects and music, com-

mentary and dialogue, photography, fairness of pres-

entation, clarity and unity of presentation. One hundred

per cent felt it was timely and suitable for adult groups.

The incident mentioned most as adding to the stimu-

lating quality of the picture was the explosion at Los

Alamos and the tension built up waiting for the sec-

onds to tick oflf. The next most frequently-mentioned

stimulating incident was the scene of the scientists

waiting for the bomb to explode. The fact that the

film showed "personal appearances" of Einstein, Co-
nant. General Groves and others, pointed out the seri-

ousness of the problem and made it real. The cartoon

scene showing an imaginary ship and plane bringing

an atomic bomb into New York harbor was mentioned

several times as being high in dramatic quality.

The most frequent criticism of the film was that it

did not offer solutions to the problem of the atomic

bomb and its implications for the future. This in effect

showed that the film had value for stimulating dis-

cussion.

"Deadline for Living" Rates High

The recording "Deadline for Living" followed the

showing of Atomic Pozver. The rating on this was
high also. It was especially successful because of two
things : First, the chairman of the meeting requested

that the lights be turned oflf so that the audience

could listen in darkness ; this heightened the dramatic

effect enormously. Second, using this recording di-

rectly after showing Atomic Pozver added to the in-

terest of the audience. This conclusion was suooorted

by audience comments. Clearly, Atomic Pozver and

"Deadline for Living" could be used together to stim-

ulate discussion programs.

More than fifty per cent gave the recording the high-

est possible rating for personal involvement and fair-

ness of presentation. Thirty to forty per cent gave

it the highest possible rating on all other questions.

The incidents most frequently mentioned as adding to

the stimulating quality of the recording were : ( 1 ) the

silent radios at Hiroshima. (2) the drama of the Chi-

nese and the Texas father both losing, their sons and

showing the universality of loss and sorrow, (3) the

number of botnbs needed for the destruction of the

United States and their allocation. Some found it dif-

ficult to concentrate on sound without pictures.

The cartoon film Brotherhood of Man was the next

film shown, and it also was rated high, although there

was a wider range of opinion. Fifty per cent of the dele-

gates gave it ten for personal involvement, but forty per

cent rated it five or under. Seventy-five per cent gave

it the highest rating for fairness of presentation and
(Continued on page 197)

Frames from "Brotherhood of Man," one of the films shown at the opening session. 75 per cent of the viewers gave it the
highest rating for fairness of presentation. Some did not like the cartoon method^-or felt that humor was out of place in

the treatment of such a serious topic.
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Film Council of America Strives for

JOHN E. DUGAN, Editor

Head, Department of Education

Beaver College, Jenkintown, Pa.

World Understanding—Peace—Security

TODAY there is talk of understand-

ing, tolerance and planning. Today,

more than ever before, there is a grow-
ing awareness of the need for com-
munity, national and international fel-

lowship and good will, leading to a common under-

standing and world peace.

Along with this awareness comes the realization

that mass communication is not keeping pace with

mass production and distribution. Everywhere this

evidence of inadequate understanding is being felt

—

among nations, among groups, among individuals.

This inadequacy is being felt on our home front as

well as on the international front.

The Role of the Motion Picture

The motion picture is a very potent instrument for

com1)atting this situation. It can be a medium through

which groups can tell other groups of their hopes and

aspirations, their rights and needs, their common human
qualities. Through such telling can come understanding

and cooperation, instead of distrust and chaos in the

world.

But such a program re(|uires planning that can be

com])rehcnsive at the same time that it can be made

to reach into individual communities throughout the

length and breadth of our land.

by PATRICIA BLAIR, Film Consultant, American Library Association

BERTHA LANDERS, Film Librarian, Dallas Public Library

C. R. REAGAN, President, Film Council of America

Through the film councils, machinery is provided
for the mobilization of projectors, operators, and films,

and in-service training to serve the entire community.

Interest in community screenings of new films is

being developed ... an important aid to all of our
citizens in selecting and using the best films for the

promotion of civic planning, public service, improved
social and economic conditions, and world understand-
ing.

Every thinking citizen knows that the forces for

good nuist be made effective not only in the schools

but in the libraries, churches and other organized groups
everywhere, if we achieve world understanding.

To help focus this use of film ... to carry the story

of the basic brotherhood of all men . . . The Film Coun-
cil of America is conducting activities on many fronts.

The

The Role of the FCA
•'ilm Council of America is making rapid strides

in the development of just such planning for under-

standing through the use of films.

Through the Film Council of America, organized

comnnmity groups are realizing the value of our most

effective medium of communication—the motion pic-

ture. They are learning the jiotentialities of the informa-

tive films—one of our most ])owerful weapons against

misunderstanding, distrust, and prejudice.

Through the chartered local I'ilm Councils orga-

nized throughout our Nation . . . people from every

walk of life are learning how to share ideas, are realiz-

ing the value of grouj:) thinking, ojien discussion, and

cooperative action.

The FCA at Work

FCA is officially urging UNESCO to facilitate the

international exchange of informational films without

duty. Present developments indicate that this recom-
mendation may be favorably acted upon. This will

mean that the free flow of ideas among nations will be

greatly accelerated.

On the domestic front, the FCA national office dis-

tributed, through its seven national constituent mem-
bers, a bibliography of films for use during United Na-
tions Week. The bibliography, prepared for the com-
munity program planner, included a check list of sug-

gested activities- as well as a list of films about mem-
ber nations of UN. Also included were films on the

j)roblems involved in world trade, control of atomic

power, and human relations.

FCA has also prepared a similar film bibliography

for the United Nations .-\ppeal for Children and is co-

operating with UN by distributing cam])aign trailers

on the Appeal for Children to all member film libraries.

The latest FCA bibliography is for National Brother-

hood Week. (Continued on next page)
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The Chicago Fihn Council in its World Film Festival

sponsored two programs dealing with International Re-

lations . . . one on International Interdependence and

one on Peoples and Lands of the World. The winning

films in these important categories were then shown

in the Surf Theater to thousands of people.

The New York Film Council recently conducted a

film forum based on International Relations, led by

Gordon Halstead, who had just completed a series of

film forums for the Carnegie Foundation for Inter-

national Peace.

Mr. Halstead based his discussion on Round Trip

... a new film on international trade. This same film

is being used throughout the country by other groups

as a spearhead to promote widespread understanding

of this most vital problem of all peoples and nations.

The Knoxville, Tennessee, Film Council is organized

as one section of a larger committee on Public Infor-

mation. Its purpose is to provide a community-wide

service to disseminate all types of information on im-

portant current affairs.

Realizing that the motion picture is our basic lan-

guage for international understanding, it has been the

goal of the Dallas Film Council to reach all adult or-

ganizations in the City. This local council, working

with the League of Women Voters during the recent

Texas State Fair, presented a series of films on Inter-

national Understanding. Thousands of people from

all over the State saw these films. During Atomic En-
ergy Week, the same group sponsored a film program
on Atomic Energy for each day throughout the ob-

servance.

Helping Adult Groups

There is a growing interest among other groups

who are working with the FCA. More and more, such

groups as the Parent-Teacher organizations, churches,

industry, service clubs, and welfare associations are

looking to the local film councils in their communities

for leadership in planning and presenting worthwhile

programs on our world problems.

These groups also look to the local councils for pres-

entation of timely informative films on such local prob-

lems as adult education, public health and welfare,

delinquency, civic and municipal activities, and other

topics to be acted upon for improved community living.

Helping Young People

Not only are adult groups being stimulated by the

FCA. Film councils for college students and for chil-

dren, both in schools and churches, are organized.

These young people are learning the problems of their

communities and the importance of developing world

understanding.

They are learning why there must be tolerance and

the value of enlightenment. In the film councils for

youths, they are given the opportunity to discuss these

problems that make up our complex world of today.

Because they have the privilege through informative

films to see . . . and then freely discuss conditions that

can either bring peace or chaos to our world, they are

being developed today for leadership tomorrow.

The 16mm sound projectors owned by schools,

churches, clubs, homes and others take selected mes-

sages to specific audiences wherever people meet for

a serious purpose.

The Film as a Weapon for Peace

Our war experience set a pace and a pattern for

maximum effective distribution and use of the informa-

tional film for both community and school groups. The
specialized and general libraries, commercial and public

libraries, agricultural extension service libraries, the

school and home libraries have learned to work together.

They have become aware of their public service

responsibilities to serve the entire community in peace

as in war. This war-created harmony has been strength-

They See . . . Hear . . .

Discuss . . . and Work , . .

for World JJndersUinilingl

One of the local film councils
affiliated with The Film Council
of America. Since the motion
picture is one of our most power-
ful media for international under-
standing, it has been the goal of
the Dallas Film Council, shown
here, to reach all adult organiza-

tions in the city.
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ened and made permanent through a federation of our
major fihn organizations resulting in the FCA.
We can see ahead the full utilization of our most

powerful tool of communication . . . the informative

film. It can and will work for the betterment of com-
nninity welfare and world understanding. It can be

one of the chief weapons to bring about international

understanding, peace and security.

How Can YOU Become
An Active Part of This Movement?

To be an active part of this movement to use the motion
picture constructively for understanding the great issues of

today, write to the Film Council of America, 6 West Ontario
Street, Chicago, Illinois for information about affiliating with
FCA.

Here's a suggestion to get your community interested. Choose
several films like Pattern for Peace (Films of the Nations,
Inc., 16 min.) ; The World Is Rich (Brandon Films, Inc., 43
min.)

; or One World or None (Film Publishers, Inc., 9 min.)
and arrange some neighborhood meetings to discuss Interna-

tional Relations. Two good film lists which include many ad-
ditional titles in this field are Films for International Under-
standing ($1.00, Educational Film Library Association), and
the spring 1947 issue of the Film Forum Reznezv, published by
the Institute of .^dult Education.

Good books to have on hand at such meetings are : United
Nations, Louis Dolivet. Farrar Straus, 1946 ; In Henry's Back-
yard, Ruth Benedict. Schuman, 1948 (taken from the film

The Brotherhood of Man).
For general background information on how to get the most

out of community film programs, Look, Listen and Learn (As-
sociation Press, $3.50), a new book by Harry Strauss and
Roby Kidd, and Making Films Work for Your Communitv
(EFLA, $1.00) are helpful.

Film Councils Organized in Mississippi

The little city of Oxford, Mississippi recently organ-
ized a Community Film Council with fifty community
leaders present. Oxford is the home of the University

of Mississippi and has a population of about 4000. The
membership is composed of business and professional

people of Oxford and the University faculty. Most of

the community groups in the city were represented.

The organization of the Council was directed by Dr.

H. D. Worthy, who is Chairman of the Department of

Audio-Visual Education at the University, and a mem-
ber of the National Community Council Committee of

FCA.
Organization of the Council was not completed be-

cause it was thought advisable to have two or three

programs before electing permanent officers and writing

a constitution. Dr. Worthy and the Reverend J. P.

McCluskey of the Wesley Foundation of the Methodist

Church are acting as co-chairmen. The council has

planned to meet monthly.

A Student Film Council of America was organized

on the same day at the University of Mississippi imder

the sponsorship of the World Fellowship Committee of

the Ole Miss "Y" and the Dei)artnient of Audio-Visual

Education of the University. Thirty-two students, rep-

resenting various organizations, and several faculty

members were present. Membership will be composed
of University students only. The council will meet

monthly, the meetings to be conducted by the students.

Two New FCA Constituents

The Senate and Board of Trustees of the Fihn Coun-
cil of America met in Atlantic City, February 22 and 23.

The Senate voted to accept the National Film Society
of Canada and the American Association of Adult
Education as constituent members.

A Committee was also appointed for the Annua^ -

Conference, tentatively scheduled to be held in Chicago
in early August between the EFLA and NAVED
meetings. The committee members are Irving Boerlin

(chairman), Don White, and the FCA Executive Di-
rector, Thurman White.

Mr. Thurman White reported that 76 film councils

have been organized and that interest in film councils

is increasing rapidly. Four additional councils were
reported during the meeting, bringing the total for

that date to 80 community film councils!

Florida Film Forums

Films plus group discussion under trained leader-

ship is proving an unbeatable combination for bringing

about a better understanding of current affairs among
community groups of all kinds—church, school and
civic. This combination is being put to good use in the

film forum service offered by the General Extension
Division of the University of Florida.

The film forum service offered by the General Ex-
tension Division helps groups to select suitable films

and to develop discussion leadership. Upon request,

the General Extension Division will send a representa-

tive to aid in the organization and presentation of a
demonstration film forum.

Among its publications is a bulletin on Current Af-
fairs Motion Pictures, presenting descriptions of se-

lected 16mm sound motion pictures in the area of

current afifairs education. A filni forum discussion

manual is in preparation and will be available on request

to the General Extension Division, University of Flor-

ida, Gainesville.

Visual Education for DP's

American motion pictures will be used by the

American Friends Service Committee in its pre-

entry orientation and educational program for dis-

placed persons scheduled for admission to this coun-

try from the United States zone in Germany, it

has been announced by Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Association of America.

First of the films made available to the Com-
mittee by the motion picture industry is "Land of

Liberty," a pictorial history of the United States,

woven from exerpts of numerous theatrical filins.

Produced by Cecil B. DeMille, "Land of Liberty"

was first released at the New York World's Fair

and currently is widely used in history classes

throughout the United States.

This activity of the American Friends Service

Committee is part of the general program for which
the Committee and the British Friends Relief Serv-

ice recently were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace

Prize.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVAIUATION

L. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Instructor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Wastage of Human Resources
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 20 North Wacker Drive,

Chicago 6. Illinois) 11 minutes. 16mm, sound, black and
white. 1947. $50, less 10% educational discount. Study
guide available.

Description of Contents:
The film shows the various causes of wastage of human

resources from infant deaths due to disease to the insecurity

and maladjustment of old people. Beginning with a hotel

fire in which many citizens lost their lives, the film through
flashbacks shows that not only the lives of these citizens

were lost, but also their contributions to society. The
film then proceeds to show the chief causes of the loss of

human contributions on the various age levels. Some of

the wastes during childhood years are shown to be acci-

dents, diseases, neglect, and maltreatment. Juvenile delin-

quency, neglect, and inadequate health supervision are
shown as having detrimental effects upon mental and
physical health during adolescence. During the middle
years of life, unemployment, inadequate maternal care,
and unnecessary illness minimize the contribution of men

^-f ycI'^Dae'lia Hritannica F'lms
Accidents cause serious wastage of human resources whether

the victims be young or old.

and women to industrj-, home life, and society. Shots of

old people show that many suffer from accidents and
chronic diseases which could be prevented. The film ends
by depicting special cases of wastage such as crime, mental
ailments, alcoholism, and the use of drugs.

Committee Appraisal:

The film should be useful on junior high, senior high,

college, and adult levels for the purpose of providing a

basis for discussion or study of the causes of wastage of

human resources. It poses many problems which are
found in many communities and some of which should be
relevant to any community. Social studies, general science,

sociology, and biology classes should find the film useful
in connection with units of work on this topic. Adult groups
treating the problems of democracy and community im-
provement should find the film valuable in their discussions.

Expanding World Relationships
(Burton Holmes Films. Inc., 7510 Xorth Ashland .Avenue,
Chicago 26, Illinois.) 11 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. 1947.

$45. Produced by I'nitcd Productions of .\merica for U. S.

Government.

Description of Contents:

Through various types of animation the film shows how
human relationships have been transformed by science and
modern technology, and world-encircling problems have
resulted from improved methods of transportation and
communication. Beginning with a quotation from Lincoln
to the effect that if we knew where we were and where we
were going, we could better judge our course, the film next
shows that in 1789 it took Thomas Jefferson two months
to return to the United States from Paris, and only then he
learned that two months earlier he had been ai^pointed

Secretary of State. Animated cartoon-like drawings then
show that during those and earlier days most men lived

and died in the same place, transportation was slow and
costly, and barter was the chief method of exchange.

In Brussels, Nanking, and everywhere things were about
the same. Scenes show that battles were fought by a few
Iirofessional soldiers; the range of a cannon was three miles;

the lives of citizens were relatively safe. The film shows,
througli animated pictograms, that one hundred and fifty

years later the power of coal and oil was being utilized and
mechanical efficiency had greatly increased the production
of food and merchandise. Communication, by this time,

had developed to the point that more telephone calls were
crossing the Atlantic than letters had in 1790. Animated
maps show rubber, tin, tungsten, chromium, and cobalt

from various parts of the world being used in many other

parts and the effects of production in one part of the world
being felt in other parts. The film ends on the note that

exjianding world relationships have brought all nations

closer together, and that such walls as tariffs which nations

may build around themselves are futile.

Committee Appraisal:

Imasinative animated figures, bar graplis. maps, and
photography, combined with lively music, should intrigue

and stimulate a thoughtful audience. The sophistication

and broad scope of Expanding World Kclationsliips will make
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it appeal to the more adult groups. Facts, figures, dates, and
the like are effectively blended to produce a total picture of

the economic, human, and technological changes within the

last century and a half which have shrunk time and distance

in world relationships and make it necessary for all peoples

to work together. The film should be useful in adult dis-

cussion groups, as well as high school and college economics
classes, for the purpose of stimulating discussion and de-

veloping an awareness of world problems.

Maintaining Classroom Discipline

(McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd Street,

New York 18, New York) 20 minutes, 16mm, sound, black

and white, 1947. $60. Discussion guide and coordinated
filmstrip available.

Description of Contents

:

This is one of a series of five films designed primarily to

supplement the textbook "Student Teaching", by Raleigh

Schorling. The other films in the series are Learning to

Understand Children: Part I—A Diagnostic Approach ; Learn-

ing to Understand Children : Part II—A Remedial Program;
Broader Concept of Method: Part I—Teachers and Pupils

Planning Together; and Broader Concept of Method: Part
II—Teachers and Pupils Working Together. The film analyzes

the fundamentals of proper control of class conduct and attitude

and contrasts methods of handling the class.

It begins by showing a classroom where the teacher and
the students are not working in harmony. Because of

the lack of rapport between teacher and pupils, the students
are plotting and planning escapes from carrying out the

teacher's instructions. The teacher is shown attempting
to reduce this lack of cooperation by the use of punishment.

The second part of the film goes back to the starting

point and shows how the same teacher with the same
class plans and opens a large area of work which appeals
to the interests of the class. As soon as the class become
interested in the work, they forget their wanting to escape
it. An atmosphere of mutual understanding and cooperation
prevails.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, even though designed to supplement a textbook,
goes beyond the text and through dramatization of processes
and techni(|ues presents an actual teaching situation which
is useful for study with or without the text. Dealing with
the subject of teacher training, the film is recommended for

both pre-service and in-service training of teachers. The
film selects and shows those methods of handling a class

which minimize the problems of classroom discipline.

The feeling of a rehearsed or acted demonstration is suc-
cessfully eliminated. The teacher and pupils seem fairly

natural. The film, in addition to presenting certain in-

formation, does open up the problem for future discussion

Mission Life

(Arthur Barr Productions, 1265 Bresee Avenue, Pasadena
7, California) 21 minutes, 16mm, sound, 1946. Color, $150;
black and white, $80.

Description of Contents:

The padre at a Spanish mission in Southern California

reads aloud from his diary for 1776, describing some of

the daily work activities of the Indians living there.

As the padre describes the thriving herds of sheep and
crops of grapes, squash, and figs, they are shown. He
tells of his work in training Indian neophytes in the ways
of the Spaniards, with the help of Mexicans who have
come north to live at the missions. The complete process
of making adobe bricks and using them in building con-
struction is shown next. After the mixture is prepared in

the adobe pit, it is molded and dried in the required shapes.

The bricks and mud mortar are then fashioned into a

wall.

An Indian man pours tallow over candle wicks suspended on
a wheel, using implements brought from Mexico. Others
are seen soaking and scraping hides to make rawhide
thongs widely used in constructing many useful objects.

They thresh an abundant wheat crop by driving their

horses around and around on the grain on the threshing
floor. The women, using flat Indian baskets, toss the
grain to remove the chaff and then grind it with their

native mortar and pestle to make meal for gruel. Corn,
grown in clumps according to the Mexican custom, is

dried. Later it is cooked in lime water, ground with a
Mexican mano and metato, flattened into tortillas, and
baked over an open charcoal fire.

As evening approaches, the padre hears the angelus
ringing and slowly closes his diary.

Committee Appraisal:

An authentic atmosphere created by the padre's leisurely

reading aloud of his diary makes the life pictured in this

film seem very real. Activities shown are explained effec-

tively and yet naturally, especially when the Mexican
woman is seen teaching the others. The narrator is care-

ful at all times to distinguish between native and imported
tools, crops, and customs. Although designed for use in

the elementary grades, the film should also be useful in

junior and senior high school history courses to show
life on the West Coast at the time of the Revolutionary
War, the work of the Spanish padres, and the inevitable

blending of Spanish and native Indian cultures in the

Southwest. The color version is preferable to the black-
and-white.

McfJraw-Hill Book Co.

The film "Maintaining Classroom Discipline" helps teachers

understand and solve classroom discipline problems.

\rthur iJarr Protliictiona

In "Mission Life," Indian women are shown making tor-

tillas, baked over an open charcoal fire.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lalcewood 7, Ohio

THE WAY OF PEACE
A Critical Review

FEW RELIGIOUS FILMS have ever enjoyed the

fanfare of a formal Washington "world premiere"

such as was accorded the American Lutheran Church's

film, The Way of Peace, just about one year ago, when
three thousand of the Capital's most important people

gathered in Constitution Hall at the invitation of the

Wartburg Press^ to see its newest motion picture.

It was produced by the East-West Studios, Holly-

wood, with Wah Mong Chang and Blanding Sloan in

charge. The writing was done by Frank Tashlin ; the

narration by Lew Ayres ; and the music was composed

and directed by Eddison von Ottenfeld. A Whittier,

California, pastor, the Reverend H. K. Rasbach, is

given credit for the original idea and the technical

supervision. The film is in color and has a running

time of eighteen minutes.

Synopsis

The film begins with the story of the Creation. Then
man becomes sinful, shutting himself off from God's

light and love. He builds walls, impelled by fear, hatred

and greed. As the walls grow higher, man sinks lower.

Christ comes into the world to bring light and love, but

only a few listen and heed, and Calvary follows Bethle-

hem with tragic closeness. Man stumbles on—through

wars and cruelties. The Nazi emblem recalls the recent

rule of wicked men in recent times. Race is against

race, creed against creed, color against color—so sinful

is man. A cyclotron introduces the atomic age. From
its mountain hiding place an atomic missile is wheeled

—

and fired, and the atomic war is on. Others are hurled

across the shaking skies, and cities, fields, homes,

churches are uttterly destroyed. At last there is silence,

the silence of death ! The closing sequence shows the

earth itself consumed by a chain reaction of nuclear

fission. The fihn closes with these words : "This can

happen. It may happen soon. You are the one who
can keep it from happening."

The Film's Message

The dominant note is negative, and the basic appeal is

to fear. These are not the dominant notes of the

Christian religion. As mankind enters the atomic age,

something needs to be said about his predicament, but

the church certainly has a higher theme than fear. If

men could be scared into goodness, sainthood would be

widespread. It may be possible to coax mankind out

into the sunshine of God's love : there is some reason-

able doubt as to whether any great numljers of men can

be scared out of their moral and spiritual thickets.

This film is a version of the old preaching. Can it

help save the world? Opinion will be divided. This

film may have the power to move the easily-moved of

the congregation, and it may leave a few "sinners"

pretty badly scared. It certainly does not tell the

righteous zvhich way to move and it does not give the

"sinners" much help toward salvation. Of course, it is

too much to expect one film to have everything. It is,

however, not unreasonable to expect a positive overtone

or two in a religious film produced by one of the major

denominations and announced with fanfare and abun-

dant superlatives.

Its Structure

This film, like a number of other recent religious films,

is fundamentally onlj- an illustrated sermon. Considered

as a whole, the pictorial sequences carry very little of

the total meaning to be conveyed. The visual and the

auditory elements are poorly integrated, a weakness in

any film. Since the eye follows the pictures (of neces-

sity), and the mind tends to follow the eye, as much of

the meaning as possible should be gotten into the visual

sequences when the film is made if it is to be psycho-

logically sound and have maximum effectiveness. "The
thought-conveying powers of the screen become ex-

tremely limited when pictures are used merely to illus-

'55 E. Main St., Columbus, Ohio.

Courtesy Glen Chang and The Wartburg Press

"The Way of Peace"
Man stumbles on—through wars and cruehies.
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trate words. "^ All the sermon-films have this basic and

serious weakness, an important consideration that

churchmen cannot aflford to overlook when planning

films and selecting producing companies.

Puppets

Throughout the film the basic pictorial background

is composed of miniature sets and puppets. No humans
appear ; there is no inherent action. Fundamentally,

puppets against miniature backgrounds compose a still

picture, and the shooting of still pictures never results

in a powerful and convincing motion picture. Except

for some very good animation, and the jerky movement
of a puppet here and there, most of the footage lacks

the essential movement and changing relationships

which constitute the proper photographic material for

the movie camera.

If puppets are to be used, why animate them? To
see two clumsy-footed puppets lugged out of a synthetic

Garden of Eden is as likely to be comic as solemn. In

the nativity scene the animals would be more real if the

lamb in the foreground did not wiggle its tail or the

oxen clumsily turn his head toward the audience. This

kind of action reduces the illusion of reality and weakens

the total efifect of the scene. Where Jesus is teaching

on the hillside, we keep wondering which puppets are

going to move. One or two do ; our guess has been

wrong; and we have emerged from whatever subjectiv-

ity the film had induced. The only way puppets can get

themselves accepted on the screen as reality is for them
to keep still—very still ! Animated puppets in a serious

motion picture attract undue attention to themselves

with a consequent impairment of the film's eflfectiveness.

This is not necessarily true in entertainment films,

where the very movement of the puppets may add one

more interesting and diverting element.

The place of miniature sets in a serious religious film

is open to question. Some of the sets in this film are

much better than others. One of the least satisfactory

is the Golgotha set, which does not get even halfway to

getting itself accepted by the mind as real.

Sound

The soundtrack is generally good. The commentary
is well spoken. Its pace is very good, and there are

periods of silence. The background music is good, and

the use of the organ is effective. The musical back-

ground for the nativity sequence is outstanding and will

certainly outlive the film. Incidentally, if they will

"un-animate" the camels, and the animals at the manger

scene, here is a short sequence of considerable artistic

merit which would have great usefulness in the church

if it were put up in a little package. The sound efTects

are good. The bombing sequence is too prolonged for

maximum effect, and the repetition of several shots

—

even amateurs know better than this—tends to overdo

this sequence and weaken the closing of the film.

Utilization

This film is a call to repentance. It will have its

greatest usefulness as the prelude to a sermon which

'Gipson. Henry Clay. Films in Business and Industry, 1947.

McGraw-Hill Book Company. 291 pp. $4.00.

emphasizes the positive. It would be useful in giving

background for a quiet meditation on what must be

done to save our civilization. This film should not be

taken out of the context of worship and prayer. This

is not the kind of film to promote discussion. (One
World or None is better for this purpose.) It is an

adult film, and the rounding-up of children and youth

to see this film in Sunday school assemblies is not

recommended.

Conclusions

The church should go slowly in making more films

of this type. Still pictures, miniature sets, and animated

puppets do not constitute the basic raw materials for

good motion pictures. The film is too negative to have

maximum use in churches which accent the elements

of love and faith in the Gospel. Because films are still

relatively scarce, this film will be used many times be-

cause there is no better one available. This is not a

reasonable excuse for making more negative films.

Churchmen must quickly come to realize that they must

decide upon the structure of the film they want as well

as upon the message that it is to convey.—WSH.
Missionary Operates Projector
On Car Battery

Missionaries are handicapped in the use of pro-

jected pictures by the lack of electricity in many parts

of the world. They have experimented with all kinds

of substitutes, most of which gave more trouble than

satisfaction. Nothing can match electricity for conven-

ience and efficiency.

These facts led Dr. Erich F. Voehringer, an associate

secretary of the World Council on Christian Educa-

tion (156 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10), to the idea of using

an automobile battery as the source of power for a

slide and filmstrip projector. He asked the Viewlex

Company (see the Trade Directory) officials if they

would equij) one of their slide projectors to operate on

an automobile battery. They obliged him. All that

was required was a special lamp of 50 watts and six

volts strength, a heavier cable and two clamps for at-

taching it to the battery.

The story continues, as told by Dr. Voehringer in the

January 1948 number of World Christian Education:

"I took the machine vvitli me on a recent trip to West Africa

to test it in actual use. It weighs about eight pounds with the

case. At first, I had some difficulty in persuading a missionary

to let me try it out with his car. Being far off in the interior

without the possibility of recharging his battery, he was afraid

of getting into trouble if his battery were used up. Finally he

gave his consent. We gave four performances within ten days.

The tests were so successful that the missionary was the first

one to want this kind of projector. The lamp takes about as

much current as the headlights of a car, and if the car is run-

ning during the day, one can easily have a slide lecture in the

evening without straining the battery. If it should be a little

low, the motor may be run during the showing. The operation is

simple: Just clamp the two ends of the cable—not over five

feet long— on the two poles of the battery.

The projector can be fitted so that by exchanging the lamp
it can be used with either house current or battery. When
on the low wattage of the battery, it never gets hot, an ad-

vantage in tropical countries."

Mr. Voehringer used several kinds of screens and

whitewashed walls. A transparent screen of ordinary

draftsman's cloth gave very good results. He sug-
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gests that this kind of screen could 1)e placed in door-

ways or windows when using the car battery for power,

thus having all the mechanics outside the building and

out of sight.

His audiences were large and enthusiastic. He was

impressed by the tremendous possibilities of projected

pictures as an aid in evangelization and religious in-

struction.

The makers of all kinds of audio-visual equipment

and materials should pay close attention to the develop-

ments in the mission fields, and those with enterprise,

originality, and imagination mixed with a dash of con-

cern for the future of mankind, will be quick to co-

operate with the Foreign Missions Conference in

adapting and developing equipment for the use of

church workers overseas.—W'SH.

Films for Parents
Pa.stors, directors of religious education, school and

club leaders are inquiring about films for parents.

Many churches are setting up informal programs of

instruction and education for parents, especially those

with pre-school children. Many worthwhile school and

.club programs utilize films which deal with the physi-

cal, mental and moral development of children.

The 18-minute sound film. Life With Baby, pro-

duced by March of Time in 1946, is an excellent and

interesting interpretation of normal infant behavior

by Dr. Arnold Gesell at the Yale Clinic to help par-

ents understand the signs of normal mental and physi-

cal growth during the first three years.

Your Ckildren and You is a 31-minute film produced

in Britain (British Information Services, 30 Rocke-

feller Plaza, N. Y. 20) and presents the care of young

children from the first months up to the age of four

and five. It realistically portrays the struggle of aver-

age imperfect parents with their average and slightly

less than perfect children. While mainly a counsel

of perfection, the suggestions are practical and par-

ents can adopt them to the advantage of themselves

and their children. This film will easily set the stage

for discussion.

In the 10-minute color film. Know Your Baby, by

the National Film Board of Canada (620 Fifth Ave..

N. Y. 20), Mama Phillips is seen caring for and under-

standing the month-old hero of the film, her youngest

child. The assurance of this experienced parent in

going about the business of feeding, changing, bedding,

bathing, burping, and soothing an infant will comfort

and instruct all parents of small children—and amuse

pleasantly those whose children are older

!

The 27-minute black and white film. The Feeling of

Rejection, presents 23-year-old Margaret, a good girl

who does more than her share of the work in both

office and home ; who can't make up her mind ; who
seldom says No ; and who is not getting much out of

life because of her headaches and other ills. Psychiatric

assistance helps her understand her basic trouble and

sets her on the road to recovery. This film, in recall-

ing through flashbacks Margaret's childhood, will in-

struct and warn many parents. When carefully studied,

and rightly presented, it can be useful in helping the

later adolescent and the early adult make a personality

inventory.—WSH.

Filmfax Productions

"Picture Stories from the Bible," Old Testament Edition.

Old Testament Filmstrips

The production and release by Filmfax Produc-

tions (995A First Avenue, New York 22) of a series

of 32 cartoon filmstrips in color on the great charac-

ters of the Old Testament raises many cjuestions of

importance to religious educators. The series aver-

ages about 45 frames per filmstrip. Because O.T. mate-

rial is scarce, these filmstrips will be welcomed by

many teachers. The scenarios are generally good,

and one is pleased to find that the treatment squares

with biblical scholarship. This is a gain over the biblical

literalism and historical confusion to be found in some

materials intended for use in the church school.

It is when we turn to the technical qualities of these

filmstrips that some very im]5ortant questions come

to the fore. Many religious education people, especially

the children's workers, are going to be very unhappy

about the general lack of artistic quality. The drawings

are too much in the manner of the comic cartoon. The

colors are exaggerated. Many frames carry too much
material. The vocabulary employed will impede their

use with children as reading filmstri])s.

While the list of names on the "advisory board" is

imposing, sincere religious educators will continue to

be amazed that so long a series should be issued with-

out conforming to generally accepted criteria. ( See,

for instance, the article in last month's Church De-

partment of Educational Screen on criteria for vis-

ual materials for children.) \Mien the technical quality

of these strips is compared with that in such a film-

strip as Fishers of Men, the contrast is very great, and

most religious educators will be inclined to hope for

this style of treatment, at least, in subsequent filmstrips

by Filmfax and other producers.—WSIl.

Audio Materials

The Storv of Mrs. Henderson, two double-side, 12-

inch, Jf^ rpm records, tells a true story of the amaz-

ing influence of one church school teacher. There are

mimeographed helps for discussion leaders, and practi-

cal suggestions for next steps in improving teaching.

You Do It, Doctor! is another set (two) of 12-inch,

7S rjjui records which present a dramatization enipha-
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sizing the place of mothers and fathers in tlie rehgious

education of their children. There are mimeographed

helps. Inquire of your dealer, or write to any Metho-

dist Rook Store.

Announced
The first two films in a series entitled "In The

Eyes of The Church," The Church in the Atomic Age
and The Niircinhcrg Trials, The Churches and Inter-

national Justice, have been released by their producers,

Film Forum Foundation of Spokane (123 East

12th St.), Washington. Each film is designed to

stimulate interest in and promote discussion of the

great social, economic, and religious problems of

our times. They are documentary in character.

RKO Pathe and the Motion Picture Association

cooperated in their production. They will be dis-

tributed on a local and regional basis.

An Adult Class Could Do This

Live-wire adult classes and groups in the church,

looking about for a worthwhile and rewarding serv-

ice project, would do well to copy the idea of

Misses Marjorie Long and Susan Barnes, who
established the Volunteer Film Association, a group
of men and women who serve the sick through the

romance and reality of the movies. A folder giving

the details of the operation of this non-profit service

organization can be secured from the headquarters
of the association, 5965 Cabanne Place, St. Louis,

Mo.

China Film Under Way
Kenneth ^\'arren of World Brotherhood Films

(7i7 Wilshire, Fullerton, Calif.) has announced that

a film on rural missions in China is now in the plan-

ning stage. Collaborating with his firm is the

L'nited Christian Missionary Society (Disciples

of Christ). They expect to have the film ready for

release early this fall to be used in connection with
the church-wide study of China by the churches
in 1948-49. While commending this group upon its

enterprise, it should be observed that two 20-minute
films will have greater usefulness in the church than

one film of twice this length. (Readers having
ideas and convictions on this matter should write

directh' to Mr. Warren.)

News
• The Fair Religious Film Service, Inc. of Tyler,

Texas and Southwestern University at Georgetown
will cooperate in setting up a non-denominational

audio-visual workshop for the week of August 16 to

21, inviting a faculty of outstanding leaders.

• The production of Church-Craft's film. The Passion

Story, has been postponed because the $100,000 origi-

nally budgeted was foimd to be totally inade([uate,

two and one-half times this amount being needed at

today's costs to give a film of the quality desired.

• /;/ the Temple and In Every Home, a film, was pro-

duced by the Board of Christian Education of the

Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., to dramatize the stra-

tegic place of the church right now, and to encourage

leaders to find more efTective ways of teaching. The
film inspires confidence in the possibilities of the New
Curriculum of this denomination, and when its job

of promoting this curriculum is over it may be made
available for general circulation after minor editing.

• Bobby and Jane's Discovery, a 48-frame filmstrip in

color which explains church giving, has received wide

acclaim and is equally enjoyed by children and grown-

ups. Ask your dealer about it.

• The Nelson Bible Pictures, well-known in England,

have been brought to the U.S. by the Society for

Visual Education, Inc.. 100 E. Ohio St., Chicago.

There are 266 titles in the set. 120 of them in the Old

Testament. In issuing them in 2x2 slides. SVE in-

tends to maiptain the highest possible technical ex-

cellence. In composition and coloring these new pic-

tures will remind many people of the Elsa Anna Wood
set, although they have been painted by a number of

different English artists who were supervised by archae-

ologists to insure historical correctness.

• One of the work-groups in the Third National

Workshop for Directors of Religious Education to be

held at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, the first week of

August, will be concerned with audio-visual methods

and resources for courses of study.

• The Society for Visual Education has provided a

th.reading clasp for their AAA and DD filmstrip pro-

jectors which is very easy to install and effective in

holding the filmstrip in place on the sprockets while

the projection lens assembly is swung into place. Ask
your dealer for one or write to SVE, 100 E. Ohio St.,

Chicago.
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Summer Courses in Audio-Visual Education 1948-Part I

The folloiving courses have been reported to date* Title, number of course, dates of summer
session and name of instructor are given insofar as data were provided, figures in parentheses

show credits (semester if quarter is not indicated). An additional list tvill appear in May.

Alabama

University of Alabama, University June 14-JuIy 23

July 26-Aug. 27

Audio-Visual Instruction, 149s (3 qr.) E. E. Sechriest

California

University of California, Berkeley June 21-July 31

Instructional Materials and Equipment, Ed. S125

(2) T. C. Poison, M. H. Anderson

University of California, Los Angeles June 21-July 31

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. S147 (2-3)

McClusky and Barlow

Audio-Visual Education, Advanced Course, Ed. S247A (2)

F. Dean McClusky
University of Southern California, Los Angeles June 21-July 31

The Film in Education, 170 (2) Robert Hall

Educational Film Production I, 175 (2) Harris Moore
Workshop in Education Film Production, 176 (2)

Harris Moore
Motion Picture Appreciation, 178 (2) Theodore Huff
Classroom Use of Audio-Visual Materials, 177 (2)

Donald C. Doane
Audio-Visual Materials in the Modern Curriculum, 277 (2)

Donald C. Doane
Advanced Workshop in Educational Use of Audio-Visual

Materials, 278 (2) Donald C. Doane

Colorado

Colorado State College of Education, Greeley June 21-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Aids in Education, Ed. 208a (4 qr.) James Finn

Workshop in Production of Audio-Visual Materials, Ed. 208a

(4 qr.) Robert Wagner
University of Colorado, Boulder 2 Terms
First Term: June 21-July 23

Visual Aids, Ed. 137 (3 qr.) Lelia Trolinger

Laboratory Course in Visual Aids, Ed. 138 (2 qr.)

Howard Woolum
Second Term

:

July 26-Aug. 27

Visual Aids, Ed. 137 (2 qr.) Howard Woolum
Laboratory Course in Visual Aids, Ed. 138 (2 qr.)

Howard Woolum

Illinois

Bradley University, Peoria June 17-July 22
Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 437 (2) Erwin Van Allen

Northern III. State Teachers College, DeKalb June 14-Aug. 8
Audio-Visual Education, 430 (4 qr.) Otto Gabel

State Normal University, Normal June 12-July 2

July 5-Aug. 27
.Audio-Visual Education, 240 (3) C. Cross, H. Ivens

University of Chicago, Chicago June 28-JuIy 30
Audio-Visual Instruction : Techniques and Materials, Ed.

390 (1 qr.) Stephen M. Corey
Audio-Visual Instructional Problems, Ed. 399J (1 qr.)

Stephen M. Corey
Western Illinois State College, Macomb June 7-July 16

Photography, 219 (4 qr.) W. K. Shake
Techniques, Slides and Sources, 320 (4 qr.) A. B. Roberts
Field Tour, 322 (4 qr.)

Field Tour, 323 (4 qr.)

Techniques, Slides and Sources, 320 (4 qr.)—July 16-Aug. 20

W. K. Shake
Wheaton College, Wheaton June 15-25

Visual Education, Ed. 317S (2) Grovener Rust

Indiana

Indiana University, Bloomington
Regular Summer Session June 16-Aug. 13

George C. Johnson
Rolland Meiser

Henry H. Smith

A. B. Roberts

A. B. Roberts

Undergraduate

:

Radio in Education (2 J/2)

Visual Education (2"^)
Creative Photography (21/2)

Graduate

:

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials (25^)
Donald G. Williams

Selection of Audio-Visual Materials {lYz) Carolyn Guss
Radio in Education (2J/^) George C. Johnson
Production of Audio-Visual Materials (2H)

Walter Barnes and Production Staff

Administration of Audio-Visual Materials (2K)
L. C. Larson, Ernest Tiemann

Administration of a College Center of Audio-Visual Materials

(2H) L. C. Larson
Research in Audio-Visual Materials (Cr. Arr.)

Instructional Staff
Thesis in Audio-Visual Materials (Cr. Arr.)

Instructional Staff

Post Summer Session Aug. 12-28
Workshop in Administration of the Audio-Visual Program
(lYz) (limited to persons responsible for administration of

program of audio-visual materials or who have completed at

least 2 graduate courses in audio-visual education)

L. C. Larson and Staff

New York

Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester
6-week course in Photography for Teachers in Secondary
Schools (30 hours weekly) ; begins July 12.

St. John's University-Teachers College, Brooklyn

Audio-Visual Aids in Education, Ed. S-T
13July 6-.'\ug

125 (2)

Lulu Spilde

June 28-Aug. 6

C. T. Smith

July 5-Aug. 14

State Teachers College, Plattsburg

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 317s (3)

Syracuse University, Syracuse
Methods and Materials of Audio-Visual Instruction, A-V Ed.
112 (3) Sandra George
Production of Audio-Visual Instructional Materials, A-V Ed.
114 (3) J. W. Brown
Administration and Supervision of .Audio-Visual Instruction.

A-V Ed. 214 (3) J. W. Brown
Writing the Radio Program. A-V Ed. 178

Producing Educational Radio Programs, A-V Ed. 179

South Dakota

University of South Dakota. Vermillion

Audio- Visual Education, Ed. 172s (2)

Tennessee

George Peahody College, Nashville

June 7-July 16

Ray Cash

June 14- .Aug. 20
Problems in Visual Education (4 qr. ) George P. Mecham

Texas

University of Houston, Houston
Work Shop (3) May 31-JuIy 2

Audio-Visual Methods. Ed. 365.\ (3) July 19-.A'ug. 17

Production of Audio-Visual Materials. Ed. 365B (3)

July I9-Aug. 27

(.Courses given by E. B. Miller)

Vermont

University of I'crnumt, Burlington July 7-.Aug. 14

Audio-Visual Education (2) (3qr.)

{Additional listings zi'ill appear nc.vt month)
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for o single subiect

d^a whole program . .

.

the right films for the job are

ENaCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS

Every EBFilm is a self-contained teaching

unit . . . yet every EBFilm is also part of an inte-

grated series of films teachers can use at progressing

levels within a subject area.

Thus EBFilms bring depth as well as

breadth to audio-visual teaching. For example, 18

EBFilms cover Physics from the primary cell

through ATOMIC energy. There are 30 related films

on general science, 28 on primary social studies . .

.

on the average, ten authentic, forceful, absorbing

teaching films on each of more than fifty different

subject areas.

This is one reason why almost every

school's basic film library is composed of EBFilms.

Because EBFilms are core curriculum material—

produced by educators for the specific use of educa-

tors. And because EBFilms help teachers do the job

they have to do the way they want to do it . .

.

effectively, thoroughly, lastingly.

En B

EB SOUND riLMS
S«b;>cf Uo. of Tiflw

Physics 13
Electricity 12
Electronics 4
Heat, Energy and Work 9
Aeronautics 5
Chemistry

_ ^
General Science 30
Physical Geography (Geology) 6
Astronomy 4
Earth Sciences 12
Harvard Films 5
Human Biology 18
Health and Hygiene g
Nature Study—Elementary Science 30
Biology—Animal Life 2J
Primary Science (Nature Study) 16
Animal Pets 5
Insects 9
Birds 4
Animals of the Farm 6
Animal Community ^
Animal Forms 9
Biology—Plant Life 9
Plant Physiology 5
Home Gardening ^
American History ]2
Movements of American History 5
The Americas (Regions) 15
World's People ^3
People of Latin America 5
Regions of Latin America 4
Regions of the United Slates 6
Regions of Canada 4
People at Work 3
Farm Life in the United States £
Orientation Geography 5
General Social Studies 13
Technology 13
Transportation and Communication 4
Community Civics 12
Problems of Democracy }^
Primary Language Arts , |9
Primary Social Studies 28
Children of Other Lands 3
Primary Grades, Community Helpers 15
Agriculture 12
Home Economics 10
Arithmetic 3
Arts and Crofts 10
Industrial Arts 7
Music 5
Track and Field Athletics 4
Physical Education 15
Teacher Training 8
Child Development 10
Life Begins (six-reel film) 1

CYCLOPAEDIA DRITANNICA FILMS
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS

INC.
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RESEARCH STUDIES
• Radio, Motion Picture and Reading Interests, A Study

of High School Pupils—Alice P. Sterner. Teachers
. College. Columbia University, New York, 1947.

This is a valuable research study of seven media of com-
munication—radio, books, comic strips, funny books, maga-
zines, newspapers ,and motion pictures—as they relate to

the leisure-time choices of adolescents. Sterner examined
the habits of 372 high school pupils in order to determine
whether a given medium or its theme has a greater attrac-

tion for the adolescent; what the habits of high school
students were in reference to all of these media and to dis-

cover any relationships that might exist among them; what
the three major adolescent interests in adventure, humor
and love had to do with the selection and relationship of the
media, and, finally, how certain factors like age, se.x, and
socio-economic status related to the choice of media and
the interests appealed to among high school pupils.

There is much meat in the study. The main conclusion
is that the theme or major interest is the determining factor
in the choice of a radio program, a motion picture, a book
or any other of the seven channels studied. Adventure,
humor, and romance are the attractions, not the motion
picture, the radio, or the comic book in themselves. Adolescents
are extremely consistent in their leisure-time listening,

reading, and viewing choices, and the study reinforces once
again the fact that high school students spend much time
with these outside communications agencies. .Although
there are some sex differences in choices, other factors of
background such as IQ, socio-economic status, etc., seem
to have little effect.

For comparisons of the seven media and the detailed
relationships presented for each, the reader is urged to
examine the study itself. It is well written and, contrary
to many such studies, the statistical treatment is not allowed
to interfere with or to cloud up the text. The over-all
treatment is from the point of view of the English teacher,
and suggestions are made as to what might be done in

English classes with the facts of the study. In one way
this is a weakness because the social and economic implica-
tions of the control of these media have not been drawn.
It seems to this reviewer that the study has more social
significance than it indicates.

Sterner is to be commended, however, for cautioning
against blue-nose reform, for making a case for a positive
approach to the communications media in the classroom,
and for a parenthetical plea for a little more drania and
humor in all of high school teaching to square with the
obvious interests of adolescents. Another valuable part of
the study is the selected bibliography of research in con-
munications tabulated as to purposes and results. Anyone
in the audio-visual field should find this bibliography a
treasury of information.

For workers in the audio-visual field this study may serve
as another alarm clock to wake them up to the fact that
"audio-visual" is not a concept that can be limited to the
classroom. Audio-visual people are presumed experts in
conmiunications. With the aid of this study perhaps they
can see more clearly that there is an opportunity to work
this knowledge of communications into the attempts of the
school to wrestle with leisure-time problems.

—JAMES D. FINN
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• The Ability of Children to Read a Process Diagram—
Morton Malter, Research Director, Britannica, Jr.
Journal of Edneational Psych. May, 1947. pp. 290-8.

Two studies were conducted at the University of Chi-
cago Center for the Study of Audio-Visual Instructional
Materials to determine what elementary-age children learned
from a diagram, and to find out how textbook diagrams
could be improved to help children to use them for the
starting place in the development of an idea.

A schematic representation of the steps in the milling of
flour was chosen for the study. This appeared to be a
good example of an industrial process diagram that child-
ren were likely to encounter; and the idea depicted was
new to the children selected for the study. Copies of the
diagram were distributed to 227 children, grades IV-VIII,
part from Wisconsin and part from Chicago. The diagram
gave no directions, and the children were asked to mark
off where they thought the milling began, and what path
the flour took in the mill. Most of the children did not
know how to read the diagram. .\ second study, with di-

rections and arrows inserted, was undertaken with 34 child-
ren in the sixth grade. These children were given both
illustrations in succession. The majority of these pupils
made better progress when instructions were given with
the diagram.

Principles for the preparation of process diagrams should
be formulated to ensure that pupils will be able to read
and understand theni.-^ESR.

BOOKS
• The Motion Picture Industry—Gordon S. Watkins, U.

of Calif., Los -\ngeles. .Annals of the .American .\cademy
of Political and Social Science. 254; November. 1947.

172 pp. $2.00 to non-members. The .Academy, 3457
Walnut St., Philadelphia 4, Pa.

An excellent and significant symposium on the broad
economic, social, moral and cultural significance of the mo-
tion picture industry. A previous yearbook of the Acade-
my which appeared in 1926 dealt similarly witli this in-

dustry, but its emphasis was largely on the potentialities

of the film as entertainment and for education.
The volume has been organized to include articles on

the following topics: history, business, sources of film

ideas, sociological implications, censorship problems and
areas of research. Contributors are representatives of the
motion picture industry (Martin Quigley, Eric Johnston,
Terry Ramsaye, Floyd B. Odium, Donald M. Nelson and
others), sociologists and educators (Franklin Fearing, Hor-
tense Powdermaker, Norman Woelfel, Floyde E. Brooker,
Ruth A. Inglis, Paul F. Lazarsfeld).

The impression of this reviewer from reading the sym-
posium is that it resembles the legend of old: two knights
standing on either side of a two-colored shield are equally
insistent that the shield is all black—or all white. After
a bitter struggle, the two men realize that they were both
partly right and that the shield is white on one side and
black on the other. In any discussion of the film industry,
there are those who argue in favor of the status quo of

Hollywood methods and those who are so concerned with
the social responsibilities of the industry on a world-wide

(Continued on page 190)
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PICTURE IN A MIHUTE

WHAT yOU'V SAV IN AN HOUR

The Screen saves precious hours, makes lasting impressions

... for pictures tell the story ja&t, make lessons live.

Teaching efficiency and economy is yours in any class

at any time with Spencer Delineascopes. There are models

to accommodate every type of still projection material

—slide, opaque, slidefilm. We will be glad to

supply helpful literature or information with-

out obligation.

THE MODEL B
Projects science experiments,
slides, drawings directly from
teacher's desk.

THE MODEL D
Projects ^M" X 4" lantern slides, micro-
slides, slidefilms in classroom.

THE MODEL VA
Clearly projects maps, postcards, book
pages, photographs, students' work, small
objects—or slides, and sUde films.

THE MODEL MK
Brilliantly, faithfully projects 2" x 2"
slides in full color with new coated
optics.

THE MODEL GK
Vividly projects 2" x 2" or 3)4' x 4" color
slides in classroom or auditorium.

Write Dept. D12

American ^ Optical
CO M HA N V

Scientific Instrument Division

IMa^iu^a^i/^'m 0^ t/ie SPEHZER jJcx^^i^ic if/idM/zrie^
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A Sena of Motion Pictures on Fractions

PREVIEWED

APPROVED

ACCEPTED
-by-

visuQl education directors, matliemotics teachers,
teaclier training colleges, and leading school
film libraries.

Hundreds of teachers have used these films In their

classrooms for both general reviews and remedial
work and have wholeheartedly approved their inclu-

sion as a regular part of the curriculum.

TITLES
• Introduction to Fractions
• How to Add Fractions
• How to Subtract Fractions
• How fo Change Fractions
• How fo Multiply Fractions
• How to Divide Fractions
• Decimals
• Percentoge May release

Each one reel in

Color $85.00

length

Black & White $45.00

^aAHda¥t tJtii^ii Pnjoducilo4U
1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.

---^MOll^l^ '" DUAL-SPEED

\0!>^^^ RECORD PLAYERS

Plays standard 10 inch and 12 inch

di»cs at 78 R.P.M. Plays transcrip-

tions up to and including 16 in-

ches, recorded at 33-1/3 R.P.M.
Features include G. E. Variable

Reluctance Pickup and FM Input,

both available only with Sono-
nDaster. Thousands of records avail-

able from numerous sources. Write
today for Sonomaster
literature.

FM—revolutionary to edu-
cational broadcastina — is

now available with the
Sonomaster. Included in

this entirely new record
player is an Input, which,
together with this FM Tuner,
makes possible the pickup
of FM broadcasts. Superior
tone quality and static-free

performance assured. The
optional FM Tuner shown
above is produced by
Browning Laboratories, tnc.

exclusively for Victor Ani-
matograph Corporation.

A Division of Curtlss-Wrlght Corporation

Depf. GS-8, Home Office and foctory: Davenport, Iowa
New York • Chicago • Distributors T/irougfiout the World

basis, that they subordinate the practical problems to the
moral and spiritual ones. This book enables us to examine
various points of view.

For example, on the old, old question of the responsibility
of the industry to entertain or educate—or propagandize
—

, there is the defense by Martin Quigley of the escapist
themes of films as they are; and the claims of Eric Johns-
ton that films enable us to broaden our culture and our
knowledge about other people, and he concedes that films

can be of greater value in bringing about international
understanding and peace. In the face of these arguments
are a few articles by scholars such as Franklin Fearing,
who reviews the findings of research on the influence of the
movies on attitudes and behavior and evaluates some of the
claims of industry spokesmen. He concludes that it has
been shown that any film, regardless of its character (docu-
mentary, musical, western, or realistic), has some measur-
able effects on specific attitudes of those exposed to it. He
also states that motion pictures afford an opportunity for the
expression of the basic meanings inherent in the relation-
ships of human beings to each other, to their environment,
and to the society of which they are a part. This contro-
versy between industry and sociologist continues, though
it has been mollified somewhat. Louis B. Mayer is quoted
in the article by Leo C. Rosten as admitting the great re-

sponsibility of the screen to "portray fairly and honestly
the American way of life . .

." Such public statements
at least point the way to potential improvement.
A very stiinulating and provocative article comes from

Allan A. Hunter, a Protestant pastor who expresses the
views normally expected from a sociologist, viz. that films
are made only for the box-office, with no regard for ethical
and moral values. "My complaint," he writes, "is not so
much its wickedness as its sentimentality ... It means
putting too high a value on everything the movie stars
fall for, and closing the eyes tight to the price that way
of life ultimately exacts."

This volume sponsored by the Pacific Southwest Academy
of the Academy of Political and Social Science might be
an excellent basis for a public forum.—ESR.

• Look, Listen and Learn—L. Harry Strauss and J. R.
Kidd. Association Press, N. Y. 235 pp. $3.50. 1948.

This "manual on the use of audio-visual materials in in-

formal education" is based on the experience of both au-
thors in the use of films, filmstrips and recordings with adult
groups in the U. S. and Canada. There are interesting sug-
gestions for film programs for out-of-school groups:
churches, summer camps, forums, children's parties and the
like. The style is concise, permitting the reader to pick
up quickly some very practical ideas. Those sections of the
book which contain original material—as the programs
for summer camps, children's parties, sports—are all too
brief. A large part of the book has been used for a repe-
tition of principles of administration, utilization, equipment
and the like.

This criticism, incidentally, has revealed an unfortunate
trend in recent publications. The many volumes that have
been rolling off the presses should lead to greater interest

and better use. Each author has a unique contribution to
offer. However, there has been so much repetition of con-
tent that the original material is sacrificed for lack of
space. Does it mean that each author does not recognize
what has already been published, or does he assume that
his readers will have access to no other book in the field?

Although the approach and content vary in quality, a quick
glance at recent books will show the constant repetition:

types, equipment, sources, techniques of utilization, ad-
ministration. We hope that prospective authors will design
their books as an addition to the literature, rather than a

recapitulation.—ESR.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
• A.N.F.A. Year Book and Audio-Visual Directory, 1947-8

—William Lewin, editor. Allied Non Theatrical Film
Association, Inc., 303 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 16. 98 pp.

$2.00.

A valuable source book, for it gives an extensive direct-

ory of some 2,200 persons engaged in audio-visual instruc-
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tion and the names of outstanding firms and leaders in the
commercial field. There are articles by nontheatrical execu-
tives, such as Bertram VVilloughby, Horace Jones, William
F. Kruse and educational administrators W. Gayle Starnes,
Lee VV. Cochran, Walter Wittich, William Lewin.

Among listings to be found here are: a directory of
individuals by state, and by alphabet; 16mm film sponsors,
producers, manufacturers of supplies, wholesale distribu-

tors of equipment, wholesale distributors of films, exporters,
organizations in the field, and much more.

• Sources of Teaching Material—Catharine Williams,
conip. 77a' Nm'S Letter, 13: no. 4. Jan., 1948. Bureau of

Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio. Available in quantities: 1-20, 5c each; 21-100, 4c;

more, 3c each.

A selected, up-to-the minute compilation of sources of
information in the field. Should be distributed to all stu-

dents of audio-visual instruction and librarians.

• Look and Listen—Lillian Novotny, ed., Teacher, Chi-
cago Public Schools—monthly issues of Elementary English,
published by the National Council of Teachers of English,
211 West 68th St., Chicago, 111.

An excellent addition to the source material. Well annotated,
and timely.

Films for Teaching the English Language

(Continued from page 174)

"My uncle, having been to China—who has been to

China—since he has been to China, tells interesting

stories." Childish use of and to connect ideas which
are not equal can be overcome by use of patterns like

the above. \Mmt matters is not that one happens
to be a participial phrase, and one an adverbial clause,

but that each, thrown in to modify the original idea,

shows more accurately the relationship of its parts one
to the other. The screen, because it can move about
the parts of the sentence, is in a particularly good posi-

tion to make graphic the probleins of subordination and
coordination of ideas. Again, the commas needed to set

ofT interrupters within the sentence can be effectively

presented in this connection.

Dr. Marion Le Roy Burton, former president of the

University of Michigan, was adept in swaying his audi-

ence by the use of connectives: It is imperative that

we give thought to these things; nevertheless (pause)

.... Proper use of these pozvers is imperative ; further-

more, (pause) .... What happened in the minds of his

audience as he paused impressively on the word, never-

theless.^ On the word, furthermore^ These aspects

of effective use of language the screen has a peculiar

responsibility for teaching.

A Challenge for Film Makers

Will films im])rove the teaching of the English lan-

guage? The answer to this question depends upon
two others: Will the makers of films increase their

scholarship in the field of language sufficiently to at-

tack the problems of increasing insight into the clear

expression of meaning in contrast to outmoded presen-

tation of grammatical classifications? Will they

approach the problem with sufficient imagination

to utilize the peculiar possibilities of their medium or

will they merely reproduce the static procedures of

the printed page?

SIX NEW

HEALTH AND

HYGIENE FILMS

NOW AVAILABLE

THE NINE BASIC FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEMS OF THE HUMAN
BODY

The principal and basic constituents
of the human system are set forth

by means of animated drawings in

nine groups, as follows: The Skel-

etal, The Muscular, The Excretory,

The Circulatory, The Nervous, The
Sensory, The Digestive, The Lym-
phatic and The Endocrine.

THE HUMAN HAIR

Demonstrates the hair as part of
the skin, similar in development and
growth. Growth, duration, renewal
and other characteristics shown,
also relation to sebaceous glands
and causation of goose flesh. Im-
portance to personal appearance
emphasized.

KIDNEYS, URETERS AND
BLADDER

This film describes the Important
anatomical features and the func-

tion of the kidneys, ureters and the
urinary bladder.

OUR FEET

Animation and photography show
the construction and function of the

human foot, both as a weight car-

rier and as a means of locomotion.

THE HUMAN SKIN

Animation and photography show
the construction and function of the

human sicin; how it protects us from
our environment and regulates the

temperature of our bodies; impor-
tance of care and cleanliness in

preserving the natural beauty and
health of the skin is emphasized.

THE HUMAN THROAT

Shows the anatomy and functioning

of the throat as a passage for air

and food. Its defense mechanisms,
and how both air and food are

diverted Into their proper channels.

Write for full details, list of

additional Health & Hygiene
films and new Bray Catalog.

THE BRAY STUDIOS, INC
729 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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DAVI Atlantic City Conference

By VERNON G. DAMERON

THE NEA Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion held a three-day meeting in Atlantic City,

February 23 through 25, concurrently with the

AASA Convention. This conference differed from
preceding ones in that the attendance was greater

than ever before, and those in attendance included

—in addition to an array of noted audio-visual spe-

cialists—a relatively large number of school ad-

ministrators and newcomers in the audio-visual

field.

The Conference, planned to be of value to both

audio-visual specialists and school administra-

tors, included separate sessions devoted to : (a)

audio-visual instruction and the school administra-

tor, (b) teacher education in audio-visual instruc-

tion, (c) problems of the audio-visual director, (d)

research in the audio-visual field, (e) problems of

educational film producers, (f) DAVI business
meeting.

The opening social period was followed by a
luncheon meeting and television demonstration at-

tended by more than 200 persons. President Ste-

A MESSAGE
Recently we have had a big demand for our films,

especially for the following ones:

CHINESE SHADOW PLAY

PAINTING A CHINESE FIGURE

PAINTING THE CHINESE LANDSCAPE
TWO CHINESE DANCES

We are very glad that these films are popular
and we wish to thank those of you who have been
kind enough to write and tell us how much you
enjoyed the films. However, we have one regret.

Sometimes we do not have enough prints in circu-

lation to fulfill the demand. We are very sorry if

we have to disappoint you.

To be sure that you get the films you want
when you want them, may we suggest the
following:

1. Obtain prints to keep in your own library.

2. Request prints for rental rather than
preview.

3. Book films early to make sure we reserve
them for the dates you wish to screen.

Write or phone us if you have any questions.
We assure you of careful attention to all inquiries.

China Film Enterprises of America, Inc.

35 Park Avenue New York 16, New York
MUrray Hill 3-2507

phen JM. Corey presided and Louis S. Goodman was
chairman of the television demonstration. William
H. Knowles, Radio Corporation of America, spoke
on the subject of recent developments in television

and the educational possibilities of the medium.
He outlined the present status of television, its ap-

plications in community education, special uses,

effect on the non-theatrical film, and services which
schools can expect as television develops. Follow-
ing the address, a 16mm motion picture was tele-

vised from television station, \VFIL-T\', Philadel-

phia, to Atlantic City.

SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE
Audio-Visual Instruction and the School Administrator

—

Main Meeting. "It is time, I think, that \vc stop talking
aliont the tools we have and begin talking very loudly
about primary purposes to which we think our tools should
be put." These words from the adddress by Charles A.
Siepniann of New York University were the essence of the
main meeting.

Professor Siepmann suggested two areas of "unquestion-
able significance" upon which the powers of mass media
of communication might well be concentrated: (a) "the
unfinished business of democracy" and (b) the relationship
between democracy and the international scene. He pointed
up the aptness of mass media for the achievement of these
goals. He challenged teachers to take leadership not only
in using radio and motion pictures for attaining these goals
in in-service activities, but in extending their use throughout
the community to bring about "concerted effort and com-
mon purposes between school and community."

The discussion of "Curriculum Trends and School .\<i-

ministration" by Claude V. Courtcr, Superintendent of Cin-
cinnati Schools, further served to focus attention upon the
ends to be served by audio-visual media. He identified as
an important trend greater emphasis upon realism—an un-
derstanding of our world today, the need for developing
"dynamic citizens for a dynamic world", and greater under-
standing of the child as a unified being who must become
a "self-directing, self-respecting, self-responsible unit in

our society."

The function of the audio-visual director as a curriculum
specialist was clearly defined by Superintendent Courier;
he emphasized that the director "must be a resource per-
.son to committees planning curriculum ... a student of ed-

ucation with understanding of broad goals and specific ob-
jectives" of instruction.

Relating their remarks directly to the addresses of the
two key speakers, the four panel members focused atten-
tion upon significant implications of what had been said.

Marguerite Kirk, Newark Board of Education, showed
".\n .Audio- Visual Program in .-\ction" by means of a visual

yresentation.

The attendance at the Main Meeting was approximatciv
400.

Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction. The
main address, "Recent Trends in Teacher lulucation," was
made by Professor Mollis L. Caswell, Columbia I'niversity.

lie identified five trends in teacher education: (a) organiza-
tion of the professional preparation of teachers in larger,

n\ore inclusive units, with fewer separate courses; (b)
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broadening field experience and coordinating it with course

work; (c) providing for the parallel development of general

and professional education; (d) providing a common pro-

fessional basis for all teachers; (e) providing a program
of continuous teacher education which bridges the gap be-

tween pre-service preparation and in-service training.

The six panel members discussed the implications of

these trends and generally agreed that the use of audio-

visual materials can and should parallel them. It was also

stated that: the need for separate audio-visual courses, in-

cluding more training in actual utilization, will continue for

some time; teacher-education institutions must greatly ex-

pand the use of audio-visual materials throughout the cur-

riculum; teacher-education institutions should assume con-
siderable responsibility for in-service training.

Problems of the Audio-Visual Director. The panel fo-

cused its attention on four general questions:

First, how can the audio-visual director increase the use

of audio-visual materials? One suggestion was that the

director work closely with the person in charge of curricu-

lum and with other individuals and groups responsible for

planning and implementing the instructional program and
that this might be accomplished most effectively and effi-

ciently if the director were a member of the curriculum
staff. It was also suggested that the director encourage
teachers and pupils to utilize audio-visual materials in extra-

classroom activities such as auditorium and club programs,
as reference materials, and in adult education programs.

Second, how can the audio-visual director help teachers

make effective use of audio-visual materials? It was stated

that organized courses, group conferences, workshops,
demonstrations, and personal consultation were effective

in helping teachers to gain understanding and skill in the

use of audio-visual materials. Another proposal was that

of developing "pilot" schools as demonstration centers for

the training of teachers from other schools in the system.

Third, how can the audio-visual director help to obtain

classroom facilities for using audio-visual materials with
maximum effectiveness, in a convenient manner? One pro-

posal was that the director participate in the planning of

new school buildings and in the modification of old ones.

It was emphasized that architects must be made aware of

the need for incorporating in school building design those
features and facilities essential to the convenient and effec-

tive use of audio-visual equipment and materials.

Fourth, how can the audio-visual director obtain adequate
financial support for the audio-visual program? It was
stated that the adequacy of financial support depends largely

upon the effectiveness with which the director informs
parents of the contribution which audio-visual instruction

can make to learning.

Research in Audio-Visual Instruction. "Some Hopes of

Research" was presented by Seerly Reid. He indicated that

the United States Office of E^ducation hopes to contribute

to the field of research in audio-visual education in three

ways: (a) by gathering, periodically and systematically, bas-

ic quantitative data on the use of audio-visual materials in

schools; (b) by serving as a library center for all research

studies pertinent to the field, with copies of abstracts of

such studies available; (c) by publishing summaries and
analyses of the research periodically. In future audio-visual

research, it is hoped that: there will be a high level of im-
agination in the research; that there will be fewer status

studies and surveys; that attention will be given to how
audio-visual materials can contribute to the curriculum
rather than to "proving" the superiority of such materials;

that the value of audio-visual materials will be tested not

only in terms of facts learned, but also with reference to

attitudes, appreciations, discrimination, and social behavior;

that the validity and reliability of testing instruments will

be established; that there will be fewer sweeping generali-

zations—and that the "conclusions" will be written after,

not before, the data are collected!

"Requirements of Research to Increase the Effectiveness

of Instructional Sound Motion Pictures" was jiresented by

IT'S NEW-ALL NEW
Teacher Training Film
2 reels 16mm. sound

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
OF

COUNSEUNG
Authors: C. E. Erickson Raymond N. Hatch

Carl Horn Edgar L. Harden
Michigan State College

This is the film for which all counselor teacher

trainers have been looking. The filnn is designed to

bring out the more important guide posts of coun-

seling and to demonstrate good counseling in ac-

tion.

The setting is in a high school. The interview is

recorded, then reviewed and analyzed as the film

proceeds.

Teacher and counselor trainers will find this film

of tremendous value in developing their program.

For Rental or Purchase

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMSJNC.
fnfernaf/onaf Distribution by

Carl F. Mahnke Productions
Des Moines 10, Iowa

FOR QUICK. EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
LIGHTPROOF
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms

• Lecture Rooms
• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY. EFFICIENT OPERATION

The ease of operation and the superior quality of Supertex
Lightproof Shades have made them the choice for installa-

tions all over the country.

Supertex Lightproof

Shades and Arresters

are made to fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order information.

BECKLEY-CARDY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO
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"PICTURE OF THE MONTH"

HONORED by the Protestant Motion Picture

Council's designation as "Picture of the Month" in

the December issue of

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

BEYOND OUR OWN is the film many churchmen

are calling Picture of the Year—or of many years.

BEYOND OUR OWN. 40 min., 16mm., sound, 3-yeai lease,

$250.00

Order your prluft todayl

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
Deportment E. 45 Astor Place. New York 3, N. Y.

'Let's Play Safe" and 'Let's Be Safe at Home' Both in

I6mm. color - sound, I reel long. Price $75.00 each.

Have YOU sent for preview prints? If not, write NOW to

pOrtafilnnS230 W. OMve Ave., Burbank, Calif.

HOW TO MAINTAIN AN
EXCELLENT YEAR 'ROUND
SCHOOL FILM PROGRAM

Dennis Film Bureau plans complete year 'round 16mm Sound Film
Schedules for many schools at no extra cost. An efficient editorial
staff, scheduling system and 24-hour service make it possible for School
executives to turn to other important things. Let Dennis Friendly
and Dependable Service do the work. Why not start today? WRITE for
our catalog -let us know your screening dates—we will do the rest.
All films handled by Dennis are edited for high moral standing.
Such as these:

SCATTERGOOD BAINES—SCATTERGOOD PULLS THE STRINGS
SCATTERGOOD MEETS BROADWAY
Rental $15.00 In Series $12.50

Other prices on features: $12.50, $10.00, $9.00, $7.50

DENNIS FILM BUREAU
Wabash Indiana

C. R. Carpenter, Pennsylvania State College. Under the

auspices of the Office of Naval Research, a research project

has been established at the Pennsylvania State College

and has established the following requirements for its re-

search: (a) apply psychological facts and principles to prob-

lems of film learning; (b) define and experiment with the

internal variables of films; (c) develop sharp, clear, definite,

experimetal designs; (d) establish reliable and valid meas-

urements of film effects; (e) provide resources for research

commensurate with the difficulty of the problems of the

field; (f) determine the procedures for implementing re-

search findings; (g) determine the procedures for ol)taining

validation data by field testing of films.

"Research in Illustrative Technicjues for Publishers"

was presented by Morton S. Malter, Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica, Jr. He pointed out that the research on flat pictures

and their use in books is scanty and rather inconclusive.

There is a need for developing a body of specific principles

for selecting pictures. At the present time. Encyclopaedia

Britannica, Jr. is examining reported research on children's

preferences for drawings and pictures and is conducting

studies to determine: the accuracy with which children can

estimate the size of pictured items, the relationship between
size of caption and understanding, whether all pictures

should be drawn to scale, the relationship between the size

of a picture and children's attention, whether children can

read cross-sections, whether they can understand the mean-
ings of conventional diagrammatic symbols, and how dia-

grams can be improved to indicate the concept of motion.

"The Nebraska Program of Educational Enrichment
Through the Use of Motion Pictures" was presented by

W. C. Meierhenry, University of Nebraska. The Nebraska
project to provide educational enrichment in rural schools

through the use of motion pictures is being conducted un-

der the joint auspices of the University of Nebraska, the

State Department of Public Instruction, the State Voca-
tional Board, and four-teacher education institutions in the

state. Thirty-five schools, 342 teachers, and 5400 pupils are

cooperating in the program. Evidence to date indicates that

motion pictures can make a valuable contribution to the

instructional program in Nebraska's rural schools.

"Research in Audio-Visual Instruction in Washington
State" was presented by J. Murray Lee, State College of

Washington. .A project is now being carried on in Wash-
ington to determine how teachers using audio-visual mate-

rials received their training in the use of such materials. A
review is being made of teacher-education methods, and

data are being collected from teachers through question-

naires and personal interviews.

Problems of Film Producers. Willaim F. Kruse. Presi-

dent of .Mlied Non-Theatrical Film Association, presented

an account of background developments and a quantitative

analysis of the present status of the educational film field;

production costs; potential market; school budgets, and the

necessity for increasing them.

Godfrey Elliott, Young America Films, presented a cri-

tique of the present status of the educational film field:

evaluation practices, areas in which new films are wanted,

standards of production, buying practices, and audio-visual

budgets.

George White, Films Incorporated, presented an account

of the conditions essential to the future growth of the edu-

cational film field: functions of producers, educators, critics,

audio-visual experts, and film librarians: research on sub-

ject matter and method, child psychology, and distribution;

and critical evaluation.

Following these three addresses, the panel members sug-

gested various means for improving the conditions relating

to the producers problems.

Business Meeting. First Vice-president F. Dean McCIus-

ky. University of California (Los Angeles), presided at the

meeting.

Summary of report by Lee Cochran, University of Iowa,

chairman of the Publications Committee: (a) DAN^I should

have an official publication; (b) there should be only one

official publication: (c) Educational Screen should continue
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to be tlie official publication; (d) DAVI should have rep-

resentation in matters of policy of the official publication;

(e) DAVI should investigate the advisability of publisliing

its own journal or bulletin when it becomes financially

possible; (f) the Committee was undecided as to whether
official releases should be channeled to all audio-visual peri-

odicals and to other educational journals.

^fotions were carried that the report of the Publications

Committee to be accepted and that the Committee be com-
mended for its work. Mr. Cochran recommended that the

general Publications Committee, to be appointed by Presi-

dent Corey, devote additional study to official publication

matters. He also recommended that the new Committee
study the advisability of DAX'I publishing a yearbook or

periodical bulletins.

G. \V. Remington, representing the newly-affiliated Min-
nesota Division, gave an account of the organization of the

Division.

Amo DcBcrnardis, Portland (Oregon) Public Schools,

discussed some of the problems involved in the affiliation

of the Pacific Northwest area. He recomninedcd that in

the appointment of various DAVI committees, the members
of each committee should be selected from respective lim-

ited gcograpliical areas in order to facilitate meetings, and
that each committee should be responsible for issuing a

specific report. He proposed further that DAVI appoint a

committee to maintain liaison with producers of audio-visual

materials, and urged that DAVI conduct the necessary

studies to determine what constitutes adequate audio-visual

programs.

Paul Witt, Columbia University, suggested that the liaison

committee proposal by Mr. DeBernardis might function

best in cooperation with the instructional materials liaison

committee already established by the NEA Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Irene Cypher, New York University, made several sug-

gestions for improving the program of DAVI activities.

Irving Boerlin, Pennsylvania State College, expressed con-

cern in regard to the Constitutional provisions for the selec-

tion of nominees for the National Executive Committee. A
motion was carried directing that the entire matter be re-

viewed before the official business meeting is held next July.

A motion by Louis S. Goodman, College of the City of

New York, to the eflfect that a committee be established

to cooperate with the television industry, was carried.

A resolution proposed by Esther Speyer, New York City,

on the subject of teacher-education in audio-visual instruc-

tion, was approved.

The Committee which planned the Conference consisted

of James W. Brown, Syracuse University, Chairman; Floyde
E. Brooker, U. S. Office of Education; \V. Henry Durr,

Virginia State Department of Education; Grace Fisher

Ramsey, American Museum of Natural History; Louis S.

Goodman, College of the City of New York; A. W. Vander-
Meer, Pennsylvania State College; Vernon Dameron, Na-
tional Education Association ex officio.

A detailed report of the Conference may be obtained from
the Department of Audio- Visual Instruction, National Edu-
cation Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washing-
ton 6, D. C.

the easiest to use projector ever

!

Conference On Visual Aids

--June 21 to 25
fn the cool, beautiful Rockies

Nationally known specialists In Visual Aids

Housing and Recreation Provided

Write for particulars to

Director of Sunnmer Quarter

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado

will not tear film
• easy to thread

• easy to frame

• easy to clean

• instant S-second

threading

• from strip film to

ilides and back

2" wide angle lens shews
12" to 10 foot imogesl Insert 5" set— making

long-throw proiectorl

ACTUALLY 2 PROJECTORS IN 1

Your complete, easy-to-corry, easy-to-use combi-

nation slide and strip film projection outfit! You
get bright, clear pictures—even in daylight! Opti-

cally perfect, exclusive aspheric condenser system!

Tests prove Viewlex 150 Watt Projector gives

greater screen brilliance than other 300 watt pro-

jectors! From every angle— for all your require-

ments, the Viewlex AP-1C is the finest projector

value obtainable.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-4

35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

School
Courtesy
16mm • Black and White • Sound

Filmed in actual school situations

ILLUSTRATING CORRECT

CLASSROOM AND PLAYGROUND

ATTITUDES

PALO ALTO-CAU

CHILDR[NMPRODUaiON5
PO-50XI3I3S^
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EASTIN SCHOOL FILMS
announces

2 NEW RELEASES
in its

LITERATURE SERIES

THOMAS GRAY'S

ELEGY WRITTEN IN A

COUNTRY CHURCHYARD
Length, 2 reels, 16nun. sound.
One day rental, $2.50 Purchase price, $37.50

TENNYSON'S

LAND OF LYONESSE
Length, 1 reel, 16nini. sound.
One day rental, $L50 Purchase price, $18.75

EASTIN PICTURES
Davenport, Iowa Chattanooga, Tenn.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

For Projection Excellence

Sound Clarity
c/ioose

The HOLMES

For the last year
"Rex" production

has been inade-

quate to supply

the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

•"S-—The new REXARC with high intensity arc lamp, 40 watt output
amplifier, and newest coaxial high and low frequency speaker avail-
able.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a REX 16mm Sound-
on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of 7«mm ond 3Smm Sound-on-FIlm
Pro/ectors for over 25 years fo Dealers and Users

1813 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14. ILL.

Motion Pictures for Mental Hygiene

A new course, "Motion Pictures for Mental Hy-
giene", has been added to the offerings of the Insti-

tute of Film Techniques, the City College of New-
York, starting Spring 1948. The purpose of the

course is to reveal the variety, wealth and sources
of motion picture material available for professional

persons in the mental hygiene field.

Attention: Foreign Film Fans

The Foreign Films Movie Club, Inc., has been
organized as a service to those who like to see French,
British, Italian and Mexican films, among others.

Located at 438 W. 37th St., New York, N. Y., the

club is headed by Arthur Davis. The yearly member-
ship fee includes a monthly magazine devoted exclu-

sively to the international cinema. The club is currently

conducting a survey of the tastes, preferences, and
opinions of foreign-language film fans.

VFW Film Distribution Service

The Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States

has announced the formation of a Film Distribution

Service to serve 10,000 posts and 3,500 chapters of

the Ladies Auxiliary. The VFW Film Distribution

Service embodies the "Sherman Plan" for controlled dis-

tribution of 16mm sponsored films as conceived by Al
Sherman, Washington, D.C. film consultant. The films

will be available for showing to a total membership of

over 1,750,000.

A basic feature of the service provides official ap-
proval by a preview committee for all films submitted.

Regular screenings of submitted films will be held

at VFW Headquarters. Defense Building, 1026 17th

Street N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

International Festival of Children's Films

At Britain's Festival of Arts for Young People,
to be held in Bath from April 21 to May 1, the J.

Arthur Rank Organization will present an Inter-

national Festival of Children's Films. The program
will include films from Sweden. Portugal, Czecho-
slovakia and the U.S.S.R., as well as the world
premiere of Penny Doctor, a new British children's

movie produced by John Ba.xter.

Occupational Orientation Charts

.-\ series of nine illustrated Occupational Orienta-
tion Charts, which define and classify over 600
occupations and occupational groups, has been
published by the B'nai B'rith Vocational Service

Bureau, national occupational research agency.
1746 M St., NW, Washington 6. D. C.

The charts have been designed to give career-

aspiring young people a broad perspective on the

world of work through a simple and orderly pre-

sentation of occupations. They may be used for

orientation preliminary to counseling, for classes in

occupations, and for counselor training.
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Audio-Visual Materials Keynote
An Adult-Education Conference

(Continued from page 176)

thirty per cent gave it the highest possible rating for

clarity and unity. Three of the 69 felt that it wasn't

timely. Twelve felt that it was not suitable for an
adult audience. The people who criticized this picture

were for the most part those who freely admitted that

they did not like the cartoon method or who felt that

humor was out of place in the treatment of such a
serious topic.

The use of the little green devils to show man's con-

ditioned reasoning was mentioned most by the audience
in answer to question three. The blood transfusion

sequence was mentioned next as adding the most stimu-

lus to the production. Other scenes mentioned were
the baby-switching scenes and the scenes showing lack

of differences.

Voii and Your Faiiiily was not rated so high as the

first three presentations. This may have been due to

two reasons ; first, there were quite a few unmarried
persons in the audience. They apparently failed to see

the relationship of the problems presented by this film

to discussions of community living. Second, after the

stimulating pictures on atomic power and race rela-

tions and the recording, it was difficult for many to

shift quickly to a consideration of family problems.

There was a wide range of opinions on all the ques-

tions. About twenty-five per cent gave it the highest

rating on personal involvement and as many rated it

under five to zero, with the rest falling between.
On the other questions there was a similar distribu-

tion of scores.

The situations most frequently mentioned as add-
ing to the stimulation quality were: (1) the telephone

scenes, (2) Bill's coming in late, (3) George's idea of

family cooperation.

The rating for Tcanm'ork was the lowest of the five

presentations. The fact that it was last on the program
may have been a factor, for the program was long.

Also, the audience, not being too familiar with the

sound slidefilm technique and its advantages, was in-

clined to judge it by motion picture standards. How-
ever, the distribution of scores was the most uniform
of all the presentations.

More people felt less personal involvement in Team-
Zi'ork than in any of the others. There was a strong

feeling, however, that the subject had been clearly and
fairly presented. Thirty per cent of the delegates gave

it the highest possible rating on those two items.

The incidents listed as adding most to the stimulating

quality of the presentation were : ( 1 ) the hands on the

table showing willingness to cooperate, (2) the fight,

(3) the trickery of the girl in getting the football team

(Continued on next page)

DIRECT \bmm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

For the Producer of T6mm basiness, educaflonal and religious Htms

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONrZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING

I

• RTLEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE
NEGATIVES

CALIFORNIA'S

CENTENNIAL FILMS
Authentic . . . Used and Approved by

California State Department of Education

Mission Life of early Spanish California.

A vivid account of the many daily tasks of

mission life . . . adobe brick making, thresh-

ing of grain, candle making, pounding of

wheat, corn grinding, tortilla making, and
the preparation of hides. Authentic native

workers, tools, costumes, and settings.

Two reels

Placer Gold, the story of early gold mining

methods and the simple tools used by the

'49ers . . . the gold pan, the rocker or cradle,

the long tom, and the sluice box. Prospec-

tors search for "pay dirt", stake a claim,

and work for the gold that hastened Cali-

fornia's Statehood. One reel

Pony Express tells the story of the "swift"

communication system which connected the

East with early California . . . shows the

posting of letters, loading the mochila, and
carrying of the mail by relays of swift ponies

and adventurous couriers. One reel

16mm Sound Films, color $75, B&W $40 per reel

Arthur Barr Productions
1265 Bresee Avenue Pasadena 7, California

THE STORY OF THE GEMS
in superlatively colored Kodachrome slides 2"x2" showing in full

detail the Mineralogy, Gemology, and Art of Gem Cutting with
expertly written Lecture Manual.

The outstanding Teaching Aid on this Colorful Subject.

For classes on Physics or Geology and for School Shops.

A MUST
Write for complete descriptive pamphlet.

WILNER FILMS & SLIDES
P.O. Box 231 Cathedral Station, New York 25, N. Y.

View-Master Bible Story Reels
^**7kt"res'in^"" 2 Dimension Projector $47.50

50c"pe^r°reei » Dimension Viewer $2.00
WrH& for comp/efe list and information

Ser^vTce oJ^t. LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP Wlchit^a 2.^^ Kansas

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Woeker Dr., Dept. E , Chicogo 6, III.

a
a
o
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

o
a
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76mm Sound Projector

The new VICTOR
LITE-W BIGHT
makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-Vis u a I

Training
• Attractive Single Unit Alum-

inum Case
• 52% Lighter in Weight (34

lbs. complete)
• 69% Smaller in Size—but takes

full 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00

Send for latest Catalog.

if^j^CI/^PlflSffl^tjIPaySwankj

i\A NORTH SKINKER BLVD.

SAINT LOUIS 5. MO.

SCHOOLS ATTENTION
IGmni Sound Films For

All Occasions and
Purposes

Largest Assortment of Educational,
Religious, and Entertainment

Films

Write for Our Big Free Catalog

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

Tel. 8-4870

359IM. SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIENCES, 599E Suffern, Hew York

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.

IGtnm Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAIN and EUROPE
Library material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODUCTIONS
65 Barons Keep, W. 14 London, England

BgTALK fr«m your scrMn^B WITH your quicklyS TYPEWRITTEN

B3 so KADIO-HATS S1.50B ¥mm, AiHtor or Otmh.
[^^^pl • Mibstitula.

1

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Slie 3</4"x4"

or tKe NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridse Blvd., Daytona Beach. Fla.
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to the dance, and (4) the five methods of securing co-

operation.

In going through the evaluation returns the degree
of personal involvement as indicated by question 1

seemed to serve as a sort of barometer for the rating
of the other questions. A special study of this point

was made by rechecking the results. The highest fif-

teen papers and the lowest fifteen papers on question

1 for each presentation were selected and statistically

studied in relation to the other items on the evaluation

form.

In all presentations there was a high correlation

between the degree of personal involvement reported

and the ratings in the other items. Those -who felt

highly involved in the problems presented by the audio-

visual materials rated the other items high. Those
who felt little or no personal involvement were almost

certain to rate the other questions low. This suggests

a point for further study in relation to the formula-

tion of evaluation techniques and in determining the

reliability of evaluations.

An interesting outcome of the evaluation was that

only 32 per cent of those present expressed the opinion

that their thinking would have been clarified by a brief

discussion before each presentation. (See question 6
of the evaluation form.) This is contrary to the com-
monly expressed idea that good usage of audio-visual

materials requires that a group be prepared by discus-

sion in advance of the visual presentation. It may be

that the desirability of previous discussion varies with

purpose and age level. With the exception of Team-
work, all of the presentations were considered suitable

for adult groups. All five of the audio-visual presen-

tations were considered timely by votes ranging from
80 per cent to 100 per cent per item.

An Evaluation of the Conference

The final session of the two-day conference was de-

voted to a general evaluation of the conference as a

whole. In that meeting it was voted that the audio-

visual opening session at Asilomar was more satisfac-

tory as a springboard for discussion than the' usual

keynote address would have been.

Further observations resulting from the Asilomar
experience

:

1. The setting is important in preparing an audience

for the audio-visual materials to be used. It is desirable

to take advantage of every possible method of adding

to the effectiveness of the presentation. For example,

listening to a recording in the dark, placing the screen

high enough that all may see it readily, seating the

group so that none see a distorted screen picture, and
placing projection equipment in advance so that the

image fills the screen and none have to "look around"
the projector and projectionist.

2. The program director should be certain that the

audio-visual material chosen for a program suits the

purposes of the group for which it is selected.

3. Different types of audio-visual materials may be

used in combination on a program.

4. In evaluating audio-visual materials, the tech-

nique should suit the situation. Evaluation forms de-

signed for teaching would not apply to an adult dis-

cussion situation. Evaluation is valid only in terms

of function and use.

Educational Screen
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Magazine Load Wire
Recording on the Increase

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The Trade Re-
view brings you a condensation of an
interesting article by Cy Wagner in a
recent issue of The Billboard by special

l)crmission. Tlie news of this article, al-

though primarily slanted toward commer-
cial possibilities, seems to have consid-
erable import for the school use of re-

corded material, and, as such, is included
for your information.

)

This may well become the year of
great progress in the wire-recorded
field through recent developments in

wire recording technique, production of
low cost magazine load wire players,
and the proposed release of musical
selections on wire as well as disks.

One of the major steps in the inter-

lacing developments of wire recording
has been the development of the poly-
phonic sound amplification system by
the Electronic Sound Engineering
Company in Chicago. Experts in the
field attribute public dissatisfaction

with some wire recorder models sold
to date to poor fidelity in many sets.

The Electronic Company's model,
however, has a frequency response
ranging from 40 to 15,000 cycles and
can be sold at relatively low cost. In
addition to licensing other companies,
I'-lectronic Sound plans to produce al-

most a million home sets next year.
Their model will be table styled and
will include .-\M-FM radio, wire re-

corder and rf])roducer, spindle, pick-

up arm and table for the playing of

disks.

Some Electronic Sound models will

also have the magazine load feature
which has been developed by the Chi-
cago Santay Corporation. This maga-
zine can be included as a part of any
model radio. Its dimensions are 7 by
4 by XYi inches and it holds enough
wire for 30 minutes playing time. The
cartridge is detachable and plays auto-
matically when placed in position.

Santay plans to manufacture almost
one million wire-magazine players this

year. It will be able to make 3,500,000

cartridges of 30 minutes playing time.

Each cartridge will be designed in an
attractive plastic case. Smaller cart-

ridges are in work which would play

for only five to ten minutes and would
be the wire equivalent of two disk

record sides.

The stumbling block to mass pro-

duction of wire recordings has also

been greatly lessened. Mercury Rec-
ords has recently signed with Elec-

tronic Sound for the manufacture of a

multiple dubbing machine which will

put music on ten wire spools simul-

taneously and has a maximum potential

of 2,000 15-minute spools per day.

This machine will embrace the new
polyphonic amplification system. Mer-
cury hopes to cut 1,000 spools a day

in their Chicago plant, starting in the

next few months, which will be dis-

tributed and sold through regular

Mercury sales channels. Universal

Record Company has also indicated

its interest in releasing classical and

popular music on wire during the

coming year.

NAVED 1948 Convention and Trade Show

Open to All Audio-Visual Consumers

THE 1948 Convention and Trade
Sliow of the National Association

of Visual Education Dealers will be
held August 8-11 at the Hotel Sher-
man in Chicago. An important new
feature of the 1948 show is the invita-
tion extended to audio-visual consum-
ers of all types—educational, church
and business—to attend; NAVED is

Iilanning many features for their par-
ticular benefit. These facts were an-
nounced recently by Ernie Ryan of
Davenport, Iowa, President of Ryan
Visual Aids Service and Chairman of

NAVED's 1948 Convention Committee.
"NAVED's decision to open the

Convention to audio-visual consumers
results from suggestions made by edu-

cators who have attended our past

conventions", Ryan stated. "The idea

is that the audio-visual field will benefit

from one big annual meeting, with a

national trade show, where all the

various groups in the field will get

together for separate and joint meet-
ings. With the help of all concerned,

we hope to make the N.AVED Con-
vention the national gathering for

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids
Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

everyone who is professionally inter-

ested in audio-visual matters."

For the benefit of consumers at the

1948 meeting, NAVED is planning
several features. These include a large

air-conditioned Preview Theatre, seat-

ing 200 persons, where a continuous
program of new educational and in-

formational films will be shown on
arc projection equipment. For the

consumer, this means that within a
short time he can see previews of all

the latest new films made by principal

producers, at a minimum of trouble
and expense. At the NAVED 1947

convention, better than 150 newly-
released films were shown in three

smaller theatres; use of a single large

theatre in 1948 will insure better pro-
jection, larger audiences and more
comfort for the audience.

The NAVED Trade Show will, as
always, be a center of interest. New
air-conditioning equipment being in-

stalled by the Sherman Hotel insures

refrigerated comfort throughout the
Trade Show area. There will be 95
booths with exhibits of audio-visual
equipment and materials of all kinds.

As in previous NAVED shows, these

will include all types of projection
equipment; educational and entertain-

ment films; recorders, reproducers and
other items of sound equipment; film-

strip, slide and opaque projection
equipment and materials; and many
other new and useful items. Consumers
present at the show will have ample
opportunities to examine all these; any
orders will of course be placed through
their own local dealers who will also

be present.

Persons who wish to be placed on
the mailing list for further information
about the 1948 N.AVED Convention
and Trade Show are invited to write
NAVED, 431 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
5, Illinois.

(The Educational Film Library Associ-
ation, the Midwest •"orum on Audio-
Visual .'Kids, and the Film Council of

.America will hold their annual meetings
in conjunction with N.-WED.

Just such a general summer meeting
as the N.AVED convention was urged in

an editorial by Paul C. Reed in the Sep-
tember, 1946 issue of Educational
.ScRKKN. )
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TO USE PROJECTORS
• Can't Tear Film

• Positive Framing
• Easy, Quick Cleaning
• Tests Prove Exclusive Viewlex Asph-

eric Condenser System with 150 watt
lamp gives greater screen brightness

than many 300 watt projectors. You
get more economy, less heat.

MODEL AP.2C — Defuxe
combination all-purpose
slide and strip film projec-
tor. Built-in slide carrier,

[elevating mechanism, Luxtar
5" color corrected Anastig-
mat lens. Coated optics.

$67.00

IMODEL YAF—All-purpose
Iprojector. Built-in slide car-
Irier, Aspheric condenser sys-

Item, 5" Anastigmat Luxtar
Jcolor-corrected lens. De-
signed and built only for

I
this special offer, model

I YAF is not otherwise for
|s.ile.

NOW I VIEWLEX AND YOUNG
AMERICA BRING YOU A SPECIAL
"PACKAGE- OFFER.
Finest visual education projector—ideal

for classroom and auditorium—plus quan-
tity of excellent Young America slides or
slidefilms—both together for dollars less

than any comparative quality projector it-

self! A marvelous opportunity for schools

to establish visual education at modest
cost!

PLAN No. 1—MODEL YAF ALL-PUR-
POSE PROJECTOR plus $30.00 of slide-

films and slides (your choice)

FOR $79.50
PLAN No. 2—MODEL YAF ALL-PUR-
POSE PROJECTOR plus $55.00 of slide-

films and slides (your choice)

FOR $99.90

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.
Dept. ES-4, 18 East 4 1st Street,

New York 17. N.Y.

^^^
"

l^ V

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The Rrjt of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOS. Three
14mm Sound Films in Color or Black-
«nd-White.

Demonsfrafing
fhe Puppy's
First Lesson in

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.
Louise Branch: Producer & Photogra-
pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's foremost producers of
Dog Films

PAWLING. NEW YORK

Equipment

Champion Model "K"
Announced by Radiant

The new Champion (Model "K")
is the latest achievement of Radiant
Manufacturing Corp. (Chicago, Illi-

nois), creators of projection screens.

Among the outstanding features are

a new swivel handle which folds in-

ward, a space-saving feature when
storing the screen; a new spring ad-
justing lock, which permits fingertip

adjustment of the screen to any de-

sired height; and fully adjustable rub-

ber-tipped tripod legs.

Produced as a supplement to the

Radiant DeLuxe line, the Champion
will be of interest to many projector

owners who desire an inexpensive
screen.

Craig Projecto-Editor
"

ledRestyU

The Craig 16mm Projecto-Editor
has been completely redesigned and
modernized, Craig Manufacturing-
Company announces. This redesigning
and modernizing has brought about
a simplification in manufacturing pro-

cesses which has enabled the company
to reduce the price of the new models
substantially below that of comparable
old style models.

In addition, the manufacturers state

that it has several new features not
found in the older models. A larger

viewing screen size, 3l4"X 4%", gives

a picture with greater detail than ever
before. Improved illumination and
optical system has increased picture

brilliance of either color or black and
white scenes so that the screen image
is highly visible even under ordinary
indoor light conditions. New ease in

framing the editor is claimed by use
of three adjustment screws situated
on the back of the editor case. A
slight fingertip twist on the proper
screw will frame the picture squarely
and easily. A handy "on-oflf" switch
is now built into the editor case and
the power cord has been lead out
the back completely clear of all view-
ing, rewinding or splicing operations.

Craig Projecto-Editor

New RCA Victor

Slidefilm Projector

A dual purpose slidefilm and 2x2
slide projector is announced by the
Educational Sales Department of RCA
Victor (Camden, N. J.).

Priced low to make possible multiple
purchases for individual classroom
use, the projector offers several ad-
vantages for educators. Use of neo-
prene rollers instead of sprockets for

engaging the film greatly simplifies

loading and virtually makes impos-
sible any damage to film. A specially

designed cooling system keeps the
instrument cool during operation, and
simplicity of construction makes it

easy for teachers to use the projector.

The slidefilm holder is completely
detachable, which simplifies loading.
Film loading is accomplished by rest-

ing the film roll on a curved holder
on the detachable slide carrier and en-

gaging the film end in the neoprene
rollers by means of a knob. The rollers

automatically thread the film between
pressure plates on the carrier, and the
carrier is then slipped into the pro-
jector completely ready for opera-
tion. Easy replacement of the 150-

watt lamp is made by raising a wire
guard, removing the top cover and
slipping in a new bulb.

Da-Lite Floor Stand

A new product recently announced
by the Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. is the
Da-Lite Model C Floor Stand for the
Da-Lite Model C Screen.

Completely collapsible, the Model
C Floor Stand can be assembled in

less than five minutes. After setting

the Model C Screen in the Stand case
brackets, the hanger loop is hooked
on the extension rod, and in a twink-
ling of an eye, the screen is raised to

first and then second position ready
for projection. This is accomplished
without straining or any lifting above
the waist. Made of lightweight alumi-
num (weighing 18 lbs.) with the

longest piece only five feet, the stand
is completely portable.

Da-Lite also announces its new Pro-
jection Data Card. Besides being a
handy pocket card, it offers much
useful information, for ready reference.

Made of plastic in a size to fit any
coat or suit pocket, on one side is a
1948 calendar, standard and metric
scales, as well as a permanent memo
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space; on the other side, accurate
screen tables for 8 and 16nini motion
pictures, 2x2 slides, and 35mm film-

slides.

To obtain one of these Projection
Data Cards, write directly to the Da-
Lite Screen Co., Inc., 2711 Pulaski
Road, Chicago 39, Illinois.

VIZ Wire Recorder Unit

A table model wire recorder called
Wiretone, that also includes both a radio
and a phonograph, is announced by
the VIZ Sales Corporation of Phila-
delphia. The VIZ organization is the
selling auxiliary of the manufacturer,
the Molded Insulation Company. Both
factory and sales offices are located
at 335 East Price Street, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
The wire erases itself automatically

if used again for a new recording, and
re-winds for playback ten times as
fast as it records. A full spool of
wire will play up to one hour. The
phonograph in the Wiretone will play
both 10-inch and 12-inch records. The
radio is a 5-tube model, with variable
tone control.

Economical Color Slide

Projection

A new slide projector is now avail-
able for economical color projection.
The HoUyslide Projector, with the Holly-
slide, has brought color slide projection
down to a fraction of ordinary costs.
The great economy of color is ar-
rived at in the following method: Ten
Kodachrome slides, 11 x 14mm, are
fitted in a single cardboard holder.
This holder is advanced through the
projector and each frame is centered
in the light beam by a novel mecha-
nism within the projector. It is so
constructed that a logical sequence
of pictures is assured, and always right
side up.

Available at present in HollysHdes
are many subjects, including cities,

parks, monuments, foreign countries
and cartoons. New subjects are always
being added. The HoUyslide Company,
Inc. is equipped to convert your origi-
nal color slides to 16mm and mount
them in a novel HoUyslide, ten to a
holder.

Further information and price may
be obtained by writing to the manu-
facturer, HoUyslide Company, Inc.,
6264 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28,
California.

New Model Movie-Mite

Movie-Mite Corp., 1105 E. 15th St.,

Kansas City, Mo., has announced a
new, low-cost 16mm sound projector.

Model 63LM. The 63LM features the

newer miniature tubes in the amplifier,

thereby permitting enclosure of the

hitherto exposed tubes in the base of

the projector, and the amplifier cir-

cuit has also been redesigned to give

an extended tonal range for realistic

sound.

The manufacturer states that al-

though the Models 63L and 63LD are

considered obsolete for Fair Trade
purposes, parts, for mafntenance of

those units now in the field, will be

available at all times.

De Mornay-Budd Announces
New Budd 8 Camera
DeMornay-Budd, Inc., 475 Grand

Concourse, New York 51, N.Y., an-
nounces that its radically new, auto-
matic Budd 8 Camera will soon be
on the market. Hailed as the first

HERE'S WHY THE DEVRY "BANTAM"

IS WANTED MOST BY MOST PEOPLE

So light, it's as easy to carry as a port-
able radio.

So simple to set up. thread and focus,
it's like operating a record-player.

So designed as to give you both silent and
sound projection without additional equip-
ment.

So carefully engineered, it's inHnlfely kind
to film.

So equipped (750-1000 watt illumination)
you get brilliant, distinct pictures.

So constructed as to give you amazingly,
life-like sound.

So ruggedly built, you can count on your
DeVry "Bantam" to give you years of
day-in, day-out, trouble-free performance.
Your DeVry "Bantam" gives you BIG pro-
jector features, PLUS many new EXCLU-
SIVE DeVry refinements: 2,000 ft. film
capacity. Fast motor-driven rewind. Coated
lens elements. Automatic loop-setter. Pre-
focused exciter lamp. Motor-driven forced
air cooling. Either AC or DC operation.

Single Case "Ban-

um" with built-in

6-inch ALNICO 5

permanent magnet
speaker, is readily

detachable for
placement at
screen as desired.

Dual Case "Ban-
tam" projeaor tad
amplifier la ooe
CISC. 8' ALNICO 5

permaaeni magnet

speaker in sepsm«
matched case.

'mim.
ONLY FROM DeVrt

I <ianuntn whow ]Sinin N|u>pintiil

At ' iMffKl iham in th« WnU

• T™ .ir"
","'"' "8""'"" ' l"> "l-"!!.." illuGUUUO. (7)0.• ItWO Wan) lot proKCTiDB hrilli«nt prnurt* in aiuJitorhuM.

I
DE VRY CORPORATION ES-E4

I

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III.

PiMt. giv« u( fuN particular on th. naw DiVav "Bantam"
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major development in movie cameras
since the introduction of magazine
rilm, the new Budd 8 Camera features

an entirely new and different principle

of motive-power—an automatic, self-

contained electric drive which brings

a host of new possibilities to 8mni
movie making—famous Eastman Kodak
Ektanon coated lens, built-in "zoom"
optical viewfinder, magazine loading

and light-weight construction.

The most interesting part of this

unique new camera is its source of

power, which consists of a tiny electri-

cal battery fitting inside the camera,

which is the same size or smaller than

the conventional 8mm camera. The
power-source is estimated to last the

average amateur for approximately a

year's filming.

15-MInute Program Timer
Developed by Zenith

Schools, factories, transportation sys-

tems, watchmen, anyone in need of a

"reminder" at predetermined time in-

tervals can now have a low-priced
program timer which can be set to

sound a bell or other signal at 15-

minute intervals for twenty-four hours
a day.

The Zenith P-15-24 can be auto-

matically set in a moment by turning
the minute hand just as with an ordi-

nary clock. Circuit closure will give

signal of from 2 to 60 seconds duration

as desired.

It is expected that at its low selling

price, the new tinier will find wide

use in places where start-and-stop-

work signals are needed, but have

never been used because of the cost

of existing timers. The PR-15-24, at

the same price, is used wherever it

is desired to control radio programs,

record players, Stc.

Both program timers are develop-

ments of the Zenitii Electric Company,
152 W. Walton St., Chicago 10,

Illinois.

Television

Victor in Video

This Victor motion picture projector,

converted for television by Dumont
Laboratories, Inc., of New York, is

being used by Station WWJTV, De-
troit, Michigan. A special motor is

connected to a line shaft on which are

mounted two special shutters which
project into the television camera at the

rate of 30 images per second. This

rapid projection is made possible by the

fast pawl action of the Victor.

Filmstrips for Family Week
MAY 2 - 9

THE CHRISTIAN FAMILY (40 frames, manual,

$2.50). How home and family life can be made more
Christian, more enjoyable. Family planning, working,

playing, worshiping together. Photographs and car-

toons.

HAPPY TIMES AT HOME (30 frames, manual,
$2.00). Three sisters sharing in household tasks; be-
ing thoughtful of others; joys of Christian home. For
children 4 to 7.

Order from your visual aids dealer.

St. Louis 12, Mo.5622 Enright Ave.

mmhL
The Outstanding Value in Color FHmstrips:

MOTHER GOOSE NURSERY RHYMES
12 beautifully illustrafed rhymes on 3

(ilmstrips; the three strips, $9.00. Also
nvailable separately, $3.00 each. Order
direct or write for descriptive folderl

206? Broadway New York 33 N Y

MAKE YOUR OWN LANTERN SLIDES

-SI"

Chicago Piano Symphony Orchestras

Concert

First time ever filmedl
13-yr. old piano virtu-

oso a gilrst artist! Di-
rected by Antoinette
Ricli. .Spectacular pho-
tography! Exclusive
Woman Speaks' release.

Northwestern University Marimba Coeds

T-Pc. Orchestra

First time ever filmed!

Directed hy (lair Omar
Musscr. Exclusive 'Wo-
man Speaks' release.

Write Film Studios of

Chicaco. H. A. Spanuth,
135 S. La Salle. Dept.
E, Chicago 3.

Subscribers: When changing ad-

dress, please send magazine wrapper.

Television for International

Understanding

Films of the Nations, Inc., SS W.
45th St., New York 19. has concluded
arrangements with the National Broad-
casting Company by which a first

series of over forty F.O.N, films will

be televized by the National Broadcast-

ing Company's network. The series

represents IS countries and have been
produced with the purpose of adding

to better understanding between peo-

ples of the world by showing how
others live, their background, culture

and specific problems.

New Equipment for Fairbanks

Preparing for full-scale production

of video films, Jerry Fairbanks Produc-

tions has acquired three new Mitchell

Professional cameras to augment the

producer's 16mm television equipment.

Fairbanks now has the most extensive

16mm camera equipment outside of the

Army and Navy. Production of video

pictures, slowed because of the holi-

days and theatrical film commitments
of cast members, was scheduled to be

stepped up early in January with two
series of 17 programs each planned.

Television Production

For NBC
Television's largest programming

pact to date was announced recently

when the National Broadcasting Com-
pany and Jerry Fairbanks productions

of Hollywood completed negotiations
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iiiuler which Fairbanks organization

will produce and supervise NBC's en-

tire video film program.
The agreement calls for the produc-

tion of several hundred feature tele-

vision film programs annually, a joint

announcement by NBC and Fairbanks
Productions revealed.

All pictures will be filmed exclusively

for video and will feature new lighting

techniques and program formats devel-

oped by the Fairbanks company. The
agreement was signed by Frank E.
Mullen, executive vice-president of
NBC, and Producer Fairbanks follow-
ing several months of negotiations.

"We regard this as a highly signi-

ficant step toward the implementation
of at least one type of television pro-
gramming," Mullen said. "It is es-
sential that television films be of first-

class quality. It is equally essential
that television determine the type
quality and standards of the pictures
that they are to put on the air."

Production

Activity

Portafilms Moves
Portafilms, educational film pro-

ducers, have just moved their offices
to the Hollywood Colorfilm Corp.
building at 230 West Olive Ave., Bur-
bank, California. Primary reason for
this move is to facilitate rapid serv-
ice to customers, as the new location
will make it possible to combine all

production and distribution activities
in one place. Laboratories of the Hol-
lywood Colorfilm Corp. are being uti-
lized by Portafilms for the production
of release prints in color.

Craig Products to Be
Fair Traded

Craig Manufacturing Company has
announced that its entire line of prod-
ucts is being placed on fair trade in

those states having Fair Trade Laws.
Fair Trade prices are being made
eflfective as of January 1st, and on
execution by dealers of the Fair Trade
Agreements which are now being dis-
tributed by photographic suppliers
handling Craig Merchandise.

Help from New Quarters
S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. starts

its 22nd year March 1st by moving
into its own building at 602 W. 52nd
Street. Modern in every respect, the
new structure extends an entire block
from 51 St St. receiving and shipping
entrances to the main office and show-
room entrance on 52nd St. The shop
and factory area on the third floor
houses a soundproofed Electronic Lab-
oratory which will be devoted, in part,
to theatre television and advanced re-

cording techniques. A fully equipped
darkroom adjoins.

The showroom area of about 2000
square feet is unique in several respects.

A large skylight and generous fenestra

windows assure adequate daytime light-

ing, while four continuous strips of

double 40-watt fluorescents flood the

entire area at night.

S. O. S. will maintain its warehouse
at 529 W. 28 Street and the Chair
factory at Irvington, N. J.

EB Communique

J. M. Stackhouse, eastern regional

manager of Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, has resigned his position to re-

enter business as a distributor of audio-

visual equipment, H. R. Lissack, vice-

president of the classroom motion pic-

ture producing company, has an-

nounced
Stackhouse, long-time audio-visual

dealer, gave up active direction of his

distributing company in Richmond,
Virginia, last year to help organize EB
F^ilms' eastern distribution organiza-

tion. According to Lissack a success-

or as eastern division manager will

not be made at this time.

Bell & Howell Company
Appoints District Managers

The appointment of two new Dis-

trict Managers to represent the Bell

& Howell Company, Chicago manu-
facturers of precision motion picture

equipment, is announced as follows:

Mr. Perry M. Thomas will be the

Mid-Western District Manager, while

Mr. Richard H. Pratt, Jr. will repre-

sent Bell & Howell in the southern

states.

Regleln Makes Wiley Move
Ned L. Reglein has joined John

Wiley & Sons, Inc. to develop that

firm's recently-inaugurated visual aids

program. As visual aids director, he

will coordinate activities in this im-

portant field with other phases of

Wiley's educational publishing.

New Job for Kroggel

Raymond P. Kroggel has been ap-

pointed Sales Manager of the RC.\
Victor Educational Sales Department,

it was announced recently by Frank_

M. Folsom, F^xecutive Vice President

in charge of the RCA Victor Division.

The announcement stated that "the

appointment of Mr. Kroggel, who is

equally familiar with the audio-visual

needs of educational institutions and
the operations of educational distribu-

tors and dealers, constitutes an in-

tegral part of RCA's plan for continu-

ously greater service to the educational

field'"

WORLD HISTORY

AMERICAN HISTORY

GEOGRAPHY

Brazil 50 f* Mexico 43 f

Alaska 42 f So. America . . .62 f

Australia ... 49 f Hawaiian Is. . .46 f

Russia 55 f Pioneer Days . .31 i

India 60 f Indian Life . . 36 f

China 64 f The Farm 28 f

Canada 45 f Christmas 31 f

Early Civilization 39 f

Ancient Greece 32 f

Ancient Rome 32 i

Knighthood 35 f

p Voyage & Discovery 43 f

each Americans All 37 f

Colonial America .. 30 i

Community Life 38 f

Man on Record 29 f

Clothing & Textiles . 50 f

Transportation 43 f
*—Frames

5 ADVANTAGES FOR YOU
1. TALKING FILMS: Each capUon is de-

signed for oral reading at the time pic-

ture appears on screen. Oral "image"
is thus made simultaneously with
visual image when captions are read.

2. STUDENT PARTICIPATION: Designed
to stimulate student participation. Chil-

dren talk with more ease from and
about these pictures.

3. GREATER ATTENTION: Bright, clear
pictures selected for interest and in-

structional value result in greater atten-
tion.

4. TEXT FOR STUDENT: Well-known
authors have provided text for use by
students. Each film has manual con-
taining text in large, readable type.
Controlled vocabulary.

5. VISUALIZE YOUR TEXTBOOKS: Pic-
tures have been selected lor visuaUz-
ing content of well-known textbooks.

OROM ON APPROVAL —See these nevr
Iilmslrips. Check the titles of lilmstrips
you wont. Mail us this ad, and we
will send you the lilmstrips on
APPROVAL. MAIL TODAY.

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM

PICTURE PUBLISHERS

40 lonli Avenue, N.W.
Gtiim Rapids 2,Mlchl{an
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Current Film News
PORTAFILMS, 230 West Olive

Ave., Burbank, (la\., has released a

new film on home safety:

Let's Be Safe at Home—the second

of a series designed to stress the moti-

vation of safe attitudes. Situations

contributing most to accident hazards

for the 5 to 14 year age level are used

as illustrations.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.,

has announced a new plan which makes
international film classics available to

schools and colleges. Such films as

the Italian production. Shoe Shine; the

French production, End of a Day; Andre
Malraux' war drama, Man's Hope; and

others like Mayerling and Cage of Night-

ingales are offered for rental by United

World's International Film Classics Di-

vision. The Division will soon make
available Jean Cocteau's Beauty and the

Beast; Noel Coward's Brief Encounter;

the J. Arthur Rank psychological drama,

Dead of Night, and later Charles Dickens'

Great Expectations. All are on 16mm
sound film and are released for non-the-

atrical use only. Foreign language films

come with full subtitles.

United World has also announced a

new ten-reel film on Atomic Physics,

just completed by G. B, Instructional,

Ltd., a J. Arthur Rank affiliate. The
film follows the story of atomic physics

from the discovery by John Dalton
at the beginning of the 19th century

of the law of multiple proportions in

the formation of chemical compounds
to the discovery of uranium fission and
finally the making of the atom bomb,
with its world-shaking results.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 360 N. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 1, III., announces that the

following films are available for rental

or sale:

Shown by Request (20 min.)—the

story of non-theatrical (16mm) film dis-

tribution in Britain. A film library

technique is shown in some detail.

Let's See (17 min.)—an account of

the painstaking skill needed to melt,

mold, and polish lenses.

BURTON HOLMES FILMS,
INC., 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
26, 111., announces that it has been ad-

vised by the Library of Congress that

the following subjects have now been
cleared for distribution: Atacama Desert,

Bolivia, Fundo in Chile, High Plain,

La Pas, Lima, Lima Family, Paraguay,
Peru, South Chile, Uruguay, Americans
All, Colombia, Crossroads of the Ameri-
cas, Good Neighbor Family, Housing in

Chile, Montcindco Family, Roads South,

Schools to the South, and Young Uru-
guay.

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC., 25 W.
4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y., has re-

leased twenty of its most popular 16mm
movies with Spanish narration for the

benefit of Latin-American projector

users, teachers and students of Spanish.
Averaging 10 minutes in running time,

the films are available in 16mm sound
versions only. Titles include : Zoo's Who,
The Golden West, The Stray Lamb,
Giants of the Sea, Undersea Life, Follow
Thru, Underzvater Champions, A Man,
Dog and Gun, Winter Sports, Big
League Baseball.

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1,

111., has completed the following new
productions:

Punctuation—Mark Your Meaning
(1 reel, sound, color or b & w)—

a

film story emphasizing the importance
of proper punctuation. Tom and Beth,
showing scenes of their puppet show,
find that without punctuation, mean-
ings become altered and their puppet
story cannot be understood.

We Discover Fractions (1 reel,

sound, color or b & w)—a piece of

pie, half an apple, a board sawed in

fourths, a cup and a half of milk

—

such illustrations are used to present
fractions in familiar terms, helping
students to relate the arithmetic sym-
bols to their own experience.

Let's Visit a Poultry Farm (1 reel,

sound, color or b & w)—a young city

dweller tours a poultry farm—and
comes to realize how complex the
poultry farmer's occupation really is,

how it contributes to the well-being of

all.

Softball for Girls (1 reel, sound,
color and b & w)—a film designed for

all players of each position on a girls'

Softball team. The fundamental soft-

ball skills are shown as they apply dur-

ing the last inning of a girls' intramural
game.

Speedball for Girls (1 reel, sound,
color or b & w)—from practice sug-
gestions to strategic plays, this film

helps students master the game of

speedball.

CHINA FILM ENTERPRISES
OF AMERICA, INC., 35 Park Ave.,

New York 16, N.Y., announce that the

following 16mm Kodachrome sound film

is available

:

Two Chinese Dances (10J4 min.)

—

picturing the "Yao Ceremonial Pre-
lude," a drum dance for marriages and
funerals among the Yao tribe in south-

western China, and the "Mute and the

Cripple," a new adaptation of a dance
from the local drama of China's South-
west. No dialogue or commentary is

used with the film; only the music
which accompanies the two dances.

DETROIT AUTOMOTIVE
PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 8701

Grinnell Avenue, Detroit 13, Michigan
distributes a film of considerable value

for the school automotive shop.

Pulling for Profits (2 reels) gives

a careful and lucid explanation of the

differential on a motor car. Simplified

models are used for clarity. Special

emphasis is placed on the company's
non-slip diiTerential, which corrects the

situation in which one wheel spins in

mud, sand, or ice, thus stalling the

vehicle. This differential is said to be
the first major advance in differential

design in many years.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE,
Athens, Georgia, is producing a series

of three films to promote a better under-
standing of forest management by adult

and educational groups. Sponsored joint-

ly by the Georgia State Division of

Conservation, Department of Forestry,

and the Southern Pulpwood Conserva-
tion Association, the films will portray

methods of planting pine trees, prevention

and control of forest fires, and the birth

of a Srnithern Pine. The series will be
photographed on 16mm color film and
the total length will not exceed 1600
feet. The finished productions will be
released with synchronized music and
narration sound tracks.

TOMLIN FILM PRODUC-
TIONS, INC., 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17, has released the follow-
ing film with French commentary:
The Inside Story of Modern Milking

(30 minutes, color)—a graphic expla-
nation of the process of milk produc-
tion in the cow, including the latest

information on the necessity of faster

and more scientific methods. The film

was photographed at Waukesha, Wis-
consin, heart of the American dairy
belt. The English version was so
successful that this new French version
was prepared for general use in the
Dominion of Canada.

MR. K. S. SRINIVASAN of "Pro-
jection of India Pictures," producers
and distributors of 16mm educational
films in South India has announced that

his company has produced a number of

films on India: its festivals, peoples,

history, and geography; for which
films, he plans to obtain distribution

in the United States. On the other

hand, he hopes to obtain distribution

riglits to classroom, industrial, and

entertainment films produced in the

U.S.A. Projection of India Pictures

has complete laboratory and studio

facilities. Mr. Srinivasan may be con-

tacted at 2/45, Royapettah High Road,

Royapettah, Madras 14, South India.
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A. F. FILMS, INC., 1600 Broadway,

New York 19, has released American
adaptations of four French films:

Rhythm of Africa (1^ reels)—de-

picting the cultural pursuits and cere-

monial dances of the people of the

Chad.

People of the Chad (1 reel)—show-
ing the current aspects of social and
economic life of the region.

African Big Game (2 reels)—show-
ing liunters dangerously pursuing wild-

life specimens for zoological purposes.

Spanish Gypsies (1 reel)—picturing

Spanisli gypsies performing folklore

dances, with their songs and music.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS,
INC., 55 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.,

have acquired the exclusive sales rights

for the following new British Infor-

mation Services film

:

The Three A's—explaining how the

age, ability and aptitude of each child

must be taken into account to ensure

that he gets the best possible edu-

cation.

BRAY STUDIOS, INC., 729 7th

Ave., New York 19. N. X., offers the

following new 16nim sound films on

health and hygiene:

The Human Throat (11 min.)—de-
scribing the throat, consisting of

pharynx and larynx, from the anatomi-

cal and the functional aspects.

The Human Skin (11 min.)—show-
ing the important functions and the

anatomical structure of the human
skin.

Our Feet (11 min.)—dealing with

the functioning and the construction

of the foot.

Kidneys, Ureters and Bladder (11

min.)—furnishing a description of

these important anatomical features

and their functioning.

The Nine Basic Functional Sys-

tems of the Human Body (11 min.)

—setting fortli the basic constituents

of the human system in nine groups;

The Skeletal, the Muscular, the Ex-
cretory, the Circulatory, the Nervous,
the Sensory, the Digestive, the Lym-
phatic, and the Endocrine.

The Human Hair (11 min.)—describ-

ing the hair as a part of the skin and
its analogous development and growth.

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIA-
TION, 1600 "I" St., N.W., Washing-
ton C, D. C, has announced that Land
of Liberty, motion picture history of

the U. S., will be brought up to date

under direction of noted educators

to include events since 1948. A special

committee selected by the National

Council of Social Studies has prepared

a general outline for a new addition

to the historic film. The original pro-

duction was made for exhibition at the

New York and San Francisco World
Fairs in 1939 and has been widely used

in schools throughout the nation. For

the past several years, a 16mm version

of the film has been made available

to schools by the Motion Picture As-
sociation, headed by Eric Johnston.
The new version will also be distrib-

uted by Teaching Film Custodians,

an affiliate of the Motion Picture

Association.

THE NEW YORK CENTRAL
SYSTEM, 466 Lexington Ave., New
York 17, has released the second in a

series of motion pictures on interesting

locales along the railroad:

Thundering Waters (22 minutes,

color) recording the splendor of Ni-

agara Falls and pointing out the glacial

relationship of the Falls in the topog-

raphy of the Great Lakes Region.

AMERICAN FILM SERVICES,
INC., 1010 Vermont Ave., N.W.,
Washington 5, D. C, announces a

current American Sport Film release:

The 1947 Army-Navy Football Game
(20 min.)—a 50-yard view of this famous

American event, produced in cooperation

with the Naval Academy Athletic Asso-

ciation.

Entertainment

MODERN SOUND PICTURES,
INC., 1304 Faniam St., Omaha 2,

Nebraska, announces the acquisition of

exclusive 16mm distribution rights on

a number of feature pictures and two-
reel comedies formerly released by
Twentieth Century Fox and leading

independent studios. A complete list

can be obtained from the organization.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.,

have the following films for distribu-

tion :

Little Miss Big (63 min.)—the story

of a rich and crotchety old maid who
discovers among "poor people" the affec-

tion she has secretly craved. (Beverly

Simmons, Fay Holden, Frank McHugh.)

Wild Beauty (61 minutes)—the story

of an Eastern school teacher who goes

to an Indian reservation and finds a

country doctor more to her liking than

her surroundings. Her intolerance is

centered on an Indian orphan, who
nearly sacrifices his life to save the

king of a herd of wild horses, with

whom he has developed an uncanny
friendship. (Don Porter, Lois Collier.)
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PATTERN FOR PEACE

Charter of the

United Nations
A British Informafion Services film.

Approved and recom-
mended by the United Na-

tions Film Board.

16mm Sound, IS Minutes, Sale price $44

Explains how the Charter of

the U. N. is constructed and

the problems with which it

is confronted.

Apply for

sale or rental prints to:

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES

New York • Chicago • San Francisco

Washington

BRITISH CONSULATES
Boston • Detroit • Houston • Los Angeles

Seattle

FILMS OF THE NATIONS
55 West 45 St.. N. Y. 19, N. Y.

IDEAL PICTURES INC.

Chicago. Atlanta, Boston. Dallas, Denver,

Honolulu, Indianapolis. Kansas City, Mo.,

Los Angeles. Louisville, Memphis, Minne-

apolis, New Orleans. Miami, Richmond, V«.,

Salt Lake City, Portland, Ore.

Films for Informal

Education
From the Largest Library of Free Films!

>4mong our laiesi FREE siib/ects:

HOME ECONOMICS—
"PANTRY MEAL MAGIC." 24 minutes, in color.

Preparing and serving quick, attractive meals
from pantry-shelf foods.

"PATTERN FOR SMARTNESS," 22 minutes, In

color. Home sewing for the teen-ager.

"BATHING TIME FOR BABY," 13 minutes, in

color. Step-by-step directions for bathing baby
(by Walt Disney Productions).

POPULAR INTEREST—
"SHORTEST WAY HOME," 3 reels, in color.

A veteran's visit to more than 20 great scenic
areas to discover the beauty of America.

"WASHINGTON, THE SHRINE OF AMERICAN
PATRIOTISM," 2 reels. A patriotism-arousing
tour of our nation's Capital.

"THE ETERNAL GEM." 10 minutes. Authentic
film story of the history, legend, nature, and
significance of diamonds.

Among our film cafegor/es offered of
small rental:

EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS—Over SOO of the best

films for classroom use.

TRAVELOGUES. SOCIAL SCIENCE. MUSIC,
SPORTS. RECREATION— Including finest films

available.

Send for descr/pffve folden and for new
Classified Film Usf TODAY'.

ASSOCIATION FILMS
(Y. M. C. A. MOTION PICTURE BUREAU)

"Wild Beauty"

NEW rO«K 17

HJ Madhan «v*-

CHICAGO 3

19 So. lo tolt* SI
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

>a

FILMS

W, J. Ahern, Film Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.

716 Federal St., Troy, N. T.

AMSocIation Films
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
19 S. I^ Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Bailey Films, Inc.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Dlv. of United World
Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Catholic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. T.
Church Film Service

2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.
Collins Motion Picture Service
502% & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Coronet Instructional Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dudley Pictures Corp,
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

Film ProRrnm Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Ueidenkamp Nature Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoffberg^ Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc,
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

international Film Bureau
84 B. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.

Kno>vledf;e Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

KnUK Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Lit>rary Films, In<*.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

NoKull*s, Inc,
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Offlcial Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Peak Films Productions
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

Portafllms
230 W. Olive Ave., l/iirliank, c'al.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

Religious Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

K. and \j. Schciiller
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

SImmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern A'^isual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.
1814 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, la.

^^holesonte Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zeiller Visual Education Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell & Honeli Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Company
101 Marietta St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1110% Taylor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502% &506St.Paul St., Baltimore 2,Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc,
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd,
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la,

HIrsch A Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Kunz Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

MoKuirs, Inc,
68 W. 4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc.
505 N.Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12,111.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 \V. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Raike Company
829 S. Flower St., Dos Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. T.

Southern A^isual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

For Further Information

about the products featured in this issue

use the convenient

READER'S
SERVICE POSTCARD

// there is any additional information desired on audio-visual

materials and equipment not given in the editorial content or

advertising in this issue, simply fill in and mail the Reader's

Service Postcard. No stamp required. EDUCATIOISAL
SCREEN'S Service Department will assist in obtaining it with-

out cost or obligation to you.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
vn
bd

Niinrny Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Victor Anlninto^raph Corporation
.\ Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Education Incorporated
12th at Lamar. Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas, 1, Tex.
1012 Jennings Ave., Ft. Worth 2, Tex.
3905 S. Main. Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Bronn and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zelller Visual Kducation Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

SCREENS

l):i-l,ite Screen C*»., Inc.
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111. .

Fryan Film Service
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

HIrsch & Knye
239 Sixth Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

MoK'UlPs, Inc.
68 W. 4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. T.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Williams, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative Classroom Picture Series
40 Ionia N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS—WIRE

\Veb8ter-Chlcagro Corporation
5610 W. Blooraingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

THE BOOK YOU NEED

The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films

''1000 and ONE
Tells where to get over 6,600 films

//

The largest, most complete edition of this

annual film reference yet published— 160

pages of essential information on some

6610 available films and their sources,

classified under 176 subject-headings, also

listed alphabetically by title.

Price Only $1.00

'••»«.,
'»•...,._.

1 .
/ _ "•"'•'..I

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

64 East Lalce Strest

Chicago I, Illinois

D Please send me one copy of "1000 and ONE" ($1.00).

D Also enter or renew my subscription to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN for

n One Year $3.00 (Canada $3.50, Foreign $4.00)

n Two Years $5.00 (Canada $6.00, Foreign $7.00)

n Check Enclosed D Send Bill

Name Address -

City Zone State

Church Screen Productions
5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

I.onii: Filmsllde Service
944 Regal Road, Berkeley. Cal.

Popular Science Pab. Co., A-V DIt.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. T.

Slmmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Snnray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Research Contpany
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

Visual Sciences
599K—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME2x2)

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Linden Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Klein & Goodman, Inc.
18 S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

SLIDES (3 '/4x 4 and larger)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Slidecraft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE, FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument DIv., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ralke Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

VIewlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

VIsunI Research Company
30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.

^Villlams, Brown and Earle. Inc.
918 Che.stnut St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, llrown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Slidefilms

and Slides

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, INC., 1150 Wilmette, Ave.,

Wilmette, Illinois, presents a new series

of slidefilms:

Using Numbers (16 slidefilms)—de-
signed to stimulate children to use
numbers in actual life situations. The
16 strips teach the meaning, sequence
and use of numbers from one to one
hundred, providing basic material for

the child's earliest number experiences
in school.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, INC., 100 East Ohio St.,

Chicago, III., presents in cooperation

with the publishers of the professional

home economics magazine. What's New
in Home Economics, a new filmstrip on
food conservation

:

Bread (b & w, with manual)—bring-

ing the importance of bread to home-
makers and future homemakers. For
home economics groups, the filmstrip

offers new ideas, methods of use, and
recipes.

THE STANLEY BOWMAR CO.,
2067 Broadway, New York 23, N.Y.,

oflfers a new slidefilm on the Marshall

Plan, produced by Film Publishers,
Inc., 25 Broad St. New York 4, in co-

operation with the Foreign Policy As-
sociation.

POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., 353 Fourth Ave., New York,
announces a new slide set:

North American Game Set (31 Koda-
chrome slides)—reproductions of paint-

ings by Francis Lee Jaques from
Outdoor Life magazine's "Gallery of

North American Game."

a INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM
PICTURE PUBLISHERS, Grand
Rapids 2, Mich., has produced film-

strips on 25 basic subjects, each ac-

companied by a manual. Included
among the titles are the following:

Russia (55 frames)—Pictures include

the Russia of the Tsars, New Russia,

the Peoples of the U.S.S.R., Siberia,

Conquest of Arctic and Desert, the

Grazing Industry, Natural Resources,
Collective Farm, Education. Similar

filmstrips on other people and lands

are also available—India, China, Ha-
waiian Islands, Canada, Mexico, etc.

Colonial America (30 frames)—illus-

trating home life, customs, dress, man-
ners and architecture in the New Eng-
land, Middle Atlantic, and Southern
colonies.

Pioneer Days (31 frames)—showing
how the pioneers lived and how the

U. S. expanded westward.

Man on Record (29 frames)—visual-

izing the story of writing and communi-
cation.

Ancient Rome (32 frames)—a sight-

seeing trip through classical Rome.

Americans All (37 frames)—picture-

biographies of men and women who
helped build America.

WILNER FILMS AND SLIDES,
P.O. Box 231, Cathedral Station, New
York 25, N.Y., presents seven groups
of 2x2 color slides telling The Story of

the Gems, with a 6000-word lecture

manual. The set of 125 slides shows
the art and skill of the gem cutter, the

exacting techniques, how the rough
gem material is recovered from the
earth, how the gems are cut, how gems
are identified. Individual slides or
groups of slides are also available for

purchase.

Transcriptions

and Recordings

From "North Amentan Game Set'

208

RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., an-
nounces that the new Basic Record
Library for Elementary Schools is now
available to schools by individual al-

bums as well as in the complete set.

The Basic Record Library, combining
phonograph records and incorporated
teaching notes, consists of 21 albums,
all but one of which contain four 10-

inch records.

RCA Victor also announces that it

has inaugurated a new policy of
monthly children's releases. The initial

set in the new series, "Molly Whup-
pie," is an old English tale about a
brave little girl who outwits a giant,
told by John Cronan. At the rate of
two new sets a month, this popular field

of recording will be augmented with
offerings to enhance children's enjoy-
ment and understanding of music,
drama and narration.
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9n todcuifl (MuuJed clodded. . . .

teachers are teaching > •

.

pupils

more

more

more effectively with

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS

IRISH CHILDREN, charming portrayal of Irish farm
life. Showi young brother and sister at work, at play,

and on a family picnic.

MAKING BRICKS FOR HOUSES shows the im-
portant role of bricks in modern construction. Illustrates

the step-by-step process of manufacture.

Good teachers know they can teach more pupils

more with classroom films. They know, too, that they

can do the job better with EBFiims . . . because

EBFilms are core curriculum material—created by

educators for the specific use of educators, produced

in collaboration with leading specialists.

IRISH CHILDREN and MAKING BRICKS

FOR HOUSES are the newest additions to the great

EBFilms library . . . the world's largest collection

of authentic classroom films. Teachers will welcome

them for the same reasons that have made other

EBFilms the basis of almost every school's audio-

visual program:

Because EBFilms are clear, forceful, authen-

tic teaching instruments. Because EBFilms

make young minds come alive ... and

learn. Because EBFilms help teachers do

their job the way they want to do it . . .

effectively, thoroughly, lastingly.

pirn

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.
WILMITTI, IlllNOIS
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These UNITED WORLD FILMS have

become a standard of excellence!

1

Few films in any field have ever attained the immedi-

ate popularity and wide acceptance accorded to these

United World Educatiorfal Productions.

They are already in use in leading schools and

classrooms from coast-to-coast ... and are acclaimed by

educators everywhere.

£C/fA,Cf

HOW TO PAINT A PORTRAIT
(Color, 2 reels)

MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE

RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE

MUSIC AND ARCHITECTURE
THROUGH THE AGES (2 reels)

RODIN (3 reeU) (French narration)

NOS TAILLEURS DES IMAGES
(2 reels) (French narration)

'ee/,;

o\scvJS

Distributors for

Universal-International and J. Arthur Rank
fncorporaf/ng

Bell A Howell Filmosound Library & Castle Films

445 Park Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.

THE NEW UNITED WORLD EDUCATIONAL FILM CATALOG
lists over 1000 films, ranging from the kindergartner's

delight, the S-minute TEDDY BEARS AT PLAY, to

the lOreel ATOMIC PHYSICS. Separate catalogs are

available also for Entertainment, Church and Home Films.

Send for your free copies of each type that interests you.

"»*'c nrsics

,

^«f CRAYFISH

^"f mEBA
'"'

'''^HmciUM
^"f SPIDERS

World Prize Winner

LATITUDE & LONGITUDE
Color and Block & White

SIND THIS COUPON
IN TODAY!

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC., 445 Park Ave, New York 22,N.Y.

I would like to purchase prints of

O Remittance Enclosed Q Ship C.O.D.

Name —

f

Position,

Orgonizotion-

City -Sfate-

We use: 16 mm Sound D Silent 8 mm

I am interested in the cotologue checked below;

Educotionat Q Recreotionol Q Religious

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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New Classroom Films
MOTHER GOOSE STORIES

Animated figurines act out the familiar

t^les of Little Miss Muffet. Humpty
Dumpty. Old Mother Hubbard, and t^e
Queen of Hearts in this new film. Stimu-
lates reading, increases appreciation of
music and handicraft, and teaches lessons

in good manners. In 16mm sound color,
sa'e $80.00; rental $3.50.

ABC OF POTTERY MAKING
A simple, graphic demonstra.ion of mak-
ing a small clay bowl by the coil method
— jfls'est of all. Tools and operations are
c'-sarty shown. Tl'e bowl is finished on a
potter's wheel. Successfully u«"d in ele-

mentary grades as well as in high school
r*nd adult art classes. In l&mm sound
B&W, sale $36.03; rental $1.50.

FREE CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE

Write Dept. 8 today for your free copy
of rental or sale (please state which) cata-
logue. Preview and rental prints available
on above films today!

Bailey Films, Inc.
20:4 North Berendo, Los Anqales 27, Calif.

FILM SUGGESTIONS

for formal and informal

education
McSRAW-HILL HEALTH EDUCATION SERIES

Five subjects dealing with good grooming, and
physical and mental health.

Rental: $5.00 each—Series of 5: $22.50

McSRAW-HILL TEACHER TRAINING SERIES
Five subjects dealing with understandlnn chil-

dren, their discipline, and methods of maintain-
ing their interest.

Rental: $5.00 each—Series of 5: $22.50

YOU AND YOUR FAMMY, I reel. Rental: $2.00.-
YOU AND YOUR FRIEND3, I reel. Rental: $2.00.
SITTING RIGHT (Good Posture for Girls) I reel.

Rental: $2.00.

FREE FILMS-
SHORTEST WAY HOME (Sightseeing in U.S.A.),

WASHINGTON—THE SHRINE OF AMERICAN
PATRIOTISM (Historic Capital), 2 reels.

SCIENCE SPINS A YARN (The Story of Rayon),
2'/; reels, in color.

Ove." 100 other frea fi'ms on ma.iy subi«cts.

High Grade
ENTERTAINMENT FILMS

for all ag3s and ail types of groups

ALSO: Sports and Recreation, Travelogues, Music,
Social Science, and many others.

Write Today for New 1948-1949

CATALOG OF
SELECTED MOTION PICTURES

to Dept. "E"

tSSOtlATiON FILMS
(Y. M. C. A." MOTION PICTURE BUREAU)

OltUCO 3
I* 4«. I« Ullk 11.

S*N FUNCIKO t

lALUS 4

J

Wanted: An A-V Coordinator

Editor ;

I am sending you a choice bit tliat I

have an idea your readers might enjoy.

My older daughter is spending her first

year of teacliing in a high school of

about 120 pupils ; in the following excerpt

from a letter to her mother, she gives

her opinion of the visual education pro-

gram :

"Tell father I've lost interest in visual

education. My movie came a week early

so I thought I'd show it Friday. I

couldn't set the projector up Thursday
night because I had a Campfire meeting,

so I booiTied off to school Friday morning
at the regular time planning to set it up
before 9 o'clock. Well, the service club

finally got it into my room about 9

o'clock. Of course, I didn't know any-

thing about it, so I had to get Mr. G. to

set it up. He was busy, so I tried. Little

springs were hanging out all over, and
I thought I'd surely jimmied it, but that

was Mr. S.'s fault for putting it away
v\rong.

"Then this didn't work, and that

didn't work, and it took the whole period

to show a 10-minute movie. Second
period, it was all set up just right. I

got some girls out of classes to see the

movie, turnerl off the lights, and started

it, just right. The sound came on and
everything worked, but the lamp didn't

come on, I tried everything, and finally

asked Mr. G. to fix it. The lamp was
burned out! Mr. G. fixed the lamp and
went back to his class. So I had to

rewind it in order to start it at the begin-

ning. It still wouldn't run. It smoked.
I had threaded it wrong ! Then the reel

wouldn't wind. After fooling with it the

rest of that period, we finally discovered

it had slipped and was rubbing against

the back of the desk in front. I was
ready to bawl by that time. The bell

rang just as we got it started, and Mr. G.
came in to get the machine because he'd

forgotten he'd promised it to another
school. I still never got to show the

movie, and I'm afraid to touch the old

machine again. N'o wonder no one ever

orders movies around here. Nothing's
worth that agonv !"

V. H.

Head. Science Dept.

Public School System

An Unusual Racket—We Hope
Kditor :

We liad an experience in Rockford
which probably should be publicized. A
man representing himself as frotn the

repair dcpartnient of a large projector

company attempted to see me at the

Board of Education office. When he
fr.iled to find me in. he inquired at one

of our high schools and told the janitor

that the Board of Education was buying

several new projectors and having the

rest of them thoroughly gone over, men-
tioning my name as having authorized

the work. He took the school projector,

promising to return it later in the day.

He used the same line of talk at a

second school, so that he had two of our

projectors in his car. The janitor of a

third school refused to let him take any
equipment. Of course he never returned.

Eventually the police did recover our
projectors. It might be well for school

people to know of this type of confidence

game. It could well be worked with any J
piece of school equipment if people are I
not on guard.

Peers R.w
Director of Visual Aids J
Rockford Public Schools J
Rockford, Illinois

Plaudits—and a Problem

Editor :

Please accept my congratulations on
the article "What Can We Do About
Stereotypes?" by Ray O. Wolf in the

March issue of Educational Screen.
It is an important article on an important

subject. In my personal judgment, Mr.
Wolf handled it very well.

I liked the article for it hits on one of

the many responsibilities of film produc-

tion and utilization that is not as yet

generally recognized. Pictorial forms of

communication raise many problems which
are new but which are nonetheless im-

portant. One of the important points of

this letter, therefore, is to express the

hope that this problem will be taken up
and followed through further.

For example, words are almost always
general, and pictures are almost always I

specific. Practically every noun used in

conversation is a generalization, while

every picture is highly specific. Yet. it

would be my observation that children

generalize further from pictorial presen-

tations than they do from verbal pre-

sentations. In other words, one of the

problems of film production is that any
picture you show tends to be over-gener-

alized by the students. But do we have
any proof of this ? Not that I know of,

but there should be a nice research study

here.

This is just an idea, but this field needs

very badly, interested and skilled teachers

all over the country formally or informally

checking this and that aspect of pictorial

t\)rnis of commuication. Mr. Wolf has

hit on one of the more immediately im-

portant ones.

Flovd E. Brooker
Chief. \'isual .\ids of Education

U. S. Office of Education

Washington. D. C.
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^ For Classroom Use

...new RCA Classroom Slide Film Projector—A dual-
purpose projector designed for 35mm film-strips and 2"x 2"

slides. It's priced so low you can now equip every classroom with
its own projector. The quickest and easiest projector threading

you have ever seen. No sprockets to thread or damage film.

...new RCA Transcription Player for the Classroom—

A

high quality portable player for reproduction of either standard

phonograph records or 16-inch transcriptions. Two separate motors
supply positive, constant speed to turntable—one for 3.^V{i rpm and
one for 78 rpm. Detachable loudspeaker provides brilliant repro-

duction of all voices and musical instruments.

...the new RCA Victrola Classroom Phonograph—This
RCA classroom phonograph (Senior Model 66-ED) plays

12-inch or 10-inch records. Has "Golden Throat" tone system.

"Silent Sapphire" pickup. Separate tone controls for bass and
treble. Blond finish walnut cabinet with closed back. Hand
holes for convenience in carrying.

^i^ V Victrola T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

. . . RCA's new "400" i6mm Projector —A lighter weight,

ALL-PURPOSE projector for more effective teaching. Amazingly
easy to thread and operate. Ideal for use in classroom or auditorium.

Shows films at their best in brilliance and contrast—black-and-white

or full-color. Sound or silent operation.

...RCA Victor Record Library for Elementary Schools

A basic record library for the classroom. Consists of 370 com-

positions, 83 records, in 21 albums. Complete teaching sug-

gestions for each record. Covers such activities as Rhythms,

Singing, Listening, Rhythm Bands, Singing Games, and

other topics. Priced within the budget of every school.

For descriptive iiterature write: Educational Soles Dept. 28E. RCA, Camden, N. J.

RADiO CORPORATiOliW ofAMERICA
EDUCATIONAL SALES DERARTMEMT, CAMDEM, N. J.
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A General A-V Conference
In August . . . in Chicago

THE Educational Film Library Association, the Mid-

western Forum on Visual Teaching Aids, and the

Film Council of America will stage their annual meet-

ings in conjunction with the 1948 National Association

of Visual Education Dealers Convention at the Hotel

Sherman in Chicago next August, according to a joint

announcement by Emily Jones, Executive Secretary of

EFLA
; Joseph E. Dickman, Secretary of the Midwest

Forum; Thurman White, FCA Executive Director;

and Don White, NAVED Executive Secretary.

Tentative plans call for both separate and joint meet-

ings among the various groups. The Midwest Forum

will open its meeting on Friday, August 6, and will

meet jointly with the first EFLA meeting on Saturday,

August 7. The Midwest Forum program will use the

same plan as last year : open discussion of problems

proposed by members. The EFLA meeting will con-

tinue through Sunday, August 8. Harry Strauss of

the Commission on Motion Pictures in Adult Educa-

tion will act as chairman of the EFLA Conference Pro-

gram Committee. The NAVED Trade Show will open

at noon on August 8, and the first NAVED meeting

will take place on Monday morning, August 9. NAVED
meetings and Trade Show will continue through Wed-
nesday, August 11. Plans for the FCA meeting will be

fitted into the joint schedule.

FCA Receives Carnegie Grant

A GRANT of $10,000 a year for two years has been

awarded to the Film Council of America by the

Carnegie Corporation of New York, according to an

announcement by Stephen M. Corey, Chairman of the

Board of Trustees of FCA.

The Carnegie Grant, largest single contribution so

far made to the growing FCA, is for the salary and

administrative expenses of an executive director of the

Council. The grant will enable the FCA to name a new
executive director in the near future who will speed the

organization of community film councils throughout

North America and extend the services of the national

office. Thurman White, on leave as Director of Audio-

Visual Education at Oklahoma University, served as

executive director of FCA during the last quarter of

1947 and has continued to serve on a part-time basis

during 1948 while studying for his doctorate at the

University of Chicago.

"The Film Council could receive no higher endorse-

ment," Corey said in announcing the Carnegie grant.

"No other organization is in a better position to judge

the educational values and purposes of a non-profit

organization such as the Film Council. We are ex-

tremely proud that the Carnegie Corporation of New
York has placed so much confidence in the Film Coun-

cil of America and its major objective : to contribute to

the public welfare through the widespread use of infor-

mational film materials."

NOW Every Thinking AMERICAN Is Interested

in ITALY

During the next several w^eeks the eyes of the entire world w^ill be

focused on ITALY . . . and every thinking American -will be interested

in background information on this country.

Organizations in your community will be anxious to formulate pro-

grams On Italy, What an opportunity for visual education? Are you

prepared to supply effective visual aids for these programs?

The International Film Foundation has recently produced three JULIAN
BRYAN DOCUMENTARIES ON ITALY: ITALY REBUILDS, BREAD
AND WINE, and ARTISANS OF FLORENCE. Used singly or collec-

tively these three firms can serve as the core of an excellent discussion

program on modern ITALY and its problems.

Write for descriptive literature on these and our other

Julian Bryan Productions now available.

International Film Foundation
1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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PlaceYour Rental Requests NOW
FOR Coronet imstroc

The nation's leading film-lending libraries report

that they are already receiving a flood of

1948-49 rental requests for the nation's most
popular educational sound films . . . Coronet
Instructional Films. So to make sure that you'll

have the films you want vt^hen you want them

TIONAL FILMS

next fall, send your rental requests NOW
directly to your nearest library for Coronet
bookings. In the list below, youMI find a Coronet
Rental Library conveniently located to service

your rental requests. And you'll find your local

film library helpful in visual planning.

ARIZONA
University Extension Division
University of Arizona, Tucson

ARKANSAS
Department of Public Relations
State Teachers College, Conway
Division of Vocational Education
State Dept. of Education, Little Rock
Kirkpatrick, Inc., Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Los Angeles

Photo and Sound, Inc., San Francisco

University Extension Division
U. of California, Berkeley

University Extension Division
U. of California, Los Angeles

COLORADO
Ellison-Reed Visual Service. Denver

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Denver
University Extension Division
U. of Colorado, Boulder

CONNECTICUT
Pix Film Service, Greenwich

FLORIDA
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Miami

GEORGIA
Audio-Visual Education Service
State Dept. of Education, Atlanta

Ideal Pictures Corporation. Atlanta

General Extension Division
University of Georgia, Athens

ILLINOIS

American Film Registry, Chicago

Audio- Visual Aids Service
Southern Illinois U., Carbondale

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Chicago

Visual Aids Service
U. of Illinois, Champaign

INDIANA
Film Center, Indiana U., Bloomington

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Indianapolis

Indiana Visual Aids Co., Inc., Indianapolis

IOWA
University Extension Division
U. of Iowa, Iowa City

Visual Instruction Service
Iowa State College, Ames

KANSAS
University Extension Division
U. of Kansas, Lawrence

KENTUCKY
Hadden Film Service, Louisville

Dept. of University Extension
U. of Kentucky, Lexington

LOUISIANA
Ideal Pictures Corporation, New Orleans

Jasper Ewing & Sons, New Orleans

MARYLAND
Kunz Motion Picture Service, Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Boston
Vesco Film Library, Boston

Visual Aids Service, Boston, U., Boston

MICHIGAN
Locke Film Library, Kalamazoo
University Extension Division
U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor

MINNESOTA
Elliot Film Company, Minneapolis

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Minneapolis

Midwest Audio-Visual Service, Dututh
Midwest Audio-Visual Service, Minneapolis

University Extension Division
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis

MISSISSIPPI

Jasper Ewing & Sons, Jackson

School of Education
U. of Mississippi, University

MISSOURI
Ideal Pictures Corjwration, Kansas City

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc., St. Louis

University Extension Division
U. of Missouri, Columbia

MONTANA
Dept. of Visual Education
State Dept. of Education, Helena

NEBRASKA
University Extension Division
U. of Nebraska, Lincoln

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey State Museum, Trenton

Art Zeiller Visual Education Service, Newark

NEW MEXICO
Extension Division
U. of New Mexico, Albuquerque

NEW YORK
Buffalo Museum of Science, Buffalo

Educational Film Library
Syracuse U., Syracuse

Bertram Willoughby Pictures, Inc.

New York City

NORTH CAROLINA
University Extension Diviaion
U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

NORTH DAKOTA
Extension Division
North Dakota Ag. College^ Fargo

OHIO
Ohio Film 8b Slide Exchange
State Dept. of Education, Columbus

Sunray Films, Inc., Cleveland

Twyman Films, Inc., Dayton

OKLAHOMA
Kirkpatrick, Inc., Oklahoma City

Kirkpatrick, Inc., Tulsa

University Extension Division

U. of Oklahoma, Norman

OREGON
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Portland

Visual Instruction Service
Oregon State College, Corvallis

PENNSYLVANIA
Audio-Visual Aids Library
Penn. State College, State College

Indiana Film Library
State Teachers College, Indiana

Kunz Motion Picture Service, Philadelphia

Kunz Motion Picture Service, Scranton

P. C. W. Film Library
Penn. College for Women, Pittsburgh

SOUTH CAROLINA
University Extension Division
U. of South Carolina, Columbia

TENNESSEE
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Memphis
Kirkpatrick, Inc., Memphis
University Extension Division
U. of Tennessee, Knoxville

TEXAS
Dept. of Radio and Visual Education
State Dept. of Education, Austin

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Dallas

University Extension Division
U. of Texas. Austin

Visual Education, Inc., Austin

UTAH
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
Brigham Young University, Provo
Deseret Book Company, Salt Lake City

Ideal Pictures Corporation, Salt Lake City

VIRGINIA
Ideal Pictures Corporation, Richmond

WASHINGTON
Dept. of Visual Education
Central Washington College of Ed.,

Ellensburg

Extension Division
Washington State College, Pullman

WISCONSIN
Photoart Visual Service, Milwaukee
University Extension Division
U. of Wisconsin, Madison

PUERTO RICO
Office of Commissioner of Educatioa
San Juan

FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG, OR
PUHCHASE INFORMATION, WRITE TO

Coronet
INSTRUCTIONAL

FILMS
CORONET BUILDING
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS
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As Viewed From Here Paul C. Reed

"/< group set out to find some answers''

A NEW LOOK at a Community

9 We have read countless articles in which the users and poten-

tial users of audio-visual materials in a community have been defined ^
as "clubs, schools, churches, farm groups, labor groups etc., etc."

The "etc." part of the definition usually comes altogether too soon

and tells nothing very specific.

How many organized clubs and groups are there in a communi-
ty? How can you classify them? How many of these groups use mo-
tion pictures in their programs? What kind of pictures do they use?
Where do they get them? What obstacles prevent wider use of audio-

visual materials? How do you get answers to questions like these?

In one community a group set out to find some answers to such

questions. It was a middle-sized city which included a population

of about 450,000 within its metropolitan area. The survey has l)een

a thorough one and although the summaries are not yet complete,

the resulting data have already proved most revealing even to those

who have known that community best. A new perspective has been

gained of the organizational structure of that community. A sound
factual base has been established upon which the local film coun-

cil can proceed with its activities. The potential users of audio-

visual materials in that community have been defined specifically.

Here is just one fact from the study: There are in this com-
munity 1906 diiferent adult clubs and associations and 35',, ol'

them used films during the one-year period studied. "Clubs and
associations" do not include churches, educational institutions, so-

cial agencies, or business and industrial groups. When you add to

the total these institutions with all of their sub-groups, the result is

somewhat staggering. The meaning of the term "audio-visual educa-

tion" as it applies to a community is just being discovered!

Within the accumulated data of such a complete survey there

must be significant implications for all—for producers, for dis-

tributors, and for those who use audio-visual materials. There are

conclusions tliat can be drawn by all who are seriously interested in

the field. This study has brought even greater conviction to our
belief that although up until now the most important use of educa-
tional pictures has been in schools and with groups formally orga-

nized for learning, the great use of pictures in the future—the great

potential field of audio-visual education—is in informal learning

situations, with groups wherever they meet and for whatever pur-

pose they are meeting. ^Vudio-visual education in the schools will be

only a fractional part of the total field of aiulio-visual education

tomorrow.
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Teacher and class are studying an 1813

map of the Great Lakes Region in the

pioneer schoolhouse which is a part of

the Franklinton-Columbus display at

the Ohio State Museum. If this mu-

seum trip is successful, the teacher has

followed a 3-step program:

• pre-trip planning

• on-the-trip carry-through

• post-trip follow-up

W. H. Shupe Phi.tii

3 STEPS to Museum Experience

THE TKLKPHONE RINGS ill the education office of

a museum. It is a call from a teacher who wishes

to bring her class to the museum. Invariably the

teacher asks these two questions : "What arrangements
do I need to make for a class visit?" "What can I do
before the visit to assure a successful trip?"

The teacher who asks these questions has made a

good start toward a successful trip. She has not only

shown consideration for museum officials by calling in

advance to make the necessary arrangements at the

museum, but she has also expressed a willingness to

help prepare her group for their coming visit.

The author has been both a teacher, who has taken

his classes beyond the four walls of their classrooms.

and a member of a mu.seum education staff, where more
than 25,000 school pupils come in class groups annually.

There is no mysterious formula which will guarantee

a successful class trip. The .same common-sense prepa-

rations one makes when going on a personal trip will

insure a successful class trip if the planning, in the

latter case, is done on a classwide basis.

In making a personal tri]), one usually goes through

three steps : ])re-trip planning, at which time the trav-

eler collects information about the place to be visited,

arranges for transportation, meals, lodging, sight-seeing

tours, etc. ; the next step is the taking of the trip itself,

on which some last minute changes may have to he

made, but which usually unfolds beautifully and is a

.source of enjoyment and satisfaction because careful

planning was made beforehand ; and the last step is the

discussion of the trip and sharing with others what

was learned or seen.

by GEORGE F. JENNY
Supervisor of Education, Ohio State

Archaeological and Historical Society

Carrying out these three steps on a classwide basis

will go far toward assuring that the class will have

a profitable educational experience from its visit to

the museum. How would a teacher proceed with each

step ?

Pre-trip Planning

Both the teacher and the class have obligations in the

pre-trip planning. The teacher, of course, will allow

the children to benefit by doing as much of this planning

as their age and development will permit. In the lower

grades the teacher must assume much of this respon-

sibility. She knows best the maturation level of her

class and can decide from what particular trip her

class will derive the greatest benefit. Therefore, if she

is contemplating a class visit to the museum, her first

obligation is to go to the museum herself to see if it

contains the e-xhihits she feels her class needs.

There is educational value to be derived from any

tri]) : but. just as there is a best way to make a trip,

there is also a best time, in reference to a child's

development, to visit certain places. Not many first

or second grades visit museums. Their teachers realize

that a child of this age derives more benefit by studying

the "here and now" rather than the "long ago and far

away." .A child of this age has not yet developed a

time concept; the chronology of history means little to
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On the tour: Museum teacher helps the class learn about
prehistoric Ohio people.

W. H. Shupe Photo

W. H. Shupe Photo

Before the tour: Class assembles in museum auditorium
for last-minute instructions.

him. His interest span is short, and he is soon over-
come by museum fatigue. Therefore, first or second-
grade teachers, very wisely, take their classes to see
things that have some importance to children of that

age in everyday life. Such trips as those to the fire-

engine house, the greenhouse, the library, or the dairy
are usually more closely related to their interests.

In spite of this, however, the author has seen some
very successful first and second-grade class visits to the
museum. One first-grade class was discussing boats.
Their teacher knew there were some boats at the
museum, so she made arrangements to bring her class.

The pupils were shown the boats and boat models,
without any reference to their historical significance,
and in twenty minutes the class was on its way back
to school. The pupils were not over-tired, their minds
were not confused by having seen too many things,
and they had found out something about boat con-
struction, which was the purpose of their visit. Another
first-grade class had brought many fall insects into their
classroom and became quite interested in them, so their
teacher brought them to the museum to see—not study—the insect collections there.

If a teacher decides on her pre-class visit that the
museum does have exhibits that will be of value to
her pupils, she should contact museum officials to make
the necessary arrangements for the class visit. Most
teachers feel that museum staff members, because of
their intimate knowledge of the exhibit, can best con-
duct the lesson there. It can be decided whether this
lesson is to be in the nature of an introduction to a
unit of work, a part of the unit research, or to serve as
a summary to the unit. The teacher can determine the
points to be emphasized. The museum official may
be able to suggest other exhibits having a direct rela-
tionship to the unit of work, or he may have literature
or loan collection items that he can suggest to aid in
the class preparation.

Armed with this information, the teacher can wisely
and confidently guide her class in preparation for the
visit. Pupil interest must be aroused for the things
they are to see. They must be told, at least something.

about the exhibit they will see. They iiuist know
thoroughly the purpose of their visit and be brought
to realize that this is a lesson, to be conducted at the
museum, and not a "lark." Opportunity must be given
for pupils to build up a suitable background for the
things they are to see. This may be done by the use
of reference books, slides, movies, class discussions,
or by museum loan collections. Time must be allotted

for a discussion of trip conduct and of safety standards
to be observed by the group. The route to and from
the museum should be carefully planned. In many in-

stances the things that can be seen en route are of

related educational importance. For example, one
southern Ohio school on their way to study prehistoric

man at the museum, stopped off at Mound City, Chil-

licothe. Ohio, to see the prehistoric earthworks there.

To come to the museum to study birds and not notice

the birds en route would seem ridiculous.

{Continued on page 229)

W. H. Shupe Photo

Free time:

A boy sketches

the famous
Adena
Pipe.
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The Role of the Independent Producer

In Educational Films
LOUIS DEROCHEMONT;

THE ROLE of the independent producer in the

making of educational fihii may be compared, in

some respects, to the brave and anonymous indi-

vidual who ate the first oyster. It took a lot of courage

to risk the experiment.

The educational film has proved palatable and nour-

ishing— but its market remains largely undeveloped,

and the machinery required for adequate and econom-

ical production, distribution, and consumption does not

exist. There must be a great many more films intelli-

gently designed and executed specifically for classroom

purposes, and soine plan must be devised to place

these films, together with the equipment necessary to

show them, within reach of every school.

Independent Producer + ?

If we are to provide the films so urgently needed and

which must be supplied if this potent medium is to ful-

fill its function in education and discharge its obliga-

tion to society, somebody else—somebody beside the

independent producer—must help.

This "somebody else" is threefold. It includes the

educators, wlio will continue to carry on, and perhaps

intensify, their invaluable work in the development of

methodology for the widespread and productive use of

film in teaching. It includes the public and their elected

representatives on the school boards and in the legis-

latures, who must supply the funds and form the poli-

cies to bring the widespread utilization of film into

being. But for the purposes of this discussion, I want

to concentrate, for the moment, on the function and

obligation of that corporate individual of the motion

picture industry, whom we call the major producer.

A Study in Contrasts

The physical contrast between the major producer

and the independent producer of educational films is

apparent. The several large studios, whose plants are

located in and about Los Angeles, possess a capital in-

vestment of something over a hundred and thirty million

dollars. They employ more than thirty thousand people,

with an annual Hollywood payroll of over three hundred

million dollars—and the intake of the American box

office alone, in 1947, was more than one and one-half

billions of dollars. These figures, so large as to be

meaningless in themselves, take on significance when
we realize what they represent.

Now devoted to the production of entertainment films

alone are vast production facilities, superb technical

equipment, experience, competent, professional, and

often highly talented, creative personnel—and, particu-

larly important to this discussion, sufficient capital re-

serves to permit them to make long-range investments

:

specifically in educational films which today cannot be

expected to amortize their costs quickly.

The difference between the major producer and the

independent producer of educational films now becomes

quite simple. The independent producer lacks both

facilities and funds. I can speak without prejudice here,

because I have a foot in both camps. The series of edu-

cational films on which my independent organization

is now engaged is being financed and will be distribu-

ted by one of the major producers—the lone major

producer in this country who has been willing to dem-
onstrate, by substantial investment, a faith in motion

pictures designed and produced exclusively for the

classroom.

Whether the independent producer operates like Cy
and Herb Johnson, two brothers who are making arith-

metic films in a small back room over a Hollywood car-

pentry shop, or whether he maintains a comparatively

large operation— such as Coronet, Young America, or

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films—the independent op-

erates with his own limited facilities and personnel, and
must, in essence, collect the money from one film in

order to make another. He operates on shoestring capi-

tal, and what little money he has is hungry money,

which must earn its living from day to day. Hence,

he cannot film certain subjects at all. He cannot make
other subjects in expensive series. He cannot always

employ the most suitable creative talent.

But, the independent's poverty in physical resources

has been balanced by a rich intangible. He, together

{Continued on page 236)

EDITOR'S NOTE
Louis de Rochemont presented these words first

as a talk at the Boston University Founders' Day
Institute, March 13, 1948. Of all the talks given

at this notable two-day institute, dedicated to the

"Social Responsibilities of American Leadership",

de Rochemont's seemed most significant for EDU-
CATIONAL SCREEN'S readers.*

Even though we cannot agree with his conclusion

that "Hollywood" must accept the challenge to sub-
sidize educational films, we recognize that this is a
conviction sincerely held and fearlessly voiced by one
who because of his experience and accomplishment
should be heard.

Originator of "The March of Time" and producer
of such film successes as "The House on 92nd Street"

and "Boomerang," Mr. de Rochemont is now presi-

dent of Louis de Rochemont Associates, Inc., and is

currently producing for United World Films, Inc.,

an integrated series of geography films for the ele-

mentary grades, "Your World and Mine."

*Mimeoeraphed copies of the addresses presented at the
Founders' Day Institute by Mr. de Rochemont, Dr. Spyros P.
Skouras, Arthur H. DeBra, and Paul C. Reed are available free
from Boston University School of Public Relations. Requests
should be directed to Abraham Krasker, 84 Exeter St., Boston.
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Audio-Visual Center, Indiana UniverHity

Slide production scenes from the film "How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides." Left: Brush work (India ink) on

translucent paper. Right: Slide crayon on etched glass.

How a Motion Picture Was Made

On How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides

by MARY ESTHER BROOKS
Assistant Production Supervisor,

Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University

ONE OF THE NEEDS ill tlie field of audici-visuiil educa-

tion has been the effective u.se of the nied.a in

courses, institutes, and conferences devoted to

Audio-Visual Materials. Since workers in the field

are frequently asked such questions as "Why don"t

you use the film to teach audio-visual methods if it

is so effective?", universities and schools are now
pioneering in the production of teaching materials.

First Steps

About a year and a half ago the Audio-Visual Center

at Indiana University was able to assemble staff and
equipment for the beginnings of a production program.

One of the subjects which was high on the list of pos-

sible productions was a film for professional training

in the area of audio-visual materials. After the staff

considered several possibilities, they finally selected the

subject "How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides".

Since the production of these slides can he mastered

by teachers, pupils, student teachers, group leaders and
others concerned with the presentation of materials in

pictorial form, slide-making has been included in the

audio-visual classes at the University and in the four

Extension Centers.

Considerable research in production techniques, mate-

rials, and utilization of handmade slides had been done

at the Center during the previous three years. Through

this continuous process of use, experimentation, and

research, simple, effective production techniques had

been developed and improved. Moreover, the Center

was being called upon several times each year to demon-

strate the production of handmade lantern slides to

tc-aclier conferences, sectional meetings, and work.'^ho])

groups.

The first step in the production of the film was a

detailed break-down of the subject into types of slides,

mat'-'rials and e(|uipment, skills involved (mechanical

skills, and mental skills and understandings), utilization

ideas and suggestions of many subject-matter areas on

various grade levels. This was laid out in the form

of a grid or check list. The break-down was checked

by all members of the Center .staff' for ]X)ssible omis-

sions ami errors, anrl then it was used as the basis for

writ ng rough script.

"Bare Bones" or More?

llefore the scri])t was started, a major decision had

to i)e made. Should the film show only the "hare bones"

of ])roduction techniques in slide making with no im-

])lications for the utilization of these slides, or should

it show slide production in context with the subject-

matter hackirround and actual classroom situations?
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It was finally decided that the ])i]rpose of the Hhn
would be the demonstration of ijioduction techni(iiie.s

used in the making of handmade slides, along with

utilization of the slides for educational purposes.

Needed Repetition

The film treatment developed these purposes by

including a variety of content on the slides made in the

tilm. and several teachers demonstrating technicjues in

different subject-matter areas and grade levels. Since

in the making of slides there are many small but im-

portant details which, once mastered, aid the teacher

in producing well-made slides, the film was designed to

|)rovide the needed repetition in conte.xt of production

techni(|ues that should be mastered. Kor example, de-

tails such as the techniques used in applying pencil,

crayon, or ink were to be repeated several times in

context, both in narration and in visualization. This

was also true of the position of the drawing on the

plate, the use of the margin guide and blotter, the

thumb spot, the care of materials and equipment, the

light boxes, types of bindings, and the techniques of

sharpening crayons and pencils.

Trial Run

Before production was undertaken, the ])roduction

.staflf was divided into three crews of three persons each.

E)ach crew shot two sequences of the film. This "trial

run" was shot in order to study the effects of different

types of lighting, camera angles, set decorations, and
film treatment. After carefully studying and evaluating

the test .shots, the entire staff chose the ty])e of lighting

and treatment used in the finished film.

The film production became a valuable training ex-

perience for the staff, since each step was discussed

thoroughly and weaknesses were evaluated throughout

the entire production. Only the sounding of the narra-

tion was handled by a commercial company.

Preview

Following the shooting of the him, a rough cut was
made and shown to a large variety of groups: the

Center staff, teacher-training groups, audio-visual

classes on the University campus and at Extension
Centers, and conferences, including the University Film
Producer's Council. Again there was a pooling of opin-

ion regarding changes, rearrangement of scenes, and
narration. These changes were made.
Two teacher-training groups were shown the film

with no advance preparation or instruction and were
then told to produce five handmade lantern slides. Al-
though this was a poor teaching technique, it provided
an unbiased check on the effects of the film. The slides

produced by these two classes were judged to be on
a par with other groups which had had two work
periods, two hours in length, for discussion and demon-
stration of slide making. The finished slides not only
displayed a wide choice of subject matter, but also

were made from a variety of slide materials. In sub-

sequent classes with which the rough cut of the film

was used, it was the judgment of the instructors that

it improved the student's understanding of the tech-

nic|ues involved and it gave a great appreciation of the

possibilities of the use of handmade lantern slides in the

student's own fields.

Evaluation

Since the film was completed, it has been evaluated by
three instructors in classroom situations. It has been
found that the use of this film, plus about forty minutes
of discussion and demon.stration, seems to be as effec-

tive as two periods of two hours each had been pre-

vioush- with similar types of classes.

Audio-VMual Center, Indiana University

Production shot in the filming

of "How to Make Handmade
Lantern Slides." The produc-

tion staff was divided into

three crews, each crew shoot-

ing two sequences of the film.

This "trial run" was made
in order to study the effects

of different types of light-

ing, camera angles, set deco-
rations, and film treatment.



The storytelling phonograph record is growing in popularity, and
education is finding it a supplementary tool to learning.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

To Stimulate Reading

HAS it ever occurred to you that phonograph

records can be used effectively in a school li-

brary as a means to stimulate interest in read-

ing? A certain number of children come to the library,

glance at one book and then another, thumb through

the pages of a book—looking only at the pictures

—

and no matter how^ patiently and diligently you strive

to get them to take a book and read it through for

the sheer joy of reading a good story, you find your-

self stymied. Many devices have been suggested by

educators and librarians to help solve these problems.

Here is another one which is proving quite a boon

to teacher-librarians in the Chicago Public Schools.

Telling Stories with Phonograph Records

Telling stories aloud to a group has been done down
through the ages. But the art of storytelling requires

a great deal of time in preparation, and few attain a

high degree of artistry or proficiency. Perhaps this is

the reason the storytelling phonograph record is grow-

ing in popularity and education is finding it a supple-

mentary tool to learning. However, more and more
records are being placed on the market, many of them
questionable as to content, as to the qualifications of the

narrator, and as to the value and amount of sound
effects used. Consequently, the educator has to set

up criteria for the record that has educational value

and be as selective in those recommendations for schools

as in selecting books and other tools of learning.

Wanted: Records Suitable

For Younger Listeners

It was at a meeting of the Chicago Teacher-Librari-

ans Club that information was sought by a small group
fot- a list of storytelling phonograph records which
might be useful in an elementary school. Various lists

already compiled covering this subject area were ex-

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is a condensed re-
print of the article "Phonograph Records and Their
Use in a School Library" by Dilla W. MacBean which
appeared in A Monograph on Language Arts, No. 51,
published under the direction of the Research De-
partment of Row, Peterson and Co., Evanston, Illinois.

By DILLA W. MacBEAN
Library Adviser to the

Superintendent of Schools,

Chicago, Illinois

amined but were found to be inadequate. Most lists

were prepared for high school listening and included

few records that were suitable for the younger listener.

Following the luncheon—when Mrs. Gudrun Thorne-
Thomsen was the guest speaker and enchanted the

125 members of the Chicago Teacher-Librarians Club
with telling several of her inimitable stories— the re-

quest for her records and others of comparable quality

grew in intensity. These teacher-librarians were aware
of the possibilities in using records of this caliber as

an additional medium in reading guidance.

A "Listening" Committee

A committee of three was appointed to listen to

available storytelling phonograph records which might

be recommended for elementary school library use and,

after due consideration, to compile a list which could be

used in all the elementary schools. Mrs. Marie B. Gib-

bons of the Shakespeare School was named chairman,

and Miss Mary V. O'Hara of the Sawyer Avenue
School and Miss Jeannie M. Stewart of the Bright

School were appointed to serve with her. A great deal of

time was spent on the project by these three teachers

during their summer vacation. They found the local

record shops in the city, as well as those in the Loop,

most co-operative in their study. Each teacher listened

to many records by herself and compiled her indivdual

list. Then the three teachers conferred, checked one

another's lists, and began all over again. This time they

went as a committee—and occasionally two made the

rounds to listen to the recommended records of all

three or to relisten to those recommended by one mem-
ber. They were always searching for new releases or

old ones coming back on the market.

Setting Up Standards

Following one of the earlier conferences, the com-
mittee realized that it was necessary to set up specific
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standards before compiling the list. The selection for

school use was quite different from the incentive of the

parents or children in selecting records for private

collections. Schools were not looking for records for

entertainment or recreation. The committee was keenly

aware that any record placed on the list must measure
up to specific objectives ; that this was another device

that might be used advantageously in the library or
in the classroom as another medium in interesting a
class group as a whole or, specifically, individual child-

ren to more extensive reading; that listening to a
story by an artist could motivate the good reader to

different or new subject types of literature or could
entice the nonreader (with the guidance of the alert

librarian) to reading the complete story or book from
which he had heard an episode or parts of a story well

told on the record.

During the summer and early fall the committee
met several times with the Head Librarian—by whom
they had been appointed to serve—relating their ex-
periences and problems and making sure that their

efforts were spent in the right direction. After school

had resumed in the fall, the four decided it was best

to formulate the objectives and criteria by which the

selection of records was made. Requests were being
made by other members of the club, and it was de-

cided to prepare the list, although the number of rec-

ords listed would be few in comparison with the many
listened to.

The Foreword of the list states these objectives and
the criteria for the listing. They are for use by anyone
when measuring the value of phonograph records for

school listening. Following is the Foreword and the

list.

FOREWORD

The purpose of the committee was to formulate a list of

records that could be used for constructive, guided listening that

would lead the child to books and give him an enrichment of

experience and background.
In compiling the list, the following objectives were formulated

:

1. To lead the average child to a book.
2. To enrich the superior child's background.
3. To assist the slower child to develop a literary background

tlirough listening that he might not be able to attain through
his grade-level reading.

4. To add one more medium, an auditory image aid, to help

in making the best in literature and the classics a part of

every child's background.
5. To help the child interpret the story: i.e., the dialect or

colIo(|uialisms or the language of the period of the story

is rationalized for the child.

The committee listened to 154 double-faced records and is

aware that, in selecting, the following are desirable criteria

:

1. The voice of the narrator must be pleasant, the diction

good, and the enunciation clear.

2. Sufficient variation must be provided in the production so

that at no time will the listening span of the child be taxed.

.S. The story must be told or dramatized at a pace that will

permit tlie child to comprehend as he listens.

4. The background of the story must be accurate.

5. The whole interpretation must give pleasure to the child.

In conclusion, tlie committee reports that it has tried to

listen to all the available children's storytelling records over

a period of six months and regrets that several records—which
were suggested to it—could not be heard because they were
out of stock either temporarily or permanently. In instances

where there was more than one recording of the same story, the

one that was considered the best is listed.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
For

GOOD LIBRARY LISTENING

Little Black Sambo (Grades 1-3)

Victor Record Y 312
Narrator : Paul Wing
2—10 in. Record Envelope

Little Engine That Could (Grades 2-4)

Victor Record Y 307
Narrator : Paul Wing
3— 10 in. Record Envelope

Rum/yelstillskin (Grades 2-4)

Victor Record Y 306
Narrator : Helen E. Meyers
1—10 in. Record Envelope

Three Billy Goats Gruff and
Aiis-a'cr Three Questions If You Can (Grades 2-4)

Victor Record Y 8
Narrator : Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—10 in. Record Envelope

Two Hans Christian Andersen Stories

—

The Tinder Box and It's Perfectly True (Grades 2-4)
Bluebird Record B C 24
Narrator : Paul Leyssac
3—10 in. Record Album

Winnie the Pooh and Christopher Robin (Grades 2-5)
Decca Record K 12

Narrator : Frank Luther
3—10 in. Record Envelope

Sleeping Beauty (Grades 3-5)

R. C. A. Victor Record
Narrator : Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—12 in. Record, one of Album distributed by the American

Library Association

500 Hats of Bartholomezv Cubbins (Grades 3-6)

Bluebird Record Y 304
Narrator: Paul Wing
3—10 in. Record Envelope

Sheep and the Pig Who Set Up Housekeeping (Grades 3-6)
Bluebird Record Y 7

Narrator: Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—10 in. Record Envelope

M'hen the Husband Kept House (Grades 3-5)

Bluebird Record Y 314

Narrator : Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—10 in. Record Envelope

Gudbrand-on-the-Hillside (Grades 4-6)

R. C. A. Victor Record
Narrator : Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—12 in. Record, one of Album distributed by the American

Library Association

Nnmskull Jack and The Happy Family (Grades 4-6)

Bluebird Record B C 32
Narrator : Paul Leyssac
3—10 in. Record Envelope

One String Fiddle (Grades 4-6)

Victor Record Y 319

Narrator : Paul Wing
2— 10 in. Record Envelope

Alice in Wonderland (Grades 4-8)

Decca Record D A 376

Narrator : Ginger Rogers
3—12 in. Record Album

Baldur (Grades 5-7)

R. C. A. Victor Record
Narrator : Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
1—12 in. Record, one of .Mbum distributed by the American

Library .^Association

Captain Kidd's Cow (Grades 5-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelope
{Continued on next page)

All records distributed by Gloria Chandler Rerordinfirs, Inc. (located
at P.O. Box 1112, r.rand Central Station, New York Cityl. on this
list, have been produced by the Association of the Junior Leagues of
America, Inc.
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hi Clean Hay (Grades 5-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordiiig-s. Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelope

Mischief iti Fee (Grades 5-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelope

Singing Tree (Grades 5-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelope

Smoky Bay (Grades 5-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelojje

Ciit of the Forest (Grades 6-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2— 12 in. Record Envelope

Lei'el Land (Grades 6-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

Mocha the Djuka (Grades 6-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

On the Dark of the Moon (Grades 6-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

Tales from the I'olsunga Saga (Grades 6-8)

R. C. A. Victor Record

Narrator ; Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen
2—12 in. Record Envelope, part of Album distributed by the

American Library Association

Tral! Lines North (Grades 6-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

Struggle Is Our Brother (Grades 7-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2^12 in. Record Envelope

Three and a Pigeon (Grades 7-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

Treasure Island (Grades 7-8)

Columbia Record M 553

Narrator : Basil Rathbone
3—12 in. Record Album

When the Typhoon Blows (Grades 7-8)

Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc.*

2—12 in. Record Envelope

Dickens' Christmas Carol

Columbia Record M 521

Narrator : Basil Rathbone
3—12 in Record Album

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory (Grade 8)
Victor Record M 909

Narrator : Helen Hayes
2—12 in. Record Album

(NOTE: This record is listed because from an artistic view-

point it is useful for interpretation and for use in choral

poetry. These selections are also included on the record:

Star Spangled Banner, Beat Beat Beat Drum, America,
Pledge to the Flag.)

The committee recommends the following records but desires

to state that it could not find the stories in print.

Granny Patch and Her Magic Basket (Grades 2-4)

Bluebird Record B C 35

Narrator: Alice Remsen (Musical Story Lady)
3—10 in. Record Envelope

Christmas in Nonvav (Grades 4-6)

Bluebird Record B C 37

Narrator : Herman Ivarson
3—10 in Record Envelope

(Note: "A Traditional Norwegian Christmas with Carols"
is the subtitle of this record. It could be used to lead

children to books such as The Sky Bed, Norivegian Farm,
Snozv Treasure.)

Christmas Gift—Story of the Juggler of Our Lady (Grades 7-8)

Decca Record
Narrator : John Nesbit
2—10 in. Record Album

• All records distributed by Gloria Chandler Recordings, Inc., on
this list, have been produced by the Association of the Junior Leaorues
of America, Inc.

Put It on the Record!

by MARIAN K. WHITK
Director of Audio-Visual Education,

Smith School, Deming, New Mexico

It's oil the record now ! A fourth grade class ( in

picttire below) has just finished cutting a record about

Switzerland. During their study the group wrote many
stories and paragraphs about this country, and selected

the best ones to make into a contiiuious, descriptive

story of Switzerland. All during the year this fourth

grade used the recorder to cut records about the coun-

tries they had studied.

This was but one of the many functional uses of

cutting records in our school. The primary children

made a number of musical records. , One first grade

class cut a record of a group of songs they had learned

that year. The teacher used the records to improve

the children's tone quality and their enunciation of

words.

Another use. of the. recorder was ,in the culmination

of units of work. A third grade class made an exten-

sive study of transportation, closing their unit with

the cutting of a record about transportation. Each
group which has studied transportation since has

used that record as a source of information.

All of the records cut in our schools have been made
in response to some definite need. They are indexed

and filed in a special cabinet. The recorder and play-

back is a portable machine which is a part of the

public address system of the high school. We have

used both glass and plastic records with success. For
some of the glass records, however, the cutting arm is

too light to make the grooves deep enough. Our equip-

ment includes both stationary and portable microphones.

We have found the use of the recorder in our school

to l)e of great value in: 1, Motivation, stimulation,

and clarification. 2. Remedial work, especially reading

and speech. 3. Presentation of informational material.

4. Music and creative literature. 5. Culmination of

units of work.

Mr. Hosmer, Smith School principal, is cutting a record for

the fourth grade. It was one of the culminating activities in

their study of Switzerland.
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Mrs. EHA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed.D., Editor

RESEARCH STUDY
• Better Teaching through the Use of Current Materials—

Lucien Kinney. Reginald Bell. Stanford University

School of Education. 1947.

A report of an 18-month study in English, science and
social studies classes by the California Council on Im-
provement of Instruction, January, 1946 to June, 1947.

The study was begun by the Division of Secondary Edu-
cation of the California State Department of Education.

Materials used were: current magazines, as Time, Life, For-

tune and popular magazines in the science and social science

fields; newspapers, pamphlets, March of Time Forum Edi-

tion films, recordings, etc.

There are now three reports available from the School

of E^ducation, Stanford University on the state-wide study

and on a more detailed experiment at Kearney Junior-

Senior High School, San Diego. The brochure describes

some of the techniques used in English, social science and
science, and then approaches the research from another

angle, viz. the classroom tactics used: bulletin boards, class-

room recordings of pupil discussions, sociodramas, pupil

panels, and others.

The intelligent use of current materials, with adequate aid

to teachers and students, was found to have many im-

portant values to the student, the teacher and the com-
munity. The experiences of these teachers should be an in-

spiration to others everywhere so that pupils can under-

stand what great forces are at play in the world molding
orur own history and affecting the outcomes of the history

we read about in textbooks. This report should be very

widely read.

UTILIZATION

• Audio-Visual Materials and Methods in the Social

Studies—William H. Hartley, ed. 1947: 18th Yearbook,

National Council for the Social Studies, N.E.A. 214 pp.

$2.00 paper-bound, $2.50 cloth-bound.

Utilisation, that is the main function of this book which

social studies teachers in elementary and secondary schools,

and students of audio-visual instruction will heartily endorse.

Dr. Hartley performed a useful service in bringing together

the ideas of outstanding administrators and audio-visual

experts, as well as of classroom teachers who describe viv-

idly some of their own successful experiences.

An introductory section includes articles on the psychology

of audio-visual materials, impact of war experience, and the

relationship between teacher and administrator in the use of

these materials. The remainder of the book is devoted to spe-

cific types of teaching aids, their potential values and anec-

dotal accounts of their use in classroom situations.

Read how a social studies laboratory (virtually a school

museum) serves one New York high school; how a filmstrip

on the U.S.S.R. was used in a sixth grade class, how con-

ventional lantern slides were used creatively to solve signifi-

cant problems, and so on throughout the book.

Theory and practice supplement each other admirably, and

the National Council for the Social Studies should achieve its

purpose of helping to stimulate the greater and better use of

audio-visual materials by means of specific examples in actual

practice.

• Whose Fault Is It?—Clara V. Braymcr. Social Education,

12:61-4. February, 1948,

In this paper presented at the St. Louis convention, the

author suggests ways of avoiding the method of teaching
that results in pupils with personality-behavior problems.
Among the methods that would reach individual needs and
interests is the use of audio-visual materials. The social

studies teacher should select illustrative material that would
first appeal to the interests of the pupils, and then plan to

present the material with utmost skill.

• Common Sense in the Use of Films—J. M. Klock, Mich-
igan State College. Social Education, 12:77. February, 1948

A provocative critique of the types of films usually shown
in social studies classes. The author suggests a critical

review of all materials already available and a continuing

review of new material as well as the proper utilization of

films and other aids after the material has been selected.

RADIO AND RECORDINGS
• Recordings on the March—Emma Dickson Sheehy,

Teachers College, also music editor. Parents' Magazine.

Teachers College Record, 49:119-25, Nov. 1947.

.\n authoritative discussion of records for children, a trend

which has now reached a boom, with over 30 million sold in

1946. The author reviews new developments in the recording

field, such as a) continued production of straight music, b)

new movement toward dramatic readings, highly desirable

for meeting indiviual interests and needs, c) recording of

informational and instructional materials for schools, as history

or science.

As for future outlook, children's records still need improve-

ment. Prices are too high, there are not enough single records

available without costly albums. Better distribution is needed,

possibly, through record clubs or lending collections in public

libraries. There should be an improvement, too, in quality,

especially in stories for very young children.

• New Hope for FM in Education—Franklin Dunham,
U.S. Office of Education. Nation's Schools, 41 :53, Jan. 1948.

The FM band can accommodate 800 high powered radio

stations. In a short time, 40 educational institutions have

obtained licenses, half public school systems, half colleges

and universities.

To operate such stations successfully requires years of com-
mercial radio background, and some educational broadcasting

experience. The article is very useful in that it summarizes
the status of FM to date, giving a list of educational stations

on AM and FM. The potentialities of FM are very hopeful,

since the cost of transmitters is not high, and interest among
educators is great. Last summer more than 5,000 teachers

attended courses in some aspect of radio education. Moreover,
the cost of FM receivers is reasonable, ranging from $35 to

$75 or about $20 to $.30 for the attachment to standard AM
sets.

HANDMADE SLIDES
• How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides—G. E. Hamil-

ton, Keystone View Co., Meadville, Pa. 1948 rev. ed.

An illustrated pamphlet on the techniques of making
standard glass slides for various subjects of the curriculum.

(^Literature continued on page 243)
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DAVID SCHNEIDER. Editor, Evander Childs High School, New York City

Surgery Starts at Science

npHE BRONX HIGH SCHOOL OF SCIENCE is a specialized

secondary school catering to the needs and abilities

of a select group of boys and (since recently) girls of

greater New York. That science is doing a grand job

is evidenced by the fact that this school leads all the

rest in the roll call of state scholarship winners. If the

claim that the United States has been lagging far be-

hind in the training of its scientists is true, it would

augur well for the future of our country to see "science"

high schools established in every state of the Union to

emulate the work of the Bronx institution.

One of the most active departments at the Bronx
High School of Science is the Biology Department

headed by Mr. Zachariah Subarsky. In Mr. Subarsky's

classes, students become adept in the manipulation of

all types of laboratory equipment. They are trained in

the most up-to-date techniques to prepare them for

careers in latoratory techniques or surgery. Having
realized the economy in materials and time inherent in a

good teaching film, Mr. Subarsky and his students pre-

pared the following two motion pictures which are

used in the laboratory teaching of biology at Science

High. These films were exhibited at the last session of

the American Association for the Advancement of

Science in Chicago. Following is Mr. Subarsky's ac-

count of the two films.

A still from "How Tissue Slides Are Prepared," one of the
films used in the laboratory teaching of biology at the

Bronx High School of Science.

"Dissection of the Frog"

"We inform our students of the differences between

dissection and surgery. Unless they are given prelimi-

nary instructions, students, at best, resort to butchery.

Such directions are given in one or more of the follow-

ing ways:
1. Oral description of what is to be done.

2. Printed or mimeographed directions.

3. Demonstration by the teacher.

"We have found oral instruction to be inadequate.

Also, we have found that the more mimeographed in-

structions are elaborated, the more difficult and time

consuming they become for students. On the other

hand, demonstrations are ideal—but only for small

groups of students. For larger groups—thirty-five to

forty—we find demonstrations difficult for the follow-

ing reasons

:

1. It is difficult to get every student close enough to

the dissection being demonstrated.

2. Even if the above were feasible, students do not

retain all the steps observed in the dissection.

3. When an attempt is made to demonstrate one step

at a time, it is extremely inconvenient and time

consuming to gather tlie class around the demon-
stration table as many as fifteen times during a

single laboratory period.

"The film, "Dissection of the Frog", obviates these

difficulties in that every student practically has his nose

in the demonstration while he remains at his own table.

This film has been judged successful by several of our

teachers who have used it with many classes over a

period of several semesters."

"How Tissue Slides Are Prepared"

"'Prepared' microscope slides are used even in the

most elementary courses in biology. But there are few

students even in college courses in general biology who
have an adequate tmderstanding of the relationship be-

tween the 'prepared' slide they see under the micro-

scope and the organism from which the material on
it came. Moreover, such students have but little appre-

ciation of what goes into the making of a 'prepared'

slide. Hence, they have a limited basis for interpreting

what they see. Because it is so time consuming, an ade-

quate demonstration of how slides are made is out of

the question in any but histology classes.

"'How Tissue Slides Are Made' has been produced

to meet those needs. Incidentally, we have found the
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film useful in providing .information for the student

interested in making his own slides. Indeed, it is con-

ceivable that the film may engender such an interest."

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to those readers who are inter-

ested, Educatioxal Screen offers, upon request, a

list of school-made motion pictures incorporating many
of the school-made films described in the pages of the

Screen plus the additional information gathered from

the returns of a national questionnaire, leads from

newspapers, educational and photography magazines,

etc. The editor of this department wishes to thank

those people who were kind enough to volunteer all

information making this list possible.

Following is a summary of the survey

:

34 states reporting in addition to the District of

Columbia. Ohio leading with 57 schools, Texas 31,

California 28, New York 27, Michigan 22, New Jersey

16, Illinois 14, Wisconsin 14, Pennsylvania 13, Massa-
chusetts 12. Connecticut 11; other states varying from 1

to 6 producing schools.

Total schools reporting 317

Film titles recorded 455

(No titles recorded for approximately 150

other films)

Subjects covered in titled films:

School Activities (chiefly for records or

public relations) 182

Formal School Subjects (English, Science,

Mathematics, Health Education, Art, etc.).... 159

Safety 21

All others, extra-curricular, etc 93

To obtain a mimeographed copy of the list of School-

Made Motion Pictures, write to the Service Depart-

ment, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake St., Chicago

1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or coins to cover

the cost of handling.

3 Steps to Museum Experience
(Continued from page 220)

Disciplinary difficulties have a tendency to crop up on

the way to the museum. The classroom teacher must

realize that a desirable attitude on the part of the pupils

must be present when they arrive at the museum if

the lesson there is to be successful.

A concerted effort should be made to arrive at the

museum at the time the lesson is scheduled. The group

should report immediately to the place where they are

to meet their guide or where the class lesson is to

start. With so many museum exhibits surrounding

them, the class will soon scatter unless the lesson is

started immediately.

\Miile at the museum, it is important that all pupils

be able to hear the guide. For this reason the size

of the group should not be too large ; an average school

class size can usually be handled satisfactorily. The

novelty of the visit generally alleviates the ordinary

classroom discipline situation. Time should be allotted

for worthwhile questions. The author has found that

pupils like to go through the exhibit with the guide

and then enjoy some free time during which they may
pursue special interests of their own. While at the

museum, an alert teacher often finds a latent interest

on the part of some class member which may help her

with future work with that pupil.

Care must be exercised against staying too long at

the museum. This varies considerably with different

groups. As a rule, the younger the child, the shorter the

period should be. It is safe to state that after 1^ hours,

not much is accomplished. One of the most painful

ordeals to which the author was ever subjected was
guiding a group of 57 first graders through the entire

museum. Their teacher insisted that they look care-

fully at each inuseum case and that the new guide tell

them the significance of each exhibit. Before the end

of the tour, some became so tired and uninterested they

were ready to sleep leaning against the cases. It is well

to remember that two average-length museum lessons

are much more effective than one lengthy one.

The follow-up is the part of the trip most neglected

by teachers. By the time a teacher has made a pre-

class visit to the museum, helped to prepare her class

for their visit, and then accompanied them for their

lesson, she may feel she has had enough. This is the

time, however, to clinch the real value of the trip. Just

because the pupils have seen an exhibit is no assurance

that they understand what they have seen. The old

Chinese proverb that says you see only what is in the

back of your eyes applies to a museum lesson. Class

discussions can be very profitably used in this follow-

up work. Many teachers find the use of museum loan

collections very helpful. Practically every group that

comes to the museum to study pioneer life borrows a

set of pioneer pictures for their follow-up lesson.

Some pupils may wish to make a written report of

their trip. Others will wish to use their creative ability.

The author has seen some excellent replicas of pre-

historic Indian pipes carved from bars of soap by

classes who had visited those displays in the museum.

The teacher may wish to test the class as a part of

her evaluation of the trip. Time should be taken to

discuss the trip and its benefits. Undesirable features

of the trip should also be discussed to avoid these same

pitfalls in a similar undertaking later.

The trip may have aroused the desire for further

study and, if so, this should be encouraged. One boy

from a school nained McGuffey came with his class

to study Ohio history. As the class went through

Ohio History Hall, they were to find, among other

things, the author of a famous set of school reading

books. It was very stimulating to see this one boy look

at the photograph of William McGuffey, read the label,

glance at the set of McGuffey reading books, and then

dash up to the guide and say, "William McGuffey wrote

a reading book. I'll bet that is where our school got its

name." His teacher said he had often been told of the

origin of the school's name, but it had remained mean-

ingless until he saw that museum display. That same

boy later wrote and submitted to the museum guide an

excellent biographical sketch of William McGuffey.

A successful museum trip can be had by any class.

Hundreds of classes visit the Ohio State Museum each

year. While mhseum trips are not the panacea for all

our educational ills, nevertheless an occasional, well-

planned trip to the museum will do much to help

boys and girls attain a well-rounded education—that

goal toward which we are all striving.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS. Instructor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS. Film Librarian. Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Are You Popular?
(Coronet Instructional Films, 65 East South Water Street,

Chicago 1, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, $90;
black and white, $45.00. 1947. Teachers' Guide available.

Description of Contents:

Through a group of typical high school students shown
in several everyday situations, this film presents many of

the reasons why young people are or are not well liked.

Caroline Ames, an attractive-looking new girl, enters the
high school cafeteria alone. She is invited to eat with a

group of boys and girls who have just excluded from their

table Ginny, a crude looking and acting girl who tries to

win popularity by parking in cars with boys at night. Caro-
line immediately shows an interest in the activities of her
new friends and oflfers to help Wally gather props for the

school play.

At home, Caroline receives a telephone call from Wally,
who in a suitably brief conversation asks her for a date the
next Saturday, giving her a choice of two types of enter-
tainment. She writes the engagement on her calendar.

On Saturday Jerry calls, asking for a date that night, and
is disappointed to find that he is too late. He ruefully de-
cides that it is not wise to ask for a date at the last

minute. Caroline's friend EUie says that she wishes her
"steady" boyfriend would be more considerate about arrang-
ing dates ahead of time and suggesting possible activities.

When Wally arrives for his date, Caroline introduces
him to her parents, who are friendly and invite them to
come in for a snack after their date. Having previously
agreed with her parents about the time she should be home,
Caroline takes her key and leaves with Wally, who by his

t'drnnet Instniri'

In the film "Are You Popular?", Caroline easily makes
friends in the school cafeteria.

good manners and friendliness has made a favorable im-
pression on Caroline's parents.

Throughout the film, the narrator comments on the in-

cidents shown and raises questions for discussion.

Committee Appraisal:

A subtle and skillfully-arranged presentation of many
details which, taken together, go a long way in determining
a person's popularity, this film should be invaluable for

stimulating discussion, as well as for presenting informa-
tion. It could well be used with student groups on the
junior and senior high school levels and with parent groups
as a basis for discussion programs of several types. Both
Caroline and Wally present excellent examples of good
grooming, good posture, interest in and consideration for

others, good manners both in public and in tlie privacy of
their homes, regard for their parents, well-modulated voices,,

promptness, and foresight in making arrangements. The
cast is well chosen, and the photography and sound are
good.

The World Is Rich
(British Information Services. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N'ew
York; Brandon Films Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York)
4,^ minutes. 16mni, sound, black and white. 1947. $100'
less 10% educational discount. Produced by Films of Fact,
Ltd.. for Central Office of Information. London. England.

Description of Contents:

The film deals with three pliases of the world pi;oblem
of food—production, distribution, and consumption. It be-
gins with scenes of food being produced and rich people
eating and wasting it. Scenes of the dead and dying show
that one out of three people in the world is threatened
with death by hunger. In analyzing the reasons for this-

condition, the film shows that the war was only partially

responsible for it. Scenes of war victims, war-torn cities,

and disrupted communication systems indicate the ravage.^
of food supplies. The film shows that in May, 1943, food
experts met in Hot Springs, Virginia, to discuss the prob-
lem and that later, in October, 1945, at Quebec, the Food
and .'\griculture Organization was established.

Isotypes show the trade relationships between countries-

with a surplus food supply and countries importing food
and indicate that in years of plenty and low prices coun-
tries with short supplies of food should be buying for
storage, in order to have food during years of scarcity and
high prices. Sir John Orr, the first director of F.AO, sounds
an optimistic note concerning the world's ability to produce
a sufficient supply of food to feed everyone. He points out
that we have the facts concernin,g proper fanning tech-
niques, improved varieties of seed, pest eradication, soil

analysis, and farm mechanization. He further points out
that this knowledge and skill must he used to feed the
children of this war, lest they be the fathers of the next.
I'iorello H. LaGuardia is shown makin.g a strong appeal for
united action in producing and assuring a world food supply.
"The End" of the film is followed by an epilogue in which.
Sir John Orr states that the plan will work only as govern-
ments give it their cooperation and that governments will
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British Information Services

Fiorello LaGuardia at the FAO Copenhagen Conference,
1946, made a strong appeal for united action in producing

and assuring a world food supply.

support the plan only as people insist upon it; therefore,

the problem is one which confronts all peoples.

Committee Appraisal:

Paul Rotha has combined convincing and dynamic pic-

tures, commentary, and music to create a favorable attitude

on the part of the audience toward the importance and
necessity of each person's supporting a world-wide plan of

food for the entire world. The film was produced with

the cooperation of India, China, The U. S. S. R., The
Middle East, Europe, North .America, Africa, and .Australia,

with footage from ISO different films. The film is narrated

by seven voices, all of which are used effectively to create

the mood and atmosphere of the various scenes. Contrasts
are made vivid by placing in juxtaposition scenes of waste
and need, as well as scenes of wealth and poverty. The
film is highly recommended for senior high school, college,

and adult groups interested in the problem of food.

Arturo Toscanini
(Burton Holmes Films. Inc., 7510 North Ashland Avenue,
Chicago 26, Illinois) 25 minutes, 16mni, sound, black and
white. 1944. $28.19. Produced by the Office of War In-

formation, Overseas Branch.

Description of Contents:

Featuring the talents of .Arturo Toscanini, the N.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra, Jan Peerce, and the Westminster
Choir in the music of Giuseppe Verdi, this film was designed
to show the desire of many talented Italians for a demo-
cratic way of life.

Toscanini first leads the orchestra in Verdi's Overture
to "La Forza del Destino," with the camera showing many
of the individual musicians. As the music continues, the

scene shifts to the radio station control booths and equip-

ment, and then back to the performers.

The conductor is next shown in his American home, while

the narrator describes his rejection of Fascism, twenty
years before, in Europe and his constant desire to help free

Italy from her oppressors. Other talented Italians who
came to the United States to escape the Fascists are also

shown at work.
When news of Mussolini's deposition arrives, ToscanWii

has ready his arrangement of Verdi's "Hymn of the

Nations," originally composed to celelirate Italy's freedom
fiom foreign domination in 1862, and later played on several

significant occasions in Italy's history.

The latter half of the film is devoted to the performance
of "Hymn of the Nations," with the N.B.C. Symphony, Jan
Peerce, and the Westnnnster Choir, on a special radio

program.

Committee Appraisal:

Kxcellint nnisic skillfully and feelingly pcrfornied makes
this film valuable for all age groups interested in the per-

formance of classical music and for general appreciation,

such as in school or church assembly programs on the

intermediate grade level and above. The photography and
sound recording are above average, with the close-ups of

Toscanini's conducting best catching his intense belief in

Verdi's music as it expresses Italy's love of freedom.

Human Reproduction
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, .i30 West 42nd Street, New
York 18, N. Y.) 22 minutes, 16nini, sound, black and white,

1947. $80, Produced by .Audio Productions. Instructors'

manual available.

Description of Contents:

This film is one of a series of seven films correlated with

the college textbook Healthful Living, by Dr. Harold S. Diehl.

It presents the information concerning human reproduction

which young parents need to know in order to answer their

children's questions accurately.

When a small boy asks his father where babies come
from, why babies must have fathers, and why mothers go to the

hospital to have their babies, the father pictures in his

mind the information presented in the animated sequences.

First is shown through models and animation the female

pelvis with various views and cross-sections of the repro-

ductive organs. The function of each organ is explained in

relation to the others, and the complete menstrual cycle

is shown day by day. Next are shown the male pelvis,

with both external and internal reproductive organs in

cross-section, the formation of spermatozoa, the path of

spermatozoa within the female organs, and . their effect

upon the female egg cell. The development of a foetus

is followed in detail, and the absence of a common blood

stream is emphasized. The final animated sequence shows
the position of the foetus within the mother and the move-
ment caused by muscular contractions which results in the

birth of the baby.

Committee Appraisal:

This film presents vital information accurately and in

good taste for young people on the high school and college

levels. Many incorrect ideas about sex are dispelled and
replaced with facts. The film's framework of the small

boy's questions is misleading, since his questions, which
are not actually answered, seem to raise the problem of

giving children appropriate sex information, obviously not

the intended function of the film. The animation and ex-

planations are excellent. There is an accompanying 3Smm
silent filmstrip which emphasizes points made in the motion
picture, presents questions for discussion, and provides

some additional material.

McCraw-Hill Text-Film

The film "Human Reproduction" gives clear factual in-

formation by means of models and animated drawings.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7. Ohio

Editorials

Is There Some Short Cut?

CAN the church afford fihns in the $100,000 bracket?

If certain distribution problems can be solved,

can the volume of film usage be built up gradually to

the place where the church can afford the "expensive"

film? Does quality in the finished film depend only

upon the factor of money? These are important ques-

tions and need to be considered and discussed by those

who decide upon policy and spend money in the fields

of production and distribution.

Across the country and over the years, congregations

tend to worship in churches and listen to preachers

which they can afford. In the long run the only films

which the church can have are those which it can afford,

and those who propose to produce films for the churches

should heed this principle.

One prospective producer of a religious film turned

back from Hollywood because his $100,000 production

budget was less than half enough. Now he must look

elsewhere for a studio, raise more funds, or lay his

plans aside. Suppose he should get together the re-

quired $250,000, can the church afford such a film?

At what price would the prints lease or sell? Can
enough prints be sold or leased, present distribution

and utilization being what they are, to recover such

elevated production costs? Can an "angel" be found

for this film, and then more "angels" be found for

other films? Is this the way to finance church films?

The $590 prints of oii| Hollywood producer have

not found a very wide market—because the rental

which this price requires is above the maximum that

churches will readily pay for the use of a film. Despite

some glaring exceptions, the church utilization of films

is not on a semi-theatrical basis. The average church

does not round up its entire congregation, including

some of the community at large, to fill the church

auditorium when a film is shown. In the average

church—there are some exceptions—films tend to be

used by constituent groups of the church. They are

not "shown" to big audiences, secured through high-

powered promotion, which will give big offering from
which a big rental can be paid and still leave a big

take for the exhibiting church. Up to now some busi-

ness has been done on that basis, Hollywood spell-

binders and some churchmen to the contrary notwith-

standing. Future developments will not be along these

lines.

Rightly or wrongly, when current rentals exceed $10

per use, the utilization of a film is slowed down seriously.

The $16 rental of Queen Esther, Cathedral's latest and

certainly its best film, keeps this film from securing

the circulation its quality merits. Within any distribu-

tion pattern compatible with educational utilization,

production costs will determine the sale and lease price

of prints, and the price of prints, in turn, tends to set

the rental figure. If the rental is too high for the

churches, where is the dealer to get money for prints,

and if prints can't be sold or leased, how can pictures

be made? Common sense would suggest that at the

present time there is a definite upper limit for pro-

duction budgets.

To get films at a price which it can afford, the church

may need to steer clear of the economics of Hollywood.

It may need to seek production know-how this side of

the False Facade. There are qualities in a religious

film which money cannot buy. For the church to try

to afford quarter-million dollar pictures is to walk

around on high stilts and invite a tumble to disaster. Be-

fore such money is invested, let those who propose to

spend it in an enterprise of the church show how the

church can afford, distribution and utilization being

what they are, to use the films which they propose to

produce. Until this can be done, the average church-

men will expect films at a price the church can afford.

Or is there some short cut?—WSH.

Commendable Move

"^TTiTiiiN a decade there may be 100,000 churches in

"^ the United States which will be using religious

films. These churches cannot be served by a few large

film libraries. They will be too distant for most of their

customers. Eventually, the country must be covered by

thousands of local film libraries, organized and run on

a variety of plans. Those who produce films, and those

who distribute them, must find ways of doing business

with these local rental libraries. The Religious Film

Division of United World Films (445 Park Ave., N. Y.

22) has made a move in the right direction.

This distributor now offers prints on an outright

sale basis, replacing the traditional system of leasing

prints only. Sale will be subject to restrictions against

theatrical and television use. This plan of United World

Films will enable many small libraries to expand their

list of titles, and will bring more films closer to the

ultimate consumer, the local church. The closer the

print to the user, the more the print will be used and
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the more it will earn. This is a basic law in non-theatri-

cal distribution.—WSH.

Not Ready for This

T TxiTED WORLD is Suggesting that local churches con-
^-^ sider buying films, and offers a bracket of titles

which the church might start out with. Some consider-

ations other than quality and utility certainly must have

governed the selection of the eleven titles listed in

this so-called "basic church film library." With sever-

al exceptions, they are films which would not be used

over and over again in the average church. When print

prices have been halved and the list of high-utility films

vastly extended, some local churches may purchase

prints. Not one in a thousand is ready for it now.

—

WSH.

The Film Goes to Camp
by CHARLES W. TYRRELL

Audio-Visual Center, U. of Indiana

FILMS as an antidote for homesickness the first

night of camp; films for the study classes; films

on campcraft ; films on sports ; films on nature ; films

on health ; films that show how to swim, to use a bow
and arrow, to paddle a canoe, to ride a horse—all kinds

of films can and do go to camp when the director is on
his toes.

Some camps have a religious purpose. Why not use

some of the good religious films like A^o Greater Power,
the story of Zacchaeus; In the Steps of the Great

Physician, the story of Dr. Willis S. Pierce and his

great medical work at Wai, India ; the "2000 Years
Ago" series, which presents daily life in Palestine ; It's

the Brain That Counts, a dramatic film on alcohol and
the best yet produced on this subject?

Social development ought to be a camp objective.

Such films as Johnny Learns His Manners will get a

respectful reception by junior boys and girls and by
intermediates if they are carefully prepared by a good
introduction to the film. Party Lines will get over a

lesson in considerate and thoughtful behavior. Older
boys and girls will find .S"/!V Guy interesting and useful

in helping them improve their social quotients. That
well-known film. You and Your Friends, will provoke

some self-searching thought and induce profitable group
discussion. Another sure-fire discussion film is You
and Your Family. Here a panel for post-film discussion

might be composed of camp staff (adults) and campers
so that all points of view would be maintained.

Campers like to sing, and singing from films is fun,

indeed. Six American favorites will be found on the

one-reel film, Sing America. Older young people might
enjoy the one-reel film. Songs of Stephen Foster. Jose
Iturbi is a one-reel film presenting this well-known mas-
ter of the keyboard.

A "thrill" film or two can do much to tone up the

camp morale and make the "Saturday night blues" of

a little lighter hue. Bronco Busters, Wild Elephant
Round-Up, White Safari, Clyde Beatty's Animal
Thrills, Ski Flight, Catching Crocodiles, Way of the

Wild, and many others will be enjoyed by any group
of campers.

In the sports category, such films as Play Voile v
Ball, Swimming for Beginners, Diving Fundamentals,
and others will help round out the program.

Craft films ought to be presented in settings favor-

able to immediate application. Suppose your camp is

to have a group interested in leather work. After a
brief introduction by the leader to make the group
familiar with the new terms, tools, and general pro-
cedure, the film, Leatherwork, could be shown. It gives

an over-all view of how a pocketbook and a billfold are

made. With interest aroused, and instruction given,

materials and working facilities should be ready.

Among the many films available are Decorative Metal
Work, How Young America Paints, Marionettes, and
Toys From Odds and Ends.

Nature films will have their place in the well-run

camp. Nature's Songsters presents the habits and songs

of many American birds ; Realm of the Wild shows
many of the larger animals of our great national parks

in their natural surroundings ; Speckled Trout Across
Canada is filled with sequences of great beauty and un-

usual interest ; High Over Borders tells the story of the

migratory birds—all these and many more form a long

list from which to select.

Eating is one of the principal and most enjoyable

activities of any camp and such a film as What Makes
Us Grow, designed for youthful audiences, ought to

jnake campers relish the wholesome fare of well-bal-

RELIGION SOCIAL LIFE SPORTS HEALTH

Scenes from films which might "go to camp." Left to right: "The Synagogue" from the "2000 Years Ago" series on life in

ancient Palestine (United World Films) ; "You and Your Friends" (Association Films) ; "Softball for Girls" (Coronet
Instructional Films); "Bacteria—Good and Bad," a filmstrip in the Good Health Series (Young America Films).
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anced meals, luiiidaiiientah oj nicl could piiidi-hit

for the above. \'ouiiger children enjoy Husky and

Skinny, a cartoon film emphasizing the ])lace of milk

in the diet.

While no one would he foolish enough to over-load

the camp program with all the above films, they do

suggest the scope and the quantity of films available.

Like all other elements of the camp e.xperience, the use

of films calls for careful selection in terms of your ob-

jective, the thorough preparation of every individual

program, and a constructive follow-up of some kind.

Sound educational jirocedure should not be discarded

in the camp situation. Some staff member should be

responsible for all film programs. His work will begin

at least six weeks before camp opens. All orders

should be placed early. The exact delivery address in

complete detail should be given when films are booked.

If possible, tell the local postal authorities that you

will be expecting films and solicit their cooperation.

At the camp you will need to make arrangements for

darkouts, equipment, and assistance with projection.

Nearly all the films referred to above will be found

in the catalogues of Association Films, National Film

Board of Canada, or the Religious Film Association.

They can also be located through "1000 and One",
The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films, available from
Educatioxal Scrken for one dollar.

Religious Films in School
by Rev. E. H. ENGEL

Port Clinton, Ohio

For fourteen years and under the auspices of the

Port Clinton- Peninsular Ministerial Association, a

period of religious instruction has been conducted in the

local high school for the children of Protestant affilia-

tion. This is the first year that we have used visual

materials for the entire period and this is our most
successful year by far.

Some of the advantages are : we have the same les-

son for all junior and senior high groups ; they are all

in one assembly ; there is practically no discipline prob-
lem as the presence of the classroom teachers plus a
good religious movie solves this problem; pupils like

the movies because it breaks the classroom routine ; it

secures the complete cooperation of the school ; and it

brings into life and action the philosophy of religious

teaching and action.

Two recent films, This Road We Walk and Seeds oj

Destiny, were seen by an audience of 550 junior and
senior high school young people, and their response
was excellent. A carefully-developed discussion out-

line on each film was given to each pupil after the show-
ing. We believe that these vivid programs have great

social and religious value and that they make a lasting

contribution to the mental, moral, and spiritual develop-

ment of these young people.

Copy for Handmade Lantern Slides

According to G.E. Hamilton, President of Keystone
View Company (Meadville, Pa.), one of their current

projects is the development of copy for the making of

handmade lantern (31/4x4) slides for use in religious

Keystone View Co.

LANTERN SLIDE NO. 3—THE TRAVELER
Color Suggestions: White head covering, orange robe, red

sash, brown staff; gray donkey; green and brown trees.

Text: "A certain man," said Jesus, "went down from Je-
rusalem to Jericho . .

." Here we see the certain man start-

ing on his journey. Do you think Jesus had in mind any
particular man when he said, "A certain man"?

education. The first series will be on the parables, with

a later one on the life of Christ. The copy consists of a

series of black and white drawings which are to be

copied onto slides and then colored according to sug-

gestions accompanying each picture. In addition to the

color suggestions, a biblical text and several thought-

provoking questions are given with each picture.

For many years the making of lantern slides by pupils

in church, vacation, and weekday schools of religion has

been considered by many teachers to be worthwhile

"creative" handwork, and the copy which Keystone is

developing should assist in making this type of activity

more interesting and educative. The copy for the

Good Samaritan story consists of 15 pictures of the

quality indicated in the accompanying illustration.

Keystone View would appreciate your advice and sug-

gestions relative to the development of this type of

material.

New China Film Released

Because the Protestant tliurches of America will

be studying China during the year 1948-'49, churches

and film rental libraries all over the nation will be in-

terested in the release of the second film to be produced

by the Protestant Film Commission (45 Astor Place,

N.Y. 3), which bears the title of My Name Is

Han. The film was photographed in China last summer.

My Name Is Han is the dramatic story of the return

of a Chinese family to their war-torn home and how the

Christian Church helped them in their rebuilding and

readjustments. The documentary technique is em-

ployed, giving an effect of authenticity and at the same

time building up a strong emotional appeal. The film is

in black and white and .sound, and has a running time

of 25 minutes.

The film will be distributed through the Religious

Film Association (address same as P.F.C.) and it will
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lie jjiveii its world premiere in 100 cities near the middle

of Jtme. Chnrclies and distributors interested in having

their community he of the premiering cities should com-

municate with W'm. L. Rogers, Director of R.F.A.

This department expects to list and evaluate the China

films in the September issue, and will be glad to have

the makers and distributors of films of China send in

their lists.

Visual Workshop
The First National Canadian Workshop in .\udio-

V'isual Education will be held at McMaster University.

Hamilton, Ontario, the five days of June 28th to July

2nd under the auspices of the Department of Christian

PZducation of the Canadian Council of Churches. In

planning, faculty, and auspices this workshop is inter-

denominational and intended for the leaders in audio-

visual education from all parts of Canada. Miss Pearl

Rosser, Director of Visual Education and Radio for

the International Council of Religious Education, will

give the theme addresses of the workshop. The Rev.

Dr. L. C. Kitchen, in charge of field work for the theo-

logical students of McMaster University, will be the

director. Detailed information on courses can be se-

cured from Room 516, 299 Queen St. W., Toronto.

Mr. Lantz to ICRE
The International Council of Religious Education has

announced the coming to its staff of Rev. Donald

R. Lantz as the Assistant Director of the Department

of Radio and Audio-Visual Education. A graduate of

the Evangelical Seminary at Naperville, he was a radio

technrcian before entering the ministry. During his

twelve years he has served a number of pastorates. His

hobby is color photography. In the Department, headed

b}' Miss Pearl Rosser, he will give especial attention to

the Visual Education Fellowship.

N.T. FUmstrip

A 31 -frame black and white filmstrip. The Saviour Is

Born, has been jointly announced by Foundation Films

(Pasadena 1, Calif.) and the Society for Visual Educa-

tion (100 E. Ohio St.. Chicago, 111.) The pictures were

taken from the 30-minute motion picture of the same

title.

Useful Accessory

While this department leaves the discussion of equip-

ment to another section of the Screen, the Viewlex

Company (35 Queens Blvd., L.I. City, X.Y.) has

brought out an extremely useful device for turning room

lights ofif and on when projectors are in use. Their

Lite-0-.Stat automatically turns room lights off and

on from the projector switch. The device plugs into the

power outlet. Work lights, floor lamps, other lights,

are plugged into one side of the device and the power

cord to the projector is plugged into the other side. As

soon as the projector switch is turned on, the other

lights go off. There are two models : Model A for pro-

jector wattage up to 750 ; Model B for projectors whose

wattage is 750 and up.

Correspondence
Mr. Gilbert C. Docking, one of our .Australian readers

(10 Wanawong Crescent, Hartwell. E.6. Melbourne, Vic-

toria), says that he is affiliated with a small group of

"amateur (visual aid) enthusiasts who are attempting to

promote the use of slide films in religious education."

They have completed a number of strips, and frequently

demonstrate the technique of visual lessons, and would

like to compare experiences with others having a similar

interest in visual aids. Without doubt, this group of alert

churchmen would appreciate literature from many Screen

advertisers.

James Carlin, Palestine, Texas wants to know what

has become of the China film having the tentative title of

I- air Wind. He wonders if the two shorts I suggested be

made from this footage (Man and Mighty River and

China River Girl) were ever developed. The Missions

Council of the Congregational Christian Churches, 287

Fourth Ave., N. Y. 10, should have the answers to these

questions. Mr. Carlin and other interested individuals are

directed to write to them,

A reader, Vance D. Brown (Route No. 1, Grandview Rd.,

Oil City, Pa.) wants me to recommend the equipment

which a church would buy under four conditions : can

spend only $150; can spend $250; can spend $500; can

spend "considerably more." He has my recommendations.

How about some of our readers telling him what they

would do in the purchase of visual equipment under the

above four conditions? Would you, too, start him off with

a good 300-watt slide-filmstrip projector plus a beaded

screen for his largest room, or average largest audience?

What would you suggest he buy with the extra $100 under

condition No. 2? Where would a good record and tran-

scription player enter the picture? When would you sug-

gest he get a sound film projector? Let us spend his

money! Send me carbons of your letters and I will pub-

lish one or two.—WSH,

mm
OllR

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH"

HONORED by the Protestant Motion Picture

Council's designation as "Picture of the Month" in

the December issue of

THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

BEYOND OUR OWN is the film many churchmen

are calling Picture of the Year—or of many years.

BEYOND OUR OWN. 40 min., 16mm., sound, 3-year lease,

$250.00

Order yoor prlnH today!

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
Deparfment E, 45 Astor Place, New York 3, N. Y.
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The Role of the Independent Producer

(Continued from page 221)

with the many educators who have shared in the pio-

neering of educational fihns, has been motivated by a

driving personal enthusiasm—a crusading desire to

bring something important into being, with profit a

secondary motive. (Dnce the virus of educational films

has infected a man, it remains permanently in his blood.

That inner drive, that fervency, shared by visual-mind-

ed educators and independent producers alike, has

brought educational film from the wilderness of hope

to the threshold of realization, where it stands today.

Perhaps during the pioneering stages this has been

just as well. Finding out how to make a film that helps

to teach involves a lot more than merely a subject, a

script, and a camera. Those tangibles are merely the

superstructure—they must rest on the solid foundation

of a developed philosophy, a working-out of the basic

principles on which the new medium will be adapted

to its new job.

The automobile had to be developed in small back-

room shops, pioneered by "independent producers"

working in an atmosphere of trial and error, by which

each car improved through the mistakes of its prede-

cessors. It eventually required the facilities of large

organizations with money enough to handle volume pro-

duction and sales, before the automobile could fulfill

its social function as a mass tool. In like manner, a

large segment of the educational film field—not all, but

a large part—has now been brought up to the point

where it is ready for volume production. The volume

production, distribution, and sales of film subjects is a

complex problem. It requires experienced personnel,

facilities, equipment, and capital.

The medium of the motion picture is one of the most

powerful means of communication—and educative

guidance—ever put in the hands of man. The very en-

vironmental circumstances of its exhibition—the dark-

ened room, the single focus of attention—compel con-

centration. By its fashioning, it can direct full atten-

tion to the essence of any point at issue. It can dem-
onstrate relationships between things, or between a

thing and an idea. And, since the ear forgets but the

eye remembers, film can imprint indelible visual images

on that susceptible and retentive section of the youthful

mind.

More specifically, in the educative process, films can

clarify and implant permanently in the mind many es-

sential things which are difficult with traditional teach-

ing methods. This applies particularly in the field of

the abstract—the basic principle, the idea, the concept

—

the "why" as well as the "how". Film has the subtlety

to encourage the building of desirable social attitudes,

it has the intrinsic drama to motivate its audience with

genuine interest in learning, it has the exactitude to

demonstrate specific skills, and the scope to broaden and
enliven the background of any subject in the curricu-

lum. And this promise holds good, not only in subjects

such as physics and chemistry and geology and geog-
raphy—but in arithmetic and reading and hygiene and
the social studies—in languages and history and civics

and economics.

As we noted earlier, the independent producer must

usually consider each film he makes as a separate ad-

venture, and he can seldom afford to concentrate his

production on a single subject area of the curriculum.

Instead, he must spread his risk by producing single

films in many fields of interest.

Random Signposts vs. Planned Route

A result is that our present film inventory tends to

be sporadic. Like random signposts in open fields,

instead of in progression at highway junctions, they

fail to pilot us along a planned route to a desired desti-

nation. It is seldom possible to list a group of these

films in a column, add them up, and strike a total.

The conclusion is obvious. We need, and need

urgently, many groups of films—groups which are

planned and produced to add up into an integrated

whole. In short, we need many films in series—each

series correlated with existing teaching materials, meth-

ods, and schedule.

Some of these series will consist of only three to six

films, to assist in the teaching of a single unit. Other

series might supply one film per week for the entire

school term on a given subject. But in every series,

the films will be integrated with an over-all plan, with

the effect of adding one stone to another until a com-

plete and functioning structure is established.

Adequately to equip the subjects now commonly
taught in the elementary and secondary schools alone,

we need scores, perhaps hundreds, of series. The three

series of film on which my staff is now engaged have

been planned to implement the teaching of geography

just- for the elementary grades.

Nevertheless, their production is possible only be-

cause of the financial backing of one far-sighted major

producer. The budget for the series runs into seven

figures. Despite the size of the investment, these three

series barely scratch the surface of the total need.

Hence, when one multiplies this single budget by the

large number of series which should be made, the func-

tion of the major producer in the field of educational

film becomes very apparent.

Hollywood's Obligation

The obligation of the major producers is clear and

inescapable. And it is an obligation. There is a grow-

ing realization among the businessmen and industrialists

of this country, and a very healthy one, that a success-

ful enterprise should seriously consider returning part

of its profits to the public which contributed them. We
are seeing more and more evidence of this philosophy

—

in the many excellent sustaining programs on radio,

in the research projects of industries, in scholarship

funds, in the many foundations created by individuals

who have prospered.

If this same obligation were acknowledged and rec-

ognized by the major motion picture producers, one

logical fulfillment would be the creation and production,

in volume, of the urgently needed series-type of edu-

cational film.

The producer of Hollywood entertainment films is

not accustomed to waiting a long time to have his in-

vestment returned. A successful screen play frequently
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pays all its costs and returns a fine profit within a few

months after release to theatres. The educational film

holds out no opportunity for quick or easy profit.

But if during the past decade Hollywood had been

willing to risk as much money helping develop class-

room films as it spent last year on just two dubious

attractions, Forever Amber and Duel in the Sun, the

educational motion picture would be, I believe, an es-

tablished and thriving adjunct of the motion picture in-

dustry today.

Hollywood must be willing to accept the challenge

of present-day educators and great teachers. It must

have faith in its own medium and recognize that the

talking motion picture can serve man in fields other

than pure entertainment. Hollywood must join with

educators and meet the challenge of young people eager

to learn and more clearly understand the world and

all its people, their manner of living, their problems,

and their aspirations. Only by such understanding will

the youth of today be equipped to take their proper

places in the world of tomorrow.

It is to the major film producers, and their stockhold-

ers and bankers, that the independent producer must

turn for the finances necessary to execute successfully

his important program.

The lack of adequate film, however, is not the only

obstacle to the full utilization of educational film. About

other obstacles, the motion picture industry can do

nothing. To reach the desired goal as quickly as pos-

sible, tii<o campaigns must go forward side by side.

The major motion picture studios must begin to spon-

sor and provide the money to make the series-type of

films in the needed volume. But the rest of us—as

educators, school-board members, legislators, and in-

dividual members of the body politic—must fulfill our

obligation. We must help provide sufficient projection

equipment—establish separate and adequate visual-ed-

ucation budgets in our schools— work toward the early

establishment of local film libraries in school systems

—

improve the methodology on which the successful utili-

zation of film depends—and ensure that this science is

communicated to all teachers.

To conclude, I hope I have not given the impression

that the function of the independent film producer has

now been fulfilled and that the major producer should

take over the entire educational field. No greater mis-

take could be made.

At this early stage of the medium, no one of us

knows very much about how to teach with film. We
are going to gradually improve our understanding

through trial and error—by doing the best we can with

each film, and profiting by our experience. The in-

pendent producer of educational films must continue

to lead the way to constantly improve the techniques

—

and, by so doing, supply the competitive spur which

will keep the standards of the whole field in constant

forward motion.

In a job which deals, in essence, with human hearts

and minds, there is not now, and never will be, any

substitute for that self-dedication to a goal called fer-

vency. And that, I think, is the essential contribution

of the independent producer today and tomorrow.

,«Your pictures POP OUT
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t949 RADIANT SCREENS
You'll thrill to the amazing new realism ... the clear sharpness of all

your pictures when you show them on this new Radiant Screen. Here

is the secret of this better performance: firmly embedded in the pure
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lifelike beauty of your pictures. Black-and-whites are more crisp and
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to come to life with fwice the realism!

Exclusive Radiant Features

3iean faster screen set-up, positive adjustment, remarkable adaptability

to varying projection conditions. These new features include: Self-

Opening Tripod Legs', Automatic Auto-Lock*, Screen Leveller*, Com-

plete Range of Screen Heights ... as well as many others which your

Radiant dealer will gladly demonstrate for you.
*Pat Pend

Trade In Your Old Screen
You can trade in your old, worn out, undersized screen for a new brilliant

'Million Mirror" 1948 Radianll Ask your favorite dealer!
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Summer Courses in Audio-Visual Education, 1948-Part II

The following courses have been reported to date^ Title, number of course, dates of summer
session and name of instructor are given insofar as data -were provided. Figures in parentheses
show credits (semester if quarter is not indicated). An additional list will appear in June.

Arizona

State Collct/r. Tempe July 12-Aug. 14

Audio-Visual Aids. Ed. 233g (2)

Production of Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 237g (2)

Administration of Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 239g (2)

Workshop in Curriculum, Ed. 350 (6) June 7-July 12

J. A. Benedict and Staff

University of Arisona, Tucson June 7-July 10

Visual and .Auditory Aids in Teaching, Ed. 117s (2)

Emil L. Larson

June 7-July 10

Nixon

Arkansas

State Teachers College, Conway
N'isual Education, Ed. 333 (3)

California

College of the Pacific. Stockton June 22-July 23

Introduction to Audio-Visual Methods, 5190 (2) Noel
Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, S191 (2) Lindhorst

Organization and Administration of the Audio-Visual Pro-
gram, S290 (2) Noel

Radio Workshop, S180 (2) Crabbe
Workshop in Educational Radio, S215 (4) Crabbe

July 26-Aug. 27
Introduction to Audio-Visual Methods, S190 (2) Stevens
Radio Workshop, SI 80 (2) Ramsey
Radio as a Social Influence, S192 (2) Ramsey

Dominican College of San Rafael, San Rafael June 29-Aug. 7
Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction (2) Sister M. Richard

Fresno State College, Fresno June 14-July 23
Audio-Visual Education for Elementary Grades, 1093 (2)

Skelly
Audio-Visual Education for Secondary Grades, 109b (2)

Skelly

Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles July 6-Aug. 7
Audio-Visual Education, 107 (2) Sister M. Dorothea

Occidental College. Los Angeles June 21 -July 30
Materials and Methods in Audio- Visual Instruction, S162 (2)

Charles N. Butt
Visual Materials Other Than the Motion Picture, S163 (2)

Margaret Divizia, Charles N. Butt
Radio and Recordings in Education, S165 (2) Nancy Holme

.S./M Diego State College,,'Sm Diego June 21-July 30
Audio- Visual Business Education, Ed. 174BE-S (3)

' E. Dana Gibson
Audio-\'isual Education. Ed. 174S (3), also Aug. 2-20

Fred Hareleroad

San I-rancisco State College, San Francisco June 28-Aug. 6
Visual Education, Ed. 152 (3) Robert Meade
Elementary Workshop, Ed. 370M (3-6) Robert Meade

University of Redlands. Redlands June 14-July 23
Audio-Visual Education, 189 (2) Fred J. Sales
Audio-Visual Workshop (2) July 26-Aug. 7

University of Southern California, Los Angeles June, 21 -July 31
The Audio Visual Coordinator and Supervisor Gorow
Research Staff
Radio Workshop for Teachers (6 units), in cooperation with
Radio Dept. ,"

(See April issue for additional listings)

Whitlier College. Whittier Aug. 2-Aug. 27
Audio- Visual-Radio Education. Ed. 147 (2) Philip Perdew

Colorado

Colorado A & M College, Fort Collins June 21-July 16
Visual Education, V.Ed. 121 (3 (|r.) Minteer

University of Denver, Denver June 21-July 23
Survey of .\udio-Visual Aids, 11-336 (5 qr.) Kauffman

Western Slate College of Colorado, Gunnison June 21-Aug. 6
•Audio-Visual Education, Ed. \23-223 (3 qr.) Greta Stack

Florida

John B. Stetson University, Deland June 14-Aug. 20
Materials and Methods of Audio-Visual Education, En 333

(5 qr.)
, Andrew C. Preston

Illinois

University of Illinois, Urbana June 23-Aug. 14

Audio-Visual Materials and Problems, Ed. S72 (2)

L. V. Peterson

Indiana

Butler Uni'tcrsitv, Indianapolis June 14-Aug. 5

Visual Education, S488 (3) P. W. Holaday

Purdue University, LaFayette June 18-Aug. 14
Audio-Visual Aids for Teachers, Ed. 101 (3)

Robert Stollberg

Slate Teachers College, Terre Haute 2 Terms
Materials and Methods in Audio-Visual Education, 3-514

(4 qr.) June 21-July 23

V. L. Tatlock
Motion Pictures in Education. 4-542 (4 qr.) July 26-Aug. 27

R. McDougal
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame
Survey Course in Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 123s (3)

Orville R. Foster
Administration of Audio-Visual -Aids, Eld. 244s (3)

Orville R. Foster

Iowa

Drake University, Des Moines June 7-July 19

July 19-Aug. 20
Audio-Visual Materials in Education, Ed. 108 (3), both
terms J. J. McPherson

Advanced Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 170 (3), second term

J. J. McPherson
State College, Ames June 14-July 21

Audio-Visual Methods in
' Education, Voc. Ed. 550 (3 qr.)

Kooser, Litherland

State University, Iowa City June 9-Aug. 4

Introduction to Audio- Visual Teaching Aids, 7:125 (2-3)

James B. Stroud and Staff

.Advanced Audio-Visual Problems. 7:225 (cr. arr.) Staff

Audio-Visual Workshop, July 26-30 (1) Staff

Kansas

State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, Manhattan
July 19-Aug. 7

Audio- Visual .Aids in Instruction. 3-Week Workshop (2)
Eric Tebow and visiting specialists

Siate Teachers College, Emporia June 1-July 30
Visual Education, 60 (2) W. Cram and W. Overholt

Stale Teachers College. Pittsburg June 1-July 30
Visual Education (3-5) Caldwell

University of Kansas, Lawrence "

June 14-Aug. 7
Visual Education in Elementary and Secondary Schools,

A-158 (2) Fred S. Montgomery
Special Problems in Visual Instruction (Workshop) 277 (4)

••'

'

F'red S. Montgomery
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Kentucky

Eastern Kentucky State Teachers Collecie, Richnioiicl

June 7-July 14

Audio-Visual Kducatiou. 1 (4 qr.) Anna A. Schnieb

.1/ A. University, Charlotte June 7-July 13

Audio-Visual Methods of Teaching. F"d. SS457 (3)

Harold Dotson

Louisiana

Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette June 16-Aug. 11

Audio-Visual Kducation, 390 (3) G. A. Zernott

Maryland

Morgan State Collcf/e, Baltimore Jul> 15-Aug. 8
Visual Education in Intermediate Grades, 360 (2)

Pearl Wilson

Massachusetts

Boston University. Boston July 12-Aug. 21

Use and Teaching of Visual Aids in Education, E.Vis-lOlA

(2) E. Carleton Moore
Use and Teaching of Motion Pictures in Education, E.Vis-

lOlB (2) E. Carleton Moore
Visual Education Management, E.Vis-102 (2) Syer

Michigan

Central Michigan College of Education, Mt. Pleasant

June 21 -July 30
Visual Education, 319 (2)

Seminar in Audio-Visual Education, 408 (3)

(Both given by Verne Stockman)

Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo June 28-Aug. 6

Audio- Visual Aids, B133 (2) Mills

Michigan State College, East Lansing June 22-July30
Aids to Learning, Ed. 430 (3 qr.) Carl Dalyryniple

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor June 21-JuIy 30

Audio-Visual Methods in Education. Ed. B-133 (2)

Lemler, Hansen
Seminar in Audio- Visual Methods, Ed. B-233 (2) Lemler
Visual Education in Museums, Museum Science 170s (2)

Reimann
Special Problems in Museum Methods, Museum Science 205

Reimann

Minnesota

St. Cloud State Teachers College, St. Cloud June 7-July 16

Visual Education, 368 (4 qr.) W. E. Burdette, Jr.

State Teachers College. Duluth June 14-July 23

Audio- Visual Aids in Teaching, Ed. CI66 (3 qr.) W. Porter

Uniz'ersity of .Minnesota. Minneapolis June 14-July 23
Visual .Aids in Teaching, Ed. C. L 105 (3) Luce

Julv 26-Aug. 27
• Visual Aids in Teaching, Ed. C. L 105 (3) Wendt

Coordinating a Visual Education Program, Ed. C. L 106

(3) Wendt
Problems in Visual Education, Ed. C. L 205 (cr. arr.)

Wendt
IVinona State Teachers College, Winona June 14-July 23
Visual Aids, 370 (4 qr.) M. R. Raymond

Mississippi

lilue .Mountain College. Blue Mountain
X'isual Education, 240 (3)

Mississif't'i .'southern College, Hattiesburg

June 2- July 8

W^ H. Cochran

June 3-Aug. 18

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 116 (4 qr.) C. L. McQuagge

Missouri

Central .Missouri State Teachers College, Warrensburg
June 2-.'\ug. 5

General .Audio-Visual Education, 59 (2) H. F. Baltz

Visual Education, 174 (2) H. F". Baltz

Northeast Missouri State Teachers College. Kirksville

Problems of Audio-Visual Education (1) Feli.x Rothschild

Northu'est Missouri State Teachers College. Maryvillc

June l-.Aug. 6
Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 172 (10) E. W. Brown

Washington University, St. Louis June 14-July 24

.Audio-Visual Instruction, 358 (3) Alma B. Rogers

Montana

Eastern State Normal School, Billings

.Audio- Visual Education (3 qr.

)

Workshop in Visual F^ducation

Montana State College. Bozeman
Visual Education Workshop, 423 ( 1 qr.

Montana State University, Missoula

Use of Audio-Visual Instruction .Aids,

State Normal College, Dillon

.Audio-Visual Education. lOo (4 qr.

)

June 14-Aug. 12

Richard Mitchell

June 21-25

June 16-23

) Walter Wittich

June 14-July 23

Ed. S145 (3 qr.)

Harold D. Fleming

June 9-.Aug. 13

Elena Sleipcevich

Nebraska

Concordia 1 eachers College. Seward July 12-16

Workshop in Audio-\"isual .Aids, (1) (especially for religious

education

)

Schlake, Braudhoist

Hastings College. Hastings June 2-July 30

Audio-Visual instruction included as part of a full summer
session course.

Peru State Teachers College. Peru May 31-July 30
Classroom Management for Eleni. Teachers, 204 (3)

S. L. Clements
Classroom Management for Sec. Teachers, 304 (3)

L. B. Mathews
(Audio-Visual instruction given as 1 hour of above courses)

University of Nebraska. Lincoln June 8-July 36

Organization and Administration of Audio-Visual Aids, Ed.

259 (3) James Taylor
University of Omaha, Omaha June 14-July 10

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 400.\ (3) Connors

Nevada

University of Nevada, Reno June 12-July 16

Audio-Visual Aids in Education (2) Louise Brown

New Hampshire

University of New Hampshire, Durham June 28-.Aug. 6
Audio-Visual Education in the Elementary and Secondary
Schools, Ed. 63 (3) Austin L. OIney

New Jersey

College of St. Elizabeth. Convent Station

Audio-Visual Education, 1 (3)

Glassboro State Teachers College, Glassboro

Visual and Auditory .Aids in Teaching (2)

Rutgers University, New Brunswick

Visual Education, H161 (3)

State Teachers College, Montclair

Workshop in .Audio-Visual .Aids, Ed. 408

State Teachers College. Newark
Visual Aids in Education, Ed. 302 (2)

July 19-Aug. 23

John O'Meara
June 21 -Aug. 20

Ainia Ganetson

July 8-Aug. 13

Paul Novello

lune 30-.Aug, 13

(2) Paul J. Ritter

July 1-Aug. 14

E. Schofield

June 7-July 30

New Mexico

Eastern Neiv Me.vico College. Portales

Visual Education, 461 (2)

New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas June 1-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual .Aids in Education (3 qr.

)

Visual-Sensory .Aids in Rural Schools (3 qr.)

University of Neic Me.vico. .Albuquerque June 11-Aug. 7

Use of .Audio-Visual .Aids in Teaching, 1 10s (2 qr.)

B. M. Crawford

New York

Cornell Uni-versity. Ithaca July 12-July 31

Photographic and Other Visual .Aid.s. 5 (I'A)

Donald P. Bennett

(Continued on next page)
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IT'S NEW -ALL NEW
Teacher Training Film

2 reels 16mm. sound

COUNSELING:—
ITS

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
Authors: C. E. Ericlison Raymond N. Hatch

Carl Horn Edgar L. Harden
Michigan State College

This Is the film for which all counselor teacher

trainers have been looking. The film is designed to

bring out the more important guide posts of coun-

seling and to demonstrate good counseling in ac-

tion.

The setting is In a high school. The Interview is

recorded, then reviewed and analyzed as the film

proceeds.

Teacher and counselor trainers will find this film

of tremendous value in developing their program.

For Rental or Purchase

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMSJNC.
International Distribution by

Carl F. Mahnke Productions
Des Moines 10, Iowa

A Study of

FRACTIONS
By O. W. McGVIRE

Author of "Easy Steps in Fractions"

A new filmstrip kit designed to aid in teaching
the concept of fractions at the Elementary and
Junior High School levels.

ELEVEN FILMSTRIPS, encompassing the fun-

damentals of fractions and the methods of using
them. The kit includes twenty five TEST SHEETS
for each of the fiJmstrips, teacher's CHECK SHEETS
for quick correction of the test material, and a
TEACHER'S GUIDE.

#3.1.25
Inquire of your local visual aids dealer, or

send coupon below—

PHOTO & SOUND PRODUCTIONS.
Hi Natoma Street,
San Francisco 5, California

Plaass sand a set of "A Study of Fractions"

Enclotad plaaia find checit for $33.25

Plaase bill ma for $33.25

Name

Organization _ _

Address _

City. Stat*..

Praviaw on raquast

New York—Continued

A'Vic I'ork State College jor Teachers, Buffalo July 6-Aug. 13

Workshop in Visual Education (3) D. Paul Smay

State Teachers Collecic, Cortland July 6-Aug. 13

Care and Use of Audio-Visual Materials, Ed. 602 (3)

O. C. Fish

State Teachers College. Fredonia

Audio-Visual Education

June 28-Aug. 6

H. M. Mackie

Syracuse University, Syracuse July 5-Aug. 14

( The listings below are repeated from the April issue to

incorporate changes and additions.)

Methods and Materials of Audio-Visual Instruction, A-V
Ed. 112 (3) Paul C. Reed

Production of Audio-Visual Instruction Materials, A-V Ed.

114 (3) Brown, Crooni

Administration and Supervision of Audio-Visual Instruction,

A-V Ed. 214 (3) J. W. Brown
Writing the Educational Radio Program, A-V Ed. 188 (3)

Foster

Producing the Educational Radio Program. A-V Ed. 189 (3)

Foster

Modern Tools for Modern Teaching (July 19-24), special

conference sponsored by Radio Workshop and the Audio-
Visual Service.

Uiiirersity of Buffalo, Buffalo July 6-Aug. 14

Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (2) Alan Nicol

Selected Problems in Audio-Visual Education (2) Alan Nicol

Audio-Visual Education Institute July 20-22

North Carolina

Cala'i^'ba College, Salisbury July 5-JuIy 16

Workshop in Audio-Visual Aids (2) B. A. Wentz

Lenoir-Rhyne College. Hickory June 7-July 14

Audio-Visual Education, 19 (3) G. R. Patterson

North Carolina State College, Raleigh June 21-July 30

Visual Aids, Ed. 308 (2, 3 qr.) L. O. Armstrong

Uniz'crsity of N. C-, Chapel Hill June 10-July 20,

July 21-Aug. 28

Audio-Visual Instruction—Techniques and Materials, 135 (3

qr.) Charles Milner

Western Carolina Teachers College, Cullowhee June 7-July 16

Audio-Visual Education (3 qr.) W. B. Harrill, Neill Scott

Woman's College of the University of N. C, Greensboro

June 2-18, June 21-July 2

Audio-Visual Education, 662a (2) Glisson

Visual Education in Home Economics, S607 (2),

June 7-July 16 Kchoe

June 7-July 31

F. E. Tipton

June 7-July 30

E. R. Manning

June 7-July 30

H. O. Pcarce

North Dakota

State Teachers College, Dickinson

Visual Education. Ed. 310

State Teachers College. Minot

Audio-Visual Education, 258 (4 qr.)

State Teachers College, Valley City

Visual Aids in Teaching (3 qr.)

Visual Aids Clinic (July 12-16)

Ohio

Kent State University, Kent June 21-July 30

Use of Visual -Aids in Instruction, 337 (3 qr.)

George H. Cooke
Miami University. Oxford July 26-Aug. 27

Audio-Visual Instruction (3) Jack Neill

June 14-July 23

Karl Evers

University of Cincinnati. Cincinnati June 7-18

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction, Ed. sl92.2L (2)

Norman Woelfel

Youngstoim College, Youngstovvn June 14-July 17

Audio-Visual Education, 330 (2) John F. Walter

Sisters' College of Cleveland, Cleveland

Audio-Visual Education, 1 (2)
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Oklahoma

Central Stale College, Edmoiid

Audio-Visual Education, 3163 (3)

East Central State College, Ada
Audio-Visual Education, 3163 (3)

Oklahoma A & M College, Stillwater

Elementary Pliotography, AEP 203

Visual Education, AEP 303

School Value of Radio, AEP 401

Audio-Visual Work Shop, AEP 510

May 31-July 29
Nadine Campsey

May 31-July 29

J. W. Zimmerman

June 5-July 31

Ferguson

Muerman
Jones

Fitzgerald

Oregon

Eastern Oregon College of Education, La Grande

June 14-July 22

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 435 (3 qr.) R. E. Badgley
Audio-Visual Aids Workshop (Aug. 16-Aug. 27)

Oregon State College, Corvallis June 15-JuIy 23

July 24-Aug. 27

Construction and Use of Visual Education, Ed. 431 (3 qr.),

1st SS. Eby
Organization and Supervision of Visual Instruction, Ed. 531s

(3 qr.) 1st SS Eby
Correlation of Radio Recordings with Visual Aids, Ed. 533s

(3 qr.) Eby
Field Trip (ma.x. 9 qr.)

Southern Oregon College of Education, Ashland

June 14-July 22
.Audio-Visual Aids in Education, 435 (3 qr.) Joseph LaCIair

Photography, Ph. 261 (3 qr.) Joseph LaClair

Wayne W. Wells

University of Oregon, Eugene June 14-July 24

July 26-Aug. 28

Audio- Visual Aids in Education, Ed. 435 (3 qr.)

Anio deBernardis

Pennsylvania

Albright College, Reading June 14-July 23

Visual and Other Sensory Aids in Teaching, Ed. 15 (3)

V. C. Zener

Beaver College, Jenkintown
Visual Education. 228S (2)

Bucknell University, Lewisburg
Visual Education, Ed. 258 (2 or 3)

Carnegie Inst, of Technology, Pittsburgh

Visual and Sensory Techniques in Teaching, C-533 (3)

D. C. Shaw

College Miscricordia, Dallas June 21-Aug. 2

Visual Aids and Sensory Techniques (3)

Sister M. Immaculata

Dnquesne University, Pittsburgh

Sensory Aids, 410 (2 qr.)

Genez'a College, Beaver Falls

Visual Education, Ed. 360 (3)

Grove City College, Grove City

Visual-Sensory Education, 44 (3)

Lehigh University, Bethlehem
Audio-Visual Instruction, Ed. 190 (3)

Maryzt'ood College, Scranton
Audio- Visual Aids to Learning, i27 (3 qr.)

Pennsylvania Slate College, State College

Audio-Visual and Sensory Aids in Teaching Ag., Ag. Ed.

420v (3) D. R. McClay
Visual and Sensory Aids in Education, Ed. 424 (3)

A. W. VanderMeer
Motion Pictures in Education, Ed. 487B (2) Aug. 9-20

A. W. VanderMeer

State Teachers College, Bloomsburg June 28-Aug. 6

N'isual Education (1) H. H. Russell

(Additional listings zcitl appear next month)

June 21-July 30

John E. Dugan

June 21-July 30

Roy Tasker

July 2-Aug. 14

June 28-Aug. 6

M. V. Ference

June 7-JuIy 7

John S. Mclsaac

June 14-Aug. 13

R. G. Walters

July 1-Aug. 14

R. A. Houseman

Begins June 26

Sister M. Sylvia

June 28-Aug. 7

THE NEW DUAL
SPEED

RECORD PLAYER

RECORD PLAYER — With magnificent tone quality, the Sono-
master provides flawless performance in playing both records

and transcriptions.

FM TUNER — In each Sonomaster is an FM input which,
together with the Sonomaster FM Tuner, makes possible pickup
of FM broadcasts. This Tuner conforms to the highest standard
of FM circuit design.

RECORD CARRIER — Provides a convenient method of carrying,

and safeguarding records. Capacity; 18-16" transcriptions or 2-

2000 ft. reels.

THOUSANDS OF RECORDS AVAILABLE
Write for literature and record sources

A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Dept. GS-9. Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York • Chicago • Distributors Throughout the World

New..JOOO Watt Projector

Showing adaptations of

All-Purpose Model from

bask GoIdE units which

may be purchased indi*

vidually.

mUBU
mmmmdiip
GoldE ALL-PURPOSE now brings you
unmatched versatility in high efficiency,

long range projection of color and black

and white slides plus film-strip. More
light per watt ... yet cooler! Attractively

priced. Immediate delivery.

WriteJor Bulletin No. 473

GoldE Manufacturing Co. 1220-C W. Madison StJ
CMcoge 7. U. S. A. t
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the easiest to use projector ever

!

instant S-second threading

from strip film to slides and
bock

will not

tear film AP-2C Projector. ..567

• easy to thread Deluxe combination all-purpose slide and

• easy to frame Strip film projector. Built-in slide carrier,

• easy to cleon elevating mechanism, Luxtar 5" color cor-

rected Anastigmat lens. Coated optics.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-5

%« ÎNC.

35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

ANNOUNCING- A NEW FILM
FOR ART & CRAFT CLASSES

7<«& /^ 0^ >deat^ ^4vwi(i^

fi^^ntoMm^

In beautiful, natural color, with

sound, Joey Smith demonstrates the

skills and techniques of a master lea-

ther craftsman and artist. Send for

free, full-sized reproduction of the

hand-carved article made in the film,

with complete information.

230 West Olive Ave., Burbanit, Calif.

T6mm Sound Pro/ecfor

T/ie new VICTOR

makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-Visual
Training
• Attractive Single Unit Alum-

inum Case
• 52% Lighter in Weight (34

lbs. complete)
• 69% Smaller in Siie—but takes

full 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00

Send for latest Catalog.^ " 7l4 NORTH SKINKER BLVD. l^lWaS^is^ist/
SAINT LOUIS 5. MO

DAVI National Executive
Committee Meeting

As Reported by VERNON DAMERON

A MEETING of the National E.xecutive Committee
of the NEA Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion was held in Atlantic City, February 22. The fol-

lowing officers and national delegates were present

:

Stephen M. Corey, University of Chicago, President

;

F. Dean McClusky, University of California (Los
Angeles). First Vice President; Vernon Dameron,
National Education ,\ssociation, Executive Secretary

;

Thurman White, Film Council of America; Grace
Fisher Ramsey. American Museum of Natural History

;

E. Winifred Crawford. Montclair (N. J.) Public

Schools ; Irene F. Cypher. New York University

;

Walter A. Wittich, University of Wisconsin. President

Corey presided.

SUMMARY
Preliminary Planning for DAVI Summer Meeting. The

summer meeting will be held in Cleveland during tlie meet-
ing of the NE.\ Representative Assembly, Only one day,

July 5, will be set aside for meetings of NEA Departments.
Since about 80% of those in attendance will be teacliers.

it was recommended that the DAVI meeting be of the

informational type, designed to be of guidance to teachers.

A question was raised as to whether it might not be
desirable to amend the Constitution to designate the winter
meeting of DAVI as the official annual meeting. Willard
E. Givens, E.xecutive Secretary of the NE.A. stated that

the change could be made. It was learned that the AASA
will hold regional meetings next j-ear, since no city can pro-

vide adequate accommodations for a national meeting. Be-
cause of limited facilities, accommodations cannot be
provided for meetings of XE.A departments at the .AAS.'K

regional conferences.

Regarding the Cleveland meeting, it was agreed that the

Conference Committee should consider planning the meeting
to provide guidance to teachers of various subject-matter
fields at various levels of education. It was proposed that

six sessions be scheduled: arithmetic, social studies, English,
science, reading, and community relations, the first three

sessions to be held concurrently during the morning and
the last three sessions during the afternoon. It was sug-
gested that 2y2 hours might be devoted to each of the six

sessions, with approximately one-half of each session de-

voted to a demonstration of the use of audio-visual materials

and one-half devoted to discussion of the demonstrations and
problems of the teachers, including some individual con-
sultation. The business meeting could be scheduled to follow

the afternoon sessions.

Affiliation of Divisional Organizations. .\ resume of the

development of plans tor the afiiliation of divisional organ-
izations was presented. Of all the alternative proposals for

the constituency of divisional organizations, the proposal
for the affiliation of the audio-visual organizations of the

state education associations had gained most favor

Disposition of Funds in the Treasuries of the Former Ten
Zonal Organizations. It was decided that the funds remain-
ing in the treasuries of the former zones should be allocated

equally to the divisional organizations which will have been

established before July 1948.

Publications Projects. Requests for publication of a |)rin-

cipal's audio-visual handbook and an annotated bil)liograpliy

of audio-visual literature were discussed. It was directed

that these proposals be referred to the general Publications

Committee (to t)e appointed by President Corey) with the

request that the proposed publication of the annotated bibli-

ography in cooperation with the Consumer Edueat on Study
of the Xational .\ssoi''at-on of .Secondary School Princi|ials
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receive first-priority consideration. It was proposed that the

DAVI Publications Committee and Educational Screen, the

DAVI official publication, work in close cooperation on
matters of policy and procedure.

Film Appraisals. A proposal was made to hold a confer-

ence in cooperation with EFLA, FC.^, and leading pub-
lishers of appraisals for the purpose of agreeing upon stand-

ards and criteria of film appraisals. It was felt, however, that

more could be accomplished on the activities now under way
before assuming additional responsibilities.

The Literature in Visual Instruction
(Continued from page 227)

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS
• Children's Preferences for Illustrative Materials— Morton

S. Maltcr, Britannica Jr. Journal of Educational Research,

41:378. Jan. 1948.

-\n analysis of 8 earlier studies of children's preferences

tor illustrative materials. In some of the studies, the chil-

<lren were asked to state their preferences for illustrations

containing a variety of subject matter; in others, children

were asked to state their preferences for illustrations con-
taining similar subject matter, but differing in style or color.

The article should be consulted for further details about
each of the studies, but the conclusions of the author may
be summarized as follows: a) children preferred colored pic-

tures over those in black and white; b) they are interested

in a variety of things; c) they did not like silhouettes; and
<1) their preferences are subject to change.

"Children's preferences", the author points out in con-

clusion, are but one of several factors that must be con-

sidered in selecting illustrations; also to be considered are

cither needs of the children; societal demands; and expert

opinion.

STATUS OF THE FIELD
• The Screen as Teacher—William l.cwiii. Indiana Teacher,

92:154. January. 1948. (Repriiued from the Saturday

Kdne'ii' of Literature.)

.\\\ excellent resume of the audio-visual field, written for

the layman, but containing facts that should impress also

those who have been close to its progress. All important

organizations and commercial producers are described in

their relation to the whole. It is significant to read that trhe

liroducers of motion picture projection equipment have

earned many millions of dollars and are now working at full

production speed; yet the producers of educational films

—

which are essential in using the projectors—cannot hope to

make ends meet and must be subsidized. Worth reading

and passing along.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
• Audio-Visual Committees, Department of Secondary
Teachers, N.E.A.—Audio-l'isual (iiiide. 14: no. 5, p. 16-22,

January, 1948.

Partial list of the members of 10 committees which consist

-of teachers in intermediate schools, junior high, senior high,

junior colleges and colleges. The subject areas represented in

these committees include : general methodologies, connnercial

subjects, language art, mathematics, music, science, scx'ial

science, etc.

• Directory of Companies Engaged in the Production of

Motion Pictures and Slide Films—prepared by J. K.

Brulatour, Inc. for Eastman Kodak Co., Sales Division,

Rochester, X.Y. January, 1948.

A handy compilation, which appears to be uni(|ue and up-to-

date. Producers include industrial, commercial and e.lucational.

Information for each is limited to address and whether or

not they produce 35mm films, 16nim films or slidefilms.

• Audio-Visual Awards—Aiidio-t'isual Guide. 14:16. I-'eb.,

1948.

A partial list of awards to be made in October, 1948 to

schools that will serve as demonstration centers for the

advancement of audio-visual methods in teaching, under
the direction of the Dept. of Secondary Teachers of tlie

N.E.-A., William Lewin, chairman of the Committee.

A Series of Motion Pictures on Fractions

PREVIEWED

APPROVED

ACCEPTED
-by-

visual education directors, mathematics teach-
ers, teacher training colleges, and leading
school film libraries.

Hundreds of teachers have used these films in their

classrooms for both general reviews and remedial

work and have wholeheartedly approved their inclu-

sion as a regular part of the curriculum.

TITLES
• introduction to Fractions
• How to Add Fractions
• How to Subfracf Fractions
• How to Cfiange Fractions
• How to Multiply Fractions
How to Divide Fractions
Decimals

f^ ^^,^^^^
Percentage

Each one reel in length

Color $85.00 Black & V^hi+e $45.00

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.

NO OTHER PROJECTOR
offers you
more than

The HOLMES

For the last year

"Rex" production

has been inade-

quate to supply

the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

P.S.—The new REXARC with high intensity arc lamp. 40 watt output
amplifier, and newest coaxial high and low frequency speaker avail-

able.

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a REX limm Sound-
on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of 16mm and 35mm Sound-on-fffm
Projectors for over 25 years fo Dealen and Users

1813 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14. ILL.
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A SOUl\D POLICY for SCHOOLS
Get your requirements from one
source. The biggest and finest selec«

tion of 16nini edueational, religious,

and entertainment films. Also, equip-
ment and accessories.

Write for our 1948 catalog!

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

Tel. 8-4870

16min Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAIN and EUROPE
Library material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODVCTIOIVS
65 Barons Keep, W. 14 London, England

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

for th» Producer of 16mm boilnatt, cdneaflenof and roHgloat
• EDSE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NESATTVES

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. WacUer Dr., Dept. E , Chitogo 6, III.

35MM. SCIENCE SLIDE FIUIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOB TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
WCHOBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

DescziptiTe Litoratnre Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIENCES, sm Sofftrn, Mmr Yark

Rent 16mm Edueational Sound Film on the

"PREVIEW-REVIEW PLAN"
Extended time at no rentol Increase.

Write for partlcutars

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
Dept. of Lawrence

Camera Shop
149 No. Broadway
Wichita 2, Kansas

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
ifs

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE STORY OF THE GEMS
in superlatively colored Kodachrome slides 2"x2" showing in full
detail the Mineralogy, Gemology, and Art of Gem Cutting with

expertly written Lecture Manual.
The outstanding Teaching Aid on this Colorful Subject. For classes

on Physics or Geology and for School Shops. ... A MUST.
Write for free complete descriptive pamphlet.

WILNER FILMS & SLIDES
P.O. Box 231 Cathedral Station. New Yorlc 25, N. Y.o
o International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

o
a
CD
a

Visual Education Plus a Vacation

Western Illinois State College, Macomb, Illinois, has

planned a visual-education field study program for the

summer of 1948 featuring two tours : a 4-day trip to the

Lincoln country ( Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky) and a

2-week trip to Washington, D. C. In addition to the

classroom work, students will be expected to take part

in managing the tours while en route. The trips will be

recorded on 2 x 2 slides and on color motion-picture film,

both to be available to students for use with their classes

or in their communities. For details about the course

work, write D. L. Bailey, Head of the Rural Education

Dept., Western Illinois State College, Macomb, 111. Ad-
dress all correspondence relative to trip reservations to

Alvin B. Roberts, Gilson, Illinois.

Another variety of vacation plus visual education is

being offered by the General Extension Division of the

Oregon State System of Higher Education. A work-
shop in the preparation, administration, and use of

audio-visual materials will combine two weeks of recre-

ation and work at Oregon State College's Marine
Biology Institute near Coos Bay on the Oregon Coast

—an ideal vacation spot. Address all inquiries to Dr.

Curtis Reid, Head, Dept. of Visual Instruction, Oregon
State System of Higher Education, Corvallis, Oregon.

Report on the Nebraska Project

The Nebraska Project, now in its second year, was
undertaken to discover the value of carefully selected

educational motion pictures in rural high schools. Of
Nebraska's 500 high schools, the vast majority are in

rural communities, many of them with fewer than 100

students, and from three to five instructors.

The Project is financed by administrative grants from
the Carnegie Corporation of New York and from funds

of Teaching Film Custodians, a non-profit affiliate of

the Motion Picture Association of America. The film

program is under the joint auspices of the University

of Nebraska, the State Department of Public Instruc-

tion, the State Vocational Board, and the four state-

supported teacher-training institutions at Chadron,

Kearney, Peru and Wayne, Nebraska.

Speaking recently before the Women's Division of

the Chamber of Commerce at Omaha, Roger Albright,

Director of the Educational Services of the Motion
Picture Association, said the project has shown a

"great measure of success and has justified the faith

placed in it." He said reports indicate that (1) stu-

dents are acquiring a greater wealth of learning than

those in comparable groups not able to use the film

materials; (2) additional "enrichment" courses can be

made available to film-using student groups because of

their wider understanding of classroom subjects ; and

(3) general conditions of interest, discipline and initia-

tive have developed to a greater degree in film-using

student groups.

2x2 IVATURAL COLOR SLIDES
Made from your own materials not larger than 20" x 30".

First slide $2.00. Additional made from same copy, each

25c. Also 2'/4x2'/4 and 3'/4x4—Ask for prices.

VISUAL AIDS PHOTOLAB
7227 Springfield Kansas City 5, Mo.
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A-V Conference in Connecticut

The Fairfield School System, Fairfield, Connecticut,

was host recently to a very successful conference and
exhibit of the Connecticut Audio-Visual Education As-
sociation, according to Charles E. Luminati, Director.

The morning session was devoted to explanations and

demonstrations by classroom teachers of how they use

different audio-visual materials. Subjects included:

Use of Audio-Visual Aids in Geometry, Use of the Mi-

cro- projector. Use of the Opaque Projector in Art Ap-
preciation, Use of Teacher-made Slides in Elementary

Arithmetic, Use of the Radio Transcription, Use of the

Field Trip, Use of the Camera, Work of the School

Audio-Visual Coordinator, Use of Teacher-made Slides

in Social Studies, Use of the Opaque Projector in Read-

ing Readiness, Use of Teacher-made Slides and Related

Aids, Use of the Diorama, and Use of the School

Broadcast.

During the afternoon session, Joseph T. Nerden,

Audio-Visual Consultant of the State Department of

Education, Hartford, Connecticut, summarized the re-

sults of the morning session, with observations on the

outlook for the future.

All those who use, or who might profit from the use

of, audio-visual materials were invited to the confer-

ence : school people, church leaders, librarians, service

agencies, community agencies such as the Y.M.C.A.,

Y.W.C.A., Boy Scouts, Girls Scouts, etc.

A-V Meetings

• April 8. in Spokane, Washington, the Division of Audio-
Visual Instruction held a combined meeting with the North-
west Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment of the Pacific Northwest Guidance Association. A
separate DAVI meeting featured a discussion of the State-

Wide Instructional Materials Program.

• April 10. in Hartford, Conn., a new audio-visual confer-

ence was inaugurated. A two-session program featured

nationally-known keynote speakers, teacher demonstrations,

and exhibits of audio-visual equipment and materials. The
conference was planned by representatives of the Con-
necticut State Department of Education, Connecticut's four

teachers' colleges, the Connecticut Audio-Visual Education
Association, and the University of Connecticut.

• April 16, in Brooklyn, N. Y., the New York Society for

the Experimental Study of Education, 110 Livingston St.,

Brooklyn, held a section on the "Correlation of Audio-Visual
Aids with Textbooks." Chairman of the section was Esther
L. Berg; presiding chairman. Dr. W. H. Bristow, Director,

'Division of Curriculum Research; speaker and discussion

leader, Dr. Gordon N. Mackenzie, Professor of Education,

Teacher's College, Head of Department Curriculum Teach-
ing; and summarizer, Edward G. Bernard, Instructional

Materials Program, Division of Curriculum Development.

• May 8, at the University of Connecticut, the Connecticut

Audio-Visual Education Association will hold its annual

meeting concluding a series of area meetings held at Tor-
rington, Norwalk, Greenwich, and Fairfield.

MAKE YOUR OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Um Radio-Matt—••qalor Sla* 3Vt"**"

or tho NEW DUPUX 2"x2"
on sale b7 Theatre Sapplr Doalen

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.. D.pt.V

112 Oakridse BlTd^ DajtOBa Begrfc. Pla.

Two Dances
Chinese folk-dancing is an art which has

been long neglected. Miss Tai Ai-Lien has

traveled extensively through the vast interior

of China, learning from the natives, and has

brought their traditional expressions to the

modern world. The Yao Ceremonial Prelude

and the Mute and Cripple are taken from her

valuable repertoire.

The Yao Ceremonial Prelude is a drum
dance for marriages and funerals among the

Yao tribe. The Mute and the Cripple is a new
adaptation of a 'dance fiom the local drama
of China's Southwest. It is a solo dance in

which Tai Ai-Lien acts as two people.

(There is neither dialogue nor commentary
in this film; only the music which accom-

panies the two dances.)

One Reel, Color, Sound Film—16mm.
Print—$85.00 • Rental—$5.00 per day

Produced and Distributed

by

China Film Enterprises of America, Inc.

35 Park Avenue New York 1 6, New York
MUrray Hill 3-2507

EASTIN SCHOOL FILMS
announces

2 NEW RELEASES
in its

LITERATURE SERIES

THOMAS GRAY'S

ELEGY WRITTEN IN A

COUNTRY CHURCHYARD
Length, 2 reels, 16inm. sound.

One day renUl, $2.50 Purchase price, $37.50

TENNYSON'S

LAND OF lYONESSE
Length, 1 reel, 16nim. sound.
One day rental, $1.50 Purchase price, $18.75

EASTIN PICTURES
Davenport, Iowa Chattanooga, Tenn.

Colorado Springs, Colo.
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NAVED in Atlanta

The NAVED Southern Regional

Meeting, held in Atlanta recently, was
"thoroughly successful in every way",
according to an announcement released

at the close of the meeting by E. E.

"Jack" Carter of Raleigh, N, C,
NAVED Regional Director. A total

of 110 persons attended, including

film library oi'crators. visual educa-
tion dealers and salesmen from 8

southern states. .Mso present were
representatives of 24 film producers,

distributors and manufacturers. The
Southern meeting was the first of a

series of six regional gatherings held

by N.'WED during h^bruary and
March.

Topics discussed in .^tlanta included

fair trade practices, business manage-
ment, and methods of expanding the

use of audio-visual materials. Don
White, N.'WED Executive Secretary,

made an audio-visual presentation on
"What You Can Do About Fair

Trade," using slides and magnetic
tape recordings. Olson Anderson,
NAVED President, had been scheduled

to speak but was unable to be pres-

ent; however, his talk was also pre-

sented via magnetic tape. He delivered

an inspiring talk on "Blue Sky" selling.

The members voted to return to

Atlanta for the 1949 NAVED South-
ern Regional Meeting, which they de-

cided to hold around the middle of

January.

SMPE Sponsors Panels

The Midwest Section of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, the Chi-

cago Section of the Institute of Radio
Engineers and the Chicago Section of

the .American Institute of Electrical

Engineers jointly sponsored four two-
hour panel discussions during the Chi-

cago Technical Conference and Pro-
duction Show held at Hotel Stevens,
March 22, 23 and 24.

The March 22nd evening's theme
centered on two speakers. The first

was Dr. V. C. Arnspiger, Executive
Vice-President of Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica Films, Inc., and his subject

was "The Role of the Instructional

Film in Human Enlightenment." The
second speaker was O. H. Coelln, Jr.,

Editor and Publisher of Visual Screen
Publications. W. C. (Bill) DeVry,
President of the DeVry Corporation
and one of the SMPE Midwest Section
Managers, acted as chairman, introduc-

ing tlie speakers and conducting the

panel discussions.

Nine technical sessions have been

scheduled for the 63rd semi-annual

convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers May 17 to 21 at the

Santa Monica .Ambassador Hotel,

SMPE President Loren L. Ryder an-

nounced recently. G. A. Chambers
and X. L. Simmons, Jr., have been

named co-chairmen of the committee
handling papers submitted for read-

ing at the convention's technical ses-

sions. Papers will cover a wide variety

of subjects, including television, color,

tape and wire recording and many
improvements in the fields of radio

and motion pictures.

Production

Activity

Johnson Hunt Abroad
Johnson Hunt Productions have con-

cluded arrangements with Hollywood
Photographic Mfgrs., 1801 South Olive
Street, Los .Angeles IS, California, to

handle all sales outside of the United
States. The man in their organization
who is handling the account is Fred
T. Hanna. Hollywood Photographic
i.> a division of Manufacturers Export
Organization. They export entertain-
ment films, short subjects and equip-
ment.

Brandon Cleared

The copyright infringement case

brought against Brandon Films, Inc.

by London Film Productions, Inc.. and
Hecuba Corporation, was dismissed re-

cently by Judge Bondy in Federal
Court, according to Elliott L. Biskind,

110 East 42nd Street, New York,
N. Y. attorney for Brandon Films,
Inc.

The court ordered a judgment dis-

missing the complaint to be entered
against London and Hecuba, and di-

rected that they pay Brandon's costs

and counsel fees. Mr. Biskind stated

that "This constitutes complete and
unequivocal vindication of Thomas J.

Brandon, a man whose reputation has
always been of the highest, and a

man who is a leader in the trade
associations of the non-theatrical field."

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

Optical Surfaces Cleaned
By Electronic Bombardment

Electronic bombardment, a new method

of cleaning optical glass surfaces prior

to coating, has been carried to a high

state of development by the Bausch

& Lomb Optical Company. The process

was designed primarily for aiding appli-

cation of aluminum, the reflecting agent,

to television and other first surface

precision mirrors.

The ground and polished optical glass

is placed in a metal holder in a high

vacuum bell, where a tungsten filament,

similar to the filament in an ordinary

electric light bulb, is electrically heated

to a temperature at which electrons are

"boiled out." Since electrons are negative

particle."!, they are attracted by the hold-

er which is at high-plus voltage with

respect to the filament. Thus attracted,

the electrons bombard the glass at a

speed of several thousand miles a second,

leaving the surface entirely free of water

and extraneous material. After cleaning,

the glass, still contained in the high vac-

uum chamber, is coated with aluminum

by an evaporation process.

S E Announces
Low Cost FM
A plan to provide colleges throughout

the country with small low-powered FM
broadcast transmitters at less than a quar-

ter the cost of previous equipment, and

thus eiifiiinate the cost barrier to non-

commercial educational broadcasting, has

been proposed to the FCC and the U. S.

Office of Education by the General Elec-

tric Company's Electronics Department.

The establishment of such stations on

a wide scale would encourage adult as

well as student educational programs and

at the same time help train thousands of

students to help meet the demand develop-

ing for commercial FM station person-

nel, according to G-E officials.

This two and a half watt FM trans-

mitter is already on the air with programs
from the Radio Workshop at Syracuse

University.

Installed under the supervision of

Kenneth Bartlett, director of campus
Radio Workshop, the diminutive trans-

mitter will be studied by G-E and Uni-
versity officials for operational and appli-

cation experience.
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Grierson to New Post

British Information Services an-

nounces that John Grierson, at present

Director of Mass Communications and
Public Information in UNESCO, has
been appointed to the Central Office

of Information as Controller of its

film operations to co-ordinate the work
of the Films Division and the Crown
Film Unit and take overall charge of

the planning, production and distribu-

tion of Government films. He will

take up his new duty shortly, but will

continue to associate himself in a

voluntarv capacitv with the work of

IXESC'O.

J. R. Little Named RCA
Eastern Region Manager
The appointment of J. R. Little as

Eastern Region Manager of the RCA
Victor Division of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America is announced by
Frank M. Folsom, Executive Vice
President in charge of the Division.

Mr. Little, whose offices will be at

36 West 49th Street, New York City,

has been manager of Distributed Prod-
ucts of the Engineering Products
Department since he joined the com-
pany two years ago, and recently has
been acting Region Manager.

Victor Sales Appointments

In keeping with the general expan-
sion program of the Victor Animato-
.graph Corporation, President Samuel
G. Rose announced recently the ap-
pointment of five new special factory

representatives for the Sales Depart-
ment.

The new representatives include:

John Conlon, VV. A. Gillum, Dan
Stoelting, John Greenwood and Kal-
man Spelletich, Jr. Their duties will

be to assist Victor distributors and
dealers in the promotion and sale of

Victor equipment.

Walker Replaces Gipson
At Filmfax

Henry Clay Gipson has resigned

as President of Filmfax Productions,

and the active management of the com-
pany will be taken over by Eloise

Walker. While Gipson will maintain

his interest in the organization, he

will not be active in its management
since he has assumed the presidency

of A'isual Specialists, Inc., at 444

Madison .Avenue, New York 22 N. Y.

\'isual Specialists, Inc., will provide

a broad service aimed to assist all

types of organizations, not only in

planning and producing films but in

making the most effective use of them
in selling, merchandising and public

relations.

Exton to V. E. Consultants

William Exton, Jr.. is the new Ex-
ecutive Director of V^isual Education
Consultants, Inc. (47 W. 56th St., New
York, N.Y.), Mr. Exton brings a

long and unique record of experience

to the field of business and educational

audio-visual consulting. He inaugu-
rated the wartime audio-visual pro-

gram of the Navy and was Officer in

Charge of the planning and producing
of training aids for the vast and effi-

cient Navy Training Program. His
book, "Audiovisual Aids to Instruc-

tion," recently published by McGraw-
Hill, follows many magazine articles

written by him on the subject.

Others associated with VEC are

E. De.Alton Partridge, Ph. D., Dean
of Instruction, State Teachers College,

Montclair, New Jersey; and Irvine

Millgate, Director of Visual Education
Service, Boy Scouts of America. Cli-

ents of VEC include: textbook and
magazine publishers, department stores,

film producers, universities, govern-
ment agencies, and a variety of in-

dustrial and commercial organizations

and national associations.

Ushijima to Cavalcade

Henry Ushijima has resigned from

the staff of Coronet Instructional

Films, where he was a director as

well as supervisor of editing, to be-

come president of Cavalcade Produc-

tions, Park Ridge, Illinois, according

to Dale McCulley, associate producer

of Cavalcade.

PROJECTOR YOU WANT

I6mm. SOUND PROJECTOR,
AMPLIFIER, SPEAKER AND
SCREEN . . . ALL-IN-ONE SMALL,
COMPACT CASE WEIGHING
LESS THAN 31 lb>.

Today's Greatest SOO Coo
Value at ONLY ^'^
Highest quality I6min. sound projec-

tor in the lowest price field— the

DeVry "BANTAM" is a truly champion
performer. Brilliant 750-1000 watt
illumination, thrilling life-like sound!

See it and be convinced!

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WITH A

DUAL CASE "BANTAM"

Gives yeu pro-

jector and om-
plifler in one
caie, 8" AINICO
5 permanent
magnet spealcer

in matching

"^r^^jdj^l

D«Vry "Bantam" ha* ad*quat* llluminotio

(7S0-1000 woti) *or auditertum pre|*clt«i

Sa^
Built-in, detach- v

able 6 AINICO 5
permanent mag-
net speaker. .

2000 ft. film capacity. .

Coaled optical elements . .

light out-put exceed! 200 lumens . . Motor-
driven rewind. .Automatic loop setter..

Rotating sound drum. .Simplest film
threading . . Absolute film protection . .

Forced oir cooling . . AC or DC operation.

DEVRY CORPORATION

1111 Armilage Avenue, Chicago 14, INinois

Pleoje lend deloils on DeVRY "bantam" projector.^
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Equipment

Electric Blackboard

An electric blackboard which com-
bines a brilliant enlarged image with

the actual process of writing or draw-

ing upon it is one of the new machines

in the visual field. The operator sits

comfortably at a desk facing his audi-

ence, projecting master images, called

Preprints, upon a daylight screen. As
he writes, draws or points upon the

writing surface, the actual process

of his writing, drawing or pointing

appears much enlarged on the screen

mounted on a tripod above and slightly

in front of him.

The machine is called the Scribe

Visualizer by its manufacturer, the

N'isualizer Company, 170 South Bev-

erly Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

It is a stereopticon device which pro-

Scribe Visualizer

jects whatever data appears on the

Preprint, a film transparency. The
Preprint slides into a frame beneath

a continuous sheet of transparent cel-

lulose acetate, known as a Scroll, on
which the operator writes or draws
with a grease pencil. Thus both im-

ages are projected together. New
Preprints are easily inserted and the

continuous transparent writing sur-

face can be changed with a half turn

of its roller knob. The Scroll is long

enough for approximately 180 writ-

ing surfaces.

The Scribe Visualizer has three

main parts, a black plastic lower pro-

jection case, an upper lens-mirror as-

sembly, and a daylight screen. Light

is projected upward from the reflector

through the transparency and glass

base to the overhead lens assembly.

The lens focuses the image on a front-

surfaced mirror which projects it

either to an overhead daylight screen

in front of the operator or to a glass-

beaded screen behind him.

Royal Wedding Films

Shown First with Annpro

The first public showing of Eng-
land's Royal Wedding films was made
possible by a specially prepared 16mm
color print and the installation of a

248

16mni .•Kmpro-Arc projector in the

Cameo Theatre in Charing Cross Road,

London. England. Since the 35nim

sound version was not available to

England's theatres for several days

after the wedding, the Cameo Theatre

obtained a 16mm silent print for im-

mediate release and synchronized the

film with recorded discs which were

later replaced by a 16mm sound film.

It is reported that the audience was

unaware they were seeing a 16mm
film, instead of the customary 35mm
films shown at this newsreel theatre,

detecting no appreciable difference in

quality of picture or in the reproduc-

tion of the sound.

Micro Products

Ten years of professional research

and testing in Hollywood studios and

major film laboratories have produced

an important line of 16mm equipment

precisely engineered and manufactured

by the Micro Engineering Corp. of

Beverly Hills.

The equipment includes: a splicer,

featuring single pin registration, self-

contained heater unit, and other ad-

vanced features; a viewer with con-

tinuous film flow over rollers, elimi-

nating danger of damaging film or film

sprocket holes ; a combination 16mm-

35mm synchronizer; reader and ampli-

fier, featuring advanced sound engi-

neering plus precision film flow, insur-

ing hum-free amplification and com-
plete film protection; and a double or

single channel inspector, having free

moving optical magnifier and forty-

frame scanning channel.

Full information can be obtained by
writing Micro Engineering Corp., 118

South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California.

Compco Slide Binder

The photographer who wants to

protect transparencies the practical

way may wish to use dust-proof cover

glasses. The device works quickly,

easily, and accurately, takes less than a

minute to bind a slide. A special spring

device allows cover glasses to rest

squarely on the base of the binder

and thus maintain exact alignment

of edges while tape is being applied,

assuring neat and straight edges. Tape
is guided by pulley to line up with

glass. Binder accommodates all stand-

ard sized slides, from 2" x 2" to 3^"
x4;4". The slide binder, tapes and
glass are available from Compco Cor-

poration, 2251 West St. Paul .Avenue,

Chicago 47. Illinois.

Six New Amfiles

.Amberg File & Index Company of

Kankakee. Illinois, announce the com-
pletion of their six new ijhotograjihical

.•\mfiles. for both amateur and profes-

sional use. The series is bound with

saddle tan fronts and brown box calf

grain covers, book style. Each file

contains a listing card or a book of

contents enabling the user to locate

New Amfiles

any filed negative, roll or print without

difficulty. The title of each file is dis-

played on the back. The set includes:

Slide File that has fifteen compart-

ments each with a maximum capacity

of twenty 35mm mounted slides;

Filmstrip Files, one with room for 12

metal containers for roll film with a

diameter of lyi". the other file with

room for 16 metal containers; and

Negative Files for miniature rolls,

holding twenty 18 or 36- exposure

35nim rolls.

Sears Movie Projector

Sears, Roebuck and Co.'s newly-de-

veloped sound projector for 16mm
silent and sound film will be intro-

duced in the company's retail stores

throughout the country around May
1st. Carrying the distributor's name
of Tower, the new sound projector

is the first ever offered by Sears under

its own brand name.

The Tower 'projector is a portable

unit in single case with detachable

side containing the speaker. Assembled

for carrying, it weighs about 34 pounds.

Described as a professional model,

the new sound projector was produced

for Sears by Natco to show enter-

tainment and educational films in the

home, school and club.

Tower Projector
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Current Film News
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Text-

Film Dcpt., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18,

announces a new film series on health

education, correlated with the "Textbook
of Healthful Living" by Harold S. Diehl.

The series consists of five 16mm sound

motion pictures and five silent follow-

up filmstrips. Titles follow: Body Care

<uid Groominci. Hidiian Reproduction,

The Body Fights Bacteria, Emotional
Health, The Nose, Throat and Ears.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUR-
EAU, INC., 84 E. Randolph St.,

Chicago, has released three more
films in its French teaching series:

Un Port de Commerce—showing the

importance of a port as a center of

industrial and commercial activity.

En Basse—Provence—depicting' the

coastline of Provence from the mouth
of the Rhine to the Italian border

and emphasizing interesting and in-

structive points not to be found in the

usual trip to that part of France.

En Haute—Provence—picturing this

part of F'rance from regional, geo-

graphic, economic and social view-

points.

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Bldg., Chicago, has

completed the following new educa-

tional 16mm films

:

Introduction to Electricity (1 reel,

sound, color or b & w)—opening

pupils' eyes to the magic properties

of electricity, yet making its principles

concrete and simple.

The Nature of Sound (1 reel, sound,

color or b & vv)—teaching sound with

sound, illustrated, animated, and in

motion.

The Sounds of Music ( 1 reel, sound,

color or b & w)—presenting the char-

acteristics of musical sound through

a franiew'ork story of the visit of two
young people to their local music store.

The Language of Graphs (1^ reels,

sound, color or b & w)—illustrating

how clearly graphs can sum up a

situation by showing boys and girls

considering the financial and circula-

tion problems of their school news-

paper with bar, line, circle aiid equa-

tion graphs.

"The Language of Graphs"
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CONTEMPORARY FILMS, 40
Fremont St., San Francisco 5, Calif., an-
nounces a new color, 16mm motion picture
produced by Alvin and Darley Gordon

:

Chata (53 min.)—a gay story about
Chata ( "little girl with a turned-up
nose"), her life in the tropical paradise of

Tehuantepec, Mexico, and her love for
her chicken. .\n original musical score
was written by Walter Tullis. incorpor-
ating traditional themes of Tehuantepec.

BAILEY FILMS, INC., 2044 N.
Berendo. Hollywood 27, Calif., offers

the following new films

:

Frontier Farmers of Alaska (sound,
color, 18 min.)—a documentary film

picturing the land of Alaska and the
work of its frontier farmers.

Mother Goose Stories (sound or
silent, color, 11 min.)—animated fig-

urines portray the famous Mother
Goose stories, with a special musical
background.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS,
INC., 18 E. 41st St., N. y. 17, has
released the 6th film in its sewing series

:

Sewing: Characteristics and Han-
dling of Materials ( 1 reel, sound)—dis-

cussing the how and why of selecting

the appropriate fabric for use with a
dress pattern.

Young America also announces that

it has concluded arrangements with
British Information Services for the ex-

clusive distribution in this country and
Canada of four new films from Britain

:

The Steam Enpine, The Steam Tur-
bine, Transmission of Rotary Motion.
and Electro-Magnetic Induction.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
CLASSROOM FILMS, 625 Madison
Ave., N. Y, 22. has completed another

sound film in its simplified arithmetic

series.

Simple Fractions (11 min.)—using

animation to show the roles played

by numerator and denominator; illus-

trating simple additions by showing
parts being combined; using concrete

objects in the gradual development

of abstract ideas.

THE MARCH OF TIME FORUM
EDITION, 369 Lexington .Ave., N.Y.

17, is revising its new subject, Cicc/i-

oslovakia, in order to add special foot-

age to cover the recent Communist coup

and to give the film entirely new treat-

ment, pictorially and editorially. New
16mm educational releases now ready

are : Radio Broadcasting Today, Trans-

portation in the U. S., Nezi< Frontiers

of }fedieine. Turkey.

m UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 I'ark .^ve., N. Y. 2Z, has just

completed, in cooperation with the L'.S.

Olympic Committee. 12 reels of 16mm
sound films providing training funda-

mentals of all principal track and field

events.

Catalogs

STATE OF NEW YORK, DE-
PARTMENT OF COMMERCE, Di-

vision of State Publicity, Film Library,

40 Howard St., .Albany 7, N. Y., an-

nounces the puI)lication of a "Film
Library Catalogue" listing more than

500 titles of 16nini films available for

free use by schools, civic, educational,

service and other groups in New York
state.

GATEWAY PRODUCTIONS,
INC., 40 F'remont St., San I-'rancisco

5, Calif., presents a listing of 16nim
motion pictures of interest to schools,

churches, adult organizations and clubs.

Titles include The Junior Citizen, Fun
in Food, Punch and Judy, Siena and

Simone Martini—A Fine Arts Thesis in

Motion Pictures. Moving icnth Movies,

Spanish Influence in Mcvican Crafts.

COMMISSION ON MOTION
PICTURES IN ADULT EDUCA-
TION, 19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3,

III., has released a catalog of "Films

for Adult Education." It includes in-

formation on films distributed by

Teaching Film Cutodians, Inc., now
made available to community groups.

The films have been selected, an-

notated and classified under the aus-

pices of the Commission on Motion

Pictures in Adult Education. The films

are grouped according to subject mat-

ter, and each film review includes a

Film Summary and Evaluative Com-
ment; often Suggestions for Discus-

sion are included.

ARTHUR BARR PRODUC-
TIONS, 1265 Bresee Ave., Pasadena

7, Calif., offers a new descriptive cata-

log "Classroom Teaching Tools."

CORRECTION

The Post Pictures Corp. advertise-

ment on p. 152 of the March issue

incorrectly listed the price of the 6
' Mickey Rooney comedies at $37.50

I

each. The actual price Is $40 per

< subject.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three

14mm Sound Films in Color er Black-

and-White.

Demonstrating
the Puppy's
First Lesson in

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas, Nar-

rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.

Louise Branch: Producer S Photogra-

pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's foremost producers of
Dog Films

PAWLING. NEW YORK
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

iba

FILMS

Aondemy Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

W. J. Ahem, Film Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.
716 Federal St., Troy, N. Y.

AMSoclntlon Films
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Fllma, Inc.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Stndlos, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, DIv. of United World
Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Catholic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
Church Film Service

2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.
Collins Motion Picture Service
502% & 506 St. PaulSt., Baltimore 2, Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Coronet Instructional Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1. 111.

Dudley Pictures Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britaanica Films, Inc.
Wilraette, Illinois

Film Program Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service
3228 Euclid .\ve., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Heldenkamp Nature Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

HolTberK Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.

The Jam Handy Oriranizatlon
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Knowledge Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Kunz Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Library Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Fdition
369 Lexington Ave.. New York 17, N.Y.

Moi:ruirs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Pealc Films Productions
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

Portafilms
230 W. Olive Ave., B^rbank, Cal.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

Rellsrlous Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

K. and L. S<-heufler
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

SImmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.
1814 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, la.

'Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zelller Visual Education Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell & Honell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Company
101 Marietta St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1110% Taylor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502% &506St.Paul St., Baltimore 2,Md.
4 Race St., Cambridge, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Kastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

HIrsch & Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

KuivE Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Moduli's, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc.
505 N.Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12,111.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ralke Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Announcement

TO INSTRUCTORS
of

SUMMER COURSES

The May and June issues are of special interest to students

in summer audio-visual courses. Extremely low prices are

charged tor bulk orders of these two issues.

• WRITE TODAY FOR INFORMATION •

Students are also eligible for low-rate, one-year subscriptions

ordered by instructors.

For information write:

Circulation Manager

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
9n
fid

Siinrny Films, Inc.
210S Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

S^Tnnk Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

V'ictor Anlnintosrraph Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

A'isual Edacation Incorporated
12th at Lamar, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas, 1, Tex.
1012 Jennings Ave., Ft. Worth 2, Tex.
3905 S. Main, Houston 4, Tex.

AVllllanis. Brown and Karle. Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zelller Visual Education Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

SCREENS

Da-l.lte Screen Co., Inc.
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111. .

Fryan Film Service
322S Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Hirsch & Koye
239 Sixth Ave., San Francisco S, Cal.

MouulTs, Inc.
6S W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

\ii-Art Films. Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing: Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunrny Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Wlllinms, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Infornintive ClnKHrooin IMeture Series
40 Ionia N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Dlv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS—WIRE

\V'el>ster-Cliicaf::o Corporation
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SUDEFILMS

.\cadeMi>- Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Chnrcli Screen Productions
5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britanniea Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

I.ons: Filmsllde Service
944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Dlv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Slmmel-I»Ieservey, Inc.
321 S. Reverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Snnray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14. Ohio

Visual Sciences
599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 X 2)

Academy Films
S44 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Linden Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Klein & Goodman, Inc.
18 S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Monday & Collins
39 Edgewood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Dlv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES (3'/4x4ancllarger)

^Yil
B\GGtST DOLLAR'S WORTH IN YOUR STORl

A 16mm Film Directory

containing 6,610 titles

# Synopsis of each film

#160 pages

# Indicates color or b. & w.

# Most complete published

# Films on almost every subject

# Complete index

plus . . .

WHERE TO GET EACH FILM 23rd Annual

Edition for

1948

EVERY PROJECTOR OWNER WANTS THIS BOOK

EVERY DEALER SHOULD STOCK IT

Write TODAY for liberal discounts and more information

The latest edition is ready for you

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Slidecrnft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE. FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument Div., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Mnndny & Collins
39 Edgewood Rd.. Redwood City, Cal.

Rnike Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vlewlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

Williams, Brown and Barle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN- BLUE BOOK DEPT.

64 East Lake Street Chicago 1, Illinois

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

AVillinms, liroirn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Slidefilms

and Slides

m CONTEMPO ENTERPRISES,
INC., 6345 Primrose Ave., Hollywood
28, Calif., lias available a brochure which
tells of the inception of Contempo Par-
ticipation Films, its aims, and its work.
Announced in the brochure is the pro-

duction of an interesting filmstrip series

called "Ne\vs-0-Strip", designed for issue

semi-monthly to give the student of his-

tory a graphic presentation of current
events. Among other Contempo par-

ticipation filmstrips are U'atcrzt'ay Birds,

Animal Adaptations, and I'crtebrate

Animals. Contempo Enterprises has sched-
uled a comprehensive program of class-

room subjects, using the various visual

media—filmstrips, 2x2 slides, and 16mm
motion pictures.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, INC., 100 E. Ohio St., Chi-
cago, has released the second filmstrip

in a home-economics series presented
in cooperation with the professional
magazine. "What's New in Home
Economics":

Canned Vegetables, Fruits and Juices
(50 frames, b & w, with manual)—
presenting information on buying, uses
of canned vegetables and juices, and
uses of canned fruits and juices.

FILM PUBLISHERS, INC., 25
Broad St., N. Y. 4, offers several dis-

cussion filmstrips on international re-

lations, national afTairs, intergroup rela-

tions, and family relations. Included
among the titles are: One World or
None! (adapted from the motion picture)

;

Hozv to Live with the Atom; World
Control of Atomic Energy ; Up and Atom;
The Challenge of World Trade; The
People of England; Universal Military
Training—Pro and Con; Economics for
Everybody; Your Children and You;
Is Your Home pun?; To Secure These
Rights; Man—One Pamily.

yimmi. api
"SECRETARIAL ETIQUETTE"

Latest Film.strip!

Shows in cartoon style the pet peeves
of bosse.s and secretaries. Amusine as
well as authoritative. For Vocational
Guidance and Commercial Departments
Postpaid: $:i.50 Order while they last!

1^1 llABlT! mms\M C©.
AU4 U 1/UMt SdmtMtOo

' Broodway N«w York J3 N Y

Northwestern University Marimba Coeds

T-Pc. Orcliestra

First time ever filmed!

Directed by Clair Omar
Musscr. Kxclusive 'Wo-
man Speaks' release.

Write Film Studlol of

Chicago. H. A. Spanuth,
135 S. La Salle, Dept.
E. Chicago 3,

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, INC., Wilmette, 111., has

released a new series of slidefilms on
"Tlic Human Body":

The Heart and Circulation—explain-

ing the muscular and valvular action

of the heart and the nature of the cir-

culatory system.

Digestion of Foods—explaining both
the mechanical and chemical actions

which change foods in the digestive

organs.

Foods and Nutrition—revealing
man's normal dietary requirements and
showing the results of dietary de-

ficiencies.

The Eyes and Their Care—explain-

ing the anatomy and physiology of the

eye.

The Teeth—portraying the growth
cycle and structure of the teeth.

Care of the Feet—revealing struc-

tural elements of the foot, pointing out
major foot ailments and remedies.

Body Defenses Against Disease—
explaining the body's lines of defense
against infection.

Reproduction Among Mammals—
explaining the major stages of mam-
malian reproduction, using the domes-
tic iiig to illustrate.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, 995.A.

First Ave., N. Y. 11. now has a
series of six color filmstrips based on
Aesop's Fables in production. The
series is expected to be ready by June 1.

JOHN CALVIN, 12 Geary St., No.
406, San Francisco 8, California, was
made available Series Two of "Film
Aid to First Aid", entitled Highu'ay
Pirst Aid—four slidefilms showing meth-
ods of first aid in accident cases. This
series was produced by John Calvin and
made by Photo and Sound Productions
of San Francisco. Series One, seven
slidefilms on basic training in first aid,

is distributed by the Society for Visual
Education, Chicago, Illinois.

Transcriptions

and Recordings

CAPITOL RECORDS DISTRIB-
UTING CO., 1449 S. Michigan, Chi-
cago. III. oflfers a variety of albums of
recordings suitable for children. Among
the titles are the following: Bo:o at the
Circus (Record Reader), Rusty in Or-
chestraville. Tales of Uncle Remus, Bozo
and PJis Rocket Ship (Record Reader),
Mickey and the Beanstalk (Record
Reader), Te.r Ritter (children's songs
and stories). Sparky and the Talking
Train, and Sparky and the Magic Piano.

INDEX TO

ADVERTISERS
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WITH

WE VICTOR LITE^WU
16mm SOUND MOTION PICTURE PROJECT

A CHOICE OF 3 SPEAKE'

H/I

New Victor Versatility to Meet Your Every Requirement

Victor again demonstrates its leadership in 16mm equipment by providing

a choice of three speakers — each to fit specific audience requirements —
with the popuhir, portable, economical Lite-Weight. Onl\ in the Victor

Lite-Weight is this unic|ue versatilit) available. Depend on Victor for the

latest I6mm de\elopiiients (world's largest exclusive manufacturers of

16mm equipment) — and look to Victor for 16mm information (world's

largest ser\ice organization).

I

..;«
' '^

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR HOMES, CLASS-
ROOMS AND CONFERENCE GROUPS. Here is the

ultimate in port.ibilit> and single-unit case design.

This speaker is simply plugged into place at the

front of the Lite-Weight when operating. It snaps

inside the case when carrying.

>n

[WW
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR BOTH SMALL AND
LARGE GROUP VERSATILITY. This tremendously
popular all-purpose combination provides a nine-

inch speaker that gives top-flight performance for

general use. Note how ingeniously speaker assembles
on top of projector to make a single unit carrying case.

O
KEIGII

i*****-"*!

and the VIC^^P»
TRIUMPH 60 ^a^jtf16mm Sound Motion Pic-9ture Projector for largest

audiences, indoors and ^H^iH^L outdoors. ^ f^

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR LARGER GROUPS
AND SMALL AUDITORIUM USE. This matched two-

case combination with twelve-inch speaker is recom-

mended for large gatherings. Both units are beauti-

fully housed in (he famous and modern Victor

aluminum cases.

A DIVISION OF CURT/SS-WRIGHT COKPOtlATION
Depf. G-10, Home Office and Factory: Oavenporf, Iowa

N«w fork * Chieoge « D'utribufon Tfirougtiouf the Worid



'/^mm^^^m'

the remarkahie, "Theaire'Tone^^

o
only

/^^^^^ SOVXB PROJECTOR

50
COMPLETE

A SINGie

LIGHT-WEIGHT

UNITI

"Theatre-Tone" speeher serves

also as carrying case for pro-

jector and all accessories.

Makes a single compact unit,

weighing only 33 pounds!

EASY

TO OPEKATE

ON AC OR DC
CURRENT.'

Simple 4-point tlrreading is so

easy a child can do it. Other

"easy" features are: positive

automatic re -wind . . . Control

panel visible in dark . . . Quick

adjustment from 400 to 1600

foot reels.

fLAWLESS

VOLUME AND
BRILLIANCE!

Perfect sound and tone control

tor large room or smali . . .750-

watt brilliancy... Fast F1.6

coated lens . . . Microphone

and phonograph pickup con-

nections... Sound or silent.

Revolutionary in design and operation, tlie Revere ]6inin Sounii Pro-

jector brings professional quality sound movies witliin the reacii of all.

Now many more schools, lodges, churches and imliistries can afTord

the entertainment and educational advantages of sound movies at their

very best. The rich, theatre-like tone. ..brilliant projection... amazing

ease of operation... and exceptional, light-weight portability of the

Revere"16" have been enthusiastically acclaimed by noted educators and

audio-visual authorities. You, too, will agree that the Revere 16mm

Sound Projector is a remarkable achievement. $287.50, complete.

O /^
SOriSn PROJECTOR

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY • CHICAGO 16. ILLINOIS

June, 1948
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compact precision

for superior performance

This is one of the finest examples of modern

watch making—a fine precision time piece that

is accurate to a tenth of a second.

HE
]

[ERE IS COMPACT, WATCH-LIKE PRECISION in a

.16rnm sound projector ... a projector that's

thoroughly engineered from start to finish for just

one purpose ... to give you the finest performance

ever offered in a 16mm projector.

Whether you operate a FORWAY for small groups

or an audience of over a thousand, you get Grand

Opera performance . . . rich tonal quality . . . high

fidelity sound amplification . . . pictures that are

beautifully clear and steady. FORWAY is truly a

BIG projector in a very small package — a Little

GIANT.

The FORWAY LITTLE GIANT tucks easily under

your arm. Exclusive features add to its simplicity.

It is a projector that men ad-
/^

mire, women love to operate. '

Sturdy construction, fine '/

quality parts plus 16 years .

of "16mm know-how"' /

assure many years of ^-

trouble-free service.

SPECIFICATIONS

PROJECTOR DIMENSIONS: 7l/2"x.9W'
xlS".

WEIGHT: 27 pounds (without
speaker cose).

MOTOR: Sound ond silent speeds.
1 10/120 volt AC/DC, 50-60 cycle.

PROJECTION LAMP: 750 to lOOO
watts.

LENS: 2" F 1.6 coated lens (other
sizes available}.

FILM CAPACITY: 2000 feet.

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT: 10 wotti High
Fidelity.

MICROPHONE INPUT: High Impe-
dance.

^'^MODEl #tO with 6" speaker built into

projector carrying case. Single Case
Unit.

MODEL if12: 2 case unit with specially

designed 12" Permanent Magnet
speaker and speaker case.

-^
FORWAY CORPORATION
245 W..55th St., New York 19, N.Y.

Please send complete details on the FORWAY
16mm Sound Projector to:

Name

Address

City Zone State..

ES-6
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For Those Who Don't Know
"How to Conquer War"

Editor :

On behalf of the world federation move-
ment I must thank you for the story in

the April issue entitled "Toward World
Government !" The publicity of Chicago's

World Government Week may suggest

similar weeks in other cities.*

On behalf of my filmstrip How to Con-
quer War, I must complain quite bitterly

about this list of films mentioned as be-

ing useful in promotion of world gov-

ernment weeks. Not one of those films,

to my knowledge, really deals with the

subject of world government. All of

them lead up to the subject, or dance

around it in very pleasant, suggestive

ways, but none of them deals with it.

My filmstrip does deal with it specifi-

cally, it is the only film in any form
that does, and you ignore it completely.

Now if How to Conquer War were a

dodo, that would be understandable. But
since Educational Screen has given it

praise and considerable space from time

to time,** even you would question this.

There are not many filmstrips on the

market that have had the circulation this

. . . Announcing

A New Policy
In previous years Vaporate Company acted as a sales

agency for Peerless Film Processing Corporation in

the amateur field, and in some catagories of the non-

theatrical field. We wish to announce to the general

photographic industry that henceforth we will handle
all markets under our own, the Peerless, name. We
continue to offer the same vacuum vaporating treat-

ment of films which we have offered for 14 years — but
no longer through Vaporate Company. Now — lower
prices and Peerless personalized service are in effect.

No other film treatment has ever been used so exten-

sively and has such wide acceptance in the industry.

No other film treatment offers such positive protection
against film damage. Peerless Film Treatment is avail-

able at numerous commercial laboratories throughout
the country. The effectiveness of Peerless Film Treat-
ment and the proven safety of Peerless chemicals have
earned the appreciation of thousands of users.

Write for list of
neic low prices and
Peerless processing
installations.

Peerless Film Processing Corporation
165 West 46th Street • New York 19 N. Y.

one has—1200 prints, in 16 foreign coun-
tries, scripts in seven languages, and
about 15,000 showings!

Your readers will be interested to know
that a sixth edition of the filmstrip has
been prepared this spring. It has some
new sequences in it that deal with the

UN, showing the basic similarities be-
tween it and the old League of Nations.
All world federalists know these simi-

larities were the downfall of the League,
and will cause the downfall of the UN
if they are not eliminated. The filmstrip

is more challenging in today's version
than when it first came out.

Perhaps you have never seen Hotv to

Conquer War. If so, that is my fault!

Sydna White
Federalist Films

391 Bleecker St.

New York 14, N. Y.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Chicago's precedent in declaring an official
World Government Week has already been
followed by Minneapolis, Miami, and
Berkeley, California.

"•Sec the December 1944 EDUCATIONAL
SCREEN, page 428; October 1946 issue,
page 458.

Another Hit

Editor ;

You have hit the nail on the head
again in the April issue of Educational
Screen in your editorial "Fair Trade
for Whom?". Congratulations on another
splendid contribution to the whole field

of visual education.

Herbert M. Elkins
Herbert M. Elkins Co.
Sunland, California

Of the Same Ilk

Editor :

We wish to thank you for your very
forceful editorial "Fair Trade for

Whom?". The entire industry is threat-
ened by the price-cutting tactics of un-
ethical and unstable so-called educational
dealers, who sacrifice so much of their

profits in order to obtain the business
that they cannot, and will not, render
the services to which the purchaser is

entitled. Such operators eventually pass
from the picture, but it seems that some
manufacturers will replace them with
others of the same ilk, and about all the
ethical dealer can do is try to convince
the consumer that his first-cost saving is

soon eaten by his having to purchase
these services elsewhere at a great cost

of time and money.

W. D. Engleman
Engleman Visual Education Service
Detroit, Michigan

Both Sides of the Fence

Editor :

Thanks for your explanation of Fair
Trade carried in the April issue of Edu-
cational Screen.
That is certainly a battle, but it takes

all of us, on both sides of the fence,

working together to win out.

Hazel Calhoun
Calhoun Company
Atlanta, Georgia
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Metlkese Outslandiflj^Values
^ For Classroom Use

...new RCA Classroom Slide Film Projector—A dual-

purpose projector designed for 35mm film-strips and 2"x 2"

slides. It's priced so low you can now equip every classroom with

its own projector. The quickest and easiest projector threading

you have ever seen. No sprockets to thread or damage film.

...new RCA Transcription Player for the Classroom-A
high quality portable player for reproduction of either standard

phonograph records or 16-inch transcriptions. Two separate motors

supply positive, constant speed to turntable— one for 33'/3 rpm and

one for 78 rpm. Detachable loudspeaker provides brilliant repro-

duction of all voices and musical instruments.

...the new RCA Victrola Classroom Phonograph-This
RCA classroom phonograph (Senior Model 66-ED) plays

12-inch or 10-inch records. Has "Golden Throat" tone system.

"Silent Sapphire" pickup. Separate tone controls for bass and

treble. Blond finish walnut cabinet with closed back. Hand
holes for convenience in carrying.

icirola T.M. Reg. U.S. Pel. Off.

. . . RCA's new "400" 16mm Projector—A lighter weight,

ALL-PURPOSE projector for more effective teaching. Amazingly

easy to thread and operate. Ideal for use in classroom or auditorium.

Shows films at their best in brilliance and contrast—black-and-white

or full-color. Sound or silent operation.

... RCA Victor Record Library for Elementary Schools

A basic record library for the classroom. Consists of 370 com-

positions, 83 records, in 21 albums. Complete teaching sug-

gestions for each record. Covers such activities as Rhythms,

Singing, Listening, Rhythm Bands, Singing Games, and

other topics. Priced within the budget of every school.

For descriptive literature write: Ed'jcationai Sales Dept. 28-F, RCA, Camden, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATiOM ofAMERICA
EDUCATIONAL SALES DERARTMEMT, CAMDEN, N.J,
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i^ Look to ACADEMY for Only the

Finest in Educational Motion Pic

y the \

tares /

ANNOUNCING 5 NEW 16MM

SOUND MOTION PICTURES
Keyed to Basic Requirements of the School Curriculum

Natural Color or Black and White

• FREIGHTER IN PORT—Actual scenes and animated dia-

grams explain various parts of an ocean freighter—unloading

and loading foreign and domestic cargo and other ship and
dock activities in preparation for sailing.

• FREIGHTER AT SEA—Keyed to develop a consciousness

of world trade importance, this sequel to "Freighter in Port"

shows operation of cargo ship at sea, duties of personnel, navi-

gation instruments including radar, safety devices, etc. Ani-

mated maps explain important ocean routes. Both films designed
for 3rd thru 7th grades.

• STATE LEGISLATURE—Filmed during session of Legisla-

ture, this picture shows detailed procedure of legislative branch
of our State government in "ihe passage of a State law. It fol-

lows a bill from its origin, step by step, as it is passed by the
Assembly, concurred in by the Senate and signed by the Gov-
ernor—then challenged and reviewed by the State Su.oreme
Court. For upper grades. Junior and Senior High, University
and adult.

• MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River)—The story of Amer-
ica's greatest river, from its source to its central section near
St. Louis, showing, by actual scenes and animated maps. Its use
by industry and agriculture for power generation and transpor-
tation, its control by dams and locks. Its drainage area and
principal tributaries and the cities of Minneapolis and St. Louis.

• MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River)—From mouth of Ohio
River to Gulf of Mexico, this film features industries, vital river

transportation of goods and farm products, dramatic scenes of
disastrous floods, flood control, levee construction, sandbagging,
dredging—and the river ports of Memphis and New Orleans.
Both films designed for Intermediate grades and Junior High.

• Previous releases of high merit—CIRCUS PEOPLE and Its

companion film CIRCUS ANIMALS, for primary grades; WATER
SUPPLY for upper grades and Junior High Science classes.

Write for more complete descriptive material. Preview
prints will he supplied to responsible educators interested

in film purchase.

ACADEMY
JiCmA

844 Seward Street • Hollywood 38, Californi;

MK.MIItK (IF ALLIiD I N DIPKNDENT PROnUCEIlS

Produced under direction of James A. Larsen

READ and then WRITE!

"The Audio-Visual Way" is the title of a remark-

ably fine bulletin just published by the State Depart-

ment of Education in Florida. It was prepared at the

School of Library Training and Service, Florida State

University, by a committee of Florida educators dur-

ing the summer of 1947 to aid teachers, librarians,

principals, and supervisors in their selection, acquisi-

tion, care, and use of audio-visual materials. It does

it simply and directly in 118 readable and to-the-

point pages.

Immediately upon reading it, we wrote Charles

Hoban, who had served as consultant to the com-
mittee, as follows:

"Do you people down there really know what a

masterpiece you have achieved in 'The Audio-Visual

Way'? It is by far the finest thing of its kind ever

done. It cannot be kept exclusive to Florida. Some
way must be found to make it available and 'must'

reading for every school principal and visual co-

ordinator.

"Is Florida prepared to sell copies when it is pub-
licized, and at how much per copy?"

The reply proved to be as remarkable as the book
itself. Florida has produced the biggest book bar-

gain of 1948. Copies are available at thirty-five cents

—actual print cost. Write to the State Department of

Education, Tallahassee, Florida. Enclose the money
and ask for Bulletin No. 22B, "The Audio-Visual
Way."

PAUL C. REED

Corey to Columbia
Stephen M. Core}-, professor of educational psychol-

ogy at the University of Chicago and chairman of the

board of trustees of the Film Council of America, will

begin duties in September as professor of education and
executive officer of Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of

School Experimentation at Teachers College, Columbia
University.

Carl H. Milam—World Librarian

Carl H. Milam, executive secretary of the American
Library Association for 28 years and a member of the

board of tru.stees of the Film Council of America, has

been appointed Director of Library Services for the

United Nations. During his long period of service

with the ALA, Mr. Milam has worked successfully to

expand the old concept of the library as a repository of

books for those who want them into the now widely-

recognized concept of the library as an active and
powerful force—through books. Iilms, services, etc.

—

in bringing education into the community.

Educational Film Award Contest
The Audio-Visual Education Association of Califor-

nia announces its First Annual Educational Film
Award Contest, June 1 to September ,^0. Three 16mm
educational films will be chosen from those entered in

the contest to be awarded certificates of merit and to be

shown at the State Conference film meeting to be held

at U.S.C, Los Angeles. October 28-.30, 1948. One of

the three will be judged the most outstanding educa-

tional film. An estimated minimum audience of 3000
peoi)le will view and judge the entries between Jnne 1

and September 30. For further infonnation, write to

Mrs. Helen Rachford, President, Audio-Visual Educa-
tion Association of California, 808 N. Spring St., Los
Angeles 12, California.
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FOR
MORE

THAN A YEAR.
some of the world's foremost cameramen-directors

have been at work in the far corners of the earth to pro-

duce an unprecedented series of thirty- six, two -reel teaching

films on world geography.

Noted geographers, audio-visual specialists, classroom

teachers and professional film producers have

joined together to bring you

—

YOUK VOKLD AND MINE

The United World Geography Series

Produced by Louis de Rochemont

The first films will be ready in September 1948 for the opening of the school year.

You will want to make plans now to provide your school with the entire series.

Watch for further details on these history-making films.

pSPMWD
Distributors for Universal-International and J. Arthur Rank incorporating

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library & Castle Films • 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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The OILY Projector

for AIL these uses...

SPENCER
Model GK ^elUteadcOfte

Here is the answer to a distinct need— a versatile instrument

that projects both 2" x 2" and 33^" x 4" color slides. By means

of interchangeable condensing systems and a choice of projection

objectives in a wide range of focal lengths, the Model GK is

quickly convertible to either size slide or adjustable to room and

light conditions.

This 750 watt instrument provides greater brilliance than most

1000 watt projectors.

For further information write dept. Y \1

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

Scientific Instrument Division

Buffalo 15, New York

TUcmii^adm'ef^ o^ the SPEHZER jJelentf/le Jm^f'um^/t^
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this is the most important question ever put on film

where
Wfl/

you

hide
Where will you hide?

If war comes. If atomic bombs should sear the earth.

IS there a place to hide.'

That is the enormous question of our generation . . .

the question every adult and every child must be able

to answer.

Now Encyclopaedia Britannica Films brings you this

powerful new film that turns a burning light on the

most vital problem a people ever faced.

Clubs, schools, universities . . . organizations and

groups of every kind will want to show this stimu-

lating, thought-provoking film. Produced in full color

by the Audiographic Institute, and distributed by

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Write now for full

information.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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As Viewed From Here Paul C. Reed

"Experience with reality should be

their basic method of learning."

Teaching Teachers Competency

# We have hopes for the 1948 summer courses in audio-visual

education. We hope the courses will be aimed directly toward making

teachers more competent in their use of audio-visual materials. We
hope that teachers will acquire the specific understandings, knowl-

edge, skills, and abilities needed to assure competence in the use of

audio-visual materials. And we hope that audio-visual courses will

be "audio-visual" in method as well as in name.

If teachers teach as they are taught, audio-visual methods should

be exploited to the utmost in the summer courses of 1948. Nothing

could be more inexcusable than an audio-visual course taught solely

by the lecture and textbook method—even when so excellent a text

as Dale's is used.

The audio-visual learning experiences of teachers should be

vivid and meaningful experiences. Teachers should learn the values

of pictures and recordings through firsthand experiences, not through

memorizing words. They should learn the principles of good utili-

zation from seeing materials used well, not through verbalizations.

Experience with reality should be their basic method of learning—

-

operation of equipment learned by operating it; production of simple

materials by producing them; evaluation and selection of materials

by selecting and evaluating them.

Important as audio-visual method is, however, that alone will

not produce teacher competence in the use of audio-visual materials.

These audio-visual learning experiences must be aimed toward clear-

cut objectives. The specific understandings, knowledges, skills, and

abilities needed for competence must be known before they can be

taught.

Some important spadework in defining these specifics was com-
~ pleted more than a year ago by a group of twenty-five California

educators. Serving on a state committee, they evolved a statement

of requirements basic enough to be of value to teachers of teachers

in Maine as well as California. Upon such well-defined needs, suc-

cessful courses are based.

This contribution from California may be obtained from Wash-
ington, D. C. It is the basis of a pamphlet called "Foundations for

Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction" by Elizabeth Goudy
Noel and J. Paul Leonard, published by the American Council on

Education (744 Jackson Place, Washington 6, D. C). This guide

to the teaching of competency, if heeded by instructors of audio-

visual courses, would do much to assure teachers more than just

credits for their summer's work.
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Here is the story of how
a aim plus good teacher

guidance helped children

understand the meaning
of cooperative planning

and helped educate them
for democratic living.*

A Film Serves School and Community
By EARL A. ARNOLD, Director of Instruction,

Kingsport City Schools, Kingsport, Tennessee

COOPERATIVE PLANNING had been the key-

note of Kingsport's curriculum development pro-

gram since its inception last September when
eight teacher-study groups were organized. Dr. Alice

Miel, Research Associate of the Horace Mann-Lincoln
Institute of School Experimentation, Columbia Uni-

versity, serving as a consultant, made several visits to

Kingsport during the year.

In connection with her February visit, arrange-

ments were made for a public meeting, the major part

of which was to be devoted to a panel discussion of the

topic "Experiences Which Educate Children for Living

in a Democracy." To prepare the way for the discus-

sion it was planned to use the 20-minute sound picture

Learning Through Cooperative Planning. It had been

filmed at Kansas City, Mis.sonri, and told the story of

the ijart played by the pupils of one of the elementary

schools in the city's clean-up and beautification cam-
paign. It showed children of various ages planning to-

gether with their teachers ; trips to the spots around

the school grounds and the community where improve-

ments were sought ; visits to the school gardener for

* The film used, "Learning Through Cooperative Plan-
ning," is a two-reel, 20-minute, 16mm sound film produced
by the Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experi-

mentation and distributed by the Bureau of Publications,

Teachers College, Columbia L'niversity. It tells how an
elementary school cooperated in the community's annual
spring clean-up and beautification campaign. In the picture

above, a first-grade group is shown carrying its plans

into action.

help and advice; and the organization of the various

steps in planning and in carrying them out. In short,

the film presented a good example of cooperative

planning in action.

Advance Preparations

The panel, chosen democratically, included Dr. Miel,

the Superintendent of Schools, two parents, two

teachers, one board of education member, and one

principal. Two days before the public meeting, the

panel and our curriculum council met to preview the

film and discuss general procedures for the panel dis-

cussion. After a brief explanation by Miss Miel, the

film was previewed, and the plans for the meeting were

perfected.

The Public Meeting

Approximately two hundred people attended the

public meeting. Following introductory remarks by
the chairman, Miss Miel gave a brief history of the

preparation of the film. The picture was then shown to

the audience.

In the ensuing discussion by the panel, several

references were made to the film. For example, one

sequence in the picture had shown a group of small

children sitting in a circle discussing with their teacher

what places in the community they might try to

l)eautify. One suggested, "\\'liy not go right now and
see some spots?" All the boys and girls eagerly jumped
up to go, but the teacher remained seated and calmly
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Scenes from

"Learning Through Cooperative Planning"

Top: The school council begins its planning.

Middle: A group studies erosion in the community.

Bottom: A first-grader experiments with plants.

,266

asked, "Now? Hadn't we better do some planning

first?" The children saw the point and agreed that

would be best, and resumed their discussion. The
panel used this example to show how a skillful teacher

exercises restraint and guidance in a cooperative plan-

ning project. Other references to the film brought out

that the teacher continues to have a very important

part even in cooperative planning—that it is necessary

for her to do considerable advance planning herself ; that

assignments could be adjusted to individual differences
;

and that such experiences could result in a feeling of
" belonging—a feeling that all, working together, had

accomplished worthwhile goals they themselves had

helped plan. The thought was expressed that experi-

ences, similar to those seen in the film, where children

have opportvmity to help plan and carry out group

projects which have meaning and purpose for them
iiozv, will help to make them more cooperative. More-
over, it was felt that this type of education had greater

carry-over value. The point was stressed that experi-

ences in cooperative planning, such as those portrayed

in the film, constituted one of the best kinds of

experiences in democratic living.

Reactions

In the several weeks following the public meeting,

a number of events and incidents occurred which, in

the opinion of the writer, could be traced to the use of

the film. The following will serve as examples.

1. Immediately after the public meeting, two members
of a local service organization inquired as to the pos-

sibilities of bringing the same film to Kingsport at a

later date, thus indicating their feeling that the film

was a real aid in getting an idea across.

2. Early in March two radio broadcasts over W'KPT,
sponsored by the Kingsport Junior Chamber of Com-
merce, dealt with the local curriculum development

program. In these broadcasts stress was placed upon
community-school cooperative planning and teacher-

[tupi! cooperative planning.

3. A group of public-spirited men took the initiative

in planning a series of public meetings for the purpose
of discussing further the curriculum development pro-

gram. Most of the men responsible for arranging

these meetings attended the panel discussion meeting
and saw the film.

4. One of the junior-high school teachers instituted in

several of her classes cooperative planning projects,

one of which dealt with a classroom beautification

problem, clearly indicating the influence of the film.

5. Another junior-high school teacher arranged,

through cooperative planning, for some of her pupils to

make a field trip to the Southern Oxygen Company, one
of Kingsport's industries, to collect data on liquid air

and to make reports to the class.

6. One of the Ancient History Classes in the high
school decided to make an eight-millimeter movie
which would portray several developments connected
with ancient history. This teacher had been using the

cooperative planning technique prior to the panel dis-

cussion meeting, but it is reasonable to assume that

(Concluded on page 275)
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A Yardstick for Evaluation

liiiiitiiiiiitiiiniiiit iiiiiitiiin HiniiiiiMiiiiniiniiniiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiliiitiiiiiiiiiiiDiiitiii

How are we doing? Where do we go

from here?

No flippant queries these—but innportant

questions which nnust be answered by all

educators who plan and participate in audio-

visual programs. And these questions can

be most wisely answered in the light of the

ten criteria for evaluation presented here.

riiiiiiitii iiiiiiiiiittiiiii.t ii.iiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMitiiK tiiiiiiiMiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iinirilll

EVALUATION is an important aspect of any on-

going enterprise. Educators in general have

long been aware of this fact and have spent

considerable time and effort examining their educa-

tional programs in an effort to test the validity of their

theories of teaching and the effectiveness of various or-

ganizational and administrative plans and procedures.

Persons in charge of audio-visual programs should also

be aware of the importance of stock-taking and should

make provisions for doing so.

During the past few years educators and laymen

alike have been urging greater use of audio-visual

materials and methods in the schools. They have said

these materials and methods improve instruction and

greatly increase its effectiveness. Boards of education

are asked to allocate rather large sums of money for

the establishment and support of audio-visual programs.

Although the development of these programs has

not been as rapid as many have hoped, quite a few

school systems already have audio-visual directors. A
steadily growing amount of materials and equipment

is being acquired by schools. Teacher interest is def-

initely on the increase. Boards of education are sup-

porting these new programs.

These facts are cause for satisfaction, but there is also

cause for concern. Acquisition of equipment and

materials, development of teacher interest, and securing

financial support are not enough. Materials and equip-

ment must be used in order to have any effect on the

learning of pupils. They must be used zvith understand-

ing and skill to realize the full benefits claimed for

audio-visual instruction.

Obviously, a major responsibility of persons in charge

of audio-visual programs is to make certain that the

potential contributions of audio-visual materials and

methods to learning are fully realized. This means

they must organize and administer their programs so

teachers have the materials and equipment they re-

quire in their teaching, and they must help teachers

utilize these materials effectively. They must be sure

they are moving toward their goal - more effective

by PAUL WITT
Division of Instruction,

Dept. ot Curriculum and Teaching,

Teachers College, Columbia University

learning through the skillful and intelligent use of

audio-visual materials and methods.

To be most effective, evaluation should be a group

enterprise. Everyone concerned with the development

of the audio-visual program should participate in the

evaluation of it—teachers, pupils, parents, and ad-

ministrators. The nature and extent of participation

will vary for each group, but each should have some

part in the development and application of the

measuring instrument. The person in charge of the

program bears the heaviest responsibility for evaluating

the program and it is his duty to provide the needed

leadership. In addition to a more thorough and ac-

curate appraisal of the program, other values are gained

from group evaluation, not the least of which are the

increased interest of teachers and the strengthened

community support for the program.

How does one tell how he is doing? How does he

determine what he does next? Obviously a yardstick

of some kind is needed, something for measuring

progress, for appraising successes and failures.

Although an audio-visual director and the people work-

ing with him will want to develop their own evaluative

instrument, the following criteria for evaluating audio-

visual programs are presented as a base from which

they might start. These criteria are valuable in that

they focus attention on the important aspects of the

organization and administration of audio-visual pro-

grams.

Criteria for Evaluation

THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SHOULD BEa SO ORGANIZED AND ADMINISTERED THAT THESE

MATERIALS FUNCTION AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. A good audio-visual program

is an organized attempt to utilize certain instructional

materials such as films, slides, pictures, charts, maps,

graphs, and realia, and certain instructional techniques

such as the school trip and the radio broadcast in pro-

viding educational experiences for pupils. A good

audio-visual program is not something distinct and

separate from the major educational enterprise carried

on in the school. It is, rather, an important aspect of

the principal business of the school.

Unfortunately, in some school systems the audio-

visual program is established as a separate activity.

Films are shown to large groups of pupils with no

attempt to integrate the film experience with other

learning activities of the pupils. School trips are noth-

(Cotilinued on page 290)
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SOME PEOPLE are still surprised at the thought

of public libraries' circulating educational films.

In the raised eye-brow department, the questions

run something like this : Why? How and with what?
What future do you see in itf

The "Why" is simple. It is enunciated clearly in the

Four-Year Goals to which the American Library As-
sociation has pledged itself in preparation for the

Seventy-Fifth Anniversary in 1951

:

. . . The American Library Association believes that every

library should redirect its program of services with major em-
phasis on spreading information and stimulating citizen action

on the critical problems which must be solved if we are to avoid

disaster.

The library has a new responsibility which grows out of

the problems of our times . . . These problems are inter-

national, national, and local; political, economic, and social;

racial, industrial, ideological and spiritual. They are not new
in themselves. But they are newly dangerous because they
exist in an atomic age.

The task is urgent, the time is now. Such resources as
libraries have must be used to the limit.

This is the librarians' newly-adopted credo. Today
the library field is taking steps to come out from within

the institutions and carry the old and new tools for

learning into the homes and meeting halls of t''e people.

One of the major developments is the rapidly increasing

use of informational films, which make it possible to

reach thousands in the community hitherto untouched
by any form of adult library service.

With our sights set high for some type of film

service in every library, let's go on to tb.e second

Discussion begins after a film showing in the auditorium of
the main library in Cleveland.

Filma on your library card! Yes, the library

is carrying both the old and the new tools for

learning into the homes and meeting halls of

the people.

Libraries Mee
question : Hozv and IVith what? The fact is that

already 19 public libraries across the country could

each tell a success story. During 1948, these 19

libraries have budgeted a total of $71,640 for the

purchase of films. This figure, though infinitesimal in

the light of what should be spent, represents a bridge-

head in a new field of library service. It should be

noted that this figure does not include appropriations

for personnel, equipment, or audio materials. Nor does

it take into consideration the considerable amounts of

money contributed by churches, philanthropic societies

and groups such as the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, Rotary, and the like which have

rallied to help the development of community film

collections and have contributed heavily both by giving

funds and by purchase of gift prints in certain subject

areas.

The 19 communities range all the way from New
York to Seattle, Wisconsin to Texas. They include

industrial centers like Cleveland and Detroit, where
the libraries enjoy a relatively high per capita income,

and smaller cities like Charlotte, North Carolina. Film

collections vary in size from 850 titles in the Cleveland

Film Bureau, which was' established in 1942 with a

gift of $1,000 from the Rotary CIuIj, to 91 in the

Cincinnati library's self-styled "young sprout" of a film

department. One thing common to all is a rushing

business with community groups. In a recent survey of

film services rendered by libraries, made by L. Harry
Strauss of the Commission on IVIotion Pictures in Adult

Education, every one of the film libraries listed as major
problems, "more funds." "more staff," "more space,"

"more films." Predominating in every case is a com-
munity demand which is almost overwhelming.

Individual DifTerences

Each of the existing public-library film collections

has distinguishing ditTerences, individual characteris-

tics. Material on the fishing and lumbering industries,

for instance, is prominent in the Seattle Public Library

collection; films on hunting, sports and art are em-
phasized in the Dallas collection ; many classroom

films are found in the collection at Charlotte, where
the public library serves the schools under a contract

arrangement; many religious films and films for

children are listed in the catalog in Cleveland, where
settlement houses and Sunday-school primary groups

are heavy borrowers.

Since new collections tend to serve the heaviest

demand first, the first films bought are usually in the

fields of current events, international relations and
human relations. .As collections grow, so subject areas



by PATRICIA BLAIR
Library Film Adviser,

American Library Association

eiv Responsibility

grow to include films on child care, arts and crafts,

music appreciation, religion, etiquette, grooming, nature

and so on.

Policies vary with local conditions. Two libraries

in communities where an equipment bottleneck existed

lend their projectors to qualified groups, while all the

other libraries maintain source lists showing equip-

ment resources but reserve their own equipment for

library programs. In the beginning some libraries,

because of small collections, found it necessary to

restrict film circulation to groups only. As their col-

lection grew, this restriction was lifted in recognit'on

of the educational value of films in the home made
available to qualified home borrowers.

General Patterns

Although there are some distinguishing character-

istics arising from individual community needs, certain

clear and general patterns are emerging. In the larger

cities the trend is definitely toward ownership of per-

manent, well-rounded, balanced collections supple-

mented by the occasional deposited film. All the

libraries offer professional advisory service in selection

of specific films and program planning. All the libraries

sponsor screenings of new acquisitions at regular inter-

vals for community leaders and program chairmen. All

the libraries conduct evening film forums and noon-

hour programs in the downtown main libraries, with

children's and family programs in neighborhood

branches.

Cne interesting aspect of the selection of film

material is that in most cases group selection and
the use of subject specialists are quite consistently

adhered to. Most of the libraries not only call in subject

specialists from their history, sociology, technology

divisions "and so on, but also invite specialists from
the community, such as public health workers, business

men and social workers, to help evaluate films under

consideration for purchase.

The sound demonstrations by the publ'c libraries

which pioneered in the film service field plus the

modern librarians' desire to accept the responsibility of

an active role in community education are bringing

about a natural and rapid developmsnt of community
film collections. As this article is being written, the

Enoch Pratt Library in Baltimore, Maryland is con-

ducting a search for a Director and an Assistant

Director for a new film department ; the Rochester,

New York, Public Library has announced appropria-

tions of $10,000 annually for a 3-year period to es-

tablish film service ; libraries at Louisville, Kentucky
and Knoxville, Tennessee are placing their first pur-

cha.se orders ; in Portland, the public library is in its

fir.st few weeks of service.

From the field to ALA Headquarters comes a steady

flow of inquiries on planning for f Im service, on
sources, on equipment, on what to stress in new cur-

riculum in library schools.

To the field from Headquarters go°s an advisory

service made possible by a two-year grant to the Amer-

(Continued on page 294)

Representatives of the National

Conference of Christians and
Jews and the Mayor's Race Rela-

tions Committee make arrange-

ments to pick up films at the

booking desk of the Cleveland

Library's Film Bureau.

I



Films in the English course can help students to interpret experiences,

to concentrate, and to write and speak with greater fluency.

Experience Precedes Expression

by DONALD L KRUZNER and VIRGINIA GOLDSMITH
Deputy Superintendent, Director, Instructional Materials,

King County Schools Highline Schools

Seattle, Washington

ACOURSE IX ENGLISH should lead the student

to a better understanding and command of the

essentials of our language. These essentials are

written and oral self-expression, the art of listening, and

the ability of interpreting written and oral language.

In any activity a large degree of skill is developed

by the proper kind of practice. Just as a basketball,

tennis, golf, or hockey player spends much time in

practicing the proper techniques of his game, so should

a student of oral and written expression. As a golfer

needs clubs, balls and a green, so an English student

needs something to talk or write about. A student can't

write unless he has something to say. He can't have

something to say unless he has meaningful experiences.

His meaningful experiences are limited unless he de-

velops the ability to concentrate in his reading and
listening. Because motion pictures command concen-

trated attention, films can be used advantageously in

English classes.

Group discussion following the presentation of nearly

any good educational picture can be of such thought-

provdking nature that a great number of challenges are

extended to the students. Even the slower individuals

in the class can be encouraged to participate in dis-

cussions on certain phases of the picture that were

especially meaningful. This type of practice tends to

help a pupil acquire the habit of speaking more freelj'

and easily.

W^ritten compositions on various phases of the

subject under consideration offer little difficulty either.

With the ideas created by the educational picture

clearly fixed in the minds of the students, they will,

with the right kind of practice, begin to compose more
easily. The problem of what to say has been solved.

On the other hand, many students have labored over

a composition assignment without making a mark on

their papers for ten minutes or more—then only a line

or two—followed by another long pause. The trouble,

of course, was that they were short of ideas. They
didn't know what to say.

Any professional writer acquires skill by writing.

The biographies of nearly every great writer indicate

that there was a pencil-chewing stage somewhere in

his career. An easy, even flow of expression came only

after much practice. A lesser degree of command of the

language necessary for all students is achieved by the

same process.

Clear, logical thinking is dependent upon the well-

developed habit of concentration. Many teachers have
found that this type of concentration can be developed

Topics for written and oral discussion may be developed from scenes like these in the film "Peoples of Canada"
(available from the International Film Bureau). Left—Gaspe fishermen at work over long rows of cod drying

in the sun. Right—British Columbia ranchers at Kamloops.
National Film Board of Canada
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International Film Bureau
National Film Board of Canada

PEOPLES OF CANADA: Left—a British Columbia In-
dian medicine woman sewing a leather mocassin. Right

—

youthful Canadians in an art class at Montreal.

through the medium of educational fihns. Even those

who have not used educational motion pictures in the

classroom can understand from making observations

at the theater something of the habit of concentration

created by parts of motion pictures. Until the student

has developed the ability to concentrate, very little

progress can be made in the other important respon-

sibility of an English course, that of interpreting

materials and experiences.

In order to explain further how the instructional

film can be used to aid in the development of these

skills, the following chart based on the film Peoples of

Canada * has been prepared. This chart is an analysis

of the content of the picture, listing thirty separate

topics that could be selected for oral and written ex-

pression :

With this kind of chart as a guide, the English

teacher can develop an interesting and valuable proj-

ect. Such a chart can be developed through class dis-

cussion following a first showing of the picture. Then
after individuals have selected their topics, concentrated

attention during a second showing of the picture wilt

provide a rich and meaningful experience. This

experience should lead logically to worthwhile written

and oral expression. They will know not only what
to write and talk about, but will also know what they

are writing and talking about.

There is one thoroughly justified objection to a too

intensified use of educational films in an English

course. A great number of films not skillfully used in

the classroom but merely presented as "shows" are a
waste of time as far as progress toward the essen-

tials of an English course. On the other hand, if

utilization of a few selected educational films is care-

fully planned, considerable progress can be made by the

students in learning to interpret experiences, to con-

centrate, and to write and speak with greater fluency.

* The 16mm sound film "Peoples of Canada" is a National

Film Board of Canada production, distributed exclusively by
the International Film Bureau. 84 E. Randolph St., Chicago.

Suggested Topics for Oral and Written
Expression Based on the Film

"Peoples of Canada"

FILM SCENES SUGGESTED TOPICS
1. Historical background a. Indian life

b. Early explorers, fur-traders.

missionaries, or adventurers

2. Early settlers a. Types of immigrants who
settled Canada

b. Contributions of settlers of

various nationalities

c. Reasons for settlements on
their particular sites

d. Biographical sketches of

pioneer ancestors of pupils

e. Work of men settlers

f. Work of women settlers

g. Influence of industry on set-

tlements

3. Industries a. World trade

b. Lumbering
c. Farming
d. Shipping

e. Shipbuilding

f. Mining

g. Other industries

h. Canada's part in World War
II

4. Canada today a. Important cities. Trace de-

velopment

b. Places of interest

c. Famous Canadians

d. The church as center of

small-town life

e. Sports

5. Future of Canada a. Importance of Alaska High-
way

b. Future effects of air trans-

portation

#
c. .Advantages of proposed St.

Lawrence Seaway
d. Future development of in-

dustry

e. Growth of cities. Why?
f. Canada's part in United

Nations Organization

g. Youth in Canada
h. Significance of cooperation

in affairs of country and
world
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lalcewood 7, Ohio

The Church Needs These Films!

THE CHURCHES OF AMERICA need many good motion

pictures. They need badly right now four films on

the basic aspects of the great foreign missionary enter-

prise. The four aspects of the overseas work of the

church are : medical, educational, evangelistic and agri-

cultural. A fifth film could be made on the romance of

the world-wide literacy movement.

These films should be non-sectarian—the spirit of

most overseas work of the church. Each one would

touch upon the work of many denominations in a num-

ber of countries. They would interpret the outreach

work of the church and inspire present-day churchmen

to meet more adequately the opportunities for the

strengthening and extending of Christian missions.

These four films could be documentary in type. They
would be designed to take their audiences on a tour and

show them the work being done and needed to be done.

The commentary would mix carefully, and in the right

proportions, emotional appeal, facts, and deep apprecia-

tion for the devotion, skill, and general competence of

missionary personnel.

The Time Is Now
The church needs these films now. If they can be

produced in the next five years, they will receive a

volume usage manyfold greater than they will get ten

years from now. Churches are hungry for films, espe-

cially hungry for quality films of this character. They
would not displace present films, and masses of Amer-
ican churchmen need to be reached with films designed

to build world-mindedness. This job cannot be done

alone by the spoken words of addresses and the printed

words of leaflets and newsletters. The masses can be

reached only with mass media.

Each one of these films can be roughed-out by those

who are familiar with the area of work to be treated,

and then a detailed script can be produced by those

having specialized skill. The fundamental pictorial se-

quences out of which each film will be built will need to

be carefully planned so that the actual shooting on loca-

tion can be expedited. One camera-crew might be able

to secure the basic footage for all four films if its

itinerary were planned by those familiar with travel

conditions in the places to be visited. Expert editing and

sounding could then build this footage into the individual

films.

High Quality Is Essential

These films must be good—good because they major

in .showing and not in talk. For greatest flexibility in

utilization, they should be kept to 20 to 25 minutes run-

ning time, and color will be worth the extra cost.

While these films will cost some money, they will

be able to earn money, especially if they are produced

before the list of available films has doubled or trebled.

This type of categorical film will have usefulness over

many years. With it the church can interpret its over-

seas work, build interest and give understanding. The
springs of missionary support are located in knowledge
and understanding.

Now is the time to begin. Regardless of what the

church is planning to produce, these four films should

receive a very high priority and their planning should

be undertaken immediately. The motion picture is a
talent in the hands of today's churchmen—to be un-
wrapped and put to work.—WSH.

A Sequel to "Beyond His Own"
FOR A SEQUEL FILM to the motion picture Beyond

His Ozvn. this department suggests the title,

"Among His Own." This film would tell the story of

Peter's life after he returned from China. It would
show how he lived in his home, related himself to the

community and its institutions, and practiced the law
profession. The treatment would be dramatic, and
Peter would have no easy time keeping his life

topside-up.

It is just possible that the PFC could secure a first-

class story or script for this film by the announcement
across the country of a sizeable prize for the best treat-

ment sent in. If any of our readers have ideas or

suggestions along this line, send them along.—^WSH.

A Church Makes Good Use
Of Teacher-Education Films

By WALTER W. BENNETT*

AN OBVIOUS TENDENCY, common with church and
school enthusiasts for audio-visual materials, is

to attempt production of their own visual materials be-

fore they have mastered ntili::ation. Thus did our com-

mittee begin three years ago. Recently, however, this

group of ten enthusiasts discovered that the real need

for their talents in the church school field was to pro-

mote effective utilization of visual materials.

The proper use of existing materials and the broader

concepts of teaching methods related to their use are

* Chairman, Curriculum Aids Committee, Brick Presbyterian

Church, Rochester, N. Y.
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understandings not easily gained by a volunteer staff

of lay teachers in a church school. We decided to pro-

vide the teachers with experience in problem solving

themselves under modern methodology using audio-

visual materials with the teachers as learners.

How Teachers Were Taught

The McGraw-Hill Text-films on "Teacher Educa-

tion"' became the core and resource of our experimental

learning program for teachers. Ueginning with a topic

vital to all teachers, we selected the tilin Maintaining

Classroom Discipline for the lirst meet.n^. The com-

mittee conducted a carefully prepared film forum at a

regular stalT meeting. The film and its accompanying

discussional filmstrip were presented. All the valid

utilization techniques were practiced by a capable leader.

Orientation of the group, preparation before screening,

follow-up with summarization afterwards were not only

"experienced" but participated in by the group—40

church workers.

A fortnight later a second session was held, using

the film Broader Concepts of Method. The same par-

ticular provisions for experiencing the techniques of

utilization were made, and the second session was a

very natural outgrowth of the discussion of the first

meeting.

With Excellent Results

The- results of the first two forums were profound.

Magnetic tape recordings of the discussions were caught

by a candid microphone and carefully analyzed by the

committee afterwards. As anticipated, discipline proved

to be the j)oint of departure. Curriculum, objectives,

methods, pupil-teacher rapport and pupil participation

became the basic issues for discussion. This led directly

to the second film-forum on "Broader Concepts of

Method"' and the need for developing pupils interests.

The teachers were eager to get back to their classrooms

to try out teaching as they had been taught.

Mr. Harold I.. Clark. Educational Minister of Brick

Church, summarizes our venture in these words

:

"There can be a serious use of films in the teacher-

training program ; public school films can have real

value in the church school ; the teachers of church and
school can profitably share experiences with great bene-

fits to the church school staff ; and films can be used to

bring teachers closer to real life situations in which they

must learn to function."

Our third program is being planned. We believe that

we have made a fruitful beginning in the improvement
of utilization by helping our teachers to experience and
understand the factors involved in the ehective use of

methods and materials.

The Story of Our Bible
Few filmstrips produced recently will have greater

utility than the 58-frame black and white The Story of

Our Bible, which was prepared by Helen M. McKee
and published by Pilgrim Press (14 Beacon St., Boston

8).

This filmstrip has five sections: Introduction, six

pictures on how the Bible is used today ; The O. T.

Period, seven frames surveying the Bible story from

early beginnings down to Jesus' time; The N. T. and
Early Christian Period, eight pictures carrying the

story through the era of Roman persecution; From
Early Canon to Modern Bible, eighteen pictures which

bring the Bible story up to the present time; and twelve

frames illustrating the importance of the Most Import-

ant Book in the World. Each section is a unit in itself

and may be shown alone. Used in its entirety, this film-

strip surveys the main events in the story of our

Bible.

The publishers are to be conunended for developing

two scripts for this filmstrip : one for children, the other

for young people and adults. The adjustment in con-

cepts and vocabulary between the two is considerable.

The script for children averages approximately 28
words per frame ; for adults, approximately 30.

The "leader's guide" accompanying this filmstrip

suggests some ways it can be used in the church to help

boys and girls, young people and adults gain a better

understanding of the background of our Bible and the

formation of the Bible canon. The guidance offered

is down-to-earth; practical. The worship service script,

utilizing frames 30 (St. Jerome) through 43 (Pilgrims

Going to Church) would be excellent for class and de-

partmental use.

Both photographs and original drawings have been

Scenes from "The Story of the Bible," a 58-frame black and white filmstrip published by the Pilgrim Press. Left: Jerome,
the first known translator of the entire Bible. Right: Johannes Gutenberg and an assistant at work on the first printed Bible.
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used in the pictorial sequences and are very harmonized.

The uses to which this fihnstrip can be put in the

church are so many and varied that every church should

own this strip. Public school leaders interested in see-

ing a non-sectarian presentation of this subject should

preview, and then use this fihnstrip.—WSH.

The Use of Filmstrips to Train
Teachers of Children

By JACK MC MICHAEL*

FOR SOME MONTHS I havc been using parts of two

filmstrips for a program, How to Teach Children,

in workers' conferences, children's work groups, and

in vacation church-school training institutes. The film-

strips are Let the Children Come and Teaching Juniors,

both published by the Methodist Church and both in

black and white and accompanied by manuals.

Beginning with Let the Children Come, I have used

frames 15 to 21, showing "Goals for Children" and

the emphasis in teaching each age group from Nursery

through Junior age. After a careful discussion of these

goals and emphases as a background, I change to Teach-

ing Juniors, taking the sections in order, beginning with

"What Is Teaching?"

Discussion of this first section is usually helpful and

interesting, and many teachers with limited training can

be led to see teaching in a new light. The next section,

on "The Teacher's Preparation," is of real value to

new or untrained workers. While Methodist materials

are referred to for illustration, it does not detract from

using this section in any church.

The third section, on "How to Initiate a Unit," opens

new avenues of thought to many teachers. Usually,

the lesson outlines for the year or the whole cycle will

illustrate how important is the need for studying units

before preparing the individual lessons for class meet-

ings. Some teachers have never tried any method of

introducing a new unit of study, while others find it

hard to make a clear distinction between units by remov-

ing pictures and other materials of the old unit from the

room when a new unit is begun.

The last section used, "Procedures in Teaching," has

proved most helpful to vacation church school leaders.

It is almost like watching someone else teach. The
many suggestions here on ways of teaching, and in pre-

senting new materials, offer excellent guidance to the

teachers of children.

The first section, on "Knowing Juniors," and the

last, on "The Teacher's Evaluation," may be used but

they make a rather long program for one evening. They
tend, also, to focus attention on Juniors rather than

on all ages of children.

When shown in this sequence, and with a running
discussion from the group, these filmstrips tend to

give a broad basis for approaching children's work
and they lead teachers into new thinking and new pro-

cedures. P'or teachers accustomed to a more formal
teaching situation devoid of pupil participation, these

filmstrips offer help in a form which they can see and
understand and perhaps adopt.

* Regional Director for Georgia for the Presbyterian Church
U. S.

Church Screen Productions
The minister visits the kindergarten and has his picture
painted (a scene from the filmstrip "When We Go to

Church").

New Materials
• A 40-frame black and white filmstrip for kinder-

garten children and their teachers, Wlien We Go to

Church, was released about May 1 by Church Screen

Productions. It was produced by Abbie Greenwald.

children's worker, and Rev. N. Eugene Kirchner, edu-

cational director, of Glen Ellyn (Illinois) Congrega-
tional Church. It tells the story of five-year-old Tommy
on a typical Sunday morning in the kindergarten. It

shows activities and methods of teaching small children

according to modern, approved methods.

• Admiral Pictures Inc. (1450 Broadway, N. Y. 18)

has released the Christmas film, Christ Is Born. It

runs 20 minutes and is available in both color and black

and white. On every count—treatment of story, casting,

costuming, acting, photography—it rates poor to bad.

It has small utility: Children should not see it; youth
will laugh at it; and adults of discernment will say,

"What a pity
!"

• The United Board for Christian Colleges in China

(150 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 11) has released a 25-minute

sound film in color. Front Line oj Democracy. It tells

the story of thirteen Christian colleges in China as they

spearhead the movement for education and democracy.

It shows the epic flight of students and faculties before

the invading Japanese armies ; reveals their heroic

struggles in Free China; and pictures the return to

former campuses. Other scenes depict Chinese rural

life and show the country's basic needs in food, con-

servation, industry, health, education, public informa-

tion, sound democratic government, and vital religion.

Some of the ways in which the colleges work to solve

these problems are portrayed, and the film shows how
out of chaos a better world is being built. The com-
mentary is interesting, informative, and technically ex-

cellent. The photography is good to excellent, and the

editing is satisfactory. The film is recommended.
• The National WCTU (Evanston, 111.) announces

the relea.se of Liquid Lore, a 20-minute color film show-
ing the value of water in life and contrasting the uses

of water and alcohol. It shows the place of alcohol in

industry and its harmful effects on the human body.

(To be reviewed later.)
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International Council A-V Workshop

Green Lake. Wisconsin, is to be the site of the fifth

Audio-\'isiial \\'orkshop under the auspices of the In-

ternational Council of Religious Education (203 N.

Wabash Ave., Chicago 1) the week of September 6-11.

The leaders of this workshop will gather two days early

for a pre-workshop institute. Attendance this year is to

be limited to those having responsibility for visual edu-

aition above the level of the workers in the local church.

Miss Pearl Rosser. of the ICRE staff, will serve as the

workshop director.

Youth Council Film

The 20-minute sound film Make Way for Youth

tells the story of the organization of a teen-age, inter-

organization youth council and shows this council at

work doing things for youth and the whole community.

The virile American youth of this film pull down
several respected "fences" (prejudices) which separated

them in order to form a council in which, and through

which, thev could work together for a better home
town.

This useful film was produced by the Youth Division

of the National Social Welfare Assembly, and can be

obtained from Association Films. (See the Trade Direc-

torv for its nation-wide addresses.) Available with the

film is an excellent discussion guide, giving utilization

directions and supplementary information.

mentary is satisfactory. The film will be acceptable

and u.seful to all denominations and churches. (Inquire

of RFA or write to Missions Council, 287 Fourth Ave.,

New York 10.)

Correspondence

• Thanks to Winthrop M. Mager, Route 42, El Paso, Texas
for an article (carried over to September) setting forth his

ideas on a visual-centered curriculum for the church school.

.\lmost the same mail brought a syllabus from A. R. Stewart,
Visual Education Director of Epworth Methodist Church, San
Francisco 14, of a three-months unit of St. Paul which utilizes

films as basic teaching material and other visual and printed
materials as supplementary resources. A report on this ex-
periment will be carried early this fall.

• Mr. Wesley Matzigkeit (Centro Evangelico Unido, Apartado
117 BIS, Mexico, D. F.) writes that he was interested in the
article on using car batteries as power for 2x2 projectors.

He takes out the regular lamp and puts in a 50 candle-power
bayonet-base auto headlight bulb. The filament lines up ok,

he says. He finds the 6-volt motorcycle battery useful. It gives

two hours of full performance before it begins to fade. He wraps
it in newspaper and puts it in a bucket for easy carrying. He
says nothing can beat the beaded screen.

• From India (A. P. Mission, Fatehgarh, United Provinces),
Mr. H. R. Ferger, well-known for his excellent film photog-
raphy, writes to say that he likes the Screen "very much," and
wonders if any firms or individuals here would send him large

photos for use in the exhibits which they have in connection
with audio-visual institutes. He could use spare 2x2 koda-
chrome slides of life in the States, or elsewhere, for the
general library. Our readers are invited to correspond with
him direct.—WSH.

New Medical Film

While presenting the medical work of the Pierce

Memorial Hospital in the city of Wai, Marathi, North

India, the 30-minute sound and color film. In the Steps

of the Great Physician, will have wide usefulness in

presenting medical missions in a general way to con-

gregations and groups within the church.

Since its founding in 1913 this hospital has served,

in every way possible within its resources, the needs of

a people whose life-span averages 27 years. It shows

us Dr. Walter Hume, nephew of the founder, going

about the 105-bed hospital which serves more than

2.400 in-patients yearly. Three-fourths of its work is

surgical. It has trained most of its present personnel,

from Dr. Abraham, woman surgeon, down to the

orderlies.

With each of the 2,400 patients bringing his family

with him to the hospital, the out-patient opportunity

and work of this institution are tremendous.

The photography is fair to good. It was done by an

Indian amateur in gratitude for the medical care given

his mother. The background music is excellent, being

exceptionally beautiful in certain sequences. The com-

Thc Religious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor
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A Film Serves School and Coniniunity

(Continued from page 266)

she was encouraged by the meeting to continue and

enlarge upon her use of this technique.

7. A second-grade teacher, during one of the writer's

visits to the school, asked him to observe a program

which her pupils had prepared for a public perform-

ance to be given soon. She explained that the child-

ren had prepared the program almost entirely by them-

selves* vbut it clearly indSKjpH results of cooperative

teacher-pupil planning.

8. In a number of different classroom situations the

writer observed variations in seating arrangements,

with greater emphasis upon the arrangements of chairs

or seats in circles so that everyone could see each

other. This clearly reflected attention to the physical

environment in connection with cooperative planning

procedures.

Summary

It is certainly reasonable to state that the film played

a significant role, and that it had direct and indirect in-

fluences upon subsequent events. It definitely helped

to create support on the part of teachers and parents

for cooperative planning as one way of working with

peoi)le—one way of providing experiences in demo-

cratic living. To this extent it enhanced the ob-

jectives of our curriculum development i)rogram.
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TEACHEB - COMMITTEE EVAIUATI ON

L. C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

The Feeling of Rejection

(National Film Board of Canada, 400 West Madison Street,

Chicago 6, Illinois) 23 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white.

1947. $50. Produced by National Film Board of Canada, Ot-

tawa, Canada. Discussion guide prepared by the National In-

stitute of Social Relations, Washington, D. C.

Description of Contents:

The first in a series of mental health films sponsored by the

Mental Health Division of the Canadian Government's Depart-

ment of National Health and Welfare, The Feeling of Rejection,

through a case-study of Margaret, shows the development and

growth of the feeling of rejection. The film begins with scenes

of Margaret at the age of twenty-three consulting a psychiatrist

because of frequent headaches and undue physical fatigue. Up-

on request of the doctor, she relates her most recent emotional

upset. Through flashbacks the film shows that on the previous

night Margaret, at the insistence of her mother, gave up a

picture show to stay home and do the ironing while her sister

Virginia had a date. Margaret is shown at the ironing board

becoming more and more exhausted and finally giving up com-

pletely. The film returns to the psychiatrist's office, where Mar-

garet is urged to tell more about her headaches. Following

flashback scenes trace the origin of her headaches to situations

in her present life, in her higli school days, in her grade school

days, and finally in her childhood.

All incidents show that Margaret Iiad always felt compelled

to give up ner own interests and desires to carry out the wishes

of others. During high school days, in order to avoid competi-

tion which might lead to failure, Margaret enjoyed the success

of her closest friend. In grade school, even though she wanted

very much to play the part of the princess in the school play

National Film Board of Canada

A sheltered child, Margaret learned the feeling of rejection
early in life.

CAROLYN CUSS, Instructor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

and in her own room had perfected her acting, she did a poor

job and lost the part because she was afraid that she might

lose the friendship of the first girl trying out. As a child she

depended too much upon the protection and shelter of her

mother, who was constantly saying "don't" to her. Her emo-

tional attitudes were further bent toward a feeling of rejection

by the arrival of a baby sister who seemed to claim all of the

attention and love of the parents.

Later, Margaret is shown in a group therapy class, where she

gains an understanding of the origin of her diflficulties and be-

comes able to deal with the causes and to live a fairly normal

and happy life. A final shot reveals Margaret in a business

situation in which she asserts her own feelings with poise and

self-confidence.

Committee Appraisal:

The committee highly recommends the film for use by teach-

ers, student-teachers, parents, and psychiatrists, with their pa-

tients, in analyzing and studying the effect of environmental

and societal incidents on human behavior and attitudes. It

should be useful for showing that the causes for maladjustment

may often be discovered by a trained person and that an un-

derstanding of the causes and a scientifically-controlled attempt

to overcome them will lead to a cure. Excellent techniques were

used in photographing and editing the content. The film treat-

ment is warm and intimate ; the acting is excellent. It is to be

hoped that where the film is used for group therapy purposes,

the situation will be carefully controlled.

Punctuation—Merit Your Meaning
(Coronet Productions, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago 1,

Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, $90.00; black and

white, $45.00. 1947. Teacher's guide available.

Description of Contents:

A class in the intermediate grades learns several punctuation

rules while writing a series of stories for a group of South

American pupils.

When George hands in an illustrated story about a marionette

show, he is afraid that it will not be accepted because he does

not know how to punctuate. Tom and Beth, the elected editors

for the class project, find that they can not decide what George

means as long as he writes without punctuation. As they read

a passage various ways, the original marionettes are shown

acting out the possible interpretations. George becomes very im-

patient when they misunderstand his story ; so they have him

read it correctly as they put in the punctuation, including

periods, question marks, exclamation points, capitals lor proper

names and the first word of each sentence, and quotation marks

around conversation. The correct story is then shown a few

plirases at a time, along with the marionettes.

Tom and Betli next make a poster containmg questions about

the punctuation rules discussed. The summary emphasizes that

inmctuation marks tell which words belong together, announce

feelings, and indicate quotations. It also suggests that language

textbooks offer help in learning how to use punctuation.

Committee Appraisal:

Tlie combination of a functional classroom situation and at-

tractive marionettes to act out meanings should make this film
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Coronet Productions
A marionette show in "Punctuation—Mark Your Meaning"

is the setting for a lesson in proper punctuation.

valuable for motivating interest in punctuation as a useful tool

for making one's ideas clear to others. The rules presented

are deliberately over-simplified and would need a great deal of

supplementation by other means. Several committee members
felt that George's case was not typical if he could type and
spell perfectly and yet would not even attempt any punctuation,

but the rest of the committee felt that this situation would not

detract from the general efifectiveness of the film. The class

situation shown is interesting in that the teacher remains com-
pletely in the background, letting the boy and girl editors super-

vise the class activities. The film is recommended for use on
the intermediate and junior high school levels as an introduction

to initial teaching or to a review.

The Oyster and Virginia
(Virginia Department of Education, Richmond 16, Vir-
ginia) 21 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. 1948. Apply to

producer for purchase price. Discussion guide in prepara-
tion.

Description of Contents:
This film showing the importance of the oyster industry

to Virginia covers the harvesting, marketing, and planting

of oysters, as well as their use as an item of diet. The
film begins with a map of Virginia on which dots are used
to show the sources of oysters, among which are Chin-
coteague Bay and Lynnhaven Bay. A second map shows
seed beds in the James River from which only small oysters

are taken and planted elsewhere. A third map shows addi-

tional sources in Virginia, while the commentary points

out that these many less important beds supply a major
portion of the oysters. The picture of the process involved
in gathering oysters follows the tong boats at sunrise from
their home harbor to the public oyster beds, where they
drop anchor and for five or six hours remove oysters with
long scissors-like tongs. Since the work is heavy and hard,

members of the crew divide the work of using the tongs
and sorting oysters. The film next shows the development
of the oyster from the egg through cell division to the
time that it is full grown. It emphasizes the fact that

oysters need old shells in order to survive. Tongers are,

therefore, required to replace all empty shells and debris

which they remove along with the oysters. They are further
shown returning all oysters which are not three inches in

length. In addition to these public beds, there are those
which are owned by private operators. Here oysters are

harvested by dredges and are not subject to the close in-

spection and supervision given public beds. A third method
of gathering oysters is by hand. Hand gathering occurs
along the seaside in low tides or while the tide is out.

At the end of a day's gathering, the oystermen return to their

home harbor where buy-boats take the oysters to the shuck-
ing houses. The film shows the shells being removed and

the oysters being graded, cleaned, and canned. In conclu-
sion, scenes show oysters being enjoyed raw or cooked in

homes, restaurants, or out-of-doors.

Committee Appraisal:

The committee felt that the film, even though originally

produced to acquaint students in the schools of Virginia

with one of Virginia's natural resources, would nevertheless

be very interesting to students elsewhere. It should be
useful in providing information on the growth of the oyster

and the processes involved in gathering and marketing it,

as well as information concernhig the work of oystermen.
Its aesthetic value is enhanced by beautiful color photog-
raphy. The musical background is an original score. The
film is recommended for use by groups on the intermediate,

junior high, and senior high school level interested in the

resources of Virginia or how oystermen work. The content

is well organized and presented in an extremely interesting

manner. Adult groups, too, should find the film of interest.

The House of Rothschild
(Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West 43rd Street, New York,

New York) 29 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Ten-
year lease, $105.00.

Description of Contents:
This film follows the rise of the House of Rothschild from

the ghetto of Frankfurt, Prussia, in 1780 to the final triumph
of Nathan Rothschild's recognition by the Prince Regent of

England.

As their father is dying, the five Rothschild boys promise
that they will carry out his plan for establishing banking houses

in the five great cities of Europe, so that in event of war, funds

might be transferred from one country to another as needed
without danger of loss. The father also admonishes his sons

to strive always by precept and example for the rights of the

Jews to live and work in dignity.

Thirty-two years later, the five branch banks are well es-

tablished, and England is in the throes of the Napoleonic Wars.
Nathan, the eldest Rothschild, sanctions loans to the Allies,

but still he is discriminated against by the English. Likewise
in Frankfurt the family is feeling the brunt of anti-Jewish riots.

The mother urges her sons to withhold their financial support
from the unappreciative Allies, but Nathan remembers his

promise to his father to stay on the side of peace.

When the .'Mlied delegation calls after Napoleon's escape
from Elba, Nathan grants their request for further aid only
on condition that the Jews be allowed to live in peace and
work with dignity.

Back in London, Nathan risks his entire resources to con-
tinue buying Allied securities on the stock market. While he
ii appealing to the panic-stricken stockholders at the Exchange^

(Concluded on page 293)

^..^H^PrL ^0jl£
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Teaching Film Custodians
Featuring the eminent actor George Arliss in the role of
Nathan, "The House of Rothschild" provides a dramatic
experience which should motivate and enrich classroom

study and develop desirable attitudes and appreciations.
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Coordinated Program

NATIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTION
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, August 6-11, 1948

FRIDAY, AUGUST 6

9:45-12:30 P.M., 2-5 P.M. . Midwest Forum on Visual Teaching Aids—West Room.

2-8 P.M Registration for National Association of Visual Education Dealers and Edu-

cational Film Library Association—Room .1 10.

8-10 P.M EFLA Board Reception—West Room.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7

9-10 A.M EFLA General Session—West Room. Theme: "Sharing Our Film Concerns as

They Relate to Service Activities." (Program jointly sponsored by Midwest

Forum and EFLA.) Presiding: J. R. Bingham, President of EFLA. Panel: Com-
prised of discussion leaders of sectional meetings which are to follow.

10:15 A.M.- 1 2: 1 5 P.M. . . EFLA Sectional Meetings: I. Problems Involved in Film Selection: Room 104.

2. Film Circulation Techniques and Problems: Room III. 3. The Psychological

Aspects of Learning as These Relate to Film Utilization: Room 114. 4. Plan-

ning Institutional Film Productions: Room 106. 5. Administering and Super-

vising a Film Program: Room 116.

2-3 P.M EFLA General Session—West Room. Theme: "Sharing Our Film Concerns as

They Relate to Institutional Programs."

3:15-5:15 P.M EFLA Sectional Meetings: Discussion of problems of audio-visual education

in the various phases at the following levels: I. The Schools: Room 116.

2. Institutions of Higher Education: Room 1 14. 3. Religious Organizations:

Room 104. 4. Public Libraries: Room 106. 5. General Adult Organizations:

Room III.

8-10 P.M EFLA General Session—West Room. Theme: "The Experts Look at Films."

(A preview session utilizing criticisms of a good panel and a special technique

to secure audience participation.)

SUNDAY, AUGUST 8

9 A.M NAVED Board of Directors Meeting—Room 110.

10 A.M.- 1 2 Noon .... EFLA General Session—West Room. (Annual EFLA Membership and Business

Meeting.)
2-4 P.M Film Council of America Annual Meeting—General Session: Louis XVI and

Crystal Rooms. Theme: "Planning a Community-Wide Program."
4-6 P.M. . NAVED Women's Get-Acquainted Tea—Grey Room.
4-15-5:15 r.M

pj|p^ Council of America Business Session: Louis XVI Room.
8-10 P-M Film Council Meeting.

MONDAY. AUGUST 9

8:30-10 A.M Texas Visual Education T)ealers' Association—Breakfast Meeting.
10 A.M.-I2 Noon .... NAVED Opening General Session—Crystal and Louis XVI Rooms. Presiding:

Olson Anderson. (Joint meeting with EFLA.)

12 Noon-6 P.M NAVED Trade Show. Mezzanine Floor. The Trade Show will include the newest

and best products of all principal manufacturers of audio-visual equipment
and producers of audio-visual materials, displayed in 90 exhibit booths.)

2-4 P.M NAVED Conference Groups: "Managing Your Business, Part I", Ken Lilley,

Chairman—Crystal Room. (This panel will cover general management and
operation of dealer and film library business.) "How to Put on a Demonstra-
tion of Classroom Film Use."—Louis XVI Room.

TUESDAY. AUGUST 10

9 A.M.-6 P.M NAVED Trade Show. Mezzanine Floor.

10 A.M.-I2 Noon .... NAVED Conference Groups: "Managing Your Business. Part II: Sales Man-
agement, Promotion, Advertising," Carl Evers, Chairman—Crystal Room.
"Visual Materials in Business," Gil Lefton, Chairman—Louis XVI Room.

2-4 P.M NAVED Conference Groups: "Manufacturer-Producer-Dealer Relationships,

Herschel Smith, Chairman—Louis XVI Room. "Audio-Visual Aids in the

Church," John Hawkins, Chairman—Crystal Room.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1

1

9 A.M.-3 P.M NAVED Trade Show. Mezzanine Floor. Final closing at 3 P.M.
10 A.M.- 1 2 Noon .... NAVED Conference Groups: "Equipment Maintenance and Repair," Herbert

M. Elkins, Chairman—Crystal Room. "Entertainment Film Problems," Carl
Kunz, Chairman—Louis XVI Room.

3-5 P.M NAVED Second General Session—Crystal and Louis XVI Rooms. Speaker:
Gene Flack.
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National Audio-Visual Convention

A PROPOSAL made editorially in Educational
Screen almost two years ago will come true in

August, 1948, when the National Audio-Visual

Convention meets at the Sherman Hotel in Chicago,

bringing together for the first time the annual national

meetings of the National Association of Visual Educa-
tion Dealers, the Educational Film Library Association,

the Film Council of America, and the Midwest Forum
on Audio-Visual Teaching Aids. The basic plan for

the meetings was suggested in an editorial by Paul C.

Reed in the September, 1946, issue of Educational
Screen, which read in part

:

"It is unfortunate that more educators did not have

the opportunity of attending the (1946) NAVED Con-
vention, for they would have come away with greater

understandings of the problems of the industry and
greater appreciation of the men who are dealing with

these problems. Also they would have seen one of the

best displays ever presented of new visual materials

and equipment. Plans should be started right now for

next year to bring together every educator and every

person interested in the use of audio-visual equipment
and materials."

A Proposal , . .

"Here is a proposal," the editorial continued. ".
. .

why not jointly planned conventions of all the organiza-

tions in this field. . . ? All would plan conventions for

the same time and the same city. Each organization

would retain its own identity and have its own meetings.

But there would be joint meetings for a maximum inter-

change of ideas and experience, and there would be a

single trade show to serve the interests of all. Such
a combination of conventions would l)e so significant

and important that no one interested in the field of

audio-visual education could aflford to miss it. // would
be the one great date . . . for all zvho are visually

minded."^

Come True

The 1948 National Audio-Visual Convention bids

fair to fulfil all the ideas and hopes expressed in the

original proposal. Preliminary plans for the joint affair

have been in work between the four organizations for

several months. The planning began in earnest April

14 when a_ joint committee of eleven persons^ met at

the Sherman Hotel in Chicago to coordinate the inter-

locking schedules of the convention.

As established by the committee, the schedule calls

for the Midwest Forum meeting to take place on Friday

and Saturday, August 6 and 7. The Educational Film
r,ibrary Association will begin its meetings in a joint

session with the Midwest Forum on Saturday, August
7. EFLA meetings will continue through Monday
morning, August 9, concluding at that time in a joint

session with the National Association of Visual Educa-
tion Dealers. EFEA very generously gave up its

scheduled meeting on Sunday afternoon, August 8, in

favor of the annual meeting of the Film Council of

America, in which both EFEA and NAVED members
will participate. An additional Film Council meeting

v/ill take place Sunday evening, August 8.

Meanwhile, the NAVED Trade Show will have
opened at 10:30 A.M. on Sunday, August 8. (EFLA
registrants will be admitted to the Trade Show without

charge. ) The National Association of Visual Education

Dealers' convention will begin in the joint session with

EFLA on Monday morning, August 9, and will close

on Wednesday afternoon, August 11, as will the Trade
Show.

Hotel reservations for the meetings will be handled

by the National Association of Visual Education

Dealers. All members of NAVED, EFLA, Midwest
Forum, and all Film Council officials and representa-

tives of local Councils will receive hotel reservation

forms from their respective organizations. Others who
are interested in attending are invited to write Don
White, Executive Secretary, NAVED, 845 Chicago

Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, and request inclusion in the

convention mailing list.

Reports on plans and programs from each of the four

sponsoring organizations appear on the following pages.

iEducational Screen, September, 1946, page 355.

2Mrs. Patricia Blair, ALA; L. Harry Strauss, EFLA; L. C.

Larson, Indiana University ; Irving Boerlin, Pennsylvania State

College; Paul Foght, Ideal Pictures; Joseph E. Dickman (of

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films), representing the Midwest
Forum ; Robert H, Schacht, University of Wisconsin ; Richard
B. Sealock, Gary Public Library; Mrs. Mel Petersen, Inter-

national Council of Religious Education; Mrs. Aline L.
Legg, FCA; and Don White, NAVED

Chicago . . . August 6-1]

One great date, for all who are visually minded
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CONVENTION PLANS AND PROGRAMS

iVllUWt^l west Forum on Audio-Visual

jP^^QI I** Teaching Aids has met to ad-

r^^KwIYl vance the use of audio and vis-

ual communication media in the field of education. This

summer on August 6 and 7, the tenth such meeting will

be held. However, it will not be just another meeting of

the Midwest Forum because vast progress has been

made in the field since 1939. In the beginning the Mid-

west Forum ofi'ered everyone with an interest in audio-

visual aids—teacher, equipment dealer, producer of ma-

terials, visual director or one with just an interest—

a

rallying point for an exchange of information and

dreams. Today, with interests more specialized, the deal-

ers have their own huge organization, the National As-

sociation of Visual Education Dealers ; the film librari-

ans have the Educational Film Library Association;

those interested in the use of audio-visual media at the

adult and community level have the Film Council of

America. This summer for the first time all of these

groups will gather at the Sherman Hotel in Chicago dur-

ing the week of August 6th to 11th to hold their separate

and joint meetings. This meeting will unquestionably

be the biggest thing to date in the audio-visual field.

New Emphasis

The Midwest Forum has shifted its emphasis as a

result of progress in the field. In the early days it

comprised a small group of enthusiasts with a mission

to promote the media among educators; today this

job is being increasingly well done by teacher training

institutions, imiversity extension divisions and teacher

institutes. The Midwest Forum is now a meeting of

specialists in the field. While the meetings are still

open to all, the composition of the membership that

participates in the discussions is approximately 60%
from Audio-Visual Directors, 20% from School Ad-
ministrators and Curriculum Specialists, and 20%
from Producers, Manufacturers and Distributors of

materials and equipment.

The program of the meetings is determined as fol-

lows: The members submit in advance problems for

JOSEPH DICKMAN.
Secretary-Treasurer,

Midwest Forum

L HARRY STRAUSS,
Chairman, EFLA Planning

Committee

J. R. BINGHAM.
President of EFLA
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discussion from the areas of Utilization, Selection,

Evaluation, Production, Distribution, Availability,

Equipment, etc. At the opening session the order of

discussion of problems is determined by a show of hands.

Then the discussion of each problem is pursued as long

as it is fruitful, and the next one follows.

There are no dues or membership fees in the Mid-

west Forum. I^st year each member contributed $10.00

to a transportation pool to equalize the travel expense

of all who came from a distance. The matter of the

continuation of this plan will be discussed at the coming

meeting.

The Saturday morning session on August 7th will

be held jointly with the Educational Film Library

Association.

Beside the opportunity to exchange experiences with

your fellow experts and meet them personally, the

opportunity to see all the latest equipment under one

roof will be well worth your time and effort.

Dr. Joe Park, Chairman

Joseph E. Dickman, Secretary-Treasurer

^^1 A Plans are well under way for the fifth

Cl L/^ annual conference of the Educational

Film Library Association, which will be held at the

Hotel Sherman in Chicago on August 6 to 9. The
Conference Chairman, L. Harry Strauss of the Com-
mission of Motion Pictures in Adult Education, reports

that the program for the four days of the Conference has

been outlined and only the details now remain to be

completed.

Coordinated Schedule

EFLA's Conference Committee met with representa-

tives of the other groups who will hold meetings at

that time in order to work out a schedule which will

eliminate conflicts and coordinate plans. The Midwest

Forum, Film Council of America and National Associa-

tion of Visual Education Dealers, whose conferences

will take place at approximately the same time, have

worked with the EFLA group to insure a program

that will be of greatest interest and value to all those

attending.

The conference will begin with an informal reception

on Friday evening. Members of EFLA's Board of

Educational Screen



Directors will act as hosts to all members interested.

There will be a chance to talk to old friends and to

meet fellow members from all parts of the country.

Most of the conference sessions will be small group

discussions. Among the subjects to be discussed are

the psychological aspects of learning as it relates to

film utilization and problems of film selection, circula-

tion, production and administration.

Since the use of films is spreading to many fields,

one series of discussions will divide up in sections de-

voted to the use of films in schools, colleges and

universities, religious groups, public libraries, and adult

education organizations. In these sections common
problems can be brought up and the experience of the

participants pooled to help find answers.

One session will be devoted to the problems of film

selection. Several new films will be screened and a

panel of experts will join with the audience in analyzing

and selecting the most suitable. An audience participa-

tion device will also be demonstrated.

Business meetings and joint sessions with the other

participating groups will be held in addition to the

EFLA discussion groups. The program has been

planned so that there are no luncheon or dinner sessions,

thus giving an opportunity for informal groups, com-

mittees, or a few friends to get together on their own
initiative.

Planning Committee

Members of EFLA's conference planning committee

include: L. Harry Strauss, Commission on Motion

Pictures in Adult Education (Chairman) ; Patricia

Blair, American Library Association; I. C. Boerlin,

Pennsylvania State College
; Joseph Dickman, Ency-

cloi)aedia Britannica Films ; Pearl Rosser, International

Council on Religious Education; Robert Schacht, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin ; Richard Sealock, Gary Public

Library ; Ernest Tiemann, Indiana University ; Donald

White, National Association of Visual Education

;

Thurman White, Film Council of America ; and Donald

\N"illiams, Indiana University.

L. Harry Strauss, Chairman

A Special Invitation

... is extended to students and Instructors

from summer audio-visual courses to attend

the National Audio-Visual Convention In

groups. The convention management will

gladly assist you in planning the trip and

making group reservations. For a limited

number of groups, dormltory-style arrange-

ments at reduced rates may be possible.

If you would like to arrange for a group

to attend the convention, write NAVED, 845
Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. Every

effort will be made to help you and to Insure

that the event Is worthwhile.

GLEN BURCH.
New FCA
Executive

Director

1^^ A Meeting in conjunction with the National

V*^\ Association of Visual Education Dealers ; the

Educational Film Library Association; and the Mid-
west Forum, the Film Council of America will hold
its first Annual Conference at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, August 8.

Since the formation of the Film Council of America,

early in January 1946, great progress has been made.

Each of the 95 Film Councils throughout the United

States is entitled to one accredited representative to

the Annual Conference, and every Film Council is

urged to make plans to send its representative to

Chicago in August.

The convention program has been planned to be of

maximum benefit to community Film Council leaders,

and information will be given on the organization of

councils to serve community needs and suggestions will

be offered on typical council programs.

From 2:00 to 4:00 P.M. on August 8, a general

meeting will be held on the subject, "Planning a

Community-Wide Program." The Rochester, New York
Community Survey will be presented by means of

questions and answers, with the answers being visualized

through especially prepared slides accompanied by
oral explanations. It is tentatively planned to follow

this by discussion from a panel of resource persons,

after which an audience discussion will be conducted.

The committee in charge of this presentation is:

J. Margaret Carter, National Film Board of Canada,

Chairman ; Kenneth Edwards, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany ; Mrs. Patricia Blair, American Library Associa-

tion ; Don White, National Association of Visual Edu-
cation Dealers ; Paul C. Reed, Educational Screen
and Rochester Board of Education ; Pearl Rosser, In-

ternational Council of Religious Education
;
June Sark,

Educational Screen; and Mrs. Aline L. Legg, Ad-
ministrative Secretary, Film Council of America.

For the first time, members rejiresenting local com-
munity Film Councils will participate in the business

meeting of the Senate of the FCA, which will be held

from 4:15 to 5 :15 P.M. on August 8. Official delegates

from local Film Councils will elect their five members
to the Senate at this time, following whicii the Senate

meeting will be held. C. R. Reagan, President of the

FCA, will preside. A Film Council meeting is tenta-

tively scheduled for Sunday evening.

At the time of its first Annual Conference, the Film
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Council of America will have a new Executive Director.

On July 1, 1948, Glen Burch—now Assistant to the

Director of the .Vnierican Association for Adult Educa-

tion—will assume his duties with the FCA, according to

an announcement by Stephen M. Corey, Chairman of

the Board of Trustees. Mr. Burch is editor of the Adult

Education Journal and associate editor of the Film

Forum Review. He is the Chairman of the Film Forum

Committee for the American Library Association ;
Sec-

retary of the Commission on Motion Pictures in Adult

Education; Chairman of the National Committee on

Film Forums ; and a consultant to the New York State

Department of Education, Bureau of Adult Education.

Under the guidance of its new Executive Director, the

FCA looks forward to ever-greater success in bringing

educational and informational films to the "grass roots"

of America.

Mrs. Aline L. Legg, Administrative Secretary

|k
I
A \/Cl^ The 1948 annual convention and trade

IN/W C^ show of the National Association of

Visual Education Dealers will take place at the Hotel

Sherman in Chicago, beginning Sunday, August 8, and

ending Wednesday, August 11. Serving as a basic focus

of interest will be the huge NAVED Trade Show,

with 90 exhibit booths* showing the newest items in

audio-visual equipment, films, and materials. The Trade

Show will feature continuous showings of new films,

and there will be demonstrations of new products of

every kind. The Trade Show will open August 8 and

close August 11.

The NAVED Convention program itself is being

prepared by the NAVED 1948 Convention Committee,

under the chairmanship of Ernie Ryan, President of

Ryan Visual Aids Service, Davenport, Iowa. There

will be an opening General Session on Monday, August

9, and a closing one on Wednesday afternoon, August

11.

The body of the meeting will be composed of eight

open-forum discussion groups, meeting throughout

Monday afternoon, all day Tuesday, and Wednesday
morning. Topics to be covered in these groups include

Serving the Church, Audio-Visual Aids in Business,

Manufacturer-Producer-Dealer Relationships, Man-
aging Your Business, and others. By request, a special

demonstration and discussion of "How to Put on a

Demonstration of Classroom Film Use" is scheduled for

Monday afternoon, August 9.

The two General Sessions—opening and closing

—

will be announced when negotiations, now in progress,

are completed.

The Trade Show will be limited to the same size as

last year—90 exhibit booths. More than two-thirds of

these were already sold out as this issue went to press.

This year, for the first time, exhibitors will be allowed

to show films in their exhibit booths. This will make
possible the elimination of the "Preview Theatres"

used for film showings in 1947. Showings in exhibit

booths will allow far more films to be shown and on

a more informal schedule which will make their viewing

easier for both customer and producer.

National sales meetings of several manufacturers

OLSON ANDERSON
NAVED President

ERNIE RYAN, Chairman
NAVED Convention

Comnnittee

Educational Screen booth—Number 1.

and film producers are being planned for just before

or after the NAVED meeting. Companies whose meet-

ings already are scheduled include Modern Talking

Picture Service, Bell and Howell Company, Ampro
Corporation, and Ideal Pictures Corporation. In addi-

tion, the schedule will be rounded out by the usual

number of luncheons and social events. The NAVED
program itself this year is being confined to shorter

hours in order to provide additional time for these

events.

Persons who wish additional information about the

convention, or who wish to obtain hotel reservation

forms, are cordially invited to write Don White, Execu-

tive Secretary, National .'\ssociation of Visual Educa-

tion Dealers, 845 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Don White, Executive Secretary

Recent A-V Get-togethers
• April 23-24, tbe annual two-day Spring Conference of the

Audio-Visual .\ssociation of California, Southern Section, was
held at San Diego State College. Allison J. McNay (Assistant

Supervisor of the Los Angeles City Schools, Audio-Visual Aids

Section) was elected president. Among the subjects discussed

at the Conference were "Providing for More Effective Utili-

zation of Audio-Visual Instruction Materials in the School

Unit" (Dr. Clarence Fielstra, U. of California, L.A.) and "Eval-

uating the Educational Implications of the School Unit" (Dr.

Richard Madden, San Diego State College).

• April 26-30. in Arkansas the First Annual Regional Audio-

Visual Conference was presented by the Arkansas State De-

partment of Education in cooperation with the Arkansas State

College at Jonesboro, the Henderson State Teachers College

at Arkadelphia, the Arkansas A & M College at Monticello,

the Arkansas State Teachers College at Conway, and the Uni-

versity of Arkansas at Fayetteville. Garland Beavers, State

Supervisor of Audio-Visual Instruction, presided at each of

the five daily conferences.

• May 4-5, the National University E.xtension .Association,

at its 33rd Annual Meeting in Chicago, presented two sectional

meetings in audio-visual education under the chairmanship of

R. Boyd Gunning, Director, Extension Division, University of

Tennessee. Subjects discussed included "Facilities Required for

EtTective Operation of Audio-Visual Centers" (W. A. Wittich,

U. of Wisconsin) ; "Visual Information Program of the United

Nations Organization" (Beresford Seligman, United Nations) ;

"Statewide Planning" (L. C. Larson. Indiana University)
;

"Teacher Training in Audio-Visual Education" (Robert E.

deKieffer, Stephens College) ; and "Survey on NUEA Library

Services" (Leila Trolinger, U. of Colorado).
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Finest and

Most Practical

16mm Projector

for Schools

,jiaw^
• You'll find the RCA "400" 16mm projector a

valuable aid in coping with the present teacher

shortage and curriculum overload. It does a pro-

fessional quality job of showing educational films

at their brilliant best.

The new RCA "400" is out front in postwar

16mm sound projector advancements. Exclusive

new "cushion action" sprocket shoes permit the

film to be literally slipped into proper position.

Correct film path is embossed on side of projector.

The RCA "400" is the easiest and quickest of all

sound projectors to thread. All controls are cen-

trally located. It is so easy to use. Even a child

can operate it.

Straight-line optical system gives more brilliant

illumination, sharper, more clearly defined pic-

tures from color or black-and-white films. Per-

formance is finer in every way.

A powerful four-stage amplifier, precision sound

scanning system and acoustically matched loud-

speaker reproduce sound with dramatic realism

and full tonal range. You change from "Sound"
to "Silent" operation by merely turning a knob.

Lighter weight, high strength materials plus

simplified design make possible a new, lighter

weight projector— easily portable for use in class-

room or small auditorium.

* * *

SEE IT . . . HEAR IT . . . before you buy any

16mm projector. For descriptive brochure and

name of nearest dealer— write: Sound and Visual

Products, Dept. 28F-V, RCA, Camden, N. J.

first in sound . . . finest in projection

SOUND AND VISUAL RRODUCTS
RADiO CORPORATtOM ofAMERtCA
EMGIMEERIMG PRODUCTS DEPARTMBMT.CAMOeM.M.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
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Summer Courses in Audio-Visual &ducalion 1948 Part III

The following courses have been reported to date. Title, number of course, dates of summer
session and name of instructor are given insofar as data were provided. Figures in parentheses

show credits (semester if quarter is not indicated). See also April and May listings.

California

California College of Arts and Crafts, Oakland July 6-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Workshop (2) Stuart Thompson

Chico State College, Chico 6 weeks

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed, S-111 (2) L. L. Stanley

James Walters

Clarcmont College, Claremont June 21-July 30

Audio-Visual Aids to Learning, 146, 246 (3-6)

Harriet Genung
Kaspar Ingebritson

College of the Holy Name. Oakland June 28-Aug. 3

Audio- Visual Aids, Ed. 125 (2) Sister Mary Clare

College of the Pacific, Stockton July 12-23

Audio-Visual Program in the Church (2), Workshop
Lindhorst, Ramsey, Hill

(See May issue for additional listings)

George Peppcrdine College, Los Angeles June 14-July 9

Aug. 9- Sept. 3

Audio-Visual-Radio Education, Ed. 146 (3)

L. T. Vanderveer

Humboldt State College, Areata June 21-July 30

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 153 (2) F. J. Cameron

Mills College, Oakland July S-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Aids in Education, Ed. SI 48 (2)

Meidel Applegate

San Jose State College, San Jose June 28-Aug. 6
Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 103 (3) R. D. Willey, B. Patton

Stanford University, Stanford University (Palo Alto)

June 21-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction, Ed. 141 (2, 3)

W. J. Iverson

Audio-Visual Laboratory, Ed. 341 (2-6) Iverson, Murphy
Individual Study in Visual Education, Ed. 441 Iverson

Audio-Visual Clinic (1 week, beginning Aug. 9)

C. R. Crakes

Lniversity of California, Santa Barbara College, Santa Barbara
Aug. 2- Sept. 11

Audio-Visual-Radio Education, Ed. 147 (2)

Colorado

Loretlo Heights College, Loretto

Workshop (2)

June 14-19

Dr. Palleske

June 28-Aug. 6

Florida

University of Florida. Gainesville June 14-July 26
Introduction to Audio-Visual Materials, Ed. 318 (3)
Problems in Visual Instruction, Ed. 506 (3)

(Both taught by George L. Crutcher and staff)

Illinois

Northwestern University, Evanston
Audio-Visual .Mds in the Classroom,
SC61 (3), 2 sections C. R. Crakes

Quincy College, Quincy June 21-July 30
Introduction to Audio- Visual Aids, Ed. 242S (2)

Rev. C. Herndel

Michigan

Wayne I'niversity, Detroit June 28-Aug. 5
Using .^udio-^'isual Materials in School and
Conmiunity (2-6)

New Mexico

State Teachers College, Silver City
Audio-Visual Education

June 7-July 30

Byran (^ray

New York
Cohimbia Ihtiversity, Teachers College

Audio-Visual Materials and Methods of Use, Ed. 217A (2, 3)
Sec. I, Herbert R. Jensen

Sec. II, M. R. Brunstetter, Paul Witt
Laboratory Course in Audio-Visual Instruction, Ed. E (2, 3)

Jensen
Administering the Use of Audio-Visual Materials.

Neiv Paltz State Teachers College, New Paltz July 6-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 413 (2) Leslie Oakley

New York University July 6-Aug. 13

Selection and Use of Visual and Auditory Aids, 119.19,20 (4)

Cypher

The Motion Picture as a Medium of Communication,
119.40,41 (4) Anderson

Problems in Audio-Visual Instruction, 119.21,22 (4)

Cypher

Freedom of Speech in a Democracy. 219.71 (3) Siepmann
Visual Aids Studio, 190.53,54 (4)
Audio-Visual Aids in Home Economics, 233.200 (3) Fleck

North Carolina
Elon College, Elon June 7-July 17

Audio-Visual Aids (3) S. C. Deskins

Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma, Norman June 4-Aug. 4
Audio-Visual Materials and Equipment in Education, 209 (2)

Fulton
Administration and Selection of Audio-Visual Materials and
Equipment, 410 (2) Garold Holstine

Operation and Maintenance of Audio- Visual Materials and
Equipment, 411 (2) Fulton

Workshop in Audio-Visual Education, 423 (2)

William Fulton, Ford Michael
Seminar in Audio-Visual Education, 451 (1-4)

Pennsylvania
Pcnnsyh'ania State College, State College June 21-23

Religious .-Xudio-Visual Institute ( sponsored by Pa. State

Council of Christian Education and Extension Services of

Pa. State College)

State Teachers College, Clarion June 28-Aug. 6
Visual Education (1) Harry S. Manson

State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg June 7-Aug. 24
Visual Education ( 1

)

F. B. McGarry
State Teachers College, Edinboro June 28-Aug 6, Aug. 9-27

Visual Education (I-.3) Gatzy, Lal-ollette

State Teachers College. Indiana June 7-July 16

Visual Education (2) Wilber Enimert

State Teachers College, Kutztown July 19-Aug. 27
Visual Education (1) Allan F. Bubeck

State Teachers College. Millersville June 7-July 16

Visual Education, c. 40 ( 1 ) Edwin Keim
Statje Teachers College, Shippensburg June 7-July 16

visual Education, Ed. 6 (1) Leslie C. Krebs

Temple University, Philadelphia June 23-Aug. 6
Audio-Visual Education I (2) Daniels

Audio-Visual Education II (2) Daniels

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia June 28-Aug. 7

Visual and Sensory Techniques, Ed. 526S (2) J. H. Minnick

University of Scranton. Scranton July S-Aug. 27

Techniques of Visual and Sensory Aids, Ed. 61 (3)

Paul Miller

Waynesburg College, Waynesburg June 14-July 23
Education, 411 (3) E. C. Noyes

(Listings continued on page 286)
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6 New Films by Coronet
Here are six practical teaching tools . . .

six good reasons why Coronet Instructional

Films are nationally recognized as the

finest, most popular 16 mm. sound-motion

pictures available for educational use.

Each has been skillfully created from script

to finished print at our own studios . . each

prepared in close collaboration with a

nationally recognized subject - matter

specialist.

Like all Coronet Films, they're easy-to-

own or easy-to-rent. For further information

on Purchase, Lease-Purchase, Preview, or

Rental Sources simply write to: Coronet In-

structional Films, Coronet Building, Chicago

1, Illinois.

BUSINESS EDUCATION BASIC STUDY SKILLS

What /$ Business? acquaints students with economic

life in the world all around them.

LANGUAGE ARTS

fc *

Choosing Books to Read clearly points the way
along the road to literary learning.

HOME ECONOMICS

f
Who Makes Words? introduces students to seman-

tics through a graphic visual treatment.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Arctic Borderlands in Winter fakes students on a

visit to this perilous, little-known area.

Basic Fibers in Cloth shows students the relation-

ship between fibers and cloth use.

Spanish Influence in the United States i# a f^muwt

for every Social Science student. i' '>» "-
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South Dakota

Eastern State Normal School, Madison July 19-Aug.21

Auditory and Visual Education, (.2 qr.) G. Moller

Tennessee

University of Tennessee, Knoxville June 14-July 21

Audio-Visual Aids to Education, 475 (3 qr.)

Martin E. Little

Texas

Abilene Christian College, Abilene June 8-July 16

Audio-Visual Instruction, Ed. 364 (3) G. C. Morlan

McMurry College, Abilene June 14-July 23

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 449 (3) Anna Odell

North Texas State College, Denton June 8-July 16

Audio-Visual Aids, Phys. 306 (3) L. L. Miller

Soitthiiiest Texas Teachers College, Sam Marcos
May 31-July 10

July 12-Aug. 20

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 273 (3 qr.) Ruby Henderson

Stephen F. Austin State Teachers College, Nacogdoches

June 3-JuIy 12

Administration of Visual Aids, (3) A. L. Long

Production of Visual Aids (3) A. L. Long

Sul Ross State Teachers College, Alpine June 1-July 9

Audio-Visual Instruction in the Classroom, Ed. 338 (3)

W. T. Powell

Laboratory Course, Ed. 311 (1) W. T. Powell

July 10-Aug. 19

Administration of Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 538 (3)

W. T. Powell

Laboratory Course, Ed. 312 (1) W. T. Powell

Texas College of Arts and Industries, Kingsville

June 3-July 15

Education, 391 (3) J. D. Davis

Texas Technological College, Lubbock June 9-July 17

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 331 S (3) L. B. Cooper

University of Houston, Houston
Education Workshop, Ed. 731-732 June 3-July 16

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 36SA, 36SB July 16-Aug. 27

(3-6 sem. credits; instructor, E. B. Miller)

University of Texas, Austin First Term—June 2

Visual Aids in Secondary Education, Ed. 259-359 (2, 3)

Holland

Production and Utilization of Audio-Visual Aids, Workshop,
Ed. 77P (6) Holland, Chapman, Watson

Visual Aids in Elementary Education, Ed. 259Q-359Q (2, 3)

Holland
Research in Visual Education, Ed. 82 (2, 4, 6) Holland

2nd Term—July 15

Visual Aids in Secondary Education, Ed. 259-359 (2, 3)

Holland
Visual Aids in Elementary Education, Ed. 259Q-3S9Q (2, 3)

Holland
Research in Visual Education, Ed. 82 (2, 4, 6) Holland

West Texas State College, Canyon June 1-July 10

Audio-Visual Education, 422, 522 (3)

Utah

Brigham Young University, Provo June 7-Aug. 21

Audio-Visual Instruction, 75, 175 (3 qr.) Clarence Tyndall

Workshop in Audio-Visual Instruction, 76, 176 (June 14-25)

Ellsworth C. Dent

State Agricultural College, Logan June 7-July 16

Audio-Visual Aids in Education, 161 {ly^ qr.)

L. G. Noble
University of Utah, Salt Lake City

Audio-Visual Institute June 25-26

(With the aid of Coronet Instructional Films, Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Films, Bell & Howell Co., National
Education Association.)

Virginia

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg June 18-Aug. 20

Audio-Visual Instructional Aids Dorothy Dickinson

Workshop in Materials of Instruction July 12-23

Kenneth Cleeton

Hampton Institute, Hampton June 21-Aug. 20

Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 345 (3) B. S. Rowe
Audio-Visual Instruction in the Classroom I. Ridley

Madison College, Harrisonburg June 21-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Materials, L. S. 76 (3) Feme Hoover

Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg June 14-26

Radio Broadcasting Workshop Mildred B. SoUenberger

Radford College, Radford

Audio-Visual Aids Workshop July 26-30

Audio-Visual Aids to Education, June 14-July 22

July 26-Aug. 27

Sensory Aids to Education June 14-July 21, July 26-Aug. 27

(Instructor for above courses, I. R. Silverman)

Richmond Professional Institute of College of William and
Mary, Richmond June 21 -July 2

Workshop in Audio-Visual Education Margaret Hudson

Roanoke College, Salem June 14-Aug. 16

Preparation and Use of Classroom Materials in Visual Educa-

tion (3) Miles Masters

State Teachers College, Farmville June 21-Aug. 16

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction Edgar Johnson

Audio-Visual Workshop, June 21-July 2 Johnson

University of Virginia, Charlottesville Aug. 9-Aug. 21

Auditory and Visual Instruction, Ed. swl07f (2)

Thomas C. Sheehan

Virginia State College, Petersburg

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction

June 21-Aug. 20

S. A. Madden

Washington

Central Washington College of Education, EUensburg
Visual Instruction, 139 (5)

Radio and Recordings in the Classroom, 144 (2)

Visual Education Workshop (5)

Administration of the Instructional Aids Program (3)

College of Puget Sound, Tacoma June 14-Aug. 20

Audio-\'isual Aids to Teaching (3) M. H. Myhrman

Gonsaga University, Spokane June 17-July 30

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. S-190 (2) Howard Kruge
Seminar in Audio-Visual Education, Ed. S-290 (2)

Howard Kruge

Pacific Lutheran College, Parkland June 14-July 16

Audio-Visual Education, 135 (2) H. G. Ronning

Seattle Pacific College, Seattle July 19-Aug. 18

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction, Ed. 133b {Z'/z qr.

)

Paul W. Wright
Religious Audio-Visual Aids, Rel. 133b (2j^ qr.)

Paul W. Wright

State College of Washington, Pullman June 14-Aug. 5

Audio-Visual Aids in Instruction, Ed. S161b (3)

Gnaedinger, Perry, Hodges
Seminar in Instructional Aids, Ed. S248 (3) Gnaedinger

University of Washington, Seattle June 21-Aug. 20

Auditory and Visual Aids in Teaching, 145Sa (Z'/z qr.)

4^-week course August Dvorak

Individual Research, 199ab (Z'/z qr.) August Dvorak
Problems in Modern Methods, 271ab (5 qr.)

Curtis T. Williams

Radio in the School, 167a (Z'A qr.) June 21-July 21

Win W. Bird

Western Washington College of Education, Bellingham

June 21-July 21

July 21-Aug. 20

Materials and Methods of Audio-Visual Instruction (3 qr.)

Irwin A. Hammer,
Howard D. Rushong
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Washington, D.C.

Catholic University of America

Visual Aids, Ed. 599 (2)

West Virginia

Blucficld State College, Bluefield

Workshop in Audio-Visual Aids (2-3)

i'flenvillc State College, Glenville

Workshop, Ed. 338 (3)

]\'. Va. Institute of Technology, Montgomery

Audio-Visual Aids in Education, 308 (3)

]]'cst Virginia University, Morgantown

.\udio-Visual Resources, 221 (2)

Organization and Administration of Audio-
322 (2)

Cinematography, 251 (2)

June 28-Aug. 7

Ellis Haworth

June 9-July 10

Alma T. Collins

June 7-25

Byron Turner

May 31-July 3

Lavada Ratliff

June 2-July 14

July 15-Aug. 25

C. A. Ault

Visual Education,

C. A. Ault

H. B. Allen

Wisconsin

Central State Teachers College, Stevens

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 231 (3)

Marquette University, Milwaukee
Motion Pictures in the Classroom, Ed.

St. Norbert College, West De Pere
Audio-Visual Education (3)

State Teachers College, Eau Claire

Audio- Visual Education, 207 (3 qr.)

State Teachers College, Milwaukee
Audio-Visual Aids, Ed. 390 (3)

Point

June 14-July 23

Hansen and Lewis

June 21-July 30
142 (3) Clark

June 20-July 30

M. Aquinas

June 14-July 23

Louis Slack

June 21-July 30

Petrie

June 14-July 23

Gladys Halvorsen

June 7-July 16

Charles Ladd

June 21-Aug. 31

David Barnard

State Teachers College, Oshkosh

Audio-Visual Techniques, Ed. 199 (3)

State Teachers College, River Falls

Visual Education (2 qr.)

The Stout Institute, Menomonie

Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 360 (2)

Problems in Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 560 (2)

David Barnard

University of Wisconsin, Madison June 28-Aug. 20

Methods -in Visual Instruction, Ed. 165 (2, 3 qr.)

W. A. Wittich

Local Production of Audio-Visual Materials, Ed. 166 (2,

3 qr.) C. F. Schuller, H. H. Hailer

Seminar in Audio-Visual Education, Ed. 265 (2, 3 qr.)

W. A. Wittich

Wyoming

University of Wyoming, Laramie
Audio-Visual Workshop, S656 (3 qr.)

June 14-July 16

Clarence Jayne

Canada

Central Technical School, Toronto, Ontario July S-Aug. 6
Audio-Visual Aids

Macdonald College of McGill University, Macdonald P. O.,

Quebec June 28-July 24

Use of Audio-Visual Teaching Materials Walter W. Bennett

Promotion of Audio-Visual Instruction Walter W. Bennett

Summer School of Education, Victoria, British Columbia
Visual Education Workshop (1}4) J. R. Pollock

Summer Will Soon Be
what does this mean to you? Continuation of your routine tvork? Vacation
and rest} Travel? Reading} Summer school and study}

Yes, the summer months will mean different activities for different persons

but for all those engaged in any phase of visual education, the summer means
at least two activities: (1) a summary and evaluation of the past year's ac-

tivities; and (2) the formulation of detailed plans for Fall and the new year.

During the past year, did you make effective use of films in the important
ar^a of international understanding in the classroom . . . assembly . . . adult

forums . . . churches . . . societies and clubs? Did you have a sufficient num-
ber of prints of such films to serve effectively your needs?

Are you prepared for the heavy demands for this type of film during the

coming year? Do you need additional prints of BOUNDARY LINES, MARY
VISITS POLAND, BREAD AND WINE, ARTISANS OF FLORENCE, and
our other subjects?

Why not place your order for these prints with your visual education dealer

BEFORE YOU START YOUR VACATION in order that these prints will be

ready for use upon your return?

International Film Foundation
1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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ISUAl INSTRUCTION
BOOKS

• Audiovisual Aids to Instruction—William Exton, Jr.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York. 343 pp. 1947. $4.00.

A lengthy text based on the wartime experiences of the

author in the Training Division of the Bureau of Naval Per-

sonnel. Admiral Chester W. Nimitz wrote the Foreword,

giving official recognition to the part that tested training aids

played in the Navy : basic training, as supplement to combat

and operational experience, and for disseminating new informa-

tion quickly.

After a preliminary section which describes the background

and methods of the Navy's training aids program, the book
contains practical suggestions for using such aids as motion

pictures, graphics, sound recordings and three-dimensional

materials. Some fourteen specialists have contributed brief

articles. There is a wealth of illustration and the author has

selected good examples of charts, posters and synthetic devices.

He has, in several cases, included whole series with critical

comments on every item.

The book is useful for its treatment of all types of aids.

Capt. Exton, together with the other authors, does much to

dispel the common weakness of too many audio-visual pro-

grams, that films alone constitute an adequate audio-visual

program. The emphasis given in this book to the problems
of production should be of great help to administrators.

On some points, however, this reviewer would be critical of

Audiovisual Aids to Instruction. As a text, its style is extremely
abstract and its organization of content is not adapted to student

learning. The value of the book lies elsewhere—it is rather

a reference book and a manual for industry-wide, state-wide or
nation-wide production programs.

The educational psychology expressed in the book would also

be open to criticism. The author believes that learning is some-
thing you put in people's heads. Such a concept of learning

needs no comment in an educational journal.

The book does not justify the author's claim that it is a

description of the training aids program of the armed forces.

It is, in fact, only an account of the Navy's program with the

addition of a few pages devoted to the Air Forces and the Coast
Guard. Even in considering the Navy's training aids, Exton
gives no credit to the utilization program developed by Frances
Noel with the aid of such men as Chapman and Beck. But far

worse than this, in the opinion of this reviewer, is the complete
omission of any mention of the work of Charles F. Hoban, Jr.,

or any reference to the definitive studies of the subject that have
already appeared, namely, Hoban's Moxics that Teach, or
Audin-Visnal Aids in the Armed Forces by Miles and Spain.

In summary. Audiovisual Aids to Instruction is a useful book,
providing prospective readers are aware of its omissions.

—

James D. Finn, Colorado State College of Education.

• Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Visual Education In-
stitute, I'niversity of Wisconsin (Julv 14-17, 1947)

—

W. A. Wittich, ed. The editor, 1312 West Johnson St.,

Madison 6. Wis. 1.30 i)p. $2.00 (10% less if payment accom-
panies order).

The Institute of 1947 stressed largely the utilization of various
types of audio-visual materials and the Proceedings contain
interesting transcripts of demonstration lessons and group dis-

cussion. Among the participants were subject experts who
used these materials in such subjects as French, community
relations, and social studies.

Within the limitations of a transcript (as opposed to the
actual demonstrations), these sample lessons should be useful

Mrs. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed.D., Editor

as a basis for evaluating the techniques of master teachers,

.^s usual, the keen judgments of some pupils in discussing the

benefits of a film or slides should be enlightening to adults.

There is a limited number of co-ies available, and this book
should be useful to students.—ESR.

• Motion Picture Testing and Research, Report No. 7

—

.Army Air I'orces Aviation Psychology Program Research

Reports—James J. Gibson, ed., .'\ssoriate Prof, of Psy-

chology. Smith College, 257 pP- 1947. $1.50. Supt. of

Documents, Washington 25, D. C.

This volume marks one of the greatest contributions yet

made to the use of motion pictures. The Psychological Test

Film Unit of the .^.A.F. had the vision and the practical fa-

cilities for undertaking research that had long been needed.

The unit undertook to find out how films could help in psy-

chological testing.

The Psychological Research Unit had as its mission : ( 1

)

The construction of mo'.ion pict:irc tests, for classification and

other purposes; (2) research on the photographic methods of

testing, administering and scoring motion ' icture tests; (3)

research on any training problems that could be aided by the

motion picture or other photographic technique; and (4) ad-

vising, editing, and cooperating in the production of films for

test development in any units of the .\AF .'\viation Psychology

Program.

The type of research described in this book is so unique and
so significant that any description of it would be inadequate.

Briefly, the Unit undertook to examine those areas which had
one common underlying problem—the problem of the perception

of pictures. Pictorial or photographic tests had already demon-
strated their usefulness, and presumably motion picture tests

might have even greater potential value.

Tests used in the classification of trainees for aircrew spe-

cialties (pilot, navigator, or bombardier) helped to determine the

ability of each to judge motion and locomotion; distance; ori-

entation in space ; ability to perceive slight movement, etc.

Motion fietures were also used to judge proficiency as well

as the traidng methods used to develop that proficiency. A
comprehensive study was made of the training methods in air-

craft recognition, and then of the eflfectiveness of all .'K.A.F.

training films.

The volume is packed full of significant and interesting

studies undertaken for wartime training. .Another volume
should be written on the educational implications of these ex-

periences.—ESR.

SOURCE MATERIALS
• Building America. \'ol. XII, XIII. 45c each; $3.00 year

for 8 issues. Building America, 2 West 4Sth St., N.Y.C.
These excellent curriculum units on modern problems are

published by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, N.E.A. During the 13 years of publication,

the editors have provided integrated guides to modern prob-

lems, using skillfully the photograph, chart, diagram, and
text. The titles that have been issued most recently. Edu-
cation, Rubber, Housing, Power, Men and Machines, Chem-
istry at Work—are complete revisions of the same topics

issued several years earlier. These illustrated source ma-
terials are indispensable visual aids—but, what is more im-

portant—they are teaching aids on significant problems.
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• Thought Control in the USA. 6 pamphlets. Hollywood
Arts, Sciences and Professions Council, PCA.

Excellent papers on films, radio, press, etc. as well as

science, medicine, education, etc.

• You're Not as Srcart as You Could Be—David G. Wit-
tels. The Sutitrdax Evening Post, April 17, April 24, May 1,

1948.

A scries of three articles on the work of experimental psy-

chologist Dr. Samuel Renshaw of Ohio State University and
liis studies in sensory perception—with important implications

for those who use and direct the use of sensory materials in

education.

CURRICULUM APPLICATIONS
• The Unique Contribution of Audio-Visual Instructional

Materials to the Curriculum—Stephen M. Corey. Cali-

fornia Schools. 19:3. Jan. 1948

A warning to specialists in audio-visual education to

evaluate the use made of audio-visual materials and to work
toward assuring their use in a sound educational program.
The teacher who thinks in terms of verbal instructional

material will have limited ideas as to what she ought to
teach or can teach. Conversely, those teachers who have
become accustomed to using a variety of instructional ma-
terials almost inevitably try to bring about many kinds of

learning in their pupils.

The article (available in reprint form) contains a priceless

"Soliloquy" by a "poor scholar", which should hit a re-

sponsive chord in every teacher's mind. Learning experi-
ences—whether verbal, visual or firsthand—should be means
to ends. They should include opportunities for students to
do, to act, to practice what they have learned.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
• The Phonograph in Music Education—Karl Gehrkens.

Educational Music Magazine, March-April, 1948. p. 8.

The use of phonograph records in music education is so

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, editor of the School-Made Pictures Depart-
ment. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Serv-
ice Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E.
Lake St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in

stamps or coins to cover the cost of handling.

familiar a technique that one usually takes it for granted.

The author here suggests a few creative ways of using the
playback and the electrical recording to improve pupils' ap-
preciation of their own musical efforts. Recordings of the
performance of the pupil, as well as purposeful listening to

the recordings of great artists or professional groups, are

a few such uses.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
• Practical Audio-Visual Aids in Business Education—

E. Dana Gibson, San Diego State College, Calif. Business

Education World, April, 1948. p. 468.

The long list of criteria set forth in this article is based on
sound thinking and practical experience. The standards are

applied to various aspects of business education, but they are

very definitely applicable to all other subjects. So exacting

(though justified) are these criteria, that a teacher would
probably use audio-visual aids less often and perhaps more
efficiently. Some criteria given are : the aid must contribute

more to the class lesson than will the usual lesson prepared

by the teacher ; it must be pertinent at the time of showing
and contain a minimum of extraneous matter ; it must be avail-

able when needed, with adequate time for preview ; it should

be possible to use the aid more than once.

"^^Koundna DA-UTES

SEVEN POPULAR SIZES

45 " X 60" 70" X 70'

60" X 60" 63" X 84
52" X 70" 84" X 84

72" X 96"

Write for pUturat of fhe Picture
King and specification tirtular 105

A

NEW FROM TOP TO TENITE FEET
THE ONLY SCREEN WITH:
1—Blue Hammerloid octagon case

2—Concealed gooseneck (Fig. 2-A)

3—Streamlined chrome end cap (Fig. 2)

4—Tenite slat plug and collar (Fig. 2-B)

5-SIat lock (Fig. 3C)

6—Aluminum alloy tripod
Gravity-opening legs

7—Tenite control knobs 'Fig. 3-D)
Wide range high-low adjustment

8—Aluminum equalizing
slat saddle (Fig. IE) '

9-Critical leveler (Fig. IF; Fig. 3-G)

10—Pressure-formed contour
handle and spider

11—Tenite feet

12—Choice of Da-Lite wide-angle Crystal-
Beaded or Matte White picture
surface

Figure 3

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 2711 N. Pulaski Rd., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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IBmm. Sound Films on

UTERHTURE
You may
purchase
at only $18

75 a
reel

JULIUS CHESHR
Length, 2 reels. One day rental, $2.00

TEnnvsons innn of lvohesse
Length, 1 reel. One day rental, $1.50

OTHEILO
Length, 4 reels. One day rental, $5.00

ELEGV UlRITTEn IH H
COUUTRV CHURCHVHRO

Length, 2 reels. One day rental, $2.50

mncBETH
Length, 2 reels. One day rental, $2.00

ERSTin FUTURES
DAVENPORT, IOWA CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

A Series of Eight Motion Pictures on

FRACTIONS
TITLES

• Introduction to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How to Multiply Fractions

• How to Divide Fractions

• Decimals

• Percenfoge
June release

Each one reel In length

Color $85.00 Black & White $45.00

joUfU(^4t tJtiuUPfUiduoU04tl

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

A Yardstick for Evaluation

(Continued from page 267)

iiig more than glorified picnics reserved for graduating

classes, and kept in store for them until late in their

educational careers. All of the audio-visual materials

introduced into the pupils' educational experiences

are brought in either incidentally or accidentally.

Even many schools using audio-visual materials in

the regular instructional programs fail to achieve de-

sirable resvilts. There are many reasons for this.

Teachers may not understand the functions of these

materials and they may be unskilled in their use. Proper

materials may not be available. Distribution schedules

may be ineffective. Many other factors may be re-

sponsible.

Intelligent, efficient administration will be directed

toward achieving effective use of audio-visual materials

in an on-going educational program.

2.
PROVISIO.V SHOULD BE MADE FOR r.\RTICIP.\TI0X

OF THE ENTIRE SCHOOL STAFF IN THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF GENERAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.
Advocates of democratic administration maintain that

all persons who must abide by a policy should have a

voice in its formulation. It is reasonable that the same

attitude should be taken toward general policies and

procedures for administering audio-visual programs. A
person who has had an opportunity to help shape

policy and procedure will understand them better, will

appreciate the need for them, will have more respect

for them, and will feel a sense of responsibility for

their successful administration. Just the opposite kind

of reaction can be expected from a group which has

had no voice in the making of policies and procedures.

It is logical, therefore, in the administration of an

audio-visual program to provide for participation of

the entire school staff in the formulation of policies and
in the development of procedures.

3.
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SHOULD BE SELECTED

IN TERMS OF RECOGNIZED EDUCATIONAL NEEDS.

If audio-visual materials are to be used effectively in

the educational experiences of pupils, they must help

meet the educational needs of pupils. There is no
reason for showing a film to a group of pupils unless

they need to know something depicted in the film. It

is equally unfortunate for pupils to need information in

a film that is not available. Unless audio-visual

materials are selected on the basis of the recognized

educational needs of pupils, the teachers will find that

much, if not most, of the materials selected will be of

little use. It is extremely important, therefore, that all

audio-visual materials be selected to meet clearly de-

termined educational needs of pupils.

4.
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SHOULD BE SELECTEJJ

BY THOSE WHO USE THEM. To be of any educa-

tional value audio-visual materials must be used. A
well-stocked materials library contributes nothing to

the growth and development of the boys and girls if

the materials lie unused on library shelves. Since teach-

ers are chiefly responsible for the use of these materials

and because teachers know as well as, if not better than,

anyone else what the educational needs of the pupils
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are, teachers should play a major role in the selection ot

audio-visual materials. Pupils, too, should have a share

in the selection process. If the teachers and pupils are

accorded this opportunity and responsibility, not only

is it likely that the most educationally valuable materials

will be selected, but also it is likely that these materials

will be used most efficiently and effectively.

5.
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SHOULD BE MADE AVAIL-

ABLE WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED AT THE TIME
riiEV ARE NEEDED. No matter how desirable it may be

to use a certain set of slides in a particular learning ex-

perience, nothing is gained unless the slides are avail-

able at the particular moment they are needed. To use

the slides too soon or too late greatly reduces their con-

tribution to learning. In a modern curriculum where

learning experiences are based on the emerging needs of

i)oys and girls and where these experiences are devel-

oped cooperatively by teachers and pupils, it is impos-

sible to anticipate the need for specific instructional ma-
terials very long in advance. As a result, it is import-

ant to develop libraries of materials from which teachers

and pupils can obtain what they need on very short no-

tice. The difficulties of doing this are fully recognized,

but they must be overcome if audio-visual materials are

to be used effectively.

6.
PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE FOR HELPING TEACH-

ERS ACQUIRE SKILL IN THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL

MATERIALS. In the final analysis, the effectiveness of

audio-visual materials depends upon the way in which

teachers use them. This means that teachers must un-

derstand the purpose and functions of these materials.

They must know how to select the right ones for a

given purpose. They must be able to use them skill-

fully. They must also be able to operate any necessary

equipment. It is vital, therefore, that arrangements be

made for helping teachers acquire these skills and under-

standings.

PROVISION SHOULD BE MADE FOR REGULARLY EVAL-

UATING THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS.

Although audio-visual materials can be powerful tools

in the hands of intelligent and skillful teachers, it is quite

possible to use them at the wrong time, to use the wrong
ones, or to use them when some other type of instruc-

tional materials should be used. Consequently, it is im-

portant that administrators, supervisors, teachers and

-pupils critically evaluate the use of these materials. This

evaluation may range from the subjective opinion of a

pupil to the results of a well-planned and carefully con-

ducted experiment, but there should be an organized

and constant effort to appraise the effectiveness of these

materials in the teaching and learning process.

8.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL PRO-

GRAM SHOULD BE BASED ON LONG-TERM CONTIN-

UOUS I'LANNiNG. Careful and thoughtful planning is

essential to the success of any enterprise. Most schools

are not financially able to establish a complete audio-

visual program in a single year. This is not necessarily

an undesirable situation. It takes time to develop in

teachers an understanding and appreciation of the func-

tions of audio-visual materials of instruction and to

help them acquire skill in their use. It would appear.

NOW

IS

THE

TIME!

Get in at the beginning on distribution of the Prot-

estant Film Commission's second great production
• Filmed in China by International Film Foun-

dation • Sponsored by major denominations • To
be featured in 1948-49 mission study programs •

Backed by big national publicity campaign •

WORLD PREMIERE in 100 cities, June 1.5

MY NAME IS HAN 25 min., 16mm., sound

3-year lease $175.00 rental $8.00

Order your prJnfs today!

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
Department E, 45 Astor Place, New York 3, N. Y.

Unmatched for Performance
and

Dependability
The HOLMES

For the last year

"Rex" producflon

has been inade-

quate to supply

the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

P.S.—The new REXARC with high intensity arc lannp, 40 watt output
amplifier, and newest coaxial high and low frequency speaker avail-

able.
BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE

write for the new catalog detailing the advanced features

found only in a REX 16mm Sound-on-FrIm Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers ot 16mm and 35mm Sound-on-Fltm
Projectors for over 25 years to Dealers and Users

1813 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14. ILL.
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An important Him

Two Chinese Dances
should appeal to every type of audience.

"The personal beauty and skill of the dancer

are notable; so is the color photography. As
a contribution to the appreciation of the folk

dance as an art, this is an important film."

EFLA Evaluation by the

Cleveland Public Library

"With neither dialogue nor commentary, this

charming film is novel entertainment that

should ba pleasing for all interested in the

folk prts. It has qualities that should appeal

to almost every type of audience."

Film World Review

No. 51, April, 1948

Distributed by

China Film Enterprises of America, Inc.

132 West 43rd Street New York 18, N. Y.

PAUL HOEFLER . . .

F. R. G. S., explorer,

naturalist, author,

lecturer, producer
of "Africa Speaks"
and other notable

motion pictures.

COTTON

Picking & Ginn'ng
tl min. $75.00

Color-sound

MEXICAN POTTERS
Clay Art in Old

Mexico
II min. $75.00
Color-sound

PAUL HOGFLEft

PRODUCTIONS

Ever since Paul Hoefler produced the
first I6mm color and sound motion
picture, his work has been distin-

guished for photographic excellence,

high sound fidelity and accurate, in-

teresting presentation. Preview
prints of current releases, in /a// col-

or and sound, are available, charges
prepaid. Print prices include reels

and cans.

The story of cotton from harvest to
mill. Authoritative treatment of the
sub.'ect is assured through the tech-
nical advice supplied by the Na-
tional Cotton Council of America,
Memphis, Tenn.

This colorful production shows a
way of life still found in smaller
towns and villages of Mexico, where
the home craftsmen ply their trade
as they have for many generations.

PAUL HOEFLER PRODUCTIONS
*^

Seles Division-612V, So. Ridgeley Dr.ve

los Angeles 36, Colifornia

therefore, that it is financially necessary and pedagog-

ically desirable to develop an audio-visual program over

a long period of time. Consequently, provision should

be made for continuous long-term planning so that a

sound program will result. Every effort should be made
to make every step in the process a definite advance

toward the goal of a complete and effective program.

9.
BUDGEtARY APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE AUDIO-VIS-

UAL PROGRAM, BASED ON CONSIDERED EDUCATION-

AL NEEDS, SHOULD BE MADE REGULARLY. An
audio-visual program costs money, and a good audio-

visual program costs a lot of money. Provision must be

made, therefore, for providing adequate financial sup-

port regularly for this program. In many schools it is

not unusual for the audio-visual program to be sup-

ported cither partially or entirely by funds donated by

parent or pupil organizations rather than Iw appropri-

ations in the school budget. Such financial support,

fluctuating from year to year, makes it impossible to

plan for steady development of the program. It is never

known how much money will be available or when.

Furthermore, this sort of financial support usually

means that the ])rogram can grow only in those schools

where the pupils come from economically favored

homes.

Strong audio-visual programs cannot be built on

wavering financial foundations. A source of regular

financial support must be provided. Since the audio-

visual program should be a legitimate part of the regu-

lar educational enterprise of the schools, it is only logical

to expect the board of education to provide the neces-

sary financial support for the program. Of course, any

appropriation for this program as for any other aspect

of the educational undertaking must be made on the

basis of real educational needs.

10.

CMarter Mem her—Allied Independent Producers.
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ADEQUATE PERSONNEL, SPACE, FACILITIES AND
EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE PROVIDED. SuCCCSS Can-

not be achieved without the services of interested and

competent personnel. The number of personnel will

vary with the size of the system, but there will always

be a need for someone to provide the leadership required

to generate teacher interest in the use of audio-visual

materials and to help teachers make effective use of

these tools for learning. If the system is large, there

may be a need for a director, one or more central office

workers and building coordinators who are given time

during the school day in which to perform their duties.

In small systems one person might discharge all the

functions performed by several people in a large system,

perhaps even on a part-time basis. However, in any

situation competent personnel are essential to the de-

velopment of a successful prograuL Audio-visual ma-

terials are effective instructional tools only in the hands

of trained teachers. Well-organized audio-visual pro-

grams likewise require the efforts of capable personnel

in order to produce results.

Space is needed for storing materials and equipment

and for performing such functions as servicing and re-

pairing equipment, booking niaterials, previewing films

and training teachers. Broadcasting and sound record-

ing studios, special jM-ojection rooins and production

Educai-ional Screen



laboratories are also desirable. Special facilities, in-

cluding dark shades and electrical outlets, are essentials

in classrooms and special projection rooms if efficient

and effective use is to be made of projected materials.

A long list of equipment would also be compiled if one

were to mention all of the devices needed in a modern

audio-visual program.

Fortunately, much can be done to improve learning

through audio-visual instruction even under severe limi-

tations in space, facilities and equipment. However,

schools should not use this fact to excuse the physical

inadequacies of their audio-visual programs but should

strive to meet the standards implied in this criterion.

How are we doing ? Where do we go from here ? A
look at the audio-visual program in the light of the

foregoing criteria or in terms of an evaluative instru-

ment developed therefrom will give answers to these

important questions. These answers are needed if in-

telligent effective direction is to be given to the develop-

ment of audio-visual programs.

Teacher-Coniniittee

Evaluation of New Filmg
{Continued from page 277)

he receives word, by carrier pigeon and private messenger, of

Napoleon's final defeat. Confidence is restored on the Exchange,

and later, amid grand pageantry, the Prince Regent of England

receives Nathan Rothschild and acknowledges properly Eng-

land's great debt of gratitude to her adopted son.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, condensed from the original 20th Century-Fox

feature of the same name, represents the cooperative efforts of

the staff of Teaching Film Custodians and the Audio-Visual

Committee of the National Council for the Social Studies. It

is especially recommended for high school and college world

history classes, for which it highliglits the importance of finance

in wartime and provides a case study in the injustice of racial

discrimination. It makes the past real by showing human activi-

ties against a rich historical background, but its purpose is not

so much to teach historical facts and details as to illustrate the

spirit of the times. Featuring the eminent actor George Arliss

in the role of Nathan Rothschild, the film provides a dramatic

experience which should motivate and enrich classroom study

and should develop desirable attitudes and appreciations by ap-

pealing to the emotions. Outside the history classroom, this

film will appeal to a variety of study groups concerned with

historical and intcrcultural problems, arid for the more mature

student audience it should prove an excellent convocation film.

the easiest to use projector ever

!

16 MM SOUI\D FILMS

For All OccasioHjii—Religions,

Educational, and Entertainment

Write for Our NEW
194S Cntalogue!

SOUTHERIV VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

will not tear film
• easy to thread

• easy to frame

• easy to clean

• instant S-second

threading

• from strip film to

slides and back

2" wide angle lent shews
12" to 10 foot images! Insert 5" set — making

long-throw projecterl

ACTUALLY 2 PROJECTORS IN 1

Your complete, easy-to-carry, easy-to-use combi-

nation slide and strip film projection outfitl You
get bright, clear pictures—even in daylight! Opti-

cally perfect, exclusive aspheric condenser system!

Tests prove Viewlex 150 Watt Projector gives

greater screen brilliance than other 300 watt pro-

jectors! From every angle— for all your require-

ments, the Viev/lex AP-1C is the finest projector

value obtainable.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-6.

%i(^
35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

A Sfudy of

FRACTIONS
by O. W. McGUIRE

Author of "Easy Steps in Fractions"

An integrated visual program on filmstrips designed

to aid t!:e elenentary and [unior high school student

in the study of eommon fractions and the instructor

in the presentation of the subject. Eleven filmstrips

comprise the kit.

1. Units and Fractional Parts

2. Multiple Fractions—Numerator and Denomlnafcr
3. Comparing Fractions—Adding and Subtracting

4. Multiple Fractions—Improper Fractions

5. Improper Fractions—Mr-ed Numbers
6. Reducing and Changing Fractions

7a. Changing Fractions to a Common Denominafor
7b. Changing Fractions to a Common Denominator
8. Multiplying Fractions

9. Dividing Fractions

10. Reciprocals—The Rule of Division

I I Filmstrips Including e^9 OC ' ^^^ °' ' ' ^^'^ Sheets $1

Teacher's Gude *jj.*3
| j^j qJ Teacher's Key $1

Inquire of your dealer or write direct to:

Photo & SomA Productions

116 Natomo Street

San Francisco 5, California
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The new V/CTOR
LITE-WEIGHT
makes LIGHT WORK
of Audio-V i su af
Training
• Attractive Single Unit Alum-

inum Case
• 52% Lighter in Weight {34

lbs. complete)
• 69% Smaller in Siie—but taltes

full 2000 ft. reels.

Price $375.00

Send for latesi Caialeg.

wSwCI^^B^S^^^
«U NORTH SKINKER »LVO. gSM*
SAINT LOUIS S. MO.

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

o
a

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Your Audio-Visual Aids Program
TEACH-0-DISGS 16mm. Sound Films

Educatisnal - Entertainment- Religious
New catalog on visual aids now in

preparation.
Place y?ur name on list for early

Made of Unbreakable Vfnylite.
Literature—History—Safety Record!

TEAGH-O-FILMSTRIPS
For Use In Elementary. Junior and

Senior High Schools.

mailing.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
Wichita, Kans.

35MM. SCIENCE SLIDE FOJIiS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

VISUAL SCIENCES, 5»»E Suffern, New York

DIRECT 16iiim SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For f/ie Producer of 16mm bosiness, educational and rellglout
• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
e SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
e SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.
1 64 N. Wocker Dr., Dept. E , Ctiicogo 6, III.

ISnttn Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAm and EUROPE
Library material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODUCTIOIVS
65 Barons Keep, W. 14 London, England

MAKE YOLIK OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Size 3'/4'"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridge Blvd.. Daytona Beach. Pla.

Libraries Meet a New Responsibility

(Continued from page 269)

lean Liijrary Association from the Carnegie Cor-

poration of New York. The service takes the form

of personal visits via field trip, assistance on publica-

tions such as the ALA Audio-Visual Committee's

"Films in Public Libraries," compilation of biblio-

graphies, collecting of helpful statistics, general pro-

motional and liaison work and the planning of Film

Workshops for in-service training. It adds up to an

active present

!

In the future we envisage a film program in all

libraries on one of the three levels of service.

1. Infor/nalion service in all libraries. There is every

reason to believe that every Hbrary, however small, will have

a reference shelf on films where the Educational Film Guide,

the Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films, the Catalog of the

State University Extension Film Library and catalogs of other

nearby libraries, special indexes such as the Guide to Training

Films, bibliographies and film periodicals are made available

together with the help of a staff member who is charged with

the specific responsibility of keeping informed of developments

in the 16nim field. This information service could also include

a union card catalog of films actually available in the com-

munity and in the regional area. Such a library could act as

a central booking agency for the community, serving the user

and saving shipping time and money for the central state film

library.

2. hifoniiation service as described above plus film programs.

This means conducting film programs for adults and for young

people and children within library walls. The films might

be rented or be on temporary deposit.

3. Information service plus film programs plus actual film

lending scrzicc, all coordinated by a professional person and

related to the library's overall community program. This is

the highest level of film service and by far the most valuable.

Certain factors are operating in favor of the realiza-

tion of the ultimate goal. Library leaders are working

toward larger units for all library service. County and

multi-county units are increasing, and as these are

achieved, the establishment of accompanying film

service becomes more and more possible.

Another development which will speed establishment

of film collections in public libraries is the current

planning for regional cooperation. Around large

metropolitan areas the smaller suburban and township

libraries are gathering together for cooperative planning

for special and expensive reference services as well as

other services. Films will unquestionably be included.

One of the most rewarding activities in the present

and the future of library film work is participation in the

Film Council movement. For in the Film Council of

America we are working and planning with all other

educational agencies, equipment manufacturers, and

commercial dealers in the field. The Film Council is

the greatest unifying force in the field today; it pro-

vides us all with a meeting place where we can grapple

with mutual problems. It has engendered an esprit

which is good to share.

The American Library Association is proud to par-

ticipate as one of the original national constituent

members of the Film Council of America and looks

forward confidently to the day when, as a result of

the cooperative efforts of many groups, distribution

of films will be extended and improved, better pro-

duction programs will be supported, and a fuller mea-

sure of energy can be devoted to richer utilization.
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Films in Public Libraries

A forward step in the use of films for adult education

was announced recently by Roger Albright, Director of

Educational Services of the Motion Picture Association

of America. For the first time in history, the motion

picture industrj' through the Association, headed by

Eric Johnston, is making available to public libraries

throughout the nation films which may be loaned like

books to adult education groups.

The films were chosen under the direction of the

Commission of Motion Pictures in Adult Education,

which is sponsored by the American Association of

Adult Education. A special catalog listing full infor-

mation on the films is now being distributed to libraries.

These films are distributed by Teaching Film Cus-

todians, a non-profit affiliate of the Motion Picture

Association. The motion pictures are distributed by

TFC to libraries, where they will be loaned to educa-

tional groups. For further information on the adult

education films and catalog and how they may be ob-

tained, write Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West 43rd

Street, New York, N. Y., or the Motion Picture Asso-

ciation of America in Washington, D. C.

French Teachers Use Films

At a recent meeting of the Chicago French Film

Society, the use of films in teaching French was dis-

cussed. Several teachers of French told of their success-

ful use of films to acquaint pupils with the people and

provinces of France and to help them read French and

to understand spoken French.

Since its organization a year ago, the Chicago French

Film Society has succeeded in introducing about fifteen

French films into the library of the Chicago Board of

Education. Mr. James Fitzwater, new Director of the

Bureau of Visual Instruction of the Chicago Public

Schools, is seeking to arouse other language depart-

ments to cooperate in a similar way.

The Chicago schools' film library is considereti one

of the world's best, with more than 12,000 sound and

about 2,000 silent films available.

'RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IS THE FOUNDATION OF WORLD PE4CE'

Foundation Films Corporation
Presenfs

10 Reverent Religious Motion Pictures

4 Beautiful Educational Motion Pictures

Religious Filtnstrips

Motion pictures are 16mm Color, Blacic and White, Sound.

Write

FOUNDATION FILMS CORPORATION
Citizens Bank Building Pasadena 1, California

TREES THAT REACH THE SKY I reel sound. Pacific Coast Lumbering.

OUTSTANDING TEACHING FILMS
Add these films to your library. Preview prints available. Produced
by the National Film Board of Canada. 16mm.
FUR COUNTRY—22 mins. Color & B&W. For elementary grades.

GREAT LAKES—22 mins. Color & B&W. Elementary geosraphy.

ESKIMO ARTS AND CRAFTS—22 mins. Color.

ESKIMO SUMMER—22 mins. Color. Elementary social studies.

VEGETABLE INSECTS—22 mins. Color. Entomoloeical treatment.

MONTREAL—22 mins. Color. History past and present.

TRAPPERS OF THE SEA—13 mins. Color. Lobster fishing.

SALMON RUN—21 mins. Color. Life cycle of sockeye.

PEOPLES OF CANADA—21 mins. New 1947 version.

CANADA—WORLD TRADER—11 mins. Resources and products.

LAND OF PIONEERS—14 mins. Last frontier in North America.

For complete informafJon write

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC.
84 E. Randolph St.

CHICAGO 1, ILL.

15 Pork Row
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

pOMUMt^

'o^kJLMfl-bsflLeBnSK,

aifiiidtijLA.

portafifms
',sK>a).oiiiJc.aue,&>oikMik..CatiA-

Announeing

A NEW SLIDE SERVICE
America's Cultural Heritage—Historical and
Literary Personalities—Old Time Houses and
Furnishings — Geography — Literature — The
Whole Panorama of American Civilization.

Presented In comprelienslve, authentic, vital sets of full color
2" X 2" slides with parallel text or story. Subjects for sum-
mer delivery include biographies of Nathan Hale, Daniel
Webster, Ethan Allen; Romance of American Quilt Design;
Pilgrim Century Living; Old Salem; The Story of American
Clocks.

Send for literaiure

NEW ENGLAND SLIDE LIBRARY
103 Chestnut Avenue Waterbury, Conn.
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AUDIO -VISMl^RADE REVIEW

New Officers - Plans - Awards for ANFA

CLOSING a four-day Convention

and Trade Show, marked by

record attendance and enthusiasm, the

Allied Non-Theatrical Film Associa-

tion elected a new slate of Officers

and Directors on April 24th and

launched plans for a nation-wide pro-

motional campaign for the advance-

ment of the 16mm industry and for

the Association.

E. E. ("Jack") Carter, President of

the National Film Service, of Raleigh,.

N. C, was elected President to suc-

ceed William F. Kruse—the latter now
joining the ranks of Honorary Presi-

dents along with Bertram K. Willough-

by, William K. Hedwig and Horace

O. Jones. Carter represents the Film

Libraries Division of the Association,

as does also Edward H. Stevens, of

Stevens Pictures, Atlanta, Ga., who
was elected First Vice-President. Mau-
rice T. Groen, of Films of the Nations,

was elected Second Vice-President.

Other Officers and Directors were

elected as follows : Treasurer : George

H. Cole, King Cole Sound Service, New
York City; Secretary: Jerome J. Cohen,

Insurance Specialist, New York City;

Directors : Harold Baumstone, Post Pic-

tures, New York City; J. Ken Lilley, J.

P. Lilley & Son, Harrisburg, Pa.; Wil-

liam L. Rogers, Religious Film Assn.,

New York City; Alan B. Twynian,

Twyman Films, Dayton, Ohio.

The Convention enthusiastically ac-

cepted a proposal of its Producers' Di-

vision to establish a Special 16mm In-

dustry Promotion Committee, and the

Board subsequently appointed Fletcher

Smith of Fletcher Smith Studios as

Chairman.

The purpose of this Committee is to

publicize, nationally, the 16mm industry

and to investigate and involve the enor-

mous potential 16mm film-using public

in a program of expansion for the in-

dustry and its products. Details of the

campaign are being worked out by the

Committee and will be announced
shortly.

Four other working committees, ap-

pointed by the newly-elected Board, in-

clude :

Public Relations and Publicity Com-
mittee, headed by Wm. F. Kruse, to

publicize all ANFA activities. Members
will be selected from a national roster

of local Association contacts responsible

for promoting news about the industry

and the organization in their respective

localities

;

Committee on Research and Standards,

with personnel still to be appointed, whose

functions will be to investigate and gather

information on technical matters relating

to the industry;

Committee on Convention Appraisal,

to evaluate this year's sessions and make
recommendations for the 1949 Convention.

James M. Duncan of Rochester, N. Y., is

Chairman of this Committee.

Tivo Film Library Committees, one

on Operational Procedures, headed by

Carl Kunz of Kunz Motion Picture

Service, Philadelphia, and one on Film

Library Promotion headed by P. Ray
Swank, of Swank Pictures, St. Louis,

were also set up. The first will be con-

cerned with advice and assistance in

standardizing and simplifying library

operations ; the second, in methods of

extending their activities.

The Third Annual 16mm Award
for outstanding service to the non-
theatrical film industry was presented

in the form of identical bronze plaques

to two distinguished "old timers" at

the Ninth Annual Convention Ban-
quet. Willard B. Cook and .Alexander

F. Victor, retired founder of the Vic-

tor .Animatograph Corp., both pioneers

in the non-theatrical film field, re-

ceived this honor.

Registered at the four-day Conven-
tion were 130 delegates from 13 states

and Canada and double that number
of visitors at the open meetings, in-

cluding representatives from Sweden,
Venezuela, Buenos Aires and Norway.
Over four thousand guests visited the

16mm industry trade show which ran

concurrently with the Convention.

SMPE in Santa Monica
One entire session of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers' 63rd semi-

annual convention in Santa Monica,
May 17 to 21, was given over to the

presentation of papers, demonstrations
and discussions dealing with magnetic
tape recording. SMPE President Lorcn
L. Ryder has announced.
Papers were presented by repre-

sentatives of RCA divisions in both
Indianapolis and Hollywood, two by
staff members of the Armour Institute

in Chicago, and one by a representa-

tive of the W. A. I'almer & Company,

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

producer of the Ampex megnetic re-

corder, which is used by Bing Crosby
for recording his show for ABC. In

addition, Robert Hetr, head of the

physics section of the Central Research
Laboratories, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, delivered

a paper dealing with his research in

Scotch sound recording tape.

Production Booklet from Ampro
Ampro Corporation of Chicago has

prepared a new 16-page booklet, "The
Amazing Story of 16mm Sound Motion
Pictures". Copies of this booklet are

available at 10c each. Write Ampro
CoriX)ration, 2835 N. Western Avenue,
Chicago 18, Illinois.

DeVry Bulletin

"Suggestions for Effective Tech-
niques of Utilizing Motion Pictures in

the Classroom" is the title of DeVry
School Service Bulletin No. 4, written

by C. R. Crakes.

No charge is made for copies of this

Bulletin and requests sent to C. R.

Crakes, Educational Consultant, De-
Vry Corporation, 1111 Armitage Ave-
nue, Chicago 14, Illinois, will receive

prompt attention.

Da-Lite "Miniature Catalog"

The Da-Lite Screen Company is

offering a new 16-page "Miniature
Catalog" which contains much help-

ful information in addition to illus-

trations and descriptions on screens

for home, industry, school and church
projection.

A copy of this "Miniature Catalog"
may be obtained by writing direct to

the Da-Lite Screen Co.. Inc., 2711 N.

Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111.

Kodak Leaflet Gives Hints for

Effective Slidefilm Projection

Projecting slidefilms effectively is

more than a matter of merely setting

up the projector and snapping the

switch. .'\ new free leaflet, "Hints For
Effective Slidefilm Projection," just

announced by Kodak, tells you how.
Copies of "Hints For Effective Slide-

film Projection" may be obtained

without charge by writing Sales Serv-

ive Division, Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, 4, New York.
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Production

Activity

Allied Independent Producers

Several of the leading producers of

educational films have formed an as-

sociation to be known as Allied Inde-

pendent Producers. The charter mem-
bers of the organization arc: Academy
Films, Arthur Barr Productions, Bai-

ley Films, Inc., Johnson-Hunt Produc-

tions. Paul Hoefler Productions.

Although each producer will preserve

his own individuality in creative pro-

duction, it is hoped that through this

cooperative association the general

quality and efTectiveness of school

films may be improved. By free inter-

change of ideas, the producers will

assist each other in the solution of

many common problems. Increased

efficiency in production of educational

films may be attained through the dis-

cussion of school requirements and the

registration of production schedules to

avoid duplication of subject matter.

Also, it is felt that standard practices

should be developed with regard to

preview prints; the design of Teachers
(iuides; replacement footage, and the

availability of prints to schools for

sunmier workshops and visual edu-

cation programs. It is hoped that the

association may provide a clearing

house for inquiries, criticisms, and sug-

gestions for the improvement of edu-

cational films.

Headquarters for the .Allied Inde-

pendent Producers are located at 2044

North Berendo Street, Hollywood 27,

California.

FON Distributes Thru Nu-Art

Films of the Nations, a non-profit

organization representing a large num-
ber of foreign nations, has appointed
Nu-Art Films, Inc., as official dis-

tributor for the sale and rental of

all F.O.N, releases. On May 1, 1948

Films of the Nations turned over its

' rental library to Nu-Art Films. Users
and buyers of Films of the Nations'

subjects can obtain these films at the

same prices and discounts as they

heretofore had from Films of the

Nations directly. Regional F.O.N, dis-

Inc, has obtained additional floor space

where Films of the Nations has its

tributors will be accommodated by
Nu-.Art on the same terms as pre-

viously agreed upon. Nu-Art Films,

York 19, New York.

Stock Shots Available

More than a million feet of pro
fessionally photographed Kodachrome,
both commercial and regular, is being
offered to the motion picture and
television industry by Dudley Pictures

Corporation Stock Shots Department.
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Moving Days in Chicago
b^ffective now, three Chicago audio-

visual organizations will be found in

new quarters, as follows: British In-

forn'.ation Services has moved from

360 North Michigan to 39 South La
Salle, Chicago 3; National .Association

of N'isual Education Dealers has moved
from the loop to 845 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois: and National Film

Board of Canada has moved from 84

East Randolph to the Daily_ News
Building, 400 West Madison St., Chi-

cago 6. Put these new addresses in

your little black book now.

Peerless Deals Direct

Eliminating middleman charges.
Peerless Film Processing Corporation

of 165 West 46th St., New York 19,

has announced that its film treatment

equipment and facilities will be avail-

able in the future on direct application

of customers. Under the new arrange-

ment. Peerless will continue to offer,

in its processing plant at 130 West
46th St., the same vacuum-vaporating
treatment of film which it has offered

in the past through Vaporate Company.
For additional information and new
price lists, write directly to Peerless.

Florez Handles Vu-Sraph
Florez, Incorporated, Detroit, train-

ing and promotion specialists, have

been appointed industrial distributor

for Yu-Graph, a new and improved
overhead projector, according to an

announcement by H. Myers, President

of the Charles Beseler Company of

New York.

PROJECTOR YOU WANT

0£>"

'?4eafite -in- ei-StUCceue
)6min. SOUND PROJECTOR,
AMPLIFIER, SPEAKER AND
SCREEN . . . ALL-IN-ONE SMALL,
COMPACT CASE WEIGHING
LESS THAN 31 lbs.

Todpy's Greatest tOOCOo
Value at ONLY O-tO
Highest quality 16inni. sound projec-

tor in the lowest price field— the

DeVry "BANTAM" is a truly champion
performer. Brilliant 750-1000 watt

illumination, thrilling life-like sound!

See it and be convinced!

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WITH A

DUAL CASE "BANTAM"

Givts you pro-

jector and am-
plifier in one
case, 8

" ALNICO
S permanent
magnet tpeaker
in matching

3^^

>••

DaVry "Bonlam" hoi adtquoU lllumlnallon

(750-1000 woft) for auditorium projocHon.

Buill-in, detach- \
able 6 ALNICO 5

permanent mag-
net speaker. .

2000 ft. film capacity. .

Coated optical elements . .

Light out-put exceeds 200 lumens . . Motor-

driven rewind . . Automatic loop setter . .

Rotating sound drum. .Simplest filn

threading . . Absolute film protection . .

Forced ofr cooling.. AC or DC operation.

DEVRY CORPORATION ^^"^
ES-E6

11 1 1 Armiloge Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois

Pleose iend details on OtVRY "Bantam" projector.

.Zone ._ Stole-
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Equipment

The Little Giant

Forway Industries, of Camden, New
Jersey, has recently announced the

availabihty, with nationwide service

facilities, of its "Little Giant" sound

motion picture projector. The pro-

jector (shown without reel arms, which
mount on top of the machine) features

a light weight of 27 pounds and small

dimensions of 7J^ by 9'/2 by IS inches.

The audio characteristics of the

Little Giant include a four-stage ampli-

fier, dual ball-bearing sound drum and
flywheel, microphone and phonograph
inputs, and an automatic cutoflf when
the speaker is detached. The "Peris-

matic" light optical system is said to

provide brilliant screen illumination

with a cool aperture plate. Two-inch
F L6 coated lens is standard equipment.
All sales are through the Forway
Corporation, 245 West 5Sth St., New
York 19, N. Y.

Sonomaster in Navy Blue

The Sonomaster, the dual-speed
record player which was added to the

Victor line of equipment last fall,

received the official stamp of approval
from the U.S. Navy recently when an
order for 450 units was telephoned to

officials of the Victor Animatograph
Corporation, Davenport, Iowa. .Ml

competitive makes were tested before
the order was placed. The Bureau
of Ships was the official purchaser.

Recently announced additions to the

Sonomaster line of equipment are the
FM Tuner and Transcription Carry-
ing Case. Like the Sonomaster Record
Player, these companion pieces come
in matching leather-bound, moisture-
proof cases. .Ml three are available
for immediate delivery.

Freed Radio's FM-AM
Classroom Model
The Freed-Eisemann Educator

Radio, recently announced, is a 12-

tube receiver, incorporating Armstrong
Frequency Modulation in a specially

designed circuit. It also provides the
full tuning range for Standard Broad-
cast Stations. It has an undistorted
power output of S .'BJaJtS and^^an ex-
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tended-range speaker that reproduces

tones of from 100 to 15,000 cycles,

which includes the upper limit of norm-
al hearing.

A booklet describing the new receiver

is available t o teachers, educational

broadcasters and parent-teacher as-

sociations. The booklet discusses
standards for using radio in the class-

room and contains information about

radio reception which can be used in

upper-grade classes in conjunction with

classroom radio activities. Requests

for the booklet are filled by the Edu-
cational Products Division, Freed
Radio Corporation, 200 Hudson Street,

New York City.

"Gold Seal" Lighting

A new, practical movie lighting sys-

tem which makes indoor movie photog-

raphy as simple as box camera
operation outdoors has been developed

by Kin-O-Lux, Inc.

This system, called "Gold Seal"

Lighting, has two main features: (I)

The subject may move freely within

the room while the pictures are being

made. (2) All glare is eliminated

from the subject's eyes and the

camera lens.

A booklet on "Gold Seal" Lighting
is available at all photographic dealers

or from Kin-O-Lux, Inc., 105 West
40 St., New York 18, New York.

Kodak "8" Has 400-foot Reel

An improved model of the Koda-
scope Eight-90 Projector—the Eight-
90.\—has been announced by the

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. Featuring 400-foot reel capacity,

the new projector will permit showings
up to 30 minutes in length without
the necessity of changing reels. Es-
sentially, the Kodascope Eight-90.'K

Projector is the same projector as the
Eight-90. A taller base and extended
reel arms make the difference.

Bell & Howell Announces
New Film Cement
A new film cement, for splicing

all types of 8mm, 16mm, and 3Smni
motion picture film, is announced by
Bell & Howell Company, 7100 Mc-
Cormick Rd., Chicago. Bell & Howell
states that extensive tests in major
Hollywood studios have shown the
new cement to possess the combined
virtues of great bonding strength and
splicing speed, both highly necessary
for professional use.

Good Things in Small

Packages
Radiant Manufacturing Corp., Chi-

cago, has produced two new small and
inexpensive projection screens. The
first is an easel supported model called,

"The Magic Screen," which features
a genuine glass beaded screen surface
11x14 inches, mounted in a sturdy
cardboard double-easel stand. The
clever frame is gaily decorated in

bright colors.

Three-dimensional realism is the

distinctive feature of the "Little

Theatre." Shadow-box constructed, this

new product is a miniature reproduc-

tion of a real stage, complete with

drops, and a genuine Radiant glass

beaded screen. The Little Theatre

measures 22x25x12;^ inches deep

overall, ideal for film editing and pro-

jection.

American Optical 16mm
Microfilm Reader

A microfilm reader which permits

both easy reading of 16mm microfilm

and copying of the film on photographic

paper in less than two minutes with-

out use of a darkroom has been an-

nounced by .\merican Optical Com-
pany's Scientific Instrument Division,

EufTalo, N. Y.

Developed after years of research,

the new optical instrument has in-

corporated several features never be-

fore seen on the microfilm reader,

such as a texture-free projection screen,

four-speed automatic transport, simple

focusing adjustment, and the elimina-

tion of film wear.

Compact and occupying only
16"x23" of floor space, the reader is

constructed of lightweight metals and

weighs about 70 pounds. Equipped
witli silent ball-bearing casters, it can

quickly and easily be moved from desk

to desk and office to office.

American Optical Microfilm Reader

Educational Screen



Current Film News
U PORTAFILMS, P.O. Box 752,

Glendaie, Calif., announces a new 16mm
color-sound film for classroom use;

The Art of Leather Carving (20

niin.)—Joey Smith, a leading crafts-

man and teacher of leather art, demon-
strates his skills. Craft teachers using

the film will be interested in a kit,

containing first-quality leather for the

underarm bag shown in the film, avail-

aljle from Burtons Ltd., Los Angeles.

Patterns for the carving design used

on the bag will soon be available from
the Craftool Co., Los Angeles.

B EDUCATIONAL FILM SERV-
ICE, 180 N. Union St., Battle Creek,

Michigan has produced a new film on
citizenship, available for rental from
the Audio Visual Aids Center, Uni-
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Michigan:

Learning Democracy Through
School Community Projects (20 min.)

—showing how tj'pical public school

and communities in Michigan are serv-

ing as the proving grounds for de-

mocracy by providing opportunities for

both young people and adults to par-

ticipate in special projects involving

realistic democratic procedures.

n ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, INC., 1150 Wilmette Ave.,

W'ilniettc, III., has released the follow-

ing new films:

Autumn on the Farm (1 reel, color)

third in a series of films on the sea-

sons; designed to give children an
idea of how life on a farm is lived

by picturing a one-family farm in south-

ern Wisconsin with a diversified agri-

cultural program.

French Children (1 reel)—latest film

in the series, "Children of Many
Lands"; photographed on a farm in

Brittany and, like other films in the

series, organized around family living

in a way to give teachers the maxi-
mum opportunity to present the sub-

- ject in a context meaningful to cliil-

dren.

Ill 1)1 iiiMiiiiip'iMiiii >'^9e > ^.•H

From the EB film "French Children".

ACADEMY FILMS, 844 Seward
St., Hollywood 38, Calif., announces

the release of five new 16mm sound
educational films, available in color

and black and white:

Freighter in Port—picturing ocean
freighter activity in port.

Freighter at Sea—a sequel to the pre-

ceding film, showing life aboard ship

and starting with the fully-loaded

freighter putting out to sea.

State Legis'ature—explaining the

procedure of the legislative branch of

our state government in the enactment
of a state law.

Mississippi River (Upper River)—
showing America's greatest river: its

development, its effect on agriculture

and industry, etc.

Mississippi River (Lower River)—

a

sequel to the preceding film, featuring

a study of man's control and use of the

mighty waterway from the mouth of

the Ohio River to the Gulf of Mexico.

TEACHING FILM CUSTODI-
ANS, 25 W. 43rd St.. N. Y. 18. is dis-

tributing three new teaching films,

products of a cooperative experiment
by textbook puljlishers and the mo-
tion picture industry, according to an
announcement from the Motion Pic-

ture Association, 1600 I St., N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C:

Borrowing in Subtraction—aiding

teachers of beginning arithmetic to

clarify the idea of borrowing in sub-

traction through the use of an "Alice

in Wonderland" size-reducing device

to make number symbols real and
tangible.

The Seasons—designed to help pupils

understand how the earth revolves

around the sun and the axis tilt pro-

duces the changes of the seasons.

Osmosis—picturing, through labora-

tory demonstrations and animation,

one of nature's basic processes and
helping teachers build student appreci-

ation of scientific methods. (Producers

of the three films were Affiliated Film
Producers, Inc., Film Graphics, and
World Today.)

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22, announces
that the first films in a new geography
series being produced by Louis de

Rochemont Associates, Inc., 35 W.
45th St., N. Y. C, are expected to be

placed on sale by United World with

the opening of the next school year

in September. Entitled "Your World
and Mine," the series will consist of

36 integrated educational films on world
geography especially designed for the

elementary grades. The series is di-

vided into three parts: Part I consists

of seven introductory films dealing

with how people live at home around

New Clossroom Films

WILD LIFE OF THE DESERT
Plant, animal, and human life in the desert
and how each has made adaptive changes,
either in structure or living conditions, in

order to survive the extreme heat, draught,
and other hazards of the lower sonoran
zone. For intermediate and junior high

school General Science and Social Studies
classes. One reel 16mm sound; Sale $30.00.

Rental $1.50.

FRONTIER FARMERS
OF ALASKA

Presents A'aska as a vast region of con-
trasting climates and land surfaces and
shows how a group of 20th Century fron-

tiersmen discovered and developed the
agricultural wealth of south-central Alaska.
Suggested for upper elementary and sec-

ondary classes in Geography, U. S. His-
tory, Civics, Agriculture. Two reels 16mm
sound color; Sale $135.00, Rental $5.00.

FREE CATALOGUE READY
Write Dept. 8 today for free rental OR
sale catalogue. Rental and preview prints

of above films available now.

•^^ A/l L M $, INC.
2044 North Berendo .Hollywoad 37, Calif

Offers

The Finest

Audio-Visual

Materials and Equipment

YOUNG AMERICA
Films and Magazines

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT NATCO
16 mm Professional Sound Projector

$289.50

VIEWLEX
Strip and Slidefijm Proiectors

DE YOUNG
Projector Stands and Tripods

PANACOUSTIC PLAYBACKS

THE TEMPLED HILLS

The First in Youth Films Series of

Glorious Scenic Psalms in Full Color

Now Available for Rental

For further information write

304 Forest Avenue Phone 604

Laguna Beach, California
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the world; Part II is made up of

fourteen films on the subject of how
people live and work in various regions

of the Americas; Part III, including

fifteen films, shows physical environ-

ments in different parts of the world
outside the Americas and how people
deal with them.

A. F. FILMS, INC., has available

several films from France, with English

or French narration. Included among
the titles are: Biography of the Motion
Picture Camera, The Passing Hours
(story of the invention of clocks), The
Glass Bell (story of an average man of

France and his life under fascism), Dare-
deiils of the Alps (mountain climbing).

Liberation of Paris (August, 1944),

Four Years—A Summing Up (ruins of

famous French cities, etc. and the task

of repairing the ruins).

PICTORIAL FILMS, INC., 625

Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, has released

a new educational film:

The Electronic Microscope (2 reels)

—showing the development of the mi-

croscope from the most primitive stage

up to the latest highly technical in-

strument.

HAWLEY-LORD, INC., 61 VV.

56th St., N. Y. 19, announces the release

of the following new film:

A Dog's Life in the North Woods
—picturing the life of the trapper in

the Canadian wilderness north of the

5Sth parallel.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
Th« Pint of th« series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three
14mm Sound Films In Color or Black-

•nd-White,

Demonstrating
the Puppy's
Pirst Lesson in

House Manners.

Helen Hayes & Lowell Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.
Louise Branch: Producer & Photogra-
pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America'M foremoMt produceri of
Dog FilmM

PAWLING. NEW YORK

MAKE YOUR OWN LANTERN SLIDES

-SI

j World's Professional Ball Champs!
I CHICAGO BLOOMER GIRLS

I

iuullld.} f""" "*«" Exciting Game!
|

I
\tlutblrdsl Dramatijes woman's new place

I
in sports! Nationally famous stars . . . filmed '

' exclusively by 'Woman Speaks'! Write Film |

I Studios of Chicago, H. A. Spanuth. 135 S. i

I

La Salle, Oept. E, Chicago 3. '
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"What Is Business?"

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, of-

fers several new educational sound films :

Instructional Films—The New Way
to Greater Education—The values of

audio-visual education are demon-
strated; the importance of proper se-

lection, integration, and administra-

tion of an educational film program
under an audio-visual director is

stressed. The film was produced as a

service to the audio-visual field.

What Is Cloth?—By watching and
listening to a mother teach her daugh-
ter about cloth, students can learn the

practical facts about fibers, yarns and
weaves.

Yarn and Cloth Construction—The
carding board, the spinning wheel, and
the hand loom are brought into the

classroom to demonstrate the processes
of converting raw fibers into woven
cloth.

Choosing Books to Read—the story

of books, told through a picture rec-

ord of a boy's quest for information
on photography, which leads him
from a beginner's volume to books on
composition, to a novel, and finally to a
work on art.

Do Words Ever Fool You?—show-
ing students the dangers of word trick-

ery and graphically outlining things
which everyone can do to prevent word
confusion.

What Is Business?—giving the stu-

dent a view of business in the world
around him; introducing him to the
production, distribution and service

phases of business.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUR-
EAU, INC., 84 E. Randolph St., Chi-
cago 1, III,, announces that the following

educational films are now available for

distribution :

Children on Trial (62 niin. British
Information Services)—illustrating the
steps taken by official welfare depart-
ments to rehabilitate delinquent chil-

dren.

The Feeling of Rejection (20 min..
National Film Board of Canada)—
telling the story of Margaret as a child
and adult and how a psychiatrist helps
her understand why she feels and acts
as she does.

Land for Pioneers (14 min.. National
Film Board of Canada)—presenting a

comprehensive picture of the resources
and industrial development of the Can-
adian North from gold-rush days to the
present search for uranium.

Coronet Instructioniil Films

"Yarn and Cloth"

Canada, World Trader (12 min.. Na-
tional Film Board of Canada)—review-

ing the chief resources and products of

Canada.

BRANDON FILMS, INC., 1600

Broadway, N. Y. 19, announces the re-

lease of the first film produced spe-

cifically for a UNESCO objective:

Hungry Minds (10 min.)—produced
by the National Film Board of Cana-
da for the Canadian Council on Re-
construction for UNESCO and spon-
sored by the Commission for Inter-

national and Educational Reconstruc-
tion, the film depicts the problems of

educational and cultural reconstruc-

tion in Europe.

PAUL HOEFLER PRODUC-
TIONS, 612H So. Ridgeley Dr., Los
.Angeles 36, Calif., has released the
following new 16mm color-sound edu-
cational films:

Cotton—Picking and Ginning (11

min.)—telling the story of cotton from
harvest to mill, the first film in a series

of five subjects on cotton.

Mexican Potters—Clay Art in Old
Mexico (11 min.)—showing the artist-

craftsmen and their products in the
towns and villages of old Mexico.

HARMON FOUNDATION, INC.,
140 Nassau St., N. Y. 7, offers a new
color or black-and-white sound motion
picture:

Owners All (3 reels)—showing the

growth of the Cooperative Movement
in Nova Scotia and how it has spread
through all of Canada's Maritime
Provinces. Owners All is intended as

a film of international interest, to give
both a pattern and inspiration as to

how people can achieve satisfactory

living standards by working together.

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC, 25 W.
45th St., N. Y. 19, has produced a new
2-reel film entitled Play Better Golf,

covering the fundamentals and fine points

of the game and featuring four top-

flight professionals—Sam Snead, Lloyd
Mangrum, Patty Berg and Jim Ferrier.

Newest addition to the Delu.xe Concert
Classics of Official Films is a pair of

films featuring the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra, under the baton of Sir Ernest
MacMillan. Music includes "Jamaican
Rhumba" by Benjamin; A St. Malo by
MacMillan; the overture to the opera

"Colas Breugnon" by Kabalevsky ; and
selections from the Third Movement of

Tschaikowsky's Symphony No. 6.
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BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, announces six new films : Edin-

burgh Festival, 1947; Will Britain Go
Hungry?; Colour, a technicolor film

showing the great advances in the de-

velopment of artificial dyes; W'iddicombc

Fair, the famous folksong in animated

drawings ; Routine Job, a story of Scot-

land Yard ; and Here Is the Gold Coast,

a story of the problems which confront

this African colony.

THE UNITED NATIONS FILM
BOARD has completed a film telling

the story of the Headquarters Planning
Commission

:

Clearing the Way (4 reels)—

a

record of international planning and
a picture of the reaction of a group
of New York children to the fact that

their playground is being sacrificed to

the new United Nations building.

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF
CANADA, 620 5th Ave., N. Y. 20, has

granted exclusive 16mm distribution of

Careers and Cradles (today's career

women). Challenge of Housing (hous-

ing problem), and The People Dance
(dancing in Canada) to Brandon Films,

Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York.

The National Film Board also an-

nounces that exclusive distribution rights

to Fiddle De Dee and Hen Hop have

been granted to the International Film
Bureau, 84 E. Randolph St., Chicago.

CHINA FILM ENTERPRISES
OF AMERICA, INC., N. Y., has
signed a term contract with the Emerson
Yorke Studio, N. Y., for the exclusive dis-

tribution of Yorke Studio films in the Far
East territory, including China, Hong
Kong and Maca.

DUDLEY PICTURES CORPO-
RATION, 9908 Santa Monica, Blvd.,

Beverly Hills, Calif., announces the fol-

lowing 16mm releases : Neiv Horizons
(covering the resources, industrial growth,

vacation six)ts of southeastern U. S., pro-

duced for the Seaboard Airline Rail-

road) ; Easy Docs It (dealing with

proper switching and coupling of freight

cars, produced for the Freight Claim
Division of the Association of American
Railroads) ; recent additions to the

"Screen Book of Knowledge" : This

Land of Ours—Florida; This Land of

Ours—Kentucky; This World of Ours—
Panama; This World of Ours—Cuba;
and Danger River, covering Norman
Nevill's expedition shooting the rapids

of the Colorado River.

AETNA LIFE AFFILIATED
COMPANIES, Public Education De-

partment, Hartford 15, Conn., announces

that the following educational films are

available without charge for specific

showings, not long-term loans : Live and

Let Live (highway safety), Safety Ahoy
(boating safety). Hook, Line and Safety

(fishing safety), Aim for Safety (hunting

safety). Partners in Production (indus-

trial safety). Champions at the Wheel

(truck fleet safety), Friend or Foe (fire

prevention). No Time to Lose (how to

report a fire), Chech and Double Check
(theft and forgery of government checks).

Doubtful Dollars (counterfeiting),
There's No Place Like Home (home
safety ) . New films are Ladders, Scaf-

folds and Floor Openings (construction

safety) and Back to Life (artificial res-

piration).

FILMS INCORPORATED, 330

W. 42nd St., N. Y., announces a series

of 16mm films entitled "Our~ Land -and

People," designed to help teachers get

across to students basic concepts regard-

ing the American way of life. The fol-

lowing nine films, each two reels with

a musical score, are now available : Cara-

vans of Trade : The Story of Transpor-
tation; Conservation Road: The Story of

Our Natural Resources; Big Harvest:
The Story of Agriculture; Lobstertozvn

:

The Story of a Community; Alaska

:

The Story of a Frontier; Free Horizons:

The Story of Our National Parks and
Forests; Draftsmen of Dreams: Inven-

tions and People; The Story of Commu-
nication; and Light and Poiver. The
films were produced in collaboration with

a special production group at Twentieth

Century-Fox F'ilm Corporation.

Catalogs

ASSOCIATION FILMS, 347 Madi-
son Ave., N. Y. 17, announces the re-

lease of its 1948-49 Catalog of Selected

Motion Pictures, listing some 1400

titles suitable for classroom and in-

formal educational purposes.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC.,
RKO Bldg., N. Y. 20, announces a new
16nim catalog of sound motion pictures

for non-theatrical use, containing de-

scriptions of films, ratings by national

reviewing groups, and two specialized

listings—films suitable for hospital show-
ing and films suitable for educational

use. The catalog will be sent only to

accounts which have previously registered

their locations with RKO Radio Pic-

tures 16mm division and have received

location approval for the showing of the

films. There is no obligation involved

in writing for location approval forms

and registering for use of 16mm film

service.

THE COOPERATIVE LEAGUE,
Film Dept., 23 VV. 45th St., N. Y. 19,

offers a free film catalog listing films,

filmstrips and recordings on the co-

operative movement.

CASTLE FILMS, Division of

United World Films, Inc., 445 Park
Ave., New York 22, N. Y., presents

the 10th annual catalog of motion

pictures for home entertainment. Sub-

jects include sports, travel, adventure,

comedy, old-time movies, westerns, his-

toric news events, and cartoons.

UNITED NATIONS Film and
Visual Information Division, Room
6300 C, Empire State Bldg., N. Y. C,
announces the availability of a catalog,

"The United Nations in Films," list-

ing many films of foreign nations

available to schools.

FILMSTRIPS ^S^

;««<^ TEACH'

THE LITTLE STAR

THAT GOT LOST

. 5^1"
1^
CATHEDRM_FIIMSTR|P_

[rSniMGHTY"
HUNTERS

, ,-^THFPRAl
FIIMSTRIP,

. .-MHtPKM nms'giP

NS^ BIKE
tttHAVlORj
131

..-^^umRMfaM^^R"'J

5^ THE

LITTLE CLOUD
lACMHEDRALFILMSTRlN

SCHOOL
SERIES FILMSTRIPS

FILMSTRIP with manual $5.00

FILMSTRIP with record $7.50

Write for descriptive folder

1970 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

IMLJJB
"UNIVERSAL MILITARY

TRAINING—PRO AND CON"
50-Frame Filmsfrip

Analyzes recommendations made by
the President's Advisory Commission on
Universal Military Training and opposing
arguments by National Council Against
Conscription. Serves to stimulate discussion
end debate. Cost: $3.00

Place Your Order Today!

The Stanley Bowmar Co.

3(»7 a>oodwar N»w ToiV }3. N 1.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

FILMS

Arndemv FilniM
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

W. J. Ahern, Film Bookings
126 Lexington Ave., New York 16.
716 Federal St., Troy, N. Y.

Aiuioointinn Fllma
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bnlley FilmR. Inc.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray StndloH, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

rustle Films. Dlv. of United World
Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Catholic Movies

220 "W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
Collins Motion Picture Service
502% & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Coronet InstmotlonnI Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dndley Pictures Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York,

Bastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

EJncycIopaedla Britannica Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

Film Program Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

611 N. Tillamook St., Portland, Ore.
109 N. Akard St., Dallas 1, Tex.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1709 "W. 8th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Beverly

N. Y.

Heldenkamp Nature Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

HolfberK Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Inatitntional Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Internntional Film Bureau
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Or,»'nnlzatlan
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Knowledge Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N, Y.

Kunc Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Library Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

MoiculTs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 4oth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Peak Films Productions
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

S3

Portnfilms
230 \V. Olive Ave., BTjrbank, Cal.

The I'rineeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

ReliKious Film Service
5121 W. Devon Ave., Chicago 30, 111.

li. and I,. S"heii'Vr
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

Simmel-Meservey, Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern A^lsnal Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Snnrny Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.
1814 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Knrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zeiller Visual Kducatlon Service
157 VFashington St., Newark 2, N. J.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell & Howell Co.
7117 McCormlck Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Calhoun Company
101 Marietta St., N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga.
1110% Taylor St., Columbia 6, S. C.

Carroll AV. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9. Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502% & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14. 111.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y

General Films, Ltd.
15.14 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

General Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal

Knnz Motion Picture Service
1319 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
432 N. Calvert St., Baltimore 2, Md.
1905 Sanderson Ave., Scranton, Pa.

>loe:uirs. Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nntco. Inc.
505 N.Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12,111

i\n-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ilnlke Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn

Announcement

TO INSTRUCTORS
of

SUMMER COURSES

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN is of special interest to students

in summer audio-visual courses. Extremely low prices are

charged for bulk orders.

• WRITE TODAY FOR INFORMATION •

Students are also eligible for low-rate, one-year subscriptions

ordered by instructors.

For information write:

Circulation Manager

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

a
Siinray Filinn* ln<>.

2108 Payne Ave.. Cleveland 14, Ohio
Sirnnk Motion Pictures, Ino.

614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.
Victor Animntogrraph Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Vinual E^ducntion Incorporntcii
Lamar and 12th, .\ustin, Tex.
20)0 N. Field St., Dallas, 1, Tex.
3905 S. Main St., Houston 4, Tex.

Wiilinmfi. BroH-n and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Art Zeillcr Vinual Bdueation Service
157 Washington St., Newark 2, N. J.

SCREENS

l)n-Iilte Screen Co., Inc.
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111. .

Frynn Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

GenernI PIctiireH Productions
621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, la.

Southern ViMnnI Filmn
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Siinrny FllmH, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

WIlllfiinH, Bro^rn and Knrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Infonnntive ClnnKrooni I'lfture SericN
40 Ionia N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

Popular Science Pub. Co.. A-V DIv.
3r>3 Fourth Ave., New York 10. X.

RECORDERS—WIRE

WeliKter-ClilcnBO Corporation
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

San Francisco 8, Cal.
Hirncli & Kaye

239 Sixth Ave
Mok;u1I*n, Inc.

68 W. 4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nil-Art FiiinK, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Mnnnfncturinf? Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, HI.

SLIDEFILMS

Atade'ny FilniK
S44 Seward St., Hollywood 3S, Cal.

Chnrcli Screen Prodnctlonn
5622 j;nrlght Ave., St. Louii? 12, Mo.

Kncyclopnedin Britannica Fllnm, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

NO BETTER TIME

If your subscription to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN is due to

expire with this issue, renew it right now. Just paste the

coupon below on the READER'S SERVICE postcard. We'll

send a bill later.

NAME

ADDRESS - -

CITY - ZONE.

STATE

Please renew my subscription for

D ONE YEAR $3.00 (Canada $3.50)

D TWO YEARS $5.00 (Canada $6.00)

I will pay for the subscription when I receive your bil

I.on'? FiliiisHrte «crvl<*e
944 Regal Road. Rerkeley, Cal.

Popular Science Pnb. Co.. A-V niv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Slmiiicl-^Icscri'ey, Inc.
321 S. Reverly Dr., Beverl.v Hills, Cal.

Siinray Film**. Inc.
2108 Payne .\ve., Cleveland 14. Ohio

^'iNunl Science!*
599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 X 2)

Academy FilniM
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Clmrcli-Craft Pictnrcx
3312 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Himcll & Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Kicin & Goodman, Inc.
IS S. 10th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

^Innday & Collinn
39 Edgewood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

Nil-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pnb. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Siinray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES (3 '/4x 4 and larger)

Keystone A'iew Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Slidecraft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE, FILMSUDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument DIv., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III.

GenernI Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirscll & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone VIctv Co,
Meadville, Pa.

Miinday & Collins
39 Edgewood Rd., Redwood City, Cal.

Raike Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Snnray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Viewlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

Williams, Broivn and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

WilliaiiiM. Kroivn and Farle. Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SLIDE BINDING ONLY

rlic >lorr<ms
1902 N. Mozart St., Chicago 47, 111.
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Slidefilms

and Slides

m POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., Audio-Visual Division, 353

4th Ave.. N. Y. 10, has released two

new Teach-O-Filmstrips:

THE STANLEY BOWMAR CO.,

2067 Broadway, N. Y. 23, announces

the availability of five filmstrips on

China with recordings, produced by

Telefilm and presented by The East

and West Association : In the Chinese

Manner, China's Children, Food for

China, A \ation of Schohrs, and China's

Tomorrozv. Story and narration are by

Pearl S. Buck.

THE SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION, INC., 100 E. Ohio St.,

Chicago, announces that it is distribut-

ing the following color slidefilm:

How to Cook Turkey (with teacher's

manual)—the second in a series of

home economics slidefilms just com-
pleted by the Poultry and Egg Na-
tional Board and produced by Fran-

cisco Films, 222 N. Michigan .Ave..

Chicago 1. Hazv to Cook Turkey and the

first in the series, Hmv to Cook Eggs,

are sent free to home economics teachers

requesting them.

JOHNSON HUNT PRODUC-
TIONS, 1133 \. Highland Ave., Holly-

wood 38, Calif., announces that they have

acc|uired from United Productions of

America a new color filmstrip series fea-

turing Jimmy Rabbit. Titles include

Safety at Play, IVholcsoine Living, and

Democratic Lizing, each 20 frames with a

teacher's guide, available through Johnson

Hunt dealers. The strips are intended for

the first througli third grades.

WANTED

THESE BACK ISSUES

1922 through 1938—all numbers

1939—April, Sept.

1940—Jan., Mar., Apr., May, Dec.

1941— Feb., Mar., Apr., Sept.

1942—Jan., Feb., Apr., June, Sept.

1943— Mar., Apr., Dec.

1944—Mar., Apr.

1947—June

Tho EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
will buy these back issues at 20

cents per copy plus shipping

charges. Copies nnust be in good
condition. If express is used, send

at second-class magazine rate col-

lect to:

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake Street

Chicago I, Illinois

iWt*iMti
Now the children" have the
information they need for

V- their quiz questions.

How to Use an Encyclopaedia (51

frames, b & w, with guide)—enacted

by four elementary school children and

a librarian, the strip explains the basic

elements of encyclopaedia use.

Animals Around the World (45

frames, color, witli guide)—made from

original paintings and dravvings, the

strip shows animals in their natural

habitats and explains protective colora-

tion.

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.,

announces a series of eight discussional

slidefilms on "Elements of Art." The

purpose of the series is "not to teach

students to be artists, but rather to ex-

l)ress themselves through drawing and

painting."

MIDWEST FILM STUDIOS,
1740 Grcenleaf Ave., Chicago, 111., has

produced for the Operadio Manufacturing

Co. of St. Charles, 111., a new sound

slidefilm in color entitled Slidefilm!. It

tells the story that lies behind the plan-

ning, production and utilization of all

slidefilms.

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORP.,
350 5th .\ve., X. V., offers a new-

silent filmstrip in black and white:

How Rayon Is Made (67 frames)

—

sliowing in detail the two major proc-

esses of rayon production and making

clear the difference between filament

rayon and rayon staple.

BUSINESS EDUCATION VIS-
UAL AIDS, 104 W. 61st St., N. Y. 23,

has produced a new silent filmstrip

on:

Secretarial Etiquette—a reproduction

in filmstrip form of the two cartoon

pamphlets "Memo to Miss Jones" and
"For Bosses Only", based on a sur-

vey of pet peeves of bosses and sec-

retaries made by alumni of the Albany
Business College.

ZURICH INSURANCE COM-
PANIES, 135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago

3, have released a new sound slidefilm

on traffic safety:

Destination—Death (15 minutes)^

—

stressing driver attitude as the key to

the traffic problem. The film contains

no advertising and is being offered on
a free-loan basis to schools and others

interested in preventing traffic acci-

dents.
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NEW VICTOR VERSATIIITY . .

.

NEW TEACHING SIMPLICITY
with the Victor Lite-Weight

16mm Sound Motion Picture Projector
I

i.

H
1

f^J3ji3J^

Popular in all schools . . . elementary
to college ... it meets the needs of
groups both large and small — yet
provides single-unit case portability.
For compact carrying, note how the
speaker assembles on top of projector.
Here is operational simplicity and
tone volume versatility.

Here's a new high in I6mm versatility! Victor
now ofifers a choice of three speakers — each
with a specific purpose — with the popular,
peerless Lite-Weight. You can now be assured
of the exact volume you require for your specific
situation. Again Victor — always "at the head
of Its class" — in schools throughout the nation—provides ever greater convenience to modern
teaching.

THE EDUCATIONAL WORLD MOVES FORWARD
with 14mm Films

There are limitless 16mm films available, covering
curricular and general subjects. Ask your local Victor
Headquarters for film information.

r'l^lP"- "^'H
*'" VVOdtO'S MRGEST SCftVICE ORGANIZA-TION, prev/det iinmofcAed tervice In schoolroom astUionce

WEIGHT

A DIVISION or CURTISS-WMieHr CORfOJMTION
Oepf. G-I3, Home Office and faetery: Davtnpor*. lewo

CMcsge • Distributee Throughout tho World

Specifically designed for class-

room and small conference
grotips, or for study groups at

home. Ingeniously designed
six-inch speaker simply plugs
inio place at front of projector
wlien operating . . . and snaps
inside case when carrying.

ir\
mn ii!;»[ii;m

For large assemblies, wheri^^
added volume is required, the
Victor Lite-Weight with hand-
some, matching 1 2-inch speak-^
er is your "first assistant"

And the Victor Triumph (,o\

lor largest groups
ami auditorium use!
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What .

does the

world's largest

library

of

classroom films

offer

you ?

a statement from C. SCOTT FLETCHER, president, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.

For 19 years, this has been the objective of EBFilms and its

predecessor company, ERPI: a

To produce true teaching films that are absorbing, au-

thentic, technically excellent and educationally effective.

Whatever your teaching problem . . . whether you need one fihn

or many . . . you can select EBFilras with confidence. Each EBFilm is teacher-tested . . . ere-

ated in collaboration with a leading subject-matter specialist . . . produced by educators for .

classroom use by educators.

Today, EBFilms is the world's largest source of classroom motion

pictures ... all made to that high standard. EBFilms offers you more than 500 titles... a

wide range of individual subjects, whole series of films to match comprehensive courses,

the perfect source for your school's basic film library. Write today for the new, complete '.

catalog of EBFilms.
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Encyclopaedia Britannica Films inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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advantages

1 A professional quality projector

at a price schools can afford. 2 Simple to use— a school child can

operate it. 3 Theatre-quality tone and image. 4 Single case light-

weight, easily portable. 5 Large, assembly-hall capacity ... The only

8" p.m. speaker and 5-watt amplifier at this price. Lamp size up

to 1,000 watts. 2,000 ft. film capacity. Underwriters' Laboratory

approved. 6 Meets all school needs . . . Silent or sound.

AC or DC without convertors. Booster amplifier

available for extra-large gatherings.

P.A. microphone, record turntable can

be plugged in simultaneously.

7 Low maintenance precision-engineered

for heavy duty school use.

Unique features to

increase film life.

li^l
WORLD'S FINEST
IGrnm. professional

sound film projector

1 *

%29850

NATCO, INC. 505 N. SACRAMENTO BLVD.

CHICAGO 12, ILL.

NS-8

Gentlemen: Please send me information and d«Kripllv#

literature without chorge or obligation.

NAME-

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE-
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Make this amazing flfU

'SCREEN TESf'
today!

I

Project your pictures on Free Sample

I

of Radiant's new "Million Mirror"

I

screen fabric—and see for yourself

the remarkable difference it makes!
/

/
See how millions of tiny glass^rrors,
fimly imbedded in the pure white screen
sijrface, make your pictures fairly glow
^with life! See what happens when light

a' '*..,;4* /is rf/?«W instead of absorbed! You will

enjoy clearer, sharper black and whites

—

richer, brighter, more brilliant colors. Here is projection as
real as life itself!

Then ask your dealer to demonstrate the new 1949 Radiant
Screens. Notice how easily they set up— how ruggedly
they're built. Used and approved by leading industrial con-
cerns, school systems, churches and government agencies
all over the world—you cannot buy a better screen.

Send coupon
and get

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
• Generous sample of
new Radiant "Million
Mirror*' Screen Fabric

. . . Test it with your
own projector and sec

for yourself the remark*

able improvement over
any other projection
surface.

• Basic Film Source
Directory—your handy
guide to hundreds of
film sources.

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8. III.

Send me FREE: Sample of Radiant "Million
Mirror Screen Fabric AND Basic Film Source
Directory.

Name

Address^

City

AI> dealer is

^State^

A-V World Is One World

At First National Convention

Shares common interests . . . common goals.

RI'XORD attendance and enthusiasm marked
the recent jointly-held conventions of the Mid-

west Forum on Audio-Visual Aids, the Educational
Film Library Association, the Film Council of

America, and the National Association of Visual
Education Dealers at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago,

August 6-11. From all parts of the nation, from all

parts of the a-v field—educators, administrators,

churchmen, community leaders, producers, manu-
facturers, and all kinds of people interested in and
working with audio-visual materials gathered to-

gether to share past and present accomplishments
and to make way for the future.

At the NAVED trade show, they viewed the

greatest display of audio-visual equipment, mate-
rials, and supplies ever assembled. Vigorously and
]>rofitably, they exchanged ideas and experiences in

"grass-root" workshop meetings sponsored by the

Midwest Forum, EFLA, and NAVED. They
w atched and helped "The Experts Look at Films"
in a film-evaluation session which proved one of

the liveliest learning experiences of the Convention.

They added zeal and numbers to the first annual

convention of the Film Council of America, in living

proof that they will not lose faith with FCA's late

President, C. R. Reagan, who more than any other

person is responsible for what the FCA has done,

is doing, and will do to fulfill the educational role

of audio-visual media.

They looked, listened, and learned—and, need-

less to say, they had a good time to boot. With
new ideas, new experiences, new enthusiasms, new
friends—they left the first National Audio-Visual
Convention to go back to their individual jobs and
to their common job : the job of educating audio-

visually in the school, in the community, and in

the world by means of the best possible instructional

tools and techniques. In view of their common
goal and its tremendous importance in the world of

today and tomorrow, these people surely hope that

the recent Convention has set a precedent—that

next year and every year they will be able to

meet together for the maximum exchange of ideas

and experiences in one great National Audio-Visual

Convention. —JNS.

New President of DAVI
FDEAN McCIusky, formerly first vice-presi-

« dent of the NEA Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction, recently was elevated to the presidency
upon the resignation of Stephen M. Corey. Dr. Mc-
CIusky is Associate Professor of Education and Di-

rector of Audio-Visual Instruction at the University

of California in Los Angeles.
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Language . . . speech and
drama classes learn more

quickly using the

Webster -Chicago

'• WIRE RECORDER
Teachers improve classroom attention when keenly

interested students can listen to themselves in speech,

foreign language, music or reading classes. Special

radio programs are recorded for playback and discus-

sion in classrooms. Glee clubs and school bands de-

velop new techniques and learn new harmonies
quickly and easily.

It's all done with the Webster-Chicago portable

wire recorder which uses a fine strand of stainless steel

wire. Recordings can be replayed thousands of times

with true fidelity or programs can be erased instantly

in favor of new recordings. These, in turn, can be
played back as many times as desired. It plugs into

an AC outlet and can be easily carried from room to

room to record or listen. It's as simple to use as a
telephone! See your nearest dealer or write for the

interesting free booklet.

WEBSTER-CHICAGO
MAKERS OF WEBSTER-CHICAGO RECORD PLAYERS AND

NYLON PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

8610 BLOOMINGDALE AVE. • CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

GLEE CLUBS
Learn new, intricate har-

monies easier and more
quicklywhen they can hear

recording playbacks.

DEBATING TEAMS
Improve speech delivery
when they can get the full

impact of their speeches in

advance.

SCHOOL BANDS
Get better, smoother rehearsals
with improved attendance
when band members can hear
their own improved playing.

irC^ WEBSTER-CHICAGO, Dept. 5-4

5610 Bloomingdale Avenue
Chicago 39, Illinois

Gentlemen:

Send the Bookie/ on the Webster- Chicago Electron!):

Memory Wire Recorder. No obligation, of course.

Nome. .

.

Address .

City Zone State .
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Five Outstanding New Films

On Biology and Child Behavior

FIVE AUTHORITATIVE new sound films, of

interest to every educator, have just been re-

leased by United World Films, Inc., largest

distributor of non-theatrical motion pictures. Three
of the new titles are additions to United World's
widely praised Science Series. The other two com-
prise a separate unit on child behavior, and offer

invaluable aid for pre-service training courses, in-

service training, and adult child study groups.

Science Films

Amoeba (1 reel, $45.00.) Shows clearly and ac-

curately the structure and life functions of this

single-celled organism. Demonstrates the produc-
tion of pseudopodia; the amoeba is shown pursuing
and capturing its prey; reproduction by fission is

explained.

Paramecium (1 reel, $45.00). Pictures the struc-

ture of this more complex life form in full detail.

Illustrates the digestive process, the animal's re-

actions to external stimuli, binary fission and con-
jugation. Where needed, animated diagrams clari-

fy the action. -

Life Cycle of a Trout (1 reel, $45.00). Speeded-
up photography follows the process of fertilization

and the reproductive mechanism. We see the for-

mation of a new trout and penetrate into the struc-
ture of the embryo shortly before hatching, to ex-
amine it in full detail.

Child Psychology Films

Children Learning by Experience (4 reels,

$125.00). This is a study of children absorbed in

their own affairs, learning in their own way. Deals
with (1) the urge to learn, (2) practicing simple
skills, (3) understanding the world around, (4)

By E. H. MAC ARTHUR
Education Sales Consultant

United World Films, Inc.

A scene from "Children Growing Up with Other People."

learning at second hand, (5) learning through play
and imagination.

Children Growing Up with Other People (3 reels,

$95.00). This takes up the problem of achieving a
balance between individualism and cooperative-
ness in the child's development. As the child
emerges from his early involuntary dependence to
a growing self-reliance, he is concurrently made
aware of the need for restriction of his own aggres-
sive individualism in order to live successfullv with
those around him.

Previews Prior to Purchase

Recognized educators and educational organiza-
tions may preview these films prior to purchase,
without charge or obligation. Purchase orders and
requests for previews should be sent to Dept. E-9,
Educational Di\ision. United World Films. Inc..

445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Home Office

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Young trout just hatched, still attached to yolk sac. From Chicago 26 ai
"Life Cycle of a Trout." 4959.«i No. ciark St.

Addrefis inquiries concerning film reniak to-

HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL. NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

7356 Melrose Ave. 105 E. 106th St.

Advertisement
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FOR MAKING US WHAT WE ARE TODAY

We sincerely believe that your recognition and response to opaque projectors as

the primary projectors in visual education has contributed toward making us the Wbrld's

largest manufacturer of opaque projection equipment. That is why we are taking

this opportunity to say "Thank you."

We have recently moved to much larger quarters in Newark, N. J. Our greatly increased

facilities assure you the continuance of the unsurpassed quality of design and

manufacture that has made the name "Beseler" famous. New equipment, enlarged

facilities, and ability to devote more attention to quality controls place us in a better

position than ever before to meet the increased demand for opaque projection equipment.

If you have any special problems or questions about opaque projectors, do not

hesitate to get in touch with us. Our engineering department will be glad to advise

you — at no obligation whatsoever.

The BEST Pro j ector is a BESELER Pro j ector

CHARLES COMPANY
Est. 1869

60 Badger Avenue, Newark 8; N. J.

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque Projection Equipment
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THIS IS CLARE
Lonely — hostile — insecure

Misunderstood at home and in school
Canada's National Film Board announces The Feel-

ing of Hostility, the second release in a series of

mental health films vividly portraying the effects of

emotional experiences in childhood on the adult per-

sonality. The Feeling of Rejection, the first in the

series, has been widely acclaimed by parents, teachers,

social and medical organizations.
The Feeling of Hostility—3 reels (sound), including

interpretive trailer, $75.00.

The Feeling of Rejection—2 reels (sound), $50.00.

(Both available for rental)

Produced in cooperation with the Mental Health Divi-
sion of the Canadian Government's Dept. of National
Health and Welfare. Literature on these titles and
other Canadian films available on request.

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA
400 West Madison Street

Chicago 6, Illinois

620 Fifth Avenue
New York City 20, N. Y.

By the Churches

For the Churches
To be featured in the 1948-49 Mission Study

Programs of the Protestant C/iurches . . .

-^MY NAMEIS HAN
"Han"—just released, was praised by enthusiastic audiences
everywhere. "Has a basic nobility . . . restores our faith . . .

photography has a truly poetic imagination."-—Frank Eng in

Los Angeles Daily News. "Classic simplicity . . poignantly
touching"

—

Los Angeles Times. "Packs more punch than
many a Hollywood double feature."

—

Parade.

MY NAME IS HAN — 25 mln.. 16mm. sound
Rental $8.00. 3-year lease $175.00

-^BEYOND OUR OWN
"Beyond"--a record-breaking film with a vital religious mes-
sage. Designated "Film of the Month" in the December
Christian Herald. "Four (Church) Be\h"—Pathfinder. "A
milestone in the history of religious motivated filni."^
Religious News Service. "The Protestant Film Commission
is to be congratulated."—A^.y. Herald-Tribune.

BEYOND OUR OWN — 40 min., 16mm. sound
Rental $10.00. 3-year lease $250.00

Produced by the Protestant Film Commission
Premiered In more than one hundred cities

-^RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place, New York 3. N. Y.

"CR"

I never knew a man who worked more sincerely

for what he believed in than C. R. Reagan. He be-

lieved in the power of audio-visual media to make
this a better world in which to live and he worked
tirelessly and selflessly for that cause.

It was CR who first conceived of NAVED, and
with those whose imagination and energy he stirred

into action, he built the sound foundations for that

great trade organization. He knew what could be
done with 16mm motion pictures for the civilian war
effort. To him more than to any other one person

goes . credit for the extensive use made of non-
theatrical motion pictures to inform the American
people during the recent war. The Film Council of

America was his dream and he developed it into

reality. With each achievement his vision broad-
ened.

His death in Paris ig July while he was attending

a meeting of the UNESCO Commission of Experts

came at a time when the world needed him most.

His work was not finished; it was just starting. No
one can take CR's place; but the inspiration and
courageous example he brought to those who were
privileged to work with him will cause them to con-
tinue, to strive toward the goals he set.

PAUL C. REED

FCA's First Annual Convention

AT its first annual ineetingf, the Film Council of

America elected L. C. Larson of Indiana Uni-
versity to the position of chairman of the Board of

Trustees, to succeed Stephen M. Corey. Corey was
elected vice-chairman of the Board for the coming
year, and Arthur H. Motley, president of Parade
Magazine and an FCA Trustee, was named to the

Board's executive comiuittee, to serve along with

Larson and Corey. Mrs. Aline Legg. administrative

secretary of the FCA for the past year, was elected

secretary-treasurer of the Board for 1948-49.

At the meeting of the FCA's Senate, the legisla-

tive body composed of the member organizations.

L. C. Larson was elected president of the Council

;

William F. Kruse, vice-president of United World
Films, was named chairman of the Senate ; and

Mrs. Patricia Blair of the American Library As.so-

ciation was elected its secretary-treasurer. The
Board also formally voted the election of Glen

Burch as Executive Director of the FCA; Burch's

appointment was announced in June.

Delegates from more than 30 local Film Councils

participated in the meetings and elected five of their

number as delegates and members of the FCA
Senate. The new members are : Mrs. Kay Williams

of Stamford. Conn. ; Victor Brotherhood of the

Honolulu Film Council ; Gerald Cauble, Athens. Ga.

;

Claude Lemmon, Salt Lake City ; and John Paidar,

Chicago.

The theme of the FC.\'s general convention session

(Coiitiiiiu-d 0)1 page 346)
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this ^et^ kind of
PORTA8I.E Projector

for f6fnm^l&fid
pictures offers you
these 4> big features

The Ampro Compact has been built for those

who need a portable, single-case quality pro

jector at a popular price. It is a basically new

type of portable projector which brings you

1. New Amazinsly Compact One-Casa Unit

A complete full size 16mm. sound pic-

ture projection outfit—including pro-

jector, amplifier, detachable 8" speaker

and cord, plus room for extra 400'

reel and film—all in one portable case.

Measures only 15" x ZlVi" x 9'4".

Speaker can be instantly removed and
set up near screen for best sound
reproduction.

2. New Remarkably Quick Set-Up

Through new, counterbalancing
mechanism, projector swings up into

operating position in one easy move-
ment. Permanently attached reel arms
swing quickly into position—and in

less than ten seconds the Ampro Com-
pact is ready to thread, connect and
operate.

3. Full Professional Quality Projection

The many Ampro quality features,

tested in thousands of projectors over
many years and through millions of
performances, are fully maintained.

Not a new untried unit—but rather an
ingenious adaptation of a proven
16mm. sound projector. Unusually
quiet-running.

4. 100% Availability for Quick Servicing . . . The entire chassis

of the Ampro Compact can be removed quickly and easily

from the case. This is the only portable one-case l6mm.
sound projector that offers 100% convenient availability

for both mechanical and electrical servicing.

Plus New Lower Price and many other new features

Including a new free flow streamlined coohng system

—

and special cushioning to protect projector mechanism
against shocks. An ideal unit for both silent and sound
projection for moderate sized audiences where compact-
ness, ease of set-up, portability, quality of projection, are

important factors.

Send for Booklets

Mail coupon for full details on the new Ampro
Compact. Also send 10c for interesting booklet

"The Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion

Pictures" (the illustrated story of how sound

pictures are made and projected)—and FREE
copy of "A New Tool for Teaching" (the story

of sound films in the classroom)—These iuform-

auve booklets will be mailed to you postpaid.

The AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 18, ILL. • A gineral precision equipment corporation subsidiary
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As Viewed From Here Paul C, Reed

"At that point the efforts of all the

specialists of the a-v field pay off."

When People Hear and People See

# The means of audio-visual communication are so fascinating

in themselves that it is difficult to keep the end objective in focus.

Picture and graphic materials, recorders, projectors for still and

motion pictures, screens, record players, and public address systems

—these are the means becoming available in ever-increasing quantity

and variety. Those who doubt that these materials are fascinating

should have attended the recent Trade Show and Convention in

Chicago.

But these are only the means. The end is attained when these

materials and equipment have been used intelligently to communicate

significant ideas, information, and understanding to people and

when something happens to those people as a result of their audio-

visual experience. That is the pay-off. That is what really matters.

At that crucial point of contact, when people hear and people

see and are actively motivated as a result, the end objective is

achieved. Then the teacher, minister, group leader has a great re-

sponsibility. But he is not alone. At that point the efforts of all the

specialists of the audio-visual field pay off. And their efforts will

be most rewarded if they have been always conscious of the ultimate

use to be made of their products.

The script writer is not determining picture sequence just to

make a filmstrip or a motion picture; the cameraman is not exposing

film just to take pictures; the projector designer does not design only

that a machine may be made; and the visual education dealer does

not sell solely to make a dollar. The efforts of all these workers

come into focus at this point of utilization, at the point where minds

meet minds, when ideas and information are communicated audio-vis-

ually and attitudes and understandings are developed.

In serving its readers and the audio-visual field, the Educa-

tional Screen has a singleness of purpose—to help bring about

the most effective communication through the use of audio-visual

materials. Educational Screen is a magazine "devoted to the use

of audio-visual materials." It endeavors to keep its editorial lens

focused upon the same objective that is the concern of all who are

seriously interested in the field of audio-visual communication.

Risking the dangers of becoming metaphorically entangled, we
might say it this way: in the language of photography, the Educa-

tional Screen attempts to beam more light upon the objectives of

audio-visual communication so that lenses may be stopped way
down—thus greatly increasing the depth of the field.
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EPIC OF AMERICA
A School-Made Motion Picture Experience

"M
read

:

«. SMITH, how do you spell 'colossal'?"

Dorothy Jane was on her knees on the

floor painting a poster. Her poster

by JAMES A. SMITH
State Teachers College,

Oneonta, New York

WORLD PREMIERE
Tuesday Night, June 1, 1948

Continuous Performance
8:00-10:00 P.M.

GRANDFATHER TOLD ME
in glorious technicolor

written and produced by the fifth

grade of the Bugbee School,
Oneonta, N. Y.

ADVENTURE!
ROMANCE!

EXCITEMENT!
DON'T MISS IT!

It all began the previous fall. The class was plan-

ning to study the regions of the United States and
a friend had come to visit.

"I have some eight millimeter kodachrome film,"

he said, "and no camera. I see you have one. I'll

give the film to you."

The debates which followed among the class of

twenty-nihje fifth graders were heated and frequent.

How were^they going to use the film? Eventually
one suggestion was adopted above all the others

:

They would make a -motion picture of the story of

our country. The fwoject which followed was unique
and unusual in man}' ways. Not only did it employ
the medium of the motion picture as a splendid
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^j^ educational device, it also provided a group of chil-

*'^ dren with a rich and exciting experience.

A Plan for Action

It was not long before the class had worked out

a plan for action. In an initial planning meeting,

a large map was divided into the geographical re-

gions of the United States as the children felt they

should be studied. Questions were then listed con-

cerning every phase of life in each separate region.

These questions touched on the art, music, litera-

ture, geography, history and customs of each

region.

Following the listing of the questions, the school

and town libraries were visited to obtain all avail-

able material for the purpose of doing research to

answer the questions. After many books, magazines,

folders, pamphlets and pictures had been studied,

and after other sources of information had been

utilized, each committee wrote a report on the an-

swers to their questions to present to the rest of the

class. These reports were vitalized by an activity

sponsored by the committee. Consultant teachers

in the school helped to teach the folk dances, the

art, the literature, the games and the music of each

section. At the conclusion of the studies, the chil-

dren themselves decided what in the region they

wished to incorporate into their film. This was done
as a summary and eventually formed the script for

the movie. Consequently, the motion picture con-

tained many dramatizations from literature as well

as many folk dances.

"Shooting" a la Hollywood

Plans for the actual "shooting" of the film fol-

lowed. The scenes were planned, a "Hollywood"
vocabulary acquired, and child directors, prop men
and make-up artists were appointed by the children.

The cast was selected and scenes were shot as they
were finished, in true movie style rather than in

their logical sequence.

One thing led to another. In planning titles for

the film, one child suggested that the class write

an original song and set it to music to sing while

the titles were being shown. The song "Grand-

father Told Me" resulted.

The actual scenes of the picture were enacted

whenever possible against natural background.

Because of inadequate indoor lighting facilities,

however, it became necessary in many instances to

construct sets on the school grounds or in the im-

mediate surrounding area to serve as interiors.

These were done simply but well.

A Community Project

Many times a particular place in town was utilized

in a background "shot". A rustic bridge in the park

became the scene for the battle of Lexington ; a

colonial mansion became the home of a southern

planter ; a certain large window became the back-

drop for the signing of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence.

Townspeople became interested in the project, and
the cooperation they extended was a stimulating and
encouraging force. When scenes of the pioneers

were taken, a farmer loaned his horse and wagon
and a lumberman donated ash sticks to form the

hoops for the covered wagon.
The entire picture covered the period from the

landing of the Northmen on the shores of America
to the last great war. Included in the script are

such scenes as : The Lost Colony at Roanoke, Poca-
hontas and John Smith, the Landing of the Pilgrims,

John Alden and Priscilla, the Boston Tea Party,

the Battle of Bunker Hill, the Battle of Oriskany,

the Signing of the Declaration of Independence,

Washington's Winter at Valley Forge, Dancing the

Minuet, the Coming of the Pioneers, Paul Bunyan
and His Big Blue Ox, Daniel Boone, Abraham Lin-

coln, the Cowboys of the West, Uncle Remus and
Dances from Other Countries.

Following the shooting of the picture came the

editing. Then a little theatre was constructed in one

{Continued on page 348)

Left: The children, with their teacher, look over the plans for their motion picture. Right: They rehearse
the Mexican dance in costumes they have made themselves.
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College students of

today demand more

than the conventional

teaching methods and

materials.

Administration of A-V Materials

In the Liberal Arts College

ADMINISTERING an audio-visual materials

center at the college level has certain aspects

peculiar to that level. First, what position

does the center occupy in the organization of the

institution? Generally, it is part of the department
of education—a sort of department within a depart-

ment. This is where it belongs, for it then serves as

a tooling center for the entire academic program of

the school. In addition to this thought is the close

relationship it will have automatically with the

teacher-training program. Put these two together

and you will have teachers who, when they teach

the way they were taught, will he teaching via rich,

meaningful experiences that mean better learning

in our nation's schools.

The Role of the A-V Leader

Another aspect of this program at the college level

is that the audio-visual leader is a colleague with his

fellow instructors. He must carry on his work as

one of them, or better yet, as a service to his fellow

teachers. It is true that he is an academic admin-
istrator; however, he never "has the say," but rather,

the "suggestion." Public school administrators in

this field may have to be "directive" in manner and
practice because of the scope of their work and manj'

Al! filioloiirafhs by co'trtcsy Andio-l'is'i'''l hislntc.inn, Whcalon
College, Whcaton, Illinois.

by G. C. RUST, Director

Audio-Visual Instruction,

Wheaton College, linois

times in the interest of efficiency, but the liberal

arts college is more of a "family atifair."

A third aspect directs our attention to the student.

He is more mature, demands more from his instruc-

tor, and is much more critical. An audio-visual pro-

gram to fit this student must be coordinated with

September, 1 948

An audio-visual classroom increases flexibility and efficiency

for the college program of teaching materials.
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the subject matter he wants to learn. It must be

"subject-right" and "time-right." When a film is

presented to a class following the "exposure" meth-

od, some rather sorry results are obtained. Students

will openly and constructively criticize such use of

audio-visual materials. On the other hand, the

"prof" who uses audio-visual instructional materials

as tools to teach with usually rates very high in the

student opinion poll as to ability and good pedagogy.

Some Suggestions

Someone has said that the little things are the

important things. The author has found some of

the following little things to be of great value in

his own situation. One of them is the offering of a

consultation service to instructors for choosing

materials. Invite the teacher in to talk over the

courses he offers and tell him what is available,

describe the service you offer, and show him how
3'our department can make these materials as readily

available to him as his own charts or blackboard.

Be sure to relieve him of worry about mechanical

details.

An audio-visual classroom with built-in con-

veniences will tend to centralize operations as well

as provide a place specifically designed for use of

projected materials. This room should be as close

as possible, if not adjacent, to the director's office.

If adjacent, a projection port in the wall, with a

closure, will eliminate the distraction of a machine
in the room itself. Classes which meet in this room
are pre-announced as meeting there and remain
there for the entire period. Thus, there is no wasted
time or disturbance.

Regular classrooms where projected materials are

used frequently can be wired for sound, thus elimi-

nating the running of speaker cables. An additional

refinement, the installing of permanently-set speak-
ers in these rooms, even further minimizes the

movement of equipment and its resulting distrac-

tion.

The Preview Problem

Films should be previewed before their first use.

How to get instructors to do this is a widely asked
question. We have this problem, too, but feel it is

now well on the run. We have devised a rubber-
stamp reading, "preview requested", which is im-
printed on the daily reference chart*, the teacher's

request sheet, and the aid notification slip when an
instructor uses a new projected aid. This is the
reminder. Before the above is done, the director
makes a personal date for the preview. This invi-

tation to a joint examination of the film is seldom
refused. A valuable, mutually-helpful contact is

made between director and instructor. Previews are
not, therefore, medicine prescribed for another per-
son—they are enjoyable experiences leading to
closer friendships and better functioning of the
audio-visual program. These contacts enable the
director to ask questions about course aims and con-
tent, give him a chance to ascertain what teachers
need as aids, and help him to be more intelligently

on the watch for new materials helpful to his col-

*Published by Schnepp & Barnes, Springfield, Illinois.

A darkroom with copying equipment enables instructors to
use materials "tailor-made" to their needs.

leagues in their work. We have found that our fac-

ulty members really do appreciate this sort of in-

terest.

One thing of great value to the college program
is a photographic darkroom plus copying equipment
for making slides. Student technicians usually can

be counted on to perform the duties of this part of

the program. Specialized teaching materials for

certain courses can be quickly and inexpensively

produced with this equipment.

Projection of various materials in the classroom

is effectively carried out by trained and paid stu-

dent operators. This puts the whole matter of

projection on a business basis. You can ask more
because you give more. Some instructors like to

perform their own showings, asking only for de-

livery of the equipment. For these, instruction in

projection operation is given.

What Are the Assets?

A centralized audio-visual materials center has

several assets that make it valuable to the college.

Perhaps foremost among these is the consultation

and planning help the center is able to otTer the

faculty. Much time-waste and disajipointment with

poor materials is avoided.

Another asset is the fact that the center becomes
a depository of materials and up-to-date information

regarding films and services. The film catalogs of

the many libraries and producers are organized and
readily available for all to use.

The pooling of equipment creates another plus

value. Projectors and other pieces of equipment
have little time to gather dust when on a schedule.

Films and other materials last longer because they

get better care. At the same time, they give a much
greater return on the money invested because the

{Continued on page 335)
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Do You Need
Smaller Pictures?

by JOEL A. BENEDICT*

A LIMITATION of opaquc projectors is the fact that

the image cannot be made small enough for some
uses and kept in sharp focus. Motion picture projectors

and most slide projectors have enough lens extension

to produce images from a few inches in dimension to a

size suitable for an auditorium screen. Some opaque
projectors will not produce an image small enough to

fit even the average classroom screen.

One of the most valuable uses of the opaque pro-

jector is for reproducing drawings, maps, and charts

by projecting them on poster paper or the blackboard

for tracing the image. Some teachers and pupils develop

murals by projecting pictures on a long piece of wrap-
ping paper and tracing the image. Details are added
later when the projector has been turned off. By this

means good quality drawings can be produced and en-

larged with a minimum of effort and time. The extent

to which this method of reproduction can be used is

often limited by the fact that the image cannot be made
as small as desired.

A system of lens extensions has been designed to

make the Model VA Delineascope more usable. By the

use of these lens extensions any size image may be

obtained down to an exact size reproduction, or the

image may even be reduced to a smaller size than the

original. There probably are few instances requiring

reduction to actual size by this method. However, there

is frequent need for a slightly enlarged image.

The projection lens of the Model VA Delineascope
can be easily removed by merely lifting out the lens

mounting. An extension made of sheet-metal and equal

in length to the normal amount the lens extends is in-

serted in place of the lens mounting, and the lens re-

placed on the end of the extension. If a smaller image
is desired, a second or third lens extension is inserted.

When three lens extensions are used the image produced
is almost the exact size of the original.

The following table shows the range in sizes of images
which will be produced with the various lens extentions

when a 6"x6" picture is projected using the standard
16" focal length lens.

VA Delineascope with 16" Lens
6" X 6" Original {Picture)

No lens extension

One lens extension

Two lens extensions

Three lens extensions

This lens extension** can be easily made as shown
in the accompanying illustrations. It is assembled
either by spot-welding or rivets. The inside of the

extension must be painted flat black or with crinkle

finish to prevent reflections.

Image Size

30" x 30" up

W/z'^WA" to 30" X 30"

9!^" X 9/2" to W/z" X W/2"
T'xT' to 9y2"x9yz"

* Director of the Bureau of Audio- Visual Aids, Arizona
State College, Tempe, Arizona.

** A number of these lens extensions have been manu-
factured and are being sold by the PBSW Supply & Equip-
ment Co., 530 W. Washington, Phoenix, Arizona.
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Providi

For He

More than a million children are admiffed to

hospitals each year—children who, because of

nninor or rriajor illness, drop out of their honnes and
schools for a brief or longer period. Too little at-

tention is given to the educational growth of these

children.

Mrs. Walton's article, of interest to all concerned
with children and the use of audio-visual materials,

tells of the forward-looking program of the Uni-

versity Hospital School of the University of Michi-
gan. This school was founded by its present director,

Miss Dorothy Ketcham, in 1922.

What use is being made of audio-visual materials
in the hospitals of your community?

TEACHERS in our school encounter lack of experi-

ences daily. A group of boys and girls were as-

sembled in the playroom at the University Hos-
pital, ready for a story about a zoo. At the start of
the story the teacher noticed a rather puzzled ex-
pression on Billy's face. On questioning it was
learned that Billy, among nine others from one
group of twelve, had no idea of what a zoo was.
These children, from communities all over the state,
had never even heard the word before. The teacher
very wisely explained about a zoo. supplemented
her explanation with a motion picture, stereopticon
views and pictures. The children were then ready
for the story and were so intrigued with the vv.iole

idea that a natural activity project developed.

Bringing "Life" to the Sick Child

In working with any child it is not safe "to assume
past experience or understanding, and with hos-
pitalized children, it is especially necessary to fill in
the background since some of the simplest and most
taken-for-granted experiences have been completely
missed by these children. This is true for many
reasons

: the child's illness may have confined him
to his bed most of his life ; a family with very limited
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means cannot provide a minimum of rich experi-

ences ; even the ordinary experiences oiifered by the

poorest schools are not usually available to the sick

or handicapped child who has had little or no school-

ing.

The sick and handicapped child who is hospital-

ized must get most of his experiences second-hand
or vicariously. While a child is hospitalized or

while he must remain in bed, a great many of the

experiences which would more or less automatically

be his must be planned for, and he must enjoy them
vicariously. Concrete audio-visual materials, used
in a planned program, can help to make up for a

meager background of experience. If a child is taken
on an imaginary trip, his vicarious experiences must
be made to seem as real as possible. If, through
incapacity or long hospitalization, a child misses

out on whole blocks of experience normal boys and
girls are having, it will leave an indelible mark on
him. It is only through a carefully-planned program
of rich and varied activities that the hospital or inac-

tive period can be made profitable for his emotional,

social, mental, and physical growth.

Helping the Backward and the Bright

Many children in the hospital are retarded in their

school work and, because of this retardation, have
lost both interest and incentive for further advance-
ment. Visual and auditory materials which will re-

vive interest and help accelerate the backward pupil

are invaluable. Our experiences have shown that

the dull and retarded pupil advances much more
rapidly if supplementary visual materials are used.

While the bright child's need for supplementary
materials is not so great, if he has access to them,
he will get even more from audio-visual experiences

than the less intelligent child.

Children admitted to the University Hospital
are heterogeneous in age and ability, ^nce they
are here primarily for acute medical and surgical

care and there are no facilities for segregation by
age and intelligence groups, they must be dealt with.

Educational Screen



periences

zed Children

by MILDRED WALTON •

Hospital School,

University of Michigan

A "live specimen" makes nature study meaningful to this

young patient.

for the most part, either individually or as mixed
groups. By using visual materials, the young or

backv^-ard need not be left by the wayside and the

older and brighter can advance fast enough to pre-

vent boredom. Material presented to a group with
differing backgrounds and different degrees of in-

terest, even different chronological ages, must be
made very real and have definite significance or
many in the group will miss its meaning entirely.

The dangers of verbalism must be conscientiously

avoided.

Children in the hospital have such varying needs
in their educational and recreational program, it is

necessary to utilize a wide variety of visual and audi-

tory materials. Some of these are used often while
others are used occasionally as the need arises.

Motion Picture Experiences

Motion pictures are probably the most popular
of all visual materials, both with children and teach-
ers, and are extremely valuable in the educational
and recreational program for sick and handicapped
children. The "movie show" brings the normal
and known experience to children in the hospital.

The modern child is often taken to the movies be-
fore he can walk and usually is a veteran movie fan
by the time he is of school age. Since one of our
principal aims is to make the child feel as little

different from other children as possible, the bring-
ing of a recreational movie to them once a week is

an excellent way to minimize their feelings of dif-

ferentiation. Through this recreational movie pro-
gram, we have been able to introduce a number of

excellent educational films which are directly related
to the child's school program. One of the important
aspects of the educational program is that of re-

medial reading. Many hospital children are retarded
in their ability to read and such retardation neces-
sarily holds them back in learning. Motion pic-

tures have been used to supplement the reading
program, to stimulate interest in further reading,

* Supervising Teacher, Elementary Dept., University Hos-
pital School, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Filmstrips prove a practical medium for bringing the out-

side world into the hospital ward.

Puppets and puppet plays provide a variety of rich experi-

ences for hospitalized children.
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and to teach many facts and concepts the child

cannot get through limited reading. The very best

example of this type of film is the animal picture

photographed and narrated on a primary level.

Filmstrips

Filmstrip pictures take second place in popularity

but not necessarily in teaching value. They have
been used often in wards where movies cannot be
shown and in small groups in the plajifoom and
shop. The filmstrip has also been an excellent

means of stimulating interest in reading and in fur-

thering choral reading. The principal limitation in

using the filmstrip has been the scarcity of available

material on a primary level.

Slides

Lantern slides are closely allied to the filmstrip
both in appeal to children and in educational value.
Slides have a special value because the child can
participate in their making. A wide variety of slides
is available for art study with older children and
a few instructive sets are accessible for teaching
primary reading and literature. Slides have many
possibilities in the teaching program. They can be
used for remedial reading, for teaching songs, for
vocabulary building, and for spelling. In fact there
are few 'subjects in which slides cannot be used
profitably. We have used them to stimulate dis-
cussion periods, to encourage expression of ideas,
and to help formulate questions.

Three-Dimensional Pictures

Three-dimensional pictures with their viewers are
an excellent means of presenting a wide variety of
actual and artistic material to individual children or
to small groups. Some of these used at the Uni-
versity Hospital School are the Keystone pictures
and viewers; True-Vue, a filmstrip development of
three-dimensional pictures; the Hollywood Viewer;
and the View Master, a viewer with colored slides
in a circular mounting. These pictures are readily
adaptable for social studies. In addition to their
contribution to the educational program, they are
an adjunct in the recreational program where they
are especially helpful for bed patients so handi-
capped that they can use only very light equipment.

Nature Study and Playroom Pets

_
Nature study is particularly important in the hos-

pital since so many of these children are completely
isolated from the outdoors for long periods. The
introduction of live specimens in the form of play-
room pets provides valuable experience. In the
last few years we have had in our school raccoons,
a baby owl, monkeys, a baby lamb, rabbits, ducks'
chickens, snakes, alligators, fish, turtles, golden
hamsters, puppies and birds. Because of lack of
space, we have never had a permanent museum
exhibit but have had portable exhibits especially
developed by the University Museum. The chil-
dren themselves have prepared many exhibits to
illustrate units of study or new skills in creative
art.

"Games" and Puppets

Educational games and toys and creative activi-

ties, which include such things as making gardens,
constructing and furnishing a grocery store, run-
ning a cafeteria with special diets as a feature, fur-

nishing and operating a hat store, all constitute
excellent visual education for the sick child and all

are indispensible if he is to lead a well-rounded
intellectual life while his body is mending.

Puppets also have furnished a variety of rich
experiences for our children. They have been a
medium to help the shy child to adjust, to help the
backward child develop his vocabulary, to stimulate
interest in school subjects and for many types of
dramatization and story telling. The "Adventures
of Patches Strong" is a marionette play with the
characters representing attractive vegetables and
fruits. This play has been used as a recreational
activity and also in teaching diabetic children, who
must learn so much about food and diets before
they leave the hospital.

Music and Recordings

Music is an intrinsic part of the hospital day's
program. It is used to teach appreciation, to teach
rhythm in the rhythm band, as a background for

play or art work in story telling. Prokofiev's "Peter
and the Wolf" has been a valuable aid in introduc-
ing the instruments of the orchestra as well as for

music appreciation. The Victor set of pictures on
instruments of the orchestra is shown as the vari-
ous instruments are introduced. Sometimes these
pictures have been used with accompanying figures
and puppets to further fix the concept.

The Soundscriber, a machine for making record-
ings, has been an indispensable teaching aid. Its

educational uses have been numerous and teachers
constantly explore new ones. Safety rules for ac-
tivities in the woodwork shops have been recorded
and played to newcomers to familiarize them with
"musts for "safety". It has been used for unrehearsed
recordings which help a child to organize his

thoughts and to improve his verbal expression. It

has been advantageous in teaching sorigs and poetry
for oral reading by children. Teactiers have re-
corded rules and directions to be played back to
different groups. This equipment is easy to manipu-
late and we feel that one of its most valuable adap-
tations is in helping children to overcome shyness
and to learn to express themselves verbally.

A Whole Program ... A Whole Child

To meet the needs of hospitalized children with
limited and mixed experiences all known teaching
methods, techniques, and tools must be combined
and adapted to enrich their lives for useful and
enjoyable living. A well-planned activity program
which includes a wealth of visual and auditory ma-
terials can do much for the sick and handicapped
child in the hospital. It can help him in his initial

adjustment to the hospital ; it can help to develop
normal, wholesome attitudes and prevent the child
from developing undesirable behavior. Such a pro-
gram can help in the child's socialization; it can
help develop powers of concentration so much
needed in these children; and it can help in bringing
increased understanding among parents, children
and teachers. The utilization of multiple visual and
auditory materials in an activity program is the
ideal method of training the whole child.

i
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A QloMnxu^in ^dm Sfiexihl ^fi

fo fef/ ieacher% how /f can ftefp \hem feach

By MARIE McMAHAN
Assistant in Visual Aids,

Battle Creek, Michigan

I
AM a classroom film, a very good classroom film,

I hope.

I could have been a textbook or one of the more

traditional teaching aids, but I chose to be a film.

Since it has been proved that people get a consid-

erable portion of their learning through the sense of

sight, I felt certain that as a film I could perform a

valuable service in helping teachers teach.

Noble thought, isn't it?

But to be of service is not nearly so easy as it sounds

because, you see, I can only help those teachers who
help themselves.

Know what I mean ?

Well, let me tell you about last week, and then

I'm sure you'll understand.

Last week, in Podunk, I began my career,—young,

and enthusia.stic, and hopeful. I began helping teachers

teach—or trying to.

This article by Marie McMahan appeared originally in the May,
1948 issue of the Michigan Education Journal. Permission to

reprint is t/ralcfully acknowledged.—The Editor.

There were six teachers. A, B, C, D, E, and F.

Teacher A came to the office to see whether I was

there.

I was.

"Good," she said to herself, "No lesson to plan for

tomorrow. We'll just have a look at this film."

The next morning all of us. Teacher A, her class

of boys and girls, and I, went to the projection room

together.

The projector wasn't set up.

There was a long delay while one of the boys

went to find the janitor to get it out of the vault.

Next came more wasted moments while the pro-

jector was set up, adjusted, and threaded.

The boys and jjirls were getting more and more

impatient.

And I didn't blame them at all, for so was I.

At last all was ready.

"Now we'll see the movie, boys and girls," said

Teacher A. "We'll have to hurry because the next

class comes in at 10 o'clock."

I sighed sadly, thinking of all the wasted moments.

But being a polite film, I hurried along properly as
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Teacher A expected.

With never a stop for a minute's discussion and

never a moment for going back to see something

again, I was finished in time for Teacher A to hurry

her children out so the next class could come in.

I looked at the boys and girls sadly as they left,

sorry that I couldn't have helped them more. Strange,

I thought. Teacher A would never use a textbook

with which she was unfamiliar ! But I must be patient.

Books have been used for many years, while films

'vere comparatively new in the field of education.

Then Teacher B discovered me.

"Look!'' said Tejicher B to her colleagues Teachers

C and D, "There's a film on Switzerland here. Let's

take all our rooms to see it this afternoon."

"But we're not even studying Switzerland," re-

marked Teacher C, uncertainly.

"Oh, I'm sure it will show something that your
children will need sometime," Teacher D suggested.

So it was that the boys and girls in all three rooms
were told at 1 :00 o'clock, "Come on, we're going to

see a movie."

I listened to them coming jubilantly to the pro-
jection room. "We're going to see a movie!" they
were saying to each other. "Wonder what it's about?"
If I had been a bit more worldly-wise, I should have
recognized the cry of the Saturday matinee crowd.
But I only sighed again and thought "Another period
wasted !"

And the more I thought about it, the stranger it

seemed. Teachers B, C, and D would never use a
book that was not applicable to their children's inter-

ests and needs.

I wished that I could talk to them and tell them
how much I needed their help.

There wasn't much point to being a film if I

couldn't do what a film was supposed to do.
The next morning Teacher E came in. "Oh, fine,"

she said, "the film on Switzerland is in—just when
we need it in our unit."

H
teach

OW HAPPY I felt!

Here was a teacher that I could really help

We went into the empty projection room together.

Carefully my friend adjusted the projector and
threaded me.

When the boys and girls came in, I was all ready
for them.

Everything went very smoothly, and I was looking
forward to the discussion that would come when I
was finished.

You can imagine my disappointment then, when
Teacher E took me off and ran a second film on
Switzerland and then a third.

So many things to look at!

So many things to remember!

By the end of the period the boys and girls must
have been very much confused by all the things they
had seen.

I'm sure I was.

I thought quite a while about Teacher E. She
wasn't, I am sure, a teacher who would expect her

children to assimilate everything about Switzerland

from a geography book in one class period.

"Dear me !" I thought, "Why did I have to be a

film? Why wasn't I just an ordinary textbook that

everyone treats with respect?"

They say that "The darkest hour comes just before

the dawn." Well, I was feeling very gloomy by this

time. My enthusiasm for being a classroom film was

just about gone, and when one loses his enthusiasm,

well

—

Then came Teacher F.

"Hello," she said to me. "I must have a look at

you."

So saying, she took me, her pencil and paper, and

herself to the projection room.

Expertly she put me on the projector, expertly

and carefully. I was her friend and needed to be

treated kindly.

Happily I ran along.

"Umm-hum," she said. "That's a good point!" and

wrote it down.

Or "The children have been wanting to know
about that."

She made notes all the time I was running; she

made me feel very important, very important indeed!

Then she borrowed my manual and made more

notes.

After the bell, the boys and girls came in,—serious,

yet eager.

Teacher F was eager, too.

I knew that things were going to happen.

"We've been working very hard with our books

and pictures," she said, "trying to learn all the things

that we want to know about Switzerland. Some of

you, I know, still have questions that haven't been

answered. So today I have brought another helper, a

film, which I think will clear up some of the points

we aren't sure about."

"Well," said John, "I've been reading a lot about

mountains, but I still would like to know exactly what

they look like."

"All right. I think the film will help you," said

Teacher F. "Let's put your question on the board."

"What language do Swiss children speak?" asked

Mary. "I couldn't find much about that in my book."

Down went Mary's question on the board. Other

questions followed thick and fast. They, too, were

put on the board.

"Now," said Teacher F at last. "We have been

reading about Switzerland so much that I'm sure we
are familiar with most of the terms used in the film,

but do you think we'd better be certain before we
look at it?"

CAREFULLY teacher and children went over the

vocabulary.

Then off went the classroom lights. On went the

projector. I hoped that I was going to be able to

answer the children's questions. Earnestly and in-

tently they watched as I told my story. No Saturday

matinee crowd this

!

"I'd sure like to live in Switzerland," said Tommy
(Conliiiiicd on page 346)
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Here's a plan that permits you to capitalize on the

appeal that radio broadcasting has for all pupils.

//On the Air
//

Classroom Broadcasting

for About $10

by PHILIP LEWIS

THE PLAN presented here provides for a "Broad-

casting Station" whose signals can be received on

any home type radio. The equipment assembly is

simple and can be effectively done by one of the techni-

cally-inclined pupils. The final product should not be

minimized because of its low cost since it will duplicate

performance found in equipment available at much
higher prices. When completed, the transmitter may
be utilized in a classroom, cloakroom or office and the

broadcasts tuned in on radios located in rooms nearby.

Design Considerations

A single-button carbon microphone was selected as a

starting point because it is rugged, capable o! high

initial input (decreases need for additional amplifica-

^tion stages) and is economical in price. The model de-

scribed later in the article is readily available and can

be usually purchased for less than a dollar. The fre-

quency range of this "mike" is sufficient for all ordinary

purposes.

An assembled and pre-wired phono-oscillator is em-
ployed to eliminate any complicated connections and to

make the project feasible for the layman. The entire

outfit can be assembled and wired in from three to five

hours.

How to Get Started

Buy your parts at any radio store catering to ama-

teurs and experimenters. The list folows

:

1 Wireless Phono-Oscillator (wired and complete with

tubes)

1 Carbon Microphone (single button, hand-type T-17)
government surplus

1 Microphone Transformer (for use with the microphone
listed)

1 4^/i volt "C" Battery (to be used as the microphone
battery)

1 Microphone Plug and Jack Set (jack adapted for panel

mounting)
2 Toggle switches, S. P. S. T. (one for "mike" circuit

and one for 110 volt A.C. circuit)

1 Insulated Binding Post (for antenna lead)

1 Cabinet (this may be of wood or metal. A large cigar
box will do. If a metal container is used, care must
be taken to avoid "shorts" and "grounding" of circuits)

40' Stranded and Insulated Antenna Wire
10' Pushback or Hookup Wire (to make all connections)

It will be found that there is much variation in the

price of the component parts. Those units most econom-
ically priced will, ordinarily, work quite well for this

project.

Assembling the Parts

Arrange all the parts for convenience, accessibility

and proximity (short leads) in the cabinet. Specific lo-

cation of each item is not too important as long as the

wires from the Microphone Transformer to the Phono-
Oscillator are not excessive in length. Drill the neces-

sary holes and mount the switches, jack, binding post,

transformer and oscillator. Connect and solder wires

to all components as shown in the pictorial diagram.

The polarity of the microphone battery is not import-

ant, but use the two terminals that will give the full

43/2 volts (some batteries have more than two con-

nections). The microphone transformer will be

marked in some way to indicate the Primary and Sec-

ondary leads. Two leads from the Phono-Oscillator

connect to the Secondary winding of the Microphone
Transformer and the third lead goes to the Antenna
Binding Post. One toggle switch is inserted in the mi-

crophone circuit and should always be in the "Off"
position when the equipment is not in use. It may also

be used as a stand-by switch. The second toggle switch

is inserted in the line cord leading to the A. C. plug.

(Continued on next page)
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To Operate the Equipment

1. Insert the line cord plug into the regular wall outlet

(110 volts. Most oscillators will operate on A.C. or

D.C.)

2. Snap the Oscillator toggle switch to the "On" posi-

tion and allow time for the tubes to "warm up".

3. Attach the Microphone to the "Mike" jack.

4. Snap the Microphone toggle switch to the "On"
position.

5. Connect one end of the 40' of Antenna wire to the

Antenna Binding Post (stretch the wire out on the

floor or on hooks around the molding of the room)

6. Plug in the classroom radio (some distance from the

Transmitter) and turn it on.

7. Have someone talk into the Microphone while the

tuning dial of the radio is varied until the signal is

heard. Adjust for the strongest signal. If your signal

is heard at the same setting that a regular station is

also using, adjust the phono-oscillator to transmit

either above or below that particular frequency to

eliminate the interference. All oscillators are equipped
with this adjustment.

8. CAUTION!! Since you are actually sending out a

signal over the "air", it is necessary to keep it from
going too far. Signals should be confined to the build-

ing. This may be done by increasing or decreasing

the length of the antenna wire to control the

radiation.*

You are now ready to operate your station. This may
be done by placing the Transmitter and the performers

in one location and the listening audience in another

(or several others). In each instance, however, the

radio must be tuned to the same setting to which the

oscillator has been adjusted.

Other Applications

With minor modifications it is possible to equip your

station to transmit either voice or phonograph music,

or a combination of both. Facilities may be provided

for using more than one microphone with provisions for

mixing and fading. In the absence of a public address

system, this unit may be used in connection with the

school radio to amplify a speaker's voice. Other adap-

tations permit it to be used as a wireless inter-commu-

nication system, and even as the transmitter component
of a closer circuit "steampipe" or "waterpipe" broad-

casting system designed to cover the entire school for

the distribution of original programs.

TRANSMITTER

Legend: A—Microphone. B—A.C. Switch. C—Micro-

phone Switch. D—Microphone Jack. E—Antenna Binding

Post. F—Antenna.

* The "broadcasting station" described in this article is

designed to operate within the present broadcast band.
This means that the maximum allowable range is within
98 to 285 feet, with maximum allowable field intensity of

15 microvolts per meter. Since the oscillator is purchased
already built, the radiation intensity will ordinarily be
within the prescribed limits if the proper antenna length is

attached. Readers may apply to the F. C. C. at Washington,
D.C. for News Release 10097, dated July 28, 1947, for more
detailed information.
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Youth Group Appraises Films

By E. DUDLEY PARSONS, JR.'

VVT HAT kind of films can we use with young peo-

'^ pie in religious education? A partial answer is

contained in my experience in conducting a series of

ten film forums in a Minneapolis church.

The University of Life is an organization of high

school and college age youth. It is sponsored by the

Hennepin Avenue Methodist Church. These young

people gather on Sunday evenings to eat supper to-

gether, to worship together, and then to attend one

or another of the special interest classes conducted by

community leaders.

My course was entitled "Seeing Is Believing." Each

week twenty or more high school boys and girls came

together to see a motion picture dealing with a prob-

lem toward which we should have positive Christian

attitudes.

The problems selected for the ten film forums and

the motion pictures chosen to illuminate these problems

were;

A. CONSERV.^TION

1. Children of the City

2. New Frontiers of Medicine

3. The River

4. The World Is Rich

B. Human Relationships

L Americans All

2. Boundary Lines

3. Go Forth

4. House in the Desert

5. Palestine

6. Servant of the People

Each weekly forum followed the same pattern. I

previewed each film before class time to re-acquaint

myself with its message and its important sequences.

When the class had convened, an introductory discus-

sion drew out of the class its present level of under-

standing of the problem. Then I talked about the film,

calling attention to important words, ideas and scenes.

The class was now ready to see the film.

Following the screening of the film, the reactions

of the members of the group to the film were secured

by more discussion. An attempt was made to establish

the feeling of identity with the problem by encouraging

the students to relate personal experiences. Finally,

Consultant in Visual Education, Minneapolis Public Schools

an expression of the changed attitude toward the prob-

lem was sought from the class.

At the close of the final session, each member of the

class was asked to rate the films he had seen with

respect to three characteristics:

A. To what extent was each film of general interest

to you with respect to its content and its method of

presentation ?

B. To what extent did each film add to your under-

standing of the problem presented?

C. To what extent did each film and the discussion

tend to call forth positive attitudes toward the

problem presented ?

Ratings for each film on each of the three charac-

teristics were combined to arrive at a scale value. The
numerical values so obtained are expressed by the line

graphs in the accompanying chart. (See next page.)

I believe that the data presented in this chart will

support some tentative conclusions. Plans are now
being formulated to test the validity of these this fall.

Tentative Conclusions

1. The highest general interest was expressed for

films that were dramatic (House in the Desert) or that

concerned problems with which boys and girls felt an

identity (Go Forth and New Frontiers of Medicine).

The desire of young people to be treated honestly and
fairly by adults was, I believe, revealed in the rating

on general interest accorded the film about juvenile

delinquency in Scotland (Children of the City).

2. Films dealing largely with abstractions and sym-

bols were lowest on the general interest scale. The
disparity between certain adult standards and those held

by young people is revealed by the relatively low rating

assigned to two films generally believed excellent by
adults (Boundary Lines and The River).

3. The extent to which certain motion picture films

can influence our attitudes toward our fellow humans in

a positive Christian sense is revealed by the favorable

ratings assigned to Americans All, House in the Desert,

Children of the City, and Go Forth.

4. Finally, the range of types of motion picture films

used in this series of film forums suggests that a very

wide variety of pictures can be profitably used by the

church in the religious education of children and youth.

I do not believe that any of the films shown was a
failure. Each film stimulated many thoughtful corn-
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Total

CHARACTERISTICS 20

B A

BOUNDARY LINES

THE RIVER

PALESTINE

THE WORLD IS RICH

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

AMERICANS ALL

HOUSE IN THE DESERT

CHILDREN OF THE CITY

GO FORTH

2.8 2.9 2.5 3.0

2.9 2.2 3.1 3.2

3.4 2.9 3.7 3.6

NEW FRONTIERS IN MEDICINE 3.5 2.9 3.6 3.9

3.5 3.4 3.5 3.6

3.5 3.3 3.6 3.8

3.8 3.9 3.5 3.3

4.0 3.8 4.2 4.4

4.1 4.0 4.2 4.2

4.2 4.5 3.9 4.2

* For an explanation of the characteristics on which these films
were rated see acconnpanying article.

30. J0_

KEY
o^^HBo Total

o. . C
o*«*— •—'O S
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1 .c!=^

Student Film Ratings on Three Characteristics

ments. Participation in the discussions was general

and often lively. The time assigned the class was fre-

quently too short.

(Without detracting from Mr. Parsons' fine sum-
mary of his use of films with youth, the editor would
like to draw attention to several things. He, too, has

found that adults tend to rate Boundary Lines much
higher than youth does. According to the chart,

its lowest score is on its instructional potential, and it

is rated little higher on interest. Why are the longer

and slower-paced British-made films {The World Is

Rich and Children of the City) the ones which show
the greatest "bunching" of ratings? They were interest-

ing, instructive, and attitude-eliciting in about the same
degree. Could it be that they were made that way?
Is it a compliment to the "religious" film {Go Forth)
that it was as interesting as the others, save one, and
more fruitful of positive attitudes? Or is it simply a
case of this church-conditioned group's being more ready

to react to a religious film like Go Forth

F

—WSH.)

Audio-Visual Aids Are Not Enough
By WINTHROP M. MAGER*

T N the past few years, as religious educators have
- become more concerned with audio-visual materials

and methods, there has been a barkening to the voice

which says, "Remember, we are not replacing the text-

books. These audio-visual aids are supplementary to

our present materials."

Careful thought should be given to that admonition.

To accept it blindly cuts ofT the whole field of religious

education from a great teaching method which can re-

vitalize its materials and methodology. (Let's use "ma-

*Pastor, Valley Church and Community Center, El Paso, Texas.

terials" instead of "aids.") The audio-visual materials

ought to be considered as primary materials in the cur-

riculum, and the methodology employed in their utili-

zation a basic teaching technique.

The primary purpose of religious education is to

create situations in which religion can be experienced.

It is not interested in facts and knowledge only. Many
people have factual knowledge about religion without

ever having vital religious experience. Primarily, re-

ligious education seeks religious experience, with every-

thing else related to this basic aim.

By their very nature the audio-visual materials are

especially useful in furthering religious experience.

A careful teacher can gain a uniformity of situation

and a depth of feeling which can be secured by no

other materials and methods.

Religious educators must think in larger terms. They

must see the full educational potential of well-con-

structed audio-visual materials. Someone needs to give

serious thought to a completely visualized curriculum.

On the basis of past experience, such a curriculum

should be developed on a unit basis with adequate time

allowed for "plowing the land, preparing the soil, plant-

ing the seed, and tending the tender plants of learn-

ing as they grow."

While a certain amount of vital teaching can result

from the single-fire use of visual materials, much greater

learning will take place when a series of experiences

are planned for the child. It would not be enough to

show a film on honesty and let it go at that. The child

must be involved in a learning-unit on honesty in many

different situations. He should be given opportunity

to experience the feelings which go with situations

involving honesty and dishonesty. He will know, to be

sure, but he tvill have experienced, also. This type of
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teaching will go deeper than mere talk, and will be ap-

preciated and applauded by the pupil.

Does this mean the end of texts ? No. Their future

is assured. As the curriculum is visualized they will, of

necessity, become supplementary materials. After a

common experience has been given through visual

means, the pupil will turn then to other resources^

reading and oral explanations.

What Is the Church?
By REV. ROGER E. RIDDLE*

WE UNDERTOOK to answer this cjuestion for

our congregation by making a set of kodachrome
slides. The project was sponsored by the Youth Fel-

lowship, which wanted to raise some money for its

suinmer program. Then we wanted to place the pro-

gram of the church, visualized, before the entire con-

gregation to give a definition to the church's real sig-

nificance for our. life today.

I got the idea at the Emory V-E Seminar in 1946,

outlined the script to two of my workers, Mr. and Mrs.

Abmeyer, who began taking the pictures. They took

excellent pictures of the constituent organizations in

action : the Woman's Society of Christian Service, a

chapter of the world's largest organization of women
—over a million members and 27,000 societies ; the

church school, pictured extensively because of thfe im-

portance of its manifold work ; the officials and official

boards of the church ; the various ministrations and
functions of the minister to individuals, the church,

and the community ; the ministry of music ; the observ-

ance of the Sacraments.

We conclude the program with three pictures and
significant comment which help everyone to see that

the church is not a building with four walls but rather

a living and working fellowship.

Mrs. Paul Spence, visual education enthusiast, helped

us with the script and the development of a service

around this set of slides. We have used them in many
ways in our church, and they have been shown out-

side our parish. The department of Visual Education

of our denomination's board of education has spoken

very highly of this project. It is something any church

can undertake with profit.

*Wathena (Kansas) Methodist Church.

Notes on Some of the China Films

ly^Y NAME IS HAN will probably be the most
-'*'- used China film ,this year. It was given 125

"world premiere" showings on June 15th, and prints

are being widely distributed. It was photographed in

China last summer by a crew of the International Film

Foundation which was cotnmissioned by the Protestant

Film Commission. Han, the un-believer in the family,

is finally won to Christianity by his fellow Chinese who
take the trouble to practice what they believe and pro-

fess. The photography, taken as a whole, is rather plain

and unartistic. The clear narration and the excellent

music of the soundtrack make less obvious a definite

lack of dramatic tension and emotion. (Previewed)
Close to Ilan in usefulness, and superior to it in some

qualities, is the 30-minute color film Letter From China,

which was produced by the Department of Visual Aids

of the Congregational Christian Churches (287 Fourth

Ave., N. Y. 10). It was photographed in Foochow,
China, last summer by an International Film Founda-
tion ci-ew which was directed by William James. Charles

Schwep did the story. House Jamison does the nar-

ration and William Meeder the musical effects. The
film is beautiful, interesting, and instructive, surpassing

most other films in actually presenting what a mis-

sionary does. It will be useful in the church, from the

Juniors nght on up. The warp of the story is a letter,

written home by Walter Smith as the arrival of new
missionary personnel brings back memories of his ar-

rival in China. Narrated in the first person, the audi-

ence is led step by step through his first year of work.

{Previewed and used)

In the spring of 1947 Rev. Kenneth J. Beaton and
Rev. Anson C. Moorhouse, of the United Church of

Canada (Room 514, Wesley Buildings, Toronto 2B)
visited Szechwan in West China, bringing back 20,000

feet of color film, the first to come out of this remote

and beautiful province. Christianity Goes to Press, a
29-minute sound film telling the story of the develop-

ment of a mission press at Chengtu, the birthplace of

printing, is the first of this footage edited. Mr. Moor-
house has done a competent job of shooting, editing,

and sounding this film. The "story" was done by Dr.

Beaton, and is weakened by its fulsomeness. The pic-

tures are so interesting that after a few minutes the

mind automatically cuts out the narration. The musical

background, and there is not enough, is a medley of the

tunes of Chinese Christian hymns played superbly on a

beautiful organ. (Previewed)

New Life Calling, a 30-minute story of the Hwa Yin
boarding school for girls at Chengtu and Head of the

House of Wang are other films to come from Szechwan
footage. Surprise for Min Deh, now ready, follows the

book and introduces nine-year-old Min Deh and his

sister. Wen Ru, showing them in school and church;

on a walk in the country ; and with their father when
he goes by boat into the country to buy rice. Its run-

Dr. Wynne C. Fairfield, Secretary of the Foreign Missions
Conference of North America, presents a print of "My
Name Is Han" to P. H. Chang, Consul General of China,
for transmission to President and Madame Chiang Kai-shek,
at the World Premiere at Town Hall, New York City,

June 15. Paul F. Heard, Executive Secretary of the Protes-
tant Film Commission, producers of the film, looks on.
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ning time is 20 minutes and it is especially suitable

for children. {Not previewed)

A 16-page mimeographed booklet, "Selected Audio-

Visual Aids on China", edited by Rev. Gilbert Q. Le-

Sourd and Frances E. Perason, and available from
the Missionary Education Movement (156 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. 10), is an exceedingly valuable contribution to

churches and leaders studying China this year.—WSH.

Story of Famous Missionary Filmed

The life story of Mary Reed, missionary extraordi-

nary to the people of Chandag, near the Himalaya
Mountains in North India, is well-known across the

church, and the church is indebted to Rev. and Mrs.

George Southwell, of the American Mission to Lepers,

and Mr. Alfred Franz Stury of Crusader Films (6844
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood) for filming the story.

Not long after the death of Miss Reed, at the age of

80 years in April 1943, Mr. Southwell, who had
dreamed of having this story filmed, turned over his

voluminous file to Mr. Stury. After weeks of absorbed
study he became enthusiastic over the possibilities of a
great motion picture. Many conferences with the South-
wells followed and an outline script was prepared by
Mr. Stury and Miss Elizabeth Werner.

The film was given the title Mary Reed. It is in

kodachrome and runs 47 minutes. It will be premiered
in the leading cities this fall and be available for book-
ings through the regional offices of the American Mis-
sion to Lepers. (For the offices nearest to you, write

to AML, 156 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10.)

The role of Mary Reed is played by Hazel Keener.
Her performance has dramatic and emotional power
and helps to make this an outstanding religious film.

Technically, the film is good. The photography, es-

pecially at the beginning, is excellent. The soundtrack,
whether carrying dialogue, music, or narration is satis-

factory. The story treatment is fast-paced and builds
interest and emotional power as it unfolds. The acting
is good to excellent, and one regrets that greater care
was not exercised with the costuming and make-up
for some of the Chandag scenes.

Its uses will be many. No other film presents the
"call" to missionary service with such clarity and
power. It should be used in all kinds of youth con-
ferences. Ministers looking for a fine missionary film
for mid-week or Sunday evening series need look no
further. Adult groups within the church and church
school should see this film. (Previewed; not used)
—WSH.

Korean Film

What About Korea is a 19-minute silent color film.
It was produced by Keno Films for New World Films
(Room 1203, 333 West 52nd St., N. Y.) Andrew
Wong, graduate of a seminary in Korea, did the photog-
raphy. It depicts a sixth-grade class in a typical Ameri-
can school. It is having a session on the past, present,
and future of Korea. The continuity is carried in a
series of well-worded captions which are superimposed
upon the pictures. Classroom scenes are skillfully
blended with pictures of Korea. In general, an interest-
ing and effective job of film making. Skillful editing
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cannot overcome altogether the basic weakness inherent

in using film footage not originally planned and shot

with this type of finished picture in mind. This film,

however, is an effective reminder that the silent film is

a motion picture, and a highly potential teaching medi-
um when exploited fully by those who make modern
motion pictures more visual and less auditory. {Prc-
viezved and used)—WSH.
Evangelistic Film

Born Twice is a 21-minute color film presenting the

story of Nicodemus in the evangelistic pattern. It was
produced by Grace Films with Joseph Calhoon (Wil-
lowbrook, California) as the distributor. It uses the

well-worn techniques of getting a sermonic film under
way: People entering the church, too-close close-ups

of a singer, and then the preacher reading the story to

be dramatized (?). The body of the film is devoted
to illustrations and explanations intended to answer
Nicodemus' question. Many are trite and ill-fitting.

Running past what would have been a good ending se-

quence, the film closes with close-ups of an evangelist

belaboring the main point—having no confidence in

the pictorial content to do the job. The sound is com-
petently handled. For once, someone took some pains
with Nicodemus' costume. He looks the part ; not like

an escapee from a Palestinian rummage sale. Again,
either through necessity or good judgment, only an
over-the-shoulder shot is given of Jesus as he talks with
Nicodemus. (Previewed)—WSH.
Life of Christ Visualized

For several years the Life of Christ, and some of

his teachings, have been visualized in a series of books
(Standard Publishing Co., Cincinnati 10). Now the
publisher has announced that he has committed the

series to eleven vividly colored single-frame filmstrips

of 50 frames each, with the text material on each pic-

ture. In addition, he has extended his "Biblicolor"
series to six, the last two to be ready this fall.

The opinion of the church field on the value and use-
fulness of this type of materials is sharply divided.

There are many reasons why the church should speedily t|

find a way to measure this type of material against
standards of excellence and utility which have been ar-
rived at through cooperative analytical thinking subse-
quently checked in educational situations. Many dealers

and churchmen would welcome an authoritative evalu-
ation of this type of visualization, and the time for doing
it is now. If the church gives the appearance of desiring

this kind of material, the present trickle will become a
flood, with art and educational standards all but aban-
doned.—WSH.

New Filmstrips

• Catholic Visual Education (149 Bleecker St., N. Y. 12)
announces the release of a slidefilm in color, The Story of
Fatima; a set of three color filmstrips, The Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass; and a teaching slidefilm, The Altar Boy.

• Cathedral has brought out a series of five color (or black
and white) filmstrips under the series title of Life of Joseph.
They were produced for Cathedral by Clifford Newlands,
Hollywood, California. They run 25 to 35 frames each and
carry a biblical text superimposed on each frame.

• The National Film Board of Canada (620 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
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20) has produced a 28-franic, black and white, cartoon type of

filmstrip, Introducing Filmstrifs, for those desiring a visual

means of explaining the essential features of this visual medium.

• It's Up to You is a 117-frame filmstrip, called by its pro-

ducers (Temperance Film Productions, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
"the most excoriating indictment of the liquor set-up ever
filmed." The printed narrative is a fiery and dynamic lecture.

• Puerto Rican Story is a 20-minute filmstrip with recorded

(78 rpm) commentary telling the story of a rural life com-
munity center which seeks to serve its people spiritually, men-
tally, and physically. It was produced by Alexander Ferguson of

the Missions Council of the Congregational Christian Churches
(287 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 10).

• Frederick L. Fay of Whittemore Associates (16 Ashburton
Place, Boston 8) has produced a 40-frame black and white
filmstrip, Christian Symbolism, which explains the origin and
significance of the most common church symbols.

Correspondence
Herbert Kerkow, Inc. (480 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17) is

looking for some kodachrome 16mm footage dealing with
historic, religious places and shrines in Jerusalem and Rome,
and those interested in selling such footage are invited to write

direct . . . Prof. Paul L. Garber, of Agnes Scott College, De-
catur, Ga., wants the Department and its readers to keep the col-

lege Bible teacher in mind as they see new visual materials.

Write him if you have something to recommend . . . G. K. Atha-

lye, Inspector of Visual Education for the Bombay Province

(Elphinstone Technical High School, Cruickshank Road, Bom-
bay 1) writes that he would "very much like to know the

visual education activities of other countries" and would like

to correspond with other schoolmen. He has 17 16mm sound
projectors in use and 34 on their way from America. He has

600 silent and sound films on various school and general

knowledge subjects and is on the lookout for other useful ones.

Rev. P. H. S. Sitters, Director Pan-African Film Services,

Ltd. (Globe House, 5 Hout Street, Cape Town, S. Africa)

writes, "After one or two unhappy experiences with films

from America, could you send me a list of religious films which
you can thoroughly recommend?" He is seeking "films or

filmstrips of Psalms and Bible readings which could be used
in cinema services." A further inquiry

—"Are there any really

good films of sacred songs and gramaphone records of hymns?"
. . . From Dr. Arthur O. Rinden, Director Audio-Visual Aids,

National Christian Council of China (169 Yuen Mong Yuen
Rd., Shanghai) : "Had an excellent group of people in Second
Workshop . . . More experienced than last year's group . . .

Believe we are making progress . . . Would like religious

films that have real 'pull'. Can you recommend some?"

From India, Dr. Donald F. Ebright, prominent leader in the

A-V field and editor of camera clip, writes : "I wish that you
could have seen our recent Third Annual Landour Audio-

Visual Institute. It was held in this hill station, 6500 feet in

the Himalayas, where the majority of the American missionaries

come for their vacations because it is the site of the famous

American School—Woodstock—which draws students from

India, Burma, Ceylon, Malaya, Arabia, Pakistan and other

places. We had 185 registrants from all over India, some hav-

ing traveled 2000 miles. Our main leader was Miss Marion

Dix, Chief Information Officer, United Nations, New Delhi,

who has just completed three monumental films for the wel-

fare agencies of India : Mother, Child, and Community. Miss

Dix spoke on the vast role that audio-visual aids can play in

developing international understanding. We had a battery of

equipment~that was a job to see and operate"—WSH.

Administration of A-V Materials

In the Liberal Arts College

{Continued from patjc 322)

entire instructional staff has them to use. For in-

stance, our print of the EBFihn Nervous System is

used by the physical education department, the an-

thropology department, the biology department,

psychology and "pre-med" instructors. In addition,

many films owned by the center are also used on
our academy campus, which is served by daily truck

delivery.

Esprit de Corps

One less measurable but probably more valuable

asset is the espirit de corps in the classes, ascertainable

in the interest and examination papers of the stu-

dents. Unity of attention, a more dynamic attitude,

and less passivity are apparent when instructional

materials vitalize the lectures.

One methods class in the teaching of biological

science decided, in order to better understand what
was back of a filin, to produce a short sound film in

color showing a dissection. The result was a 2^
minute color filin of good quality utilizing a syn-

chronized wire recording as the sound track. The
experiment proved extremely valuable to the stu-

dents, who learned more about how to use a film

out of this producing experience than any class lec-

ture could have got over to them.

We feel our audio-visual program is no longer

an experiment, but an active "machine shop" pro-

viding us with high quality instructional tools.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW . .

The Religions Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Arficies from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

30 Photographs and Diagrams, 64 Valuable Pages

Lists Denominational Audio-Visual Directors

Many Helps and Suggestions for Use in Your

Audio-Visual Program

First Printing Now Available—Price 60c

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

D Enclosed find 60c for which please send me
one cppy of

'

The Religious Screen."

D Enclosed find $1.50, for wh 'ch please send me
one copy of the new 24th edition. of " 000
and One" as soon as it IS off the press. See
page 366.)

Name .

Address

Ci+y Zone State .
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TEACHEB - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L C. LARSON, Edi+or

Director, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

The Art of Leather Ceirving

(Portafilins, P. O. Ro\- 752. Glendale, California) 20 minutes,

16mm, sound color. 1948. $150.00.

Description of Contents :

Joey Smith, a skilled craftsman and teacher of leather art,

demonstrates in detail the making of a woman's handbag of

fine leather with a hand-carved all-over floral design in the

Western style.

First the design, prepared on tracing naper. is carefully traced

onto the dampened leather with a stylus. Choosing nine basic

tools from a large assortment, Mr. Smith begins cutting the

main outlines of the pattern with a swivel knife. The correct

position of the knife and the rhythmical swing which produces
graceful curves are emphasized as they are shown in close-ups

The design is gradually developed through the use of the

camouflager, the pear shader, the beveler, two seeders, the

shell tool, and the backgrounder. Slow-motion photography is

used to demonstrate the strokes of the mallet on the various

tools, and the correct movement of the tools to produce the

desired eflfect. The leather is turned to the most advantageous
position and kept moistened as Mr. Smith works without
pause, planning his work ahead from one area to another. When
the background is completed, it is stained with brown dye, an
optional step. The entire piece of leather is then rubbed with
a prepared leather dressing to protect it and give it a gloss.

A review of the use of each of the nine tools is presented
in an unusual manner, with each type of tool mark appearing
in turn on the design until it is completed.

Mr. Smith next punches holes for the gold-plated clasp
and cements the tooled leather and the leather lining together

Excellent close-up and slow-motion photography shows the
best ways of using tools in "The Art of Leather Carving."

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor,

School of Education
BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian. Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

with rubber cement. Lining up the gussets with the decorated
piece, he marks and punches holes on all edges. The double
cordovan stitch covers the thick ed,ges attractively. When the

lacing is completed, the second half of the clasn is inserted

as the final step. Tlie finished bag, rc'iresentine fifteen dollars'

worth of material and eight hours of Mr. Smith's time, is then
displayed.

Committee Appraisal:

Excellent close-up photography makes this a valuable demon-
stration of Western-style leather carving. Background music is

used deftly to emphasize the rhythm of Mr. Smith's sVillful

movements, and the narration is effective in directing observa-
tion and explaining operations. The texture of the leather in

all stages of carving is shown vividly by means of the camera
angles, lighting, and realistic color. Emphasis on the demonstra-
tion area is maintained throughout, and trick photography is

used extremely well in the review, where all tool effects are
shown unobstructed by the tools or the demonstrator. The film

should be useful for any groups interested in the techniques of

Western-style leather carving or in the use of design.

Mississippi River—Lower River
(Academy Films. 844 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California)

14 minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and white. 1948.

$112.50 or $56.25. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents :

This film presents the geography, both physical and human,
of the Mississippi River Valley from the mouth of the Ohio
River to New Orleans.

Opening with a physical map of the Mississippi River, it

describes the river's ever-changing course and by means of a
diagram shows the very gradual drop from Cairo to the Gulf
of Mexico. The importance of the Ohio River as a body of

water and means of transportation to and from Pittsburgh is

emphasized as its junction with the Mississippi River is shown.
Barge traffic, made possible by the depth of the lower river, is

described and shown in a variety of scenes. The work of a

dredge in keeping the channel clear is next illustrated.

The principal function of the river is explained as the carrying
away of excess water from the entire Midwest. Aerial views
of flooded areas show what happens to land and buildings when
too, much water drains into the river too quickly. The nar-
rator points out that loss of life has been reduced to a minimum,
and the ways in which property is protected, either by moving
it or by reinforcing and building up levees along the river, are
shown next.

Ferry boats and the huge bridges which link the east and
west banks of the river are shown in use. Memphis, half-way
between St. Louis and the Gulf, is described as growing up
with the river trade, especially since it is located in the cotton-
growing area, as shown on a map. New Orleans, in the delta

area, is described as the greatest trading center in the South.
Its miles of busy waterfront, warehouses, and railroad freight

yards are evidence of its role in both river and ocean freight

transportation.

The film closes with a map of the entire Mississippi River
system, "The Father of Waters."
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Academy Films

A ferry boat on the "Father of Waters" near Baton Rouge
—pictured in the film "Mississippi River—Lower River."

Committee Appraisal:

The second of two films on this subject, this film gives a

very informative and interesting overview of the significance

of the Mississippi River as an avenue of transportation and a

means of water drainage for the entire Midwest. Excellent

color photography, maps, and diagrams and very clearly pre-

sented narration add to its effectiveness for all age levels from
intermediate to adult. It is especially recommended for use in

elementary, junior high, and senior high school geography

courses. Its companion film, Mississippi River—Upper River,

covers the physical and hum^^n geography of the river from
its source to St. Louis, Missouri.

Human Growth
(E. C. Brown Trust, University of Oregon Medical School,

Marquam Hill Road, Portland 1, Oregon) 19 minutes, 16mm,
sound, color. 1947. Accompanied by 20 2" x 2" colored slides.

$170. Discussion Guide available.

Description of Contents:

Beginning with teen-age boys' and girls' interest in growing

up, the film shows the life processes of development. A be-

ginning home sequence shows briefly a father, a mother, and

their adolescent son and daughter, Josie and George, discussing

the problem of growth and development of boys and girls. A
transition from the home to the classroom shows Josie telling

her classmates what to look for in the motion picture they

are about to see. After Josie and the student committee have

prepared the class, Miss Baker, the teacher, also gives the

class additional suggestions and questions. The room is

darkened, and a member of the class shows the film entitled

Human Crnvlh. The film, through highly stylized original

art animation, shows the processes of growth and reproduction.

The differences between boys and girls in rate of physical and

sexual maturity, the glands which control physical and sexual

activity, the male and female se.x organs, menstruation, fertiliza-

tion, pregnancy, and birth are discussed. As the film ends, the

lights come on in the classroom and reveal the students' various

reactions to the film Questions from the pupils are answered

by Miss Baker, who uses a slide from the coordinated set of

slides. Other questions for future discussion are raised. The
film concludes by Miss Baker's moving beyond her class and

inviting the film audience to discuss any questions which the

motion picture might have raised.

Committee Appraisal:

Human Crozi'th is an educational film highly recommended for

use in classes in biology, health, home-making, and related

areas in grades six to nine. In addition to its primary useful-

ness on the above levels, it should also prove useful in college

courses in teacher training, educational and genetic psychology,

health education, child care, and home-making, as well as such

adult study groups as the P.T.A. which discuss child psychology,

family life education, and mental and social hygiene. Through
a straightforward and unemotional treatment of the processes

oi growth and reproduction, the film should serve the following

purposes: (1) to provide information on human growth. (2)

to demonstrate how sex education can be handled effectiv"ly,

and (3) to show a desirable teacher-pupil relationship. The
previewing committee commented favorably upon the finesse

and subtlety with which such questions as body changes during
grow fh and the processes of fertilization were handled.

Where Will You Hide?
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 207 South Green Street,

Chicago^ 7,—Illinois) 20 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. 1948.

Produced by Audiographic Institute. $195 less 10% educational

discount. Discussion Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film deals with the social implications of atomic energy.

Beginning with the assumption that there will be a World War
III, the film proceeds to show how terrible such a scientific war
will be. Lips babbling indistinguishable phrases symbolize the

lip service that many people everywhere are giving to the cause

of peace and the development of one world. Coffins with flags

of the various nations holding the war dead symbolize the re-

sponsibility of the audience to coordinate efforts to eliminate

war. The film refers the problem of i;eace to every person

through picturing a war involving high-speed atomic fission,

germ warfare, bacteriological destruction, radio-active particles,

and jet-propelled projectiles. A picture of Einstein surrounded

by the formula E=M C-, which led to the invention of the

atomic bomb, is accompanied by Einstein's idea that the atomic

bomb will actually kill one out of three people and will physi-

cally harm another one out of three. The likelihood of the

bomb's becoming bigger, cheaper, and more widely used pre-

sents a real threat. The film proceeds to show that the atomic

bomb is no secret and that the cost of defending American
knowledge of atomic energy and the country itself against

atomic warfare is impracticable and impossible. The film ends

with a pointing finger moving from one side of the audience

to the other and asks the question of whether or not children

will be safe "where you try to hide."

Committee Appraisal:

Rich symbolization, effective use of three narrators, dynamic
presentation of problems without offering solutions, except

through implication, vivid color, and excellent photography
combine to make Where Will You Hide? a hard-hitting film

for groups from high school age to adulthood. Groups dealing

with the problems of democracy and international cooperation

Encyclopaedia Britannica Filma

Atomic warfare—or one people, one law, and peace for all?

Such is the problem posed in the hard-hitting Film "Where
Will You Hide?"
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should find this fdm excellent for opening the problems for

discussion. Because of its timeliness, it is predicted that the

film will be used extensively by service, forum, and classroom

groups.

Spanish Influence in the United States

(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1,

Illinois) 10 minutes, I6mni, sound, color or black and white.

1948. $90 or $45. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The influence of Spanish culture in the United States is

the central theme of this film, which begins by showing

evidences of Spanish culture in the lives of Dolores and Don
Smith. Dolores has just received from her uncle in Cali-

fornia a package in which she finds a Spanish doll. As her

brother tells Dolores how some people in California still

wear for festive occasions the true Spanish costumes, the

film shows a beautiful Spanish senorita in typical Spanish

costume. .As the scene of Dolores ;ind Don fades out. the

film shows how and where the Spanish culture spread from

Florida to New Mexico and California. Important influences

of the Spanish culture on architecture, language, economic

systems, and types of domesticated animals are shown. Such

words as "sombrero", "lariat", "canyon", "corral", "pinto",

and "guitar" are defined by pictorial examples and traced

to Spanish derivation. The influence of Spanish missions

from Florida to California is shown. The Spanish priest or

"padre" is shown as the director of the mission, and the fact

that each mission is self-supporting is illustrated. In con-

clusion, the film returns to the Smith home to discover

further evidence of Spanish influence there—the house with

its stucco walls, red tile roof, and arches is Spanish in archi-

tecture, Dolores' name is Spanish, and the music coming
over the radio is Spanish.

Committee Appraisal:

The film selects significant aspects of Spanish culture for

discussion and picturization. The teacher committee felt

that the film would be very useful in building up an appreci-

ation for the contributions of the Spanish, developing an

awareness of Spanish influences in present-dav soriety. and

developing a concept of the spread of Spanish influence in

the Ignited States and its integration into American culture.

Smooth transitions from one idea to another contribute

effectivelv to the excellent organization of the diversified

content of the film. It is recommended for use by inter-

mediate and junior high school social studies classes.

Counseling—Its Tools and Techniques

(Carl F. Mahnke Productions, 215 E. Third St., Des
Moines 9, Iowa) 20 minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and
white. 1948. Produced by Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.

$200 or $100. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film develops four ideas in connection with counsel-

ing—preparing for the interview, establishing proper re-

lationships with the counselee, analyzing the problem, and
planning the course of action. Beginning with a picture of

Mr. Jenkins, a high school counselor, in his office, the film

shows Robert Dunn entering for guidance. Mr. Jenkins
greets Bob with a friendly handclasp and takes time to

discuss the basketball game of the evening before. The film

leaves the conference room to analyze and comment upon
the progress of the conference to this point. It shows that

Mr. Jenkins has studied Bob's student records before his

arrival and then takes time through a mutual laugh to

develop a desirable relationship with Bob.

The second part of the film dealing with defining and
analyzing the problem returns to the office, where Bob tells

Mr. Jenkins that he is not satisfied with the results of high
school courses in the arts and that he prefers to shift to shop
work. Again the film stops to evaluate and comment upon

the conference between Bob and Mr. Jenkins. It shows

that Mr. Jenkins let Bob talk for himself and followed up

closely all clues which Bob dropped.

The third part of the film deals with planning the course

of action. Mr. Jenkins is shown suggesting that Bob use

the occupational information file and a film on the machine

trade, and that he talk with someone in that type of work.

Mr. Jenkins then arranges a conference with Bob for the

following Tuesday.

When Bob has left, Mr. Jenkins comments on the fourth

step of counseling. He indicates that the conference is not

finished when the counselee leaves the room, but that he

must make a record of t!ie interview and discharge his re-

sponsibility in connection with Bob's seeing the film and

making follow-up contacts. The conclusion of the film

shows Bob following through on the suggestions which Mr.

Jenkins made.

Committee Appraisal:

This film should be useful for giving school administrators,

supervisors, and teachers an over-all view of the problems

and techniques involved in counseling. Through the tech-

nique of showing the actual interview and then diagnosing

what has happened, the film provides an interpretation of

the basic and generally accepted principles in counseling.

The film seems to follow very closely widely-accepted basic

techniques in counseling.

Decimal Fractions

(Tohnson Hunt Productions. 113,3 North Highland Avenue,

Hollywood 38, California) 10 minutes, 16mm. sound, color or

black and white. $85 or $45. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film presents the idea of decimal fractions both in tenths

and hundredths, and provides practice in converting fractions

into decimal fractions. The film begins by showing that a

fraction is a part of something and when written contains a

numerator and a denominator. Through animation, a cake is

divided into ten pieces, seven of which move to a second plate.

The writing of 3/10 and 7/10 as decimals is developed. The
development of the common fraction 1/2 into 5/10 is then worked

out step by step. Two-place decimals are introduced to take

care of writing as a decimal such a fraction as 14- One hundred

stamps are divided into lots requiring the use of two-place

decimals to include the number in each lot. The film concludes

with a review of the meaning of decimals, the reading of

decimals, and practice in writing decimals.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, the seventh in the series of eight, should be useful

in developing an understanding of decimal fractions. Through
explanation and step-by-step demonstration, students should

gain a clear idea of the process involved. The omission of live

characters in the film may or may not be an advantage, depend-

ing upon the educational philosophy of the teacher. It is true

that the omission tends to focus the attention of the pupils upon

the mathematical operations, but at the same time it removes

the human interest element. Both abstract forms such as disks

and blocks and concrete materials such as cake and stamps are

used. The film is recommended for use in the intermediate

grades as an introduction to the problem of decimal fractions _

and as reference material for diagnostic or remedial purposes. I

CORRECTION

In the May issue of Educational
Screen, page 231, the price of the

film Human Reproduction (Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., New York)
was incorrectly reported. The mo-
tion picture actually sells for $110.

The accompanying filmstrip is $3.00.
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/ RCA Victor Dual-Speed TRANSCRIPTION PLAYER

• specially designed for the classroom

• Here at last is a portable, high-quality

transcription player that meets the present-

day needs of schools.

It plays standard phonograph records

and up to 16-inch transcription records.

This player is engineered on the unique

principle of using two separate motors to

supply positive, constant speed to the turn-

table—one for 78 rpm and one for 33?^

rpm. The result, you enjoy new high-quality

reproduction entirely free from "wows."

A 7-watt amplifier and detachable 8-inch

speaker supply full power and quality of

either music or speech for the classroom

or small auditorium. The wide-range tone

control maintains tonal purity regardless

of volume level.

It is an ideal school instrument for music

appreciation and social study classes, as

well as for many other classroom applica-

tions. Provision is made for headphones

for use in Ubrary. Weight, 28 lbs. Sturdily

built and attractively styled luggage-type

carrying case.

Fill in and mail coupon today

for complete details.

EDUCATIONAL SALES DEPARTMENT

RCA Victor
DIVISION OF RIDIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • CAMDEN, N. J.

September, 1948

•tiii MAjiiri votw

EDUCATIONAL SALES DEPARTMENT (28-1)

Radio Corporation of America

Camden, N. J.

Please send me, without obligation, complete information on the

new RCA Victor Dual-Speed Transcription Player.

Name

School

Address-

City _State_
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• Filmstrips—Vera M. Falconer. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

N. Y. 1948. 572 pp. $5.00.

This basic manual on the production, selection, utilization

and sources of filmstrips, coming at a time when a cumula-

tive catalog is also announced (by the H. W. Wilson Co.),

provides the basis for a new trend in the use of this type

of instructional medium.
Mrs. Falconer's book is an excellent beginning for the

new book shelf on filmstrips. Her long experience in the

utilization of filmstrips (and many other visual media) in

the classroom, and her opportunities in the production and

distribution of several of them, have been deftly combined

in this volume to make it more than a source book.

Most of the book (4/5 of it, to be exact) is devoted to a

listing of all filmstrips suitable for instructional use pro-

duced before March, 1947. Preceding each subject heading

is a general statement of the types of strips available, their

good points and shortcomings, and some of the immediate

needs. The large subject headings, under which annotated

descriptions are given of individual filmstrips or of filmstrip

series, are: Agriculture and Forestry; Business; English;

Fine Arts; Foremanship and Personnel Supervision; Home
Economics; Languages; Literature; Reading; Safety; Teach-

er Training; Science; Social Sciences; Sports; Vocational

Guidance; and Vocational Training.

The introductory part of the book is especially valuable

because it provides a basis for understanding the whole

business of designing and using the filmstrip in education.

It draws freely upon actual titles to demonstrate some of

the techniques in the production of filmstrips that reveal

much greater imagination and resourcefulness than in a

comparable number of motion picture titles. This medium,
it would seem, requires that its designer ask himself, "For

whom am I creating the strip?" and "What are the pur-

poses to be achieved?" He seems quite willing, even eager,

to try out a variety of techniques to help him fulfill his

purpose, and having found one technique useful for one

subject, he does not repeat it ad nauseum on innumerable

other titles.

For each purpose, its own approach and method of de-

velopment. The salesmanship training filmstrip tries to

reach its particular audience; the elementary geography or

story filmstrip uses another approach, etc. The author

cites excellent examples, with photographic and cartoon

illustrations, to make her point. She has a sound section

on classroom methods, written in simple, direct language
and very obviously written by one who has herself been a
classroom teacher and wants to be read by the teacher.

The filmstrip is a simple, inexpensive device. Its appear-
ance does not awe the teacher into the need for a special

course in audio-visual instruction. It seems to encourage
a flexibility of use and calls upon teacher resourcefulness

to make it fit the particular group. This flexibility in its

application, coupled with an experimental attitude on the

part of the producers, will perhaps help to assure that

children taught with the aid of the filmstrip can enjoy a

"tailor-made" classroom atmosphere, even though they are

being exposed to a mass medium.—ESR.

• Sound Films in Education—Scottish Film Council, 2

Newton Place, Charing Cross, Glasgow, C3, 78 pp. 1948.

"An interim report by the Advisory Committee dealing

Mrs. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed.D., Editor

with the place of tlie sub-standard sound film in the general

provision for visual education in schools." A previous re-

port, issued in 1940. had dealt exclusively with the pos-

sibilities of the silent film. The Scottish Educational Film

Association has broadened its scope and, with the collabora-

tion of the Scottish Film Council, is now attemptng to

survey the practicability of the sound film.

The problem is purely a practical one. At present most

of the schools are equipped with silent projectors and are

most likely to continue getting such machines. Should sound

films be introduced on a large scale, it would mean a very

large expenditure of money. The Committee is therefore

attempting to find out how indispensable sound films are

to the education of children.

This interim report describes an experiment which, though

admittedly inconclusive, used comparable sound and silent

films. The silent films were shown in two ways: without

comment, and also with a prepared teacher commentary.

The method using silent films with comments by the teacher

proved at least as good as, if not better than, the sound film

with commentator off-stage.

It would appear from the proposals of the committee

that where sound is useful and necessary in films, special

films should be made and equipment provided by the Minis-

try of Education. At present the production plans of J.

Arthur Rank, through Gaumont British Instructional Films

and an Education Panel of the official British Film Institute;

as well as the British Instructional Films, Ltd., working

with personnel from the Scottish Advisory Committee, have

paved the way to progress in the whole realm of educa-

tional films. There already exists a government agency for

the production and planning of films. Two Committees,

with different purposes, but working closely together, are

carrying out the program. The Committee for the Prepara-

tion and- Production of Visual Aids is appointed by the

Minister of Education; the second is the National Com-
mittee for Visual Aids in Education, consisting of delegates

from local schools and the teachers' organization. Financing

is through local education authorities, contributing IS shil-

lings per 1,000 pupils 2-18 years of age.—ESR.

• Education for What Is Real—Earl C. Kelley. (Foreword

by John Dewey.) Harper and Brothers, New York. 1947.

112 pp.

This is one of those "little" books that handles big ideas so

vigorously that it will influence education for a long time to

come. The audio-visual field should be especially indebted to

Dr. Kelley, for he brings information on the recent studies of

perception at the Hanover Institute into the stream of educa-

tional thinking. In Education for What Is Real, the audio-

visual worker can get a firsthand account of recent experi-

ments in perception and a very able presentation of their

educational implications, together with a suggested program

of educational reform based, in part at least, on these educa-

tional implications.

It is in this program of educational reform that audio-visual

materials are significant. Kelley shows that abstract materials

cannot, in themselves, be taught (or learned) ; abstractions must

be developed by the learner from concrete experiences; we

cannot "leave the experiencing organism out of it". Although

Kelley does not specifically refer to audio-visual materials, he

(Continued on page 342)
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^S^TONE Hancfm^j^J^nter SIides-^.,

Every Year, Teachers Are Using

More and More Handmade

Lantern Slides Because - - - - -

Sfiir.krd Outfit. $23.95

(A Junior Outfit is also available,

$6.].S)

Handmade slide drawn on etched

glass with Keystone colored lan-

tern-slide crayons.

TTPEIfRITTIM SLIDES—

ar« md^ 00 Keystone C^llopbana

end Carbo!i Paper supplied cut to

tha correct size.

1. yold CARBON PAPER—"gooey-
8ld« In.

2. Put CELLOPi^ANE between fold-
ed C.ARBOB PAPER.

3. Type on this "sandwich" with

a regular typewriter.

4. Place CELLOPHANE between two

places of Keystone Plain
Lantem-Sllda Olaas.

5. Bind slide with tape.

6* nas ITi

J.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A typewritten slide

made with Keystone
cellophane and carbon
paper.

Prices for Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Materials

As a Pupil-Activity Prcgram the mak-
ing of handmade lantern slides is ideal.

Specific Teaching Objectives are easily

attained by adaptations of handmade
slides.

They Are i-9eSpful in Almost Every
Subject of the school curriculum, in-

cluding Church or Sunday School

—

and of particular value in teaching
the sciences.

They Save the Teacher's Time and
Efforts, because of vivid presentation

of the subject matter.

Special Copy Is Available for hand-
made slides for a large number of

school and religious units.

The Materials Are Inexpensive. Etched
glass can be cleaned and used over
and over, thus reducing the cost to a
>'ery small figure. Keystone Crayons
have a maximum of coloring mate-
rials as compared w^ith colored pencils.

The OVERHEAD PRO-
JECTOR is the last step

in making the classroom

use of handmade lantern

slides interesting, prac-

tical, and effective.

Standard Outfit $23.95

Junior Outfit 6.15

Keystone Etched Glass, per Doz 1.60

Keystone Etched Glass, 50 Pieces 5.50

Keystone Plain Lantern-Slide Glass, per 100 3.25

Keystone Lantern-Slide Crayons, per Box of

7 Colors 95
Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Set of 7

Colors, with Can of Solvent 2.75
Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Bottle ... .40
Half Pint Keystone Lantern-Slide-Ink and

Lead-Pencil Solvent 40

2.25

.20

Pkg. of 100 Keystone Cellophane and Car-

bon Paper

Roll Keystone Binding Tape for 50 Slides .

A Book of Handmade-Slide Drawings for the

Primary Grades (Send for Prospectus) .

The Ecclesiastical Year in Symbols 2.00

Instruction Booklet, "How to Make Hand-
made-Lantern Slides"

Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Holder

Case for Standard Keystone Hand-
made-Lantern-Slide Outfit .... 5.50

SPECIAL PRICES ON CASE LOTS OF KEYSTONE LANTERN-SLIDE GLASS AND KEYSTONE ETCHED GLASS

Our nearest representative will take care of
your needs. Write for further information.

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
,'

I. Studios and Factory

—

Mcadville, Pa.
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would agree, I think (assuming that we mean more than just

the sound motion pictures when we say "audio-visual") that

these materials would help solve the problem of developing ab-

stractions from concrete experiences.

One other point emphasized over and over again in the book

should make audio-visual enthusiasts slow up and re-examine

some of their premises. The one thing that the Hanover ex-

periments emphasize is that no two people see the same thing in

any situation. This means that, in using a field trip, a slide,

a film, a diorama or any other audio-visual device, a teacher

cannot depend on the fact that communciation—in the sense of

a common experience—will necessarily take place. The experi-

ments explode once and for all the idea that audio-visual ma-

terials teach of and by themselves. The emphasis upon utiliza-

tion is justified.

Kelley has discovered an idea based on certain psychological

experiments. He develops this idea briefly and ably. His sins,

if any, are those of omission rather than commission. The

omissions, in general, are technical and have the net result of

giving a somewhat distorted picture of the perceptual process.

For example, it seems regrettable to this reviewer that anyone

would attempt to discuss perception without bringing in the

experiments of Dr. Samuel Renshaw of Ohio State University,

to mention just one case. In the final analysis, perception is a

more complicated process than Dr. Kelley's presentation would

indicate.

This implied criticism, however, in no way detracts from the

book. Education for What h Real is an excellent example of

communication. Dr. Kelley's style is readable and, more than

that, it packs a punch that forces the reader to do some think-

ing. His ideas about the world and about education are vigor-

ous and forward-looking. Chapter I, "How Can These Things

Be?", a comment upon the state of the world, is good enough,

in my opinion, to be made required reading for all American

adults.

—

^James D. Finn, Colorado State College of Education.

UTILIZATION

• Supervisor's Exchange: Geography—vol. 7, no. 1. 1948.

Silver Burdett Co., 45 East 17th St., N. Y. 3.

A symposium on modern methods and devices to help in

the teaching of geography. Articles on such audio-visual aids

as maps, films, filmstrips and pictures have been reprinted

from other sources. A good compilation, worth sending for.

—ESR.

• We Need Attitude-Forming Materials!—John W. Taylor,

Leonard E. Svenson, Mendocino County, Calif. Audio-

Visual Guide, 14:20 May, 1948.

An appeal to use the dramatic communicative media
(comics, radio and movies) to help influence behavior. Cer-

tain guideposts to such materials include: a) adapting them
to the interests of the child, b) building the production
around specific purposes that are clear; c) providing for

worthwhile follow-up activity ; d) giving children an oppor-

tunity to evaluate human relations and behavior; and e)

emphasizing positive behavior as was done in The House
I Live In, fishhook sequence of Captains Courageous, and
a few others. There are very few teaching materials that

meet these criteria.—ESR.

• Glasgow Uses Visual Aids to Teach Citizenship—Robin
Walker. The American Teacher, 32 :no.6. p. 9. March, 1948.

An interesting study now under way to help divert

juvenile delinquency through specially prepared films and
study programs in conjunction with the Museums Education
Service. Through schools and youth clubs, the 12-14 year
old groups are served and the entire community is helping
to develop a pride and understanding of the city of Glasgow.
There are forums, excursions, bulletin board displays and
filmstrips used in conjunction with the films. Among the 12

films to be made for the study are: The History of Glasgow;
Great Men of Glasgoiv; Historical Places of Interest, and
Glasgow's Architecture Journeys.

RADIO
• Pioneering in Educational Radio—Eugene S. Foster,

Syracuse University. A'^. Y. State Education, April, 1948.

p. 544.

In the fall of 1947 the Rochester School of the Air (operat-

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Service
Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or
coins to cover the cost of handling.

ing for more than 10 years) was expanded into the Empire
State FM School of the Air, serving several communities in

central New York State. This is a cooperative enterprise, with
radio time donated by the FM stations ; FM receivers have
been placed in the schools by boards of education, radio sta-

tions, and civic organizations ; and programs are those of the

Rochester School of the Air and the schools of Utica, Syracuse,

Cortland, and others. The permanent steering committee of the

Empire State FM School of the Air include : Paul Reed, Max
U. Bildersee, Lansing Lindquist and Glen Sprague (station

managers), and Mr. Foster. The goal is to have ten or twelve
communities using the Empire State programs to develop at

least one local program each. Other school systems and FM
stations can be added as requests are made. A Radio Work-
shop in the School of Education of Syracuse University has
specialized training for those who plan to work in educational

radio, leading to the master's degree.—ESR.

SOURCES
O Free Teaching Aids—Lili Heimers, N. J. State Teachers

r'ollcgc. Upper Montclair. N:. J. 1948. 53 pp. mimeq.
$1.00 (must accompany order).

Sources of charts, maps, publications and pictures in 14

subject areas as: agriculture, art. business education, con-
sumer education, home economics, languages, mathematics,
etc.

• Audio-Visual News—N. Y. State .Audio-Visual Council
Monthly. 123 College Place, Syracuse, N. Y.
A lively news letter for members of the Council, published

by the Information and Promotion Committee.

• Selected References on Audio-Visual Methods. Film Re-
search Associates, P. O. Box 205, Madison Square Sta-

tion, N. Y. 10. 1948. 30 pp. $1.00; 10% discount on
orders of 10 or more.
An annotated bibliography correlated chapter for chapter

with Edgar Dale's ".Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching."
It was prepared by Dr. Louis S. Goodman, Supervisor of

the Audio-Visual Center of the City College of New York,
and Yvonne Jones. Rook Editor of Film News.

• Educators Guide to Free Films—8th .Annual Edition.

July, 1948. Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wis-
consin. $5.00.

Descriptive listings of 1874 free films and slidefilms, ar-

ranged under subject-matter headings. Compiled and edited

by Mary Foley Horkhcimer and John W. Diffor; educa-
tional consultant, John Guy Fowlkes.

• Through Films—Our Cultural and Industrial Strength—
John Guy Fowlkes. Educators Progress Service, Ran-
dolph, Wisconsin. 7 pn.

A free circular reprinted from the 1948 Educators Guide to

Free Films.

• Filmstrip Guide. H. W. Wilson Co., 950 University Ave.,

N. Y. 52. Sept.. 1948. $3.00 a year, including bound
volume and monthly issues.

A comprehensive listing of current filmstrip releases,

containing a classified subject list arranged according to the

Dewey decimal system and an alphabetical index.

FILM GUIDE
• Learning through Cooperative Planning: Guide to the

Film—Alice Miel, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity. 1947, 20 pp.

Brief suggestions for introducing and following up the

showing of this film on a schoolwide cleanup campaign. The
guide contains the scenario of the film.
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^^^4C INSTRUMENT

FOR VISUAL TEACHING

Authorities on visual education recommend this combina-
tion opaque and lantern slide projector as the fundamental

audio-visual instrument.

Material is readily available from magazines, newspapers,

books, actual specimens etc.

—at low cost or NO COST
—without special preparation

—without ordering from outside sources

• Adaptable to large or small groups

• Ideal for student participation and work projects

• Convertible to slidefilm and microslides, with excellent

results

• Permits a personal touch in teaching.

The Spencer VA Delineascope has held first place among
opaque projectors for many years.

For complete information write Dept. J-12.

American ^ Optical
COM f AN

Y

Scientific Instrument Division

Buffalo 15, New York

Mamdadmmi a/ the SPENCER jjcle^lc Jmi/fHi/^/ienti
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Records on Review

= Luncheon iime in the Wu Home =

= The International Film E
= Foundation announces =
E the release of a new E

I JULIEN BRYAN PRODUCTION ... |

[PEIPfNG FAMILYI
= * * * |[,g simple narrative of a =
E middle class Chinese family E
= told in pure documentary E
E style. 20 minutes, black and E
E white. E
= Ask your dealer fo screen this new subject for you at =
3 once. E

I
INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION |

E 1600 Broadway New York 19. N.Y. =
TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiriMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

/I step. Ahead
In Pro/ecf/on

Progress

The HOLMES

For the last year
"Rex" production

has been inade-

quate to supply
the demand.

INCREASED OUTPUT
IS FAST CATCHING UP

''^•~J.''^
"«", REXARC with high mtcnsity arc lamp, 40 watt output

amplifier, and newest coaxial high and low frequency speaker avail-

BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE
write for the new catalog detailing the advanced features
found only in a REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers ot 16mm ond 35mm Sound-on-F//m
Proiectors for over 25 yeors to Dealers ond Users

1813 ORCHARD STRCET CHICAGO 14. ILL.

Columbia's new "LP" or long-playing records, on which the

conventional three-disc, six-sided, album can be repro-

duced on one side of a single twelve-inch record, represent a

technical advance in the recording art. These records require

special equipment for playing : First, a transcription speed

turntable (331/3 revolutions per minute compared with the

usual phonograph speed of 78 rpm); second, a light pressure

tone arm (needle pressure of only one fifth of an ounce)
;

and finally, a needle the tip of which is one third the diameter

of the ordinary phonograph needle. "Peter and the Wolf" by
Prokofiev and "Treasure Island" by Robert Louis Stevenson

have been reissued on one LP disc, number ML 4038.

Peter and the Wolf—Album MM 477

Columbia Records, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut. Three
twelve-inch discs (six sides). Leopold Stokowski and the

All-American Orchestra. Basil Rathbone, narrator.

"Peter and the Wolf" is an orchestral children's story set

to music, the music being interpreted through the narrator's

lines. Mr. Rathbone's narration is at all times careful and
unhurried. The album should be most useful in the intermediate

grades and the junior high school. Although of greatest value

in the field of music appreciation, it will be useful in English

and Speech. The alert teacher will encourage such student

activities as story telling, writing and dramatization. Other
albums of "Peter and the Wolf" have been published by Decca,

Musicraft and Victor.

Treasure Island—Album MM 553

Columbia Records, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut. Three
twelve-inch discs (six sides). Adapted by Ralph Rose.
Narrator and John Silver—Basil Rathbone

The adaptation of this major literary work is~ satisfactory,

thoroughly covering each of the major episodes in the plot

and smoothly weaving what might have been a series pf dis-

jointed dramatic incidents into a well integrated story. How-
ever, character definition is at all times secondary to plot

development.

The album is very good for use in English literature on the

junior high school level. Older students and advanced fifth and
sixth grade pupils will find considerable enjoyment in hearing

it. Favorable student reaction to the records will be indicated

by such varied activities as story telling, critique and discussion,

dramatization and oral reading, and, particularly, reading for

appreciation, .'\nother recording of "Treasure Island" has

been published under the trade name "Studidisc."

Thk 500 Hats or Bartholomew Cubbins—Album Y 339

RCA-Victor Company, Camden, New Jersey. Two ten-

inch discs (four sides). Story told by Paul Wing.

Peter Churchmouse—Album Y 329

RC.'K-Victor Company, Camden, New Jersey. Two ten-

inch discs (four sides). Story told by Paul Wing.

These are two charming stories for the youngest children,

told by a leading children's storyteller. Paul Wing. Both re-

cordings faithfully follow the original books and are entirely

suitable for school use. They should be useful in reading and
story telling up to the third grade and should stimulate story

telling and improvised dramatization.

Rolito—.Album 313

Decca Record Company, New York, N Y. Six ten-inch

discs (twelve sides). Stories and singing by Frank Luther.

Rolito is a little Mexican boy and this album recounts, in

song and story, some of his childhood experiences. The speed of

delivery is occasionally a little fast for children, but the pace
of the twelve individual little programs requires an unfaltering

presentation. Spanish words and phrases are introduced into
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the stories and songs and may give the student listeners an

interest in the language.

This album is enthusiastically received by youngsters. The
seven to ten and eleven year old students will find these discs

most stimulating. They will make a worthwhile contribution

in the social studies, particularly in the study of how other

children live. Self-e.xpression in art forms such as painting,

modeling and singing can be encouraged through their use.

In addition, as seems true of all worthwhile childrens' records,

these will stimulate student activity in story telling, sharing

experiences, dramatizing, writing and reading for both apprecia-

tion and information.

Needle Chaffer . .

.

MORE than thirty record companies produce records for

children, many of which will be useful in schools . . .

Have you heard the fully authentic albums published by the

Comstock Publishing Company, Ithaca, New York? They are

"American Bird Songs" (^72 of them!) and "Voices of the

Night" (frogs and toads). Recordings were made in the field

by Albert R. Brand Bird Song Foundation of Cornell Univer-

sity. They should be useful in science and nature study classes

. . . Your library may have "The Children's Record Book" by

H. B. Barbour and W. S. Freeman, published by Durrell in

1947. It can be a valuable guide in the selection of records,

particularly for the elementary grades. Their lists, although not

limited to Columbia, Decca and Victor, favor the "big three"

. . . Have you investigated the available recorded material for

secondary school use? Much is there for use particularly in

EngHsh literature and the social studies. Shakespeare is well

represented . . . Watch for Golden Records, a variety store

item. These are little six-inchers but many of them are per-

formed by Ireene Wicker, who has been charming children for

many years as "The Singing Lady" ... If your dealer happens

to have "The Elephant's Child" (Kipling) narrated by Paul

Wing on Bluebird Records, don't hesitate, get it at once. It is

excellent but unavailable except by a chance discovery.

—MAX U. BILDF.RSF.E

Education for a World Community

A concerted effort on the parts of all governments

and of the United Nations to provide adequate audio-

visual materials was strongly recommended by educa-

tional experts of UNESCO and the International Bureau

of Education at the eleventh International Conference

of Public Information, held recently in Geneva, Switzer-

land. One of the primary goals of education in the

world today, as emphasized at the Geneva conference,

should be the development in young people of a sense

of responsiliility towards the world community as well

as to their own immediate communities. The delegates

from all parts of the world adopted a recommendation

that educators everywhere use all instructional mate-

rials available to them to build up an informed inter-

national understanding.

Chase to UNESCO Music Committee

Gilbert Chase, outstanding musicologist and widely-

known writer, critic and lecturer, was recently ap-

pointed a member of the International Music Policy

Committee of the National Music Council. This Com-
mittee was authorized by the Department of State to

act as the Advisory Committee on Music for the United

States National Commission for UNESCO. At a recent

meeting of the Committee, Mr. Chase was named chair-

man of the sub-committee on audio-visual media, to

consult with various agencies and individuals on inter-

national circulation of music through records, transcrip-

tions and motion pictures.

DA-LITE'S
40th ANNIVERSARY MODEL

THE PICTUHE-KIHG
NEW FROM TOP
TO TENITE FEET

SEVEN
POPULAR SIZES

45" X 60" 70" X 70"
60' X 60" 63" X 84"

52" X 70" 84" X 84"
72" X 96"

Write for FREE sample of Da-Lite Crystal-
Beaded/abric and Picture Kins specification

circular 105.

This latest example of Da-Lite
leadership proves that a large
screen can be light, trim,
easy-to-handle and beauti-

ful as well as rugged. The fabric-protecting octagon
case is finished in blue Hammerloid and has stream-
lined chrome end caps. Tripod and legs are bright
aluminum alloy. Choice of Da-Lite wide-angle Crystal-
Beaded or Mat White picture surface. Ask your visual
education dealer for the new Da-Lite Picture King!

Ten''*®

%\a^ P'
,Vua'

„dcott<"-

I

DA-LITE "screen company,JNC
Dept. VES

l7Uti. Pulaski Rd.. ChUogo
3^; "^;°tile CrysUl-

?>l"se send a f-^,,^-'P^.^lSof the Picture Kmg

Beaded Screen f»''"'; ,'"

and specification eircuUr.

Name
Institution '......

Street yone

.

City

State •

J

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 271 1 N. Pulaski Rd., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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"FACTS ABOUT

FILM
n

lOMIN.

SAVE YOURSELF COSTLY DAMAGE to films.

Here are the things your projectionists must

know, to give your films a full, useful life. This

picture shows.

1 what to do, and how to do it;

2 what not to do, and why not.

It explains what film is, and how to avoid dam-

age. It actually demonstrates the effects of mis-

threading the film, faulty rewinding, careless

cleaning of the projector, etc. Then it shows the

proper methods, in easy-to-understand words

and action.

Show this money-saving film to your projection-

ists regularly. Send for it today. Purchase price

$50.00. Rental $2.50 per day.

International Film Bureau, Inc.

6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

or

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The basic principles of First Aid are portrayed in

Johnson & Johnson's fflm "Help Wantod." This 10-

min sound picture contains interestmg and important
information. Thirty minutes of realism.

If you want to give a showing to groups interested
in First Aid, send the coupon below. No charge,
except you pay the return postage for the film.

m
(F)JOHNSON & JOHNSON

New Brunswick, N. J.

Please send mo information on the Motion Pirtiire
HELP WANTED."
Name

FCA's First Annual Convention
{Continued from page 316)

was "Planning a Community-Wide Film Program."

Speakers included Stephen M. Corey, Thurman White,

Hazel Calhoun of the Atlanta Film Council, and Ken-

neth Stuart, Director of Research, Eastman Kodak.

Also participating in the program was J. Donald Phil-

lips of Michigan State College, who demonstrated an

interesting and workable technique for encouraging and

planning discussion in small groups.

A Classroom Film Speaks Up
{Continued from page 328)

when the lights were on again. "Just think of all the

sliding and skiing I could do."

"Yes, but who'd want to live on goat's milk and

cheese all the time?" put in Jane.

"Well, there must be a reason that the Swiss people

live like that," suggested Teacher F.

"I know !" cried Sally.

And so the discussion began. One by one the

children's questions were talked about and answered.

"I'd like to see that part again about making cheese.

"Could we, Miss F ?" asked Jerry.

A number of other children had suggestions for

parts that needed to be seen again.

So Teacher F put me back into the projector.

Now and then she stopped me or backed me up.

Wondering what would happen next kept me active.

"Well," said John when I was finished, "I never

realized that mountains looked like that. May I make

a Swiss scene for the blackboard, Miss F?"

"About the cheese-making," put in Jerry," they

make it in Wisconsin where my grandma lives, but

I don't think they make it like that."

"Why don't you write and ask her?" suggested

Miss F.

Oh, so many plans were made to do things and

learn things!

I felt rather anxious at first, because 1 hadn't an-

swered all the children's questions, but suddenly I

knew that they were learning and going to learn many

things they would never have known without my
help.

And then, at last, I was happy because I was well

on mv way to becoming what I had set out to be

—

a good classroom film—thanks to Miss F and all the

Miss F's of the future. A good classroom film

!

Some of them would use me to introduce a unit,

some to clarify certain phases of a unit, some to sum-

marize a unit.

The Aliss F's, too, would be clever about using my
fellow films.

They would know that some of us are to help teach

specific skills, some to give information, some to de-

velop appreciations, some to start thinking along social

and political lines.

But the Miss F's, because they know that films,

like people, are individuals ivith unique personalities,

would study each of us carefully in order that we
might play the part in education for which we are

intended.

J
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Extending Audio-Visual

Horizons Is Theme of

EFLA Conference

FOLLOWING an opening address by J. R. Bingham,

president of the Educational Film Library Associa-

tion, members at the recent Chicago Convention and

others interested in the use of a-v materials in educa-

tion met in small, informal discussion groups to discuss

ways and means of "extending audio-visual horizons."

Subjects and leaders of the sectional meetings are

listed below

:

Selection of Audio-Visual Materials for School and Com-
munity Use—Chairman : Carolyn Guss, Indiana Uni-

versity.

Techniques and Problems Relating to the Circulation of

Audio-Visual Materials—Chairman : Ford L. Lemler,

University of Michigan.

Effective Methods of Using Audio-Visual Materials—Chair-

man : Louis S. Goodman, City College of New York.

Institutional Production of Audio-Visual Materials on a

Non-Profit Basis—Chairman : Lee Cochran, State Uni-

versity of Iowa.

Administering and Supervising an Audio-Visual Program^
Chairman : I. C. Boerlin, Pennsylvania State College.

Audio-Visual Materials in the Schools—Chairman : James
P. Fitzwater, Chicago Public Schools.

Audio-Visual Materials in Colleges and Universities—Chair-

man : James Brown, Syracuse University.

Audio-Visual Materials in the Church—Chairman: Harry
Spencer, Methodist Board of Missions.

Community Use of Audio-Visual Materials—Chairman:

R. Russell Munn, Akron Public Library.

The general evening meeting, "The Experts Look at

Films." was a highly successful preview session utiliz-

ing panel discussion and audience participation in the

evaluation of films. Chairman of the session was Robert

H. Schacht of the University of Wisconsin; the re-

source panel was composed of Mary Aceti, Denby
(Detroit) High School; Patricia Blair, American Li-

brary Association ; Floyde E. Brooker, U. S. Ofhce of

Education ; Ellsworth C. Dent, Coronet Films ; Kenneth

Edwards, Eastman Kodak Company ; William Hock-

man, Lakewood (Ohio) Presbyterian Church; L. C.

Larson, Indiana University; and Robert Sillars, Film

Forum Review.

New EFLA Officers

THE Educational Film Library Association an-

nounces the following new officers for the com-

ing year. J. R. Bingham, Director of Association

Films, reelected president ; Marguerite Kirk, Di-

rector of Libraries, Films and Radio, Board of

Education, Newark, N. J., vice-president ; Dr. Edgar
Dale, Ohio State University, secretary. Other

members of the EFLA Board of Directors are L. C.

Larson, Indiana University; Walter Wittich, Wis-
consin University; Francis Noel, California State

Department of Education; Virginia Beard, Cleve-

land Public Library; and R. Russell Munn, Akron
Public Library. Miss Kirk, Miss Beard, and Dr.

Dale are newly elected members of the Board.

0/fe projector for All Size Slides

1000 WATT

POUBU

FILMASK SLIDE BiNDBRS
AND GLASSES

Available in all popular
sizes. Easy to use. Prevent
warped film or twisted
image . . . keeps complete

picture in correct focus.

pli/s filmstrip!

"^.^ I

ly GoluE ALL-PURPOSE
you such versatile, high

cy, long range projection!

es the full range of visual

. brilliantly ... in color

or black-and-white! Cooler

operation. Provides
utmost safety with

high power illumination

for even the smallest

transparencies! Choice of

oated lenses. Compact.
Easy to operate. Lift-off

carrying case available.

Send for Bulletin No. 473

GoidE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C West Madison St., Chicago 7, U.S.A. 4

Maters oj Quality Projection
'

Equipment /or 2} Years
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FOR QUICK. EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
LIGHTPROOOF
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms

• Lecture Rooms

• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY, EFFICIENT OPERATION
The simple and easy operation of Supertex shades has made

them the choice of buyers all over the country. Rooms are

sufficiently darkened by simply lowering these lightproof

shades.

Supertex Lightproof

Shades and Arresters

are made to fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order information.

BECKLEY-CAROY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

iVetc 25th Anniversary
1000-watt 2x2 PROJECTOR

The new 25th Anniversry Model 2x2 Slide Projector provides 1000-

watt illumination where larger images and greater brilliance are

wanted. New compact design has several new features including

accommodations for lenses from 3" to 12" focal lengths, interchange-

able lamps from 300 to lOOO-wait, Ingenious channel-cooling sysfem

forces blasts of air to lamp, condensers and slide protecting all

three from damage. 25th Anniversary Model is designed for op-

eration with the "Selectroslide" automatic slide changing unit, which

can be added at later date.

See your

dealer or

write for

descriptive

literature

%AUiale^' S> ^o/u^^
"
Witttt^nc^vxi »(

SELECTROSIIOE tUTOMtTIC

PDOIICIION EOUIPMINI

2r0! DEVERLY EiLVD. • LOS ANGELES 4. CALIF.

Epic of America—A School-Made Film
(L'ontinncd from page ,320)

of the unused rooms of the school building. Bright

posters made by the children announced the World
Premiere. There were invitations to be written to

parents and all those who helped with the film.

The climax of the project came when an interested

parent constructed a recording device as a hobby
and the children cut discs to provide a sound track

for the film.

The world premiere was an exciting climax to

the whole affair. Children acted as hosts and host-

esses to their parents, and the show ran continu-

ously for a whole day. Over six hundred people

came to see the production.

What the Movie-Makers Learned

The actual experiences which the children lived in

connection with the production of the film were in-

valuable and cannot be measured in terms of sub-

ject-matter gains. The value of the project lies not

wholly in the depicting of history, literature, art

and music as the child interprets it on his level,

but also in the tremendous advantages it offers the

teacher to further child development. Stimulated by
a program in which they are fascinated, school hours

become too short and the children beg for Saturday

classes. In such an atmosphere, the problems of

each child can be diagnosed and tackled. Boys who
are shy overcome their shyness when assigned"

important parts in the drama. Hidden talents blos-

som and uncreative people become creative in writ-

ing original songs, poems and scripts, in painting

scenery and making costumes. Children learn to

make decisions for themselves, to think critically,

to work independently, to accept responsibility, a»d

to work and live and play with each other at their

own level.

One boy who stuttered, for instance, found such

security in being a director that he overcame his

deficiency to the point where he was able to take

one of the speaking parts on the sound track. A
little girl, unhappy in the group because of the

"razzing" she took about her small physical build,

became happy when she was assigned important

parts requiring small people where only she could

fill in. Boys who were "problems" gained attention

legitimately through their exploits in the moving
picture and no longer found it necessary to resort

to undesirable behavior in the classroom.

A disintegrated group of children came to work
well together and to appreciate the worth and abili-

ties of each other. They learned how to plan, how to

carry out their plans, how to evaluate their work.

They learned to work with adults, to use materials,

to be expressive and happy. So natural was the

entire situation that there was no instance where

the teacher was unable to help each particular child

in his problems.

Dorothy Jane was right! As a teaching device,

at least, it was colossal

!
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Midwest Forum Elects

New Officers

ORLIN D. Trapp. Visual Education Director,

\\'aukegan, Illinois, is the new president of the

Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual Aids. The new
vice-president is Verne Stockman, Michigan Cen-

tral College, Mount Pleasant. Joseph E. Dickman

of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films has been re-

elected Secretary-Treasurer.

"A Distinctive Function"

The new officers were elected at the recent conven-

tion held in conjunction with FCA, EFLA, and

NAVED in Chicago. The Midwest Forum is the oldest

organization devoted to the furtherance of visual edu-

cation. According to Joseph Dickman, "the Midwest

Forum will continue to serve a distinctive function

not encompassed by any other organization by virtue

of the fact that emphasis is placed on the active partici-

pation of school administrators other than those con-

cerned only with the administration of audio-visual

programs."

It was announced at the recent conference that the

policy for the coming year will involve a concerted

drive to enlist the support of school superintendents

in the Midwest not already active in the organization.

Dr. Brown Goes to Washington

James W. Brown, who during the past year has been
Coordinator of Audio-Visual Services at Syracuse Uni-
versity, takes up new duties this fall as Supervisor of

the University Instructional Materials Center, Uni-
versity of Washington, Seattle. In his new position he

will have charge of the development and expansion of a

center to provide instructional materials, equipment,

and service to University classes, with additional services

to schools and colleges in the Northwest. Dr. Brown
is a member of Educational Screen's Editorial Ad-
visory Board.

New Heights for A-V Educators

In tune with the times, a group of 50 prominent

educators made a 7500-mile flying trip this summer to

see a-v education at work from coast to coast. Sponsored

by the American Association of School Administrators

and Michigan State College, the "Flying Classroom"

was led by Paul A. Wagner, educational consultant for

Bell & Howell Co. The group studied film production,

audio-visual equipment manufacturing, and utilization

of a-v materials throughout the nation.

New Executive Secretary for A.L.A.

John Mackenzie Cory of Berkeley, California, has

been appointed Executive Secretary of the American

Library Association, to replace Carl H. Milam, who
was recently appointed Director of Library Services

for the United Nations.

Walter Wanger's

SUNDOWN
Gen* Tierne)', Bruce Cabot

Major Company Productions
Especially Suited for School Showings

John Ford's

STAGECOACH
John Wayne, Claire Trevor,

Thomaa Mitchell, Andy Devine ^S'CAN EMP/RE
onf'oster.L

^oC^r.llo

THE KANSAN

f^ld. Thomas Mitel.,

^^i^^^e^^NP WILLING
Communicate with your Film Library lor rentals or
write to us Send for latest catalog of other big fea-
tures, musicals, short subjects and serials

"die Bracken. Susan Hayward

EXCLUSIVE I6MM DISTRIBUTORS

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue New York 19, N.Y.
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Atomic Energy on Film

A recent report from the Council on Atomic Impli-

cations reveals the results of a survey on visual mate-

rials in the atomic education field and urges film and

filmstrip producers to make available the "facts of life"

on atomic energy to a vitally interested public. The
survey disclosed "an almost total lack of consideration

of the enormous peacetime possibilities of atomic en-

ergy" now being investigated in industrial, government.

and private laboratories. According to the survey the

eighteen motion pictures and filmstrips examined, with

the exception of one or two sequences, show atomic

energy as nothing more than a bomb or an abstract

scientific fact. The CAI report contrasts this treatment

with the "imagination-stirring research and discoveries"

now under way and available as subject matter.

An annotated bibliography, "Audio-Visual Materials

for Atomic Education," including the films included in

the survey and other materials, can be secured for

twenty-five cents from the Council on Atomic Impli-

cations, Box 296, University of Southern California,

Los Angeles 7, California.

American Education Week—Nov. 7-13

"Strengthening the Foundations of Freedom" is the

theme for the 28th American Education Week, spon-

sored November 7-13 by the National Education Asso-
ciation, the American Legion, U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, and the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers.

To assist in the observance of the week, the National

Education Association has prepared 32 different aids,

including a manual, poster, invitations, stickers, plays,

radio recording, radio scripts, movie trailer, mats and
leaflets.

Expanded A-V Program
For Public Health Service

The Office of Health Information, Public Health
Service, Federal Security Agency, has announced plans
for an expanded audio-visual program. John A. Mor-
row of Rochester, N. Y., is the new audio-visual director

who will plan, coordinate, and supervise production,
distribution, and utilization of motion pictures, film-

strips, graphic aids, and radio programs to provide
operating chiefs with materials for information, train-

ing, and orientation.

Film Producers' Conference

It was a week of educational "shop talk" for nearly

fifty delegates from all parts of the U. S. when they

met for the Second Annual University Film Producers'

Conference, August 23 to 27, at Douglas Lodge in Itasca

State Park, Minnesota.

Motion picture production for television, script writ-

ing, editing, and other technical problems faced by Uni-
versity educational film producers highlighted a week of

special laboratory sessions, according to a report from
conference chairman Mr. P. M. Stallings, University of

Minnesota.

The UFPC, formed one year ago, was initiated for

the purpose of coordinating the productions of Uni-
versity audio-visual education departments by provid-

ing a medium for the exchange of new information and
ideas. Mr. Harris C. Moore, University of Southern
California, is chairman of the Council while Mr. Don
G. Williams, Indiana University, is secretary-treasurer.

News from EFLA
The Educational Film Library Association, 1600

Broadway, N. Y. 19, reports that its film distribution

program has been expanded by the addition of several

films. These include Books and People: The Wealth
Within, a film on county libraries produced by the

Southern Educational Film Production Service for the

American Library Association ; and Chticky Lou, a color

film for primary grades which tells the story of a wood-
chuck, with a special musical score. Chucky Lou was
produced by Indiana University.

EFLA's most recent publication, the booklet entitled

"Films for International Understanding," has attracted

wide interest. Recently 60 copies were sent to the Na-
tional Commission for UNESCO, to be distributed

among the constituent members of the National Com-
mission.

"Humane" Motion Pictures

The American Humane Association has announced
its 1949 Motion Picture Contest for Amateurs. Those
submitting 16mm films on animal life must have their

entries in the offices of the Association, 135 Washing-
ton Ave., Albany 6, N. Y., by March 31, 1949. For
further information about contest rules itpd prizes, write

to the American Humane Association.

students

Working together

, to bring you .

.

teachers

3 teaching tools

on SAFETY . .

.

for elementary

grades.

portafilms

Let s Stop and Go Safely
# Showing how each child can be "his own traffic

policeman" by learning and following the rules

Realistically dramatized in color, with sound.

Let s Play Safe
# Playground safety, with children acting in a nat-

ural setting. Animated characters show the possibU
consequences of unsafe attitudes at play.

Let s Be Safe at Home
# Safety at home. The importance of being Alert,]

Careful, Courteous and Considerate is emphasized^l
as a means of developing safe attitudes.

418 North Glendale Avenue, Glendale 6, Californi.T
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Cleveland Film Festival

Six hundred people attended and acclaimed the first

annual film festival presented by the Cleveland Film

Council in the Lighting Institute in Nela Park. During

the one-day session, the projectors ran almost continu-

ously in the four screening rooms. The morning was

devoted to films produced for industrial use, the after-

noon session to films of interest to community leaders

in education, religion, industry, and adult organizations.

Films shown at the evening session were selected

by the votes of the morning and afternoon audiences

from a program of 63 motion pictures. The film which

received the highest number of votes was Boundary
Lines (International Film Foundation), on the subject

of racial tolerance. Among the other winning films

were Seashore Oddities (Young America), Opportun-

ity : The Story of the Best Location in the Nation

( Cleveland Illuminating Company
;
produced by March

of Time), The Supervisor as a Leader (U. S. Office

of Education release), and Miracle in Paradise Valley

(Wilding production made for the Sinclair Refining

Co.).

Library Film Grants

The Carnegie Corporation of New York recently

made two grants to libraries for film circulation serv-

ices. The grants were made to the State Library of

Missouri and to the Cleveland Public Library. The
Missouri Library will inaugurate a new film circulation

service with ten county and bookmobile libraries

throughout the state. The Cleveland Public Library

will undertake regional film circulation in cooperation

with ten small-town public libraries. It is expected that

both the Missouri state library film service and the

Cleveland regional film services will be continued as

permanent services through state aid funds and local

appropriations by the participating libraries.

British Foundation for Visual Aids

The new Education Foundation for Visual Aids,

recently set up by the British Ministry of Education,

will promote large-scale preparation, distribution, main-

tenance, and use of visual materials in education. The
Foundation will facilitate the interchange of visual aids

with the Commonwealth and other countries and serve

as an information center on visual education. Its first

director is Dr. John A. liarrison, Assistant Education

Officer for the Surrey County Council.

U.S. at Venice Film Exhibition

Chester A. Lindstrom, Chief of the Motion Picture

Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture represented

the United States Government at the Ninth Inter-

national Exhibition of Cinematographic Art at Venice,

Italy, .\ugust 11-26. The following government films

were entered in the Exhibition : A Decision for Bill

(USDA), Dead Out (USDA), Hurricane Circuit

(State), Miracle of Living (Army), Naval Photogra-

phy in Science (Navy), Road to Democracy (Army),
Sad Sack (Veterans Administration), The Starting

Line (Federal Security Agency), Then It Happened
(USDA), Toward Independence (Army), 'Trailer 201

(State).

By means of this new approach, the colorless subject :

of Fractions has been made interesting in a series i

of eight animated motion pictures for Upper Ele- i

; mentary and Junior High School levels. i

\
Color $85.00 Black and White $45.00

j

Write for Preview Prints. i

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.
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Ihe easiest to use projector ever!

will not tear film
• easy to thread

• easy to frame

• easy to clean

• instant 5-second
threoding

• from strip film to

slides and back

2" wide angle lent shows
12" to 10 foot images) Insert 5" set — malcing

long.throw proiectorl

ACTUALLY 2 PROJECTORS IN 1

Your complete, easy-to-carry, easy-to-use combi-

nation slide and strip film projection outfit! You

get bright, clear pictures—even in daylight! Opti-

cally perfect, exclusive aspheric condenser system!

Tests prove Viewlex 150 Watt Projector gives

greater screen brilliance than other 300 watt pro-

jectors! From every angle— for all your require-

ments, the Viewlex AP-1C is the finest projector

value obtainable.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-9.

35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1« N. Y.
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SCHOOLS
16 MM Sound Films For All

Occasions. Largest an«l Fincsi

SeScction of Subjects. Book ]\ow

For the Fall Terni.

Write For Big ISetc Catuiftssue,

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

New Edition 1948-49 I6:nm Film Catalog
listing Young

enferta

America
inment,

,
March of Time,

cartoons and color
educational,
films

Send for free copy

LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP
149 No. Broadway

Film Se rvice Department
Wichita 2. Kansas

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

f^Gt- .. e i-i^uucer of )6mm bus.ness, eoucahotial and religious -aims

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wacker Dr., Depf. E , Chicogo 6, III.

:I5MM. S€IEIV€E SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOB TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

Descriptive Literature Sent on Request

599EVISUAL SCIENCES. Suffern, New York

a
a International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

o
a
a

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
ifs

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

iMAKE VUUK UWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Siie 3y4"x4"

or t.Se NEW DUPLI;X 2"x2"
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
g22 Oaliridge Blvd.. Daytona Beacit, Fla.

A-V Roll Call of the States

Indian.n—The University of Notre Dame now boasts

a well-equipped Audio-Visual Education Center, di-

rected by Orville R. Foster, instructor in education.

Present plans call for the development of the new project

into an a-v center for many elementary schools, high

schools, and colleges in the Midwest.

K.^NSAS—State educational leaders are planning a

progressive statewide a-v instructional program. At a

recent meeting of the executive board of the Kansas
Audio-Visual Instruction Association, it was recom-

mended that a director of a-v instruction be added to

the staflf of the State Department of Education and

that budgets of all state institutions of higher learning

be increased to expand their a-v programs.

Minnesota—Richard Brower is the new director

of audio-visual-radio education in the State Department

of Education. He is the state's first a-v education di-

rector, a post created by the 1947 state legislature.

Missouri—The University of Missouri has added

to its staff a Supervisor of Field Work in Visual Educa-

tion, who plans to hold, on a statewide basis, a series

of institutes dealing with the correlation of subject-

matter areas with available films. Like many another

state university, the U. of Missouri is putting forth

every effort to provide schools with the finest audio-

visual education service possible.

New York—The New York State Audio-Visual
Council was formally organized at Syracuse University

on July 24. Paul C. Reed of Rochester, chairman since

last December when a group of a-v directors met to

discuss their problems, presided at the meeting. Follow-

ing a week of Radio and Audio-Visual Conferences, the

Saturday meeting was characterized by purposeful

action climaxed by the adoption of a constitution and the

election of the following officers : President, Floyd E.

Henrickson, N. Y. State College for Teachers at Al-

bany ; Vice-president, E. Carlton Moore, Hempstead
Public Schools : and Secretary-Treasurer, Norman F.

Truesdale, N. Y. State College for Teachers at BuiTalo.

Paul Witt, Columbia University, has been appointed

Executive Secretary.

Oklahoma—An Audio-Visual Coordinators Or-
ganization was recently established to expand and
improve audio-visual programs in Oklahoma. At
a July meeting between the coordinators held in

connection with the Annual Visual Education Con-
ference at Oklahoma University, a constitution was
adopted and plans were made regarding member-
ship and the two annual meetings, one to be held

w'ith the Oklahoma Education Association Conven-
tion.

ISnint Originals
on people, places and events in

BRITAIN an.l EUIJOrE
Liki-iiry material available Producers Invited

PEAK FILMS PRODUCTIOIVS
171 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
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208 Educators at Annual Meeting

On Visual Materials

During the month of June the annual Summer Inter-

session Course on Audio-Visual Materials in Edu-

cation began its session at the University of Cincinnati.

The course was under the direction of Dr. Norman
Woelfel, Professor of Education and Director of Teach-

ing Aids Laboratory at the Ohio State University,

Columbus, Ohio. Assisting Dr. Woelfel with the pro-

gram was Dr. Victor Coles, Professor of Education and

r^irector of Audio-Visual Education at the University

of Cincinnati.

The program received wide acclaim with a class con-

sisting of 208 educators from Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky

and West Virginia. Also in attendance was Mr. B.

A. Aughinbaugh, Director of Slide and Film Exchange

for the Ohio State Department of Education. The pro-

gram was concluded with a demonstration on visual

education equipment.

A-V Extension Course

With sections scheduled to meet in ten southern Cali-

fornia communities. University of California Extension

this fall will inaugurate a course in Audio-Visual Educa-

tion scheduled to start in the various communities

during the latter part of September. A course designed

to acquaint teachers with the theories and methods of

visual instruction and to furnish experience in the

utilization of audio-visual aids, it is required of all can-

didates for teaching credentials after July 1, 1947. It

is also open to other persons interested in the subject.

Sections of the identical course will meet in downtown
Los Angeles, at U.C.L.A., Barstow, El Monte, Lan-

caster, Lennox, Long Beach, Redondo Beach, San Ber-

nardino and Santa Ana. Information concerning open-

ing dates, places of meeting and other details is avail-

able at U.C.L.A. campus Extension offices or by ad-

dressing University of California Extension, 813 South

Hill Street, Los Angeles 14.

United Nations Filnn Honored
By International Festival

The jury of the International Film Festival at Mari-

anske Lazne has awarded Honorable Mention to the

United Nations' motion picture. Searchlight on the Na-
tions, "for its merits in furthering understanding be-

tween nations". This information was received from the

UN Information Center at Prague.

"Searchlight on the Nations"

Searclilight on the Nations is a two-reel documentary

film showing the importance of international communi-

cation systems to the success of the United Nations.

It has been produced in French, English and Spanish.

The English version will be released by the United

Nations through motion picture theatres in the United

States, Canada and the United Kingdom. After its

theatrical run, Searclilight on the Nations will be re-

leased in a 16mm version for non-theatrical use by

schools and organizations.

PAUL HOEFLER . . .

F. R. G. S., explorer,

naturalist, producsr.

PitUL HOEFLER

PRODUCTIONS

Ever since Paul Hoefler produced the first

16mm color and sound motion picture,

his work has been distinguished for

photographic excellence, high sound fidel-

ity and accurate, interesting presentation.

TEACHING

FILMS

1 6mm 400 feet

1 1 minutes $75.00

Color-sound

Study guides
supplied with all

teaching films.

CULTURAL-

EDUCATIONAL

FILMS

1 6mm 800 feet

22 minutes $150
Color-sound

Prices on oil films

Includes reel, can and
delivery charges.

COTTON—Picking and Ginning:* The
story of cotton, harvest to mill.

DATE CULTURE:* The entire cycle from
raw land to packaged dates.

TUNA FISHING:* A Tuna Clipper In

Central American waters.

TUNA PACKING:* Processing Tuna fish

for the world market.

MEXICAN POHERS:* Clay art in Old
Mexico by village craftsmen.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK: The four

seasons and wild life.

(•Also available in B & W, $45.00)

YELLOWSTONE—GRAND TETONS: The

thermal wonders, wild life and scenic

grandeur of this fantastic region. Aerial

views of the Grand Canyon of the Yel-

lowstone—Old Faithful.

HISTORIC DEATH VALLEY: Prehistoric

remains—sublime coloring—wierd forma-

tions—salt beds below sea-level—snow

capped mountains—desert flowers and
Scotty's Castle.

GLACIER PARK—CANADIAN ROCK-
IES: Land of majestic peaks—emerald

lakes—Blackfeet Indians—Calgary Stam-

pede—Banff—Lake Louise—beaver at

work—moose—bear—bighorn sheep—
mountain goat—Columbia Icefields.

P/eose order Prev/ew Prints from
nearest office;

20 1 Linwood Ave. N.W. 4000 Ross Ave.

Cantons, Ohio Dallas I.Texas

Tronsporfotlen charges will be prepaid.
1

PAUL HOEFLER PRODUCTIONS

Los Angeles 36, Coliforn.a

Charter Member—Allied Independent Produeert.

Ill (;i nil

A NEW SCIENCE FILM

FOR PRIMARY

GRADES

**Wonders in Your Own
Backyard"

. a vtry ustjul Jilm ..."

. the close-up phorogmphy opentJ ttp a

Teacher Reactions:

". . . . fills a gap in our curriculum ..."

new world to my pupils. .

."

This film deals with a worm, a snail, a sow bug, a millipede

and a spider. Simple narration offers interest and information.

Extreme close-up photography creates a world of wonder and

excitement.

/ rttl, sound, color or B&W. Preview print

sent on request.

Churchill-Wexler Productions
5714 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CAl IF.
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AOID-YISMl^aiADE REVIEW

They Came . . . They Saw . . . They Acclaimed

The 1948 NAVED Convention and Trade Show

FROM all parts of the United States,

Canada, and Mexico, manufacturers,

producers and distributors of 16mm mo-
tion picture equipment, films and other

instructional materials, along with hun-

dreds of audio-visual consumers, gathered

at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago August
8-11 for the 1948 Convention of the

National Association of Visual Educa-
tion Dealers. Eighty-four firms, repre-

senting the principal manufacturers, pro-

ducers and distributors in the audio-

visual field, displayed the very latest in

16mm equipment and other a-v products

and materials.

Members of the Film Council of Amer-
ica, the Educational Film Library Asso-
ciation, and the Midwest Forum held their

annual meetings in conjunction with the

NAVED convention and shared jointly

in a program embracing all phases of the

audio-visual field. More than 1600 per-

sons attended the combined a-v conven-

tions. NAVED recorded the largest

. attendance in its history, with individual

registrations numbering more than 1300.

Highlights of the NAVED meetings
included panel discussions headed by
nationally-known leaders in the industry.

Principal speaker at the opening session

Monday morning, August 9, was Louis
de Rochemont, one of the founders of

The March of Time and subsequently a

producer for 20th Century Fox. Fea-
tured at the closing session, August 11,

was "Sunshine Gene" Flack, director of

advertising and sales counsel for Sun-
shine Biscuits, Inc., and president of the

National Federation of Sales Executives.

New Officers

NAVED announces the following of-

ficers for the coming year : Merriman
Holtz, Portland, Oregon, President

;

Hazel Calhoun, Atlanta, Georgia, First

Vice-President; Roa Kraft Birch, Mil-

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

waukee, Second Vice-President ; and
Keith South, Minneapolis, Secretary-

Treasurer. Directors elected at the

NAVED sessions include Tom Roberts,

Chicago; E. K. Stoeppelwerth, St. Louis;

Laurence Saltzman, Montclair, N. J.;
Ralph Haile, Cincinnati ; and Linwood
Beacom, Mexico.—JNS.

National School Service Institute

According to E. E. E;ngelbert, Presi-

dent of the Institute, Frank A. Gauntt,

Director of the Jam Handy Field Util-

lization Department, has been elected to

the Board of Directors and the Executive
Committee. The purpose of the National
School Service Institute is to consider

the problems affecting the school service

industry. Analysis of developments in the

audio-visual field is one of the organiza-

tion's many projects.

Moving Days

The 1948 NAVED Trade Show officially opens as Don White, Executive
Secretary, cuts a strip of 16mm film at the recent National Audio-Visual

Convention in Chicago.

Early summer brought the news of

several changes in address and the open-
ing of new offices by a number of audio-
visual organizations, rkid h. ray film
iNnusTRiEs INC. of St. Paul. Minnesota,
opened new Chicago offices at 208 South
LaSalle St. Frank Balkin, recently affili-

ated with the organization, is in charge
of the Chicago office. Rack in St. Paul,

Reid H. Ray added a new air-conditioned

laboratory and animation department to

its total services to production clients.

. . . V0CATI0N.\L GUIDANCE FILMS INC,

CARL F. MAHNKE PRODUCTIONS, have
moved from 1814 Beaver Avenue to a
newly purchased building at 215 East
Third St. in Des Moines (9). Mark
your address books accordingly.

DEVRY CORPORATION has doubled its of-

fice and warehouse space in Hollywood
and has moved to 5121 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood 27. The enlarged working
space will permit Joe Norman, Manager,
to serve better the needs of dealers and

users of DeVry equipment West of the

Rockies. . . . Also moving to enlarged

headquarters during the summer was the

chari.es beseler company. Mr. H. Her-

bert Myers, President, states that the new
location at 60 Badger Avenue, Newark,

New Jersey, includes more needed pro-

duction space, a projection theatre for
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equipment demonstrations, and a large,

modern testing laboratory.

Jam handy has opened a new depart-

ment in its Detroit plant. Known as the

Field Utilization Department, this new
operation is under the direction of Frank
A. Gauntt with assistance from Clayton
Walker in Field Services, Burton S.

Hayer in School Service, and D. S. Clen-
denning on projection. . . . crescent film
LABORATORIES INC. of Chicago are exten-
sively modernizing the former Burton
Holmes plant on the far North Side.

The building is being completely air-

conditioned and custom-made laboratory
equipment is now under construction.

Arrangements have been made to provide
uninterrupted service for Burton Holmes'
former customers during the change-over
period.

What's New in Distribution?

United world films and the distribu-
tors GROUP recently made the joint an-
nouncement of distribution agreements
between the two which give the latter

exclusive distribution of United World
features in eleven Southern and South-
western states from North Carolina to
Texas inclusive. All bookkeeping will

continue to be centralized in the Atlanta
office and prints will be deposited in the
company's exchanges in Atlanta, Colum-
bia, South Carolina, New Orleans, and
Dallas. . . . distributors group has also
announced the successful use of Cello-
phane wrappers for 16mm films in transit.

Beginning in April, all films from the
offices of the company, and those of
affiliates

—

capital film service, south-
west soundfilms, and delta visual
service—were wrapped and sealed in

Number 300 Cellophane. The films that
were sealed in this way were in notice-
ably better condition at the end of the trial

period. This was especially true on ship-
ments made to rural areas and where
films were subject to unusually rough
handling.

An enlarged line of motion picture pro-
duction, recording and projection equip-
ment of all types and sizes is now stocked
by s.o.s. cinema supply corporation of
New York as a consequence of moving
into enlarged headquarters in its own
building. . . . craig visual aid service
COMPANY has merged interests with the
craig movie supply COMPANY in order
to launch a Visual Education Department.
The department was organized, accord-
ing to William Colleran, to provide a
specialized kind of service not feasible
under the older method of operation.
Dealers formerly served by the Craig
Visual Aid Service Company will now be
served by the new Visual Education De-
partment.

Other News from the Producers

peerless processing CORPORATION,
known for its vaporating treatment for
extended film life, has announced that
increased facilities for the application of
its process are now available at jam
handy organization, 2821 East Grand
Boulevard, Detroit 11, and at sawyer's

INC., 725 S.W. 20th Place, Portland 7,

Oregon. . . . pinnacle productions, 28
East Jackson Blvd, Chicago 4, has an-
nounced, through Robert H. Redfield,

President, its new protecting film-coating

process called Save-Kote. Unique
feature of the new process is the red stripe

running the entire length of the film.

As the red band begins disappearing, it

is a visible warning sign that the film

needs another coating of Save-Kotc.
The formation of sturgis-crant pro-

ductions INC. has been announced by
Warren Sturgis, President of -the, new
corporation. With offices at 314 East
46th St., New York 17, the main aim of

the new company, according to its presi-

dent, will be "to advise, assist and work
with the members of the medical and

allied professions and with the technical

and commercial organizations connected
with them in the production of audio-

visual aids of the highest quality at rea-

sonable cost." Other officers include

Dwinell Grant as Vice-President and M.
C. Romilly as Secretary-Treasurer.

New York OfRce for

British Producers

Richard Gordon, 2643 Broadway,
New York 25, has been appointed ex-
clusive representative for the Western
Hemisphere of British Foundation Pic-
tures, British Documentary Films,
British Foundation Distributors and
Films of All Nations Limited.

m Uuhiandin^
16mm Projector

For Light Weight . . Compactness

Durability . . Simplicity . . Economy

Superior Performance

Write for folder 3-A giving
complete details . . . also name
of authorized Visual Aid dealer.

Price on/y

<246

• Model 63LM •

For Sound or Silent Films

WEIGHS ONLY 26 LBS. COMPLETE
WITH SPEAKER. Precision machined
for strength and durability to give last-

ing service under the most trying con-

ditions. Highest quality in every detail.

Movie-Mite produces sharp, steady
pictures with amazingly clear sound
for both voice and music. Used in

homes, churches, schools, offices for

audiences up to 100 people.

Universal A.C. or D.C. 105-120 Volt op-

eration. Push-pull miniature tube

amplifier. Underwriters' Laboratories

listed.

K^^P VnUP PVFB AND PAItS ON MDVIF- UITP "
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Equipment

Still Cameras

Fall brings news of new still cameras

and camera adaptations from the manu-

facturing fonts of BELL AND HOWELL,

BAUSCH & LOMB, and the hollyslide com-

pany INC. Breaking with photographic

tradition, the new Bell & Howell Foton

will carry a lens calibrated in "T" stops

rather than "f" stops. Bell & Howell

states that the old and widely used "f"

stop system is predicated upon the belief

that a particular "f" stop is the same on

any lens, regardless of type or manufac-

ture—i.e. the "f" stop system assumes

absolute uniformity or 100 per cent light

transmission. Actually lens surfaces, ele-

ments, kind of glass used, coating, and

manufacturer's tolerances vary consider-

ably, so that the "f" system is being

abandoned to some extent by the more

critical professional cameraman. The new
"T" stop system applied by Bell & Howell

to its Foton takes into consideration the

actual dififerences between 100 per cent

light transmission and what really does get

through the lens. These true stops are

the "T" stops. The Foton will be re-

leased later this year.

Hollyslide Company Inc., 6264 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood 28, announces that a

shipment of imported Steky 16mm still

cameras have arrived. The Steky fea-

tures an f 3.5 lens, variable shutter speeds,

an optical viewfinder. Camera holds suf-

ficient film for 24 pictures on black and

white or color film. The films may be pro-

jected later in the new miniature Holly-

slide projector.

Bausch and Lomb Optical Company

has developed a new camera with acces-

sories that make it a complete photomicro-

graphic laboratory in a single unit. A
sliding baseboard serves as a mount for

changing over from visual observation

to photographic recording. The camera

has a reflex back that permits the photo-

micrographer to compose conveniently

pictures up to five by seven inches in size.

New accessories include various high and

low power specimen illuminating units

and oblique surface, direct transmitted,

or combination light systems. Lenses for

copy work are provided for both black

and white and full color work.

Camart Microphone Boom

Portable and inexpensive, the Camart

microphone boom features a 12-foot,

9-inch boom arm and a freely rotating

microphone swivel. The boom arm is

collapsible, folding into two sections,

and the three-wheeled stand folds com-

pletely, thus enabling the user to

transport the entire unit with facility.

The Camart microphone boom is now
available for immediate delivery from

the Camera Mart, 70 West 45 St.,

New York, N. Y.

Cine Kodak Special II

The famous Cine-Kodak Special Cam-
era for 16mm motion pictures now fea-

tures a new type of lens turret and

improved reflex, eye-level, and peepsight

viewfinders. The new Special will be

Steky 16mm Still Camera

equipped with the new Kodak Cine Ektar

2Smm f/1.4 Lens as standard. Aside

from these changes, the new special is

identical with the old. Owners of the

earlier models may have their cameras

converted to the new model through the

Kodak Repair Department.

Reflections

Da-Lite and Radiant are both out draw-

ing a bead on the fall customers, da-lite

is releasing its new Picture King Screen,

its 40th Anniversary Model ; styled for

beauty, ruggedness, light weight, and easy

handling. Hardened aluminum for the

stand and the tripod legs reduces weight

to only 35 pounds in even the largest

size—72 X 96 inches. Picture King is

being manufactured in seven sizes down
to 45 X 60 inches. Write Da-Lite Screen

Co., 2711 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 29,

for further info. . . . Over at radiant,

the enterprising publicity men have dis-

covered that the famous "DL" tripod

model quickly converts into a table model

or can be hung up and used as a wall

screen. Try this sometime on your piano.

Magnavox "Playfellow"

Record and E.T. Players

RCA, magnavox, and califone are pre-

senting new record or/and transcription

playback equipment for fall distribution.

RCA features a combination, portable

player with two motors—one for each

speed—operating independently on a rim

drive insisde the 12}/^ inch turntable.

Other engineering refinements include 7

watts of push pull amplification from

four tubes, eight inch speaker, tone con-

trol, and crystal pickup with replaceable

osmium point. One case. . . . Califone

Corporation, 1041 Sycamore Ave., Holly-

wood 38, is offering likewise a portable

two-speed player, featuring the especially

light weight of ten pounds. The unit has

a wide-range amplifier, six-inch speaker,

less than an ounce needle pressure from

a well-damped pickup, and a wow-free

nine inch turntable. The complete unit is

enclosed in a molded "Cal-Ex" carrying

case. . . . The Magnavo.x Company has

re-entered the portable market with the

new Playfellow phonograph and radio-

phonograph combination. These models

are all-electric, operate on AC current,

and feature a constant speed motor,

eight-inch speaker, and lightweight pick-

up. The cases are styled as smart lug-

gage. The units weigh 16 and 17j/^

pounds respectively.
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Browning Tuner

Radio Equipment

Apparatus designed to facilitate the use

of radio in the classroom has been an-

nounced by RCA and victor animato-
GRAPH. The RCA offering is a Con-
solette for medium-sized sound systems,

permitting switching of radio or recorded

programs or special announcements to

loudspeakers in as many as 40 locations.

Designed with a high-quality, built-in

tuner for AM, FM, and short wave
radio, the RCA consolette Type MI-12798
can supply broadcast radio programs to

any one or all outlets of the sound sys-

tem. A transcription turn-table and sev-

eral microphones can be used with the

unit for supplying music and news to a

complete sound system network. . . .

Victor Animatograph is offering a new
Browning FM Tuner, designed particu-

larly for use in conjunction with Victor's

Sonomaster Record and Transcription

Playback. The Browning Tuner has a

tuning eye, nine tube operation, a range

of 70-8000 cycles, and is not subject to

drift.

Adds Movie Film

Dassonville Company, Ltd., well

known to amateur and professional

>till photographers for their Charcoal

I'lack and Charcoal Ember textured

projection papers, announces that it

lias now entered the movie market
with three new amateur motion picture

films, all available in both double-8

and 16mni.

The films, all black-and-white and
on safety base, include an orthochro-
matic film of very fine grain, speed
rated at Weston 12 daylight; a fine

Rrain panchromatic, Weston 40 and a

medium fine grain panchromatic at

Weston 80. The two panchromatic
lilms are claimed to be excellent for

both daylight and artificial light and
the Type 80 is suitable for use under
adverse lighting conditions.

The films are intended for reversal

processing, and the cost of processing
and return transportation is included
in the purchase price. Films are to

be sent to Dassonville Company, Ltd.,

Xewton, N. J., for processing, which
requires five days from receipt of the
film at the Dassonville Laboratories.

New Audio Equipment
The Mark Simpson Manufacturing

Co., Inc., 32-28 49th St., Long Island
City 3, New York, has incorporated

three new items in its line of sound
systems which have interest for the

audio-visual dealer and administrator:

the Model RK-S dual speed disc re-

corder with crystal cutting head, three

inputs, and six inch AInico V speaker;

the model TP-I6A transcription player,

dual speed, with Astatic No. 400 arm
and 10 inch speaker; and the Masco
School System Amplifier, Model Ms-24,
for buildings up to 24 rooms.

Small-Package Chemicals — -

Why mix a gallon of developer

when eight ounces will do? A new
chemical unit known as the Kodak
Tri-Chem Pack has been manufactured
bj' the Eastman Kodak Company.
Each pack, inexpensively priced con-

tains heat-sealed aluminum foil packets

of chemicals ito make eight ounces
of Kodak Universal M-Q Developer,

eight ounces of Kodak Universal Stop
Bath with indicator, and a similar

amount of Kodak Universal Fixer. By
using solutions prepared with the new
pack, picture takers who only occasion-

ally develop and print films will not

be wasting solutions through discard-

ing chemicals before they have been
used to full capacity.

New Mounted Movie Filters

Tiffen Manufacturing Corporation,

71 Bleekman Street, New York 7,

N. Y., have just announced a new
line of "Cine" and "Mini" individually

mounted filters. These mounted filters

are for use with movie cameras and
miniature cameras respectively. Sup-

'poft Brightest, Clearest Pictures . .

.

vivid definition of image—blacic and white or natural color . .

rock-steady screening at sound or silent speeds.

^on. Unsurpassed Fidelity of Sound...
glorious new richness and. clarity of tone

production of voice, music, sound effects.

. new fidelity in re-

MAKE THESE CONVINCING TESTS

COMPARE DeVRY's wow-free,

flutter-free, hum-free amplifi-

cation of a piano film. MEAS-

URE the brilliance that floods

the screen's entire surface.

y Ai

THE INCOMPARABLE

16mm. Sound-Silent Projector for only $345.00

The entirely new, streamlined, lighter-weight DeVry l6mm. "Bantam" is truly

a "theatre-in-a-suitcase": Projector, amplifier, speaker, screen in ONE compact
case. Finest quality materials, 3 5mm. engineering and manufacturing know-
how— years of proven trouble-free performance. Pick-up weight as low as 28
pounds. Film capacity, 100 K) 2,000 Ft. Adequate illumination (750-1000 watts)

for professional quality auditorium showings. AC-DC operation. Colorful liter-

ature FREE.
I

DeVRY CORPORATION ^5-^9

nil ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILL

Please give ui full particulars on the new DeVRY
"Bantam".

I

Nam.-

Cily-
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plied in slip-on and screw-on mounts,

as the lens requires, no accessory filter

holder is needed. The "Cine" series

will fit any of the standard movie
camera lenses.

Movle-Mi+e 10-inch

Auxiliary Speaker

Movie-Mite Corporation, 1105 E.

ISth St., Kansas City, is now offering

a 10-inch auxiliary speaker as an ac-

cessory item for use with the new
Model 63LM Movie-Mite 16mm sound-
on-film projector. The speaker is a

high quality, 10-inch Alnico V, perma-
nent magnet, dynamic unit, housed
in a leatherette-covered, plywood case,

complete with cable of 50-foot length.

The case is slightly narrower than

the current Movie-Mite projector case

and is matching in design.

Miscellany

NATCO INC. announces that its complete

line of accessories for use with 16mm
projector equipment is now available at

all authorized Natco Dealers. Available

are booster amplifiers, turntables, lenses,

mixer boxes, screens, arid a variety of

other accessories. . . . golde is introduc-

ing the Hi-Liter, a unique 100-150 watt
spotlight for amateur and professional

photographers. It has a full 360-degree

tilt. Three-inch Fresnel heat-resisting

lens, spherical chrome reflector, and spill-

ring provide maximum illumination.
Beam control from sharp spot to flood.

GoldE also announces a "New Look" for

its spotlights and projectors. All new
models are receiving a rich Sierra Brown,
baked enamel finish with a silvery spar-

kle ; a three-coat process.

Insist on

PEERLESS Film Treatment

For Proven, Permanent Protection

Keeps Film Pliable... despitt (limotic

and itorage conditiont.

Toughens Film . . . ogoinst uroUhes,

digi, ond long, hoid weor.

Helps Film Resist. .. fingerpiinls,

hondling marttt, dirt, oil, woler.

lubricates Film ... to eoie projection,

etpe(ioll)r during first rum.

New low Pr/eei/

Write lor price lilt.

New Folderl "30 Questions" con-

taining information on H\m treatment

and tlie list of laboratories equipped
to do Peerless Processing. Write for

your free copy.

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING

CORPORATION
165 West 4«th Street, New York )9, N. Y.

South of the Border

With Monson and Schimmel

Visiting 18 countries each, ampro's
Harry Monson and bell and howell's
E. L. Schimmel journeyed Southward to

find the Amazon Awakening and ex-
panded demand for audio-visual products
everywhere. Despite import controls, dol-

lar shortages, and inflationary trends,

a promising market for cine equipment
and photographic materials was found in

each country visited. American know-
how was also stressed as a need in many
quarters.

South, but somewhat further West,
found another American wending his

audio-visual way. Wango H. C. Weng,
president of china film enterprises,
was visiting, in late summer, the larger

cities of China, surveying the Chinese
film industry, and making documentary
films on various phases of Chinese life.

Weng plans also to bring top Chinese
features to this country for theatrical

release.

Also westward bound on July 1st was
Edward C. Simmel, Production Head of

simmel-meservev inc., who joined Gen-
eral MacArthur Headquarters for two
months' temporary duty as advisor on
Japanese film distribution. Mr. Simmel is

attached to the Civil Information and
Education Section of SCAP Headquarters
and will also produce one documentary
film for the Army while in Japan.

More About Those Hale
Fellows: Wllmette

Up encyclopaedia britannica films
way, genial Dennis Williams has moved
his suavity into the berth vacated by the

resignation of Bill Lissack as Vice-Presi-
dent in Charge of Distribution. Bill is

going into private business for himself.

At the same time, it was announced that

David W. Ridgvvay, formerly adminis-
trative assistant to Clyde .\rnspiger, had
been moved up to the post of operations

manager for the company. Likewise, Bill

Sinclair, sales office manager, has been

appointed assistant to Mr. Williams, and

Eugene Hoya is now chief order clerk

for sales.

The new Home films program of EB
is being directed by Frank S. Cellier,

succeeding Dan J. Rohyans, who re-

signed to go into private business. D.

R. Dragstrem, former district manager
in Indiana, is the new field representative

for the Home films program. . . . Harry
Shute has been appointed district man-
ager in the State of New Jersey, Arthur

H. Seffen goes to Minnesota, and Robert

E. Brubaker has been named director

of overseas relations.

Dr. Elliott's Five-Inch Shelf

Godfrey M. Elliott has recently been

elected to the board of directors and
made Vice President of young America
FILMS INC. Mr. Elliott is also in the

Dennis Williams

Godfrey M. Elliott

process of editing a new authoritative

volume on "Film and Education," to be

published this fall by the Philosophical

Library. The new volume, 37 chapters

in all, is composed of the views and preju-

dices of what are considered some of the

outstanding authorities on specific sub-

jects in the audio-visual field. Read chap-

ter 37 by all means, folks.

Personalities in Review

Louis Friedman, formerly with In-

ternational Film Bureau, Chicago, an-

nounces the opening of an office in the

Garrick Theatre Building. 64 West Ran-
dolph St., and will operate as a distribu-

tor of International Film Classics under

the name of film center inc. . . . Mrs.

Betti Hockensniith has been appointed

to the staff of d. t. davis company as

X'isual Aids Consultant. She will be lo-

cated in the home office of the company
in Lexington, Kentucky. . . . William T.

Clifford has taken over the position of

Director of Production of southern
film production service vacated by the

resignation of Nicholas C. Read.

Charles W. Seager has been appointed

head of AXSCO'S Education Depart-

ment, succeeding Dr. John A. Tiedeman,

who has resigned to do research work
in the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics

Laboratories in Washington. D.C. An-
nouncement was made by ."Mian Willi-

ford, \'icc Prcsi<lent of the General Ani-
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line & Film Corporation in charge of

\nsco. . . . W. H. Utz of COAST visual

iiuCATioN SERVICE, Hollywood, was

elected President of the California Audio-

X'isual Education Dealers Association in

a Spring meeting in Los Angeles. Other

officers elected include Jack Stimson of

Craig Visual Aids Service, Vice-Presi-

dent ; Lee DePriest of DeVry, Secretary-

Treasurer; and Herbert M. Elkins of

P^lkins Company and Carl Loftis of Youth

Films, members of the Board of Di-

rectors.

Television

RCA Life Size Images

RCA recently announced what is said

to be the first commercial equipment

<lesigned specifically throughout for pres-

tiitation of television programs to large

audiences. The Model TLS-86 is now
in quantity production and distribution

has begun in television areas. The pro-

jector uses the Schmidt-type reflective

iiptical projection system which produces

briglit, clear pictures, either on the face

of a reflective-surfaced opaque screen, or,

liy rear projection, on a translucent screen.

.•\n image about 63 square feet in area

can be obtained with the projector located

17 feet from the screen. The machine

is said to be as simple to operate as cus-

tomary home receivers. The unit em-

Iiloys the RC.'\ all-electronic tuning sys-

tem and an automatic locking circuit.

Television Newsreel

A syndicate daily edition of the

WPIX television newsreel, designed

to appeal to audiences in every section

of the country, is being offered to

stations outside the New York area,

Robert L. Coe, station manager, an-

nounced recently.

The newsreels will be supplied on
16nim film and will run approximately

nine minutes. Script and music cue

sheets will accompany each reel.

Activity at NBC
Plans for the establishment of a na-

tional television film distributing agency

to service all NBC video stations and

afliliates were recently revealed. The
agency, under the direction of Russ John-

son of the Jerry Fairbanks organization,

will provide and service all NBC outlets

with films shot especially for video, kine-

scope recordings, newsreels, theatrical

shorts and features.

Kodak Television Laboratory

Eastman Kodak Company has set

up a new laboratory to study films

for television. Dr. Cyril J. Stand,

director of Kodak Research Labora-

tories, announced recently. Objective

of the laboratory's research, Dr. Stand
said, is to find films which will prove
most useful in the television field.

"With new television equipment now
in operation in the laboratory, we are

studying the photographic properties

of the image on a motion picture film

and the relation of these properties

to the image on the television screen."

Television Film Library

Plans for the establishment of a

large-scale television film library and
for the purchase of video films of all

types have been announced by Pro-
ducer Jerry Fairbanks, who has been
appointed official film buyer for the

National Broadcasting Company and
its affiliates. Fairbanks plans to lease

or buy outright for NBC and its affili-

ated stations film programs of every
type.

Fairbanks Summer Boom
While filming at many Hollywood stu-

dios stood at a low ebb during the sum-
mer months, Jerry Fairbanks Inc. was
busily at work on television and commer-
cial accounts. In the former, 30 pro-

ductions were in various stages of work.

The commercial department was shooting

three color films for the Gypsum associa-

tion, is editing seven others, and has

eight scheduled for immediate produc-

tion start. The animation department is

rushing filming on two, and the scenario

department has six more being readied

for the cameras.

Florez Produces for

Detroit Edison

The Television Department of Flor-

ez Incorporated, Detroit producer, an-

nounces that a series of six Tele-Short
motion picture playlets has been
completed for the Detroit Edison
Company in conjunction with the

utility's advertising agency, Campbell-
Ewald Company of Detroit. These
playlets, designed to be used with
Edison's regular Tele-Newscast, are

both educational and entertaining,
using the many Edison services as

background for human interest plots.

Of particular interest is the techni-

cal handling of the two-minute pro-

ductions in which particular study has

been given to the conditions of the

medium. Unlike most motion pictures

used in Television today, these have
been filmed with an eye to the very
special problems of the receiving set.

Lighting and centering of the sub-

ject matter have been handled in such

a way as to give the best possible trans-

mission. In addition, the films are de-

signed to blend into the news pro-

grams with utmost unity. No title

frames are used. The transition from

live action to film is made smoothly

and subtly so that the film becomes

an integral part of the program.

Project I J With Perfection

LoBelleJ
World's Only fully Automafk Slide Projector

Here's the Ideal school projector! "One-Man operated" with simple remote push-

button control, the LaBelle Magazine Slide Projector feeds, changes, and restacks

the slides automatically. In addition, it has all the qualities you'd expect in the

world's finest projector—and more—like new micro-focusing, micro-tilt adjustment,

three-condenser optical system for maximum light at lowest temperature, coated

lenses for anti-reflection . . . plus these exclusive LaBelle features:

• Magaiine loading for convenience, slide pro- • Gravity feed for positive movement of slides.

fection and simplified filing. (EXCLUSIVE)

• Automatic action for protection against fin-

gerprints and scratches. (EXCLUSIVE)
• Warming chamber to prevent buckling or

warping of slides — your guarantee of cor

rectly focused prolections. (EXCLUSIVE
• Remote control pushbutton on 10-foot cord.

(EXCLUSIVE)

(EXCLUSIVE)
• Double-action shutter for completely blocking

out picture while slide changes. (EXCLUSIVE)

• Greatest capacity: 75 ready mounts or 35

' glass slides. (EXCLUSIVE)

• Beauty-styled carrying case with screen In

stand-up cover and compartments for pro-

lector, magazines and cordss. (EXCLUSIVE)

Make your school's slide film programs more effective, more enioyable with the AUTO-
MATIC LaBelle Projector. Write today for complete details—and program suggestions.

LaBelle industries, inc.
OCONOMOWOC, WIS.

for Perfection in Proioctlen
$125.00( ;)
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BRITISH
INFORMATION
S ERVICES

offers a large variety of visual and
printed material to schools, churches,
libraries, adult education groups and
all those interested in Britain and
her affairs.

FILMS— 16 mm Sound

FILM STRIPS-35 mm

PICTURE SETS-(12 x 20)

BOOKLETS (lllusfrafed)

REFERENCE PAPERS

BRITISH GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS

Virile Now for NI-W CATALOGUES

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES

New York • Chicago • San Francisco
Washington

BRITISH CONSULATES
Boston • Detroit • Los Angeles

Houston • Seattle

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
Th* First of tha laries, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Thre.
I'6mm Sound Films in Color or Black-

•nd-White.

Damon strafing

tha Puppy's
First Lasson In

Housa Mannars.

Halan Hayas S Lowall Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blancha Saundars: Diractor.

Louisa Branch: Producar & Photogra-
phar.

UNITED SPECIALISTS. INC.

America't foremott prodttcer$ of
Dog Filrm

PAWLING. NEW YORK

B MOVIE V
/N MAKING /N
Gel into the New Field ol

TELEVISION FILMS
Intensive, practical training with profes*

tionali in Camera, Lighting, Sourtd, Edit*

ing. Directing, Scenario Writing.

NEW INSTIIUTE FOR FILM
AmOVEO FOI VITIIANS

29 FLAT8USH AVENUE
RROOKLYN, N. Y.

STarling 3-9444 W^~
Hourt 2-10 PA* bf eppointmfil ^^^

S«nd fof ftae coialogwa P C C /^
I NA

Current Film Nevs^s

m ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, Inc., Wilmctte, Illinois,

has been selected by the Conservation

Foundation and the New York Zoological

Society to distribute their four new
sound-color motion pictures on soil con-

servation : The Birth of the Soil, Arteries

of Life, This Vital Earth, and Seeds of

Destruction.

EBFilms also announces a new,
10-minute 16mm sound motion picture

based on the fables of Aesop:
Three Fox Fables—p i c t u r i n g

through the use of live-animal photog-

raphy, the fabled fox in his encounters

with a crow and a piece of cheese, a

stork, and the proverbial bunch of

grapes. Like its predecessor, The Hare
and the Tortoise, the new film belongs

to the series of "Photo Fables" inaug-

urated by EBFilms in 1947.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 39 S. La Salle St., Chi-

cago 3, announces the following new
16mni films:

Country Homes (11 min.)—the solv-

ing of the housing shortage in rural

England.
Here Is the Gold Coast (35 min.)

—

showing how West Africa is catching

up with the modern world: its cities,

farming, education, etc.

Triumph Over Deafness (20 min.')—
a factual record showing how special

schools for the deaf help children over-

come their handicap.

Your Children's Meals (14 min.)—
showing parents how they can see

mealtime from the child's point of

view as well as their own.
Your Children's Sleep (23 min.)

—

stressing the importance of sound,
healthful sleep and advising parents on
the ways in which they can ensure it

for their children.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS, 55

W. 45th St., N. Y. 19, announces that

it has appointed Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145

W. 45th St., N. Y. 19, as ofl^cial dis-

tributor for the sale and rental of all

F.O.N, releases. Among recent releases

are:

Maps We Live By (2 reels)—

a

United Nations Film Board film dealing

with international cooperation in the

making of surveys and the drawing of

maps.
Lifeline (1 reel)—the story of the

U. N. Relief and Rehabilitation Ad-
ministration and its lifeline to the dev-
astated countries of Europe and Asia.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE,
Athens, Georgia, has produced a new
film sponsored by the University of

Georgia and General Mills, Inc. of

Minneapolis:

The School That Learned to Eat
(20 min.)—recording an actual e.xperi-

ence in community-wide support of a
nutrition program.

STERLING FILMS, Inc., 61 W.
56th St., N. Y. 19, offers the following

new subjects:

Death in the Arena (1 reel)—featur-

ing the world's most famous matador,
Manolete, who was recently killed in g

the bullfight arena.

Sports Around the World (1 reel)

—

featuring the hardy contestants who
compete for the honor of representing

their countries in the 1948 Olympics.

FILM STUDIOS OF CHICAGO,
135 S. La Salle, Chicago, have released

a Hollywood-produced, 7-reel feature:

Broken Chains—a graphic story of

man's march to civilization through the

ages, from the creation of the earth to

the creation of the United Nations.

SCANDIA FILMS, Inc., 220 W.
42nd St., N. Y. 18. has available a variety

of Swedish educational sound 16mm films.

Titles include: A )'ank in Su'edcn. Turn
Out the Guard, Let's Go to Press, Bofors,

On Holy Ground, Animal Life at Skan-

sen. -Ml films have English commentaries.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, Inc.,

445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22, offers the fol-

lowing new educational films:

Children Learning by Experience (4

reels)—showing that all children want
to learn, they enjoy practicing simple

skills, they strive to understand the

world around them, they learn some
things at second hand and a great

many things by play and imagination.

Children Growing Up With Others

(3 reels)—showing how typical young-
sters emerge from their early depend-

ence into self-reliant members of their

family, school, and community.
The Sea Urchin (1 reel)—picturing

the sea urchin and its relative, the

starfish, in their natural environment.

Amoeba ( 1 reel)—showing the struc-

ture and life functions of the single-

celled organism. The production of

psendopodia is observed—the amoeba
is seen pursuing and capturing its

prey and ingesting living organisms.

Reproduction by fission is shown.

A String of Beads (2 reels)—telling

the story of life on a tea plantation in

.•\ssam.
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From "Building an Outline"

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL
FILMS, Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, an-

nounces several new 16mm educational

productions, all one-reel and available in

color or black and white : Hoiv to Write

Your Term Paper ; Hoiv to Judge Facts;

What Is a Contract?; Federal Taxation;

Everyday Courtesy; Find the Information;

Building an Outline; Consumer Protec-

tion; Banks and Credit.

m MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE,
Publicity Oftice, 153 Institute Place,

Chicago 10, will release early in Oc-
tober its latest subject in a series of

scientific-religious films:

Voice of the Deep (35 min., color)—
picturing underwater marine life com-
bined with a sound track recording of

the noises made by fish.

A. F. FILMS, Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y. 19, has obtained for immediate
distribution a two-reel film produced by
Carroll Films:
The Children's Republic—narrated

by Madeleine Carroll, tliis film tells

the story of a school in France that

shelters homeless children and gives

them a chance to govern themselves,

with interesting educational results and
implications.

RIETHOF PRODUCTIONS, Inc.,

1776 Broadway. X. V., has secured the

cooperation of the Museum of Modern
Art for the production of a series of

motion pictures on modern art. The
first of the series is entitled:

What Is Modern Art?—showing
paintings l)y Van Gogh, Picasso, Mon-
drian, Dali, Miro, etc., the film, through
pictures and dialogue, explores the pros
and cons of modern art.

B SIMMEL-MESERVEY, Inc., Bev-
erly Hills, Calif., announces the follow-

ing new films:

The Pipeline Swallowtail Butterfly—

a complete photographic story of a but-

terfly life cycle, available in color and
black and white and in an elementary

version (11 min.) and a scientific ver-

sion (22 min.).

Story of a City: New York (2 reels)

—a study of the country's great me-
tropolis.

Riches of Guatemala (I'/i reels, color

and B&W)—showing the cultivation

of coffee, bananas, corn and pepper,

cinchona for quinine, plants for rote-

none, with a varied background of ac-

tivity in markets, farms and forests.

Guatemala Story (1^ reels, color)—
presenting people and industries, geog-
raphy and customs, native Indians at

work and at play, modern cities and
buildings.

Modern Mexico (1 reel, color and
B&W)—picturing Mexico's cities,

architecture, people, transportation,

housing, education, harbors, and sports.

Industries of Mexico (1 reel, color

and B&W)—presenting modern Mexi-
co, its agricultural processes and ani-

mals, industries and handicrafts.

B BRAY STUDIOS, Inc., 729 7th

Ave., N. Y. 19, recently completed
production on the following 16mm
sound films:

Mahogany, Wood of the Ages (40

min., color)—produced for the Mahog-
any Association, Chicago, and telling

the story of the hiztory and production

of mahogany.

Installing Armored Cable (28 min.)

—sponsored by the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association, and pictur-

ing the use and installation of armored
electrical cable.

THREE CROWN P R O D U C-
TIONS, San Jose, Calif., is distributing

a 16mm color film on juvenile delin-

quency, according to an announcement
from Telefilm Studios in Hollywood:

Building Tomorrow Today—insti-

gated by Father Schmidt of Santa

Clara University, the film deals with

the method devised to combat delin-

quency in the Santa Clara-San Jose

area.

//DESERT SYMPHONY//

All Color Scenic Psalm

Now available in 30 minute version

Dealer Price $245.00

!Na%2
7904 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD At. CALIFORNIA

AfaoA AuaUaJde
EIGHT NEW

SOUND

HEALTH AND

HYGIENE FILMS
1. THE NINE BASIC FUNC-

TIONAL SYSTEMS OF THE
HUMAN BODY.
The principal and basic constit-
uents of the human system are
set forth by means of animated
drawinj?s in nine (?r'.ups, as fol-

lows: THE SKELETAL, THE
MUSCULAR. THE EXCRE-
TORY, THE CIRCULATORY,
THE NERVOUS, THE SEN-
SORY. THE DIGESTIVE. THE
LYMPHATIC, and THE EN-
DOCRINE.

3. THE HUMAN HAIR
Demonstrates the hair as part of
the skin, similar in development
and srrowth. Growth, duration,
renewal and other characteris'
tics shown, also relation to
sebaceous inlands and causation
of froose flesh. Importance to
personal appearance emphasized.

URETERS AND3. KIDNEYS
BLADDER
This film describes the important
anatomical features, and the
function of the kidneys, ureters
and the urinary bladder.

4. THE HUMAN SKIN
Animation and photography
show the construction and func-
tion of the human skin ; how
it protects us from our environ-
ment and regulates the temper-
ature of our bodies ; importance
of care and cleanliness in pre-
serving the natural beauty and
health of the skin is emphasized.

5. THE HUMAN THROAT
Shows the anatomy and func-
tioning of the throat as a pas-
sage for air and food, its defense
mechanisms, and how both air
and food are diverted into their
proper channels.

6. OUR FEET
Animation and photography
show the construction and func-
tion of the human foot, both as
a weight carrier and as a means
of locomotion.

7. HOW THE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
The air passages and their func-
tional purpose fully explained.
Exchange of carbon dioxide and
oxygen within lungs is shown as
is exchange of these gases with-
in the body tissues. Mechanism
of breat'-iing. action of ribs and
diaphram are shown by elaborate
animated diagrams.

8. HOW TO AVOID MUSCLE
STRAINS
What causes muscle strain and
how to avoid it is shown by ex-
plaining the action of the
muscles in conjunction with the
lever action of the bones and
their joints. Correct and incor-
rect application of leverage prin-
ciples as regards body move-
ments demonstrated by animated
drawings and live action.

Write for full details
and

NEW BRAY CATALOG
to

BRAY STUDIOS, Inc.
729 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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New Classroom Films

MOTHER GOOSE STORIES
Animated figurines act out the familiar

tales of Little Miss Muffet, Humpty
Dumpty, Old Mother Hubbard, and the

Queen of Hearts in this new film. Stimu-
lates reading, increases appreciation ot

music and handicraft, and teaches lessons

in good manners. In 16mm sound color,

sale $80.00; rental $3.50.

ABC OF POTTERY MAKING
A simple, graphic demonstration of mak-
ing a small clay bowl by the coll method
—easiest of all. Tools and operations are

clearly shown. The bowl is finished on a

potter's wheel. Successfully used in ele-

mentary grades as well as in high school
itnd adult art classes. In 16mm sound
B&W, sale $36.00; rental $I.SO.

FREE CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE

Write Dept. 8 today for your free copy
of rental or sale (please state which) cata-

logue. Preview and rental prints available

on above films today!

on the Best 16mm

'n SHORT SUBJECTS?
Educational . . . Entertaining !

f 6 NATURE FILMS
'^i^ Foicinating studies of the beau*

"f^ tifuJ ond the stronse in the

•^^ world of nature. One reel each.
''«^ list Price: J25.00 eoch.

J^ BIRDS or THE BARRIER
^'\ CORAl AND ITS CREATURES

.
^'J SECRETS or THE SEA

iP^ STRANGE SEA SHEILS

J^ CATCHING CROCODILES
i.^ PEOPLE or THE PONDS

5^ 5 AMERICAN HISTORY FILMS
'^^ Authentic dramatizations, ricli in

^ ftumon values, of the greet lond-

_,
•. merits in America's growth. Two
^ reels eoch. list Price; $90.00 eoch.

'¥ OUR DECLARATION OE
y^ INDEPENDENCE

f % OUR CONSTITUTION
^/ ,^ OUR BILL OF RIGHTS

,^ OUR LOUISIANA PURCHASE
'
,^^ OUR MONROE DOCTRINE

Available at leading rilm libraries.

Writ* lor FREE tatalog ro Otpt. 10

POST PICTURES CORP.
1 IS W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

PAUL HOEFLER PRODUC-
TIONS, Los .\nKele.s, California, will

soon have available for distribution the

second film in a series on cotton;

Cotton Planting—showing the culti-

vation and early growth of the cotton

plant, modern methods of weed control

by the use of flame-throwers, etc. The
first film in the series was Cotton—Pick-

ing and Ginning. The third in the series,

now in production, will deal with cot-

ton seed and its many by-products.

INDUSTRIAL HOME FOR THE
BLIND FILM LIBRARY, 13 E.

37th St., N. Y. 16, offers a new 16mm
sound, color film entitled:

Helping the Blind to Help Them-
selves—the story of how blind men
train for useful, independent living.

The film was produced by Campus
Filins.

NEW YORK STATE YOUTH
COMMISSION announces that it will

soon have available for distribution

both one and two-reel versions of a

documentary film produced by RKO-
Pathe, 625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22:

Families First—showing the home
as the major influence in the character

growth of the child and showing the

results of parental irresponsibility in

contributing to juvenile delinquency.

ARTHUR M. LOEW, president of

Loew's International Corporation, has

announced the conclusion of an agree-

ment with McGraw-Hill Book Co.

whereby educational films produced by
McGraw-Hill will be distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in all countries

of the world outside the U. S. and
Canada.

POST PICTURES CORP., 115 W.
45th St., N. Y. 19, recently acquired
exclusive distribution rights to a new
1-reel music film:

Liszt Concert—featuring the world-
famous pianist Gyorgy Sandor playing

"Liebestraum" and the "Sixth Hun-
garian Rhapsody."

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS, 625

Madison .\ve., N. Y. 2Z, offers 2 16nmi

sound teaching films for mathematics:

Polygons—one of a series of "Prac-
tical Geometry" films, employing real-

life applications.

Ratio and Proportion—the 15th and
completing subject in the geometry
series.

HANDY AND HARMAN, 82
Fulton St., N. Y. 7, Craft Service Dept.,

will distribute an educational film in color

entitled Handurought Sih'er. The pho-

tography shows exactly how the work
of the silversmith would appear to you
if you yourself were doing it.

FOTOSOUND STUDIOS, 20 E.

42nd St., N. Y. 17, oflfers the first of a

series of 16nini sound and color travel

films. Entitled "Scrambled Rambles,"
Issue No. I has scenes from Willem-
stadt, Caracas, Barranquilla and Lima.
Issue No. 2 shows scenes in Central

.America and Mexico and the Mayan
ruins.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, Bur-
eau of X'isual Instruction. Extension
Division, Iowa City, Iowa, announces a

new 16mm sound film:

How We Write Music (18 min.)

—

produced for the Iowa State Teachers
College, the film aims to show the prac-

tical value of basic study of theory, to

create interest in composing music, to

aid in establishing a vocabulary of

music terms, to explain the need for a
system of music notation, and to cor-

relate music theory with performance.

CASTLE FILMS, Division of
Lnited World Films, Inc., 445 Park
.^ve., N. Y. 22, presents the following

new 16 and 8 millimeter movies:

Olympic Winter Thrills—a camera-
record of the Olympic Games at St.

Moritz, Switzerland.

Sun, Sea and Sails—a sport film

featuring scenes from many yachting
centers.

Rome, The Eternal City—a travel

film picturing the ancient and modern
grandeur of Rome.

H YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 218
E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, has announced
a Lease- Ownership Plan, under which
individual schools and cooperating groups
may purchase Young America teaching
films on a three-year installment basis. It

provides for an annual leasing charge
over a three-year period, at the end of

which time the school takes full title to

the films included in the contract.

itjmsmiMijiiLi
Proudly Presents

- MAPS WE LIVE BY --

An outsfanding documenfary on a
fong neglected subject.

MAPS WE LIVE BY emphasizes the Im-
portance of maps for international under-
standing. It deals with the first maps in ex-

istence and the misunderstanding prevalent
for centuries about the size and shape of our
world. It shows how today nations work to-

gether to complete the highly detailed work
involved in drawing accurate maps. It explains
how maps are used for navigation, food dis-

tribution, city planning, settling of Inter-

national controversies and for many other pur-

poses, few of which we had realized. It is

one of the most enlightening and educational
subjects available on 16mm film today.

Black and white t&mm SOUND. Length: 2

reels (approximately 800'). Running time 20
minutes. American Commentary.

LOAN SERVICE CHARGE $3.00 single day use.

$6.00 for 2-7 days use. $12.00 for 8 days-one
month use. Transportation extra both ways.

PURCHASE PRICE $44.00 List. Ed-
ucafional Organijatlom 10% dis-

count.

In addition to Films of the Nations, we
have an extensive selection of features

and shorts for Education and entertain-

ment.
We Fill All Requirements

-t>WWRK/s,;^
'45 West

Write ior compllmenfary copy ot our
Rental and Sates catalogues, plus Informa-
tion on equipment and other films.
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TEACHING FILM CUSTODI-
ANS, 25 VV. 4.3rci St., N.Y. 18. has

available for distribution a technicolor

tilm produced ])y Warner Bros, for use

ill the Treasury Department's Savings

Monds drive last year:

America the Beautiful (2 reels)

—

portraying the power of America as

well as its beauty.

TEACHERS COLLEGE, CO-
LUMBIA UNIVERSITY, Bureau of

!'ul)lications. New York 27, N. Y., an-

nounces the release of a new teacher-

. (lucation 16nini sound film:

Learning Through Cooperative Plan-

ning (2 reels)

—

produced by the

Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of

.'School Experimentation in cooperation

with the Kansas City, Missouri, Pub-
lic Schools. The film shows an entire

elementary school at work in a com-
munity cleanup campaign. The skills

involved in planning and working
together cooperatively are demonstra-

ted l)y the boys and girls as they

undertake the projects which they

select as important. A 20-page guide,

prepared by Alice Miel, accompanies

the film.

INFORMATION FILMS, Inc.,

145 \V. 21st St.. N. Y. 11. has released

the first two of a series of motion pic-

tures on the subject of outdoor haz-

ards:

Leaflets Three—Let It Be (5 min.)

—telling how to identify the innocent-

looking poison ivy leaves, how to avoid

them, how to treat suspected cases,

how to relieve real cases.

The Sun—Friend or Enemy (5 min.)

—showing how sun-worshipping can
lead to dangerous over-exposure, how
bad burns are caused, how to treat

sunburn, how to acquire a healthy tan.

JOHNSON HUNT PRODUC-
TIONS, 1133 N. Highland Ave., Hol-
lywood, Cal., announces the comple-
tion of the eightli and last in a series of

sound motion pictures on fractions.

The series, available in either color or

black and white, includes these titles:

Introduction To Frac inns, Hoiv To Add
Fractions, Hoiv To Subtract Fractions,

How To Change Fractions, How To
Multiply Fractions, Hoiv To Divide

Fractions, Decimal Fractions, and Per-

ccntacie. Scheduled for release this fall

is a series of filnistrips on the same sub-

jects which can be used with or without

the motion pictures.

CHURCHILL-WEXLER PRO-
DUCTIONS, 5714 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood 28, Calif., have announced their

entry into the field of educational film

production. Currently released is a

primary science film entitled:

Wonders in Your Own Back Yard

—

new techniques, involving extreme

close-ups, bring new meanings to every-

day things.

F# PREJUDICE »I INTOLERANCE with

THE HOUSE

I LIVE IN

America's most popular educational film

A one-reel 1 6mm sound film starring Frank Sinatra in a powerful argument

for tolerance and the brotherhood of man.

Use this appealing film to stimulate and orient discussion of one of the most

vital problems facing your school and your community. Ideal for schools,

churches, film forums, youth groups, and homes. Endorsed by school,

church, and community leaders everywhere.

PRICE $27.50
You'll also want to use these YOUNG AMERICA films. Thty. too, will-help

build better citizens.

MEET YOUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (15 min.)—$48.00

OUR SHRINKING WORLD (11 min.)—$36.00

WE. THE PEOPLES (8 min.)—$36.00

Order from your nearest YOUNG AMERICA FILMS dealer

For further information, write to es.»

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC,
18 EAST 41st ST. NEW YORK CITY 17

FRITH FILMS
Presents

THREE FILMS CHILDREN

WILL REMEMBER

(n exquisite color at a

reasonable price

Bob GaflFner, the leading charac-
ter in the thres films is a typical
boy with a strong appeal to
other children. With Bob it's fun
to learn about cargo shipping,
fishing and the harbor construc-
tion work. Besides giving factual
information, the films encourage
in children an interest in the
work of grown-ups and a desire
to help.

Safe in Port

too ft., color, sound, price $95.00

Bob GafFner learns how engi-
neers plan and build their har-
bors to withstand the power of
the mighty ocean waves. The
film was made to appeal to chil-

dren, to make them understand
the magnitude of man's work in

building the breakwaters and
piers, in digging the harbor
channels and in filling in the
harbor bays.

Bob Gaffner,

Fishermen's Helper

400 ft., color, sound, price $65.00

Bob's Uncle John is a fisherman.
He teaches Bob about the fisher-

men's life and work. Bob helps
dry and mend the nets, lace the
cork floats and leads to the
ropes and thread the large
needles. Bob helps unload the
fish and learns many other
things about the fish industry.

Bob Learns

About Ocean Trade

400 ft., color, sound, price $65.00

Bob learns how each country ex-
ports the products it can raise
best and cheapest, about the
flow of commodities in and out
of a great harbor. This film is

especially interesting to children
as one cargo includes wild ani-
mals from Siam.

TEACHING LEVEL: Suggested
for lower, middle and upper
elementary grades. The films
will be useful in the following
studies : geography, history,
civics and social study groups
studying such units as harbors
and harbor activities, transpor-
tation, safety, marketing, com-
munity, foreign trade, ships, in-

dustries and harbor building.

WE DO NOT RENT

FRITH FILMS
Box 565, Hollywood, California
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EDUCATIONAL

FILM for SCHOOLS

i:«iA«i«igfi'fi'Ka

Here is a 10-minute color movie
with sound. Tells teen-age girls muoli

they need to know about a normal bodilv

function. Gracefully done by Walt Disney
Productions. A 16 mm print is available,

free, on a short-term loan

For full details write : Educational Depart-
ment (ES-108), International Cellucotton

Products Co., 919 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 1 1, Illinois.

FILM USERS-
Get the Best Choice of Films—
In Less Time,

With Less Effort—
By Using Our Film Service!

For over 37 years film users have found

our library a convenient and depend-

able source for all their film needs.

Our films are carefully selected from

the best productions offered in the en-

tire I6mm field.

Some of Our Categories—
• EDUCATIONAL FILMS
• INFORMAL EDUCATION FILMS
• RELIGIOUS FILMS
• SPORTS FILMS
• RECREATION FILMS
• TRAVELOGUES
• ENTERTAINMENT FILMS
• FREE FILMS

^among others.

NOW AVAILABLE

:

The Free iVew 1948-1949 Catalog of
SELECTED MOTION PICTURES

Write to Depl. "E"

SSOCIATION FILMS
CY. M. C. a; motion picture BUREAU)

NtW YORK !7
.347 Hui4»it> «v*

Ht-
.tWCACO 1

S/Ut FRANCISCO i

SSI Twh Sr

OAUIS 4
J»l] Mnpt« AvtntM

FRITH FILMS, Box 565, Holly-

wood, California, announces the follow-

ing educational 16mm films, sound and
color:

Safe in Port (600 ft.)—Bob Gaffner,

typical boy, learns how engineers plan

and build harbors to withstand the

power of ocean storms.

Bob Gaffner, Fishermen's Helper

(400 ft.)—Bob's fisherman uncle teach-

es the boy many things about the pic-

turesque life of the Pacific Coast fish-

ermen.

Bob Learns About Ocean Trade
(400 ft.)—Bob learns how each coun-

try exports the products it can raise

best and cheapest; how products flow

in and out of a large harbor.

CAPITAL FILMS, East Lansing,

Michigan, has produced a new 16mm
sound-color film for the Winter Sports

Council of the East Michigan Tourist

Association

:

Winter Sports in East Michigan (20

min.)—including scenic and action

shots of tobogganing, skating, skiing,

ice fishing, winter hunting, and snow-
shoeing. The film is available from
the Winter Sports Council, East Michi-

gan Tourist Association, The Log Of-
fice, Bay City, Michigan.

Catalogs

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 1270

Avenue of the .Americas, N.Y. 20, offers

a new catalog of 16mm educational

films and thus announces its entry into

the field of audio-visual education.

Films listed are suitable for use in the

higher elementary grades, high schools,

colleges, and in the adult education

field.

HAWLEY-LORD, INC., 61 W.
S6th St., N. Y. 19, has published their

1948 catalog listing 26 of the company's

outdoor and sports films. All pictures

listed are available for television pur-

poses.

STERLING FILMS, INC., 61 W.
S6th St., N. Y. 19, has issued a new
home movie catalog, classifying films

as Musical Concerts, Sports, Adven-
ture, Children's Films, and Special Re-
leases.

Entertainment

UNITED WORLD FILMS, Inc.,

445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22, announces
several new entertainment 16mm films:

The Dark Mirror (9 reels)—featuring

Olivia de HavillaHd in the dual role of

identical twins.

The Wicked Lady (11 reels)—fea-
turing Margaret Lockwood and James
Mason in a romance on the danger-
filled roads of Restoration England.

Swell Guy (9 reels)—telling the story
of a flashy war correspondent who
fakes a hero role (Sonny Tufts, .A.nn

Blyth).

Temptation (10 reels)—Melre Oberon
in a story based on the famous novel
and play "Bella Donna."

CARA M E L-H OLLYWOOD
FILMS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif., is releasing in 16mm sound
versions fourteen Walt Disney Produc-
tions—-Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck
and Pluto subjects.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. 19, an-
nou-nees that it has acquired for exclusive

16mm distribution the following entertain-

ment films : To Be or Not To Be (Jack
Benny, Carole Lombard) ; Buckskin
Frontier (Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt) ;

and Deep in the Heart of Texas (Tex
Ritter, Johnny Mack Brown).

Recordings

RCA VICTOR DIVISION, Cam-
den, N. J., offers several albums of

children's records created by George
Kleinsinger and Paul Tripp and de-

signed to bring to life for children the

world of musical instruments in an
entertaining and educational manner.
Titles include: "Tubby the Tuba,"
"Further Adventures of Tubby the

Tuba," and "Pee Wee the Piccolo."

The new RCA record album en-

titled "Johnny Stranger" shows in

musical form the geographical and in-

dustrial wonders of America as re-

lated to its democratic heritage.

Materials for Peace

• Are we repeating the mistakes of

World War I? How can we prevent
World War III? These challenging

questions are answered in a new series

of radio scripts, each a complete 15-

minute dramatization suitable for

school and community use on and off

the air, available from the Radio Dept.,

Society for the Prevention of World
War III, 515 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22.

• A novel script on world gov-
ernment, written in the form of a 15-

minute round table discussion, can be

secured from Gretta Baker, United

World Federalists, 22 E. 60th St.,

N. Y. 22.

• Where Will You Hide when atomic

bombs and still unpublicized weapons
of mass destruction rain down on the

cities of the world? Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica's new 2-reel 16mm color film,

produced by the .Audiographic Insti-

tute of Los Angeles, poses this thought-

provoking and uncomfortably press-

ing problem.

• Out of the same studio that made
Where Will You Hide? comes an an-

swer to this question. According to

Grass Roots, an 11-minute documentary,

"the hope for a world of peace and se-

curity lies in common people who take

hold of the idea of world government as

roots of grass take hold of the eartli

—

with strength and steadfastness." The film

is available from New .'\ge Release, 4064

W. Second St., Los Angeles 4, Calif.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

THE NEW YORK TIMES, Times
Square, N. Y. 18, announces a new
series of filmstrips on important topics

in the news for classroom use. Entitled

"Report on the News," the series will

be prepared by the School Service De-
partment of The Times. Eight strips

will be produced during the school

year.

MEDICAL RESEARCH FILM
LIBRARY, 1569 Broadway, Brooklyn

7, N. Y., is now handling the film-

strips "Film Aid to First .\id—Series

II, Highway First Aid," according to

an announcement from John Calvin of

San Francisco, Calif.

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich,,

announces a new series of seven dis-

cussional slidefilnis, produced by Cur-
riculum Films, Inc.:

The Nature of Democracy (color)—
including the following titles— 1. De-
mocracy at Work. 2. Freedom of Re-
ligion. 3. Equality Before the Law.
4. Taking Part in the Government. 5.

Freedom of Expression. 6. Education.

7. By and For the People.

THE SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION, INC., 100 E. Ohio St.,

Chicago, announces the following new
filmstrips:

Highlights of Basketball—tracing the

development of basketball in this coun-

try.

The Story of Baseball—recording the

history of the national sport and some
of its prominent personalities.

Cooperative Living Self-Discipline

Series—six cartoon visualizations, pro-

duced by Simmel-Meservey of Beverly

Hills, California. Titles include: Share

the Sandpile, Share the Ball, The New
Book, Jimmy Didn't Listen, Working
Together, and School Ground Dis-

coverer.

S622 Enright Are.. St. Lours 12, Mo.

FILMSTRIPS ^S^

THE LITTLE STAR

.

THAT GOT LOST

6^—

•

A CMHEDRAIFILMSTRIP_

[The mighty"
HUNTERS

\RAQCEDY

N(|f BIKE
^HAVIORI

'131

. .-^TUPHRM HtMSIRIPj

^ THE

LITTLE CLOUD

1 A rMHEDRM-
fllMSTRIPj

SCHOOL
SERIES FILMSTRIPS

FILMSTRIP with manual $5.00

FILMSTRIP with record $7.50

Write for descriptive folder

Cathedrd^iliits
1970 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA

MAKE YOUR OWN LANl tKK :>liDES

No. I •FItm Must" tor ihit Atomic Ag»l
Strikes a Mighty Blow for PEACCI

"BROKEN CHAINS"
7-reel epic-drama ot man's eternal struggle tor

FREEDOM . . . from the CREATION of EARTH
to the sinister threat ot the ATOIMIC BOMB!
Film Studios of Chicago, H. A. Spanufh,
Mgr., 135 S. LoSalle. Depf. E, Chicago 3.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
V9
fed

FILMS

Acndeiiiy FilniM
844 Seward St., Hollywood 3S. Cal.

AnHOfintion FIIiiin

347 Madison Ave., New York IT, N. Y.
19 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey FilniK. rn-'
2044 K. Herendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray StiidioM, lot*.

729 Seventh Ave.. New York 19, N. Y.

CaHtle FiliiiM, DIv. of I'nlted Worlil
FilniM. Inc.
44;-) Park Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

Catholic >lovle«
220 W. 42nd St., New York IS, N. Y.

Cliiireh Film Service
2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11. Neb.

CollinH Motion I»lctnre Service
502 i^ & 50t; St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Coronet IiiNtrnctlonal FilniN
Coronet Bld^.. Chkago 1, 111.

Dndley Pictures Cor;>.
990S Sant;< Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., F'ew York. N. Y.

EaMtTi>an Kodak StoreH, Inc.
35C Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

]Snc.vcif>iiaedi» Britnnnica Films, Inc.
AVilmette, Illinois.

Film I'roKra-H Services
1173 Avenue of the .\nierioas, N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
()4 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland, Ore.
Commerce & Browder, Dallas, Tex.
8414 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.-

Frynn Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St.. W. Toronto. Ont.

Oenernl Pictures Productions
621 Sixth Ave.. lies Moines 9, la.

Heldenknmp Nature Pictures
53S Glen Arden Dr.. Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

HolTberf:: Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional (inema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.
15 Park Row. New York 7. N. \.

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Knonledee Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Bdltion
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MoKUll*s, Inc.
68 W. 48th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 \V. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

OHIclal Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St.. New York 19. N. Y.

Paul Hoeiler Productions
612"^ S. Ridgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Peak Films Productions
65 Barons Keep. London, W-14, Eng.

PortafilTUH
418 N. Glendale Ave., Glendale 6, Cal.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

K. and li. Scheiifler
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg.. Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vocational Citlidnnce Films, Inc.
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Jla.'-s.

Williams, l^ro^vn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell A Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Carroll W. nice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502 i^& 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, ild.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St.. New York 19. N. Y.

HeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Kastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina. Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto. Ont.

Hirseh & Kaye
239 Grant Ave.. San Francisco S. Cal.

Mo*!:iiirs Inc.
6S W. 4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.

Xatco. Inc.
505 N. Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12, 111.

Nil-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St.. .Vew York 19, .\. Y.

Kalke Coiiipan>-
S2II .S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan > isiial .Vids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. cinema Supiily Cor|i.
(102 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern \'isiinl Films
0Si;-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1. Tenn.

SiMlraj- Films, inc.
210,S Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Snank Motion Pictures, Inc.
(J 14 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Victor .VniinatoKrajtli Corporation
.V Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
iJavenport, Iowa

\isunl Education Incorporated
Lamar and 12th. Austin. Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
3905 S. Main St.. Houston 4, Tex.

>Villiams, Brown and F^arle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7. Pa.

Announcing . . .

AN IMPROVED

FILM DIRECTORY

The new, more complete, 1949
edition of "1000 and ONE"
will go on sale November 1.

• YOU CAN RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW
Don't be disappointed this year. PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
. . . malce sure you receive your copy of the handiest film refer-

ence guide you've ever owned.

BIGGER MORE COMPLETE

The 1949 edition will contain listings of more films than ever

—

gathered from every possible source. It's the finest we've printed

. . . 24th annual edition.

USE THE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
vt
bd

SCREENS

Da-Ijlte Screen Co., liii*.

2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicagro 39, 111.

Fryan Film Service
322S Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

HIrsch A Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Jin-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicagro 8, 111.

Southern Visual FilniM
6SB-9 Shrine Bldg-., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray FilniN, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Willianio, Bronn and Knrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

*o|iiilnr Science Pub. Co., A-V Div.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS— WIRE

\Vebsiter-Chica«o Corporation
5610 W. Blooming-dale, Chicagro 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

PICTURES

Inf«riii:itive Cln»<Krf>om Picture Series
40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Academy Films
S44 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church Screen Productions
5622 Enrig-ht Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Cine-Puppet Productions
7920 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

46

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

I.onj!: Fllnislide Service
944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Popular Science Pnb. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

1949. 24th Annual Edition of

"1000 and ONE"
BLUE BOOK OF NON-THEATRICAL FILMS

• Lists almost 7000 films

• Synopsis of each film

• Where to get each film .... the price

• Films on every subject

• Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS. YOU NEED "1000 & ONE." THE STANDARD
GUIDE

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS

Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE— THE BEST BOOK

— LIMITED PRINTING—

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago 1, III.

Please reserve my copy of the 1949 edition of "1000 & One." I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address

City

State

Check here if you wish to be billed.

Simint^l-^lcscrvey. Inc.
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills. Cal.

Sunrnv Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Sciences
59!)R—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Academy F'ilms
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Hirsch * '\aye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Munday A Collins
39 Edgewood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

IVn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V IJiv.

353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Ryan ^ isual .4ids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES (31/4x4 and larger)

Keystoui' A"ie«' Co.
iMeadville, Pa.

Slidecrnrt Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N.

SLIDE, FILMSLIDE and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co.. Scientific
Instrument DIv., Buffalo 15, N, Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage .Vve., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, L.td.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Orant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Munday & Collins
39 Edgewood Rd., Redwood City, Cal.

Kaike Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ilyan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern A'isiial Films
68fi-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
210s Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

A'ievvlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

AVilliams, Brovin and Elarle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Karle, lac.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SLIDE BINDING ONLY

The Morrows
1902 N. Mozart St., Chicago 47, 111.

September, 1948
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An Important Announcement

O OMF, OF THE FINEST MERCHANDISE IN AMERICA Will sooii be mailed to present Educational Screen

subscribers who help us add to our list of readers.

You will receive your choice of hundreds of articles—from Parker "51" pen and pencil sets to Wes-

tinghouse and Zenith radios. If you know just one school, library, church, or friend that should subscribe

to Educational Screen—you will receive a valuable prize. For instance, get one new reader and we'll

mail you promptly a full size two-cell flashlight, chrome plated ... a quality gift—or your choice of several

other items. Five subscriptions bring you your choice of many fine prizes, including a 24-piece cutlery set,

Kelton wrist watch, and others.

A beautiful, full-color PRIZE BOOK, illustrating hundreds of items you'll want to own, is wait-

ing for you. It's yours free. Just mail the coupon below, today. Your Prize Book and full instruc-

tions will be mailed you at once. This is an opportunity you do not want to miss.

This is not a contest. You are not competing against anybody. There are no strings to this otifer, no

"catches". 26 years of integrity assure you complete satisfaction. You'll wonder how we can possibly give

you such valuable, nationally-advertised merchandise for so little effort on your part. We want to intro-

duce Educational Screen to thousands of people. This is our way of thanking you for helping us.

Here's just a partial list of quality items you can soon own :

Bulova Watches (Ladies' and Men's)

Cory Electric Coffeemakers

Fiestaware Dinnerware

Mirro Aluminum Ware
Sunbeam Mixmasters

Sunbeam Shavemasters

Westinghouse and Zenith Radios

Cannon Towel Sets

Casco Electri-Craft Tool Kit

Elgin-American Compacts

Chatham Blankets

Fine Furniture

Schwinn Bicycles

Handyhot Portable Washers

Shopmaster Jig Scroll Saws

General Electric Room Heaters

Marlin l^ifles

General Electric Alarm Clocks

Cameras, Light Meters, Binoculars

Rogers Silverware

Remember, every school, every church, every photo dealer wants Educational Screen. Church

societies, school associations can work for prizes to donate to churches or schools. But get started now.

Mail the coupon for your PRIZE BOOK today.

Yes, please mall my prize book at once. EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

64 E. LAKE ST.
Name

CHICAGO I, ILL
Address

City

State .;

Get this coupon in the

mail today. You'll be

glad you did.
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THE VICTOR LITE-WEIGHT
16mm SOUND MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR

Unmatched Victor versatility
meets specific teaching re-
quirements on campus or in
classroom. Above, Victor Lite-
Weight Vi'ith 6-inch speaker
. . . ideal for classroom and
small study group use.

^IB^^SS^ ;

The aU-purpose portable Vic-
tor Lite-Weight with 9-inch
speaker (combines into single
carrying case) is tremendous-
ly popular for both small and
large group use.

And for auditoriums or out-
door use. choose the magnifi-
cent Victor Lite-Weight with
12-inch speaker a matching

nbination for added volume.

Simple to set up, pick up and pack up . . . the Victor Lite-Weight,

has incomparable versatility, portability and operational

simplicity. Modern-minded teachers everywhere are

enthusiastic about the Lite-Weight and the way in

which it flawlessly assumes its share of teaching tasks.

Student interest, as well, is rejuvenated by the

unequalled sight-and-sound formula of l6mm
education. Films are available on practically

any curricular subject. Ask your Victor head-

quarters for a demonstration — or write for

complete information.

\(.mm Sound Motion

rutures are the uorf'
greatest force to lishlen

Tabor, broaden knou'-

Sea"d brighten l..e<

B, providing sigh

guide, ^'1"''"''""'J,.
fertain '"""'''''-Z'
linn,—regardless of Jg^'
lions—rega

literacy or location^

f^/f?rJ?//^/h

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRIGHT COKPORATION
Dept. G-M, Home Office and Faefory: Davenporf, tova
New York • Chicago • Dhfrlbufort Throughout the World

MAKERS OF MOV EQUIPMENT SINCE I
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The Jam Handy Organization

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan

Send me your 7 slidefilms entitled "Water Life." ($43.50

Send me information on other available slidefilms and
moving pictures on other subjects.

417
LIGHTED

PICTURES

Price M3.50
Plus sales tax where applicable

NAME
1

POSITION

SCHOOL OR ORGANIZATION 1

1

CITY STATE

Prices f.O.B. Oefroit—Sub/ect to Change Without Nofica

1

in

to supplement

later elementary, junior

and senior high school

science and biology

classes—

WATER LIFE

SLIDEFILMS
IN COLOR

This helpful new kit consists of seven discussional

slidefilms in color—organized into 24 teaching units

for the study of Water Life. Planned for later ele-

mentary science classes, they can be used in general

science and with biology classes in junior and senior

high schools.

Helping to introduce the students to fresh-water

and salt-water life, these slidefilms portray clearly

and interestingly the structure and habits of plants

and animals, their relation to their environment, and

their importance to man. Each lesson ends with

questions designed to encourage class discussion

and check the comprehension of the students.

Elementary and high school teachers will find this

new color series invaluable for stimulating interest,

when guiding the study of water life. Please send

this coupon now for these mod?rn teaching aids.

;^ JAM HANDY



I f there isn't a

Beseler projector

that fits your needs

exactly, our

engineering department

will make one for you.

MODEL O
A liglitweight, inexpensive

opaque projector specially de-

signed for projection to small

groups.

MODEL OA2
A combination opaque and

slide projector that takes

opaque material and standard

slides. Can be adapted to 35

mm strip film and 2" x 2"

Kodachrome slides.

Write today for

MODEL 0A1
Incomparable performance is

obtained from this excellent

opaque projector for 6V^" x
6'/^" copy.

MODEL OA3
An opaque projector that pro-

jects full 8Vi" X 11" pages in

magazines and books, maps^

and other large size materiaL

Beseler

CHARLES f
>

60 Badger
COMPANY

e n o e , work 8 , N

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque 'ion Equipment
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"SC15EEN test"
shows amazing improvement
in your pictures!

DAVI Meeting

Project your pictures on free Sample

of Radiant's new "Million Mirror"

screen fabric—and see for yourself

the remarkable difference it makes!

See how millions of tiny glass mirrors,

tirmly imbedded in the pure white screen

surface, make your pictures tairly glow
with life! See what happens when light

J /is re/lected inszead of absorbed! You will

enjoy clearer, sharper black and whites

—

richer, brighter, more brilliant colors. Here is projection as

real as life itself!
,

Then ask your deafer to demonstrate the new 1919 Radiant

Screens. Notice how easily they set up— how ruggedly

they're built. Used and approved by leading industrial con-

cerns, school systems, churches and government agencies

all over the world—you cannot buy a better screen.

Send coupon
and get

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
• Generous sample of

new Radiant "Million

Mirror" Screen Fabric

, . . Test it with your

own projectoi and see

for yourself the remark-

able improvement over

any other projection

surface.

• Basic Film Source

Directory—your handy

guide to hundreds of

film sources.

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

Radiant ManafacturitiK Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Send me FREE: Sample of Radiant "Million
Mirror" Screen Fabric AND Basic Film Source
Directory

Name „^___^.^^_

Addresi ___^_
Cily .Slali_

My dealer is

THE fourth post-war meeting of the NEA Depart-

ment of Audio-Visual Instruction was held in

Cleveland July 5. The program was planned to be of

special value to teachers, principals, and superintendents

interested in observing demonstrations of effective

utilization of audio-visual materials and in obtaining in-

formation and guidance on audio-visual problems.

The Cleveland Conference Committee consisted of the

following persons : Chairman, L. K. Meola, Director,

Sensory Aids, John Hay High School, Cleveland ; Mar-
tha Bail, Secretary, DAVI North Eastern Ohio Divi-

sion, Cleveland ; Virginia M. Beard, Head, Film Bureau,

Cleveland Public Library ; Sam Davies, Lakewood
(Ohio) Public Schools; Leslie Frye, Director, Division

of Visual Education, Cleveland Public Schools ; Theo-

dore Hartman, Assistant Commissioner of Housing,

Cleveland Public Schools ; Ruth Thompson, Division of

\'isual Education, Cleveland Public Schools.

Morning Sessions

Presiding, Floyde Henrickson, Director, Audio-Visual

Materials of Instruction, New York State College for

Teachers. Albany.

VVelcomc to D.WI, S. E. Butterfield, .\ssistant Superin-

tendent in Charge of Junior and Senior High Schools,

Cleveland.

1. Audio-Visual Materials for Developing Comprehension

in .'\rithmetic—a demonstration of a motion picture, film-

strip, and models with fifth-grade pupils. Pauline Orin,

Assistant Supervisor of Arithmetic, Cleveland.

a. Verbal analysis of the pupils' concepts of fractions.

b. Further observations of concepts of fractions through

the use of a variety of concrete objects.

c. Use of film, Introduction to Fractions.

d. Use of filnistrip, Introduction to Fractions as a vocabu-

lary check.

e. Solution of a concrete problem in fractions.

2. Films in an Orientation Program of Social Studies in

Junior High School—a demonstration of the use of a motion

picture in a unit of study on political parties. Leonard Vitcha,

WBOK Radio Staff. Cleveland. The film You the People, was

selected because of its value in showing (a) the responsibility

for exercising the privilege of voting, and (b) that corrupt or

inefficient municipal government often is the result of apathy

on the part of the citizenry.

i. Opaque Projection in Conjunction with Films in De-

veloping Composition Techniques in Senior High-School

Knglish—a demonstration to illustrate the motivation of written

composition, critical observation and listening, and critical atti-

tude toward composition efforts. Evelyn White, Teacher, John

Adams High School, Cleveland.

a. Use of film, / ll'ant a Job.

b. Writing of composition, entitled "Which Applicant I

Would Hire, and Why." (A few statements written on

cellophane with oil marking pencils.)

c. Discussion, with use of Vu-Graph projections.

This demonstration also illustrated the fact that films in vari-

ous subject-matter fields can be used advantageously by English

teachers for motivating oral and written composition projects.

Panel Discussion : Chairman, Floyde Henrickson ; Walter S.

Bell. Director, .'Kudio-Visual Education, Atlanta, Georgia ; A.

W. VanderMeer, Assistant Professor of Education, Pennsyl-

vania State College.

Afternoon Sessions

Presiding, Ernest Ticmann. .\udio-V'isual Center, Indiana

University.

1. Filmstrips for Correlating Art. Social Studies, and Lan-

( Continued on page 398)
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»•• built to give years of

TOPamm projection

Send for Booklets
Mail coupon for full details on the new Ampro
Premier 20. Also send 10c for interesting book-
let "The Amazing Story of l6inm. Sound Mo-
tion Pictures" (the illustrated story of how
sound pictures are made and projected)—and
FREE copy of "A New Tool for Teaching" (the

story of sound films in the classroom)-—These
informative booklets will be mailed postpaid.

for 16mm. sound and silent films

Here is a l6mm. projector that will give high grade performance for many

years. It will deliver steady, flickerless projection continuously and quietly.

It is dependable, easy to thread and operate. It is gentle to precious film

and easy to service.

The Ampro "Premier-20" is a tested design, developed by studying and

learning from millions of performances. Ampro I6mm. projectors have

been "put through the mill" by this country's leading school systems,

universities and government departments.

Into each Ampro projector is built 20 years of experience that assures

better performance and longer service. Before choosing your l6mm. sound

projector, ask your Ampro dealer for a demonstration of the latest Ampro
Premier-20."

Look—listen—remember Ampro's record—and then decide!

AMPROSLIDE MODEL

30-D for fllmstrips

and l" X 2" slides.

ORers extra bril-

ant illumination,

split-second inter-
changeability from
slides to fitmstrips

and back — simplified,

quick threading for
filmstrips •— ond simpler

focusing, operating and
cleaning.

ES1048
AMPRO CORPORATION. 2835 N. Western Ave.
Chicago 18, 111.

Please send me full details and price of the new
Ampro Premier 20 Projector.

I enclose 10c for a copy of the illustrated boolclet, "The
Amazing Story of I6mm. Sound Mtjtion Pictures."

Send FREE copy of "A New Tool for Teaching."

I am also interested in:

Ampro Slide Projector.

Name

Address

City _Sute_

Trade M>irt: Rc-q U. S. P3I. Off.

CORPORATION • CHICAGO 18 • a general precision equipment corporation subsidiary



ippSTONE Handm^j^Lantern Slidlaes^..,

t^r

Every Year, Teachers Are Using

More and More Handmade

Lantern Slides Because

Standard Outfit, $23.95

(A Junior Outfit is also available,

$6.15)

Handmade slide drawn on etched

glass with Keystone colored lan-

tern-slide crayons.

TTPKIRITTBI XIDBS

—

ar« Med** on Eaystoac Cellophsns

and Carboa Papar auppliad cut to

tlM corraot siza*

1, Told CADBOII PAPBl—"eooaj"
alda Id,

2, Put CELLOPJfAMI hetwean fold-

ad CABBOIl PAPER.

3, T^rpa on this •sandwich" with

a ragular typawrltsr.

4, Place CtLLOPH.UIE batwean two

plaaas of Karstona Plain
Lentarn'Sllda olaaa.

5, Bind slila with tap*.

6, «SX ITl

J.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A typewritten slide

made with Keystone
cellophane and carbon
paper.

Prices for Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Materials

As a Pupil-Activity Program the mak-
ing of handmade lantern slides is ideal.

Specific Teaching Objectives are easily

attained by adaptations of handmade
slides.

They Are Helpful in Almost Every
Subject of the school curriculum, in-

cluding Church or Sunday School

—

and of particular value in teaching

the sciences.

They Save the Teacher's Time and
Efforts, because of vivid presentation

of the subject matter.

Special Copy Is Available for hand-
made slides for a large number of

school and religious units.

The Materials Are Inexpensive. Etched

glass can be cleaned and used over

and over, thus reducing the cost to a

very small figure. Keystone Crayons
have a maximum of coloring mate-
rials as compared yviih colored pencils.

The OVERHEAD PRO-
JECTOR is the last step

in making the classroom

use of handmade lantern

dides interesting, prac-

cal, and effectiv

Standard Outfit $23.95

Junior Outfit 6.15

Keystone Etched Glass, per Doz 1.60

Keystone Etched Glass, 50 Pieces 5.50

Keystone Plain Lantern-Slide Glass, per 100 3.25

Keystone Lantern-Slide Crayons, per Box of

7 Colors 95
Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Set of 7

Colors, with Can of Solvent 2.75

Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Bottle ... .40

Half Pint Keystone Lantern-Slide-Ink and
Lead-Pencil Solvent 40

Pkg. of 100 Keystone Cellophane and Car-

bon Paper

Roll Keystone Binding Tape for 50 Slides .

A Book of Handmade-Slide Drawings for the

Primary Grades (Send for Prospectus) .

The Ecclesiastical Year in Symbols

Instruction Booklet, "How to Make Hand-
made-Lantern Slides"

Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Holder .

Case for Standard Keystone Hand-
made-Lantern-Slide Outfit .... 5.50

SPECIAL PRICES ON CASE LOTS OF KEYSTONE LANTERN-SLIDE GLASS AND KEYSTONE ETCHED GLASS

Our nearest representative will take care of
your needs. Write for further information.

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
Studios and Factory

—

Meadville, Pa.



You know that

the basic films

of every school's

library are

Encyclopaedia

Britannica

Films.

. . . But do you know why?

The first films a school buys are almost without exception EBFilms.

Why?

Because Encyclopaedia Britannica Films has always made the important class-

room films . . . the basic curriculum material every school needs.

EBFilms comprise the world's largest and most authentic library of classroom

motion pictures. Teachers know the depth, the breadth, the scope of EBFilms. They

know there is an EBFilm for every problem . . . whether it is one film for one class,

or integrated series of films for entire courses.

And teachers know they can be certain of EBFilms. EBFilms, made by the educators

who pioneered the first classroom sound film, are forceful, absorbing teaching tools that

make classroom teaching more effective, classroom learning more lasting.

It's no wonder that more than 70% of all films used in America's classrooms are Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WIIMETTE. ILLINOIS
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AN IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM

RKO
-- -'^tt enVee .n.o •»;«

V.thanexien

MORE THAN 150 FILMS

RKO's initial educational releases for class-

rooms and auditorium use cover a wide

range of material selected with care from

among many hundreds of films and made
available for release in keeping with present-

day school and curriculum requirements.

All of these films meet the high standards

of production quality demanded by a major

motion picture company;—all are being re-

leased in the belief that their use will en-

large the boundaries of experience on the

part of the student and provide the instruc-

tor with a vast new source of teaching ma-

terial.

Two classes of subjects are being made
available. The first consists of two-reel sub-

jects containing actual documentation of

various facets of the American scene and
the American Way of Life and subjects from
outside the United States which are closely

related to the life of every American citi-

zen. The second group is made up of more
than 100 films on sports, which touch on all

phases of athletics—and feature many fa-

mous world champions.

NOW AVAILABLE TO YOU

These valuable teaching aids are avail-

able to educational film libraries under

three year license agreement, with a liberal

three year extension policy, directly from

RKO RADIO PICTURES, or through au-

thorized visual education dealers.

Visual Education Dealers wishing infor-

mation about how to become an authorized

RKO RADIO PICTURES educational film

distributor should write directly to RKO
RADIO PICTURES for information.

FRCE! TODAY
for your FREE copy
of this attractive,

informative educa-

tional film brochure.

RKO RADIO PICTURES,
16mm Educational Division, (G)

1270 Ave. of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y.

FCA Looks to the Future

THE FILM COUNCIL OF AMERICA may wcU point with

pride to its past 18 months of accomplishments.

More than one hundred local film councils are now ac-

tively serving community film needs from New York
City to Colton, Oregon. But an organization that lives

is an organization that grows—in membership and in

services. The FCA promises to live the full life in 1948-

49 ; Glen Burch, new Executive Director, has proposed

an accelerated program of activities for the coming year.

Following are some of the highlights of the proposals

:

• Continue and expand FCA service to the local film

council movement by systematic public relations effort

designed to tell the film council story throughout the

country, by preparation of a series of how-to-do-it

pamphlets to assist local councils in their programs, by

preparation of other helpful literature and production of

a short sound motion picture and a filmstrip to interpret

and publicize the film council idea, by establishing a

continuing field service in support of community film

council activities out of the national headquarters.

• Encourage those national organizations now con-

stituent members to engage in some joint planning of

their respective activities in order to meet more effec-

tively the country's audio-visual needs.

• Cooperate with and assist national organizations con-

cerned with the use of informational films in carrying

out their program objectives. (At the present time plans

are under consideration for the sponsorship of institutes

for representatives of national organizations in Wash-
ington, D. C, New York City, and Chicago, in coopera-

tion with the local film councils in those three cities.)

• Conduct an inventory of significant research projects

which have recently been completed or are now being

conducted, relating to the selection, evaluation, and use

of films for community purposes.

• Improve the effectiveness of FCA as a clearinghouse

of information.

Reports Available from FCA OfRce

Those who are interested in the following reports can

secure them by writing to the Film Council of America,

6 W. Ontario St., Chicago 10, Illinois.

1. Suggestions for Conducting a Community Survey

of Film Resources and Needs—a brief two-page report

gleaned from the findings of the recent Rochester, N. Y.,

community survey. The condensed report was prepared

by Margaret Carter, National Film Board of Canada.

2. Annual Report of Newark Film Council—a com-

plete report showing plans and accomplishments of the

Newark, N. J., film council for the past year. It contains

good material and ideas for other local film councils.

3. Discussion 66 Technique—some materials relating

to the use of Discussion 66 Technique, demonstrated by

Don Phillips at the recent National Audio-Visual Con-

vention.
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Finest and

Most Practical

16mm Projector

for Schools

• You'll find the RCA "400" 16mm projector a

valuable aid in coping with the present teacher

shortage and curriculum overload. It does a pro-

fessional quality job of showing educational films

at their brilliant best.

The new RCA "400" is out front in postwar

16mm sound projector advancements. Exclusive

new "cushion action" sprocket shoes permit the

film to be literally slipped into proper position.

Correct film path is embossed on side of projector.

The RCA "400" is the easiest and quickest of all

sound projectors to thread. All controls are cen-

trally located. It is so easy to use. Even a child

can operate it.

Straight-hne optical system gives more brilliant

illumination, sharper, more clearly defined pic-

tures from color or black-and-white films. Per-

formance is finer in every way.

A powerful four-stage amplifier, precision sound
scanning system and acoustically matched loud-

speaker reproduce sound with dramatic realism

and full tonal range. You change from "Sound"
to "Silent" operation by merely turning a knob.

Lighter weight, high strength materials plus

simplified design make possible a new, lighter

weight projector— easily portable for use in class-

room or small auditorium.

* * *

SEE IT . . . HEAR IT . . . before you buy any
16mm projector. For descriptive brochure and
name of nearest dealer—write: Sound and Visual

Products, Dept. 28 J-V, RCA, Camden, N. J.

first in sound . . . finest in projection

SOUND AMD VISUAL PRODUCTS
RADiO CORPORATiOM ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING RRODUCTS DERARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Monireal
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As Viewed From Here Paul C, Reed

Let's forget the proverb, and just remember the Chinese.

What Is a Proverb Worth?

• We do not feel particularly indebted to that writer of ancient

Chinese proverbs who once said something to the effect that "One

picture is worth a thousand words." Or was it ten thousand? Or

even a hundred thousand? In fact, we resent and regret that so

picturesque and convenient a proverb ever was spoken, written, or

handed down.

We take this staunch stand being well aware of the elation that

comes to the neophyte in the audio-visual field who discovers and

quotes this proverb triumphantly on his first term paper for an a-v

course. It has been repeated a thousand or even a hundred thousand

times on paper and from platform. It has been too handy. It has

kept people from thinking. It has been downright misleading.

"One picture is worth a thousand words" is misleading because

it puts altogether too little value upon words. It belittles them and

makes them seem an inferior means of expression. It has led some

people over-zealously toward the thesis that pictures are "a great

new language" that should entirely take the place of words. But

these people use words to tell you about it!

No. In our understanding of audio-visual education and the

place of pictures as a means of communication, words are still of

supreme importance. The intelligent and meaningful use of words

to communicate information and ideas is still a major objective of

education.

Pictures are needed. Don't misunderstand; we're not denying

that. Pictures of all kinds—printed pictures, projected pictures,

still pictures, motion pictures, drawn pictures, and photographs

—

must be used more frequently, more purposefully, and more under-

standingly than ever before if teachers are to make the most of their

present-day audio-visual teaching opportunities made possible by

modem technical advances. Pictures are a means; and the mean-

ingful use of words is an end.

With the considered respect that is due an ancient writer of

proverbs, we can only repeat that we are sorry that he thought of

that one
—"One picture is worth a thousand words." He didn't have

to try to make an equation of pictures and words. It really is a

matter of the way they are used. Let's forget the proverb, and just

remember the Chinese.
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"Learning to Understand Children" (McGraw-Hill Textfilm)

A teacher helps Ada and . .

.

Ada Helps the Teachers
by MARY LEIGH PALMER, Ph.D.*

ADA, a seventh-grade girl, and her teacher, Miss

Mary Smith, came into our classroom at Florida

State University during the summer session via

the motion picture Learning to Understand Children^,

produced by McGraw-Hill.

Enter Ada

Ada was introduced to this group of thirty-five ex-

perienced teachers when we had come to that point in

our study where we were referring to various methods
of studying children. Reference had been made to ex-

perimental and research studies. Realizing that the

teachers in the class would probably never participate

in a clinic such as Dr. Gesell's nor write a dissertation

based on experimentation with twins, the teacher of

these graduate students wanted to motivate the type

of child study that the teachers could actually engage in

day by day with their own school children.

At just this point, one young man raised the question

:

"You don't expect us to take a personal interest in our

'rrofessor of Psychology, John B. Stetson University, De-
Land, Florida.

'One of a series of five Teacher Education Textfilms avail-
able from the McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18.

pupils and study them along with everything else ex-

pected of us, do you?" The difference between con-

trolled experimentation and the more informal day to

day study and guidance of pupils was brought out, and
then the question was referred to the class. "Do you
find it possible to take a personal interest and give per-

sonal guidance to your pupils?" The responses were
rapid and free. Numerous problems were raised. The
teacher announced that tomorrow we would use a film

which would help us to see how one teacher faced and
met this problem.

Via a Film

The film. Learning To Understand Children, opens
with an attractive young woman in the school room be-

fore the seventh-grade pupils arrive on the first day of

school. She seems 'deeply aware of her opportunity and
responsibility to teach "persons." The children trek in

and the new term has begun.

After the other boys and girls have been seated, the

door opens. Ada timidly peers in. "I think I belong
in here" she says, and walks to the one vacant seat in

the back of the room. She is dressed shabbily and with

no style. She drops the numerous books and articles
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McGraw-Hill Textfilm

Miss Smith helps Ada

Top: By seeking the help of her other teachers.

Middle: By learning about her life at home.

Bottom: By helping her win success in school.

she carries. Laughter and knowing looks are exchanged

among the other students.

Miss Smith calls on different ones to tell about their

hobbies. When Ada's turn comes, she can think of no
hobby and becomes acutely aware of her poor clothing.

She is exceedingly embarrassed. After class, when one

of the girls invites her to join the group for cokes, she

bluntly says : "I don't like cokes" and escapes alone.

Even her posture shows her miserable feeling of in-

feriority.

The film is the story of how Miss Smith sought to

help Ada.

Reactions to Ada

After seeing the film, free discussion followed. At-

tention was not pointed toward weaknesses in the film,

but toward positive ideas brought out. The young man
who had asked the question about a teacher's having

time for personal guidance was the first to respond:

"What a tragedy that there was just one teacher like

Miss Smith in that school and that there are so few

Hke her in our own schools." Another asked: "What
will happen to Ada next year when she leaves Miss

Smith's home room?" A rich and fruitful discussion

was launched.

The film was purposely used early in the five-week

course. Throughout that five weeks, the students fre-

quently made reference to Ada. Other films were used

in connection with various units of the course, but when
opportunity was given at the close of the term for the

students to write out the values to them as teachers of

one of the films used, the majority chose this one.

Below is a composite of some of the values these teachers

gave as having come to them through the use of this

film:

I The teacher needs to recognise evidences of nialad-

I
justment. As one teacher stated: "Ada showed

e\'idence of need for guidance in that she was with-

drawing, sh}', awkward, could not participate in class

activities because of embarrassment, and "looked" mis-

erable and unhappy. It is important that teachers know
symptoms of maladjustment of various types and that

they do something about them."

The teacher needs to understand causes of be-

havior. "The film helped me to see that behavior
2.

is caused. The teacher needs to be able to locate basic

causes of behavior patterns."

Every child needs a feeling of his personal worth.

To quote one teacher-student: "The film showed
3.

that the child should be considered by the teacher as an

individual ; as a member of the group ; as worth any
amount of effort; as having problems rather than as

being a problem; and as having possibilities for de-

velopment." . . . "It helps us realize the value of mak-
ing a child feel worthwhile and not inferior."

The teacher's attitude toward the child is im-

portant. "It was helpful to see how the teacher
4.

accepted the child rather than rejected her and how the

teacher helped the group to do likewise." . . . "It helped

us as teachers to realize that there are as many different

personalities and needs as there are pupils in the class-

room."
{Continued on page 406)
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by MARION H. SEIBEL
Critic Teacher, Buffalo, N. Y.

Have You Tried Them?
Handmade lantern slides pay big learning dividends

for a liftle fime, effort, and ingenuity

/1AK//VG- y^sroNETadis

BEAMING with pride, shy Htt]e Tommy could scarcely

wait until everything was ready. An air of ex-

pectancy permeated the classroom. This was the day

when there was to be a special treat—slides 1 Not the

usual kind, however ; these were slides made by the

boys and girls of this very class.

At last the room was darkened. Tommy slipped his

own slide into the projector, and there on the screen,

in full view of everyone, was his sketch of a group of

early cavemen. The class looked intently at the draw-
ing and listened eagerly to what Tommy said about the

life of these people. His shyness was barely noticeable.

The room was dark; the children were not looking at

him ; he did not have to depend on words alone to

impart his message. He seemed to be more confident

than he had ever been before a group.

Then it was Sam's turn. He presented his idea of a

primitive man emerging from his cave home, weapon
in hand, ready to go forth in search of food. Jo Ann
came next, showing a drawing of early man making
stone tools. She was followed by Russell, who explained

his sketch of the stone tools of that period ; by Charles

and John, who had illustrated the mammoth and sabre-

toothed tiger; and then by Arlene, whose slide was in

color. It showed a painting on the ceiling of a cave in

Spain. This kind of learning was fun!

WHO MADE THE SLIDES?

The pupil-made slides in the picture strip above are the
work of members of a Buffalo, N.Y., 6th-grade class, whose
experiences inspired this article. Left: A Mammoth (frosted
cellophane), sketched by Charles Barwell. Middle: Early
Man Making Stone Tools (frosted glass), drawn by Jo Ann
Andrus. Right: A Painting on the Ceiling of a Cave in Spain
(frosted cellophane), sketched by Arlene Clothier.

October. 1948

Not only the pupil-made slide, but the teacher-made
slide as well, is a valuable teaching aid which in every
classroom should supplement the ready-made slides pre-

pared for school use by the professionals.

What Are the Advantages ?

The advantages of this type of visual material are
many:

1. Teachers and pupils can create their own material

and make slides to fit their needs.

2. Such slides assist in imparting valuable information
and in building new concepts.

3. They arouse interest and stimulate the imagination.

4. They encourage care, neatness, and high standards
of workmanship.

5. They are a means by which children can make
their ideas known to the class ; a means by which they
can share with others those factors that have been a
source of delight to them.

6. They tend to increase a child's confidence in him-
self with a resultant improvement in his poise and his

oral expression.

7. Such slides are inexpensive.

8. Many can be washed off and used over and over
again.

9. They can be filed away and used year after year.

10. They can be, made as simple or as elaborate as
the maker wishes.

11. Many types require only a minimum amount of
time to make.
12. Their use expands blackboard space, for by focus-

ing drill material, directions, explanations, and other
materials on the screen, valuable board space may be
saved for other purposes.

{Continued on next page)
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Materials and Methods

In spite of all this many teachers fail to take ad-
vantage of this medium of instruction largely because
of a lack of knowledge of the materials available and
the ways in which they can be made into slides.

The following materials may be used for slide mak-
ing: 1. clear glass. 2. etched, ground, or frosted glass.

3. frosted cellophane. 4. transparent cellophane. 5.

highly quality tracing paper.

Obtainable at photographic supply stores is dear glass

already cut in 3}^ by 4 inch pieces, known as cover
glass. Using a very fine-pointed pen and India ink, one
may write or draw on this surface. A sharp-pointed
ceramic or grease pencil (black works best) may also
be used.

More satisfactory results may be obtained, however,
by using India ink or grease pencil on clear glass that
has been coated with gelatine. To do this, dip one
surface of the clear glass into a shallow dish containing
a solution made by dissolving one-fourth teaspoon of
gelatine in a cupful of hot water. Allow the coating to
dry thoroughly before using. This requires about ten
or fifteen minutes. Work should be done on the coated
side. In addition to making the surface exceedingly
smooth, the gelatine coating prevents the ink from
spreading or blurring as easily as it does on uncoated
glass.

Etched glass, also known as ground or frosted glass,
is very easy to work with because of its rough surface.
India ink, lead pencil, or colored pencils should be ap-
plied to the frosted side. Errors can be erased with art
gum. Because of the cloudiness of the glass, pictures
will not be quite as clear as those made with plain glass.

Frosted cellophane takes lead pencil readily, but is a
little more difficult to color than frosted glass and colors
are not quite as clear. Because of the thinness of frosted
cellophane, tracings made on it have less distortion than
those made on the thicker glass. Because it is unbreak-
able. It is especially satisfactory for children to use
Very much like frosted cellophane is a plastic sub-

stance known as slidecraft' which produces clearer
pictures because it is frosted on one side only.

High quality tracing paper may be used in much the
same way as frosted glass or frosted cellophane, but
inust be placed between hinged cover glass before pro-
jecting.

*^

Ordinary transparent cellophane, either plain or
colored, may be used with grease pencil, India ink or
carbon paper. Although it will not break when dropped
as will a glass slide, it tears easily. It is, therefore not
recommended for children's use unless it merely serves
as a background for silhouettes cut from black drawing
paper. In the hands of teachers and careful, older pupils
results should be excellent. Colored cellophane as a
background, or bits of it inserted on cut-outs make a
most attractive slide.

Words of songs, directions, explanations, drill ma-
terial, and quizzes may be typed on cellophane with the
use of a double sheet of carbon paper so placed that
the carbon area touches both sides of a single piece of
cellophane when it is inserted in the typewriter. Aft€r

Jerfe'''^"^^*
*-""P^">'' ^57 Audley Street, South Orange, New
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typing, removal of the carbon sheets will show letter

impressions on both sides of the cellophane. This gives
very clear, sharp impressions on the screen. Such slides
are easy to store, take up little storage space, and can
be use'd year after year at the desired time.

Although ordinary cellophane and carbon paper may
be used for the above, the Radio-Mat^ consists of these
materials already cut to proper size, plus a black frame
that serves two purposes : first, it sets the limits of the
space that may be used for typing; second, it may be
used as a border or frame for the slide.

Various combinations of all the aforementioned types
of materials* may be used to produce attractive and
worthwhile slides ; for example : one may make a slide
using a combination of clear glass, India ink, and
colored cellophane. A child may use India ink on coated
glass in drawing a street scene including a traffic light

and then paste bits of red and green cellophane on the
signal to make it more realistic and meaningful.
Another combination of materials may include frosted

glass, colored pencils, and typed cellophane. An arith-
metic class that is learning to solve perimeter problems
may study a teacher-made slide consisting of a piece of
frosted glass, at the bottom of which is a colored-pencil
sketch of a table scarf that Joan is making for her
mother. Joan wants to find out how much edging she
will have to buy. On the top half of the slide the teacher
has pasted a piece of colored cellophane on which she
has typed the problem. Similar slides made by children
to illustrate original problems help to motivate and to
make more meaningful their work with numbers.

Color should be employed whenever possible in slide

making to make the work more attractive ; to catch and
hold attention. It will also make development work
with maps, graphs, diagrams, and fractional parts clearer
and easier to understand. Colored cellophane applied
with a tiny amount of airplane cement or paste, Mongol
indelible pencils, and slide pencils or slide crayons give
the best results. Some ordinary crayons and colored
pencils produce fair colors on the screen, but most
transparent inks are clumsy for detailed work, have a
tendency to dry unevenly, and fail to produce true
colors. Colored ceramic or grease pencils are unsatis-
factory because they tend to be opaque.

Before attempting to make slides one must be sure
the glass is clean. Many used slides can be washed off
and used again and again. Clear glass, coated glass,
and frosted glass may be cleaned with warm water,
soap, and a water softener to dissolve grease. Frosted
glass requires the additional use of scouring powder.
When glass has been washed and dried, lint may be
removed with an old linen handkerchief. (A fresh
gelatine coating must then be applied to clear glass
when that type of slide is desired.) Slides are then
ready to be re-used. Frosted cellophane may be cleaned
in like manner, but often shows scratches and sometimes
will not take pencil lines readily, so its re-use is not
recommended.

(Continued on pane 408)

-ivaaio-Mat Slide Company, Incorporated, of New York.
^Many materials may be obtained from the Keystone View

Company of Meadville, Pennsylvania, from companies carrying
school and office supplies, and from concerns advertised as
handling visual aids equipment.
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Do producers shoot

"hidden values'' into

their films?

On-the-spot classroom experimentation has uncovered such values in Young
America Films' "What Makes Day and Night", seen here in production. And
any well-made motion picture may have values beyond its surface value . . .

uses beyond its intended use . . . lessons to teach in addition to the lesson
it was made to teach.

Hidden Values in Films
By RITA HOCHHEIMER*

THIS is primarily a simple statement of a fairly

simple happening in one school. I set it down
here so that we audio-visual instruction adminis-

trators may consider its implications, because I believe

them to be significant in our field, and because I think

a consideration of them may be salutary.

The film which started it is What Makes Day and
Night, produced by Young America Films. This is ob-

viously prepared for use in elementary science, and the

accompanying Teacher's Guide makes this completely

clear. Because our schools in New York City are at

present working on an exploratory investigation of ma-
terials for this area of learning, and because my staflt

and I are evaluating audio-visual materials for possible

inclusion in the exploratory utilization, I reviewed the

film once more to refresh my own memory and to help

determine our policy. The questions primarily in my
mind were "Will this be valuable for classroom use in

elementary science to clarify concepts for the seventh-

year children who study the topic?" "Does it duplicate

science experiences or facts which the teacher can pre-
sent better by other simpler means which are readily

available in a typical classroom situation (blackboard

utilization, simple experimental demonstration, nearby

excursions, etc.) ? Finally, "Does the film have impli-

cations in other teaching areas for classes in other

grades ? In other words, are there hidden values in this

film?"

What Other Values?

At this review of the film, it seemed to me that while

the film What Makes Day and Night admittedly is

valuable in elementary science teaching, and while it

presents material not otherwise as well covered, it cer-

tainly appeared also to have other very real contribu-

tions to make to some of those elusive and highly sig-

nificant areas of education which are so easy for con-
ference speakers to discuss, but which are diflficult, in-

deed, for the classroom teacher to implement.

Since I am so deeply concerned about the present in-

ternational situation, I wondered whether I was

Acting Director, Visual Instruction Bureau, New York City
Schsols.
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stretching the implications of the film through my own
mind-set. \\'ere the brief scenes of life in Hawaii,

Poland and China sufficient to create a mood, and thus

motivate further study for younger children studying

"People Around the World ?" Would it create truer in-

ternational and intercultural understandings ? Were the

tact, delicacy, and insight with which the family situ-

ation in a typical American home were portrayed in this

film really sufficient to give a springboard for realistic

and sympathetic consideration of the children's own
home relations? Would this be helpful in increasing

understanding between parents and children, or would

it merely lead to another one of those mawkish, senti-

mental discussions with which all teachers are unfor-

tunately familiar, where the youngsters give all the right

answers in class, knowing that that is what we want,

and then completely disregard the implications as soon

as the school door has been closed behind them and they

are at home?

An Experiment

Obviously, there was only one way to find out. I sent

the film into a school where the sixth-year class was
studying the causes of day and night. In addition to

utilization for science, I suggested that other teachers

who discovered appropriate values in preview might vise

it too, and that the Visual Instruction liureau would
supply additional materials on related topics if the

teachers felt the need for them. What happened was
that the teachers of various classes requested : "On the

Farm—Harmon Foundation—silent film ; Farm Ani-
mals—2 X 2 slides—Stanley Bowmar ; Children of China—-sound film and filmstrip; People of Hawaii—Ency-
clopaedia Britannica Film—sound film; Mary Visits

Poland—International Film Foundation—sound film
;

Cooperative Living—E. J. Barnes—filmstrip.

In addition, the older children produced their own
dioramas on What Makes Day and Night. An eighth-

year class developed a language lesson about Jane and

Jim and their family, around magazine illustrations

which they themselves contributed and which were
shown on the opaque projector. It is interesting to note

that they had no trouble in supplying, through their own
imagination, a mother who in the film is apparently

non-existent. When questioned about this, they were
practically unanimous in explaining that, of course, she

was busy in the kitchen at this time just before dinner.

Now, what of it? In my own follow-up. I was
thoroughly convinced that both teachers and pupils

were greatly stimulated and interested. In other words,
a favorable climate had been established for further

work. This was not due to any superhuman gifts on my
part, but to these facts

:

1. It started with a simple film portraying a normal
American home experience, with which the children

readily identified themselves, and which stimulated and
interested them.

2. The set-up in the school made for physical readi-

ness for projection, as teachers felt it to be pedagogically

valid.

3. The teachers were discriminating in evaluating

materials for use with their own classes, and skilled

in their utilization. This not only means that they were

at ease in projection, but also (more important) that

they had so habitually woven audio-visual materials

into their teaching in the past that they could readily

lead the children into further adventures in learning

by these means. In other words, utilization of these

so-called newer tools of learning was part and parcel of

their basic philosophy of education, and this particular

situation occurred against a background of previous

habitual utilization of audio-visual materials.

4. Additional materials were readily secured by the

teachers and for the periods required.

5. Administrators (principal, school audio-visual co-

ordinator, etc.) were sympathetic and helpful. Teacher

initiative was encouraged—not stifled or frustrated.

Some Implications

\\ hat are the implications for us audio-visual in-

struction directors? First of all, obviously, there is the

need for more of this kind of "on the spot" experimenta-

tion which Seerly Reid, of the U. S. Office of Education,

discussed at the Atlantic City meeting of the Depart-

ment of Audio-Visual Instruction of the NEA in Feb-

ruary. One obviously cannot draw valid conclusions

from these limited experiences of one school.

Then, too, closer cooperation between professional

school people and the motion picture producers is clearly

indicated. What we need and must secure for our

younger children is less pretentious material, produced

with psychological insight, understanding of children,

and above all, basic integrity. We must stop feeding

our students mawkish sentimentality and that adult

condescension which they so deeply resent.

Further, we must somehow achieve greater flexibility

in scheduling. Appropriate materials must not only be

lodged in the central distribution office of a school

system, but must be readily at hand for the competent

teacher, so that she is not blocked and frustrated, but

left free to develop wider, subtler utilization and to

bring out the "hidden values". This requires additional

copies of valuable material, and is dependent on satis-

factory budget appropriations. And for this we cannot

wait for that millennium when all the new school build-

ings now on the drafting boards are completed. The
problem is much too pressing, and must be grappled

with now. Education must be eflfective in this operation,

or there simply may not be another chance. Unless our

public officials find ways and means of supplying funds

to secure them, the materials of instruction in this field

will not be so produced as to meet school needs. We
cannot expect a starved industry to feed us or our

children.

This is, then, a straightforward report of a simple

field experience. I wonder how many of my colleagues

in other centers throughout the country can match it?

Perhaps there are more hidden values in the audio-

visual field which we shall all be prying loose.

Rend about . . , nnd see

A MODERN PROJECTION CLASSROOM

in next month's issue
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At the invitation of the Department of Slate, Dr. Dale went

to Paris recently to replace C. R. Reagan at the Vnesco Con-

ference on mass media. Here is his personal account, written

especially for Educational Screen readers, of the meeting of

the Commission on the Technical Meeds of the Press, Film

and Radio.

Report

From Paris
by EDGAR DALE

13th August, 1948

THIS REPORT was Written at the conclusion of the

meeting of the Commission on the technical needs

of the press, fihn and radio. This meeting, held at

Unesco House in Paris, ran from August 2 - August 11.

Fifteen specialists from nine different countries, Czecho-

slovakia, Belgium, Denmark, Canada, Holland, United

States, Poland, France and Great Britain, studied the

field survey reports from 17 countries.

Our meetings were conducted in this fashion—First,

there was a general session on the method of study and
recommendations to be used ; next, we split up into

three groups, radio, press and lilm. The term "film"

was used to include not only motion picture film and
filmstrips, but other visual media as well. We took up
each of the 17 field reports one by one, and often we
had a representative from the country under study with

us to check on the report and to give additional in-

formation when necessary. I shall not try to detail here

the information gathered from the countries, but here

are some interesting items

:

In the Dominican Republic, for example, educational

film, both in the fields of adult and elementary edu-

cation, is well established. There is little production of

filmstrips and slides in the countries under study, except

in Austria and Uruguay. Interestingly enough, in

Austria films and slides are accompanied by pamphlets,

models and other graphic materials. This system, called

"Kombinat" (combination), is reported to have given

good results.

One of the major conclusions for all three media was
that the world-wide capacity for production of equip-

ment was sufficient to meet present needs, but that the

economic factors were a major barrier. Italy, for ex-

ample, manufactures 16mm projectors, but must sell

them abroad to get needed currency to buy wheat.

Unesco is working on some interesting schemes to

provide funds for the purchase of audio-visual equip-

ment and for other cultural purposes. Between June 1

and September 15, boats and planes are filled with

passengers who bring needed currency aboard, so travel

at this time cannot be increased. However, there is

unused capacity in the intervening months, and there is

good reason to believe that special rates can be secured

for students and professors who wish to go abroad dur-

ing these slack months. Unesco is studying a plan for

governments to segregate the currency thus secured

and to put it into special funds for equipment for cul-

tural purposes.

In this economic arrangement our Committee also

recommended that schools in favoured countries assist

schools in needy countries to buy radios, filmstrip pro-

jectors and other equipment. Perhaps there is some-

thing here that our film councils and film libraries

might be specially interested in.

We recommended that Unesco, Paris, should establish

a showcase of representative films from all producing

countries. Audio-visual specialists visiting Paris could

quickly see the best films from many educational areas.

Thus, if the Multi-Film Company of Holland plans

some films on mental health, they could easily view in

Paris the best mental health films already produced.

Our Commission recommended that an up-to-date

news service in the audio-visual field be established

here at Unesco House. We also discussed the possi-

bility of an international audio-visual magazine. We
concluded that the news service should be established

first, and if later a magazine seemed desirable, this

recommendation might then be made. This news service

could have correspondents at all important news points

in the world so that anything really new in the audio-

visual field could be quickly disseminated.

For example, I have just been examining the very

extensive film catalogs, magazines, and other materials

which are assembled in the film division of the Mass
Communications Section. I learned that Czechoslovakia

does an evaluation of every film that comes into the

country and prints it. One of the cards described a film

on volcanoes. It suggested other aids that the teacher

should use with the film, including actual samples of

volcanic rock.

One of the things that struck home at this conference

was that for the first time we were trying to solve the

problems of audio-visual education on a world-wide

basis. When we realize that we have not yet done this

for Ohio or New York State, we get a feeling of the

wonderful audacity of Unesco in tackling such prob-

lems. We also realize, with some humility, how much
of the material necessities for communication that we
have in the United States. We have 16mm projectors

and the equipment for producing them on a mass pro-

duction basis; we have the newsprint, the radios and
radio production equipment.

Certainly we must learn to use equipment and ma-
(Continucd on page 409)
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The UniversHy of Melbourne Visual Aid Centre
produces all types of visual materials. This filmstrip-

copying camera was made at the University.

A Visual Ceni

One of the University's technicians with a slide-

mounting machine, designed and made at the

University.

EXTENSIVE USE of visual aids in education has been
developed on the most up-to-date lines in Au-
stralia, where a modern Visual Aid Centre has

been established at the University of Melbourne, Vic-
toria.

Founded in association with the Royal Australian
Air Force, it produces all types of these aids to in-

struction and teaching. Among them are charts, dia-

grams, filmstrips, slides, and silent and sound 16mrn
motion pictures. A library of 16mm sound and silent

educational films is maintained, teachers are trained in

the use of visual aids, and research is conducted into

the most effective techniques for their practical use.

When the Centre was established within the Uni-
versity as a logical location, Squadron Leader N. H.
Rosenthal, B.A., B.Sc, was appointed Director, and it

has been due to his energy and enthusiasm that the

scope of the important work has been expanded and de-

veloped under peacetime conditions.

From Luxury to Necessity

The Centre has played a notable part in changing the

Australian educational outlook from one which regarded
the film as an entertaining luxury to an essential instru-

ment in post-war education.

A course in visual aids is a required

part of a teacher's training in the

State of Victoria. Here a staff mem-
ber explains to two teachers the

usefulness of a chart illustrating

Australia's vital statistics.

All photographs by courUsy
Australian News & Information Bureau
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Australia

by CHARLES LYNCH

Fullest possible use is made of the production fa-

cilities of the Australian National Film Board, and also

of established commercial film-producing laboratories.

Teacher training in the use of films and the operation

of projection equipment is supplied, and scientific in-

vestigation has been carried out into the question of

student reaction.

One interesting test has shown that rigidly factual

films are more effective than those which contain ele-

ments of entertainment. The student reaction to the

irrelevancies was one of bewilderment, but the factual

film gives them a simple picture that can be easily

understood.

The Centre's facilities are available to all secondary

schools, particularly those in the State of Victoria, of

which Melbourne is the capital. The Centre also sup-

plies educational institutions in other States, as it is the

only one of its type attached to an Australian Uni-
versity, and there are also very few in the British

Empire.

The Centre is a non-profit organization. The work
is subsidized by Government grant and University

funds, and practically all the equipment has been made
in the University workshops.

"Cheapest Service in the World"

Because of the facilities of the Melbourne University,

this Australian visual aid Centre offers probably the

cheapest service of this class anywhere in the world.

Filmstrips are supplied to schools at 2/6d. (40 cents)

and their preparation is supervised by lecturers from the

various faculties.

Before a teacher can obtain the degree of Bachelor

of Education, he must prepare an approved paper on

aspects of visual aid, and the importance of the subject

in the University curriculum is increasing each year.

The Centre arose originally out of the need of the

Royal Australian Air Force, which sought some in-

stitution where it could obtain advice and direction in

the matter of visual training. The R.A.A.F. still makes
extensive use of the film facilities.

Among the subjects covered by the hundreds of 16mm
films regularly made available to schools and educational

Righf: An old-time copying camera being used to

make a lantern slide. Photomicrography, colour

photography, and microfilming are all included in

the activities of the Visual Aid Centre.

mstitutions are engineering, physiology, hygiene, medi-

cine, first aid, physics, botany, psychology, vocational

guidance, teaching, social studies and a number of mis-

cellaneous subjects. Many of the executives of Mel-

bourne's leading industrial companies attend regularly

the screening of the latest films on industrial manage-

ment and on staff relationships. These are obtained by

the Centre from overseas countries.

Screening of technical films is also carried out in a

special sound-wired theatrette equipped with Australian-

built projectors.

Officers and men from the Royal Australian Navy,

the Postal Department, the Department of Works and
Housing and other government authorities frequently

attend screenings at the theatrette, and representatives

of the various churches also attend to view films on re-

ligious subjects.

Teaching the Teachers

For the training of teachers, the Centre conducts

lectures in the Commerce Theatre of the University.

Last year the subjects covered included Investigations

into the Effectiveness of Visual Aid, Modern Develop-

ments in Education, the Selection of Visual Material,

Do's and Don'ts in Visual Education, Australian Na-
tional Library and Its Functions, Problems of Produc-

tion, Types of Visual Aid Equipment, and Psychological

Factors in Teaching with Visual Aids.

The course also included an exhibition of films pro-

duced by the Australian National Film Board. The
importance of the work now being carried out in Mel-
bourne will eventually result in visual aid centres being

established in other Australian universities.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7, Ohio

Television and the Church
WHEN the educational potential of television for the

church is questioned, the reply most often heard

is, "Television is in its infancy." And that is just the

case, it seems. That noise we have been hearing is the

wailing of a lusty infant trying to attract attention. It is

not the chest-thumping of a youth suddenly become a

man. This is not to say that television is destined to

remain an infant. After its childhood it will have an
adolescence, and a very long one may be needed to out-

grow two inherent weaknesses which place a definite

ceiling upon its usefulness in the church.

Unsuitable Programs

The first weakness limiting its usefulness in the

church is program. The press recently quoted a national

authority to the effect that television was using program
garbage, or words to that effect. The producers of many
church films are declining permission for television,

and now films will need a structure determined by the

limits of television. Many churchmen, and there are

some exceptions, are reluctant to invest in television in-

stallations for their churches so long as programs are

limited in scope, poor in quality, and of questionable

value in recreational and social programs.

Even a community house, an institutional church, a

settlement, a neighborhood house, whose leaders have
been imbued with the sound educational philosophy

that it is better for youth to be participators rather than

spectators, will question the expenditure of considerable

funds for a television set. They are likely to reason

that they will get more for youth by buying boxing
gloves, table tennis sets, and other gym and clubroom
equipment.

Again, many churchmen will question whetlier the

auspices of the church should be used 'to bring youth
and adults together for no better purpose than to see

boxing matches, hockey, wrestling, and the "more edi-

fying" programs carelessly called educational. In the

past the church has gotten youth and adult groups to-

gether for many purposes. It should keep on doing

this. It ought to offer all ages an opportunity for whole-

some activity and enjoyable fellowship, but funda-

mentally these programs should have a greater degree

of activity than television presupposes.

Few leaders will be so foolish as to substitute tele-

vision for something else in the total program which
has been tried and tested. Many wise leaders will make
considerable analysis before convincing themselves that

television programs are a valuable supplement to what
is already going on.

Limited Screen Image

The second factor placing a definite ceiling on tele-

vision's usefulness in the church is that of limited screen
image. The component groups of most churches, in

educational, recreational, and fellowship activities, are in

the main too large to be satisfactorily accommodated by
screens of the present dimensions and characteristics.

While there are super-sets with "large" screens, those
of sets currently recommended for church use are rela-

tively small, optically considered. For good seeing the
maximum distance one may be from the screen is

roughly six times the width of the image on the screen.

Add two more "times" for the close-up character of
television photography, and you get eight times the
image's width as the distance for the farthest viewer.
Now, applying this to a given situation, the radius
within which a television audience must be kept, when
a 52-square-incli screen is in use, would be approxi-
mately 67 inches. Allowing a wide angle of vision for
the television screen (up to 120 degrees), you have a
segment of a circle in front of the set with a radius of

67 inches and a sweep of 120 degrees. If the spectators
all stood, and did not object to crowding, the number
of persons within good seeing range would still be
limited. Saloon installations cannot be taken as a cri-

terion in the matter of group size since the uninhibited
devotees of Bacchus compose a group whose over-all

purpose and character vary widely from church groups.

A Look at the Future

Does television have a future in the church? Some
sets are already in operation. They will have some kind
of future. Will church installations grow rapidly in the
near or reasonably near future? Many will consider it

doubtful.

Television will need a long adolescence in which to
overcome the two limitations named. It will probably
reach the adulthood of educational usefulness much later

than many people think. If the limitations imposed by
the small image were overcome quickly, and the prob-
lem probably will be solved within a few years, the
prior limitation of low-utility programs would remain.
One has only to review the history of radio program-
ming to be reminded that there is a regrettable lag be-
tween the technical perfecting of a medium of com-
munication and the development of worthwhile ma-
terials for this medium.

In the meantime, churches which hanker for tele-

vision would do well to look into the possibilities of

other visual media in helping them achieve worthwhile
educational, entertainment, recreational and fellowship
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objectives. A motion picture projector, utilizing the

vast resources of all kinds in that medium, will pay

greater dividends in relation to any of the usual ob-

jectives of the church than the best television installa-

tion now available.—WSH.
Creating Readiness

By ANDREW M. SEBBEN*

READINESS may be defined as the short-range candi-

tioliing of the pupil to bring his expectations into

harmony with the immediate objective (or objectives)

which the teacher has for a specific teaching situation.

The quality of readiness is influenced by several initial

and inherent factors.

The first initial factor is that of advertising or an-

nouncements. Hollywood has demonstrated the value

of good advertising as a conditioning medium. Adver-

tising helps poor-quality entertainment films get by. In

like manner, good announcements can help a poor-

quality religious film accomplish the purpose intended.

Good advertising and good announcements can condi-

tion the mind to exclude objectionable features and to

concentrate on the more desirable ones.

Secondly, the degree of familiarity with the subject

or theme helps to determine readiness. In the educative

situation too much familiarity can have negative possi-

bilities, however, as when a twelve-year-old boy saw
too many films on race prejudice. He said, "Hmph,
same old stuff!" He had seen films dealing with this

theme in school, at the Scouts, in a movie short, in

school assembly, and in church school.

On the other hand, familiarity may be used to heighten

interest. It is a point of contact, engendering an eager-

ness to secure more information. A total lack of famili-

arity has a negative influence on readiness which can-

not be completely overcome even if a film is excellent

in content and technical qualities. The teacher must
not depend upon film excellence as a substitute for

the readiness which she should build.

The third initial factor thv.t influences readiness is

interest. Readiness can be built through the creation of

interest. Interest can be built by projects, pupil reports,

and by skillful reference to what is to be expected from
a program of teaching or experienced while it is taking
place.

*Pastor, First Presbyterian Church, Hackettstown, New
Jersey.

The above is specific interest. There is another kind

which we may call "general interest". A group of

women at the missionary meeting have a general interest

in missionary films ; very little general interest in a

sports film. Young people will enjoy an entertainment

film as a part of a party program; they will not have

a general interest in a religious feature in the same
connection.

The teacher can do something about all three initial

factors in building educational readiness. Since she

will be quite familiar with prior learning experiences,

they can be utilized in many ways to build readiness for

the teaching which is to be done visually.

Inherent factors influencing readiness include such

things as the way the film begins, the organization of

subject matter, the use of climax and summary, the

velocity of the film, and closeness of the content to the

experience of the group. The teacher will not be able

to do much about these things, since they are inherent.

Color is another factor, especially when it is of essence.

It has aesthetic value and helps to bring the screen image

closer to reality. Sound is important when it is inherent

sound. The commentary can promote readiness to learn

if it is easy to listen to, has the right pace, has enough

pauses, and here and there some hints of humor.

Introductions

Are comments by the leader always necessary before

the showing of a film? If the initial factors have been

exploited, if the film has some inherent strengths, if

the group has been oriented toward the theme or sub-

ject or problem, there may be no need for introductory

remarks.

However, since most filins do not rate excellent, and
since many groups are not oriented sufficiently, the

leader ought to promote readiness by certain well-

planned remarks just before the film is presented.

Advice on how to plan and make these remarks con-

cerns five points

:

1. Be specific. Point to specific features of the film.

It heightens interest ; builds readiness ; indicates you've

seen it.

2. Be familiar with the film. Have its major se-

quences well in mind, and think out what it can do for

your pupils.

3. Be brief. Too much talking can set the law of

diminishing returns into action.

{Continued on next page)

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW . . . First Pr

TliB lleligious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Churcli Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
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Lists Denominational Audio-Visual Directors

Many Helps and Suggestions for Use in Your

Audio-Visual Program

nting Now Available—Price 60c

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Street
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n Enclosed find 60c for which please send me
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n Enclosed find $1.50, for which please send me
one copy of the new 1949 "Blue Book of 16mm
Films" Hi soon as it is off the press. (See
page 421 ).
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4. Be honest. If the picture is good, say so. If it has

weak spots, mention them ; but keep the emphasis on

the positive.

5. Be absent, or silent, during the showing of the

film! Put the picture on the screen and let it do all the

talking. Trying to make comments during the running

of the film (unless it is to give narration to a silent)

disturbs attention and reduces effective learning.

Flat Pictures Evaluated

While projected pictures are in the ascendancy, the

printed picture (flat) is holding its own. The Audio-

Visual Commission of the Foreign Missions Conference,

reporting after a trip to many mission fields, stresses

the importance of the common aids because of their

economy, ease of handling; and effectiveness.

Appreciating the significance of this finding, the

World Council of Christian Education (156 Fifth Ave.,

New York 10) has recently extended its evaluation

service to cover such non-projected visual aids.

Its first evaluation conference was attended by mis-

sionaries on furlough and nationals from abroad study-

ing or visiting here, as well as religious educators from

the vicinity of New York.

The three picture sets getting the highest ratings

were: Nursery Pictures, in color, by Scripture Press

(434 S. Wabash, Chicago 5, 111.) rated Bl. Shaw's

Wall Pictures, in color, by National Sunday School

Union (104-5 Newgate St., London, England), were

rated A2. Elsie A. Wood's "Life of Christ" series,

color, by the Society for the Propagation of Christian

Knowledge (Northumberland Ave., London, England)

was rated AL*
The Maps of Palestine, by "Westminster Press (Phila-

delphia 7, Pa.), were .rated Al. No,flannelgraph ma-
terials examined got a rating above 'A2 and this was
given to the "Joseph, Moses, David" series, by Standard

Publishing Co. (20 Central Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio).
This set is color blotting paper.

A $2.00 subscription to the WCCE will bring you
the evaluation of films and materials of the type dis-

cussed above.—WSH.
*From the July, 1948 issue of World Christi.'\n Educ.'MIon
magazine.

Good Advice

The following paragraphs are taken from a bulletin

by a Director of Religious Education (Irene Henderson,

8 N. Church Street, Courtland, N. Y.) to her teachers:

"In order to help you decide whether the visual aid

you contemplate using in a particular situation is the

most suitable one, measure it against these criteria: 1.

Does it contribute to the aim you have set for the ses-

sion? 2. Is it correlated with other curriculum materials

and teaching methods so that" association with other
related experiences results? 3. Is it scientifically and
historically accurate and true to life? 4. Is it interest-

ing enough to hold the attention tightly? 5. Is it worth
the expenditure of time required? 6. Is it of acceptable

technical quality?

"In planning for the use of visual aids in any kind of

program, here are some definite steps to be taken: 1.

Determine definitely your purpose. 2. Select your ma-

terials. 3. Preview all pictures before showing them,

even flat pictures and pictures which you have seen

before. 4. Prepare the group in advance by telling

them there are to be pictures, and by giving information

which will enhance the effect of the pictures. 5. Plan

your program carefully so that all parts of it are in-

tegrated, and make certain that the visual elements are

not just tacked on or stuck in the place of something

else. 6. Make some use afterwards of the information

gained or the appreciations acquired, and plan carefully

whatever follow-up you do undertake."

The in-service training of departmental leaders and

teachers can be achieved in many ways, and this type

of bulletin coupled with some demonstrations is certainly

a good place to begin.—WSH.
New Filmstrips

Church Screen Productions (5622 Enright Ave., St.

Louis 12) released five new filmstrips last month. They

are A Christian and His Life Work, The Christian

Citizen, My Teacher Went to Lab School, God of the

Hills (a worship service visualized with photographs),

and The Lord's Prayer (a photographic interpretation).

The first of a new series of illustrated "Hymns in Color"

were also released. Each hymn has 6 to 12 full color

single frames. The first three filmstrips run 45 to 50

frames ejiclj. Number four has 30 frames and is filmed

in green color-tone. Number five, 16 frames, was filmed

in sepia. The words of the hymns are on the screen.

(To be previewed and evaluated later.)

During the summer Cathedral Films (Hollywood 28)

brought out a "Life of Joseph" series of five filmstrips,

both in color and black and white and running approxi-

mately 30 single frames each. They are : Joseph Sold

Intfl Eg\pt, Prom Palace to Prison, Joseph's Dreams

Conic True, Joseph Makes Himself Knozvn, and The
Family Reunited. The story continuity has been placed

on each frame. (To be reviewed and evaluated later.)

The Society for Visual Education ( 100 E. Ohio, Chi-

cago) is bringing out a filmstrip version of the "Books

for Little Children", a number of which were illustrated

so charmingly by Elsa Anna Wood. Those previewed

thus far lack the color fidelity and the artistic simplicity

and directness of the 2x2 slide versions. Lowered cost

and fixed sequence have been secured at a sacrifice of

some of the appeal of the slides, which simply copied

the little books' pages.

You May Want
The 1948 revision of the "Educators Guide to Free

Films" (from Educators Progress Service, Randolph,

Wis.) is an excellent job of bringing within one book

(345 pages) all the free films available and useful to

educators in school and church alike. Over 1600 films

are listed, briefly described, and their source indicated.

The first unit in a series of audio-visual studies in the

Life and Teachings of Jesus, "God's Unlimited For-

giveness," has just been published (Carroll Good, Inc.,

17 Park Place, N. Y. 7, one dollar). It is based on Dr.

Harry J. Kreider's teaching of the parable of the For-

giving King in his church school by means of the Ca-

thedral film. The Unmerciful Servant and by a record-

ing of the same story from radio's "The Greatest

Story Ever Told." (To be reviewed.)
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THE PEIPING FAMILY
The story of a middle-class Chinese Family

LEFT: Grandmother Wu. RIGHT: Luncheon time in the

Wu home.

A JuMen Bryan Production available from The International Film Foundation

New China Film

The 20-niinute black and white documentary film

The Feiping Family, produced by The International

Film Foundation (1600 Broadway, N. Y.) and nar-

rated by Julien Bryan, will have great usefulness in the

church. It is the simple and appealing narrative of a

middle-class Chinese family of culture, education, and

moral discipline.

It depicts the struggles of an American-educated

teacher of biology and his wife, a nurse, to provide for

their large family and to educate properly the eldest

daughter. The parents of Dr. Wu, his assistant, and

the family "amah" are an integral part of the household,

whose activities we see on several normal days. Grand-

father Wu's birthday is celebrated; he takes the four

girls on a trip to see the Temple of Heaven. We are

shown the preparation of food; Mrs. Wu's school for

the children; the coming of the street peddler; the

children at play; and the family at luncheon.

No other film on China gives such intimate and in-

structive glimpses of Chinese family life. It is different

in that it shows neither the extremely wealthy or the

miserably poor, but the middle class.

It can be used with all age groups—Primary and

up—and the adults will find it just as interesting as

children and youth. This film will fit neatly into every

phase of this year's study of China and her people.

(Ask your usual supplier of films for it.)—WSH.

Younger Churches Produce Films

It is the reasoned opinion of audio-visual experts and

missionary leaders that the visual aids for use in the

educational and evangelistic work of the Younger

Churches will need to be made by these churches. Sev-

eral films have already been made. Criminals Without

Sin, a feature-length film telling the story of the impris-

onment and persecution of Christians during the Japa-

nese oppression, was conceived, acted, photographed,

and soundtracked in Korea and entirely by Koreans.

Two Bible films have been made by the Christian

church in India. A section from a recent letter of Rev.

R. H. Ferger, veteran missionary and photographer

tells the story:

"For several years I have wanted to take pictures, still and

movie, of some of the parables of Jesus. It had to be postponed

for lack of films. A year ago, Dr. James McEldowney of the

Methodist mission in the Leonard Theological College at Jub-

blepore, agreed to help me by writing the scenario and pre-

paring the students and others to play the parts.

Last September (1947) we did the Good Samaritan and this

past April (1948) we did the parable of the Prodigal Son.

We faced many problems. Should we make the story indigenous

by dressing the actors in typical Indian costumes or should

we use what I call pseudo-Palestinian costumes—our ideas of

what was worn in Palestine 2000 years ago? Would we portray

the part of Jesus, and if so, how? How many details could

we add to the Gospel narrative? It is not easy to prepare the

scenario or shoot script for these parables for they are master-

(Continued on page 398)
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NOWW.. . the worlds -finest

EOUCAWm RBCORDER..
ONLY THE "^SOUNDMIRROR" OFFERS ALL THESE ADVANTAGES

K

/
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Superior tone quality and fidelity-Lifelike

fidelity in voice recordings— rich depth of tone in

music. The frequency response is as uniform as the

finest radio receivers—speed variations, known to the

engineers as "wow" or "flutter" are so small as to

meet professional recording standards. There is no

scratchy background or needle noise to mar the

reproduction.

Easy to handle ""Magic Ribbon" recording tape
Outstandingly practical for school use as compared
to almost invisible hair-thin wire used on competitive

recorders. Cannot snarl or tangle.

Program can be "edited"- One of the out-

standing advantages of the "SOUNDMIRROR" is that

the "Magic Ribbon" recording tape can be easily cut

and rejoined with cellulose mending tape to remove
unwanted portions and rearrange program sequence.

Simplified operation-No other recorder is so
easy to operate. No complicated threading. Simply
drop the "Maaic Ribbon" in a slot in the mechanism.
Simple control, single lever provides for ploy, record,

rewind, or fast forward functions.

Automatic high speed rewind-After a reel of

"Magic Ribbon" has been recorded or played and
the end of the tape is reached, the mechanism auto-
matically reverses and rewinds in less than three
minutes. The high rewind speed—ten times recording
speed— is faster than any competitive recorder
on the market!

r "Acousticel"''' non-directional microphone
Provides a fidelity and sensitivity usually offered only

in professional types. Convenient new exclusive case

is adaptable to hand, table-top, or mike-stand use.

Easy fast indexing— Provision is made for return-

ing quickly and easily to a decided portion of a

recording. A fast forward speed—an exclusive feature

of the "SOUNDMIRROR"- permits reaching parts

near the end of the recording quickly.

Thirty minute recording time-The half-hour

recording time provided by each reel of "Magic

Ribbon" is ideal for school use— in the classroom,

music department, or for special events.

Economy— In addition to the reasonable first price

of the "SOUNDMIRROR" itself, the economy of the

"Magic Ribbon" recording tape is important to the

school budget. "Magic Ribbon" can be saved and

replayed indefinitely without deterioration but when

no longer required, can be used to make a new

recording without additional cost.

Adaptability-The "SOUNDMIRROR" can be con-

nected directly to a radio receiver for recording

good music and educational program material

directly from the air. It can be connected to the

school sound system for replaying programs through-

out the building.

^

/

/

K

\
Ask your local dealer for a demonstration of the

"souemiRROR"
Magic Ribbon School Recorder

or write The Brush Development Company, 3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio
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with amazing ""M̂agic f^fb^on

Available in convenient portable unit

Of in finished wood cabinet model at the

same price-only ^229.50!

rst in Magnetic Recording *Trade Mark Reg.

SPEECH STUDY
correction of speech defects

' MUSIC APPRECIATION
building musical and vocal libra-

ries for study

DRAMA STUDY
classroom programs and elocu-

tion training

DISCUSSION GROUPS
School society meetings and

sociol and civic studies
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pieces of story telling and the elimination of all extraneous de-

tails. The training of amateurs to play their parts so that the

picture will be real and authentic is no easy job.

In the Prodigal Son we acted out only the parable itself,

entirely in Indian costumes and setting. In the Good Samaritan

we used bright-colored flowing robes—quite exotic ! For this

picture most of the actors had allowed their beards to grow for

several months. To play the part of Jesus we selected a student

from the Mahratta area near Bombay. He had a fine face, a

four-month beard, and a good smile. He wore a flowing white

robe and an orange scarf under one arm, the ends thrown over

the other shoulder. Some feel that his face is not sufficiently

Aryan, and others say that he smiles too much. With this

latter criticism I fear I have little sympathy. Too much have

we thought of Him as a Man of Sorrows.

There has been much favorable comment on our first two

films and we hope to do more."

In order to come to the States for special study in

the audio-visual field, Rev. Ferger has been given his

furlough eighteen months ahead of time and he expects

to leave India the end of October. While here his ad-

dress will be: Presbyterian Board, 156 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. 10.—WSH.

A Background Film

Denominations which have missionary projects in

Assam, India, will be interested in the 20-minute black

and white sound film, A String of Beads (distributed by

United World Films), a charming story of life on a

tea plantation. A youth barters a duck for a string of

beads in the market. He gives them to his lovely bride-

elect; The elders of the two families arrange the be-

trothal. The marriage is celebrated; a new home is

founded. The seasons come and go, the daily work 'is

done, and a child is born into the new home. All this

is beautifully photographed, and backed by enchanting

native music and a pleasing minimum of narration.

With so many of the India films showing the ig-

norance, superstition, and misery, it is refreshing to

come upon a film which documents a pleasanter life.

This film can be used with all ages, beginning with

Juniors, to give information and to build respect for

other peoples and their ways. (Previewed but not

used.)—WSH.

A Needed Type of Film

One More Commandment is a 13-minute sound and

color film, produced by John Boland and distributed by

Cathedral Films, dramatizing Emma Lent's well-known

poem, "The Master Is Coming."

The church needs film versions of great poetry, se-

lected Scripture passages, and great music, and this film

points in that direction. Taken as a whole the touch is

deft and artistic, in keeping with the spirit of the poem.
It concerns a lovely woman who comes from her church

obsessed with the thought that the Master is coming to

some home in her town that day. As she dusts and
beautifies her house, a woman comes to her door, then

an old man to her gate, and then a child crosses her

threshold—all are gently turned away because of her

deep concern for the coming of the Master. At the close

of the day, disappointed and weary with waiting, she

falls asleep. She dreams that the Master came to her

and said that he sought to enter her house three times,

and was thrice turned away; that she is forgiven, but

blest not.

Obviously the producer tries to keep to the symbolical

and imiversal language of poetry in developing the film.

This beautiful and spiritually sensitive woman sym-

bolizes all womankind, and those that come represent

aspects of the world's need for what she can give. In

like manner the cross, the Bible, the candle, and the

picture before which she prays, should be considered

the universal symbols of religion and not the insignia of

any creed or faith.

Women should like this film and find it useful in pro-

grams of worship and devotions. Poetry, prayer.

Scripture, and music should be used to give the hearts

and minds of the group the direction which they are to

take when the film is presented, and the program should

be concluded in the spirit of the poem.—WSH.
Correspondence
• Mr. Sebben, who writes on "readiness" in this issue, says

:

"I am just a plain ordinary practising minister in a typical

American town. My church has 700 members, 235 in the church

school. I've been here three years. Before that I was an as-

sistant in a N. Y. church. Within the past two years the

trustees of my church have bought and paid for a 2 x 2 film

and slide projector, a motion picture projector, a 3 x 5 screen

and a 7 X 9 ceiling-suspension beaded screen, some excellent

Kodachrome slides on the life of Christ, and they hope to

round-out our equipment with an opaque-stereopticon pro-

jector. Every Sunday school room is wired to take a projector

without blowing a fuse, and can be darkened without cutting

oflf all ventilation."

• Since June the Grace Reformed Church (Baltimore 30, Md.)
has used a television set, the gift of a business concern, in its

recreational and fellowship program, members of the Consistory

and other members of the parish serving as hosts and hostesses.

No admission is charged, and cokes and candy are available in

dispensing machines. "The church's intention is to serve the

community rather than raise money", writes the pastor, Paul

Nagy, Jr.

• Exclusive South African rights to Beyond Our Ozvn, the

first production of the Protestant Film Commission, have been

sold to K.A.R.F.O., P. O. Box 100, Cleveland, Johannesburg,

South Africa, according to W. L. Rogers of R.F.A. F.A.R.F.O.

is a non-profit organization dedicated to the production and

distribution of religious films in S.A. It was formed recently

by representatives of the Dutch Reformed Church and the

Student Christian Association. It is considering the possibility

of importing the negative of My Name Is Han, the second P.F.C.

film, with the thought of adding a soundtrack in Afrikaans.

DAVI Meeting
(Continued from page 376)

guage Arts—a demonstration with fourth-grade pupils. Ann V.

Horton, Assistant Supervisor of Art, Cleveland Museum of Art

and Cleveland Public Schools.

The filmstrip on ancient Egypt, Number 1 in the Old World
Background Series was used as the basis for this demonstration.

2. Films for Discussing Community Problems—a demonstra-

tion of the use of a film on human relations. Elizabeth Stelter,

Jane Addams Vocational High School for Girls, Cleveland.

This demonstration exemplified the forum type of film use

for an objective discussion of parents-in-law problems. The
.subjects were students of the Cleveland Extension High School.

3. Audio-Visual Materials for Motivating Science Instruction

—a demonstration with junior high-school pupils. William G.

Walters, Empire Junior High School, Cleveland.

A film, What Is Soil, and a variety of models and specimens

were used in this demonstration.

Panel Discussion : Chairman, Ernest Tiemann ; Irving C.

Boerlin, Director, Audio-Visual Aids Library, Pennsylvania

State College; Wilbur Emmert, Director, Film Library, State

Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.; Don Williams, Audio-Visual

Center, Indiana University.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN SUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

Irish Children

I Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 207 South Green
Street, Chicago 7, IlHnois) 10 minutes, 16mni, sound, black

and white. 1948. $50 less 10% educational discount.

Feacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film, using an Irish narrator, presents incidents in

the lives of Sean and Mary O'Reilly and their family, typical

farmers of Western Ireland. Sean and Mary are first seen

1 oming home from school along the country roads over

which both donkey carts and automobiles travel. As they

play along the way, their grandfather enjoys his well-earned

leisure at home in a room filled with family mementos and
religious objects. Sean and Mary watch a neighbor cultivate

his potato patch and then meet their father and brother in

the O'Reilly hay field.

At home, the children have dinner after school, rather

than at noon when their parents do. After they finish their

meal in the kitchen, where cooking and many other activities

such as spinning and harness-mending also take place, Sean
and Mary help with the chores. Their older sister, who
sometimes goes barefooted just as they do, feeds the pigs

and brings in turf for the fire.

On Saturday morning, the entire family sets out in the

donkey cart for the turf bog. With a tool called a slane, the

men cut lumps of turf, or peat, which the women and girls

haul to the cart. The formation of peat is explained as the

O'Reillys work. Meanwhile, the children play games and
anticipate the picnic lunch. As they rest and listen to a

harmonica version of "Irish Washerwoman," Mr. O'Reilly

and his family seem very content with their way of life.

Committee Appraisal:

Traditional Irish music played on a harj) and, in one scene.

on a harmonica and a pleasant-voiced Irish narrator add an
authentic flavor to this film. It should be very effective for

stimulating an interest in Ireland and its people, in spite

of the many gaps in the information presented. Much in-

cidental information, such as the evidences of the standard

of living and the religion of the family, is shown without
comment. The school which the children attend is neither

shown nor discussed. The film should be useful in social

studies on the elementary level and for general interest on
higher levels, although the latter would probably prefer to

have the subject presented in color.

Freighter in Port

Encyclopaedia Hrit.<'innica

"Irish Children"—introducing Sean and Mary O'Reilly and
their life on a farm in Western Ireland.

(Academy Films, 844 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Cali-

fornia) 14 minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and white.

1948. $112.50 or $56.25. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film shows what a modern ocean freighter looks like,

hew cargo is loaded and unloaded, and how many men must
work together to make this phase of ocean commerce
possible.

Details of the bow, such as the anchor and the foot mark-
ings, and of the stern, such as the name and port of registry,

are shown and explained. After the narrator gives the

reason for rat guards on the hausers shown, he explains

the function of the funnel, the significance of its markings,
and the use of its whistle.

The crew come up the gangplank, go about their never-
ending scrubbing and repair work, and finally have a life-

boat drill as part of their emergency training program.

Next, an animated diagram of the freighter shows its

structure, including the deck, the holds (each described as
being the size of about sixteen schoolrooms), the rudder,

the propeller, the masts, the king post, and the cargo boom.
-After the winch operator and his signalman put the winch,
the king post, and the cargo boom into operation, a model
demonstrates the relationship between the king post and
the cargo boom in lifting and swinging the load horizontally.

\'arious types of perishable and non-perishable cargo, in-

cluding oranges, bananas, and sheets of steel, are loaded and
unloaded by the cargo boom or an endless conveyor belt.

The urgency of time requires activity in all holds of the
freighter at the same time, and the skill and practice re-

quired for manipulation of the cargo boom and the stowing
of cargo are in evidence.

On the dock, the transit shed protects a variety of freight

as it waits for ship or train. It is moved about by lift jitneys

or by tractors pulling trailers. An example of American
manufactured goods, an automobile, is swung aboard by
the cargo boom, the hatch cover is lowered into place, a
tarpaulin is stretched over the cover, and the freighter is off

again to do its part in the international exchange of raw
materials and manufactured goods.

Committee Appraisal:

Excellent color photography, a wealth of interesting de-

tails, and a helpful, well-delivered narration make this a
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Academy Filraa

"Freighter in Port"—LEFT: Workmen coming down the freighter gangway. RIGHT: Unloading steel pipe.

fascinating study of a freighter in port. The narration is

slowly paced, with every unusual word pronounced clearly

and its meaning explained. An animated diagram and a

model are used effectively to locate the parts of the freighter

shown in other scenes. The part the freighter plays in help-

ing countries exchange their raw materials and finished

products is well emphasized throughout. The film is recom-

mended for social studies classes on the elementary, junior

high, and senior high levels, and for adults interested in the

subject. A companion film. Freighter At Sea, shows the

work of the crew and the life of the officers, seamen, and

passengers during a voyage.

The School That Learned To Eat

(Education Section, Department of Public Services, Gen-

eral Mills, 400 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis,

Minnesota) 20 minutes, 16mm, sound, color, 1948. $140.

Produced by Southern Educational Film Production Serv-

ice for the University of Georgia, with the assistance of

General Mills.

Description of Contents:

This is the story of how a school and a community

learned the importance of good nutrition and put into

practice a workable program for the improvement of the

school, with emphasis on pupil health.

Several elementary teachers present the narration in

turn, as various stages of the program are explained.

Opening scenes show the plight of several children who
are slow-learning, sad-eyed, thin, and pi one to catching

colds. The teachers observe that even listless children

expend a great deal of energy on the playground at noon,

and that many of the children spend their lunch money
for sweets at a nearby grocery, since the school lunches

being served are, at best, unattractive.

Aroused by this disturbing situation, the eight teachers

in the school set out to improve the entire program by
raising the level of pupil health. With the aid of a state

nutritionist and all interested parents, they carry out a

three-day diet survey, thereby arousing the children's inter-

est in nutrition and incidentally providing practice in arith-

metic, spelling, and using weights and measures. When
the nutritionist reports the results of the survey, the
parents are stimulated to help obtain new and better

equipment, furniture, and wash-up facilities.

Under the new conditions, both the lunch-room em-
ployees and the children show greatly improved morale.
Preparing the dining room, serving, and clearing the tables

all become part of a real social experience, and tlie teachers
quickly realize the benefits of quiet play after lunch and
supervised play during recess.

During the following summer, several of the teachers

attend a summer workshop to learn about health principles

and nutrition. On their return, they utilize wisely the

help of the county health commissioner, the dentist, and
the county health clinic. Chest X-rays and vision and
hearing tests reveal further weaknesses, and individual

teacher-pupil conferences bring diet problems to light.

Activities shown which contribute to pupil interest in

and knowledge of nutrition include making individual

posters, planning the luncheon menus, discussing the im-

provement of out-of-school meals, learning how to raise

poultry and grow garden produce, feeding white rats in

a diet experiment, studying soil improvement, and buying
the food for the school lunches.

A summary points out the measurable improvement in

diet which results from the program and presents as con-
crete evidence of its worth the obvious improvement in

the way the children play, learn, and work together.

Committee Appraisal:

This film is an excellent report of an interesting and
worthwhile school-and-connnunity project which should

stimulate other schools and communities to look at them-
selves critically and plan constructively for the improve-
ment of nutrition and general education. Superior color

photography and simple narration by several voices are

used effectively to present the story. Excellent room
situations and teaching devices are shown throughout the

film, making it suitable for use in education and public

health courses on the college level and for the in-service

training of teachers and public health workers. Since it is

designed to appeal to both educators and parents, it should
also be valuable for arousing the interest of parent groups.

A-V Education In India

Films, radio, and other audio-vi.sual materials will

play an important part in a new literacy drive in India.

Six thousand boys and girls, who ordinarily would have

had no chance for education, are learning to read and

write under the compulsory free education scheme in-

troduced in rural areas in Delhi on July 1 of this year.

So far forty-five new schools have been opened. The
basic education experiment is intaided to serve as a

model for other provinces. To wipe out illiteracy, de-

tailed schctnes for social education with a target of 50

per cent literacy within three years are being worked out

by the provincial and state governments.
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Coronet Films

The Largest

Most Popular

Library

Of New

Educational Films

\m^^^:

W
'p(n Every Age - -

36 Films for Primary Grades

92 Films for intermediate Grades

134 Films for Junior High

1 20 Films for Senior High

90 Films for College and Adults

27 Films for Teacher Training

CORONET FILM STUDiO— GLENVIEW, III.

Return Coupon at Right for Your Free

Copy of the New Coronet Catalog

*^^i

^(uC Every Subject

20 Basic Study Films

31 Guidance Films

56 Language Arts Films

14 Physical Science Films

28 Natural Science Films

14 Mathematics Films

29 Business & Economics Films 1 1 Home Economics Films

79 Soda! Studies Films 20 Health and Safety Films

44 General Sdence Films 22 Physical Education Films

Corcne* Films present the finest, most popular
sound motion pictures In the visual education field.

Our new catalog will tell you about the 135 black and
white and 144 natural color films. Just fill in and
return the coupon and get this catalog . . . free.

Please send me, without obligation, a copy of Coronet's new
Illustrated catalog of 16 mm. educational sound-motion
pictures.

Wo own .

Wa n own)

D rents

nam*

.

16 mm. sound projector.

16 mm. sound films aoch y*ar.

title

•choel address _

«ity
. son* state .

Coronet Films — coiiONET BiDG. • Chicago i, Illinois

ES
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ISVAL INSTRUCTION
Mrs. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed.D.. Editor

BOOKS
• Handbook for the Audio-Visual Program—AVID of

Indiana (Audio-Visual Instruction Directors). Audio-
Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington. 41 pp.

1948. $1.00.

This handbook is excellent for its content and for the

pattern which surrounds its preparation and publication. It

is made available with the cooperation of the Indiana State

Department of Education and the state university. In his

introduction, Vernon McKown, president of AVID, de-

scribes how directors of audio-visual instruction, assembled
at a state teachers' meeting, expressed the desire to get to-

gether to share their knowledge. AVID was created, and as

its first project the group undertook to work together on
common problems, to arrive at statements of policy and
philosophy agreed upon by all, and to establish common
goals for future action.

There are seven chapters, each a condensation of com-
mittee study and discussion. The result is a practical hand-
book, almost in capsule form, which tells at a glance the
why and what of audio-visual materials, and sets down cer-

tain miniriitim standards for Indiana schools. Much em-
phasis is given to the need for qualified personnel to ad-
minister the program, and to the importance of teacher
cooperation.

Highlights in the handbook's recommendations are: a
survey of equipment needs to be made on the basis of fre-

quency of use; that there be a full-time, professional di-

rector for each 50 teachers, a half-time stafT member for
each 25 teachers, etc., with building coordinators in each
school; that a minimum budget of $50 per teacher be set

aside for materials and equipment, preferably $150; that
$100 per school be allowed for rental from local college
libraries. The school program is to include community serv-
ices, and the teacher-training institutions are to provide the
leadership and integration needed for efficient school ad-
ministration.—ESR.

• Audio-Visual Techniques—Anna Curtis Chandler and
Irene F. Cypher. Noble and Noble, 67 Irving Place, N Y
252 pp. 1948. $3.50.

In spite of the well-chosen illustrations and attractive
format this book is very slim. It contains little that is

novel or challenging yet it is doubtless based on a wealth
of interesting experiences. The reader who seeks ideas for
using some of the existing audio-visual aids will not find
here the techniques promised in the title, but rather outlines
of some types of aids that might be used, and listings of
slides, films, etc. that were used in school situations. One
is impressed with two weaknesses of the book: first, that
the authors subscribe to an outmoded philosophy of education
by vifhich certain objectives are set up, and by push-button
manipulation there are devices (ranging actually from A to
Z) to be called upon; and secondly, as has been implied
above, the authors have had much practical experience but
they have not succeeded in imparting it to others.
Compare this book with Edgar Dale's "Audio-Visual

Methods in Teaching"—by its very title it invites com-
parison—and the contrast is great. Dale actually succeeds
in fulfilling his purpose, his book being replete with con-
crete, exciting classroom experiences all described in the
context of the newest accepted philosophy of education for

democracy. .\s a textbook, therefore, this book by Miss
Chandler and Miss Cypher ranks far below the standard
ones already available. As a reference work or supple-
mentary reader, it may have limited value.—ESR.

• A Proposed Health Film Program for America—The
World Today, Inc., 450 W. S6th St., New York City 19.

35 pp. Mimeo. 1948. $1.00.

A producing organization's prospectus on the kinds of
films that would fill in the gaps of health films available to
16mm audiences. The subjects listed are truly significant,

and, if produced, would be eagerly seen by a wide range of
groups, as outlined in this valuable brochure.—ESR.

• Science in Films: Vol. I—Dr. Blodwen Lloyd, editor.

Sampson, Low, Marston Co. Ltd., London, England.
224 pp. Aug. 1948. 15 s.

A source book, soon available, of utmost significance

from an international point of view. The book presents
articles by eminent experts on the status of film production
in various aspects of science and on the newest equipment
and technique in use.

Then follows an annotated listing of international agencies
and their work relating to scientific films and the many or-

ganizations at work in the various nations of the world.
From its description, this should be a most important

reference work.—ESR.

• Visual Teaching Aids for High School Physics—Dr. E.
DeAlton Partridge, State Teachers College, Montclair,
N. J. American Book Co., New York City. 48 pp. 1948.

60c.

This manual, prepared to aid teachers using the textbook
Physics by W. G. Whitman and A. P. Peck, is a general
source book for the subject. The author points out that
a wide variety of devices are available and that the titles

of films and filmstrips here given are to be seen in broader
context. All titles have been carefully selected. Other de-
vices and interesting teaching techniques are noted through-
out the excellent guide.—ESR.

PERIODICALS
• Film News—8:no. 12. June-Julv. 1948. Film News Co.,

15 W. 38th St.. N.Y.C. 50c.

The 25th anniversary of the 1 6mm film industry is ad-
mirably reviewed in this issue by articles describing the
work of various commercial organizations in the field:

Bell and Howell Co. Victor Animatograph, Eastman Kodak,
RC.^i, Gutlohn, Nu-Art, Bray, Erpi, etc.—ESR.

• Saturday Review of Literature—.August 14, 1948 issue.

Publishers; Saturday Review Associates, Inc., 25 W. 4Sth
St., N. Y. 19.

Informational films are here to stay! In clubs, civic

groups, film councils, schools, libraries, even in homes

—

people use them, want more of them, want more information
about them.

This is not news to people and publications in the audio-
visual "field", but it IS news when a magazine not speci-

fically beamed at "audio-visual consumers", a magazine of

general circulation like the Saturday Review of Literature,

(Continued on page 404)
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Him... RCA WIRE RECORDER

RCA WIRE RECORDER
WITH SECRETARIAL ATTACHMENTS
Use it for the speedy dictation and transcription

of letters, bulletins, memos and reports.

Foot- control switch automatical!)' starts and
stops recorder, rewinds wire. Small lightweight

hand-held microphone with start-stop switch. A
lightweight adjustable head set provides maxi-

mum comfort and privacy to secretary.

Speeds Learning in Speech^

Language and Music Classes

• Teaching by sound with an RCA
WIRE RECORDER speeds instruction

in the school, college or university

classroom. That's because the RCA
WIRE RECORDER clearly, accurately

records voices or music for immedi-
ate or repeated play-backs.

In foreign language, speech correc-
tion and public speaking classes . . .

in drama and radio workshops— stu-

dents can listen to their own pronunci-
ation, diction and inflection. They can
practice, record and correct faults.

In choral work, orchestra and band
music classes the progress ofindividual
students or groups can be studied in

rehearsal. New and more complicated
compositions can be analysed for tone,
phrasing and other factors.

The RCA WIRE RECORDER is also

used for making a permanent record-

ing of staff meetings, special lectures,

addresses at Commencement and Bac-

calaureate Services, and special appear-

ances of honored guests.

A "plug-in" cartridge—exclusive to

RCA—records up to one-half hour.
When properly used, you play back
recordings without rewind waiting

time. No complicated threading. Pro-

grams can be erased and new record-

ings made using the same cartridge.

The RCA WIRE RECORDER is light-

weight and portable—easily carried

from classroom to classroom, from
building to building. Comes complete
with cartridge and desk microphone.
It's as easy to operate as a radio.

MAIL COUPON—for Complete Injormation

I

gDUCATiONAL SALES DEPARTMENT |
RADIO CORPORATION |

ofAMERICA "

CAMDEN, M, J, I

(28J)
EDUCATIONAL SALES DEPARTMENT
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.

Please send complete information on RCA Wire Recorder.

for classroom use for dictation and transcriotion.

Name_

SchooL

Address_

City_ _State_
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decides that reader interest and demand are so great that

it must keep up with the times by adding regular 16mm film

coverage to its current coverage of books and records.

Last March, the Saturday Review instituted a limited pre-

sentation of film information—but, beginning with the

August 14 issue, the magazine undertook a new, expanded

treatment, with a special section on 16mm films to appear

the second Saturday of each month.
The first such section, in the August 14 issue, oflfers

readers a general editorial introduction to "Ideas on Film",

critical reviews of books and reports to help the film user

find his way around in 16mm, and a film review department

aptly titled "Messages in Millimeters."

Under the editorship of Raymond Spottiswoode, dis-

tinguished film producer, author, and critic, assisted by
film-expert A. Bertrand Channon, the Saturday Review
plans to cover the following subjects: a monthly editorial

discussing up-to-the-minute non-theatrical film develop-

ments, film reviews with a condensed story line and a critical

appraisal for different audience groups; film news from
abroad; and a technical review which will keep pace with

new equipment releases and developments.

Written in the clear-cut and often clever style readers

have learned to enjoy and respect, the new informational

film coverage should fill a real gap in the 16mm film world

—

a need for more readable, informational, and truly critical

film reviews.

We are pleased that the Saturday Review has joined

hands with other publications in the field (and we hope
Educational Screen is not the least of them!)—all of us

convinced that "the narrow gauge (16mm) must point the

way to broader vision."—JNS,

Visual Researchers Meet

The Second Annual Meeting of the Visual Research

Corporation, held in Milwaukee recently, included pre-

view sessions, special programs, and business meetings.

Visual Research Corporation, a national distributors'

organization, was founded two years ago by the late C.

R. Reagan for the purpose of analyzing, coordinating,

and developing more effective consumer utilization of

a-v materials and to serve and promote better service

and better business methods among educational dealers.

Officers elected for the coming year are Roa Kraft Birch,

President; J. G. Kretschmer, Vice-President; M. L.

Stoeppelwerth, Secretary
; J. K. Lilley, Treasurer ; and

Leona Manning, Executive Secretary.

Iowa A-V Workshop

Approximately 85 school administrators and teachers

from eight states attended the State University of Iowa
Audio-Visual Workshop July 26-30, 1948. This one
week's credit workshop was sponsored jointly by the
College of Education and the Bureau of Audio-Visual
Instruction, Extension Division.

A staff of 34 members took part in the week's talks,

demonstrations and panels.

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Service
Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or
coins to cover the cost of handling.
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AGE, in a modern phonograph record as in a modern book,

does not necessarily detract from the basic educa-

tional value of the material. In many instances too, as with

books, recordings cut across traditional subject-matter

boundaries and simplify some of the problems of integration.

The records reviewed below have been selected with this

criterion in mind and deal basically with the fields of

English, Social Studies and History.

SCENES FROM "ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS"—
Album M 591. RCA-Victor Company, Camden, New
Jersey. Three twelve-inch discs (six sides). From the

Pulitzer Prize winning play by Robert Sherwood.
Abraham Lincoln portrayed by Raymond Massey.

Each of the following scenes are tenderly and expertly

portrayed: Lincoln's Proposal to Ann Rutledge; Lincoln's

Law Office; Lincoln's Prayer; Lincoln's Reply to Stephen

A. Douglas (two sides) ; Lincoln's Farewell to Springfield.

The first three have great literary qualities and, in ad-

dition, portray the attitudes and relationships of semi-frontier

life in the middle of the nineteenth century. Historically,

the album is valuable because both of the last two scenes

represent incidents of extreme importance not only in the
understanding of Civil War America but also in appreciating

the tremendous impact of Lincoln's personality and idealism

on our present-day society.

This is an album eminently suited to classroom utilization

in English, History and the Social Studies. The records

can certainly be a useful tool for the alert teacher. Questions
may be raised about the portrayal of various characters

(Abraham Lincoln had a voice which did not fit his huge
frame), about dialect, even about the complete authenticity

of all of the material. But these debatable issues are in-

significant before the high potential educational value of this

exceedingly good album. Use it in the Junior and Senior

High Schools.

Use it as a stimulus and introduction to either modern
historical drama or, as heretofore mentioned, to the lasting

impact of Lincoln on America. Use it, too, for the pre-

sentation of information and, on the high school level, for

summary and follow-up, or for sheer pleasure listening.

The student's reactions to the records determine their

value. Look for serious discussion or formal debate con-

cerning the sociological problems presented. Look, too, for

increased outside reading for information and for more
acute voice analysis and appreciation.

Added to this album, Lincoln's immortal "Gettysburg
Address" (available from either RCA-Victor or Columbia)
serves to round out and emphasize the Lincoln story on
discs.

MASTERPIECES OF LITERATURE—VOLUME II—
PROSE ALBUM I—Album E-6

"Our .Xmerican Heritage"

Columbia Records, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut. Six

ten-inch discs (twelve sides). Recorded under the

auspices of the National Council of Teachers of English.

Portrayal by Wesley Addy.

This very good album points twelve times to the ines-

capable truth that many historical documents are fine lit-

erature. The album contains:

Record 1. The Afay flower Compact; Excerpts from
The Pennsylvania Charter of Privileges; The Decla-

ration of Independence.
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Record 2. Excerpts from The Farewell Address of
George Washington; Excerpts from The First In-
augural Address of Thomas Jefferson.

Record 3. Excerpts from Sacred Obligations (Daniel
Webster) ; The Gettysburg Address.

Record 4. Excerpts from The History of Liberty (Ed-
ward Everett); Patriotism (Lyman Abbott).

Record S. Excerpts from A Pan-American Policy
(Elihu Root) ; Excerpts from Our Responsibilities

As a Nation (Theodore Roosevelt).

Record 6. Excerpts from Americans of Foreign Birth

(Woodrow Wilson) ; Excerpts from The Promised
Land (Mary Antin).

These readings are well worth using in classroom pro-

cedure. This is material that is studied in every junior and
senior high school and can be used in English, History and
Social Studies classes for the presentation of information,

for stimulation and for purposes of summary. Students

will not listen passively to these documents, many of which
they are already familiar with. They will enter into dis-

cussion and debate, tliey will study the voice attributes of

•Mr. Addy and some may attempt to emulate his delivery,

they will read aloud, they will read for appreciation and
information.

Mr. Addy's delivery may annoy some auditors because

it is not "as Webster would have done it" or "truly Lin-

colnesque in delivery". But these are expressionful (but not

bombastic), straightforward and clear readings. The style

of delivery is based on microphone techniques, not on plat-

form oratory.

These recordings vary in rating from very good to ex-

cellent. But all of them are worthy of the purpose of the

classroom and merit the time and attention they need.

Needle Chaffer . . .

RECORDS are good tools for learning. Mere passive

listening will be of little or no value to cither students

or teacher. Try darkening the room a little for more at-

tentive listening to longer records and whole albums. Walk
around the room once to be sure the volume level is proper

for the whole class. Don't be afraid to use maps, charts or

other visual media with the record. Write the "new" words
or the difit'icult phrases on the blackboard before you use
the record. Be sure the class is ready to listen. . . Holly-

wood sees a fertile field in children's records—Dick Powell,

Wendy Barrie, Danny Kaye, Margaret O'Brien, Gene Kelly

and many "Others are performing on records for the knee-

pants and pinafore set. . . The June, 1948 issue of "RPM"
has a special article on children's records. The list is a
good one deserving of your attention although it was
originally intended for radio's program directors and disc

jockeys. . . The World Book Company's only record ven-
ture, "Then Came War", crisply summarizes world events
from 1918 to 1939. It is worth owning if you can get

the set. —MAX U. BILDERSEE

Gov't Loss—Scholastic Gain

Dr. John W. Stiidebaker, United States Commis-
sioner of Education for fourteen years, has resigned his

position to become vice-president and chairman of the

editorial board of Scholastic Magazines. His job will

be to supervise correlation of editorial services for the

English and social studies curricula of junior and senior

high schools.

DA-LITE'S
40th ANNIVERSARY MODEL

THE PICTUHE-ZIira
NEW FROM TOP
TO TENITE FEET

SEVEN
POPULAR SIZES

45" X 60" 70" X 70"
60" X 60" 63" X 84"

52" X 70" 84" X 84"

72" X 96"

Write for FREE sample of Da-Lite Crystal-
Beadedfabric and Picture King specification

circular 105.

This latest example of Da-Lite
leadership proves that a large
screen can be light, trim,
easy-to-handle and beauti-
,The fabric-protecting octagon

case is finished in blue Hammerloid and has stream-
lined chrome end caps. Tripod and legs are bright
aluminum alloy. Choice of Da-Lite wide-angle Crystal-
Beaded or Mat White picture surface. Ask your visual
education dealer for the new Da-Lite Picture King!

ful as well as rugged.

DME

Ten«"

\^;Tl pu^ ^'-^^t^ you"Ki^" ^^t
nease send a U^^^^^ZSd. the Picture Kmg

Beaded Scr

and spec.licalion c.rc

Name
Institution

Street gone
City

-7e7 CO^APANV. .NC, O.P..

Pulaski Rdw Chicr

Mid a free sampU

ISed Screen fal^^^^P^^

I

State.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 271 1 N. Pulaski Rd., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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INTRODUCING

JIMMY

RABBIT
A unique series of three films+rips on social at+i+udes,

prepared by Hollywood's finest cartoonists, in con-

junction with experts in child training, for use in

nursery schools, kindergartens, or primary grades.

• SAFETY AT PLAY
• WHOLESOME LIVING

• DEMOCRATIC LIVING

$ 1 0.50 for the set of three in color.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Describing the 16mm. motion pictures and 35mm.

slidefilms in our educational library.

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.

K-UO K-108

Get YOUR New
Streamlined Pro/ecfor Case NOW

AU projector cases of streamline design are covered with black or
m-hogany Iratherelte over %" Fir Plywood boi, lined with felt, and
with ^A" felt pad to hold projector firm. Reel'box to hold reel
included.

Regular
Diseeitnfs

fo

Keystone
Keystone
Keystone
Universal Case PC500
Apollo
Apollo

Case.
Case.
Case.

.KI08

.KI60

.R8

.16

Regular
.10.00...
.10.00..

.

.10.00...

.10.00...

De Luxe
.12.50
..12.50

. 12.50
.12.50
. . 12.50

. 9.00

Case
Case 8

Cases tor 2i/«" x %'/," Speed Graphic or
Busch Preuman Cameras and equipment 12 50

(Prices F.O.B. Chicago)

If your daaler caimet supply yew writ*

B. & M. LUGGAGE MFG. CO.
Cantracteri ea Radio end Pre/ecter Cetef

179 NO. WELLS STREET CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

Ada Helps the Teachers

{Continued from page 384)

"All children need affection, friendship and a feeling

of belonging." . . . "The teacher can help the child to

make friends through the use of group activities, seat-

ing arrangements, the utilization of special skills and

talents and in many other ways."

"Miss Smith became a friend to Ada, but did not en-

courage her to lean on her. Instead, Miss Smith made
friends for Ada and helped her to make them herself

among the pupils and among the teachers. This is

building for future wholesome relationships and skills

in friendship."

E Pupil-to-piif'il relationships are important. The
film "brought out the value of building good pupil-

to-pupil relationships. How did the pupils come to take

such a fine attitude toward Ada ? They themselves grew

in personal relationships as they helped Ada to become

one of them."

6.
Parent-teaeher relationships are important. As one

teacher-student said : "The film shows the im-

portance of the home visit to further determine factors

causing the problem : poor socio-economic conditions

at home
;
parental attitude toward acceptance of the

child ; the child's interests and parents' attitude toward

them ; the security or lack of it in the home and in

parental relationships ; and the parents' attitude toward

the school. All this gives insight into the child's prob-

lems."

Some of the teacher students tended to be a bit too

ready to condemn parents rather than to seek to under-

stand them and their problems. As they discussed the

reasons why the mother expected something to be wrong
when the teacher called ; the reasons why the mother

seemed to resent the time .Vda gave to art ; the poignant

scene when the mother approves the new hair dress and

finds a way to make over a skirt for Ada—the general

conclusion was that most mothers do care for their

children and want them to be happy, but they them-

selves have sometimes been the victims of so many of

the exigencies of life that they have their own problems

and worries which in turn affect the child. Sometimes
the cliild's parents need a friend and understanding and
help. In such cases, helping the parent will help the

child."

7.
Cooperation between the teacher and other agencies

such as social agencies and churches is needed.

"The absence of the father from the home, the over-

worked mother who managed to keep the baby clean and

healthy, the lack of money for Ada's clothes and social

needs—all these are problems emphasizing the need for

closer relationship between the school and other agencies

of the community."

8.
Guidance calls jor cooperation oj the entire school

staff. "As teachers, we do not need to fight a one-

man battle. We should seek and get the cooperation

and supfKjrt of other teachers, the family, the principal,

and the other pupils." . . . "Guidance is so important

that the entire staff should cooperate in it."
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9.
Variety in classroom procedure affords more op-

portunity for personality development. "The film

helped us realize that we should use a variety of pro-

cedures in teaching. In this film, the students worked

in groups and on class projects." . . . "The value of

group projects and activities was evident." . . . "Ada

could not have been helped as much in a traditional

stereotyped classroom situation."

The film "showed how a shy child can be brought

out in class activities and appearance." . . . "It showed

how inferiority feelings may disappear when one en-

gages in a group enterprise to which he can make an

appreciated contribution."

Personal appearance and economic status affect

the child's behavior. "The film revealed how
dress, hair style, make-up and spending money can

affect a child's total behavior, even the regular school

work."

10.

u.
Security is a common need. "The film helped

me realize the importance of security on the part

of the pupil and how the lack of a feeling of security

can affect the academic work in the school."

12.
Talents and special interests can be discovered

and utilized in teaching the various courses.

"The film showed how to help a child realize his own

worth through utilizing hobbies and other interests."

. . . "We can capitalize on the child's interest to re-

store him to emotional stability and social status and

to help him take his place in society."

"We can actually plan to use a hobby or special talent

as a means to give a child recognition from other

children and from the other teachers." . . . "Ada was

fortunate in that she had a talent for art. If this had

been lacking, there were other interests that the teacher

could have discovered or kindled and other skills that

could have been developed."

We teachers tend to teach as zve are taught."

The films "have been so helpful to us in this13.

class, that I, for one, want to use more films with PTA
groups and with the boys and girls whom I teach."

Education for All American Children

A filmstrip on Education for All American Children,

the statement of policy on elementary education issued

recently by the Educational Policies Commission, will

be used in connection with American Education Week
activities, November 7-13. The filmstrip may be ordered

from the Department of Elementary School Principals

at NEA. 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D. C.

American Education Week for thousands of schools

systems has come to be the outstanding period of the

year in educational interpretation, according to reports

reaching NEA headquarters. Public interest in the

ol)servance is increasing, and more organizations are

cooperating each year. This year the American Col-

lege Public Relations Association is urging active par-

ticipation by colleges and universities.

PROJiCTiON

of 2x2 Slides and Filmstrip

300 WATT

FILMATIC
Smallest... Smartest... Most Efficient of Its Kind!

Widely used for visual aid. Gives you many
desirable features first introduced by GoIdE.

Has highest light output per watt. Keeps cooler

longer. Protects valuable transparencies. Ex-

clusive self-rewind. Coated Anastigmat lens.

Non-slip fast focusing. Instant framing. Light

weight. Lift-off carrying case.

Sendfor Bulletin No. 452

GoldE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C WEST MADISON ST.. CHICAGO 7, ILL.
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UFPA Plans and Planners

At the recent annual conference of the University

Film Producers Association in Itasca State Park, Min-
nesota, plans for publication of a quarterly journal were
completed. The first edition, to appear this fall, will

contain a resume of material from the conference. A
UFPA committee is also at work on the problem of

nomenclature, and it is expected that a list of terms will

soon be published in the hope of standardizing usage

among university producers. Another committee is pre-

paring a report on minimum equipment needed to begin

production within a college or university.

Dr. Don G. Williams of Syracuse University was
elected President of UFPA for the next two years,

while Mr. P. M. Stallings, University of Minnesota, and
Vernon Putnam, University of Iowa, were chosen vice-

president and secretary, respectively. Next year's meet-
ing will be held in August at Pennsylvania State Col-

lege, with Mr. Frank Neusbaum as conference chairman.

New A-V Supervisor for San Francisco

Mr. W. Morris AVilliams was recently appointed
Audio-Visual Education Supervisor of the San Fran-
cisco Schools. Under the leadership of Dr. Herbert C.

Clish, Superintendent of Schools, the San Francisco
Public Schools are reported to have been making rapid

strides toward a full and well-rounded audio-visual pro-
gram.

the easiest to use projector ever!

will not

tear film

• instant S-second threading

from strip film to slides and
bocl<

AP-2C Projector... 567

• easy to thread Deluxe combination all-purpose slide and

• easy to frame Strip film projector. Built-in slide carrier,

• eosy to clean elevating mechanism, Luxtar 5" color cor-

rected Anastigmat lens. Coated optics.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-IO

Have You Tried TJiem?

(Continued from page 386)

Those who have never made slides and are uncertain
as to how to proceed are urged to get hold of a print
of the excellent color motion picture Hozv to Make
Handmade Lantern Slides, produced by the Audio-
Visual Center of Indiana University*. In 21 minutes
(and with a little practice!), the film will show them
how to make seven types of handmade lantern slides,

how slides can be the answer to many needs for inex-
pensive and easily-made teaching tools, and how simple
the required techniques actually are.

Good common sense, an interest in one's work, and
a little imagination will enable a teacher to see readily

the numerous classroom opportunities for slide making
at different levels and in various subject matter fields.

But here are a few suggestions

:

1. Map study, map drill, and map building. Showing a slide
on the board rather than on the screen, have children go to the
board and label bodies of water, draw in rivers and mountains,
show the location of cities, farming areas, and mining regions.

2. Graph interpretation—developing an understanding of
graphs.

3. Word study—teaching prefi.xes, suffi.xes, and roots.

4. Reading drills.

5. Story telling using slides to illustrate a story.

6. Book reports—showing a sketch of the most exciting part
of a story or one of the characters in the book.

7. Poem study and poem interpretation through the use of
pictures drawn by children.

8. Problem solving.

9. Building concepts of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.
10. Following directions for making various articles.

11. Understanding cartoons and using cartoons to illustrate

history topics and world affairs.

12. Providing words for group singing.

An assembly program using slides macle by members
of various class committees is an excellent culminating
activity for a unit of work. The preparation of slides

for such a purpose provides opportunities through the
group experience of the children for the development
of many principles of democratic living.

If you have never before made use of such slides in

your teaching, try them soon. The possil)ilities are
numerous. A little time, effort, and ingenuity on the
part of yourself and your pupils will pay surprisingly

great dividends.

35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

*Hoiv to Make Handmade Lantern Slides can be secured
directly from the Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana ; also from the Educational Film Library
Association, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. 19; and from many dealers
in educational films and equipment.

California Conferences

The Fall Conference of the A-V Association of Cali-

fornia, Southern Section, in joint sponsorship with the

California A-V Department and A-V Education Asso-
ciation will be held on the campus of the University of

Southern California on October 28-30. The Spring Con-
ference is scheduled for April 1 and 2, 1949, at the
University of California, Los Angeles.

New officers for the A-V Educational Association of
Southern California are : President, Allison J. McNay

;

First Vice-President, Donald D. Doan; Second Vice-
President, F. Dean McClusky; Secretary, W. Russell
Bailey ; and Treasurer, Robert Hall.
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Report From Paris
[Continued from page 389)

terials better than we have done in the past, but more

important still, we must share. We must not only share

diuipment, but even more important, we must share

ideas, methods and plans. This sharing is a two-way

process. We have got to establish a world trade in ideas

as well as in goods and services. Funds must be made

available for a variety of fellowships and scholarships

in the U. S. Mature workers in the audio-visual field

need to be brought to the U. S. to learn some of our

methods.

We must also send our students abroad to see what is

being done in mass education in China, India and else-

where. We recommended that Unesco should draw up

a list of countries which need expert assistance with de-

tailed information on the type of assistance required.

I realized again that the international job cannot be

any better than the national job. The quality of in-

formation that Unesco distributes on an international

basis depends upon the quality of information which it

receives from member countries.

One of the less important observations that I would

like to make is on the automobile driving in Paris. I

told the driver of the Unesco car that the French drivers

were very reckless. He replied : "Ah no. They are

graceful !". The drivers dart in and out, cut across the

street in front of other cars, with split-second timing.

The Place de I'Etoile, where the Arc de Triomphe is

located, is a gigantic circle where twelve streets con-

verge. I found that it was not considered cowardly to

walk around the circle at the outer edge rather than to

go straight across through all the automobile traffic

!

A final word about the Commission's staff here—the

people who really do the hard work of planning and

arranging. I want to compliment them highly for their

interest and enthusiasm. It is enormously difficult with

the barriers of language, and the complexities of work-

ing on an international basis, to bring information to-

gether and to do it expeditiously, but I am sure that

all the members of our Technical Commission will agree

that no finer job could have been done.

Highlights of the United Nations

The worldwide celebration of UN Day (October 24)

will see the world premiere of a new UN Film Board

film. Highlights of the United Nations, 1947-48. The

film reviews the work of the Security Council, the

Economic and Social Council, and other special agencies.

It is the first in a series of UN film magazines. At

least 500 prints are expected to be distributed in the

U. S., and duplicate master negatives will be sent to

31 other countries, where prints will be made for local

distribution.

The UN Film Board, since its organization in Janu-

ary, 1947, has produced five films and nine filmstrips.

It plans to complete eleven additional motion pictures

by the end of 1948 as well as several new filmstrips.

One of its recent filmstrips productions is Atomic

Energy—Problems of International Control, covering

in a 15-minute script and a series of silhouettes the

salient points of one of the most vital problems in the

world.

FOR QUICK. EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
LIGHTPROOOF
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms

• Lecture Rooms

• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY, EFFICIENT OPERATION
The simple and easy operation of Superfex shades has made
them the choice of buyers all over the country. Rooms are

sufficiently darkened by simply lowering these lighfproof

shades.

Supertex Lighfproof

Shades and Arresters

are made fo fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order information.

BECKLEY-CARDY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

16 mm Sound-on-Film

PROJECTOR

Large 10-Tooth
Sprockets

4 teeth engaged In

film at all times, giv-

ing maximum film

life.

The new REXARC with high intensity arc lamp,
40 watt output amplifier, and newest coaxial high
and low frequency speaker available. BEFORE YOU
DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a
REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
ISIS OnCHARD ST CHICAGO 14, III.. U i. A.
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Teach Your Primary Children

STREET CROSSING SAFETY

\ CINE -PUPPET
V^ PRODUCTIONS^

THE ADVENTURES OF PETER AND POLLY PUPPET
Series 1 . . . Peter and Polly Go To School

A basic lesson in street crossing safety for children from kindergarten
to third grade; done in color, with titles.

PREVIEW PRINTS AVAILABLE
7920 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, 46, Calif.

SCHOOLS
16 MM Sound Films For All

Occasions. Largest and Finest

Selection of Subjects. Book IVow

For the Fall Term.

Write For Big IVetv Catalogue.

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrin* Building Mamphlt, TannaiM*

PROJECTION STANDS
New. Sfurdy, Ughf. CoUapsiblei
Model 3000. Constructed of polished
aluminum aircraft tubing. Top, I0%"
X l8'/2"; shelf. II" x II"; 35" high,

raisable to 40". Ideal for home pro-
jection. Price only 13.95

Model 4000. Attractive heavy duty
stand, braced for heavy sound pro-
jectors. Weighs only 13 lbs., packed
for mailing. Top, li'A" « 21"; shelf,

12" X 12". Price $19.95

Dealer inquiries solxited.

Shipped on approvol. Order from Dept. "S-2'*

THE STANLEY BOWMAR CO.
Aids to ViHual Education

2067 Broadway New York 23. N.Y.

Recommendations from A to V
At the recent Paris meeting of the Commission on .

the Technical Needs of the Press, Film and Radio (see

the report by Edgar Dale in this issue), the Film Sub-

Commission made the following recommendations to

Unesco. based on an examination of field survey re-

ports from seventeen countries in Europe, Latin-

America, and Asia

:

(a) That the reciprocal exchange of audio-visual materials

among all member countries of Unesco be actively undertaken,

and that to this end the Governments of all member countries

be urged to accept a Convention to facilitate the exchange of

such materials especially through the elimination of taxes and

import duties.

(b) 1. The establishment of an up-to-date international in-

formation and news service concerning the production, distribu-

tion and use of audio-visual materials for educational, scientific

and cultural purposes.

2. That Unesco bring to the attention of all its member gov-

ernments the necessity of establishing national information

services to make possible the operation of the international in-

formation centre, and that Unesco provide the information re-

quired to assist in the establishment of such local centres.

(c) That arrangements be made to make available to all

member countries catalogues and lists of evaluated educational, i

scientific and cultural films and filmstrips with sources and

prices where possible.

(d) That the proposal made by the Film Sub-Commission

in 1947 to the effect that Unesco should itself maintain a refer-

ence film library of selected films from all countries as a kind

of "shop window" in order to facilitate the choice of suitable

films by different countries, and avoid unnecessary traveling,

be further pursued. The Sub-Commission is not proposing that

Unesco should distribute films from this library.

(e) That Unesco

1. Make funds available for an enlarged scheme of scholar-

ships, either through its own funds or from funds obtained else-

where to permit film technicians and students of other audio-

visual media to study and work abroad

;

2. Take steps to induce all governments having urgent techni-

cal needs to institute schemes of scholarships for study abroad

;

3. Undertake a comprehensive study of the activities of film

institutes and persons who are occupied in film research, and

place the results of the study at the disposal of all member
countries.

(f) That Unesco draw up:

1. A list of countries which need the assistance of experts,

with detailed information on the type of assistance required

;

2. A list of countries from which such experts might be se-

cured, and a list of coordinating bodies in such countries through

whom they might be obtained.

(g) That Unesco create Seminars for audio-visual edu-

cators on a regional basis during the year 1949.

(h) That Unesco bring to the attention of producers of

equipment the desirability of

:

1. (i) Furnishing all possible technical information on prices,

characteristics and use of such equipment

;

(ii) Undertaking studies in respect of the use of all equip-

ment under extraordinary conditions such as those arising from

dust, heat or humidity in tropical countries.

MAKE TOUR OWN

TYPEWRITEI SLIDKS
Us* Radie-Mof*—•qilw Sha 3V*"**"

or »• NEW DUPUX 2"i2"
on lale hj Themtr* Supply Dulm

Writ* for Frc* SwnpU

RADIO-MAT SUDE CO., Inc.. O.pt.V

Hi 0«krUs« BIW.. D»rt»»« B««rfc . Fh.
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2. Studying means whereby the production and distribution

costs of audio-visual materials might be reduced through the

adoption of new methods, for example, the production of silent

• projectors adaptable to sound use by adding a sound head.

(i) 1. That Unesco promote by all possible means the use

of mobile units equipped with 16mm film projectors, filmstrip

projectors, and if possible record players and recording instru-

ments, radio receiving sets, microphones and amplifiers, in

countries with a high proportion of illiteracy.

2. That Unesco produce a film or stills to describe the work

of the mobile units in such countries as employ them.

(j) That Unesco in cooperation with the Governments con-

cerned, and especially with Latin-American Governments, secure

the establishment of Regional Film Boards so that the costs

involved in the production, distribution and use of audio-visual

materials for educational, scientific and cultural purposes might

be more widely shared.

(k) That an approach be made to the Government of India

to develop a cooperative plan between the Government of India

and Unesco in order to extend the work which it is proposed to

have done by the Committee of Visual Education and the pro-

posed Department of Audio-Visual Education of the General

Institute of Education; and possibly also to extend the work
which it was proposed to have done by the Film Council and

Film Institute projected in 1946.

(1) That Unesco discuss with the Government of the United

Kingdom and the Government of the Federation of Malaya the

problems confronting the Malayan Film Unit, in view of the

fact that the Malayan Film Unit could be of real assistance to

all neighboring countries if its activities were maintained or

extended.

(m) That in order to secure the greatest benefit from the

distribution of news of international importance the following

be actively promoted

:

1. Facilitating the entry, residence, movement and travel of

accredited newsreel staff

:

2. Providing for international professional cards for newsreel

personnel

;

3. Protecting them against arbitrary expulsion

;

4. Promoting the widest possible access to news sources,

private and official, without discrimination between nationals

and accredited foreign newsreel photographers.

(n) That Unesco should ask each feature film producing

country to produce in 1949, for international circulation, one

feature length children's entertainment film based on a na-

tionally accepted children's story.

(o) That joint production particularly on subjects of an

international character in two or more languages by two or

more countries be encouraged.

(p) That the proposals made regarding raw materials and

equipment by the Commission on Technical Needs in 1947 be

further implemented.

(q) That a further study be made of the project for the

establishment of a system of service credits to facilitate ex-

change.

(r) That the operation of the book coupon exchange system

established to help overcome currency difficulties be studied

with a view to extending it to the field of audio-visual materials.

(s) That Unesco seek the cooperation in funds or services

of all appropriate voluntary agencies in order that the recom-

mendations made might be fully implemented.

(t) That Unesco study the establishment of a special fund

through which the international exchange of audio-visual ma-
terials might be facilitated and currency difficulties overcome,

and that the assistance of international financial agencies be

sought.

(u) The Unesco investigate the possibility of raising funds

or finding means for providing local language versions of films

and other audio-visual materials.

(v) That the needs in the educational re-construction field

both in war-devastated and in otherwise needy countries be re-

interpreted to the end that a greater recognition may be ac-

corded to audio-visual materials.

October. 1948
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i Are You Prepared For =

= The Observance In =

E ITour Community Of . . . =

iUNITED NATIONSi

I
WEEK?

I

I October 17 to 24 |

I These JULIEN BRYAN SUBJECTS will help you de- =

= velop effective programs for schools, churches, =

= clubs, adult -forums, etc. =

i BOUNDARY LINES E

I ITALY REBUILDS =

I BREAD AND WINE =

I CHILDREN OF RUSSIA =

I PEOPLES OF THE SOVIET UNION =

I PEIPING FAMILY =

= Order from your film rental library. Write us for S

= descriptive literature on these and other subjects. E

I INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION I
3 1600 Broadway New York 19. N.Y. =
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opera voice

16mm

sound

projector

for

superior

performance

Forway is precision engineered to give you Grand

Opera performance in a compact projector- a pro-

jector that men admire and
women love to operate.

High fidelity sound ampli- £^Sl. ,., »'*

ficadon and brilliant pictures

reflect 16 years of "I6mm
know-how". It's truly a BIG i»ft^

projector in a small package

-a little GIANT.

.>•*

FORWAY CORP.. 245 W. 55th St., N. Y. \9. N.Y.

Plcat« lend me complete detail* on

the fO«WAY 16mm Sound Proiector.

NAME

ADDRESS
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A NEW SCIENCE FILM

FOR PRIMARY

GRADES

**Wonders in Your Own
Backyard"

a very useful Jilm . .

."

the close-up photography opened up a

Teacher Reactions:

", . . . fills a gap in our curriculum . .

."

ntw world to my pupils. .

."

This film deals with a worm, a snail, a sow bug, a millipede

and a spider. Simple narration offers interest and information.

Extreme close-up photography creates a world of wonder and

excitement.

J* reel, sound, color or B&IV Preview print

sent on request.

Chwrchill-Wexler Productions
5714 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRUSTATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh. Pa.

New Edition 1948-49 16mm Film Catalog
listing Young America

•ntertainment,
. March of Time,
cartoons and color

educational,
films

Send for free copy

LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP
Film Service Department

149 No. Broadway WichitQ 2. Kansas

DIRECT 16nini SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

For the Producer of T6mfn business, educational and ref/g/ous Hlms

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS—
|

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wackcr Dr., Dept. I .Chicago 6, III.

C04ST TO C04ST SERVICE
166 m.m. Sound Feature Programs For Schools,

Churches, Societies

We pay transportation charges
All programs guaranteed to please

K. & L. SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

35M9I. SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

'New—How To Study

VISUAL SCIENCES, ^ii^ Suffern, Naw York

a
CD
D
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

o
a
a

Before

The Crowd
Arrives

Judged as the best of all entries in the Third Annual
1948 National High School Photographic Awards, this

picture, "Before the Crowd Arrives," taken bv Bailey

Donnally, Jr., Holtville High School student, Holtville,

Alabama, was awarded the Grand Prize of $500 in this

n.-jtion-wide picture-taking contest.

Winner, also, of the $100 First Prize in Class I

—

School Projects, the picture was selected as the best

among thousands of entries. The judging was held in

Rochester, X. Y. The board of judges was composed
of Julien Bryan, internationally known photographer
and lecturer; C. Scott Fletcher, President, Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Films; and Kenneth W. Williams,
Manager, Photographic Illustrations Division, Eastman
Kodak Co.

Lend a Film to Germany
Do you have one (or a dozen) 16mm films which

you could lend for a few days for showings to German
children? They need not be your newest and latest

films ; almost any type of film can be used. Here is the

need as it is described by Dr. J. Calvin Barnett, Lt. Col.,

U.S.A., writing from his post in Nurnberg:
Last nioiith my film program reached about 28,000 and will

do about as well this month despite the fact that schools are in

vacation. We have a program i)lanned whereby every child of

school age in my entire area will see an .'\merican educational

film four times each month—if we can get the films I That will

involve about 250,000 admission per month, all free. The diffi-

culty is that thru regular channels we can secure only about two
films per week for all my twenty projectors. One-tenth of a
film per projector per week is a real problem in "short di-

vision" !

If only the schools of .America could send us some of their

old films on travel, geography, industry, schools, sports, etc.

Even though the explanation (sound or silent) is in English,

we can always use them since we always give an explanation.

We have funds to pay transportation costs.

So, what films can you spare? Perhaps some school

can spare one film a month thruout the school year.

Drop a note to Lt, Col. Barnett today listing: (a) the

titles of films you could lend for this program, and (b)

the month during which you can spare them. Col. Bar-

nett can then arrange direct with you to ship the films,

avoiding duplication of titles and over- and under-

supply at a given time. Address your offer to

:

Lt. Col. J. Calvin Barnett

3rd Mil. Govt., Regt. Co. B, Det. 211

A. P.O. 696, % Postmaster

New York, New York
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AUDIfl-VISMl^EBADE REVI

Equipment

The Revolutionary

Phonovision Projector

A circular has reached this depart-

ment announcing the new Visa Tone
records and players, which represent

a distinct innovation in the field of

home, school, and business sound
motion pictures.

Basically, the Visa Tone Player

looks just about like any conventional
table model phonograph (although
floor models, similar in appearance to

juke box movie projectors will be
available, as well as specialized models
for sales use, etc.). The Visa Tone
record is placed on the turntable, the

pickup arm is set in position, simple
controls are adjusted, and, low and
behold, sound motion pictures are pro-

jected on a screen or on the front of

the projector-player mechanism.
The records used are especially pre-

pared for the player and are thicker

than conventional phonograph records.
The reason for this is that there must
be a hollow space within the record to
hold a floating 8mm tape of motion
picture film. Placing the pickup arm
in place on the record apparently lines

up an optical system underneath the
turntable which projects the pictures
in perfect synchronization with the
sound which DOES come oflf the top
of the record.

As we understand it, regular phono-
graph records may be played on the

Visa Tone player, but, of course, only
sound will result. In order to achieve
pictures with the sound, the special

Visa Tone records must be used. Some
models will have provision for pro-
jecting regular 8 mm film.

Obviously, the new projection
medium requires special materials for

its use, but the simplicity of operation,
we are told, is amazing. There IS
something new under the sun! Write
Phonovision Corp. of America for

further details: 6636 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood 28, California.

Projector Stands

The S & D MANUFACTURING
COMPANY has prepared two models
of portable projection stands for home

and school use. The stand folds Up to

suitcase size, holds film reels, and is

supported by tubular legs when set

up. Further information may be ob-

tained from the company at 220 Fifth

Ave., New" York 1. . . . AMERICAN
PRODUCTS COMPANY has also

prepared its new Model 201 safe-lock

projector stand. A novel feature of

the stand is its ability to straddle

rows of seats. Two legs rest on the

floor and the third leg is adjusted short

and rests on a seat. Instant easy ad-

justment of the legs make it simple to

aim the projection beam to line up
with the screen. For further informa-

tion write the company at 2287 Hollers

Ave., New York 66.

Projectors

S. V. Colley, instructor at Mar-
quette University, has patented and
started producing his Army-born idea

of the "Collescope," a device for rear-

projection of slides and filmstrips from
the front of a classroom. The hooded
box and screen arrangement produces
a picture up to 28 x 24 inches and weighs

approximately IS pounds. For further

information address Rear Projection

Film Devices, 5152 N. Sherman Blvd.,

Milwaukee.

THREE DIMENSION COM-
PANY of Chicago has released a new
series of 150-watt 2^ x 2% slide pro-

jectors called the "Vivid." Outstand-
ing features of the new models are

convertibility from ISO to 300 watts,

shutter-type slide carrier which cuts

off the light while slides are changing.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

accommodates 2^, 2J/2, and 2 inch-

square slides with minor changes.

Splicing Department

A combination 8mm and 16mm
Semi-professional Splicer for heavy
duty use has been announced by
BELL & HOWELL CO. In one
operation, the new splicer shears both

"Vivid" Slide Projector

Bell & HoweU Splicer

ends of the film diagonally and applies

pressure to the film ends while they

are being cemented. An electrical

element in the base heats the sheer

blades, thus shortening cement-setting

time. Provision is made in the splicer

for scraping the emulsion from the

right-hand film, as well as the left,

which solves many a perplexing prob-

lem of the past. For further informa-

tion, write the company at 7100 Mc-
Cormick Road, Chicago 45.

Films

The KIN-O-LUX COMPANY an-

nounces that its fine-grain quality

Panchromatic film, Kin-O-Lux Super-

ior No. 3, is now available at all

dealers. The film has a resolution of

'60 lines per millimeter, Weston speed

of 100 Daylight 64 Tungsten, and low
fog level. . . KRYPTAR CORPORA-
TION of Rochester is presenting a

new black and white panchromatic

film for the home movie market. The
Kryptar film, packaged in 25 foot

daylight loading rolls, has a daylight

speed of 50 and a Tungsten speed of

32.
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Recording Department

The Webster Electric Co. of Ra-

cine, Miles Reproducer Co. of New
York, and Victor Aniniatograph Corp.

have interesting developments to re-

port this month. WEBSTER ELEC-
TRIC announces the "Ekotape" re-

Webster Electric "Ekotape"

corder and reproducer which uses^ a

magnetic tape as the recording mediuin.

The equipment was designed, ac-

cording to the manufacturer, in an-

swer to demands for simpler operation

and better, wow-free tone quality in

this type of recorder. The "Ekotape"
features a powerful amplifier and 8-

inch speaker, an oversize motor and
high inertia flywheel, volume indica-

tor eye, fast rewind and fast forward
speeds without rethreading the tape,

and provision for recording from
microphone, radio tuner, or phono-
graph transducer, for which separate

high and low level input jacks are

New Miles Recorder-Reproducer

provided, double erase assures a com-
pletely neutral tape for re-recording,

and instantaneous stops and starts

permit precise cueing. . . . MILES
REPRODl'CER CO., INC., of 812

Broadway, New York 3, is making
available its new model MRC Film-

grai h Recorder-Reproducer. Using a

large reel of M2 Safety Film, which
is said to have a total recording

capacity on both sides of 200 hours,

each recording may be uninterrupted

and continuous for one hour on each

of the 100 sound tracks across each
face of the film. The recording method
is mechanical, a stylus etching the

sound track into the flexible film base.

The Model MRC measures only 4" x
8" X 9" and weighs 11 pounds. Numer-
ous attachments, including a voice-

actuated start-stop control, are avail-

able. Miles has produced a similar

but somewhat simplified rig which
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More and more motion picture labo-

ratories from coast to coast are using

Peerless Film Treatment to render their

product resistant to damage and to
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makes it possible to record a similar

sound track between the sprocket
holes and the film picture on 16mm
silent film. With this equipment the
film unwinds from a reel on the re-

corder and is pulled past the record-
ing or playback head by the projector,
the film then enters the projector,
and synchronized sound is the result.

. . . VICTOR ANIMATOGR.^PH
CORP. announces that its recently
marketed Sonomaster, record and
transcription playback-reproducer, is

now equipped with an extra tone-
arm especially designed as to weight
and stylus to play the new Columbia
long-playing records.

The Upturned Glass

A new Kodak Cine-Ektar Lens,
25mm f/1.4, which brings to the 16mni
cine field the professional quality of
the Kodak Ektar Lens line, has been
announced by the Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester, N. Y. Incorporating Ko-
dak's new rare element optical glass
and Lumenized with Kodak's ultra-

hard lens coating, the new lens repre-

sents the best that modern optical
science can contribute in lenses for

16mm motion picture making.
Work on the new lens has been

under way since prior to the war,
although work was temporarily inter-

rupted by the war, according to W.
T. Roach, Manager of Kodak's Hawk-
Eye Optical Division. The new lens

represent the superior results obtain-
able as a result of the most advanced
optical developments. "Hitherto," said

Mr. Roach, "it has been almost im-
possible to design a lens with an
aperture as high as f/1.4 to give
acceptable definition over a 28° field,

but with the aid of the new Kodak
rare element glasses such a lens is

now a practicability."

"Widor" Wide-Angle
Lens Attachment
Doubling the angle of view of motion

picture camera lenses, without alter-

ing light transmission or image qual-
ity, is claimed for the new "Widor"
wide-range lens attachment, recently

announced by the Bell & Howell
Company. The Widor has the effect

of reducing the focal length of lenses

by half, resulting in a picture area
twice as wide and twice as high as

that of the lens without the attach-

ment. Use of the attachment causes
no reduction in the lens aperture, it

is claimed, and no compensation need
be made in the exposure setting.

The Widor lens attachment is the

answer to such problems as taking
group pictures at close range, or in-

cluding large indoor areas where dis-

ance is limited. Matching viewfinder

objective lenses are available, so Filmo
owners can still "get what they see."

For further information concerning
the Widor wide-angle attachment,
write to Bell & Howell Company, 7100

McCormick Road, Chicago 45, Illinios.
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Miscellany

E. LEITZ INC. is producing a

special type of copying apparatus

Leitz "Tricoplat"

called the "Tricoplat." Thi.s is a ro-

tating stage plate accepting three

Leica Cameras and has been designed

primarily for macro and micro medical

photography. It eliminates the chang-
ing of cameras when photographing
the same specimen in rapid sequence
on color film, black and white and re-

versible positive film. Availability

dates and price may be obtained from
the company at 304 Hudson St., New
York 13. . . . KIN-O-LUX COM-
PANY is making a new film cement
called* "Kin-O-Stick." Designed for

specialized film lamination during the

war, the new cement has a chemical
base that does not gum up the splicer

or irritate the skin, and it has a low-
rate of evaporation. Also available

from Kin-O-Lux is an improved
Marks Polarator for use with both
color and black and white film. The
Polarator is especially easy to use
because the effect may be seen before
the picture is made. It is supplied in"
three sizes, mounted in calibrated rings
and complete with lens shade. . . .

DAVID WHITE SALES COM-
PANY of Milwaukee has developed
a 35mm plastic stereoscope with built-

in illumination, which has won an
award in the 7th Modern Plastics

Competition. The Viewer is designed
for use in conjunction with the twin
lens camera made by the same firm.

Illumination is by batteries; focussing
is possible.

Justin Passing

The 1948-49 INTERNATIONAL
MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC,
which reached our desk recently, lists

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN as the
only audio-visual instructional materials
journal extant. This happy circum-
stance moves the editor of this de-
partment to suggest than any audio-
visual executive, industrial or educa-
tional, would do well to occasionally
purchase a cojjy of the yearly Almanac
and see what's happening in the
greener, more glamorous pastures out
West.

Production

and Distribution

Among the Producers

During the summer, the EASTM.^N
KODAK COMPANY celebrated the

sixtieth anniversary of its .Kodak
camera. Back in June, 1888, George
Eastman introduced the No. 1 Kodak,
an oblong black box that took small

sound pictures 2'/2 inches in diameter.

It was sold ready loaded for 100 ex-

posures. The price for camera and
film was twenty-five dollars. When
the hundredth picture was taken, you

sent the camera back to the factory
in Rochester. The film was taken out,

developed, prints made—if the sun
was shining, and prints, negatives and
the reloaded camera were returned to

you for $10.00.

The idea of selling a complete unit

of camera and film has its 20th century
counterpart in a small cardboard
camera we saw this summer. After
the film is exposed, the user ships the
loaded camera back to the company
and receives his developed and printed
pictures with no further charge. The
camera, however, remains with the
company, to be loaded and distributed

to some other vacation spot, where
an avid fisherman, not forgetting his

rod and tackle, left his camera at

home.

^<n Brightest, Clearest Pictures . .

.

vivid definition of image—black and while or natural color .

rock-steady screening at sound or silent speeds.

^0^ Unsurpassed Fidelity of Sound .

.

glorious new richness and. clarity of tone

production of voice, music, sound effects.

. new fidelity in re-

MAKE THESE CONVINCING TESTS

COMPARE DeVRY's wow-free,

flutter-free, hum-free amplifi-

cation of a piano film. MEAS-
URE the brilliance that floods

NAe, screen's entire surface.

THE INCOMPARABLE

16mm. Sound-Silent Projector for only $345.00

The entirely new, streamlined, lighter-weight DeVry l6mm. "Bantam" is truly
a "theatre-in-a-suitcase": Projector, amplifier, speaker, screen in ONE compact
case. Finest quality materials, 35mm. engineering and manufacturing know-
how— years of proven trouble-free performance. Pick-up weight as low as 28
pounds. Film capacity, 100 to 2,000 Ft. Adequate illumination (750-1000 watts)
for professional quality auditorium showings. AC-DC operation. Colorful liter-

ature FREE.
^

j
DeVRY CORPORATION ES-EIO

^! 1111 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILL.
J

Please give ut full particulart on the new DeVRY
"Bantam". I

Addr«*t_

Cilr

I
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YOUNG AMERICA FILMS has

announced an accelerated production

schedule for 1948-49 which calls for

the release of at least 25 new 16mm
films and approximately 30 filmstrips.

Films on Elementary Science, Home
Economics, and Speech Technique

are included in the new schedule, as

well as filmstrips on holidays, Shakes-

peare, the historical background of

mathematics, and several others.

VISUAL EDUCATION INC., with

offices in Austin, Dallas, and Houston,

announces the election of Mrs. C. R.

Reagan as president of the Corpora-

tion. All other ofiicers remain.

The Distributive Scene

Film distribution agreements were
recently completed by Astor Pictures

with Films Inc.; Young America
Films with Ideal and Loews. Under
the ASTOR-FILMS deal. Films will

distribute, on a non-exclusive basis,

the complete list of titles of Astor
16mm products in the United States.

This brings to the Films fold the

"Wild Bill" Elliott westerns, 35 Hop-
along Cassidy's, and a variety of

United Artist Features . . . YOUNG
AMERICA FILMS has named
IDEAL PICTURES CORPORA-
TION its television agent. Organiza-
tions may now rent all YAF subjects
from Ideal, according to a recent an-
nouncement. LOEWS INTERNA-
TIONAL CORPORATION has been

named by Young America Films to

handle world-wide distribution out-

side of the United States and its pos-

sessions and Canada. The YAF sub-

jects will have sound tracks made in

the world's major languages. It has

been emphasized that these agreements

with Loew's in no way alter present

methods of distribution of YA pro-

ducts in the U. S., Canada, Hawaii,

Alaska, or Puerto Rico.

With the completion of the eighth

and last in an integrated series of

sound films on teaching fractions,

Silas Johnson, President of JOHN-
SON HUNT PRODUCTIONS, has

announced the signing of Jack C.

Coffey, 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chi-

cago, as producer's representative in

12 states of the Mississippi River

Valley. As well as being available

for outright purchase, the Johnson

Hunt films are open for long-term

lease to film libraries for rental pur-

poses.

FILM CENTER, formerly of 25

West 45th St., announces that it has

moved to 45 West 45th St., New York
City. Mr. Laurence Saltzman, Execu-

tive Vice-President of the firm says

that Film Center has no connection

with the sales and production or-

ganizations which have grown out of

the reorganization of the International

Theatrical and Television Corpora-

tion. . . According to an announce-

ment by Mr. Lester Birbaum, presi-

dent of LA BELLE INDUSTRIES,

ff

Distributor of 16mm. Instructional Sound Films

€innOUHC25 . . . a new $erie$ of 1 6 mm.

sound films in co/or or black and white:

THEGREAT LAKES99

NO- l.^HOW THEY WERE FORMED . . . Growth of continental ice sheets . . . Action
of glaciers . . . Drainage system of Ulies . . . Growth of the Lakes . . . Roci( structure of area
. . . Formation of Niagara Falls . . . Waterfalls instead of rapids . . . Niagara Falls today.
Running time: II minutes.

NO- 2—HIGHWAY OF COMMERCE . . . Effect on early and modern history . . .

Effect on industry and agriculture . . . Growth and development of laiie shore cities . . .

Development or natural resources . . . Transportation of grain, iron, ore. limestone . . . Unusual
types of ships . . . Loading and unloading devices . . . The Soo Canal . . . The winter
freeze-up. Running time: 22 minutes.

NO. 3—LINK WITH OCEAN SHIPPING . . . Volume of shipping . . . Natural bar-
rier . . . Welland Canal . . . Trans-shipping af Montreal ... St. Lawrence Waterway project
. . . Why such waterway is needed . . . Problems of construction. Running time: II minutes:

Write for Catalogue

HARRY GRUBBS, Distributor
CINEMART BLDG., 4912 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

INC., Ocononiowac, Wisconsin, his

firm has acquired all sales rights to

the PRC Automatic Slide Projector,

formerly distributed by the Picture

Recording Company, Chicago. . . .

SACK TELEVISION ENTER-
PRISES has acquired national tele-

vision distribution rights to "Woman
Speaks," a series of twelve ten-minute

women's magazine of the air sub-

jects, produced by Film Studios of

Chicago.

New Deal for Ideal

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 E. 8th

St., Chicago, recently announced that

all 18 of their offices are now equipped

with adequate libraries of carefully se-

lected instructional films. This is the

culmination of a plan begun three years

ago by Bertram Willoughby, President

and Founder of Ideal.

Although handicapped by sources of

supply. Ideal began the purchase of educa-

tional shorts many years ago. Three

years ago, when Encyclopaedia Britannica

decided to sell to commercial film libra-

ries. Ideal was their first commercial

customer. This was again true last year

when Coronet Instructional Films turned

to the commercial libraries.

With all of the products of America's
leading film producers available, last year

Ideal equipped their offices in Boston,

Chicago, Kansas City and Minneapolis

to act as pilot exchanges. Under the di-

rection of Paul Foght, Ideal's Educa-
tional Director, a plan of economical and
sound educational procedures was de-

veloped. Among other things, an im-

proved educational rental plan was em-
ployed. Under this plan films are shipped

on Monday and returned by Friday, thus

providing time for teacher preview as

well as time for teaching.

This year, after an evaluation of

schools' rental needs, all 18 Ideal ex-

changes were equipped with films pro-

duced by Coronet, Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica, Young America, Knowledge
Builders, Vocational Guidance, March
of Time and Simmel-Meservey.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOS. Three
lAmm Sound Films !n Color er Black-

and-White.

Oemonitrating
the Puppy's
Rnt Lesson in

House Manners.

Helen Hayes S Lowell Thomas, Nar-
rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.

Louise Branch: Producer tt Photogra-

pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's fornnott producer$ of
Dog Film*

PAWLING. NEW YORK
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Current Film News
m CORONET FILMS, Coronet

Building, Chicago 1, 111., has completed

five new educational sound films,

available in color or black and white:

We Go to School (1 reel)—helping

children just entering school with

their adjustment to a new environ-

ment.

A Day with English Children (1 reel)

—taking students to the town of Bath

for a typical day with English child-

ren and showing that in spite of dif-

ferent customs, they have a great deal

in common with American children.

Alaska, A Modern Frontier (1 reel)

—giving students an opportunity to

travel through the wilderness for a

first-hand view of Alaska.

Let's Count (1 reel)—filling the gap
between the haphazard counting of

children in the primary grades and
their introduction to arithmetic.

The Nature of Light (1 reel)—tak-
ing students on a fishing trip with two
boys who study light as a form of

radiant energy, observe the principles

of reflection and refraction, and learn

how these principles are applied to

the science of optics.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces the

release of the following 16mm sound
films:

Baby Animals (1 reel)—introducing

such concepts as growth patterns of

young animals and varying degrees

of dependence on parental care.

How Animals Eat (1 reel)—dis-

cussing the various ways in which
animals are adapted to catch and eat

their food.

How Animals Move (1 reel)—il-

lustrating the diflferent ways in which
animals are adapted to move about
in their environment.

How Animals Defend Themselves
(1 reel)—showing the various ways
in which animals are adapted to de-

fend and protect themselves.

Why Punctuate (1 reel)—stimulat-

ing an interest in the study of punctu-

ation and reviewing the basic rules,

through animation and live action.

Care of Art Materials (1 reel)—de-

signed to promote wider interest and
care in the use of common art tools

in the elementary grades.

Adventuring Pups (1 reel)—relating

the adventures of three beagle puppies

and designed to stimulate observation

and discussion by young pupils in

science and in pre-reading classes.

AMERICAN LIBRARY AS-
SOCIATION, SO E. Huron St., Chi-

cago II, III., is now distributing a new
sound film in color by arrangement
with the producer, the National Film
Board of Canada:

New Chapters (14 niin.)^-Tli£ Lon-
don, Ontario, public library is pre-

sented as a workshop and lecture

hall as well as a source of books,

paintings, music, and recordings. Em-
phasis is placed on children's activities.

The film demonstrates the many po-

tential services of the public library.

The film is being sold by the A.L.A.

but may also be secured from Brandon
Films (1600 Broadway, N. Y. 19),

International Film Bureau (84 E. Ran-
dolph, Chicago 1), and Visual Educa-
tion. Inc. (203 Cotton Exchange Bldg.,

Dallas 1).

LOEW'S INTERNATIONAL
CORP., 1540 Broadway, N. Y. has

announced completion of arrange-

ments for the world-wide distribution

outside of the U. S. and Canada of

educational films produced by Young
America Films, Inc. As in the case of

the McGraw-Hill Text Films which
MGM recently began distributing on
a global basis, the Young America
Films series will have sound tracks

made in the world's major languages.

Write for folder 3-A giving

complete details . . . also name
of authorized Visual Aid dealer.

Price only

'21450

• Model 63LM •

For Sound or Silent Films

WEIGHS ONLY 26 LBS. COMPLETE
WITH SPEAKER. Precision machined

for strength and durability to give last-

ing service under the most trying con-

ditions. Highest quality in every detail.

Movie-Mite produces sharp, steady

pictures with amazingly clear sound

for both voice and music. Used in

homes, churches, schools, offices for

audiences up to 100 people.

Universal A.C. or D.C. 105-120 Volt op-

eration. Push-pull miniature tube

amplifier. Underwriters' Laboratories

listed.

"leppp vnuo nvKC Aun papc nu ilshvif— umitp "
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JOHN OTT PICTURES, 730 Elm
St., Winnetka, Illinois, announces the

following sound films especially for

club programs:
Time-Lapse Photography (11 min.,

color)—explaining time-lapse photog-

raphy and how time-lapse pictures are

made.
Spring Blossoms (22 min., color)

—

including time-lapse pictures of spring

wild flowers.

How to Grow Iris (22 min., color)

—demonstrating methods of fertilizing,

general care, and hybridizing and in-

cluding time-lapse sequences of the

iris growing and bursting into full

bloom.

Watercolors in Action (13 min.,

color)—demonstrating the "direct
method" of watercolor painting.

The Brush in Action (10 min.)

—

showing types of brushes, the function

and techniques of using each.

Clay in Action (10 min.)—demon-
strating the making of a portrait in

clay by sculptor Arturo B. Fallico.

Flower Arrangements for the Home
(22 min. each, color)—Two films dem-
onstrating practical flower arranging.

NU-ART FILMS, INC., 145 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, is distributing

the following 16mm sound film pro-

duced by Emerson Yorke Studio.

Bill Bailey and the Four Pillars (20
min.)—A documentary film story of

land economy and one man, Bill Bailey
of Clarksville, Tennessee, through

whose foresight and untiring effort the

Four Pillars of Income were established

in Montgomery County, Tennessee

(adapted from the Reader's Digest

story of the same name by J. P.

McEvoy).

HARRY GRUBBS, 6912 Holly-

wood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Califor-

nia, announces a new series of 16mm
sound films on "The Great Lakes",

available in color or black and white:

How They Were Formed (1 reel)—
Drawings, maps, and motion-picture

scenes showing the complex geologic

processes which formed the Great

Lakes.

Highway of Commerce (2 reels)

—

Resources of the Great Lakes area, the

unique transportation system that

moves those resources, and the way
in which the Lakes affect man's well-

being and prosperity.

Their Link with Ocean Shipping (1

reel)—The two natural barriers be-

tween Lake shipping and the sea

—

Niagara Falls and the St. Lawrence

—

and how these barriers were overcome.

NATIONAL CARBON COM-
PANY, INC., 30 E. 42nd St., N. Y.

17, announces a new technicolor 16

mm film:

Carbon Arc Projection (15 min.)—
designed to show how a remarkably
close approach to sunlight has been
achieved to give motion pictures their

full visual value in claritv and color.

To be featured in the 7948-

49 Mission Study Programs

of the Protestant

Churc/ies . . .

By the Churches

^ For the Churches
MY NAME IS HAN
'Han"—just released, was praised by enthusiastic audiences everywhere. "Has a
basic nobility . . . restores our faith . . . photography has a truly poetic imagination."
—Frank Eng in Los Angeles Daily News. "Classic simplicity . . . poignantly touching."—Los Angeles Times. "Packs more punch than many a Hollywood double feature."—Parade.

MY NAME IS HAN — 25 mrn.. Umm. sound. Rental $8.00, 3-yMr l*as« $175.00

f BEYOND OUR OWN
"Beyond"

—

a record-breaking film with a vital religious message. Designated "Film
of the Month" in the December Christian Herald. "Four (Church) Bells"

—

Path-
finder. "A milestone in the history of religious motivated film."

—

Religious News Serv-
ice. "The Protestant Film Commission is to be congratulated."

—

N.Y. Herald-Tribune.

BEYOND OUR OWN — 40 min., Umm. sound. Rental $10.00, 3-year lease $250.00

Produced by the Protestant Film Commission
Premiered in more than one hundred cities

LETTER FROM CHINA
A fine new documentary film photographed by the same camera crew of the Inter-
national Film Foundation that made My Name is Han. "Letter From China" tells the
story of what a missionary does in China as seen through the eyes of a young Ameri-
can. It provides a comprehensive view of missions and is an excellent sequel to "Han."

LETTER FROM CHINA — 30 min., limm. sound—Color: Rental $9.00, Lease $240.00
Black and white: Rental $6.00, Lease $135.00

Order from

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 ASTOR PLACE

NEW YORK 3. N.Y.

with a concentration of the tremen-

dous light intensity of S'A million foot

candles on an aperture only the size

of a single frame of film.

THE MARCH OF TIME
FORUM EDITION, 369 Lexington
Ave., N.Y. 17. announces the release of

the following educational 16mm films:

Public Relations—telling the story of

America's newest profession.

Fashion Means Business—picturing

the fabulous billion-dollar fashion in<

dustry.

Search for Happiness—showing
man's atempt to adjust himself to

modern civilization.

T-Men of the Treasury Departtnent

—reporting the work of the important

Government .\gency and made with

the cooperation of the Department.
The White House—a Cook's tour

of the first mansion of the United

States.

The Dutch Empire—a unique treat-

ment of the collapse of one of the

world's great empires.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS, 55

W. 54th St.. N. Y., has released several

new educational films, available in

both color and black and white:

Picturesque Denmark—a picture

tour of the country, showing geogra-

phy, history, government, people.

Picturesque Sweden—an - introduc-

tion to the geography, history, scenery,

and people of Sweden.

Majestic Norway—a film trip ta

Norway: its scenery, natural resources,

towns and villages, people.

In and Around Amsterdam—an in-

troduction to the picturesque capital

and largest city of the Netherlands.

Filmstrips for

Thanksgiving

and Christmas

iCOMPLETE PROGRAMS

"L.f Ui »»• ThoKW"

•Th. SK.ph..d. W.t.K"

,:. ,U.i.ul tull Colo''

ord«r from your

vituol aids dvolar

K22 Enriikt An., St. Lauh 12. Me.

No. I ••film Must" for this 4tomte >lgel

Strlket a Mighty Blow for PEACE!

"BROKEN CHAINS"
7-reel epic-drama of man's eternal etruogle for

FREEDOM . . . from the CREATION of EARTH
to the sinister threat of the ATOMIC BOMBI
Film Studios of Chicago, H. A. Spanwth,
Mgr., 135 S. LoSalle, Dept. E. Chicago 3.
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BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N.

V. 20. announces the availablility of

tlie following 16nnn films:

A Thousand Million a Year (16

niin.)—showing ocean-going vessels,

liound from ports all over the world,

coming up the Thames to London and
the handling and disposition of their

cargoes.

Pop Goes the Weasel (10 min)—
showing how British ta.x money is

spent; produced for the British Treas-

ury.

Widdicombe Fair (5 min.). The Lin-

colnshire Poacher (4 min.)—present-

ing the traditional English folksongs

through the media of animated draw-
ings; lyrics are sung by Dale Evans
and a male quartet; the verses of the

songs appear on the film.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 16mm
Education Division, 1270 Avenue of

the .Americas, N. Y. 20, announces the

availability of the following 16mni

films

:

West Point—showing the daily life

of the cadets, their intensive study,

drills, and grounding in military tac-

tics.

Annapolis—telling the same story in

light of the life of a plebe.

New Americans—dealing with the

entry of a refugee into the U. S.

Passport to Nowhere—picturing the

"displaced persons" problem.

Power Unlimited—telling the story

of coal and coal mining.

Two Million Rooms

—

telling the

story of the hotel industry.

Whistle in the Night—dealing with
American railroading.

Dress Parade—treating the dress in-

dustry, with emphasis upon designing.

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.,
Kent, Ohio, has produced a full-color

vocational film entitled:

Your Future in Trees (2 reels)

—

showing how ornamental trees may
be kept healthy, strong, and attrac-

tive by means of skillful work per-

formed by trained men and illustrat-

ing the selection and preliminary
training of men for this unusual out-
door profession.

BUREAU OF MINES, U. S. Dept.
of the Interior, Graphic Services Sec-
tion, 4800 Forbes St.. Pittsburgh 13,

Pa., has added to its library the fol-

lowing new 16 mm films:

The Story of Gasoline (23 min.,

color)—tracing the story of gasoline
from crude oil to finished product;
produced in cooperation with the
Standard Oil Company (Indiana).

California and Its Natural Resources
(38 min., color)—depicting the mineral,

industrial, and agricultural wealth of

the Golden State; sponsored by the

Richfield Oil Corporation and pro-

duced under the supervision of the

Bureau of Mines.

B ASSOCIATION FILMS, 347

Madison Ave., \. Y. 17, is now dis-

tributing through its offices in New
York. Chicago, San Francisco, and
Dallas a new educational film on eti-

quette:

Table Manners (1 reel)—showing
that good table manners are natural,

easy, and pleasant habits; Emily Post

is the collaborator and narrator. The
film was produced by Christy As-

sociates, Inc., Old Lyme, Connecticut.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
Public Relations Oftice, Administra-

tion Building, Columbus 10. Ohio,

offers a new 16 mm film produced by
the Department of Photography for the

School of Home Economics

:

Footsteps to the Future (2 reels)—
desi.gned to interest the high-school

girl and her parents in the study of

home economics at the college level,

both as a preparation for successful

homemaking and for a career.

D. D. LIVINGSTON, 39 E. 35th

St., N. Y. 16, announces the avail-

ability in 16mm of the following film:

Russian Ballerina—presenting the

inside story of Soviet ballet; starring

Maria Redina and featuring Ulanova,

Russia's great Ballerina.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS CO.,
Prescription Ware Division, Toledo

1, Ohio, announces a new sound-color

motion picture

:

Now for Tomorrow (2 reels)—pic-

turing past, present, and future drug-

store merchandising techniques: a

typical medium-sized drugstore is

transformed on the screen from a con-

gested store to a streamlined depart-

nicntalized modern pharmacy.

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS DI-
VISION, Treasury Dept., Washing-
ton, D. C. announces the availability

of a new Savings Bond film in techni-

color:

Power Behind the Nation (17 min.)

—showing the power of the \J. S., in

men, machines, science, invention,

technical skills, and rich natural re-

sources. Requests for booking the

film should be addressed to the Sav-

ings Bonds Office in your state. The
film has been contributed as a public

service by the Motion Picture As-

sociation of America and Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., and is a sequel

to the technicolor film America the

Beautiful (prints of which are now
available at cost to schools and other

institutions; requests for purchase

should be sent to Teaching Film Cus-

todians, 1600 Eye St., NW, Washing-

ton, D. C.)

hill PREJUOICI 901 INTOLERANCE «illi

THE ROUSE

I LIVE IN

America's most popular educational film

A one- reel 1 6mm sound film starring Frank Sinatra in a powerful argument

for tolerance and the brotherhood of man.

Use this appealing film to stimulate and orient discussion of one of the most

vital problems facing your school and your community. Ideal for schools,

churches, film forums, youth groups, and homes. Endorsed by school,

church, and community leaders everywhere.

PRICE $27.50
You'll also want to use these YOUNG AMERICA films. Thty. too. will-help

build better citizens.

MEET YOUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (15 min.)—$48.00

OUR SHRINKING WORLD (11 min.)—$36.00
WE. THE PEOPLES (8 min.)—$36.00

Order from your nearest YOUNG AMERICA FILMS dealer

For further information, write to

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.
18 EAST 41st ST. NEW YORK CITY 17

ES-9
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New Classroom Films

WILD LIFE OF THE DESERT
Plant, animal, and human life In the desert

and how each has made adaptive changes,
either in structure or living conditions, in

order to survive the extreme heat, draught,
and other hazards of the lower sonoran
lone. For Intermediate and junior high

school General Science and Social Studies

classes. One reel l&mm sound; Sale $30.00,

Rental $1.50.

FRONTIER FARMERS
OF ALASKA

Presents Alaska as a vast region of con-
trasting climates and land surfaces and
shows how a group of 20th Century fron-

tiersmen discovered and developed the
agricultural wealth of south-central Alaska.
Suggested for upper elementary and sec-

ondary classes in Geography, U. S. His-

tory, Civics, Agriculture. Two reels 16mm
sound color; Sale $135.00, Rental $5.00.

FREE CATALOGUE READY
Write Dept. 8 today for free rental OR
sale catalogue. Rental and preview prints

of above films available now.

/^^> MS, INC.
3044 North Berendo . Holly

PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS,
135 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17, has released

a new 30-minute, sound-color travel

film covering Mexico and Guatemala.

The film may be procured by calling

the nearest Pan American Airways

ofifice or writing to the Promotion De-
partment, Long Island City. Other

Pan American "Wings" travel films

cover Cuba, the Caribbean, Ireland,

Bermuda, Alaska, and Latin America.

JERRY FAIRBANKS, INC., 6052

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.,

has produced for Eastern Air Lines a

new color motion picture featuring

Captain Eddie Rickenbacker:

Air Power Is Peace Power—a semi-

documentary presentation of the pro-

gress of aviation, showing Captain

Rickenbacker calling for powerful

American air forces and strong com-
mercial airlines capable of forming

a coordinated striking force to repel

aggressor nations. The film will be

shown to clubs, schools, luncheon

groups, veteran organizations, mili-

tary posts, and conventions. Plans are

being made for its telecasting.

THE STANDARD OIL COM-
PANY (Indiana), Public Relations

Dept., 910 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

announces a new 16mm film produced

by the Jerry Fairbanks organization

of Hollywood:
GasoUne's Amazing Molecules (22'/2

min.)—animated molecules tell the

story of modern gasoline—how it is

made, what it is, how it acts, and how
specialized it has become in supplying

greater and more economical power for

automobiles of today.

Entertainment

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,

445 Park .^ve., N. Y. 22, announces

the availal)ility of the following films:

The Michigan Kid (8 reels. Cine-

color")—Four demobilized cavalrymen

in "all for one" pact save pretty hero-

ine from tough outlaws in spite of

herself (Jon Hall, Victor McLaglen,
Rita Johnson).

Destry Rides Again—James Stewart

as a quiet, humor-loving sheriff tries

to quiet a wild town without resort

to his "shootin' irons" and without

much help from Marlene Dietrich and
her songs.

When the Daltons Rode—Randolph
Scott and Kay Francis in an action

film with historical background. Along
with the preceding film, this film had
been temporarily withdrawn from 16-

mm use to avoid conflict with theatri-

cal re-issue, but is now once again

available for 16mm distribution.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. 19, has

acquired exclusive 16mm distribution

rights for Woman of the Town (9 reels),

a story from the pages of American
history starring Claire Trevor, Albert

Dekker and Barry Sullivan. The film

story is woven around the life of the

original "crimebuster," William Barclay

Masterson, known to posterity as "the

fightinest Marshal in U. S. history."

Commonwealth Pictures also announces

that it has acquired for distribution a

new western in 16mm sound

:

Cheyenne Roundup (6 reels)—pic-

turing boom town lawlessness on the

gold frontier; co-starring Tex Ritter

and Johnny Mack Brown.

Catalogs

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.

20, announces the publication of a new
catalog of British films listing 94 sub-

jects and giving a synopsis of each.

The films cover a wide variety of sub-

jects—international affairs, British

domestic policy, education, science,

etc. A complete library of these sub-

jects is maintained by each B.I.S. of-

fice and British Consulate and they

are also available from numerous

commercial depositories throughout

the U. S.

BIS also has available a pamphlet

listing new filmstrips from Britain and

including other pictorial materials

—

posters, maps, pictures.

H IDEAL PICTURES CORP., 28 to

34 E. 8th St., Chicago 5. HI., has issued

their Twenty-Ninth Anniversary Cata-

log. This publication, together with

their recent educational catalog, pro-

vides a complete listing of the films

available for rental.

TEACHING FILM CUSTO-
DIANS, Inc., 25 W. 43rd St., New
York 18, N. Y., announces the pub-

lication of a new edition of "Films

for Classroom Use," the handbook of

information on films selected and clas-

sified by the Advisory Committee on

the Use of Motion Pictures in Educa- I

tion. The booklet contains catalog I

descriptions of approximately 450 films

correlated with subject-matter areas:

English, Global Geography, Science,

United States and World History,

Social Studies, Music, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation, Health and

Hygiene, Safety Education and Ele-

mentary Education.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, Inc.,

18 E. 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.,

has issued its new catalog in two

separate 12-page sections. One catalog

is devoted to descriptions of Young
America's 16mm teaching films, now
totaling more than 60 titles. The
second catalog includes YAF film-

strips, 2x2 slides, and the YAF Pack-

age Plan.
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Qatnuta Booit-

The New 1949

BLUE BOOK
of 16mm Films

. . . with all +he worksaving features you want

• Where to get over 6,500 films . . .

• Films on every subject—Including entertainment

• Synopsis of each film

• Free films included

• Indexed by both title & subject—quick reference

IF YOU USE FILMS IN SCHOOL, CHURCH, HOME,

INDUSTRY... ANYWHERE... YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK

Getting the film you want can be hard work. You waste time thumbing through catalog after catalog

—

many

times without success. The new 1949 BLUE BOOK makes it fun to find films. Just look up the subject . . .

you'll find many titles, the exact film you want, and where to get it. A short description of each film helps

you. Or suppose you know the title; you want to know where to obtain the film . . . just use the handy title

index. The BLUE BOOK is for old-time film users and beginners. Both find it the most useful work-saver

available. And the price? Lots lower than any other complete film directory on the market. Use the BLUE

BOOK once, and it's paid for itself. But you'll have to hurry to make sure you get a copy.

Completely Revised—Up-to-date 24th Annual Edition

Only $1.50

— Limited Printing

MAIL COUPON TODAY
^

You'll have your copy as soon as

it leaves the press in November.

By ordering now you assure your-

self of a copy.

The printing is limited.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, Ill-

Please reserve my copy of the new BLUE BOOK. I enclose $1.50.

Name .

Address

City ..

State

n Check here if you w!sh vo pay later.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

FILMS

Acaileray Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 3S, Cal.

AHNoelntlon FIliiiK
347 Madison Ave., New York li. N. ».

200 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bnllpy Pllnix, Inc.
, „. „ ,

2044 K. Berendo St., Hollywood 2i, Cai.

Brny StudloK. Inc. . „.„,,.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19. N. \.

CtiKtIe FilniH, Ulv. ot United IVorld
FllniK, Inc.
44.5 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Catholic MovlcM
220 W. 42nd St., New York IS, N. i.

Church Film Service
259,') Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.

CollinM Motion IMctnre Service
502 '/4 & 50fi St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Coronet InKtrnctlonal Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, 111.

Dudley Pictures Corp.
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. \

.

lOnstnian Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. i.

Enc>clo|>uedla Britannlcn Filnis, Inc.

Av'ilmette, Illinois.

Film rrogrnm Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Fllma, Inc. _ „
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. T.
ti4 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland, Ore.
Commerce & Browder, Dallas, Tex.
8414 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Films of the IV'ntlons, Inc.
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Frynn Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

C-enernI Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Kegina, Sask.
156 King St., \V. Toronto, Ont.

Heldenknmp Nature Pictures
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoffberiir Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York IS, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Internntlonal Film Bureau
84 E. Randolph St., Chicago 1, 111.

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Orfcanizatlon
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Knowledire Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

IJbrary Films, Inc.
25 W. 4 5th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Fdltion
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Mo)!:uirs, Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Oliielal Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Paul Hoefler Productions
612'^ S. Ridgeley Dr , Los Angeles 36

Peak Films Productions
65 Barons Keep, London, W-14, Eng.

Portafilms
418 N. Glendale Ave., Glendale 6, Cal.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

K. and L,. Scheufler
1948 Dresden Road, ZanesvUle. Ohio

£3

Southern Visual FilniM
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Snnray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Vocational t;utdance Films, Inc.
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

\Vholesonie Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Broivn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadeli)hia 7, Pa.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell A Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502 1^& 506 St. Paul St..Baltimore 2, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
24 5 W. 55th St., New York 19, -N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
IIH Armltage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Rastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N, Y.

General Films, I,td.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., \V. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco S, Cal.

Moj!:uirs Inc.
6S \V. 48th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Xatco, Inc.
505 N.Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12,111.

Xu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

I{alke Conipan>-
S29 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14. Cal.

H.van A'Isnal Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern \isunl Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Filiiis, Inc.
210S Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd.. St. Louis 5, Mo.

A'Ictor .VnimatoKraph Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Education Incorporated
Lamar and 12th, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
3905 S. Main St., Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Farle. Inc.
:ilS Chestnut St.. I'hiladelphia 7. Pa.

FOR SUBSCRIBERS ONLY . . .

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN is not running a contest, but we
are giving away some of the finest merchandise in America.

YOU CAN SOON OWN
ANY OF THESE PRIZES . . .

Bulova Watches

Cory Electric Coffeemakers

Fiestaware Dinnerware

Mirro Aluminum Ware

Sunbeam Mixmasters

Sunbeam Shavemasters

Westinghouse and Zenith Radios

Cannon Towel Sets

Casco Electri-Craft Tool Kit

Elgin-American Compacts

Chatham Blankets

Fine Furniture

Schwinn Bicycles

Handyhot Portable Washers

Shopmaster Jig Scroll Saws

General Electric Room Heater

Marlin Rifles

. , . hundreds of others

FREE—Beautiful Prize Book

Rush the coupon on opposite page. You'll soon have your colorful prize

book . , , hundreds of items illustrated on its pages.

You have nothing to lose . . . nothing to buy . , ,
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

SCREENS

o.'i-l'ite Screen Co„ Int*.

2711 X. Pulaski Rd., Chicago SU, 111.

l'r>nn Film Service
:;22S Kuolid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

llirseh & Knye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco S, Cal.

iVii-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., Xew Yorli Ui, N. Y.

Rndinnt Maniifaetiirin^ Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago S, 111.

Sontliern ViHiini Films
OSC-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Snnrny FilmN, Inc.
210S Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

WillinmM, Brown nud Enrle. Inc.
918 Che.«tnirt St., Philadeliihia 7, I'a.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

I'opiilnr Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
:!5" Fourth Ave., New Yorli 10, X. Y.

RECORDERS— WIRE

Wcbiiter-ChlciiKO Corporation
5G10 \V. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

PICTURES

Informntlve CInKsrooni Picture SerieM
40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Academy Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Cliurch Screen Productions
5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

CIne-Pnppet Productions
7920 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Kncyclopnedin Britnnnicn Films, Inc.

Wilmette, Illinois

I.onc Fiimslide Service
944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Popnlar Science Pub. Co., A-V Dlv.

35S Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. i

WHY WE MAKE THIS OFFER

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN now has more subscribers than

ever before in its 25 years of service to the audio-visual field.

But we haven't scratched the surface.

We want your help in acquainting more people with the help

available in EDUCATIONAL SCREEN.

To show our appreciation, we've selected quality merchan-

dise to give to you.

If you'll get just one new subscriber, you've won a high

quality prize! No strings, no "catches".

Full information will reach you promptly with your Prize Book.

MAIL THE COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

YES! Mall my FREE PRIZE BOOK and full mformaHon at once.

NAME

ADDRESS '..

CITY ZONE

STATE

Sunray Films, Inc.
210S Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

A'isiinl Sciences
5n9F—Siiffern, X. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Academy Films
S44 Senard St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Linden Blvd., St. Louhs 3, Mo.

Hirsch * Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Miinday & Collins
39 Kdgewood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., Xew York 19, X. Y.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Ulv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, X. Y.

Ryan A'isiial Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES {31/4x4 and larger)

Ke>stone View Co.
Meadviile, Pa.

Slidecrnft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE, FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

.4nicricnn Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument l)iv., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

UeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, I,td.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sa.sk.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Knye
239 Crant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Iveystonc \ic\v Co.
.Meadviile, Pa.

.Mtindav Si ('«illlnN

39 Kdgewood Rd., Redwood City, Cal.

Rnlke Companv
829 S. Flower St., Lok Angeles 14, Cal.

Kyaii Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison .St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bidg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

"X'levvlex, Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City

Willlnins, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Bro%vn and Farle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Phiiadelpliia 7, Pa.

SLIDE BINDING ONLY

The >lorro«'s
1902 X. Mozart St., Chicago 47, III.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

POPULAR SCIENCE PUB-
LISHING CO., Audio-Visual Division,

353 4th Ave., N. Y. 10, announces

several new Teacli-O-Filmstrips on

the following suhjects:

Holidays—A group of four color

filmstrips. including Columbus Day,

Lincoln's Birthday. St. Valentine's

Day, and Arbor Day.

Time—Two black-and-white film-

strips giving children a concept of

time: How to Tell Time, Part 1

—

Hour and Half Hour; Part II—The
Minutes.

Food, Clothing, Fuel and Shelter—
Six black-and-white filmstrips; How
Man Mastered Fire, Man's Use of

Fire. How Man Has Learned to

Shelter Himself, Man's Shelter To-

day, How Man Has Learned to Make
Cloth, Early Man and His Food.

T r a n s p o rtation—\ comprehensive

black-and-white filmstrip: Let's Visit

an Ocean Liner.

Regions of the World—A black-and-

white filmstrip. Life in Desert Lands,

showing how life diflfers as a result of

variations in environment.

Life in the Past—Four black-and-

white filmstrips for the elementary

grades; A Day in Ancient Athens,

(irowing Up in Ancient Greece, Grow-
ing L'p in .'\ncicnt Egypt, A Day in

Ancient Egypt.

International Date Line—A black-

and-white filmstrip explaining the ab-

stract concept of the date line, how it

functions, the need for it, and its in-

creasing importance in our air age.

HROUGH YGUR

COMMUNITY CHEST

CINE-PUPPET PRODUCTIONS,
Hollywood, California, announces the

completion of their first educational

filmstrip:

The Adventures of Peter and Polly

Puppet—produced with 3-dimensional

puppets and sets and photographed in

color, the strip is a lesson in street

and traffic safety for kindergarten and

lower-elementary grades.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, Inc.,

l.S E. 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.,

has released a new series of eight all-

color filmstrips under the title "Holi-

day Series." Set 1 consists of four

filmstrips: Columbus Day, Halloween,

Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Set 2

includes: L-incoln's Birthday, St. Val-

entine's Day. Washington's Birthday,

and Easter. Each filmstrip is 25 to

30 frames in length and is designed to

explain the historical significance of

the day. the origin of customs peculiar

to it, and to relate these to activities

which may be carried on by the school

at this time.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. N.

Y. 20, announces the availability of

filmstrips from Britain. Titles include:

African Doctors in Training, Boy
Scout Movement, British Health Serv-
ices, English Table Glass, Home of

Shakespeare, Housing Britons, In-

dustrial South Wales, Northern Ire-

land, and others. A number of BIS
filmstrips are also available from the

Society for Visual Education, 100 E.
Ohio St., Chicago, including such
subjects as The British People, Gen-
eral Election in Britain, London, Ox-
ford and Cambridge Universities.

THE ATHLETIC INSTITUTE,
Film Division, 209 S. State St., Chi-
cago, HI., announces the first unit in

a Beginning-.Sports series of sound
slidefilms:

Beginning Tennis—five demonstra-
tion slidefilms with instructional

records covering the basic principles of
tennis, supplemented by an instructor's

guidebook and a set of five students'
pocket booklets. The S-section tennis
instructional unit was arranged by
Harry Leighton. teaching professional
at River Forest, 111., Tennis Club and
Chicago's Senn High School.

CHORE BOY MILKING MA-
CHINE CO., Lansing. Michigan, has
begun distribution of the first in a

new series of sound slidefilms:

More Money—Less Work—a dem-
onstration of the Company's claims
that the Chore Boy milker using the

principle of low vacuum will produce
more milk, better milk and with less

work. The film was produced by
Capital Films. F'ast Lansing, Michi-
gan.

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS

American OpHcal Co. 370
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B. &. M. Luggage Mfg. Co. 406
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Brandon Films 412

Brush Development Co. 39^ 397

Church Screen Product ons 418
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Cine-Puppet Production-, 410

Colburn Lab.. Geo. W. 412

Coronet Films 401

Da-Llte Screen Co. 405
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Encyclopaedia Pritannica Films 379

Film Studios of Chicago 418

Forway Corporation 411

GoldE Mfg. Co. 407

Harry Grubbs 416

Holmes Projector Co. 409
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Impressive lineup of Victor Lite-Weights nxeuti^mpped to Los Angeles L'ubiic ichools

JVlODERN Los Angeles maintains one of tlie most progressive and forward-

looking school systems in the nation. The use of audio-visual aids, and

particularly the effective use of 16mni educational films in the classroom, is a

major factor in this progressive movement.

Victor appreciates the recognition Los Angeles has given it. Today, more than

800 Victor sound projectors are in operation throughout the Los Angeles

public schools. Recently, two quantity purchases

of Victor Lite-Weight projectors were made by

this school system only after careful analysis of

Victor''s performance record—in their onn schools

—made by their onn technicians.

Victor Liie-Weights on their nay
hy air express to Los Angeles

Cities, large and small, are following the Los Angeles

pattern—selecting the portable, versatile

Victor Lite-Weight for heavy-duty, classroom use.

WORLD'S LARGEST SERVICE ORGANIZATION

7^(9/'J^m/mi/rja/r^

< DIVISION OF cOfir'iSS-WHieHT CORPORATU
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The Director of

Audio-Visual Aids,

Be sure to see these new

teaching films released
by YOUNO AMERICA during
September, October and

November. Preview prints
are ready.

CARE OF ART MATERIALS
UNDERSTANDINQ BASKETBALL
ADVENTURDJO PUPS
BABY ANIMAI^

JUDT LEARNS ABOUT MILK
AIR ALL AROUND US

HOW ANIMALS MOVE
HOW ANIMALS EAT

THE MICROSCOPE AND ITS USE
THE STEAM ENGINE
THE STEAM TURBINE
WHY PUNCTUATE
HOW ANIMALS DEFEND

THEMSELVES

Each of these new films is
one-reel, I6mra sound, and
is priced at $140.00.

The new YAF catalog of films
arid filmstrips is ready.
Write for your free copy
today.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.

18 East 41 sf Street, New York 17, N.Y.

I want to congratulate you on your edi-

torial "As Viewed From Here" this

month (September issue
—"When People

Hear and People See"). What you say

is something that really needs to be said.

We feel it here particularly because so

much of our work has to do with learning

bits and pieces of the whole process. But,

of course, everyone concerned in teach-

ing, or making, or selling visual aids

needs to think as you told them to.

Kenneth Macgowak
Chairman,

Dept. of Theater Arts

U. of Calif., L.A.

May We Quote You?

Editor :

We enjoyed reading your e(Htorial

"When People Hear and People Sec" in

the September issue of the EorcATiONAi,
Screen. It was well-written and con-

tained timely thoughts, especially in the

religious visual aids field.

To help the cause of the religious visual

aids field, we are jjublishing a monthly
publication, "Helps-for-the-ifonth." We
would greatly appreciate your permis-

sion to quote the first four paragraphs of

the above-named article in our Xoveni-

ber issue. We would give due credit to

you and to your magazine. We thank

you for your kind consideration of our

request.

The Rev. Erich H. Kieiil

Church-Craft Pictures, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

diririt

Editor :

In the Church School I saw a reprint

of an article from the January, 1948 issue

of Educational Screen called "Are You
Guilty?". At the time of its publication,

I appreciated the content as well as the

form of the article.

I am writing to ask if we may have
permission to mimeograph it for a news-
letter which we send to all of our area

religious directors across the country, giv-

ing a])propriate recognition to your maga-
zine as the source. Thank you very much
for your attention to this.

Grace E. Stor.ms

Board of Home Missions of the

Congregational Christian Churches,

Div. of Christian Education
Boston, Massachusetts

Editor's Note: EDUCATIONAL
SCREEN is ahvays glad to grant
reprint permission upon request.

On the Bulletin Board

Editor :

I am in charge of a large evening ele-

mentary school for adults in New York
City and have been in adult education
work for over seventeen years. During
my work at Teachers College. Columbia
University, I became very much enthused
over the integration of audio-visual ma-
terial into our school programs. One
particular phase on which we experiment-
ed last year is that of the field trip and
its place in adult education.

Educational Screen has proven most
helpful to me and to my stafif at the school
in our audio-visual program. Much of
the material in the issues appears on our
teachers' bulletin board each month.

.Angelica W. Cass
\ew York, N. Y.

Message from Milan

Editor :

In the April edition of your Review I

have seen an article of Mrs. Dora V.
Smith concerning English teaching by
screen. I have found that the application
of screen suggested by the writer has a
certain connection with the application of
which I am thinking for some time, that
is .screen used to teach foreign languages.
I do not know either if your Review has
already published anything on this sub-
ject, or such an application has already
been effected in U.S. .A.

In my opinion, Mrs. Smith aims to

teach grammar by substituting dramatized
figures for the rules of books. On the
contrary, the function of screen teaching
languages is essentially that of engraving
a great number of foreign names and sen-

tences in the student's mind. It is based
on the principle of binding or identifying

the nai ic with its object in a sole drama-
tized figure.

Such a binding is much more natural

and impressing- than that between rules

and their dramatized symbols. In fact,

for grammar teaching it is necessary, so
to say. to "personify" the rules, whilst

when teaching foreign languages, what
appears on the screen is the I'cry thing or

fact indicated by the name or sentence

being taught. I think, therefore, that in

this case screen can give much better re-

sults than for grammar teaching.

I should be very much obliged by hear-

ing your valued opinion on the subject.

Giovanni Pastine

Via Vitruvio 5

Milano, Italy

Editor's Note: Do any of the SCREEN'S
readers care to send their opinions

across the ocean to Doctor Pastine?

We're sure he'd appreciate them.
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It takes more

than writers

and directors

to create

true teaching films . .

.

it

takes

educators!

You have a right to know the creators of classroom

films . . . just as you know the authors of textbooks.

Who are they?

What are their qualifications.'

Are they educators . . . or merely script writers, di-

rectors and photographers?

EBFilms are made only by experienced teachers . . . men

outstanding in academic and in motion picture circles.

V C. Arnspiger, Ph. D., and his EBFilms associates,

Melvin Brodshaug, Ph. D., and James A. Brill, M.A.,

actually pioneered the first classroom sound films in

1929. But they were already successful teachers. Since

then, working with other educators, they have con-

sistently led the way to finer teaching films through im-

proved research, production and teaching techniques.

Together these three have helped countless other

teachers in their profession of building better, abler

• citizens out of millions of the world's children. Aided

by a skilled staff of experienced educators, these three

still leave their unique educational impress on every

Encyclopaedia Britannica Classroom Film.

Is it any wonder that leading educators everywhere

acknowledge EBFilms as the standard for authentic,

effective teaching motion pictures?

President, Encyclopaedia Britonnico Films Inc.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WILMETTE. ILLINOIS
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"$c^m test"
shows amazing improvement
in your pictures!

Project your pictures on Free Sample

of Radiant's new "Million Mirror"

screen fabric—and see for yourself

the remarkable difference it makes!

/ W
See how millions of tiny glass mirrors,

firmly imbedded in the pure white screen

surface, make your pictures fairly glow
with life! See what happens when light

'/i/'i reflected insteid of absorbed! You will

enjoy clearer, sharper black and whites

—

richer, brighter, more brilliant colors. Here is projection as

real as life itself!

Then ask your dealer to demonstrate the new 1949 Radiant
Screens. Notice how easily they set up— how ruggedly
they're built. Used and approved by leading industrial con-
cerns, school systems, churches and government agencies

' all over the world—you cannot buy a better screen.

Send coupon
and get

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
• Generous sample of

new Radiant "Million

Mirror" Screen Fabric

. . , Test it with your

Own projector and see

for yourself the remark-

able improvement over

any other projection

surface.

• Basic Film Source
Directory—your handy
guide to hundreds of

film sources.

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCRefNS

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8. III.

Send me FREE: Sample of Radiant "Million
Mirror" Screen Fabric AND Basic Film Source
Directory

Name

Aci<iresi_

City ^Stiite^

My dealer

FCA Surveys the Field

Two extensive surveys to find out what type

of films national, educational and social organi-

zations want and need, and how and where informa-

tional films can now be obtained, were launched

recently by the Film Coinicil of America, accord-

ino- to an announcement from its executixe director,

Glen Hurch.

The surveys, \\ides))rea(l in their scope, are ex-

pected to form the most substantial basis yet es-

tablished on which the .s^reat "bottleneck" in tlie

audio-visual field—distribution—can be attacked.

The first study, to find out what films national

org-anizations want, is beins^- conducted among a

selected group of organizations which cover the

])rincipal fields of interest in the United States.

The survey- findings will reveal which national or-

ganizations now try to distribute films and other

visual materials to their local chapters and \vhat

subjects are most in demand b\' these groups. It

will also determine what organizations are making
film recommendations to their local chapters and

to what extent they are utilizing films. Problems
which these organizations are encountering in film

use, distribution and procurement are also being

investigated to provide a wider knowledge of the

problems which face film producers and film li-

braries throughout the country.

The second survey will j^robe methods and
scope of ])resent-day film distribution. Fifteen

typical producers of films, covering commercial
])roducers, educational producers, associations, in-

stitutions, church and Hollywood film organiza-

tions, have been selected for the purpose of the

study. One outstanding film of each of these or-

ganizations has been selected as a test, and the or-

ganizations are providing the Film Council with

complete information about how many prints of

their films are available, where they may be ob-

tained and in which cities and towns and in which
film libraries.

It will also be determined whether these outstand-

ing films are owned or leased by libraries and other

institutions and whether they in turn make them
a\ailable for resale or rental to other groups.

As a result of the study, the Film Council will

know where a typical cross-section of outstanding

informational films may be obtained; in which com-
munities prints are available; and what types of or-

ganizations have them.

The films under study cover such subjects as se-x,

atomic warfare, religion, democracy, problems of

world brotherhood, economics, foreign lands, music
and biography. The facts about their availability,

the Film Council believes, will give a clear indica-

tion of the entire problem of film distribution and
accessibility.

F'indings of both surveys will be published for all

members of the Film Council and should ])rovide

them with invaluable information in tackling their

own film material distribution problems.
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this /rgw^ kind of
PORTABLE Projector

for 16mm. sound
pictures offers you
these q> big features

The Ampro Compact has been built for those

who need a portable, single-case quality pro-

jector at a popular price. It is a basically new

type of portable projector which brings you:

1. New Amazingly Compact One-Case Unit

A complete full size l6mm. sound pic-

ture projection outfit^including pro-

jector, amplifier, detachable 8" speaker

and cord, plus room for extra 400'

reel and film—all in one portable case.

Measures only 15" x 21'/2" x 954".

Speaker can be instantly removed and
set up near screen for best sound
reproduction.

2. New Remarkably Quick Set-Up

Through new, counterbalancing
mechanism, projector swings up into

operating position in one easy move-
ment. Permanently attached reel arms
swing quickly into position—and in

less than ten seconds the Ampro Com-
pact is ready to thread, connect and
operate.

3. Full Professional Quality Projection

The many Ampro quality features,

tested in thousands of projectors over

many years and through millions of
performances, are fully maintained.

Not a new untried unit—but rather an
ingenious adaptation of a proven
16mm. sound projector. Unusually
quiet-running.

4. 100% Availability for Quick Servicing . . . The entire chassis

of the Ampro Compact can be removed quickly and easily

from the case. This is the only portable one-case 16mm.
sound projector that offers 100% convenient availability

for both mechanical and electrical servicing.

Plus New Lower Price and many other new features

Including a new free flow streamlined cooling system

—

and special cushioning to protect projector mechanism
against shocks. An ideal unit for both silent and sound
projection for moderate sized audiences where compact-
ness, ease of set-up, portability, quality of ptojection, ate

important factors.

Send for Booklets

Mail coupon for full details on the new Ampro
Compact. Also send 10c for interesting booklet

"The Amazing Story of l6mm. Sound Motion

Pictures" (the illustrated story of how sound

pictures are made and projected)—and FREE
copy of "A New Tool for Teaching" (the story

of sound hlnisin tlie classroom)—These inform-

ative booklets will be mailed to you postpaid.

The AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 18, ILL. • A general precision equipment corporation subsidiary
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AMPRO CORPORATION.
2S«N.Wes.«„ Ave..

'",relenlefuUd.e.aasa.apr.eo..h=t,«.

Kro Compact Proiector. ^„tlet.,

nl enclose 10c for a ^"P^.^^ ^u„a Motion Pictures.
°

-The Am.z.ngStoiyof I6m.n. sou
^^^ y^a^i^."

Also send FREE copy of A New
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Ratchet hondl*
tr*»t both hands

permitting
use of pointer.

Never has an opaque projector

been so amazingly successful as the Beseiei

Model OA3. This outstanding opaque projector has

met with an enthusiastic reception in

both education and industry. Its ability to

accommodate a full 8*2" x 11"

page has opened up many new

possibilities in the projection

of opaque material.

BESELER MODEL OA3
Projeas full 8 1/2" x 11" pages in

magazines and books, maps, graphs, etc.

Brilliant screen illumination

1000 watts — Air cooled

For literature describing Model 0A3
and other Beseler Projectors,

write for Booklet E,
Free Demonstrai^mi

Upon Request

CHARLES VJm^^^&St4
EST I8«9

60 Badger Avenu Ik ^K^^FT^K*!

COMPANY
8 , N . J .

T h6 World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque Pro/ection Equipment
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NOW...^\^ey.oMs?..es^EPUCATmALRECORPER...

the new . . . improved

with amazing "^MOgiC RMOti"

Only the'SOUNDMIRIIOR'offers all these advantages

• Superior tone quality and fidelity — Lifelike fidelity in

voice recordings — rich depth of tone in music. There's

no scratchy background or needle noise to mar the
reproduction.

• Easy to handle "Magic Ribbon" recording tape. Cannot
snarl or tangle. Compare it to almost invisible hair-thin

wire used on competitive recorders.

• Program can be "edited"—"Magic Ribbon" recording

tape can be easily cut and rejoined with cellulose mend-
ing tape to remove unwanted portions and rearrange
program sequence.

• Simplified operation—No other recorder is so easy to operate.

No complicated threading. Simple control provides for play,

record, rewind, or fast forward funaions.

• Automatic high tpeed rewind —"Magic Ribbon" auto-

matically reverses and rewinds in less than three minutes
. . . faster than any competitive recorder on the market!

• "ACOUSTICEl"* non-directional microphone. Provides fidelity

and sensitivity usually offered only in professional types.

• Ea$y fast indexing—Provision is made for returning quickly
and easily to a decided portion of a recording.

• Thirty minute recording time — Provided by each reel of
"Magic Ribbon". . . ideal for school use.

• Economy — In addition to the reasonable first price, the
economy of the "Magic Ribbon" recording tape is important
to the school budget. "Magic Ribbon" can be replayed
indefinitely . . . can be erased and reused again and again.

• Adaptability -The "SOUNDMIRROR" can be connected
directly to a radio receiver for recording. It can be connected
to the school sound system for replaying programs through-
out the building.

Uses for "SOUNDMIRROR"

-k FOk N language
quick recognition of word sound
and usage

-k ORCHESTRA AND BAND
recording concerts and practice
sessions for study

• POtrTICAl AND HISTORY
dramatized commentaries and
current events

* SCHOOL EXERCISES
special school events and educa-
tional addresses

* SPEECH STUDY
correction of speech defects

* MUSIC APPRECIATION
building musical and vocal
libraries for study

-k DRAMA STUDY
classroom programs and elocu-
tion training

k DISCUSSION GROUPS
School society meetings and
social and civic studies

l| Avaifabfe in conventenf porfob/e vnii or

\n finished wood cofarnef mode/ at the

some price . . . onf/ $229.50!

Priced right

for your

scliool budget

Ask your local dealer for a demonstration of the

TfCei^cc IRc^^OK ScAo<U ^ecotdex

or write

The Brush Development Co., 3405 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 1 4, Ohio

•Trade Mark Reg.

2W^ FIRST IN MAGNETIC RECORDING
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As Viewed From Here Paul C. Reed

"It doesn^t seem necessary to tear dotcn

the foundations and start all over again."

We Look Hopefully
• As viewed from here, in contrast to the "eyewitnessed" report

published a few Saturdays ago in another journal, the world of the

16mm motion picture appears much brighter. When we add up the

facts, we get an entirely different total.

A lot of small film-making companies were hastily organized

following the war. They had too little capital, much less know-how,

and wore Techni-rose-colored glasses. Soon they ran out of money,

learned a few things, and broke their glasses. Does that prove that

the classroom film is a dead end?

An impressive group of successful textbook publishers, seem-

ingly apprehensive that textbook dollars might be used to purchase

audio-visual kinds of curriculum materials, had a survey made.

The survey apparently convinced them that as a group they didn't

have to make teaching films—and we guess they didn't want to

anyway. Does that prove that school kids will have to get along with

cast oif grown-up pictures and films sponsored by advertisers?

From our point of view, education's needs will never become
so desperate that the whole task of visually educating the boys and
girls of this country has to be turned over to the corporations that

have become great because of their ability to make oil and air-

planes and steel and money. The American way in education is

to provide free public schools and educational opportunities for all;

and to pay for this through funds raised by taxes, not by gifts and

subsidization. In the American system of public education, all the

people, through the taxes they pay, provide for the materials needed

for instruction as well as for teachers who use them. Our boys and
girls must not be dependent upon the courtesy of a sponsor for all

of their audio-visual educational experiences.

Certainly, along with others who believe enthusiastically in the

values of audio-visual means of communication, we wish that the

progress could have been greater in these post-war years; but we
are not discouraged and disillusioned by the progress that has been
made.

- We look hopefully, not gloomily, toward the future of educa-

tional films, satisfied that substantial foundations have been built

and pledging our support to help bring about an expanded use of

the excellent audio-visual materials already produced. It doesn't

seem necessary to tear down the foundations and start all over again.

Educational Screen



By CECIL BRICKER
Lincoln School,

Peoria, IlL

Four Hundred Feet

of

EGGS
Let's have a movie after recess. It's hot and my children are so

restless." "Mine, too. I don't know when they've been such scat-

terbrains." "Let's go to the office and see what films are here.

I don't know of any better way to pass the time on a hot Friday after-

noon. What's this film? 'Birds of the Dooryard.' That sounds O. K.

Let's have that. We'll all take our youngsters to the assembly hall right

after recess. That'll keep them quiet for a while."

That's one way to show movies in school—and it's a way too often

practiced. Teachers who misuse films in this way violate every one of

the basic principles essential to the eflfective classroom use of motion

pictures. Let's review those principles

:

1. The teacher must have defitiite objectives in mind when selecting

a film. Pupils too should have purpose in seeing a picture. They
should be looking for something and for a reason.

2. The teacher should always preview the film to be sure it will aid

in achieving the objectives; that it is suited to the grade level

of the group ; and so that a plan can be developed for its use.

3. The students should be prepared to see the film. Interest may be

aroused in various ways, and the group should be alerted for what

is to be seen and learned.

4. The film should be shown without interruption. Pupils may help to

set uj) the equipment ; then there should be no interruption.

5. Opportunity jor discussion should follow the film presentation.

Film stimulated questions should be answered in discussion as

well as those raised before the film was shown.

6. The film may be reshozvn immediately, the next day, or several

days later, and if there is a reason for reshowing it, and depending

upon the group's interest, the teaching objectives and the avail-

ability of the film.

7. The film should stimulate the pupils to further activities if it has

been well chosen and well used. These activities should tie in with

the film and the unit of work so that generalizations being de-

From the EBFilm "Ebbs"

Good planning... good teaching... a good motion picture

add up to dozens of real learning experiences
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veloped will l)e emphasized over and over again,

each time from an excitingly different angle.

Those are the principles which I have attempted

to follow in my own use of motion pictures. They

have been stated before in many different ways, and

some teachers who have memorized such a list of

principles in their summer audio-visual courses still

continue to just show movies. Putting them into prac-

tice is what really counts. Here is the way I applied

them with a second-grade group

:

Objectives

I chose the Encyclopaedia Britannica film "Eggs"
in connection with a science unit on "How Work Is

Done." It seemed that this film might include ex-

amples of several different ways of doing work,
that it would show that much of our work is done
by machines, and that machines save time and
labor. I also expected it to give the children a
better understanding of our modern civilization,

how each one does a special kind of work he is

best prepared to do, and depends on others for

many of his necessities and luxuries. Then, too,

since eggs are such a necessary part of our diet,

the film could well be correlated with health.

Preview

The preview convinced me that this film was
well adapted to carry out these objectives. It con-
tained examples of numerous kinds of machines to
help make the farmer's work easier and quicker.
Some of these machines were motor operated and
others were run with the help of the farmer's
muscles.

The film demonstrated how industry is highly
specialized. The pupils could compare his work
with the work their fathers did to earn money for
their families, and with the work of the grocer,
the bus driver, and other familiar community
helpers.

The film showed how the farmer kept his hens
healthy by providing them with fresh air, sun-
shine, lots of cool fresh water, and plenty of whole-
some food; he also saw that everything w^as meticu-
lously clean. This film could be exceedingly cor-
related with our health program.
This film was simple enough for second graders

to grasp; and yet it contained much challenging
material. I made note of the following terms to
clarify to the group: corn cobs, dry grain mash,
trap nests, candling machine, grading machine,
conveyor, and government label. I listed questions
for my pupils to keep in mind while they were
watching the film.

Student Preparation

I asked the pupils what they had had for break-
fast that morning. Patricia had eaten a soft-boiled
egg. Said I, "Where did you get the egg?"
"Mother got it from the store," she replied.
"Where did the storekeeper get it?" I then asked.
Roger volunteered, "From the farmer."

"How did the eggs get from the farmer to the
store?" was my next query.

"My dad gets eggs from a man in a truck," said

Fied, whose father runs a grocery store.

Other answers were "on the train" and "in the

farmer's automobile." I told them that I had a

film which would show us how one farmer did

nothing but help provide eggs for the rest of us

to eat. I called their attention to the terms which
I had written on the blackboard. We read them
together and talked about them all. "Conveyor,"
for instance, I had to explain to them ; but they

were able to work out what trap nests, a candling

machine, and a grading machine were with only

a little help.

I had also listed on the board the points to keep
in mind w'hile the film was being run : a. How
many machines are used in the film? b. Why does
the farmer spend all of his time producing eggs?
c. How can many of our health rules can you find

in the film? d. How does the farmer discover

which hens lay the most eggs? e. What is done
with the eggs that are not perfect? We read these

questions together. When we read the first one
Donald said, "My grandmother has chickens, and
I've seen her feed them. She used a bucket to pour
their feed and water in a trough. A bucket and a

trough are machines.

When we finished reading the second question,

Fred said, "My father spends all his time selling

groceries to people.''

After we read the question about health rules,

Donald said, "My grandmother gives her chickens
plenty of good food and water. Those are health
rules."

Thus, in preparing the pupils for this film we
used discussion, recountal of pupil experiences,

clarification of different terms, and assignment of

things to look for.

Showing the Film

I had threaded the projector and set up the screen

before school ; but I had purposely left undone
those little chores which the pupils could do. Alonzo
unwound the cord from the loud speaker and
plugged it into the projector. Charles unreeled
the extension cord, inserted the proper end in the

projector and the other end in the wall socket.

George and Elton drew the shades while the

children moved to the middle and the front of

the room where they could see better.

Roger turned off the lights, and I ran the film

without interruption. The pupils gave it their

undivided attention. "Oo-oo " they marveled, when
they saw the many hens.

"Look at all those eggs !" said Sam in awe.

"Look !" exclaimed Terry, as a hen disappeared

into a trap nest. "She got her tail caught." All

giggled as a silly hen tried to get out of the trap

nest through a crack which was big enough for

only her head. They were much interested when
the conveyor rolled the eggs onto the moving belt

which took them to the candling machine. The
electric egg cleaner also intrigued them with its

rollers and wheels ; and the grading machine en-
(Continucd on page 460)
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Probably not many school administrators have yet

given serious attention to the selection of school tele-

vision equipment. In fact, at the moment, only a small

number of schools are within the range of television

signals. But the moment will not be long—as each

new station goes into operation, the problem becomes

real for hundreds of educators.

In this article Philip Lewis not only summarizes

current thinking but also looks toward the future.

He looks with the discernment of one well acquainted

with educational needs. A radio and television hobby-

ist from "way back," he is an industrial arts laboratory

instructor at South Shore High School, Chicago; has

been a training officer for the U. S. Navy; an or-

ganizer of curricula for a New York art and photogra-

phy school; and is at present a candidate for ED.D.

at Columbia Teachers College. His thesis project?

"Television for Education," of course.

—The Editor

By PHILIP LEWIS

TELEVISION installations should be tailored to meet

the needs of the individual school. Fortunately,

such fle.xibility of planning is practical using com-

ponents now commercially produced. A critical exami-

nation of the major types of receivers, their potentialities

and limitations, as well as the possible installation ar-

rangements is a must before an actual purchase is made.

Receiver Types

Video receivers are of two distinct varieties : the

direct-view type and the projection models. The first

mentioned is designed to reproduce the viewed image

<in the face of the picture tube or kinescope (similar to

looking at the bottom of an oversize milk bottle having

\n elongated neck). These tubes are utilized in a variety

.1 sizes having 7", 10", 12", 15" and 20" diameters. The

reproduced picture has a three by four proportion

(similar to that of the movie screen) and therefore

covers only a portion of the face of the kinescope. Al-

though the resultant images are small when compared to

those customarily used in motion picture projection,

they are many times brighter and therefore much more

clTective than would be supposed from a mere compari-

son of area covered. Tests have proven that even the

seven-inch tube can service an audience of from ten to

fifteen persons, depending upon their seating arrange-

ment. The twelve-inch kinescope can be used satisfac-

torily with a group of almost one hundred persons.

For technical reasons the screen surface of the pic-

ture tube is slightly curved. This permits a relatively

great viewing angle without too much distortion re-

sulting when persons in the audience are seated at the

extreme left and right positions. In many instances,

however, this type of tube is adversely affected by stray

light and reflections in the room in which it is located.

This drawback has been offset to a marked degree by

the use of glass low in reflecting properties combined

with light shields and filters. A new tube made of glass

atid metal is said to have this problem licked and will

lie available to the public in the very near future.

The projection receivers are, in general, more ex-

pensive but produce a larger image. This system utilizes

a small kinescope (usually 3" to 5" face diameter). The

image produced has an extremely high light intensity

and is directed into a lens and optical system and

goes

to school

PHOTO: Upper Darby High
School students roll an RCA
Victor television projection

console to the rear wall of

the auditorium stage.
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finally projected on a screen. The usual image sizes

are Uyi" x 18", 15" x 20" and 18" x 24". Special theatre

sets are available which project pictures as large as

15 X 20 feet, and a recent product has an optical focus-

ing adjustment which permits the selection of image size

from 3 to 4 feet to the maximum usable picture area.

Manufacturers haven't quite agreed as to the best

method of projection, and both front and rear projection

models are on the market. Each of the systems has ad-

vantages and disadvantages, making it necessary to con-

sider the application in determining the choice. Rear

projection throws the image on the back surface of a

translucent screen. Front projection does as its name
implies and the image is cast on the same surface that

is presented to the eyes of the observer. One front

projection model is unique in that it produces an image

almost four times brighter than that of comparable re-

ceivers, and is not seriously disturbed by ambient light.

This video set is quite directional, however, and re-

stricts the viewing angle.

Individual Video Installations

Some schools have attempted to capitalize on the po-

tentialities of television by installing a single receiver

and its accompanying antenna. As interest grows and
more funds are available, additional, independent re-

ceivers are put into operation. Soon the school roof

begins to t^ke on the appearance of a reforestation

project. Worse yet, the antennas interact with each

other and cause interference and multiple images.

Such complications motivated the engineers to de-

velop a very satisfactory solution.

Master Antenna Systems

Experiments with antennas built into the receiver

cabinets have resulted in a measure of success. Such
video outfits are now on the market and are well

adapted for utilization under special conditions. Loca-
tions close to the sending stations and in buildings

not surrounded by tall structures containing steel

girders, or places many stories above the street level

with a direct air-line to the transmitter's antenna yield

the best results. In a fair percentage of the cases, these
sets will not give optimum performance.

One efficient solution of the dilemma is the so-called

Master Antenna System (see figure 1). An antenna
array (one antenna adjusted to receive signals from
a particular station, with additional antennas indi-

vidually adjusted for each of the other stations in the
area) is installed on the roof. The connecting wires
are attached to a small amplifier which boosts the
strength of the signals so that they may be distributed
through a special cable network to any or all rooms
in a school. Each terminal point is attached to a tiny
outlet box (similar to the regular A.C. outlet) and
contains a few simple components to prevent inter-
action between receivers.

Master Television Systems
A further development resulted from the practice

used in institutional radio. Many hotels, schools and
other organizations installed central radio receivers
and wired the programs to the different rooms. A
selector switch is provided to permit a choice of pro-
grams tuned in at the master control. Such a setup

results in greater economy of equipment costs and

more careful operation. The television counterpart of

this idea starts with a central location. Here any de-

sired number of tuning units are placed (one unit for

each station that might be tuned in simultaneously.

See figure 2). All the tuning units are connected to a

master antenna system and are thus capable of being

tuned independently to any of the stations in the area.

The tuning and station selection is done by a trained

operator (a reliable student can easily perform this

function) and the results checked on a monitor screen.

From here a low-voltage cable (making it unnecessary

to incur the expen.se of enclosing same in conduit) is

fed to designated rooms in the school where viewing

screens are to be located.

The viewing screen contains, among other things,

an on-of? switch, volume control, program selector

switch and brilliancy control. This permits sufficient

flexibility in the local setting. An obvious advantage of

this system is that a school can begin operations with

one master unit and a single viewing screen. The

picture screen can be mounted on a stand equipped

with casters and easily shuttled from room to room

until additional funds are available, and more equip-

ment deemed necessary. The real economy of the

setup becomes evident when many viewing units are

installed, since these are less expensive than complete

receivers.

A few large school systems are already pro-

viding specifications in the architect's plans for new

schools to include conduit "runs" for future television

installations. This is a real economy because the in-

stallation of such conduit is relatively inexpensive

when the building is not yet completed and the inner

cavities are readily accessible. The wires can be

"fished in" at any future date without difficulty.

Multiple Screen Receivers

Some manufacturers have engineered their receivers

so that they are able to "drive" a second viewing

screen located within a reasonable distance of the tele-

set proper. This permits many additional uses and

adaptations. Newer developments provide for as many
additional screen units as desired with distance limita-

tions increased up to a mile from the source. The
screen units themselves are designed to hang on the

wall and look very much like a conventional, decora-

tive frame. Still another innovation is the develop-

ment of remote controls. This is especially important

in school work and will go far to protect the apparatus

from misuse while making simple the locating of the

viewing screen for most effective results.

Possible Adaptations

The installation of a Master Television system

brings with it many possibilities for developing addi-

tional facilities and conveniences. It is entirely prac-

tical to utilize the excellent audio amplifier contained

in the equipment to provide a school-wide, as well as a

selective, public address system. This can be done

without the use of additional cables if the original

layout is designed with this purpose in mind. Also,

the various rooms equijjped with viewing units can

make use locally of the individual amplifiers for public
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iiklress purposes or reproduction of records through

the use of a phono-pickup. .\ further development

would be the addition of equipment to permit the

uperation of a "dosed circuit" television system. No
license is needed and programs originating in the

school can be distributed to any or all of the class-

rooms. Such systems are already in existence in at

least a few well known universities.

Suggestions

In addition to conditions peculiar to your local

situation, consideration of the following items may

prove helpful in selecting equipment and determining

installations

:

1. The screen size of the receiver should be de-

termined by the proportions of the room in which it

is to be located. Thus, a long, narrow room might

be serviced better with two smaller screens rather

than by a single, large viewing surface.

2. Conditions of illumination must be evaluated. Will

the receiver be operated in a totally dark room, a

semi-lighted or a daylight environment? The teleset

selected must give sufficient contrast and brilliance

compatible with the situation.

3. Access to the chassis and viewing screen must be

controlled and shielded against possible misuse by the

students and as a protection against the real danger

of the high voltages employed. Approved receivers

incorporate adequate "shockproof and interlock safety

devices.

4. There are some sets on the market which do not

provide for tuning in the regular FM stations. This is

a very desirable feature in light of the tremendous

growing popularity and quality of such transmissions.

A receiver lacking this facility may be corrected by the

(Continued on page 465)
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AUDIO-

VISUAL

EDUCATION FOR THE DEAF
To gain the most desirable and satisfying results, the

teacher of the deaf must have the necessary teaching tools,

and most important among these tools are all kinds of
audio-visual materials and equipment.

INSTRUCTION With aiidio-visual materials is a pre-

requisite and essential to learning at the Mary E.

Bennett School for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing in

Los Angeles.

The first oral words taught to the pre-school deaf

child are selected from his immediate environment and

needs. These nouns and verbs represent and are cor-

related with real experiences, the most concrete of

visual aids. Before long, toy models or objects, known
to have been seen by him in their natural environment,

are used to teach words less common to his environ-

ment. Thus the two most concrete visual aids are

utilized to start the young deaf child on his first steps

of learning.

The more accurately his concepts are developed on

the lower steps, the more vividly his imagination will

develop so that he can grasp the abstract knowledge

he will encounter further on, in accordance with the

principle that if abstract instruction is to possess a rich,

meaningful content, the concrete must precede the ab-

stract.
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by

WILMA I. NELSON

AUDITORY MATERIALS are iiscd all through the grades

to develop speech and residual hearing. EventualK'

all our classrooms will he equipped witli niicroi)hones

and head phones for each child. However, eighty-four

children are receiving such benefits at present.

In the lower grades, rhythm instruments, transcrip-

tions of band instruments with picture charts, and tran-

scriptions of simple melodies are invaluable for the de-

velopment of hearing acuity and for the discrimination

of sounds, pitch, and rhythm. By these aids, an aes-

thetic appreciation of music is stimulated and the foun-

dation laid for a critical analysis of speech patterns.

SCHOOL JOURNEYS, study pictures, and models pro-

mote the development of language principles and

reading through the stimulation they afford for repro-

duction in such forms as news items, descriptions, or

stories. For the social studies, motion pictures, real

objects, filmstrips, specimens, lantern slides, and study

jiictures furnish the best material for illustration and
study. Most often one of these aids is shown during the

presentation step of a lesson to clarify the material being

taught and to clear up any misconceptions. In the pre-

paratory step, one visual aids is shown to arouse in-

terest and curiosity ; and as a review, more visual

materials are used.

THE RICH VARIETY of visual and auditory materials supplied by the Los

Angeles Board of Education gives our school a distinct advantage over

many schools for the deaf that must furnish, borrow, or rent their own
equipment and materials.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

THE INSPIRATIONAL FILM
A Critical Evaluation of the
Film "Psalmody"

By C. GRATTON KEMP*

THERE is a place in church utihzation for the in-

spirational type of film. A number of them have

been produced, and thus far they have not been very

satisfactory or eflfective. The Hills and the Sea (pro-

duced by the Harmon Foundation) was one of the first

films to supplement pictorial sequences with music with

the deliberate intention of creating a medium which

would induce the reflections, moods and aspirations of

worship. Since it was produced, a few others have ven-

tured forth. Psalmody (produced by Square Deal Pic-

tures, Ossining, N. Y.) is representative of the crop,

and for this reason will be discussed in particular.

Objectives

In making this 10-minute sound and color film, the

producer had four stated objectives : (a) to link the

beauty of nature with certain religious truths
;
(b) to

contribute to a service of worship
;

(c) to produce a

film to displace the sermon
;
(d) to capture the attention

of the vast non-church-going public who are hungry for

religion but who are allergic to it in conventional pack-

ages.

Does the film reach these objectives? It captures

in some excellent photography the beauty of nature but

there is only a forced relationship, if any, between the

pictures and the religious truths set forth in the nar-

ration. The film could hardly replace a sermon, is only

slightly inspirational, and lacks specific drive. The pho-
tography is acceptable throughout, and the shots are

not burdened with unnecessary details. A suitable

standard of music was used, and the speaking has sin-

cerity and fair vitality.

Criticisms

There is too much sameness in the pictorial sequences.

There should have been some shots of fields and of the

sea. The pictorial and the verbal are poorly integrated,

as when "Behold the lilies of the field" is spoken when
roses are shown.

The narrator of the verses lacked an understanding
of the metric pattern of the verse. His rendition lacked
rhythm, needed more inflection, and, although sincere,

lacked some interpretative tone color.

There is no pattern of accentuation in the film—pic-

tures, spoken word, and music being equally accentu-

ated and giving an emotional flatness to the film.

Suggestions

The film should have used less Scripture. The music

should not have been continuous. The pictorial and the

verbal should have been more tightly integrated. The
reading of the verses from the Psalms should have been

more rhythmical.

Pictures of people in movement should have been

omitted, since the symbolical character is lost when the

audience begins to wonder about their movements. The
use of shots varying from each other only slightly would

have built up and increased "mood." When a new
orientation is required for each picture, it interferes

with the increase of feeling. A few pictures of the sea

would have added strength and variety to the pictorial

sequences for they, too, have power to create a reflective

mood—one of the components of the worship ex-

perience.

Slides in a Review Lesson

by NEATRICE M. KORNHAUSER*

OUR sixth-grade class had finished studying the

Babylonian period. We wanted to review the

period and decided that we might use slides in reaching

some of our objectives, which were : to gain insight

into the false values of the later Babylonian kings, to

learn something of the extravagance of the Babylonian

regime, to sense the sorrows of the devout Jews who
were taken exile in Babylon, and to appreciate the

courage of the group who remained true to Jewish

ideals, as seen in the actions of Daniel and his friends.

We secured slides for four pictures herewith repro-

duced from the Society for Visual Education. The
slides were carefully previewed and studied so that the

teacher would be able to point out important items to

the students, and appreciate any insights they might

have.

The following outline reports the more important de-

tails of the lesson as it came off. With the slides on the

screen, we talked about them.

The pictures and the rcvietc lesson appear on the

opposite page.

Assistant, Dept. of Religious Education, Union Theologi-
cal Seminary, and a teacher in the Riverside Church School.

* Mrs. Kornhauser has been teaching in the ReHgious School
of the Chicago Sinai Congregation {or two decades and in recent
years has specialized in the field of audio-visual education.
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THE REVIEW

Exiles
in

Babylon

Teacher : What in the picture helps you to sense the

feelings of the people shown ?

Students : The lady looks sad. Her body is bent as

though she was very tired . . . The overseer has a whip,

and the people look ver)- unhappy . . . The child is

hanging onto his mother's hand. She must be awfully

tired.

Teacher: This is one artist's idea of what happened.

Many writers of history .say that Nebuchadnezzar

treated the |ews very well during his reign.

Daniel

and His Friends
Refusing Food

Teacher: Mow did Daniel and his friends happen

to be in the king's palace?

Students : They had been chosen by the king's over-

seer to go to college and eat at the palace . . . How did

anyone know that Daniel looked like that? These

pictures weren't taken when Daniel was alive, were

they ?

Teacher: You must remember that this is just one

man's idea of what Daniel looked like.

Students : Later, if Daniel and his friends passed

the examinations and also remained well and strong,

they were to be given high positions in the palace . . .

The story told us that they just ate vegetables and water

and grew up fine.

Teacher: Yes, it took courage for these boys to

follow the laws of their religion as to what they would
eat.

Students: Too bad they did not have milk; then

that would have been a healthy diet . . .The food on the

platter looks rich. Plain food is better for you.

Daniel
and Friends
Pass the Test

Teacher: What kind of examinations might they

be taking?

Students: History. Geography . . . The Babylo-

nians knew a lot about astronomy ; maybe it was that.

Teacher: How did the boys rank on the tests?

Students : Very high. Higher than many Babylo-
nians, which made them jealous.

Teacher: Exactly why did they feel like that?

Students : Because Daniel and his friends got good
jobs in the palace.

Teacher: Were the Babylonians justified in feeling

the way they did?

Students : They weren't very nice. They should
have admired Daniel and his friends because they did

their best and had brains . . . They should have been
good losers.

Handwriting
on the Wall

Teacher: Many years passed. What does this pic-

ture show us about the way of living in the palace?

Students : There's too much food. . . . The king;

looks unhappy .
'. . They are staring at the wall . . .

You can see the hand very lightly and some strange

writing.

Teacher: What kind of writing did the Babylonians

use?

Students : Cuneiform . . . Wedge-writing made
with a stylus.

Teacher: History tells us that this writing was not
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in cuneiform Imt in Aramaic. Who read it?

Students: The king called in all of his wise men

and none of them could decipher the letters . . . The

king's old mother, who happened to he passing the

banquet hall, heard of the trouble. She said that she

knew of a man who might be able to read it—Daniel.

Teacher: Did Daniel read the message?

SruDr.NTS : Yes. The first word meant "numbered,"

meaning the king's days were numbered.

Te.^ciiek: And the second word?

Students; "Weighed." It meant that the king's

deeds had been weighed and that he had too many bad

ones.

Teacher: And the last word?

Student : "Measured." It meant that he was found

wanting and he would lose his kingdom.

Teacher: According to many accounts, that very

night the Persians came in and the city of Babylon was

captured. Now a new period was about to start when

the Persian king, Cyrus, became the head of the once

great Babylonian empire. We shall soon study about

the decree of Cyrus. It gave the Jews a chance to re-

turn to their homeland and build up their country

once more.

Conclusions

Teacher: Can we sum it up this way? The Babylo-

nian kings were too much interested in eating and drink-

ing. Many of the Jews were unhappy in Babylon and

wanted to go back to Judah. Many of our ancestors

had ideals, and remained true to their religion.

Further Activities

Teacher: You might like to do something more.

Here is a list of activities. Choose the one you'll enjoy

the most:
1. Look up Psalm 137 and read it.

2. Find out how long it takes to go from Babylon to Je-

rusalem today as compared with the days of Cyrus.

3. Make a poster showing the Jews returning to their home-
land.

4. Find out more about the dietary laws, looking into such

books as Jewish Encyclopedia and Universal Jewish En-
cyclopedia.

5. Bring to the class the verses in the Bible upon which our

four pictures today were based.

6. Write a composition on some theme like "Daniel, A Fine

Type" ; "Learning Solved the Puzzle" ; or "Courage in

Everyday Life".

Visual Aids in Juvenile Protection

by JOSEPH L. HUGHES*

FOR several years we have been using visual aids

in interpreting the work of the Juvenile Protection

Program of the ABHMS (see below). Our program
was brought into being by the Northern Baptist Con-
vention as an out-reach of its churches in a positive

eflfort to combat juvenile delinquency. In the two years

I have been on the staff, we have placed a new emphasis

on visual aids.

Our Juvenile Protection Program has six points, di-

vided into two major areas: 1. Juvenile Protection by

Prevention: (a) church youth centers; (b) hobby and

interest clubs for boys and girls ; (c) child care centers

for pre-school children. 2. Juvenile Protection by Cor-

rection: (a) Christian sponsorship—the oversight by

friendly interest or by foster-home care of dependent

or delinquent youth; (b) home counselling—the train-

ing of youth and adults in the relationships and respon-

sibilities of good family life; (c) community betterment

through cooperation with community agencies to curb

and eliminate social evils in the community.

Our Productions

To interpret our work, and to secure support for it,

we produced two pieces of visual materials and are

working on a third project.

Just Call Mc Joe is a set of kodachrome slides with

a recorded {7S rpm) script which was worked out by

Beverly Dean of station WBBAI. He did the nar-

ration and the background music was played by or-

ganist Howard Peterson. Assisting Mr. Dean in the

narration was Skippy Aronson of Quiz Kids.

The set tells the story of a small boy. He is sitting

on the steps of a church, its doors closed, wondering

why his big brother is called a juvenile delinquent.

The narration answers the question by taking "Joe"

(Skippy Aronson) to visit various Baptist churches

whose programs included some of the activities of the

"six point program." The trip helps Joe understand

his neighborhood better.

We used this set to present the annual report of the

JPP at the Northern Baptist Convention in May 1947,

and since that time it has been in use by the various

churches.

Our next visual aid was a filmstrip. Everybody's

Children. The script was recorded (78 rpm) on two
ten-inch discs. Miss Pearl Rosser gathered the pic-

tures from many sources and did the editing. The
script was written by Shee Wolff and narrated by

Beverly Dean. No background nnisic was used.'

The filmstrip presents pictorially the great "lacks"

that help produce juvenile delinquency—lack of proper

* Field Representative, American Baptist Home Missions So-

ciety, N. Y. 10.

Root conditions of juvenile delinquency . . . pictured in the

filmstrip "Everybody's Children" (American Baptist Home
Missions Society).
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housing, lack of recreational facilities, lack of adult

interest in youth, lack of aggressiveness on the part

of schools and churclies.

Our Catalogue

The third visual aid ste]) taken by the JPP is the

creation of a catalogue of the visual aids (slides,

tilmstrips, silent and sound films ) which deal with the

causes of juvenile delinquency and preventative pro-

grams in this area. We have written to over 700 pro-

ducers, distributors, and libraries and we hope to

have the catalogue ready this fall. We plan to in-

clude in the catalogue a list of visual materials which

can be used by churches and clubs and youth organiza-

tions for instructional and entertainment purposes.

Valuable Booklet on China Films

"China—A Critical Listing of Useful Films" is a

16-page booklet of great value to the local church and

school because it lists and evaluates the thirteen most

iiuportant films of China, the subject of missionary

study in the churches across America this year. Every

film listed was personally previewed and studied by the

two authors, Viola E. Currie and Lela C. Wasser. The

content of the film is given in considerable detail, the

film is evaluated, utilization suggestions made, and the

sources from which it is available are given.

In the appendix suggestions are given for a number of

series—children, youth, public school, and a Sunday

night preaching series. The authors have performed

a competent and useful service for the schools and

churches. (The price is 35c plus 5c postage and mail-

ing. Order from Viola E. Currie, 2730 Lawrence Ave.,

Detroit 6, Mich.)—WSH.

About the Bible

The teachers of courses on the Bible at all levels,

especially in college, will be pleased with a set of

slides which were prepared last year by Dr. John C.

Trevor, Associate Professor of Old Testament in

Drake University's College of the Bible, and now

made available by the Board of Education of the

Methodist Church (810 Broadway, Nashville 2). Part

I, What Lies Back of Our English Bible?, is an il-

lustrated lecture of 48 slides and 41 pages of well

written and scholarly script which contains a preface

and excellent suggestions for preparation and use.

Both the pictorial and the text materials are carefully

and adequately documented for those desiring to do

further study or amplify further the lecture materials.

Part II, The Story of the English Bible, has 45 slides

and 36 pages of lecture material, which constitutes one

of the best condensations of a vast amount of litera-

ture and history this reviewer has seen. This lecture

gives the general facts pertinent to the Revised

Standard Version.

Everywhere there is a serious effort to teach the

facts about The Book which was and is the corner-

stone of western culture. These two slide sets should

be known ; and colleges, seminaries, and Bible train-

ing schools should own both sets and use them ex-

tensively. No teacher needs to duplicate what Dr.

Trevor has done in a most satisfactorv manner.—WSH.

Imaginative Utilization

The question of the use of non-religious visual

materials is quite often asked in institutes and work-

shops. While there is no ea.sy and final answer, the

following incident serves to illustrate how the educa-

tional imagination and resourcefulness of the leader

alone set the limits of use.

A certain director of religious education visited a

session of the first and second grades of the church

school during the "extended" session. He stood, in

the back of the room to see the last two or three

minutes of a motion picture. The teacher was giving

the commentary—the film being run as a silent. It was

slow-paced, thoughtful, adding information and stimu-

lating appreciation. After the film ended, the session

continued. The talk was informal, and most of it was

being done by the children. They talked as if they

found in the film some of the things which they had

been directed to look for and think about. What
were they saying? They were telling the teacher and

each other how wonderful it was that God had given

parents to baby animals—to protect them, to feed

them, to teach them, and to "love" them. Yes, this in

Sunday school ! And this teacher knew what she was

doing—expanding basic concepts and building ap-

preciations for the wonders of a God-created universe.

And what film was this? It was a co-opted film from

the field of general education

—

Common Animals of the

Woods.
Can any teacher do this kind of teaching? No.

Any teacher with a clear-cut understanding of what

she is trying to accomplish in a unit of lessons, with

the patience to do careful preparation, and the skill

to manage a teaching situation, can use this film and

others like it to achieve worthwhile learning outcomes.

—WSH.

New Materials

• High Potential, being produced by the Missions Council of

the Congregational Christian Churches, will deal with the need

for new churches in the new communities of America, both

rural and urban.

• A feature-length fihn, telling the story of a Japanese family

in the post-war era, is now being shot in Japan under the direc-

tion of William James from a script by Charles Schwep for

the Protestant Film Commission.

• Soon to be released by PFC is a film on prejudice which was
made in Hollywood during the summer under the supervision

of Paul Heard, executive director of PF'C. It will highlight

the disintegrative effects of prejudice on one's personality and

indirectly suggest how liberation from it may be attained.

• Tlte Spirit of the Great Plains is a sound and color film

telling the story of the Indians who live in Oklahoma. It is

the intent of the film to give a well-rounded view of his life

and activities—to present him as a Imnian being and not as a

sideshow to the American scene. It was produced by the Metho-

dist Board of Missions and Church Extension (150 Fifth Ave.,

X. V. 10).

The RoIi|;£ious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
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Price 60c
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Announcing the release of Copra's final "Why We Fight" picture

Kurusu comes to talk peace Hull reads Japanese document . . . Dec. 7, 1941 FDR delivers Lend-Lease address

WAR CAME TO AMERICA

SHORTLY after December 7, 1941, when Frank

Capra was called back to active duty in the Signal

Corps of the U. S. Army, he was given a special

assignment to produce for the War Department a series

of historical motion pictures.

Considerable latitude was given Colonel Capra in this

assignment, and during the four years of the war he

produced the famous "Why We Fight" series of his-

torical motion pictures for showings to the Armed
Forces. These films were produced primarily to

orientate and explain how the United States became

involved in World War II.

A number of these subjects were released through

the Office of War Information for showings to civilian

audiences. They included Prelude to War, which gives

a general over-all picture of the events leading up
to World War II ; Nasis Strike, the story of the Ger-
man invasion of Poland ; Divide and Conquer, the story

of the invasion of the lowlands, Holland, Belgium and
France ; Battle for Britain, the historic struggle that

England put up in successfully defending itself against

the Nazis; and Battle jar China, the story of that

conflict.

The last of the "Why We Fight" series, War Comes
to America, was released just at the close of World
War II and with the cessation of hostilities naturally

had only a limited circulation in the military services

and practically none for civilian audiences.

Through the cooperation of the Department of the
Army, this last picture is now being made available

by American Film Services* for showings to 16mm
audiences. The picture has been re-edited from 65 to

50 minutes, making it more adaptable for classroom use.
Some battle footage has been eliminated. It has been
retitled War Came to America, and prints have been
deposited by American Film Service with various
regional film distributors, thereby making it easy for

* 1010 Vermont Ave., N. W., Washington S, D. C.
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users to obtain prints from nearby sources. Arrange-

ment may also be made to lease prints directly.

War Came to America is considered by many to

be the best of the "Why We Fight"' films. The film

tells the story of how the United States was founded

and how it developed as a great freedom-loving nation.

Part I, approximately two reels, shows through scenes

taken from theatrical motion pictures the outstanding

historical events in the establishment of the United

States. Pictures of paintings, documents and other

instruments are used to depict these events. Also,

contemporary American life of the 1930's is shown
through the use of news reels and other documentary

films. One sees during this era of the 1930's the

growth of the automobile, the interest of Americans

in sports, religion, social and economic life ; and then

through authentic news-reel footage one sees the in-

vasion of China by Japan and the rise of Hitler in

Germany. Part I ends with Hitler's war on Poland.

Part II tells the story from September, 1939 until

December 7, 1941. The audience sees how the United

States, beginning with a very strict neutrality act.

gradually realized that if England and the other

countries fighting the Nazis were not helped, the

United States would also be a victim of Nazi ag-

gression.

Capra shows his genius in the selection of film used

in this picture. One hears the world-famous broad-

casts of U. S. events, such as Lowell Thomas' de-

scription of England declaring war on Germany with

Neville Chamberlain's famous address to Parliament.

One hears also Edwin L. Shirer's broadcast and de-

scription of the French surrender to Hitler at Coni-

piegne Forest and Kaltenborn's story of the Dunkirk
evacuation of the British.

The conflict of thought and opinion in the United
States over neutrality is brought out with interviews

{Continued on page 452)
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Are you keeping up with fhe future? Here it is . .

.

by Maurice E. Trusal

A MODERN
TiiKRE is a growing tendency on the part of school

administrators and boards of education to think in

terms of planned facilities for the use of audio-

visual materials. \\'ith greater frequency, audio-visual

directors and coordinators are being called upon to

advise on the planning and construction of projection

facilities. The audio-visual administrator must take

the initiative in developing this general education

awareness of the need of planned audio-visual facilities

and be ready to assume a major role in their develop-

ment whenever an opportunity presents itself. This

article presents an example of planned facilities for

Ijetter and more convenient use of projected aids in

classroom teaching.

Visual Instruction Center

The modern projection classroom, pictured on the

following pages by airbrush illustration, was planned

to meet the projection needs of the Williamsport

Technical Institute, a division of the Public Schools of

Williamsport, Pennsylvania. In addition to two pro-

jection classrooms, like the one illustrated, the school's

visual instruction center also includes an audio-visual

aids library, office, workshop, and photographic labora-

tory constructed in related units.

Projection Classrooms

The term, "Projection Classroom, "' as used by the

writer, designates a room of average size which em-

bodies the essential provisions of both a classroom

and a projection room. Its design as a classroom is

indicated by adequate lighting, heating, ventilation,"

blackboards, and bulletin boards, plus insulation against

outside noise. As a projection room it contains many

conveniences and facilities which contribute to the best

use of projected aids in classroom teaching. Restricted

size guards against the usual evils of auditorium pro-

jection. Blackboards, bulletin boards, and arm chairs

make possible the usual classroom techniques as-

sociated with good utilization of instructional materials.

Desirable Projection Facilities

The answer to the question of what constitutes well-

planned projection facilities for a particular school

situation is more difficult to answer than one would

suppose at first thought. Beyond accepted standards

of room shape, seating areas, and screen placement.

About the Author: Mr. Trusal Is Director of the Division

of Audio-Visual Materials, School District of Williamsport,

Williamsport, Pennsylvania.

About the Artist: Edward R. Holcombe, whose air-

brush wash drawing appears on the following pages, is a

veteran student enrolled In the Technical Illustration

course of the Williamsport Technical Institute.

PROJECTION

CLASSROOM

educational literature offers only general suggestions

without many examples of specific application.

Final room plans, shown in the illustration, repre-

sent the combined thinking of school officials, depart-

ment chairmen and classroom instructors. The entire

construction from blueprints to equipment installation

was handled as a training project by veteran and high

school students in the various school departments.

In addition to the general points of information

shown in the illustration, the following classroom and

projection features are worthy of special mention

:

1. Machine Booth—A machine room or booth

adjoins and opens into the rear of the classroom. A
sixteen millimeter sound motion picture projector and

a thirty-five millimeter filmstrip projector, controlled

remotely by Selsyn Motors, are permanently installed

in the booth, thus eliminating setup time and providing

maximum security for the equipment. The booth

control panel contains switches for sound lines, class-

room ceiling lights and classroom pilot lights. Also

mounted on the same panel is a microphone jack from

the instructor's station line, a signal light for slide

changes controlled from the instructor's station, and a

signal buzzer to the library office on the floor above.

All power outlets in the booth are "made dead" from

a single switch inside the booth door. The throw of

a single switch thus secures all electrical and sound

equipment in the booth, an important feature when

facilities are used by a great number of instructors.

2. Instructor's Station—It is generally agreed

that the instructor should be at the front of the room

during a lesson in which slides and filmstrips are

used. The unwillingness of many instructors to dele-

gate the manipulation of equipment to students all too

frequently jjlaces him at the rear of the room, from

which point he tries to lead a discussion of informa-

tion projected on a screen some twenty or thirty feet

away. The instructor's station is so planned that the

greater part of the film or filmstrip lesson can be

handled from that location at the front of the room.

A stand-up desk is located on the raised floor section

(^Continued on page 452)
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I6MM SOUND PROJECTOR
35MM FILMSTRIP
WITH SELSYN MOTOR

STAIRWAY TO FILM LIBRARY
AND PHOTO LAB ABOVE
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BLACKBOARD
48" X 96"

) LIGHT
INSTRUCTORS
STAND-UPDESK

ROOM LIGHTS
BLACKBOARD LIGHTS

CONTROL PANEL—FILMSTRIP REMOTE-CONTROL
PROJECTORS- START a STOP
MICROPHONE LINE TO BOOTH

BLACKBOARD
,48" X 96" BEADED SCREEN

60" X 60" ACOUSTIC COLUMN
WITH 12"

JENSEN SPEAKERS

^E MADE FROM
)ROOM

L EXIT ONLY

SEATING CAPACITY 42
ROOM SIZE 20'X35'

RAISED FLOOR AREA
FIVE INCH RISE

LINOLEUM FLOORING

IEL
:s A MODERN

PROJEGION CLASSROOM
Drawn by Edward R. Holcombe

[Trademark Reg.)
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A Modern Projection Classroom

{Continued from page 449)

against the side wall. On the wall beside the desk is

a panel connected to all electrical facilities and pro-

jection equipment in the classroom and the booth.

The panel contains the following controls

:

a. Room ceiling lights

b. Blackboard lights

c. Power outlet and desk light

d. Signal light to machine booth for the projection

of slides.

e. Selsyn motor control for the filnistrip projector

which enables the instructor to change frames re-

motely from his station at the front of the room.

f. A switch controlling all power outlets in the machine
booth, thus allowing for the starting and stopping

of all booth projection and sound equipment from
the instructor's station.

g. Microphone sound jack connected to the booth
panel.

3. Separate Entrance and Exit Doors—The
exit door, located at the front of the room, is equipped

with a panic bolt and can be opened only from the in-

side of the classroom. Entrance to the room during

projection is made to the rear of the class, thereby

minimizing distraction from the film lesson. Simul-

taneous entrance and exit of classes is also possible

by separate entrance and exit doors.

4. Ventilation and Illumination—The problem
of securing a darkened room and still maintaining suf-

ficient ventilation was solved by the elimination of win-

dows in the wall design. A forced air ventilation

system insures the proper number of air changes per

16 mm Sound-on-Film

PROJECTOR

Large 10-Tooth
Sprockets

4 teeth engaged In

film at all tinnes, giv-

ing nnaximunn film

life.

The new REXARC with high intensity arc lamp,
10 watt output amplifier, and newest coaxial high
1- -'."jy frequency speaker available. BEFORE YOU
DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a
RcX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
1815 ORCHARD ST CHICAGO la. III., U S. A.

hour. To eliminate total darkness, particularly desir-

able during a filmstrip or slide lesson, diin pilot lights

were included on the side walls near the fioor. These

lights are controlled from the booth panel. Room
ceiling lights can be controlled from three points

:

instructor's station, booth, and room entrance.

5. Concealed Wiring—All electrical and sound

wiring between the booth, instructor's station and
speaker locations was provided for in conduits laid in

the room ceiling before the concrete was poured.

6. Heating—The location of the projection-class-

room in an inside area not only simplifies the problem

of securing a darkened room but also eliminates the

need for room heating facilities. Since the four walls

and room ceiling are surrounded by heated walls, no
special heating facilities are included in the design.

7. Acoustical Treatment—The ceiling and rear

wall is treated with acoustical tile. The side walls are

covered with acoustical planking.

A Need for Planning

WHILE no one would ciuestion that many good

lessons are taught daily with the help of pro-

jected aids in traditional classrooms void of special

projection facilities, it is also true that a few well-

planned projection facilities make the classroom use

of audio-visual materials more convenient and much
more effective.

While some of the projection-classroom features

presented by the writer are most easily applied to new
construction, many could well be included when re-

modeling existing classrooms for more effective use

of instructional aids.

War Came to America
(Continued from page 448)

of such Senators as Hiram Johnson, Nye and Thomas
along with Willkie and Lindbergh.

One hears Secretary Acheson and l:5erle of the State

Department explaining the policy of that department

in its foreign relations with Japan and the Axis

powers.

Through such personal interviews, the names of

the historical characters who played such a leading

part in these events make a lasting impression on any

audience. The film makes American and Modern
European history a living subject. Students can

actually see and hear Secretary Cordell Hull speaking

at the Havana Conference of the Pan-American Union

when the Western Hemisphere set up a blockade

against the Nazis and supported the U. S. program.

One is also impressed when Mr. Hull reads the in-

famous document presented by the Japanese envoy on

the fateful afternoon of December 7, 1941 while one

sees through captured Japanese film the attack on

Pearl Harbor.

War Came to America should be a valuable and

useful film froin the 9th grade through the college

level. It is an authentic and important documentary.

Walter Huston is the narrator ; the music score is quite

outstanding as recorded by the Air Force Orchestra.
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INSTRUMENT

FOR VISUAL TEACHING
Authorities on visual education recommend this combina-
tion opaque and lantern slide projector as the fundamental
audio-visual instrument.

• Material is readily available from magazines, newspapers,
books, actual specimens etc.

—at low cost or NO COST
—without special preparation

—without ordering from outside sources

• Adaptable to large or small groups

• Ideal for student participation and work projects

• Convertible to slidefilm and microslides, with excellent

results

• Permits a personal touch in teaching.

The Spencer VA Delineascope has held first place among
opaque projectors for many years.

For complete information write Dept. L-12.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

Scientific Instrument Division

Buffalo 15, New York

Ma^fUi^ae^ii^wn o/ the SPENCER jJclenii/lc Jm^fm/teni^
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVAIUATION

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloonnington

Stanley Takes a Trip

(National Film Board of Canada, 400 West Madison Street,

Chicago 6. Illinois') 12 minutes, 16mni, sound, color, 1947.

$75.

Description of Contents:

Suggesting that its purpose is to show that eating the

right food is fun. this film recounts the adventures of Stanley,

a small boy who is always tired.

A curious fish climbs up a fish line and pole, only to find

Stanley asleep on a tree limb. After trying unsuccessfully to

awaken him, the fish summons the rooster, the dog, the goat,

and the bull, who also try. When the squirrel finally arouses

him, the animals agree that Stanley must not be eating the

right foods, since he is even too tired to fish. They then

decide to help Stanley find the right foods.

Climbing on the bull's back, Stanley and his animal

friends set out on their journey. First they meet a cow, but

they decide to get pasteurized milk from a nearby dairy in-

stead. They next get fruit from an orchard and vegetables

from a truck with which they collide. They stop at a factory,

where Stanley obtains cereal and whole-wheat bread. While
Stanley is getting meat from a butcher shop, the rooster gets

an egg for him. After the bull eats some hay, to keep up
his energy, they go back to the fish pond.

When Stanley arrives home with his basket of good
foods, he is surprised to find that his mother already has an

identical basket of food. He soon decides that eating the

right food is both easy and fun.

Committee Appraisal:

The combination of an unusual type of animation, using

paper cut-outs and backgrounds, gay color, appealing humor,
pleasant musical accompaniment, and vigorous action should
impress the purpose of Stanley's trip upon a juvenile audi-

ence. The film does not pretend to be technical, even to the

extent of talking about relative quantities of each type of
food, or the "basic seven," but it should be effective for the
stimulation of further study and discussion of nutrition and
for the formation of favorable attitudes.

The Language of Graphs
(Coronet Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois) 15

minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and white. 1948.

$112.50 or $56.25. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The business staff of the "Ross Reporter," a high school
newspaper, use graphs to study data about newspaper circu-
lation and to present their reasons for increasing the price
of the paper.

Finding that their circulation costs are consistently ex-
ceeding their income, the boys on the paper's staff decide to
analyze the situation systematically. Putting their knowl-
edge of graphs, which they acquired in mathematics classes,

to work, they construct a bar graph to show increasing
costs of publication. The narrator, meanwhile, describes the
characteristics of bar graphs.

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

The faculty sponsor suggests that a line graph can show
a comparison of two or more tendencies at the same time.

After locating graphs in well-known magazines, the boys
construct a line graph to show the average weekly sales of

papers in four other high schools where the price of the

papers was increased the previous year. Such points as the

horizontal, or X. axis, the vertical, or Y. axis, a broken line

to indicate omission of intervals, the choice of intervals,

the labeling, the determination of intersecting points, the

plotting of lines through the points, and the use of the legend
are explained by the narrator.

Convinced by their line graph that set-backs in circu-

lation because of price increases are only temporary, the

boys next make a circle graph, which shows just what
portion of the total cost of the paper is borne by each of

the current sources of income.
In order to predict the income which would be derived

from any given number of sales at the increased price, the

boys construct an equation graph by substituting two quan-
tities in the equation I= .OSN. which yields the total income
for any number of sales within the limits set. In order to

compare the income at both four and five cents per copy,

the equation I= .04N is plotted on the same graph.

Concluding that an increase in price is the only possible

way to obtain the necessary income, the boys present their

findings to the entire staff and answer all arguments with
facts. A staff member then suggests publication of the

graphs in the paper to explain the increased cost to the

readers.

The summary reviews the types of graphs presented by
showing common uses for them all over the world and em-
phasizes the fact that graphs are an important means of

communication.

Committee Appraisal:

This film should be especially effective for motivating an
interest in graphs as a type of language and developing a

net Films

The business staff of the Ross Reporter use the language of

graphs to explain and justify increasing the price of their

high school newspaper.
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realization of the fact that their use is not limited to the field

cf mathematics. The situation is natural and allows the pre-

sentation of varied material without seeming forced. The
film should be useful on the junor and senior high school

levels with groups interested in mathematics, reading skills,

>ocial studies, journalism, or any other subject in which
<lata are presented.

Facts About Film

(International Film Bureau, 6 Xortli Michigan Avenue.
Chicago 2, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mni, sound, black and
white. 1948. Produced by Phototronics. Inc. $50.00.

Description of Contents:

This film describes many of the characteristics of both

16mm and 3Smm motion picture film and explains the cor-

rect ways to handle 16mm film for best results.

A man and a small boy find out that although 16mm film

is small and easily projected, it is less durable than the 3Smm
film used in theaters and must be handled accordingly. They
also learn that 16mm film, made of acetate cellulose, is non-
inflammable, while cellulose nitrate 3Smm film necessitates

specially-constructed fireproof projection booths.

The narrator next explains how friction anywhere along

the film's path through a projector will cause annoying
scratches, which are shown to project as heavy lines. The
man points out on a projector the features of construction

which minimize friction, and the narrator warns against

careless threading. Correct procedures for cleaning the

aperture plate and sprockets and checking the guide rollers

are also demonstrated.
When the boy tries to tighten a film too loosely wound on

a reel by pulling the end of the film, or "cinching" it, the

narrator stops him. The footage containing the resultant

black lines, or cinch marks, is then projected.

The last part of the film shows how a film moves through

a projector by means of the projector's sprockets and inter-

mittent claws and the perforations on the edge of the film.

It shows why footage which has torn sprocket holes will not

project satisfactorily and illustrates the results as they appear

on the screen when the film loop is lost. It suggests stop-

ping the projector immediately and re-threading the film,

as well as always checking the threading by means of the

manual knob. After a brief suggestion that splicing a broken

film is sometimes necessary, the film closes on the note that

a clean, well-adjusted projector and a film in good repair will

make a good showing possible.

Committee Appraisal:

A great deal of useful information about motion picture

film is presented in an interesting and sometimes humorous
manner in this film. Many types of projectors are shown in

use in a simple room setting. The approach throughout the

film is that while there are precautions to be observed, the

care and projection of 16mm film is really very simple and

can be mastered by anyone above the primary grade level.

The atmosphere is completely non-academic, and the film

should be equally useful with both school and non-school

groups interested in projection. Its careful study by groups

inexperienced in projection is especially recommended, al-

though it has suggestions equally useful to the seasoned

projectionist.

The Living Earth Series

(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette

Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois) 4 ten-minute reels, 16mm,

sound, color. 1948. Produced by the Conservation Founda-

tion in association with the New York Zoological Society.

$400 less 10% educational discount.

Description of Contents:

This scries of four films shows, by means of regular

photography, speed-up photography, and animation, in color,

the formation of soil, the balance of plant and animal life,

the importance of forests and rivers, and the destruction

Epcyclopaedia Britannica Films

Unusual photographic techniques and a skillful presentation

of concepts make the "Living Earth" series a forceful argu-

ment for immediate soil conservation measures.

The Birth of the Soil emphasizes the importance of top-

soil and shows how rock is gradually broken down to

sand and gravel, how lichens grow and die on rocks,

creating seed-beds, how water dissolves the minerals from

rocks, how plant life transfers the sun's energy to the

ground, how bacteria, worms, and insects improve the

soil, and how a spongy humus is finally established. The
function of humus in holding moisture is illustrated by
means of an experiment, and plants growing in top-soil

and sub-soil are compared. The summary shows the place

of top-soil in the "chain of life," which also includes nature's

raw materials, the sun's energy, and plant chlorophyll.

This Vital Earth shows the complete interdependence of

plant and animal life and what happens when man upsets

the balance through the mis-use of natural resources.

It also describes an experiment hi which rabbits were fed

several kinds of hay having different mineral content. The
effect on their rate of growth is shown to have direct

implications in regard to human growth. The summary
adds another link, "organization," to the "chain of life."

Arteries of Life shows in detail the functions of plant life

in catching and storing water and in maintaining a humus
layer. The problem of the dwindling water table and the
increasing necessity for artificial reservoirs and irrigation

systems is next discussed. The film suggests that the

answer lies with the man who uses the forests, drains the

marshes, and tills the soil. It asks whether the fate of the

soil should rest with the individual man or the people of

the nation.

Seeds of Destruction pictures the results of breaking any
one link in the "chain of life." Soil erosion is shown in

many forms, and the effects on plant and animal life are

pictured and discussed. As the various links of the "chain
of life" break, dust storms, floods, drouth, and muddy
streams are shown. The solution to the problem is pre-

sented as over-all planning and supervision by federal,

state, and private conservation agencies. The narrator
urges individuals to join such agencies and to do their part
in preserving the land. "Conservation" is shown as the
final link in the "chain of life."

Committee Appraisal:

Unusual photographic techniques, including excellent
time-lapse photography, striking color, and a cumulative
presentation of certain concepts make this a forceful state-

ment concerning the desperate need for immediate soil

conservation measures. The four titles should be used in

seriuence because of their structure. Their content should
be of interest to all ages from junior high school to adult.
The treatment is suitable for both formal and informal
grouos.
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BOOKS AND BULLETINS

• Community Use of Films—Assn. of National Adver-

tisers, Inc., 285 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17. 1948. 52 pp.

mimeo.

This is a pilot study made in Rochester, M. Y by the

A.N.A. Films Committee, with the cooperation of the Roch-

ester Film Council, which at the time was part of the Council

of Social Agencies. The purpose was primarily to determine

how many of the organized clubs and groups in and around

Rochester had or had not used 16mm films in the previous year.

Secondarily, the study was to find out the sources of films used,

general types of films used, projection equipment available, and

types of programs planned.

This bulletin presents a resume of the findings with no at-

tempt to draw conclusions. It reveals a broad use of films by

the community, and one that producers should heed.

• A Guide to In-Service Study of Audio-Visual Aids—
William R. Fulton, Consultant in Audio-Visual Education.

Dept. of Audio-Visual Education, University of Oklahoma,

Norman. 30 pp. 1948. 50c.

An excellent manual for study groups, with good organization,

good bibliographic information, provocative questions and brief

but well-planned guides to activities. Here is a pamphlet which

does not repeat what has already been well stated in textbooks

;

it is as directional as road signs in a well-planned tour.

• The Air University Reading Improvement Program—
Maxwell Air Force Base, Montgomery, Ala. June, 1948.

An invaluable brochure, describing a Reading Clinic which

achieved very significant results with the aid of such devices

as the ophthalmograph and other testing devices and the

tachistoscope and reading rate controller for training. The
nature of the six-week reading course is described, with charts,

in only 23 pages. Fully the same space is given to samples

of reading tests, etc.

In an explanatory letter accompanying this bulletin, Murray
Lincoln Miller of the educational advisory staff points out that

the type of training in visual perception in reading of verbal

matter could apply to the ability of a student to comprehend
meaning from a motion picture, since it is a pacing medium.
Further, the Air Force plans to engage in similar studies of

comprehension of graphic and pictorial instructional media.

Put this bulletin on your reading list.

• Informational Film Year Book, 1948—Albyn Press, 42
Frederick St., Edinburgh 2, Scotland. 200 pp.

The second edition of this useful source book, wliich contains

articles by leading 16mm film and filmstrip personalities, a

Buyers' Guide, an annotated list of informational films of the

year, and directories of organizations, technicians, and studios,

cutting rooms, preview theaters, laboratories and distributors.

We repeat last year's wish that such a reference book could
be issued for the U. S., although ANFA has made a beginning.

• Film and Education—Godfrey M. Elliott, editor. Philo-
sophical Library, 15 East 40th St., N. Y. 600 pp. 1948. $7.50.

From the announcement, this volume has 2i7 chapters on the

non-theatrical film as applied to the school, church, government,
industry. Each chapter is written by an autliority.

• FCA How-to-do-it Pamphlets—Fihn Council of .Amer-

ica, 6 W. Ontario St.. Chicago 10, Illinois. $1.00 for set

of eight; ISc a single copy.

A series of eight "How-to-do-it" pamphlets, designed to

assist film councils and other community organizations in de-

veloping effective programs of film use, will be issued this fall

and winter by the Film Council of America, according to an

announcement by Glen Burch, executive director.

The eight booklets, telling how to obtain films, use them

effectively, conduct film surveys, workshops and film festival

and film forum projects, are being written now by recognized

leaders in the films field. The pamphlets will be distributed

by the FCA to groups and individuals interested in film use,

whether it be in the school, church, club or community, at a

cost price of $1.00 for the set of eight, or 15c for individual

copies.

The first three booklets in the series will be available in

November, while the remaining five will be issued at intervals

during the winter.

The first booklet in the series has been written by Burch and

tells "How to Organize a Community Film Council." The
experiences of the more than 100 councils established so far

are highlighted in this initial pamphlet, which is a blueprint

for the successful establishment and effective operation of local

councils.

Number two in the series is entitled "How to Obtain and

Screen Films for Community Use." Written by Cecile Starr,

associate editor of the Film Forum Review and a staff member
of the Fihn Laboratory of the Institute of Adult Education at

Columbia, it outlines basic and easy procedures to be used by

community groups in selecting, ordering and booking films.

Sources of information, lists of leading national distributors of

informational films and forms for planning regular film pro-

grams are included in the booklet.

The third booklet, entitled "How to Conduct a Survey of

Community Film Needs and Resources" has been written by

Rex Johnson, director of research of the Rochester (New York)

Council of Social Agencies and a founder of the Rochester

Film Council.

Johnson, who recently helped direct the Rochester community

film survey, explains in his booklet how to plan and determine

the scope of a community film survey, how to prepare question-

naires for it and how to obtain lists of group activities which

will help improve the effectiveness of the survey.

"How to Organize a Community Film Information Center,"

describing steps in organizing a center to dispense film informa-

tion of all kinds in the average community, is number four in

the series. Sources of material available and an outline of

the types of groups which can undertake such a project are

included in the booklet. Its author is Miss Charlesanna Fox,

director of the group services department of the Lawson Mc-
Ghee Library in Knoxville, Tennessee. Miss Fox is now
establishing such a center in the Knoxville Library.

The fifth booklet is entitled "How to Organize and Conduct

Community Film Worshops." Its author, Louis Goodman, is

supervisor of the Audio-Visual Center at the City College of

New York and is the author of numerous articles on film utiliza-

tion problems and film workshops. Ways and means of planning

and organizing workshops so that they will increase skills in

film utilization and train workers in the operation of fihn cquip-

(Continued on page 458)
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^^ ALBUMS ^
? 5J Records • J70 Compositions J.

A basic music library

for the classroom^̂ ^^̂5^^^>«<^^^

Rhythms
Listening

Singing

Folk Songs

Christmas Songs

Singing Games
Indian Music
Rhythm Bands

Patriotic Songs

RCA Victor
RECORD LIBRARY
for Elementary Schools

• An outstanding feature of this Elementary Record

Library is the complete set of Teaching Notes which ac-

companies each album. The Notes were written by promi-

nent music educators and offer valuable suggestions for

the use of each of the 370 compositions in the Library.

This basic record library, composed of classical, mod-

ern and contemporary music, was selected and organized

for teachers by leading authorities in the field of educa-

tional music. It enriches the curriculum . . . simplifies

the teaching and learning of music ... in grades one

through six.

Records are non-breakable and long-wearing. The com-

plete library is a practical and economical buy tor every

school. Write ior free descriptive booklet on RCA Victor

Record Library for Elementary Schools.

EDUCATIONAL SALES DEPARTMENT

RCA Victor
DIVISION OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • CAMDEN. N. J.

<r
For the Music Room. Senior Model 66ED-
plays 12-inch or lO-inch records. Has "Golden

Throat" tone system. "Silent Sapphire" pickup.

Separate tone controls for bass and treble. Blond-

finish walnut cabinet with closed back.

•itii MASiiri voKl*

Fo^ the Classroom. Victrola 63-E—low in price

. . . tops in value! .AC record player. Complete with

built-in speaker. "Silent Sapphire" pickup. Room-

sized volume. When raised to playing position,

tone arm automatically turns on amplifier, motor

and turn-table. Walnut plastic-finish case.

There's an RCA Victrola Phonograph
to suit classroom need:,

"Victrola"- I . M. Reg. U. S. P«. Off
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meiit are given in Goodman's booklet.

"How to Conduct a Community Film Forum" is numbei

six in the series. Outlining methods used in conducting dis-

cussion meetings in which films or filmstrips are used as the

basis for debate, it is being prepared by Robert H. Schacht

of the University of Wisconsin. As director of the University's

Bureau of Information and Program Services. Schacht has had

wide experience conducting film forums throughout Wisconsin

and is the author of several articles on the subject.

The seventh booklet will be called "How to Evaluate Films

for Community Use" by Robertson Sillars, editor of the .^dnlt

Education Journal and assistant to the director of the .^merican

Association for Adult Education. Sillar's work will analyze

problems confronting community evaluating groups, discuss

sources of film appraisal and suggest practical means of film

evaluation for group use.

Miss Virginia Beard, curator of films of the Cleveland Pub-

lic Library, is writing the final booklet : "How to Organize

a Community Film Festival." Miss Beard was one of the

leaders of Cleveland's recent successful film festival and is

now leading the Carnegie Corporation project in Ohio to in-

crease the use of films by public libraries. Her booklet will

outline practical procedures in organizing film festivals, telling

how to form film selection committees, how to decide what
types of films to show at festivals and covering all steps from
Alpha to Omega in carrying out festival projects.

Film leaders who have discussed and planned the booklet-

series have seen it as a master blueprint for more effective and
widespread use of films in this country. As a handbook for

all groups who are seeking new types of discussion programs
and who wish to capitalize on the tremendous effectiveness of

the film medium for presenting issues and imparting informa-

.

tion, it will provide a valuable introduction to the entire field.

Sets or copies of individual booklets in the series may be
ordered from the Film Council of America, 6 West Ontario
Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.

FOR QUICK. EASY DARKENING

SUPERTEX
UGHTPROOOF
SHADES
• For Visual

Education Rooms
• Lecture Rooms
• Science Labs

• Operating and
X-Ray Rooms

• Auditoriums

• Dark Rooms

EASY, EFFICIENT OPERATION
The simple and easy operation of Supertex shades has made
them the choice of buyers all over the country. Rooms are
sufRciently darkened by simply lowering these lightproof
shades.

Supertex Lightproof

Shades and Arresters

are made to fit what-

ever type of window

or skylight you have.

The superior quality

fabric is long wearing

and absolutely light-

proof.

Write for descriptive literature, sample,

and how to order Information.

BECKLEY-CARDY CO., 1632 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO
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VJ all."

s us every one!', said Tiny Tim, the last of

Each of the five available recordings of Charles Dickens's

"A Christmas Carol" faithfully follows the original narrative.

This favorite Christmas story was written just over a hundred
years ago, 1843 to be precise, as a "pot boiler" from which
the author hoi)ed to realize a sufficient sum to pay off im-

mediate debts. Was Ebenezer Scrooge real to Dickens?

A Christmas Carol—Album G/DG 29

RCA-Victor Company, Camden, New Jersey. Four twelve-

inch discs (eight sides). Adapted by Ernest Chappell.

Musical Director, Lew White. Ebenezer Scrooge played

by Eustace Wyatt.

A Christmas Carol—Album MM 521

Columbia Records, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut. Three
twelve-inch discs (six sides). Adapted by Edith Meiser.

Musical Director, Leith Stevens. Ebenezer Scrooge played

by Basil Rathbone.

.A Christmas Carol—Album 290

Decca Records, Inc., New York, New York. Three twelve-

inch discs (six sides). .Adapted by George Wells. Musical

Director, Ken Darby. Ebenezer Scrooge played by Ronald
Colman.

A Christmas Carol—Album

M-G-M Records, Inc., Hollywood, California. Four
twelve-inch discs (eight sides). Adapted by Dailey Pask-

man. Musical Director, Samuel Timbcrg, Ebenezer Scrooge
played by Lionel Barrymore.

A Christmas Carol— Di.scs No. 130 and 131.

Popular Science Monthly, New York, New York. Two
twelve-inch discs ( lour sides ) . Produced under the trade

name "Studidisc."

In each case the adaptor has wisely taken liberally from
the precise words of Dickens in both speeches and descriptive

passages. The adaptations are basically condensations with

story continuity given primary consideration. In every case,

sound effects are adequate and contribute to both plot and
mood development, as does the background music.

The versions produced by the major record manufacturers

are all excellent. The Barrymore. Colman, Rathbone and
Wyatt Scrooges are each well portrayed, each convincing

performances. From the school's standpoint there is little

to choose between these four on the basis of literary quality,

direction and background music. Some auditors may find

the pacing too fast in one version or another, will disagree

with the scenes to be depicted or will find the graveyard
scenes either over-emotional or frightening. But all will agree

that "A Christmas Carol" represents a fine contribution to

recorded literature. After all, this is Dickens at his most
popular, faithfully recorded for listening pleasure and enter-

tainment. Only personal taste can dictate a preference and
your selection.

Students below the fourth grade will find practically no
listening pleasure in this story and may even find the ex-

perience distasteful. The four versions discussed above, all

excellent, are useful in Literature, Reading and Dramatics

classes in the upper elementary grades, in the junior and
senior high schools. You may anticipate such student activities

as story telling, reading for appreciation and dramatizing from
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the use of the records with older students. But in your pre-

Christmas planning, don't overlook the very high sheer en-

joyment value of these albums. The story makes a popular

.iiul powerful introduction to Dickens.

Needle Chaffer . . .

PLANNING to use recordings in your class? Don't forget

to inform the librarian so that she can prepare a reading

-.helf for your students . . . The number and variety of

Christmas records available should be sufficient to satisfy

most school needs. Have you compared the carols sung by

piipular singers . . . and by opera and concert stars? ... A
carol sing by your Glee Club presented over the Central

Sound System may be a very good way to "close school"

before the Christmas recess . . . "The Night Before Christ-

mas" recited by Milton Cross ("Jingle Bells Fantasy" of

traditional Xmas music included on RCA-Victor set Y-20
nr Y-9) will entertain your k-3 graders ... or try "The
1 hristmas Adventure of Billy and Betty" (Ernest Chappell—

•

RCA-Victor—Y 311) for the younger group. You will find

it useful and satisfactory . . . Have you oiled your phono-

graph lately? . . . Do you carefully follow manufacturer's

recommendations regarding needle care and use? It's a good

)(lea.

—MAX U. BILDERSEE

What Is a Labor Union?

How is it organized? What is the union view on

prices and profits, on civil liberties ; on the Taft-Hartley

Law? To help teachers answer these questions, the

International (Dffice of the United Electrical, Radio and

Machine Workers of America (HE. 51st St., N. Y.

22) has prepared for distribution a "Teachers Kit."

The Kit contains various booklets and leaflets and in-

fomiation on how to obtain three 16nim sound films.

Education by Radio in Germany

More than one hundred German educators gathered

at Nurnberg recently for the first Workshop-Con-

ference for the U. S. Zone of Germany on education

by radio. Directors of the conference were Dr. R. R.

Lowdermilk, radio specialist from the U. S. Office

of Education, and Mr. Charles Maclnnis, director

of educational broadcasting for the public school system

in Columbia, South Carolina.

This workshop is one in a series of conferences on

the production and utilization of instructional ma-

terials being carried on by the E&CR Division of

Military Government, according to Dr. R. T. Alex-

ander, Chief of the Education Branch. Plans are

already under way to have an International Con-

ference on Instructional Materials next year in Ger-

many with emphasis on modern teaching aids such as

radio, program recordings, related visual materials,

and professional educational publications.

Spaeth on Record

The role of records in helping children learn the

language of music is one of the subjects discussed

by Dr. Signiund Spaeth in his booklet, "Music and
Your Child", published by The Magnavox Com-
pany. More than 2(X) selections are listed and classi-

fied by the age groups for which they are recom-
mended. The booklet is available through any
Magnavox dealer or by request to The Magnavox
Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

i

...YET THE NEW DA-LITE

PICTURE KING
IS NEVER TARDY !

No other large tripod screen ig so quickly taken down,
so easily carried, so speedily set up. A curved handle

on the beautiful, blue llaininerloid Octagon case

gives perfect balance in carrying the screen. The
light-weight aluminum alloy tripod has gravity

opening legs and a smooth-operating "Slide-A-Matic"

height adjustment that offers a wide range of high

and low positions. A critical liubble-type leveler

allows instant horizontal positioning of case. There
is 100% protection of the Da-Lite wide-angle Crystal-

Beaded or Mat Vi hite screen fabric. See the Picture

King at your dealer's today!

SEVEN SQUARE and RECTANGULAR SIZES

from 5 Feet V^ide to 8 Feet Wide

Write for FREE Sample of Crystal-Beaded Screen Fabric and 16 page

Booklet on the Complete Da-Lite Line! Address Dept. 11 ES

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 271 1 N. Pulaski Rd., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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A New Primary Teaching Film

Seven Little Ducks
Seven Litfle Ducks, A Paul Burnford Production, Is suitable

for kindergarten-primary and middle elementary grades:

bird and nature study groups; Brownie Girl Scouts. Bluebird

Camp Fire Girls and Cub Boy Scouts, and children's enter-

tainment program audiences.

PURPOSES OF THE FILM
1. To show how a child can help In caring for a family of pets, In-

cluding feeding, watering, housing, and providing methods of
protection.

2. To offer an opportunity for close and Intimate bird study by
showing the characteristics and life habits of a family of domesti-
cated Muscovy ducks in relation to 1he!r bird neighbors.

3. To promote desirable qualities of living on the part of the child,

such as cleanliness, responsibility, punctuality, helpfulness, kind-

ness, and a willingness to share their belongings with others.

ONE REEL (10 min.) SOUND
COLOR $80.00 B&W $40.00

Preview and Rental Prints Available

Nete 25th Anniversary
1000-watt 2x3 PROJECTOR

The new 25th Anniversry Model 2x2 Slide Projector provides 1000-

watt illumination where larger Images and greater brilliance are

wanted. New compact design has several new features including

accommodations for lenses from 3" to 12" focal lengths, Interchange-

able lamps from 300 to lOOO-watt. Ingenious channel-cooling system

forces blasts of air to lamp, condensers and slide protecting all

three from damage. 25th Anniversary Model Is designed for op-

eration with the "Selectfoslide" automatic slide changing unit, which

can be added at later date.

See your

dealer or

write for

descriptive

literature

'k^i'ncLcef' €s ^cm^^

2201 BEVERLY BLVD.

SELECTDOSIIOE AUTOMITIC

OOJICTION EOUIPMINT

• LOS ANGELES 4, CALIF.

Four Hundred Feet of Eggs

(Continued from ['age 438)

tranced them a.s the eggs rolled along, disappearing-

from sight, the large eggs first, the small eggs last.

Discussion

After the film was run, the children were eager

to talk about it. They had found many machines

and named the candling machine, the egg cases, the

scales, the grading machine, the electric egg

cleaner, the sand paper brush to clean the ends of

the eggs, the conveyer, the moving belt, the

cartons, the hand truck, the truck, and the egg

apron. They told which ones were run by motor

and which ones the farmer worked by means of

his muscles. We talked about how long and hard

the fanner would have to work if he did not

have those machines, and how much less he would

be able to do. A\'e compared the machines the

farmer used with machines that the children have

in their homes, such as the sweeper, washing ma-
chine, toaster, electric (iron, telephone, clothes

basket, tea kettle, step ladder, dish pan, etc.

We discussed how the egg farmer spent all of

his time raising eggs ; how he sold his eggs and

got money to buy things he needed. W^e compared

him with the bus driver who does nothing but

drive people from one city to another, and so earns

money for food, clothing, and other necessities.

We talked about the fireman who works all of the

time putting out our fires and keeping our homes
safe for us. Then the children told the different

kinds of work their fathers do all day long; and

how this work helps other people and also enables

the fathers to earn money to provide food and
clothing for themselves and their families.

We discussed the importance of eggs in building

strong bodies. We listed the different ways of

preparing eggs and the many wholesome dishes

that contain eggs—such as ice cream, custard,

pudding, cake, and pie. We enumerated the things

that the farmer did to keep his hens healthy. He
provided them with fresh air, sunshine, lots of

cool, fresh water, and plenty of healthful food; and
he kept them clean. A\'e said that these are the

same things that are necessary to our own health.

The next question on our list on the board was
"How does the farmer discover which hens lay

the most big eggs?" A numl^er of children were
eager to explain this. Terry, with some help from

others, told how the hen can not get out of a trap

nest until the farmer takes her out. As he takes the

hen out, he also takes out the egg she has laid in

the trap nest, weighs it, records it on the chart to-

gether with the number on the band on the hen's

leg and the date. Thus his charts show which hens

lay the most big eggs.

The last point the children were to look for

was : "What is done with the eggs which are not

perfect?" They had observed the candling machine

closely ; and they could tell that the eggs which

showed a spot or crack in the shell were separated
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from the others. Someone remembered that these

eggs were not bad eggs to be thrown away ; but not

one child knew what would be done with these

eggs.

Jimmy suggested, "Let's &ee it again and find

out what they will do with those eggs."

"That's a good idea, Jimmy," I said, "but first,

are there any other questions about the film?"

Bobby Jean wanted to know why there were

corncobs on the floor of the hen house. Donald

was able to tell her that the corn cobs helped

to keep the floor clean.

Elton asked, "Why does the farmer clean his

eggs? That machine must cost a lot of money;
and anyway, he had to clean the ends of the eggs

with a sandpaper brush."

Fred replied, "My father says that clean eggs

bring a better price than dirty eggs."

Alonzo wanted to know why the farmer separated

the big eggs from the small eggs, and again Fred

^\as ready with the answer. "My dad charges

more for a dozen big eggs than for little eggs,"

he said.

Our discussion had carried through our three

objectives, namely, to show examples of dif-

ferent ways work is done, to give the pupils a

better imderstanding of our civilization, and to

compare our own health rules with those neces-

sary in the care of chickens.

One question, however, remained unanswered;
and the pupils were unanimously in favor of re-

showing the film immediately. As soon as the

title appeared on the screen, they spelled in unison,

"E-g-g-s, Eggs." All seemed to enjoy the second

showing even more than the first ; the anticipation

of each scene which they particularly liked seemed

to give them an added pleasure.

Terry commented, "Every time a hen gets on

that rod, it turns. around and she falls off."

Said Donald, "That's so they can't get their feet

in their food."

An amused ripple swept over the group as they

again saw the cleaning rollers revolve the eggs

first this way and then that way, in order to

clcj-n as much of the surface of the egg as pos-

sible. To i:Jp them find the answer to our question,

"What is done with the imperfect eggs?" I stopped

the projector, put it in reverse, and showed that

particular part over again. Then they all got the

answer and sang out in unison, "Powdered, dried,

and frozen."

We planned our follow-up activities together, and

committees were formed to carry out the different

projects. Some of them, such as the trip to the

hatchery, were carried on by the whole group.

Others, such as our mural and the picture strip

for the opaque projector, were done by small

groups, discussing, planning, and working to-

gether. Some children worked alone, writing stories

about the film, our trip to the hatchery, or making
drawings. Fred, for instance, wanted to make a

poster such as his father might have in his store

to advertise choice eggs. Each child was permitted

Scene of Dam and Lock on Upper Mississippi River

Barge and Tug on Lower Mississippi at New Orleans

TWO MIGHTY FILMS OF THE

MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI-'Tather of Waters"

in Natural Color or Black and White

—

Designed for Intermediate Grades, Junior and Senior High

• MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River)—Presents the physical

and human geography of America's greatest river, from its source

to its central section at St. Louis. Actual scenes and animated maps
show its use by industry and agriculture for power generation and
transportation, its control by dams and locks, its drainage area and
principal tributaries and the cities of Minneapolis and St. Louis.

• MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River)—From mouth of Ohio
River to Gulf of Mexico, this film features industries, vital river

transportation of goods and farm products, dramatic scenes of

disastrous floods, flood control, levee construction, sandbagging,
dredging—and the river ports of Memphis and New Orleans. Excel-

lent color photography, maps, diagrams and very clearly presented

narration add to the effectiveness of both films,

SIX OTHER OUTSTANDING ACADEMY PRODUCTIONS

• CIRCUS PEOPLE and CIRCUS ANIMALS for 1st to 3rd grades.

• FREIGHTER IN PORT and FREIGHTER AT SEA for 3rd to

7th grades.

• STATE LEGISLATURE and WATER SUPPLY for 7th to I2fh grades.

Send for Preview Prints or Cafaiog ond Deseripiive Material

ACADEMY FILMS
844 Sev/ard Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MEMBER OF ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
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PART 18 _ 36 ,0/

y

WHOLE SO' 100'^^'"

DECIMAL FRACTIONS
. PERCENTAGE •

TWO NEW RELEASES FOR
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

Basic Curriculum films for Upper Elementary

Grades and Junior High Schools.

Color $85.00 Black and White $45.00

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.

as Effective Teaching Aids

S THE HUMAN SKIN

^|g Animation and photography show the construction

3^11 and function of the human skin; how it protects us

]|E from our environment and regulates the temperature

jIK of our bodies; importance of care and cleanliness in

J/g^ preserving the natural beaury and health of the skin

SK is emphasized.

3m other Outstanding Films

ME The Nine Basic Functional Systems of the

^H^ Human Body

^K The Human Hair

^^ Kidneys, Ureters and Bladder

^— The Human Throat

«K Our Feet

Jf How the Respiratory System Functions

ME How to Avoid Muscle Strains

^^ Write for latest Catalog and full details

^SjJpAY STUDIOS inc.'Z'7::)trr'

to take part in the activity that he found to his

liking; this took care of the several levels of ability

in the group. Some of our other projects were
dramatization of a story about "Little Peep" in

our reader "Friends and Xeighbors" ; a scrap book
of pictures and stories cut from back issues of the

"Weekly Reader" and some that were brought to

school by the children ; a frieze of eggs, tiny

chickens, hens, and roosters ; chickens modeled of

clay and a cardboard hen house for a sand table dis-

play; and a booklet of a number of stories about
eggs, how many in a dozen, a half dozen, etc.,.

and what they would cost. One group made
lantern slides about the film ; and each child got

to show his own slide and tell about it. Cora Bell

made a comic strip about a hen who was trying to

keep her eggs so that she might hatch them.

Several pupils read to the group stories from
"Story Pictures of Farm Animals" by John Y.

Beaty.

As a concluding activity' we invited the mothers
to come to school to see our work, hear some of

our stories, watch the children show their lantern

slides and opaque projector strip and tell about
them, and learn about our whole unit of work. We
served ice cream cups, for eggs are used in making
ice cream ; and besides, all of the children liked it.

Showing the mothers just how the motion picture

film can play a vital part in education makes for

better public relations and gains the backing of

the parents when financial help is needed for the

visual education program.

Summary

Teaching with films must be just as carefully

planned as teaching with any other material or the

results will be nihil. When teachers do plan care-

fully, they discover the infinite possibilities of the

sound film as a dynamic teaching aid. It makes
both the teaching and the learning process easier,

more attractive, and stimulating. Raptly giving

his undivided attention to every scene as it un-

folds on the screen, each pupil personally enact.s

the incidents portrayed. He lives through many
vicarious experiences which would otherwise be
impossible. He gains a better understanding of

our complex civilization ; and that understanding
and knowledge sticks with him longer because he

has lived it. The many splendid films that are being
produced can help correlate former unrelated school

subjects with events of everyday life and so make
learning meaningful and effective.

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New Yorlt
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Service

Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or
coins to cover the cost of handling.
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white Returns to Oklahoma

Thurnian J. White recently assumed his new duties

I- acting director of the University of Oklahoma Ex-

sion Division. Formerly assistant director of the Ex-

^ion Division and director of visual education, Mr.

liite returned from a year's leave of absence, during

v\hich time he studied for his doctorate at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. A specialist in the audio-visual

ulucation field, he is a member of Educational
keen's Editorial Advisory Board and was formerly

cutive director of the F"ilm Council of America.

New A-V Consultant in Georgia

Dr. IM. D. Collins, Georgia State School Superin-

dent, has announced the appointment of Mrs. Gale

(^ . Griswold as consultant in evaluation and utilization

lit audio-visual aids. Mrs. Griswold has spent several

\rars in Washington with the U. S. Office of Educa-

tmn in the Division of Audio-Visual Aids and re-

icntly was employed with the U. S. Department of

i'nblic Health. In her new position, she will be avail-

;lile for county teachers' meetings, faculty meetings,

'1 other teacher group meetings to help improve

tiie use of classroom films and other audio-visual

materials.

News From FCA
Evans Clark, executive director of the Twentieth

ntury Fund, has been named a member of the

;ird of Trustees of the Film Council of America,

according to an announcement by L. C. Larsen, chair-

man of the board.

Clark joins other leading Americans on the FCA
board who are directing the council's efforts to in-

crease the use of informational film materials through-

out the country. Already the FCA has organized

more than 100 community film councils which are

actively assisting discussion groups and other organiza-

tions in using films for their programs.

Executive director of the Twentieth Century Fund
since 1928, Clark is author and editor of a number
of books, principally on economic issues, published by

the Fund. For the last four years he has directed

the Twentieth Century Fund's motion picture pro-

grams, designed to use films as an educational medium
in the broad dissemination of problem analyses pre-

pared by the organization's research departments.

Among Twentieth Century P\md motion pictures pro-

duced during his directorship are "Distributing

America's Goods." "Building America's Houses,"

"Round Trip" and "The U.S.A. in World Trade."

N. Y. Filnn Council Workshop

Program chairmen representing several national

and local community organizations met recently with

members of the New York Film Council to cooperate

in the planning of a film workshop to be held in No-
vember. The workshop will be designed to help edu-

cation and recreation leaders in the New York area

make good use of 16mm films.

One projector for All Size Slides plus filmstrip!

Only GoUE ALL-PURPOSE
gives you such versatile, high

efficiency, long range projection!

Handles the full range of visual

stills . . . brilliantly ... in color

or black-and-white! Cooler

operation. Provides
utmost safety with

high power illumination

for even the smallest

transparencies! Choice of

coated lenses. Compact.
Easy to operate. Lift-off

carrying case available.

Send for Bulletin No. 473

GoldE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C West Madison St., Chicago 7, U.S.A.

Maters of Quality Projection

Equipment /or 2} Years
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Slides (2" x 2") Made From Your Materials
To Fit Your Specific Requirements.

Anything that can be photographed can be made into a 2" x 2" slide,

either in full color or black and white. Write for price list and sample
slide. No obligation.

Jack Fason Films
2100 So. University Denver 10, Colorado

Holiday Helps from NEA
"Christmas Throughout the World" is the title of

a bibliography of suggested materials, including films,

plays, pageants, projects, and stories for Christmas

activities with an international theme, recently pub'

lished by the Committee on International Relations

of the NEA. Materials have been adapted to all grade

levels. Send your request for a free copy to the Com-
mittee on International Relations, National Education

Association, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D. C.

Film-Book Correlation for Britain

A new educational program to coordinate the verbal

and the visual is being sponsored in Britain by GB
Instructional Films, Elder Film Productions, and a

Glasgow publishing company. It aims to match a

series of school readers, suitably illustrated, with aii

series of educational films. Stills from the films willi

be used to illustrate the readers, which are based onj

the scripts of the instructional films. Teachers will!

be provided with a series of notes from which to work/
Thus the plan is to fully coordinate school reading,

school films, and teaching notes, and yet allow flexi-

bility in the use of each.

A-V Week in Atlanta

Like any good film council, the Atlanta, Georgia,

film council takes its community responsibility seriously.

Typical of its leadership in visual-education affairs

is the extensive program it planned for Audio-Visual
Week, October 25-30, in which schools, churches, in-

dustry, and government agencies participated. A con-

certed effort was made during the week to familiarize

as many people as possible with the potentialities of

audio-visual teaching materials. Features included an

exposition of all types of a-v equipment and materials,

open-house expositions at several Atlanta schools,

demonstrations in the use of religious films at a number
of churches, and radio and television programs.

PROJECTION STANDS
New. Sturdy. Light, CollapslbU!

Model 3000. Constructed of polished
aluminum aircraft tubing. Top, \0%"
X l8'/2": shelf. 11" X tl"; 35" high,

raisable to 40". Ideal for home pro-

jection. Price only 13.95

Model 4000. Attractive heavy duty
stand, braced for heavy sound pro-
jectors. Weighs only 13 lbs., packed
for mailing. Top, U'A" x 21"; shelf,

12" X 12". Price $19.95

Dealer inquiries solicited.

Shipped on opprovol. Order from Dept. **S-2"

THE STANLEY BOWMAR CO.
2067 Broadway

Aids to Visual Education

New York 23. N.Y.

a
a
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

o
a
a
CD

Out of the Ether

Kodak, that familar household word, literally came
"out of the ether," according to those who should know
— the Eastman Kodak Company itself. The word was
coined by George Eastman about 60 years ago and was
registered as a trademark in the U. S. in 1888. In Mr.
Eastman's own words, "I devised the name myself . . .

A letter 'K' had been a favorite with me—it seemed a
strong, incisive sort of letter. Therefore, the word I

wanted had to start with 'K'. Then it became a question

of trying out a great number of combinations of letters."

And out came "Kodak," meaningless in itself, but pretty

meaningful to the average man with a camera.

MAKE YOUR OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mafs—Regular Size 3V4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc., Dept.V

222 Oakridge Blvd.. Daytona Beach. Fla.
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Television Goes to School
(Continued from page 441)

use of a simple converter. It is also wise to check that

the video set you purchase is equipped with a full set

of channel coils so that expensive or time consuming

changes do not have to be made as additional TV
stations commence operations.

5. Schools incorporating a technical department or

having capable and specialized leadership in the science

division should investigate the advantages of tele-

vision kits (build it yourself). An appreciable saving

can be effected and many worthwhile experiences pro-

vided for the pupils.

6. The obsolescence bugbear always comes up. Ac-

cording to the best authorities, color television will not

reach the present perfection of black and white tele-

vision for at least five years and possibly not for

double that time. It is predicted that when the new

svstem is in, an adapter can be employed to obtain

monochrome images from the color transmissions using

your present receiver. Rumors are current that fre-

quency changes will be made to provide more and wider

channels. While this is an eventuality it will not be

allowed to happen for a matter of at least a decade or

two. This is due to the tremendous investment in

equipment that would be made useless, and that the

F.C.C. and the manufacturers and station owners

would never permit.

7. Schools located far from any television station

should still begin to make plans for the use of this

medium since the proposed coaxial and micro-wave

relay networks will virtually blanket the country within

the next four years. Experiments with stratovision

(transmissions from aircraft flying in the stratosphere)

show that this method permits large-scale coverage

from a single radiating source.

8. One of the newest developments in the field is

the creation of a portable receiver. Such a set is now
actually in existence and may be on the market by

the time this article is published. Many special ap-

plications will suggest themselves to the educator.

Appreciation on Wheels

William S. Hockman is -fully appreciated, we're sure,

by readers of Educational Screen's Church Department.

And we've just learned that he is fully, and very tangibly,

appreciated by the 500 members of the Lakewood, Ohio,

Presbyterian Church. In September at a surprise testi-

monial, he was honored for his 20 years of service as

director of religious education—not with flowers or a

medal—but with an AUTOMOBILE.
Although he didn't know It until that night, there really

had been a new Ford in his future—a birch-grey one with

all the trimmings. We salute you. Bill, as you go wheel-

ing by.

—The Screen Staff

NEW! In
Full

Young America Color

HOLIDAY Fitmstrips
Columbus Lincoln
Halloween St. Valentine
Thanksgiving Washington
Christmas Easter

$5.00 Eoch—S1S.D0 Set of Four

ICmm Sound Films
Walt Disney's
MICKEY MOUSE-DONALD DUCK

200 ft. complete in sound
Outright Sale Also For Rent

CO 7C Send lOc for9T./3 Rental Film Catalog

Lawrence Camera Shop
Film Service Department

149 No. Broadway Wichita, Ks.

For descriptive folder write today to

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, INC.
leOO Broadway New York, N. Y.

ua

NE^Rf ! the projector

for perfect auditorium

-^ projection

WILL NOT
TEAR FILM
Write lor Free brochure.

Developed and used

7 for Government

THE VIEWLEX
AP-7CT PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • Stays cooler

than room temperature!

* Single and Double

Frame with Take-Up •

Fan Cooled-300 Wotts
Standard-500-750 ond
1000 Available • 5"

Luxtar Coated Optics—
7" Available

Another great projector by

INC.

The greatest name In projectors.

35-01 QUEENS BLVD. • LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

yUm^^
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A NEW Film Library to Serve You

with FINEST Educational (and Entertainment) Films

including:

• Encyclopaedia Britannica Classroom Films

• Coronet Instructional Films

• United World Classroom Films

write for catalog witli EVALUATION GUIDE

JOHN OTT FILM LIBRARY, INC.

730 Elm St. Winnetka, Illinois Winnetka i-S080

SCHOOLS
Write For Our New 1949 Catalogue

16 MM SOU]\D FILMS
Educational Films Covering a Large
Variety of Subjects Suitable For All
Grades.
Religious Films—and Finest Assort-
ment of Entertainment Films.

Special Rates To Schools

SOVTHERIV VISUAL FILMS
616-689 Shrln* Building Memphis, Tennessee

COAST TO C04ST SERVICE
16 mm Sound Feature Programs For Schools,

Churches, Societies

We pay transportation charges
All programs guaranteed to please

K. & L. SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Road, Zonesviile, Ohio

35MM. SCIENCE SLIDE FlOiS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
DdCROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

•New

—

How To Study

5ffEVISVAL SCIENCES, Saffern, Ntw York

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRLSTATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Piftsburgh. Pa.

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
for the Producer of J4mm bus/ness, educotionof and refiglous films

e EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
e SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
e SOUND RECORDING I

e RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wockcr Dr., Depf. E .Chicago 6, III.

Grierson on Documentary

John Grierson. pioneer of British documentary films

and new film controller for the Central Ofifice of Infor-

mation, has announced extensive plans for a series

of documentary films on commerce and culture in

Britain. His organization is scheduled to produce 200

films this year, many of which will be available for

the pleasure and profit of the U. S. and other parts

of the world as well as Britain. Included in the pro-

duction schedule is a large number of teaching films

for use in schools and in British colonies.

Scientific Film Activities in Canada

The Canadian Scientific Film Association, formed in

Ottawa in 1946, has merged its activities with the Na-
tional Film Society, to become the Scientific Division of

the Society. The purpose of the merger, according to

Dr. L. M. Flampson of Ottawa, President of the Can-

adian Scientific Film Association, is to serve more effec-

tively the interests of makers and users of scientific films

in Canada, and to avoid duplication of services.

The first project of the Canadian Scientific Film

Association has been realized in the publication last

spring of a 700-page catalogue of scientific films avail-

able in Canada. This catalogue, the second of its kind

to be issued in the world, fills a long-felt want of scien-

tific film users.

The second project, the preview and appraisal of

scientific films, which was begun early in 1947, will be

continued by a committee of the Scientific Division of

the National Film Society. A group of 40 scientists,

organized into preview and appraisal panels, has under-

taken the gigantic task of assessing the available films

on scientific subjects.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULA-
TION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF

AUGUST 24. 1»12. AND MARCH 3, 1933
Of The Educational Screen, published monthly except July and August,
at Pontiac. Illinois, for October 1, 1948. State of Illinois, County of
Cook,

Before me. a notary public in and for the State and county afore-
said, personally appeared .Josephine Hoffman, who, having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that she is the business
manager of The Educational Screen, and that the following is, to the
best of her knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circulation!, etc., of the afore-
said publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24. 1912. as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
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reverse of this form, to wit

:
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Productlon

During the closing weeks of the Chi-

cago Railroad Fair, DUDLEY PIC-
ll'RES CORP. had six camera crews

on the grounds shooting the pageant

"Wheels A-Rolling" and separate pic-

tures on the fair proper for the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads and on
the Indian Village for the Santa Fe
Railway. Any of you, who, like us,

got tired of waiting hours in line just

for the privilege of buying tickets to

the pageant—let alone getting in

—

and went home, can now or in the near

future really relax as you see the show
on film.

Building and Moving
The building expansion program be-

gun last year by REX'ERE CAMERA
COMPANY has now been completed.

It includes the addition of two entire

floors to its main plant at 320 East
21st Street, Chicago, and the construc-

tion of three separate buildings at

nearby locations.

Western offices of the VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORP. have
been moved to a new location in the

Cine Mart Building. 6912 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood 28, according
to an announcement by Harry Grubbs,
manager of the Western Sales Divi-

sion. Mr. Grubbs has also moved his

other interests to the new location,

such as the world-wide distribution of

all educational films formerly distrib-

uted by the Educational Division of

Hollywood Film Enterprises Inc.

INTERNATIONAL FILM B L"-

REAII INC. and COLLEGE FILM
CENTER have moved from 84 East
Randolph St. to 6 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. The Chi-
cago Film Council will share offices

with the company, according to June
M. Hamilton. Secretary. International
Film Bureau also maintains an office

at 15 Park Row, New York 7.

Distribution

UNITED INTERNATIONAL
INC. has been reorganized after pur-
chase by a financial group headed by
Edward Doherty of Chicago, with of-

fices at 338 S. Michigan Ave. The
company will re-issue 3Smm reductions
of theatrical films and hopes to pro-
duce 16mm features at some future
date. Camera enthusiasts are en-
couraged to communicate with the

Hollywood office of the company, 8582

Sunset Blvd., with respect to the pos-

sible utilization of their travel pictures

into newsreels, shorts, travelogues, etc.

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COM-
PANY has announced its appointment
as exclusive distributor for the eleven

western states, Alaska, and Hawaii of

"March of Time" Forum Edition Films

and as co-distributor for the Busch
Precision Camera Corporation.

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING
CORP., 165 W. 46th St., New York,
has announced that their vacuum-va-
porating treatment is now available

in the laboratories of Byron, Inc., in

Washington, D. C, and in the plant of

the .-Ktlas Film Corp., 1111 South Blvd.,

Oak Park, Illinois.

DEVRY CORP. has announced the

signing of a U. S. Navy contract for

nearly a million dollars' worth of the

newly-developed 16mm motion picture

sound projectors made by that or-

ganization. .A second contract from

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

the Signal Corps calls for a con-

siderable number of DeVry 35mm
sound projectors. . . MOVIE-MITE
CORPORATION is offering its cur-

rent model 63LMB Sound Motion
Picture Projector at a new low price

of less than two hundred dollars. This

marks a 33 1/3 percent drop in price

of the Movie-Mite since the first of the

year. . . . SCREEN ADETTES, INC.,

has closed with Coronet Instructional

Films to distribute Coronet Films for

rental only from exchanges located in

Hollywood and Portland, announces
Merriman H. Holtz, President of

Screen Adettes. This arrangement will

mark the entry of Screen Adettes into

the field of distributing strictly class-

room teaching films to schools on a

rental basis onlv.

FUKWAY offers Great Possibilities

for Church and School
There are many fine

films for churches

and classrooms. It

pays to be sure that

the projector you
buy will bring out

the full significance, inspiration

and interest in every film you

show. FORWAY assures this with

brilliant pictures and 10 watts un-

distorted output. This means more

effective telling of the screen story

— greater clarity, freedom from

distortion, and no

straining of eyes

and ears.

FORWAY is a real

precision projector,

for large and small

audiences, at a price

that fits the limited

budget.

THREE

MODELS

tovway
the "opera voice"

16mm sound projector

for superior performance

FORWAY CORP., 345 W. 55 St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

Please lend me complete details on
FORWAY 16mm Sound Proiectort

Name

Address^

City
ES-II
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on the Best 16mm

SHORT SUBJECTS?
[ducational . . . Entertaining!

NATURE.
Birds of the Barrier
Coral and its Creatures
Secrets of the Sea
Strange Sea Shells
Catchins Crocodiles
People of the Ponds

HISTORY...
Our Declaration of Independence
Our Constitution
Our Bill of Rights
Our Louisiana Purchase
Our Monroe Doctrine

MUSIC...
Liszt Concert, with Georgy Sandor
Screen Songbook in Color, Six Subjects:
America
End of a Perfect Day
Home on the Range
Jingle Bells
Old Black Joe
Home Sweet Home

'STRANGE AS IT SEEMS//

Emperor Norton
Mark Twain
Lafayette
Silver Threads

Gold and Man
Little Jack Horner
Fifty Year Barter
Star Gazers

These and other excellent new releases
are available at leading Film Libraries—for rental or sale. For the complete
list of Post Pictures, write for FREE
catalogue to Dept. 26. PLEASE NOTE
OUR NEW ADDRESS.

POST PICTURES CORP.
115 W.4Sfh St., New York 19, N. Y.

r t
PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT, sometimes

known as "voporating," hos enabled

millions of prints to hold their good

exhibition condition for beyond normal

expectation. Extension of print life is

more than ever important at this

time, when shortages of raw stock have

made replacements so difficult to

obtain. For 14 /ears PEERLESS has

earned the confidence of the motion pic-

ture industry as a symbol of protection.

i..i.>.„ PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT
Available at laboratorlet, toast to toatt

Write for list of installationi

and folder, "20 Questions".

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING CORP.
OfTice: 1 65 W.46th St., New York 1 9, N. Y.

Processing Plant: 1 30 W. 46th Jt.,N. Y.l 9

Please say that you saw it in

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN when

you write to advertisers in this

issue.

Equipment

Ampro's Compact Proiector

The Ampro Corporation has taken

its basic Fremier-20 motion picture

projector and redesigned and redistrib-

Ampro Compact

uted its component parts into a handy,

one case; compact sound projector.

All features of the Premier-20, incor-

porating the well-known Ampro char-

acteristics, have been retained, but the

projector mechanism proper ends just

back of the lamp house and swings

backward and downward for ease in

carrying. The small lid-speaker may be

set by the projector or at a distance

from it.

Bell & Howell's 179-K

Bell & Howell Company have de-

veloped a single case Filmosound Pro-

jector, weighing approximately 44

pounds, through the medium of a light

weight amplifier and the incorporation

of a small speaker into the back of the

projector's blimp case. This speaker

swings outward or it may be removed
and placed at a distance from the pro-

jector. The amplifier output of 10

watts is sufficient to drive standard
speakers if desired. All other compo-
nent parts of the 179-K are practically

identical to the i^rcvious 179 models.

Slide and Filmstrip Apparatus

ARGUS, INCORPORATED an-

nounces two new projectors, of 200

and 300 watts, of the all-purpose type.

Both are equipped with the "right-side-

up" rotary slide holder and heat ab-

sorbing glass protection. New type

pressure pads on the larger model open
fully before filmstrips are advanced
through the projector and close after

the film stops, reducing film wear.

Both single and double frame film-

strips are accommodated, as well as

35mm and Bantam slides. The PA
300 is equipped with a five inch 3.5

lens, and the P.A 200 with a four inch

lens.

B&H Single-Case Filmosound

Kodaslide Table Viewer

Newest among 2x2 inch photo-

graphic slide projection systems is the

new KODASLIDE TABLE VIEW-
ER (illustrated). .Although it occu-

pies less than 10x12 inches of table

space, it incorporates a high quality

slide projector, automatic slide changer,

and viewing screen—sized 7j4 x 7y2

inches. The viewer will hold 75 readi-

mounts or 30 glass slides or intermixed.

The lamp intensity is said to be suffi-

cient to project color slides in a fully

lighted room. KOD.-KK also announces
a new color densitometer which does

not require a "warm-up" period, and
which operates without glare so that

it is easy to locate the desired section

of the negative to be sampled.

GOLDE MANUF.\CTURING CO.
of Chicago is now producing a new
aluminum ZxZ slide binder. 3Smm film

is automatically centered in these

"Snap-it " binders between two pieces

of glass, and the aluminum, rounded
corner binding snaps shut. Bindings

may be re-used, as the "Snap-it" also

snaps open. Has identification panel

for projection guide.

Public Address System

MOVIE-MITE CORPORATION
has announced the EMCEE portable

announcer system for immediate re-

lease. The equipment includes the
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Movie Mite Portable Announcer
System

"Movic-Mastcr" 10-iiich auxiliary

speaker and tlie combination micro-

phone-amplifier unit illustrated. The

latter is enclosed in the speaker case

tor carrying purposes, and this total

unit weighs only 16 pounds. A turn-

table input plug is a part of the ampli-

fier, and two speakers may be used if

desired by means of an additional plug.

Wire Recorder

AIR KING PRODLXTS CO..

IXC. of Brooklyn has announced a

third wire recorder addition to its mag-

netic line. The new Model A-725 is a

complete unit, including: amplifier and

speaker, microphone, radio, phono-

graph and telephone inputs; automatic

shut-oflf at end of play, recording, or

rewinding. The new recorder weighs

only ZlVz pounds and measures ap-

proximately 14x12x9 in size.

Still Cameras & Accessories

The phenomenal FOTOX still cam-

era has recently been announced by

the BELL & HOWELL COMPAXV
Xews of the precise system of "T-

stops", to be utilized in the lens of the

Foton, appeared in tliese columns in

the September issue. In addition, the

Foton is a fully automatic 35mm
double-frame still camera. A built-in

spring motor advances the film and
also winds the shutter. 15 frames at

the rate of five a second may be shot

with the new camera. Bell & Howell
expects to be manufacturing Fotons

at the rate of 20,000 per year when
production is in full swing. Ten years

of research and over a million dollars

are said to have been spent in de-

veloping this new seven hundred dol-

lar camera.

E. LEITZ, INC., announces that

a Synchronized Triple Flash Unit is

now in production as an accessory to

the Leica Camera, Model I lie and the

Focaslide. The multiple synchronized
flash illumination throughout the full

range of shutter speeds up to 1/1000
sec. is said to be a definite advantage
for the photography of live insects or
where vibration cannot be eliminated.

Amateur photographers will wel-
come the announcement by CAMERA
CORP. OF AMERICA of their new
popularly-priced 100 Series of Perfex
Camera. These new cameras, except
for the focal plane shutter, are much

like the present more-expensive Perfex

Camera. These new cameras are fitted

with an Alphax shutter with speeds to

l/150th second and an F4.5 Wollensak
coated lens. The same camera is avail-

a])le w-ith shutter speeds to l/200th

second and an F3.5 coated lens.

Additional information may be had

by writing directly to Camera Corp.

of America, 844 W. Adams St., Chi-

cago 7. Illinois.

Screens

RADIANT MANUFACTlJRraG
CORP. of Chicago have begun pro-

duction on a new type theatre screen

called "Per-Fold". The screen is per-

forated for sound, has an improved
folding quality which reduced shipping

space to one-fifth that of the old type

screens and reduces the weight two-
thirds. The screen material is also

washable, as well as fungus-proof, mil-

dew-proof, and flame-proof.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
of Chicago is sending out its new
screens in a double cardboard con-
tainer. The outer container is removed
by the dealer on arrival, and the inner,

clean box may be used by the customer
in carrying the screen home or as a

temporary carrying case. The box is

so arranged that the screen may be
carried by its own handle.

Splicing and Editing Aids

An all new 8inm Projecto-Editor

has been announced bv the CRAIG
MANUFACTURING COMPANY of

Los Angeles. Designed by Norbert

r^rBriihtest.
dearest

Pictures ' •. ^„„.W-^a

^'''•"-'\na"ot sound or s.l

fwOnsurpasse

of S9Md

4fUeli

n.wrUhn.--;feproaMC-

lion ot vw

I6niin. Sound-Silent Projector

J.ud.iy's superbly produced films deserve the maich*

ess projection now offered by the entirely NEW DeVry

"Bantam." Truly a "Theaire-in-a-Suilcase"— projector,

.implifier, speaker and screen all in ONI; compact case.

The "Bantam" gives bright, clear, Hickerless pictures,

even in semi-darkened rooms . . . purity of tone, from

treble to bass . . . matchless amplification of voice, music,

sound effects. In fact—you see and hear, as though you

were actually a part of the projected sequence. Get the

facts about the mighty, all NTW DeVrv "Hantam"- * ^
—now available iuv inniK-<|iale dclrverv ai oiil\ $345

Outstainliiig Z^^ PiATVReS

«MAKE THfSE CONVINCING TESTS

COMPAR6 D.Vry'.
woW'free, ihtfr-iraej

hum-frae, amplification of

a piono Dim. LICHT-METEIi the

brilliance that floodt the screen's

tnlirt surface.

DU«l CASE "BANTAM"

AI.NI< r> V man.

OIICINtrOltS >ND DEVElOPtDS OF MOTIOH
ricTum EOUirMiNT since 1913

* 28 LB.

PICK-UP WEIGHT * New
MAXIMUM

FILM PROTECTION

* New
SIMPLICITY and * New

SiRVICEABILITY QUIET.SMOOTH

^^m_ OPERATION

^fi*
ACOC OPERATION

y? 'A ES-EII

4^/^^^ DlVm CORPOIItTION

•g'^^^^ nil a,. ilD9. Avt., tWJ<B9. 14, III.

^^^^^^ ' lend 'uli )».i <u(... .» fh. nSW^*^^ • o.v,, B.'.I.T.
•

e Str.*t_

• City Si.1.
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Shaeffer. who also designed the similar

16nini model, the 8mm Projecto-Edi-

tor has a screen size of 3^x4>(t inches

with an illumination intensity com-

parable to average screen illumination,

making for more reliable editing of

home movie films. Craig announces

that the various Projecto-Editors have

been adjusted upwards in the Fair

Trade Agreement prices, as of Sep-

tember first.

AMPRO CORPORATION of Chi-

cago has produced an 8 and 16mni

sound and silent film splicer. Among
the points of superiority claimed for this

.\mpro Model 600 Splicer are: single

shearing action, rapid repeated splicing

operations, narrow pressure- welded

splice, and splicing of sound with eitlier

heads up for amateur editing or tails

up for inspection or repair service.

Standard finish is bronze,, crinkle-baked

enamel.

Booklets

AMPRO CORPORATION has

mailed to thousands of the nation's

schools and colleges copies of its new
booklet "A New Tool for Teaching."
The brochure describes the advantages
of using sound films, the rudiments
of proper utilization, and financing the

program, and other pertinent topics.

Copies may be obtained at a small fee

from the company at 2835 K. Western
Ave., Chicago 18.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY,
'711 N Pulaski Road, Chicago 39, and

RAD IANT M A N U F A C T U R I N G
CORP.. -627 W. Roosevelt Road, Chi-

cago 8, are both offering give-away

swatches of their respective glass-

beaded screen fabrics so that the pros-

pective customer can compare before

he buys. The swatches are accompa-

nied by attractive leaflets describing

the construction of the screens and

their respective merits.

ML.VlS INCORPORATED Presi-

dent Eric Haight has announced the

api ointment of Dr. J. Wallace Page,

jr., as Director of the Education De-

i)artment and F:ditor-in-Chief of In-

structional Films Inc., production sub-

sidiary of Films Incorporated. Dr.

Page received his Ph.D. from Colum-

bia University, and, before joining

Films Inc. in 1946, had served on the

faculties of Columbia, Ohio State, Sy-

racuse Universities, and was Director

o! the Maryland Academy of Sciences

at Baltimore.

Dr. George L. White, Jr., who re-

cently resigned from the Educational

Directorship at F'ilms Inc. to accept a

i)usition with Silver Burdett Co. as Di-

To be featured in the 1948-

49 Mission Study Programs

of the Protestant

Cfiurches . . .

By the Churches

\ For the Churches
MYNAMEISHAN
"Han"-—just released, was praised by enthusiastic audiences everywhere. "Has a

basic nobility . . . resteres our faith . . . photography has a truly poetic imagination."

—Frank Eng in Los Angeles Daily News. "Classic simplicity . . . poignantly touching."—Los Angeles Times. "Packs more punch than many a Hollywood double feature."
—Parade.

MY NAME IS HAN — 25 mln., limm. sound. Rental $8.00, 3-y«ar lease $175.00

fsEYONDOUROWN
"Beyond"—a record-breaking film with a vital religious message. Designated "Film
of the Month" in the December Christian Herald. "Four (Church) BelW—Path-

finder. "A milestone in the history of religious motivated film."

—

Religious News Serv-

ice. "The Protestant Film Commission is to be congratulated."-

—

N.Y. Herald-Tribune.

BEYOND OUR OWN — 40 min., Umm. sound. Rental $10.00, 3-year lease $250.00

Produced by fhe Protestant Film Commission
Premiered in more tlion one hundred cities

f LETTER FROM CHINA
A fine new documentary film photographed by the same camera crew of the Inter-

national Film Foundation that made My Name is Han. "Letter From China" tells the

story of what a missionary does in China as seen through the eyes of a young Ameri-

can. It provides a comprehensive view of missions and is an excellent sequel to "Han."

LETTER FROM CHINA — 30 min., Umm. sound—Color: Rental $9.00, Lease $240.00—
Black and white: Rental $6.00, Lease $135.00

Order from

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 ASTOR PLACE
NEW YORK 3. N.Y.

Dr. J. Wallace Page, Jr.

rector of Educational Services, will

continue as a member of the Educa-

tional .Advisory Conmiittee, according

to Mr. Haight.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS Di-

rector Maurice Groen has returned to

Gotham after a successful three

months trip to many of the European

Capitals. During his visit he super-

vised the production of new color films

on Holland, Belgium and Switzerland

and talked to government officials

about the purposes and ideals of Films

of the Nations.

KODAK RESEARCH LABORA-
TORII-2S announces that its Emeritus

PhotograiJhic Scientist, Dr. Samuel E.

Sheppard. passed away on September

29th. He had been in retirement since

January, 1948, after 35 years with

Eastman.
HERBERT V. WEBB, who art-

directed over 200 filmstrips for the

I'. S. Office of War Information, is

now director of his own firm. Projec-

tion Art Studios. 144 East 86th St.,

N'ew York 28. Projection .Art offers

original illustrations, cartoons, visual

maps, graphics, art titles, and other

items for the modern slidefilm—as a

service to producers.

"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The First of the series, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOG. Three

|.6mm Sound Films in Color er Black-

and-White.

Demo nitrating

the Puppy's
First Lesson in

House Manners.

Helen Hayes S Lowell Thomas, Nar-

rators. Blanche Saunders: Director.

Louise Bfanch: Producer & Photogra-

pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America's foremoit producers of
Dog Film*

PAWLING, NEW YORK
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Current Film News

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 44.S

Park Ave., N. V. 22, announces that

llii- first six subjects in its new 36-filni

>eries on world geograph)', produced by

'uis de Rochemont, have been coni-

ited. The title of the series, originally

N'our World and Mine", has been

I banged to "The Earth and Its Peo-

;>lcs". a title considered more descrip-

livc of the contents and the purpose of

ilie series. The first six releases (each
.' reels) are as follows:

Malaya—Nomads of the Jungle—
i\eryday life of a typical nomad family,

iiild through the story of the develop-

ment of a boy and his preparation for

ailuh resijonsibilities.

Norway—Farmer-Fishermen— life of

a typical Norwegian farnier-fishcrnian

—

hi> home, his family, his work, his

physical environment.

Java—Tropical Mountain Land—land

.did people of Java, with a framework
Miiry about four men of a train crew.

Guatemala—Cross Section of Cen-
tral America—a camera trip through
I lid and new Guatemala.

South Africa—Riches of the Veldt—
liie of a typical family in the city of

Johannesburg, their work and sur-

rninidings.
'

Argentina—Horsemen of the Pampas
inside story of a gaucho and his

inily, their environment, work, and
'asures.

WILLIAM G. COX STUDIOS,
Malibou Lake, Agoura, California, an-

nounces that the following film is now
available for distribution:

Mushroom—an educational and en-

tertaining film about the mushroom;
Jnan Butner, stafT botanist for the Santa
I'arbara Museum of Natural History
was the technical director.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, Wilmette, Illinois, has re-

Irased the fourth in its series of sound
.did color films on the seasons:

Winter on the Farm (1 reel)—de-

signed to give school children an idea

>>l farm life through a film story of
liian and Jerry Johnson and their work
did play on a farm in southern Wis-

iisin,

HAWLEY-LORD, 61 W. 56th St.,

-V. Y. 19, announces the following new
tilms:

Holiday in the Caribbean (color)—

a

holiday trip to the islands of the Span-
ish Main, including native songs and
dances; this is the first in a "Holiday"
tries.

These Sporting Scots ( 1 reel, color
fiv b&w)—a sports travelogue, giving
an over-all picture of outdoor life in

.Scotland.

PRINCETON FILM CENTER,
Princeton, Xew Jersey, has released for

nation-wide distribution the following

sound-color lOmm motion pictures:

The Story of Human Energy (1 reel)

—the story of dextrose and the pail it

plays in the daily diet of mankind;
sponsored by the Corn Products Com-
pany.

New Horizons— the story of rich

Southern traditions and a report on the

great strides of progress being made in

the South today; sponsored by the Sea-

board .Mr Line Railroad Company.

VIKING PICTURES CORP., 115

E. Huron St., Chicago, offers five new
color films in a series entitled "The
World School of .Xdventure":

Rough Road to Panama (3 reels)—
an automobile tour through Mexico and
Central America over the proi)osed Pan
.\nicrican Highway route.

Rugged Road to Cape Horn (3

reels)—a tour through South America,

showing customs, peoples, and scenery.

Jungle Rubber (2 reels)—history and
development of rubber.

This Is the Place (2 reels)

—

the Cen-

tennial Trek ot Sons of Utah Pioneers

from Nauvoo, Illinois, to Salt Lake
City, as part of I'tah's 100-year cele-

bration.

Land of the Crimson Cliffs (3 reels)

—film story of the great sandstone

country of the Colorado in southeastern

Utah, including Indian ceremonials.

MOVIF
Proves it Can be Done!

• Proves that a 16mm Sound

Projector of the HIGHEST
QUALITY can be produced

at an amazingly new

LOW PRICE

Write for fo/der 3A
and name of author-

lied Visual Aid dealer.

Model 63LM for Sound or Silenf Films

Gives TOP RESULTS in pictures, sound and
everything needed for audiences up to 100.

What Ford did in the motor industry . . .

Movie-Mite does in the projection field. Sim-
plification is the key! Get finest projection

and sound results for homes, schools,

churches, offices without paying for extras

. . . without paying for more than you need
or use outside an auditorium.

Movie-Mite weighs only 26 lbs. complete with

speaker. Precision machined for strength

and durability. Highest quality in every
detail. Universal A.C. or D.C. 105-120 Volt
operation. . . . Push-pull miniature tube
amplifier.

jreep your ereg and pa/is on uavif- uire •>
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QamUu^ Boo4i>-

The New 1949

BLUE BOOK
of 16mm Films

. . . with all the worksaving features you want

• Where to get over 6,500 -films . . .

• Films on every subject—including entertainment

• Synopsis of each film

• Free films included

• Indexed by both title & subject—quick reference

IF YOU USE FILMS IN SCHOOL, CHURCH, HOME,
INDUSTRY ... ANYWHERE ... YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK

Getting the film you want can be hard work. You waste time thumbing through catalog after catalog—many

times without success. The new 1949 BLUE BOOK makes it fun to find films. Just look up the subject . . .

you'll find many titles, the exact film you want, and where to get it. A short description of each film helps

you. Or suppose you know the title; you want to know where to obtain the film . . . just use the handy title

index. The BLUE BOOK is for old-time film users and beginners. Both find it the most useful work-saver

available. And the price? Lots lower than any other complete film directory on the market. Use the BLUE
BOOK once, and it's paid for itself. But you'll have to hurry to make sure you get a copy.

Completely Revised

—

Up-to-date

Only $1.50

— Limited Printing

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, III.

Please reserve my copy of the new BLUE BOOK. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address

City

State

Q Check here il you wish to pay later.

24th Annual Edition

MAIL COUPON TODAY
<

You'll have your copy as soon as

it leaves the press in November.

By ordering now you assure your-
self of a copy.

The printing is limited.

<
MAIL COUPON TODAY
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EMERSON YORKE STUDIO, 35

VV. 45th St., X. Y. 19, offers a new
16mm film on nursing:

This Way to Nursing (2 reels)—

a

factual film presentation designed to

show the theoretical and practical in-

struction incorporated in the student-

nurse course of a typical accredited

school of nursinfi.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
^ REAU, 6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

aimounces the release of two new 16nnii

lilnis;

Facts About Films ( 1 reel)—designed

help all users of 16mm film by show-
Lj the "how" and "why" of film and

|rH)jector handling.

The Brush in Action (1 reel)—de-

^i^'Hcd to show how to use water color

1 rushes and to stimulate a desire to try

I- atcr color painting.

r HOFFBERG PRODUCTIONS, 620

''th Ave., X. Y. 18, announces that it

\\ill edit and release for the 16mm
.iiiil television markets the following

lliree films:

Memories of Shakespeare—a study

famous places associated with the

]iiiet, including anecdotes of his life,

habits and the origin of his plays.

The Works of Charles Dickens—
hij^dilights of the novelist's life, inter-

woven W'itli extracts from liis novels.

The Pearl of Nyat-San—story of the

'liscovery of a fabulous pearl in the

.^outh Seas and the strange events that

liefall the people into whose hands it

passes.

A. F. FILMS, 1600 Broadway. X. Y.
V). offers the following new 16mm re-

leases:

Journey to Mecca (IJ/, reels)—full

.11 count of the annual Mecca pilgrim-

-e; actual scenes taken by a non-Mos-
111 who dared penetrate the confines

III the holy city of Islam,

Kabylia ( 1 reel)—a trip to Kabylia,
situated between the Sahara desert and
tlie Mediterranean Sea; the people and
iheir culture.

BRITISH INFORMATION SERV-
ICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. X. Y. 20,

h:is available a new 16mm film:

Each for All (1 reel)—the story of

I'.iitish trade unions, including a meet-
ing of the Trades Union Congress,

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 16mm
I'.ducational Division, 1270 Avenue of

the Americas, X, Y. 20, has available

several new educational subjects:

Panama—story of the Panama Canal,
it< liistory and present value.

Northern Rampart—picture study of

Alaska, its economics and opportunities.

A Nation Is Born—development of
llic Philippine Islands and its final in-

dependence.

The 49th State—story of Hawaii, its

industries and culture and its claim to

^tatehood.

Germany Today—what is happening
in tile conquered country and how

(lenuH-ratic princijiles are being estab-

lished.

Battle of Supply— pictorial record of

a Xaval lo.gistic problem, showing the

assembling and delivery of a standard

landing craft rei)air unit,

China Life-Line—story of the main-
tenance of a life-line of supplies from
San Francisco to China.

Policing Germany—problems which
faced the .American Military Govern-
ment and their rehabilitation program.

Airline to Everywhere—account of

the .'\ir Transport Service and the job

it accomplished.

Report on Japan—how the life of

Japan and its people is being directed

into the paths of peace and democracy.

HOLLYWOOD 35MM CO,, 1626

X. Wilcox Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,

announces a new 16mm film available

in sound or silent versions and in color

or black and white:

Your Movie Camera and How to

Use It (1 reel)—designed to help the

amateur movie-maker enjoy his camera,

showing him in a humorous presenta-

tion, things to do and things not to do.

Catalogs

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
REAU, 6 X. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

announces the publication of a new de-

scriptive list of motion pictures avail-

able on a sales basis. Among titles

listed are films on Art, .Audio-Visual

Education, Social Sciences, Education,

English, French, Spanish, X^atural Sci-

ences, Psychology, and Psychiatry.

Copies will be sent free on request to

the Chicago office or to the X'^ew York
office at 15 Park Row, X. Y. 7,

PRINCETON FILM CENTER,
Princeton, Xew Jersey, has available

Catalog Xumber 11, a compilation of

the latest in 16mm sound films. Illus-

trated and featuring eight sections in

which a variety of visual materials and
entertainment shorts are listed, the

catalog runs to nearly 100 pages. In-

cluded are classroom teaching films,

documentaries, films on international

understanding, sport and travel shorts,

etc.

CORONET FILMS, Coronet Build-

ing, Chicago, has released a new cata-

log of its instructional films. The il-

lustrated, 32-page descriptive catalog

lists films in the following subject

areas: Study Skills, Guidance, Language
.Arts, Social Studies, Science, Mathe-
matics, Home Economics, Health and
Safety, Physical Education, and
Teacher Training.

PUBLIC LIBRARY OF CINCIN-
NATI, Films and Recordings Center,

629 Vine St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio, an-

nounces that its Fall 1948 16-page mo-
tion picture catalog is available for 25c

per copy. 10c each for additional copies.

The catalog is an annotated, classified

list of 155 16mm sound films.

THE FILM
and

EDUCATION
Edited by Godfrey M. Elliott

AN up-to-the-minute survey

of the present status and
potential of the 16mm mo-
tion picture In all of its

educational applications in

modern life—inside and out-

side the school.

Comprised of 37 chapters,

each written by an outstand-

ing authority in the educa-
tional film field, the book is

definitive and authoritative.

Some of the Chapter Titles

THE FILM AND THE PUBLIC
LIBRARY, by Russell Munn, Librarian,

Akron Public Library.

BASIC TECHNIQUES OF FILM USE,
by Walter A. WIttlch, Director of

Bureau of Visual Instruction. Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SEEING
MOTION PICTURES, by Herman F.

Brandt, Director of Visual Research
Laboratories, Drake University.

RESEARCH IN THE EDUCATIONAL
FILM FIELD, by A. L. Long, Stephen

F. Austin State Teachers College,

Nacogdoches, Texas.

THE FILM IN SCIENCE,
by Oreon Keesler, Director of

Teaching Aids Library, Kern County
Schools, California.

THE FILM IN MATHEMATICS,
by Irene Saubie, Director of Exact

Sciences, Detroit Public Schools.

THE FILM IN SOCIAL STUDIES, by
William H. Hartley, State Teachers
College, Towson, Maryland.

THE FILM IN LANGUAGE ARTS,
by Hardy R. Finch, Head of English

Department. Greenwich (Conn.)
High School.

THE FILM IN VOCATIONAL ARTS,
by Thomas A. Chad, Burgard Vo-
cational High School, Buffalo.

THE FILM IN MUSIC EDUCATION,
by Lorin F. Wheelwright, Super-
visor of Music, Salt Lake City
Schools.

THE FILM IN ART,
by Camilla Best. Director of De-
partment of Audio-Visual Aids.
New Orleans Public Schools.

THE FILM IN BUSINESS EDUCA-
TION, by Helen Reynolds, New York

University.

$7.50

At Tour lioolxntorc, or nuc Cnujion

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY, Publishers
15 E. 40tK St., Dept. 322, N. Y. li, N. Y.

Ploaso send me copyfies) of FILM
AND EDUCATION, @ $7.50 per copy.

Enclosed is $

X.iME

.\DDRE.SS
(Expedite shipment by enclosinff

remittance.)
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

FILMS

Academy FilitiH

844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

AnHOf-lntloii FlIniK
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, HI.
351 Turk St., San Franalsco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Rnllry Films, Inr.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Brn>- Studios, Inr.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Cniitle Films, DIv. of United World
Films, Inr.
445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Cnthollr Movies
220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Cliurrh Film Servlre
2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.

Collins Motion Pletnrr Scrvlrc
502^4 & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Coronet InstrnrtlonnI Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, HI.

Dndley Pictures Corp.
99flS Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

I'^nstmnn Kodllk Stores, Inr.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Rnryrlopaedln BritnnnU>n Films. Ini*.

Wilniette, Illinois.

Film ProBrnm .Servlres
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N. Y. C.

Films, inc.
S30 W. 42nd St., Nevir York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, fla.

716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland, Ore.
Commerce & Browder, Dallas, Tex.
8414 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Prynn Film Servlre
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., \V. Toronto, Ont.

Hetdenkamp Nature Pirtiires
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

HotTberff Produrtlons, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York IS, N. Y.

Institutional CInemn Servlre, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New- York 19, N. Y.

International Film Diireaii
6 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 2, Jll.

15 Park How, New York 7, N. Y.

lark Fason Films
2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

The Jam Handy Orennlzntlon
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

John Ott Film Library, Inc.
730 Elm St., Winnetka, 111.

Knowlediire Builders
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition
369 Le.xington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MosrnlPs, Inr.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y

N. Y

N, Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inr.
145 W. 46th St., New York 19,

omrlnl Films, Inr.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19,

Paul Hoefler Pro<lurtions
612^4 S. Ridgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Peak Films Produrtlons
65 Barons Keep, London, W-I4, Eng.

Portufllms
418 N. Glendale Ave., Glendale 6, Cal.

The Prlnreton Film Center
55 Mountain Avs., Princeton, N. J.

K. and L. Scheufler
1948 Dresden Road, ZanesvlIIe, Ohio

P9

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inr.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Voratlonal Guidance Films, Inc.
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Servlre, Inr.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Karle, Inr.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell ^t Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Carroll W. Rire Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Collins Motion Picture Servlre
502V4& 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

Rnstman Kodak Stores, Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. T.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch A Kare
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mo^ilPs Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nntco, Inc.
505 N. Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12, III.

Nu-Art Fllnu, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Rnike Company
S29 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Servlre
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn

Sunray Films, Inr.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Swank Motion Plrtnres, Inr.
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Victor Animntog^aph Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-\Vright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Ednratlon Inrorporated
Lamar and 12th, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
3905 S. Main St.. Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inr.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FOR SUBSCRIBERS ONLY . . .

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN Is not running a contest, but we
are giving away some of the finest merchandise in America.

YOU CAN SOON OWN
ANY OF THESE PRIZES . . .

Bulova Watches

Cory Electric Coffeemakers

Fiestaware Dinnerware

Mirro Aluminum Ware

Sunbeam Mixmasters

Sunbeam Shavemasters

Westinghouse and Zenith Radios

Cannon Towel Sets

Casco Electri-Craft Tool Kit

Elgin-American Compacts

Chatham Blankets

Fine Furniture

Schwinn Bicycles

Handyhot Portable Washers

Shopmaster Jig Scroll Saws

General Electric Room Heater

Marlin Rifles

. . . hundreds of others

FREE—Beautiful Prize Book

Rush the coupon on opposite page. You'll soon have your colorful priie

book , . . hundreds of items illustrated on its pages.

You have nothing to lose . , , nothing to buy . . .
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
P9
Ad

SCREENS

lln-Lile Screen Co.* Inc.
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111.

Frynn Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

HIrsch A Knre
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Mnniifaeturinf; Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago S, 111.

Snnthern Vixiinl Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Williams, Brown and Knrle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS — RECORDINGS

'opiilnr Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS— WIRE

Webstcr-ChlcaKO Corporation
5610 W. P.loomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

PICTURES

informative Classroom Picture Scries
40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Academy Films
S44 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Cliiirch Screen Productions
5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Clnc-I*nppet Productions
7920 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Encyclopaedia Ilrltannica FIIni.s, Inc.

Wilmette, Illinois

liOnK Flliilslide Service
944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V l>Iv.

353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. T.

WHY WE MAKE THIS OFFER

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN now has more subscribers than

ever before In its 25 years of service to the audio-visual field.

But we haven't scratched the surface.

We want your help in acquainting more people with the help

available in EDUCATIONAL SCREEN.

To show our appreciation, we've selected quality merchan-

dise to give to you.

If you'll get just one new subscriber, you've won a high

quality prize! No strings, no "catches".

Full information will reach you promptly with your Prize Book.

MArL THE COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.. Chicago I, III.

YES! Mail my FREE PRIZE BOOK and full Information at once.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZONE

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Sciences
509I';—.Siiffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Academy Films
.S44 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

riiurch-rraft Pictures
3312 Linden Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Hlrs€-h * Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Munday A Collins
39 Kd.tjcwood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 4 5th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Div.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. T.

I?y:in Visual Aids Service
409 Harri.'<on St., Davenport, la.

.SiMira>' Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES (31/4x4 and larger)

K<»jK<one Vle^v Co,
Moadville, Pn.

SHcIecrnft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDE, FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American 0;>tlcal Co., Scientific
Instruiticnt l)lv., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

IJcA'ry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, I,td.
1534 13th Ave., Regrina, Sa.sk.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch * Knyc
239 (irant Ave., San Francisco S, Cal.

lie.vstonc Aiew Co.
Meadville. Pa.

Mundav 4^ Collins
39 PIdgewood Rd., Redwood City, Cal.

Raike Co:?)panv
829 S. Flower St., Los Ang-eles 14, Cal.

R>jiu A^lsual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films
(!Sfi-9 Shrine HldR-., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunraj' 1'^iliiis. Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

\ i€»«-lcx. Inc.
35-01 Queens Blvd.. Long Island City

Williams, llrotvn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St.. I'hiladelphia 7. Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

W'f Ili.'iJits, Uro-.-. II nn<l l'j;irl<», Ino.
JMS ("hfi.^tiMit St., IMiilarU-lphia 7, Pa.

SLIDE BINDING ONLY

't'lic ^lorrtms
r,>;i2 .\'. Mozart SI.. Chicaso 47, 111.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

SIMMEL-MESERVEY, Beverly
Hills, California, announces a new
series of nine filmstrips on various

phases of child discipline in classroom
and on the iilaygroimd. Titles include:

What Would You Do? (26 frames);
The New Book (30 frames); Working
Together (23 frames); The Slide (33

frames); The Field Trip (36 frames);

Jimmy Didn't Listen (26 frames);
Schoolground Discoverer (21 frames)

;

Share the Ball {32 frames); and Share
the Sandpile (26 frames). The film-

strip "Field Trip" is also availahle in

color.

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michi-
gan, has added a new series of discus-

sional filmstrips on fresh and salt-

water life to its "Science Adventures"
series. The filmstrips present hasic in-

formation about many animals and
plants found in the water. The seven
subjects, all in natural color, are or-

ganized into several units, each suitable

for presentation during one period.

TiU ,«*

Yes, you. An important picture.

Part of your Christmas Seal
money buys X-ray units for chest
"pictures" ... to detect tubercu-
losis so that it can be checked.

Since 1904, the whole program
has helped cut the TB death rate
by eighty per coil. Yet tubercu-
losis still kills more people be-
tween 15 and 44 than any other
disease.

So please, send in 'your con-
tribution today to your Tubercu-
losis Association.

Buy

Christmas

Seals

VISUAL SCIENCES, Suffern,N.Y.,

announces a new addition to its film-

strip family:

How to Study (68 frames)—a car-

toon presentation of the story of a

ty])ical schoolboy and liow he finds so-

lutions to his problems with his lessons

as he acquires successful study habits.

H AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSO-
CIATION, 50 L. Huron St.. Cliicago

11. III., has released a new filmstrip by
K. Ben Kvans:

Use Your Library {^7 frames)— de-

signed to show junior and senior high

school pupils how to find books, facts,

magazine articles, pamphlets, etc. and
to encourage then: to use library fa-

cilities.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

X. Y. 20, announces the availability of

the following filmstrips accomi)anicd
by a study guide:

Home of Shakespeare (26 frames)—
scenes in Stratford-on-Avon associated
with the poet—his boyhood school,

Anne Hathaway's cottage, the Me-
morial Theatre.

Agricultural Show (34 frames)—
events in a British agricultural show,
where farmers meet to display their

products and exchange ideas.

Coventry: City of Wheels (39
frames)—some of the industries which
have given the city an important place
in Britain's economy.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, 440
I'ourth Ave., \. Y. 16, have issued a

new set of 250 custom-made color
slides to assis't college and university

geology instructors using the book
"Physical Geology" by Chester R.
Longwell, .-\dolph Knopf and Richard
I'. Flint. The slides are arranged to

follow the general chapter pattern of
the book and are accompanied by an
instructor's manual.

Recordings

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSO-
CIATION, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago
II, has released a set of five double-
faced 12" Folk Tale Records, produced
by RCA-Victor for the A.L..\ Division
of Libraries for Children and Young
People. Humorous, fanciful stories

popular for generations make up the
set. Titles iTicIude: "The Frog'', a
.Spanish folk tale, and "Schnitzle,
Schnotzic and Schnootzle", an .Austrian
Christmas folk tale, both narrated by
Ruth Sawyer; "Brer Mud Turtle's

Trickery", an Lhicle Remus story nar-

rated by Frances Clarke Sayers; "A
Paul Bunyon Tale" and "A Pecos Bill

Tale", both narrated by Jack Lester.

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS
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THE STAFF

PAUL C. REED—Editor

JUNE N. SARK—Assistant Editor

WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN—Editor for the

Church Field

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER—Editor for the Com-
mercial Field

L. C. LARSON—Department Editor

ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS—Department Editor

JOSEPHINE HOFFMAN—Business Manager
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DECIMAL FRACTIONS

• PERCENTAGE •

TWO NEW RELEASES
FOR MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

Basic Curriculum films for Upper Elementary

Grades and Junior High Schools.

Color $85.00 Black and Whife $45.00

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Colif.

Tdm Stripsfrom Witain
prepared especially for American Schools by

SOCIETY for VISUAL EDUCATIOIM

BEAUTIFUL BRITAIN

THE BRITISH PEOPLE

BRITISH PORTS

CEYLON

CROWN AND COMMONWEALTH
GENERAL ELECTION IN BRITAIN

HOUSING IN WEST AFRICA

LAND OF BRITAIN: LONDON
LAND OF BRITAIN: SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS

LAND OF BRITAIN: SCOTTISH LOWLANDS
LAND OF BRITAIN: THE SOUTH COUNTRY
LAND OF BRITAIN: SOUTH WEST

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITIES

ZANZIBAR

These film strips may be obtained from BIS $3.00

Tliirty others also available with study guides $1.00

Write lor free catalog lo

British Information Services
30 Rockefeller Plaza New York 20, N. Y.

An Important Announcement

'T'liE Educational Screen is pleased to announce
-'- that all advertising promotion and public relations

will henceforth be handled by Wm. F. Kruse and Asso-

ciates, a new firm* specializing in the field of visual

education. "Bill" Kruse's more than twenty-five years

of broad and varied experience in producing, distrib-

uting, and publicizing visual education materials will be

applied in guiding users and advertisers alike toward

maximum benefits from these media.

Mr. Kruse, one of the pioneer educational film execu-

tives, spent over 17 years with Bell & Howell, succes-

sively head of the educational, industrial, and films di-

visions, and he served the past two years as public

relations head for United World. He also spent a year

with the U. S. Department of the Interior as film pro-

duction specialist. He is honorary president of the

Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association, after two

terms as president and two as secretary of that organi-

zation. During 1946 he headed the Photographic In-

dustry Coordinating Committee, composed of the seven

trade associations of the industry. In August he was

elected Senate Chairman of the P'ilni Council of Amer-
ica.

Mr. Kruse has expressed his pleasure in the new
relationship, and the Screen's editor, Paul C. Reed,

and all others on the staff anticipate a happy associa-

tion with one so eminently fitted by temperament and

training to serve in the capacity of a "bridge" between

the users of audio-visual materials and the commercial

interests who supply them.

Marie C. Greene, Publisher

New Appointments

Indiana: W. Roger Zinn, formerly Educational Con-

sultant for the Jam Handy Organization, is now As-

sistant Professor of Education in the Division of Adult

Education of the School of Education, and Associate

in Production on the stafif of the Audio-Visual Center

of Indiana University.

Illinois: Sydney Alkire, formerly Superintendent of

Schools at Bement, Illinois, has been appointed to fill

the position of Director of Audio-Visual Education in

the State Department at Springfield. Illinois.

Returns to Travel Field

David E. Caesar, advertising manager of Educa-
tional Screen for the past two years, has resigned

from the stafif to do travel promotion in coimection

with the Chicago Tribune Charities Outdoor Show.**

Previous to his association with the Screen, Mr. Caesar

had some 25 years of varied experience in the travel

field. Members of the stafif wish him the greatest suc-

cess in his new position.

480

*The business address of Wni. F. Kruse and Associates will

be the same as that of Education Ar. Scrken, 64 E. Lake St.,

Chicago 1, Illinois.

Offices at 127 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.
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ow sound or silent, black-and-white or full color I6mm
films at their best in brilliance, contrast and definition with
this all-purpose projector. Hear sound films reproduced
with "theatre-like" tone quality. Easy portability and lighter
weight make it the ideal projector for use in classroom
or auditorium.

The RCA "400" is the easiest and quickest I6mm pro-
jector to thread. It's so easy a child can thread and operate
it. Change from sound to silent operation by merely turning
a knob. The RCA "400" is precision-engineered to provide
years of dependable performance.

You speed learning, create greater classroom interest
when you make recordings ... for immediate or repeated
play-backs ... in speech, language, music and drama classes
—with the RCA Wire Recorder.

A "plug-in" cartridge containing spool of wire—exclu-
sive to RCA—records up to a half-hour. Recordings can
be played back hundreds of times. Recordings can be
erased and new recordings made using the same cartridge.
It is as easy to operate as a radio.

RCA Wire Recorder with secretarial attachments speeds
dictation and transcription of letters, memos and reports.

Here's a high-quality portable player that meets the
present-day needs of schools.

Plays standard phonograph records and up to 16-inch
transcription records. Uses two separate motors to supply
positive, constant speed to turntable—one for 78 rpm and
one for 33'/3 rpm.

"Music" or "Voice" switch, wide range tone control and
detachable 8-inch speaker provide brilliant reproduction of
speech or music in the classroom or small auditorium.
Provision made for headphones for use in library. Weight
28 lbs. Luggage-type carrying case.

^^^AU/AiCe/ Im/ Mjjj^Jiokl jtea(ZiA)e;-t^^

RADiO CORPORATtOM ofAMERiCA
EDUCATtOMAL DE^ARTMeMT, €AMDEM, M.J.
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1. HOW THE
RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Exchange of carbon dioxide and
oxygen within lungs and body
tissues; mechanism of breathing;
action of ribs and diaphragm.

2. HOW TO AVOID
MUSCLE STRAINS
Explains action of muscles in
conjunction with lever action of
bones and joints. Correct and in-

correct application of leverage
principles cluring muscular efforts

is shown.

3. THE NINE BASIC
FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS
OF THE HUMAN BODY
Includes Skeletal, Muscular, Ex-
cretory, Circulatory, Nervous,
Sensory, Digestive, Lymphatic
and Endocrine.

4. THE HUMAN SKIN
The construction and function of
the human skin; how it protects
us from our environment and
regulates the temperature of our
bodies; importance of care and
cleanliness.

5. THE HUMAN HAIR
Shows growth duration, renewal
and other characteristics. Empha-
sizes importance to personal ap-
pearance.

6. THE KIDNEYS. URETERS
AND BLADDER
Describes the important ana-
tomical features and functions of
the kidneys, ureters and urinary
bladder.

7. THE HUMAN THROAT
Shows anatomy and functioning
of the throat as a passage for air
and food, its defense mechanism,
and how air and food are di-

verted into their proper channels.

8. OUR FEET
Shows construction and function
of the human foot, as a weight
carrier and means of locomotion.

Write for Dttplls and New Catalog

BRAY

By Any Other Name

Editor :

Since when did the teacher, Mary
Brown, change her name to Mary Smith
in McGraw-Hill's "Learning to Under-
stand Children" film? Or could it be
that Dr. Mary Leigh Palmer, who wrote
so interestingly about ".Ada Helps the

Teachers" in your October issue, used a

special version of the film?

NoR.MAN B. Moore

Head, Reyr>olds Audio-Visual Division
Rochester Public Library, New York

[By any other name Mary Brown is

still Marv Brown and a good teacher.

-Ed.]

And We Blamed the Chinese!

Editor :

.\propos of your excellent editorial

in the October issue ("What Is a Pro-
verb Worth?"), I have just noticed in

"Graphic .Arts Monthly" for October
the following item : "The oft used quo-
tation, 'One picture is worth 1.000 words'
has been credited to the Japanese, the

Chinese, and to Confucius. However,
Fred R. Barnard, a New York adver-
tising man, originated the phrase in 1927,

after using a similar phrase in 1921.

Source : Carnegie Library of Pitts-

burgh."

Don Whitk
E.xecutivc Secretary, NAVED
Evanston, Illinois

Which End?

Editor;

Have just finished reading "What Is a
Proverb Worth?" Congratulations on
your most excellent "verbal" analysis

of the true relationship existing between
objective and verbal presentation.

While I will agree that "Pictures are

a means ; and the meaningful use of

words is an end." i only hope those
reading will not interpret your statement
as "the meaningful use of words is the

end."

We certainly need more of this basic

thinking. Hit us again?

W. H. DUKR
Supervisor, Bureau of Teaching Materials
Stale Board of Education, Richmond, Va.

A Classroom Film

Speaks Up in Swedish

Editor
:

In Number 7 of the Edic.\tio\ai.
Screen (September issue), you have pub-
lished an article "A Classroom Film
Speaks Up" which we find very inter-

esting and would like to u.se in transla-

tion here in Sweden, and thus we write

to ascertain whether you would be kind
enough to let us have a permit to do so.

We have a department for Educational
I'ilms and supply the Swedish schools

uith such films, and now we should like

484

to send to the teachers of the schools in

question a translation in Swedish of your
article, as we find it very instructive.

.\. B. EuROPA Film
Stockholm, Sweden

[Permit granted, with pleasure—Ed.]

Has Anyone Else Tried It?

Editor :

We have developed something here in

.Atlanta that we think is a new idea, the

.Audio-Visual Education Exposition. .As

can be seen from the program, the ex-

position is not a film festival, open house,

conference, convention, clinic, or exhibit,

hut really an exposition.

The exposition was not only to be a

good public relations device but also of

great in-service teaching training value.

This was especially true since it involved

teacher participation on a large scale.

If other cities are interested in staging

such an exposition, we will be glad to

supply requests for sample copies of the

lirograni as long as they last.

Walter S. Bell
Director. -Vnd'n-V'isual Education
Hoard of Education, .Vtlanta, Gr.

A Blue Book for Puerto Rico

Editor :

We have gone over your Blue Book of

Non-Theatrical FihiLs and find it very
interesting. We consider it a very good
source of information of educational and
entertainment films.

The Department of Education of Puer-

to Rico, conscious of the vital importance

of audio-visual material in education, is

organizing a film library with the pur-

pose of rendering free service to the pub-
lic schools all over the island. We are

at present preparing a film catalog which
is to be mimeographed or printed. Some
of our filiiLS have been purchased, others

loaned or given us free.

Inasmuch as we want to put in circula-

tion these films as soon as possible, we
are herewith requesting your cooperation.

We have not been able yet to appoint a
cominittee which may work on synopses
of films : thus we are using the de.scrip-

tions or contents given by the producers
and dealers. However, we have a num-
ber of films given us for which we have
no descriptive information. Some of these

films, as we noticed, are included in your
catalog. Could you authorize us to use
their descriptions given in your manual'

Hojjing to receive a prompt and favor-

able reply in benefit of our school

children,

Jose Leavitt
Chicf;^ Bureau of .Adult
and Extension Activities,
San Juan, Puerto Rico

I
Favorable reply pronii)tly sent—in bene-

fit of Puerto Rican school childreiL—Rd]
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"RUTH"
One of the most beautiful Biblical films ever produced!

Here is the wonderfully tender story of Naomi and
her daughter-in-law Ruth . . . their journey to Beth-

lehem . . . family life and farm scenes, set against

the aftermath of famine and struggle . . . and the

selfless love which culminated in the marriage

that made Ruth ancestress to King David.

Magnificently photographed, with much of

the footage actually filmed in Palestine.

Suitable for all denominations. A must for

every user of religious films.

Running time: 38 minutes 16mm Sound
SaZe $200 Rental %12

"FROM FEAR TO FAITH"

This is the deeply absorbing story of the con-

version of a native Rhodesian community. A
native youth. Mission-trained, tries to teach his

people a better way of life. His own brother fosters

bitter opposition, until a dramatic climax causes

his own conversion.

Running time: 21 mirwiie^ 16mm Sound Sa/e $100

Rental $6

Religious

film Strips

»rWO WOUSAND
YEARS AGO'

(Life in Bible Lands) ,

THE HOME (2 parts) —The life of a carpenter ami his family in

ancient Palestine.

THE SCHOOL— Schoolboys learning their lessons at the Synagogue.

THE TRAVELLERS— Wayfarers arrive at an inn, while a silk merchant

plies his trade and a beggar asks alms.

THE DAY'S WORK— A carpenter and a potter work in their shops.

THE SYNAGOGUE— Worshippers bow to the Ark, say their pray-

ers, and listen to sermon.

Sale price for whole set (with printed commentary) $10.50

I tttu C./'^/nf of l-.ntLr:.:n:nnn!. iiJrn.ilinnat and RetivOUS TUms
oljered h-, I ti:u'J \X orlJ hu! just come ofj the press. Ask for your
free cop"* nnu .

tmmmot WKURIID
UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC. 445 Park Ave., New York 32

^
,

Gentlemen:

Please senc

600 16mm

Name ....

ES-12 1

me your new free catalog, describing over i

sound films for every use. |

.'. Tula 1

Org anization .

Cify ... Zone .... Slate •

(make) *
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GEOMETRY AND YOU

PER CENT IN EVERY DAY LIFE

'^iJE*

Two Basketball Films for Girls:

I. FUNDAMENTALS 2. GAME PLAY

Lsev

new;

cor

NATURE OF LIGHT

THRIFT HABITS INSTALLMENT BUYING

Each of these Coronet new releases are ready for your use now. You

may rent these outstanding 1 6mm sound motion pictures from the nation's

leading film-lending libraries, or purchase them in full color for $90 —
black & white for $45. Write to us for information on how to-rent, purchase,

preview prior to purchase, or for our complete catalog.

Coronet Films
C O R O N ET B U I LD I NG • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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• . • built fo give years of

TOP QUAUT/ PROIEaiON

W^

1
.^

Send for Booklets
Mail coupon for full details on the new Ampro
Premier 20. Also send lOc for interesting book-
let "The Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Mo-
tion Pictures" (the illustrated story of how
sound pictures are made and projected)—and
I'REEcopy of "A New Tool for Teaching" (the
story of sound films in the classroom)—These
informative booklets will be mailed postpaid.

for 16mm. sound and silent films

Here is a I6min. projector that will give high grade performance for many
years. It will deliver steady, flickerless projection continuously and quietly.

It is dependable, easy to thread and operate. It is gentle to precious film

and easy to service.

The Ampro "Premier-20" is a tested design, developed by studying and
learning from millions of performances. Ampro l6mm. projectors have
been "put through the mill" by this country's leading school systems,

universities and government departments.

Into each Ampro projector is built 20 years of experience that assures

better performance and longer service. Before choosing your I6mm. sound
projector, ask your Ampro dealer for a demonstration of the latest Ampro
"Premier-20."

Look—listen—remember Ampro's record—and then decide!

AMPROSIIDE MODEL
30-D for filmstrips

and 2" x 2" slides.

Offers extra bril-
liant illumination,

split-second inter-
chongeabilrly from
slides to filmstrips

and back — simplified,

quick threading for
filmstrips .—

. and simpler
focusing, operating and
cleaning.

ijcclors.

•Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

es 1248
AMPRO CORPORATION, 2835 N. Western Ave.
Chicago 18,111.

Please send me full details and price of tiie new
Ampro Premier 20 Projector.

1 enclpse 10c for a copy of the illustrated booklet, "The
Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion Pictures."

D Send FREE copy of "A New Tool for Teaching."
1 am also interested in:

n Ampro Slide Projector.

Name

Address .

City _^ -State-

AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 18 • a general precision equipment corporation subsidiary
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Guest Editorial Glen Burch

Films and People: T

I

SHALL NEVER FORGET my last talk with C. R. Reagan. It was a hot July night

and we sat together for more than four hours in his hotel room in Dallas,

Texas. I had been with the Film Council of America but a short time and

since it was only the second time we had been together, we had a lot to

talk about.

It is always hazardous to select for any one man a dominant motive or motives

from among the many drives that may impel him to embrace and pursue a particular

course of action. But after listening to C. R. Reagan talk that night about the film

council movement, what it meant to him, what he hoped it would mean to other people,

I thought I found some clues that, for me at any rate, pointed to an explanation of

his great interest in the film council movement.

I knew that Reagan had contributed more than any other single individual to

the "cause" that was the community film council movement. I was curious as to why
he had done it. What did this movement mean to him that he should devote so much
of his time, his money, his very health to its advancement? The easy answer, of

course, was that he hoped to profit from a movement that would increase the use of

films. He was a commercial dealer, he would benefit materially by the spread of the

film council idea. But this theory didn't stand up under a close examination of the

facts.

It was common knowledge that while he devoted his time to the promotion of

film councils, his business suffered. I knew that his friends among the dealers were

worried. They were proud of him, they had a deep affection for him. but they were

also a little annoyed at him. He was, in their eyes, carrying a good thing much too

far. There wasn't any chance that he could recoup to any great extent on this tre-

mendous investment of time and energy. He was being totally unrealistic. And mean-

time his business was suffering. But if it wasn't money that he was after, what was
it? Power? That didn't add up, either, for I happened to know that he had helped

to provide the Film Council of America with a constitution which put the control of

the organization in the hands of a Board of Trustees, no member of which could have

any connection with the commercial side of the 16mm industry. That let him out.

Well, what was it "then?

Some years ago J. B. Priestley, the English novelist and playwright, remarked
that he found himself dividing all those he knew into two classes: those who believed

in people—and those who didn't. No one who had ever talked with Reagan for more
than five minutes had any doubt as to the class in which he belonged. His belief

in people amounted to a passion, to which his wide circle of friends was an eloquent

attestation. It was an active belief, which constantly demanded expression. After all,

if you really believe in people, you want to help them; you want to see that they are

provided with the means of self-improvement; that they have a chance to make the

best of their capacities; that they can learn to work with one another, govern their

common affairs in a democratic manner. That, I am sure, is the way Reagan felt

about it.
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Executive Director Film Council of America

th of C. R. Reagan

But along with his passion for people, Reagan had another passion—a passion

for films. True, films and other audio-visual materials were his bread and butter.

Hut he looked on them not merely as something to be bought and sold to make a

living, but as important tools useful to people in bettering and understanding their

own lives and the lives of other fellows. For a man who believed in people as pas-

sionately as Reagan did and who dealt with a medium of such great potential service

to people, only one course of action was possible: a militant championing of films

and film materials as essential tools of learning and information—tools that must be

made suitable to the varied needs and interests of all people—tools that must be

made accessible to all people. It was this unique synthesis of purposes, I feel cer-

Itiin. that gave Reagan his great drive. It provided him with a vision, and like most

men possessed by a vision, it wouldn't let him rest.

As we sat in his Dallas hotel room he tried to tell me—as I'm^ure he tried to

It'll everyone he talked with—what this film council movement really meaat. He saw

16inni films—the non-theatrical films—as the last of the so-called mass media sus- —

eptible of popular control. The newspaper, the radio, the 35mm films were, he felt,

ill Big Business dominated. But the larger interests had thus far not bothered about

the informational and educational film. Its possibilities as a medium of communi-

I ation of important ideas were relatively untouched. If people in communities all

over America could get together and learn to evaluate and use more effectively films

as aids in the acquisition of new skills, new imderstandings, new attitudes, they could,

he was certain, ultimately exercise real control over the content of this medium.

Like every other sensitive person in our time, Reagan was deeply disturbed by

the current widespread drift toward a third World War. (Headlines in July were

no more reassuring than they are today.) This gave a special sense of urgency to

Ills tireless advocacy of the film council movement. Time was again running out all

over the world. People had so much to learn, so much to understand in order to act

intelligently on the issues before us. Films could, he knew, help people "leani more

ill less time". In the crisis of war their efficiency and effectiveness had been proved

iieyond the shadow of a doubt. Weren't they even more important in the present

risis, masquerading as a peace? (Later, when the sad news came of his sudden

passing in Paris, I saw another reason behind this sense of urgency—his realization

that his own time was running out—and there was so much to be done!)

I doubt if Reagan ever realized fully all the difficulties, the deep social impli-

I ations of the film council idea which he so vigorously and eloquently expounded that

last night in Dallas. But there is no doubt that he grasped clearly the central fact

that here was an almost perfect way in which his two fundamental faiths could be

put into practice. He believed in people. He believed in films—not as ends in them-

selves, but as enormously useful tools in helping people help themselves. What could

l)e more appropriate than to have people in the conmuniities in which they lived

(ooperate to create the resources needed lO enable films and film materials to play

the vital role he knew they could play in their lives!
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by C. J. ARNOLD, Director,

Dept. of Audio-Visual Aids,

Mankato Public Schools, Minn.

* for better projecting

* for better lighting

* for better heating

* for better learning

TAKE OUT THE WINDOWS!

MODERN school classrooms will be built without

the usual windows on one side. There are

several reasons for this, but as is usually the

case the compelling reason is the call of educational

progress.

The Armed Services very dramatically demonstrated

during the recent war that the full use of projected visual

materials results in more efficient and more effective

learning. These projected materials have produced simi-

lar results when used in the school classroom. In round

figures, it adds up to about this: 35% more learning
in 40% less time with 50% greater retention of what
has been learned. Some educational experiments show
a higher percentage, some not as high, but all show
a definite improvement.

To make full use of projected visual materials, it

becomes necessary to darken the classroom cjuickly

and conveniently. The modern classroom must have
instant darkness as well as instant light. The window-
less classroom provides the only satisfactory means
of meeting these requirements. Present methods of

"darkening" windows have not proved satisfactory.

Teachers do not object to pulling shades before and
after the use of a projected aid if such use is con-
fined to about once a week. But that is far from
making full use of projected materials and making
them an integral part of classroom instruction. In-

stant darkening and instant lighting are "musts" for

any modern classroom. The push of a button should
be all that is required to secure the proper light con-
ditions required for the projection of pictures in the
classroom.

Today most classroom motion jjictures arc one reel

in length, or about ten minutes long. Films are of this

length largely to justify the trouble of setting up for

a "show." Most educators are agreed that an arbitrary

ten or twenty-minute film hardly fits good teaching

practice. In the ideal classroom, showings will not be

based on the time element but on educational need.

Indications are that these educational needs call for

the showing of but a single film or a short sequence

of films. When motion pictures are called for, they

will be only long enough to present a single idea,

process, or event, rather than attempting to cover

a large field of subject matter at one sitting. Such
effective and smooth classroom procedure is ruled

out if there are windows with shades or drapes which

have to be "pulled" or "let up" every time a projected

aid is used.

The coming of modern electric lighting has made
the window obsolete as a source of light for the class-

room. Many state legislatures have passed laws set-

ting up certain conditions which must be met in the

construction of the classroom. For example, they say

there must Ije a certain amount of window space for

a given amount of floor space, and rooms must be a

certain specified width so that the student will not

be seated too far from the window. Students must be

seated so that the light will come over their left

shoulders. Other regulations of this type were set

up. all in the interest of the child. Today the interests ,

of the child are still paramount and call for doing away I

with the window altogether.

When one considers how difficult and utterly im-

possible it is to light a classroom adequately and uni-
|

formly from a source at one side of the room, one >

wonders why the attempt has been continued. When
one further considers that this source of light is never

constant but varies from hour to hour and from day

to day, it would seem to suggest that ideal working

conditions for the student in the classroom may not

be the main consideration for the continued use of

the window as the source of light. Here is perhaps

the explanation for the fact that one person out of

five wears glasses, and a second person is getting

along without glasses who has some important sight

defect. Ninety-five out of 100 children are born with

good eyes. Today, with modern artificial lighting

systems, it is possible to give each student, no matter

in what part of the room he is seated, and regardless

of whether he is right or left handed, adequate and

uniform light of proper intensity and brightness con-
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The modern classroom must have

instant darkness as well as instant light.

trast that will enable him to do his visual tasks without

strain or fatigue. As long as there are windows in the

classroom, children will continue to have to grow up
to wear glasses, for in our present attempt at economy,

wc are proving to be penny wise and pound foolish

!

We cannot secure good classroom lighting by means
of the window.

In spite of laws requiring certain amounts of window
area, the intent is largely defeated by the use of shades

and blinds. Shades and blinds are necessary wherever
windows are used to attempt to control both light

and glare. Studies made in one large school system

showed that shades were pulled and lights were on
approximately 75% of the time classrooms were in

use. As long as artificial lighting is required anyway,
it would seem that the installation of windows is an

unjustifiable expense in school building construction.

The window does not provide the two important

needs of the modern classroom to make it an ideal

work room for students engaged in doing visual tasks.

When light is needed, it cannot be depended on and
the light provided is not adequate ; it is not of uniform

intensity from hour to hour or from place to place

within the room ; it usually cannot be had without

glare and without a too large brightness contrast

between the window itself and other parts of the room.
When darkness is needed for the use of projected

materials, it again cannot be depended on because on
bright days it is difficult to darken sufficiently for

satisfactory use of such equipment as the motion
picture projector; it is necessary to use special drapes
and shades, and when they are used, much valuable

classroom time is consumed in the operation and their

manipulation distracts the students, resulting in a

loss of attention.

Modern electric lighting has made the window
|

obsolete its a source of light for the classroom.

:J
The case against the window in the classroom,

however, does not end here. In fact, even if projected

aids were not to be used, the elimination of the window
would be justified. Consider the matter of original

cost in contrast to the regular wall which will take its

place. Consider the cost of maintenance, painting,

repair, washing, etc. This is one of the biggest cost

items in building maintenance and upkeep. Consider

the cost of shades, blinds, and other special darkening

equipment. Consider the cost of window screens and

storm windows. The cost of maintenance alone will

more than pay for the cost of the operation of a

modern lighting system, and the original cost will

more than take care of the difference in the cost

of the usual lighting system and the one that will give

good and adequate light to the classroom.

In northern latitudes another item that must be

considered is "heat loss." This item alone should

provide a saving great enough to provide these schools

with all the projection equipment needed for each

classroom. One needs only to talk with an insulation

specialist to learn what the saving in fuel would
amount to if there were no windows to allow the

heat to escape to the outside, Windows are poor

insulators regardless of which way the heat is going.

The same windows that let heat escape in winter time

also let it enter in siunmer time. In addition, during

the sunshiny days, windows act as heat traps. Heat
trap action is desirable if you are operating a green-

house or heating a sun porch, but it is a great handi-

cap in the classroom where the room temperature
soon rises on sunshiny days well above the efficiency

level for the average student.

In this same category comes another consideration

:

that of ventilation, Windows interfere with ventila-

tion within the room when they become colder or

hotter than the air in the room, tending to set up con-

vection currents which interfere with and often stop

those of the air conditioning (heating and/or cooling)

system of the building. If we attempt to ventilate by

As long as there are windows in the classroom,

children will continue to have to wear gUusea.

means of opening the windows, we open the classrooms
to germs, dust, vermin, insects, infections, and a host
of other disturbing elements, not the least of which
are drafts and outdoor noises and odors.

Again, windows take up much needed wall space.

There is always a demand for more wall space for

chalk boards, bulletin boards, magazine racks, book
shelves, etc. Take out the windows . . . and you
have adequate space for an inspiring mural or other
work of art.

Perhaps the greatest competitor that classroom
activity has for the attention of the student is the

distraction offered by the window. Natural reflex

action causes the eye to turn to the source of brightest

light in the level of vision. The student is compelled
to keep turning his eyes away from the window. This
requires the use of nervous energy. Once the student's

eye is turned to the window, the teacher has lost his

attention and has lost the desired classroom atmos-
phere. Looking at the window, the student notes the

outside weather conditions and is affected accord-
ingly. He begins to hear the sounds from the out-
side and his thoughts follow them and his mind be-
comes lost in imagining the things he cannot see, rather
than concentrating on the assigned task. The modern
classroom should be a room in which the student is

isolated from all distracting influences from the out-
side. It should be a place where he can work and
not have his working activities interrupted by the
sights and sounds that continually enter through the
window.
Modern schools will learn a lesson from the modem

motion picture theater, modern office buildings, and
factories. Theaters no longer board up or cover
windows when they want darkness; they eliminate
windows. Modern office buildings and factories are

(Continued on page 509).

Windows are poor insulators

regardless of which way heat is going.
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By FRANCES MALONE

High School Teacher,

Greenwich, Conn.
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ONE of the frequent and often justifiable criticisms

of modern language instruction is that the

student after being taught over a period of two,

three or four years has only an inadequate reading

knowledge and absolutely no facility for intelligent

speech and no ability to participate in a simple con-

versation.

But just as the airplane has replaced the stage coach,

so the rapid infiltration of more modern methods and
techniques is rapidly making completely obsolete and

false this type of previously deserved censure. How-
ever, the exact degree of improvement in foreign

speech of our American students in public high schools

is squarely up to the parents in their role of tax-

payers.

We do not buy a Tiffany jewel at a Woolworth
store, nor do we expect to do so. Good instructional

materials, costly to the taxpayer but invaluable to his

children, are necessitie.?' in the modern classroom.

Another fact that must be realistically faced in the

teaching of modern languages is that a department

staffed by instructors themselves unversed in the

languages, unfamiliar with the countries whose

languages they are teaching, is in its essence an in-

adequate department—and will not, because it can-

not, teach languages either intelligently or effectively.

A foreign people, their language, way of life, music,

art and literature can be really learned only by direct,

live experiences—never solely by reading encyclo-

paedias or .seeing movies.

Teachers who really know the people and languages

they are teaching, however, find good instructional

materials invaluable in making language learning a live

experience for their students. 1 am now going to be more
specific regarding supplementarv material, speaking

only of what I have learned through experience

—

the techniques that I believe are of value and the

results obtainable from them.

The material 1 have used consists of a set of Lingua-
phone records and two machines : one a record player,

the other a recording machine. Accompanying the

records is a small book in which all the lessons, in

the language, are numbered to correspond with the

records. The students previously are assigned a
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Good insfrucfional maferials

can make language learning

a live and lasting experience

Left' A Greenwich, Connecficuf language class

listens and learns with the help of a record

player, records, and correlated teaching

booklets.

Right: Student-made

recordings alert lan-

guage learners to their

mistakes if) pronuncia-

tion and intonation.

Below: "The student

learns the lesson" as a

wire recorder plays its

part in the language

class.

Public School; Greenwich, Conn,

lesson t(. assimilate (never to translate) in order to

learn new wf.rds. Their attention is called to difficult

sound combinations. Then they listen to the record

(with their hooks open)—never once, but three, four,

or more times, as the situation may re(|un-e. Then,

closing their books, they listen again, while 1 play-

back any sound or phrase or sentence that may elude

them.

Their interest in this techni(|ue is extraordinarily

keen. I smile as I write this, for I think far too many of

us adults overvalue the enthusiasm of younger people

who are exposed to our ministrations. Our students

keen interests often arise not from their thirst for

knowledge, hut becau.se there is engendered a highly

competitive spirit, with a possible reward. They can-

not gain the latter without the acquirement of a

specific knowledge and attainment.

Each lesson is followed by conversation in the

language in regard to the subject matter presented.

and it is extremely factual—everyday conversation

about tht; family, home life, theatre, shopping and such.

Students" who.se work justifies it are permitted to

make their own recordings (;in groups of two) of any

lesson they may wish. -Since they can then actually

hear how 'they' sound, they are more alert to their

mistakes in pronunciation, intonation, etc.. and can

more easily correct such mistakes by repeated listening

and by proper study and practice.

Such use of student-made recordings should become

a common teaching technique in language classes now

that many practical recording devices—di.sc. wire, and

tape—are available.

As a department, we are pleased with the results

Webster-Chicago Corp.

obtained. Subtlx. the realization that the pronuncia-

tion of the cultivated voice of the man who is a native

of Seville ditifers in certain nuances from the pro-

nunciation of the man from Madrid makes students

comprehend what is true here in their own country

concerning variations of speech in different sections.

It tends to make them more tolerant and to give.them

more understanding of people. In its es.sence. probably

only in tolerance and understanding does democracy

really live. -And democracy to be the great living

force that we adults, who have been e.xposed to two
World Wars, want it to be must begin with our youth,

livery po.ssible aid should be given to them to make
the new "One World" within the scope of their vision

and understanding and within the realm of their ac-

complishment.
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by ELIZABETH BLOSS, Primary Instructor

C. M. Bardwell School, Aurora, III.

The Audio -Visual Way to Number Learning

^iitiiiiMiiiiriiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiuQ

I Learning number concepts can be made a mean-
|

I ingful, interesting, and enjoyable experience ... if |

I teachers use audio-visual teaching techniques like |

I those suggested in the following two lesson plans |

I developed by Miss Bloss. |

I These plans are soon to be published in Chapter |

I XIV of the revised edition of the book "Audio-Visual I

I Aids to Instruction" by Harry C. McKown and Alvin
|

I
B. Roberts (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York). We |

I are grateful to the authors and to the publisher for |

I
permission to bring to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN |

I readers such useful and lively teaching suggestions. I

I The Editor i

iitiiiitiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii iiriiniiitiitiiiniiiriiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiMiiilliiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

A Lei's Count Activity

IN
the academical process of learning, one of the

first things children learn to do is count. This
counting must not be mechanical or by memory of

the mere forms of speech alone, but must have purpose
and understanding. This can be promoted by using
varied approaches and techniques. The following sug-
gestions are to make counting more meaningful.

GRADE: First SUBJECT: Numbers
MQm)N PICTURE FILM: "Let's Count" (Coronet

Fftfts)

OBJECTIVE: To put thought, purpose, and understand-
ing into counting.

MOTIVATION: Center attention and build interest to-
ward counting with a quick group activity.

Take the number of small blocks that it is desired to
have counted, and before the children arrive, put them

in partly hidden places in the room. At a given period,

permit the children to scatter about the room and hum
the blocks. They are not to pick them up, but as they

see each one they are to count it. As the child thinks

he has seen and counted all the blocks, he conies to the

front of the room and sits.

When all the children are finished, suggest that they

can count the blocks as a group to see how many have
the correct number. Give individuals an opportunity

to go get a block that was seen and place it on a table.

As each block is place'd on the table, a child puts a
mark on the blackboard. When all blocks are on the

table, they should be counted. Also count the marks on
the blackboard. This experience is helping the children

form the concept that each block is one, but as a whole
there are many— the number counted.

Then tell the children that with the help of a motion
picture film, you are going to let them watch two chil-

dren, Sally and Joe. cotmt. Suggest that they watch
carefully and count with Sally and Joe to see that they
make no mistakes.

||. Show the ftliii "Let"s Count" without comment.

Clarifying Experiences

Small children' always enjoy trying what thev see

someone else do—even the very simplest of things.

Therefore, it seems very suitable to clarify this film by
letting them go through the .same experience as Sally
and Joe. It may not be possible to repeat everything
shown, but use as many of the materials as available.

Use the same techniques and the same numbers. For
instance, make sure there are ten marbles in a bag and
that they are counted as taken from the bag to the box.
Also, have nine blocks in the house, and as counted,

From the Coronet Film "Let's Count"

I

"One, two, three The summing up.

A^A
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make a mark for each on paper, etc. The children are

learning through clarification of Sally's and Joe's ex-

periences. Seeing, doing, and understanding is for

better remembering.

Follow-up Activities

Make use of every opportunity possible to count.

The children must feel that counting is necessary ; that

it is something they need to know. Therefore, count

attendance, count the books needed for group reading,

count the erasers and chalk needed at given periods,

count the chairs needed for various activities, count

scissors, pencils, and paper as they are prepared for use,

e.xercise counting during play periods, etc.

Provide ways to make individual counting attractive.

As an example, two simple ways are given

:

1. Have a container filled with shelled corn. Let the

group find out who can hold the biggest handful. Each

takes a large handful and goes to his table and counts the

grains. The pupils are exercising their ability to count. It

has meaning because there is a motive for it, and they are

finding out how many.
2. Make up games with dominoes, such as: Put the

dominoes, turned upside down, in the center of a table.

Have a small group of players sitting around the table.

Each takes a turn in drawing a domino and placing it

right side up in front of him. They keep doing this until

the dominoes are gone. Then each player counts the dots

on all the dominoes he has in front of him. The one with

the most dots wins. This game is fun and promotes count-

ing.

As a whole, the value of this activity is to help fix

concepts in mind. The film, as an audio-visual tech-

nique, is meaningful because it is related to the pupils'

own classroom activities. They watch the film children

count in the same manner that they are being taught

;

then they repeat Sally's and Joe's experiences and

follow up with many more counting activities. Repeti-

tion is clarifying, and gives meaning and understand-

ing to counting.

A

ISumber

Activity

^ dl s# ^ dl ^ dP
^ S 4 S^B^ia£r

7AaB
How many are in each ijroup T

From "Number Family in .Addition" (.rupuhir S''

THE following lesson was developed to meet the

definite purpose of presenting and teaching a

number family in addition. The filmstrip used

—

"Number Family in Addition" (Popular Science Pub-

lishing Company. Inc.)—was integrated with the mo-

tivating and classroom activities to teach the basic facts

and to obtain desired objectives.

I. Objectives

General : To teach the basic mnnber facts of the

family of 7"s in addition.

Specific: (Given in sequence of activities.)

1. To develop in the children the desire to

know about the family of 7's.

2. To present each addition fact through a

meaningful experience.

3. To clarify each fact by tlic use of concrete

things.

4. To make the learning more effective by means
of pupil problems drawn from their own
experiences.

5. To enrich the process of learning addition

facts through classroom activities.

II. Visu.\L .Aids:

Filmstrip

Bulletin board
Objects, specimens, and models
Manuscripted captions to direct activity

Blackboard
Flat pictures

Teaching Procedure

I. Motivation. Two methods of arousing interest

and extending the desire to learn.

1. Have a work table scattered with many
objects, specimens, and toy models, seven of

each.

Toy airplanes Apples
Erasers Acorns
Crayolas Ears of corn

Pieces of chalk Marbles
Toy cars Books

Ask the children to arrange each group of objects

and specimens in straight rows of seven.

After they have enjoyed making the' row arrange-

ment, point out that there is a family of seven in each

row. Also, that you know of other arrangements, but

you are going to let them find these by themselves while

watching a filmstrip about the family of 7's. (After

the lesson, using the filmstrip, follow up with the activity

suggested in that section of this plan.)

2. Write on the blackboard a large number 7.

Under it write

:

I am the number 7.

I am important.

Do you know about my family?

Place a small card (2" by 2") with 7 on it on each

child's desk.

Arrange seven attractive pictures on the bulletin

{Continued on page S04)
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Mrs. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed.D.. Editor

UTILIZATION

• Visual Aids Can Do Great Things for Education—Ivor

Pearcy, University College of Southampton—"Look and

Listen" (30 Fleet St.. London E.C.4) Oct. 1948. p. 189.

In refuting the arguments against the use of visual aids,

the author cites an interesting study reported in the No-
vember. 1946 issue of the British Journal of Educational

Psychology, which concluded that visual aids roughly gave
an 8% iinprovement in teaching efficiency even under con-

ditions that are not too favorable. The article includes most
of the familiar arguments for and against the use of visual

aids.

• Experiences with Filmstrip at Oxford^Prof. G. D. H.
Cole—"Look and Listen," Oct. 1948. p. 194.

The first of a series of articles on the types of filmstrips

produced by the author after many y^ars of experience in

preparing other types of illustrative material.

• Public Relations through Films—Robert B. Holtman,
Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge—"Social Educa-
tion," 12:263. Oct. 1948.

A program of one hour weekly served students in the
history courses as well as the general public. One series,

"World War 11", alternated with another, "History in

Films." Enrolled students were given credit towards their

outside reading assignment. The series was publicized in

the local press as well as in the student newspaper.
As a measure of the popularity of the film programs, the

author tells that some 90-100 persons came to each, in spite
of the fact that it is difficult to get an audience for evening
affairs at LSU. The cost of $80 included postage and trans-
portation as well as rental costs. The next season will pro-
vide for greater use of films in class periods and an in-

tegrated program with corollary reading, .^n accredited
course is planned for the general public,, where college
credit will be given for those attending the films, reporting
on supplementary reading, and passing a test.

MUSEUMS
• Art Objects as Visual Aids—Hannah S. Dodge, Director,

Slater Memorial Museum, Norwich, Conn.—"Audio-
Visual Guide," 15: no. 2:24. Oct. 1948.

The high school students of Norwich, Connecticut would
appear to be particularly fortunate in having within their
midst so dynamic a source of enrichment as the Slater
Memorial Museum. It is situated, with the library, on the
campus of the Norwich Free Academy (which, it is ex-
plained in a footnote, is actually the secondary education
division of the town of Norwich.)
The permanent collections of the Museum are primarily

of art material, including printed fabrics of the last 200
years, ceramics of antiquity, American furniture, painting,
Japanese art. etc.

Special programs are arranged to aid the teachers in the
high schools. These include special exhibitions, museum
talks, films and the like. An exhibition on 18th-century
France, for example, was used by teachers of history.
French and literature.

496

FILM FORUMS
• Film Forum Review—Summer, 1948— Institute of Adult

Education. Teachers College. Columbia I'niversitv, N. Y.
Quarterly. $2.00 yr.

This issue describes the evaluation study undertaken by
the Institute and in an article. "Toward Better Film Evalu-
ation" by Robert Sillars. the techniques and sample rating
foims are given. The magazine contains excellent reviews
ot new films for use in film forums. 1

FOREIGN FILM USE I

• Documentary in Denmark—Ebbe Neergaard. editor.'

Statens Film-central. 1. Dalilerupsgade, Copenhagen \.
Denmark. 89 pp. 1948. $1.00.

One of the most important reasons for recommending this

book is the illuminating article by .\rthur Elton of the
British Film Centre. It destribes the origins and present
status of the documentary film movement in Denmark and
evaluates the techniques in terms of the British documentary
standards. The catalog contains well-annotated synopses
of 100 "films of fact in war. occupation, liberation, peace.
1940-48". Such an impressive catalog of films made by
government financing and distributed in the same way
should bring this small nation to a high rank among docu-
mentary film makers.

AUDITORY AIDS
• Magnetic Recorders in the Social Studies—Herbert B

Gooden. N. J. State Teachers College. Montclair. "The
Social Studies", 39:248.

One of the first articles on the possibilities of this type
of recording equipment for school use. The values are the
s.ime as those often given for school-recording equipment
where electrical transcriptions are made and played back.
The magnetic or wire recorder has the additional advan-
tages of permitting 30 and 60 minute programs on a very
small area, at a low cost and on material that can easily
be stored and/or used again.

• The Development of an FM Radio Station for Class-
room Use— Russell L. Lewis. SantS Monica City Col-
lege. "Sierra Educational News". Sept. 1948. p. 10.

An account of the experiences of the Santa Monica school
system in operating an educational radio station.

SOURCES
• United Nations Film News—I'. N. Bulletin, vol. .=; no 8

Oct. 15. 1948. p. 840.

.An interesting summary of activities by the Cnitcd Na-
tions Film Division, Dept. of Public Information, monthly.

• Sources of Teaching Material—Catharine Williams.
Teaching Aids Laboratory. Bureau of Educational Re-
search, Ohio State University, Columbus, O. Vol. 1,

no. 7. June. 1948. 20c (quantity rates: 11-19 copies, 15c;
100 or more, 10c)

.\ carefully selected listing of references which include
texts and bulletins; catalogs; magazines: organizations on
the general subject of audio-visual education and on films,
filmstrips. radio and recordings.
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//(• plans the jiir:cjrd iiiin\-s

Orville Foster, Head of the New A-V Department

AUDIO
'I'lnkHiif/ tcach'nui i^'itli the best material

VISUAL

IVotre Dame
Takes the Field

Goes audio-visual in a big tvay

EDUCATION at Notre Dame University is clue for

some radical changes with the assistance of its

new and progressive Audio-Visual Department.

Begun as a special project by Father Howard Kenna,

C.S.C., Director of Studies, the department has grown
until it is almost ready to start its function of supply-

ing university classes with the very latest educational

pictures and recoi dings.

As stated by Mr. Orville Foster, head of the new
department, "It is the hope of the Audio-Visual De-

partment eventually to supply educational films and
recordings for every subject in the University. Audio-

visual education is a dynamic educating medium that

has too long been neglected by Catholic schools and
universities in y\merica. The administration of the

University of Notre Dame, and particularly Father

Kenna, should be highly commended for having

fostered such a vital, forward-looking educational

project."

The Audio-Visual Center is the new showplace of

the campus. Attractively decorated and acoustically

engineered throughout, the main classroom is designed

and equipped for making high-quality tape, wire, and
disc recordings. As explained by Mr. Foster, "with

this high-fidelity sound equipment, the Audio-Visual

Center's sound motion-picture projectors, filmstrips,

slides, and complete set-up for the revolutionary new
opaque production combine to make the new Notre

rJame department one of the best equipped in the

country."

Facilities alread\- in use at the Center include ten

portable record players, individual booths, and a library

of recorded language lessons. During the summer
session of the university, the Center previewed a

variety of sound films. A similar series is planned for

later in the present semester. Though the library of

availal)le films for class work is not yet extensive,

the program of supplying educational films for nearly

every subject at Notre Dame is under way and ex-

panding. Two classes in audio-visual education were
taught during the summer term by Director Foster.

Classes in the department are now in session, and
.-KJditions to the curriculum are planned for the spring

term.

Department director Orville Foster has had a lot

of experience in radio and audio-visual work. He took
his ^I.A. in education at Notre Dame and did graduate

study in audio-^'lsual aids at the University of Chi-

(CoittinucH on page 508)

'/Ins article is reprinted in part jroiii tlie October 1, 1948

issue of "The Xotre Dame Scholastici"
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS. Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Introductions

(Simmel-Meservey, Incorporated, Beverly Hills. California)

10 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. 1948. $49.

Description of Contents:

This film emphasizes the importance of proper introduc-

tions as a phase of social relationships which make for the

pleasure and congeniality of groups.

The film begins by giving brief scenes in which individuals

of various ages and classes are being introduced, such as a

boy being introduced to the governor and ordinary citizens

being introduced to royalty. The next sequence shows Bill

Henderson meeting Joe and Joe's cousin Dave. Bill and Joe

visit while Dave stands by and listens. He is very ill at ease

because he doesn't know Bill. After Bill has left, the camera

stops all three boys and calls them back to the situation in

which they met. This time Joe introduces Bill to Dave and

the three boys go together to the drug store.

Bill's mother and father chance to stop at the drug store

while the three boys are having refreshments. Bill intro-

duces Dave to his mother and then to his father. The com-
mentator points out that the young people arose during the

introductions and that the older people began a short but

iriteresting conversation.

The film next follows Bill Henderson and "Mary Graham
during an evening in which Bill takes Mary to a dance.

When Bill calls for Mary, Mary introduces him to her

mother and dad. They draw Bill into an interesting conver-

sation. Before Bill and Mary leave, friends of the Graham's
arrive. Mrs. Graham presents Mary to the guests and then

introduces Bill to them. Mary then asks to be excused.

Scenes from the foregoing sequence plus commentary re-

view the procedures in the introductions. At the dance Mary
is shown introducing Bill to the chaperon and to a group.
Bill is later shown applying for a job in which instance it

is necessary for him to introduce himself to the prospective
employer.

'How do you do" . . . Simmel-Meservey's new film "Intro-
ductions" gives students social know-how.

The film recapitulation, through flashbacks and commen-
tary, summarizes the content by pointing out the need for

knowing acceptable procedures and using them to put

everyone at case.

Committee Appraisal:

This straightforward and lucid explanation of introduc-

tions and meeting people should be effective with junior

and senior high school classes in English and guidance.

Typical situations are sampled, and generally accepted pro-

cedure is demonstrated. The characters include representa-

tives of all age-groups with varying degrees of importance

and prestige. The committee felt that the few technical flaws

were minor and would not detract from the value of the

film. Dialogue greatly enhances the value of the film.

Tierro Mexicana
(International Film Bureau. 6 North Michigan .\venue, Chi-

cago 2, Illinois) 20 minutes. 16nim. sound, black and white.

$80. Produced by Wesley Greene. Complete Spanish narration

available.

Description of Contents:

This film shows in a documentary style some aspects of

Mexico's economic system and customs as they relate to the

land, with simple Spanish narration and titles and several maps.

After locating the physical features of Mexico on a map,
the first sequence shows how corn, the staple food, is still

raised by extremely primitive methods. Grinding the corn on a
nietate. a woman forms and cooks tortillas for the family meal.

Tamales and corn on-the-cob are also shown being prepared.

The uses of the "maguey," or century plant, are next enume-
rated. Men suck out the juice, called "aguamiel," which is

fermented into a liquor. The fibers are used for soap, and the

skins are used to cover housetops. The fibers are also shown
being made into rope. "Tule." a reed which grows in water,

is gathered and woven into mats.

Market .scenes typify the weekly trading of pots, baskets,

and vegetables which the peasants carry on. On a hacienda

near Vera Cruz, in the coastal lowlands, women pick and ar-

range gardenias to be sold locally or exported. Tropical fruits,

cofTee. and dairy herds are shown al-so as products of the

hacienda.

The "ejidos," or government-protected cooperatives, in the

cotton-growing area around Torreon, in the north central area,

are pictured in operation. Men work at irrigating the fields,

picking the cotton, packing it. operating machinery, and making

up the bales.

Committee Appraisal:

Teachers of Spanish should find this film unusually effective

both for stimulating an interest in the Spanish language and
for showing the dependence of Mexico upon its land. The out-

standing photography by Julien Bryan, with its many close-

ups, provides pictorial information of unusual interest, while

the well-presented Spanish narration contains chiefly the words

and phrases known to students of elementary Spanish.
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The holiday trek from timberland to tinsel as pictured in the EBFilm "A Christmas Rhapsody."

Christmas Rhapsody
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette Avenue,

j
VVilmette, Illinois) 10 minutes. 16mni, sound, black and

white, $19.50; 8nim, silent, $6.50; 16mm, silent, $13.95. 1948.

i Description of Contents:

This is the story of a little fir tree who learned that its

1 mission in life was to make a family happy at Christmas

time.

) With a background of Christmas carols throughout, the

narrator begins the story of the little tree as winter scenes

in the Rocky Mountains are shown. The fir tree whose story

• is related is finally located under its towering snow-covered

I
neighbors. .As it bewails its failure to be important, the

children of the forest ranger in their snow battle become
aware of the little tree. When their father comes with his

hatchet, the boy cuts the tree, and he and his sister haul

it away on their sled.

Bewildered by this sudden change of status, the little

tree wonders why it has been chosen in preference to its

majestic and sparkling neighbors, until it is carried into the

forest lodge and placed upright near the glowing hearth.

Realizing its true function in life at last, the little tree

gradually takes on splendor rivaling that of its former neigh-

bors as the family load its branches with ornaments and
place the traditional star at its top and the tiny manger at

its base.

As the members of the family stand in front of the beau-

Si tiful tree, admiring it, they join in a Christmas carol which

reflects their true feeling toward that which the tree and the

holiday season symbolize.

Committee Appraisal:

This unpretentious film, originally produced for home use,

should be an eagerly welcomed addition to the meager list of

films suitable for use on Christmas programs. The price is

low enough to enalile a number of schools and community
. groups to purchase prints for use during the holiday season.

Its photography is much superior to the musical back-

ground, which nevertheless adds the desired holiday at-

mosphere. .Although the story should be api)ealing to all

age levels, children will probably demand it repeatedly.

Baby Animals
(Young .America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New York
17, Xew York) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white.

1948. $40. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film shows the young of some animals and explains

the nature of parental care. Beginning with a picture of baby

pigs nursing their mother, the film raises such questions as

"Do all mothers feed their young?" and "Do all baby animals

resemble their mothers?" Canadian geese, deer, pelicans,

skunks, raccoons, and opossums are shown in the film. The
sequence on Canadian geese shows that the nest is on the

ground, that the baby geese hatch from eggs, and that they

eat the same food their parents eat. In giving information

on the deer, the film shows a mother with her two babies.

The fawns have spotted coats and drink milk from their

mother. Theft' mother guards them very carefully and dili-

gently washes the babies with her tongue.

Next are shown the characteristics of the mother pelican

and her young. Since pelicans live along the seashore, their

feet are adapted to catching fish. The new babies are naked,

but in a few weeks they have feathers and look like the

mother. In the sequence on skunks, a litter of four or five

young are shown as they go with their mother for food and
adventure. The treatment on the raccoon shows the mother
guarding the 3'oung and watching them carefully as they

play. Finally the mother opossum is shown carrying her

babies in her pouch or on her back. .Antics of the opossums
in trees, where they spend much of their time, show the

opossums' agility. The film ends by indicating that there

are many other kinds of baby animals and inviting the audi-

ence to tell about some that they know.

Committee Appraisal:

Designed to correlate with the science program in grades
one to three, the film should serve to (1) show the rela-

tionship of baby animals to their parents, (2) trace the

changes in baby animals during the first few weeks of their

lives, (3) raise questions about other young animals, (4)

stimulate an interest in sharing experiences, and (5) pro-

vide a common vicarious experience which might be the

basis for further activities. Student participation is built into

the film by the use of such questions as, "Would you like to

tell about some other baby animals?" The teacher planning

to use the film should realize that it does not treat domestic
animals or young animals that take care of themselves at

birth.

List of School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Service

Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or

coins to cover the cost of handling.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7. Ohio

THE FILM IN WORSHIP
An Experiment

by NORMAN A. McNAIRN*

FiLMs have frequently been used as part of church

programs, either educational or recreational. They

have even been used on occasion in worship services

in place of a sermon. The exceptional thing is to find

them made use of as an integral part of church wor-

ship services in such a way that worship and sermon

and film are knit together in a unified whole. Such

an experiment in integration was successfully tried

under the guidance of the Visual Aids Committee of

Summerville Presbyterian Church, Rochester, N. Y.

It is their experience which forms the substance of

this article.

A good many films, even religious films, could not

easily be woven into a church service with good re-

sults. Some are more adaptable than others. For ex-

ample, a drama film tends to be artistically and

emotionally complete in itself. Even an educational

film is often designed tp say only one thing, and thus

to have a somewhat narrow range of usefulness.

Beyond Our Own is a dramatic film, produced In-

the Protestant Film Board. It is non-sectarian and
greatly inspiring. Being a drama film, it says what it

sets out to say exceedingly well, but it leaves no more
to l)e said. To follow it with a serm(5n would be an
anti-climax, for it is sermon enough in itself. Some-
thing less self-contained is desirable for integration into

a church service.

Another type of film altogether is represented by
the J. Arthur Rank production known as the "Two
Thousand Years Ago" series. It is the peculiar prop-
erty of these five films that they are informational

without attempting to teach any particular lesson.

They do not tell a story. There is no plot, no drama,
no climax, scarcely any emotion. What they give is

a simple, accurate portrayal of every-day life in Pales-
tine at the time when Jesus lived. The sound track
carries only intermittent comments on what is taking
place, such as: "The woman now goes out to prepare
supper for the family." There is constant allusion

throughout to situations referred to in the Bible, but
the reference is always implicit, never explicit. It is

left entirely to the audience, or a speaker following
the showing of the film, to establish the associations
between the film and the Bible.

In a sense it may be said that the "Two Thousand
Years Ago" series do not teach any more than a

*Pastor, Summerville Presbyterian Church, Rochester, N. Y.

nniseum exhibit teaches. What they do is to provide in

convenient and living form the materials for teaching.

And the restraint and emotional flatness of the filni>

add immeasurably to their versatility. The stage is set

visually for a wide range of possible messages, cultural,

moral, historical, religious or Biblical. It is the kind

of material which demands careful integration with

some kind of teaching program if it is to be effective.

To indicate how this series of films was integrated

into the church services, let us review one of the serv-

ices. This one was built around the first of the series,

whose theme is "The Home." It shows a carpenter^

family in a Palestinian village, their home, and tin-

activities in and around the home during one day. The
service developed around this theme was divided into

three parts of about twenty minutes each : wor.shi]). the

film, the sermon.

The worship service followed fairly closely the cus-

tomary pattern, centering about the congregation's

approach to God in praise, prayer, and dedication. The
Junior Choir sang "Memories of Galilee ;" and the

people united in a familiar hymn containing the words

:

For the joy of human love,

Brotlier, sister, parent, child.

Friends on earth and friends above;
For all gentle thoughts and mild:

Lord of all, to Thee we raise

This our hymn of grateful praise.

Immediately the lights went down and the film

began. .After the presentation of the film, the minister

attempted to do three things in the sermon period, as

follows

:

(a) To establish rajiidlv a series of associations

between details of the film and passages of the Bible

which they illustrated

:

(b) To associate the home life depicted in the film

with the environment in which Jesus lived as a boy

;

(c) To point up the spiritual values which make
home life rich even when it may seem economicallx'

poor, values which are being lost todav even though

our homes are so much more attractive. Recalling

how from such bare little homes came such cultivated

spirits as the poets and prophets of Israel and Jesus

himself, and how the little family shown in the film

closed each day with Scripture reading and prayer,

the service was concluded with prayer for the homes
of the people and the singing of a dismissal hymn.
From this experiment in the integration of films with

church worshi]> some conclusions could be drawn.

Though great care must he taken to keep the mechani-

cal details of film presentation inconspicuous, it is

definitely possible to incorporate certain films into
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services of worshi]) witliout losing the atmosphere of

worship.

The correlation of worship with the film gives the

worshippers a "mind set" which disposes them to be

aware of enduring values and ultimate realities im-

plicit in or lying beyond the film itself.

The correlation of film with sermons tends to make

the ideas doubly vivid and memorable.

The sermon integrated with the film must sacrifice

logical pattern for the i)sychological purpose of estab-

lishing associations and reinforcing them with mean-

ing and emotion.

The sermonic message, follow^ing descriptive films

of the nature indicated, must provide the climax to the

service by relating the theme of the film to the life

situation of the audience and adding motivation for

appropriate action.

The series of five films was a little long for use

in morning services. Three would have been better,

if a series was iiecessary. The five could have been

used more appropriately in a series of evening services

had community conditions made it possible. And the

series was such that it was desirable to use them all

to get the complete picture of Palestinian life.

The appeal of services of this kind to children and

young peo]:)le was indicated by a marked increase in at-

tendance of these age groups. And it was considered that

the educational value of the experiment, especially for

the young, was of unusual importance.

Who Works for Whom?
THE present distribution of films in the church field

is unplanned, haphazard and a definite handicap to

extensive use and good utilization. The field lacks a

multitude of film outlets down close to the local church.

This is a basic consideration. Too many films are

spending too much time in transit. Churches are finding

it hard to make bookings on the more useful films.

More prints must be sold to more local concerns,

and the church and the film industry must find a way
to encourage individuals and firms to enter distribution

and thus multiply the number of outlets close to the

church. This seems like an elementary consideration,

and it is amazing to see producers, some of them new,

announcing lease arrangements which call for a rental

rate scarcely above the bare overhead involved in the

handling of films.

Some firms will hesitate to lease these films. This

will restrict rather than extend the availability of films

for the church. If the terms of these "contracts"' were

more realistic, the total number of film outlets would
be increased by such new firms as would start up.

Rental rates and overhead costs were discussed at

length and in detail at the last meeting of EFI.A. Uni-

versity film libraries, whose overhead per film transac-

tion is lower <han that of the commercial distributor,

reported overhead costs from a dollar upward. Where
commercial libraries have studied their overhead costs,

tlie per transaction cost mounts toward two dollars,

depending considerably upon the amount of customer

service rendered.

A contract that sets the daily rental at 1/34 of the

print price is not realistic. Xo distributor can .survive

ori such crumbs. Such distribution arrangements will.

in the long run, shrink the number of distribution out-

lets. A little arithmetic will show that the dealer who

takes films on such a basis will be working for the pro-

ducer principally and for himself secondarily. In the

church field, just wlio does work for whom?
Futhermore, the scaling down of the rental rate for

nmltii)le-day usage will not stimulate to any appreciable

degree the total volume of business. In the church field

the frequency of use is not increased by a reduction

in rental rate nearly so much or as directly as by an

increase in the availability of films, the amount of

skillful promotion given each film, and the total service

given by the distributor. The circulation of a film

renting for five dollars will not be doubled by cutting

the rental to $2.50. Contrariwise, the utilization of a

good film renting for $2.50 will not be halved by lifting

the rental to five dollars.

The producer must recover his costs and make a

reasonable profit on the films he produces. In like

manner, the distributor must pay for his prints out of

rentals, cover adequately his overhead, and make a profit

foi himself—or he will flunk out as a business concern

and not be there on the business landscape to serve

either the church or the producer.

Many large film libraries will not like contracts which

set print prices high and rentals low. Some will go

along, hoping that some other part of the business will

carry the loss on the low-rental films. Smaller libraries,

which need to increase their number of film titles, will

greatlv desire the new films but wonder how they are

going to pay for the prints and meet the overhead, to

say nothing of making a living as they seek to serve

the church. Distribution arrangements should be realis-

tic. No others can endure. The church should not

expect the distributor to work for nothing. He is en-

titled to earn a living. The ])roducer should not expect

tliC distributor to work for him either. When it happens,

it is bad for both and worse yet for the future of visual

materials in the church field.—WSH.
Swedish Religious Film
The theatrical motion picture. / Am ll'itli Voii. is to

be brought to America by The Religious Film Associa-

Pastors Henrik Ljung (left) and Helge Tellburg (right)

try to instill a feeling for God in the good-humored but

irreligious farmer. William Carlsson, in "I Am With You",

a feature-length motion picture being released by The Re-

ligious Film Association.
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tion, interdenominational distribution agency of major

Protestant groups. This 75-minute film was produced

on location in Africa under the auspices of the Church

of Sweden and Studio Films, Sweden's leading motion

picture studio. From the first it was a box office hit,

and still enjoys wide popularity.

This challenging religious drama was filmed in

Africa and here and there as the story unfolds are

revealed interesting glimpses of African tribal life. The
story is old—the soul-stirring conflict in the heart of

a devout man who in the course of following God's

will suffers personal tragedy and who emerges from

tliat tragedy with a stronger and purer faith.

The film is professional in cast and direction. The
original music, considered of exceptional quality, has

been retained on the new English language soundtrack.

(To be previewed)

Thumbnail Reviews

My Teacher Went to Lab School, 44-frame b. & w.

filmstrip by Church Screen Productions recently re-

leased. Good ! Useful in presenting training opportuni-

ties of lab schools to a group of teachers. (Previewed)

God of the Hills is a complete filmstrip worship serv-

ice integrating hymns, responses, Scripture and other

materials with excellent photographs of hills, lakes, and

mountains. Reading material superimposed on certain

frames should have been vignetted. Selection of materi-

als good ; integration acceptable ; directions for rehearsal

use practical and adequate. (Previewed)

Carol of the Harvest, a 10-minute Thanksgiving film

in sound and color by The Harmon Foundation, is

poorly organized and rambles without arriving. The
photography is good to excellent, and the music is ac-

ceptable. (Used)

The Church in the Atomic Age is a 20-minute Film
Forum Foundation (127 E. 12th St., Spokane 10,

Wash.) film which says nothing new and helpful on the

subject, and many church people will see little use for

the film. (Used)

Where Will You Hide? (Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films) asks many questions (and answers most of

them) about the implications for society and the indi-

vidual of atomic warfare. Seems designed to create an
impression rather than to foster cool, clear thinking.

(Seen three times; used twice) —WSH.
For Teachers and Parents

The 69-frame black and white filmstrip, Do You
Know Your Adolescent, was produced by the A-V
and Christian Family Departments of the Methodist
Church (810 Broadway, Nashville 2, Tenn.) and
deserves to be widely known and used. The 17-page
script and utilization manual is very complete, down
to suggested discussion questions. It is hard to think

of a group of parents or teachers of youth who would
need any discussion priming after seeing this four-

episode presentation. In Episode One, the Cunning-
hams are doing a little worrying over the vocational

interests of teen-age Willie. In Episode Two, Mr.
Smudge lets his just-about-grown-up Susie, know
some of the things he thinks about "puppy love." In
Episode Three, the young Rowley gets "laid out" for

the kind of friends he chooses, and in Episode Four,
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"The First Christmas" ... a new 2b-lionic color filmstrip

released recently by Filmfax Productions.

Mr. and Mrs. May do a little misplaced worrying over

Alfred's Sunday School allergy. This provocative

filmstrip may be used, you see, in its entirety or part by

part. (Recommended.)—WSH.
The Story of a Prince

The African Prince, a 16mn) sound and color film,

is the latest release of the American Mission to Lepers

(156 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10). Julian Gromer did the

photography for the Foreign Mission Commission of

the Church of the Brethren, who put it at the disposal

of the AML. In close consultation with the AML,
Alan Shilin developed the narration, which was re-

corded by House Jameson.

The story is the life of a chief's son in Nigeria, from

the discovery that he has leprosy as a small boy until

symptom free, he yet chooses to stay in the Garkida

Colony as its devoted and effective pastor. The pace

of the film is good. It will hold the interest of Juniors,

young people and adults. Because of its documentary

and instructive character, this film can be used as a

resource in several subjects at the high school and
college level—sociology, folkways, medicine, religion.

(Previewed but not used.)—WSH.
News Notes

• The First Christmas, produced by Filmfax, is avail-

able in either filmstrip or 2 x 2 slides and is accompanied

by a manual outlining various presentations for chil-

dren and adults. Miniature figures and sets were used

and the scenes were photographed in Kodachrome by
Henry Clay Gipson.

• United World Films (445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22)

has printed the commentaries of the five well-known

and highly-useful 20-minute black-and-white sound
films of the "2000 Years Ago" series. Users will be

able to plan the utilization of these film in advance with

a more definite knowledge of the auditory content of

each film. It is hoped that many other producers will,

follow this excellent example.

• A gasolene-kerosene powered 2x2 slide and film-

strip projector has been developed by The Society for

Visual Education. It will operate on either fuel, burn-

ing from 10 to 12 hours on one filling. Missionaries

working in areas of the world where electricity is not

Educational Screen
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available will be greatly interested in a projector of this

type.

• The Protestant Film Commission has completed

plans for permanent Hollywood organization, and Oren

W. Evans has been appointed Hollywood director for

PFC with offices at the Nassour studios. Dr. Louis H.

Evans, prominent clergyman, is the West Coast repre-

sentative on PFC's board of directors.

• In the years ahead the church will find considerable

use for United World's "The Earth and Its Peoples"

series of films in its missionary education program. It

should quicklv appreciate the excellence of these films,

the handiwork of a competent documentary producer,

Louis de Rochemont. As they are released, they should

be evaluated in terms of their usefulness to the church.

• The Herbert E. Budek Co. (Dickinson, N. D.) an-

nounces the availability of four Old Testament and

two New Testament filmstrips averaging about 40

frames each. It also announces A Walk Through Vati-

can City (54 frames) and Mass Serving—Wrong and

Right (72 frames) and a 31 -frame filmstrip, "God's

Magnitude in Nature."

• During the recent NAVED convention a new organ-

ization, the National .Association of Religious Visual

Education Dealers (NARVED) came into being. Its

purpose is "to foster the utilization of audio-visual aids

in the best interest of religious education." Its officers

are: Roger C. Marmon, Antwerp, N. Y., president;

W. C. Petty, Charlotte, N. C, vice president; and

Charles Dobbertin, Allegan, Michigan, secretary.

The Religious Screen
William S. Hoekman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Deparfment" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60c

Correspondence
Mr. C. AcWroyd writes: "The United Council for Missionary

Education (Edinburgh House, 2 Eaton Gate, London,

S.W. 1. England) is producing a handbook, "Look and See,"

on the use of visual aids in the church. Colin Beale is the

author." .... The Reverend Charles A. Elliott, Associate

Rector, St. John The Divine, Houston, liked the evaluation of

flat pictures in the October issue.

Ralph G. Korteling, V.A. field director of South India for

the National Christian Council, says of "Religious Screen"

:

"Your little booklet is just the kind of help we need in our

work of teaching and proinoting the proper use of audio-visual

materials." . . . Monkichi Namba, of J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.,

Kyoto, Japan, writes : "Visual education in the church field

is only in the start, but I think its future development is rather

promising. Church-goers are increasing tremendously and most

of them are young men and women who like movies very

much."
Thanks to Gilbert C. Docking, Victoria, Australia, for a

print each of the filmstrips, The Fisherman of Galilee and

Amos. These "first efforts" of a group of churchmen have

good quality and utility .... Walter C. Bennett, Charlotte

High School, Rochester 12, inquires if there are audio-visual

materials on "folk-lore and legendary stories of beginnings of

earth and sky." Write directly to him if you know of

some.—WSH.

The epic victory of a brave man's fight over the black magic of the African jungle!

"Something very much out of the ordinary. Holds undivided at-

tention from beginning to end."—Director, Phelps-Stokes Fund.

"A wonderful production . . . intensely interesting."—General

Secretary, Africa Inland Mission.

"Moving, beautifully made of high artistic caliber . . . authen-

ticity and dignity of the portrayal of the African people."-—East
and West Association.

16mni.. 73 min.. 3 yr. lease.

When following God's will leads to personal tragedy,

how can a man carry on? I AM WITH YOU gives an

answer of startling clarity. Filmed against gorgeous

scenic backgrounds, this thoroughly professional new
feature with authentic and exciting scenes of African

life today and a top-flight cast provides fascinating

entertainment as well as high inspiration . . . something
really different!

$325.00; rental {16.00 per day. Order from

IRdo^uuu ^ci*H /t^4oclcU(»H 45 Astor Place, New York 3, N.Y.
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The Audio-Visual Way to Number Learning
(Contiiuicd from /'a/jc 495)

board. Put a large number 7, written on construction

paper, underneatb them.

Arrange seven l)ooks around the reading table. Write

a large 7 on a sheet of construction paper and place

in the center of the table.

The object is to arouse curiosity. If children have

been taught to look for new room interests each morn-
ing, the question will naturally come. "Why all the

7's?" The response can be, "It's a secret until number
period." The period will not come fast enough for

curious children.

II. Teaching the H.\sic Facts. The filmstrip shows
the whole experience and does the real teaching.

However, the thinking of the children is di-

rected and clarified by the teacher in her state-

ments and questions. More interest and better

attention is gained if each child is given the op-

portunity to read a frame.

For example, the first five frames are shown, with
suggested statements and questions for the teacher.

Mother and Ruth are getting ready
for something. Helen, you may read
and tell u.s what it i.s.

Ruth invited her very hest friends.

.Ann. you may read the <|uestions and
answer them.

Riitli's mother gave each one a balloon.
Harold, you may read these questions
and give the answers.

FRAME 1

FRAME 2

FRAME 3

What they say abouf . .

.

PEIPING FAMILY
the new JUUEN BRYAN Him

"PEIPING FAMILY !s rich In Interest for young and
old, in school and out. Its quiet gracJousness, fine

philosophy, traditional dignity and mannerliness are

an eloquent message in themselves for a raucous
modern world". . . FILM NEWS

PEIPING FAMILY will serve many screens In schools,

churches, and among community groups, and ach'eves

a sense of sympathetic understanding for the Chinese
people without sacrificing the authentic quality which
distinguishes many of Mr. Bryan's documentary films"

... SEE AND HEAR

"No other film on China gives such Intimate and in-

structive glimpses of Chinese family life ... It can
be used with all age groups—Primary and up—and
the adults will find It just as interesting as children and
youth". . . EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

For rental of PEIPING FAMILY write your film rental

library. For purchase order from your visual edu-
cation dealer.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

1600 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.

FRAME 4

FRAME 5

I see a familiar sign. Buddy, you may
name it. What does it mean? Now
you may read the questions.

Kdith. you may read. Is the answer
changed by changing the order of the

numbers?

111. Classroom Activities.

!. On a work table jilace the following label:

HELP!

We are lost!

Put us in family groups.

Have scattered on the table many objects, specimens,
and to}' models.

The children will have much fun in making the ar-

rangements in such groups as :

6 acorns

2 ears of corn
1 acorn

5 ears of corn, etc.

As a motivation activity, they arranged them in

straight rows.

2. Make a small booklet for each family of

addition combinations. The child can draw or
cut out pictures to use.

KX.-\MPLE: On one page have 4 hats in a row,
3 hats in the next row, and underneath writet

4 hats

3 hats

7 hats
Next page, first row— 1 shoe. ne.\t row—6 shoes(

and underneath

1 shoe

6 shoes

7 shoes

3. Have a bulletin board for pupil u.se. I'lace

on it the following label.

4 3 16 2 5

3 4 6 15 2

7 7 7 7 7 7

We are the family of sevens.
Make some problems about us.

Each child can make a picture for the display.
K\".'\>rPLK: Pictures of five clowns 5

two clowns 2

Seven clowns 7

4. Each child can make written story prob-
lems troin his ex]ieriences.

I-".X.\ M I'LI-:: Saturday Dan and- I went fishing

He caught five fish and 1 caught
two fish. Altogether we caught
seven fisli.

5 fish

2 fish

7 fish

•Such e.\])eriences organized around selected audio-

\ isual aids make numbers meaningful and give effective

outcomes.
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best meets your 16mm projection needs

for more effective teaching

^//^^\^.y/Z /(y(y gives you professional qual-

ity projection in the screening of black-and-

white or full-color 16mm films. Pictures are

projected at their best in brilliance . . . sharp

in contrast and definition.

Voices, music and sound effects are heard

with dramatic realism—just as true and natural

as they are recorded in the studio. You have a

% choice of "Sound" or "Silent" operation by

merely turning a knob.

It's so easy to use. All controls are centrally

located. Even a child can operate it. Just fol-

low the guide lines embossed on the side of the

projector for the threading path of film. The

RCA "400" is the easiest of all sound projec-

tors to thread. Re-wind without changing reels

or belts. Lighter weight and compactness for

easy portability in classroom or auditorium.

There are other advantages in the RCA
"400" that make it today's best buy for your

school. Plug-in connection for microphone or

record player when showing silent films . . .

Finger-tip tilt control. Theatrical framing . . .

the ALL-PURPOSE projector for school or college.

SEE IT . . . HEAR IT! You can best determine how adequately the

RCA "400" meets your needs by making a proof-test with your own
sound films. For illustrated brochure and name of nearest dealer

—

write: Sound and Visual Products, Dept. 28L-V, RCA, Camden, N. J.

FIRST IN SOUND. ..FINEST IN PROJECTION

SOUMO AMD VISUAL RRODUCTS
RADto CORPORATiOM ofAMERtCA
EMGIMBBRIMG RRODUCTS DERARTMBNT.CAMDBM.mj,

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company LimilMl, Menlr«al
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COMPLETE
SELF CONTAINED

PROJECTOR

AND SCREEN!

$7700
Complete

WILL NOT TEAR FILM

Write for Free brochure.

THE AAARVELOUS
VIEWLEX AP-1C
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • 2" System

Standard
• 5" & 7" Systems Avail-

oble * Luxtar Coated

Optics * Opaque
Screen Standard

Another greit projector by

' The greatest name In projectors.

3541 QUEENS BLVD. • LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

16 mm Sound Films

FOR SCHOOLS
Films on T^eience— Classics— Sports— Travel and other Educational Sub-
jects. Also finest Entertainment films.

SPECMAL REIVTAL RATES
Write tor new 1949 Catalogue

SOlJTHERl^f VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Slirine Building Memphis, Tennessee

iliiiiiiiinimiHiiiiimiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiHiiiliiiiiiiiimiriwrrnnniiiiuiiiiiiw iiim'.i

Records

on Review

.Sum iiimiitiiiMUiiiiiiiiitiiimiiiitiiniMAX U. BILDcRSE iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiitiiiiii.7

LESSKR-KKOWN pRODiCERs arc iiot liaiidicapped in the prepa-

ration and production of excellent children's records, al-

though they cannot match the distribution organizations and
advertising budgets of larger producers. The less well-

known manufacturer takes a high personal interest in every

record that bears his label. j
The ".Mlegro Junior" series, which is almost "made toB

order" for instructional use in the lower grades, is a case in

hand. All of these exceptional records are well recorded and
pleasantly sung or narrated. Crane CaIder.~Tvho performs on
most of the discs, boasts a particularly attractive voice, a
charming delivery, and a style that can be described as entirely

natural and "folksy". The singing records contain gay, simple

rhythmic tunes and verses that children find easy to follow

and conducive to both dancing and singing.

With two exceptions, the records are readily classified under
three general titles : "nursery songs" ; "participation", and
"self-recognition". In the first category are

:

Singing Time With Mother Goose—Sung by Florence

Calder

Simple Simon and Other Nursery Songs—Sung by Crane
Calder

Ring Around The Rosy—Sung by Florence Calder

The "participation" records include

:

The Elephant and The Flea—Sung by Crane Calder
The Party Record—Sung by Crane Calder
The Birthday Record—Sung by Crane Calder
Skip To My Lou—Sung by Crane Calder
The Mulberry Bush—Sung by Crane Calder
Let's Play Animals—Sung by Crane Calder
The Nutcracker Suite—Narrated by Crane Calder

Two records are classified as "self-recognition". They are:

Sick In Bed—Sung by Crane Calder

Going To Sleep—Sung by Florence and Crane Calder

Two records which remain unclassified are

:

Cowboys .^nd Indians—Sung by Crane Calder

Peter And The Wolf—Narrated by Crane Calder

All produced by .-Mlegro Records, Inc., New York.
Each title represents one ten-inch di.sc (two sides).

The "nursery" records suit nursery and kindergarten groups,

, I. aging group activities such as singing, dancing and
jiay'iig. Performance is straightforward and unaffected, and
tl-.- happy, friendly personality projected ai)peals to the younges^
children.

The "participation" records are equally suitable for youngs

school children, and they will find application in the first and
second grades as well as in the kindergarten. They contain!

no extraneous material detracting from their educational value,

the pace of delivery is good, and they attract and maintain
the interest of children. They can be rated as "very good" or
"excellent".

Two records need special mention. On the otherwise altogether

charming "The Elephant and the Flea", the song "The Little

Brown Jug" is sung. Many teachers will be justifiably reluc-

tant to bring a recognized drinking song into the classroom.
This simple song can hardly be classified as children's musical
literature.

"The Nutcracker Suite" is entirely different from anything
produced heretofore. -An accepted selection of program music
is presented through its major themes for the youngest lis-
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teners. Only the piano is used. Simply stated and repeated in-

structions for dancing to the several melodies are integral m
the record. This is an opportunity to introduce recognized

music to the child on the child's own level and in its simplest

form.

The "self recognition" records are different and unusual. A
child can listen to them alone for sheer enjoyment because these

records seem to be taken from each child's regular experiences.

"Sick in Bed" deals with a little boy who is sick in bed. In the

portrayal of his reactions you feel the child's restlessness, the

frustration of stay-in-bed restraint, and the child's wholesome

complete faith in both Mother and Doctor.

"Going to Sleep" is similar—dealing with the adventure of

retiring for the night. The child goes through his bath, his

"good nights" and the other preliminaries to sleep. You feel the

guiding parental hand throughout as the child is helped through

the established routine of going to sleep.

The first of the "unclassified" records, "Cowboys and In-

dians", presents three favorite cowboy songs and three au-

thentic Indian songs selected from the Ojibway and Chippewa

tribes. The record will appeal particularly to boys and girls

who are studying Indian life and who play "Cowboys and In-

dians" as a result of their in-school and play-time experiences.

"Peter and the Wolf" takes recognized classical music and

presents it simply, emphasizing themes and using the piano for

musical presentation. The story is told much as it is on other

recordings of the same musical tale—but the entire production

is simple, arousing and holding the interest of younger children.

It can be enjoyed and appreciated even by those who reject

the longer and more complex rendition of this selection.

The Man Without A Country—Teach-o-Disc numbers 101

and 102.

Popular Science Publishing Company, New York. Two

discs (three sides) with "Horatius At the Bridge (Mac-

auley) on the reverse side of disc 102.

Junior and Senior High School teachers of English and the

Social Studies will be interested in this recording of Edward

Everett Hale's deathless story of Lieutenant Philip Nolan.

This recording is entirely suitable for school use and there are

no elements which detract from its educational value. This

very sensitive and fine presentation of a touching story is suit-

able for use in English and the Social Studies in grades 7-12.

It may be used for motivation, for the presentation of informa-

tion, for summary or for pleasurable listening. You may ex-

pect increased reading for information and appreciation, oral

reading, dramatizing and writing as possible outcomes of the

listening experience.

Needle Chaffer . . .

Is RCA-Victor planning to issue recordings on magnetic

paper tape as well as in conventional disc form? This will

eliminate breakage and shipping problems generally and should

encourage the development of record libraries paralleling film

libraries. . . . Look for better tape recording equipment or a

moderate lowering of prices in a more competitive market in

the not too distant future as Webster. Amplifier Company of

America, Wilcox-Gay and others join Brush in the field. . . .

If you have a tape or other type of recorder available, don't

overlook the opportunity to have children develop their own

recordings based on their play experiences. . . . Allegro will

follow up the "junior" series with "Allegro Intermediate" and

"Allegro Senior" discs designed to appeal to older boys and

girls and teen-agers. They will start with well-known light

opera and opera music. . . . With the Christmas season at

hand, a new album has been announced by RCA-Victor, "The

Story of the Nativity". Walter Hampden narrates under

Earle McGill's direction. McGill directed many CBS School of

the Air programs. . . . Have you tried using group singing

to phonograph records in order to encourage the shy ones? . . .

James Thurber's captivating story "Many Moons" is a recent

Columbia release available on the new LP as well as standard

records. . . . "Classroom Radio Receivers" is a recently pub-

lished workable guide in the selection and utilization of radio

equipment. Copies available from the U. S. Office of Edu-

cation.—MUB.

<!M^- 16 mm Sound-on-Film

PROJECTOR

Large 10-Tooth
Sprockets

4 teeth engaged !n

film at all times, giv-

ing maximum film

life.

The new REXARC wifh high Intensity are lamp,
40 watt output amplifier, and newest coaxial high

and low frequency spealter available. BEFORE YOU
DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only In a

REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
IBIS onCHARD ST CHICAGO 14. ILL. U S. A

NEW!
More quality filmstrips by

LONG FILMSLIDE SERVICE
944 Regal Rd. Berkeley 8, California

Simple, true to life s+ories with script superimposed

on pictures. Teachers will like them because they

conform to the curriculum.

Children will like them because they are Interesting.

COMMUNITY HELPERS 2nd to 4th grades

THE FIREMAN in color

THE POSTMAN in color

THE POLICEMAN in color

THE GROCER
THE BAKER

JACK TAKES A TRIP BY BUS 2nd to 4fh grades

JACK BANKS HIS SAVINGS 2nd to 4th grades

JACK SEES THE NEWS MADE 6th to 9th grades

Each filmstrlp is. complete with questions, discussion

outlines, and current text book and motion picture

references.

Distributors:

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 East Ohio Street Chicago 11, Illinois

Porffculars on Request
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tk* nnlv r0n|[y ^^ CA

'/A
the only really

lightweight

sound

projector

with 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

3 MOOEIS

EAS/Eft TO USE
EAS/ER ON fllNi

EASIER ON BUDGETS

$«• your dtoltr or writt

for (empltit Information

FORWAY CORP.
245 W. 55th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

PROJECTION STANDS
New, Sturdy. Light, Collapsible!

Model 3000. Conilructtd of polilhcd
aluminum aircraft tubing. Top, I0%"
ic l8'/2"; «h«if. II" X II"; 35" high,
raitable to 40". Ideal for home pro-
jection. Price only 13.95

Model 4000. Attractive heavy duty
stand, braced for heavy sound pro-
lectors. Weighs only 13 lbs., paclwd
for mailing. Top, l2'/j" > 21"; shelf,
12" X 12". Price $1».95

Call on your local dealer.

If he does not carry, order direct from Dcpt. "S-2."
Shipped on Approval.

The Stanley bowmar Co.
2067 Broadway

Aids to Visual Education

New York 23. N.Y.

NOW AVAILABLE
• Nomads of the Jungle

• Farmer-Fisherman

• Cross Section of Central
America

16mm Sound Films

by

United World

To Buy or Rent Write

John Ott Film Library, Inc.

730 Elm St. Winnetha. III.

Winnetlia i-S080

CORRECTION

Mrs. Cecil Brickner (not Bricker!)is the author of

the art;cle "Four Hundred Feet of Eggs,' begin-

n!ng on page 437 of the November issue of Edu-
cationa Screen.

Notre Dame Takes the Field

(Continued from fayc 497)

cago. In twenty-two years of commercial radio work,

Mr. Foster lield a variety of jobs, including staff

announcer, program manager, and musical director.

At one time or another, he produced programs for all

of the major networks.

Mr. Fester came to Xotre Dame in 1939 as a part-

time instructor in the department of education. Father

Kenna appointed him director of the new Audio-
\''isual Department in 1948, thus coordinating the

earlier audio-visual work done by the other depart-

ments.

Says Mr. Foster, "The .\udio-Visual Center at

Notre Dame has made only a beginning in its work.

At a forum discussion held last summer at the

University, a panel of prominent men in the audio-

visual field agreed that Notre Dame had assumed
leadership in Catholic audio-visual education. Now
from this start it is the aim of the department to

develop jts film and record library until it can ulti-

mately supply Catholic universities, colleges, high

schools and elementarj- schools on a regional, possibly

national scale."

A flood of inquiring correspondence has swamped
the center from its beginning. "Is the film rental library

ready to take orders?" is the question most frequently

asked by interested teachers, principals, and educators.

Regrettably, the answer to this one must be that for

the present the center has only enough films to take

care of Notre Dame's own most vital needs. Though
it is definitely planned for in the future, the center

does not yet own a large film library.

The center got its first real trial this summer, and
the enthusiasm with which it was greeted by students

and teacher-students alike has inspired Mr. Foster

and associates to bigger and better things. The range

of films is almost limitless. For instance, on the center's

bulletin board -one week there were notices on films

concerning insect life and the Olympic games tacked

side by side.

The growing importance of audio-visual education

was demonstrated by Mr. Foster when he predicted

that in 18 months Indiana law will require teachers to

have training in audio-visual education ])ef(>re they

can obtain licenses.

"The possibilities of this new department are end-

less," says Mr. Foster. And possibilities are rapidly

l>ecoming realities at Xotre Dame's new .Audio-

visual Center.

Goodman Resigns as Head of

CCNY'S A-V Center

The City College of New York has announced the

resignation of Dr. Louis S. Goodman, supervisor of

the .\udio- Visual Center and head of its Business Film

Library. During the two }ears of his leadership, the

City College gained a wide reputation for its effective

use of a-v materials. \\'hile continuing to teach at the

College's School of Education and the Institute of Film

Techniques. Dr. Goodman will work as a consultant on

a-v technicjues and their development for training, edu-

cation, and i)ublic relations. As executive director of

Pilm Research .-\s.sociates, he will expand this organiza-

tion's services to film sponsors and producers in mar-

ket. distriI)ution. and utilization analysis.
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Take Out the Windows!
(CiiiitiiiKcd from page 491)

no longer confined to narrow widths in order to have
an outside wall. In our schools it is now possible and
in many cases desirable to have inside classrooms

far from the outside wall. The school architect now
has unlimited possibilities in designing a classroom to

fit modern needs. He is no longer limited as to seating

arrangement, room width, or any of the other factors

imposed by the presence of the window.

This modern classroom is very important. We ex-

pect it to make possible much more learning in njuch
less time. This the windowless classroom can do. It

can do it by providing proper lighting, which will

come about when we no longer depend on the window.
Studies show that with proper lighting, students

have learned as much in six months as they usually

do in ten. It can do it by providing instant darkening

facilities, thus permitting the full use of projected
visual materials, which will result in more and better

learning in much less time. The windowless class-

room is the big "revolution" in education.

Montclair, N. J., Reports on School-Made Film

As the 12th grade Problems of American Democracy
class ])egan a project on "New Jersey, The Garden
State" under the guidance of Dr. Maurice P. Moffatt,

assistant professor of social studies at Montclair State

Teachers College, with the help of College High School

Librarian Mrs. Mollie C. Winchester, two CHS seniors

l)egan filming the class work. The result is a 16mm

color film for which a sound disc is being made.

P'rom -Montclair comes this report on the meaning

of the school-made motion picture e.xperience : "While

the film was really a side-line, it gives us a record of

teacher-])upil cooperative planning, shows the commu-
nity as a school laboratory, illustrates teacher-librarian-

student relationships in a graphic way, and displays the

l)upil personalities in action for themselves and before

their groups."

The film is scheduled for a iniblic showing in De-
cember at Ihe Audio-Visual Aids Institute at Mont-
clair Teachers College.

AMNH Audio-Visual Aids Institute

On January 7 and 8, 1949, The American Museum
of Natural History will hold its Fifth Annual Audio-

Visual Institute. On Friday afternoon there will be a

preview of new teaching films from outstanding pro-

ducers of educational motion pictures. That evening it

is hoped to have a preview of a new Hollywood feature

film. On Saturday morning, the main program will

begin, with the underlying theme "Accent on Utilization

of Audio-Visual Materials." There will be two class

demonstrations of the use of various materials cover-

ing the elementary and secondary levels, followed by a

school broadcast and demonstration of its utility in the

classroom. The showing of the five winning films in the

Museum's "Oscar" competition and the presentation

of the awards will bring the morning session to a close.

The afternoon will be devoted to demonstration exhib-

its of the newest forms of auditorv and visual materials.

''State Legislature"
One of the outstanding films of the year—authentic,

impressive—a basic "must" for civics and govern-

ment study in Upper Grades, Junior and Senior High

and adult education—a truly "great" production

—

IN NATURAL COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE

".STATE LE(;iSL.\Tl!RE"—filmed during a session of tlie

Legislature, sliows how the legislative brancli of our State

government operates and how it passes a law, -\ typical bill

is introduced after visualization of the research and study

preceding. Readings, hearings, committee action, debate, vot-

ing and final passage of the bill in both Assembly and Senate

are shown in detail, step by step. Then the signing of the bill

by the Governor, its challenge and review before the State

Supreme Court and a decision upholding its constitutionalitv

are sliown in closing sequences. Exceptional color photog-

raphy and very clearly presented narration add to the ef-

fectiveness of this unusual film.

SEVEN OTHER OUTSTANDING
ACADEMY PRODUCTIONS

CIRCUS PEOPLE and CIRCUS ANIMALS, for 1st to 3rd
grades—FREIGHTER IN PORT and FREIGHTER AT
SEA, for 3rd to 7th graces—MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper
River) and MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) for 4th
to 9th grade.s—WATER Sl'PPLY for 7th to 12th grades.
Each film is keyed to basic curriculum requirements!

Send lor Preview Prinfi, Cafalog and Descriptive Material.

Look to ACADEMY
for Only the Finest
in Educationoi
Motion Pictures]

ACADEMY FILMS
844 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MEMBER Of AlLiED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
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MAKE YOUR OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Siie 3V4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"

On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V

222 Oakridge Blvd.. Daytona Beach, Fla.

A NEW COLOR FILMSTRIP

"The First Christmas"—Specialty created

miniature figures

—

Authentic costumes
and sets—Traditional approach—Manual
gives program for adults, children and
hymn service. 28 Frame color filmstrip

and manual $7.00; set of 2x2 slides $13.00.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS
995A First Avenue New York 22, N. Y,

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY

for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue. Piftsburgb. Pa.

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

For the Producer of >6min business, educotional ond religious films

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING

I

• RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. E .Chicago 6, III.

Latest Music Appreciation Films
For Rent or Sale—l&nini Sound

25 minu'e condensed versions of famous operas "Carmen," "Mar-
riage of Figaro," "Barber of Seville," "Lucia de Lammermoor."
Filmed on stage of Rome Opera House, English narration.

—also Yehudr Menuhin in concert reels.

Write tor LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP
C°*ol<>9 147 No. Broadway Wichita 2, Kans.

35M1II. SCIEIVCE SLIDE FILSIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
mCHOBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

•New—How To Study

5f9EVISVAL SCIENCES, Suffern, N«w York

NEW CLASSROOM FILMS
Write today for catalog.

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
16 mm Sound Feature Programs For Schools,

Churches, Societies
W* pay transportation charges

All programs guaranteed to please

K. & L. SCHEUFLER
^ 1943 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohioo

CD
International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

Death of Visual Education Pioneer

A. P. Hollis, former film and educational director of

the DeVry Corporation and managing editor of Educa-

tional Screen from September, 1923, through June

1924, died recently at Kenosha, Wisconsin, after a long

illness. One of the real pioneers in visual education, he

devoted nearly 25 years to the fostering of the visual

media as teaching materials. He retired from active

service with DeVry in 1937.

Mr. Hollis was born in Wellington, Ohio, on March

28, 1870, where he received his early education.

Following his graduation from the University of

Wisconsin, he taught school and in 1900 was elected to

the faculty of the Valley City, N. D., normal school,

where he became vice president and supervisor of teach-

er training. He served as president of the state teach-

er's association and was also a member of the state

board of education. In 1913 he went to the North Da-

kota Agricultural College as a lecturer and established

the visual education department there in 1918. His

famous "Film Prayer" was written in 1920 for the

Visual Instruction Service of the State College at

Fargo. The prayer has since been widely used by

film exchanges and has been reprinted throughout the

years by many publications.

Renowned as an author, Mr. Hollis' book "Motion

Pictures for Instruction" was pul)lished in 1926.

Films Bring Out the Vote ... In Korea

The story comes back from the Orient (with a lesson

perhaps for the U. S.) of how educational films helped

to return democracy to one of the world's oldest civili-

zations—Korea, whose last 40 years of her 4000 were

spent under Japanese domination.

Shortly before the recent elections in South Korea,

American Military Government officials sent an SOS to

the Department of the Army in ^^'ashington. They re-

quested that they be immediately sent the latest and
most effective educational films that could be found.

Films, they said, were needed to hel]i "bring out the

vote" and to educate the Koreans in democratic voting

procedures. The coming elections were of vital interest

to Korea and to the entire world—and the Koreans

didn't know how to vote

!

The Armv flew three films to .Seoul, Korea. One
of them was "How ^Ve Elect Our Ke])resentatives.''

produced by Coronet Films. The others were "Ballot

Boxes," a Canadian production, and "Tuesday in No- I

vember," which had been produced for the Department

of State. In Seoul, the films were loaded aboard a mo-
bile unit and sent on a high speed tour of towns and

villages throughout Korea. Day and night, the unit

made countless stops to show its films. There had not

been time to ])rocess them with sound tracks in the

Korean language so at ever\- exhibition an interpreter

gave his commentary through a public address system.

At each stop, thousands of villagers thronged about.

On election day. more than 80'/ of Korea's eligible

voters crowded the polls. They knew what voting

meant, and they knew how to do it. Military govern-

ment officials said that the films were invaluable in help-

ing bring to South Koreans the independence and de-

mocracy for which the\- liad waited so long.
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AUDIO -VISUAL ^MADK REVIiW

National Institute for Audio-Visual Selling'

THE National Association of Visual

Education Dealers will sponsor a

National Institute for Audio-Visual Sell-

ing" in cooperation with Indiana Uni-

versity, to be held in Bloomington, Indi-

ana, June 27 through July 2, 1949, it was

announced following a meeting of the

Association's Board of Directors in

Bloomington November 2 and 3. The
National Institute for Audio-Visual Sell-

ing will be an intensive training course

to prepare NAVED members and their

salesmen for more intelligent service

to the customers and more efficient busi-

ness operation.

Martin Stoeppelwerth, President of the

Indiana Visual Aids Company, Indian-

apolis, Indiana, will serve as General

Chairman of the Institute, working closely

with Ernest Tiemann of Indiana Uni-

versity's Audio-Visual Center, who will

represent the University in planning and

staging the Institute. An outline of pos-

sible courses to be given is now in prep-

aration ; this will be submitted to

NAVED members for selections of the

courses which are considered most needed,

and qualified instructors will then be

selected for the courses. It is probable

that a number of topics will be given

by "teams" consisting of one NAVED
member or other person experienced in

the audio-visual business and one member
of the University's staff, the two to

share the development and presentation

of the individual course. Other courses

may be taught by professors on the regu-

lar staff of the University, and still

others by NAVED members or outside

specialists.

A feature of the Institute will be a

separate course on commercial film li-

brary operating procedures. This will

be a round-table "workshop" type of

course in which details of efficient film

library operation will be studied, with the

assistance of professional consultants on

accounting, advertising, cost reduction

and similar items. For this si)eci*lized

activity, as well as for the general courses

of the Institute, the extensive facilities

of Indiana University's Audio-Visual

Center will be used.

As a means of relaxation from the

6-day schedule of intensive study, a rec-

reational program is being planned, in-

cluding an evening picnic at a nearby

State Park and climaxing with a final

banquet. "Students" attending the Insti-

tute will all be housed in the same or

adjacent dormitories, and will have a

special section of one of the University's

modern dining halls for their meals.

Members of the Board of Directors of the National Association of Visual Edu-
cation Dealers, and guests, are showm in company with officials of Indiana Uni-

versity at Bloomington, Indiana, as they met to plan the National Institute for

Audio-Visual Selling, to be held at Indiana University in June, 1949. Shown in

the picture are: seated, left to right, Don White, Evanston, 111.; Hazel Calhoun,

Atlanta, Ga.; Merriman Holtz, Portland, Ore.; L. C. Larson, Indiana University;

and Jack Carter, Raleigh, N. C. Front row standing, O. D. Fortner, Mattoon,

111.; Alan Twyman, Dayton, Ohio; Ray Myerson, Chicago, 111.; Laurence Saltz-

man. New York City; "Dean" Martin Stoeppelwerth, Indianapolis, Ind.; Keith

South, Minneapolis, Minn.; Ralph Haile, Cincinnati, Ohio; and E. P. Tregilgus,

Indiana University. Back row, Kenneth C. Rugg, Indiana University; Ernest

Tiemann, Indiana University; and Don Horton, Indiana University.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

Commenting on the plans for the In-

stitute, Martin Stoeppelwerth (hence-

forth to be known as "Dean" Stoeppel-

werth) said: "I believe the National

Institute can mean a great deal to

NAVED members and to the audio-

visual field as a whole. Here, for the

first time, we will have an opportunity

to study better ways to serve our cus-

tomers, with adequate time for intensive,

down-to-earth work. In planning the In-

stiute, both we of NAVED and the

University's staff recognize that it must

be primarily a business course for busi-

ness men, and that practical matters,

rather than theoretical ones, must be

emphasized throughout. Our arrangement

with the University provides that we
may develop the curriculum as we see

fit, but that whenever and wherever

needed we will have the assistance of

qualified members of the University's

staff in all fields. It is my opinion that

the Institute, assuming it is properly

planned and presented, can be of very

considerable value to those who partici-

pate and to the whole audio-visual field."

Attendance at the National Institute

for Audio-Visual Selling will be re-

stricted to NAVED members (including

both Dealer and Advisory members) and

employees. Information about member-

ship in the Association may be obtained

from NAVED, 845 Chicago Avenue,

Evanston, Illinois.

Bertram Wiiloughby

It is with a grave sense of loss that

we record the death of Bertram Wii-

loughby, long president of Ideal Pictures

Corporation and one of the most hon-

ored pioneers in the field of audio-visual

education and non-theatrical film enter-

tainment. He was an Honorary Presi-

dent of the Allied Non-Theatrical Film

Association and an active supporter of

the National Association of Visual Edu-

cation Dealers and of the Film Council

of America. He had been ailing for

years, and passed away in California

on November 21 at the age of 67. His

business will be continued by the same

group of close associates that have been

in charge for many years—Marion

Harvey, Elmer Wiiloughby (brother),

and Martha Rath.
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5 Films

in the

Development Cycle

of the

I Child from 5 to 10

ADVENTURING PUPS
Children love these intriguing

puppies who explore, get lost,

get home safely after meeting

animals.

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

JUDY LEARNS ABOUT MILK

Answers the simple questions of

every child about where does
milk come from?

reel $40.00 16 mm SD

TOMMY'S DAY
Health and behavior patterns

ore developed through the ex-

periences of one day in the life

of a normal boy.
"

1 '72 reel $48.00 16 mm SD

THE CURIOUS COATI
Background experiences for

language arts ore established

naturally by the desire to talk

about the antics of this odd little

animal.

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

. THE CARE OF ART MATERIALS
Enhance the pleasure and ef-

fectiveness of creative work by
portraying how to enjoy it.

Simple new type animation.
'

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD
Write for Free Teacher's Guide on
these films. Previews Now Available.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.

18 East 41 sf Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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Equipment
Educmionai, Scree.v so that the carry-
ing case will also hold most popular
makes of slide and filmstrip projectors.

The projector is set on the amplificr-

microphone hase as shown.

New Kodak Cine Ektar Lenses
^'scellany

A complete line oi Kodak Cine Ektar
Lenses, said to be the first series of pro-

fessional-type high aperture 16mm cam-
era lenses ever manufactured in the

United States, has been announced by
the E.ASTNf.AN KOD.JiK COMPANY.
.-Ml of the lenses are fast—one opens to

f 1.4 and another to f 1.6, but even at

their widest apertures they are said to

meet high standards of definition and
edge-to-edge sliarpness. The complete
series of seven includes: l.Smm f 2.5.

25mm f 1.9. 2Snim f 1.4, 40nini f 1.6.

63nim f 2. 102mm f 2.7. 152mm f 4.

.'Vt the same time Kodak also an-

nounced the re-availability of the heavy
duty .Sound Kodascope Model FB-40.
This machine is similar to the other
earlier models of the Sound Kodascope
which precede the current FS-IO-N.
It is housed in a blimp ca.se. sits on top
of its own lid stand, and has a 40 watt
amplifier with twin speakers.

G-E 10 Watt Transmitter

.\ new FM broadcast transmitter.

Type BT-ll-B, for universities, schools
and other non-commercial educational

institutions, has been designed by the
Transmitter Division of GENER.'\L
ELECTRIC COMP.ANY at Electronics
Park. Syracuse, N. Y. The unit fur-

nishes ten watts of power output and
operates in the 88-108 megacycle fre-

<|uency range, wliere its signals may be
received on standard FM receivers. Its

coverage is from 5 to 10 miles. It meets
I'X'C regulations.

Other Sound Equipment
John W. Morrisey, Director of Sales

and Engineering of the .Automatic Pro-
jection Corp., has announced that the
new micro-grooved long-playing records
can now be used on the SOUNDVIEW
projector. The conversion from the play-
ing of standard recordings to the micro-
groove records is simple, involving only
the change of the reproducer cartridge.
Micro-groove recordings, when properly
prepared, can be used for both manual
and automatic operation of the slide
film machine.

MOVIE-MITE CORPOR.-\TION has
slightly revised its small portable public
;iddrcss system described in last month's

Projector Base and Carrjring Case
from Movie-Mite

RADl.WT LAMP CORPORA-
TION' of Newark has produced a
ripple-free rectifier bulb which is said

to provide a smooth, constant D. C.
power for arc rectifiers, battery charg-
ers, and similar equipment. The bulbs
are argon gas filled with a recom-
mended maximum output of 16 am-
peres at 60 volts D. C. A bulletin giv-
ing complete specifications is available
from tlic manufacturers.

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS of East
Orange. New Jersey, announces the avail-

ability of its new Hi-Lo Outlet and Con-

trol bo.x, designed to help the photogra-
pher get the most out of photo flood

lamps. Lamps may be used at a reduced
voltage while composing subjects, using
the full current only when taking the
picture.

AMERICAN PRODUCTS COM-
P.ANY. 2287 Hollers Ave., New Y'ork
66, announces a new Model 203 of its

"Professional" Projcct-O-Stand made of
aluminum. Legs can be raised or lowered
ipiickly for screen positioning. For car-
rying, the legs fasten underneath the

top casting by permanently fi.xed straps.

.A PC is also marketing a hand grip for

movie and still cameras which screws
into tlic tripod hole.

J

New Model Project-O-Stand
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RAPID COPY SERVICE of 123

N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, is offer-

ing a new photographic service to edu-

cators and business men. Photographs

of any objects are blown up to giant

size by R.C.S. and then coated with a

material that permits writing or draw-

ing on the enlargement with a colored

pencil. These markings can be erased

with a rough, dry cloth, and the photos

used over and over again. These giant

photos are called "Erase Prints."

AMERICAN STANDARDS AS-
SOCIATION announces that a stand-

ard method of calibrating exposure

meters has been agreed upon by pho-

tographic equipment and film manu-

facturers, manufacturers of exposure

meters, distributors, technical e.xperts,

and important users of photographic

equipment. The committee which pre-

pared the standard is sponsored by

the Optical Society of America. Pub-

lication date for the "American Stand-

ard on Photographic Exposure Meters

(Photoelectric Type), Z38.2.6-1948, was
October 15th. .Address the .Associa-

tion at 70 East 45th St.. New York 17.

Production

and Distribution

FILMS OF THE NATIONS, offi-

cial distributors of films released by a

large number of foreign nations and

also by the United Nations, has an-

nounced that the Danish Information

Office was admitted as a new member
at the last Board meeting. .At the

same time two new directors were

elected: Mr. C. H. W. Hassclriis,

Director of the Danish Information

Office, and Mr. Norbert Fryd. Cultural

Attache, Czech Consulate General.

PEERLESS FILM PROCESSING
CORP. has announced two extensions

of its services to the midwest. Reid

H. Ray Film Industries, 2269 Ford

Parkway, St. Paul, and Atlas Film

Corp., nil South Boulevard, Oak
Park, Illinois, have installed Peerless

equipment in their laboratories.

Export of the new "Sound King"
16mm sound projector, which is now
manufactured by the Connecticut Tele-

phone and Electric Division of the

Great American Industries Inc. of

Meriden, Connecticut, will be handled

exclusively by the RAYELLE FOR-
EIGN TRADE SERVICE. Distribu-

tor franchises are being arranged in all

principal foreign markets, and initial

shipments began November first.

CHURCH ILL-WEXLER FILM
PRODUCTIONS are moving to a

new location at 137 N. La Brea .Ave-

nue, Los .Angeles 36. The firni will

have 40 x 60 stage space and other

expanded facilities for the production

of educational films.

December, 1948

People

Miss Evelyn Baker, formerly Advertis-

ing Manager for Educational Screen

and recently head of the Indianapolis

branch of IDEAL PICTURES CORP.,

has resigned from this post for reasons

of ill health. She is being succeeded by

Bob Mirabella of the Chicago office.

William Benton, Chairman of the

Board of Directors of ENCYCLO-
PAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS,
has announced the election to the

board of George Nauman Shuster,

president of New York's Hunter Col-

lege. At the same time Wilbur C. Mun-

necke was elected to the board. Form-

erly vice-president of the University

of Chicago, Munnecke is now adminis-

trative vice-president of the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica.

Charles R. Crakes, for the past five

years audio-visual consultant of the

DEVRY CORPORATION, has been

promoted to Educational Director, ac-

cording to President W. C. DeVry.

Charlie has already assumed his new
duties under the direction of Bob

Engle, General Sales Manager.

Fred Kislingbury has been appointed

by RADIANT MANUFACTURING
CORP. to the post of Western States

District Manager. Kislingbury former-

ly served with the Screen Adette Equip-

ment Corp., American Red Cross, and

Paramount Pictures.

(Continued on next page) •

MOVIEiillTE
Proves it Can be Done!

• Proves that a 16nim Sound

Projector of the HIGHEST
QUALITY can be produced

at an amazingly new

LOW PRICE

Wriit for folder 3A

and name of oufhor-

/led Visual Aid dealer.

/i^

Modei 63LM for Sound or Silent Films

Gives TOP RESULTS in pictures, sound and

everything needed for audiences up to 1 00.

What Ford did in the motor indiistry ...
Movie-Mite does in the projection field. Sim-

pHfication is the key! Get finest projection

and sound results for homes, schools,

churches, offices without paying for extras

. . . without paying for more than you need

or use outside an auditorium.

Movie-Mite weighs only 26 lbs. complete with

speaker. Precision machined for strength

and durability. Highest quality in every

detail. Universal A.C. or D.C. 105-120 Volt

operation. . . . Push-pull miniature tube

amplifier.

"Keep YOUR fMFC AUn fAHS ON ML

KJU MOVIE-MITE CORPORATIOH ^.^j
fn4^ ^ 1105 EAST 15th ST. KANSAS CITY 6. IVHSSOURI i^S^^
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"PUPPY TROUBLE"
The Rrst of the tenet, TRAINING
YOU TO TRAIN YOUR DOS. Three

l'6mm Sound Filmt In Color ar Blaclc-

•nd-White.

Demonttrating
fhe P u p p y '

t

Firtt Letton In

Houte Mannert.

Helen Hayet & Lowell Thomat, Nar-
ratort. Blanche Saundert: Director.

Louiia Branch: Producer & Photogra-

pher.

UNITED SPECIALISTS, INC.

America'i foremoit producer* of
Dog Filmt

PAWLING. NEW YORK

Filmstrips

for

Christmas

(COMPLETE PROGRAMS!

"L«l Ui Gi»« Thonlu"

(in b.oufi«ol Mpi" ••"•'

•Th. Sh.ph.r<l. Wofch"

• :. ^LrioMi <ull colo'l

ordtr from your

vituol oids d«al«r

5622 Enright Av«., St. Louh 12. Mo.

don'i be ^Sf^
Even audiences have some

I'l lei film blemishes

enjoymenl o! your

rolecl prims with

PEERLESS niM TREATMENT

I tCKLt33 CORPORATION
165 WEST 46fh STREET, NEW YORK \9, N.Y.

^^^^MAKE YOUR OWN LANTERN SLIDES

PLEASE

Say that you saw it in

CATIONAL SCREEN
EDU-

when

writing to advertisers in this

issue.

Paul A. Barknieier has been ap-

pointed General Manager of the RCA
VICTOR Record Department, it was
recently announced by J. W. Murray,

Vice President in charge of the de-

partment. At the same time. Mr.

Murray announced the appointment of

Jack M. Williams, former Advertising

Manager, as General Sales and Mer-
chandise Manager of the Record De-
partment. J. L. Hallstrom. Merchan-
dise Manager during the past five

years, is now Manager of the Artist

and Repertoire Division. Simultane-

ously, Robert M. Macrae was named
Merchandise Manager and D. J. Finn,

Sales Manager.
Arthur Mokin has been appointed to

the position of Director of Advertising

and Publicity for the S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp. of New York. Mokin was
formerly an account executive with the

Bergman-Jarrett Co.

Sophie Hohne has resigned as sales

and distribution manager of the

MARCH OF TIME Forum Edition

and is taking over as director of dis-

tribution for the PRINCETON FILM
CENTER. Miss Hohne has been

Sophie Hohne

with Forum Edition during its rapidly

expanded activities in the school field

and is largely responsible for this

development. She is secretary of the

New York Film Council.

Current Film News
YOUNG AMERICA FILMS,

INC., 18 E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, offers

several new teaching films;

Air All Around Us (1 reel)—the

latest addition to the Elementary
Science Series; covers expansion and
contraction of air, air pressure, com-
pressed air, and related concepts.

Understanding Basketball (1 reel)—
explains the game primarily from the

viewpoint of the spectator.

Judy Learns About Milk (1 reel)

—

a primary-grade film telling the story

of a small girl's trip to a dairy farm.

INSTITUTE OF VISUAL
TRAINING, 40 E. 49th St., X. Y. 17,

announces the availability in New
Jersey, Connecticut and metropolitan

New York of a new film released by
the New York Times and produced
by RKO-Pathe:
Democracy's Diary (1 reel)—show-

ing how The Times collects the news
and publishes it; narrated by Dwight
Wiest.

JOHN OTT PICTURES, 730 Elm
St., Winnetka. 111., scheduled the fol-

lowing 16mni color and sound films

for release in November;
How to Grow Roses (2 reels)—an

outstanding amateur rose grower dem-
onstrates his recommendations for

growing prize-winning roses.

How to Grow Gladiiolas (2 reels)—
a well-known amateur gladiola grower
demonstrates his technique.

How to Grow Dahlias (2 reels)—
two outstanding amateur dahlia grow-
ers show the methods used in raising

many prize-winning dahlias.

CORONET FILMS, Coronet Bldg.,

Chicago 1, Illinois, has released five

new teaching films, each available in

1-reel, sound, color or b&w versions:

Making the Most of School—opens

students' eyes to the infinite riches

which school ofifers them beyond their

day-to-day assignments.

Your Thrift Habits—shows students

the importance of budgeting, saving,

careful buying, etc.

Installment B uy ing—demonstrates
some of the pitfalls of installment

buying and encourages students to

make a complete investigation of in-

stallment credit, contracts, and interest

rates before making purchases in this

way.
Per Cent in Everyday Life—teaches

students how useful a working knowl-
edge of per cent can be to them.
Geometry and You—demonstrates

the practical, everyday importance of

geometry.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 16mm
Division, 1270 .Avenue of the Americas.

N. Y. 20, announces three releases pic-

turing some of our country's protective

services: On Guard (Work of the FBI).

Smoke Eaters (city fire department in

action), and Crime Lab (techniques in

crime detection )

.

Firms available from RKO dealing

with the country's major cities are

;

California Boom Toicn (Los Angeles);

San Franeiseo: The Big Party (Mardi

Gras at New Orleans) ; Street of Shad-

oit's (New York's Bowery): and Port

of Xeii' York.

Other RKO titles recently announced

include; Great Lakes: I Am an AIco-
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Iiolic; No Place Like Home (housing
problem): Children's I'illagc (how the

problem of juvenile delinquency is treated

in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.), High-aay Mania
(traffic problems) ; Courtship to Court-
house (problem of divorce): Campus
Boom (influx of veterans to colleges)

;

Beauty for Sale (the modelling career)
;

Photo Frenzy (the story of the modern
"camera bug") ; Funny Business (the

comic cartoon industry): Sports' Golden
Age.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 445
Park- Ave.. N. Y. 22. announces three

new 16mm sound films in its "Earth and
Its Peoples" series, produced under the

direction of Louis de Kocliemont : Life in

a Mediterranean Country (Greece)
;

Mountain Farmers (Switzerland) ; and
A U. S. Community and Its Citicens.

BRANDON FILMS, INC., 1600
Broadway. X. Y. 19, announces the
availability in 16nini of several new
films from Germany and Russia, each
containing English sub-titles:

Die Fledermaus (95 niin.)—based on
the world-famous operetta by Johann
Strauss: starring Willi Dohni, Marte
Harell, and Willi Fritsch.

Razzia (The Raid) (94 niin.)—deal-
ing with one of the most vital prob-
lems in post-war (ierraany, the black
market: based on documentary re-

ports.

Murderers Among Us (83 min.)—

a

p.sychological drama concerning the
German people: their despair and dis-

illusion and their hopes for the future.
Spring (105 min.)—a Russian movie

director tries to film the life of a lady
scientist who has no use for the cinema.
Voted first prize in the \enice Inter-
national Film Festival as the most
original story.

Russian Ballerina (75 min.)—the
story of the rise to fame of a young
ballet student; includes an actual thea-
tre performance of "Swan Lake" by
Ulanova.

Village Teacher (99 min.)—the story
of a school teacher in a remote Si-

berian village.

THE NEW YORK STATE
YOUTH COMMISSION, .30 Lodge
St., Albany, \. Y.. will release a 17-

minute, 16mm sound version of the film

Families First on January 1, 1949. The
film focuses attention upon the impor-
tance of family life in America and
portrays the relationship of the home
to the future happiness of children. Com-
plete information regarding the scheduling
of the film can be secured from the NY.
State Youth Commission.

D. D. LIVINGSTON, 39 E. 3Sth
St., N. Y. 10. announces two new addi-
tions to the dance film collection:
Design for Modern Dance (3 reels)

—shows technique studies, some in

slow motion: produced by the Physical
Education Department. University of
Southern California.

Cuban Episode (100 ft. )—features
Katherine Dunham and her dancers.

STERLING FILMS. INC.. 61 W.
56th St.. X. Y. 19. has released a film

December, 1948

especially for children, available in

16mm sound and 16mm silent as well
as in 8nim versions:

Sandy Steps Out—the story of a
(log and his exploration of the country-
side, his encounters with many farm
and barnyard animals.

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS presents a sound
motion picture in color, produced by
Eddie .-Mbert Productions under a
grant from the Johnson & Johnson
Research Foundation and procurable
through Johnson & Johnson. Ortho-
pedic Products Division. Xevv Bruns-
wick, N. J.

Fractures: An Introduction (27
min.)—combining live action and ani-

mation, the film tells the story: "Every
tracture has a patient attached to it.

The patient has a life, a family, a

job. The best treatment, therelore,

goes beyond the X-ray and restores

the patient to his normal way of life

as soon and as nearly whole as pos-

sible."

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC., 25 W.
45tli St., N. Y. City, announces a new
series of specially-produced opera films

which will feature some of the world's
best-loved operatic classics. Average
running time of each film will be 25

minutes. Operas include: Carmen,
Marriage of Figaro, Barber of Seville,

Don Pasquale, William Tell, and
Lucia di Lammermoor.

Official also announces a new 16mm
and 8mm sports film. Splits, Spares and
.'Strikes, in which championship form is

demonstrated by Tillie Taylor, famous
woman bowler.

(Film Ncu's continued on page 518)
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I6min. Sound-Silent Projector

J.odav's superbly produced films deserve the macch*

less projection now offered by the entirely NEW DeVry
hantam." Truly a "Theatre-in-a'Suilcase"— projector,

niplificT, speaker and screen all in ONI: compact case.

The "Banlam" gives bright, clear, ftickcrlcss pictures,

i.\<.n in semi-darkened rooms . . . puriiv of tone, from

irtble to bass . . . matchless ampHfication of voice, music,
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field

FILMS

AendeiiiT' FilniN
S44 Seward St., Hollywood 3S, Cal.

AAMOolatlun FlliiiM
347 Madison Ave.. New York 17. N. Y.
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Franci.sco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bntle>- Fllma, In«.
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Uray Studios. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

<'niitl« FlIiuM. Div. of ITnlted 'World
Films. In<-.

445 Park .\ve.. New York 22, N. Y.

Catholic llovIrM
220 W. 42nd St., New York IS, N. Y.

Church Film Service
2595 Manderson St., Omaha 11, Neb.

Collins Motion Picture Service
502^4 & 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Jld.

Coronet Instructional Films
Coronet Bldg., Chicago 1, III.

Iludley Pictures Corp.
990S Santa Monica Blvd., Beverlv

Hills, Cal.
501 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

lOastninn Kodak Stores. Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Rncyclopaedla Brttannlcn Films, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois.

Film ProKrrniu Services
1173 Avenue of the Americas. N. Y. C.

Films, Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. T.
64 K. Lake St., Chicago 1, 111.
101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S.W. 13th Ave., Portland 5, Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas 1, Tex.
S414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Frj-nn Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

(;eneriii FllniN. Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., RtTfeina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Heldenknmp Nature Pictures
53S Olen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh S, Pa.

HoffherK' Productions, Inc.
620 Ninth Ave., New York IS, N. Y.

Institutional CInemn Service, Inc.
1560 Broadway, New York 19. N. Y.

Intcrnntioniil Film llureiiu
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, 111.
15 Park Row, New York 7. N. V.

The .lam Hand;- Oricanlxntion
2821 K. Crand Blvd., Detroit 11. Mich.

.lohn Otf Film I.lhrarv, Inc.
730 Elm St., Winnetka, III/

Knowledite Ilullders
625 Madison .Ave., .New York 22, N. Y.

Library Fllnis. Inc.
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

>larch of Time Forum Kdition
369 Lexington Ave., New Vorlv 17, N. Y.

MoK'lill*s, Inc.
68 W. 48th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

!>'u-.4rt Films. Inc.
145 \V. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films. Inc.
25 \V. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

I'ani Hoeflcr Productions
6121/4 S. P.idgeley Dr., Los Angeles 3G

Peak Films I'rodiictioas
65 Barons Keep, London. W-ll, Eng.

Portnfllms
418 .\'. Glenda'e .\ve., Glendale 6, Cal.

The Priacelon Film Center
55 Mountain A\ -.. Princeton. N. J.

K. and L. ScheuHer
1948 Dresden Road. Zanesvllle, Ohio

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Filiiis. Inc.
210S I'ayne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

\'ocatlonal <>iiidance Fllnis, Inc,
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Bronn and E^arle. Inc.
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7. Pa.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Bell A Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Carroll W. HIce Co.
Audio Visual Center,
424 40th St., Oakland 9. Cal.

Collins .Motion Picture Service
502 ^4& 506 St. Paul St., Baltimore 2, Md.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, III.

Rastman Kodak Stores. Inc.
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. T.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

MofCull*s Inc.
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

\atco. Inc.
505 N. Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12, 111.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Italke Company
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ilyan Visual .\lds Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Fllnis
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Siinmr Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Snank Motion Pictures, Inc.
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Victor Animato^mph Corporation
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

\'isunl Kducatlon Incorporated
Lamar and 12th, Austin, Tex.
2010 N. Field St., Dallas 1, Tex.
3905 S. Main St.. Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Elarle, Inc.
91X Che.'itnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Here it is . . .

AN IMPROVED

FILM DIRECTORY

The new, more complete, 1949

edition of The Blue Book of

16mni Films is now on sale.

• ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
Don't be ditappointed this year. PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
. . . make sure you receive your copy of the handiest film reference

guide you've ever owned.

BIGGER MORE COMPLETE

The 1949 edition contains listings of more films than ever—gathered

from every possible source. It's the finest we've printed . . . 24th

annual edition.

USE THE COUPON ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
P9
fed

SCREENS

UH-Utv Screen Co.. Inc.
2711 N, Pulaski Rd., Chicag-o 39, 111.

Fryan Film Service
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hlrnck A Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco S, Cal.

%'u-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films
686-9 Shrine Bldg-., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Sunray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Williams, Broirn and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS— RECORDINGS

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V DIv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

RECORDERS— WIRE

\\ ebster-Chlca«o Corporation
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

SLIDEFILMS

PICTURES

informative Classroom Picture Scries
40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Academy Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church Screen Productions
5622 Enrlght Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Cine-Puppet Productions
7920 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

Bncyclopuedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Wilmette, Illinois

Long; Fllmsllde Service
944 Re^a.! Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Popular Science Pub. Co., A-V Ulv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

(Formerly titled "1000 and One")

* Lists almost 7000 films

* Synopsis of each film

* Where to get each film .... the price

* Films on every subject

* Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS, YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF Umm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS

Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK

—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE • MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

M E. Lake St.
'

/

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Booii. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address

City

State

n Check here if you wish to be billed.

Sunrny Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Visual Sciences
599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES (KODACHROME 2 x 2)

Academy Films
844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Church-Craft Pictures
3312 Linden Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mundny & Collins
39 Edgewood Road, Redwood City, Cal.

Nn-Art Films, Inc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Popular Science Pub, Co., A-V Dlv.
353 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. T.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Siinray Films, Inc.
2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

SLIDES (31/4x4 and larger)

Kej'stone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Slldecraft Co.
257 Audley St., South Orange, N. J.

SLIDES (Made to Order)

Jack Fason Films
2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

SLIDE BINDING ONLY

The Morrows
1902 N. Mozart St., Chicago 47, 111.

SLIDE. FILMSLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Sclentiflc
Instrument Div., Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitagre Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

General Films, Ltd.
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King- St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Munday & Collins
39 Edgewood Rd., Redwood City, Cal.

Raike Companv
S29 S. Flower St., Los Angele.s 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

.Southern Visual Films
, 686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis 1, Tenn.
.Sunray Films, Inc.

2108 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Alewlex, Inc.

35-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City
Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Karle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.
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Current Film News
(Continued from page 515)

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, has available the following

16nim films:

Designing Women (2 reels)—show-

ing the importance of good design in

furnishing the home.
Power on the Land (2 reels)—com-

paring old-fashioned manual methods

of planting and reaping with modern
machine methods.
Snowdonia (2 reels)—picturing in

Technicolor beautiful Snowdonia in

Northwest Wales.
The Royal Wedding (3 reels)—pic-

turing in Technicolor the wedding of

Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of

Edinburgh.

Caller Herrin' (2 reels)—describing

the Scottish herring fisheries from

the time the trawlers put out to sea

until their catch reaches the family

table.

The Falkland Islands (1 reel)—de-

scribing the work being done by the

British in Antarctica.

FILM STUDIOS OF CHICAGO,
135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, 111., has

produced and is distributing a new fea-

ture production on college life:

One Brick Higher—a musical with

a cast of students, faculty, and ad-

ministrative staff of Purdue University",

features the music of the Purdue Uni-
versity glee club and choral society.

Yes, you. An important picture.

Part of your Christmas Seal

money buys X-ray units for chest

"pictures" ... to detect tubercu-
losis so that it can be checked.

Since 1904, the whole program
has helped cut the TB death rate

by eighty per cent. Yet tubercu-
losis still kills more people be-
tween 15 and 44 than any other
disease.

So please, send m 'your con-
tribution today to your Tubercu-
losis Association.

Buy

Chiistmas

Seals

CATALOGS

CORONET FILMS, Coronet Bldg.,

Chicago 1, III., has recently made
available a new catalog of Coronet

instructional films, including a short

description of each production and

recommended grade levels. A "UtiHza-

tion Chart" in the back of the catalog

lists the films alphabetically and sug-

gests areas of study in which each is

useful.

JOHNSON-HUNT PRODUC-
TIONS, 1133N. Highland Ave., Holly-

wood 38, Calif, announces its 1948-1949

Catalogue listing and describing avail-

able films and filmstrips. Included is

the Johnson-Hunt integrated series of

eight motion pictures on fractions.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, VVilmette, Illinois, an-

nounces that its 270-page correlation,

linking nearly 300 widely-used Ameri-

can textbooks with an equal number
of EBF classroom sound films, is now
ready for distribution. Since new texts

will be adopted and new films will be

released, the correlation has been de-

signed as an open and continuous

project and the printed pages will be

punched for insertion in a three-ring

binder so that the correlation can be

kept up to date. The price of the

volume is $2.50 and may be obtained

from any EBF representative or by
writing directly to EB Films, Wilmette,
Illinois.

THE STANLEY BOWMAR CO.,
2067 Broadway, N. Y. 23, announces
its third annual Visual Aids catalog,

listing and describing available film-

strips, slide sets, educational records,

and projection equipment.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, INC.,
445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22, oflfers a new
Catalog of 16mm Instructional Sound
Films listing over one hundred films

with descriptions and illustrations. In-

cluded are United World's Science

Series, the Track and Field training

films, the Fine Arts Series, and the

new geography series "The Earth and
Its People."

LIBRARY FILMS, INC., 25 W.
4Sth St., N. V. 19, have released a new
Educational Catalog of 16mm sound
subjects. An innovation in the catalog

i:5 a large chart pointing out which
films are best suited to any chapter

of the most widely-used textbooks in

schools and colleges.

SWANK MOTION PICTURES,
INC., 614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis

5, Mo., announces its 10th Annual

Catalog listing and describing avail-

able films and equipment. Included

among the films listed are educational

motion, pictures, historical dramas,

westerns, cartoons, musicals, etc.

Filmstrips

and Slides

THE SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION, INC., 100 E. Ohio St.,

Chicago 11, 111., announces several new
additions to the SVE filmstrip library:

Algebra Series—7 filmstrips on the

fundamentals and practical applications

of algebra.

Plane Geometry Series— 12 filmstrips

on fundamental geometric concepts, in-

cluding practical applications of ge-

ometry in everyday life.

Foimdations of Chemistry Series—10

filmstrips on basic chemistry terms

and concepts.

Human Biology Series—5 filmstrips

picturing the organs and functioning of

the digestive, respiratory, circulatory,

and nervous systems.

The World—Past and Present Series

—7 filmstrips made in cooperation with

the University Museum, Philadelphia,

Pa. Titles include: Joint Expedition

to Ur of the Chaldees; Ur of the

Chaldees in the Time of Abraham;
Men of the New Stone Age; Men of

the Old Stone Age; Egyptian Mummy;
Life of the Eskimo; Life of the Plains

Indian.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, has available the following

filmstrips from Britain:

Land of Britain: East Anglia—
industries and agriculture, scenic spots

and history of the lowlying areas of

East -Anglia, stretching along the

North Sea coast between the Thames
and the Wash.
Tea from the Empire—how tea-

growing has developed into one of the

world's largest industries.

HUGHES EDUCATIONAL
KITS, 2701 14th St., N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C, offer correlated visual media

for teachers of arithmetic. Included are

filmstrips, color number cards, charts,

and workbooks. Filmstrips are avail-

able on addition, subtraction, multi-

plication and division, common frac-J

tions, decimal fractions, and the per-

centage system.

EYE GATE HOUSE. INC., 33Q

W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18, announces

new series of Intermediate Science

filmstrips. each in color. Titles in^

elude: What Is in the Sky: How 0\ii

Earth Began; About Our Earth; Ou^
Earth Is Moving; Our Changing

Earth; The Beginnings of Life; Ani4
mals of Long Ago; Man of Long Ago;'
Parts of a Flowering Plant. These
filmstrips can be purchased under a

Modern Teaching Aids Club Plan

which assures subscribers of a con-

stant source of planned and tested

visual aids. For information about the

Club Plan, write directly to Eye Gate
House.
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TODAY'S GREATEST 16mm VALUE
FOR BETTER EDUCATION

Victor, realizing the growing necessity of a 16 mm
projector to meet the requirements of every

school and classroom, presents this wide

price and utUity range. You can now select a

Victor 16 mm projector priced

as low as $295.00 with assurance of world-

famous Victor tone clarity . . .

matchless Victor picture brilliance . . .

and faithful Victor performance

!

THE NEW VICTOR £^£2^
La(ost Victor 16mm achievement. I'ortable.

compact, handsomely designed . . . here is a

Victor projector incorporating many Victor

features heretofore limited to costlier modelsj

Victor quality at a new low price. Available]

with a choice of three speakers.

THE VICTOR LITE-WEIGHT
Victor's ever-popular portable model with all

the dependable Victor features guarantees

trouble-free operation. So simple and safe,

students can readily assume re-iponsibility for

cla.ssroom movies. Choice of three speakers.

THE VICTOR TRIUMPH 60
Thousands of schools have found t his matched

two-case combination the medium of superior

performance with clear, true tone and ade-

quate volume to meet larger audience re-

quirements.

WORLD'S LARGEST
ERVICE ORGANIZATION friSIOM OF CURTISS-WHIBHT epttfOHAT/OH

Dept. .0- 1 7 • Home Office and Pactorf: Oaranport, Ion



so Years of leadership
IN THE VISUAL EDUCATION FIELD

Since 1918 the Society for Visual Education, Inc., has
pioneered in the development of visual education materials
and equipment for the Nation's Schools. Today, the S.V.E.
2" X 2" Slide and Filmstrip Library is the largest in the
world, and S.V.E. Projectors are the first choice of educators.

New S.V.E. "Professional" 1000

Tri-Purpose

1000-watt

Projector

/

I

Blower-Cooled
Unusually Quiet AC-DC Motor

This nt'w model . . . the first stand-
ard lOOO-walt Tri-Purpose Projector

. - . \\\ns been developed to meet the
needs of those individuals and organiza-
tions which require a filmstrip (single-
iind double-frame) and 2" x 2" slide

projector that gives an abundance of

light. Equipped with finest 5" coated

Anasiigmat lens (other focal length

lenses available) . New positive front

knob tilting control. Attractive Morocco

bronze finish with satin chrome trim.

Price with 5" lens and ease. .$150.00

AMERICA HELPS EUROPE SERIES

Compiled with the aid of the Amer-

ican Friends Service Commillec, this

series visualizes Europe's present

needs and shows how American vol-

untary aid has brought some help

and comfort to these peoples who

might otherwise be overlooked in the

broad, overall relief projects. Titles:

STORY OF HUNGER IN EUROPE.
STORY OF CLOTHING IN EU-

ROPE, EUROPEAN YOU IH ASKS

A CHANCE. Set of three black and

white filrastrips with captions. .S9.00

nUffl
VERB

New Educational Filmstrips
For Immediate Delivery

SAFETY SERIES (see illustration above)
This series of eight filmstrips produced in cooperation with the
National Safety Council presents basic information on lire, traffic,

bicycle, laboratory, electrical, home and other general safety sub-
jects. Useful for teaching safety education to upper elementary,
high school and adult groups. Set of eight black and white film-
strips with captions S24.00

ALICE AND JERRY PRE-PRIMER SERIES

SKIP ALONG. UNDER
IHE SKY and OPEN
I HE DOOR are the first

three filmstrips available

which were produced in

cooperation with Row

,

I'ctcrson and Company to

(fiirelate with their pre-

primers of the same
It. line. Each filmstrip in

l>l:i(k and white, with cap-
iiiMis and manual. .$3.00
I XDER IHE SKY also

.i\iiilable in color., S7.00

ENGLISH GRAMMAR SERIES
This series of filmstrips

provides an excellent in-

troduction to English
grammar and sentence
construction. The parts of
speech are presented in

an analogy between the
different words in a sen-

tence and the different

cars in a railroad train.

Sentence construction is

pictured as essentially a
building prtKess and the
fundamental rules of dia-

graming are clear I v Illus-

trated. Set of four black and white filmstrips with captions and
subtitles SI 2.00

MATERNAL & CHILD WELFARE SERIES
^ 1\ [RODUCING BABY,

iduced by the National

I'ilm Board of Canada
and distributed by S.V.E..

i•^ one of the three color

liliiistrips in this series on
iiMtcrnal health and child

i.iK . Other titles in the
s.ries: FEMININE HY-
GIENE and NINE TO
GET READY (Pregnan-

(>). Set of three filmstrips

in color, with manuals,
ioinplete S15.00

Write for FREE copy of new S.V.E.

Picturol Catalog giving complete
titles on the above filmstrips and
listings on hundreds of others which
have been developed for the modern
school curriculuin.

«̂
A verb is the engine in a train of ideas,

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL E D U C AT I O N , I N C.
A Business Corporation

100 EAST OHIO STREET CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

January, 1949



M^iomciHg
THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
IN FILMS FOR CLASSROOM USE!

A Milestone in the Production of Instructional Films

UNITED WORLD FILMS' GEOGRAPHY SERIES

ft^

"Zke Sartk and Us Peoples"

Produced by Louis de Rochemont Associates with the leading geography teachers and authorities.

* * *
NEVER BEFORE have instructional films received such enthusiastic acclaim from edu-

cators all over the United States!

NEVER BEFORE has such a unique combination of outstanding educational authority,

world-famed production talent, and unstinting financial support been dedicated to the

making of classroom films!

* * *
THE CONTENTS OF THESE FILMS: This epic geography series comprises thirty-six subjects, all fully integrated

with curriculum needs. They provide a notably useful tool for the teaching of geography, using sight and hearing

together to impress their lessons vividly on student minds and memories.

THE METHOD OF THESE FILMS: Basic principles of the geography curriculum are clearly explained, as peoples

in representative geographic sectors are shown working to make the best possible use of their land, climate, food

supply and production tools. Particular emphasis is placed on the part played by children

THE TECHNIQUE OF THESE FILMS: On-the-spot filming and sound recording (all new footage, superbly

photographed ) combine with simple, straightforward off-screen narration, to make clear every detail of the concepts

presented.

THE MAKERS OF THESE FILMS: Louis de Rochemont, famed documentary film pioneer and origmator of the

"March of Time" series, directed the activities of eight topnotch production crews. Dr. Clyde Kohn, Professor of

Geography at Northwestern University, and editor-in-chief of the Yearbook of the National Council of Social

Studies, led the advisory group, composed of outstanding educational specialists.

THE GOAL OF THESE FILMS: To bring home to every student in America the fundamental interrelation-

ship of human beings all over the world!

EVERY STUDENT IN AMERICA SHOULD SEE "THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPLES"

i(mM!)
445 Park Ave., N«w York 22, N. Y.

I

SEND m THIS COUPON TODAY!

UNITED WOmD FIIMS, INC.. 445 Pork Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

We vfonl to make THE EARTH AND ITS PEOPIES o basic tool in

our geography instruction.

O Please send us further information about the films.

D Please let ut know how we con preview the films checked prior
to purchase.

-Zon«- _$taf«_

The following subjects are now available:

"Nomads of the Jungle" ( Malaya

)

"Farmer- Fishermen of Norway"
"Tropical Mountain Land"

(
Java )

"Cross Section of Central America" ( Guatemala
"Riches of the Veldt" ( South Africa )

"Horsemen of the Pampas" ( Argentina )

"Water for Thirsty Land" ( Southwestern U. S.

)

"Metropolis, U. S. A."

"A U. S. Community and Its Citizens"

"Mountain Farmers" ( Switzerland

)

"Po River Valley" { Italy )

"Life in a Mediterranean Country" (Greece)

Each 2 reels .20 minutes . . . SlOO

Educational Screen
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/ schools! libraries! \

I Two New, Exclusive, History-Making Films
J

32-mmute Colonial history masterpiece

Washington Irving's

Legend of Sleepy Hollow
starring the lovable, well-remembered

WILL ROGERS!

Thrills students and teachers alike! An educational
edition of the great film triumph, "The Headless
Horseman" adapted for school use! Filmed on the
very locations described by Washington Irving!
The faithful bringing to life of America's favorite
folklore tale . . . authentic in every detail.

16mm sound. Black and White, $150.00

11-min. top-flight National Award-Winner

Invitation to the Nation
Shows the Nation's Capitol as an eager

visitor hopes to see it!

A moving panorama of Washington, D.C.! A breath-
taking picture-account of National shrines, mag-
nificent public buildings, landmarks, historic spots
—everything of interest from Mount Vernon to

busy downtown streets. The narrator is the "voice
of George Washington," well pleased with the city
that bears his name. Fascinating! Instructive!
Every inch a prize winner!

16 mm Sound. Black and White, $50. In Color, $100

MAKE THESE EXCITIMG, EDUCATIONAL
FILM CLASSICS YOURS

Trade Discounts to

Libraries . . Schools . . Detders . . Distributors

byron^ INC.

The ultimate in 16mm Studios and Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Educational Screen



MAKING A SPEECH? RECORD ITI TO RECORD A
BROADCAST

Rehearse your speech or sales talk on the

"Ekotape"— you'll find it invaluable! If

necessary, you can be in three places at

once, by mailing out duplicates of your
recording. Simplified threading, simple

operation, excellent voice quality.

TEACHING SPEECH, LANGUAGES?

"Ekotape" records every inflection, as-

pirate, and consonant for precise com-
parison. Fast forward and rewind and
indicator help you find any section- you
want, quickly. Instantaneous starts and
stops—you don't lose a syllable!

... or an audition, monitor programs,
record interviews, for re-broadcast. "Kko-
tape" gets all that any good radio gets,

and more than most. High and low level

input jacks; electronic recording indicator.

Tape doesn't kink and snarl; easy to splice

and edit, may be duplicated in quantities.

Superlative tone quality and absolute
freedom from wow and flutter make
"Ekotape" the musician's recorder. "C"
comes out "C," not sharp or flat. Full
rich tone, dual controls; ample power. WEBSTER ELECTRIC

Lkotape
RECORDER-REPRODUCER

Includes the features that experienced recorder-users told us they

wanted in a high quality recorder for business and professional use.

Complete with detachable base microphone, cords, instruction card, booklet

on recording, and 30-minute reel of tape, in handsome scuff-proof

carrying case, $395.00, f.o.b. Racine, plus any applicable taxes.

ENTERTAINMENT, PUBLIC ADDRESS
It has more power than most recorders
to operate large speakers. Play music;
record speeches; broadcast from tape re-

cordings or direct from "mike". Program
may be monitored during recording.

GET THIS FREE BOOKLET
What users told us they

needed in a recorder; uses;

how to select a recorder;

"Ekotape" features and
specifications.

WEBSTER
RACINE

ELECTRIC
WISCONSIN

Made by the maicert of "Teletalk" infercommunicofion,
•ound tytlvms, phonograph pkkup» and corfridgot.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, Racine, Wit. ES-3

Please send me, without obligation, your "Ekotape"

booklet.

Company or
Orgonizof/on.

Eatablished 1909

Export Dept. 13 E. 40th St. New York (16), N.Y. Cable Address "ARLAB" New York City

"Where Quality U a Retponiibilily and Fair Dealing an Obligalien"

I
Addnii.

I City

January, 1949
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Accentuate the Positive

Editor :

To one who has been engaged in

the production of sound educational films

for two decades, it is a source of great

encouragement to see the optimistic at-

titude expressed in your editorial in

the November issue of Educational

Screen. Perhaps there has been too much

pessimistic talk about the audio-visual

field, and your healthy spirit is stimu-

lating. When I look back over twenty

years, I see that great progress has

been made and I believe that it would

be a good thing from time to time to

substitute a systematic analysis of what

has happened for many of the critical

comments pointing out its shortcomings.

Such an analysis will inevitably lead us

to realize that there are many positive

values which should be noted as we
look forward to entering the third

decade of the use 'of this most eflfective

medium of communication.

Anyone who has worked in this field

for more than a few years must recognize

the really significant progress that is

being .made in the use of films in the

classroom. While much progress is, of

course, left to be done, we have seen

unmistakable evidence that more and

more schools are coming to use the film

as an integral part of their classroom

instruction. Today fewer and fewer

teachers merely inject the film as a

break or as an unrelated interlude in

their teaching programs.

When we compare the time required

for schools to adopt almost any other

new educational practice with the com-

parative rapidity with which the in-

structional film is being accepted, we
cannot help but be optimistic about a

continuing growth in this entire field.

For one to take a different view, it

seems to me, would be to deny the past

record of production and growth of

audio-visual materials and to show his

ignorance in the fine films now being

produced and effectively used by an ever

growing list of school systems.

V. C. Arnspiger

Executive Vice President
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

On a Note of Action

Editor :

"We Look Hopefully" (November
issue) is a fine editorial which can be

most helpful in the progressive develop-

ment in the classroom phase of the

Audio-Visual Educational Field. The
note of hope is most necessary but what

about the action program which is even

more necessary?

It is true that the total national budget

for Audio-Visual Education in the school

and college systems of our country is far

too small to maintain adequate use of

these modern teaching tools and methods.

It is also true that the total national

budget is far too small to sustain a

healthy industry with an increasing flow

of improved materials and equipment.

Until now the battle has been fought

by the small army of specialists within

the educational institutions with pro-

motional and selling support from with-

out by the commercial dealers, pro-

ducers and manufacturers. Have these

forces been enough? It is quite plain

that they have not been enough and

are not enough.

What to do? Many things. Of course,

a renewed and continuous imaginative

effort by the specialist within education

and his allies in industry. I submit,

however, that among the many things

to do, the most important from now

on is the great task of winning the

support of the parents and the com-

munity, yes, the taxpayers and the citi-

zenry.

Recent political efforts have shown us

again as they have shown us again and

again and again that anything can hap-

pen when the people of our country

decide to act!

One move, which may well be a pilot

move, is the project begun this year by

the New York Film Council (Chairman,

Willard Van Dyke). This, first of the

local film councils organized outside

Washington, D. C, has set itself the

task of organizing a commission (with-

out members or employees of the Board

of Education on it) to investigate and

take all necessary formal and informal,

legal and public action to secure proper

facilities, materials, equipment and per-

sonnel fur the effective use of Audio-

Visual Education for the ivelfare oj our

children and our country.

Of course, it is recognized that the

miserably small budget for Audio-Visual

E^ducation in the public school system

of the greatest city in the world is part

of the general problem that faces us

when we do not accord the school system

the funds that are commensurate with

its vital living role in our society. It

is part of the New York mess of over-

crowded classrooms, inadequate materials

and facilities—even toilets no parent

would wish to use—and the other features

and conditions which are of great con-

cern to parents and teachers. The New
York Film Council proposes to bring

the public into the problem. In my
opinion, that may lead the Council to

ally itself with other groups in support

of joint action to raise the level of the

facilities and welfare of pupils, teachers

and administrators.

It is far too early to estimate results

of the present project. The Council

has already appeared before the New
York Board of Estimate and verbally

and in writing filed its brief in support

of a higher budget for the Bureau oi

Visual Instruction. Other steps are

being planned.

Although conditions vary nation-wide,

it seems to me that if the specialist

within education, who now cooperates

with dealer and manufacturer, placed

his data at the disposal of the com-

munity, there might be vigorous sup-

port for a proper estimate of the value

of Audio-Visual Education with eventual

action in the community that will make
it possible for the progressive develop-

ment of the entire field.

Yes, we should "look hopefully" but

shouldn't the specialists and the in-

dustry art within the existing Film

Councils? And above all, shouldn't the

specialists and the people of this industry

everywhere in the U. S.—in every

county and in as many cities and towns

as possible—take steps right now to

gather their colleagues and representa-

tives from every conceivable type of

community organization in a great drive

to establish Film Councils everywhere

based on the community's varying needs,

including the need for a proper estimate

of the value of I'isual Education in the

classroom?
Thom.\s J. Brandon

The Right and the Wrong

Editor :

In reading your September, 1948

issue of Educational Screen, we find

the article entitled "A Classroom Film
Speaks Up" to be most interesting. It

conveys to teachers, in simple language,

the right way and the wrong way to

use classroom films.

Margaret H. West
Central Film Librarian
Hampton High School
Hampton, Virginia

Record Progress in Pernambuco

Editor :

The Diretoria de Documentacao e

Cultura, a department of the Municipali-

ty of Recife, has provided this town with

a public record library. Modest in size,

it is, however, a well-organized service

to meet the demands of its not so small

clientele. And we have no hesitation

whatsoever in saying that in its field,

it may be considered already a great

advance for our town. It has 4 one-

person booths provided with air-cooling

system, sound-proofed, built on the latest

requirements of comfort : an auditorium

for 24 persons in which linguaphone

courses in French and in English are

ministered, besides conference, concert,

etc.

To all this, a small but comfortable,

up-to-date musical book library, pro-

viding books for home reading, current

periodicals from various parts of the

world, besides other facilities must be

added.

Your magazine is included on an ape.x

group of significance for the use of the

patronizers of the library. So, as your

subscribers, we feel only too glad to

make you know of our satisfaction and

our community's.

J. C. Regueira Costa
Recife, Pernambuco

Educational Screen



^\ "National" carbons for I6mm. projection are 4 times

* ''' brighter than the next best light source ... % cheaper in

cost . . . and seat 298 more people without sacrificing one bit

of visibility or entertainment value. Ideal for use by schools

and colleges, hotels, churches, industrial exhibitors or in any

large auditorium. For more details, write to National Carbon

Company, Inc., Dept. ES.

The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Cifblde ind Carbon Corporation ill j j Division Sales Offices : Atlanta, Ctiicago, Dallas,

30 East 42nd Street, New Yorli 17, N.Y. 11"^ Kansas City, New Yorli, Pittsburgli, San Francisco

January, 1949



P^SsiUPi.i: Handm^jejantern ^^^'--

Every Year, Teachers Are Using

More and More Handmade

Lantern Slides Because

As a Pupil-Activify Program tke mak-
ing of handmade lantern slides is ideal.

Specific Teaching Objectives are easily

attained by adaptations of handmade
slides.

They- Are Helpful in Almost Every
Subject of the school curriculum, in-

cluding Church or Sunday School

—

and of particular value in teaching

the sciences.

/fe Standard Outfit, $23.95

(A Junior Outfit is also available,

$6.15)

Handmade slide drawn on etched

glass with Keystone colored lan-

tern-slide crayons.

Tmorenmi xmss—

ar« MBdi* on K«78too« Cellopbens

nd Carbon Pajwr 8uppLl«d cut to

tb* correct slzn,

1. fold CAKBON PAPER—"goov"
•Ida lb.

2. Put CELLOPHANE batwaoa fold-

ed CARBON PAPER.

3. typa on tbis "aandwleb" wltb

a racular typawrltar.

4. Plaea CSXOPHANE batman t«o

piaeaa of Keyatona Plain
Lantara-allda Olaaa.

i. Bind slide wltb tape.

(. na iTi

4.

5.

6.

A typewritten slide

made with Keystone
cellophane and carbon

paper.

Prices for Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Materials

They Save the Teacher's Time and
Efforts, because of vivid presentation

of the subject matter.

Special Copy Is Available for hand-
made slides for a large number of

school and religious units.

The Materials Are Inexpensive. Etched
glass can be cleaned and used over
and over, thus reducing the cost to a

very small figure. Keystone Crayons
have a maximum of coloring mate-
rials as compared with colored pencils.

The OVERHEAD PRO-
JECTOR is the last step

in making the classroom

use of hand-made lantern

elides interesting, prac-

tical, and effective.

Standard Outfit $23.95

Junior Outfit 6.15

Keystone Etched Class, per Doz 1.60

Keystone Etched Class, 50 Pieces 5.50

Keystone Plain Lantern-Slide Glass, per 100 3.25

Keystone Lantern-Slide Crayons, per Box of

7 Colors .95

Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Set of 7

Colors, with Can of Solvent 2.75

Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink, per Bottle ... .40

Half Pint Keystone Lantern-Slide-Ink and
Lead-Pencil Solvent 40

2.25

.20

Pkg. of 100 Keystone Cellophane and Car-

bon Paper

Roll Keystone Binding Tape for 50 Slides .

A Book of Handmade-Slide Drawings for the

Primary Grades (Send for Prospectus) .

The Ecclesiastical Year in Symbols 2.00

Instruction Booklet, "How to Make Hand-
made-Lantern Slides"

Keystone Handmade-Lantern-Slide Holder

Case for Standard Keystone Hand-
made-Lantern-Slide Outfit .... 5.50

SPECIAL PRICES ON CASE LOT: OF KEYSTONE LANTERN-SLIDE SLASS AND KEYSTONE ETCHED GLASS

Our nearest representative will take care of
your needs. Write for further information.

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
Studios and Factory

—

Meadville, Pa.

SINCE 1892— PRODUCERS OF SUPERIOR VISUAL AIDS

a / Educational Screen
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Just Released

!

NINE NEW TEACHING FILMS BY CORONET...

NINE NEW FILMS joiii the distinguished library of Coronet Instruc-

tional Films . . . films distinguished by their teaching effectiveness,

educational authenticity, and student appeal. For each Coronet Film

is produced by an educationally experienced staff working in the clos-

est collaboration with active educators, both nationally known subject

matter specialists and experienced classroom teachers. So Coronet Films

are your finest teaching tools, designed by teachers for your classroom

. . . with your curriculum . . . with your students.

SOCIAL STUDIES BUSINESS & ECONOMICS qoidaNCE

Alaska: A Modern Frontier
Capitolism

HEALTH & SAFETY

Sofe living At School

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Softball For Boys

Yoor Family

LANGUAGE & ARTS

Build Your Vocobulary

We'll be glad to send yoo a

complete catalog or infor-

mation on purchase, lease-

purchase, or rental sources.

life In A Fishing Village

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

January, 1949



How Many of Your

Class Rooms Would

One Set of Pakfolds

Darken?

PatejUed

The Draper Portable Pakfold can take if—easy

to transport from room to room where needed. To
apply this darkening shade or remove it, simply lift

its supporting pulley from the pulley bracket, by
use of the Draper Pulley Fork. No screws to remove
—no ladder to climb.

When the Pakfold hongs over a double roller

shade, as illustrated, both shades hanging on the

face of casings or wall—a pair of Pakfold Spring
Clips will hold the cloth close fitting around the
double roller assembly, eliminating interference of
the two shades and giving excellent darkening.

When not in use, the Pakfold is rolled up in a neat
roll, with cover fastened by turn-buttons to keep it

clean and in good condition, as illustrated.

Pakfolds are practical in all sizes. For large

windows of unusual width or length Pakfolds are
made with two sets of pulleys and cords.

LUTHER O. DRAPER
Shade Company
Dept. ES-1, Spicelond, Indiana

FLASHBACKS!—25 Years Ago
Cuts from Volume III, No. 7

The Educational Screen, January 1924

• EDITOR'S NOTE: Early issues of Educational Screen,

we've discovered, still make interestinfj reading. In this nezif

Flashbac'KS feature (and no other visual education magazine

can quote itself from 25 years ago!), we plan to share monthly

with today's Screen readers some of the things we said, the

neivs we noted, the developments we recorded on those early

pages. Those ivho have zvatched visu<il education grozv up will

find many a chuckle, a reminiscence, a thought in these quotes

from yesteryear. And all those wha are now interested in and
working with audio-zisual materials in education should find

in Flashbacks nexv respect for the visual education pioneer,

nezv appreciation of the progress made in the a-v field.

Without further ado, then, we're back to January, 1924,

looking into Volume III, No. 1, the Educational Screen . . .

Editorial .... The Educational Screen is on the

way to rendering a greater service to the visual

movement than was ever possible for a magazine

before ... a potent influence toward the stimula-

tion of keener interest, throughout the educational,

social and religious fields, in the power of the

'picture'."

Article .... "Cinema, as an educational medium,
speaks a universal language. \\'hat could better

promote good will and understanding among peo-

ples and nations to whom language is an insuper-

able barrier, a most prolific source of suspicion

and misunderstanding?"

—

Picture Propaganda by
Florence N. Tremper, New York City.

Meeting .... "The Fifty-Fourth Annual Conven-

tion of the Department of Superintendents of the

N.E.A. is to be held in Chicago . . . there is such a

widespread interest in the subject of Visual Instruc-

tion that the Department of Superintendents will

devote an entire morning to the subject and the

newly created Department of Visual Instruction of

the N.E.A. has been asked to enter heartily into

the formulation of the program."

New Pictures .... "The second of the Chronicles of

America Photoplays, Jamestown, is released . . .

For the first time on the screen history is given

meaning and life."

Among Our Advertisers in 1924 who are still with

us in this issue ...
Keystone View Company—see page 8
DeVry Corporation—see facing page

Off the FCA "Press" . . .

• "How to Obtain and Screen Films for Community Use" by
Cecile Starr, one in a series of eight how-to-do-it pamphlets, is

now available from the Film Council of America, 6 W. Ontario,

Chicago 10. The entire series of pamphlets can be ordered for

$1.00; individual pamphlets are 15c each.

• "Meet Your Neighbors," "Sex—Face It !", and "Problems of

the Atomic Age" are the titles of the first three film" discussion

guides on topics of general interest available from FCA head-

quarters in Chicago. Copies will be distributed to community

film councils and to other interested groups and individuals upon

request.

• "A Selected List of Audio-Visual Materials on World Gov-
ernment," prepared to aid in the program of the United World
Federalists and issued originally by the Newark Film Council,

can now be secured from FCA headquarters in Chicago. In-

cluded in the list are motion pictures, recordings, slides, and

filmstrips which should prove invaluable as a basis for discus-

sion of world problems and world government

10 Educational Screen



True 25 Years Ago . . . Truer Than Ever Today!

i^j

Choice o] iKem all

The DeUrM Corporalion

DeVry "Theatre-in-a-Siiitcase" with projector,
amplifier, speaker and screen in one compact,
lightweight case . . . complete (9ilC AA
for AC-DC operation at

.i

devry's your best
16mm PROJECTOR BUY

Today in Washington's Smithsonian Institution—along with such epochal "FIRSTS" as
the Wright Brothers' FIRST airplane—you find DeVry's "theatre-in-a-suitcase" the world's
FIRST practical portable motion picture projector.

In 1913 ^"^^y started building the
portable projectors that made

visual education possible . . . and became
a motivating spirit in this greatest of all

developments in teaching techniques.

In
1 9/3 '''^ advertisement reproduced
'**' above appeared—an advertise-

ment heralding DeVry's choice then—as
well as now—as preferred portable motion
picture equipment for school, church, in-

dustry and government.

In 1933 ^'''' sound available on 16
'**'* mm film—DeVry was ready

with the best of projectors to meet ex-
panded opportunities for this essential
teaching and training tool.

Ill I 0^ « the nation's government again
III I #tj

ggij^
u^gj,

j„„g^ DeVry!" by
adding another Army-Navy "E" Award for

excellence in manufacture. By war's end
DeVry had a total of five such awards; the

only manufacturer of motion picture equip-
ment so honored.

In I 9ab ^^^^y gave industry, com-
#*tW

YneTce, education, religion and
government, two incomparable 16mm. units

—the DeVry lightweight "Theatre-in-a-

Suitcase" and DeVry's "Super 16."

For 1949 ^^^^'y'^ Research and De-
'^' velopment departments are

pacing production know-how to give the

audio-visual world "perfection in projec-

tion" at the lowest possible unit cost.

Before you buy, COMPARE—and youll BUY DeVry.

Product of Craftsmen Who
Build Theatre Projectors

DeVry's "Theatre-in-a-Suitcase" is de-

signed and built by the same engineers

and craftsmen whose 35mm. equipment

is used in Hollywood and in the

world's finer theatres.

DeVRY CORPORATION ES-Fl
1111 Armitage Avenue

Chicago 14, Illinois

Please send particulars on: D '"Theatre-in-a-Suitcase" n"Super 16"

Name

Address

City State

In Canada contact Arrow^ Films, Ltd., 1115 Bay St., Toronto 5 Ont.

DeYRY corporation, 1111 ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 14, U.S. A.

January, 1949 II



As Viewed From Here Paul C. Reed

"^e urge only top-standard projection facilities

wherever projected pictures are to be used"

FACILITATION!
• Unwittingly we touched tinder in California the other month,

and the tinder touched off some well-aimed missiles that hit their

mark promptly.

It started with our publication of the visualized report of the

"Modern Projection Classroom" planned to meet specific projection

needs in the Williamsport (Pennsylvania) Technical Institute.

"Haven't we developed way beyond the concept of a special

audio-visual room?" knowingly queried one of California's most

prominent visual experts. And he added, "To me such rooms are

the most damnably limiting devices that we can possibly suggest."

More restrained, but no less emphatic, were the comments of

other Califomians: "Within the last six months, in three major con-

ferences of top-flight educators, the opposite trend has been empha-

sized—to prepare all classrooms for the use of audio-visual teaching

tools." And there was admonition veiled with flattery, "With your

vast knowledge of audio-visual education I am sure that you do not

endorse the suggestions as published in this article."

Well, where do we stand?

Certainly we believe in the generalization of the ideal that "all

classrooms should be equipped for the projection of pictures." But

the application of this ideal must be tempered with reality. Varied

and valid reasons could and do justify exceptions to this generalized

ideal.

In many subject-matter areas, especially in high school curricula,

there are altogether too few pictures to possibly warrant projection

facilities for all classrooms. In technical schools and others with

specialized shops and laboratories for specific purposes, traditional

"classrooms" are an exception. In many schools the current lack of

funds for audio-visual equipment and materials might well cause the

deferment of projection facilities for every classroom.

We urge only top-standard projection facilities wherever pro-

jected pictures are to be used—in church, in school, clubroom, or
meeting hall. The best facilities are those that make it easiest for the

teacher or group leader to use projected pictures. Therein lies the

very essence of the word "facility". But no one blueprint or one
generalization can define the facilities that will meet all situations.

Facilitation depends upon circumstances. Needs must be studied

and facilities developed to meet those needs. That's what was done
in Williamsport.

Educational Screen



THERE seems to be general agreement that teach-

ing today is much more complex than it was
a hundred years ago. Not that the child has

changed in his physical, mental, and emotional make-
up, or in his needs and interests ; the big change has

come in the new responsibilities which the school has

been given. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are still

important in the modern school ; new units, varying

from personal grooming to sociological changes due
to the atomic age, have been added. This great variety

of learning activities has greatly increased the teacher's

sphere of work.

Adequate tools must be provided to enable the

teacher to carry on the more difficult job of meeting
these new responsibilities and changing conditions.

Just as industry develojjed .scientific tools for the pro-

duction of better products, so have educators dis-

covered new. tools for better teaching. However, until

recently their presence in the classroom was rare, and
in places where they did e.xist. the technical knowledge
to make the best use of them was not widespread.

The period since \\'orld War II has seen many
schools become concerned over these new instructional

aids and the proper methods of using them. As might
be expected, the direction which this concern has taken
varies considerably throughout the country. In most
in.stances the department organized to handle the newer
aids has been "set up"' independently of existing

facilities for library and textbooks. Radio, motion
pictures, filmstrips, recordings, and the like have been
looked upon as something distinctly different from
the "traditional tools" such as books and blackboards,
and therefore required a separate department to

handle them. Portland was no exception. Over a
period of years departments of radio, textbooks, audio-
visual, and professional library have been developed
here, as in most other places.

No criticism need be leveled at the operation and
.service that the.se separate units performed. What
each one was '^et up to do it did with enthusiasm,
diligence, and for the most part, complete disregard
for all other instructional aid departments. But grad-
ually, as those concerned with curriculum development
and the improvement of instruction came to realize

that all aids are an integral ])art of one teaching jjrocess,

it became apparent that these various departments

one focal point for all teaching aids

Portland's

MITI^RIALS

Center

by AMO DE BERNARDIS
Director, Instructional Materials,

Portland Public Schools

Educational recordings and pictures for primary children On-the-air classroom broadcasting for older students

All photo.'^ courtesy Dept. of Visual Education, Portland Public Schools



might function more effectively if they were integrated.,

into one operational unit. The result was the creation

of an Instructional Materials Center. The main idea

back of this unification is to provide for the Portland

teachers one resource center from which they can ob-

tain any and all teaching aids that fit their instructional

needs, and also receive professional help in their use.

The assembly of these different tools in one central

depository will not automatically improve instruction.

All of the people connected with organizing or work-

ing in the new department realize that effective use of

aids in the classroom does not come about through

the mere process of administrative reorganization.

They do see, however, an opportunity to build a use-

ful instructional aids center which will provide teachers

and children the best possible service. It will be more
than a storehouse for materials. It will be an interest-

ing place where displays, workshop facilities, preview,

auditioning and reading rooms are not only available

to teachers who know what they want, but will also

suggest ideas to those who do not.

Material Areas

Table 1 shows the various units which will make
•up the Center. At the present time certain units are

not as conveniently located as they should be. If space

is made available, however, all units will be housed
together to make for more efficient operation. At the

present time three units—radio, audio-visual and
hooks—are well developed. The areas of community
resources and museum materials are in the process of

organization, and the selection and appraisal of in-

structional supplies are activities in which the center

has already made considerable progress.

Visual. The visual area includes over one thousand
16mm films, two thousand filmstrips, hundreds of

sets of flat pictures, many sets of slides, both black and
white and colored, maps, globes, and the like. A
photographic laboratory is available for producing
materials of a local nature. To date, many sets of
2x2 colored slides have been made for instruction

on local resources, and- a convenient preview room
has been provided for teachers.

Audio. Portland is fortunate in having its own ,

standard broadcasting station, KBPS. Through this re- I

source educational programs are broadcast each day
to the schools. Hundreds of transcribed programs on
disc or tape are also available to teachers. Each year J

hundreds of children have an opportunity to prepare I
and present their own programs over the air. Many
of these student productions, such as Junior Town ,

Meeting and Kid Critics, are used constantly by I

teachers in their day-by-day classroom instruction.

Books. The number and variety of books used by
Portland teachers have expanded enormously. In

1933 the titles for levels 1-8 could be listed on two
typewritten pages. Today it takes over twenty-two
pages to list the books used in the elementary schools.

Teachers are encouraged to visit the book division

and make their own selections. Provisions are made
for exchange of books which need repair. As teachers

become accustomed to using the textbook division, a
great deal of waste and hoarding of books will be

avoided as they will be able to get what they want
when they need it.

A professional library of books, periodicals, re-

source units, and other materials is available to the

professional staff of the district. This unit is an im-

portant aspect of curriculum development, in-service

classes, and professional teacher growth.

Community Resources. This area has been over-

looked in most school systems, and little has been done
in an organized way in Portland. The Center, with the

assistance of a group of teachers, is making a study

of the local resources which correlate with the curric-

ulum. As soon as the information is compiled, it will

be issued to teachers in a handbook. The Center will

act as a clearing house for field trips and use of re-

source people. This will make for better distribution

of trips and not overwork any one source.

Museum. Portland has not been as fortunate as

other cities in having museum facilities readily ac-

TABLE I INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER
MATERIAL AREAS

*

VISUAL

Films

AUDIO

Radio

BOOKS

Textbooks

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES MUSEUM

Industries Exhibits

INSTRUCTIONAL
SUPPLIES

(Standard and Minimum

Filmstrips

Slides

Flat pictures

Recordings Professional

_ . . books
Transcriptions

_ , . . Pamphlets
Television

Factories Dioramas

Raw materials Models

Government Student and

Supply)

1. Construction paper

2. Science equipment and
supplies

Maps and globes

Posters

Magazines

Supplementary
books

projects teacher exhibits

Resource people
3. Gjrm equipment

4. Music

Graphs
5. Kindergarten M

Audio-visual
6. Art M

equipment
7. Industrial arts 1

1

Micro-film
8. Other departments ll

14 Educational Screen



TABLE II INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER
SERVICES

TRAINING FOR USE PROCUREMENT DISTRIBUTION MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION

In-service training

Conferences

Workshops

Examination and
appraisal

Establishment of

standards

Cataloging

Records

Transcriptions

Repair and Service

of:

Radios

Projectors

SUdes

Photos

Motion pictures

Demonstrations Visual aids Recorders
Exhibits

Evaluation Exhibits
Science equipment Dioramas

Planning for use of

materials

Training in use of

equipment

Instructional

supplies

Bulletins

Books

Maps and globes

Films, slides, etc.

Filmstrips

Posters

Manuals

Assistance in selection

of materials
-

cessible. The main concern of the Center in this area

will be to provide museum materials for circulation to

schools. Through the cooperation of the Portland

Museum Foundation, exhibits of birds and minerals

are being given to the Center for distribution, where
they will supplement exhibits of teacher and pupil-

made materials already on display there.

Services

Table II shows the kinds of services the Center

provides.

In-Service Education. The mechanical functions of

procuring, classifying, and distributing aids are import-

ant, but all this does not have much influence in the

classroom unless the teacher knows how to make
effective use of the materials. To transmit this knowl-
edge, in-service classes in audio-visual aids, radio, and
community resources are being conducted by members
of the Center's staff. Bulletins, handbooks, and other

publications are provided and teachers are encouraged
to visit the Center for help in the selection and use

of both aids and equipment. Coordinators in each

school help teachers in locating and obtaining needed
materials. At best the in-service education phase of

the program has only been "scratched." Teachers need
and want help in the use of teaching aids; it is a big

job in which the Center can assist, but it is also the

job of everyone connected with the school system.

Distribution. Getting aids and equipment to the

teachers when they are needed is an important aspect

of any teaching aids program. The Center maintains

a weekly delivery schedule to each school. Schools can
have two deliveries a week if they so desire. Every-
thing is done to exhibit the delivery of materials to the

teacher. Materials must reach the classroom on time or
else a great deal of their effectiveness is lost.

Maintenance. Nothing discourages a teacher more
than to have materials or equipment arrive in poor con-
dition. Therefore, provision is made to keep all in-

,
structional materials in good repair. Prpjectors, books,
recorders, maps, globes and the like are checked peri-

odically in order to assure their optimum performance.

The Look Ahead

It is much too early to draw any definite conclusions

as to the value of the Center. Even on the basis of

limited present experience, however, the unified center

seems to have many advantages. Here are a few

:

1. It minimizes the tendency to look upon certain in-

structional aids as entirely unique and therefore unrelated

to the general process of education.

2. It provides better coordination of service functions of

purchase, distribution, and maintenance.

3. It has elicited more coordinated effort on the part

of staff in the in-service growth of teachers.

4. It makes for greater economy, both in use of ma-
terials and in effort by staff and the classroom teacher.

5. It has provided more effective coordination of aids

within each school.

6. It has made possible a more efficient inventory.

7. It has made possible a better implementation of the

curriculum.

Space limitations have made this description of the

program necessarily brief, and no mention has been

made of the difficulties, both human and material, which

will have to be overcome before this idea of an inte-

grated center meets with universal approval. The phi-

losophy, however, seems sound and the organization

which provides teachers with one focal point for in-

structional materials is obviously practical. The unified

instructional materials center looks to the future as its

proving ground.

United Nations Film Award

A new film award, to be called the United Nations

Award, has been established by the British Film Acade-

my. The award will be given annually to "any film of

outstanding merit which embodies ideals implicit in the

United Nations Charter." The decision, made at the

annual meeting of the British Film Academy, has been

transmitted officially to the United Nations in a letter to

Jean Benoit-Levy, Director, Films and Visual Informa-

tion Division, UN Department of Public Information.
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WHY are Hlms produced by

the Government? HOW do

you get them? WHAT is the

outlook for the coming year?

by SEERLEY REID*

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

A p-oduct;on still from the color film, "Retailing Fish."

IN 1940 there were some 350 U. S. Government
films available for public use. Today there are

more than 1500. This fourfold increa.se is. per-

haps better than any other statistic or generalization,

a measure of the growth of Government films during
the last decade.

This pre-war to post-war increase is due, of course,

almost entirely to the war itself. Over two-thirds of

today's 1500 films are war films—films produced dur-
ing the war for war purposes. Fortunately, many of

them have equal usefulness today—operating a lathe,

canning garden vegetables, or applying a tourniquet.

Within the Federal Government, films are part of

iufonnation or training /urograms of specific agencies
charged by laze ivith particular duties and responsi-
bilities. The italics are deliberate since this concept is

often forgotten by those who feel that the Government
should produce films on health or housing or sex edu-
cation or American history. There is no national film
board, no central film service within our Federal Gov-
ernment, and there are no films per se.

Instead, films are produced and used only to carry
out particular statutory responsibilities. The U. S.
Department of Agriculture, for example, is now carry-
ing on a campaign, authorized by Congress and for
which funds were appropriated by Congress, to con-
trol and eradicate white pine blister rust. In this
campaign films are being used along with publica-
tions, demonstrations, exhibits, and radio programs-
all for the specific purpose of controlling white pine
blister rust.

Government films are a means of efifecting or ad-
ministering a program; they are not separate from
that program. Because of this fact, it is apparent that

.Assistant Chief, Visual Aids to Education, Federal Security
Agency, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

"Probably the greatest exception is that of the U. S. Office
of Education war training films which were produced
specifically for classroom use in vocational schools and
industrial plants. This, however, was a special wartime
program.

16

U. S. GOVERNIV

Government films are not school films. They were
not made, except in rare instances, for classroom
use.' Yet many of them do have a real value in schools

and in adult education. The film Poicer and the Land
was made to encourage the formation of REA co-

operatives and the extension of the rural electrification

program of the Department of Agriculture
;

yet the

film is also educationally valuable as a picture of rural

life. The film Valley of the Tennessee, produced to

show foreign peoples something of American life and
the achievement of TVA, has perhaps equal useful-

ness in American schools.

,

Recognizing the value of such films to .Kmerican
schools and colleges, the U. S. Office of Education
has worked to facilitate the release of Government
films for educational use and has made available to

all Government agencies its facilities for the distribu-

tion of their films. Such activity is in line with the
Office of Education's statutory responsibility "to dif-

fuse such information as shall aid the people of the
United States in the estai)Iishment of efficient school
systems, and otherwise promote the cause of educa-
tion tiiroughout the country."

The Xavy Department, for example, recognizing
the value of its films in schools and college programs,
releases for such educational use those of its films

which are declassified, i.e.. contain no secret informa-
tion, and which are free from contractual or copy-

Educational Screen



U. S. Forest Service

Pike National Forest, Colorado. The U. S. national forests

are "Everyman's Empire," the title of a recent Forest

Service film.

T FILMS, 1949

right restrictions. At the present time, 428 Xavy
films have been so released.

Just as Government films are produced in order to

effect a particular program, so they are released and
distributed in the specific way best calculated to achieve

this end. Most of the Department of Agriculture

films, for example, are distributed through the State

Extension Services to county and home demonstra-

tion agents. Those of the Veterans Administration

are handled by the VA Regional Offices ; those of the

U. S. Public Health Service through State and local

health departments.

Secondary distribution of Government films, i.e.,

educational use not directly related to their primary

purpose, is handled in most instances by the U. S.

Office of Education through its contract with Castle

Films Division of United World Films, Inc. At the

present time, 1130 films of 10 difl^erent Ciovernment

agencies have been released through the Office of

Education and may be purchased from Castle Films.

The Ofhce of Education itself does not loan or sell

films.

Complete directions for borrowing, renting, and

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

Contour strip farming and diversion terraces. Soil and con-
servation is the theme of a new series of four films produced
by the Soil Conservation Service.

purchasing the films of all Government agencies are

given in the accompanying table.

It should be pointed out that the films of some
Government agencies are not included in this table

for the simple reason that they are not generally

available to the American public. This is another

example of the point made previously that films are

part of particular programs. The Army, Air Force,

and Navy, for example, make films for the informa-

tion or training of military personnel. They do not

make, except in the case of public relations or re-

cruiting pictures, films for the general public. Con-
sequently, their films, many of which contain re-

stricted or secret information, are limited to their

own personnel (except as was noted above, in those

instances where a film has been declassified and re-

leased for educational use). Similarly, the Depart-

ment of State is producing films for use abroad: its

responsibility is that of foreign relations and it has

no authority to distribute such films within the United

States.

Finally—and this is forecast only—what will 1949

bring in the way of Government films? In a way, it is

foolhardy to prognosticate so soon after the experience

of the recent election. In a real sense, it is almost

impossible to predict in view of the unsettled world
situation and of the undetermined program of the

81st Congress. About all that can be said is that

films will continue to be used to implement and to

effect Government programs. As those programs in-

crease, so will the production and use of Government
films increase. Many of them will be useful tools in

classroom and adult education, valuable additions to

the growing library of U. S. Government films.

See fhe Table on "How fo Obfain U. S. Government Films" Which Follows

January, 1949 17
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by

ROBERT E. BRUBAKER
Director of Overseas Relations,

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

A summary of educational film problems abroad based on actual observation

ALL is not well with audio-visual education in

Europe. It urgently needs a blood transfusion

in sqine ten European countries. I have bad
good opportunity to feel its weak pulse beat. The most
important reasons for its state of anemia are:

1. The nations of Europe are weak from many
tragic wars that have sapped their energies.

2. Their educational methods, as a whole, are formal,

their courses traditional, and their teachers conserva-
tive, as compared with American standards.

3. European teachers, with some exceptions, are
opposed to progressive pedagogic methods, seemingly
out of fear that these will undermine their dominant
position in the classroom. Thus, most of them do not
favor the educational sound films because "they do
not want a strange voice to teach their pupils".

4. Most of the governments of Europe fail to set

aside adequate funds for educational purposes. Many
schools lack basic equipment and teachers are paid
starvation wages. What interest, then, have they in

buying projectors and classroom films?

5. European production of 16mm projectors is piti-

fully small, designs and quality in most instances in-
adequate. Hand-produced, they sell at a price which
places them out of reach of 997^ of all the schools.
American equipment, while often of superior quality,
is not much cheaper. It sells for at least twice tlie

U. S. retail price.

6. The production of films is in its infancy. Most
of them are of the silent type and not always authen-
tic. Worst of all, there is a wasteful duplication of
production. (There are ])robabIy as many educational
film.s on "Wheat" and "Glass" as there are European
Ministers of Education, and the various countries
scorn each other's productions.)

7. Frustrating above all, however, is the fact that
those European educators who look upon American
audio-visual aids as perfectly adaptable for use in
their schools are prevented from acquiring them be-
cause of the acute shortage of dollar-currency.

Here is the general situation as it exists in each
-of the countries I have visited:
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BELGIUM
Some attempts were made before the war to intro-

duce educational films into the public and Catholic
schools. Those behind these efforts never got far
because of lack of concrete plans and funds, and poor
organization. The end of the war brought with it a
wider and stronger ititerest among teachers to make
full use of educational films in the schools, though
progress is still slow. There is a nationalistic tendency
to wait and rely on Belgian-produced projectors and
films, even though it may mean inferior products at
greater expense since Belgian industrv is not equipped
to do the job. Educational funds are still being diverted
to other uses. While it would seem desirable that
Belgium alleviate the shortage of audio-visual aids
with imports from the United States, this is not pos-
sible because of the lack of dollar currency. An addi-
tional handicap is the bi-lingual nature of Belgian
education. Educational sound films must be available
with French and Flemish sound tracts.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Czechoslovakia is probably the most pathetic example

of a country which looked to the West for cultural
and educational ties but succumbed to the East's
political pressure. This country had gone furthest
in adopting modern educational methods, including
visual education. The Czechs already had a network!
of 160 main and sub libraries, yet it was only in 1946'
that the Educational Research Institute and the Min,
istry of Education began the organization of audio-
visual education. Furthermore, they approached all

problems in an objective manner, drawing heavily
on the experiences of other countries. They greatly
admired American progress and hoped to conduct a
lively exchange of information, ideas and films with
American institutions. They planned sending students
to those American universities offering special courses
in audio-visual education. Since the tragic end of the
Czechoslovak republic, it is not very likelv that the

Educational Screen



Czech teachers will have an opportunity to become
Europ)e's leaders in the audio-visual field.

DENMARK
The officials in charge, being unreceptive to the

latest developments in this field, promote their own
ideas among the teachers of Denmark. This will go
on until the government liberalizes visual-education

practices and young, vigorous teachers demand intro-

duction of the modern scientific audio-visual methods.

FRANCE
Interest in educational films and filmstrips is per-

haps above average among French teachers. There are

groups who have been promoting audio-visual aids

for a number of years. The economic plight of post-

war France has acted as a brake on their programs,

as school budgets are shockingly inadequate for the

purchase of even the most basic school materials. Since

France lacks foreign exchange to enable it to import
audio-visual materials, it had to look to its own pros-

trate industry for such supplies. Production of 16mm
projectors and educational films is woefully inade-

quate, yet the industry has achieved some fine results

from a qualitative point of view. This is not enough,
however, to satisfy demand and while interest remains
lively, little has been accomplished to translate am-
bitious plans into reality.

HOLLAND
Holland is a stronghold for those who deny the

sound film any value in classroom teaching. Here we
have pro-silent organization, which through its semi-

official position under the supervision of the Ministry
of Education, uses every means and argument to dis-

credit aii(iio-v\s\.ia\ edcuation. However, their efforts

to indoctrinate teachers in this direction have not been
very successful. I had an opportunity to confer with

many of them who expressed the belief that the edu-

cational sound film is bound to find its way into the

schools of Holland and that only e.xtensive experi-

mentation will establish the superiority of either the

sound or the silent film for classroom teaching. Since,

however, these audio-visual enthusiasts depend upon
imports from .America as a source of supply, they will

be forced to wait until Holland has re-established a

favorable balance of trade with the United States.

ITALY
Audio-visual education was virtually non-existent

in Italy before the war. Rut present interest is large,

although mostly confined to the bigger cities. Here
it is not so much the teachers and educators who are

boosting the use of educational films in the schools,

but the Italian motion picture industry. We are now
well familiar with the e.xcellence of Italian entertain-

ment films. The industry is actively engaged in the

search for new outlets for its products. There are

thousands of small villages where, because of the low
standard of living, it is not profitable to build 35mm
theaters. As a consequence, these communities look to

the 16mm film for inexpensive entertainment. There
are nearly a dozen Italian manufacturers producing
16mm projectors, some of which are excellent. Since
the Catholic ])arishes dominate community life, it is

logical that they encourage the use of 16mm enter-

tainment films under their own supervision. More
and more parish priests are using the film for re-

ligious education and the next step is the u.se of

projectors and films for general education in the Catholic
schools, adult groups and clubs. While the Italian

manufacturers of 16mm projectors will undoubtedlv
hold their own in competition with .American pro
ducers, it will take some time before the motion pic-

ture industry in Italy will succeed in producing truly

authentic educational films in sufficient quantities xo

satisfy the already existing demand.

NORWAY
The use of educational films in Norwegian schools

had been widesjjread for a number of years before the

German occupation. Most films were of the silent

type. The war, however, put a complete halt to the

development of visual education. In fact the Germans
destroyed or looted many of the projectors. Films
deteriorated and could not be replaced. As a result

there is an acute demand for audio-visual equipment.
Norway, however, suffers from a serious dollar short-

age with which to purchase it ; otherwise its schools

would be well on their way to effective use of modern
educational aids. Oddly enough, Oslo, the country's

capital and its largest and wealthiest city, had not kept

pace with ])re-war use of educational films in the

schools of its sister cities. The visual director in

charge regarded the 16mm projector and film as a
toy and recommended that Oslo's schools be equipped
with 35mm projectors. High cost, fire danger, clumsi-

ness of equipment and other disadvantages soon de-

moralized the teachers and the program bogged down.
The war gave it the "coup de grace". At the end of the

war, the Ministry of Education appointed a committee
of three Mell-known educators to reorganize audio-
visual instruction in the schools of Norway. The
three members are very progressive and are determined
to develop a program which will use the best equip-
ment, films and techniques available today. One of

them is now actively engaged in testing the eiTective-

ness of educational sound films for classroom teaching.

PORTUGAL
This is one of the few countries in the world where

there is no lack of foreign exchange to slow down the

introduction of educational films. There are, however,
other factors which have made of Portugal a virgin

territory for audio-visual education. While as far back
as 1935 a government commission recommended the

introduction of motion pictures for teaching, it made
the mistake of specifying 35mm equipment and films.

Probably no more than a dozen among the poor

schools of Portugal could afford to purchase a complete

35mm installation. The matter rests -there to this

day. Furthermore, Portugal has a law that forbids

the commercial use of 16mm equipment. This has also

adversely influenced those who have made repeated

but weak attempts to introduce the sub-standard film

for teaching.

SPAIN
There is considerable interest in educational films

in Spain. However, it is of recent date and has not

matured. Here too the impetus is provided by the

attractive commercial possibilities of sub-,standard

motion pictures. S])ain is a very poor country, and
the introduction of 16mm theaters is a logical de-

velopment. In view of the ])<)litical situation, which has

resulted in economic isolation of this fascist country,

there is hardly a possibility that Spain will be able

(Continued on pacic 34)
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by ANGELICA W. CASS. Evening Elementary School. New York City

HAVE you made the field trip a part of your adult

education program ? Well, we have and this is

how it works. There are approximately 900
men and women enrolled in our evening school. They
range in age from 17 to 84 and come from 49 dififerent

nations, including the Pan-American republics, most of

the European countries, Turkey, Iran, Egypt, China

and Japan.

The immediate needs of these students are (1) to

overcome their language handicap and (2) to adjust

to the life of the community in which they now live. In

order to meet these needs it devolves upon us in the

school as planners and leaders to contrive as many op-

portunities as possible foi our students to become fa-

miliar with their immediate surroundings and the proc-

esses of community living.

What better way to do this than through the medium
of the field trip ?

With the help of our fine group of teachers we soon

had a list of places to visit that both students and teach-

ers felt would further and supplement our program.
The list included visits to a nearby milk plant, a news-
paper, a bakery, a library, an exhibit of modern paint-

ings, an exhibit of new building materials and a radio

broadcast. This is how we went about conducting the

field trip to a milk plant in the community.

A class had been discussing how milk is handled be-

fore it reaches the consumer. The teacher told the

group that arrangements could be made for a trip to a
milk plant. The group immediately set to work making
plans as to (1) when and where to meet for the trip,

(2) the best means of reaching the plant, and (3) what

they would need to take with them, such as car fare,

pencils, etc.

Then, after more discussion, a set of objectives for

the trip was listed on the blackboard. Processes they

desired to see and questions they wished answered were
included.

The following evening 27 men and women (teacher

included as a group member) arrived at the milk plant

as scheduled and were met by the manager of the divi-

sion. He had been so much interested in the purpose

of the trip as it had been set forth to him when the ar-

rangements for authorizations, jiermissions, etc. were
made that he had volunteered to take charge of the

trip himself.

For nearly an hour the group was taken from proc-

ess to process, some of the members lingering to watch,

to ask questions of the guide and teacher, and to take

notes or to discuss things among themselves. The entire

group was especially interested in the "homogenizing"

(Continued on page 39)

ADULTS TOO NEED FIELD TRIP EXPERIENCE

Teacher antl students pose tor a picture In front of fke milk plant they have /iitf visited. Commented one of ffce group: "We
had a good time and we learned something we couldn't have learned as well In our classroom."
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Mrs. EHA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed.D.. Editor

PERIODICALS

• High Points—Vol 30, no. 8. October, 1948. Board of

Education, 110 Livingston St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

This issue has several excellent articles in the field of

audio-visual aids. "Films and Attitudes", by Dina M. Bleich,

relates a school-wide program of films based on a social

studies theme, which helped to build desirable attitudes

among pupils in an under-privileged area. A committee
of teachers served as discussion leaders, helping to select

films and to preview. Basic questions for discussion were
formulated for each film and placed on slides to be used
before and after the showing. The technique of discussion

was left to the leader. The second article recommended
is "The Marshall Plan—Audio-Visual Aids", by Esther L.

Berg, enumerating some of the films available from Euro-
pean producers which illustrate the problems which make
necessary American aid. A third article is "Making a School
Documentary", by Harold Edell, Morris High School. This
film had as its purpose to show how high school students

of mixed racial background live and learn together in har-

mony. It was filmed by a teacher, in color, during and
after school hours and subsequently edited to make a unified

presentation which takes 30 minutes. Another article, by
a librarian, describes how a record library is loaned for

home or class listening: "12 Inches—78 R.P.M.", by Irma
Schweikart. Finally, for recommended reading, there is "A
Year of Assembly Programs at the Chelsea Vocational High
School", by Mary A. Natkin.

UTILIZATION
• City Study in the Upper Elementary Grades^Adelaide

Blouch, Hayes School, Lakevvood, Ohio. "Journal of
Geography", 47:306. Nov. 1948.

An interesting description of a technique which these
elementary classes have learned for understanding how
cities look and grow. This school is in a suburban com-
munity of Cleveland, and the first city to be studied is

Cleveland; later other cities are studied in the same way.
A variety of visual devices are brought in: simple diagrams,
community maps, air photographs, excursions, color slides.

The class is arranged in groups, or committees, for finding
out information or assembling materials. The author sum-
marizes with 12 significant outcomes from this method of
study.

• Postage Stamps as Visual Aid Material in the Teaching
of Geography—James K. Anthony, Tennessee A. and I.

State College, Nashville, Tenn. "Journal of Geography",
47:325. Nov. 1948.

Here is a report on the postage stamps since 1912 which
could be used as documentary information on American
life and important events: a series on the national parks,
the territorial series, commemorative stamps on the open-
ing of the Panama Canal, etc. The author believes that
smce stamp collecting is a very popular hobby, students
might be stimulated to find visual materials in stamps as
part of their own interest in stamps and in geography. Since,
admittedly, many of the best stamps are already collector's
Items, this would by no means be an inexpensive hobby. As

a guide to the subjects available in stamps, there is a cata-

log published by the U. S. Post Office Department, Wash-
ington, D. C, "A Description of U. S. Postage Stamps
1847-1947".

• Visual Education in Dickenson Cotmty—James M. Skeen,
Supt. of Schools, Dickenson County. "Virginia Journal
of Education", 41 :no.2. p. 12.

A mobile projection service made available to the schools
in the outlying mountain districts where there is no elec-

tricity has brought "a new world to the mountains, and
some children for the first time have seen a movie." Adults
have access to the projector, for education and for enter-

tainment.

Half the schools in this country have electricity, so that

sound projectors and silent projectors are available in the
buildings. A film library, a collection of slides and film-

strips, teachers that have had special training, and an ad-
ministrative ruling that all visual materials be used with
careful preparation and follow-up are some of the high-
lights of this article.

ADMINISTRATION

• Audio-Visual Aids to Teaching—St. Louis County Teach-
ers Assn., 7220 Waterman Ave., St. Louis S, Mo.

A strikingly attractive brochure to catch the eye and the
mind of the teachers in this particular county. The visual

aids department has been created on a cooperative basis

by 20 school systems and 4 rural schools, each school
paying a minimum of $150 per year, but averaging 75c per
pupil.

In the Foreword the philosophy of the Visual Education
Committee is expressed as follows: "There is no such
thing as a 'visual education program'. There is only an edu-
cational program."

• Training Pupils for Participation—Rita Hochhimer.
"Nation's Schools", 42:54. Oct. 1948.

How some elementary schools of N. Y. City make use of

selected pupils from the upper grades to assist in projec-
tion, especially for kindergarten and lower grades.

EQUIPMENT
• A Brief Survey of Currently Available 16mm Sound

Motion-Picture Projectors—Karl A. Barleben. Audio-
Visual Guide, Sept. 1948. pp. 15-28.

A comprehensive review of the various models of sound
projectors, by the major producers and some less well-known
ones. Includes illustrations, construction details and prices.

SOURCES
• Partial List of 16mm Film Libraries—U. S. Office of

Education, Washington, D. C. 28 pp.

• Close-Ups—Young American Films, 18 East 41st St.,

N. Y. 17. Vol. 1, no. 1. Sept. 1948.

A news letter for dealers and administrators of film li-

braries.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

Care of Art Materials

(Young America Films, Inc., 18 East Forty-first Street,

New York 17, N. Y.) 10 minutes. 16mni, sound, black and
white. 1948. $40. Teacher's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

Through line-drawing and paper cut-out animation the

film presents information concerning the proper use and
care of such art materials as brushes, paints, chalk and
crayons, scissors, glue and paste, and clay.

The beginning sequence of the film introduces the

art materials which, through animation, are given per-

sonalities reflecting happiness or dejection, depending upon
the care they have received. A sprightly and helpful

mouse, the narrator, then asks the audience what he
would find if he were to look at their work tables—a table

of art materials well cared for or a tal)le with mistreated
and abused materials.

The following sequences deal separately with the various
art tools and materials; in each instance the materials are
shown dejected because of abuse. The cause of their

dilapidation and ways of avoiding such misuse are dis-

cussed. It is explained that paint which is dry and caked,
or thin and watery, or dirty and muddy, would be in good
shape if lids had been kept on the jars, or the paint had
been stirred and the correct amount of water added, or
the colors had been blended in a container outside the
paint jar.

Following sequences show that chalk should be kept
m a box and off the floor, scissors should be used care-
fully and scraps should be put into the wastebasket, paste
and glue should be covered wlien not in use and should be
applied sparingly, and clay should be kept clean and
covered with a lid or wet cloth when not in use.

In the summary the friendly mouse admonishes the

VouiiK America Films

Some friendly pointers for young artists in the "Care of
Art Materials."

24

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education
BETTY STOOPS. Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

audience to keep materials clean, use them carefully, and
put them away when not in use. Badly used materials
are shown as sad and poor tools; well cared for materials
are shown as happy and good tools.

Committee Appraisal:

The film should be effective with pre-school and primary
groups for the purpose of stimulating an interest in the

proper care and use of art materials. It should also con-
vince the group that without proper care of art material.s

there can be neither good work nor fun. The animation
which personifies the paste jars and other art materials

shown in the film is designed to delight youngsters and
at the same time to effect desirable attitudes and behavior
in the care of art materials. The principles of neatness,
care, and good workmanship emphasized in relation to art

materials sliould easily be extended to apply to other areas.

Great Lakes—Highway of Commerce
(Harry Grubbs, 6912 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28.

California) 22 minutes. 16mm, sound, color or black and
white. 1948. $165 or $85. Produced by Hollywood Film
Enterprises.

Description of Contents:

This film shows why the Great Lakes are one of the
most vital commercial assets of North .-\merica and how
raw materials of the area are transported and turned into
valuable products used throughout the world.
Opening with a globe and then maps which show the

specific location of each of the lakes, it presents a brief

history of the role the Great Lakes played in the explora-
tion and settling of North America, especially by the French.
Fort Niagara and Fort Mackinac are shown as examples of
efforts to protect French interests in the area. The signifi-

cance of the Erie Canal is then explained.

After picturing some of the recreational activities which
the Lakes make possible, the film turns to the natural re-
sources and transportation facilities which make the re-
gion so important industrially. The rapidly dwindling
forests are shown providing pulpwood. which is shipped
to a paper mill, cleaned, ground, mixed with other in-

gredients, and pressed into paper, chiefly newsprint.
Heavy lake traffic reveals a number of boats especially

adapted to certain types of loads, such as petroleum tankers
and the long, low-centered lake-carriers.

The rapids at Sault Ste. Marie show the necessity for
the Soo Locks, which permit passage of huge quantities
of grain, iron ore, and coal. At eastern lake ports, Mid-
western grain is unloaded mechanically into elevators and
then into boxcars to continue its journey overland.

Coal is shipped from the east and the south to Toledo
and other Lake ports in coal cars, which are tipped to
empty their contents into lake-carriers headed for the many
steel mills in the vicinity. Limestone, likewise needed for
steel, is quarried and shipped from northern Michigan. Iron
ore in the Mesabi Range of Minnesota is scooped from
open pits, crushed, graded, and shipped through the Soo
Locks to the steel mills. The role of each of the ingredients
of steel is then explained' as steel-making is shown.
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As winter settles over the Great Lakes, traffic ceases,

but stock piles carry industry through until spring. Maps
and wintry scenes of timber, elevators, the Detroit River,

ore docks, and lake-carriers are used to review the content

of the film. The significance of the Lakes as a pathway of

exploration and a highway of commerce is re-emphasized.

Committee Appraisal:

Tliis film contains a great deal of information which is

clearly presented in both pictures and narration. Its maps
are helpful and its summary reviews the content efifectively

without repetition. The pace and treatment of the film

should make it most useful on senior high school and col-

lege levels for groups interested in the geography of the

area, its natural resources, lake transportation, the mecha-
nization of industry, or the manufacture of steel. Adult

groups may also find the film of general interest, since

the excellent color photography shows the scenery of the

area very well. Great Lakes—Highway of Commerce is the

second in a series of three films, the other titles being Great

Lakes—Ho^il They Were Formed and Great Lakes—Their

Link With Ocean Shipping.

Alaska—A Modern Frontier
(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building. Chicago 1,

Illinois) 10 minutes, 16ntm, sound, color or black and white.

1948. $90 or $45. Teachers Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This overview film on Alaska presents its location, geog-
raphy and topography, economic development, industries,

people, and possibilities for future development.

Beginning with maps which locate Alaska and show that

Alaska is on the air route of the world and is about one-

fifth the size of the United States, the film proceeds to

show that Alaska is not a land of endless ice and snow.
The climate varies from frozen ground the entire year in

the north to good agricultural areas in the central region.

Sections of the Alcan Highway are shown, and its import-

ance as a connecting link between Dawson Creek and Fair-

banks is explained. Fairbanks is pictured as a modern city

with telephone, telegraph, bus, and railway facilities. The
importance of the airplane in Alaska is emphasized by show-
ing its use as a means of transporting both passengers and
freight. The mechanization of industrial processes includes

mining, road construction, building, and lumbering.

The final sequence predicts a bright future for Alaska.

Modern cities are springing up. The university is preparing

young people for a new way of doing things. The natural

resources of Alaska challenge exploration and utilization.

Committee Appraisal:

This film should be useful in providing an overview of

the geographic, economic, and social aspects of Alaska. It

is recommended for use by intermediate, junior high, and
senior high school social studies classes. Many aspects of

Alaska's life and geography are introduced in such a way
as to stimulate interest and further activity. The evaluating

committee felt that a good job had been done in selecting

the more important phases of the subject for inclusion.

What Is China?
(Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West 43rd Street, New York
18, New York) 23 minutes, 16nim, sound, black and white.

1947. Ten-year lease $70. Edited by the Motion Picture

Association of America from footage released by a number
of producers.

Description of Contents:

Beginniiig and ending with an accompaniment of a chorus

singing the Chinese national anthem, this survey film on the

Republic of China treats the geography, history, people, de-

velopment, and changes in China. Beginning with animated
maps and scenic views, the opening sequence depicts the

geography and topography of China, with emphasis upon
its climate, mountains, and principal rivers and their influ-

ence upon the lives of the people. It locates China Proper,

Manchuria, Mongolia, Sinkiang, and Tibet.

The following sequence is devoted to a treatment of the

masses of population and their cultural development. It

shows that the standard of living in China is, as a whole,
very low. Chinese people are shown doing hard manual
labor in building air fields, growing rice, washing clothes

by beating them, and rowing large boats. Cities with great

walls, natives visiting religious monuments for worship pur-

poses, and some of the activities of families who live an
entire lifetime on boats in floating villages show the lack of

industrialization of many areas of China.

Concluding scenes reveal that some of China is being
modernized. Educational methods, for example, are being
changed because of experiments and research. Adult edu-
cation is quite popular. Such industries as mining and the

manufacture of steel are capitalizing on present-day sci-

entific methods. The film ends on a note of "hope for "the

future of China and indicates that there is much more to

China than is shown in the film and that it is constantly

changing.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, based on footage from several diflferent motion
pictures, is an experimental film in the area of social studies.

The more important experimental factors in the film include

skillful editing from many different motion pictures and a
deliberately slow pacing of the commentary. The latter

probably accounts for the feeling on the part of some of

the evaluators that the film drags and that it could ac-

complish the same objectives in less time. Animated maps
and actual photography are used effectively to locate China
and to reflect the feeling of the people of China. The film

is recommended for use by intermediate and junior high
school classes studying the geography, development, and
peoples of China.

'•"*2*-'l_«-
(..roDi-t Films

A bright future for the people of Alaska

Teachine Film Custodians

A future less certain for this child of China
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue, LalcewoocI 7. Ohio

Needed: Extensive Familiarity
With Visual Resources

FEW churches will succeed in their use of visual mate-

rials unless there is some one person in the church

whose job it is to have extensive familiarity with avail-

able materials in the several media. Why?

In answering let us take three instances. A minister

wrote that he had used all the good Cathedral films the

first year his church had a projector and he wondered

where he could get films to keep him going his second

year. The advisor of a Sunday evening youth group

wants to know where he can get another series of boy-

girl filmstrips similar to those of Church Screen Pro-

ductions. A leader of a Primary department says she

got the names of several good filmstrips for children at

a summer training school, but that no one in her church

knows where she can get some colored slides for her

children. These are typical needs. How can the local

church help these people ?

If there had been some one person in these three

churches with extensive knowledge of available visual

resources, each one of these leaders could have secured

assistance. Unless churches like these find some way
to solve this problem, the utilization of visual aids will

be haphazard, ineffective, and a process of discourage-

ment will set in which will inhibit progress. What is

the solution?

Certainly a practical approach to this problem would
be for such churches to create a Visual Education Com-
mittee (VEC). The VEC could be a sub-committee

of whatever board of council supervises the educational

program of the church, and its chairman ought to be

a member of this parent board. This committee could

have three additional members, each one to function in

relation to certain specific areas. One might take on the

job of looking after projection equipment and the train-

ing and supervision of projectionists. Another could

undertake to bring an educational point of view into the

use of visual aids and set up some program of training

in visual methods and techniques. The third member
could undertake the work under consideration in this

article—becoming extensively familiar with visual re-

sources so that he could be consulted by the leaders of

the ehurch. It would be the job of the chairman of

the VEC to keep the committee working together as a
team, to help the whole church get a sound understand-
ing of visual aids, to get money into the budget for

visual aids, and to stimulate the use of visual aids in

all the work of the church.

Where to Look

How is this member of the VEC to gain familiarity

with visual resources? He should do at least these

things

:

(a) Secure the catalogue of the Religious Film Asso-

ciation—free if requested through his denominational

book store. This is a "must" since it lists hundreds of

films, describes their contents briefly, and gives each a

rating on content and technical qualities.

(b) He should secure the visual lists of the various

boards and agencies of his denomination. He will need

this to find out what films, filmstrips, and slides deal

with the missionary projects of his denomination at

home and abroad.

(c) He should now secure the film catalogue of

Association Films* and the filmstrip and 2x2 catalogue

of church materials of The Society for Visual Educa-
tion.- Because his church should use some of the high-

fidelity hand-colored stereopticon slides of the great art

masterpieces in worship and picture appreciation, he

should secure the slide catalogue (rental and sale) of

the Evangelical-Reformed Church, 1505 Race Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(d) He should not overlook the local distributors in

his own community, securing from them whatever lists

or catalogues they may have.

How to Look

These four jobs completed, our VEC member is

ready to start into the second phase of his work

—

finding out what is in the catalogues and preparing
himself to be of service to those who will come for

information. This work will consist of three aspects,

at least:

(a) He should read all the catalogues and lists and
blue-pencil all materials which he thinks might be use-

ful to his church. In doing this he will learn his way
around in the catalogues and lists.

(b) Now he should turn to the curriculum of the

church school, the calendar of special days observed
by the church, and all the special events of men, women,
youth, and adult groups throughout the church year.

In many denominations it is possible to get curriculum
outlines in advance which show the themes of lesson

units. He may discover that three quarters hence the

Junior High young people will be studying a unit on
Paul ; note that the Primary children will be having

iFor addresses, see the Trade Directory in the back pages
of this magazine.
2100 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, 111.
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a missionary unit; or find that the Seniors will be

learning about Amos and his social teachings.

(c) These two jobs lead to a third—the listing of

visual materials related to the subjects of the curriculum,

to the special days, to the other programs of the church.

This listing need not be exhaustive to be valuable.

(d) Now the chairman of the VEC should invite all

the departmental and group leaders of the church to a

meeting where "Mr. Jones" will tell about the visual

materials which they might want to use during the

coming months. The chairman of the VEC will ask

this group of leaders, if he is wise, whether they would
like to see (preview) some of these films, slides, film-

strips, etc., which "Mr. Jones" has been telling about.

The probability is great that they will want this pre-

view, and "Mr. Jones" should be requested by the VEC
to select a temporary committee and carry it through.

How to Judge

By now six or more months have gone by and Mr.
Jones will be approaching the third phase of his work
as a member of the VEC—a critical and selective ap-

proach to visual materials. He will feel the need not

only for knowing what is available, and where it may be

secured, but he will want to know what materials are

best. Which way does he turn now ?

In developing a critical appreciation of visual mate-
rials he will need to do at least three things

:

(a) He should do some reading on the fundamental
nature of the various visual aids and acquire at least

an elementary understanding of visual methodology
and techniques. This is basic.

(b) The chairman of the VEC should have already

subscribed to Educational Screen for each member
of the committee, and Mr. Jones should be by now a

cover-to-cover reader. He should be taking the visual

aids newsletter of his denomination, if it has one, and
he ought to subscribe to the Film Evaluation Service

of the World Council of Christian Education (156
Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10). In like manner the VEC should

have a membership in the Visual Education Fellowship

Loiell Hyler, assistant superintendent of Pacific Garden
Mission, plays the role of an alcoholic in "Out of the Night,"
a new documentary film preduced for the mission by Caval-
cade Productions.

(VEF) of the International Council of Religious Edu-
cation (203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1).

(c) But Mr. Jones's most important activity will be
the seeing of visual materials. He should preview the

materials which his local distributor has, and ask his

denomination to send along, in slack times, whatever it

has that interests him most. He will make contact with
other churches in his community and arrange to see

the materials which they use. He will take advantage of

every opportunity which comes along to see visual mate-
terials in the various media. If a local training school

has a course on visual aids, he should enroll, his regis-

tration paid, of course, by the church. He may have
an opportunity to attend a local workshop. In all these

ways, and more, he will build up a firsthand knowledge
of visual materials and be able to advise more critically

and helpfully those who come to him.

Visual aids in Mr. Jones's church will prosper, not
peter out. Mr. Jones, too, will thrive because he is

sustained by the fellowship and appreciation of the

members of the VEC. The chairman and the other

members have had their special responsibilities (perhaps
the subject of future articles) and the entire program
of the church has been made more appealing and effec-

tive because of the VEC and its Mr. Jones—the man
with an extensive familiarity with visual resources.

—

WSH.

Cull the Catalogue
In the Methodist visual aids catalogue, immediately

following the listing of the 20-minute color film telling

of the work of the Congregational church in developing
educational opportunities for the Negro of the South-
land, is listed a two-reel silent film. Unto the Hills,

"the story of a Southern Mountain boy whose mother
dies from lack of medical care." Poor technically, poorer
still in content, and negative in its approach, this film

should be immediately retired from circulation. It will

do the cause of home missions no good and it will

definitely hurt visual education wherever used. It

presents Southern Mountain people in a one-sided,

unfair, melodramatic manner. It will hurt the feelings

of informed and concerned people and misinform others.

And these reactions are based upon recent experience
with this film ; not prejudice. Such films should be
culled from this and other catalogues because the very
issuance of a catalogue implies a certain amount of

selectivity on the part of the distributor. Have the

readers of this department any retirement nominations
to make? They will be welcomed.—WSH.
Evangelistic Film

Out of the Night is a 30-minute dramatic color

motion picture recently produced by Cavalcade Produc-
tions (Park Ridge, 111.) for the Pacific Garden Mission
in Chicago. It dramatizes the story of a young man
who is weakened by economic pressure and cracks up
under alcohol. He is rehabilitated by the mission and
given the resource of religion as he seeks to rebuild

his home and get started again vocationally.

The treatment is documentary, with many of the

scenes filmed on Chicago's notorious Skid Row. The
narration is carefully and eflfectively handled, and the

background music is acceptable. While only three pro-
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iessional actors were used, the casting is good and the

acting is very effective.

Although this mission is fundamentahst in back-

ground, the fihii avoids cHches and minor dogmas which

would inhibit its usefulness in many churches. The
film will be useful in reminding many church people

that there is "power" in the Gospel when skillful, lov-

ing, and consecrated men and women seek to make it

known to their fellowmen. It can be used to remind the

unchurched of the peril of indifference to spiritual val-

ues. (Previewed but not used.)—WSH.
A Visual Unit

A pioneering job has been done by Dr. Harry J.

Kreider of the St. James I^utheran Church, Ozone
Park, New York City, in developing and publishing a

"visual unit" designed to teach a specific subject, "God's

Unlimited Forgiveness," by the use of audio-visual

media—the film. The I'nfaifliful Servant; the filmstrip,

The Unfaithful Servant; and the recording. The Un-
merciful Sfeimrd, from the radio program "The Great-

est Story Ever Told."

After teaching this four-session unit of lessons in

his church, Dr. Kreider and others evaluated his work
and wrote up a 47-page guide to the teaching of this

unit which the teachers in any church school, vacation

church school, or weekday school could follow in the

teaching of this New Testament parable. This manual
is complete, providing the user with all pertinent refer-

ence to source materials and giving the sources, content,

and prices of all the audio-visual materials involved.

This guide has a significance beyond its intrinsic

value. It suggests a way to utilize visual materials and
wed them to the familiar auditory pattern of instruction.

It shows that the fruitful use of audio-visual materials

presupposes great care and thoroughness in planning
and preparation. Using Dr. Kreider's guide, other
ministers and church leaders can "go and do likewise"
iii the pursuit of their particular objectives.—WSH
RFA Expands

Six new branch libraries and a new major depository
were authorized by the board of Directors of The Re-
ligious Film As,sociation in a special meeting held in

"And Forbid Them Not" ... one of the four films recently
released by Church-Craft in its new March of Truth series.

28

Chicago, October 28. according to \V. L. Rogers,

Executive Secretary. The move, Mr. Rogers stated, is

]5art of a long-term program of expansion to supplement

the services of the existing libraries in New York, Chi-

cago, San Francisco, Dallas, St. Louis and Philadelphia.

The first of the new libraries will be located in Pitts-

burgh and will be operated for the RFA by the Depart-
ment of Audio-Visual Education of the United Presby-
terian Church under the direction of Rev. Orville Kuhn.
The depository will be located in Atlanta. Definite

locations for the remaining libraries have not yet been
settled, but Boston ; Richmond, Va. ; Dayton, O. ; Min-
neapolis ; and Los Angeles are under consideration.

Notes on Filmstrips

Ways of Teaching, a 52-frame black and white
filmstrip. was produced by Ruth Lister and several

of her advanced students in Schauffler College, Cleve-
land, Ohio. It presents three teachers, and the method
which each uses, as they get read\- for a Parents' Day
in their department. In Miss Johnson, Miss Gray, and
Miss Young are mirrored some of the teachers of every
church school, and the cleverly.-written .script high-
lights the strengths and weaknesses of the methods each
employs. The script which accompanies the filmstrip

contains utilization suggestions, including questions for

discussion, making it useful in workshops, conferences,

training schools, teachers' meetings and in college

courses on methodology. (Write to the college for

prints.)

Often revised, always up-to-date and useful, the 177-

frame filmstrip. How to Conquer War, should not be
overlooked by churches, schools, study groups and clubs.

From Australia come two Biblical filmstrips, Amos
and The Fishermen of Galilee, both in black and white
and the first of a series which has been undertaken bv
a committee headed by Gilbert Docking. The simple
and artistic drawings of Amos contrast sharply with the
comic cartoon quality of some .\merican-produced film-

strips. It is high time that some American pro-
ducer take seriously the possibilities of stylized and ar-

tistic drawings in black and white for Biblical and other
filmstrips intended for church use.—WSH.
The "March of Truth" Series

The first four motion pictures in a new "March of
Truth" series has been announced by Church-CraftJ
Pictures, Inc. Titles are: Daniel in the Lions' DenA
And Forbid Them Not, Abraham's Faith, and The]
Raising of Lacarus. Each film is a 16mm sound, black-
and-white production based on a Biblical story and
accompanied by a study guide. (Films will be reviewed]
in a later issue.)

How Bibles Are Made
The World Publishing Company (Cleveland 2, Ohio)j

in cooperation with The Society for Visual Education/
Inc., has produced a 56-frame black and white filmstrip]

The Romance of Our Bible, which churches will fini
interesting and highly useful. The first 13 frames iutro-|

(luce the subject and give a rapid survey of the Bible
down to the King James version. The remainder of

(.Continued on paiic 30)1
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*One for the money
The biggest value in the field. ^298^^

two for the show
Theatre quality image . . . finer tone—the only

8" p.m. speaker at the price.

three to get readj
Ready to operate in a flash—

because it's easier to thread and focus.

four to go'!.
Travels with you handily in light

weight single case unit . . . built to

withstand jars and jolts . . .

plays anywhere on A.C. or D.C.
without convertors. Underwriters'

Laboratory approved.

NATCO, 4401 W. North Ave.
Chicago 39, Illinois
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the filmstrip explains the actual production processes

in a large and modern printing plant. The filmstrip

and printed manual are free to those who ask. The
script is adequate and well-written, the pictures satis-

factory.

News Notes

• The Fall 1948 catalogues of the Society for Visual

Education carry a price increase on all filmstrips

which lifts the general level of price from $2.00 to

$3.00 per filmstrip. Such action is certainly justi-

fied in view of increase in cost of every phase of

production.

• Film Publishers Inc. have issued a new listing of its

filmstrips, and alert churches will be interested in the

following series: Building the Peace, Atomic Energy,

Intergroup Relations, Family Relationships, and the

Holy Land. Ask your dealer about these useful

materials.

• The news sheet of Young America Films' "Close-

Ups" carries a paragraph to the effect that it is adopting

the term "filmstrip" for 35mm still-projected strips

variously known as "slidefilm", "stillfilm", "strip film",

etc. Efforts to standardize on "slidefilm", the commer-
cial field's preference, did not succeed, so the term which
the school and church fields generally use has been

adopted.

• Brick Presbyterian Church, Rochester, N. Y., has

developed its own church school curriculum over the

years, and recently the visual aids committee of the

church worked out a listing of the various visual aids

which the teachers may select in the visual supplementa-

tion of this curriculum at the various grade levels.

While few churches can undertake such a comprehen-
sive job, they would be wise to develop a minimum list

of visual aids in all media to be used as a part of the

curriculum.

• Church school, vacation school, and weekday school

teachers should look into a new series of filmstrips by
SVE: Share the Sandpile, Share the Ball, The New
Book, and others. They are announced as suitable for

children 4 to 6 years old.

• The VEF Newsletter of the ICRE announces Au-
gust 29th to September 5th as the date of the Sixth
International Workshop in Audio-Visual Education.
The Fifth was attended by 276 delegates from 38 states

and several foreign countries, and they represented
more than 30 denominations. The registration for the

Sixth Workshop will be $15.00.

Correspondence

The article, "Who Works For Whom?", in the last issue
provoked some dealer reactions. J. D, Thompson, Church
Film Service, Omaha 11, writes: "Some of the present con-
tracts need overhauling if the producer and the distributor
are to stay in business. To supply a demand and give the
best service to our customers, we have been forced to accept
some contracts on which we will not make much, if any,
profit. I believe also that some rentals have been set too
low."

. . . Allen B. Twyman of Twyman Films "inc.^iJDay-
ton, Ohio, says, "I am willing to sacrifice a bit this year,
and maybe next, in order to expand the number of films
that we have available for the church, but I am not in favor
of doing it much longer than that."

The Religious Screen
William S. Heckmaii, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60c

Manse Film Library, according to Vernon W. Birdsell,

has found that "film rental must be set so that the cost of

the film (print) will be recouped in from 15 to 25 rentals,

on long-lease and outright purchase. On print cost plus
royalty basis, our percentage must pay the print cost in

from 15 to 20 rentals." . . . W. E. Leganke, Church School
Pictures, Cleveland 14, believes "films must get down close

to the church, and when more prints are sold the unit pn_e
can come down and more dealers can handle them at a
small but needed profit. When rentals are too low, we
cannot survive."

Mrs. Bulger, El Paso, Texas, likes my book but wants
some specific suggestions on visual materials and methods
for the youth division of the church school. Some were sent,

and she was invited to keep tuned to this Department. . . .

Arthur O. Rinden, Nanking, China, airmailed for informa-
tion on the "best" playback-public address equipment, and,
thanks to my editorial neighbor, Robert Schreiber, trust-

worthy information was on its way in less than three days.
We hope Mr. Rinden's excellent work will not be interrupted
by the advance of the Reds.—WSH.

Chicago Film Council
Offers New Services

Important new services are to be offered 16mm in-

formational film users in the Chicago area, in line with
reports approved at a recent meeting of the Chicago
Film Council (John Paidar, chairman ; June Hamilton,
secretary). Typical of the Council's work with com-
munity groups is a series of Saturday meetings of a

Teachers Film Forum conducted by the American Jun-
ior Red Cross. This type of service is available to other

community groups planning similar activities.

The Film Council has also pledged support to the ex-

pansion of the Film Information Center now being or-

ganized under the auspices of the Adult Education
Division of the Chicago Public Library. A Research
Committee, headed by Mayer Singerman of the Bnai

B'rith Anti-Defamation League, has proposed a study

of the film needs of Chicago's community groups.

A-V Lesson Demonstration

An outstanding feature of the United Parents As-
sociation Annual Conference, held in December in New
York City, was an actual classroom session utilizing all

the tools of present-day instruction. Miss Rita Hoch-
heimer. Assistant Director (in charge) of the Bureau of

Visual Instruction, Board of Education, New York
City, members of her staflf, and several other Board of

Education divisions planned the session to demonstrate
the implications of each American's cultural heritage in

developing world understanding.

Entitled "A Visit to Poland" and taught by Miss
Agnes Driscoll of P. S. 173, Manhattan, the lesson

utilized the latest films, slides, other projected materials,

recordings, maps, graphs, and almost all other types of

realia.
. .
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OFFICIAL FILMS

OPERAS and CONCERTS
produced and priced for visual education
programs in public and private schools.

Introducing great operatic and concert works... via the medium of the

16mm sound film, for general music classes and assembly use. Official

Films is proud to be the pioneer in this field of educational films . . . proud

too, that these films are within the budget limitations of every school!

OPERAS
Vital visual introduction to opera

and operatic literature.

Photographed on the stage of the

Rome Opera House, with actual

sets and costumes.

Featuring leading artists of the

lyric stage... Tito Gobi, Cloe Elmo,

etc.

Dramatic and vocal talents ably

blended... perfect sound synchro-

nization.

Each film features most brilliant

passages and arias of original

work.

English commentary to aid the

student's appreciation. Oiin

Downes, noted music critic, nar-

rates several of these works.

Condensed to 25 minutes each...

designed to meet the average stu-

dent's attention span.

(Teaching Manual Now in Preparation)

16MM SOUND-RUNNINGTIME,25MIN.
$100.00 EACH

CARMEN
(Tragic Opera by Bizet)

MARRIAGE OF FIGARO
(Comic Opero by Mozart)

BARBER OF SEVILLE
(Comic Opera by Rossini)

DON PASQUALE
(Comic opera by Donizetti)

WILLIAM TELL
(Historic Opera by Rosstni)

LUCIA Dl LAMMERMOOR
(Trogic Opera by Donizetti)

CONCEATS
Official Films wide selection of

concert films enables music stu-

dents to study technique and
interpretation of master artists at

close range. Suitable for class-

room instruction and auditorium

use, these films feature music of

Brahms, Beethoven, Chopin, Schu-

bert . . . performed by brilliant

artists of the concert stage. Close-

up views of fingering techniques

. . . perfect sound recording . .

.

lend greater understanding to in-

tricacies of theme, development
and instrumental technique.

16MM SOUND -1 REEL

$30.00 EACH

YEHUDI MENUHIN-violinitt. Air in D
Major by Johann Sebastian Bach. ANTAL
DORATI, Conductor of Dallas Symph.

Orchestra. Habanera by Sarasate. (Nine

other Menuhin reels available.)

EUIA SEAL—conlrailo. Ave Maria by

Gounod based on First Prelude by J. S.

Bach. None But The lonely Heart by
Tschoikowsky. Three other reels available.

JAKOB GIMPEL-pianitl. FRANZ LISZT

ALBUM—Forest Murmurs, Un Sospiro. Six

other Gimpel reels available.

JOSE ITURBI—pianist. Sevilla by Albenit,

Fantosie Impromptu by Chopin.

EMANUEL FEUERMANN-cellist. Rondo,

Op. 94 by Anton Dvorak. Spinning Song
by David Popper.

Other artists: PADEREWSKI, 60RIN,
DILLIN6, VRONSKY-BABIN, MYRA
HESS, COOLIDGE QUARTETTE, etc./

SIOFFICAL FILMS

I OFFICIAL FILMS, 25 W. 45lh St.. New York 19, Dept. ES-I

I We are interested in receiving additional information regarding

Official Films' Opera and Concert films. Please send complete catalog.

We ov<n a projector.

NAME

TITLE

25 WEST 45th STREET • HEW YORK 19, N. Y.
j

address
I

! CITY STATE.
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New A-V Equipment for Chicago

Record-breaking campaign against glass-breaking

THE Chicago Board of Education has discovered

that there is more than one way to skin a cat, or

to reduce glass breakage in' school buildings, for that

matter. When the replacement costs of glass broken

both by accident and vandalism in the Chicago schools

reached proportions that made an annual appropriation

of some $300,000 necessary for repairs, William Bach-

rach, board member, decided that something must be

done.

A city-wide committee was appointed, including all

administrative levels of the school system, juvenile

court, police department, park district as well as such

civic groups as Kiwanis, Civitan and other service

clubs. All techniques of driving the message home

were used, including radio, newspapers, school assem-

blies, classroom use of committee material in mathe-

matics and other classes.

The outcome was astounding. Glass breakage was

reduced almost fifty per cent. Part of the campaign

had been based upon the statement that if the schools

and students saved money ordinarily used to replace

glass, that money would be used to buy the schools

equipment they might not otherwise have.

A sub-committee of the group canvassed possible

awards. It was decided that radios, tape recorders, mo-

tion picture projectors, playbacks, and books would be

awarded. When the results were finally tabulated it

was found that 203 new AM-FM radio sets were

needed ; 147 new film projectors ; 147 new dual speed

playbacks suitable for both phonograph discs and tran-

scriptions ; two tape recorders, and some $20,000 worth

of supplementary library books.

A committee from each winning school was selected

to visit one of the largest book stores and make its own
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Dr. Don C. Rogers, assistant superintendent in charge of

Chicago elementary schools, makes token presentation ot

$80,000 worth of radio and visual equipment, plus supple-

mentary library books, to top elementary school winner, at

conclusion of 1947-1948 reduction of glass breakage cam-
paign in Chicago Public Schools.

selection of the supplementary ijooks ; the divisions ot

radio and visual education selected the equipment.

The actual presentation of the awards will be made

at the school assemblies throughout the semester, thus

keeping the interest in the campaign continuing. In

the meanwhile, radio, newspapers, films and every other

communication device —yes, even puppets on television

—are being used to reduce further the expenditure for

wasteful glass replacement.

Doctor Don C. Rogers, assistant superintendent in

charge of elementary schools who spark-plugged the

campaign just completed, says that everyone is as-

tounded at the results, but that the committee has only

started the campaign. In another year, it is quite pos-

sible that glass breakage in the Chicago Public Schools

will be at the lowest point in the history of the schools.

A-V Groups Discuss American History Films

Meetings of two groups of the Audio-Visual Com-

mittee from the National Council for the Social Stttdies

were recently held in Washington, D. C, and New
York City for advisory discussion on American history

films being made available for schools by companies of

the motion picture industry through the Motion Pic-

ture Association of America, and its non-profit film

distribution affiliate. Teaching Film Custodians.

A short-term project, completed for preview at the

National Council for the Social Studies Convention in

Chicago in November, was the editing of instructional

versions of four theatrical films for use in American

history classes in secondary schools and colleges:

"Driven Westward" (Westward movement) adapted

from Brigham Young; "Winning Our Independence"

(Revolutionary War) adapted from The Howards of

Virginia: "Drums Along the Mohawk" (Revolutionary

period) : "Johnson and Reconstruction" (Reconstruc-

tion after Civil War) adapted from Tennessee Johnson.

A long-term project, to be completed in 1949, is the

bringing up to date of "Land of Liberty", a motion pic-

ture history of the United States, currently in use in

schools. The addition to "Land of Liberty" will stress

the history of the last decade, 1938-48, including the

inauguration of the President in 1949.

Visual Aids Go to NCSS Meeting

One entire general session of the Annual Meeting of

the National Council for the Social Studies, held re-

cently in Chicago conjointly vvith the National Council

of Geography Teachers, was given over to "Evaluating

Films for Use in the Social Studies Classroom." Lewis

Paul Todd. Editor of Social Education, acted as chair-

man ; the principal speaker was William H. Hartley of

State Teachers College, Towson, Maryland, and chair-

man of the NCSS Committee on Audio-Visual Aids.

Included among the films evaluated were British Isles,

Meet Your Federal Government, Spanish Influence in

the United .States, and Cross Section of Central .-imerica.

At a luncheon meeting, the 19th Yearbook of the

National Council for the Social Studies was presented

by Editor Clyde F. Kohn. Entitled "Geographic Ap-

proaches to Social Education," the book includes several

chapters on visual materials.
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this ^et>^ kind of
PORTA8I.6 Projector

Sencf for Booklets

Mail coupon for full details on the new Ampro
Compact. Also send 10c for interesting booklet

"The Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion

Pictures" (the illustrated story of how sound

pictures are made and projected)—and FREE
copy of "A New Tool for Teaching" (the story

*)t sound hims in the classroom)—^These inform-

ative booklets will be mailed to you postpaid.

The AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 18, ILL.

January, 1949

VmPRO CORPORATION.
28»N.W«.«n A«..

Kro Compact Pro.ector. j^y^^
1 enclose ^ for a co^V of

^^„:j Mo.ionP.c.ures
^

'-The Amazmg Story of l^'^^'
^.^i [„ Teaching.

Q Also send FREE copy

for 16mm, sound ]

pictures offers you
these ^ big features

The Ampro Compact has been built for those

who need a portable, single-case quality pro-

jector at a popular price. It is a basically new

type of portable projector which brings you:

1. New Amazingly Compact One-Case Unit

A complete full size l6mm. sound pic-

ture projection outfit—including pro-

jector, amplifier, detachable 8' speaker

and cord, plus room for extra 400'

reel and film—all in one portable case.

Measures only 15" x IVA' x 9'/*".

Speaker can be instantly removed and
set up near screen for best sound
reproduction.

2. New Remarkably Quick Set-Up

Through new, counterbalancing
mechanism, projector swings up into

operating position in one easy move-
ment. Permanently attached reel arms
swing quickly into position—and in

less than ten seconds the Ampro Com-
pact is ready to thread, connect and
operate.

3. Full Professional Quality Projection

The many Ampro quality features,

tested in thousands of projectors over
many years and through millions of
performances, are fully maintained.

Not a new untried unit—but rather an
ingenious adaptation of a proven
16mm. sound projector. Unusually
quiet-running.

4. 100% Availability for Quick Servicing. . . The entire chassis

of the Ampro Compact can be removed quickly and easily

from the case. This is the only portable one-case 16mm.
sound projector that offers 100* convenient availability

for both mechanical and electrical servicing.

Plus New Lower Price and many other new features

Including a new free flow streamlined cooling S)rstem

—

and special cushioning to protect projector mechanism
against shocks. Ao ideal unit for both silent and sound
projection for moderate sized audiences where compact-
ness, ease of set-up, portability, quality of projection, are

important factors.

A OINMAL PKICISION EQUIPMENT COKPOKATION SUBSIDIAIT
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Keep. 9t ^04^
Visual education—with motion pictures—makes the

complete darkening of any classroom or auditorium a

necessity. This calls for the installation of light proof

SUPERTEX BLACK SHADES

Guaranteed light proof.

WHI not crack, craie

or peel. Mounted like a

window shade — or

with side guides for

complete darkening of

laboratories, etc.

Complete with automatic spring roller

Ytrlit tor prices, giving size end number of windows.

BECKLEY-CARDY COMPANY
1631 Indiana Ave. Chicago, Illinois

HOLMES 16 mm \kL

Sound-on-Fiim

The smooth, quiet move-
ment of this new Holmes
Projector triples the film life

—Insures perfect rock-steady

pictures.

PROIECTOR

The new REXARC with
high intensity arc lamp,
40 watt output ampli-
fier, and newest coaxial
high and low frequency
speaker available .

Write for the new cata-
log detailing the ad-
vanced features found
only in a REX Umm
Sound - on • Film Protec-
tor.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Monirfacfurers of 16mm and 35mm Souitd-on-fllm
Projectort for over 25 v«or» fo Dealart and Uiert

1815 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14, ILL.

A-Y REPORT ON EUROPE
(Continued from page 21)

to carry out a well-organized audio-visual program

in its schools. It lacks sufficient foreign exchange to

import the necessary equipment and films and, at the

same time, its motion picture industry is woefully

inadequate.

SWEDEN
Last year Sweden's supply of U. S. dollars gave out.

As a result, it suddenly banned all imports of U. S.

goods except for a few vital raw materials. This

development had a serious effect upon the introduc-

tion of audio-visual aids into the schools of Sweden.
Educational films of the silent type, as well as glass

slides, had been used in Sweden schools to some
degree even before the war. One commercial dis-

tributor had made considerable investments in creating

a vast educational film library. Most subjects were of

the silent 16mm type and some were even silent 35mm,
among them a high percentage of German origin.

When the war showed that educational sound motion

pictures are superior to silent educational films, voices

were heard among Sweden's teachers that sound be in-

troduced. But since dollar trade restrictions prevented

import of educational sound films from the United

States, almost the only source of supply, silent films

are still dominant in Swedish classrooms today.

SWITZERLAND
Switzerland is a country with a very high standard

of living and a democracy where free enterprise thrives.

Its public school system is one of the most highly or-

ganized in the world. It also has plenty of foreign

exchange. Its interest in visual education dates back
some 25 years or more, but there are several factors

which have handicapped the development of audio-

visual education. Swiss education is highly formal-

ized and traditional. The teachers look upon "new-
fangled" educational methods with suspicion. They
insist that they alone teach in the classroom as they

are afraid of educational sound films lest they "take

the teacher's place". The two organizations which,
in the past, have undertaken to stimulate interest in

visual education are perhaps even more conservative

than the teachers. As a result, they have made little

impact on. the Swiss schoolmasters during the last

25 years. A third important point is the fact that each
of Switzerland's 22 cantons is fully autonomous in

educational matters. The effectiveness of their educa-
tional systems varies widely, a decided handicap for

the few progressive educators who are working
seriously to introduce audio-visual education on a

broad and sound basis in this tri-lingual country of 4
million inhabitants. Yet, there is real hope that
Switzerland may yet emerge as one of the countries in j

Europe which take the lead in introducing audio-

j

visual aids on a large scale. Some cantons are now
making a serious study of the problem.

HISTORIC WILLIAMSBURG
In 2 X 2 Kodachromes

Arranged In teaching size units. Scenes where Democracy in govern-
ment began with famous men. Public buildings, homes and other
features with values for today. Provide for unhurried study and
discussion. For details and preview write

Historical Kodachromes, Box 711 Delavan, Wis.
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Problems and Plans for NYSAVC
The fall conference of the New York State Audio-

Visual Council was held in December at Syracuse Uni-

versity under the chairmanship of Don G. Williams.

The eighty-four members who attended found the meet-

ings to be extremely stimulating and timely.

Among the problems considered were those dealing

with the administration of A-V programs and future

planning in the A-V field. Great concern was felt over

the apparent trend in school building toward the use

of glass brick, large window areas, and movable parti-

tions. Constructions of this kind complicate the func-

tioning of A-V programs by making the adequate

darkening of rooms impossible and by increasing prob-

lems of wiring and equipment installation.

Prof. Neville Scarfe, Senior Lecturer from the Uni-

versity of I^ondon, England, presented the British

attitude toward the use of instructional materials and
drew comparisons between the English and American
programs. There is no disagreement, philosophically,

between the two and only minor differences in other

respects. Mr. Scarfe advocates the production of short

movies, as little as fifty feet, to be used for educational

purposes. Confusing non-essentials are thus eliminated.

He also questioned the general attitude that unless

photography is technically excellent, the film is of

little value. Educators should dominate the production

of educational material, not photographers.

The business session was devoted to the crystalliza-

tion of the Council's philosophy and objectives with

List of School-Made Pictares

As a special service to its readers, EDUCATION-
AL SCREEN offers, upon request, a mimeographed
list of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the Service

Department, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago 1, Illinois, and enclose 10c in stamps or

coins to cover the cost of handling.

emphasis always upon the improvement of teaching and

the integration of the A-V program with general educa-

tion. President Floyd Henrickson announced plans for

the summer meeting scheduled to be held July 14 and

15 at the University of Buffalo with Clarence Smith of

the University as chairman.

A-V Evaluation Lab at Columbia

The formation of an audio-visual laboratory to evalu-

ate the usefulness of films, radio programs, and telecasts

for adult education has been announced by Dr. Morse

A. Cartwright, executive officer of the Institute of Adult

Education, Teachers College, Columbia University.

The laboratory will center its attention on two problems

during the coming year: the evaluation of existing

program sources and the analysis of specific educational

needs which are not being met by available film, radio,

and television oflferings. At the conclusion of the

project, the Institute of Adult Education will pubhsh a

definitive report of its findings and conclusions.

...YET THE NEW DA-LITE

PICTURE KING
IS NEVER TARDY I

No other large tripod screen is so quickly taken down,
so easily carried, so speedily set up. A curved handle

on the beautifid. blue Hainmerloid Octagon case

gives perfect balance in carrying the screen. The
light-weight aluminum alloy tripod has gravity

opening legs and a smooth-operating "Slide-A-Matic"

height adjustment that offers a wide range of high

and low positions. A critical bubble-type leveler

allows instant horizontal positioning of case. There
is 100% protection of the I )a-Lite wide-angle Crystal-

Beaded or Mat White screen fabric. See the Picture

King at your dealer's totlay!

SEVEN SQUARE and RECTANGULAR SIZES

from 5 Feet Wide fo 8 Feet Wide

Write for FREE Sample of Crystal-Beaded Screen Fabric and 16 page

Booklet on the Complete Da-Lite Line! Address Dept. ' ES.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC. 2711 N. Pulaski Rd., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
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/A
the 4-way

better

sound

projector

m^MK TO Mil
EASIER ON ril^^

BASICR ON BUDGETS

With 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

16mm
3 Mooeis

St* your dealer or writt

for compitt* Information

FORWAY CORP.
245 W. 55fh St., N. Y. 19, M. Y.

NEW CLASSROOM FILMS
Write today for catalog.

B^fTALK Cram your acrMii^
WS WITH your quicklyH TYPEWRITTEN

W 10 K4DI0-MATS SI. 50
mSt WhiU. Ambtror Qr—n.
^^Acccpt na •ubttltut*. .

1

MAKE YOUR OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Moti—Regular Siie 3</4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On Bale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridge Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.

DIRECT 16min SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For the Producer of 16mm business, educational and religious 1>lmt

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN lABORATORY, Int.

164 N. Watker Dr., Dept. E , Chicago 6, III.

MOVIE LIBRARIES
Send us your name and address for a FREE listing in the Movie
Section of the 1749 DIRECTORY of the PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY,
now in preparation. The DIRECTORY is referred to daily by thousands
of photo dealers, manufacturers and distributors.

National PHOTO DEALER
Dept. G, 43 Park Avenue. New Yorl< 16, N. Y.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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D

(Halloween)
( Christmas)

(Easter)

are:

California. Each

ouGi.AS Meservey Said it, and he's absolutely right.

"Records for school use do not 'just happen', but

undergo a long and hard process of research and

testing if they are to meet educational and cur-

riculum standards". At Simmel-Meservey, wliere

Douglas Meservey is Executive Vice-President, pressings

are not made for distribution until the producer is satis-

fied that the recordings will meet school needs. Records

are pre-tested by "auditioning of the records for numerous

school and teacher groups". After this professional criticism

and comparison with representative curriculums, records

are placed on the market. Mr. Meservey said, "Our

record material is checked for sound educational concepts

and emphasis with supervisors, teachers and students

themselves". The outcome justifies the procedure.

Seven titles have been produced by Martha Blair Fox
under the general title "Tuneful Tales". Each of the

records presents a well-known delightful childhood story.

The discs can be divided artificially into two groups: those

with seasonal holiday appeal and those of more general

interest. The first group includes:

The Laughing Jack G'Lantern

The Nutcracker and King Mouse
The White Easter Rabbit

The records with year-round appeal

The Shoemaker and the Elves

The Little Engine That Could
The Three Little Pigs

Johnny Cake

Simmel-Meservey, Inc., Beverly Hills

title represents one twelve-inch disc (two sides). Directed

and performed by Martha Blair Fox. Ernestine Holmes,

.\ccompanist.

With the exception of "The Nutcracker and King

Mouse", Mrs. Fox opens each disc with the presentation of a

simple song or a simple rhythm to which the children are

instructed to sing or to dance. This is a usable classroom

technique but may be construed as "taking the place of

the teacher". Mrs. Fox asks the children to respond to

f|Ucstions by a show of hands; to the precocious youngster

or the self-conscious child responding in action to the dis-

embodied phonograph voice may seem ridiculous. The
storytelling follows immediately upon this introduction.

In "The Nutcracker and King Mouse", which is set to

music from Tschaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite", this for-

malized opening is not followed.

Mrs. Fox is an expert storyteller who understands

childhood needs in terms of described action, language
and plot progress. Children listen attentively and quietly

to her. One youngster volunteered the information. "She
has a nice voice". She has, and "nice" accurately describes

it for the child. The records are pleasant to hear and will

prove useful in the classroom although many teachers

will feel that Mrs. Fox's presentation lacks the extra

"sparkle" that children recognize and appreciate in out-

standing discs.

All of the records arc entirely suitable for school use

and, in the storytelling portion, there are no elements
which might detract from the educational value of the

records. Piano is used extensively in the background.
It is well modulated and never overpowers the voice. It

is fitting, unobtrusive and non-distracting. The sound
effects used are simple, fully explained in the text and
consequently add to plot progress and disc enjoyment.

I
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These arc very good records, intended for and well suited

to the needs of children in the kindergarten and the

first grade. Some second-graders will enjoy them as well.

They may be profitably used for stimulation or for sheer

enjoyment and should contribute to the child's spoken
vocabularj-, sense of rhythm and enjoyment of simple

stories.

REPORT CARD
Columbia Records, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut.

It was desperately needed and here at long last is an
extremely sensitive portrayal of the problems facing a

conscientious educator who gives voice to the "idea that

the school cannot be built on a high green hill removed
from the realities of life: that a school should be something
besides a quiz .show with a be-ribboned sheepskin as a

prize".

The problems are succinctly outlined through a well-

developed plot. Andrew Locke, admirably portrayed by
Franchot Tone, has been an educator for sixteen years

—

through the depression, the war. and now the publicly-

emphasized need for more nearly adequate school facilities

and personnel. The climax is reached with Superintendent
Locke's appearance before the taxpayers of North Haven
when plans are being made to erect a new school build-

ing. Dr. Locke says that to a new building, "We must
add a new approach. We must teach our children how
to use facts, how to make decisions, how to think."

Superintendent Locke demands community participation
in the development of all the facilities essential to the
fullest potential intellectual growth and development of

young people. Mrs. Locke apologetically points out that

a teacher sees "children stunted, neglected, cheated of

their rights", and sees "the grown men and women they
finally become".

"Report Card" is a "must" for all teachers and school-
interested people. It should be heard by every teacher in

training, by every teachers college student, by young adult
groups and parent groups as a basis for discussion and
action. This is strictly adult material intended for general
consumption by the educator, the parent and the bystander.
It is a challenge, a sharp indictment, and a call to action
that is written in a straightforward manner, splendidly
performed and impressively directed. "Report Card" is

deserving of widespread hearing and attention.

"Report Card" is recorded on four sixteen-inch sides

at 33.3 revolutions per minute (playing time: one hour)
and is available only on loan from the Federal Radio
Education Conmiittce, U. S. Ofiice of Education, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.

Needle Chaffer . . .

The American Book Company is handling school sales

of selected Decca records. Problems are still to be solved
concerning demonstrating the discs effectively, yet

economically as to time. Traditional book-selling tech-

niques will not be too successful . . . The children's

records market has been flooded these past few months
with intriguuig titles for the holiday trade. New titles

appear on the shelves daily is if by magic.

It is not too soon to investigate suitable record-playing
equipment for next year's school budget. Have you
heard the Lomax field-recorded authentic folk songs pro-
duced for the Library of Congress? Jerry Bartell's

I'ingo', The .Story of a Clown" will charm and delight

children ... a iiresentation of De Luxe Records. Irving

Caesar's "Song of Safety" will intrigue the youngsters with
their catchy rhythms and rhymes. Both Decca and Popular
Science produce them. . . . NEEDED: a good system of

filing and cross-indexing phonograph records. This prob-
lem has not been solved mainly because opposing faces

of a single disc very often defy classification together.
Filing in order of acquisition is most unsatisfactory.

—

MUB.

Peipini

Faimily
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The newest (and many say the best)

JULIEN BRYAN documentary film.

• • • •

A simple story of the daily life of a

middle class Chinese family.

• • * *

Interesting story, excellent photography,
warm narration and appealing music.

• * * •

An excellent film for schools, churches, clubs

and adult forums.

• • • •

For rental, write your nearest Filnn Rental Library

at once.

For purchase, order from your Visual Education

Dealer.

• • • •

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

1600 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.

NOW!
EASIER THAN EVER

TO USE!
i^^^

in:^

THE VIEWLE)r
AP-2C PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and

Strip Film • 5" System

Standard • 2" & 7"

Systems Available *

Luxtar Coated Optics

WILL NOT
TEAR
FILM

Another great projector

$5700
Cose Extra

Write for

INC Free brochure.

The greatest name in projectors.

33-Ot QUEENS BLVD. • lOrvlG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

'j!^cM
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LMk to

ACADEMY
for only

tha Finast in

Educational

Motion

Pleturas

Preview

Prints

Catalog

Descriptive

Material

Outstanding Releases
Grade Level

CIRCUS PEOPLE 1—3

CIRCUS ANIMALS 1—3

FREIGHTER IN PORT 3—7

FREIGHTER AT SEA 3—7

MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River) 4—9
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) 4—9
STATE LEGISLATURE 7—12

WATER SUPPLY 7—12

In Natural Color or Black and White

ACADEMY FILMS
844 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MEMBER OF AUiED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

686-689 Shrine Bqilding

WMTED: SCHOOLS
To Rent

Our 16 mm Sound Films. Largest
Selections of Subjects for all
Occasions and Classes, Special
Rental Rates. We htindle every'
thing for Visual Education.

Write for our new 1949 Catalogue

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
Memphis, Tennessee

PROJECTION STANDS
New, Sturdy, Light, Collapsible!
Model 3000. Constructed of poHsiied
aluminum aircraft tubinq. Top, 10%"
X I81/2"; shelf, II" X II"; 35" tiigh.
raisable to 40". Ideal for home pro-
iection. Price only $13.95
Model 4000. Attractive heavy duty
stand, braced for heavy sound pro-
lectors. Weighs only 13 lbs., packed
for mailing. Top, IJi/j" x 21"; shelf,
12" « 12". Price $19.95

Call on your local dealer.

If he does not carry, order direct from Dept. "S-2."
Shipped on Approval.

The STANLEY BOWMAR CO.
Aids to Visual Education

2067 Broadway New York 23. N.Y.

FILM RENTAL CATALOG

FREE
16 mm Sound

Name

Street

City State

JOHN OTT FILM LIBRARY INC.
730 Elm Street, Winnetka, III.

1949 EB Rims Scholarships

Headed by Floyde E. Brooker, a Selection Board to

pick universities and colleges for the 1949 Encyclopaedia

Britannica Films Scholarship grants has been formed,

it was announced by C. Scott Fletcher, president of the

films company.

Educators and audio-visual specialists who have ac-

cepted membership on the board are: Irving Boerlin,

supervisor, Audio-Visual Aids, Pennsylvania State Col-

lege; Edgar Dale, head of the Curriculum Division,

Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State Univer-

sity, Columbus, Ohio; Margaret Divizia, supervisor,

Visual Aids Section, Los Angeles City Board of Edu-
cation ; Elizabeth Golterman, director, division of Audio-

Visual Education, St. Louis Public Schools ; and Thur
man White, acting director, Extension Division, Uni-|

versity of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City.

The Selection Board will meet in January, Brookei

said, to choose several universities and colleges through

out the United States as recipients of the fourth annual

EBF tuition scholarship grants.

i

instructional Film Research Program

The Instructional Film Research Program at the

Pennsylvania State College is entering its second year

with an expanded program of research and a number
of new research staff members. Dr. C. R. Carpenter,

Director of the Program, has announced the appoint-

ment recently of the following men : Kendon R. Smith,

Research Associate and Coordinator of Research

;

John V. Zuckerman, Research Assistant; and Edward
Abramson, Research Assistant. The film program has

also granted several fellowships, assistantships, and
stipend scholarships.

The entire research program is under the auspices

of the Human Engineering Section of the Special De-
vices Center, Office of Naval Research. Its mission is

to undertake research in the field of educational sound
films, to discover and derive principles for the scientific

development of sound films for rapid mass learning.

Geography Films at Education Society

Three of the most recently completed films in L'nited

World's Social Geography Series were presented at

the latest meeting of the Audio-Visual Instruction sec-

tion of the New York Society for the Experimental

Study of Education, held at the Museum of Modern
Art, New York City. Theme of the meeting was
"Developing Attitudes Towards World Understanding

and Peace." Speakers included Dr. Floyde Brooker

(just returned from UNESCO meetings in Paris),

Dr. Clyde Kohn of Northwestern University, and Louis

de Rochemont, now at work on the UW series "The
Earth and Its Peoples." Mrs. Esther L. Berg was in

charge of arrangements.

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
16 mm Sound Feature Programs For Schools,

Churches, Societies

We pay transportation charges
All programs guaranteed to please

K. & L SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Rood, Zonesville, Ohio
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ADULTS TOO NEED FIELD TRIPS

(Continued jr'om page 22)

process. At the close of the tour each member of the

group was given an individual bottle of homogenized
milk for refreshment and as a gesture of the company's
interest in the group's visit.

Next the group was taken to a meeting room where
an informal question and answer period gave opportu-
nity for further clarifying the experience and making it

more meaningful. On the way home the group decided
to stop for cake and coffee in a nearby restaurant.

Here the discussion of what had been seen and heard
continued with all members taking part freely. Not
unimportant in the educational values of field trip ex-
perience for adult evening school classes is the oppor-
tunity for becoming better acquainted with one another.
It provides a very real socialized learning situation.

In school the following evening the list of objectives
was written on the blackboard once again and t-he group
evaluated the trip in the light of their objectives. One
student gave a detailed account of the trip for the benefit

of the two or three students who had been unable to

be with the group. She listed on the blackboard several
new terms and words they had learned during the trip

and which they "could now use with ease." The group
had been much impressed by the "cleanliness of the
plant," by the fact that "they saw new things" and by
the "regulations insuring pure milk in this country" as
compared to conditions in the countries from which
they had come. Several students expressed a desire to
see more of the testing laboratory at a later date. The
misconceptions of many of the group concerning "ho-
mogenized" milk were cleared up by the trip. One
woman had her first taste of "homogenized" milk on
the trip and was surprised to find that she liked it.

Intense satisfaction with and appreciation for the
trip were expressed by the entire group. As they put it,

"it gave us a chance to really see something we wanted
to know about"-; "I don't know when I've enjoyed my-
self so much" ; and "we had a good time and we learned
something we couldn't have learned half as well in our
classroom."

As a result of this, our first trip of the year, (1) an
outline for other field trips was evolved as a guide, (2)
field trips are a definite, authorized part of the adult
education program of our school, and (3) we are con-
stantly receiving suggestions and requests for more
trips from both students and teachers.

We feel that field trips (1) give adult students an
opportunity to correct false impressions by providing
first-hand experience with processes and skills, (2)
give students more poise and assurance in traveling
about in the community, (3) awaken and increase a
sense of belonging to and a desire for participation in
group and community affairs, and (4) meet the stu-
dent's need for social contacts and acceptance of self
both by himself and others in the group.
We find that these trips are excellent as a spring-

board for discussion, as a motivation for addjtional
study and getting further information, and as a vehicle
for setting up a pattern for future adult action.

35MM. SCIEIVCE SLIDE FILBIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOaY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

•New—How To Study

VISUAL, SCIENCES, ««» Saffm, lew Y«it

ew*. JOOO Watt Projectoi

AIL-PURPOSE

MODEL ..J

J '

Showing odaptaHons of

All-Purpose Model from

bosic GoldE units which

moy be purchosed indi-

vidually.

POItBU

GoldE ALL-PURPOSE now brings you
unmatched versatility in high efficiency,

long range projection of color and black
and white slides plus film-strip. More
light per watt ... yet cooler! Attractively

priced. Immediate delivery.

WriteJor Bulletin No. 473

I
GoldE Manufacturing Co. 1220-C W. Madlfaa $».

Clileo9« 7. U. S. A.

An Integrated Series of Eiglit Motion Pictures On

FRACTIONS
Designed primarily to aid the elementary teacher

in summarizing basic concepts of fractions.

• /nfroducf/on fo Fractions

• How fe Add fractions

• Hew fo Subtract Fractions

• How fo Change Fracflons

• How fo Multiply Fractions

• How fo Divide Fractions

• Dee/mo/ Fractions

• Pereenfoge

Each one reel in length, with sound.

In color, $85.00—in black and white HS.OO

For InformattoQ Write To

1133 North Highland Avenue, Hollywood 38, California
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AFDID-VISMlxMADE REVIEW

PIc+ure-in-a-Minute

Photography

Finished snap-shots may be removed
from a new camera within one minute
after exposure, according to announce-
ments from Polaroid Corp. of Cam-
bridge, Mass. The new camera, in-

vented by Dr. Edwin H. Land, Presi-

dent of Polaroid, uses a special double

film interspersed with pods of develop-

ing and printing fluid.

The accompanying series of photo-

graphs shows how simple it is to take

and make iiictures with the new camera
(viewing from top to bottom) :

Photo 1—Each part of the double roll

drops into its own slot. A single leader

advances the negative film and positive

paper. There is no threading or wind-
ing.

Photo 2—Picture is taken in the con-

ventional manner, one setting determin-

ing both shutter speed and lens opening.

Photo 3—Leader of film is pulled out

in one swift motion
;
photographer waits

about one miiuite, during which another

i)icture may be made.

Photo 4—Picture - is lifted out of

camera. It is 3^x4i4. sepia-tone.

Polaroid tests indicate it is as perma-
nent as ordinary prints.

Ampro Requires Less Jack
For King-Size Projector

A reduction of $76.50 in the price of

the Ampro "Imperial" 16nim silent pro-
jector was recently announced. There
will be no change in the well-known
features of the Imperial, the price re-

duction being made "to enable Ampro
dealers to meet eflfectively the demand
for lower priced, premium quality 16mm
silent projectors."

Radiant Reflections

Prettier cases and stands will be one
of the 1949 selling points of Radiant
screens, as the company puts forth the
revised "Champion" Model K. New
streamlined design, new two-tone color

combination, plus numerous mechanical
innovations distinguish the new Cham-
pion.

W.E. Creates Little Flutter

With New Sound Method
The Electrical Research Products

Division of Western Electric has ef-

fected a new method of direct-positive

sound recording potentially useful to the
television and 16mm fields. The new
sound recording method results in a light

exposure sound recording which, when
developed, shows distinct improvement
in output level, distortion content, and
in the elimination of printer loss and
distortion. Improved frequency response,
reduced flutter content, and lowered
costs are added advantages.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

Technically speaking, in making a re-

cording, standard light valves are used,

but a high-frequency A.C. bias of 24
kc. is superimposed on the light valve

in place of the usual D.C. bias for noise

reduction. No adjustments to projectors

using these films are required.

Our Monthly Feature:

New Projector Stands

This month we have only one projector

stand to mention, but it is dual-purpose,

made of
wood, and
very pretty,

according to
the picture.

The legs are

detachable, so

that the up-

per section
may serve to

elevate pro-
jectorsoflfthe

table slightly,

is is required
on such machines as Ampro, Eastman,
Kolograph, RCA. and the like. The stand
is made by Park Products Co.. Park
Ridge, Illinois.

Miscellany

40

VVESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CORP. has announced a new electronic

lamp which utilizes cadmium and mercury
vapors which radiate only one-third as

much beat per watt as incandescents. The
new 1000 watt lamp, T-28. is said to be
particularly adaptable to motion picture

and television stage illumination. West-
inghouse has also prepared a similar

experimental 10.000 watt lamp approxi-

mately half the brightness of the sun.

The new experimental lamp was recently

demonstrated in Washington at the 64th

Semi-Annual Conference of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers.

WEIMET FILM COMPANY,
INC., 514 W. 57th St., New York 19,

has placed on the market 50 foot mag-
azine loads of 16mm film in their

black-and-white panchromatic revers-

al safety film. This purchase price in-

cludes processing costs and speedy
service within 48 hours upon receipt.

Educational Screen



Bell & Howell Promotions

President J. H. McNabb recently an-

nounced the following promotions in the

Bell & Howell staflf: E. S. Lindfors,

from vice-president in charge of the

New York office to vice-president in

charge of merchandising (replacing

Harold Booth, now vice-president of

Polaroid); E. L. Schimmel, from man-
ager to vice-president in charge of the

International Division ; W. A. Moen,
from General Sales Manager to vice-

president in charge of sales policies ; P.

A. Wagner, from assistant general sales

manager to director of public relations;

C. G. Schreyer, to new director of sales,

retaining post of assistant treasurer;

and P. M. Thomas, appointed director

of sales training with headquarters as

Air Force liaison continuing at Wright
Field.

Ideal Officers

In the reorganization following the

death of Bertram Willoughby, a meet-
ing of the Board of Directors was held

on November 29th ; election of the fol-

lowing stockholders resulted : Marion
E. Harvey, Chairman, Martha M. Rath,

Co-Director, and S. J. Sperberg, Co-
Director.

Immediately after this, a meeting was
held to elect officers for the corpora-
tion : President, Elmer R. Willoughby

;

Vice-Presidents, Martha M. Rath and
S. J. Sperberg ; Secretary, Charles S.

Harvey ; and Treasurer, S. J. Sperberg.

RCA Appointments

The appointment of John J. Dostal,

formerly branch manager for Sound
Scribcr, as field sales manager of 16mm
sound projectors for RCA Visual Prod-
ucts Group was recently announced by
H. V. Somerville, Products Manager
of the Sound and Visual Products Sec-

tion of the RCA Engineering Products

Department.

Elmer H. Beneke has been appointed

regional 16mm sales representative for

the Chicago area, according to O. V.
Swisher, Manager of RCA's Visual

Products Group.

Elsewhere with Homo Sapiens

Harry Monson has announced his

resignation as Vice-President and Gen-
eral Sales Manager of AMPRO to be-

come Vice-President and Director of

Sales for SENIOR-SOUND, INC.,
221 East Cullerton, Chicago, a com-
pany recently formed by his father,

A. Monson, founder and former presi-

dent of Ampro. The new company
has developed and is about to intro-

duce a complete line of tape record-
ers.

J. M. Franey, President of UNITED

WORLD FILMS, announces the appoint-

ment of Jerry Albert as Director of Ad-
vertising and Publicity for the company.
. . . John M. Abraham's election as vice-

president of ESQUIRE, INC. has been

announced by David A. Smart, Chairman
of the Board. Mr. Abraham was Finan-

cial Controller of Balaban & Katz for

fifteen years and Assistant to Barney
Balaban, now President of Paramount
Pictures. In 1944 he joined Esquire.

Inc., and became General Manager of

the Company's Film Division, CORO-
NET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS.
The first presentation of the Progress

Medal of the Photographic Society of

America was made recently to Dr. C.

E. Kenneth Mees, KODAK vice-presi-

dent in charge of research, at the So-

ciety's 1948 convention in Cincinnati.

Internationally known as a photographic

scientist. Dr. Mees was voted the award

for his many contributions to photog-

raphy : technical, literary, and inspira-

tional. . . William H. Benedict has

joined SHERMAN PLAN INC. in

charge of film production, it has been

announced by Al Sherman, president of

the D. C. film organization. Mr. Bene-

dict will soon leave for shooting on a

Central .\merican location.

Willard M. Sanzenbacher, formerly

manager of the Pacific Northwest Terri-

tory for the Screen Adette Equipment

Corp., has purchased the business known
as Associated Sound Sales and Service

Company, 429 S.W. 12th Ave., Portland,

and has renamed it the AUDIO-VISU-
AL SUPPLY COMPANY. Mr. Her-

bert W. Hutton, former owner, re-

mains on the staff as Service Manager.

Charles Steinmetz, Max Murphy, and

Robert Hamilton are members of the

sales organization.

MOVIEdHITE
Proves it Can be Done!

• Proves that a 16mm Sound
Projector of the HIGHEST
QUALITY can be produced

at an amazingly new

LOW PRICE

Write for foldtr 3A
and name of author-

lied Visual Aid dealer.

Model 63LM for Sound or Silent Films

Gives TOP RESULTS in pictures, sound and

everything needed for audiences up to 1 00.

What Ford did in the motor industry . . .

Movie-Mite does in the projection field. Sim-
plification is the key! Get finest projection

and sound results for homes, schools,

churches, offices without paying for extras

. . . without paying for more than you need
or use outside an auditorium.

Movie-Mite weighs only 26 lbs. complete with

speaker. Precision machined for strength

and durability. Highest quality in every

detail. Universal A.C. or D.C. 105-120 Volt
operation. . . . Push-pull miniature tube
amplifier.
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Production

and Distribution

Popular Anglo Articles

Thomas Hodge, Director of Film and

Publications Division, BRITISH IN-
FORMATION SERVICES, has in-

dicated that some of the more popular

B.I.S. releases, shown to nearly 15,-

000,000 persons per year in the U. S., are

(prints sold shown in parentheses) :

Julius Caesar (593), Macbeth (440),

Instruments of the Orchestra (344),

Near Home (122), iVorld Is Rich (104),

Charter of the U. N. (99), and Your

Children's Eyes (99).

B.I.S. films are being purchased to an

ever-increasing extent, according to Mr.
Hodge. During 1947, 1948, and 1949

twelve 16mm commercial film libraries

have agreed to purchase at least one

print of every film released by B.I.S.

In the last three years the organiza-

tion itself has placed 4307 prints (10,-

029 reels) in distribution through its

own libraries.

From the Glamour Capitol

UNITED INTERNATIONAL
FILMS of Hollywood is circulating

questionnaire postcards to the whole
16mm distribution field. The object of

the questionnaire is to discover how
much of a market there would be each

year for new, 16mm produced feature

films, prefabricated indoor and out-

door theaters. Copies of the question-

naire may be obtained from the com-
pany at 8582 Sunset Blvd. (46).

MILLER OUTCALT CO., 1668 N.
Van Ness Ave., Hollywood, has signed

with Sterling Films, Inc. for exclusive

distribution rights in the far west states

of California, Oregon, and Washington,
according to Saul J. Turell, President

of Sterling.

Booklets

Prepared by the Photometric Section

of the GENERAL ELECTRIC Meter
and Instrument Divisions, a revised and
enlarged edition of the Photo Data Book

it takes only

pennies
to protect your /tTRlfSS

prints — dollars to re-

place them. Insist on the {[[^
one and only, the reliable

and proven

PEERLESS niM TREATMENT

'CCDICCC '"* PHOCISSINC
• tCKLt^J CORPOKATION

165 WIST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

is now available at photographic dealers

throughout the country. Increased to

132 pages, new sections include "Cur-

rent Trends in Photography for 194S>"

and a spread on G. E. products.

KODAK has announced a new, casual,

yet informative book on making pictures

indoors. The booklet is liberally illus-

trated with pictures, diagrams, and car-

toons and follows a very clever format.

.'Ml kinds of indoor pictures are covered.

It will be available soon from all photo

dealers.

Television

Navy Uses TV as

Mass Training Medium

Experimental television class rooms
will be in operation when the Navy
starts sending trial television programs
from its Sands Point, Long Island, tele-

vision station to a class of trainees at

the same location.

Early next year, weekly schedules of

lectures will be telecast four miles to

large-screen General Electric receivers

at the Merchant Marine Academy at

Kings Point, N. Y. Results for tele-

vision classes will be compared with

those receiving standard instruction.

For the television mass training pro-

gram. General Electric Company at

Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y., has

supplied complete studio equipment along

with monitoring receivers. The experi-

ments, being conducted by the Special

Devices Center at Sands Point, are

under the direction of the Office of

Naval Research.

Rear Projection for Television

The S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY
CORP. is making available to television

producers a variant of the long-used

rear projection device of motion picture

production. With this device any type

of moving or still photographic back-

ground may be shown, via rear projec-

tion, behind the action of actors closer

to the camera. In this way actors may
appear to walk about in Rome. London,

or perform feats of aerial stunting while

safety located within a television studio.

Special, wide-angle optics were the main
change required in the standard Holly-

wood equipment, according to T. A.

Tanney, head of the company.

Other Nev^s About T-V

VIDEO ASSOCIATES INC. and

STURGIS-GRANT PRODUCTIONS,
both of New York, have formed a work-

ing agreement for cooperative efforts di-

rected toward the production of mod-
erately priced television films employing

animation. The facilities of the two or-

ganizations will supplement one another

in the new venture.

Activities at the R.\PH.A.EL G.

WOLFF STUDIOS in Hollywood are

being broadened to include a Television

Department. Present plans contemplate

producing original, entertaining, and eco-

nomical television programs on film for

sponsors. The new venture will be man-

aged by Ramond Ring.

CARL DUDLEY PRODUC-
TIONS of Beverly Hills have assigned

exclusive television rights on their

amWith

The epic vicfory of a brave man's faith!
When a courageous man, sincerely aftempting to follow God's will,

finds that his path leads to personal tragedy, what can he believe? I AM
WITH YOU gives an answer of startling clarity. Filmed against gorgeous
scenic backgrounds, this thoroughly professional new feature with authen-

tic and exciting scenes of African life today and a top-flight cast,

provides fascinating entertainment as well as high Inspiration!

Especially recommended for the pre-Easfer season/
16 mm., 75 min., 3-year lease, $325.00; rental, $16.00 per day. Order from

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place

Hevt York 3, N. Y.
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"This Land of Ours" Series to NBC
Television for a four year period. The
agreement with NBC also calls for

rights to the "This World of Ours"
Series which Dudley is currently shoot-

ing in Europe.

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUC-
TIONS have completed 26 film pro-

grams for NBC Television, according
to Sidney Strotz, Administrative Vice-
President. The films were designed for

family entertainment, as are the 13

musical short subjects currently being

filmed for television by SACK TELE-
VISION ENTERPRISES of Dallas.

Jerry Fairbanks Productions have been

given the go-ahead signal from NBC
Television to produce dramatic, quiz

and children's programs for the network

—including "Jackson and Jill," "Going

Places with Uncle George," and "Quiz-

ology."

Current Film News
KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS

CLASSROOM FILMS, 625 Madison
Ave., N. Y. 22, announces the addition
of two new 16mm sound films to its

"Simplified Arithmetic" series : Dh'ision

of fractions and Multiplying Fractions.

Knowledge Builders also has available

a series of films on child care; titles in-

clude : Before the Baby Comes, Baby's
First Year, The Child Crows Up, Life

of a Healthy Child, Road to Health and
Happiness.

m CORONET FILMS, Coronet
Building, Chicago 1, has released sev-
eral new sound motion pictures for

the classroom, each one reel in length
and available in color or black and
white:

Capitalism—introducing basic con-
cepts of the capitalistic system.
Your Family—developing an appre-

ciation of the family as a social unit

and the role of the individual in that

unit.

A Visit to Ireland—taking students
on a picture tour of the Emerald Isle.

Life in a Fishing Village—introduc-
ing students to life in the village of
Gravarna, Sweden, typical of fishing

villages the world over.

Modern Hawaii—showing students
one of the most important of U. S.

possessions: its scenery, economic as-

sets, military bases, etc.

Basketball for Girls—Fimdamental
Techniques—demonstrating fundamen-
tal techniques of ball handling, pass-
ing, and shooting.

Basketball for Girls—Game Play—
demonstrating the finer points of the
sport.

Softball for Boys—developing the
principles of the sport in actual game
situations.

Safe Living at School—developing
proper concepts of safety at school.

Build Your Vocabulary—demon-
strating proven methods of vocabulary
building and establishing the need for

a well-rounded vocabulary.

MOGULL'S, 68 W. 48th St., N. Y.,

has released for sale to the non-thea-

trical field a 3-reel documentary motion
picture entitled Krakatoa, a sound and
sight record of one of the world's most
unusual and active submarine volcanoes,

located in the Indian Ocean between
Sumatra and Java.

SIMMEL-MESERVEY, INC.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., has released a

2-reel documentary concerning medical

progress in Mexico:

There Were Two Doctors—the true-

to-life study of a young Mexican doc-
tor who served his internship in the

tiny rural village of Zinacanton, Mex-
ico, combating suspicions and preju-

dices and finally winning over the

village to the beliefs of science.

MICHIGAN STATE MEDICAL
SOCIETY, 2020 Olds Tower Bldg.,

Lansing 8, Mich., announces a new
sound film produced by The Jam
Handy Organization:

Lucky Junior—stressing, through a

story framework, the importance of

immunization and of the family doctor
who understands and treats the child

as an individual.

OFFICIAL FILMS, 25 W. 45th
St., N. Y. 19, announces three additions

to its musical series of 16mm sound films

:

Yehttdi Menuhin—Violinist (10 reels),

featuring the works of great masters
such as Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, and
Paganini; Jakob Cimpel—Pianist (7
reels), including the works of Liszt,

Chopin, Mendelssohn, and Brahms; and
F.ula Beal—Contralto (4 reels), pre-

senting the young American contralto in

a program of vocal classics.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, In-

ternational Film Division, 445 Park
-Ave., N. Y. 22, recently added two J.

.Arthur Rank successes to its current
16mm series:

Odd Man Out—picturing eight tense
hours in the life of an idealist who
defies the law in defense of his con-
victions; starring James Mason and
Kathleen Ryan.

The Magic Bow—based on the life

of the great violinist Paganini and
starring Stewart Granger and Phyllis

Calvert.

STERLING FILMS, 61 W. 56th
St., X. Y. 19. announces its latest sports

Idnim release: Championship Form,
featuring three Olympic records—Earl
Meadows' pole vault, Cornelius John-
son's high jump, and Jessie Owens'
broad jump.

5 Films

in the

Development Cycle

of the

TJ Child from 5 to 10

ADVENTURING PUPS
Children love these intriguing

puppies who explore, get lost,

get home safely after meeting

several sfronge and large

animals.

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

JUDY LEARNS ABOUT MILK

Answers the simple questions of

every child about where does

milk come from?

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

TOMMY'S DAY
Health and behavior patferns

are developed through the ex-

periences of one day in the life

of a normal boy.

1 l'/2 reel $48.00 16 mm SD

THE CURIOUS COATI
Background experiences for

language arts are established

naturally by the desire to talk

about the antics of this odd little

animal.

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

, THECAREOF ART MATERIALS
Enhance the pleasure and ef-

fectiveness of creative work by

portraying how to enjoy it.

Simple new type animation.

1 reel $40.00 16 mm SD

Write for Free Teocher's Guide on
these films. Previews Now Available.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.

18 East 41 St Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, has released the

following new 16mm teaching films,

each one reel in length:

The Steam Turbine—shows the his-

torical development of the steam tur-

bine, and explains the principle by
which the modern steam turbine oper-

ates.

The Steam Engine—traces the de-

velopment of the steam engine from
the earliest models to the modern
steam locomotive, and explains the

principle by which the steam locomo-
tive operates.

The Principle of the Generator—

a

science film for elementary and junior

high school, explaining the principle

of electro-magnetic induction by which
the electric generator works.

The Microscope and Its Use—this

film explains the fundamental parts of

the microscope used in the typical high

school science laboratory and gives

the basic rules for its operation and
care.

How We Get Our Power—the story

of where power comes from. Surveys
the major sources of power: wind,
water, fuel, explosives and the atom.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, 16mm
Educational Division, 1270 Avenue of

the Americas, N. Y. 20, announces
several new releases : Treasure House
(story of the Smithsonian Institute) ;

Operation White Tower (climbing of

Mt. McKinley) ; Whitehouse (a tour of

IS THE NEXT
TO BE A "LOST

GENERATION"?
Or Will We
Help Europe
To Reclaim Its

^^r

The First Film Specifically Made
For A UNESCO Objective

"Hungry Mind»" challengingly tells the story of

Europe's children,, of the need for educational and
physical aid, of action that must be taken today!

With Drawings by Kaethe Kollwiii

SUITABLE FOR ALL GROUPS
Produced By

Nolionol film Board o/ Conodo

Sponsored By

Conodioo Council lot Recorntruchor^

Through UNfSCO

)6mm SOUNOfILM

Rental Per Day . . . $1.50

9 MIN,

Sole Per Copy . . . J25.0o

^a=5^
\g2J^ Sk

1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. Circle 6-4B68

the home of the U. S. chief executive)
;

Szi'itcerland Today (story of a democ-

racy and how it operates) ; Border

Without Bayonets (story of the friend-

ship between the U. S. and Canada)

;

Democracy's Diary (news gathering

and desseminating procedures of the

New York Times).

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 39 S. LaSalle St., Chi-

cago 3, III., has available several new
16mm films from Britain:

Furnival and Son (2 reels)—a por-

trait of the city of Sheffield, its great

steel industry, and the people who
work in it.

Radio Service (2 reels)—an up-to-

date picture of the British radio and
television industry.

Poliomyelitis—Diagnosis and Man-
agement (7 reels)—the story of a

young man stricken with acute an-

terior poliomyelitis, his treatment,

progress, and final return to home and
work.

ASSOCIATION FILMS, 347
Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, has available

a new 16mm sound motion picture in

color presented by the National Bis-

cuit Company:
The King Who Came to Breakfast

(2 reels)—the story of wheat featuring

Bill Baird's marionette characters.

CHURCHILL-WEXLER FILM
PRODUCTIONS, 137 N. La Brea
Ave., Los Angeles 36, announce that

their film Wonders in Your Oiini Back
Yard has recently been given an award
by the Audio-Visual Education Associa-

tion of California. Occasion for the

award was the first annual educational

film contest sponsored by that body.

Wonders in Your Own Back Yard, a
science film for primary grades, was
rated highest in the primary classifica-

tion.

CASTLE FILMS, a Division of
United World Films, 445 Park Ave.,
N. Y., offer 16mm and 8mm versions
of the following motion pictures:

News Parade of the Year—covering
the most important news events of
1948: the Berlin Air Lift, the Oregon
floods, the revolution in Bogota, Holy
Land fighting, the Presidential elec-

tion, etc.

World Series—1948—recording the
baseball season's climax, the World
Series with the Cleveland Indians and
the Boston Braves.
Grand Canyon—featuring the scenic

wonders of the gigantic chasm.

JOHN H. HUMPHREY, 11216
So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles 44,

Calif., announces the completion of a
new 16mm color sound film:

Pottery from the Wheel—produced
in cooperation with the Cinema Work-
shop of the University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. The film is

directed to those students with previ-
ous pottery training who are ready to
enter into the art of throwing pottery
on the wheel.

SUN DIAL FILMS, INC., 62S
Madison Ave., N. Y., announces that its

sound color film Basic Net Mending,
produced for the Fish and Wild Life

Service, has been selected by the Inter-

national Review Committee of the U. S.

Department of State to represent the

U. S. at the First Congress of Educational

and Instructive Films to be held in Paris

this year.

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING AND
SAFETY DEPT., American Automo-
bile Association, Washington 6, D. C,
announces the availability of a new
educational safety film in color and
black and white:

The Safest Way—depicting the step-

by-step activities of a typical classroom
of fourth-graders, who show how they
worked out each child's safest route
"to school, to the store, to the church,
to the movies ... or well, to any place."

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIG-
NAL OFFICER, Dept of the Army,
Information Section, Washington 25,

D. C, announces a new Signal Corps
motion picture tracing the career of

the late General of the Armies, John
J. Pershing. The Pershing story is

told in the second half of Armed
Forces Screen Report No. 98, currently

being exhibited in service theaters

and available to the public for non-
profit exhibition and television. The

POST

^

ftREYOVIPOSTlin

on the Best 16mm
SHORT SUBJECTS?
[ducational . . . intertaining!

"LISZT CONCERT"
The great Georgy Sandor at the piano,
in renditions of two of Franz Usit's
most beloved compositions:

LIEBESTRAl MK
THE bih m'.N<;\RIA\ RH \l*SODY

An impressive blending of perfect sound
recording and vivid camera technique.
Glorious music interpreted by a great
artist.

One reel, 9 minutes. List Price: $25.00

6 Subjects

SONGBOOIv OF THE
SCREEN I\ COLOR

America'* favorite songt. stirringly ren

dered in their full melodic richnest. Run-
ning time 3 minutes each. List Pricfti

S20.00 each.

AMKKICA
END OK A PKRKECT DAY
HOMK ON THE RAMIE
HOME SWEET HOME
J1N(;I.E BEI.I.S

Oil) ni.ACK JOE
Available at leading film Ljbrorjes.

Write for FREE torolog fo Dept. 10.
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POST PICTURES CORP.
115 W. 4Sth St., New York 19, N. Y.
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first part of the Screen Report—

a

monthly, newsreel-type production of

Army Pictorial Service—is devoted to

ROTC Summer Camp scenes.

HAWLEY-LORD, INC., 61 W.
56th St., N. Y. 19. announces the com-
pletion of a new film by Tommy
Conlon:
Trout Factory—the complete story

from the egg to the hook showing
how one state stocks its lakes and
streams.

Hawley-Lord also announces the re-

lease of the first three subjects in its

series titled "Our Changing World":
Song of Siam, Pearl of the Orient, and

Land of Fair Dinkutn, depicting the peo-

ple, customs, culture, and progress of

Siam, Australia, and the Philippines, re-

spectively.

A. F. FILMS, INC., 1600 Broad-

way, N. Y. 19, has acquired 16mm
and TV distribution of the following

color film:

French Tapestries Visit America (3

reels)—picturing the priceless French
Tapestries exhibited in New York and
Chicago, accompanied by an explana-

tory narration and an early-French

musical background.

TOMLIN FILM PRODUC-
TIONS, INC., 480 Lexington Ave.,

N. Y. 17, has produced the following

16mm films:

Co-op Oil (2 reels)—a Kodachrome
production tracing the various stages

of current motor-oil refining tech-

niques. Prints are available from the

Consumers Cooperative Association,

Kansas City l.i, Missouri.

For the People (3 reels)—a Koda-
chrome production tracing the develop-

ment of oil production by the Con-
sumers Cooperative Association. Avail-

able from the Cooperative Associa-
tion in Kansas City.

SACK TELEVISION ENTER-
PRISES announces that it has ac-

quired exclusive non-theatrical and
television rights to the "This Is Texas"
series of 1-reel topical film.s produced
by Nationwide Pictures, Inc. of Dallas.

Four of the 1948 group have already

been completed and are titled This Is

Texas, Imnsible Rivers, Swords and
Ploughshares, and Bells of Tejas.

U SARRA, INC., 200 E. 56th St.,

N. Y. City, announces that it has re-

cently produced a new color motion
picture on home planning:

Story of a House (3 reels)—traces

the building of a home from the time

the lot is selected through the actual

construction, decorating, and furnish-

ing. The film is the first in a series

of Better Home Planning motion pic-

tures to be prepared in cooperation

with the editors of "Better Homes
and Gardens." It will be released

generally February 1 for showings
throughout the nation.

D. D.LIVINGSTON, 39 E. 35th St.,

N. Y., announces a new addition to the

dance film collection : Air for the G
String, with Doris Humphrey and a

modern dance group (1 reel).

Entertainment

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 19,

has acquired for exclusive 16mm dis-

tribution the following films:

Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp
Ground (6 reels)—depicting the^strug-

gles involved in the building of stage-

coach roads through the frontier west

and starring Johnny Mack Brown
and Tex Ritter.

The Old Chisholm Trail (6 reels)

—

picturing the desperate battles for

water rights along the frontier cattle

trails and starring Johnny Mack Brown
and Tex Ritter.

New Orleans (10 reels)—the story

of the birth of the blues, featuring

Arturo de Cordova, Dorothy Patrick,

Louis Armstrong and his band.

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC., 25 W.
45th St., N. Y. City, announces several

new cartoons available in 16mm and
8mm versions. Titles include: "Kitty

Gets the Bird," "Dumb Like a Fox,"

"Cholly Polly," and "Gullible Canary."

Lists and Catalogs

CIO FILM DIVISION, 718 Jack-

son Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C,
has issued a new catalog, "Films for

Labor", describing available 16mni mo-
tion pictures and filmstrips. Films are

listed under the following divisions

:

Films on the Development of Unionism,

on Discrimination, International Prob-

lems, Political .\ction. Domestic Prob-

lems, Farmer-Labor Cooperation, and

Free Films.

BRANDON FILMS, 1600 Broad-

way, N. Y. 19, recently published a

"Checklist of Films on International and

Interracial Understanding" comprising

47 titles of films especially suitable for

United Nations and International Re-

lationships programs. March of Time,

International Film Foundation, United

World. National Film Board of Canada,

and many other sources are represented.

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA
SERVICE, INC., 1560 Broadway, N.

Y. 19, offers a new catalog listing the

latest 16mm educational and entertain-

ment films. A feature of the 1948-49

Film Rental Catalog is a new Educa-
tional Films Section.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
CORP., School Service Dept., 306

Foiirth Ave., Box 1017, Pittsburgh 30,

Pa., recently announced a new Teach-

ings -Aids Catalogue describing charts,

posters, and booklets available for dis-

tribution to teachers. Also available

is a new index of motion pictures and

slidefilms
—"Westinghouse Sound Mo-

tion Pictures and Slide Films for

School LTse."

THE RIGHT FILMS
for Particular Needs!
You can obtain films for every purpose and in

all subject areas from our comprehensive film
libraries.

Examples of rental and FREE films In varied
fields of interest—

TO MAKE LITERATURE LIVE
ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA. 21/2 reels.

rental $4.00.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS. 4 reels, rental $6.00.

MACBETH. 2 reels, rental $4.00.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. 3 reels, rental $5.00.

FOR SAFE DRIVING
WHEEL SENSE. 2 reels, in color.

A superior new FREE film for driver training

courses and assembly showings in high schools.

Torpedo Jones, champion racing driver, con-

veys the salient points of good driving to a

typical high school class of trainees. FREE

FOR HEALTHFUL EATING HABITS
THE KING WHO CAME TO BREAKFAST. 2

reels, in color.

A story of wheat, dramatizing the impor-

tance of a nourishing breakfast as a basis of

energy for the day's activities. FREE

WHENEVER YOU EAT, I reel, in color.

A pointed demonstration of how proper diet

and healthful living practices, contribute +0

success In any vocation. FREE

Nearly 100 other FREE FILMS on
many subjects!

HIGH GRADE
ENTERTAINMENT FILMS

Features, Cartoons, Comedies. Westerns.

ALSO: Sports and Recreation, Travelogues.

Music, Social Science, and many others.

Write for latest issue of

"Association Film News"

and the 1948-1949 Catalog of

SELECTED MOTION PICTURES
to Dept. "E"

ASSOCIATION FILMS
(Y. M. C. A. MOTION PICTiiRE BUREAU)

NEW YORK 17
347 Madlnn iit.

CHICAGO 3

206 it, Mkhisoii Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 turic H.

SAILAS 4
jot 2 Mapl.,

/55 PAGE CATALOG

^h£/^l OF OUTSTANDING
FILMS

BRAY LIBRARY
of Motion Pictures

16 mm Silent and Sound

Hundreds of valuable films . . .

some available free!

8 new Health and Hygiene Films-

just released.

12 outstanding Air Age
Education Films.

Also films on Civics ond Government,
Geography, Industry, Biological Sciences,

Physics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Transportation.

Wrife today for 1948-1949 Catalog.

BRAY STUDIOS, inc.

Please say that you saw it in EDUCA-

TIONAL SCREEN when writing to

advertisers in this issue.
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offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

HLMS

Hollywood 38, Cal.

(P)Academy Films

844 Seward St.,

Association Films

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc.

2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.'
Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

(PD)
Y.

(PD)

York 22, N. Y. (PD)

(D)

(P)

(D)

. Y.

(PD)

(PD)

Y

Y,

(P)

(P)

36

;pD)

(D)

(PD)

445 Park Ave., Ne
Catholic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y
Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Wllmette, Illinois

Films, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5, Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.
Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
General Films, Ltd. (PD)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heidenlcamp Nature Pictures

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8,

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions
6I2I/2 S. Rldgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc.

620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N.
Institutional Cinema Service,

1560 Broadway, New York 19, N.
International Film Bureau

6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2,

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

Tho Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit I I,

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17. N. Y.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N.
Official Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N, Y.

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc.

730 Elm St., Wlnnetka, III.

Tho Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

46

(PD)
Mich.

(PD)

r.

(P)

(PD)

(PD)

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)
614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television; Commercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Am pro Corporation (M)
285t N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)

68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc. (M)
440! W. North Ave., Chicago 39, 111.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Raike Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, 111.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

AN IMPROVED

FILM DIRECTORY

The new, more complete, 1949
edition of The Blue Book of

16mm Films is now on sale.

• ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
Don't be disappointed this year. PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
. . . malie sure you receive your copy of tlie liandiest film

reference guide you've ever owned.

• BIGGER MORE COMPLETE
The 1949 edition contains listings of more films than ever

—

gathered from every possible source. It's the finest we've
printed . . . 24th annual edition.

USE THE COUPON ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

Educational Screen
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Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D)

Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (D)

602 W, 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg.. Memphis i, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (M)
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Education Incorporated (D)

Lamar and 12th, Austin. Tex.

2010 N. Field St., Dallas I, Tex.

3905 S. Main St., Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enrlght Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Cine-Puppet Productio,-i$ (P)

7920 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood^
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P)

V/ilmette, 111.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, CaL

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences (P)

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES
KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. 3I/4 x4|/4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (P-4)

Meadville, Pa.

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

(Formerly titled "1000 and One")

• Lists almost 7000 films

• Synopsis of each film

• Where to get each film—prices

• Films on every subject

• Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS. YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS

Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. LaU St.

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Book. I enclose $1-50.

Name

Address

City

State

D Check hers if you wish to be billed.

Nu-Arts Films, Inc. (0-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomov/oc, Wis.

Raike Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
271 I N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39. III.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III,

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative Classroom Pictures (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomlngdale, Chicago 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

m POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., Audio- Visual Division, 353

Fourth Ave., N. Y. 10, has just re-

leased a new filmstrip series, "Ex-
ploring Through Maps", produced in

cooperation with the World Book
Encyclopaedia. The strips are ac-

companied by an illustrated teaching

guide. Titles and descriptions follow:

Maps and Their Meaning (color)

—

presenting basic elements of direc-

tions in relation to children's everyday
experiences and explaining the use of

symbols and color as aids in reading
maps.

We Live on a Huge Ball—explain-

ing the difficult concept of latitude

and including many discussional and
"participation" frames.

Flat Maps of a Round World-
clarifying the concept of longitude and
presenting various types of map pro-

jections representing the globe.

Maps and Men—reviewing the en-

tire series and showing many ex-
amples of maps used in business,

recreation, travel, the study of history,

geography, etc.

VISUAL SCIENCES, Suffern,

New York, announces a new 40-

frame filmstrip for art classes and
clubs:

Pencil Technique—depicting the
tools and the steps involved in pencil

sketching; made under the editorial

direction of James Cullen, art director
of the Sufifern Public Schools.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18
E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces the
release of four filmstrips in an "Ele-
mentary Science Series." Titles are
Magnets, Day and Night, Electricity.

and What Makes Rain. Each of the
filmstrips is based on a YAF elementary
science motion picture already avail-

able.

STANLEY BOWMAR CO., 2067
Broadway, N. Y. 23, has available
the following new filmstrips:

The New Jersey Campaigns—de-
picting vivid local history as well as
the history that laid the foundation
of American Independence.

The Field Trip (color)—designed
to help teachers and students prepare
for a field trip.

Share the Ball—dcsiKned to help
teachers develop in children the con-
cept of sharing in many things.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
N. Y. 20, announces the availability of
the following filmstrips from Britain:

African Doctors in Training (30
frames)—tracing the thorough train-

48

ing given students in the Nigerian

School of Medicine.

English Table Glass {33 frames)—
picturing the art of glassmaking in

England.

District Commissioner (40 frames)

—presenting a typical District Com-
missioner on the Gold Coast of West
.Africa.

The Colonies Fight Leprosy (38

frames)—dealing mainly with Brit-

ain's large experimental leper colony

in Nigeria.

Northern Ireland (49 frames)

—

picturing the scenery and industries of

Northern Ireland.

WAYNE UNIVERSITY, Audio-
Visual Materials Consultation Bureau,
5272 Second Blvd., Detroit 2, Mich.,

has announced the latest release in a

monthly series of contemporary affairs

filmstrips, written and produced for

the Detroit Times:

Planning Our Cities—picturing the

efforts of city planning commissions
to improve city growth. Previous re-

leases are "United Nations at Work"
and "Statehood for Hawaii."

JOINT ANA-AAAA COMMIT-
TEE, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17,

announces the availability for sale on
February 1 of a full-color sound slide-

film version of the report issued last

year by the Joint ANA-A.AAA Com-
mittee on Improvement of Public
Understanding of Otir Economic Sys-
tem:

This Is Our Problem—dealing with
three main questions: What is "the
.American economic system" and how
does it work? What are the under-
lying causes for lack of public under-
standing of our economic system?
What can and should be done to cor-

rect these underlying causes?

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
INC., Te.xt-Film Dept., 330 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. 18, has available a new series

of five filmstrips on Etiquette, intended
for use in teaching the social graces
to young people of high-school age.
The filmstrips are correlated with the
textbook "Manners Made Easy" by
Mary Beery.

THE ATHLETIC INSTITUTE,
Film Dept., 209 S. State St., Chicago
4, 111., has available the following
slidefilms in its "Beginning Sports"
Series: Beginning Golf, Beginning
Archery, Beginning Tennis, and Be-
ginning Tumbling. Each subject is a
complete program consisting of slide-

films, accompanying transcribed in-

structions, instructor's guide, and a set

of student pocket booklets.

JACK BREED, 42 Longview Drive,
Marblehead, Mass., announces the avail-

ability for purchase of Kodachrome slides

duplicated from transparencies selected
from the more than 50,000 originals taken
by Jack Breed, a well-known color pho-
tographer and magazine illustrator, dur-
ing his extensive travels throughout North
America. A catalog listing and describing
the slides is also available.
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TODAY'S GREATEST 16mm VALUE

FOR BETTER EDUCATION

Victor, realizing the growing necessity of a 16 mm
projector to meet the requirements of every

school and classroom, presents this wide

price and utility range. You can now select a

Victor 16 mm projector priced

as low as $295.00 with assurance of world-

famous Victor tone clarity . . .

matchless Victor picture brilliance ...
^

and faithful Victor performance! /

THE NEW VICTOR ^ki^
Latest Victor 16mm achievement. Portable,

compacl . handsomely designed . . . here is a

Victor projector incorporating many Victor

features heretofore limited to costlier models.

Victor quality at a new low price. Available

with a choice of three sp)eakers.

THE VICTOR LITE-WEIGHT
Victor's ever-popular portable model with all

the dependable Victor features guarantees

trouble-free operation. So simple and safe,

students can readily assume responsibility for

classroom movies. Choice of three speakers

THE VICTOR TRIUMPH 60
Tliousan<lsof schools have ff>und this matched

two-case combination the medium of superior

performance with clear, true tone and ade-

quate volume to meet larger audience re-

quirements.

WORLD'S LARGEST
'ERVICE ORGANIZATION

y^i^SiJ^iMi^/o^/Y^
A oivisioM OF euitrtss-inneMT eoii^eaATiOK

Dept. 0-17 ' Hom» Office and Factory: Dartnport, /oij
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Edward Small presents

'Miss Anniie Rooney"
Shirley's a young lady now and she sets a merry pace in a riot of clean adolescent fun

with

William Gargan, Guy Kibbee, Dickie Moore, Peggy Ryan

Edward Small

c.n.mote
Coope

r^ drama *>« .^^,, „ost

'^''•"C*^''

r:^'---
THESE PICTURES WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON
-CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FILM LIBRARY

OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO US

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
EXCLUSIVE I6MIVI DISTRIBUTORS

723 Seventh Avenue New York 19, N.Y
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MAKE fULL USE Of YOUR

T MEETS EV€Ry NEED Of
GROUP INSTRUCTION

Of course, it gives you the finest

obtainable projection of

Standard Lantern Slides

Have you seen the latest addi-
tions to Keystone's vast library
of educational slides? Some of
these new units will make your
work more effective—and easier.

Many instructors realize the pos-
sibilities of

Handmade Lantern Slides

—not only for the presentation
of special subjects, but for obtain-
ing enthusiastic group participa-
tion.

You can sometimes make a
worthwhile cut in the cost of
lantern slides, by using

Quadruple Slides

—with four exposures, which are
screened singly by means of a
quarter-size mask.

Place a Flashmeter
on your Overhead Pro-
jector, and you have a

Tachistoscope
—of thoroughly proven value for
efficient training in spelling, read-
ing, recognition and general visu-

al skills.

By means of an inexpensive adap-
ter, you can show

2-Inch Slides

—^with the clear, inexpensive day-
light projection made possible
only by a 750 or 1000-watt lamp.

You can also buy an attachment
for showing

Strip Film

—and here again, have the ad-
vantage of the Keystone Over-
head Projector's powerful illu-

mination.

o
Supplementary Lens

An adapter is also available for

Microscopic Slides

—and with the micro-
scopic slides (as well

as with two-inch slides and strip film) you can use the
five-diopter supplementary lens, shown at left, which
enlarges the projection two dimensions each way.

J(//ilie ^a^ GincMlafi

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY • meadville, pa,

SINCE 1892 — PRODUCERS OF SUPERIOR VISUAL AIDS ,
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'Th.Q }^cadet6 U/tlte

Setter ^ft^eif^tffi

ording maKEb una

ny'c'u'nuR TAPE RECORDER, *ith radio and
ONE HOUR

'h„ ULTRATONE a best buy. Beauti-

for listening while recording. _

JOHN OTT PICTURES, Inc.

Phototronics.. .Audio-Visual Div.

730 Elm Street, Winnetlta, Illinois

Pleate send me further information about

G Victor Sonomotter ; .
Ultratene Tape Recorder

D Ampro Compact Projector .^ Film Liitingt

, rwiieeli A Rolling"

Name .

Address

City State _

So It WAS The Chinese!

Editor :

May I correct a statement by Mr.

Don White in the December issue of

Educational Screen, where he gave

credit for originating an old Chinese

proverb entitled, "One picture is

worth a thousand words," to Mr. Fred

R. Barnard, a New York advertising

man, and his source of authority as

quoted is the Carnegie Library of

Pittsburgh. This is a very old Chinese

proverb and can be written thus in

Chinese:

One seeing is worth a hundred tellings.

My authority is the Travelers

Handbook for China, written by Carl

Crow and published by the San Fran-

cisco News in 1913.

Preston Kline Caye, Ph. D.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Maybe one picture k'OkW /int'i' cleared

this all »/'.

—

Ed.

Facili'fies and Goals

Educational Screen for November
carried an article which greatly interests

me. It is entitled, "Modern Projection

Classroom," and surveys the audio-visual

facilities of Technical Institute in Wil-

liamsport, Pennsylvania, to meet the

need of their school.

Several assumptions, it would seem,

must be made in order to build a center

such as that described in the article.

First, centralized administration of

audio-visual instruction is necessary,

second that projection classrooms are

desirable installations, and finally, that

these two rooms fill the need of a school

building. >

Personally, an audio-visual center

seems inevitable for any school hoping

to gain the inherent advantages of audio-

visual methods of instruction. .Any

director or school administrator desir-

ing to improve the educational program
in this phase of instruction must have

as one of his first objectives some kind

of centralized direction and service.

It is hard for me, however, to believe

that a projection classroom, a room set

aside for visual instruction primarily,

is a wholly desirable feature. Theoret-

ically, the classroom can be anywhere.

But practically, it is the room assigned

to the teacher. In this classroom a

learning situation develops. Moving a

class at each desire on the part of the

teacher to use these tools immediately

compromises this learning situation.

Bringing the materials into the classroom,

causing inconvenience to the teacher and

tlie audio -visual services, and consuming

much time in setting up, is a far sounder

compromise educationally. In short, the

goal is classrooms equipped for audio-

visual instruction, not projection class-

rooms.

Finally, the assumption that two, or

even more well-equipped classrooms

will fill the needs of a school of some
size is a limited view of the tools at

our disposal. We can assume that some
progress will be made in the under-

standing of these potentials on the part

of the teachers now in service. A large

number of the new teachers entering

the field have some familiarity with

these methods. The conflicts in sched-

uling which are likely to result are in-

surmountable. The effect of discourag-

ment to the teacher would become a ma-
terial loss to progressively better teach-

ing.

There is a tendency in a plan such

as the one described to require teachers

to come to the Center in order that they

might utilize audio-visual materials. In

reality, the Center should only be the

hub of a wheel whose spokes reach out

to the teachers with tools that will serve

them in the learning situation.

It must be understood that a project to

equip all classrooms properly should be

the final goal. It cannot be accomplished

in one day or one year perhaps. True,

problems must be met today with the

facilities and equipment available. But

plans must be made for the future. Let

us plan for it, keeping our overall goals

in mind.

Clarence Bergeson
Director, Radio and Visual Education Service

Macalestcr College, St. Paul, Minn.

Interoffice Memo
Editor :

I have just read your editorial about

the impracticability of furnishing every

classroom with audio-visual equipment

(January issue). Very quiet, very polite,

the editorial is full of raw meat.

Let's get a projector in every totmt.

Patrick A. Philippi
Circulation Manager,

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
)V.f, let's do get a projector in every

town first; then we can begin to achieve

the great potential of film use.

P. S. It's flattering to know you read

the editorials!—Ed.

How Large Should a Picture Be?

Editor :

Can you or anyone else tell me what

are the so-called accepted standards of

screen placement and size. I have never

been able to find any. Bruce Findlay

and I were talking about this the other

day, and both of us agreed there should

be definite standards. For some reason

or other we have gotten the idea that

{Continued on page 56)
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LOOK AT THESE

Two-Channel Recording puts a full hour's re-

Cording on the standard half-hour reel

Simple OS A-B-C. Just three controls: (A)

Forward-stop-rewind. (B) Reeord-or-play.

(C) Tone-and-volume. Easy to thread. Tape
won't snarl up, kink or back-lash.

Solf erasing. Same tape may be used over

and over. Eash new recording completely
"erases" previous recording . . . auto-

matically.

Eo»y »o Edit. Snip out unwanted sections

with scissors and join ends of tape with
ordinary cellulose tape.

Records or Plays Continuously. Not necessary

to rewind before removing reel. Fastest

rewind time . . . less than IV2 minutes.

Output jocks permit playing through public

address system, high fidelity radio ampli-

fier or auxiliary speakers.

light weight, compact. Weighs only 25

pounds, including microphone and extra

reel. Size: 18" x 121/4" x %^,'t" high.

Handsome, Sturdy. Ruggedly constructed,

scuff resistant case is finished in rich, light

brown with gold beading. Comfortable
carrying handle.

Students can be helped to make phenomenally rapid progress with the

aid of this new recorder. Because of its superb tone fidelity, it captures

and reproduces the most delicate nuances of timbre, pitch, phrasing

and dynamics ... in the study of voice, instrument, band or orchestra.

In speech correction, foreign language training or public speaking, it

records every inflection for study and improvement. As a fine instru-

ment for recording and reproducing music from the radio . . . from
records ... or from "live" performances, the Crestwood Recorder

excels with full, rounded tonal perfection.

Scores of other uses will be found for this recorder. In assembling

libraries, MagicTape two-channel recording economizes both money
and storage space. Study the many mechanical advantages. Compare
this recorder with machines priced much higher. And mail the coupon
for complete information . . . today!

RECORDER
CRESTWOOD RECORDER CORPORATION
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Gentlemen: Please rush complete information about the

Crestwood MagicTape Recorder. No obligation.

Address-

ES-2
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The Readers Write

LESSONS THAT LIVE

...PRICED FOR SCHOOL BUDGETS

Transformed by the matchless image and

sound of the Natco projector, routine

lessons become high adventure. Theatre-

like reahsm breathes life into cold facts.

Yet this projector can be operated by any

Dupil. Light, rugged, it can be carried

easily from room to room. Has 2,000 ft.

film capacity. Only 8" p.m. speaker and

5-watt amplifier at this price. Operates

on either A.C. or D.C. without convertors.

Approved by Underwriter's Laboratory.

See dealer or write for literature, today.

we slumld have a very large screen just

because projector maiuitacturers liave

standardized on a tvvo-incli lens. Maybe
a 24" X 30" picture is big enough for

the average classroom situation. Our
staff made some tests the other day and

we were surprised to see just how much
could be seen on a 24" .\ 30" screen at

a full thirty feet.

I have been told that no scientific

studies have been made on the subject

of screen size and placement. It would
seem that this is a veritable "no-man's-

land" of audio-visual education, and one

deserving of careful thought and study.

Herbert M. Elkins
Herbert M. Elkins Co.
Sunland, Los Angeles County, Calif.

Who can beam some light on this

screen subject? ll'hat caused standardi-

caiion on Z" lenses for 16mm projectors?

II hat is (loinii to be the effect of tele-

vision on our notions about projected

picture size?—Ed.

Wanted: Films for Australia

Editor :

We have been subscribers to your

magazine for some time and have very

much enjoyed its reading and con-

tents. I regret, however, that your

advertising rather makes our mouths
water, as supplies of general accessories

for sound projection equipment are

fairly scarce in .Australia, and par-

ticularly sound films.

My Principals. Messrs. Pyrox
Limited, Melbourne, are the Australian

manufacturer of the "Pyrox Victor"

16mm sound movie projector, and we
are the West Australian distributors,

and regret that we are extremely short

of suitable and interesting film.

On reading your advertising and
various articles, I note there are quite

a number of large manufacturing and

industrial organizations in .America who
have and are producing films of a very

interesting nature, principally confined

to their particular industry, but of great

general interest.

.As you are probably aware, imports

from Dollar Countries are restricted in

Australia, and unfortunately we cannot

avail ourselves of your wonderful films

in America. I was wondering if there

were any of these firms who would be

prepared to send us films of general

interest. .And I can assure you we
would be very appreciative of these.

They unfortunately would have to be

forwarded as a gift, owing to the Dol-

lar Restriction, but I can assure you
that any of these films will be put to-

excellent use, and the long-range ad-

vertising policy on behalf of these firms

I think would be of great value.

C. R. Palmer

NATCO, 44 0, 1 West North Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Director
C. R. Palmer Electronics Ply. Ltd.
152 Murray St., Perth. West Australia
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Persons...
SPANISH CHILDREN

COME TO LIFE

Places. ..
BRITISH ISLES IBERIAN PENINSULA

COME TO LIFE

Things... t^"'""""^ '^^

BUILDING A HIGHWAY THE AIRPORT

COME TO LIFE

AUSTRALIA

on ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS

Safport tht Film Council of America

Wtlto: FCA, 6 W. Ontjrio St., Chlc>(o 10

These six new classroom motion pictures join more than 500 other

EBFilms in bringing the world . . . and a world of learning ... to America's

classrooms.

Geography, social studies, economics, history, language arts, elemen-

tary science . . . these are some of the subject-areas explored in these new
EBFilm releases. They are an example of the tremendous depth and breadth

of EBFilms.

Good teachers know they can do a better job with EBFilms. Pro-

duced by educators who know teaching problems, and designed for precise

integration into school programs, EBFilms provide teachers with a vital

classroom tool.

It's no wonder that more than 70% of all classroom motion pictures

are EBFilms.

To add these six new EBFilms to your library, write EBF for preview

prints or apply to your nearest film rental library.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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THE DA-LITE MODEL C is an ideal semi -portable,
heavy-duty screen for large classrooms and auditoriums.
It may be suspended from ceiling or wall or placed, as
the 9'xl2' size here illustrated, in Da-Lite's sturdy
Model C Aluminum Floor Stand.

e^<»o^ DA-LITE
— IHE SCREENS THAT

EXPERIENCE built!

For forty years, Da -Lite has pioneered in

producing the best screens for professional

and non-professional projection. The same
high quahty which makes Da-Lite the pre-

ferred screen in the fin-

est theaters, is found in

all Da-Lite portable

models used in schools,

churches, industry and

homes.

Since 1909, when the first

Da-Lite Screens were
used in "Nickelodeons"
Da-Lite has been famous
for s"reens of superior

qualiiy.

Made by the origina-

tors of the "Crystal-

Beaded" fabric,
Da-Lite Screens give

new life and brilliance

to all types of projected visual aids. Ask
your supplier for Da -Lite Screens today!

Sixty -eight models and sizes.

Write for FKEE sample swatch of

Da-Lite "Crystal-Beaded" fabric

and 16-page booklet on Da-Lite
Screens. Da-Lite Screen Company,
Inc., 2711 North Pulaski B>1.,

Chicago 39, Illinois.

^vi » i i_n ijj_y/^

DA-LITE THEATER'
-QUALITY. SCREENS

FLASHBACKS!—25 Years Ago
Cuts from Volume III, No. 2,

The Educational Screen, February, 1924

• "The (;ki:atest value of instruction through pic-

torial representations of things h'es in the fact that

ohjective features of things are presented for ohserva-

tion, for analysis, and for discussion. If these steps

are taken, the desire will have heen created to read,

the basis for judgments will have been established, and
a true and abiding interest will have been aroused."

—

Prom an article, "Collection and Orijani.cation of Pic-

tures," by IV. Ahranis.

• "R. J. Fi.AiiEKT'i', who made the masterpiece,

'Nanook of the North', is now in the South .Seas doing

life studies of the natives . . . Flaherty can keep

busy at his worthwhile work for some generations to

come, before the old world will be safely and com-
pletely tucked away in celluloid for instant access bv

the schoolroom millions that want and need such

pictures."

—

Prom "Informalities" by the Editor.

• "There is now a Department of Visual Instruc-

tion in the N.E.A. . . . We earnestly solicit and urge

all who are interested in visual education work to

join us in clean, courageous efl'orts for the advance-

ment of better pictures in our public school work. Let

it be remembered that the annual dues paid to the

organization bring not only the reports of our work
to our members but also the regular issues of 'The

Educational -Screen.' . . . We believe that our members
are thus getting value received for every cent of dues

j

])aid to the organization."

—

Prom a report by Dudley
Grant Hayes, President of the A'ational Academy of

Visual Instruction, wliose efforts had been successful

in establishing the D.V.I, of N.E.A.

• How MAN^ of the.se films are in your library?

Baby Song Birds at Meal Time (Pathe)
Humpty Dumpty (General Vi.sion Co.)

Sunkist Oranges (Calif. I'Vuit Grower.s p'xchange)

Immigration (Society for Visual Kducation)

The Living Voice ( Bray Productions

)

The Land of Cotton (General Electric)

Group Games (Visual Text Book Publishers)

Pasteur (.\merican Motion Picture Corp.)

Milk as Food (Ford Motion Picture Laboratories)

Yosemite. the Valley of Kncbantnient (Pathe)

All of these were described in an "Approved List of

'

Instructional Films" reviewed by the Film Committee
of the Visual Instruction Association of America.

Chairman of that committee was Rita Hochheimer ofi

the New York Citv Schools.

•AM£R;C/4'S finest for 40 YEARS"

Off the FCA Press . . ,

• "How to Conduct a Community ImIui I'oruni," the tbird-

in a series of "How-to-do-it" pamphlets, is now available!

'from the Film Council of .America, 6 \V. Ontario St., Chi-

cago 10, Illinois. Written by Robert H. Scliacbt, director

of the Bureau of Information and Program Services of the

University of Wisconsin, the pamphlet presents the essential

steps to be taken in planning and holding discussion meet-
ings centering about films. A list of one hundred films

recommended for use in more that forty subject areas ii

included in the appendix. The pamphlet can be purchased
from FCA headquarters for LSc (entire serie.<; of eight

pamphlets, $1,00).
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Today's Teaching Films

by

Coronet
Coronet Films . . . the most modern

product ol a modern teaching science. The

largest and most complete hbrary of new instructional

films in color, motion, and sound, for every one

of the many Coronet titles has been produced

or revised within the past short three years.

Modern in their academic approach,

up-to-the-minute in production technique

and subject timeliness, these are the films for your

visual education program! Little wonder that

Coronet Films are tlie first choice of America's

modern schools, for each of these many films,

covering every grade and subject, is produced under

the constant and invaluable guidance of both

outstanding subject matter specialists and experienced

active classroom teachers . . . guaranteeing both the

authenticity and teaching appeal of these famous films.

And here, today, are five more Coronet Films,

just released for today's classrooms. For information

on their jireview, purchase, or rental, or for a

complete catalog of tlie Coronet Library, write to:

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

sruary, 1949
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As Viewed From Here P«3ul C. Reed
iiiirniriiiiiH iiiitiiiiiiuiillMlMiiiKl iiiiiiiiiiiiililliltlltlilliiniiiiiiiiniiiHiiiiKiiii iiiiiiiliii iii i uiii.i iiii llllllllliii mil iiiiil iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiliuillllnilliiiii lillliiiiilillilllllliu

"Those who ore clumsy wifh verbafisthenics

we call stupid."

Reading, Yes. BUT—
• Right at the outset, before there is a chance to misinterpret our

point of view, we want to make perfectly clear that we think it a

good idea to teach reading in school. We think it good for boys and

girls to learn to read. But, we are seriously concerned with that big

eleven-year-old boy sitting near the back in the foui-th-grade room, who

already has become a threat to society and himself just because he

hasn't learned to read.

That boy and thousands like him already labeled "dumb" by

school standards can become far more useful and helpful citizens,

yet they are doomed to failure in today's schools. Who is failing?

In a recent address, Ralph Tyler, University of Chicago dean,

pointed up a clue that should be accepted as a supreme challenge

by all educators. "Those who are clumsy with verbalisthenics," he

said, "we call stupid. We communicate with pupils mostly through

words, ignoring picture and sound media available for ear and eye.

. . . The American schools do not educate all those who can be

educated. They only scratch the surface of educability."

We grant that reading is a most important way of getting infor-

mation and ideas from the printed page. But reading is only a means
to the assimilation of knowledge. In our word-centered, book- centered

schools, reading is regarded and taught as an ultimate end in itself;

and in those semi-enlightened schools where reading is rightfully

considered as a means, it is too often regarded as the only means of

getting information. In today's schools the non-reader isn't given a

chance.

Picture and sound media available for ear and eye have been
ignored—even in those school systems with well-publicized audio-

visual programs—as a means of teaching non-verbal pupils who just

cannot master the complex skills of reading. American education

has given virtually no recognition to the fact that in an electronic

age—the age of the radio, and motion pictures, and television

—

there are substitutes for reading as a means of learning.

Nowhere, so far as we know, is effort being concentrated on an
intensified use of audio-visual media to help non-readers learn.

Nowhere are the skills of seeing and listening being taught systemati-

cally—and these are the skills upon which non-readers must depend
heavily all of their lives.

If there is a "somewhere", every educator should know about it.

Educational Screen



Reported by EVELYN OELEN"

/Mr. AVA
VS.

The State of N. J.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN nominates "Mr. AVA
vs. The State of New Jersey" as the Conference

Idea of the Year. We salute the conference plan-

ners of the New Jersey State Teachers College at

Montclair for bringing sparkling originality to a task

too often performed in dull and routine fashion.

ManochI

Prosecutor Partridge pushes classroom teacher Hirschoff hard on
the question of the many details involved in using a motion picture
for classroom instruction. Judge Morrison listens behind one of
the microphones used to tape-record the entire hour trial.

THE coi'RTROOM filled rapidly—as most courtrooms

do for interesting trials—in the College High
School Auditorium at the Montclair State Teach-

ers College, December 10 at 8 p.m. when the people
I if the State of N.J. opposed Mr. AVA (Audio-Visual

Aids to ycu!) on a charge of "gross waste and inefifi-

i icncy."

The Clerk of the Court (Director of College Audio-
Visual Aids -Service. Emma Fantone) rose, rapped
the desk and said. "Everybody stand up !"—which we
did while Judge Morrison entered in his black robes

and climbed on "the bench." (When pursuing his or-

dinary duties. Judge Morrison is Dr. Robert H. Mor-
rison, assistant commissioner for higher education,

N. J.) He opened the trial by calling on the Clerk for the

charge. Clerk Fantone responded by reading:

In re the State of N.J. v. Audio-Visual Aids. The jurors
of the sovereign State of N.J. upon their oath present that
throughout the school year of 1947-1948 and previously and
subsequently to the time to which the memory of man doth
not run, .-Xudio-V'isual .^ids, alias Teaching Aids, alias Instruc-
tional Aids, etc., many valuable hours of students' and teachers'
time in the schools of the said sovereign State of New Jersey
and/or its various school districts did abstract, filch, waste,
fritter, consume, destroy and otherwise dispose of against the
form of the statutes in the case made and provided and against
the peace of the sovereign State of N. J.

Judge Morrison reciuested a response to the charge
from the accused, whereupon Defense Attorney, Dr.
Arnold W. Reitze (Editor of Visual Neivs and prin-

cipal of P.S. No. 12, Jersey City) approached the

bench saying

:

"May it please your honor, since my client, Audio-Visual

.Aids, is deaf, dumb and blind, I crave the privilege of pleading,

in his behalf, not guilty."

The bench acquiesced with a nod and ordered, "Pro-

ceed with the trial."

Responding to the call from the bench, Prosecuting

Attorney, Dean E. DeAlton Partridge (Dean of In-

struction at Montclair State Teachers College) de-

livered himself of details supporting the "gross waste

and inefficiency" charge brought against the defendant,

and was countered by the Defense, who said he wished

to state the facts in a somewhat different light. Mean-
while the prisoner, Mr. AVA, sat silent and unmoving

(as he had to do since he was represented only by a

large white card labeled "Audio-Visual Aids" set upon

a lonely chair) in front of the jury of twelve good men
and women, all prejudiced in his favor.

The first witness for the accused was Dr. Irene Cy-
' pher (Assistant Professor, Department of Communi-
cations, New York University). She eyed the prosecut-

ing attorney as firmly as he eyed her and did not re-

tract any of her support of Mr. AVA's useful charac-

ter even when Dean Partridge tried cajoling her with.

"Come now, Irene!—do you really mean that?" as he

leaned confidingly with one elbow on the judge's bench.

Dr. Cypher put the prosecutor promptly in his place

when he asked, "Just how long have you known this

character?", gesturing at the silent card.

"Twenty-seven years !," Dr. Cypher shot back in a

firm voice, and the courtroom 'burst into laughter. The
prosecutor tried to undermine her testimony by having

her illustrate how audio aids would help to teach swim-
ming. With a broad smile, she rose to the attack with,

*Director, Public Relations, New Jersey State Teachers Col-
lege at Montclair.
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Court clerk Fantone reads the charge against Mr. AVA as the trial

opens. Attorneys Reitze and Partridge mutually disregard each
other while witnesses Hirschoff and Mulligan wait confidently in

the background.

Witness Cypher keeps her jaw set against blandishments of
prosecutor Partridge. Judge Morrison keeps a sharp lookout on the
witness's welfare from behind his recording microphone.

Attorney for the defense Reitze is getting ecstatic agreement from
his witness, supervising principal Mulligan, as he reads a quotation
to prove time saving is money saving.

"1 want to Icarii to swim myself, and just recently I

saw a film which showed me. after all these years, why
I could never keep my feet above water. Now I'm

going to try it ne.xt summer."

"Hut that was visual aids, wasn't it?"

"Xo, the soundtrack was most explicit, definite, and

well—hel])ful."

Under the more sympathetic guidance of the defense

attorney, she gave much information favorable to Mr.

,\VA, drawing on her long ac<|uaintance with him.'

One of her very colorful comments was, "The teacher

is a walking-talking visual aid, isn't she?" .At this

point the ])rosecutor rose and addressed the bench,

"Your honor, this witness has l)een coached." The
judge resj)onded mildly, "Might be! Might be!"

Early in the testimony given by Dr. John P. Milligan

( Su])ervising Principal. Glen Ridge, X. J., Schools),

the witness said his school system was distinguished.

Pressed by the prosecuting attorney to define his term,

Milligan reluctantly stated. "I believe it is the highest

per ]nii)il cost in the state." Over the hubbub of au-

dience laughter and the further jibes of the prosecuting

attorney. Milligan defended his statement by adding,

"That's bad only in the ojjinion of some people!"

—

and the judge, jury and attorneys broke down in gen-

eral laughter.

Among the jsarticular points about Mr. AV.K
brought out under questioning of this witness was the

fact that his system was well-e(|ui])pcd for visual aids

All pictures courtesy McMillan

Teaching Aids Conference
New Jersey State Teachers College

Upper Montclair, N. J.

Friday, December 10

COLI.KGE HIGH SCHOOL .AUDITORIUM,
8:00 P. M.

Uiairiiiaii, Kdgar C. Bye, New Tools for Learning
Bureau

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS ON TRIAL

State of Nezc Jrrscy <: .{udio-Visual Aids

Cliarge—Gross Inefficiency and Waste of Time

I'rcsidUtg Jiid;/c.... Dr. Robert H. Morrison
.\sst. Commissioner for Higher Education, N. J.

Prnscculmii Attorney Dr. E. D. Partridge
Dean of Instruction, ALS.T.C.

Attiinicy for the Defense Dr. .'Krnold W. Reitze
Editor. X'isual News. N.J.V.E.A.

Clerh of the Court Emma Fantone
Director, .Audio-Visual .\ids Service. M.S.T.C.

Witnesses:—Dr. Irene F. Cypher. .Assistant Profes.sor.

Dei)artnient of Communications. New
York University.

Dr. John P. MilHgan. .Supervising Princi-

pal. Glen Ridge
Mildred L. Hirschoff, Classroom Teacher,

High School. West Orange.
Robert Steer. Student. M.S.T.C.

Jury:—Twelve outstanding citizens who (contrary ti>

the Common Law ) have an interest in and a
knowledge of audio-visual education.
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instruction, havinfj projectors on each floor of each

school and an additional projector for the high school

anditorinni. Tlie prosecutor said this was no good

since teachers were considered not prepared for using

Mr. A\'A well. Milligan responded to this and to the

prosecutor's further statements that pupils regard Mr.
AV'.\ as "frills" and "shows" by saying that pupils

don't think in such terms ; in pupil vocabulary, school

work of any kind is "interesting" or "dull", "valuable"

or "not valuable." The prosecutor rested.

At this point the defense attorney offered the court

several (|Uotations as numbered e.xhibits. One he read

to Dr. Milligan, which concerned research studies on

time-saving through visual aids learning. Through
proper questioning, the defense brought out that time-

saving is money-saving as well.

Mildred L. Hirschoff (high school classroom teach-

er. West ( )range ) kept her wits about her on the stand.

She was aware of her importance in the defense of the

accused and sidestej^ped a complicated trap laid for her

by Partridge, who seemed determined to destroy the

reputation of Mr. AVA (although in private life the

prosecutor has been engaged in professional film pro-

duction and in the use of audio-visual methods of

teaching for many years). His (|uestions took the

following line :

Q. WHO DECIDES WHEN VOU SHALL USE A FILM IN YOUR
SCHOOL ?

A. I DO.

Q. WHO PICKS OUT THE TITLE FOR VOU?
A. I DO.

Q. WHO SENDS AWAY FOR IT THEN?
A. I DO

Q. WHAT HAPPENS TO IT WHEN IT GETS TO THE SCHOOL?
A. IT IS SENT TO MY ROOM.

Q. DO VOU HAVE A PROJECTOR IN YOUR ROOM?
A. NO.

Q. IS THERE A PROJECTOR ON YOUR FLOOR?
A. YES.

Q. WHO SETS IT UP FOR YOU ?

A. USUALLY A STUDENT.

Q. SOMETIMES YOU SET IT UP?
A. SOMETIMES.

Q. WHO THREADS THE PROJECTOR AND RUNS IT?

A. A STUDENT

Q. WHO RETURNS THE PROJECTOR AFTER THE SHOWING?
.•\. THE .STUDENT.

Q. WHO RETITRNS THE FIL.M?

A. I DO.

Q. AND I SUPPOSE VOU HAVE TO TALK TO THE STUDENTS A FEW
DAYS BEFOREHAND SO THEY KNOW WHAT THE FILM IS

ABOUT?

A. OF COURSE.

Q. AND THEN YOU TALK SOME MORE AltOUT IT AFTERWARDS TO

BE SIRE THEY UNDERSTOOD IT.

A. YES.

Q. THEN VOU MEAN TO TELL ME IT WOULDN'T BE A LOT EASIER

FOR YOU JUST TC GET UP IN FRONT OF THE CLASS AND SAY
A FEW WORMS INSTEAD OF GOING THROUGH ALL THAT RIG-

MAROLE?

A. NO.

The escape of witness HirschotT from what the pros-

ecuting attorney evidently relied on as a clincher

against the defendant sent the "legal " e.xpert back to

his seat at the attorney's table in front of the judge's

bench. The judge (|uite obviously joined in the satis-

laction evident throughout the courtroom because the

prosecutor had been beaten at his own game. (In fact,

(Cimlinucd on pogc 80)

The genial prosecutor softens up both the judge and the witness,

Montclair student Steer, before telling the latter he doesn't know
what he's talking about.

A part of the audience in the courtroom hangs on a fine point of

the argument against Mr. AVA. John Yaeger, Montclair student,

in lower left, monitors two soundmlrrors recording the proceedings.

l^HI
Judge Morrison instructs clerk Fantone to give the exhibits offered

by the defense to the jury, just before the lights go out for a 30-

second consideration of the evidence.

All pictures courtesy McMillan
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No STAMP COLLECTOR would be likely to permit

students to pass his collection around the class-

room. After thirty itudents handled a stamp,

there might not be much left of it. It is also doubtful

that a teacher would do so either since only a few

students could actually see the stamp while it was being

related to the discussion. Yet there are many stamps

that have been issued to commemorate men and events

that have instructional values. They are symbolic visu-

alizations that can be used to focus attention and to

clinch ideas.

How then is it possible to use these interesting

pieces of postage as aids to ijistruction ? The opaque

projector has limitations because the small size of the

stamp does not give adequate enlargement when pro-

jected on the screen. Close-up photography with a

35mm or Bantam camera to make 2" x 2" slides is one

possibility. A No. 3 portrait or close-up lens and at-

tachment, costing approximately $5.00, and a table-

model tripod for the camera are all that one needs to

make a series of interesting and valuable slides for

classroom use. Here is a procedure for making slides

of this kind

:

1. Place the close-up lens on the camera with attachment.

2. Place the camera on the tripod and set the lens for time

exposure.

3. Place a 200-watt floodlight so it shines on the area to be

photographed.

4. Open the rear of the camera and place a piece of etched

glass or onion-skin paper over the rear.

5. Look through the glass and focus the set of stamps to be

photographed. (The stamps will appear upside down, but

don't worry ; when the film is processed, the stamp or

stamps will be in the correct position.)

6. Mark the area that is visible. This is the area that will

appear on the negative.

7. Trip the shutter to close the lens. Failure to do this will

expose the first negative.

8. Lock the tripod and load the camera with film.

After the film is loaded in the camera and the light

is on the stamps, all that remains to be done is to take

the pictures. Once the area within the frame has been
marked, each new set of stamps can be successively

placed in correct position. Because of the closeness of

the camera, it is important to measure the exact dis-

tance from the stamps to the center of the close-up

lens. With a No. 3 close-up lens attached to the regu-

lar camera lens set at 5 feet, it is possible to take pic-

tures of stamps from a distance of 10 inches and pho-
tograph an area 2y2 inches by 3^ inches. A block of

four stamps with a short written or typed description

can be easily photographed by this method.
If direct positive film is used, when developed it

can be cut, mounted, and bound between glass and
used directly as 2" x 2" slides. If regular black-and-
white negative film is used, after the film has been
processed, it is necessary to print on positive film, using
a small box printer. The extra work involved in this

second process is worth it, in view of the wider pho-
tographic range of the faster film.

Using colored film is another possibility. It is more
expensive but adds more beauty and realism to the
stamp series. The light green and blue stamps, which
do not photograph too well with black-and-white film,

make a beautiful series when photographed in color.

A glance at a stamp catalog or student collection
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Visual education via fhe posf office

STAMPS
and

First Day

COVERS

by HAROLD HAINFELD
Roosevelt School,

Union City, New Jersey
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will reveal many stamps that can be photographed and

made into 2" x 2" slides and used as visual aids for

classroom use. Geography, social studies, science, Eng-

lish, music appreciation, and physical education classes

can use such materials to good advantage. American

commemorative stamps offer excellent possibilities. It

is not necessary for a teacher to be a stamp collector

to appreciate the instructional values
I

— I III I I! 1 ^

IW -TOWARD !
°^ the pictures on stamps. Any

FuHiTEo NATIONS
\ teacher can communicate with a

: AsRit 35.1945 I]

local stamp club, and a member
will be glad to cooperate in locating

stamps that might be correlated with subject-matter

lields.

Following is a list of United States issues arranged

under subject-matter headings. This partial listing,

it is hoped, will suggest the many possibilities in the

use of stamps as teaching aids.

FAMOUS AMERICANS
Commemorative Series Issue of 1940

Date of Issue

AMERICAN HISTORY
Name of Stamp Number Issued

1893—400th Anniversary of Discovery of .America by

Columbus 16

1007—Jamestown Commemorative Issue 3

1920—Pilgrim Tercentenary Stamps 3

1026—.Sesquicentennial of Declaration of Independence

(2 cents)

1928—Valley Forge (2 cents)

1932—Washington Bicentennial (J4 cent—10 cents) 10

19.?3—Proclamation of Peace (3 cents)

1937—Sesquicentennial of Constitution (3 cents) ....

1938—Ratification of Constitution (3 cents)

19.58—Northwest Territory Commemorative (3 cents)

1939—Inauguration of Washington (3 cents)

1904—Louisiana Purchase 3
1948—Francis Scott Key (3 cents)

19.36—Te.xas Centennial (The Alamo) (3 cents)

1940—Pony Express (3 cents)

1940—Thirteenth Amendment Commemorative (3 cents)

1944—First Tran.scontinental Railroad (3 cents)

1947—Centenary of U. S. Postage

1948—Gettysburg Address

GEOGRAPHY
Date of Issue Name of Stamp Number Issued

1 934—National Parks Issue (1 cent—10 cents) 10

19.35—Boulder Dam (3 cents) 1

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Name of StampDate of Issue

1932—Olympic Games (2, 3, 5 cents)

Number Issued

3

948—100th Anniversary of Turners (3 cents) 1

Date of Issue Number Issued

SCIENCE
Name of Stamp

1929—50th Anniversary of the Invention of the Electric

Lamp (2 cents) 1

1944—50th Anniversary of Motion Pictures (3 cents) .... 1

1947—Thomas A. Edison (3 cents) 1

1948—Palomar Mountain Observatory (3 cents) 1

1948—George Washington Carver (3 cents) 1

"ATTITUDE" SERIES

Date of Issue Name of Stamp Number Issued

1945—United Nations (5 cents) 1

1943—United Nations (2 cents) 1

1943—Four Freedoms ( 1 cent) 1

1948—Canadian Friendship (3 cents) 1

1948—Four Chaplains (3 cents) 1

1948—Tribute to Youth (3 cents) 1

February, 1949

one-cent

two-cent

three-cent

five-cent

ten-cent

one-cent

two-cent

three-cent

five-cent

ten-cent

one-cent

two-cent

three-cent

five-cent

ten-cent

English
(authors)

Washington Irving

James F. Cooper

Ralph W. Emerson
Louisa May Alcott

Samuel L. Clemens

Social Studies
(educators)

Horace Mann
Mark Hopkins

Charles Eliot

Frances E. Willard

Booker Washington

Music
(composers)

Stephen Foster

John P. Sousa

Victor Herbert

Edward MacDowell
Ethelbert Nevin

English
(poets)

Henry W. Longfellow

John G. Whittier

James R. Lowell

Walt Whitman
James W. Riley

Science

James Audubon
Dr. Crawford Long
Luther Burbank
Dr. Walter Reed

Jane Addams

Social Studies
(inventors)

Eli Whitney
Samuel F. B. Morse
Cyrus McCormick
Elias Howe
Alexander G. Bell

Art

one-cent

two-cent

three-cent

five-cent

ten-cent

Gilbert Charles Stuart

James A. McNeill Whistler

August Saint-Gaudens

Daniel Chester French

Frederic Remington

These stamps have been issued to commemorate

events, men, and places, and these same events, places,

and men are subject matter for classroom instruction.

Junior high students, especially boys,

may find the reading and study of poems

by Longfellow or the writings of Wash-
ington Irving or James Fenimore Cooper

more interesting when they know and see

that the authors were honored on stamps. A similar

application may be made to the American composers

in a music appreciation class and to artists in an

art class.

Not only can stamps be useful in teaching subject

matter and appreciations, but they can also help teach-

ers foster desirable attitudes in their students. There

have been stamps issued that can inspire excellent dis-

cussion periods for the formation of proper attitudes

and methods of behavior. The 1948 Canadian Friend-

ship stamp depicts 100 years of continuous good will

between the United States and Canada. The Four

Freedoms and United Nations stamps also carry this

feeling of getting along with others. The Four Chap-

lains issue of 1948 shows the heroic^^^^ ^, ^
deeds of four men of God who gave j ! "pT "^^
up their life belts and lives an(4 of-!!/ff*vJ

fered prayers for the American sol-

diers on a sinking troop transport.

Useful also in the classroom are First Day Covers

—

specially printed envelopes f5r the is.suing of new
stamps. They may be purchased in advance from
stamp dealers. Cost of these envelopes varies, but the

average price is five cents. They are sent to the post-

master of the city that first sells the new stamp with
payment for the new stamps that are to be attached to

(Continued on page 79)
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Here's a new film about films and film councils . . . w/iof better way to show

people the role films and film councils can play in community life?

FILM and YOU

SCREENINGS of Film and You, the National Film

Board of Canada production on the film council

idea in Canada, will be encouraged by the Film

Council of America as a means of stimulating interest

in the use of 16mm films and in the development of

community film councils in this country. A brief

"leader" pointing out the differences in approach to

film council organization in Canada and in the United

States has been prepared and will be used in con-

nection with these showings. A discussion guide will

also be available.

What the Him is about

Film and You is the story of a Canadian film

council in action: how film councils are organized

and what they can do for the community. Different

groups may like and need different films, but all

groups can use films in their programs—if they know

how to get them and how to use them, and that is

where the film council comes in.

Animation shows how a council is set up. At an

actual film council meeting, representatives from many
community groups discuss preliminary problems in

getting the council functioning. They plan the forma-

tion of their own film library and decide where their

films shall be kejit. Animation illustrates how a num-

ber of communities can pool their resources to buy a

projector and how it can be coojDeratively used. Care

of film and training of projectionists are dealt with.

Then it's on with the show

!

A film on weed control shown to a group of farmers

starts a community project in which everyone finally

cooperates—and the very tangible result is an up-to-

date power sprayer. A film on industrial safety gets

a factory committee working to eliminate hazards,

while a clean-up campaign spurs an urban district to

tidying, painting, and finally starting a recreation

center.

/'///); and You answers nianv important ([uestions

as to just how 16nim films can be made a permanent

part of community life.

How to get it

As one of its contributions to the film council move-
ment, the National Film Board of Canada is making
Film and You available on a non-])rofit basis. Prints

may be ])urrhased from the National Film Board at

400 \V. Madison Street, Chicago 6, 111. ( Price : $27.50)

A number of colleges and universities are cooperat-

ing with the Film Council of America by purchasing

prints of Film and You and making it available for

showings in their respective regions. Following is a

list of the colleges and universities which have already

made plans to purchase prints

:

U. of Alabama—Tuscaloosa, Alabama

V. of Denver—Denver, Colorado

U. of Illinois—Champaign, Illinois

U. of Indiana—Bloomington, Indiana

U. of Iowa— Iowa City, Iowa

U. of Kentucky—Lexington, Kentucky

U. of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Michigan

U. of Nebraska—Lincoln. Nebraska

V. of New Hampshire—Durham, New Hampshire

I', of New Mexico—.Mbu<iuerc|ue, New Mexico

North Dakota Agricultural College—Fargo, North Dakota

U. of Oklahoma—Norman, Oklahoma
Pennsylvania State College—State College, Penna.

U. of Tennessee—Knoxville. Tennessee

Li. of Connecticut— Storrs, Conn.

State College of Washington—Pullman, Washington
LI. of Wisconsin—Madison, Wisconsin
LT. of Wyoming—Laramie, Wyoming
V. of Washington—Seattle, Washington
Central Washington College— Ellensburg, Washington

What they say about it

Glen Burch
Executive Director, Film Council of America

"While Americans interested in promoting the tilm

council idea have talked about making a film on the

subject, the Canadians have quietly gone to work and

produced one . . . Film and You is primarily a pres-

entation of the film council idea in action in rural

areas, but the verv simplicity of the ai)proach to jirob-

lems of community film utilization makes it a pro-

vocative picture for people in communities of all sizes

to see. Evervone who wants to help make films more

widelv and more effectively used sht>uld see it."

L. C. Larson
Director, Audio-Visual Center. Indiana I'niz'crsity

President of the Film Council of America

"Film and You. which deals jirimarily with the or-

ganization of a film council in Canada and with the

effects of a film on its audience, is recommended as ex-

cellent program material for a film council meeting. It

should ])rovide a basis for a good discussion on the

differences and similarities between Canada and thai
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Looking in on "Film and You'

• 16mm sound, black and white, running time

—

20 minutes. Produced by the National Film

Board of Canada.

United States on the problems encoiiiitered and the re-

sources that may be tai)ped in organizing and carrying

forward a tihn council program. Also, the film should

be particularly useful in stimulating discussion of the

real ])urposes or functions of a film council, since the

film presents four clear-cut examples of the actual

using of films in community grou])s to inculcate ideas,

bring out discussion, and stimulate real activity."

EucAR Dale
Head of Curriculum Division, Bureau of Eductional

Research, Ohio State University

Member of the FCA Board of Trustees

"This film will be especially useful not only to the

film council that is being planned but also to the

going film council to show what can be done. It is a

delightful film and will be enjoyed by all who see it."

Carl Milam
Director, Library Services, United Nations

Member of the FCA Board of Trustees

"I hope that Film and You will be seen by many
Americans. Its particular value, I think, is that it

presents the idea of using films and operating film

councils not only logically but with some touches of

emotion, if ])eople who see it are moved to do some-

thing about it, they can probably be persuaded without

difficulty to do it in the .\merican, not the Canadian,

way."

Steimien M. Corey
Horace Mann Institute, Teachers College Columbia

University

Member of the FCA Board of Trustees

"Film and You is an excellent motion picture. It

describes the activities of film councils in Canada.

While some of the problems faced in getting councils

started and working effectively in the United States

are difi'erent, the situations here and there are in

most respects the same. I hope Film and You will

be widely used in the .States."

Arthur H. Motley
President, Parade Publication, New ]'orh City

Member of the FCA Board of Trustees

"Nothing sells so powerfully as a demonstration . . .

particularly when it is both audible and visual. This

powerful ])rinciple is efi"ectively em])loyed in the film

Film and You, proving not only the importance of au-

dio-visual teaching but demonstrating its effectiveness

as well. And the fact that these are not actors but just

ordinary farmers, merchants, laborers, and govern-

ment officials carries a dej)th of conviction which a

more finished product would not have. A film like this,

widely shown, will do much to persuade many to use

this type of communication for the transmission of im-

portant ideas."

FILM TALK. Film council members gather together, here in a local

school hojse, to spell out their role in helping community groups

get and use films.

FILM FACTS. A volunteer instructor demonstrates the simple art of

threading films to prospective projectionists. Such training classes

may be a regular part of a film council program.

FILM SHOWING. Community groups everywhere can use films in

their programs. tHere a Rotary group looks and listens after a

club dinner.
All photos courtesy ttia National Film Board of Canada
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by MARTHA A. GABLE

Philadelphia Public Schools

"Through video, parents and
ofher citizens are seeing the

schoois in action. The next

step will be the production of

tefecosts for cfossroom use."

Jules Schick

Dr. I. M. Levitt, of the staff of Philadelphia's world-fanned Franklin

Instituts, is featured regularly on the WFIL-TV science program.

TELEVISION has proved itself an amazingly effective

medium for advertising ; it also possesses tre-

mendous potentialities for education. In a few

cities where television is now operating, it is being used

with good results as a part of school public relations

programs. Through video, parents and other citizens

are seeing the schools in action. The next step will be

the production of telecasts for classroom use.

It is hoped that educators everywhere will watch

the development of television in their respective locali-

ties so that the possibilities for educational use may be

realized. Since television is a highly complex and tech-

nical medium, it is important that school people learn

about it while the industry is young, and while every-

one else is learning. Also, now is the time when tele-

vision stations are looking for program material which

can be simply produced and which is inexpensive and
of general interest. Soon it will be difficult to secure

school time on television because of the rapidly-increas-

ing volume of commercial advertising, Buttf schools

begin now, and produce good programs, they will win
themselves a permanent place on "public service" time.

Probably each city will have its owiV' approach to

bringing schools and television togethef? In Philadel-

phia, the start was made in July, 1947, when an in-

service training group of teachers at the Board of Edu-
cation Workshop presented a thirty-minute telecast of

school activities. This was considered so successful

that the following November, a special Education
Week program of reading, arithmetic, dance, music
and art was telecast.

In the early fall of 1947 a committee on television

was set up by the Superintendent of Schools, with ad-

ministrators, teachers, principals and radio staflf as-

sistants as members. Allen H. Wetter, Assistant to the

Superintendent in charge of School-Community Rela-
tions, was made chairman. Representatives of the

three stations now operating in Philadelphia, WPTZ,
WFIL-TV, WCAU-TV, met with this committee and
a schedule of programs evolved. In February, 1948, a
weekly 15-minute telecast was begun on station
WPTZ ; in March two programs were begun on sta-

TEACHER!

Here Com

tion WFIL-TV, and in April the fourth school pro-

gram was begun on station WCAU-TV. They contin-

ued until June, were planned for children and

parents, and were scheduled in the early evening. In

October, the telecasts were resumed, and are con-

tinuing, but are scheduled in the late afternoon to

avoid taking children, parents and teachers out at

night. Also, the demands of commercial television are

not so great for the earlier time.

As a result, teachers, parents and children are rapid-

ly becoming television enthusiasts. Thirty-tive teach-

ers signed up to study about television during July

at the Summer Workshop. To date, close to 2500 pu-

pils and teachers have participated. Fan mail has in-

creased. The program directors at the stations and

their fine crews of producers, camera operators, and

engineers are interested in the wide variety of school

activities which they have seen demonstrated. They

have been sympathetic and helpful. Needless to say,

teachers and pupils have learned valuable lessons on

the workings of television.

Types of Programs

"Young Philadelphia Presents" allows for al-

most any type of school activity. Agriculture, social

studies units (studies of foreign countries with cos-

tumes, dances, songs, products), art, music, safety, vo-

cational activities, home economics, health, dramatics.
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round table discussions, all have been included.

"Here's How" features boys and girls exhibiting

their skills at making things. Commercial art, cake

decorating, woodwork, various types of doll-making,

sewing, model aeroplane building, scientific experi-

ments are a few of the subjects.

"Teletown Express" is the televised version of

"Radioland Express'', a regular A.M. radio program

for elementary schools. It includes a story, a dance,

a poem, music. A member of the radio-television

staff who writes the script is the center figure, and
five or six children participate. The themes vary, per-

mitting a wide variety of educational as well as enter-

taining material to be included.

"Formula for Champions" highlights the health

and fitness programs. Sports, dance, corrective ex-

ercises, posture are featured.

All of these programs, with a slight change of em-
phasis, can be adapted for in-school use.

In addition to this regular schedule, a special tele-

cast was arranged for the annual conference of the

Philadelphia Teachers Association. A teacher and a

fourth-grade class demonstrated the teaching of arith-

metic with the fraction board, abacus and other visual

materials. This was followed by a social studies unit

on Italy presented by a fifth-grade class. The program

ilEVISION

originated in a local studio and was received in the

auditorium of a high school on a large projection type

set, installed through the courtesy of a local distributor.

This telecast was enthusiastically received.

On March 31, 1949, as a part of Schoolmen's Week
at the University of Pennsylvania, a thirty-minute tele-

cast will be presented in which Suburban, Catholic,

Private and Philadelphia Public Schools will par-

ticipate. This is the first time that all school systems

in the area will take part on the same telecast. Again,

sets will be installed by a local manufacturer.

The discussion following the telecast will be led by

representatives of the three stations, the Philco Cor-

poration and the Radio Corporation of America. A
film, now being prepared, will show brief snatches of

the various school telecasts to give an idea of their

types, variety and format.

At the same meeting, educators will hear a discus-

sion of the television newsreel. A local newspaper-ra-

dio-television organization covers city news with a

motion picture camera, and each night the film is run
on television. Many school events are covered. The
station has agreed to compile a film showing school

news coverage during 1948.

Development of Programs

First of all, the schools and stations must agree

on what kind of story is to be told. The many types of

school activities ofTer almost unlimited resources. Ti-

tles and formats must be decided. It seems best to keep

"school" and "education" out of the title. A catchy

title may attract a viewer, and if the program is

good, a new enthusiast for the school program is en-

listed.

There is some difference of opinion on the use of

scripts. Many producers prefer a script which outlines

continuity and ideas, because they can follow it easier.

This permits a teacher to let youngsters use their own
words in expressing ideas, which helps to preserve

naturalness. Detailed scripts, memorized by children,

run the danger of seeming "canned".

Usually, it is more interesting if children carry the

show with their own dialogue or explanations. How-
ever, if a "name" educator is necessary to the show,

and he is inarticulate, an off-stage narrator is used.

Or the individual is interviewed to bring out the im-

portant points of the action.

Television can do a better job for schools if the pro-

gram is kept simple in format and movement. Stations

cannot afford the rehearsal time necessary for a com-
plicated production. It is best to keep the number of

participants at a minimum. Five or six are fairly easy

to handle. Fifteen is about the maximum if there is to

be action by individuals and groups. Action should be

planned to allow for good close-up and medium shots.

Each program should be carefully rehearsed before

it reaches the studio, where the time belongs to the

producer and camera operators and sound engineers.

Children must be carefully coached to move within

limited space and to show to best advantage any mate-

rials that they may handle. Difficulty usually arises

when participants move an object too quickly for the

camera to follow. Small, slow movements are best

when objects or operations are to be demonstrated.

It is important that school telecasts do not preach.

They do not have to be dull. Children have a natural

sparkle and appeal which can give life and charm to

their telecasts, if these are utilized.

Trends

As educators become more aware nf the possibilities

Jules Schick

The Philadelphia television audience recently saw and heard how
music instruction is carried out in public schools in one of a series

of "Know Your Schools" programs produced by WFIL-TV and the

Philadelphia Board of Education.
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of television, there is growing recognition of tlie poten-

tiality of programs for in-school use. At present, few

stations operate during school time, hut soon televis.ou

will follow all-day schedules. Parents, administrators,

program directors, manufacturers are getting together

to plan for effective and practical programs to he re-

ceived in the classroom. Costs and types of receivers

are being investigated. In Philadelphia, programs are

being planned in many subject fields for elementary

and secondary school levels. Science, art, music, vo-

cational work, home economics, social studies, foreign

languages, chemistry, career guidance, and sjjorts are

included. Demonstration lessons by experts, in which

equipment beyond the means of the average school can

be used, are on the agenda. Pupils and teachers them-

selves will set up many of the telecasts with the tre-

mendous resources of visual materials now used in

education at their disposal. It is possible that new-

types of visual materials will be developed to meet the

requirements and opportunities of television.

Along with this development, it is necessary to pro-

vide for effective use of the telecasts in the classroom.

In-service training courses next summer in Philadel-

phia will include discussion and demonstration of tele-

cast utilization. Much of this will grow out of experi-

mentation, as few have had this type of experience. It

must be kept in mind, too, that other station offerings

will provide valuable educational contributions. For
instance, news coverage, concerts by fine artists, talks

by nationally-known personalities, activities of the

government and the United Xations are but a few.

In no sense is it thought that television will ever sup-

plant the teacher. Rather, it is a valuable supplemen-
tary aid which can bring fascinating and interesting

material and events into the school to enhance and
motivate learning.

And now, what about receivers? Many folks ask
about types most practical for schools. At the moment,
the thinking in this area is in favor of a medium-sized

screen for u.se by fairly small groups. This permits dis-

cussion and real classroom use of jjrograms. The large

projection type set for auditorium use is rather e.x-

l^ensive for the average school and uneconomical for

regular classroom reception.

At the Dobbins X'ocational-Technical .School in this

city, fourteen classrooms receive telecasts on what are

called "repeaters". These cost much less than a regular

receiver, and any number of them can operate from

one regular receiver. These repeaters are controlled

from one room, by a master switch, where the channel

selection is made. In this school there is one regular

receiver for each channel, so that different channels

can be received in different classrooms at the same

time. This is an interesting and significant develop-

ment for institutional use of television. Xo doubt there

will be other ingenious devices to bring more television,

at lower cost, to more people. Perhaps it is not too

much to hope that before long school systems will build

their own studios and transmitters, and .send their own
programs throughout the schools on their own chan-

nels. It's a fabulous thought, but within the realm of

possibility

!

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that from the

standpoint of public relations and direct teaching, tele-

vision is a valuable adjunct to education. The cf)opera-

tion which exists now between schools, stations and

manufacturers is excellent. It is to be hoped that such

cooperation will develop in every city as television sta-

tions open. However, school folks who would enter

television are warned that it is hard work. Changes

and unforeseen emergencies are routine. The industry

is growing so fast that nearly all stations are under-

staffed, underequipped and overscheduled. But it is

exciting and stimulating for teachers and pupils to

take part in the begiimings of this new medium of com-

munication. If we of the schools are to capitalize on

the tremendous possibilities of television, we must

start now.

HOW TO OBTAIN U.S. GOVERNMENT FILMS

Supplement, January, 1949

(Compiled by Seeriey Reid)

EDITOR'S NOTE: After we went to press with the January issue containing Dr. Reid's article and
chart, "How to Obtain U.S. Government Films," three different Government agencies released a toto

accompanying
__ , total of 116 addi-

tional films. Consequently, we are presenting here a supplement to the chart, which now contains, we believe, all of
the essential information on all films of the Federal Government.

U. S. Gov't Agency Kind of Films

•Djpt. of fho Army.

• Coast Guard (Treasury
Dept.)

Dept. of State (Includ-
ing the Office of Inter-
American Affairs and
the Overseas Branch, Of-
fice of War Information)

74 training and informa-
tion films on Wirld War
II.

13^ training films on knot-
ylng and seamanship.

18 information films on
Latin America (OIAA); 10

information films on the
United States (OWI); and
one film on world relation-
ships.

How to Borrow
or Rent Films

Borrow from Army Area
Headquarters. Rent from
some educational film li-

braries.

Not for loan. Rent from
some educational film li-

braries.

Not for loan. Rent from
some educational film li-

braries.

How to Purchase
Films

From Castle Films, Div. of

United Wor'd Fims, Inc..

445 Park Ave., N. Y. 22.

From Castle Films.

For Further
Information

From Castle Films.

Army Pictorial Service Div.,

Office of the Chief Sig-

nal Officer, Dept. of the
Army. Washington 25. D. C.

U. S. Coast Guard. Treas-
ury Dept., Washington 25,

D. C.

International Motion Pic-

ture Div., Dept. of State,

Washington 25, D. C.
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ISVAL INSTRVCTION
Mrs, ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed.D.. .Editor

PAMPHLETS
• DeVry School Service Bulletins—C. R. Crakes, DeVry

Corporation, 1111 Arniitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.

An excellent series of leaflets, eacli to he read in about

10 minutes. The author has condensed the most import-

ant ideas on each topic in the Hglit of his own extensive

experience. Titles are: (\) Bibliography: (2) Suggestions

for Organizing Student Operators' Club; (3) Suggestions

for Organizing a Functioning .Audio-Visual Teaching .\ids

Department: and (A) Suggestions for Effective Techniques

of I'tilizing Motion Pictures in the Classroom.

UTILIZATION

• Local Studies—Handbook for the \'isual I'nit. "Local

Studies." Ministry of Education Pamphlet No. 10,

Central Office of Information. .Available in the United

States through the British Information Services, 30

Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20. $1.15. 1948.

This attractive brochure is an important contribution to

the training of teachers in understanding how the various

pictorial media apply to the goals of education. Local

Studies is an experiment in the use of a visual unit with

several component parts. The aim is to provide a concrete

example of children being introduced to local studies

(comnumity survey, we call it) as an aid to student

teachers.

The entire unit has been carefully planned to provide

a sampling of the kinds of pupils that might be involved,

the kinds of discussion and activities that might arise,

and some of the outcomes. It seeks to stimulate thought

on the part of the student teacher rather than provide a

blueprint to be followed.

"Local Studies" comprises a wall display, a cine-pano-

rama, a sound film (.Vrar Home, available through

B. I. S.), two silent films, 8 filmstrips and a handbook to

the entire unit. The sound film serves as introduction

to the study, showing that a study of the local environ-

ment is necessary and possible in every community. A
group of children, motivated by an understanding teacher

(or group leader) undertake in groups to study the re-

sources of the conununity. There is a filmstrip for each

study. The wall display, besides being a preparatory guide

to the visual unit, challenges the student to notice and

think on problems not fully developed in the handbook.

The cine-panorama is exactly what the name implies,

a slow panorama of the community with a silent motion

|)icture camera, using panchromatic infra-red film. '1 he

two silent films deal with two of the subjects included

in the filmstrips.

"Local Studies" is based on the resources of a small

country town in a depressed coal mining region—Bishop

.Auckland. .A group of 11 to 15 year old students under-

take to study the community, and their findings are pre-

sented at an exhibition. The 8 filmstrips give the details

of what was presented there. The young people went to

the people, the industries, tlie geological and geographic

features, the history of the community as found in

reference books, maps and documents. The sound filin.

Near Home, provides a summary of the whole but it
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really needs the many component parts of this visual unit

to understand the educational methods and outcomes.

This handbook reveals how similar are the objectives

and techniques of educators in the United States and

Great Britain. Since this is true, student teachers—and

teachers in service—should have an opportunity to study

and discuss the educational experiment which is described

in its pages. It is well written and beautifully illustrated.

AUDITORY AIDS

• Make Your Own Recordings—Richard A. Siggelkow,

Columbus, Wis.. High School. "Social Education",

12:no.7. p. 301. Nov. 1948.

A social studies department uses network and local radio

broadcasts as teaching aids by means of a recording ma-

chine. There are also school-made recordings of such events

as interviews with voters at the polls during primary elec-

tions, student panel discussions, interviews with city offi-

cials, etc.

• Use of the Wire Recorder in Teaching Shorthand—Ver-

non A. Musselman. I'niversity of Kentucky, and Cecil

Puckett, University of Denver. "Business Education

World", 29:no.3. Nov. 1948.

The flexibility and economy of the wire recorder have been

found of great assistance to the shorthand teacher: it per-

mits dictation while the teacher is free to assist individuals;

dictation in the teacher's own voice and pace is always

available; it provides special remedial dictation for individ-

uals or groups.

FILMS IN RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS
• "Movies" in the Schools—Rev. Thomas J. Quigley,

Supt. of Catholic Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa. "Catholic

Educator," Jan. 1949.

A basic discussion of the reasons why films would

aid in achieving the goals of education in Catholic schools.

.A beginning should be made now, within the resources

of each diocese, to get projection e<iuipnient and the

nucleus of a film library.

SOURCE LISTS

• Educators Guide to Free Films—J. \\ . Diffor and M. F.

Horkheimer—Educators Progress Service, Randolph,

Wisconsin. 345 pp. 1948. $5.00.

• Elementary Teachers Guide to Free Curriculum Mate-

rials—J. G. Fowlkes and D. -A. Morgan. Same as above.

1948. $4.50.

Both these compilations have been recommended for

geography teachers for the iirrangement and descriptive

notes on the materials listed.

• Free Teaching Aids in 14 Subjects—Lili Heimers. N. J.

State Teachers College. Upper Montclair, N. J. 53 pp.

1948. $1.00 (must be prepaid).

Includes pamphlets, charts and other types of materials,

with a critical annotation for each.
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TEACHER - COMMITTEE EVALUATION

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bioomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education
BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bioomington

Making the Most of School

(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building, Chicago

1, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and
white. 1948. $90 or $45. Teachers Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film shows Carl's sudden awakening to the many
opportunities connected with his school career which he

has been overlooking.

After the narrator asks the audience whether they are

really making their many hours in school count for some-
thing, he comments on Carl's tendency to waste time in

the science laboratory. Thinking that he has completed
his work satisfactorily, Carl settles back to watch his

classmates, who are still busy. He is surprised when
Ellen asks Andy, rather than him, to help her with some
equipment. He observes that Andy seems to know how
to do things and that he does an extra assignment when
time permits.

Carl then decides to make a list of suggestions for
making better use of his school time, based on his ob-
servations. The first is to make good use of one's time
(not necessarily to put in Kore time), and the second
is to be resourceful, using what is at hand to accomplish
the job. When he notices that Peggy is using a laboratory
microscope to study some thread samples in connection
with her home economics course, he writes the third, "In-
vestigate opportunities," which also means being active
in classes, participating in extra-curricular affairs, and
learning to study efficiently.

As Carl puts away his laboratory equipment, he realizes
that the fourth is to know the rules and follow them.
Deciding to find out about the extra-curricular activities

Coronet Films

. making his many hours in school count for something.

which might interest him, he then signs up for work in

the school library.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, in an area which needs much motivational

material, should be effective for pointing out to junior

and senior high school students simple ways in which
they can take advantage of opportunities offered them by
their school. The framework is reasonably natural and
the suggestions made are practical. The film should be
most valuable as a stimulus to discussion following its

showing. Although Carl is not shown carrying out any of
his plans for improvement, he seems sincere and willing

to give his new plan a fair chance.

Kenneth Spencer, Basso
(Eastin Films, Davenport, Iowa) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound,
black and white. 1947. Produced by Pictorial Films, Inc.

$16.00.

Description of Contents:

Kenneth Spencer, a young Negro basso, is accompanied by
Jonathan Brice as he sings "Passing By," by Purcell; "O
No, John," an English folk song; "Deep River"; and "Every
Time I Feel the Spirit," a spiritual.

Committee Appraisal:

Very good sound recording, the professional excellence
of the musicians' performances, and the choice of light yet
dignified songs contribute to the general appeal of this film.

It should be equally useful for general interest groups from
the junior high school to adult levels and for music appre-
ciation classes from junior high school to college. Mr.
Spencer's clear diction and unstilted gestures and facial

expressions make excellent musicianship seem very natural.

Nomads of the Jungle—Malaya
(United World Films, Inc., 44S Park Avenue, New York
22, New York) 20 minutes. 16mm. sound, black and white.
1948. Produced by Louis de Rochemont Associates. $100.

Description of Contents:

One of thirty-six films in the series "The Earth and Its
People", this subject, depicting the everyday life experiences
of a nomad family in a Malayan jungle, is designed to
develop the single basic concept that "in a dense, tropical
rain forest, man can exist entirely on natural resources,
without agriculture or husbandry."

Beginning with a map of the Malayan Peninsula, the film
selects one of the Malayan jungles as its setting. Chief
Sabu's family are shown on one of their frequent journeys
to a new home. Ahlong, the eldest son of the chief, speak-
ing in the first person, relatas their activities and incentives.
When a spot is selected for the new home, the entire family
cut grass, bring bamboo, collect palm leaves, weave ratan
into mates, and develop a home. Food for the family in-
cludes rice, banana blossoms, fish, and other products of
the jungle.
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United World Films

. . the life experiences of a nomad family In a Malayan jungle.

Ahlong is next shown with some of the men preparing
for the hunt. Ahlong explains that, as son of the chief, he
must be especially proficient, since members of the tribe

hold high ideals for liini. The film follows the group on
their hunt as they bridge streams and capture prey. Ahlong
is especially fortunate in killing a mother monkey and cap-
turing alive the baby. He makes a cage for the baby
monkey and later accompanies a group of men on his first

trip to a trading center to trade the monkey.
The one-day trip down the river to the trading post is

made by raft. There Ahlong trades his baby monkey for

a jungle knife and gifts for the women in his family. The
return trip is made on foot over wet jungle trails, taking
two days, and the men are eagerly greeted by the women
and children, who are delighted with the gifts.

The film ends with pictures and commentary indicating
that Ahlong and other natives of Malayan jungles will
continue to work together to make the most of the great
jungle.

Committee Appraisal:

This documentary film should be the source of an inter-

esting and valuable experience for elementary, secondary,
and college students of social geography, anthropology
classes, and general and specific interest adult groups.
Excellent photography, well-chosen close-ups, pleasingly-
paced commentary, and good continuity contribute greatly
to the value of the film. In addition to developing the
major concept of how in a tropical rain forest man can
exist entirely on natural resources, the film also gives much
information on jungle transportation, the importance of the
family unit in a nomadic existence, and such effects of
tropical climate as fast food spoilage and the almost total
absence of clothing among inhabitants of all ages. Human
interest is added by having as a central figure a boy ap-
proaching maturity and by showing his preparation for
adulthood. Indigenous sound in the jungle and conversa-
tions of the natives add an element of reality.

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational
Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Chllds High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the
Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc In stamps
or coins to cover the cost of handling.

Families Pirsf
(New York State Youth Commission, 30 Lodge Street,

Albany, New York) 17 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and
white. 1948. Produced by RKO Pathe, Inc. $50.

Description of Contents:

This film shows the vital role which the family plays in

molding children, from the time they are born, into well-
adjusted, happy, useful adults. It does this by contrasting
a favorable home environment with an unfavorable one
when similar problems arise.

Family scenes illustrate every child's basic needs for

security, affection, recognition, and new experiences. In a
well-adjusted family, adolescents are shown finding satis-

faction in tasks which they share with their parents, as well
as in recreation such as a Sunday trip. Even in the well-
integrated family discipline is shown to be made necessary
by small frictions. Another scene emphasizes that friction

between parents should always be curbed in the presence of

children so that their sense of security will not be en-
dangered.

The problems which arise when adolescents assume their

new privileges and responsibilities are illustrated by the
situation in which two mothers can not agree on an hour
at which their daughters should return from a dance. The
narrator suggests that if parents will work together, they
can establish reasonable standards of behavior for all their

children.

The next scenes show how such experiences as listening to
crime programs on the radio and going to taverns with
his parents may affect a child's later behavior. Immediate
results of a lack of supervision are illustrated by one girl's

behavior on a date.

The importance of cooperation between the school and
parents is emphasized. When a child's ideas and accom-
plishments, no matter how small, are rejected or another
child is shown preference by the parents, various forms of
delinquency may easily result. One boy shows his resent-
ment by upsetting an inkwell, stealing candy, and in later

years causing himself to be pursued and captured by the
police. By contrast, the wise parents are shown greeting
their happily-married daughter, her husband, and their
children.

Committee Appraisal:

This film presents quite forcefully for parents and all

persons interested in the sociological aspects of the modern
family unit the functions of the family in satisfying a child's
need for security, affection, recognition, and new experi-
ences. The incidents which illustrate the points to be made
are well chosen and very natural. The photography and
sound contribute to the general excellence of the film, which
should provide a basis for discussion by interested groups
on the high school level and above.

February, 1949
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the vital role which the family plays in molding children.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7. Oh lO

- EDITORIAL

-

A Plea for Honest Promotion

After reading announcements, press releases and
publicity broadsides, many of them recent, on vis-

ual materials intended for use by the church, we begin

to wonder if the promotion in the church of such ma-
terials is to be afflicted with the high-voltage ambiguity

and exaggeration which prevail so largely in the theat-

rical field.

While there are many inexperienced distributors,

leaders and teachers in the church field who believe

everything they read concerning visual materials, we
believe that the number of those who have learned,

often by bitter experience, to evaluate i)romotional ma-
terials of all kinds are growing apace. We believe that

distributors expect announcements, releases, and pub-
licity materials emanating from sources within the

church field to be direct, factual and honest rather

than high-powered, indefinite, and evasively clever.

Not long ago we received from an unidentified "na-
tional distributor" the announcement of a super-colos-

sal film. It was sweeping a certain section of the coun-
try and, with a little helj), would soon be sweeping ours.

We wrote for detailed information on this greatest-of-

all-religious-cinemas and received another deluge of

promotional blurbs and booking re((uest blanks. Who
made the film, when it was made, for whom it was pro-
duced, its content and characteristics were not revealed.

We would get no preview copies, and we would have
to believe the testimony of hundreds of clergymen and
thousands of users.

Later in the summer we met in an audio-visual
workshop a number of church leaders who had seen
this film after it had been foisted upon their commu-
nities by well-meaning clergymen, looking for a sub-
stitute for preaching, and a clever and money-moti-
vated exhibitor who was road-showing the film. In
his wake he left people wondering if they wanted a
second installment of "visual education."

Testimonials about films can mean much or little,

depending upon the qualifications of the giver. Those
who read them should remember that they are easily
secured from the unqualified ; difficult to get from those
who are qualified.

Some producers of visual materials, we know, seek
pre-production consultation with religious educators
and other leaders in the church field. We believe this to
be a valuable practice when these reactions are sin-
cerely sought in relation to production. When such
con.sultation turns out to be a part of promotion, it is to

be deplored; and in the long run it will boomerang
with embarrassing consequences for the over-zealous

producer. More seriously, it will retard the develop-

ment of sincere and effective cooperation between all

producers and those who will ultimately use what they

create.

The text of the Bible is not motion picture script.

Even the most complete stories will require the in-

clusion of much non-textual material when prepared
for filming. The "sayings" and the "teachings" will

require for their film elaboration and illustration the

creation of stories and incidents not given (at all) in

the Biblical text. Such stories are more than proper if

they conform to the principle of "reasonable supposi-

tion." In view of this consideration, we believe that

producers should eschew in their ])romotional mate-
rials the use of terminology that implies a literal fidelity

to the Biblical text and content which just is not cine-

matically possible. We believe that such a producer
should realize that he is living in a glass house and
should not cast stones at his glass-housed neighbor who
might create films by the use of continuity which is

unnecessarily imaginative.

\\'e believe that it has already been demonstrated that

those who produce for the church field, whether inside

or outside it, do not need high-pressure promotion
and clever advertising to get their materials accepted.

Such methods unbecome the church. Further, in the

long run they will he unfruitful. In ])romotion. in dis-

tribution, in evaluation—throughout the church field

—

let our statements be characterized by the highest pos-
sible level of honesty and straightforwardness for we
serve not ourselves but the timeless i)urposes of the

church in building the Kingdom in the hearts of men
and women.—WSH;

The Passing of a Pioneer
The 16mm field loses one of its pioneers in the

passing of Bertram Willoughby, founder and presi-

dent of Ideal Pictures Coq)oration. and widely known
throughout the country.

Son of a frontier minister in Ontario, Canada, he
entered ministry while in Canada. .After coming to

this country in 1907 he served Congregational churches
in Minneapolis. Osage, and Chicago.

During this ministry he was attracted by the pos-

sibilities of the motion ])icture. He felt that films

would increase chinch attendance and clarify points

difficult for speech alone. With this in mind, he
produced animated .sermonettes, the first religious

motion pictures.
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This innovation attracted the attention of New
Era Films, ])ioneer producer of non-theatrical films.

Soon Mr. W'illuuglihy affiliated with this com])any,

later founding his own organization.

William h\ Kruse says of him: "lie l)elieved that

all denominations and faiths had the right to ex-

press themselves in their own way in motion pictures

as elsewiiere. and he never exercised any censor-

ship over the films his organization distributed, con-

tenting himself with labeling them as clearly as

possible as to denominational suitability. Mr. Wil-
loughby is an outstanding example of a clergyman

who "went commercial' without in the least weaken-
ing his interest in religious mf)tion pictures."

His corporation, with offices in the major cities,

indicates that the policies established by Mr. Wil-

loughby will be continued.—WSH.

Report on a Visual Teaching Unit
By ARTHUR R. STEWART*

The subject of our visual teaching unit was "The
Life of St. I'aul." We chose it mainly because of the

St. Paul series of motion ])ictures. The visual edu-

cation director prepared an outline suggesting a cer-

tain chronological order for the presentation of Biblical

te.xt, lesson materials, the five motion pictures and

sup])lementary visual aids over a period of thirteen

weeks.

Samples of related materials—reference and story

books, handwork, etc.—were obtained from one of

the local denominational ])ublishing houses. These

sam])les were catalogued and a recommendation made
for their use with the different age-levels (junior,

intermediate, senior, and adult ) in order that the

curriculum might be broad enough to cover the

events in the life of .St. Paul and yet be specific

enough to be understood and appreciated by each

age group.

The working tools for this visual unit of thirteen

lessons consisted of five 16nuii films, five slide sets

(converted from filmstrips). a set of Copping black

and white prints suitably mounted for (opaque)

projection, a number of large flat prints for wall

mounting, handwork books for each student, and

te.xts and resource books for students and teachers.

The schedule provided for cla.ss sessions before

the showing of the first film, and provision was made
in it for class sessions for the review of the film-

sessions and to jjrepare for the ne.xt film. .\11 teachers

involved were brought together for v\eekly meet-

ings to secure a sharing of ideas which would enrich

the course and improve teaching procedures. Pre-

views of all visual materials were arranged for the

teachers' meetings so that all materials might be

more clo.sely and effectively integrated.

On the ]3hysical side every effort was made to

maximize effectiveness. A worshi]) center, which

incor]wrated the screen, was used in the assembly

period each .Sunday. Thus, the presence of the

(movie) screen did not excite special intere.st. All

materials, projected and non-|)rojected. became a nor-

mal part of the worship experience of the school

during the course. In the classrooms the .setting

up of equipment, arrangement for blackout, and the

pre-focusing of |)rojectors were attended to before

the class arrivefl. In this way we held distractions

to a minimum.

As this visual unit was evaluated, certain things

encouraged us. Students were interested. They

learned more. The teachers who put the accent on

the visual media were invariably pleased with

student response. Many teachers discovered that

they cottld use visual materials, and were challenged

and compensated by the extra effort and work which

they required. These are all important gains.

What would we do differently the next time? (a)

We would use four to six class sessions to introduce

the course, (b) We would use visual materials mainly

to give background information, (c) We would allow

more time for classwork on each major visual item.

Two class sessions were not enough to assimilate

all the major learnings which the films presented,

(d) The length of the unit would vary according

to the age levels. For the Juniors 13 weeks was too

long on one subject. Some of the Intermediates tired

by the end of the unit and others were still eagerly

interested. Seniors and adults could use more time

on a subject as broad and important as "The Life of

St. Paul." (e) We believe that the scope of the

subject should be restricted and the major visual

items limited. W^e should have used fewer films,

showing each one several times during the unit.

The success of a visual unit rests upon the de-

gree of teacher cooperation. The wholehearted col-

laboration of the entire staff is an absolute neces-

sity in planning and carrying through a unit. It

calls for teamwork, not just individual eflfort. In

carrying out the classroom procedures, the initiative

of each teacher should have full scope, and without

imagination and constructive planning such a course

will sag in interest. Remembering our mistakes, en-

couraged by our small successes, we are planning the

next visual teaching unit for our church school.

He Uses Slides

To Promote a Program
By BETTY SILMAN*

The use of audio-visual education in the church is

expanding to include not only the teaching of religion

but the interpretation and promotion of ideas and pro-

grams as well. The church is discovering the value

of slides, movies, recordings and filmstrips in sup-

plementing talks and printed materials promoting ideas

and programs.

Keenly aware of this, Virgil E. Foster, Director of

Religious Education of tlie Congregational Christian

Churches of Iowa, created a set of kodachrome slides

and records to ex])Iain and promote the "God's Por-

tion Program" among the churches of the state. He
had .some experience to go on. Several years ago he

*I)ircct()r. .Audio- Visual Kducatiou,

Cluircli. .San Francisco 14, Calif.

"l)\vortli ^[ctho<list
*SttKient, Grinnell College, firiimell, Iowa.
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used effectively a combination of home-made records

and slides to interpret the program of youth camps.

(See Educational Screen for April, 1947.) Last

May his audio-visual program on "God's Portion

Program" was given its premiere in Dubuque at the

state meeting of the Congregational Christian Churches

of Iowa. It was well received, arousing much favor-

able comment.

During the previous year, Mr. Foster took almost

200 kodachrome pictures showing the use of the

"God's Portion Program" in a southwestern Iowa

association parish, under the direction of Mr. and

Mrs. Verne Willy. The pictures showed the various

steps in the raising of stock and grain for parish sales

and preparing these and many other items for the

auctions, the proceeds of which would go to the

church for its work at home and abroad. The basic

idea of this plan is the belief that man's life and pos-

sessions are not his own, but they were given to him

to be used. In order, therefore, to recognize and

acknowledge man's stewardship, he should set aside

part of his material possessions for his church. The

"God's Portion Program" is a nation-wide non-de-

nominational project, which is most active in rural

areas. Through it, the people of a church, or a group

of churches, can raise money to keep their church doors

open, and to give to others.

Many of the 72 pictures that were finally used in

this project showed the people of southwestern Iowa

working in their fields or raising sheep, pigs, or

steers to give to the church. Others were of the auc-

tion itself. One picture, for example, shows a bald

man smiling broadly as he pays for a ticket good for

one haircut. Another picture shows a farmer plow-

ing the rich brown soil, and still another is of "the

little brown church in the vale", in Nashua, Iowa.

These kodachrome pictures, taken with an Argus

C3, were then made into sets of slides, and a nar-

rative interpretation was written.

To expand further these educational possibilities,

the narrative was recorded by the use of a Presto K
recorder in the photographer's Grinnell home. The
recording is an explanation of the plan, with con-

crete suggestions and illustrations of what can be

done to promote it. Vocal and instrumental music

is also part of the production.

What are the advantages of audio-visual educa-

tion in the church? And why was "God's Portion

Program" publicized through that medium? In the

first place, the audio-visual method not only gives

a clear, concise, and pleasing picture of the "God's

Portion Plan", but it also promotes it by showing

just Iwzv such a program may be carried on. Secondly,

it can do this much more effectively than the spoken

or written word alone because people are inclined

to remember and be impressed by things they can

both see and hear. Since it is natural for people to

be interested in themselves and their neighbors, the

human interest element has a strong apjjeal. The

beauty and simplicity of the slides are also impres-

sive. The third advantage of an audio-visual method

of promotion lies in the fact that records often go

more smoothly than human narration. It is also true

that less preparation and skill are necessary to present

such a program than the presentation of the same

thing with human narration and dramatization. There-

fore, it is usually more effective.

Duplicate sets of these slides and records have

been made and used. These sets are now being used

around the country to stimulate interest in this non-

denominational project, and to demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of audio-visual education in the churches.

They are available to any church or group of churches

requesting them, regardless of denomination. The

slides and any information may be obtained from

the Congregational Christian Conference of Iowa,

Magoun Hall, Grinnell, Iowa. Completed in May,

1948, the sets have already been used in South

Dakota, Michigan, New York, Iowa, and Minnesota.

Notes on Films

The 38-minute black and white sound film Ruth

was produced in England by the J. .\rthur Rank Pro-

ductions. It is distributed by United World Films,

Inc. This fine film will more than please those who

have been waiting for religious motion pictures with

RUTH. A familiar story well told . . . "the directing and acting are
so expert that interest is held to the very last."

United World Films

FROM FEAR TO FAITH. A Rhodesian youth, mission-trained, tries

to teach his people a better way of life.
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technical qualities equal to theatrical films. The film

is strongly cast, the leading roles being given to com-

petent actors. The dialogue is beautifully spoken and

faithfully recorded on an exceptionally clear sound-

track. The photography is always good. A few se-

quences 'have exceptional merit. Enough of the film

was shot in Palestine to give the whole film pleasing

documentary flavor. The pace of the film is good, being

neither hurried nor allowed to drag. While the story

is familiar, the directing and acting are so expert that

interest is held to the very last. The film is well staged.

The absence of settings and scenes which have grown

familiar through too much use by certain American

producers is noted with pleasure. The costuming is

elaborate, probably a little over-done in the travel and

work sequences. Faithful to the story, and using the

Biblical text in the dialogue, this film can be used with

all age groups. Taken as a whole, the film is outstand-

ing.

From Fear to Faith, a 21-minute black and white

film with narration and background music, a Rank
production distributed by United World Films, tells

the .story of a Rhodesian youth, mission-trained, who
tries to teach his people a better way of life. He fails

at first, but later overcomes opposition through forgive-

ness and succeeds. The narration is satisfactory, but

not exceptional in quality. The background music is

too suppressed for eflfectiveness. The photography is

fair. While the principal parts of the film deal with

the youth's labors among his people, there are flashbacks

to the mission school and his days of training in class-

room and playing-field. It is more suitable for use with

youth and adults than with children, and those whose

interest in missions is strongly motivated will get the

most from the film.

The Book of Ruth follows the Biblical story with

extreme fidelity and achieves a fair degree of authen-

ticity in most parts. However, authenticity has been

deplorably sacrificed in the matter of location. The
scenes are too lu.sh for Bethlehem ; too much like

California. The barley harvest is far too haphazard

and wasteful for Judea. Better directing was needed

here. Producers must remember that all of a film

teaches, and that authenticity in some parts necessitates

it in all. The casting and costuming are acceptable.

Hazel Keener plays Naomi convincingly. The sound-

track—carrying background music, dramatic dialogue,

and narration—is excellent throughout, with one or

two slight slips in synchronization. While not as

polished and artistic as the British-made Ruth, it

presents this ancient story with fidelity and sincerity,

and a comparison of the two films is not feasible because

of the disparity between the two production budgets.

Both color and b&w prints are available. It was
produced by Alfred Franz Stury for Crusader Films

and is released through Foundation Films Corporation.

Even though Liquid Lore is the latest film of the

WCTU fEvan.ston, III.), It's the Brain That Counts

is still the best film yet produced for getting over to

children (above third grade), youth, and adults the

most important facts about the effects of alcohol on the

human body. Liquid Lore is beautifully done in color.

It contrasts alcohol and water in a series of standard

IDEAL
For School

Uses

The extreme simplicity of operation and its ready

portability make Sound King ideal for school,

club or church use. Sound King is as near fool-

proof as is possible. The simplicity of operation,

the brilliance of picture, the true fidelity of sound

make it possible for any high school student to

provide professional performance. Sound King

is sturdily built to withstand hard usage and can

be counted on to last for years.

PRICED AT ONLY $285-^^

Wriie for descriptive liferafure.

onnerticut Telpphoiip & EIrrtric

D I V rsiON OF

MERIDE^, l'OI\ll\l.
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HEW! the projector

for perfect auditorium

. -.^ projection

WILL NOT
TEAR FILM
Write for Free brochure.

Developed and used

f^y for Government

Jl , Services Branches

THE VIEWLEX
AP-7CT PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • Stoys cooler

than room temperature!

• Single and Double

Frame with Toke-Up •

Fan Cooled-300 Watts

Standard—500-750 and
1000 Available • 5"

Luxtor Coated Optics—
7" Available

Another great projeclor by

%£a/d^ :̂iNC.

The greatest name in projectors.

35-01 QUEENS BLVD. . lONG ISUND CITY 1, N. Y.

^^>^

WITH COMPACTNESS

STEEL
FOLDING CHAIRS

The Perfect Seating fw • sturdy and
Visual Education Classes dependable

^^
• properly pitched

seat and back panel
•'' broad seat

Ulold to 3/4" thin

»^ comfort supreme

• easy, noiseless

opening and closing

• replaceable rubber
feet always
available

1^ ten-year guarantee

Write Today

Dept. M-1

(LARIN MPO. CO.
4640 West Harrison St.

CHKA60 44. III.

"experiiiient.s." Then it weakly relate.s two facts about

alcohol to life—it yet.s the nail in the hoard but never

drives it through. While the older lllni can be u.sed

with Junior.s and up. Li(jiiirl Lore will ])rove most eirec-

tive. because of its elementary treatment of the sub-

ject, with Juniors down. Such educational films need

to be made more educational when in the ])lanning

stage.

New Releases

riw Miracle oj C'hrislnias, a one-reel sound film

in black and white, is called by its producer (Square
Deal Pictures Corporation, Ossining. X. Y. ) "a Clirist-

mas picture for use throughout the year."

Library Films, Inc. says that the 7-reel sound

film, The Lord's Footsteps, is "the first religious

serial ever released." It was photographed in koda-

chrome in Palestine in 1946. Se])arate editions have

been made for Protestants and Catholics. Further in-

formation may be secured bv writing the company (25
VV. 45th St., X. Y. 19).

The 20-minute ]\Iarch-of-Time film,' The Vatican oj

Pius XII showing exclusive scenes of the Pope and
the varied activities of Vatican City, will be dis-

tributed by Library Films, Inc., and will be available

with English, Sj^anish and French narration.

A film picturing the activities fif the first World
Assembly of Churches in the summer of 1948, The
U'orld Council of Churches—.hnsterdain 1948, has

been prepared for rental and .sale bv United Films,

Inc.

Crusader Films (6844 Sun.set Blvd.. Hollywood 28)

announces Shadows of the Manger, a 20-minute color

film created and directed by .Alfred Franz Sturv. It

is the story of the Nativity in silhouette scenes against

stained glass windows. (To he i)reviewed.)

You May Secure . .

.

• l'"rom the Mini Division. CIO Dept. of Research
and Education, 718 Jackson Place, N.W ., Wash-
ington 6, D. C. a mimeographed list of 35 films which
will help you fight discrimination. .\11 the good films

on this subject are listed, brieflv described, and their

sources given.

• From Brandon Films. Inc., 1600 Broadway, -X. Y.

19, the 1948-49 Check List of Films on International

and Interracial Understanding. Forty-eight films are

listed and their contents summarized. The running
time and rental cost are also given.

• From the Victor .\nimatogra]ih Com]iany, Daven-
])ort, Iowa, a new 20-])age booklet, "Motion Pictures

in the Church." It is authored by Harry L. Strauss

and first appeared in the pages of the Christian

Herald.

€%e^te arc morci^.<J^*^teel folding chairs
in institutional ^ryiae than any otto-ntake

Tli4> Religious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 l-telpful Articles from

"The Churcti Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60c
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STAMPS AND FIRST DAY COVERS
(Continued jrmn /^aiif 65)

the envelope, and they are cancelled on the first day

of issue. They are usually sent to him a week to ten

days hefore the day of issue. The return address must

be placed on the envelope. The first day covers are re-

turned to the sender through regular mail service. Here

again collectors are reluctant to permit them to he

shown unless in a protected e.xhibit. The same dis-

advantages apply to first day covers as to stamjxs. Hut

2x2 slides can be made with these attractive envelopes

as well as with the stamp issues.

Taking pictures of stamps in color is regulated by

the Third Assistant Postmaster (jeneral, Division of

Stamps, and the Secret Service. It is unlawful to take

pictures of stamps if they are the same size as the ac-

tual issue and if there is intent to defraud the govern-

ment. Pictures smaller or larger than the actual stamp

are permitted. The author has been assured that 2x2
slides of issues of the United States are legal as the

stamps are much smaller when photographed on the

35mm or 828 films and uuich larger when projected

on the screen.

Stamjjs and first day covers photographed and

mounted as 2 ,x 2 slides can be extremely useful visual

material in the classroom. Stamps in themselves are

of interest to students, since many of them are collec-

tors. Slides made from the stamps and first day covers

will add interest to the classroom lesson and make an

important and novel contribution toward visualization

of the curriculum.

Recent A-V Conferences

• The \isiial Instruction Service and the Vocational Edu-

cation Department of Iowa State College sponsored the

Second Iowa Conference on .\udio-Visual 'I'eacliing Metli-

ods Itcld in January on the Iowa State College campus.

Headlining the program was Dr. L. C. Larson. Director of

the .Audio-Visual Center. Indiana I'niversity. .-Ml teacher-

training institutions in the state were invited to send repre-

sentatives, several of whom took part in the various dis-

cussions and round-table sections of tlie program. The
program was under the direction of Dr. John W. Lither-

land, Professor in Charge of .Audio-Visual Aids Utilization

in the Vocational Education Department, and Harold L.

Kooser, i^rfctor of the Visual Instruction Service.

• The Department of .Audio-Visual .Aids Service, Uni-

versity of -Alabama, recently sponsored a series of five

.Audio-Visual Aids Clinics in as many cities in that state.

The conferences, under the direction of Dr. James F. Cald-

well, State Director of Audio-Visual .Aids Service, were

held in Mobile, Monroeville, Troy, .Anniston, and Livingston.

• In DeceiTiber the Taylorville. Illinois. Community Unit

School System held its first .Audio-Visual .Aids Conference.

Mr. Sidney Alkire, State Director of .Audio-Visual Educa-

tion, presided. The program included an address by Mr.

C. R. Crakes. Educational Director. DeVry Corporation;

teaching demonstrations; exhibits of eciuipment and mate-

rials; and an open forum on "your problems."

• The Visual .Aids section meeting of the recent 42nd

annual convention of the American Vocational Association,

lield in Milwaukee. Wisconsin, attracted approximately

150 vocational education leaders. Mr. Howard L. Johnson,

Principal, Emily Griffith Opportunity School, Denver, Col-

orado, served as chairman.

M
MeGRAW-HILL THIS SYMBOL

Me<uu FINE FILMS

Do you recognize this distinctive mark
that identifies McGraw-Hill Text-Films?
Sound motion pictures and silent film-

strips bearing this symbol are your assur-

ance of the finest in visual educational
materials.

Text-Filins are subject-matter centered. They
are directly correlated with outstanding Mc-
Graw-Hill textbooks—French's ENGINEER-
ING DRAWING, Schorling's STUDENT
TEACHING, Diehl's TEXTBOOK OF
HEALTHFUL LIVING, French and Svensen's

MECHANICAL DRAWING, and a new high

school text, MANNERS MADE EASY, by Beery.

Text-Films cover subject areas vitally in need

of visual treatment. Teacher Education, Health
Education, and Engineering Drawing for col-

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY. Inc.

Text-Film Department
330 V^est 42nd Street

New York 18, N. Y.

lege classes, and Etiquette and Mechanical Drawing
for high school curricula.

Text-Films combine effective teaching techniques in

sound ^notion pictures and silent filmstrips. The
motion pictures offer explanation, demonstration

and dramatization; filmstrips provide concise in-

struction through carefully devised captions on

still photographs taken from motion picture or

textbook.

Text-Films reach diverse audiences. In addition

to classroom use, Text-Films have found accept-

ance in church and community groups, in-service

and on-the-job training groups, parent teacher

and child study associations, and young peoples'

clubs.

Fill out the coupon for more in£ormation about Text-Films.
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= Are you prepared for ... E

I Brotherhood Week |

I February 20-27. 1949? |

= No existing film bears a message more ap- E

= propriate for this week than ... E

I Boundary Lines |

E a ten minute animated color film which you'll E

i want to show over and over again before E

E various groups in your community during E

I BROTHERHOOD WEEK. |

I If BOUNDARY LINES is not now in your |
E library, why not order your copy today from =

E your visual education dealer or direct? Per- =

E haps you will need additional prints to meet =

I the demand of BROTHERHOOD WEEK. |

E If you are depending upon a rental print, =

E you had better place your order now with =
E your Film Rental Library. E

I INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc. I
= 1600 Broadway New York 19. N. Y. =

Hlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln

FILMS ON FRACTIONS
AN INTEGRATED SERIES FOR
REVIEW AND REMEDIAL WORK

• Introduction to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How to Multiply Fractions

• How to Divide Fractions

• Decimal Fractions

• Percentage

MR. AVA VS. THE STATE OF N. J.

(Continued from page 63)

at this moment the whole trial looked phonier than

ever!)

Defense Attorney Reitze stepped smartly into the

advantage left him by this exchange and summed up
with this witness as he had with the two previous ones

;

in this case he pointed out that English literature teach-

ing was easier and more efficient through films—to

set scenes, for example.

In his turn the prosecutor rallied with remarkable

ease- when Montclair State Teachers College senior

student Robert Steer made himself at home in the wit-

ness chair. The judge, jury and attorneys all beamed
at the final witness—the ultimate consumer—awaiting

his responses. Prosecutor Partridge fixed his victim

closely with his eye, and standing over him, queried

rapidly, "Do you associate with this accused? Just

why do you think you were picked to witness at this

trial ? Don't think you can gain anything by apple-

polishing here, young man. Do you recognize me?
I'm the prosecutor!"

To which the witness could only reply by smiling

and gulping in rapid succession, "I've known him in

many ways . . . well, I don't know. Yes— I mean, no,

sir!" This is not to say that the witness lost his pres-

ence of mind in the least. But the prosecuting attorney

realized at this point, if not earlier, that he was losing

his case. Therefore, taking advantage, mistakenly, of

the fact that the student was not yet, so to speak, a

practicing friend of the prisoner, he attempted to con-

fuse the witness. Witness Steer could not be budged

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

JURY FOR AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS ON TRIAL

E. Winifred Crazvford, Director, Audio-Visual Educa-
tion, Montclair

Anna K. Garrcttson, Assistant Professor of Education,
Glassboro State Teachers College

Stephen Gerace, Supervising Principal, Pequannock

Forrest A. Irivin, President, Jersey City State Teach-
ers College

Paul IV. Novella. Director, \'isual .Aids Office, Pub-
lic Schools, Elizabeth

Ei'elyn Oelen, Director of Public Relations, Montclair
State Teachers College

Frederick Richnian, Associate Professor of Manual Arts,

Newark State Teachers College

Paul J. Ritter, Dean of Men, Montclair State Teachers
College

Arthur M. Seyhold, Director of College High School,

Montclair State Teachers College

Edith R. Shannon, Professor of Geography, Paterson
State Teachers College

Harry A. Sprague, President. Montclair State Teachers

College

Byron D. Stuart, Principal, Roosevelt Junior High
Scho»l, Westfield

Lazvrence R. IVinchell, Superintendent. Cumberland
County Schools

Donald Yott, High School, Ponipton Lakes
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from his avowal that he had never seen audio-visual

aids badly used at the College. He stressed the value
of field trips. Hlnistrips in biology, recordings and
other materials so effectively that the prosecutor re-

tired in favor of the defense's witness.

Querying the attorneys on further witnesses or the
recall of those already heard. Judge Morrison called

for summations by the attorneys, following which he
charged the jury. He reminded the jury that the

prosecutor had said that Mr. AVA could not be as

good as he was pictured to the court : that he had hu-
man frailties—in fact that at the moment he appeared
rather thin and anaemic before them ; that he had con-
sorted with ill-prepared teachers. On the exhibits sub-
mitted by the defense, the judge commented that the
jury should not be unduly swayed by those statements
on Mr. AVA coming from college presidents, for,

having been one himself, he knew that they sometimes
made pronouncements on things about which they were
not entirely informed. He said that the jury should
give due attention to all that they had heard.
The lights suddenly went out and Edgar C. Bye

(head of the New Tools for Learning Bureau of the

N.J. State Teachers College at Montclair), who had
planned the trial, said, "The jury will deliberate for
thirty seconds." And in thirty seconds, which was
sooner than anyone could stop laughing, the lights went
up and the jury foreman, Lawrence R. Winchell
(President of the N.J. Visual Education Association
and Cumberland County Superintendent of Schools)

stood up to intone : "We find the defendant not guilty
!"

Photographers" bulbs flashed, and the courtroom

broke into mild disorder as the jury tiled from its

"box" ; the judge descended from his "bench" while

the attorneys got together their evidence and stufied

it into their briefcases. The witnesses mutually con-

gratulated each other, changed their attitudes towards

the attorneys, and, for the moment at least, one of the

big issues in education was decided—or rather was dis-

cussed and passed upon in a thorough, sympathetic

and entertaining manner.

French Film Society, 1949

Having established itself as a needed and successful

group in encouraging the use of films in language teach-

ing, the Chicago French Film Society (84 E. Randolph

St.) looks forward to another year of plans and pro-

grams. In January the Society's monthly meeting in-

cluded a showing of the feature "Les Disparus de Saint

Agil," a mystery film set in a French boys' school,

which was, the Society reports, enthusiastically re-

ceived by both students and teachers.

At the February program, several short French films

were presented. The March program will consist of

music and art films, the April meeting will bring forth

another feature, and on April 30 an all-Canadian pro-

gram will be offered in response to a request for films

for travelers as well as students.

ADVERTISEMENT

Films for Better Geography Teaching

Many geography students have found difficulty in

learning those lessons which stand on the border-

line between geography and astronomy. The con-

cept of latitude and longitude, the causes of day
and night, the four seasons, the major wind cur-

rents . . . these require unusual effort to make
clear.

But now a group of 16mm sound films has been
produced, under the guidance of outstanding ex-

perts, which presents these lessons with brilliant

clarity. Teachers who have used these films have
been enthusiastic in their praise.

Physical Geography Series

Latitude and Longitude (1 reel, Black-and-White

$45, Full Color $90). This easily understood ani-

mated-d i a g r a m film

uses a transparent
globe to e.xplain angles

in the earth's interior.

The subject is related

to fi.xing the position of

a ship, whose latitude

and longitude are indi-

cated on the globe.

Day and Night (1

reel, $45). By means
of a globe rotating

in space, this film ex-

plains the causes of

day and night, and
shows why the sun

appears to rise in the

east and set in the

west. STRIXG OF BEADS

The Great Winds and The Seasons, two

additional films in this series, will soon be available.

Human Geography

String of Beads (2 reels, $90). This film brings an

effective new approach to geography teaching.

Using a semi-documentary technique, it studies

the life and habits of people in the Assam Valley

of India, holding its audience raptly interested as

it tells the story of two young workers on a tea

plantation near an Indian market town.

Previews Prior to Purchase

Educators may preview these films prior to pur-

chase, without charge or obligation. Purchase orders

and requests for previews should be sent to Dept.

E-2, Educational Division, United World Films,

Inc., 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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Wanted: Film Maker

Iiiiliaiia Lnivfihity announces an oiicning in their pro-

duction department for a film maker with a minimum of

three years of all-around, practical experience as film

writer, director, cameraman, and editor. The heKuimng

salary will be between $3,000 and $4,500, depending on

training and experience. Arrangements can be made

for the appointee to take 12 to 15 semester hours of

college work each year and thereby complete a year of

college work in about each 2^ years while employed

on a full-time basis. The position offers an oprortunity

to a person with film production experience to undertake

course work in a school or college of his choice for

either an undergraduate or graduate degree and get ad-

ditional experience in i)roduction of informational films.

If interested and qualified, write lo:

I.. C. L,\RsoN. Director

Audio-X'isual Center,

Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana

Some Of Our IGtnm
Sound Films You Will Want

Oliver Twist Grey's Elegy
\s You Like It Beeiiy Sharp
Othello Melody Master
Julius Caesar (Seliubert)
Macbeth Land of Lyonesse

Enchanted Forest— BESIDES—
Other Classics For Elementary Grades and
variety of Subjects For IXearly All Classes.
Also DeLuxe Features and Shorts for Enter-
tainment Purposes. Special Rates to Schools.
Write for our 1919 Catalog.

SOiJTHER^ SERVICE SATISFIES

SOUTIIERIV VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

HISTORIC WILLIAMSBURG
In 2 X 2 Kodachromes

Arranged in teaching size units. Scenes where Democracy in govern-
ment began with famous men. Public buildings, homes and other
features with values for today. Provide for unhurried study and
discussion. For details and preview write

Historical Kodachromes, 132 So. Second St.,

Box Til Delavan, Wis.

35MM. SCIEIVCE SLIDE FIOIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
NDCROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How to Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, 5«'E Suffern, Now York

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
16 mm Sound Feature Programs For Schools,

Churches, Societies

We pay transportation charges
All programs guaranteed to please

K. & L SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

a
a
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

a
a

IIIMHiiiiKiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiritrF.

Records

on Review

^iiiiuiinuiMiiuiniiuiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmi MAX U. BILDERSEc lUllltlllllilllllillllllillliiullllliliiiliinii....»

O 111 introauciiig 'I Can H^;.^R It Xdw", (Coliinibia MM
800; S 12-inch records (10 sides); Kdward R. Murrow
and Fred W. Friendly, editors; narrated by Edward R.

Murrow), Mr. Murrow says, "These are the sounds of

days that are past. We record a new dimension of

history, a scrapbook of sounds from thirteen years of

violence and achievement, part of the greatest mass ad-

venture man has yet undertaken".

This excellent, truly distinguished all)um is aural his-

tory telling the ear-witness story of the eventful period,

1932 to 1945, in the newsworthy voices of the great figures

of those years. Here is the overview of the fall of Hitler,

Mussolini and Tojo; the New Deal praised and castigated;

the Roosevelt administrations; Chamberlain, Churchill, De
Gaulle, King Haakon, Stalin and the others whose words
made headlines. We hear the voices of the men as they

spoke under the particular stresses and strains of the

given moment, vividly portraying themselves and that

time of our life. This is a factual, absorbing and inter-

esting chronological summary of the transition from the

depression and ideological conflict through shooting war
and atomic explosions to the surrender in Tokyo Bay
and the beginnings of hopes for lasting peace through the

I'nited Nations Conference in San Francisco.

Some of the highlights of the recordings are the 1932

Roosevelt inauguration, his several campaigns for re-

election, his "stab in the back" speech, his war message
to Congress on December 8. 1941, his report on Yalta

and his funeral procession. His opponents. l,andon, W illkie

and Dewey, are heard as is Harry S. Truman, his suc-

cessor, as well as Huey Long, .\1 Smith. Charles Lindbergh,

Mussolini and Hitler, Chamberlain and Churchill, MacArthur
and Eisenhower and other history makers. This mosaic of

sound is a compelling document.

No question, it is suitable for school use. Its greatest

weakness is the limited space it occupies—there was so

much more that might have been included. But the edi-

torial selection is justified and highly satisfactory. Surely

this belongs in every school for use in grades seven

through twelve in all subject-matter areas dealing with

the social, economic, historic and literary development oi

our times. "I Can Hear It Now" is a must.

• "Rhumpy The Rhino" (Columbia MJV-47; 2 10-iiich

discs (four sides); story by Peter Steele; narrated by Karl

Weber), "Many Moons" ((Columbia MJV-46; 2 10-inch

discs (four sides); story by James Thurber; adapted by

Virginia Harden: narrated by John Lansing) and "Pancjio

(joKS To A Fie.sta" (Columbia MJV-48; 2 10-inch discs

(four sides); story by Paul Tripp; songs and narration

by Arno Tannery ) are three sets of children's records

satisfactory for school use. The stories are simple, the

presentation direct, and the language suitable for the

children who may be listening. These arc entertainment

records with "Pancho Goes to a Fiesta" supporting a

theme of Pan-.'\mericanism. .

"Rhumpy the Rhino" tells of the embarrassment of a

vain character who is objectionable because be must

always be first. His reformation is completed and he is

then accepted as i member of the community. The story

intrigues children and appeals to those who find amuse-
ment in the discomfort of others. The pace is not steady,

starting rather fast but settling moderately before the

conclusion. The records are good and children will enjoy

them.
.Similarlv. "Many Moons", c-illcd a "modern talc for
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children", may l)e moderately eiUertainiiin i" tlie kinder-

garten and first two grades. 'I'his subtly liumorous story

is truly adult and the interpretation is quite sophisticated.

Children probably will enjoy it. they may laugh with it,

but they will not fully understand all that they hear.

The direction is capable and the performance is well

paced l)ut the background music tends to be morbid

and contributes little to the development of the story.

"Panclio Goes to a Fiesta" is a series of twelve inter-

esting songs hung together on a thread of a story and

dedicated to the development of better understanding

of our neighbors south of the border. This set deserves

special mention because it represents a contribution to

the development of closer relationships between the re-

corders and the educators. A committee composed of

Dr. George H. Gartlan, Director of Music in New York
City; Dr. Robert K. Spear, I'rofessor of Education at

New York I'niversity and Dr. Peter Bios, consulting

psychologist, selected and approved the material in the

set. We need more, much more joint efifort by such

groups in the development of finer recordings for school

use. "Pancho Goes to a Fiesta" is entertaining and useful in

geography and the social studies in grades four to six.

• "Tiny Tunks" (Capitol 30000 through 30011; twelve

individual seven-inch records (24 sides) ; Nancy Martin,

Jack Smith and The Three Pixies, performers) are nev.-

comers to the specialty market and variety store counters.

Technically, they are satisfactory. The selections are. for

the most part, traditional although Nancy Martin writes

and performs her own series of four discs ("At the Zoo").

Miss Martin's presentation is condescending and chil-

dren, familiar or not with the zoo and its animals, will

quickly lose interest. Jack Smith presents well known
songs in a wholesome and hearty manner that children

enjoy. His "Songs About the Sea" is perhaps his best

although his sides "Calendar Song" and "Holidays" are

also quite good. The Three Pixies presentation of material

for children is not acceptable to young people. Their

discs are confusing, sometimes unintelligible, and not

suitable to school applications.

Needle Chafter ...

The children's record field is important. Recent sales

figures show the moppets' market at better than ten

percent of the whole record business . . . Another new
book on children's records

—"A Guide to Children's

Records" by lusenbcrg and Krasno, published by Crown
of New York—thoughtfully written, carefully compiled,

up to date—contains worthwhile information on available

records and their applications basically to leisure interests;

a worthwhile addition to the professional library for every

elementary school . . . National Records, which special-

izes in modern music, has an album for youngsters ''Luke,

The Singing Duck" (C-1). The animal story appeals

to children but doesn't quite get across because the

narration is unsatisfactory .

RC.\'s "The Story of the Nativity" is a reissue of the

Majestic album of the same title—same performers, same
performance, same masters, but better surfaces. The
Majestic issue at half-price is not a "better buy" . . .

Reissue of RC.\-Victor's "French by Sound" has been

announced by the International Section of RCA-Victor.

It will appeal to high school and college language in-

structors . . . Radio stations arc using micro-groove re-

cordings in many instances. !s this a trend away from

the sixteen-inch disc of today? . . . .Answering a (|uery

from Carl Baumbach, Supervisor of .Audio-Visual Educa-

tion in .Albany, New York: .After listening to a selection

several times, I base my criticism on whether a record is

suitable for school use, whether there are elements in the

recording which will detract from its educational value,

the general educational rating of the recording (poor.

fair, good, very good, excellent)
;

grades and subject-

matter areas it fits, services it can render in learning

(stinnilation, information presentation, summary, or sheer

enjoyment), and finally what student activities may be

expected as a result of hearing the recordings.—MUB.

See the £HTRA M/fkuce/
Get the BXTRA safety!

300 WATT

2X2 SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP

PROJECTOR

Silent Blower Cooling gives maximum

prote«ion to filmstrip or slides. Exclusive GoIdE

self-rewind. Receding aperture plates. Instant

Framing. Choice of slide carriers. Available

with coated Anastigmat lens. Modern, rugged,

veiy stable. Light weight, easily portable.

Write jor Filmatic Bulletin No. 452

GoidE Manufacturing Co.
1220-C WEST MADISON ST.

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

Sound-on-Film

The smooth, quiet move-

ment of this new Holmes
Projector triples the film life

—Insures perfect rock-steady

pictures.

The new REXARC with

high intensity arc lamp,
40 watt output ampli-
fier, and newest coaxial

high and low frequency
speaker available.
Write for the new cata-

log detailing the ad-
vanced features found
only in a REX timm
Sound -on -Film Projec-

tor.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of 1 6mm and 35mm Sound-on-Fllm
Pro/ectors for over 25 years fo Dealers and Users

1815 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO 14, ILL.
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JorwAV
the 4-way ^^

sound >?^iLvV
projector

''^^^
with 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

The NEW
MODEL 10A

$345

3 MOOEIS

S«* your dtaler or writt

for complot* Information

FORWAY CORP.
245 W. 5Sth St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

New 16mm sound films:

CARE OF ART
MATERIALS

I reel—Sale or Rental

2 Reel Symphonies
••PEER GYNy
••SCHUBERT'S UNFINISHED"
"ROMEO AND JULlEy
•1812 OVERTURE"

Send for copy of Educational-Entertainment Film Rental Catalog

LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP Film Service Dept.
149 No. Broadway Wichita 2, Kansas

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For fhe Producer of limm business, educational and nllglom
• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• RELEASE PRINTS-

COLOR WMi B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GfO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Int.

164 N. Wat;<er Dr., Dept. E , Cliicogo 6, III.

HV^TALK from your tcrMn^
^M WITH your quJcktyH TYPEWRITTEN

MESSAGESH so R40I0-HATS SI. SO
|S Whiu, AmAtr or Orotn.
H^Accopt no oubHHyf.

1

MAKE YOUR OWN

TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radia-h«ats—Regular Slie 3V4'^x4^'

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2'*

On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridse Blvd., Daytona Beach, Fla.

CLEARANCE Want a real buy in I6MM
SOUND FILMS? Take advantage of

O A I E *''° '"^•^- "^' CLEARANCE SALE of

^ IIL 1 6mm sound films—travel, nature study,^ musical subjects; also comedies, cartoons, novel-

Vr ties, etc. Send for our giant list "A" today stating
machine you own (make and model).

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc., IS60-x1 Broadway, N.Y. 19

NEW CLASSROOM FILMS
Write today for catalog.

Calvin Company Workshop
More than 200 educational, religious, and com-

mercial 16mm motion picture producers gathered at

The Calvin Company recently in Kan.sas City for the

second annual Motion Picture Production Workshop.

All phases of production and laboratory work were

discussed during the four-day meeting, with special

emphasis being placed on production problems. The

sessions were laid out to follow the normal produc-

tion pattern—client relations, script, animation, titles,

photography, editing, recording, etc.

Each of these subjects was handled by one of The

Calvin Company department heads, with general

questions and answers from the audience. Audio-

visual materials were used throughout the program.

Reports presented by representatives from the vari-

ous film fields gave a clear and concise picture of the

trends in the educational, religious, and commercial

fields.

The unique thing about this meeting was the whole-

hearted enthusiasm shown by the 200 people from all

over the United States and Canada in a technical

subject like motion picture production. There were

26 colleges and universities represented, eight major

religious denominations, and several of the largest

industrial organizations in the world.

IN and OUT of UN
• Dr. Jaime Torres Bodet, Foreign Minister of

Mexico, is the new Director-General of the United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-

zation. At a recent press conference, he expressed

his conviction that of all the specialized agencies of

the UN, Unesco has the most direct influence on the

individual. He emphasized that one of the principles

of the Unesco Charter gave special attention to the

problems of mass media as a means of stimulating

the free flow of information and ideas among all

peoples.

O William H. Wells, Chief of the United Nations

Film Section, has announced his resignation from

UN. He expects to devote the major part of his time

to the promotion of full-length feature film produc-

tion with an international viewpoint, especially by

European producers. "More and better documentary

films are certainly needed," says Wells, "to give

serious-minded people a better understanding of world

problems."

Chicago Catholic Schools

Get Audio-Visual Language Aids

An e-xtensive audio-visual program for language in-

struction was launched recently in more than 325 Catho-

lic schools and colleges throughout the Chicago area,

according to an announcement by the Rev. Redmond
Burke, director of libraries of De Paul University and

president of Catholic Language Teachers' Association.

De Paul University has been designated as the clearing

house for getting the motion pictures, filmstrips, re-

cordings, and other audio-visual materials to and from

the various schools.
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NAVED Regional Meetings

The National Association of Visual

Education Dealers has scheduled or is

scheduling meetings in each of the six

major regions of the country, as was
done last year. The schedule of meet-

ings, some of which will have been com-
pleted as you read this, is as follows

:

Southern : Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,

January 14-15, Jack Carter presiding.

Southwestern: Melrose Hotel, Dal-

las, February 11-12, John Gunstream
in charge.

Western : Multnomah Hotel, Port-

land, February 24-26, John Moore, ar-

rangements, and Howard Smith pre-

siding.

Midwestern: Hotel Sheraton (for-

merly Coronado), St. Louis, March 3-4,

E. K. Stoeppelwerth, arrangements,
and Ralph Haile and Ernie Ryan jointly

presiding.

Eastern : March 25-26, probably either

in New York or Philadelphia.

New England : April 1-2 at the

Statler in Boston.

During the Midwestern Regional
Meeting in St. Louis, NAVED will

celebrate its tenth anniversary, the as-

sociation having been founded in St.

Louis in February, 1939. All persons

who were present at the initial formation

meeting are especially invited and re-

quested to be present.

SoldE's New Engel

H. B. (Bob) Engel, one of the moot
popular and widely known men in the

Audio-Visual Lidustry, has been ap-

pointed General Sales Manager of

GoldE Manufacturing Co. of Chicago.

He assumed his new duties on De-

cember 1st, with headquarters in Chi-

cago, according to E. W. Goldberg,

President of GoldE.
Previously, Engel was General Sales

Manager with the DeVry Corporation,

Chicago motion picture equipment firm,

a position he resigned in order to

assume his new capacity with GoldE.

Out West
C. Miller McClanahan has been ap-

pointed Sales Manager for Oregon and

Southern Washington for the Screen

Adette Equipment Corporation operat-

ing from the Portland Office.

Two Up at Ampro
A. J. Palmer, President of Ampro

Corporation, announces the promotion

of Howard Marx, former assistant sales

manager, to the position of vice-presi-

dent and general sales manager of

Ampro Corporation to succeed Harry
Monson, recently resigned. Mr. Palmer

also announces that Frank B. Rogers,

Jr., Eastern division manager of Ampro,
has been appointed vice-president and

assistant sales manager of the company
with headquarters in New York City.

Since 1946, Marx has served as as-

sistant sales manager of Ampro Cor-

poration. He is an active member of the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers

and a graduate of Stanford University

and the Harvard School of Business

Administration.

In 1938, Rogers joined Ampro as

Eastern division manager. In addition,

during the war he handled important

liaison work with the armed forces in

connection with the utilization of sound

equipment for training purposes.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

MisFiawaica (Indiana) Public Schools

New President for B & H
The Board of Directors of the Bell

& Howell- Company has announced
the election of 29-year-old Charles

Harting Percy to the office of presi-

dent. He thus becomes the youngest
chief executive of a major industrial

organization in America. For the past

26 years, the presidency has been held

by Joseph H. McNabb, who died re-

cently at the age of 61.

Having been associated with the

company for over twelve years, Percy
became an officer of the company and
member of the seven-man board at the

age of 23. For the past year he has

acted as the chief executive of the

company during Mr. McNabb's ab-

sence from the city.

Bell & Howell has also announced
the appointment of Albert Summers
Howell, a founder of the company,

as chairman of the Board; William

E. Roberts, secretary of the corpora-

tion; and Scott Harrod, treasurer.

DeVry Promotes Fisher

Henry M. Fisher, until recently man-

ager of DeVry Corporation's New York
Division, as well as the firm's liaison

representative in Washington, D. C, has

been promoted to Vice President in

charge of Sales and Merchandising, ac-

cording to W. C. DeVry, company pres-

ident.

H. Bob Engaj

February, 1949

Howard Marx Henry M. Fisher
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TO The Director of ^

Audio-Visual Aids. *

f

You "Will want to see
* these new YAF teaching
• films. Especially *

designed for Secondary
^,

School Science.
^ *

Steam Engine
" Steam Turbine

» Principle of the
Generator

Microscope And Its
* Use

^ Transmission of Rotary
Motion

* Transfer of Heat

Each of these new films
is one-reel, l6mm

* sound, and is priced

* at SiiO.OO.

It'

*

^ Also READY — A new
series of filmstrips

* for Elementary School
^ Science .

, Magnets
Day and Night

* What Makes Raia
* Electricity

Price: $10.00 per set
of four filmstrips or

* $3.50 for individual
_ titles.

ti

•
* *

* Did you receive a copy *

of "CLOSE-UPS" ~ the
YAF newsletter? Yours

* without obligation, *

i,
Write today, ^

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS. INC.

18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N. Y.

McNabb—The Man

THK UKATH of Jostpll HcctOf Mc-
Xabl), late president of the Bell &

Howell Company, marks the passing
of one of the true titans of the audio-
visual industry. The story of the

Canndian-born railroad telegrapher
who left his "sure-thing" job as a

junior executive on the Southern
Pacific to take on heavier responsi-
bilities with a small company in a

young industry is in the best Ameri-
can tradition; his building this busi-

ness from a $163,000 annual volume
to a $i2,W)0.000 a year business, wilh
a working personnel that increased
from 80 to over 3,000, reads like some-
thing out of Horatio Alger. This
story of a man who built a business
is a good story, a true story, and an
inspiring one—but it may well be that

the story behind this story is an even
better one—the story of the business
that built the man.
Twenty years ago J. H. McNabb

was already the highly successful head
of his powerful company. He was
respected widely for his orgafliza-

tional capacity, h's n'arket sense, his

personal drive. But he was so self-

sufficient that very few in the in-

dustry, or on his own staff for that
matter, knew him as a man. He
never made public appearances, stayed
away even from his own national sales

conventions. At that time he was
reputedly a tough boss. It was some-
times said that nobody was ever
known to have won an argument from
him. although the ideas argued about
had a way of becoming realized in

time, usually in a form considerably
l)ettcr than when originallj' proposed.
.A considerable body of Bell and
Howell "alumni" hold important posi-

tions with other firms in the industry.

The need to find new markets im-
pelled McNabb toward specialization

of his product and merchandising
methods to meet special categories

of consumer needs, .'\mong these was
the field of audio-visual education.

Froni initial projector peddling, the

rompany soon evolved into a genuine
consumer service organization. .Ac-

cent gradually shifted from the sale

of a machine for the sake of the sale

to tbe furnishing of means to do a
socially necessary educational job.

The industry's first film bibliographies

appeared, new booklets told of how
the new medium could be used in

school and co"-inunitv, Afachines

\>erc of no use without the right kind
of film, so McNabb ordered a library

to be established—and for years per-

sonally previewed, in bis own home
screening room, cvcrv single new film

that went into it. His own two fine

growing youngsters served as part

of his test audience, and thcv surelv

J. H. McNabb

showed no signs of being harmed by
their exposure. McNabb began to

join more professional and community
organizations and accejited speaking

invitations at schools and universities.

For over a year he tried, prematurely,

it turned out, to call into being, almost

single-handed, a "National .Associa-

tion of Community Centers" intended

to do very much the same sort of job

now handled by the Film Council of

.America. From a confirmed non-

joiner, he became one of the foremost

supporters of trade groups—PMD.X,
I'MA, ANFA, NAVFfX I'lCC, FCA
and others.

He developed intense personal in-

terest in inner-plant and other per-

sonnel training, often himself check-

ing the monthly college grades of

co-op student workers on B & H pay-

rolls. Especially under the liberal-

izing impress of the war. he became
a real human "mixer," known to

every man and women on his staff.

Best of all—he obviously loved it.

.As a result of ten years of this policy,

practically every important post in

the Bell & Howell organization is

manned by a home-grown executive,

often surprisingly and most encour-

agingly young in years, but invariably

well seasoned by long and varied

experience right in the firm itself.

Tlius. in recent years, lie had tbe

double satisfaction of seeing not only

a bi.c business built up from humble
sound beginnings, but of seeing it run

more and more l)y a crop of new men
whom he liad for the most part raised

himself, practically "by band." It is

hard to visualize a greater satisfaction

—or contribution: his own great busi-

ness, built by men—and a new crop

of men built bv the business.

W. I-, Kiu-sr
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Hal Kopel to EBFilms

Hal Kopel has been named an as-

sociate in researcli and production for

Kncyclo])aedia Rritannica Films, it was

announced by Dr. \'. C. Arnspigcr.

executive vice-president of tlie educa-

tional motion picture producing iirm.

Kopel comes to KBI-'ilms from Penn-

sylvania State College, where he pro-

duced educational films for the college

extension services as well as training

films in a Navy film experiment pro-

ject. Among his productions are such

films as "The Safest Way." a primary

grade training film produced for the

American Automobile Association:

"Books and People—The Wealth With-

in," a film for the Southern Kducational

Film Production Service designed to

encourage rural use of libraries, and

"Construction Ahead," a Pennsylvania

Department of Higliway film to sh.OvV

concrete highway building practices.

Julian Roffman Joins

"World Today, Inc."

Julian RofTman has joined The World
Today, Inc. (New York), as producer-

director, it was announced by Maynard
Gertler, president of the information

film-producing company.

Mr. Roffman, formerly film producer-

in-chief for the Canadian Army, Navy,

and .Air Force, has produced many in-

formation films for health, welfare, and

educational organizations, among them

:

".\nd So Tliey Live" (Sloan Founda-

tion—New York University) ; "Seed

for Tomorrow" (National Farmers

Union), and, most recently, "The
Sydenham Plan" (.Sydenham Hospital).

Starr Twinkles at Princeton

The Princeton Film Center announces

that Cecile Starr has joined its staff,

in the publicity and promotion depart-

ment. She will be working primarily

with Miss Sophie Hohne, The Prince-

ton Film Center's new distribution di-

rector, in promoting circulation of the

Center's lOOO-title 16mm rental -film

library and some two-score free films.

Hoefler in Television

Previous to his departure for Mexico
earlier this month, Paul Hoefler,

President of Paul Hoefler Productions,

was api)ointed a member of the Public

Relations Committee of the Television

Film Producers Association, one of

whose functions is setting the standards

for movies produced for television broad-

casts.

Bonwick's Bailiwick

The Board of Directors of Pathe In-

dustries, Inc., has adopted a resolution

approving the election of George J.

Bonwick to the office of President of

Pictorial Films, Inc., a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Pathe Industries, Inc.

Pictorial h^ilms handles the distribu-

tion in 16mm of all feature and western

motion pictures produced and distributed

by I'^aglc Lion Films, Inc., which is also

a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pathe In-

dustries.

.Mr. I'.nnwiik has been associated with

various Robert K. Young enterprises

since 1930.

LANGUAGE STUDY
made real and lUe-like

By LINGUAPHONE
In the classroom Linguaphone has

proved itself the most efficient help

to teacher and pupil in the study

of English speech and foreign

languages. Through EAR and EYE
I.ingiiaphone electrical recordings,

wall charts and texts vitalize the

language lesson, stimulate interest

and aid memory.

14.000 SCHOOLS, COLLEGES
USE LINGUAPHONE SETS

The Linguaphone foreign language

recordings (in 29 languages) were

made by some of the foremost

language authorities at the Sor-

bonne, Bonn, Gottingen, Seville,

Stockholm, Oxford, Cambridge, Co-

lumbia and many other universities.

Send for Free Booklets on Foreign

Languages and English Speech

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
6 R.C.A. Building New York 20, N. Y.

Suite Asseinhly in Session-Voting Machine on Wall.

''State Legislature"
One of the outstanding films of the year—authentic,

impressive—a basic "must" for civics and govern-

ment study in Upper Grades, Junior and Senior High

and adult education—a truly "great" production

—

IN NATURAL COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE

"STATE LEGISLATURE"--filiiied during a session of the

Legislature, shows how the legislative branch of our State

government operates and how it passes a law. A typical bill

is introduced after visualization of the research and study

preceding. Readings, hearings, committee action, debate, vot-

ing and final passage of the bill in both Assembly and Senate

are shown in detail, step by step. Then the signing of the bill

by the Governor, its challenge and review before the State

Supreme Court and a decision upholding its constitutionalitv

are shown in closing sequences. E.xceptional color photog-

raphy and very clearly presented narration add to the ef-

fectiveness of this unusual film.

SEVEN OTHER OUTSTANDING
ACADEMY PRODUCTIONS

CIRCUS PEOPLE and CIRCUS ANI.MALS, for 1st to 3rd

grades—FREIGHTER IN PORT and FREIGHTER AT
SEA, for 3rd to 7th grades—MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper
River) and MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) for 4th

to 9th grades—WATER SUPPLY for 7th to 12th grades.

Each film is keyed to basic curriculum requirements!

Send tor Preview Prints, Catalog and Descriptive Material.

Ch'ef Clerk presents Hill to I'rcsiilent of Senate.

Looli to ACADEMY
for Only the Finest

in Educational
Motion Picturesl

ACADEMY FILMS
844 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MEMBER OF AILIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
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i^^^^Vs.
See 16 mm soun
film, 28 minute
in foil color

• '^mji I
A new film, "GOOD THINGS HAPPEN

OVER COFFEE," that fosters understand-

ing of our Latin-American neighbors.

See Latin Americans at work and play in

picturesque surroundings; breath-taking scen-

ic views; the coffee story from seed to cup
—the foundation of our Latin-American
trade—the cup of friendship among Good
Neighbors.

NEARLY 100 OTHER FREE FILMS
of educational and popular interest.

OVER 30 NEW MUSIC FILMS
with leading vocal and orchestral artists In

renditions of opera and classical selections

most popular with music lovers.

(Write for list.)

ALSO: Sports and Recreation, Travelogue,

Educational, Discussion, Religious, Enter-

tainment, and other films.

Write for 1948-1949 Catalog of SELECTED
MOTION PICTURES to Dept. "E"

ASSOCIATION FILMS
Nm YORK n
35 WkI 4Slk SI.

CHICAGO 3

3M Si. mkUva Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 Turk SI.

DAUAS 4

3012 Map4* Awnu*

1 1

1 1

1 1

q «

r

Filmstrips for

Youth Meeting

Programs
BOYGIRL FRIENDSHIPS;

CHOOSING A LIFf WORK;
WORLD PEACE; OTHER

TOPICS

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

".„bi.cM «.- .voiloW.-bl..k 1

and whi»« «"«' «<>'•'
1

y,ri„ fo. If., illurtrottd 1

catalog «_?

Li «p
ord«r from your

vituol aids deoltr

f. 0. Box 1821 — St. Uuii, Mo.

sm

In the Far West Buy From

SCREEN ADETIE EOUIPMENI CORP.
611 Tillomook St.
8479 Melrose Ave.
68 Post St.

RCA 16mni Sound
Projector

Notco Lightweight
Beseler Opaque
Beseler Vugroph
V1ewle» Projector
RCA Wire Recorder
RCA Players
RCA Educational

Records

Portland 12, Ore.
Los Angeles 46, Cal.
San Francisco 4, Cal.

Teaeh-O-Filmstrips

Teach-0-D!scs
RCA Sound Systems
Brush Sound Mirror

Foundation Films

United World Films

Optron Players

Cathedrol Filmstrips

Production

and Distribution

New Home for Natco
Occupancy of new and larger quarters

has been announced by Natco, manu-

facturers and distributors of Natco 16mm
sound film projectors. The new loca-

tion is at 4401 W. North Avenue,

Chicago.

The company's new home is a huge

four-story building which fronts the

entire length of a long city block, and

is situated on a IS-acre industrial site.

Production and office space is in excess

of 325,000 square feet.

United World Moves
The home office of United World

Films, Inc., is being moved to the new
Pathe Laboratory Building at 1445

Park Ave., New York, where hereto-

fore only its eastern rental exchange
and television departments were
housed. All divisions, including Castle

Films, will locate at the new address.

Effective March 1, the United World
midwestern rental exchange will move
to 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Craig Increases

Film Distribution

Craig Movie Supply Co. has just

completed arrangements whereby they

are assuming distribution of an un-

limited number of 16mm sound film

subjects. Under the contracts signed

by Craig with Bill "Scotty" Brown,
President of Embro Pictures and ex-

clusive agent in the eleven western
states for Pictorial Films, Inc., wholly-

owned subsidiary of Eagle Lion Films
and Pathe Industries. Inc. ; Martin Ross,

President of Film Highlights and Tele-

vision Highlights, Craig will distribute

all 16mm films from these companies.

"millions for

defense
. . . but you don't need
millions to defend films
against dirt, oil, scratches
and other hazards. Insist

on the reliable

v/fifis

PEERLESS niM TREATMENT

^CCm rcc ^'l* PffOCfSSfNG

/ ttKLtS^ CORPORATION
165 WIST 46th STBEII, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF THE 1949 I. C. S. CATALOR

I
»* 128 pog«t of wonderful Hollywood

16 mm entertoinment feotures —

comedies — dromoi — myitefiei —
weiferns — educotionols. Write for

your copy to-doy.

Need Equipment? ^—. Get deloils

of the f^entol-Purcfiose Plan.

INSIIIUTIONM CINEMt SEKVICE, INC

I560X Broadway. N.Y. 19. N.Y.

Mr. George Bonwick, President of Pic-

torial Films. Inc. was also present at

the meeting.

Distribution will be established

through photo retail stores and film

libraries in the eleven western states.

A new and simplified method of han-

dling the films has been worked out by

Craig which will eliminate much of the

difficulty previously experienced by

dealers interested in film libraries. This

arrangement makes possible a single

source of high-quality entertainment

subjects for dealer film libraries.

Commonwealth Moves
Sam Goldstein, president of Com-

monwealth Pictures Corporation, has

announced that his organization will

take over the entire second floor of 723

Seventh .\ve., New York, following the

steady expansion of the company during

the past fifteen years. It is expected

that in February the entire organiza-

tion will be settled in the new House
of Commonwealth, which comprises over

three times the space of the old offices.

Dudley Productions

Thru Screen Adettes
Screen Adettes, Inc., and Carl Dudley

Productions have concluded negotiations

for the three West Coast exchanges of

Adettes to distribute all productions ot

Carl Dudley, announces Turner B.

Shelton. Vice President of Screen
Adettes.

New Studios Ready
For Princeton Film Center
An unusual modern motion picture

and television plant is nearing com-

pletion on a 100-acrc tract outside

Princeton, New Jersey, for The Prince-

ton Film Center, it is announced by

Gordon Knox, Executive Director. It

will constitute not only one of the most

complete studios in the East but will

be the only one outside of a large city.

The building, designed by Donald

Hedges, architect for the Bucks County

Playhouse and other well-known struc-

tures, will appear as a three-story

Colonial residence set back among fine

old trees and fronted by a terrace over-

looking a large pond. Inside it will

house a plant that represents the ulti-

mate for motion picture and television

production and film distribution in-

cluding, in addition to the usual facilities,

a commissary, its own theatre and one

of the largest and best equipped sound

stages (5,000 square feet) in the East.

Screen Adettes
Have New Anchorage
Owners of 16mm sound projectors in

.'Maska will now be able to secure for

e.xhibition some of the feature and short

subjects products available from the

major Hollywood studios through

Screen Adettes. Inc.. Portland, Oregon.

Negotiations were handled by Merriman
H. Holtz, President of Screen Adettes.

Physical distribution of prints will be

from Anchorage, Alaska, with all de-

tails for handling now being set-up.
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Shick and Hoist

Acquire Bailey Films

Sale of tlieir film library has been

announced by Bailey Films, Inc. Ralph

A. Shick, operator of the eastern library

in Urbana, Illinois, will now take over

as owner-manager under the name of

Shick Film Service. Mr. Shick has be-

gun an extensive program of new film

additions in order to acquire more com-
prehensive coverage of the school and

church film market.

Well known for church audio-visual

activities in the Pacific Southwest, Ken-
neth L. Hoist, Inc., has purchased the

Bailey western library. Mr. Hoist is

entering the school field with the ex-

isting library plus additional feature

film and entertainment material suitable

for school and church use.

The sale of their film library will

enable Bailey Films to continue the

production and distribution of class-

room films on a greatly expanded
basis.

Film Center's "Classics"

International Film Classics are now
available in the Midwest through the

Film Center, Inc., 64 W. Randolph St.,

Chicago, Illinois, according to an an-

nouncement made by Louis Friedman,

director of the Center.

The Film Center is a relatively new
organization formed in order to give

the Midwest convenient access to the

Film Classics, previously available only

through Brandon Films, Inc., New
York. The Film Center offers com-
plete film service including program-
ming, booking and projection. Recom-
mendations on the purchase of new
equipment and of new films are a
valuable feature of the Film Center's

many services. On the West Coast, the

International Film Classics are avail-

able through the facilities of Wallace
Film Agency, 290 Seventh Avenue, San
Francisco, Calif.

All-Scope Increases Scope

Gordon S. Mitchell, President of All-

Scope Pictures Inc. has announced the

opening of new and expanded company
headquarters in the Yucca Vine Building.

Hollywood, California. Removal of the

All-Scope headquarters from the Taft

Building marks the end of a 13-year

tenure for Mitchell at Hollywood and
Vine, where he established the head-

quarters in 1935 of the Academy Re-
search Council, of which he was then

Manager.

BIS Cancels

Distribution Contract

British Information Services has an-

nounced the cancellation of its contract

with Film Publishers, Inc. All applica-

tions for 16mm prints of Man—Otic

Family and Vour Children and You
should now be sent to British Informa-

tion Services. 30 Rockefeller Pla.Ta, New
York, 20, New York.

Swank Appointed
Official BIS Agent

British Information Services an-

nounces that Swank Motion Pictures,

Inc., 614 North Skinker Blvd., St.

Louis. Mo., has been appointed as its

official agent for the St. Louis area.

Swank now maintains a complete li-

brary of prints of all BIS 16mm sound

films.

Magnetic Cueing at Acadenny
James A. Larscn. President of TNcffde-

my Films, demonstrated his new mag-
netic cueing device at Republic Studios

recently before a committee from the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences. Designed some nine months

ago by Mr. Larsen and a member of his

organization, magnetic cueing eliminates

the many disadvantages of the present

method of cutting notches in the edge

of original films to be printed. It

makes it possible to accurately control

necessary light changes, fade-ins, fade-

outs and dissolves, resulting in im-

proved film quality and more effective

presentation of educational film sub-

jects. Now in use at Academy Films

and at the Consolidated Film Labora-

tory in Hollywood, this ingenious de-

vice has attracted such attention and
demand that it will be manufactured

and offered to other film laboratories.

It will also be considered when the

annual .'\cademy Award presentations

are made for technical designs and in-

ventions.

;4(idcC'StCdc
Nev^ and Different!

Gives You

SOUND
with your 2x2

Transparencies

Projector not

furnished; you

use your own
projector.

•

Puts LIFE in

your Color

Transparencies

•

Makes you

Master of

Ceremonies

This new microphone, amplifier, and beautiful

alligator leatherette case for use with your own
2x2 slide projector is particularly impressive at

lawn parties, clubs, or in your living and pro-

jection rooms. Your own voice comes from the

screen ... at the "mike", you are the master of

ceremonies ... it helps control your shows. The
AUDIO-SLIDE is especially outstanding in the

school room or at Sunday School. You can
plug in a turntable if you wish.

Most silent slide projectors will mount on the

base and carry in the same case. AUDIO-SLIDE
has the famous Movie-Mite four-watt amplifier

v^ith both volume and tone controls on the
projector base. All cables are included.

yNnie for literature. . . . See your phofo-
graphie dealer today for a demonstration.
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Equipment

Beckley-Cardy

Lightproof Shades

With Beclcley-Cardy Lightproof
Shades, the manufacturers point out, any

classroom can be made a visual-educa-

tion classroom. The shades may be

placed over the shades already in use,

or a set of the shades can be taken

from room to room along with pro-

jectors and films. Samples of Beckley-

Cardy Lightproof Kanvas, as well as

descriptive folders, can be secured from

the manufacturers (Beckley-Cardy Com-
pany, 1632 Indiana Ave., Chicago 16,

Illinois).

Crestwood MaglcTape
Recorder

The new Crestwood Magic Tape Re-
corder features a completely new type

of recording mechanism and a compact,
high gain amplifier unit. Together,

these two developments, reports the

manufacturer, have established a pop-
ular price on a machine that faithfully

reproduces the full frequency range
from 50 to 8000 cycles. Another im-
portant feature is two channel record-

ing, which puts a full hour's recording

New Crestwood Recorder

on the standard half-hour reel. The
machine also plays single-channel re-

cordings made on other machines.

Simplicity of operation is also fea-

tured. Reels are threaded into the ma-
chine by merely dropping the tape into

a slot. Rewind time is less than Ij^

minutes for the half-hour reel. The
automatic erasing device has a safety

control that prevents accidentally eras-

ing while rewinding tape.

The machine weighs only 25 pounds,

including the microphone and extra

reel. The unit is completely self-con-

tained, including both amplifier and
speaker, but output jacks permit play-

ing through a high fidelity radio am-
plifier, a P. A. system or auxiliary

HEIU!

STRnnCE!

DIFIEREIIT!

3 16mm SPINE-TINGLERS in a uniquely different mon-
ner. The subtle artistry of Director William Cameron
Meniies adds new dimensions to awe and wonderment.

POE . . . FOR THE FIRST TIME in 16min

THE TELL-TALE HEART by Edgar Allpn Poe with Richard Hart
The eerie claijic by the father of the inystetr story masterfully interpreted ond brilliantly octed.
Imaginative photography captures perfectly the hounting atmosphere of this fascinoting dromo.
3 reels, running time 17 minutes Price: $50.00

COLLINS . . . FOR THE FIRST TIME in 16mm
A TERRIBLY STRANGE BED by Wilikie Collins

with Richard Greene and Roman Bohnen
The hypnotic spell of Collins' Victorian hair-raiser about a stronger in a strange, monstrous
bed is brought to the screen with all its original potency.

3 reels, running time 16 minutes Price: $50.00

MARIONEHE MYSTERY with Regis Toomey
A new approach to the mystery dromo. Done
ing. You ore omong the suspects.

3 reels, running time 31 minutes

Available at leading film li-

braries and dealers. Write
our Dept. 10 for complete
catalog of over 300 16mm
sound pictures, shorts and
features

Tiinioture, with you, the oudience, porticrpot-

Price: $60.00

KEEP POSTED WITH

POST PICTURES CORP.
115 W. 4 5th St., New Yorl< 19, N. Y.

speakers. Complete information may"
be obtained from Crestwood Recorder
Corporation, 218 S. Wabash Ave., Chi-

cago 4, Illinois.

New Roller on Da-Lite ElectroF

Da-Lite Screen Company (2711 N.
Pulaski Rd., Chicago) announces that

its Electrol is now available in standard

sizes up to 20 X 20 feet. An entirely

new extruded roller is responsible for

the new range of large-sized Electrols.

The Electrol, according to Da-Lite, is

now truly a life-time projection screen.

Replacement of mechanical features on-

the Electrol is held to a minimum be-

cause, being electrically controlled, all

strained fabrics and worn springs are-

eliminated. The ball-bearing, electric

motor is oiled for life and needs little

servicing.

New Beseler Opaque Projector

The Charles Beseler Company pre-

sents their new Model 0A4 Opaque
Projector for school and church class-

rooms. The new model accommodates

an Sy/' X 11" page, both horicontally

and vertically. The actual projectior*

area of the 6a4 is 10" x 10" to allow

for margins. The new projector ac-

commodates two 500-watt projection

lamps and is cooled by a 115-volt Uni-

versal, A.C. or D.C., motor-driven fan.

It is fitted with a 22" focus low re-

flectance coated objective lens of 4"

diameter. For further information, write

directly to the Charles Beseler Com-
pany, 60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Hall-Barkan Service

For Photographers

Hall-Barkan Instruments, Inc., 55

Columbus Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y., offers

a precision lens mounting service that

will prove valuable to photographers.

The service consists of skillfully con-

verting any lens, which in its present

form is of little or no use, into a valu-

able, smart-looking unit for a particular

camera.

A booklet describing the complete

Hall-Barkan Service is available to all

interested, without charge : Dept. A6.
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Current Film News
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-

CA FILMS, Wilmette, Illinois, have
announced three new films on personaHty

development : Baby Meets His Parents,

Helping the Child to Face the Don'ts, and
Helping the Child to Accept the Do's. The
films are also being issued as a combined
three-reel fdm entitled "Emergence of

Personality."

Also recently released by EB Films
are the following new educational mo-
tion pictures:

The Airport (1 reel)—a primary-
grade film describing the varied opera-

tions taking place at a modern airport.

British Isles (1 reel)—first of a new
series of films on important regions

of the world, giving a general survey

of the physical characteristics, eco-

nomic life, food supply, and overseas

trade of the British homelands.
Building a Highway (1 reel)—

a

primary-grade film showing how Amer-
ica's roads are constructed with mod-
ern, efficient machinery.

ASSOCIATION FILMS, 347 Madi-
son Ave., N. Y. 17, and its nationwide
exchanges are handling distribution of

a 16mm sound color film produced by
Transfilm for The Studebaker Corpor-
ation:

Wheel Sense (2 reels)—produced to

teach before-the-fact driving safety to

young persons just learning to drive;

presenting champion racing driver Tor-
pedo Jones visiting a typical class of

high school driving trainees and con-

veying to them the salient points of

safe driving techniques.

CORONET FILMS, Coronet Bldg.,

Chicago 1, 111., have released several

new instructional sound films for class-

room use. each one reel in length and
available in color or black and white:

Energy in Our Rivers—telling the

story of water power from the days of

the quaint old waterwheel to the mod-
ern era of massive dams and hydro-
electric plants.

A Pioneer Home—picturing a pio-

neer family's home and life.

Winds and Their Causes—through a

story framework, presenting an in-

teresting introduction to the subject of

winds and their causes.

Algebra in Everyday Life—showing
the basic algebraic steps and how al-

gebra is used in everyday life as well

as in specialized fields.

How to Be Well Groomed—dem-
onstrating to students the four funda-

mentals of appearance: good health,

good posture, cleanliness, and neat-

ness.

BAILEY FILMS, 2044 N. Berendo,
Los Angeles 27, Calif., recently com-
pleted a new teaching film:

Seven Little Ducks—narrated by the

well-known children's storyteller and
recording artist, Martha Blair Fox.

FILMS OF THE NATIONS, 55

W. 4Sth St., New York, have an-

nounced that they will act as official

and exclusive distributors for the

United Nations release. Searchlight on

the Nations, a 2-reel, black-and-white

sound film picturing the role modern com-
munications are playing in world-aff-airs,

especially in the work of the United

Nations.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 445

Park Ave., N. Y. 22, announces that

with the completion of The Crayfish, the

eleven films originally planned for the

Zoology Section of the United World
Science Series have been finished. Pro-
duction is now being undertaken on the

Botany Section.

JOHNSON-HUNT P R O D U C-
TIONS, 1133 N. Highland, Hollywood
28, Calif., have announced the release

of two films describing the Pacific

Coast of Mexico:
The Pacific Coast of Mexico^Baja

California—covering the coastal com-
munities of Ensenada, Turtle Bay,
Magdalena Bay, and Cape San Lucas.
The Pacific Coast of Mexico—The

Mainland—covering the area between

Mazatlan and Acapulco. Scenes in

each film show the homes and daily

activities of the people.

Hontal Hates:
16 mm roliir oiilright Nule
and Hinind. 3 $275.00
rcclH.Kitnnin;; rental: 12.50
time 34 minH.

16 mm black outright Hale
and white. $36.00

Running rental 2.0U
time 12 niins.

8 nim hliirk outright huIc
and white 818.00
Kunning lime rental 1.00
12 mint).

Also compU'lP line of nationally ad-
vertised audio-visual pquipment.

Have You Seen
'' Plant Odflities'r'

A sound color film. 16 mm. Plants that

eat insects: plants with extra sensitive

nervous systems. Includes breathtakmg
beauty of "Dance of Flowers." Charm-
ingly different. A botanical treat. Run-

nmg lime: 10 min. Rental $10.00. Write

for FREE folder.

JOHN on
/FILM
/LIBRARY

INC.

I'M) Kim Street
Winnetka, Illinois

all the color ... nil the drama . . .

the living hitttory romance of
the RAILROAn ^TORY!
"Wheels A-Roliing" is the on (he spot motion picture

of the colorful, exciting pageant which made
national headlines at 1948 Railroad Fair in Chicago,

exactly as viewed by thrilled thousands.

See tremendous achievement of railroading . . . from

earliest days to the present. "Wheels A-Rolling" is an

outstanding motion picture, with same narrators

and fine music that set new standards for pageantry

and color. Filmed under personal supervision of

John Nash Ott, nationally known cinematographer.

Complete edition 1,235 feet. Running time 34 min.

Music and narration . . . special recording of

orchestra and narrators who brought the railroad

story to life.

John Ott Film l.ihrury. ln<-.

7.10 Kim Streft, Winnrtka. lllini>iH

(.enlleinen:

YES ... I wi«h to DrenI Glmy llie folluwiiiR edttiorlA of
••« HEEI..S A-KOLI.I MJ"

Cj I6mm rolor ami HOiin<i [DSriirii black and white

[ lOiiini blark and fJ'lant OdditicM— I6mm
white color and wound

D Further information on Andio-Vipual equi|inienl
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A Ne^v Film

Presented by the

UNITED NATIONS
Film Board

Nations everywhere have come to

realize how vital to the welfare of

the people is the free exchange of

information, which can be made
possible only by an efficient world-

wide communication system. This

fine, timely, documentary film tells

the dramatic story of how U.N. is

working to break down the barriers

to progress.

Each day, all day, the searchlight of

press, radio and film is focused on
ihe nations of the world. Wherever
peoples speak to peoples where no
speech was before — they see the

great hope of all mankind — one
world.

"SEARCHIIGHT ON THE NATIONS"

16mm b/w sound, 2 reel

Rental $3.00 single day

Sale $42.00 list

Released Through

FILMS OF THE

' NATIONS, Inc.
Ik n.N.af.li* —tmbtrihip •rganiiotitn)

Official Distributors

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 West 45th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

PAUL HOEFLER PRODUC-
TIONS, 612H S. Ridgley Drive, Los
Angeles 36, have completed the sec-

ond film in their cotton series : Cotton

Plantitu). Along with the first film, Cot-

ton Picking and Ginning, it tells tlie com-

plete story of cotton from the seed to the

mill.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St.. X. Y. 17, announce that

net proceeds from the sale of 16mm
prints of the motion picture The House

I Live In have been distributed to ele,ven

organizations in the U. S. and Canada,

including Boy's Town. American Friends

Service Committee. Fellowship House
(Philadelphia), and others.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, announce the availal)ility of

several 16nini sound films from Britain:

Town Rats {XYz reels)—showing the

dangers of a rat-infested neighborhood
and describing the best methods of

extermination.

Moving Millions (lYi reels)—giving

a comprehensive survey of the vast

organization needed to run London's
traffic.

Five Towns (3 reels)—showing the

great pottery industry as seen through
the eyes of a young London girl who
marries into a typical pottery family.

Edinburgh Festival of Music and
Drama (1 reel)—presenting chamber
music and symphony concerts, opera.

Highland dancing, French classical

comedy, Shakespeare—and even an
exhibition of Scottish goods held in

Edinburgh.
River Tyne (1 reel)—describing the

river from its source near the Scottish

border, past Newcastle, to the sea.

"Wheels A-Rolling"

JOHN OTT FILMS, 730 Elm St..

Winnetka. III., have announced the
release of a new 16mm sound and
color film:

Wheels A-Rolling—transferring to

the screen the "Wheels -A-Rolling"

pageant given at the Chicago Railroad
Fair during 1948. The film depicts

the history of transportation. Narra-
tion is by the original narrator,s and
the music by the large symphony or-

chestra which gave musical tempo to

the original presentation. The film is

also available in 16mm black and
white and in 8mm black and white
versions.

H. ARTHUR KLEIN, 141 N.
Orange Drive, Los Angeles 36, Calif.,

has completed a new 16nini color sound
film in a "Here's How" series for

children

:

Here's How We Print (1 reel)

—

presenting the essentials of setting,

locking up, and printing with moveable
types and designed to stimulate and
satisfy children's curiosity and ques-

tions about the printing process.

T/ie epic vicfory of a brave man's faifh!
When a courageous nnan, sincerely attempting to follow God's will,

finds that his path leads to personal tragedy, what can he believe? I AM
WITH YOU gives an answer of startling clarity. Filmed against gorgeous
scenic backgrounds, this thoroughly professional new feature with authen-
tic and exciting scenes of African life today and a top-flight cast,

provides fascinating entertainment as well as high inspiration!

Espeeially recommended for the pre-Easter season!
16 mm., 75 min., 3-year lease, $325.00; rental, $16.00 per day. Order from

45 Astor Place
New York 3, N. Y.RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
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ALLEN AND ALLEN PRODUC-
TIONS announce the appointment of

Bailey Films, Inc., 2044 N. Berendo.

Los Angeles 27, as their exclusive

world distributor. Two of their recent

educational films are Wild Life of the

Desert and A'(tj'ii./« Iiidiaiis of the Fainted

Desert.

Etitertainment

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. 19, an-

nounce that they have acquired for

exclusive 16mm distribution the 10-

reel film Abilene Toivn. the story of the

development of the Great Plains following

the Civil War, featuring Randolph Scott

and .Ann Dvorak.

POST PICTURES CORP., 115

W. 45th St., N. Y. C, announce the

availability of eight Tim McCoy ad-

venture films : Lightning Carson Rides

Again, Te.vas ll'ildcats, Six Gun Trail,

Trigger Fingers, Ontlau'S Faradise, The
Fighting Renegade, Code of the Caetns,

and Straight Shooter.

Filmstnps

and Slides

m HERBERT ARTHUR KLEIN,
141 \'. Orange Drive, Los .Angeles

.?6, Calif., announces a new color film-

strip trilogy :

We Told the World— the story of

the Declaration of Independence. Ac-
tual content of the Declaration is pic-

tured in full-color paintings. The
three parts of the trilogy, ranging

from 36 to 44 frames each, are suited

cither for separate or consecutive pres-

entation. "We Told the World" is the

first in a planned series of "Living
Legacy" filmstrips. Other subjects will

include the Bill of Rights, Preamble
and other parts of the Constitution,

and the Cireat Seal of the I'. S. .A.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, M) Rockefeller Plaza.

N. Y. 20, announce the availability of

several filmstrijjs from Britain:

British Health Services (66 frames)
—showing how Britain's Health Serv-

ices have been reorganized so that all

Britons may have the benefits of

medical care.

Highland Power Scheme (,S6 frames)
—showing how a great hydro-electric

scheme is revitalizing the Scottisli

Highlands to increase the economic
opportunity of the country.

Housing Britons (63 frames)—trac-

ing the history of British housing,
with emphasis on current building pro-

grj'nis and future plans.

Industrial South Wales (30 frames)
—>howing bow tlic organized establish-

ment of light industries in South Wales
is solving the difiiculties of an area

once wholly dependent on one product,

coal.

FRANCO-AMERICAN Audio-
Visual Distribution Center, 934 5th

.Ave., N. Y. 21, announces that a col-

lection of color slides recently photo-

grai bed by Rol)ert Desme is available

for purchase. The slides depict vari-

ous aspects of French life and land-

scape. .Among the regions pictured are

Alsace, Brittany, Mont St. Michel,

Normandie, and Auvergne. Subjects

covered include agriculture, art, cos-

tumes, churches and cathedrals, geog-
raphy, and people at work and play.

The slides may be purchased singly or

in sets of 30 or more. ~ "

m WAYNE UNIVERSITY, Audio-
Visual Materials Consultation Bureau,

5272 Second Blvd., Detroit 2, Mich.,

announces the fourth in its series of

current affairs filmstrips, produced by
the Bureau for distribution by the De-
troit Times:
The Marshall Plan for European

Recovery—covering Flurope's post-war
needs, the philosophy and plan of

KRP, and the factors that will be im-

portant in the program's future.

Beginning in February, the New
York Journal-American will distribute

free to schools in greater New York
the Wayne University series of cur-

rent affairs filmstrips. Individual prints

of the filmstrips may be purchased
from the .Audio-Visual Materials Cfjn-

sultation Bureau of Wayne I'niver.sity,

and the series is also available for

sponsorship in cities other than De-
troit and New York.

<r
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1. HOW TO AVOID MUSCLE STRAINS—
Explains what causes muscle strains and how to avoid them. Shows

correct and incorrect applications of leverage principles during mus-

cular efforts. Demonstrates how bad posture and incorrect use of

muscles may result in painful and serious injuries.

2. HOW THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM FUNCTIONS—Exchange of

carbon dioxide and oxygen within lungs and body tissues; mechanism

of breathing; action of ribs and diaphragm.

3. THE NINE BASIC FUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS OF THE HUMAN
BODY—Includes Skeletal, Muscular, Excretory, Circulatory, Nervous.

Sensory, Digestive, Lymphatic and Endocrine.

4. THE HUMAN SKIN—The construction and function of the human
skin; how it protects us from our environment and regulates the

temperature of our bodies; importance of care and cleanliness.

5. THE HUMAN HAIR—Shows growth duration, renewal and other

characteristics. Emphasizes importance to personal appearance.

6. THE KIDNEYS. URETERS AND BLADDER—Describes the important

anatomical features and functions of the kidneys, ureters and urinary

bladder.

7. THE HUMAN THROAT—Shows anatomy and functioning of the

throat as a passage for air and food, its defense mechanism, and how
air and food are diverted into their proper channels.

8. OUR FEET—Shows construction and function of the human foot,

as a weight carrier and means of locomotion.

Vfrite for Defails and New Cafalog

BRAY STUDIOS, im

I
m

I
., 729 Seventh Ave., New York 19
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film re tal libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. [M]—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental lib.aries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PO) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films (P)

844 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Cal.

Association Films (PD|
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc. (PD)
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD)
Catholic Movies (D)

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Eastman Kodak Stores, inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York IB, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5, Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (P)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)

6 1 21/2 S. Rldgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36
Hoffborg Productions, Inc. (PD)

620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N, Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit I I

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films

625 Madison Ave., New York 22,

library Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N.

March of Time Forum Edition

369 Lexington Ave., New York 17,

t^ogull's. Inc.

68 W. 48th St., New York 19

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

N

New York 19, N. Y.145 W. 45th St,

Official Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N.

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc.

730 EInn St., Winnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Ca

(PD)
Mich.

(PD)
N. Y.

(PD)
Y.

(P)

N. Y.

(D)

Y.

(PD)

Y.

III.

(P)

(PD)

(PD)

Religious Film Assn. (Coniinued)

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Simmel-Meservey. Inc. (PD)

321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)

614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)

20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television; Commercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormlck Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 V/. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)

68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc. (M)
4401 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

AN IMPROVED

FILM DIRECTORY

The new, more complete, 1949

edition of The Blue Book of

16mm Films is now on sale.

• ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
Don't be disappointed this year. PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
. . . malce sure you receive your copy of the handiest film

reference guide you've ever owned.

• BIGGER. . . . MORE COMPLETE

The 1949

gathered

printed .

edition contains listings of more films

from every possible source. It's the

. . 24th annual edition.

than ever

—

finest we've

USE THE COUPON ON THE OPPOSI TE PAGE
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been Inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary Importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Mu-Art Films, Inc. (D)
145 W. 45th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Kallce Company (D)
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

'Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

Rica—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D|
Audio Visual Center.

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ityan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (DJ
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BLdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (M)
A Division of Curtlss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Education Incorporated (D)
Lamar and 12th, Austin, Tex.

2010 N. Field St., Dallas I, Tex.

3905 S. Main St., Houston 4, Tex.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS —
Church Screen Productions (P|

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia BritannIca Films, Inc. (P|

Wilmette, III.

Long Filmsllde Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences (P|

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES
KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. S'A » fA or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (P-^l

Meadvllle, Pa.

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

(Formerly titled "1000 and One")

• Lists almost 7000 films

• Synopsis of each film

• Where to get each film—prices

• Films on every subject

• Lists complete data on every film

« IF YOU USE FILMS, YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS

Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

44 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, III.

'Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Boole. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address _ „

City

State

d] Check here if you wish to be billed.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19. N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation
2851 N, Western Ave., Chicago 18,

(M)
III.

Beseler Company, Charles
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

(M)

Comprehensive Service Corp.
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

ID)

General Films, Ltd. (D)
1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(M)

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomowoc, Wis.

Raike Company
829 S. Rower St., Los Angeles 14, C

(D)
j|.

Ryan Visual Aids Service ID)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films ID)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis 1, Tenn

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. ID)
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, III.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative Classroom Pictures (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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COLUMN of the MONTH
• Don't brl'Sh this asidk as "only

advertising" and therefore of minor in-

terest. It is a most significant column.

.\ healthy advertising index means a

healthy pnhlication. Advertisers are

quick to sense reader acceptance and

loyalty. Their support is won and held

by the magazine whose readers respond

—quickly and often—to the magazine's

content. And this most decidedly in-

cludes advertising.

Let's take another look at this

"Column of the Month" at our right.

It comprises mighty fine names, a veri-

table "Blue Book" of the audio-visual

industry. There are old stand-bys. like

Keystone View and SVE, who have

been in Educational Scsken steadfastly

for more than 20 years. There are pro-

jector manufacturers, practically all of

the leading makes well rcpre.'^cnted.

Ditto for producers of educational films

and slides. Ditto again for the leading

accessory makers and services, .^re you

sure you know all you ought to about

their newest offerings and developments?

Then there are always the new-

comers—new firms, new products. This

month there is the Crestwood Recorder,

for example, last month it was Eko-

tape. New product ads generally include

direct-reply coupons and are intended

in part at least to function as market

and media surveys. Older lines are

more likely to depend on trade-mark

advertising to build up consumer de-

mand in aid of dealer sales. So these

coupons are important, to the adver-

tiser, to us—and to yo'i. for nii oncouras-

ing response means that another source

of audio-visual material will join those

who work for the field.

Every time you clip a coupon, or

write for more information, or place an

order with your dealer, you are help-

ing build the prestige and value of

Eduiationai. Screen, provided you

make it clear at the time that you do

this in response to what you have read

in this magazine. More and more ad-

vertising support is essential to keep

a magazine growing—or even going. It

costs more to publish a magazine than its

readers pay for it. The difference is

made up in advertising.

So wTite to the newcomers—and to

all the old-timers, too. Every adver-

tiser likes to get evidence that his mes-

sage is being read. Write them. . .

Write them your compliments on their

good ijroducts, policies and services

—

pan them if you think you have a legiti-

mate gripe—but whatever you do

—

WRITE. Write us, too, occasionally,

about your experiences with our adver-

tisers. We're in this, too.

A film journal thirty years ago ran

its index under the persuasive caption

;

"Interesting .Announcements to be Found
in our .Advertising Pages". .A bit flowery

by today's standards of writing, but it

was true then, and it's true today. If

you want full benefit from this issue

—

and every coming issue—make it a prac-

tice to go up and down this Index.

Make it vonr "Column of the Month".

Wm. F. Krise

Lists and Catalogs

FILMS OF THE NATIONS, 55

W. 4Sth St., N.Y.C., have ready for

free distribution a new catalog con-

taining information on up-to-date films

from twenty geographical sections of

the world, including five United Na-
tions releases.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 445

Park .'\ve., N.Y. 22, announce the

availability of a new Catalog of En-
tertainment, Educational and Religious

Sound Films. The illustrated catalog
provides descriptions of more than
600 16nini sound motion pictures that

can be rented from local dealers or
United World's exchanges.

ACADEMY FILMS, 844 Seward
St., Hollywood 38, Calif., announce
the release of a new illustrated catalog,

listing and describing eight 16mm
Academy educational sound films in

color and black and white. The list-

ing carries recommended grade levels

and teacher-committee evaluations.

JOHN OTT FILM LIBRARY,
730 Elm St.. Winnetka, Illinois, has
available a "Quick Reference List of

16nini Sound Teaching and F-ntertain-

ment Films." F-very film listed and
described is graded for age level in a
utilization chart that forms part of

the alphabetical index.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITAN-
NICA FILMS, Wilmettc, Illinois,

have announced a new 44-page il-

lustrated catalog describing the EBF
library of nearly 300 educational sound
motion pictures. .An innovation is the

"Where to LIse" section, comprising
nine pages which list the subject area

correlations for all EBFilms. EBF
filmstrips are also described in the

catalog, and three pages are devoted

to listings of EBFilms in foreign

language versions.

Brotherhood Week
February 20-27

Those who are planning to use audio-

visual materials in their Brotherhood
Week programs will want copies of the

following lists:

• a bibliography of materials on the

theme of brotherhood, including 16mni
films, filmstrips, and slides available

through the offices of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews,
sponsors of Brotherhood Week. For
a copy of the bibliography, write to the

NCCJ, 381 Fourth Ave.,' N. Y. 16.

• a list of 16mii^ films and filmstrips

recommended for Brotherhood Week
programs available from the Film
Council of .America, 6 West Ontario
St., Chicago 10, Illinois.
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IT'S new! . . .

IT'S A victor! . . .

IT'S ONLY. . .

THE VICTOR rni/oti 16MM SOUND MOTION
PICTURE PROJECTOR

Victor proudly presents the new Envoy— the latest and finest in moderately

priced 16mm sound projectors. Here is the same outstanding Victor quality—the

same famous picture brilliance and tone fidelity. The new Victor Envoy retains

"the choice of 3 speaker" versatility that has been so popular in the Victor Lite-

Weight. From the superb Triumph 60, through the Lite-Weight and Victor Envoy,

Victor presents a complete price range in 16mm sound projection equipment.

A DIVISION OF CURTISSWRI&HT CORPORATION
Dept. G-J9 • Home Office ond Focfory; Davenport, Iowa
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AMERICA'S BEST
PROJECTOR VALUE

• A school child can easily carry the single case, lightweight

Natco—easily operate it the first time. And laboratory comparison
tests show this to be the most durable 16 mm. machine at this price.

Tone and image arc of brilliant professional quality, equalling or

excelling that of more expensive machines. No other machine
requiring so small an investment has such large capacity—lamp size

up to 1,000 watts, 2,000 feet film capacity, 8 inch p.m. speaker and
the only 5-.watt amplifier. Operates AC or DC without converters,

silent or sound. Booster amplifier for extra large gatherings. P. A.
microphoL.t and record turntable can be plugged in simultaneously.
Precision engineered. Longer film life, proved by impartial
laboratories.

100

E.S.-3

NATCO. 4401 W. NORTH WE.
CHICAGO 39, ILL.

(;pnllemen: Please send mc infurniatlcin anil descnplne

literature without charge or obligation.

NAME

\nDRESS ..

CITY STATE
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The

Newest

Films

VCoronet
VOCATIOMAI GUIDAMCe

All the hundreds of Coronet Films are new, timely,

up-to-thc-miiuitc. Now here are seven more just released . . .

seven significant new contributions to modern teaching

science . . . the ne^vest additions to the famous

library of Coronet Instructional Films . . . the most popular

titles in America's progressive classrooms.

With maximum teaching effectiveness assuied by the

latest educational film techniques and the collaboration of

outstanding educators . . . these are the right teaching

tools for your audio-visual program, for many

new semesters of better, faster teaching.

Plan to review them now for purchase for )our own

film library before the new school year. And be sure to

include them in your rental schedule. But since

Coronet Films are always in the heaviest demand of any

educational subjects, send in your rental bookings

NOW to your nearest Coronet Library.

For a complete catalog of the largest library of new

educational films in sound, motion, color or black-and-white

... or for any further information on preview,

purchase, or rental . . . write to:

You and Your Work

SOCIAL STUDliS

The Supreme Court

SCIENCE

METHANOL
(woe

CH30H
Carbon and its Compounds

Coronet INSTRUCTIONAL
CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

The Cell - Structural Unit of Life

MATHEMATICS

Addition is Easy
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NOW YOU CAN TEACH BY
SHOWING AND DISCUSSING

CASTLE FILMS
THESE INTERESTING

AND INFORMATIVE FILMS
PROMOTE THE STUDY OF

GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, GEOLOGY,
AND ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

GRAND CANYON
The outstanding marvel of scenic Amer-
ica -never an old story, yet the oldest
story nature has ever told! The camera
roams the rim and valleys of this gigantic
chasm, ever-seeing new and astonishing
vistas in a constantly changing pattern.

FLORIDA HOLIDAY
Glimpses of ancient, historic landmarks
and unusual features of Florida's many
byways make this home movie an ap-
pealing travel film. You see the attrac-
tions popular among vacationists-and
much that is little known.

BUIID A VALUABLE SCHOOL LIBRARY OF
TEACHING AIDS BY SELECTING LOW-COST
CASTLE FILMS ON TRAVEL, ADVENTURE,

WORLD NEWS, ETC.

16MM SOUND-1 REEL EACH
Only $17.50 per reel

CASTLE FILMS
I»VI$|ON Of

0/v,Vj'p' ^oVu ^'l*tS INC
445 PAKK AVENUE
NEW YORK 22

FIELD BIDG

CHICAGO 3

FREE!

liUSS (LDC
San FRANCISCO 4

SEND FOR CASTLE FILMS NEW
1949 CATALOG LISTING A
GREAT VARIETY OF MOVIES— TODAY'

Yes, I want Castle Films' new catalog!

Name

1
Strsat

1 City

1
1 have a

_— Zone State

1 8 mm
(name of projector)

16 mm 5«Aitii,4

1

/Ae jQ.QadQt5 WtitQ

Functional Formula

Editor :

There has always been vagueness

when it comes to how much time should

be allowed for the services of an audio-

visual coordinator in a school. We
worked out a formula in our school,

based upon the functions to be per-

formed. Here it is

:

One period a day for ordering and
scheduling audio-visual materials
and equipment.

One period a day for assisting teach-

ers in previewing and evaluating

audio-visual materials.

Two periods a week for preventive

maintenance and minor repair of

a-v equipment.

One period a week for workshops to

train students and faculty in opera-

tion of equipment.

This kind of formula is one that could

be worked out in other schools and
school systems, and as much time al-

lowed as there is work to be done.

John B. McCagg
Coordinator of Audio-Visual Service,
Cato-Meridian Central School, N. Y.

Right you are. And congratulations

for a very swell ideal—Ed.

Another Slant

Editor :

I can see only one thing wrong with
the comment by Mr. Preston Kline Caye
(see February letters column). When I

was in China, the Chinese characters
were written vertically rather than hori-

zontally on the page. Do I get the last

word ?
;

Don White
Executive Secretary, NAVED

// there is a last word, which we're
beginning to doubt, you're welcome to

it!—Ed.

Audio and Video

Editor ;

As a regular reader of your publica-
tion for the past three years, I have
always appreciated being kept abreast
of the latest developments in the field

of visual education. The articles, re-

views, and announcements were timely,

significant, and helpful, and I look for-

ward to receiving each issue.

But as an audio-visual specialist, I

am also concerned with the audio field

... I notice that your magazine is de-

voted to ai«/io-visual materials, and I

wish to register my hearty approval of

the article on television by Philip Lewis
(Nov., 1948) and your new column
"Records on Review" by Ma.x U. Bilder-

see. I am hoping you will continue this

trend ... In many schools throughout
the country, including those of this

city, film and radio departments are

closely allied and have many problems
in common. Radio may well be thought
of as an audio-visual tool of tremendous
scope, especially as it combines with
television.

Cari, Baumbach

Coordinator. Audio-Visual Aids
Albany, New York

H'c hope this issue, ivith its xieivs

and news about educational television,

ivill coninncc Mr. Baumbach and all our
readers that Educational Screen "zt-ill

continue this trend."—Ed.

In Appreciation

Editor :

Just a note to tell you how very much
I appreciated the fine tribute which
Glen Burch paid to C. R. (Reagan) in the

December issue of Educational Screen.
I know that all of us who were most
fond of him were deeply moved by this

little reflection of his great and moving
spirit.

Thurman White
Aetins Director,
Extension Div., U. of Okla.

A-V "Items" for Australia

Editor :

One of the continuing tasks of the

Commonwealth Office of Education is

to bring before education authorities

in .'\ustralia news of recent develop-
ments in various educational fields. One
aspect of education to which particular

attention is being given is that con-
cerned with the use of films and other

visual aids in education.

To assist in this work, the Office of

Education is beginning a bulletin called

"Visual Aids in Education" to be pro-

duced about four times each year and
issued free to about 100 educationists

closely concerned with developing this

teaching aid. From time to time I have

noted in your publication items of in-

formation which would be of interest and
value to the readers of our bulletin.

I therefore write to ask whether yon
would have any objection to our re-

printing in "Visual Aids in Education"

selected items from your magazine. Of
course, due acknowledgement of the

source would be made.

If yon are able to agree to this, I

feel sure that Australian authorities

may learn a good deal from progress

being made in your country.

R. C. Mills

Director, Office of Education
Sydney, Australia

A'o objection! .4nd we're also learn-

ing a tiling or two about a-v education

from other countries, including Australia.

For c.ramplc, sec the article on "A Visual

Centre in Australia" in the October, 1948

SCREEN.--Ed.
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^^ "National" carbons for l6mm. projection are 4 times

" brighter than the next best light source ... % cheaper in

cost . . . and seat 298 more people without sacrificing one bit

of visibility or entertainment value. Ideal for use by schools

and colleges, hotels, churches, industrial exhibitors or in any

large auditorium. For more details, write to National Carbon

Company, Inc., Dept. ES.

The term "National" is a registered irade'irtark of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 1 7, N.Y. B§
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta. ChicaKO, Dallas,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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Make this amazing ftfH

'SCREEN TEST'
today!

Project your pictures on Free Sample

of Radiant's new "Million Mirror"

screen fabric—and see for yourself

the remarkable difference it makes!

" / ' VSee how millions of tiny glass^rrors,
firmjy imbedded in the pure white screen

SL^rface, make your pictures fairly glow
^with life! See what happens when light

'i\/is reflected instead of absorbed! You will

enjoy clearer, sharper black and whites

—

richer, brighter, more brilliant colors. Here is projection as
real as life itself!

Then ask your dealer to demonstrate the new 1949 Radiant
Screens. Notice how easily they set up— how ruggedly
they're built. Used and approved by leading industrial con-
cerns, school systems, churches and government agencies
all over the world—you cannot buy a better screen.The new
1949 Radiant Screens are priced as low as $12.50

!

Send Coupon
and got

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
• Generous sample of
new Radiant "Million
Mirror" Screen Fabric

. . . Test it with your
own projector and see

for yourself the remark-

able improvement over

any other projection
surface.

• Basic Film Source
Directory—your handy
Suide to hundreds of
£lm sources.

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

.Radiant Manofacturln^ Corp.
1215 S. Talman Ave., ChicaEO 8. 111.

Send me FREE: Sample of Radiant "Million
Mirror Screen Fabric AND Basic Film Source
Directory.

Same

AJdrtis.

City .5;a/«_

My diattr is

Educafional Screen "Keeps Pace"

"As ediicator.s we need the vision to keep pace with

television." Thus an alert educator, Elizabeth Goiter-

man of St. Louis, speaks for all alert educators in Edu-
cation .\l Screen's symposium on Television and Edu-
cation in this issue. As a magazine for educators and
for everyone interested in audio-visual education in

school and community. Educational Screen too

needs and has, we think, the vision to keep pace with

this newest audio-visual medium. So we point with

])ride to the new name on our masthead this month . . .

Philip Lewis. Editor for Television.

.\ radio and television enthusiast since boyhood, Mr.
Lewis is no mere "gadgeteer," for all his knowledge and
know-how in the realm of kilocycles and kinescopes.

At present a high school instructor with more than ten

years of teaching experience to his credit, he has an im-

pressive academic record behind liim—and before him.

Starting off with a B.S.Ed, from Chicago's De Paul

L'liiversity. he acquired an M..\. from De Paul and did

graduate study at Chicago Normal College, Chicago

Teasers College, and the University of Chicago. An
Ed.D. from Teachers College, Columbia University, is

now "in work." with his thesis project titled, quite na-

turally. "Television for Education."

During World War IL as a Navy training officer,

he organized and directed the instructional program for

three of the Naval Air Technical Training Command
schools in communication and aircrew training for of-

ficers and enlisted personnel. Among his outstanding

achievements were the development of a visual aids

shop to devise original training materials for use in the

communication school and the chairmanship of the first

]iublic showing of radar mass instructional methods.

With the benefit of the technical and editorial advice

and guidance of Philip Lewis, Educational Screen
will now be able to keep' its readers as authoritatively

informed about educational television as about educa-

tional films, recordings, and all the audio-visual mate-

rials to which we. and our readers, are "devoted."

April Is Film Council Month

-April will be celebrated as Film Council Month with

ceremonies s])onsored by the communitv film councils

in well over 100 American cities and towns.

Programs for the community council obsei^ance of

Film Council Month will be prepared by national head-

(juarters of the FC.\. reports Glen Burch, executive

director. These programs—on community recreation

needs, international relations, science, problems of de-

mocracy and government, etc.—will provide film ma-
terial suggestions to the community councils for special

film discussion programs.

Film Council Month will celebrate over two years

of activity by the Film Council of .America, during

which time the FCA has brought informational films

into their rightful place in community life in well over

one hundred cities and towns with active film councils.

One of the goals of Film Council Month will be doub-
ling the number of film councils so that virtually every

major community in the United States will have a film

council to help it get and use 16mm films.
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clearer sharper FILMSTRIPS

more brilliant SLIDES
.-Si

ii^M <*««!!!!»
''"'^'""^

A General Preoision

Equipment t'orimratlon

Subsidiary

The only slide and film strip

projector originally engineered

for dual purpose operation

Amproslide Model "30-D"

Show your slides and film strips

on a projector that has been

engineered to bring out the crisp,

sharp details and brilliant clar-

ity of every picture. The unique

Ampro optical system utilizes

the entire cone of bright white

light—without the usual masking or shield-

ing. The result: brighter slide pictures, extra

brilliant film strips! You also have instant conversion

from slide to film strip use and back again. Nothing
to add, no parts to remove, no fumbling for knobs
and attachments. Project both slides and film strips

on the same program . . . without interruption. Easy

operation, gentle film and slide treatment, simplified

maintenance plus a host of other unusual features,

have made this Amproslide Model "30-D" the stand-

ard, dual purpose projector in schools, colleges,

churches . . . everywhere!

AMPRO CORPORATION
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: Telepholo Industries Limited

1 438 Yonge Street, Toronto

n^ss^...-. .

• ••••••••• • * • •

Scientifically designed opti-

cal system for more brilliant

pictures. Simple to clean.

One - hand snap action

slide carrier for instant

centering of all slides.

Fast, simplified threading

of 35mm. 61m strip.

Curved film guideways
protect precious film strip.

Send for FREE Circular
On Amproslide Projector Model "30-D" giving

full specifications and prices. If you are inter-

ested in sound motion pictures send 10c for 16-

page booklet, "The Amazing Story of Sound
Motion Pictures." It dramatically illustrates the

various steps in the recording and reproducing

of sound on film.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 283S N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me free circular giving full details about the
Amproslide Model "30-D" Projector.

I enclose 10c for a copy of the illustrated booklet. "The
Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion Pictures."

ES-349

TtuI* M»k ReK. U.S. P>t. Oft.

Name .

Address..

City ..Sute..
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As Viewed From Here P^ul C. Reed
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The rounded glass surface of fhe kinescope tube

has become a new educafiona/ screen.

HERE and NOW
• Television is here; and the time for educators to act is now. With
the number of television receivers in use grown in a few short

months from ten thousand to more than a million; with the promise

of three million receivers in use by 1950; with television, no longer

the exclusive privilege of a few great metropolitan areas, expand-

ing to a daily means of communication in more than seventy cities

by the end of the year; with television transmitters half a continent

apart linked together by relay and cable; with the great power of

this new medium of communication to command the concentrated at-

tention of young and old being demonstrated daily—there can be

no doubt that television is here, and that the time for educators to

act is now.

Parents tell of three-year-olds who sit as if glued before a tele-

vision receiver for two hours at a time. High school adolescents in

television homes are devoting uncounted hours to visual images
that come to them instantaneously from some remote point. These
are facts that educators cannot ignore. Even when television is

not put to work in schools, television is at work outside the

schools bringing to children and to young people the kind of rich,

meaningful, concrete experiences that are basic to non-verbalistic

learning.

Television's great potential for bringing the world instantane-

ously into the classroom was dramatically demonstrated on January
20, Inauguration Day. Special television installations in schools of

St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia, and elsewhere on that day brought
to thinking educators the vision with which they must face tele-

vision.

One sentence in a Chicago newspaper report of the televised

inauguration ceremonies should cause the rest to think: "Other
families had their youngsters stay home from school to view their

history lesson"!

Television is here, and the time is now. The rounded glass
surface of the kinescope tube, even though limited in size at present,
has become a new educational screen with tremendous implications.
Television is another audio-visual means of communication—

a

great potential force educators must learn to use effectively along
with the projected motion and still picture, the radio, the recorder,
and the recording.

Educational Screen, recognizing its responsibilities to you,
will be realistic and practical in its consideration of television as
another audio-visual medium. It will help you make best use of
the medium. With an alert Editorial Advisory Board thinking about
television, with a newly appointed Editor for Television, Educa-
tional Screen leads toward the future in the tradition of its

twenty-seven years of service to the audio-visual field.
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lELEVISIOn

CROM Atlanta, Georgia, to Portland,

Oregon—from Los Angeles to New York

City—have come these contributions to a

synnposium discussion of the implications

and applicotions of television to group
learning.

To bring to the readers of Educational

Screen a cross-section sampling of what
audio-visual leaders are thinking about tele-

vision, we invited members of our Editorial

Advisory Board to comment.

These avQ their replies—as varied as one
would expect considering that some of our

Board members live in communities where
television has become almost matter-of-fact,

and others live in communities where tele-

vision has not yet or but recently arrived.

One thing is sure: that audio-visual leaders

are doing some realistic thinking about tele-

vision, and that all who aye interested in

audio-visual means of communication must
give increasing attention to this greatest

and potentially most powerful mass medium.
—The Editor

From Washington . . .

JAMES W. BROWN, Supervisor

Instructional Materials Center,

University of Washington, Seattle

• Few would deny the prol)al)ility that television's

impact and influence upon our culture will be great.

The strength of that impact will he limited only hy

the imagination, artistry, skill, and insight of those

responsible for ])roduction in the medium.
Conceivably, television could change patterns of

home life through direct com])etition with those out-

of-home activities now tending to .separate family

members. It could stimulate deeper appreciations of

art, literature, music, and dramatics. It ought to be

a means of improving homemaking and other skills.

It may likewise be possible that with intelligent use

of the medium and with wide availability of television,

some of the formal school's f>reseiit functions may be

performed better in the future on an informal, televised

basis.

On the other hand, television could account for a

drop in home reading. It could change the patterns

of conversation and discussion. And we might expect

standardizing influences in our lives above and be-

yond what many now believe attributable to the theat-

rical film.

The promise of television in in-school learning

.seems much less definite. Timing of programs will

l^resent the same obstacle to school use which is now
common with regular radio programs. The lack of

sj)ecially assigned frequencies for educational use alone

suggests strongly that "public service" time on com-

mercial stations may be all that is left to the schools.

Such time will become increasingly more difficult to

.schedule. If schools rely solely upon commercial out-

lets for educational television, considerable super-

vision and caution must be exercised. This, too, will

be difficult. The "now or never" characteri.stic com-

mon to televised live programs (common also to most

radio programs) makes prior-to-broadcast appraisal

of educational worthwhileness almost out of the ques-

tion.

.Such o1>stacles to full use of television may be over-

come, in time. But, until they are. its direct contribu-

tions to formal, in-school learning will be limite4^ and
uncertain.

From Ohio . . .

EDGAR DALE. Head,
Curriculum Division,

Bureau of Educational Research,

Ohio State University

• Crystal-gazing is fun. but hazardous. The prophet

is sometimes not only without honor, but may also

lack insight. Mere are my ijredictions presented with-

out much hedging or qualification.

1. Hollj'wood will be sharply afifected by television.

There is no use going to see a poor movie at the

neighborhood theater when vou can see one at home.

2. Hollywood will produce and market niotidu ])ic-

tures in a more specialized way. Wo shall continue
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to have from 25 to 50 superior pictures produced each

year. These jiictures will have longer runs than they

do at present and may be shown in smaller theatres.

The admission price may be somewhat higher than

now for the first runs.

3. Both Hollywood and independent producers
will produce vast amounts of films directly for tele-

vision. Emphasis will be placed on relatively inex-

pensive production. The 500 feature films now pro-

duced would run only 1000 hours—a mere trickle as

far as total television needs are concerned.

4. College and university film production will bene-
fit greatly from television. Problem Children, pro-
duced at the Ohio State University by liobert Wag-
ner, has already had a television audience of 100,000.

We may expect some university-produced films to be
seen by from one to two million people.

5. Many how-to-do-it films will be made for tele-

vision. Many subjects hitherto not explainable to

children or to adults of limited education will be care-
fully explained through television by a teacher who
can turn readily to maps, charts, graphs, posters, bul-
letin boards, flannelgraph boards, silent films, models,
mock-ups.

6. Television is a great boon for improved educa-
tion. Many parents and taxpayers zvill nozv see what
good teaching looks like. Millions more parents will
say, "I want that kind of education for my children."

7. Television won't do everything. Not all aspects
of life are easily visualized. Oral explanations by tele-

vision will be spoken at the rate of 170 words a minute.
But remember that able individuals can read 2, 3. 4, or
5 times this fast. Reading will get new importance.

8. Those who proclaim the importance of television
for news must not forget that the news reels them-
selves have never done a very exciting and important
job in this field. It remained for March of Time and
This Is America to show us that news needs inter-

pretation.

9. I see some unhappy things in this crystal ball,

too. One of them is our usual failure in the educational
field to make use of these new instruments of educa-

tion. Don't forget that radios, which you can now buy
for $10, are now found in less than 20 per cent of

American classrooms. Effective visualization, whether
it be drama, puppetry, chalk talks, films, maps, charts,

graphs, exhibits, can get a place on television now.
Let's make use of that opjjortunity.

From Missouri . . .

ELIZABETH GOLTERMAN, Director,

Division of Audio-Visual Education,

St. Louis Public Schools

• On January 20, television oflfered on-the-spot edu-
cation to students and faculties in more than thirty-

six St. Louis schools when they watched the impres-
sive inaugural ceremonies of President Truman. Stud-
ents had front row seats as the thirty-third President
solemnly repeated the words of George \\^ashington

in a ceremony as old as our nation itself.

The immediacy of this educational experience dem-
onstrates the immeasurable potential of this magic
medium. Who can doubt that the 1600 students who
witnessed this ceremony in one high school auditorium,
through big screen television, came away with an
unforgettable history lesson effectively taught so as

to be long remembered.

When we read that leaders in the industry are
thinking in terms of two-way television and global

telecasts, the impact of television in future education
defies calculations. World news and calamities will

be viewed simultaneously with their occurrence, legis-

lative bodies will be seen and heard in session, and
artists and scientists of note will enter the classrooms
as teachers. World distances so narrowed to that

fraction of time required to transmit the image from
the studio to the screen will require revisions of stand-
ards and languages.

These face-to-face experiences will give the student
a new perspective of the world he lives in, a deeper
understanding of the events of the times, and a broader
sense of his responsibility as a leader in the world of

tomorrow. As educators ive need the "vision" to keep
pare zvith television.

They Wer

In Missouri

January 20 was a big day for stu-

dents throughout the expanding tele-

vision belt who saw history as it was
being made ... via video. At left, In

an unretouched photo taken while the
Inauguration was In process, are some
of the I 600 students of Southwest High
School In St. Louis who went to the
Inauguration through the medium of
big-screen television. Pupils In thlrty-
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From Oklahoma . . .

THURMAN WHITE, Acting Director,

Extension Division, U. of Oklahoma

• Almost all of the enthusiastic comments about tele-

vision seem to assume that (1) it is a desirable thing

for our schools to add television receivers and trans-

mitters to their instructional equipment. (2) television

in the classroom will have an extraordinary effect on

the educational process, and (3) television eventually,

and almost inevitably, is somehow and sometime to 1)e

a normal part of the classroom learning situation for

boys and girls everywhere in America.

The current discussions and forecasts impress me
with the ease with which these assumptions are ac-

cepted. I read and hear much of coaxial cables and

other technical legerdemain ; and also of the munificent

social consequences of a world without AM-FM radio

or movies. The implication is that the school man who
hesitates to make a provision for television in his visual-

ization of the ideal school budget is old-fashioned : the

pedagogue who worries about integrating the effects

of television in the lives of her boys and girls has an

improper regard for the magical powers of the "little

people with the big voices" ; the audio-visual specialist

who sees any parallel in his past experience with the

introduction of other audio-visual materials into the

curriculum is an obstructionist. I suggest, however, that

administrator, teacher, and audio-visual specialist must

eventually give an accounting of their behavior jcith

regard to television in terms of these three assumptions.

I hope, therefore, that our own magazine may lead the

way in the publication of various articles which thor-

oughly examine the extent of their validity.

From New York . . .

EDWARD G. BERNARD, Head,
Instructional Materials Program,

Board of Education, City of New York

• In New York City, much earnest thought and ex-

ploration have been directed toward television. The
Board of Education radio station, WNYE, has for

some time cooperated with local television stations

in plaiming and producing television programs de-

signed for educational purposes. New school build-

ing plans contemplate the inclusion of suitable wiring

for television reception to obviate future more costly

changes.

As a learning aid, television promises many of the

best contributions of the projected still or motion pic-

ture combination with those of FM radio. Visual

presentation with the immediacy of the broadcast is

a major additional resource for teachers. There is

reason tc)^hope ultimately for the development of two

way communication between senders and receivers,

permitting questions and answers.

On the other hand, costs and rapid technical ad-

vance are serious considerations. Most fundamental

of present limitations of television as a means of learn-

ing is that common to all broadcasts. To what extent

should the learning programs of different classes be

synchronized to permit simultaneous dealing with given

topics? The answer to this question largely defines

the reach and promise of television in the school. Home
listening opportunities are now more important and

])romise increasingly to offer a variety of experiences

relevant to individual needs, interests, and tastes.

When the equivalent of the magnetic tape recorder

is developed to permit taking television material off the

air, perhaps the greatest single step forward in visual

education will have been accomplished. School-made

transcriptions of appropriate telecasts may ultimately

furnish the ansxvcr not only to cost reduction, but, as

in radio, to the problem of adapting materials to the

needs of individual groups working at different paces

and on varying programs.

From Georgia . . .

WALTER S. BELL, Director,

Audio-Visual Education,

Atlanta Public Schools

• There are very few people alive today in this coun-

try who do not know how to buy a railway ticket

or how to register in a hotel. They have learned their

facts and many more from the theatrical screen. To-

day the .American version of the English language

Mrki!i!iiitixiiiiiiii-Uirti-irls-kt!iti!i!-kixi;is-ii-t!isix-biii!-kisiii!iii!*ic-i!ixiiiti:iri!*irk-kiii^^

nauguration!

In New Jersey

five other St. Louis schools saw the

ceremonies through smaller television

sets loaned to their schools for the

occasion.

At right are some of the 2000 stu-

dents who witnessed the Inaugural tele-

vision broadcast on a 63 square-foot

Tradlovision screen In Asbury Park,

New Jersey.
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is universally understood in this country and in many

other areas of the world. This has only recently be-

come true. For example, on my first visit to Chicago

in 1926, the people there had a hard time understand-

ing my Southern dialect. The change was brought

about largely by radio.

If these two mass media of communication—motion

pictures and radio—can result in great changes in-

dejjendently, certainly the two fused together into

television can hccouic the most poiverfiil inediuui oj

mass communication ever dreamed oj.

In so far as school group learning is concerned,

it is a well-known fact that one of the basic problems

of audio-visual aids to education is their distribution.

Television, with the limited number of channels avail-

able, will not eliminate this problem but it certainly

should ameliorate the situation.

From Pennsylvania . . .

IRVING C. BOERLIN. Supervisor,

Audio-Visual Aids,

Pennsylvania Stale College

• Oh, for the eyes of a seer, lest these words return

to haunt me a few years hence ! Much has been pre-

dicted for television and a large percentage is un-

doubtedly attainable. But, as applied to group learn-

ing, there are both possibilities and limitations.

The possibilities as applied to formal class instruc-

tion would seem to be chiefly in bringing to groups

rich learning experiences from great artists, scienti.sts,

or public personalities. I am thinking of the Walter
Damrosch radio broadcasts of some years ago. How
much greater would have been the impact and ef-

fectiveness of this wonderful program had it been

televised and the personality of the artist visualized!

Or again, a famous artist painting a canvas : his

style, his method of making brush strokes, perhaps

even his color tones when color television becomes
a reality. What this could mean to an advanced art

class

!

Great events—spot news, government bodies in

action, and the like—televised as they occur also have
great import as aids to group learning by television.

In informal instruction, such as home groups, the

possibilities are even greater, since educational motion
pictures as well as live illustrated lectures can be
televised to enrich the culture of the masses.

But for formal instruction groups, there are also

serious limitations. Television will l)e used only when
more versatile and adaptable teaching aids are not
available. Slides, motion pictures, recordings, etc..

all can be available in a classroom when needed. Their
use can be paced in many cases and they can be re-

used in the same hour or on the following day. There
are relatively no scheduling difficulties for different

groups. Television will not replace existing instruc-

tional materials. One final word. Television will con-
tribute nothing unless the televised pictures are- mean-
ingful and actually correlated with the spoken word.
Recently I saw and heard a televised news broadcast.
The new.scaster sat at a table and constantly bobbed
his head from script to camera and back again. Tele-
vision added nothing but distraction. A straight

broadca.st of words would have l)een more efl^ective.

'VWWV^^^»M^^/^^^^<^^^v»/^lA^

From Oregon

TELEVISION AND EDUC

AMD DE BERNARDIS, Director,

Instructional Materials,

Public Schools, Port'and

• The value of television to the classroom, as I see

it, is that through the eyes of the television camera

many experiences can be brought into the classroom

which are now either too expensive or not available.

Television will make it possible for youngsters actually

to go on field trips in the communit}- without ever

leaving the classroom. The use of community re-

sources could be greatly enhanced through television.

Also, it should be possible to present all types of out-

standing current events. I can .see possibilities in pre-

senting artists, craftsmen, and scientists to large groups

of youngsters, which in the past has been almost im-

possible.

In considering television as an educational tool. I

think we should look at its limitations also. There is

still the ])roblem of fitting television into the curric-

ulum planning of the teacher and the youngsters

/ think 7CV are not (loinq to plan educational pro-

grams around television but rather adapt television

to the curriculum. In this respect, it has many of

the same limitations we have had with radio. The
e.xtremist might look to television as the answer to

many of the educational prolilems. but the teacher in

the classroom has the problem of guiding and direct-

ing the program, and television is onlv another valuable

tool for the teacher's u.se.

All of us should look to television as another teach-

ing aid and apply the .same criteria to it that we would

to any other teaching tool to bring it into ])roper per-

spective to the learning process. There is no doubt

that educators all over the countrv will swarm to tele-

vision as a teaching aid. However, as soon as the

novelty wears off. it will find its i)roper place in the

educational ])rogram. Xo one should minimize its

potentialities as a teaching tool.

From California . . .

FRANCIS NOEL, Chief

Division of Audio-Visual Education,

California State Department of Education

• The possibilities of television make it imperative

that educational leaders study and inform themselves

of its potentialities for the improvement of instruction.

.As we in audio-visual education do this, let us not be

blinded by its glamor and novelty. ^^ e need to con-

sider carefully realistic problems such as production

costs. equi])])ing schools, scheduling periods to co-

ordinate with telecasts, the difticult and subtle problem

of getting telecasters to include material on their pro-

grams having instructional value. We need to think

of the limitations of use which flow from the high

costs of television production and the inescapable in-
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SMPOSIUM DISCUSSION

riiience the prolit motive will have in direeting its

(levelopiiieiit.

I, for one, earnestly hope that television will event-

ually make the contribution to education its enthusiasts

])redict ; however, in this enthusiasm let us not forget

before we can walk we must creep. What have we been
able to do with a simpler but similar problem: that

of using radio in the school? Have we solved the

problem of scheduling, of equipping the classrooms
generally with radio sets, of getting teachers to use
the potentialities of radio? Have we been able to

exercise even a small degree of direction in getting

radio management to include specific material of value
to instruction? It seems to me that until we learn to

do this in radio, the little we will be able to do with
the vastly more expensive medium of television will

l)e futile.

\A'e are told tliat many television programs will

be on film. If this is so, aside from a small percentage
of the telecasts bringing immediate events to us, what
will be its advantage over the more flexible motion
picture medium? Perhaps as television causes more
and more motion pictures to lie produced, this may
he its greatest contribution to the improvement of

instruction.

F. DEAN McCLUSKY, President,

Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction,

National Education Association;

Associate Professor of Education,

U. of California at Los Angeles

• In its present stage of development television has
distinct linutations as an educational device. Good
receiving sets are expensive. The screen or image
tield is small and can only be viewed by a limited

luimber of individuals. Unless great care is taken in

lighting, direction and backgrounds, the actors seem
to be performing in two-dimensional sjiace, which
makes it difficult to view them, jiarticularly when ob-

serving detail. I also find that watching the television

screen for protracted periods strains the eyes. Large-
screen television has been demonstrated and no doubt
will be developed satisfactorily, but at present large-

screen reception is not practical from the point of

view of a formal class room. One argument frequently

advanced for the use of television in education is the

immediacy of the presentation. This is an advantage
m witnessing spot news and sports events, but the

moment the television camera moves from the im-
mediate event to pick-up of film or static pictures

used in connection with a newscast, the immediacy
advantage is lost. If we had the alternative of bringing

a film to the classroom via television or motion picture

l)rojector, I would vote for the latter. It is my opinion

that television zcill liave to make long strides forward
in teehnical iinproveiuents before it becomes a potent

factor in education.

GARDNER L HART, Director,

Audio-Visual Education,

Oakland Public Schools

• Television opens up new fields for the educator.

Bringing live programs into the classroom will make
it possible to utilize materials which have heretofore

been unavailable. At the present time, San Francisco

has only one television station in operation, and this

only operates during four hours in the evening ; there-

fore, for the present time it has been impossible to

utilize tetevision sets in our schools. However, several

additional stations are going on the air in the near

future, and we are watching with a great deal of in-

terest the construction of the coaxial cable which will

connect the East with the West, so that we may have

the advantage of broadcasts from various sections of

the country.

Motion picture films, slides, transcriptions, the radio

and other audio-visual materials will not be replaced

by television. Each of the audio-visual materials has

a specific contribution to make to the modern instruc-

tional program. Television makes it possible for teach-

ers to have in their classrooms material ivhich, up to the

present time, is unavailable in any form. The possi-

bilities of seeing and hearing events as they take place,

as well as bringing to the classroom real people and

real scenes, will not only serve to motivate but also

implement our instructional program. Television

comes as another development to assist educators in

making their instructional program more efficient and

effective.

From Minnesota ...

PAUL WENDT, Director,

Audio-Visual Education Service,

University of Minnesota

• The use of broadcast television in classrooms will

probably be limited by the factor of scheduling just

as much as the use of radio is today. Closed circuit

television, however (such as the new Remington Rand
Vericon system) has almost unlimited possibilities.

For the first time vision is being extended so that we
can see immediately events too small, too large, too

dangerous, or too far away. Closed circuit television

cameras are already permanently installed in some
operating rooms so that anyone can watch any opera-

tion on the receiver in the adjoining room. The teach-

ing of clinical psychologists and psychometricians will

be infinitely simpler and better when the camera
watches the demonstration silently in one room and
the students watch the receivers in a nearby class-

room. Coaches can observe scrimmage from a high

angle by a camera affixed to a high pole or see under-

water form in swimming by a camera submerged in

the tank. And this can be done simultaneously while

watching the scene from the sidelines or the edge of

the pool. Demonstration classes can be watched by
teachers in training without disturbing the normal

situation of the classroom. Microscopic objects can

be shown to an entire class at once. There are endless

applications. Closed circuit television is already here

and should be put to use as soon as possible in our

educational programs.
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University of Nortli Carolina

Inside fhe Communication Cenfer

Top: Motion picture sliooting stage.

Middle: Broadcasting Studio A.

Bottom: Motion picture film library.

Tl

by COMMUNICATION CENTER S+afF.

University of North Carolina*

IN
A YELLOW HKiCK BUILDING Oil the University of

North Carolina campus the present and future in-

struction of the North CaroHna school child is

being planned. There the Communication Center of the

University, approved by the Board of Trustees in

September 1945, has been set up ; its organization

has been built around the basic idea that the primary
purpose of a university is the education of the people

of its state.

The number one purpose of the Communication
Center is to provide a wider educational and cultural

opportunity for more people through the effective

use of all tools of communication in planned educa-

tional programming. Basing its operation on the

idea that the communication tools—radio, motion
pictures, newspapers, posters, cartoons, filmstrips,

slides, billboards, illustrated publications and, later,

television—generate more power when used together

than they do separately, the Communication Center
serves the people of North Carolina on many fronts.

It conducts research to determine how the communi-
cation tools can most effectively be used for education.

It trains students and teachers in the professional

and educational uses of these tools. It produces pro-

grams and niaterials in the far-reaching fields of

conservation and development of natural, industrial

and human resources. North Carolina, which has
only one city of more than 100,000 people, provides

a perfect proving ground for such an educational

program.

The division which brings the benefits of the Com-
munication Center activities to the schools and citizens

of North Carolina is the Utilization and Distribution

Division. At the present time this division distributes

classroom films, slides, recordings, and other audio-
visual materials by truck to over 550 schools, colleges,

and adult study groups in North Carolina. Every
two weeks these audio-visual materials are exchanged.

The history of this division and its Audio-Visual
Trucking Service goes back to September 1937 when

We have wanted to bring this story about Nortli Carolina to
Screen readers for a long time. When Earl Wynn, Director
of the Communication Center, finally sent it, he wrote. "Since
about four or five of us had sonietliing to say about writing
tliis article, perhaps it had better be pubHshed unauthored."
Well, perhaps it had; but we must credit an obviously alert
and competent staff.—Ed.
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The story of North Carolina's Communication Center

j[ING

the Tools of Communication

Charles F. Milner came to the University of North

Carolina to join the staff of the Extension Division.

Mr. Milner was at that time Chairman of the Audio-

Visual Education Committee of the Greensboro, North

Carolina City Schools. .At the University Mr. Milner

was assigned duties as "chief custodian of a group of

lantern slides" then in use among the public schools.

During this time there had been a growing intere.st

among North Carolina public schools in the use of

16mm sound educational films. Despite this, however,

the only pertinent data available on North Carolina

came from a national survey which listed two 16mm
projectors in the state schools. Mr. Milner began to

dig out information which resulted in forty schools

with 15 projectors stating that they would buy addi-

tional projectors if a film service could be provided

them on a rental basis. On October 8. 1937 the Uni-

versity of North Carolina Extension Division a])proved

a purchase order for sixty-one films to sup])lement the

hundred or more .sponsored films which had been do-

nated to the film librarv. .At this time a Bureau of

Visual Instruction was established by the Extension

Division.

During the next few years more projectors were

purchased by schools, bookings increased, new titles

were added each year. By the summer of 1940 Milner

had built the Bureau of Visual Instruction into a state-

wide service furnishing films for 2.336 showings. There

were now 363 titles in the film library.

As the service grew throughout the State, an increas-

ing number of booking requests had to be turned down.

Realizing that the practice of mailing the films to the

schools was inadequate to serve the growing needs of

the State, Milner decided the solution would be a

school-to-school delivery service. This service was

established, the first State trucking service in the

United States to be used by an educational institution

for the delivery of visual aids directly to the schools.

The first "truck" in the new .service was Milner's

automobile. He substituted a few film racks for seats,

strapped an auxiliary gas tank onto the rear so he

cotdd make a non-stop trip around each circuit. Dur-

Exhiblt in lobby of Communication Center, University of North Carolina
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ing the school year 1940-1941 Milner's Trucking Serv-

ice chugged its wav into thirty-five of the State's one

hundred counties. Between North Carolina's Blue

Ridge Mountains and the Outer Banks of the Atlantic

Seaboard, Milner l)rought the new visual education to

several hundred schools. That siunnier 190 titles were

added to the film lihrarj-. Ihiring that first year of

operation, the school-to-school delivery service proved

itself both educationally and economically sound.

During the war years when Milner was commis-
sioned h}' the Navy and assigned to the Training Aids

Division of the Bureau of Personnel, the Bureau of

Visual Instruction discontinued the truck delivery

service and returned to the ]iostal service.

In April 1946, at a conference of school superintend-

ents and audio-visual directors, it was decided to re-

establish the truck delivery service for distributing

films. This service was to be resumed the following

fall, a part of the newly-termed Utilization and Distri-

bution Division of the Communication Center. .A silr-

vey of audio-visual materials in tiie North Carolina

schools completed in May of that year revealed the as-

tounding fact that there were appro.ximately 1500 16-

mm projectors owned by the schools at that time. Since

1937 the number of 16mm sound i)rojectors available

had grown from I.t to 1500.

In the fall of 1946 an automobile was purchased for

delivering films and a driver started out to cover the

State over three routes. In the school year of 1946-

1947, thirty-eight school administrative units were
served by the truck delivery service, which made films

available to 662 schools. 250 individual schools outside

the,se units were supplied films by mail, making a total

of 912 schools served by the Utilization and Distribu-

tion Division.

Plans are now being made for 1949-1950 which will

provide films from a librarv of over 1000 titles to any
school in the State that owns a projector. Constantly

progressing and ably directed, the Utilization and Dis-

tribution Division is a vital ])art of the Communication
Center. Through this highly-developed distribution

system, the creative eflforts of the Communication Cen-
ter directors and a staff are made available to the peo-

ple of North Carolina. Kenneth Mclntyre, formerly

associated with Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, is

now Head of the Utilization and Distribution Division,

Charles Milner having been appointed Associate Di-

rector of both the Communication Center and the Ex-
tension Division.

The Communication Center is an extension of the

University through twentieth-century tools of commu-
nication. As Earl W'ynn, its Director, says, "The Com-
munication Center is still in the process of growth.

Its growth, we hope, will mean the growth of the peo-

ple of North Carolina."

Teacher . . . fake your choice

Three-Way Projection Service

MOST MODERN HIGH SCHOOLS witli an audio-vis-

ual program depend upon students organized
into a projection club, movie club, or visual

aid corps to take care of the mechanical part of operat-
ing equipment in the classrooms. East High School in

Denver has been no exception. We, too, have depended
upon our central pool of student operators, but it

hasn't worked out to the entire satisfaction of teachers
or to the coordinator in charge of the jirogram.

We had ])roblems. Sometimes the wrong materials
or equipment arrived at a classroom, much to the an-
noyance of teacher and class. Sometimes the assigned
operators were reluctant to change their routine to
fit the teacher's needs. Friends of the operator were
often present in a class, and Ijecause the operator was
often a total stranger to the teacher, the by-play be.
tween operator and friends was difiicult to control.

Students could not always be relied upon to meet
their schedules. And the.se were but a few of the prob-

.

lems that probably are familiar to many coordinators
of audio-visual programs.

Complaints dealing with these problems were con-
tinually coming to the attention of the a-v coordina-
tor and the principal. Time and efifort, which might
have been better spent, were used in smoothing out
these complaints. In a school as large as East High

by SAM S. BLANC*

and with such a varied program, as many as six or

seven a-v activities might 1)e going on simultaneously.

The coordinator could not possiblv be in all places at

once, and student operators apparently had more re-

sponsibility than they could carry.

With these problems to be solved, the whole student

operator set-up was discussed with J. Osborne John-
.son, Director of Special Services in the Denver Pub-
lic Schools, and a new plan was evolved for East

High School which provides for much more flexibility

and a smoother o])erating program. The classroom

teacher now takes greater responsibility, and he has

a choice of three types of service for the projection of

audio-visual materials in the classroom

:

1. He may learn to operate the equipment and be

responsible for the projection himself. Equipment
and materials are brought to his room as before,

but the operators do not remain.

2. He may delegate two students from his class for

special training so that they will be prepared to

* Coordinator of Audio-Visual Education, East High School,
Denver, Colorado.
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take over the operation of projection e([uipnient

when it is used.

3. He may. if he chooses, rely upon student operators

from the central pool, as jireviously.

In other words, this new plan places primary re-

sponsibility upon the classroom teacher for the opera-

tion of audio-visual equipment in his classroom even

though he mav want to delegate this responsibility to

students in his own class. If he does this, the teacher

has student operators in each class who are directly

responsible to. him. There is no divided authority.

The central control of the audio-visual program,

however, is still in the hands of the audio-visual co-

ordinator. His responsibilities include working with

teachers to plan their use of audio-visual materials

;

booking, receiving. di.stributing, and returning all a-v

materials used in the building ; scheduling the use

of projectors and other equipment : maintaining equip-

ment in good operating condition ; training teachers

and students to operate all kinds of equipment, and

supervising a group of students to help with the over-

all program.

Each morning a "Duty Sheet" is made up for the

student assistants. Each use of audio-visual materials

is detailed and students are assigned. Materials and

equi])ment are assembled for each assignment. Special

instructions are given to the student assistants about

delivering and picking u\) equipment and materials.

At the beginning of the semester when this new plan

was introduced, a number of teachers who planned

to make regular use of audio-visual materials asked

for and were given instructions by the coordinator in

the operation of equipment. Others designated two

students from each of their classes to receive operators'

instruction. A student trained in this way was issued

a card which clearly indicated the ty])e of equipment

he was competent to handle, and he is ])ermitted to

operate only that equipment.

Since this new plan has been in operation, a num-

ber of values have been discovered. Eirst has been

the lessening of difificulties in the mechanics of the

program. This was expected, but a striking result

has been the change in class attitudes. Now the use

of the motion picture is being accepted as a normal

part of class procedure rather than as a "movie" and

a pleasant diversion. The students, in planning with

the teacher, are con.stantly on the watch for materials

that can be used in class. The fact that the teacher

with his students accepts the com])lete responsibility

for the use of audio-visual materials in a class en-

courages the development of group techniques of

.study in that class.

Not all teachers have taken advantage of the newer

projection service alternatives. .Some have been satis-

fied to have ojjerators from the central jiool take care

of all their ])rojection. The audio-visual department

attempts to be of maximum service to every teacher

and follows through with any one of the three methods

chosen. It is hoped, however, that there will be less

and less dependence upon the central pool for opera-

tors. By making our procedures more flexil^le and by

placing more responsibility upon classroom teachers.

we feel sure that we have definitely improved our audio-

visual .service and that our program will operate more

efificientlv than ever before.

"Operation East High"

Some hints for efticient handling and setting

up of a-v equipment come from Denver's East

High School. Tlie top photo, showing a visual

aids assistant moving toward his classroom

destination, points up the extreme portability

of the motion picture projection equipment.

The projector is fastened to the top of the

rubber-wheeled cart, the speaker, to the shelf;

there is space on tlie cart for films, take-up

reel, and screen.

A yoke arrangement permits the projec-

tor to be elevated while still fastened to the

cart. When the equipment arrives in the

classroom, all that is necessary is to plug in

the machine and set up the screen.

The bottom photo shows the machine

tlireaded with tlie film, connected to the out-

let (right in back of the machine), and ready

to go. Note the arrangement of coiling the

cord on a special bracket on the cart. No
tangled cords at Kast -High ! The visual aids

assistant is checking the machine before turn-

l ing over the operation to the student operator

• (from the class) standing behind the machine.
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MUCH INSTRUCTION 111 today's schools deals with

the teaching of "principles" and giving ex-

amples of their applications in everyday liv-

ing. At least three ditTerent uses are made of principles

:

(1) to explain why certain things happen, (2) to pre-

dict what is most likely to happen under a given set of

circumstances or conditions, and (3) to set up conditions

to bring about desired ends. There are, of course,

many dififerent types of behaviors related to each ot

these uses, but this classification will serve to guide

this discussion.

In addition to teaching about principles, most edu-

cators are concerned with determining the extent to

which students are actually able to use them in daily

living. One method of measuring a student's ability

to apply principles of science, social .science, health

education, mathematics, or other a.spects of in-school

by JAMES W. BROWN. Supervisor

Instructional Materials Center,

U. of Washington, Seattle

VISUAL TEACHING TOOLS

CAN BE

TESTING TOOLS

Visualized Testing

instruction would involve having competent persons

follow the student outside school to observe carefully

how he meets and solves life problems which involve

the principles. Along with this observation of be-

havior, it would also be necessary to obtain evidence

concerning the mental processes the student uses in

arriving at solutions to problems through the use ot

principles.

A second form of evaluation is the "performance"

test, which often makes wide use of realia and equip-

ment. Possibly this test form is, for many curricular

objectives, the most nearly valid instrument capable

of being administered within school walls. But it does

have serious limitations : ( 1
) it is not equally adapt-

able to all areas of the curriculum, (2) the time re-

quired for administration on an individual basis is

usually more than can be allowed in the ordinary

classroom teaching situation, (3) the time required

to construct the problem situations and to collect and
arrange materials and interview questionnaires is

great, (4) it is difificult to obtain standardized scoring

techniques, and (5) the "individual" nature of the

test introduces difficulties in the administrative rou-

tine of the classroom.

Because evidence from out-of-school observation or

in-school performance tests is cumbersome and difificult

to gather, most educators rely chiefly upon a third

type
—

"short-cut" evaluation devices which are one
step further removed from "realities". Most short-cut

methods are in written verbal form—the mimeographed
informal class test, the standardized printed test, the

reading assignment cou]:>led with questions to be an-
swered, and others.

The prime requisite of a satisfactory measuring in-

strument for an instructional objective (such as that

of helping students develop the ability to apply prin-

ciples in solving problems) is that it allow those stu-

dents actually having the abiljty or quality measured

to demonstrate that they have it. \\'hen evaluation is

attempted entirely in verbal test form, results conceiv-

ably may be at least partially invalidated because : ( 1

)

the words of the test may provide a non-uniform stimu-

lus since all students will interpret meanings in identi-

cal ways, (2) students must "piece together" the verb-

alized test problems, one part at a time, to determine

what is given and what is required to respond, and (3)

the quality and quantity may be influenced as much by

the speed and understanding with which students read

and write as by their knowledge of the problem.

The problem, then, seems to develop into one of

selecting a suitable evaluation medium which: (1) is

readily administerable to groups of students, (2) allows

students who have the ability or quality measured to

demonstrate they have it (validity) without introduc-

ing extraneous factors such as the ability to interpret

the meaning of the medium in which the problem is

presented. (3) is "life-like", in that the problems are

presented in much the same manner as they might be

encountered in life outside school walls. Neither the

completely verbal test nor the individual performance

test satisfies all these criteria, and we will assume that

out-of-school observations of student behavior are, in

most instances, too difificult to use on a large scale.

However, combinations of "visual", "verbal", and

"realia" test components appear to offer promise in sat-

isfying some of the above criteria. Pictorial representa-

tions of things, events, or situations coupled with oral

or printed verbal materials to set up problem situ-

ations appear to be worth using because ; ( 1 ) they are

not subject to the criticism that reading ability is too

much a factor in influencing the quality of the student's

response. (2) various aspects of problems may be pre-

sented almost simultaneously, rather than piecemeal,

(3) relationships between various parts of problems

are "seeable", (4) graphic or pictorial representations

of things, events, or situations are fairly life-like, thus
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facilitating transitions between "problenis-in-school''

and "problems-in-life", (5) it is possible to ask good
questions about some things which cannot be "de-

scribed" or "set up" adequately through words alone,

(6) the pictorial content provides an element of variety

to testing procedures which students like (their at-

titude toward test taking is improved), and (7) some
students, particularly those in the lower IQ brackets,

believe they have a better chance of demonstrating

their true ability when the test is not completely verbal.

The remainder of this article suggests a few of the

many ways in which visualized testmg may be accom-
plished in the ordinary classroom without undue ex-

penditure of time, effort, or money by using audio-

visual tools available in most schools today.

Films

Films may be used in appraising the ability of stu-

dents to apply and use principles in several different

ways

:

1. With problem-presenting films which include com-
plete demonstrations of the applications of principles,

the teacher stops the film short of the completed demon-
stration and asks the students to predict what will hap-
pen, to tell what additional steps would have to be
taken to arrive at a desired end, or to give reasons for

the certain occurences in the film.

2. Using a film which is not familiar to the students,

the teacher provides his own commentary and asks

students to evaluate the accuracy of his explanations

of events portrayed on the screen.

3. Showing a portion of an unfamiliar film without
commentary—either on the track or by the teacher

—

the students are asked to explain what is happening as

deduced from visual clues on the screen.

4. Showing two films biased in different extremes,

students are asked to criticize each and to select a
suitable balance of opinion on the basis of facts and
evidence given.

5. A middle portion of a sequence of operations or

events is left out when the film is shown. Students
are asked to tell what probably occurred between the

two episodes to account for the result which is shown.

Slides

Still pictures and diagrams, when projected on the

screen or blackboard in slide form, are also useful as

the basis for determining the ability of students to ap-

ply and use principles. The relative inexpensiveness

of slides, both colored and black and white, enables

the teacher to bring to the classroom scenes from the

immediate environment and tcr' tie to them examples
of the application of "textbook" jjrinciples.

Handmade (etched glass, cellophane, gelatin-

covered glass, and others), as well as commercially-

prepared slides may be used in projected tests. Por-
tions of commercially-prepared slides may be blocked

off (appearing black on the screen) by using opaque
tape on the cover glass. This tape may later l)e re-

moved without damage to the slide. Students may
then be asked, for example, to tell what is most prob-

ably in the blacked out portion or to complete the pic-

ture of an experiment.

Specific questions (written or oral) concerning the

relationship of elements within the picture may be

asked by several means without necessity for pointing

at the screen in a darkened room. A grease jiencil can

be used to mark the slide cover glass with numbers or

arrows. Adhesive, scotch, or architect's tape may be

cut into dots or other shapes and applied to the slide

cover. Line drawings can be projected directly onto

the blackboard so that numbers, letters, or other sym-

bols may be added to the picture with chalk. If con-

venient, two slide projectors may be used, in one of

which is a simple white line grid (on black back-

ground), and in the other the illustrative slides to be

used. When both slides are superimposed, the result

is a picture divided into numbered or lettered grid sec-

tions. (Questions concerning the interrelationships be-

tween the parts of the illustration, the identification oi

elements, and so forth may then be asked without con-

fusion or ambiguity. An overhead projector which al-

lows the instructor to "point" with a pencil can, of

course, also be used to advantage for such purposes.

Opaque Projecior Materials

A variety of excellent evaluation materials may be

constructed fairly easily, mounted on paper, 'and used

for testing purposes in an opaque projector. Textbook

and magazine illustrations may be combined with hand-

made sketches to produce visualized test items without

great expense or trouble. Verbal portions of the items

can be typewritten, thus simplifying the mechanics of

administration. When several questions are to be

asked concerning the same illustration, or set of illustra-

tions, the verbal portion may be placed on several

different pieces of fairly stiff paper, each of which

covers only a portion of the "paste-up". These pieces

may then be hinged at one end .of the card with tape

and dropped down one at a time as each different

c|uestion is asked. Lettering, numbering, arrowing, or

blacking out of portions of illustrations for use in the

opaque projector simplifies communication of the "what
is wanted" portion of the item.

Flat Materials

Materials described above for use in the opaque
projector may also be used independently for evalua-

tion purposes. One method is to arrange the cards or

flat pictures at stations throughout the room, to number
each cjyd, and to provide each student with a question

sheet about the cards. Questions may be included on
each card or on the question sheet, and answers would
be recorded by students at each station. Enough sta-

tions should be provided to accommodate the number
of students in tbe class, and a suitable and uniform
time limit should be set for the problems.

A similar method involves passing around the cards

or flat pictures to the seated students. Again the time

limit is set, and the use of answer sheets, numbered to

correspond to the cards, allows all students to begin

simultaneously.

Charts and Diagrams

Charts and diagrams sufficiently large to be seen by
all students in the room may also be used for testing

purposes. Portions of the charts can be numbered, or

colored grid lines can be drawn and labeled, to provide

orientation for questions to be asked. Large letters, or

iiumbers, can also be clipped to charts for testing pur-

{Coniinued on page 130)
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Fifth Annual
Audio-Visual Aids Institute

The program for the Fifth Annual Audio-V'isual Aids

Institute was directed and arranged by IRKNE F. CY-
PHER, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education, Depart-

ment of Communications, New York University; GRACE
F. RAMSEY, Ph.D., Curator of School Relations, De-

partment of Education, The American Museum of Natural

History; and MARGUERITE NEVYGARDEN. M.A..

Supervisor of Audio- Visual Institute, Department of Edu-

cation, The American Museum of Natural History.

IX
THE New York area, January has come to mean

the Audio-Visual Aids Institute. Once again, January

7th and 8th, 1949, found this annual meeting in ses-

sion for the fifth consecutive year at the American

Museum of Natural History. The over-all theme was

"Accent on Utilization of Auditory and Visual Ma-
terials."

The first session of the institute was a preview to

provide teachers with an opportunity to view the

latest teaching films. Films .shown included Introduc-

tion to Earth Science (16mm silent; produced hy

David Schneider of Evander Childs High School,

New York City ; commentary narrated l)y students and

tape-recorded) ; Lic/lit and Shado2>.' (Young America

Films) ; Energy in Rivers (Coronet Films) ; Lije witli

Junior (March of Time, Film Forum Edition) ; and
Building a Highway (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films).

The discussion period which followed, led l)y Dr. Irene

F. Cypher, gave teachers an opportunity to voice opin-

'ions and proved that teachers DO apply critical stand-

ards to the selection of films.

At the Friday evening session, under the chair-

manship of Dr. Charles Russell, an audience of more
than a thousand people saw the new United World
teaching film Greece and previewed an outstanding new
entertainment film, Walt Disney's So Dear to My
Heart, adapted from the book of the same name by
Sterling North. The preview was arranged by the

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures through
the courte.sy of Walt Disney Productions and RKC^
Radio Pictures. The film was introduced by Mr.
Arthur De Brea of the Motion Picture Association.

Dr. Paul A. Kennedy, Assistant Superintendent

of Schools of New York City, served as chairman of

the Saturday morning session. Three classroom

Mr. Wayne M. Faunce, Vice Director, American Museum of
Natural History, and representatives of the winning school motion
picture squads in the annual Oscar contest.

demonstrations of the utilization of auditory and visual

materials were ])resented. A 4th-year class from P.S.

202, Brooklyn, under the direction of Mrs. Pauline

Bash, teacher in charge of visual instruction at that

school, gave the first demonstration. The topic was
"How Do We Travel." The motion picture Passenger

Train ( Encyclopaedia Britannica Films ) and the film-

strip Freight Trains at Work (Eye Gate Hou.se)

were both used, and other tyiies of visual aids were

listed for study and consultation.

The second demonstration was j^resented b\' John F.

F'allon, instructor in science at the Baldwin, Long
Island, High School, with a class of high school stu-

dents. They considered the problem "Body Defen.ses

Against Di.sea.ses," and di.scussion centered about a

motion picture and correlated lilmstrip of that title

produced by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

James MacAndrew, Coordinator of Radio Station

^\'NYFI, presented a demonstration of how radio is

being used in the New York City schools. The pro-

gram, titled "Movie Manners," consisted of a drama-

tization and discussion of one of the Junior High
School Forum programs given over Station WNYE.
A recording of the broadcast was played and then

discussed by four student members of the Junior High
School Workshop from James Fenimore Cooper Jimior

High School, New York City.

Following the demonstrations, at 12 noon, the re-

sults of the "Oscar" competition were announced and

the winning films .shown. F'or three years the Museum
has presented a bronze plaque, or "Oscar," to the

school submitting the best student-made motion pic-

ture. This competition has aroused much interest,

and students in many areas are doing excellent work
in this field. The Institute committee hopes that more
students will be stimulated to activity of this nature

and that there will be many more entries in the 1949

contest.

As explained by Reign .S. Had.sell, chairman of

the panel of judges, the points kept in mind in selecting

the winner were (1) photography (com]X)sition, focus-

ing, titling, narration); (2) story (central theme, im-

agination, continuity, direction): (3) interest value

(to pupils of school making the film, to pupils of any

school, to any audience). The five films selected as

best were then shown, without comment. They were

:

1. Let's Take a Portrait (Motion Picture Club of

Evander Childs High School, New York City). 2.

llie Chieftain Goes to Press (Movie Club of Sewan-

haka High School, Floral Park, N. Y.). 3. The Color-

ful Life (Arista Film Committee and Biology Film

Squad, George Washington High School, New York
City). (4) A Trip to Interstate Park (Science Club,

Roosevelt School, Union City, New Jersey). 5. All

Around the Town (Arista Film Committee and

Biology Film Squad, George Washington High School, <l

New York City).

Wayne M. Faunce. Vice-Director of the Museum,
announced that the "Oscar" had been awarded to

George Washington High School for the film All

Around the Town and made the presentation to the

representative of the Arista Film Committee and

Biology Film Squad of that school. The other four

contestants were awarded certificates of merit.
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• Film and Education—Godfrcv M. Elliott, editor. Philo-

-.ophical Library. 15 East 40tli St., New York 16. 1949.

596 pp. $7.5(1.

Subtitled ".\ Symposium on the Role of the Film in the

Field of Education," this volume contains the thoughts of

37 writers, each discussing a phase of educational film use

with which he is most familiar. The pattern is broad, the

project an impressive one. The result: an interesting source

hook for experienced workers in audio-visual education.

The 11 parts of the book fit together like a well-matched

structure based on the blueprint laid out by the designer,

Dr. Elliott. Each writer has made a thoughtful contribu-

tion to the whole, summarizing his particular topic with

great skill. The authors and sul>jects are familiar, having

appeared in book or article in recent years. Here is a

partial listing of the collaborators:

Godfrey Elliott, Dean McClusky, W. .\. Wittich, Ken-

neth Norbcrg, William Hartley, Hardy Finch, Glen Burch,

Russell Munn. Kenneth Haas, William S. Hocknian, Or-

ville Goldner, Roger .Mbright, ^"crnon Dameron, Ford

Leniler, and so on.

Part One of the book treats of "The Nature of the

FMucational Film": Part Two, "The Educational Film in

the Classroom"; Part Three. "The Educational Film Out-

side the Classroom: Part Four, "The Educational Film

.•\l)road", and Part Five ".Administrative Problems and

Practices."

It is no simple task to select individual chapters for

critical comment, as each is well-written and authoritative.

\y\ interesting chapter is found in "The Psychology of

Seeing", by Herman F. Brandt, Director of Visual Re-

search Laboratories at Drake University (pp. 39-54). The
author has studied the ocular performance of thousands of

eyes over a period of at least ten years, and concludes that

the response to pictures . . . may be scientifically evaluated.

He sums up some important facts on the physiology and

psychology of seeing, and at one point compares the re-

sponse to still and motion pictures. ".Attention as mani-

fested by an audience viewing a motion picture is char-

acteristic of attention at its best", he writes. I predict that

this statement will be repeated many times and in many
places. Dr. Brandt also found that the eyes are relaxed

during the viewing of motion jnctures, because we are

seeing from a distance.

Film and Educalinit has the flavor of a yearbook—perhaps

two or three yearbooks—that should have been published

by one of our professional organizations. In the section

dealing with the use of films in the curriculum, we are

given techniques and film sources for the use of films in

reading, science, mathematics, social studies, language arts,

vocational arts, music education, art, business education,

safety education, health and physical education, and

guidance.

The extra-curricular use of films is descrilied for adult

groups through film forums, for industrial and personnel

training, for medical and nursing education, and for re-

hgious education. Good resumes arc given of the extent

to which films are circulated by public libraries and gov-

ernment agencies: and, in a later section, in foreign

countries.

Mrs. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed.D.. Editor

Probably the most useful sections of the book are found

in the first 400 pages. Film and Education, because of its size

and cost, will have a limited distribution, but it should

find its place on every reference shelf as a good source

book on the problems of motion pictures for education.

• Press, Film, Radio—Report of the Commission on Tech-

nical Needs in Seventeen Countries. UNESCO Publica-

tion. 307 pp. 1948. Available through Columbia Univer-

sity Press, N. Y. 27.

This report is a sequel to the one issued in 1947. The

former volume included the results of field studies made

in war-devastated European countries, China and the Philip-

pines. The present report covers countries in South and

Central America, India, Burma, Malaya, Siam, Indonesia

and a few European countries, viz. Austria, Hungary, Italy.;

The ten field workers, representing seven nations, were

chosen for their knowledge of press, radio and film, and

for their experience in the countries to be visited. They

were first briefed in Paris, where they made a careful

study of the questionnaire and problems to be encountered.

The first field worker left Paris March 9, 1948, and the

last one returned June 29, 1948. This volume of reports

and recommendations appeared in September.

Behind the scenes, much work to implement the recom-

mendations of the Commission has been done by the

Secretariat of UNESCO, including a plan of emergency

aid in newsprint, a plan for the creation of an International

Institute of the Press and Information, and a Compensa-

tion Scheme for the have-countries (called "hard currency")

to share special cultural facilities and technical and scientific

equipment with the have-not ("soft currency") countries.

These plans are described in detail in the .Appendices.

The report is fascinating to read because it offers an

unusual opportunity to survey the status of news, press,

radio and motion picture around the globe. The problems

peculiar to each nation are briefly and interestingly de-

scribed, and one begins to appreciate how much is„being

done with how little—and vice versa! The Firm SuD-

Commission (p. 55) reports, for example, that the Domini-

can Republic is the exception of all Latin American

countries in having a well-established educational cinema

for adult and school audiences. Notable work in the same

fields is also done in Uruguay, Malaya and Singapore.

But in general, the Commission found there is an urgent

need for information on production, distribution and use

of educational films; for catalogs and source lists; for tech-

nical information on prices, quality and use of equipment.

Needless to say. the greatest need is for the means with

which to buy films and equipment at the lowest possible

cost. I'NESCO is studying the desirability of establishing

an International Institute of .Audio-Visual Materials.

No summary or book review can adequately convey the

importance of the information that the members of the

Commission on Press, Film and Radio found in their

first-hand contacts. Read the report and broaden your own
world outlook. Teachers and producers of films and equip-

ment in the United States are the great hope and source

of inspiration for the nations of the world.
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Microscope and Its Use

(Young America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New-

York 17, New York) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and

white. 1948. Produced by the Centron Corporation. $40.00.

Description of Contents:

This film explains the structure of a simple microscope

and demonstrates its correct handling and use.

After various types of microscopes are shown briefly and

their value in the study of plant and animal life is empha-
sized, a young man points out the base, stage, objectives,

revolving nosepiece. tube, eyepiece, adjusting knob, and
mirror as the narrator names them and the names appear

on the screen.

The young man then demonstrates the use of the micro-

scope as the narrator explains it. He carries the microscope
correctly, tilts it to a comfortable angle on his work table,

makes first gross and then fine adjustments of the objectives

and the mirror, and finally arrives at tlie critical focusing

of the lower power objective. The latter operation is

shown as it appears to the demonstrator.

A girl next shows how to learn to look through a

microscope with both eyes open by covering one eye with
one hand and slowly withdrawing it. The summary re-

views the material presented, shows a high-school boy
and girl working with microscopes, and emphasizes the

role of the microscope in obtaining a better understanding
of an unseen world and life itself.

Committee Appraisal:

This demonstration of the handling and use of a micro-
scope should reinforce the science teacher's efforts to

Younq America Films

Through the microscope ... a better understanding of
an unseen world and life itself.

CAROLYN SUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

establish proper Iiabits and attitudes in the laboratory. It

also affords clear close-up views and explanations of the

essentials which are not always possible with the average-

size group. Very good photography and simple narration

contribute to the over-all effectiveness of the film for

science classroom and hobby groups on the high-school

and college levels.

Berber of Seville

(Official Films, Inc.. 25 West 45th Street. New York 19,

New York) 21 minutes, 16mni. sound, black and white,

n.d. Produced by George Richfield. $100.00.

Description of Contents:

This film presents the highlights of Rossini's Barber of

Sctiillf. sung by members of La Scala and the Rome Opera

Companies, and acted synchronously by a dramatic cast on

the stage of the Rome Opera House. Angelo Questa
directs, and the orchestra and the chorus are from the

Rome Opera.

A narrator briefly explains the situation as the scene

opens on a square 1)efore Dr. Bartolo"s house in Seville.

After Count .Mmaviva serenades Rosina. apparently in

vain, the barber Figaro appears to sing his famous "Largo
al factotum." Within the house Rosina sings "Una voce poco

fa" to her pet birds, while Dr. Bartolo and Don Basilio plot

to slander Rosina's suitor. Figaro overhears the two and warns
Rosina that her guardian wishes to marry her. Almaviva, now
disguised as a drunken soldier, forces his way into the home.

but his plan is interrupted by the police. He next arrives in

the garb of Don Basilio's assistant to give Rosina her music

les.son. While Dr. Bartolo supervises the music lesson, Figaro

distracts him unsuccessfully by shaving him. When Dr. Bar-

tolo arrives unexpectedly, he is bribed by .\lmaviva to leave

quickly. That night .Mmaviva forces Don Basilio to marry
him to Rosina, and Dr. Bartolo finally forgives them.

Committee Appraisal:

This film presents a rare opportunity for audiences too far

from opera houses to experience an actual opera performance.

Likewise it should be of great interest to groups preparing to

attend an actual performance. The essentials of the plot remain

intact, the narrator's explanations are unobtrusive, the musi-

cians are of high calibre, and the acting is very credible. While
only Tito Gobbi. who is Figaro, both sings and acts his part.

the dramatic cast give realistic performances as opera singers

and at the .same time conform to the average person's concep-

tion of dramatic acting. Wide gestures are minimized, but

the traditional caricatures and "business" are retained. The
regular stage settings and costumes are used, with the stage

curtain closing oidy at the end of the film. The camera tech-

niques and cutting effectively overcome some of the handicaps of

an actual performance, such as time lapses and excessive

distances from tlie stage. The voices are always heard from
the same distance, whether close-ups or long shots are being

used. Olin Downes, who acts as commentator in several of
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Official Films

A music lesson with complications ... in Rossini's "Bar-

ber of Seville" on film, sung by members of La Scala and
the Rome Opera Companies and acted synchronously by

a dramatic cast on the stage of the Rome Opera House.

the other films in this series, adds wit and a voice familiar to

devotees of the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan broadcasts.

Other titles in this series, which follow the same pattern, are

Canucit, The Marriage of Fii/aro, Don Pasqnale, William Tell,

and Litcia di Lammermour.

Designing Women
(British Information Services, 39 South LaSalle Street,

Chicago 3, Illinois^ 23 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and
white. 1947. Produced by Merlin Films for Central Office

of Information. $67.50.

Description of Contents:

Evolving around the problems of two newlyweds as they

plan the decorations and furnishings for their apartment,

the film develops basic principles in the design and selec-

tion of furniture.

The opening sequence shows the newlyweds, Anna and
Tom, heavily laden with an odd assortment of wedding
presents, entering an unfurnished apartment which in two
weeks is to be their home. Uncertainty as to what each

wants, differences in tastes, and lack of important informa-
tion cause the couple to come to an impasse in placing and
organizing their gifts. They decide to break the deadlock
with a cup of tea. Anna has previously had an electric

refrigerator and stove installed in the kitchen, but it soon
becomes obvious that she failed to take into consideration

the space required by the in-a-door table when it is lowered,

since to get from the refrigerator to the stove, Tom and
Anna have to crawl under the table. They prepare tea and
set the table under great difficulty. As they begin to drink

tea, they realize that they should make a wish, since this

is their first meal in the apartment.

When the wishes of both center about furnishing the new
home, from the realm of the supernatural appear two ethe-

real figures. Miss Arty and Miss Design. They have come
in response to the wishes of the young couple. Miss .'\rty

furnishes the apartment very much in accord with Tom's
original idea of what he thought he wanted, with everything

for show and very ornate and the appearance of utilitarian

objects camouflaged. When Miss Design and Anna are
not pleased with the results. Miss Design causes the fur-

niture and furnishings to evanesce and replaces them with
pieces of Anna's and her choice.

The rooms as furnished by Miss Arty arc in violent

contrast with those planned and arranged by Miss Design,
who applies the criteria— (1) Does it work? (2) Is it genu-
ine and well made? and (3) Is it attractive? When Tom
sees the contrast, he too prefers the simple, useful, and
attractive plan. As Miss Design and Miss Arty fade out,

the scene returns to Tom and Anna making their wishes

over their cups of tea in the poorly-planned kitchen. Both
feel that they are beginning to know what they want, and
that they can meet the problem with confidence and a sense

of direction.

Committee Appraisal:

Human interest provided by the natural situations and
likable couple, the element of surprise provided by the

unreal Miss Arty and Miss Design and their magic powers,

and the unforced and easy flow of events, combined with

an interesting plot, add to the effectiveness of this film.

The film represents a delightful deviation from the tradi-

tional treatinent of the subject of interior decoration in that

it uses imaguiation, conflict, contrast, and surprise. Both
adult audiences and senior high school classes in home
management should find this film valuable for contrasting

the two types of home furnishing and for developing the

concepts of practicality, durability, and true beauty in in-

terior decoration.

Wonders in Your Own Back Yard
(Churchill-Wexler Film Productions, 137 North La Brea
Avenue, Los Angeles 38, California) 10 minutes, 16mm,
sound, color or black and white. 1948. $80 or $40.

Description of Contents:

Opening with a view of an average back yard which is

apparently quiet, the film shows that actually there are

hundreds of tiny animals under and on the plants.

A boy and a girl in the yard first discover a worm,
which stretches and pulls itself as it crawls along the

ground. The narrator explains how worms benefit the

ground by loosening and fertilizing it. Next the children

find a common house spider with several round egg sacs

in its web. The narrator explains that although most
spiders are harmless, some do bite, so it is best merely

to watch them. The spider is shown spinning its web
with the sticky silk from its body, which will help to

catch flies and other insects.

Under a clover leaf the children find several millipedes,

whose characteristics the narrator describes as they move
about. A sow bug and its cousin, a pill bug, are next

seen, with only their feelers showing outside their shells.

Another shelled animal in the garden, the snail, is pictured

in close-ups from both above and below as it crawls on
a glass surface. Its shell, foot, eyes, and feelers are pointed

out and discussed as it moves along and hunts food.

As a summary, the narrator suggests that everyone can

have fun hunting these animals and many more in any
back yard.

Committee Appraisal:

Excellent close-up photography, a careful comparison of

sizes, slowly-paced and simply-constructed narration, and
a strongly motivated treatment are very effective in this

film, which should be useful on the primary and intermediate

grade levels to stimulate an interest in finding and study-

ing tiny animals and insects in the immediate surroundings.

Annual List of Sunnmer A-V Courses

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S annual listing

of sitmmer audio-visual courses will begin in the

April issue. Directors of audio-visual education

should send complete information on courses of-

fered at their schools to The Editor, Educational

Screen, 64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, Illinois. The
name of the university or college offering the

course, the title of the course, the dates, and the

name of the instructor are needed.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

Church Craft's Films

During the past summer Cliurch Craft Pictures, Inc.,

producers of 2 x 2 kodachrome slides, entered the film

field by making in Hollywood four Biblical pictures.

This series is known as the March of Truth films, with

a second series entitled The March of Faith being

planned.

The four fihns are: Daniel in the Lions' Den (17

minutes), And Forbid Them Not (IO3/2 minutes),

Abraham's Faith (16 minutes), and The Raising of

Lazarus (13 minutes). They are dramatic sound films

in black and white. They are based upon Scriptural

stories, or teachings, as in the case of And Forbid Them
Not.

Taken as a whole, these films have acceptable techni-

cal qualities. The photography is satisfactory through-

out in a prosaic manner, there being few definite artistic

touches. The settings are generally good, but the locale

chosen for the scenes of the Lazarus and Abraham
films leaves much to be desired in authenticity. While
the costuming is fair to good, there is too much yardage,

and too much sameness, in many places. Makeup is

very good except in Daniel, where the principal charac-

ters are distractingly bedecked with beards far more
generous than artistic or authentic.

The acting of the primary characters is good in all

the films. iDaniel and Abraham are well portrayed.

Nelson Leigh's rendition of the role of Jesus in the

"Abraham's Faith" . a new Church Craft film.

Lazarus film and in .lud Forbid Them Not. however,

leaves much to be desired. He has a tired and weary

aloofness one finds hard to accept. He seems detached

from the life around him ; acting a role rather than

living a life. For many, his version will not adequately

represent the Man of Galilee whose mental and physical

vigor helped him win virile men as his disciples.

In all the films the soundtrack is (|uite .satisfactory.

It carried background music, original in .some places

and adapted in others ; a small amount of narration

;

and the dramatic dialogue which is well-spoken and a

splendid blending of Biblical and- extra-Biblical text

materials. In the Daniel film, several of Darius' speeches

are superb.

Turning from this sketchy discussion of the technical

side to utilization, several very important questions

are raised by this quartet of films : For what age groups

are they intended? How can they be used in the

teaching of religion in the churches?

While Ralph Jester's skillful fabrication of a charm-

ing and plausible story to illustrate the two basic

"sayings" in And Forbid Them Not includes children,

the film as a whole concerns itself with religious ideas

and theological implications wholly on the adult level.

Despite the prolific beards, the Daniel story is well

told. But, to what purpose? It will take greater skill

than most teachers (including the clergy) possess to

keep the seeing of this film by children from landing

in the same psychological category as the Saturday

afternoon thriller at the neighborhood theater. In a

minute or more of film and footage, this film could

have been made even more "scriptural." It could

have .shown the king's guards throwing the children

and the wives of the conspirators into the lions' den.

After all, why stop a good film in the middle of a

Biblical sentence

!

Abraham's near-slaying of his son had already been

twice filmed. {Abraliam and Isaac by Crusader Films

and .Ibraham's Sacrifice by Foundation Films Corp.).

\Vas a third version needed? Mot unless it surpassed

the others in technical quality and in exposition of

theological content and implications. Many consci-

entious and devoted teachers, lay and clerical, will

hesitate to bring any film version of this story before

their younger pupils. For children the negative conno-

tations of the films outweigh their positive values. It

could be used with adult groups, in church and college,

to motivate the studv and the discussion of such
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[subjects as the development of religious ideas among
the earh- Hebrews or the imjiact of surrf)unding cults

i and i)ractices upon the Hebrew ])atriarchs.

Every Biblical motion picture has an exegetical

character, and in exegesis there is a wide divergence

of honest and intelligent scholarship and opinion. Many
religious educators will find the Lazarus filni too excit-

ing, objective and confusing for children. Others will

see in the film version an emphasis and exposition

incompatible with good religious education for children

and youth.

As with all films in the church field, the usefulness

of the March of Truth films will be determined, to a

large degree, by how much their inherent exegesis

harmonizes with the dominant religious concerns and
concepts of the user. Because of this fact, these new
films will be hard for many church people to utilize

in advancing non-dogmatic and liberal interpretations

of the Bible and religion.—WSH.
Film Guides for Leaders

With the printing of a leader's guide for the film.

The Calling of Matthen', the Editorial Division of

the General Board of Education of the Methodist
Church (Nashville 2) sets a fast pace for other de-

nominations to follow. It augurs well for the fu-

ture when a division of a top denominational board

takes such a significant step in the direction of im-

proving the utilization of motion pictures which
are being used widely within that communion.

This "Leader's Guide" is a well-printed, four-

page, 6" X 9" folder. Its contents are grouped under
five general headings : What the Film Is About,
This Film Is Especially Suitable For, Suggestions

for the L'se of This Film, Group Preparation, and
Outline for a Film Teaching Plan. Every minute
the user spends with this stimulating, informative,

complete and helpful material will increase the

film's effectiveness in reaching the goals he seeks

for his film-session.

This is the best job to date. It was worked out at

the 1947 visual seminar of the Methodists at Los
Angeles and embodies the ideas of a number of

ileaciers who were asked to send in plans and sug-

'^gestions.

Guides on four other films are now being printed:

The 6ra^^~a^ Forgiveness, The Way of Peace, That

They Might Have Life, and For All People. Pre-

f sumably. these guides will be sent out when the

films are booked.

Notes on Materials

Easter is a 27-frame color filmstrip by Young
America. Presents a body of information about Easter,

most of it on the secular side, including the formula

for reckoning the date of Easter. An acceptable read-

ing-filmstrip for use with Juniors up. Since the deeper

religious significance is not treated, it will be excellent

for school use.

Sunday School Is Fun is a set of 28 kodachrome

slides produced by photographing the retouched pages

of a book by the same name which was written by Helen

Link, illustrr<^ed by Charlotte Kehfeld, and published

by the Christia.: Education Press (St. Louis 3, Mo.).

Intended for small children, parents, and teachers,

it is never quite in focus for any one group. It tries

to show that "going to Sunday School may be a joy-

ful experience." In the "Story of the Blue Violet",

2'iiiiiiiit)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii)iiirHiiiiirtiiriiiiiiitiiiniii(iiiiMiiiii(iii(iiitir(tiii(iiiiiii(iiiiiiriMitiitiiiiii(iiiiMiiiintiMiiittiiriiiriiiiMtiniri iiiiiiiiiiii(MiiiiiiiitiiiiiiriiiiiiiMliriiiiiliiiillilMiiiii)iiiiiiiii(iiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiilirriltriiitiliiillli<liliriiiiMiiiniiiHiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiii^

liei^and Ui£> Jlite^al

• It is very doubtful that the Biblical literalists will

be able to translate great sections of the Bil)le into

motion pictures. Literal and prose-like versions may
present the bare facts of a story and help educators

pile up in the minds of pupils a lot of information

about the Bible. Thev can hardly transmit the eter-

nal, the spiritual, the intangible elements of the great

stories. This is the job for the film-poets ; a work
for the imagination. The fundamental task is be-

yond literalism.

A ])aragra])h from a film review in the December
1948 /•'///;; Xcivs, written by Dr. Robert M. Perry,

Assistant Professor of Religious Education in New
fSw^ork L^niversity, poses the problem in this light

:

"Good photograpliers have been laboring for years

to make pictures more i)oetic, less literal, h photo-

graph, like a ])aiiiting, can be more than a presentation.

I It can stir,. the imagination. If the 'still' photographers

\, have fouiicf the imaginative element a desideratum,

f how much more should the producers of motion pic-

I
tures, especially of religious motion jjictures."

I
One almost shudders to think of what will hapi)en

I when the literalists take hold of the great missionary

I treatise, the Book of Jonah. We are certain to get

I the husks, the externals, the unimportant—leaving

the basic .spirit and inessage of the book for other

workmen to capture. The same misfortune is likely

to overtake the Book of Job and the Prophets. Al-

ready a producer has given us an un-inspired version

of one of the most dramatic and unique of them in

the filming of Amos.
There is a place for authenticity, both in the gen-

eral and in details. If a film's purpose is to present

authentically a body of data, then all phoniness

should be eschewed. However, a great and useful

I'iblical film is not made by sticking to the text

literally. It takes more than that to make a great

film. Authenticity in detail and literalness in treat-

ment weave too coarse a net to capture spirit, mean-

ing, message. As well try to carry water in a fish

net!

The church does not want the Biblical stories em-

balmed, either. The film-embalmers have already

tried their hand at it and the results look alive but

are still dead, indeed. The church wants the stories

and the characters of the Bible brought to life, and

this is a task well beyond the mind and the craft of

the embalmers.

—WSH.
.IIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllltllMIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIirillltllllllltllllllllllirilllllllMIIIDIIIIIKIItllllllllllllllinillltlllDllllt iitiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiitiiirriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiifMiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiitiiitMiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiMiitiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiinitiitiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiriiiiiMit
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liidaxf. Wa^d^ilml

PRESENT >><7^e 2u^t" 0^'^^i^ZICODEMUS
This beautiful, colored, sound motion picture, adapted from the renowned
Zion Passion Play is an ideal movie for Sermon illustration, church and
Sunday School programs.
Approximately 425 feet. Rental $5.00. Purchase price $110.00

Approximately iOO feet

"*7<4e Jl<ut SufLp^en.
rr

Rental $7.50. Purchase price $175.00

Living Word Films" are not just motion pictures of a stage play, but
rather an intimate recreation of the life. Ministry and Passion of our Lord,
filmed in the utmost reverence.

"The Crucifixion" and other films of the Passion of our Lord are now In

production. For additional information write:

ZION ILLINOIS

MAKE ANY ROOM
A Projection Room With

SUPERTEX Black Shades
Completely darken any

auditorium, lecture hall,

class room, otfice labora-

tory, X-ray room, etc., by
fitting the windows with

the absolutely light proof

Supertex Black Shades.

Supertax Material is a

solid black—will not crack

or peel—hangs smoothly

—lasts for years. (Made
up all black or black with

tan outside.)

TWO TYPES
Supertex Shades are spring roller mounted. May
be had to lap over window frame (for general
darkening) or to operate in "crack closer" guides
(for complete blackout).

Wrife today for Bulletin XI 04 and samples
of Supertex. For prices give exact sizes
and number of openings to be covered.

BECKIEY-CARDY CO. SrJ-r,"

fl()\\ci-.<; are per.sonified and the thought ambles along
childishly while such adult words as "searched,"
"admire," "gracefully,"' "proudly," "amazed to see,"
"e.xclaim." etc., are employed. The closing is a gem !

—

"She was drinking in the beauty of (Jod's great world
and reflecting the beauty of the evening sky." No
mean chore for one little violet! .Many teachers will

use it ; the better ones will probably not.

Hic a Mis.sioNARY was produced by the American
Lutheran CJiurch. It is a 54-frame filmstrip in black
and white. Mr. C. A. Whisner is the illustrator. There
are captions on the frames as well as a 3>4-page script.

It sets out to tell church-school boys and girls that
they should be missionaries right at home by l)ringing

into the church their school friends. The drawings
are pleasing and acceptable, but the motivation is

weak.

Alaska: A Modern Frontier is a 10-minute
Coronet Instructional Film giving a general overview
of Alaskan geography, wealth, industry, cities, and
transportation, especially air transport. The accent
falls on geography, very little attention being given
to the people as such. This film should be useful in

giving church groups, beginning with Juniors, back-
ground information for a better understanding of the
church's work and opportunity in Alaska. A good
supplement for the "missionary" films on Alaska.

Catholic Films

Owner's All is a 28-minute black and white (and
color) film telling the story of cooperatives of all
kinds in Nova Scotia. It is factual and straight-
forward. It was produced by the St. Xavier Uni-
versity. The Harmon Foundation, Inc., 140 Nassau
St., N. Y. 7, is the distributor.

Christ the King, produced by Simplex, Inc., (1564
Broadway, N. Y. 19), is a realistic portrayal of the
principle events in the life of Jesus from the bap-
tism onward. The second half of the picture, be-
ginning with the Last Supper, is stark, realistic,
with more emphasis on the details of the crucifixion
than would be good for non-adult groups.

\Vhile March of Time's film. The Vatican of Pius
XII, is intended for all faiths, it will be espe-
cially interesting to Roman Catholic audiences
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"Owner's All" ... a film story about cooperatives.
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The Religious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprinf of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60e

since it is an overview of history, artistic splendors,

contemporary activities and personalities of Va-
tican City and the X'atican. It has the breathless

disorganization of Annt Fanny's version of a train

wreck. Many seqnences are snatched off the screen

before they can be comprehended. Does time need
to march that fast? The distributor is Library Films

(25 W. 45th Street, N. Y. 19).

Events

• The Second Religious Audio-Visual Institute, sponsored

jointly by the Pennsylvania State Council of Christian Edu-
cation and Pennsylvania State College, will be held at Penn
State on June 20, 21 and 22.

• The Fifth Workshop in Audio-Visual Education under the

auspices of the International Council of Religious Education

will be held at Green Lake, Wisconsin, August 29th through

September 5th.

Announced

• F"amily Films, Inc. (6047 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28) has announced three films "to give the minister or religious

educator a springboard for sermon or discussion." Professional

casts do the acting. The titles are : A Boy and His Prayers,

Unto Thyself Be True, and Vesterday, Today and Forever.

Each will be reviewed as they are available.

• The Swedish film, / Am With You, brought to the U. S.

by the Religious Film Association, was very well received

when previewed in New York by executives of the foreign

mission boards. A review and evaluation of this film will ap-

pear in the April issue of Educ.\tion.\l Screen.

Correspondence

"I have read with interest your current (December) article

in the EnucATioNAt. Screen on the distribution of films to the

churches. .A.s you know, we tried to simplify matters by making
films available on an outright sales basis, having eliminated the

old lease with its restrictive terms. The amount to charge for

rental is always a problem for the reasons you set forth, and
I feel that the ultimate solution will be the production of good
films at a low enough cost that the churches, church libraries,

denominational libraries and commercial dealers will find it

possible to buy them outright. Rental rates will then only have
to be high enough to cover distribution charges and a fair

profit. Unfortunately, not enough pictures in this category are

available to convince churches or dealers that the plan is

piofitable."—Wm. Sherman Greene, Jr.. General Manager,
Religious Film Division, United World Films, Inc.

Charles F. Teed (5 Cartwright Ave., Sidney, N. Y.) likes

the idea of culling the catalogues, adding : "I have thought
for some time that a more critical listing in the catalogues
would be a benefit to all concerned." . . . Charles B. Hastie
(Associate Minister, First Congregational Church, Saginaw,
Mich.) goes further: "I nominate," he says, "for retirement
the American Bible Society's Parable of the Sozcer. It was
screened at a meeting of our film council here last week and
it was generally agreed that it was poor on all counts. I think
that it does the ABS a disservice." . . . Walter N. Vernon,
Jr., of the Editorial Board of the Methodist Church (Nashville
2) has this to say: "I am glad that you made this suggestion
(retirement of the silent film, I'nto the Hills.) for all of us feel

that our Publishing House catalogue would be improved by
dropping a number of titles."

PICTURE IN YOUR MIND
A New Film by PHILIP STAPP
Who Made BOUNDARY LINES

Will Be Released May 1st By

JULIEN BRYAN

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
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Unesco Promotes A-V One World

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-

tin-al Organization has communicated to its member
states the text of an agreement which will remove all

customs duties and quantitative restrictions on the im-

portation of films and other visual and auditory mate-

rials which have been certified to be of an educational,

scientific); ijr cultural character. The agreement, which

liecomes operative after acceptance by ten states, is the

first intediational agreement to be sponsored by Unesco
and appl^g to films, filmstrips, microfilm, sound record-

ings, glass slides, models, ^ikll chatts, maps and posters.

It was approved by the Third Session of the General

Conference at its recent meeting in Beirut, Lebanon.

£6 Scholkirship Awardi
Fifteen universities in tl^.U.^. have been selected

as the recipients of the 1949" Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films tuition scholarship awards for summer study in

audio-visual education, it has been announced bv Floyde

E. Brooker, chairman of the Scholarship Selection

Jioard. Universities chosen are as follows

:

Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.

Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.
Kent- State University, Kent, Ohio.

Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Ind.

Occidental College, Los Angeles, Calif.

Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Okla.

State College of Washington, Pullman, Wash.
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
University of Mississippi, University, Miss.
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Wayne University, Detroit, Mich.

All of the universities chosen have outstanding a-v
programs and will offer full-time courses in a-v instruc-
tion for those who are appointed for the tuition grants.
The institutions will name the scholars for this sum-
mer's study. The sole requirement for EBFilms
scholars is that they be teachers or school adminis-
trators with special responsibility for a-v instruction.
The fifteen universities will receive applications for the
awards until May 1, 1949.

EB SCHOLARSHIP SELECTION BOARD: Left to right, sitting-
Margaret Divhla, Supervisor of Audio-Visual Aids, Los Angeles
schools; chairman Floyde E. Brooker, Chief, Audio-Visual Aids U S
OfRce of Education; and Elizabeth Golferman, Director of Audio-
Visual Education St Louis schools. Standing-Thurman White of
the University of Oklahoma; Irving Boerlin of Pennsylvania State
t^oliege; and Edgar Dale of Ohio State University.

BEHIND THE CONFERENCE TABLE: Some of the parfcipants in

the recent a-v Chicago conference—left to right, sitting: Orlin
Trapp, Chairman of the Midwest Forum; Ervin Nelson of Ampro
Corporation; Patricia Blair, Film Advisor of the Amer'can Library
Association; and Ray Bingham, President of EFLA. Standing: Roger
Albright of the Motion Picture Association of America; Dennis
Williams, Vice-president of EBFilms; Kenneth Edwards of Eastman
Kodak; James Fitzwater, Audio-Visual Director of Chicago schools;
L. C. Larson of Indiana University; and Glen Burch, Executive
Director of the FCA.

Chicago Audio-Visual Conference

Tangible recommendations for action about long-

range goals and problems confronting a-v education,

steps to be taken to reach these goals, and methods
for holding a national audio-visual summer convention
of all educators and commercial people engaged in

audio-visual programs were recommended as a result of

a two-day audio-visual conference held in Chicago in

January.

The conference, attended by some thirty people in

the Middle West active in audio-visual work, was called

by Floyde E. Brooker as chairman of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films Scholarship Selection Board. Re-
ports prepared by the audio-visual representatives meet-
ing with the Scholarship Board at the Chicago sessions

are now being worked into formal statements and will

be issued as final recommendations of the entire group.

A-V Clinic at Virginia State

To satisfy and answer an increasing number of re-

quests for aid in the use of audio-visual materials, the
Virginia State College Audio-Visual Center has estab-

lished an Audio-Visual Clinic at the College to operate
without cost for the convenience of principals, super-
visors, teachers, and church workers interested in solv-

ing prol)lems related to audio-visual programs, accord-
ing to an announcement by Dr. L. H. I'-oster. president
of the college. The Clinic iirograms, conducted by the

college Audio-Msual Center under the direction of

Samuel A. Madden, will be oj^erated each Saturday
morning of the school year.

Barnes to Texas A&M
Walter Nelson Barnes has been named assistant

director of the department of photographic and visual

aids laboratory of Te.xas A&M College. He will be

in charge of the motion picture and filmstrips section,

Howard Berry, director of the department, announces,
Barnes comes to A&M from Indiana University, where
he was supervisor of photographic service in the audio-

visual center.

I
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ILLIANT PICTURES at Th

lAT'S WHAT YOU SEE when your 16mm films

are projected with the
• Snow-jewelled hills and trees sparkle with
brightness. Contrasting shadows slide down
sloping banks. Ski tracks show up in crisp

detail. You see dramatic presentations like

these when films with wintertime scenes are

projected with the RCA "400".

The quality of your screen presentations,

to a large extent, determines the effectiveness

of your audio-visual program. For sharp,

brilliant pictures . . . realistic sound reproduc-
tion . . . simplicity of threading and easy

operation—the RCA "400" is the preferred

choice of audio-visual education specialists

and experienced classroom teachers.

^^""f^^^r^
VISUAL PRODUCTS
RADto CORPORATtOM ofAMERKCA
EMGIMEeRIMG PRODUCTS DSRARTMEMT. CAMDCM. N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limilad, MonlrMi

The message of a film projected by the RC
"400" is learned rapidly, is long remembere
Audience impact and response are stimulate

because black-and-white or full color pi

tures on the screen are at their best in brillian<

. . . accompanied by sound that's true-to-lif

Bejore you buy any I6mm sound projector-

see and hear the RCA "400"- Let your ey

and ears decide why the RCA "400" assur

you of the utmost in 16mm soundfilm proje
tion. Fill-in and mail coupon jor more d
tailed information.

VISUAL PRODUCTS ; Dept. 28C)
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.

Please .send me complete informaiion on the RC
"400" .sound projector.

Name

School
.

Street

City _State_



iir Starring

BURGESS MEREDITH

* Written by

BURGESS MEREDITH

* Directed by

BURGESS MEREDITH

An ex-GI goes back to see how Britain

looks in peace time

16 MM SOUND -44 MINUTES

RENTAL $6.00 - SALE $96.00

Apply

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

PROJECTOR
ONLY $69.00

less bulb
(•lightly higher well)

See all the beauty ... all the

color ... all the life in your
slides! The only projector
built specifically for 120 and
620 film! Cooler-operating.
Choice of coated projection
lenses. Quick-change Film-
strip attachment available. No
other projector offers so much
. . . for so little.'

Try the New GoldE

Reflex Binder/or all

2-1/4x2-1/4 tranaparenciea.

WRITE FOR HELPFUL BUL-
LETINS NO. 472A AND 490

SEI IT AT BETTER

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

GoldE Manufacturing Co. i2m-c w. madison st. CHICAGO 7

Michigan A-V Conference

The Fourth Annual Michigan .-\udio-Visual Confer-

ence, to he held March 22-24 in Detroit, is being planned

hv the State .\udio-Visual Committee under the spon-

sorship of the Department of Public Instruction and

the State Teacher Training Institutions. The theme of

this year's program is "I'tilizing Audio-\'isual Mate-

rials in the Michigan Curriculum Program". Work-

ing groups are planned on budgeting of a-v materials,

planning and ada])ting school buildings, distribution of

materials, improving the production of a-v materials,

and the contribution of the school library to the a-v

program. Previews of new films and commercial ex-

hibits of a-v equipment and materials will also be

featured.

A-V Yearbook

On February 28, the National Society for the Study!
of lulucation ])resented at its St. Louis meeting Part 1

of the Forty-lughth Yearbook. "Audio-Visual Materials

of Instruction." Many members of D.AVI. meeting in

St. Louis for a regional conference, attended the presen-

tation since it is the first time that the field of audio-

visual education has been honored in this way.

" A New Look at Education"

On A])ril 2, the New ^'ork Principals Association

will hold its Panel Discussion and Luncheon Confer-

ence at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City. It is

expected that over a thousand supervisors, teachers,

and parents will attend. The theme of the conference

will be "A New Look at Education." Plans call for

.seven panel discussions, under the chairmanship of

Dorothy Bildersee, in addition to film ])review sessions

and exhibits of audio-visual materials, including tele-

vision.

Minnesota A-V Fellowships

Tlie Audio-Visual Education Service of the University of

Minnesota announces two half-time .Administrative Fellowships

in -Audio-Visual Education available for the academic year

1949-50. These fellowships are to provide in-service training

for advanced students in the field of audio-visual education to

prepare them for positions of coordinator of audio-visual edu-

cation in large school systems, in state departments of educa-

tion, colleges and universities, or similar positions with other

educational organizations and in industry. Duties will consist

of helping the Director, .Assistant Director, and Production

Manager with all the phases of the audio-visual program
at the University.

Registration in the Graduate School in the University of

Minnesota is required. .Applications should be made before

.April, 1949. to Professor Paul Wendt, Director of the .Audio-

\'isual Education Service, 3 V^'esbrook Hall, University of

Minnesota. The application should include a photograph, aca-

demic record, and references : an interview may be necessary.

The fellow-ship pays $900 for 20 hours work a week from Sep-

tember 16 to June 1-^, inclusive.

Off the FCA Press

• "How to Organize a Community Film Information Cen-

ter," the fourth in a series of eight how-to-do-it pamphlets,

is now available from the Filin Council of .America (6 W.
Ontario St., Chicago 10, III.). Written by Charlesanna Fox
of the Lavvson McGhee Library, Knoxville. Tenn., the booklet

describes in concrete fashion how an information center can be

set up in any community and outlines the services it can

render. Single copies, 15c (series of eight [lamphlets : SI.00).
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DAVI Regional Meeting at St. Louis

The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of the

Xational Education Association, meeting concurrentlv

with the regional conference of the AASA, featured

the following sessions at the March 1 -2 regional meeting

at St. Louis

:

The Administrator Reports—Summaries of functioning

audio-visual programs in the schools. Chairman : Walter
Wittich, University of Wisconsin.

Te..\chers for Tomorrow—Showing of a one-man produced

film, illustrating the production flexibility of the motion pic-

ture medium. Charles Schuller, University of Wisconsin.

UNESCO's Use of .^udio-Vis lai. Materials i.\ WoRi.n-

WiDE Education—Edgar Dale, Ohio State University.

Reports Follower by Discussion :

"Putting Films to Work in the Community". Chairman

:

Glen Burch, Film Council of America.

"School and University Produced Teaching Materials".

Chairman: Helge Hansen, University of Michigan.

"In-Service Teacher Training in ;\udio-Visual Methods".

Chairman; George K. Mills. .Audio-Visual Consultant. Kala-

mazoo P.S.

"Future of Television in Education". Chairman : Bruce
Mahan.

Ford Lemler. Director of the Audio-Visual Educa-
tion Center, University of Michigan, was in charge

of the St. Louis DAVI regional meeting. A similar

program was presented at a DAVI regional meeting

held in San Francisco February 22-23, under the chair-

manship of Gardner Hart. The third of the regional

meetings will be held at Philadelphia March 29-v30.

under the direction of Rita Hochheimer and Irene

Cypher. The three regional meeeings were planned
under the leadership of F. Dean McCluskv, President

of DAVI.

A-V CONFERENCE CALENDAR

March 23-24, Fourth Annual Michigan Audio-Visual

Conference, Detroit

March 29-30, Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion Meeting, Philadelphia; Chairmen: Rita Hoch-
heimer and Irene Cypher. (Other DAVI winter

meetings have been held at San Francisco (Feb-

ruary 22-23; Chairman: Gardner Hart) and St.

Louis (March 1-2; Chairman: Ford Lemler).

April 1-2, National Association of Visual Education

Dealers, New England Regional Meeting, Boston.

ALA Films News

• A Carnegie grant . . . The Carnegie Corporation of

New York approved recently a grant of $32,000 to the

American Library Association for the continuation of

the present film advisory service for an additional two
years.

• A successful film conference . . . Record attendance

and active audience participation, ALA reports,

marked the film .sessions of the ALA Midwinter Con-
ference, held January 21-22 in Chicago. At the open-

ing film-evaluation session alone, more than 600 people

watched "The Experts Look at the Films". The large

nimibers of librarians and others interested in the li-

brary film program who attended and participated in

the meetings gave proof, if proof was needed, of the in-

creasingly important role public library film services

are playing in community life.

INTRODUCTION TO WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE 141 frames) — A brief survey
of the life and times of Shakespeare.

2. SHAKESPEARE'S THEATER (43 framesi
— A description of the essential char-
octeristics and parts of the Globe
Theater, and the record of how one
class built a model of the Globe.

3. "HAMLET" (60 frames) — A pictorial

synopsis of the play, based on scenes
from the Lourence Olivier screen

version.

4. "AS YOU LIKE IT" (50 fromesi — A
pictorial synopsis of the play, based
on scenes from the motion picture.

Price: $22.50 per set of 8 fllmstrips os listed

obove, with Teacher's Guide. Individual film-

ttrips from the series — $3.50 each,

March, 1949

. "HENRY V" (42 frames) — A pictorial

synopsis of the play, based on scenes
from the Laurence Olivier screen
version.

"ROMEO AND JULIET" 162 frames) —
A pictorial synopsis of the play, based
on scenes from the motion picture.

"MACBETH" (45 fromes) — A pictorial

synopsis of the ploy, based on scenes
from the Orson Welles screen version.

"A MIDSUMMER-NIGHT'S DREAM" 153

frames! — A pictorial synopsis of the

play, based on scenes from the motion
•picture.

JUST RELEASED —A Series of

8 Filmsfrips for High School

English Classes.

Prepared at the suggestion of the Deport-

ment of Secondary Teachers of the No-

tionol Education Associotion. Educationol

Adviser. William Lewin, Choirmon of

English Department, Weequahic Higli

School, Nework, New Jersey.

YOMG AMERICA FILMS,INC.

8 Eost 41st Street, New York City 17
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the 4-way ^^

sound //^^yy
'"'''"*^i,h 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

The NEW
MODEL 10A

$345

16mm
3 MODELS

See your dealer or write

for complete Information

FORWAY CORP.
245W. 55thS»., N.Y. 19, N.Y.

76 MM SOUND F/LM
If you want (a) Feature length subjects, (b) Good entertainment

with quality material, (c) Your own satisfaction and success guaran-

teed (d) No charge made for time or distance consumed in trans-

portation, (e) A fair price for rental—THEN write:

K. & L SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

o
a
o

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

a
a

351IIM. SCIENCE SLIDE FIIJMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
NOCHOBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How to Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, S99E Suffern, New York

N EW CLASSROOM FILMS
Write today tor catalog.

HISTORIC WILLIAMSBURG
In 2 X 2 Kodachromes

Arranged in feaching size units. Scenes where Democracy In govern-
ment began with famous men. Public buildings, homes and other
features with values for today. Provide for unhurried study and
discussion. For details and preview write

Historical Kodachromes, 132 So. Second St.,

Box Til Delavan, Wis.

^^HrnmiBnERR^^H MAKE YOUR OWN
HV^TALK from vour «:r*«n^H| TYPEWRITER SLIDES
WSi WITH your quickly H
Q TYPEWRITTEN SK MESSAGES H

Use Radio-Mats—Regular Site 3V4"x4"
or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"H eo RADJO-MATS SI. SO H On sale by Theatre Supi)ly Dealers

^» Whiu. A#nber or Orotn. ^9
^^Acupt no •ublliluU.

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridse Blvd., Daytona Bench, Flu.

VISUALIZED TESTING
{Continued Irom page 117)

poses, and later removed when the chai^t is again in

use for instruction. Overlays of paper strips can be

used when questions are asked concerning only certain

])ortions of the illustration.

ReaWa

Objects, models, and specimens of various sorts can

become the basis for different types of evaluation ac-

tivities. When numbered tags are attached to them,

the instructor is able to ask questions i-equiring students

to identify portions, to give the functions of each, or

to indicate interrelationships. Materials in this cate-

gory may also be used in "county fair" fashion and be

arranged in stations throughout the classroom. Ques-

tions concerning each grouping or realia can then be

asked on mimeographed sheets.

Demonstrations and Dramat/zations

Demonstrations and dramatizations can also provide

a realistic basis for evaluating the ability of students

to applv ]irinciples which have been developed during

the instruction period. Here, as with the motion pic-

tui'e, the instructor may perform an experiment while

he gives an accompanying oral interpretation. .Stu-

dents are asked to evaluate the accuracy of his inter-

j^retations, to criticize the actions taken, or to re-ar-

range the order of events correctly. Student groups

may likewi.se be called upon for episodic dramatiza-

tions which can be used in much the same manner as

in the case of films, described jjreviously.

* * *

Instructional materials specialists who attempt to en-

courage the u.se of more realistic testing procedures in

their school situations may discover a rise in the in-

structor level of ap])reciation for audio-visual tech-

nifjues generally. The instructor who thinks through

his need for varying and inqjroving his testing pro-

cedures to the point of visualizing some of them is

well on his way toward .sound use of similar materials

for instructional purposes.

Wisconsin State Legislature on Film

From Wisconsin comes the story of how a motion

picture is helping inform and educate \\'isconsin citi-

zens. I'ully a million children and adults have witnessed

the process of making a Wisconsin law, thanks to a

sound and color motion ])icture filmed during the 1947

session of the legislatui"e and ])roduced through the ef-

forts and planning of a Subcommittee on State Gov-

ernment (appointed by the Planning Committee of the

State Centennial Committee), with the assi,stance of the

Bureau of Visual Instruction of the University of Wis-

consin. The film, along with a second film of a similar

nature, will be distributed through the P>ureau of Visu-

al Instruction at the University.

Premiered during the celebr;ition of W^isconsin's

centennial year on Jamiary 5. 1948, the state legislature

film, it is reported, has already been shown in a 35min

version to three-fourths of a million people in the com-

mercial theaters of Wisconsin. Over 140,000 school

children and adults have seen the 16mm version.
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Records

on Review
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• 78 . . . 45 . . . 33'/i. I'opiilar records suital)lf for school

use will soOii lie available at several rotational speeds.

Seventy-eight revolutions per minute has been the stand-

ard and only speed for popularly used and generally avail-

able phonograph records for many years. Radio stations

and talking books for the blind have long employed the

speed of 33Vi rpm.

In early summer Columbia announced a new record rt-

quiring a turntable revolving at transcription speed (33^t
rpm). It is claimed that the "Long-1'laying" records offer

new listening comfort and pleasure at no loss of quality.

More recently RC.A-Victor announced a new 45 rpm
disc which, it is claimed, offers high fidelity, distortion free

sound rei)roduclion.

It is important that school personnel kr.ow of these de-

velopments and consider them as important i^rohleins in

the selection of new equipment. However, before investing
in new record players to be added to existing machines, it

is essential that you know the capabilities and limitations

of the equipment you now own and use. Sound reproduc-
tion equipment is only as fine as its weakest link, be it

amplifier, loudspeaker, turntable or tone arm and sound
cartridge. It is wise to secure competent advice from sev-
eral sources before you invest.

Here then is the immediate effect on schools. It is un-
desirable to suspend, even temporarily, the purchase of

suitable record-playing equipment. After all, it is estimated
that there are 16 million phonographs in use today requir-
ing the regular (78 rpm) record, and quite obviously no
manufacturer will risk offending the public by neglecting
the popular ten and twelve inch discs we are accustomed to

using. Any schoolman contemplating the purchase of audio
equipment for schools should still give first consideration
to machines capaljle of reproducing sound from standard
(78 rpm) records and sixteen inch (iiVa rpm) transcrip-
tions.

We all prefer the better things, the newer things and
every improvement—this is a human trait. We are un-
willing to allow even temporary confusion and hesitancy
to delay educational progress. The existing situation rep-
resents serious competition between two large record com-
panies offering the public newer discs and plavers. Bui
neither offers a fundamental chang-e in the technitpie of
recording by engraving on a disc. We are not facing a

major revolution—these changes represent slow progress
which we all heartily welcome. However, there is still

•jniple room for developing and distributing sound mate-_
rial recorded and reproduced by newer techniques.

C "So Dear to My Heart" (Capitol Bl) 1_M or 1)1) Kl'i:

4 ten-inch records (8 sides); adaptation by Charles I'almer)
is a charming story which appeals strongly to children and
adults. This is the simply told heart-warming adventure
of a small boy's high affection for his pet black lamb and
the heartaches and desjjair endured before entering the
lamb in the livestock exhibition at the County Fair. The
records faithfully adhere to the motion picture adapted
from Sterling North's popular book of the same title.

This album is entirely suitable for school use, althou.t;h

because of its length ("consecutive playing time—about
twenty-five minutes), it may at first be desirable to present
it serially to the youngest children. Such use should prove
entirely satisfactory in the kindergarten and the first grade.
Older children will enjoy listening to the album many times
in its entirety. U'oiiliiniril mi Inllou'inri /-i/.'/c)

FILMS ON FRACTIONS
AN INTEGRATED SERIES FOR
REVIEW AND REMEDIAL WORK

• Introduction to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How to Multiply Fractions

• How to Divide Fractions

• Decimal Fractions

• Percentage

1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

$7700
Complete

WILL NOT TEAR FILM

Write for Free brochure.

Another great projector by

THE MARVELOUS
VIEWLEX AP-IC
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • 2" System

Standard
• 5" & 7" Systems Avail-

able • Luxtar Coated

Optics * Opaque
Screen Standard

Ymf/j^^W^ INC
The greatest name in projectors.

35-01 QUEENS BIVD. • LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
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Some Of Our IGmtn
Sound Films You Will Want

Oliver Twist Groy's Elegy
As Yon Liite It Becity Siiarp
Otiiello Melody Master
Julius Caesar (Sohubert)
Macbeth Land of Lyonesse

Enchanted Forest— BESIDES—
Other Classics For Elementary Grades and
variety of Subjects For IVearly All Classes.
Also DeLuxe Features and Shorts for Enter-
tainment Purposes. Special Rates to Schools.
Write for our 1949 Catalog.

SOl/THERiV SERVICE SATISFIES

SOUTHER]\ VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educationai

Motion

Pictures

Preview

Prints

Catalog

Descriptive

Material

Outstanding Releases
Grade Level

CIRCUS PEOPLE 1—3

CIRCUS ANIMALS 1—3

FREIGHTER IN PORT 3—7
FREIGHTER AT SEA 3—7
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River) 4—9

MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) 4—9
STATE LEGISLATURE 7—12

WATER SUPPLY 7—12

/n Natural Color or Black and White

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O.Box 3088 • Hollywood, California

MEMBER OF ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

CLEARANCE Went a real buy in I6MM
SOUND FILMS? Take advantage of

OAI E ^^' ''^'^' '^'^^ CLEARANCE SALE of

^k alk 16mm sound films—travel, nature study,

J%' * musical subjects; also comedies, cartoons, novel-

\# ties, etc. Send for our giant list "A" today stating

machine you own (make and model).
Institutional Cinema Service, Inc., l560-k1 Broadway, N.Y. 19

DIRECT 16min SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
for Me Producer of limm builness, edncaflonol and re/lgleut

• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS-

I

COLOR ud B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Watkt
, Depr. E , Chicago 6, III.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational
Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled Ijy David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the
Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps
or coins to cover the cost of handling.

There are no elements detracting from the potential edu-

cational use of the records unless the use of "ain't" under
most natural circumstances is condemned under picayune
scrutiny. (The hook has not heen condemned nor will the

film be considered "adult" on the same grounds.)

This very good album is well suited to elementary school

classes for sheer enjoyment but, in the lowest grades, the

discs may well be used to stimulate art work, story telling,

dramatization and other forms of self expression.

The performances of Beulah Bondi as Grandma Kin-
caid and Bobby Driscoll as young Jerciniah are comple-
niciitary to each other and to the script.

• It has long been recognized that it is impossible to

draw a sharp line of demarcation between the studies of

literature and the social studies, particularly where the

former serves as a mirror of a people or a time. Many fine

novels and recordings do just that. Not all of these record-

ings are entirely suited to group listening in the classroom,

but these can be heard on assignment or through library

facilities.

In the modern short story field "The Snow Goose"
(Decca DA 386) is an outstanding example. Paul Gallico

wrote the story during the war to mirror the frustration

of the crippled individual unable to serve through normal
channels. A chance to contribute by ferrying soldiers off

the beaches at Dunkirk in his fragile sailboat gave Peter

Rayadcr the opportunity otherwise denied him. Herbert
Marshall's performance is restrained and excellent and the

whole album is well worth hearing. It can be used as as-

signed listening in grades 10-12.

There is other material of high literary and audio quality,

similarly applicable to both literature and the social studies,

which the gifted student in particular may hear with pleas-

ure and appreciation. The excellent album "The Lonesome
Train" (Decca DA 375), narrated by Earl Robinson with

Burl Ives to sing, demonstrates the strength, the weak-
nesses, the sorrow, the gaiety—all the emotional qualities

of a people emerging from war, faced with sudden, unex-

pected tragedy. The auditor accompanies the Lincoln

funeral train from Washington to Springfield and hears,

through the thoughts expressed by observers, the mingled
sorrow and relief that greeted the death of a national

leader. Was there a parallel situation in 1945?

Similarly, "No Man Is an Island" ( Decca A 439) is an
unusual and welcome album of recordings of speeches dem-
onstrating the theme of man's interdependence which will

appeal to more gifted students. Orson W^elles reads the

documents which recreate moments created by Pericles,

John Donne, Thomas Paine, Patrick Henry. Daniel Web-
ster, John Brown, .^Vbraham Lincoln. Emile Zola and
Carnot.

Finally, "The People, Yes" (Decca D.\ 273) presents a

voice of the people to the student of democracy. Many
passages are too complex for classroom hearing and Mr.
Sandburg's recorded voice is sometimes difficult to under-

stand. Yet the material is fine and the capable student

should not be denied the privilege of hearing Carl Sand-
burg read from three sections of his book, "The People,

Yes".

Needle Chatter . . .

RC.A-\'ictor's new "Hamlet" (DM 1273) stars Laurence
Olivier with musical background by William Walton
... It is particularly true in the elementary schools that

records suitable for one purpose in one grade may serve

different objectives in another grade. . . Our thanks to the

Detroit Public Library for recommending two articles on
cataloging phonograph records . . . Inez Haskell's "The
Cataloging of Records. Musical and Non-Musical, for a

General Library (Pacific Northwest Library .'\ssociation

Quarterly—July 1945) and Charles E. Stow's "Cataloging

the Non-Musical Phonograph Record" (Library Journal

—

January 1, 1945). Miss Haskell's article is more detailed,

Mr. Stow's more useful to the school librarian. . . Our thanks,

too, to Mrs. Eleanor E. Schwartz of educational FM radio

station WBGO, Newark. N. J., for specific information on

attacking the same problem to serve the needs of an educa-

tional radio station.—MUB.
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ANFA-NAVED Merger—and then what?

by WILLIAM F. KRUSE

MERCER of the Allied Non-Theatrical

Film Association with the Na-

tional Association of Visual Education

Dealers is all hut accomplished. Despite

their close similarity of aims and poli-

cies and much overlapping of member-

ship, it is not too easy to bring ANFA
and NAVED under one roof. In ANFA,
an industry-wide organization open to

dealer and manufacturer alike, there is

proportional representation and conscious

rotation of office among the various mem-
ber classifications. In NAVED only

dealers and film libraries can become

voting members or hold oflice; others

may join as contributing associates.

Obstacles to merger have never been

personnel questions. In 1946 the ANFA
officers were ready to withdraw ; this

year NAVED President, Merriman Holtz,

offered to step down in favor of his

opposite number, "Jack" Carter, who in

turn declined the honor. NAVED offers

to make room for five of ANFA's di-

rectors—hut they must all be dealers or

commercial film library operators. ANFA
continues to urge but no longer insists

upon the principle of equality of mem-
bership and voting qualifications. With

this principle abandoned, there no longer

exists anywhere in the industry any

common meeting ground where manu-

facturer and dealer, producer and dis-

tributor, laboratory and library can meet

on an equal footing to discuss and de-

cide matters of common interest to the

industry as a whole and to the many

publics it serves. By its own choice

the merged organization would proclaim

itself a dealer group, a trade association

like the Master Photo Dealers and Fin-

ishers, National Association of Photo-

graphic Manufacturers, and Photographic

Merchandising and Distributing Associa-

tion, and similar botlies. Where shall

we look, in the future, for the formula-

tion of industry-wide viewpoints that

can ordinarily emerge only from a free

meeting of etiual-righted participants,

coming from all sectors of the industry?

Four Suggested Solutions

(1) The readiest is that the merged

ANFA-NAVED organization may yet

raise its sights to provide that in its

deliberations all public-interest questions

shall be decided by ecpial suffrage, with

all sectors of the industry drawn into

this type of general membership, leaving

dealer matters to be determined exclu-

sively by the dealers as heretofore. Sub-

jective considerations probaljly prevent

this solution at this time.

(2) There might be revived a federa-

tion of existing commercial trade asso-

ciations, such as was attempted in the

short-lived Photographic Industry Co-

ordinating Committee. F,xi)crience indi-

cates great difficulty in getting unanimity

on positive proposals.

(3) The Film Council of America

might be broadened by drawing more of

the industry organizations into its Senate

as constituent members. With the ANFA-
NAVED merger, there will be only a

single active commercial constituent. A
stronger minority representation on the

industrial side could only strengthen the

FCA itself, and might well provide the

industry-wide forum in which all -sectors

could contribute their viewpoints and

help in the formulation of policies

truly in public interest.

(4) There might come into being an

official or quasi-official Film Institute,

probably operating with government or

foundation sponsorship and support that

could cut across all group interests with-

in the industry and include effective

representation from its publics as well.

It would seem to be far better to start

with existing forms and forces rather

than to try to start fresh with new

ones. Though each of our trade and

professional groups has its own economic

fish to fry, all of them have a common
interest in keeping the stream well stocked

and in preventing its pollution or diver-

sion. The four solutions suggested above

are offered merely as a personal obser-

vation on the question—after the ANFA-
NAVED merger, what step next?

HOWV

from the John Ott

Film Library

Sox Office Hits!

TITLE

AS YOU LIKE IT

OrCIGr Now! Be the first in your community to

show these outstanding motion pictures. All have Legion of

Decency Approval. Perfect for Church, School and Club use.

More and more people discover that the John Ott Film Library

provides finest educational and entertainment films. Over 1,000

films on hand at all times, 16mm. color, sound, silent, blaelt and

white. The John Ott Film Library is your most convenient single

source for ALL your film needs.

Write for free catalog.

Also complete selection of nationally adverlised

audio-visual equipment

RENTAL

Laurence Olivier-Elliabeth Bergner) $12.50

LAST OF THE MOHICANS (Randolph Scott-Binnie Barnes) $17.50

KIT CARSON (Lynn Bari-Dana Andrews) .
$17.50

MISS ANNIE ROONEY (Shirley Temple-Wm. Gargan-Guy Kibbee) $17.50

THE CORSICAN BROTHERS (Douglas Fairbanks Jr.-Ruth Warwick) $17.50

MAN IN THE IRON MASK (Alexandre Dumas Classic) $17.50

STAGE COACH (John Wayne-Claire Trevor-Thomas Mitchell) $15.00

ABILENE TOWN (Randolph Scott-Ann Dvorak) $17.50

STAGE DOOR CANTEEN (48 great stars and 6 name bands) $15.00

TIMBER WAR (James Oliver Curwood story of Mounted Police-Kermit Maynard) $10.00

Weekly rate is IVi times daily rate. Please write for special

sliding scale school rate. School enrollment rates apply.

JOHN OTT
^FILM
LIBRARY

INC.

JOHN OTT FILM LIBRARY, INC.
732 Elm Street
Winnetka, Illinois

Gentlemen:

Please enter my order for the following Itmm
entertainment 'features

•
I*
)•
•

Name
Position

Address

City - - State...

O Also send me your free film catalog.
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eview

NAVED Southern

Regional Meeting

More tlian 80 NAVED members
from nine Southern states attended

the Southern Regional Meeting of the

National Association of Visual Edu-
cation Dealers, held at the Biltmore

Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia, January 14

and 15. High point of the meeting

was a talk by Edward H. Stevens,

President of Stevens Pictures, Atlanta,

on "97 Ways to Reduce Selling Ex-
penses, Increase Customer Service

—

and Your Profit". Other talks in-

cluded "Financing Your Business", by

R. S. Pringle, Vice-President of the

Fulton National Bank in Atlanta, and

"This Business of Selling" by "Al"

Schindler of St. Louis, nationally-

known master salesman who is a form-

er Undersecretary of Commerce and is

President of the National Federation

of Sales Executives.

. The talk by "Ed" Stevens was

based on a recent magazine article

reporting a survey of the plans of

hundreds of small businesses. The
conclusions were adapted directly to

the needs of the audio-visual dealer

and 16mm film library in Stevens'

talk, and the result was generally con-

ceded to be one of the best presenta-

tions ever made at a N.W'ED meeting.

E. E. "Jack" Carter, President of

tlie National School Supply Company,
Raleigh, N. C, and Southern Regional

Director of N.-WED, presided at the

meeting. Local arrangements were
handled by a committee of Atlanta

N.WED members, including George
Dean of Ideal Pictures Corp.; Bob
Maybrier and Wells Alexander of

The Distributor's Group; Mary belle

Cruger and Hazel Calhoun of the

Calhoun Company ; Taylor Hoynes of

Colonial Films, and l'!d\var<l Stevens of

Stevens Pictures.

Under the leadership of ^falcolm

Ewing of Jasper Ewing and Sons,

FLAHERTY TESTIMONIAL: Preceding a private showing of the "Louisiana Story"
at the Eastman Kodak Company, in Rochester, a testimonial dinner was given for

Robert Flaherty, the producer cf the film. The luncheon was attended by (Front
row, I. to r.) Robert Flaherty, Producer, "Louisiana Story," Thomas J. Hargrave,
Pres., Eastman Kodak Company, George H. Freyermuth, Director, Public Relations,

Standard Oil of New Jersey, and (Back row, I. to r.) Adolph Stuber, Vice Pres.,

Eastman Kodak Company, Roy Stryker, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Kenneth R. Ed-
wards, Eastman Kodak Company. Edward Peck Curtis, Vice president, Eastman Kodak
Company, W. B. Potter, Director, Advertising Operations, Eastman Kodak Company.

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

Jackson, Miss., a general discussion of

trade problems closed the meeting on

Saturday afternoon, Jaruary 15.

Publications

EASTMAN KODAK ha« an-

1

nounced a new edition of "Kodak i^ilms

and Plates for Professional Use." The
publication incorporates several com-

pletely new sections on the storage and

care of films and plates, handling sheet

film, and filing and storing of negative-

Technical data have been revised and

brought up-to-date. Obtainable through

photographic dealers.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
has compiled a new 64-page catalog

covering every phase of motion picture

theatre operation, complete with over

100 illustrations.

NATIONAL CARBON CO. an-

nounces the publication of the 4th edi-

tion of the "National" Projector Car-

bon Handbook. Easy to read and

packed with useful information, the

handbook aids in getting top efficiency

from carbon operation.

Death of Harry Grubbs
Harry C. Grubbs, Hollywood 16mm

film distributor and manager of the

western sales division of \'ictor .\nimato-

graph Corporation, died suddeidy on

February 9 in Hollywood.

.\ssociated with \'ictor Aniniatograph

for the last three years, he had been

manager of the company's western sales

division since November 1, 1947. Prior

to joining Victor, he was sales manager

lor F'r])i Classroom Films, now En-

cyclopaedia Britannica Films, and later

was vice-president of Hollywood Film

Knterpriscs, Inc.

Harry Grubbs was one of the best

known men in the Kimni motion picture

industry and one of its pioneers in the

development and furtherance of the use

of 16nun sound films. His death will

be mourned by business associates and

educators throughout the country who
knew him as a friend and as an authority

in tlie audio-visual field.
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Production

and Distribution

Coronet Acquires

Controlling Interest in Ideal

Purcliase of the controlling interest

in the Ideal Pictures Corporation by

Ksquire Inc., well-known publishers of

the national magazines Coronet, Es-

quire, and .'\pparel .'\rts. and producers

ol Coronet Films, has been announced

by David A. Smart. Chairman of the

Board. It was also announced that

Ideal Pictures, which with its 18

branches in this country and Hawaii
comprises the largest lil)rary operation

in the 16mm educational and enter-

tainment film field, will continue to

operate with major emphasis on the

distribution of non-theatrical films of

all types, expanding their service to

schools, churches, clubs, industrial or-

ganizations, television stations, road-

show operators and individual film

users.

Active management of Ideal Pic-

tures will be in the hands of its new
General Manager. Paul R. Foght. who
has been associated with Ideal Pic-

tures as its I'^ducational Director. Mr.

Ellsworth C. Dent, Director of Dis-

tribution of Coronet Films, and well-

known authority in the field of audio-

visual education, will also lend Ideal

Pictures the benefit of his extensive

experience in the educational film in-

dustry. It is not anticipated that there

will be other major changes in head-

quarters or field personnel, according

to Mr. Smart. He has indicated that

the principal purpose under new man-
agement will he to coordinate the ac-

tivities of the 18 branch offices and
expand their operations along con-

structive growing lines, to promote
and stabilize film distribution among
film users in the wide areas served

by Ideal.

Miss Marion Harvey, Chairman of

the Board of Directors of Ideal Pic-

tures, in confirming to her associates

the sale of her interests and the inter-

ests of .Vice-President S. J. Sperberg.

stated that the introduction of the

resources of Esquire, Inc., will permit

Ideal Pictures to maintain its pre-

eminent position as the world's largest

and best film library, the objective of

the late Mr. Bertram Willoughby,
founder of the Company and respected

pioneer in the industry. Both Miss
Harvey and Mr. Sperberg will continue

to be actively associated with Ideal

Pictures Corporation.

EBF Reorganizes Eastern Region
Claude E. Brock of Humboldt, Ten-

nessee, has been named assistant re-

gional manager of Encyclopaedia Brit-

annica Films, it was announced !>>

Dennis R. Williams, vice-president in

charge of distribution.

Brock's appointment keynotes a re-

organization of the EBF regional areas

as the F-astern region is broken up
into Southern and Northern sub-

regions. With headquarters in At-

lanta, Georgia, Brock will establish a

new preview library in that city for

EBFilms, Williams announced.

.-\s assistant regional manager. Brock
will supervise EBFilms distribution in

the states of X'irginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Geor-

gia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee and
Kentucky. Until now Brock has served

as district manager for EBF iri~Ten-

nessee and Kentucky.
The New South Eastern sub-region

will open main offices in Atlanta, Geor-

gia, in the next few weeks, Williams

said. Meanwhile, another assistant re-

gional manager will soon be named

to head the North Eastern area with

headquarters in New York City. States

in the Northern sub-region include

Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island,

New York, New Jersey, Maryland,

Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Dis-

trict of Columbia. Other regional

offices of EBFilms are in Chicago for

the Middle West Region; Dallas for

the .Southern Region, and Pasadena for

the Western Region.

Princeton Makes Sound Move
And Adds Distribution Outlet

A new sound recording studio on
wheels is now operated by the Prince-

ton Film Center, according to word
from Gordon Knox, Executive Direc-

tor. Designed for film production in

remote and isolated areas, the custom-
built sound unit is equipped to pro-

Pays for everything needed

for TOP RESULTS in Umm Projection

MOVIE-MITE
Makes History!

Uniting Highest Quality with LOW PRICE

Movie-Mite answers the question, "Why pay for

extras not needed or used outside an auditorium . . .

in a light weight, l6mm projector for use in homes,

schools, churches, offices.'"

Movie-Mite gives you the ultimate in both pictures

and sound for small audiences, with pictures up to

6 ft. And Movie-Mite, complete with speaker, actu-

ally costs less than some l6mm projectors made for

silent films only! Simplification, without sacrifice

of a single essential element, made this manufactui-

ing triumph possible.

Write for folder 3A and namo
of authorized Visual Aid deater

Model 63LM

For Sound or Silent Films

Highest quality In •very
detail.

Extremely light weight, 26
lbs. complete with
speaker.

All in 1 case 8"x1U"x15i".

Precision machined for
strength and durability.

Universal 25-60 cycle, A.C.-

D.C., 105-120 volt opera-
tion.

Push-pull miniature tube
amplifier.

Reel arm capacity, 2000 ft.

Standard equipment.

Underwriters' Laboratories
listed.

"iceep vnijo pvpc Aun papq nu imnviP— miiTP "
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vide higli fidelity recording on film,

disk or tape without dependence on
outside sources.

The specially-constructed vehicle,

built by Chevrolet and Grumman Air-

craft Engineering Company, includes

a dual-purpose Western Electric "300"

Sound System for either 16 or 3Smm
film, as well as Fairchild acetate re-

corder and Brush magnetic tape re-

corder.

Currently in use in the interior of

Venezuela, the unit will be returned

to the U. S. for domestic jobs when
the rainy season sets in during June.
The Center has also announced the

opening of a branch library at 625

Madison Avenue in Gotham. The li-

brary is operated by Jane Henderson
with Cecile Starr as the library's utili-

zation consultant. According to Sophie
Hohne, Distribution Director, both

play-days you realize from a
print. The way to Insure longer
playing life Is to have all your
prints treated with

^/
FILM TREATMENT

To forestall damage, have your
prints treated where they are
made. However, If Peerless Film
Treatment Is not available at
your laboratory, write us for
a list of laboratories showing
where you can most conven-
iently have your film treated.
And, when writing, be sure to
ask for your copy of . .

.

"20 Ql/£Sr/ONS"
Tills li an Interesting, informative
booklet thot tells you all about
Peerless Film Treatment . . . the
proven vapor-ln-va<uum process that
toughens the emulsion, makes it oil
resistant, scratch resistant, wear
resistant.

rtERLE%S
FILM PROCESSING CORP.
1 45 W. 46lh St., New York 1 9, N. Y.

\n the Far We%t Buy From

SCREEN AOEITE EOUIPMENT CORP.
611 Tillamook St.
8479 Melrose Ave.
68 Post St.

RCA 16mm Sound
Projector

Notco Lightweight
Beseler Opaque
Beseler Vugroph
Viewlex Projector
RCA Wire Recorder
RCA Players
RCA Educational

Records

Portland 12. Ore.
Los Angeles 46. Cal.
Son Francisco 4, Col.

Teach-O-Filmstrips

Teach-0-Discs
RCA Sound Systems
Brush Sound Mirror

Foundation Films

United World Films

Optron Players

Cathedral Filmstrips

free and rental films will be stocked,

and a collection of film references kept
on hand for the use of borrowers.

Larger Measurements
For Foundation

Necessitated by increasing business
and services. Foundation Films Corp.
has moved into larger quarters in its

present location. According to Richard
D. Pearsall, President, the company is

in process of improving and enlarging
its professional brochures and has re-

cently participated in a Baptist Visual
Aids Conference in Long Beach. Cali-

fornia.

Newell Moves to Alston Studios

Floyd G. Newell has announced his

resignation as Sales Manager for

Stanley-Winthrops Inc. and has taken

a new post as head of the Audio-
Visual Division of Alston Studios,
Inc. located in Hingham, Massachu-
setts.

The new Audio-Visual Department
of Alston Studios, Inc. is to be known
as Alston of Hingham. Mr. Newell
advises that they plan to make this

the largest and most up-to-date serv-
ice in the Audio-Visual field; every

• effort will be made to serve their

customers more efficiently.

New Packaging for Radiant

An innovation in packaging of photo-
graphic equipment, the carton which
houses the new 1949 Radiant "Champion"
projection screen is almost as attractive

as the screen itself. Created by one of
the nation's foremost package designers,
the carton repeats the blue of the screen
housing relieved by an attractive shade
of gold.

Equipment

Round and Round She Goes . .

.

Up until the last year, tlic situation

with respect to recorded music for home
and school use was rather calm and

conventional—with the exception of some
impediments from the recording ban,

which, however, was so largely circum-

vented that the supply of recordings

from that source and recorded backlogs

poured on.

During the last year, however, Colum-
bia has brought out its LP "Long-
Playing" records in 10 and 12-inch sizes,

rotating at transcription speed of 33]/]

rpm., and has recently put out a seven-

inch disc, rotating at the same speed.

The new disc speed seemed to fulfill a

need for some means of playing longer

music selections and other material with

fewer "side breaks" and changer noise.

It utilized a speed already standard in

the industry and required only a smaller

stylus i)oint and a lighter weight pick-

up for its reproduction.

RCA Victor, during January, intro-

duced its new phonograph-changer and

records, adding a completely different

recording speed (45 rpm.), a changed

record design, and, as has been stated,

a special record changer for playing the

new recordings.

This latest addition to the recording

field does not make much sense until

one examines the basic line of thought

which RC.\ apparently followed. Its

first concern, it says, was to standardize

the industry. It felt that the manufacture

of records and the manufacture of record

Make Every Classroom a Projection Room

ROLL-IT
ROLLS your heavy

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

where you want it!

when you want It!

Model VP-2

•Height—38 inches

•Length—30 inches

•Width— 16 inches

•Wheels—4 inches diameter—Rubber-cushioned
2-wheel braltes

Price $39.60

New Junior size Roll-It

only $28.50

WE PAY TRANSPORTATION

MERRILL LEE COMPANY '"'LVr^-t^^MiS::"'
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players had never been properly inte-

grated, that what needed to be done was

to produce a player for a record, and

vice-versa, utilizing all available scientif-

ic know-how in the big push toward

this end. The new player-record coiri-

bination has been shown to the industry

for its acceptance or rejection. The re-

sults of ten years of development and

research, together with blueprints and

technical kno\yledge. have been offered

at no charge, because RCA says it be-

lieves that standardization can only be

achieved through cooperation among com-

petitors in the interest of the public.

Well, now, you ask (as we did) why
pick 45 rpm. as the new speed? Ac-
cording to RCA, when work was begun

on the new device, the major concerns

were a high quality reproducing instru-

ment in a space small enough to re-

quire only a bookshelf or two in the

apartments of present-day cliff dwellers.

Inasmuch as RCA engineers decided that

they wanted to build a machine to handle

a seven-inch record, and since this seven-

inch record was to have S'/j minutes

of distortion-free recording surface, the

figure of 45 rpm. was mathematically

arrived at.

The new recordings, as you have un-

doubtedly read by now, are "wafer"

thin and have a large hole through the

center. The records are held on the new
record-changer by means of this center

hole and are changed by a camera-fast

mechanism operating within this holding-

post. Records have a raised ring around

the label which prevents dirt particles

from scratching grooves when the re-

cordings are stacked.

Already, we understand, some equip-

ment manufacturers arc readying a multi-

purpose record player to handle record-

ings revolving at ii'/}. 45, and 78 rpm.

Elsewhere we hear that a method has

been perfected to duplicate magnetic tape

in quantity for servicing owners of that

type of equipment. A year ago we heard

that numerous manufacturers were ready-

ing 3-minute wire recorder magazines of

new tunes. No doubt these will be set

off upon the unsuspecting buyer soon.

We are in favor of progress ; we are

all for it. But, a little less chaos, please

!

Buyers, cast your vote now.—RES.

New Califone Universal

Transcription Player

A new, lightweight universal tran-

scription player, having a portability

of ten pounds and delivering high
quality sound reproduction from all

three types of recordings, standard
and long playing micro-groove records

as well as transcriptions, has been
perfected by the Califone Corp., 1041

N. Sycamore St., Hollywood, Calif,

according to Mr. Robert Metzner,

President.

The improved unit, according to

Metzner, incorporates a new unique

wrist-action pickup arm having two
needles on a reversible head, which

assures proper needle point and needle

pressure for either long playing micro-

groove or regular recordings and tran-

scriptions. The patented wrist-action

and ball bearing swivel assure perfect

tracing and minimum record wear.

The new micro-grip turntable prevent-

ing "wow", slippage and rumble, and a

fool-proof speed changer for both

33,'/j and 78 rpm recordings are other

highlights. The complete player, which
also includes a high quality amplifier

and permanent magnet speaker, pro-

vides a system with power adequate
to handle comfortably an audience of

up to 250 people. The speaker with

extension cord can be positioned in

room for best results. The Califone

will handle up to 16-inch transcriptions.

The entire unit is housed in an im-

proved hardwood carrying case with

reinforced corners and a newly de-

veloped scuff-proof, washable leather

coating. The universal. Model 6U.
handles all three types of recordings.

Model 6L'J is for use with projector

amplifier. AC-DC models are also

available. Further details can be se-

cured by writing the Califone Corpora-
tion.

Movie-Mite Turns the Tables
Movie-Mite Corporation, 1105 E.

15th St., Kansas City, announces the

addition of a new product to their

line—a compact, lightweight dual turn-

table. Vnusual design permits use of

turntables at outer corners of the unit

when in playing position. Thus, the
unit is extremely compact when being
carried. Turntables arc removed and
stored in the base. Several 10-inch

records can be carried safely between
the turntables for transportation or
storage.

Individual turntable controls are

provided for switching and fading from
one record to the other. Any amplifier

A MAJOR HISTORIC EVENTI

Filmed for the FIRST time

in COLOR with SOUND

"The INAUGURAL STORY"

Presenting in FULL COLOR

the INAUGURATION of

Pres. Harry S. Truman
The Solemn Oath of Office

The Parade of Governors

The Brilliant State Floats

The Capital's Great Monuments
|

GREATEST CAST OF WORLD FAMOUS CELEBRITIES

Narrated by

DWIGHT WEIST
FAMOUS RADIO AND NEWS COMMENTATOR

Available for Sale or Rental • Discounti to Accredited Dealers

One Reel — // minutes

420-421 Victor Building

Washington 1 , D. C.

Republic 0726
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on the Best 16mm
SHORT SUBJECTS?
Idutational .

.

. [nfrtamiag!

6 NATURE FILMS
Fascinating studies of ttie beau-
tiful and ttie strange in the

world of nature. One reel eactt.

List Price: $20.00 each.

IRDS or THE ARRIE*
CORAl AND ITS CRIATURI*
SICRITS or THE SEA
STRANGE SEA SHEIU
CATCHINO CROCODIIES
nont or the ponds

5 AMERICAN HISTORY FILMS
Authentic dromolizolions, rich in
humon values, of the great land*.
morki in America's srowlli. Two
reelseach. list Price: J90.00eoch.

OUR DECLARATION Of
INDEPENDENCE

OUR CONSTITUTION
OUR Rill or RIGHTS
OUR LOUISIANA PURCHASI
OUR MONROE DOCTRINE

AvaHabIc af le«^f«( ni„ Uhrmrit,.
Write for PREf carsfcy «o De^t. 10.

I^VI

POST PICTURES CORP.
1 '5 W 45tH S. , N.,~ York 19 N T

EDUCATIONAL

FILM for SCHOOLS

^i6t>.mmmii-Mvm
Here is a 10-minute color movie
with sound. Tell.s teena<;e girls iiiiirli

they need to know about a normal bodily
function. Gracefully done by Walt Disney
Produclions. A 16 mm print is available,
free, on a short-term loan

For full details write: Educational Depart-
ment (ES-39), International Cellucotton
Products Co., 919 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 11, Illinois.

Television

Movie-Mite Dual Turnteble

may be used. The entire unit, packed,

weighs 16 pounds and measures 15J/^"

x7^" X Wyi". The dual turntable can

be conveniently used with the "Emcee"
and "Audio-Slide" units recently an-

nounced by Movie-Mite.

Roll It!

.A new projector table—Model VP-2
"Roll-It", a product ot Pardonnet Mfg.

Co.—is available from the Merrill Lee
Co.. 3049 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 2.

Michigan. Designed to accommodate all

makes of portable projectors, the pro-

jector table on rubber-cushioned, four-

inch wheels is 30" long, 16" wide, and
38" high. Equipped with brakes, the

fable stands firmly and securely even on
inclined floors. It has a carrying space

of 950 square inches.

Kin-0-Lux Splicer

Kin-O-Lux, Inc.. 105 West 40th

Street, announces a precision splicer

designed to take 8nim or 16mm film.

Pocket size, it can be carried com-
pactly in the vest pocket with less

bulk than a package of cigarettes. It

trims and splices in one operation.
The sprocket pins are grou id, made
.0001 oversize and assure positive align-

ment of spliced film. It has a hand-
some chrome finish.

It is packaged in a plastic box which
contains a vial of the new type of
film binder, Kin-O-Stik Cement. Kin-
O-Stik Cement has no acetate filler:

it leaves no gummy residue.

GoldE Announces
New Reflex Binder
The all-aluminum GoldE Rcflc.N

Binder has beefn engineered to bring
an easy-to-use product to the grow-
ing army of 2]4 \ 2% users. Construc-
tion features extreme light weight,
rigidity, smooth corners, jam-proof per-

formance and non-sliding glasses. Iden-
tification markings make for easy
handling during projection, and title

labels provided with eath box of 12
binders help the exhibitor keep his
slides in correct order. Glasses are
also supplied.

The uni<iue and tested construction
does away with messy binding tape
and the laborious bother that has up
to now marked the handling of the
larger size slides. Outside si/- of the
Reflex Binder is 2}i x 2yi ind will

fit all standard carriers.

Post Purchases TV Films

Well over a year ago a prediction

was made to the effect that television

would soon provide a new and stim-

ulating source of supply of 16mm films

of every description. This is exactly

what has happened recently, and for

the first time the channels for new
products in the 16mm market have
been reversed.

As an example of this, Post Pic-

tures Corporation has recently ac-

quired three 2-reel subjects produced
by William Cameron Menzies—"The
Tell-Tale Heart," by Edgar Allan Poe,

"A Terribly Strange Bed," by Willkic

Collins and "Marionette Mystery," an
original screen play. The casts include

such fine actors as Richard Greene,

Roman Bohnen, Richard Hart and
Regis Toomey.

The three motion pictures purchased
by Post are being sold outright to

dealers, libraries and other usual chan-

nels at low prices, to permit widest

possible distribution.

United World Sets

Television Series

United World Films has put into effect

a monthly releasing schedule of films, few
of which have heretofore been available

for video purposes. Films included in

the new series are J. Arthur Rank
shorts, films from the Bell & Howell
library acquired by United World, and
Castle films. U. W. is also producing

a series of five-minute special "holiday"

novelty films for television stations.

United World, a subsidiary of Univer-
sal whose gross for this year was almost

seven million dollars off from 1947, has

announced that its sales and rentals were
21% higher in the year ending October
30th than in the previous fiscal year.

Fairbanks Video Roundup

Marking the completion of its first

year of active production in the tele-

vision film field, Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.,

has completed or has before the cam-
eras a total of 251 featurettes prepared
especially for the new medium. Foot-
age is the equivalent of 51 one-hour
feature pictures. In addition, Fair-

banks has prepared audition films for

a half dozen prospective series and is

readying scripts on a dozen others

T-V Conference

The first national television conici

ence to be held in the midwest will takt

place March 7-8-9 at the Palmer House,
Chicago, under the auspices of the Chi-

cago Television Council. Speakers of

national prominence will address the

various panels.

I38<
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COLUMN of the MONTH
^

• When you see a new teaching

film announced in this column, what do

YOU dof Some readers just murmur
to themselves, "How interesting—that

ought to be good"—and turn the page.

Others make use of this information

right then and there. They write to

the source and ask what arrangements
can be made to get a look at the ne«
oflEering. The producer answers, ex-

plains his preview routine, gives the

name of the local audio-visual dealer.

In due time the film is screened, evalu-

ated, and possibly purchased.

The best compliment you can pay a

film is to buy it. It now often takes a

year before the sale of a good new
teaching aid gets a good start. This is

because too often people do not respond

to announcements of new film releases

as quickly as they should. And even

after they have responded and have
convinced themselves of a film's merits,

they do not do enough to spread the

good word so that others will join in

its use.

But what if the "word" is not alto-

gether good? Every film offered here

cannot—and should not—be bought by
every reader. In any case, it is very

much in place to write the producer

the reasons why his film is not being

purchased and what the chances are, if

any, of future purchase. Next to orders,

there is nothing a producer would
rather have from our readers than

friendly, constructive criticism of his

materials. A failure to purchase is not

necessarily the fault of the film ; it may
be that no materials are being bought
at the time for that grade level or sub-

ject area, or that funds are temporarily

too low for purchases. Whatever the

Current Film News
ABELARD EDUCATIONAL

FILMS, 1440 Broadway, N. Y. 18,

presents a new series of one-reel

musical shorts:

The Vienna Philharmonic Orch-
estra—great symphonies, light oper-

atic selections, and waltzes performed
by the Vienna Philharmonic; filmed

at the Salzburg Festival and at Radio
Vienna. Subjects 1 through 4 are

now available: (1) Strauss' "Tales
from the Vienna Woods"; (2) Beeth-
oven's "Fifth Symphony"; (3) Mo-
zart's "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik"; and
(4) Offenbach's "Orpheus in Hades."

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITAN-
NICA FILMS, Wilmette, Illinois,

which this year is celebrating its

twentieth anniversary as the pioneer
producer of sound educational films.

reason, the producer should be told

—

and it should be the real reason, too.

At the very least, some record should
be made of these new films in your
files, preferably twice—once under sub-

ject, a second time under source. One
way is to cut out these notices and paste

them on cards. If you keep complete

files of Educational Screen—^and a

good many of our readers do—why not

place an extra subscription just to have

a copy to cut up? There are numerous
items in other sections of the magazine
well worth clipping—but of that some
other time.

Wm. F. Kruse

has announced three new 16mm sound
teaching films for use by schools
throughout the world:

Spanish Children (one reel)—the
latest in the EBFilms series on "Child-
ren of Many Lands," showing a

typical rural Spanish family in South-
ern Spain, and portraying their clothes,

food, and way of life in a film de-
signed basically for primary and mid-
dle-grade children.

Iberian Peninsula (one reel)—giv-

ing an overview of the land and peo-
ple of Spain and Portugal, showing
the topography, resources, industries,

and economic and social conditions

of the peninsula.

Australia (one reel)—picturing the
land and people of the continent

"down under," showing how climate,

winds and rainfall have affected its

population and way of life, and de-
scribing the urban, rural, and "bush"
lands of the country.

CORONET FILMS, Coronet
Building, Chicago 1, III., has an-
nounced the release of several new
instructional films, each one reel in

length and available in color or black
and white sound versions:

Addition Is Easy—demonstrating
the basic concepts of addition.

Subtraction Is Easy—illustrating

l)orrowing, place value, and other fun-

damentals of subtraction.

Carbon and Its Compounds—ex-

plaining carbon's simple compounds
and introducing hydrocarbons and the

P. O. Boi 1821 — Sf. Louis, Mo.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF THE t949 I. C. S. CATALOG

(

»* 128 poges of wonderful Hollywood

16 mm entertainment feotures —
comedies — dromos — mysteries —
wciterns — educotionols. Write for

your copy to-day.

NeedEquipmeni?— Get detolls

of the Rental-PurchosePlan- —

—

INSItlUTIONAL CINEMA SERVICE. mC
(i.)x Brjiiaway. N.Y. 19. N.Y.

amWith

The epic victory of a brave man's faifh!
When a courageous man, sincerely attempting to follow God's will,

finds that his path leads to personal tragedy, what can he believe? I AM
WITH YOU gives an answer of startling clarity. Filmed against gorgeous
scenic backgrounds, this thoroughly professional new feature with authen-
tic and exciting scenes of African life today and a top-flight cast,

provides fascinating entertainment as well as high inspiration!

"Something very much out of the ordinary . .
" Director, Phelps-Stokes Fund

Espee'ially recommended tor the pre-Easter season!
16 mm., 75 min., 3-year lease, $325.00; rental, $16.00 per day. Order from

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place

New York 3. N. Y.
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more complex chain and ring coni-

I)Oun(ls.

Discussion in Democracy—demon-
strating tile relationship of organized

discussion to a democratic society.

The Supreme Court—following a

case from inception, through the

lower courts, to final hearing before

the Supreme Court.

You and Your Work—showing,
through a framework story, the basic

problems which the vocational guid-

ance worker must help others solve.

The Cell—Structional Unit of Life

—l)resenting. through micro-photog-
raphy, the living, simple cell.

Cleanliness and Health—emphasiz-
ing the importance of cleanliness to

good health.

Measurement of Electricity—teach-

ing the fundamental definitions of

and the physical concepts involved in

the volt, ampere, ohm. and watt.

Principles of Scale Drawing—dem-
onstrating the concepts and techniques
involved in determining scale and
using measuring and scaling tools.

D> D. LIVINGSTON, 39 E. 35th
St.", N. Y. 16, has available a new
film on the dance:

Steps of the Ballet (2>i reels)—
showing the steps in the creation and
production of a ballet

;
produced by

Alexander Shaw for the British Cen-
tral Office of Information ; music played
by the London Philharmonic ; dances
by Gerd Larsen, Alexander Grant, and
others.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces the

availability of several I6mm teaching

films:

Light and Shadow (one reel)—an

elementary-school science film dis-

cussing transmission and reflection of

light rays.

Transmission of Rotary Motion (one

reel)—a secondary-school science film

explaining how power is transmitted

from one point to another by means of

shafts, gears, belts, and chains.

Transfer of Heat (one reel)—

a

science film discussing the concepts

of conduction, convection, and radia-

tion.

We Visit the Seashore (one reel)

—

a primary-grade film built around a

typical day's activities of two small

children at the seashore.

Let's Look at Animals (one reel)

—

an elementary-science film, done en-

tirely in animation, designed as an

integral part of unit work on animal>
and how they are adapted for living.

What Is a Map—an introduction to

the understanding of maps. Young
America Films recently acquired ex-

clusive world-wide distribution rights

to this 16mm film produced by Teach-
ing Films, Inc.

Chess Fundamentals (H'_. reels)—
an introduction to the game of chess,

designed particularly for community
youth and adult groups.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
CLASSROOM FILMS, 625 Madi-
son .\ve., N. Y. 21, announces the

availability of the following 16mm
sound teaching films:

How Volcanoes Make Mountains—
picturing actual volcanoes in action,

explaining the cause of volcanic ac-

tion, showing the location of active

volcanoes throughout the world.

Functions of the Nervous System—
illustrating and describing the nerv-

ous system and its functions.

THE WORLD TODAY, 450 VV.

56th St.. N. v. 19, announces that

Raymond Spottiswoode, producer of

the film Round Trip, has completed

a second international relations film:

This Is Their Story (3 reels)—
dramatizing the reconstruction of

student life in Europe and Asia;

sponsored by the World Student Serv-

ice Fund and Unesco.

STERLING FILMS, 61 W. 56th

St., N. Y. 19, announces a new film

for children, available in 16mm sound

and silent and 8mm versions

:

Johnny at the Fair—the story of a

little boy who gets lost while attend-

ing the Canadian Exhibition and is

taken in tow by stars of stage, screen

and athletic fame, including Olsen

and Johnson, Joe Louis, and Barbara

.\nn Scott, world champion figure

skater.

u, */ fi'i

Great music perteclly recorded, in o

production unique for its inspired blending

of sigfit and sound. Each subject o

complete composition. Unforgettable

enlertoinment, yet ideal for instruction.

Excellent molerial for resole to schools.

litf Price: $35.00 each subject

ABELARD Educational Films, Inc.

1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Write us tat dtscriptivt liftralun

C^HILH/IRMONIC

©f^CHESTRA

AND RADIO VIENNA

^^'« from fhe Vienna Woods

Emperor Walfz

^''"' K'eine
Nachfmusik

Orpheus In Hades

Serenafa
Nofturna

Tannhaeuser

Beethoven's
Fifth

1st Movement

Rosamunde

Egmonf

Unfinished
Symphony

'«»nd 2nd Movements

Vienna Blood

'^"^'<= of the Spheres

Tur*,'*""" ^^"*r OF

'yl^&iK/
See 16 mm sound
film, 28 minutes
in full color ^m.1
A new film, "GOOD THINGS HAPPEN

OVER COFFEE," that fosters understand-

ing of our Latin-American neighbors.

See Latin Americans at worl and play !n

picturesque surroundings; breath-talcing scen-

ic views; the coffee story from seed to cup
—the foundation of our Latin-American

trade—the cup of friendship among Good
Neighbors.

NEARLY 100 OTHER FREE FILMS
of educational and popular interest.

OVER 30 LITERARY CLASSICS
to malce literature LtVE in the classroom.

OVER 30 NEW MUSIC FILMS
of opera and classical selections.

(Write for list.)

ALSO: Excellent Entertainment, Sports and
Recreation, Travelogue, Educational, Discus-

sion, Religious, and other films.

Write for 1948-1949 Catalog of

SELECTED MOTION PICTURES to Dept "E"

ASSOCIATION FILMS
fttH YOU If

^llratl 4»li SI.

, .r1{a»aco I

SAN FII«MCtfCO I '

>ji'T»i» iijVi' I

-^ j-i '
.'•'.'- '•-it
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BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

\. Y. 20, announce the following new

16mm sound films;

Films about Britain—a series of six

13-minute films: titles include Lozv-

lands of Scotland, Midland Journey,

So This Is London, Ulster Story, The

Way to the West, and Welsh Magic.

Steps of the Ballet—showing the

work of the choreographer, composer,

and designer; Robert Helpmann de-

tails the dancers' parts prior to the

presentation of a new ballet,

A Yank Comes Back—a picture of

Britain today as seen through the eyes

of an ex-G,I. He has a look at British

industry, social services, recreations.

.As a result of his sometimes hilarious

and complicated journey, he discovers

that the British people are still vital

and energetic and he entertains no

doubts about the future they are mak-

ing for themselves. The film was

written and directed by Burgess Mere-

dith, who also plays the starring role.

BAILEY FILMS, 2044 N. Beren-

do, Hollywood 27, Calif., announces

the availability of the following 16mm
motion pictures;

Mother Goose Stories (one reel)—
a film for primary children in which

animated figurines portray the famous

Mother Goose stories to a special

musical background. .Available in

16nim sound or silent kodachrome.

Navajo Indians of the Painted

Desert (one reel)—a social-studies

documentary film of Navajo Indian

family life. 16mm sound, black and

white.

Frontier Farmers of Alaska (2 reels)

—a picture story of .Alaska; its topo-

graphy, people, way of life. .Avail-

able in 16nini sound in color or lilack

and white.

"Remember the old days when books were

all we carried?"

ASSOCIATION FILMS, 347

Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, has avail-

able a new sound film on coffee-

growing countries presented by Pan-

American Coffee Bureau;

Good Things Happen Over Coffee

(3 reels)—emphasizing the import-

ance of coffee, not only in daily Amer-

ican life but as a vital factor in the

economy of the countries of Latin

.America; depicting the scenery and

people of the coffee-growing coun-

tries and showing the entire .process

necessary to produce a cup of coffee.

FILM PUBLISHERS, 25 Broad

St., N. Y. 4, is distributing a new 10-

minute documentary 16mm motion pic-

ture produced by Julian Roffman of

World Today and narrated by Jose

Ferrer:

The Sydenham Plan—the story of

.America's first inter-racial hospital,

where the only qualification for the

doctor is professional skill and the

only qualification for the patient is the

need for hospital care. Here is a vivid

example of how one community trans-

formed inter-racial platitudes into con-

crete action.

Lists and Catalogs

FRANCO-AMERICAN Audio-

Vistxal Distribution Center, 934 Fiftli

.Ave., N. Y. 21. has available its 1949

Catalog of .Audio-Visual Teaching

.Aids, listing a wide variety of a-v

materials on France. Included are

sets of bulletin board exhibits (on

the French .Alps. Paris, French

Tapestries, etc.) ; motion pictures

(mostly in French) on art and archi-

tecture, geography, history, literature,

etc.; and slide sets (2" x 2" and

3]4" X 4", kodachrome and black and

white) on art, literature, geography,

etc.

The teaching aids arc distributed

to schools and colleges on a rental

or sale basis. Most of the distribu-

tion is through a membership plan,

details of which are described in the

catalog.

POST PICTURES CORP., 115

W. 45th St.. \. Y. 19, announces its

new 1949 Catalog of 16mm sound

films to which it holds exclusive dis-

tribution rights. The catalog includes

the new Monogram program of 36

feature pictures and westerns.

CASTLE FILMS, 1445 Park Ave..

N. Y. 29. announces its 1949 catalog

of 16mm and 8mm films, including

comedies, cartoons, sport films, ad-

venture subjects, travel films, news

features, etc.

SCREEN ADETTE EQUIP-
MENT CORP., 8479 Melrose Ave.,

Los .Angeles 46, has recently issued

a descriptive catalog of 16mm sound

films for rental. The catalog is divided

into the following sections: For

Schools; Westerns; For General
.'^howing.

w////y///M7///M'/////////^^

From

COMMONWEALTH

World's Leading 16mm

Distributor Come These

Major Company HITS

that have enthralled

Millions

Send for Ipteit catalog of other MAJOR COMPANY ^
features, musicalt, short subjects and serials. These

^^

-^ fi ms ore for sale and teose at Commonweolth. For ^
*! r«ntal, communicate with leading Film libraries.^

EXCLUSIVE I6MM DISTRIBUTORS

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.

723 Seventh Avenue. New York 19. N.Y
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness o( this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary Importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

(P|Academy Films

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood, Ca
Association Films

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.

206 S. MIctiigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2. Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc.

2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, DIv. of United World Films, Inc.

(PD)

Y.

(PD)

Y.

N. Y.

17, N,

(PD)

(D)

(PI

(D)

Y.

(PD)

(PD)
Y.

Ore.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N
Catholic KHovies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18

Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Sa.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5,

20'9 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.

55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y
Fryan Film Service

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohl<
General Films, Ltd.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heldenkamp Nature Pictures

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6I2I/2 S. Rldgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc.

1560 Broadway, New York 19, N
International Film Bureau

6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2,

15 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19,

March of Time Forum Edition

369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y
Mogull's, Inc.

68 W. 48th St., New York 19

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y
Official Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N
Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc.

730 Elm St., Winnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton. N
625 Madison Ave., New York, N

Reh'glous Film Assn., Inc., Libraries

347 Madison Ave., New York 17,

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3,

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

Y.

III.

(PD)

(D)

(PD)

P)

(D)

(PD)

(PD)

N. Y.

N. Y.

Y.

(PD)

(P|

(D)

(PD)

(P|

(PD)

(PD)
J.

Y.

(D)

N. Y.

Religious Film Assn. (Continued)

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
SImmel-Meservey, Inc.

(

321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills. Cal

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.-

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.

614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

PD)

(D)

(D)

(P|

(D)

(D)

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width J6mm or 35mm. Educational

Television; Commercial; Homo.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation
285-1 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18,

Bell & Howell Co.
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45,

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York 17. N.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto. Ont.

(M)
III.

(M)
III.

(M)

(D)

HIrsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave. San Francisco 8, Cal

(D)

Mogull's, Inc.

68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(D)

Natco, Inc.

4401 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III

(M)

THE BOOK YOU NEED

AN IMPROVED

FILM DIRECTORY

The new, more complete, 1949

edition of The Blue Book of

16mm Films is now on sale.

• ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
Don't be disappointed this year. PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
. . . malce sure you receive your copy of the handiest film

reference guide you've ever owned.

• BIGGER MORE COMPLETE

The 1949 edition contains listings of more films than ever

—

gathered from every possible source. It's the finest we've

printed . . . 24th annual edition.

i

USE THE COUPON ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)^-dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol [PO) appears.

Nu-Art Films. Inc. (D|
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ralle Company (D)
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D)
Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (0)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (D|
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (0)
686-9 Shrine Bl.dg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. [M]
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Visual Education Incorporated (D)

Lamar and 12th, Austin, Tex.

2010 N. Field St., Dallas I. Tex.

3905 S. Main St., Houston 4, Tex,

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS
Keystone View Co.

Meadville, Pa.

(M)

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12. Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P)

Wilmette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Fllmslide Service

944 Regal Road. Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

(P)

(D)

(PI

SLIDES
KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. S'A x 4I/4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8. Cal.

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

(Formerly titled "1000 and One")

• Lists almost 7000 films

• Synopsis of each film

• Where to get each film—prices

• Films on every subject

• Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS. YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS
Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
-LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Book. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Addrei

Olty ..

State

D Check here If you wish to be billed.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2|

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2|

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument DIv'sion

Buffalo 15, N. Y.

(M)

Ampro Corporation
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18,

(M)
III.

Beseler Company, Charles

60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

(M)

Comprehensive Service Corp.
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

(D)

General Films, Ltd.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 Kinq St.. W. Toronto, Ont.

(D)

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, C=

(D|

1.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

(M)

LaBelle Industries

Ocononnowoc, Wis.

(M)

Raike Company
829 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles 14,

(D)

Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

ID)

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdg.. Memphis 1. T

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7,

3nn

'a.

(D|

(D)

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39. III.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye [0]

239 Grant Ave.. San Francisco 8. Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)

1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I. Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, inc. (.D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. i^)

5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, HI.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

m McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
Text-Film Dept., has announced three
new filmstrip series prepared for high
school and college use: the "Etiquette"
series (covering family relationships,

school spirit, good grooming, table

manners, and social relationships); the
"Accounting" series (including such
titles as Introduction to Accounting.
Journalizing and Posting. The Work
Sheet, etc.) ; and the "Chemistry"
series (covering the kinetic-molecular
theory, formula writing, atomic theory.
etc.). Each of the series is correlated
with McGraw-Hill textbooks which
have achieved prominence in their in-

dividual fields. Additional series are
now in production.

POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., Audio-\"isuaI Division, 35.5

Fourth Ave., N. Y. 10. oflfers a new-
series of filmstrips on transportation
methods:

Transportation Around the World—
comprising six black-and-white film-

strips, averaging 50 frames each.
Titles include: Wheels, Animals, and
Men; EngineS: Rails, and Roads:
Steam, Sail, and Muscle; V\ater
Travel Today; Conquering the Air-
ways; Safety in Transportation.

ZIONIST ORGANIZATION OF
AMERICA, Education Dept., 41 E.
42nd St., K. Y. 17, has announced
the production of a series of twelve
filmstrips on Israel, covering almost
every phase of life and activity in the
Jewish State. The twelve subjects,
with approximately 45 frames each,
are on the following topics: Israeli

Primer, The New State of Israel, The
People of Israel, The Holy Places.
Cities Old and New, Children of Des-
tiny, Haganah-Defenders of Israel.

YOU too CAN HELP
TAroff^A RED CROSS

Together We J oil. Industries of

Irsael, My Brother's Keeper, Plan-

ning for Peace, and A Culture Re-
born.

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.,

is distributing a new series of discus-

sional filmstrips produced by Curricu-
lum Films:

Work and Play with Janet—com-
prising six modern stories for chil-

dren, each filmstrip providing the
teacher with visual and vocabulary
material for the study of one aspect
of life in the home and in the com-
munity. Subjects are: Janet's Birth-

day Cart; Janet's Ducks and Geese;
Janet Helps Mother; Fun on a Picnic:

Janet Visits a Dairy Farm; Making
Gingerbread Boys. The series includes
a Teacher's Manual containing a

vocabulary list for each filmstrip.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
N. Y. 20. announces the availability of

the following filmstrips:

Village College (53 frames)—pic-

turing the activities at Impington
College, where British children and
adults receive every cultural advan-
tage.

Health Centre (35 frames)—de-
scribing the work of British health
centres.

Malaria (.58 frames)—showing Brit-
ain's persistent fight against malaria.

The Royal Horticultural Society
(32 frames)—picturing the activities

of the Society, founded by a small
group of flower lovers in the early
19th century.

Pictures

and Charts

ARMSTRONG CORK CO., Lan-
caster, Pa., offers free of charge a series
of 21"x22" full-color enlargements of
cutaway views and editorial explana-
tions of various major manufacturing,
processing, and business operations.
•Available are cutaway views of a
Hotel, an Oil Refinery, a Locker Plant.
a Steamship, a Photographic Film
Plant, a Bakery, a Refrigerator Plant,
a Steel Mill, and a Produce Terminal.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
CONFERENCE BOARD, 247 Park
Ave., N.Y. 17, has instituted a program
whereby its weekly colored charts and
graphs on economics (called "Road
Maps to Industry") are being made
available without charge to educators
on the secondary-school level. The
weekly charts, measuring 8'/^ x 11

inches, include the latest available
statistics from government agencies
and other accredited sources.
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VICTOR SALUTES WISCONSIN!

X

Triseoi^^si:»r

FORWARD

WISCONSIN STUDENTS

ARE LEARNING MORE THROUGH

I6mni VISUAL EDUCATION

Victor 16mm sound movie projectors play an important part in

Wisconsin education, where more than 205,000 students find learning

stimulated through visual learning.

Progressive Wisconsin presents an example of the reputation Victor

has maintained among educatoi's thi'oughout the nation. It is a repu-

tation earned by the production of quality projectors providing peerless

performance . . . and unmatched service from the world's largest

service organization.

A Victor 16mm Sound Movie Projector is now available for as little

as $295.00—easily today's greatest educational value. Write today for

information on Victor's complete price and utility range in sound

projectors.

* DiyiSlOM or CU RTI SS-WRIG HT CORPORATION
Dept. 0-20 • Home Office and factory: Oarenport, Iowa

New York • Chicago • Distributors Throughout the World

Wijconsm Schools report thaf 87% of Iheir sfu-

denti receiVe inslruclion regularly from 16mm
sound instrucfional film.

University of Wisconsin Figures by Wisconsin

Division of Audio Visual Aids Research Committee
—R. Shreve, N, Mogoro, M. lucia and Dr. Walter
Wittich.
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/ Send tor latest catalog of othe* MAJOR COMPANY 4
faolures, muiicoli, ihcrl lubjecti and terlali. These ^
fi "IS are (or sole and leose ol Commonwealth. For ^

p rental, communicole with leading Film libraries J

EXCLUSIVE I6MM DISTRIBUTORS

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.

723 Seventh Avenue. New York 19. NY

Bull's Eye

Editor :

Your editorial in the February issue

("Reading. Yes. But
—

") of Screen once

more hit the bull's eye for me. It closely

parallels an article I wrote for Film-

Radio Guide. Once one acquires the

Visual Communication viewpoint, this

matter becomes so much greater and sig-

nificant than the "visual education-visual

instruction" viewpoint that the latter

dwarfs to an impoverished, meaningless
cult.

B. A. AUGHINBAUGH
Supervisor, Ohio Slide & Film Exchange
Dept. of Education. Cojsmbus. Ohio

A-V Reports From Europe

Editor :

In the January issue for 1949 of the
Educational Screen you printed an
article by Robert E. Brubaker on educa-
tional film problems abroad. As to the
paragraph on Norway, the following ad-
ditional information may be of interest to
your readers

:

After the war the Ministry of Church
and Education appointed an advisory
committee for school films, which was also
to act as a board of censors for this
type of films. This committee now con-
sists of four members.

In 1948 the Government Film Service
was established to organize the audio-
visual instruction and to create a na-
tional library of educational and instruc-
tional films for schools, armed forces,
adult education organizations and others
being interested in audio-visual material.

Jon Mathisen
Managing Director
Statens Filmsentral
Oslo, Norway

Editor :

In the January issue of Educational
Screen, you have published the "A-V
Report on Europe." This report includes
an article about Holland in which wrong
information is given about our organiza-
tion. Would you be so kind as to insert
in your magazine a few corrections on
this information? For that purpose we
enclose the following particulars about
our work and organization.

1. The "Netherland Educational Film,"
a foundation of the Ministry of Educa-
tion, Arts and Sciences, produces, buys,
and distributes nearly exclusively films
for primary grades (6-12 years) and has
the opinion that for these youngsters the
silent film, shown by the teacher before
and after his lesson on the subject with
which the film is dealing, is more suit-
able, both didactical and pedagogical
than the sound film. The N.E.F. is able
to refer to the testimony of many peda-
gogical and psychological experts, to the
editor (of the School-Made Motion Pic-
tures department) of the Educational

148

Screen (March issue, 1947, page 157),
and to Jean Benoit-Levy.

2. The N.E.F. does not deny the sound
film any value in classroom teaching, nor
does it use every means and argument to
discredit audio-visual education, but it

admits frankly that the sound films might
be very useful for senior pupils of con-
tinued primary, secondary and university
education.

3. Our eflforts to indoctrinate teachers
in our direction have been very success-
ful, as riore than a fourth part of all

elementary schools in Holland is getting,

at payment, each month during one week
a projector and a number of silent films

at their disposal. When more projectors
are available, we can serve all elementary
schools within a period of five years, as
the enthusiasm among the teachers is

very considerable.

4. With regard to sound classroom
films, Holland does not entirely depend
on America. It can also obtain these
films in England, where, for instance,
the Gaumont British has produced sound
films of a high standard, based on didac-
tical and pedagogical principles.

Prof. Dr. Ph. Kohnstamm
Director, Netherland Educational Film
The Hague, Holland

Shades of Draper

Editor :

We have read with much interest your
editorial on page 12 of the January issue
concerning the "special audio-visual
room" versus audio-visual education in

each individual classroom.

On page 10 of this same issue is a half-
page advertisement on the Draper Port-
able Pakfold Shade which has been run
previously in your magazine. We know
that this will give a most efficient and
economical installation and will provide
in your own terms "top-standard projec-
tion facilities" as far as proper darkening
of each and every room for visual edu-
cation is concerned. The fact that visual
education may be offered under proper
conditions in each and every room is a
reality instead of an ideal when such
e(|uipnicnt is used.

Luther A. Pidgeon
Luther O. Draper Shade Co.
Spiceland. Indiana

"Families First" Favored
Editor :

The (New York State Youth) Com-
mission sincerely appreciates your exten-
sive and favorable review of "Families
First" (February, 1949, page li) . . .

In the 16mni version released January
1. the film has been presented to about
800 groups, half of these being outside of
New York. Assistance such as you have
given is sincerely appreciated.

Francis X. Cougiilin
Public Relations Supervisor.
New York State Youth Commission
Albany. New York

Educational Screen



superior quality 16mm. sound

for auditorium or classroom

Send for Booklets

Mail coupon for full details on the Premier "20"

and new Ampro Compact. Also send 10c for in-

teresting booklet "The Amazing Story of 16mm.
Sound Motion Pictures" (the illustrated story of

how sound pictures are made and projected)—and
FREE copy of " A New Tool for Teaching" (the
story of sound films in the classroom). These in-

formative booklets will be mailed to you postpaid.

Ampro Premier "20"
16mm, projector approved

by school systems everywhere

For larger audiences— in larger rooms— the

Ampro Premier "20" offers numerous advan-

tages. It delivers high quality sound reproduc-

tion— in ample volume. It provides efficient

illumination, brilliantly clear. It is dependable,

easy to thread, simple to operate. It is gentle to

precious film, easy to service. The many special

features that make up Ampro's "superior qual-

ity" have been developed through 20 years of

experience— and millions of performances!

That's why thousands of Ampro projectors are

used and approved by this country's leading

school systems, religious denominations, univer-

sities, government departments and industrial

concerns. Before you decide—ask your Ampro
dealer for a demonstration. And be sure to send

for full detailed story of Ampro Premier "20".

Ampro *Xompact"
—a complete portable 1 6mm.

sound projection unit in ONE case:

For moderate-sized audiences—in smaller rooms
or classrooms—the Ampro Compact is ideal. It

is portable—the entire unit including projector,

amplifier, detachable speaker and cord, extra 400'

reel and film, is contained in one compact case.

Through special counter-balancing mechanism,

projector swings up into operating position in

one easy movement. Has many special Ampro
features. Operates unusually quietly, delivers

Ampro quality sound and illumination—and is

economically priced. Send for illustrated cir-

cular giving full details.

Ampro Corporation • Chicago 18, III.

A General Precision Equipment Corpofalion Subsidiatv

IN CANADA:
Telephoto Induslriet Limited, 1438 Yenge Street, Toronto

• Trad* Umrk Rav. U.S. Pat. Off.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2835 N. Western Avenua
Chicago 18. Illinois ES44?

Please send me full details and price of the AMPRO
Premier "20" and Ampro Compact Projector.

I enclose 10c for a copy of the illustrated book-

let "The Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion

Pictures."

Also send FREEcopy of "A New Toot for Teaching."

Name_

Address-

City _Sfot»_
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FILM COUNCIL MONTH
Toward greater and better

community use of informational films

• Throughout April, local film councils in the U.S.

will sponsor special film programs to give new emphasis

and recognition to the role informational films are play-

ing in community life and to encourage the organization

of new film councils so that virtually every commu-

nity in the country will know how to get and how to

use informational films.

Screenings of Film and You* the National Film

Board of Canada production descrihing a film council

in action, will be encouraged by 1<"CA as an effective

way of showing people what films and film councils can

do in and for a community. Some film councils have

planned film festivals or film workshops ; others are

conducting film and discussion programs focused on

specific community interests and jjroblems. A list of

suggested film material for such programs can he se-

cured from FCA headquarters, 6 West Ontario St.,

Chicago 10.

Eight authoritative and clearly-written guides on film

council organization and activities are also available

from FCA—a "how-to-do-it" pamphlet series, includ-

ing the following titles : How to Form a Film Council,

How to Obtain and Screen Films for Community
Use, How to Conduct a Survey of Community Film

Needs and Resources, How to Organize a Community
Film Information Center, How to Organize and Con-
duct Commimity Film Workshops, How to Conduct a

Community Film Forum, How to Evaluate Films for

Community Use, How to Organize a Film Festival.

(Entire series of eight pamphlets, $1.00; single pam-
phlets, 15c each.)

Several film jjroducers are cooperating w'ith the

FCA in making available selected lists of their films

free of charge to any film council holding a com-
munity 'film rally during April. Councils wishing
to obtain films should write directly to the FCA
national headc|uarters in Chicago.

Film Councils Around the Nation

• What's hai'pkning in the film council movement
in the United States ? There is substantial evidence that

the film council idea is taking hold, that community
groups, all over the country are beginning to discover

that they can, by cooperative effort, assure themselves
a wider accessibility to films useful for information and
education.

This is occurring not only in the large cities,

where it might be expected, but also in small towns
and cities. Out in Colton, Oregon, for example,
the Film Council is ccxjperating with the Clacka-
mas County Parents Association in a drive to es-

tablish a film library and film information service

See the February issue of Educational Scrken, pages 66-77,
for a description of what the film is about and how to get it.

For additional information, write to FCA headquarters, 6 W.
Ontario St., Chicago 10.

in the Countv Lil)rary. Down in Greenville, South

Carolina, the newly-formed Cireenvillc Film Council

is working closely with the Hoard of l->lucation to

establish a broad audio-visual i)rogram which will

be of service to community and school alike.

Des Moines, Iowa, organized a film council on

December 6. 1948, which got off to a very fast Start.

The local public library has assigned a special room

to Council mend>ers which will be kept permanently

set uj) for film showings. .A local 16mm film dis-

tributor donated to Council members a projector

which will be kept in the library, and a film informa-

tion center is lieing set up in the library itself.

The Milwaukee, Wisconsin Film Council recently

held a meeting in cooperation with the local Radio

Council and is scheduling a special Motion Picture .

Equipment Show as a feature of its annual meeting |
in May. The Newark, New Jersey Film Council,

which has long been one of the most active in the

country, continues to hold regular monthly meet-

ings featuring screenings of selected films, gets out

a monthly "Film Council Notes" which features

selected audio-visual materials on special subjects

from time to time. The latest venture of the New-
ark Council is the sponsorship of a series of monthly

meetings on unusual ex])erimental and documen-
tary films, the first of which was held in February.

In Spokane, Washington, the Film Council co-

operated in the establishment of a union catalog

of films available in Spokane and the Inland Em-
])ire. The catalog, when completed, will list over

2,000 film subjects available in and around that

region, and will be maintained and kept uj) to date

])y the library.

The Chicago Film Council inauginated a series

of monthly film premieres of selected educational

and informational subjects in January of this year,

which is attracting considerable attention in the

Windv City. These C(jnsist of the ])ick of new pro-

ductions issued each month.

The Cleveland l<"ihn Coiuicil is ])Ianning to put on

an even bigger film festival on June 16 of this year

than it did last year. In addition, it has sponsored

a series of successfid film meetings during the past

six months on such topics as traffic safety, films

in industry, films for recreation, international un-

derstanding. The Charlotte, North Carolina Film

Council has undergone reorganization within the

past year and is acting as the Films Division of a

new Charlotte Adult Education Council, a plan

which the leaders feel will increase the use of films

and audio-visual materials in informal youth and

adult activities in that city.

The Toledo, Ohio Film Council has held a series

of successful film forum meetings—one of which,

built around the film Ilniuan Gnnctli, got quite a

spread in the local papers and resulted in increased

interest in film council activities. In Ann Arbor.

Michigan, the Film Council is sponsoring a public

evening course on the problems of film utilization

—

in conjunction with the local ])uhlic school adult

education program.

The Massillon, Ohio Film Council has endeavored

to work out an arrangement with the local public

152 Educational Screen



In collaboration with the 20th Century Fund

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS
BRINGS YOU

PRODUCTIVITY: "^l^

k

A

w.

dramatic, absorbing study of the life-force of American Democracy

Now, in one superb motion picture, you can see the

tremendous why and how of America's greatness.

Productivity: Key to Plenty captures on 2 reels of

film the heart-beat of the giant, America. It brings our in-

dustrial might to life . . . shows how it grew . . . how it can

and must continue to grow.

Produced by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

Productivity is the newest addition to the world's fin-

est library of educational films.

Based on Dr. J. Frederic Dewhurst's monu-

mental study, America's Needs and Resources, Produc-

tivity will illuminate political and economic thinking

. . . reaffirm your faith in America. Truly one of the

greatest achievements of EBFilms' 20th Anniversary Year! It's a "must" film for

every library, large or small. Order your prints now!

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.
Wilmette, Illinois

Do yao hate a Film Comcll

1 1 )onr Cominonltir?

Wrlt>:FC«,6W.0oarlt St., Chlcati 10
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1,964 VISUAL AIDS TO HELP YOU

TEACH AND YOUR 5WDEHTS LEARN .

Agriculture

Aviation

Biology

Conservation

Electricity

Engineering

First aid

Forestry

Foundry
Gardening

Health Radio

Home economics Refrigeration

Latin America Retail selling

Medicine

Nature Study

Navigation

Nursing
Nutrition

Optics
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school in which the Film Council will cooperate

with the public school-operated Audio-\'isual Ex-

change in establishing a collection of informational

and educational films owned and operated by the

Exchange which will be available for school and

community use.

The New York City Film Council put on a very

successful Film W^orkshop last December, designed

to assist representatives of national organizations

in the city, and local organizations as well, in se-

lecting and utilizing films for their programs. The
Gary, Indiana Film Council has been holding a

series of very successful meetings around films

relating to special community problems. At each

meeting the merits of the films shown are critically

discussed and demonstrations given of possible

group use to which films can be put. The Gary
Council is also planning to put on a film festival

in April or May.

One of the outstanding accomplishments of the

year for local film councils was achieved in Atlanta,

Georgia, last fall when the Atlanta Film Council

put on an Audio-Visual Exposition. Xationally-

known speakers addressed meetings during the

week, and the proceedings of several of the meetings

were beamed out to all parts of the state via radio.

The recently-formed Kalamazoo, Michigan Film
Council, which has headquarters in the public

library of that city, is at present conducting a sur-

vey among members prior to building a program
designed to fit the needs of the community. The
Casper, Wyoming Film Council, officially organized

last February, is preparing to set up a centralized

film library to serve members of that community
and is conducting a drive to enlist affiliation in the

Council among the more than 125 organizations in

the city.

A film council has been set up in Janesville, Wis-
consin which operates on a $20 grant from the Janes-
ville Educational Association and a $50 grant from the

janesville F"oundation. The Rochester, New York
Film Council is sponsoring a series of demonstra-
tions in efifective film forum techniciues for the bene-

fit of a variety of affiliated clubs and organizations,

including the local Junior League, the Federation

of Churches. Council of Social Agencie*, and others.

New councils continue to be organized in ail

parts of the country. The Film Council of Portland,

Oregon, came into existence early this year. Boston
organized a council in November of last year. Or-
ganizing committees are at work in Baltimore, Phila-

delphia, Summitt, N.J., Harrisburg, Pa., and in

Bakersfield and Sacramento, California, and in many
other places. A second film council was established

early this year in Hawaii—in Hilo.

And so the story goes throughout the U.S.A.
Local film councils everywhere are helping com-
munity groups get and use 16m:n films and other

audio-visual materials. During Film Council Month,
during every month—the FCA and all of the local

film councils around the nation are pushing forward
toward greater and better community use of infor-

mational films.
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YOU SEE IT ALL when your I6min films

are profected with the

IN EDUCATIONAL, business and industry films,

it is not the scene that counts most. It is how
forcefully and how vividly the picture is pre-

sented on the screen that determines whether
or not the scene will be noted and remembered.

Intimate close-up shots—projected with the

RCA "400"—show the minute parts of a subject
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We forgive the Jong deloy in making

fhe OWI and OIAA films available.

Patience and Confidence

• It has taken much longer than we have liked, hut we are grateful

that at last prints of the excellent films produced by the Offices of

War Information and Inter-American Affairs for overseas use, and

subsequently transferred to the Department of State, have been made

readily available for acquisition by film libraries in this country.

It is fortunate, too, that the distribution procedures finally worked

out are those that have proved so satisfactory in spreading the use

of Office of Education and Department of Agriculture films.

Before the war it sometimes seemed that Government agencies

did all they could to prevent their informjEjtion films from being used.

Each agency had its own different plan for film distribution. Seldom

were the rules designed for the convenience of the film user. Some

prints were made available for purchase by local or regional film

libraries—if you could figure out how to get them. We recall an

instance when an audio-visual director tried for months to find out

how to acquiie a print of a certain Government film. One referral

led to another and finally he was referred back to the first person

he had written to. It was a perfect merry-go-round with nothing ac-

complished.

It's not that way today. Although there is still room for improve-

ment in such details as the availability of preview prints, the present

plan is far superior to conditions that existed in the past. It serves the

interests of the people—those who want to acquire and use prints of

Government films. Red tape has been cut and the words "readily

available" have been made meaningful. Prints of most Government

films can now be obtained through a one-stop sei-vice and on the

same terms.

So we are willing to forgive the long delay in making the OWI
and OIAA films available. We know that the problems have not been

simple ones. We know that the very Acts of Congress that have made
these excellent films possible have also placed certain restrictions

on their use and that the producing agencies could not be directly

concerned with their secondary uses. But patience, based upon con-

fidence in those who have responsibilities for Government films in

Washington, has been rewarded.

The recently announced good news about the OWI and OIAA
films brings new confidence that the interests of the people are being

served. Government agencies with films to be used are working to-

gether to make sui'e that these films are available.
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by HELEN LAWRENCE CROCKER

Children look . . .

and teachers learn

THROUGH the school motion picture, it seems to me.

a teacher can learn much about the individual child

—about his emotional life in particular. Perhaps

this is an old. old story, yet I do not recall anyone's

talking or writing about it from this viewpoint.

We know what a difficult task it is to tell exactly

how we feel, so certainly a child cannot tell us even

after he has learned to talk. Emotions are not entities

that any living person can classify entirely, and yet

all of us know the emotional life of a child has outward

signs from which we can catch glimpses of his inward

feelings. We teachers need to know the whole child.

Great strides have been made in learning about his

mental growth, and his physical growth is not so diffi-

cult to ascertain ; but the emotional life of the child

is much more of a ])roblem. Temper tantrums tell

their story, crying on occasion has its fairly obvious

reasons, laughter is understandable, but what of other

indicated feelings the child shows? It seems to me
that any child shows some definite emotional signs

while watching a motion picture—or afterward, and
that these can be valuable clues to the inner feelings.

I have watched for such signs when we have used

motion pictures at our school, and I sincerely feel 1

have gained insight into the emotional lives of our

children.

Authorities have made a few statements about motion

pictures in relation to children's emotions, and most of

them feel that more must be done concerning the in-

fluence of motion pictures. "Children are exceedingly

sensitive to beauty," several writers have said. During
the showing of natural color pictures in which there

is beautiful scenery (and I firmly believe that such

pictures should be shown to little children as well as

older ones), I love to watch the children's eyes and
faces. I enjoy hearing their "oh's" and "ah's" and
their comments afterward. We learn through experi-

ences and through past experiences do our apprecia-

tions develop. A teacher, I believe, can tell which of

the children really have such appreciation by the com-
ments made after such a film. She can tell, too, which
children have been farther than their own neighbor-

hood and which are more widely traveled.

Morgan and Jersild have spoken of "fears" in con-

nection with the motion picture. "Some children will

speak of being frightened ; some are aroused to emo-
tional excitement enough so that sleep is disturbed."

However, Winn says that "Those frightened by the

movies are likely to exhibit other emotional symptoms
not related to the movies." Although these statements,

it seems to me, apply far more to theatrical movies

He was "scared stiff of movies."

DAVID

and

LINDA

She was cruel to animals.
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than to instructional pictures, "fear" is something that

cannot be ignore<l even when using educational films.

Children's fears already developed, through some
conditioning that the teacher knows nothing about,

may be exhibited during a good educational film. If

a teacher knows that a child is afraid of something

and understands this fear herself, it is very possible

that she may "recondition"' the child against that fear,

or at least be on the watch so that she does nothing to

aggravate it. In this connection I wish to cite several

examples of fears of children that I discovered through

the showing of motion pictures in the classroom.

One little girl was almost frantic during the showing

of Shep, the Farm Dog for she was very much afraid

of large dogs. In a picture showing water sports with

diving predominant, a little boy sat with his hands over

his eyes, and later questioning revealed he feared junij)-

ing into water! How else should I have discovered

this fear on the part of this little fellow? A third child,

when watching the film Safety in the Home, became
extremely excited and rushed over to me crying that

her little sister had been hurt
—

"I just saw her up
there"—^pointing to the screen! It took several min-
utes to quiet her. This la.st instance proves vk'hat Merry
has said: "Children's reactions are three times greater

than those of adults because children regard situations

as real." Sometimes specific attitudes may be modi-
fied by seeing movies, ft seems to me that this would
be a truer statement for films shown in the junior high

or high school. However, one second-grader did re-

mark to me, "I guess black kids don't hurt you after

all," after seeing colored and white children playing

together on the screen.

More and more children are accepting the motion
picture as an integral part of life, for motion pictures

now seem to be part of the culture into which they were
born. The old Chinese saying

—"One picture is worth
ten thousand words"—seems to be true, and it seems
to me that this expression applies not only to the worth
of a picture for children, but may also apply to the

worth of a picture for teachers. As specific examples,
I should like to give two very simplified "case studies"
that seem to me to have meaning in considering the
worth of the motion picture for children. In these
cases the teacher knew of the child's difificulties ahead
of time and so was guided accordingly when the
motion pictures were shown.

DAVID
David was a quiet child who had one sister a year

younger than he. His father was calm and easy-going;
his mother was nervous and quick. When the child
entered first grade, he was not sure what it was all

about for some little time. However, he seemed to
mature rai>idly, loved school, showed a good attitude
toward his work, and, later, progressed beautifully.
I always felt that David's mother was a little disap-
pointed that he was not more nerypus or more shy,
for she was so certain that he would be

!

One day I told the children that we were going to
have a moving jMcture "tomorrow". David went home,
told his mother, and that evening she phoned me at my
home. She wanted to tell me that David "is scared
stiff of movies and plea.se don't let him see any or he

.iiiiiiimilililltiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiitinitiiiiiiniitiiniKiiiiniitiKiiiiiitdMiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii
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would carry on awful." I talked with her a few min-

utes, and she consented to let me use my own judgment

on the morrow. It seems at a very early age David

had been taken to the movies in order that his parents

might go. On several occasions he had fallen asleep

and had been suddenly awakened because of the loud

noises on the sound track of the film. Of course, he

was terrified ; and after this had happened several

times, nothing more was needed to condition the little

boy for a decided fear of the motion picture. His

parents were upset, for he had had nightmares, too.

"Tomorrow" came and so did our movie. Fortu-

nately, it was a farm picture, and I knew David was

much interested in farm animals. I casually told him

we were going to see something that was very different

from anything he had ever seen, and that he could sit

by me. Into the other room he went. The room, though

not light was not as dark as an actual theater would be,

and I had David look around him and see that all his

friends were there, too. We did things slowly so as

not to frighten him, apd I had him sit between me
and a special friend of his. \\'hen the j)icture started,

David had a look of absolute horror on his face. He
seemed to stiflfen out in the chair and clenched his

fists very tightly in his lap. I felt a bit worried and

wondered if I were really doing the wise thing. None
of the other children seemed to notice David. I felt

that now was the time to do something, for if not,

I knew I would never get him into that room again for

a film. So I took his arm and pulled him from the

chair to my lap. Putting my arms about him so that

he would feel the security he needed so much at such a

time, I softly told David that he was going to see

some animals "like Grandma has on her farm." (W^e

had discussed this all Ijefore, but after what he had

gone through that first minute, I knew he would not

remember.) I also told him that pictures usually have

those queer noises at first but that they mean the picture

is coming, and—"Look David, see that lovelv little colt

with his mother!'' Gradually David relaxed, leaned

against me, and looked at the screen, and though the

perspiration seemed to pour from him, he missed none

of the film. When we went back to our room, I heard

David say to his pal, "That was a good picture
!"

Of course, I wondered what he would do the ne.xt

time we showed a film ? I put him by me, but that was
all he needed exce]it a reminder that there would be

some queer noises first, perhaps, and then he would

enjoy the picture. He looked at me and smiled until

the film really began. I kept my hand on his shoulder

until I was certain all was well, and then let David

alone. That day he led the discussion afterwards and

he had not missed a thing

!

From then on, no one in the first grade looked for-

(Coittiiiucd on page 172)
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IT
MAY no longer be startling news that television

has been the fastest-growing industry in the United
States during the past several months ; but it is pro-

gressing more rapidly than did the electric refrigerator,

the radio and even the automobile when they were at

a similar stage of development. What is more impor-
tant is that nobody yet seems to know where it is

headed or what effects it will have along the way.
The movies can no longer ignore this impulsive up-

start, and reduced attendance figures cause the film

industry to become fearful of the time when every home
has a video receiver. Already the movie producers are
petitioning the F.C.C. for channels over which they
may some day operate television theaters.

Some of the programs transmitted are certainly not

iiiiiiriiniiin iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiniiiiiliiiiHiiiiltiiil iiiitllil iiiiiiiiiiliiniiiilliiiliiliiiiiil

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S Editor for Television presents
here the results of an inquiry conducted among the 1700
students of Chicago's South Shore High School to de-
termine some of the impact of TV on teen-agers. The
findings represent only a tiny segment of a broad area
ripe for research and further validation. The job is not one
exclusively for the experts but offers special and individual
problems to all Interested in education.
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by PHILIP LEWIS

suited to be exposed to the view of our youngsters.
As far as can be determined, little censorship has been
exercised except by the stations themselves. In some
cases this has not been satisfactory.

An inquiry was conducted among the 1700 students
of South Shore High School in Chicago to determine
some of the impact of TV on the teen-agers and thus
to clarify the challenge which we as educators must
accept. The returns were electrifying—almost 100 stu-
dents lived in homes already equipped with video re-
ceivers !

!
A subsequent questionnaire, together with

personal interviews and data taken from personnel
records, revealed significant trends. Though the group
involved is too small to warrant broad generalizations,
it is felt that some straws tossed to the wind can serve
as starting points for further research and investigation.

Although some of the TV sets have been in .service
for as long as 27 months, tlie average installation re-
ported upon has been operating for eight months. This
is a sufficient period to place some reliance on the
answers, since the novelty has worn off and the viewing
habits have become relatively stable. The recent linking
of the East and Midwest by coaxial cable should in-
crease the number of hours per week devoted to tele-

IE?



VIEWING TIME PER WEEK

23^
HOURS

FIGURE I

viewing beyond the 23^ hours revealed as the average

on this survey (Figure 1). In extreme cases this figure

went as high as 49 hours per week and eniliraces prac-

tically all the air time stations are now devoting to

transmissions. To appreciate the import of these figures

it must be remembered that, when watching a television

program, it is impossible to do anything else where
concentration and attention are required. As a gen-

eration, students of today have shown conclusively that

they can listen to the radio and still go through the

motions of doing their homework at the same time.

This is absolutely impossible with TV. E.xpressed in

diflferent terms, the effect is as though the student at-

tended a three-hour movie every night of the iveek

(Saturday and Sunday included)!

A definite correlation exists between families having
video receivers and the number of children belonging

to that household. Only 12% of the students questioned

eame from homes where they were the only offspring.

The two and three children homes were best repre-

sented. This may be due to recognition of television

as a medium for entertaining and holding the family

circle together.

The report revealed that 4>4 persons constituted the

usual audience whenever a set was turned on (Figure
2). As more receivers are installed, this figure will

drop slightly, but the total audience will l)e larger.

Already, the youth possessing a television set is an
envied individual among his peers and enjoys the ad-
vantage of never being without comjjany, especially

when the big games are scheduled. Televiewing is also

recognized as a deterrent to normal conversation. When
guests arrive, the hostess need only turn on the receiver
and television .solves the entertainment prol)lem.

In answer to tlie c|ue.stion. "Does television affect

your school work?", three groups of answers were
received

:

• Some say fhey are helped:

"I do my lionu'work bi't'ort- tclcvi>i()ii time. It even ctiablcs

mc to Icani about foreign countries and American bi.story."

"Tlic travel films and the nature film sborts help much in

understanding foreign countries and biology."

"I do not go out nig'its anyiuorc ;ind while waiting for the

television programs to come on. I do my homework."

"It heli)cd me in KBT (Elementary Business Training) after

I saw a program about stocks and bonds."

"I am helped through newsrecls and occasional infonuative

films which arc interesting."

"It makes you more interested in school. I sec things that I

am now studying in class. It brings together new friends at

school."

"It makes me wonder how television works and it helps mc
give ialks in Public .Speaking."

"ICducaiional films and instructional programs have been

of value to me."

"Travelogues helped lue in Commercial Geography,"

"Television has not afTected my school work. It keeps me at

home on school nights."

"I do my homework before watching. In fact, since I got the

set, my hon-.twork gits done. It didn't used to he this way."

"When I watch television, I'm always watching for Haws. I've

become more critical and look more carefully for errors in my
school work."

"The educational films have helped lue in History, En.glish aiul

in general conversation. News broadcasts are easier to under-

stand than reading the copy in the daily papers.

• Some find they are hampered:

"I don't spend so much time on homework. Now I hurry
through it,"

"The receiver occasionally tends to distract mc from my
homework."

"I am tired when I come to school because I stay up too late

and cannot get enough sleep. I wish they would have the good
programs scheduled earlier instead of airing them so late,"

FIGURE 2

VIEWERS PER SEP
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"I can't Rct my homework done. It takes too imicli of my
time."

"It doesn't affect me. Iiiit my lirolluT refuses lo ilo liis home-

work when the set is on."

"There have been a lot of instructional and informational

programs, but I stay up too late watching them."

"I can do my homework when listeninR to the radio, but not

with television."

"
I don't have time to do homework because I like to watch

television more than I want to do my assignments."

"I can't do homework when a good jirogram is on."

• Some say it doesn't bofher fhem:

"We have a rule at our house. .\\\ work must he done

before we can look at television."

"I study in another part of the house and am not able to see

or hear it."

"TV programs are not shown enough hours per day to pre-

vent me from doing my work. Many- of the programs do not

liold much interest for me."

"When we first got our set, I watched it all the time. Now
I'm used to having it and my homework comes first."

"Since our set was installed, my grades have improved."

"I do my homework when I get home from school or during

my study periods."

"I do my homework first."

"I know that I would like to see TV so I get my work done

ahead of time."

"Instead of listening to tlie radio I spend my spare moments
watching television, and it doesn't affect my homework. I think

most of the programs are poor and not at all educational."

Regardless of the replies, it is easy to conclude that

TV certainly influences the lives of the children exposed

to its magic screen. Although only some of the answers

have heen recorded here, it should he realized that

television has usurped the 23j^ hours per zveek

{averaijc) that were devoted, previously, to other

activities—many of which were necessary and even

vital to the normal growth of the youngster. The fact

that almost SO'/f of those interviewed reported that

the video medium did not affect their school work-

does not minimize the effect of television, since all stu-

dents in this group went on to explain how they had

to reorganize their habits to accommodate this inter-

loper in their daily life. This very forcefully illustrates

how rapidly video is becoming an integral part of the

American scene.

A large number of the .students asserted that tele-

viewing was no threat to their school work since most

programs are not scheduled until late in the evening.

Now, however, the coaxial cable is bringing daytime

and early afternoon offerings to Chicago and the Mid-
west. Dumont has already started a continuous 16-hour

daily transmission schedule in New York. The indica-

tions are that Chicago stations will do likewi.se as soon

as more sponsors are attracted. At least two things are

clear now without resort to a crystal ball—parents must
regulate the time their children spend at the TV re-

ceiver, and educators must recognize this rapidly-

maturing colossus and make it serve their purposes.

Photo by Jerry Kalish

"It doesn't affect me, but my brother refuses to do his

homework when the set is on."

• A joint exploration into the role television can play in

education is under way in the Philadelphia and Camden, New
Jersey, schools. The Philadelphia and Camden Boards of

Education, the Office of Diocesan Superintendent of Catholic

Schools, television station WC.'\U-TV, and the RCA Victor

Division of the Radio Corporation of America are cooperating

in a program whereby four weekly telecasts will be received

in thirty-one public and parochial schools in and around Phila-

delphia and Camden in which television receivers have been

installed by RCA Victor. Personnel from the schools systems

are working with station WCAU-TV in the development of

|)rograms, each of which is directed to a specific school level.

• A series of 39 educational programs to be telecast three times

a week is being sponsored jointly by the Philadelpliia Board of

Education, Philco Corporation, and television station WPTZ.
Philco has installed big-screen television receivers in twenty

public, parochial, and private schools in the Philadelphia area.

Students themselves will take part in most of the shows on

station WPTZ. Occasionally mobile units will travel to the

schools to originate programs in the science laboratories or on

the athletic fields. Principals will select tlie audiences for

each program.

• A $2,500 fellowship, made available to the University of

Cincinnati by the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, will be

used in pioneering work to study the relationship between

education and television. This fellowship is said to be the

first of its kind in the country. James D. Shouse, vice presi-

dent of .Avco Manufacturing Corporation and president and

hoard chairman of its subsidiary, Crosley Broadcasting Cor-

poration, said the fellowship was established in an effort to

learn how education and video can best he correlated in the

interest of the public in general.
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An experiment in regional film distribution

From Library

to Library

^ fo You

THE Cleveland Public Library, first again in a

most notable forward step in the educational film

field, is now actively engaged in distributing 16mm
films to ten Ohio libraries in a regional area surrounding

the city of Cleveland. This extension of the activities

of the library's pioneer film lending service was made
possible by a $25,000 Carnegie Corporation grant to the

Cleveland Public Library in the early summer of 1948.

Under the administration of the Film Bureau, the proj-

ect will extend over a period of two years, during

that time making available to ten participating libraries

an extensive collection of educational films which, under

ordinary circumstances, small libraries could not afford

to acquire because of the expenditure involved for

such an initial collection.

The ten Ohio libraries benefiting by the new move
and sharing in the experiment are: Alliance, Canton,

Elyria, Lorain, Massillon, New Philadelphia, Sandusky,

Warren, Woo.ster, and Youngstown.

The regional circuit plan which revolves a collection

of 170 films among the participating libraries was or-

ganized under the direction of the head of the Film
Bureau, with the generous counsel and encouragement
of the library administration. The plan, put into effect

October 1, 1948, operates as follows:

Seventeen films are block-beoked to each of the ten

libraries for a period of one month. At the end of this

period, each collection of 17 films is sent on to the

next library on the circuit and thus each receives a
new group of subjects every month.
By the end of the year, each library will have had the

use of the entire collection of 1/0 films. During the

second year of the project these films will be re-dis-

tributed and new titles added. The revolving collec-

tion includes such classic documentaries as The River,
The City; March of Time releases; RKO's This Is

^<lllliiiiiriitlltlllltiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliMiiiiui)iiiiiiiiiiiliitiitiiriiiiiiitillllliiiiiiiiiirilliiitililillllillliiiiiiiiliriiiiiiiiiiililiitiiiiiiiiiiiiii'.
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Because of the impor+ance of the Cleveland Publx |

I
Library's Regional Film Project to all who are in- |

I terested in the distribution and use of motion pic- i

I
tures, this first report of progress by the director i

I
of the project is being published concurrently in I

I
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by VIRGINIA M. BEARD

Curator of Films,

Cleveland Public Library

America subjects; films for children and teen-age

groups, films on human relations, international and
community problems, science, safety, sports, travel,

geography, newsreels, arts and crafts, and music. Since

the 10 libraries on the regional circuit are within a

relatively short distance of one another, wasted film

travel time from one library to another is kept down to

a minimum whenever possible by transporting the

monthly allotment of 17 films from one lihrarv to the

ne.xt by car or bookmobile.

Each participating library pays an annual token fee

of $100 for the film lending service. This goes into

the central film purchase funds for replacements and
new film acquisitions.

By the time this tentative report reaches Educa-
tional Screen, The Cleveland Public Library Re-

gional Film Project will be exactly five months young.

Since the program is still in its infancy, it is too early

to draw any final conclusions concerning its broad

implications or ultimate success. What we hope may
be accomplished, however, can be stated briefly and
simply

:

1. Locally, ten Ohio public libraries will be helped

tremendously in their efforts to establish a film lending

.service on a community level. This in itself will be an

accomplishment of paramount importance, since it offers

a potent means of spreading information on world and
comminiity proJiIems, the atomic age, popular science,

mental hygiene, human relations, family ethics, child

care and health, and our .'Vmerican culture and heri-

tage, so desperately needed by so many people.

2. From a nation-wide point of view it is possible

that out of this cooperative inter-city film lending serv-

ice may emerge a basic pattern or blueprint wliich

other public libraries may adapt or adopt in establish-

ing a similar regional film service. This is quite in

keeping with the point made in ".-K National Plan for

Public Library Service" that libraries must explore,

and implement, ways of getting service to more and
more people through the medium of larger regional

units.
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3. The experiment too, if it proves its wortli, may
demonstrate the desirahility of state library aid to

assist in the cxmtinuation of this project as well as to

help in the development of other similar regional proj-

ects throughout the state.

Space will not permit a detailed analysis of the film

circulation reports submitted monthly by the ten mem-
ber libraries to the administering agency. Readers of

Educational Screen, however, will be interested in

the following statistical summary.

During the first three months of the project the ten

regional film libraries circulated a total of 4,965 films

to churches, schools, service clubs, social agencies, civic

and industrial groups. The aggregate audience seeing

these films totaled 221,636. The minimum circulation

per print per month was 3.2 ; the maximum, 17.8. Travel,

geography, sports, music and children's films enjoyed

the highest degree of popularity ; films on current

events, community problems and human relations ranked

second. It is encouraging also to note in comparing the

report month by month a steady increase and gain in

almost every instance both in circulation figures and

audience attendance.

These statistics speak plainly. They augur well for

future developments. They indicate too, indirectly, the

enthusiasm and genuine spirit of cooperation and verve

with which the ten member libraries (with no practical

film lending experience whatsoever with the exception

of Canton and Youngstown) have undertaken this new
experiment in film distribution and community service.

Although the Cleveland Public Library is administer-

ing the regional film project, it is the ten member li-

braries who are actually making it work with amazing
know-how. We in Cleveland are not only proud of

their first three months' record, but we also consider

it a privilege and a profitable experience to be asso-

ciated with them in working out this new regional

program.

How do the ten member libraries feel about the re-

gional project? What has been the reaction of their

resjjective communities to its inauguration ? We quote,

in closing, brief excerpts from reports and letters on

file in the Film Bureau which tell the story far better

than we can.

• "Tlie comnient.s on the quality and interest appeal of the

.SI fihns received during the first three months of the Regional

Fihii Project have been universally favorable. There also has

been a wide variety in the character of the groups before whom
they have been shown : factory executives, church groups, col-

lege aiidjiigh school faculty members, granges, lodges, includ-

ing some foieign-speaking people, rural schools, PTA groups,

social clubs, etc."

Howard Sohn
Carnegie Free Library

Alliance, Ohio

• ".Altho' the film service in Canton is not new, the library's

participation in the Carnegie project has given prestige to the

service. The 17 films every month are a blessing to our small

collection. We are pleased that each allotment includes chil-

dren's films. These are used each month as an integral part of

the children's story hour when stories are told and books dis-

played in an effort to correlate books and films. Animal pic-

tures are the children's delight."

Nancy E. Miller
Canton Public Library Association

• "The police and fire departments of Elyria are steady users

of the regional films. On the film The Feeling of Rejection, they

reported : 'Very interesting and educational to the police depart-

ment. Mental hygiene films are important. Let's have more of

them.'

"

Edna E. Moore
Elyria Library

• "We are all just bursting with enthusiasm over the regional

project and how we can use the films effectively. Once more
we would like to tell you how lucky we think we are to be a

part of this demonstration."

Mary McCann
Sandusky Library Association

• "We started the project off with a film forum Thursday

(Continued on page 173)

School, church, and community program

planners pick up films at the Wooster

Library, a member of Cleveland's Re-

gional Film Project. The library reports,

"We think the opportunity to be part of

this project has created more stir and

enthusiasm In Wooster and the Wayne

County area than anything In recent

Years."
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Announcing a new audio-visual filmsfrip series
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All interested in audio-visual education will welcome
a new Audio-Visual series of filnistrips produced and dis-

tributed by Young America Films* as a service to the audio-

visual field. Four of the filnistrips are clearly-presented pic-

ture-plus-caption stories of audio-visual administrative set-

ups, intended in each case as a study of a typical organization.

Included also in the series is a previous release, The Slide-

film in Teaching.

The administrative filmstrips include The Large-City

Audio-Visual Aids Organization (Newark, New Jersey) ; The

Small-City Audio-Visual Aids Department (Dearborn, Mich-

igan); The College Audio-Visual Center (State College of

Washington, Pullman) ; and The County Audio-Visual Service

Program (San Diego County).

The filmstrips should be invaluable in professional audio-

visual courses, both for pre-service and in-service training,

enabling teachers, most appropriately, to teach about audio-

visual administration through an audio-visual medium.

Wherever used, the filmstrips should stimulate not only dis-

cussion but real thinking about a-v administrative problems

and planning.

48 East 41st Street, New York 17, New York.

TMMhM-tMlAMl (MnofHwl m ofl

THE COUNTY AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICE PRO-
GRAM pictures some of the problems a county

a-v service encounters and shows how they have

been solved in San Diego County, California.

Framat in fh« outsid* strip at left are from "The Small-City A-V Aids

Department": frames in the inside strip at left are from "The Large-City

A-V Aids Organization."
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Young America Films

THE SMALL-CITY AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS DE-

PARTMENT is a picture story of how a typical

small city (Dearborn, Michigan] handles its audio-

visual program.

THE LARGE-CITY AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS OR-
GANIZATION shows how one large-city school

system (Newark, New Jersey) organizes and ad-

ministers its audio-visual aids program in close

relation to its local school libraries.

Specific course work is offered

in the audio-visual field.

THE COLLEGE AUDIO-VISUAL CENTER out-

lines the functions of a college a-v center and
shows how the State College of Washington
(Pullman, Washington) carries out these functions.

Sliitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii I 'iiiitMriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiitiiititiriiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiM'

Summer Courses

in Audio-Visual Education

1949—Parti
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiMiiMiii riiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiDi i.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN begins its annual listing of
summer audio-visual courses with the fifteen colleges and
universities in the U.S. selected as the recipients of the
1949 Encyclopaedia Britannica Films tuition scholarship
awards for summer study in audio-visual education. Title

of course, name of instructor, and dates of summer ses-

sion are given in so far as data were provided. The sole

requirement for EBFilms scholars is that they be teachers
or school administrators with special responsibility for

audio-visual instruction. The universities will receive ap-
plications for the awards until May I, 1949.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, Tallahassee, Fla

Audio-Visual Materials

Documentary Film

Audio-Visuaf Materials (July 25-Aug. 26)

HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Hampton, Va.

Audio-Visual Instruction in the Classroom
Audio-Visual Aids in Education
Motion Pictures in Education
Materials of Audio-Visual Instruction

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY, Kent, Ohio
Use of Audio-Visual Material in Education
Audio-Visual Materials in Education

NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY, Notre Dame, Ind.

Survey Course in Audio-Visual Education
Special Problems in Audio-Visual Aids

June 16-July 23
Myles H. Ritchie

Myles H. Ritchie

J. E. Harbin

June 20-July 29
Beulah S. Jones
Beulah S. Jones
June 20-Aug. 19

Malcolm Williams
(both courses)

June 20-July 29
Roy E. Wenger
Roy E. Wenger

June 20-Aug. 12

Orville R. Foster

Orville R. Foster

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE, Los Angeles, Calif.

Materials and Methods in Audio-Visual Instruction

Amber Wilson, Charles N. Butt

Audio-Visual Materials Other Than the Motion Picture

Margaret D'viiia, Charles N. Butt

Radio and Recordings in Education Betty Leigh Van Werden

OKLAHOMA A. AND M. COLLEGE, Stillwater, Okla.

June 2-Aug. I, Aug. 1-27

Administration of Audio-Visual Program J, C. Fitzgerald

Audio-Visual Education Workshop J. C. Fitzgerald

Elementary Photography Haslcell Pruett

Advanced Photography Haslcell Pruett

School Use of Radio Vera Jones

STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON, Pullman, Wash.
June 13—6 or 8 Weeks

Audio-Visual Aids in Education Gnaedinger, Hite

Seminar in Instructional Aids Gnaedinger, Hite

Organization and Administration of Audio-Visual Aids

Gnaedinger, Osborn

TEACHERS COLLEGE, Columbia University, N. Y. June 30-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual Materials and Methods of Use
(Sec. I) Harold Wigren, (Sec. II) Paul Witt

Laboratory Course in Aud'o-Visual Instruction Harold Wigren
Utilizing Radio in the Classroom C. Louis Forsdale

Preparation and Production of Educational Radio Programs
Forsdale

Production of Education Motion Pictures Josef Bohmer
Administering the Use of Audio-Visual Materials

M. R. Brunstetter, Paul Witt
Photography for Teachers F. L. Fitzpatrick, G. Zimmer
Science Films W. Burnett Cross

Communication and the Communication Arts in the

Modern Commun'ty Lyman, Bryson, and others

Photoplay and Radio Drama as Communication Arts

Audio-Visual Aids in Business Education (July 5-22) Ruth Larson

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, Chicago, 111. June 27-July 29

Audio-Visual Instruction: Techniques and Materials

Audio-Visual Instructional Problems

(Listings continued on page 179)
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN SUSS, Assistant Professor. School of Education
BETTY STOOPS, Rim Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Maps We Live By

(Nu-Art Films, 14S West 4Sth Street. New York 19, New
York') 22 minutes, 16mm. sound, black and white. 1947.

A Films of the Nations film, produced by the National Film
Board of Canada for the United Nations Film Board. $44.00.

Description of Contents:

This film reviews the development of present-day map
concepts, methods of making maps, map projections, a
variety of uses of maps, some of the social aspects of maps,
and the conflicting aspects of geographic and political bar-
riers in a world which must be ONE in order to survive.

Opening sequences picture the development of various
types of maps by early Pacific island dwellers, the Babylon-
ians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Chinese, and later by
European cartographers. .\n animated map illustrates how
knowledge of the world gradually increased with the first

voyages to the Western Hemisphere and around the world.

Modern map-making methods are typified by the Royal
Canadian Air Force's program of photographing thousands
of square miles as a basis for contour maps. The work
of both the photographer and the map-makers is shown.
Mapping of the ocean floor is also mentioned briefly.

The problem of transferring a spherical surface to a flat

surface is illustrated by peeling narrow vertical sections
from a globe with only the equator continuous. This is

then converted to a polar projection.

Common uses of several types of maps by a bicycle tour-
ist, a class in school, a geologist, an airplane navigator,
and city planners are shown ne.xt. The film also points
out that maps are used when political boundaries are in
dispute and that peace settlements are based on maps.
The fact that uniform symbols make maps an inter-

national language is explained, and international ice-berg
patrols are shown as an example of international coopera-
tion in the maintenance of useful navigational cliarts.

The United Nations uses maps to plan better food dis-
tribution to the starving nations of the world, but it, more
than most groups, is hampered by national boundaries and
barriers, in spite of the fact that man has the intellect and
imagination to resolve the conflicts in the world and men.

Committee Appraisal:

This film presents a very interesting overview of the
making of maps and some of their uses. The content and
treatment should .stimulate an appreciation of and interestm maps which could lead to a number of map activities
m social studies, science, and mathematics on the junior
and senior high school levels. College and adult groups
should also find it of general interest. The latter part of
the film, which refers to the United Nations, does not seem
to be well integrated with the other sequences, l)ut the
shortcomings of the last sequence are far outweighed 1)v
the strengths of the film.
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Driven Westward
(Teaclu'ng Film Custodians. 25 West 43rd Street. New York 18.

New York) ,30 minutes, 16mm. sound, black and white. 1948.

Produced by Twentieth Contury-Fox. Ten-year lease, $105.

Description of Contents:

This excerpted version of the feature film Rrigham Young
dramatizes the courage and loyalties of a minority who, to es-

cape religious persecution, opened the western wilderness.

The film begins with a sequence showing the pillaging of a
Mormon home in Illinois. Threatened with violence to himself
and his people, Brigham Young orders his followers to leave
their homes and follow him.

Cold weather, fear of Indians, disease, and poor equipment
are among the hardships on this trek westward. As the caval-
cade moves onward, such essential activities as shoe repairing,
washing, spinning, and schooling go on in the covered wagons.
The first year some of the band stay at Council BlufTs while
others move onward. The following winter is a severe one for
the vanguard, and their provisions run .so low that many be-
come ill from malnutrition.

When the wagon train reaches Great Salt Lake. Brigham
Young selects the site for the settlement, and the building of
homes and cultivation of the land begin. The concluding scenes
show the persistence and valor of the colonists in overcoming
obstacles. The film ends with the episode of the sea gulls
eating the crickets which threaten to destroy the crops.

Committee Appraisal:

This dramatic portrayal, in its present edited form, seems
to show the influence of the documentary. Hollywood's famous
stars are played down to dimensions appropriate for relating
the events in a truthful and realistic manner. Throughout the
film no reference is made to Mormon doctrine; the Mormons
are shown only as a minority group. The film should be eflfec-

tiye in developing an appreciation for the contributions of this
mhiority group and creating an attitude of tolerance toward
minorities. Conmients of the evaluating committee indicate that
the film carries a terrific emotional impact. It is highly recom-
mended for use by junior and senior high school, as well as
college and adult* groups discussing this i)eriod in .-\merican
historv.

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational
Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the
Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps
or coins to cover the cost of handling.
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United World Films

Living in a Metropolis
(Greater New York)

(United World Films. Inc., 1445 Park Avenue, New York,

N. Y.) 19 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. 1949. Pro-

duced by Louis de Rochemont Associates. $100.

Description of Contents:

This film illustrates the importance of New York City as a

center of industry, transportation, and trade and explains its

organization as a metropolis in terms of the people who live

and work there.

A map and actual scenes are used to show Greater New
York's strategic location as an American port with an excellent

harbor and as a gateway to the river system leading to the

Great Lakes. Railroad and airline terminals are also shown.

The heavy concentration of people and commerce is given

as the reason for so many tall buildings in the small area of

Manhattan Island. The housing problem is also pointed out as

various residential districts are pictured. Nationality and racial

groups are shown in their crowded sections of the city, and the

advantages of commuting from the suburbs are mentioned.

A map of the five boroughs is followed by scenes of the highly

developed transportation facilities, including commuter trains,

ferry boats, subways, elevated trains, bridges, express high-

ways, and motor traffic tunnels.

The commercial activities of the city are shown to include

the distribution of foodstuffs to the highly concentrated popula-

tion, financial activities, headquarters for businesses all over the

country, newspaper press associations, servicing activities, and

the many phases of the clothing industry. .\ variety of scenes

shows the designing and manufacturing -of garments.

New York's importance as a trading center is illustrated by

a number of store windows and people window-shopping. Its

cultural activities are represented by the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, and its recreational facilities are .shown to include

Central Park, playgrounds. Coney Island, Times Seiuare, with

its theaters, operas, ballets, and concerts, and the less favor-

able East River docks and busy street corners.

The narrator, in closing, describes a metropolis as a city

made up of many cities which serves its own people and the

nation and is a great center of industry, transportation, and

trade.

Committee Appraisal:

The careful planning of concepts to he presented in this film

results in a well-rounded picture of the structure and functions

of a metropolis and the problems which a concentrated popula-

tion creates. The very good i)hotography and sound add real-

ism and vitality to the presentation, which samples activities

and types of jjeoples rather than trying to be comprehensive.

The vocabulary is built u]) carefully so that the concepts should

be readily comprehended by intermediate social studies classes.

The content should also be of interest on the junior and senior

high-school levels for assembly programs and social stucHes.

Helping the Child to Accept the Do's

(Encylopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue,

Wilmette, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, soimd, black and white.

1948. $50 less 107c educational discount. Discussion Guide

available. This film may be purchased as part of the three-reel

film titled The Emergence of PcrsmuiHly.

Description of Contents:

The film deals with the efTects of early childhood attitude

toward acceptance of the do's on the patterns of social behavior

in later life.

.Actual pictures of young children from the age of three to

five being urged by their mothers to shake hands, to eat with

clean hands, and to use socially acceptable table manners in-

dicate that much emphasis is placed upon the child's conforming

to the adults' ideas of social behavior. Other photographs of

children being guided around puddles, being urged to wear their

clothing in the conventional manner, and being put to bed at a

regular and early time show that some of the emphasis is placed

upon developing acceptable patterns of behavior which will be

conducive to the child's well-being and comfortable personal

living. The commentary explains that this training is enhanced

by unconditional love from the parents.

The next sequence shows a small boy and girl combing their

hair and thus beginning to accept the masculine and feminine

do's. The little girl enjoys playing with her doll while the little
'

boy delights in boxing with his dad. Both children are next

shown in the kitchen helping Mother by wiping the dishes. The

commentary here points out that the do's for boys and girls

are changing just as the roles of men and women in our present

society are changing.

The last sequence shows that the ultimate goal is to teach

boys and girls to play and work together, to settle their differ-

ences in a friendly manner, and to give and take. Scenes of

young boys and girls playing on jungle gyms, riding tricycles,

sharing rides in wagons, and helping each other put on wraps

as they leave school show this philosophy in action. The con-

cluding commentary summarizes with the idea that we must

develop individual ways of performing the do's.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, the second in a series of three, the other two being

Helping the Child to Face the Don't's and Baby Meets His

Parents, may be used alone or as one of the series. Excellent

photography of attractive boys and girls, an adequate and well-

balanced sampling of the do's, explanatory commentary, and a

mature treatment of the subject should make this film useful to

groups on the high school, college, and adult levels studying

the subject of child development. The lay and technical interests

in the subject are balanced. It should be noted that the role of

the father is de-emphasized, and that certain problems which

arise in connection with getting the child to conform are over-

simplified.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN. Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lalcewood 7, Ohio

The International Workshop

Work well done . . . work needed to be done

During the week of August 29th to September 5th,

many of the leaders of visual education in the church

field will gather at Green Lake, Wisconsin, for the

Sixth International Workshop in Audio-Visual Edu-
cation which is held under the auspices of the Inter-

national Council of Religious Education (ICRE).
Those who worked so untiringly to organize and

then carry through the First Workshop (at North
Park College, Chicago) in 1944 must he pleased with

the significance and fruitfulness of the work they .began

amid the uncertainties and tensions of the early days of

the War. Across the years since the first, the Work-
shops have helped to guide the visual education move-
ment in the church field. They have trained and in-

spired leadership for all levels of visual education effort

within the church. Every community and almost every
denomin§ition has felt directly or indirectly their bene-
ficial impact.

A significant aspect of last year's Workshop was
attendance of a number of the "indci)endent" pro-
ducers of visual materials for the churches. Since the
preponderence of films—to cite only medium

—

listed
in the catalog have been produced by these so-called
independent concerns, it is (|uite i)roper that they
should attend a workshop which brings together
the leaders of the visual education movement in the
church field. In final analysis it is a customer-pro-
ducer relationshi]). with both the church and the
producers profiting by the interchange of ideas
through confereiices which are informal and un-
official in character. The ])roducer needs to know
what the church is thinking, needing, and expect-
ing in the way of standards. The church needs to
know the producer and his problems. In an atmos-
phere of goodwill and mutual appreciation, the leaders
of the church and the non-church producers of visual
materials intended for church use can face common
problems with frankness and fruitful outcomes.
The Sixth International Workshoj) will ])iit resources

and leadership at the disposal of those who attend and
desire to work on such problems as i)rogram planning,
production, evaluation of materials and the development
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of utilization suggestions, the distribution of audio-

visual materials and ecjuii)ment. the cultivation and de-

velopment of leadership, and the integration of audio-

visual materials into the total program of the church

and community.

Attendance, of necessity, is limited to the staff mem-
bers of interdenominational and denominational agen-

cies ; to staff members of state, jmivince. county or

city denominational and interdenominational agencies

;

to members of committees and sections of the ICRE
with special responsibility for audio-visual education

;

to voluntary professional or lay meiubers of audio-visual

and radio committees at the national, state, county or

city level ; and to a limited number of local church

leaders in the audio-visual field.

The ])rospectus on the 1949 Workshop does not in-

dicate any formal confronting of some of the basic and
pressing problems in the church field. If the visual

education leaders of the churches do not face such

problems as criteria for the .several media. i)re-produc-

tion consultation and planning, distribution, standards

for the film-treatment of Scripture, criteria for the film

portrayal of Jesus, the production of utilization guides,

and other problems related to these, just who is to do
so? Certainly, the answer cannot be that these are to

be faced by the denominations singly. Certainly, these

]irohlems are more basic to .solid progress in visual

education in the church field than achieving familiarity

.with the machines, gadgets, processes, and newly-
released materials.

Unless the church's visual education leaders find the

time and the jilace to do so'ue collective cerebration

on the problems at the growing edge of the visual edu-
cation movement within the church, it is quite possible

that this movement will become less and less educational

and just a hajipy and well meaning fellowship of gadget-

eers. The International \\'^orkshops have served the

church well ; now is the time to broaden and deepen
that service.—WSH.

Films on Japan
Tin-: CHURCHES o{ America will be studying Japan

during the year beginning with September 1949. Now
is the time to mobilize the visual re.sources such a studv

will need. Since the total amount of visual materials on
Japan and her people is quite limited, it may be that
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such good films as Precious Land, School Days, Shinto,

The Way of the Cods, will need to l)e reprinted and

gotten rcadv for use. We do not know who has the

master prints. The Motion Picture Bureau of the

Y.M.C.A. (347 Madison Ave., N.Y. 17), now Associa-

tion Films, used to circulate this useful trio in the years

just before, the War. They certainly should be dusted

of? and put hack into use. They were good in struc-

ture and photography, and the narrations (one by

Lowell Thomas ) were interesting and instructive.

Rental libraries will find customers for these films.

In like manner, they should arrange for prints of the

new film which the Protestant Film Commission is

now making in Japan especially for this nation-wide

study which will begin this fall. ( .Address inquiries

to Religious Film Association, 45 Astor Place, N.Y. 3.)

Film Reviews

The Quest, a 11 -minute color film, is the first in a

series of Living Word Films to be produced by Jabez

Taylor, author-director of the Zion (Illinois) Passion

Play. The Last Supper is a recent release. The Cruci-

fixion and others are in production. While the photo-

graphing of stage plays gives a somewhat static back-

ground for a moving picture, The Quest is so adapted

that Jesus' conversation with Nicodemus is presented

beautifully and with great sincerity. The dialogue is

satisfactory. The background music is excellent. The
characters are well cast and the acting acceptable. The
costumes of Nicodemus and his friend are elegant and
authentic. Why not an authentic co,stume for Jesus?

If authenticity is good in part, why not all the way ? Are
we to believe that Jesus tramped the dusty roads of

Judea in a lustrous white over-dress? The settings are

simple and effective. This film will be useful in helping

careful teachers present in a new and appealing medium
this episode in the ministry of Jesus. Probably best

suited for seniors and up.

The Head of the House of IVaiig, a 38-minute sound

and color film produced by Anson Moorhouse, Secre-

tary for Visual Education of the Committee of Mission-

ary Education of the United Church of Canada (Wesley

lUiildings, Toronto 2 H), is one of the most beautiful,

inspiring, and instructive missionary motion pictures

produced to date.

This film is not an illustrated lecture. The .subject

matter is given excellent cinematic treatment, and the

results are most pleasing. The photography is always

good, and in some .sequences it is exceptional. A fine

soundtrack carries a narrative continuity, the back-

ground music, and at times the sounds integral to the

scenes being shot—as when the elder Wang sets of?

in the man-wheelbarrows to visit his rich rice farms.

The high-pitched whine of these coolie-powered con-

veyances will make the China veterans smile. The

musical score, composed of Chinese (Christian) hymn-

tunes and original passages, is played with compe-

tence upon a superb pipe organ. The film is tightly

integrated and well placed. It shows the Gospel in

action, and tells the story of the gradual evangeliza-

tion of the Elder Wang and his (middle class) family

through the combined efforts of a Chinese pastor and

missionary personnel.

This film has general usefulness : to present missions ;.

to show West China ; to show Chinese customs, and to

rekindle an appreciation for the power of the mission-

ary enterprise.

How can ordinary people be encouraged to give up

their prejudices—race prejudice, especially—and be

given some motivation for adopting more ethical be-

havior patterns? One good way might be to dramatize

on film the ups and downs, triumphs, joys and re-

wards of the prejudice-free life. Another way would

be to dramatize the effects of prejudice upon the indi-

vidual afflicted, showing by flashbacks into his early

life how he might have gotten that way, and bringing

in religion (via the pastor's calls and his sermons) as

the general therapy.

The Anti-Defamation League and the Protestant Film

Commission, who teamed up to produce the 90-minute

film, Prejudice, chose the second general method of

treatment. Technically considered, Prejudice is a good

film for youth and adults in church and theater. It is

interesting, well cast, competently directed, and sin-

Commtftee on Missionary Education. United Church of Canada

HEAD OF THE HOUSE OF WANG . . . "one of fhe most bsaufiful, inspiring, and instructive miss'onary motion pictures produced to date."

Left: The Head of the House of Wang and his third son in the guest room of their home. Right; A nurse ministering to the injured third son
in the hospital ward of the West China Union University Hospital, Chengtu, Siechwan. ^)
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cerely acted. While there is more than one right way
to treat stich complicated subject matter as prejudice

(anti-semitism, in this instance), many sincere people

will consider the treatment given in Prejudice too

negative and analytical. In this judgment they will be

justified to a degree. Congregations and movie audi-

ences alike may leave church and theater unchallenged

and unmotivated to either analyze or purify the well-

springs of their lives. Too long for immediate discus-

sion follow-up, this film could be shown one Sunday
and discussed the next. Churches using feature-length

films for any kind of program should certainly book
this film.

The Religious Film Association (45 Astor Place,

N.Y. 3) is to be commended for bringing the 75-

minute dramatic film, / Am With You, to America.
Photographed in Southern Rhodesia by Studio Films,

one of Sweden's largest producers, this technically

excellent film tells the story of a young missionary who
lost his religious faith and then regained it. The film

is strongly cast and convincingly acted. The lip-syn-

chronized English language soundtrack, added by a
competent American cast, is quite satisfactory all the

way. This film is about a missionary; not about mis-
sionary work. Missionary activities and processes are
quite secondary as this story is treated, but church
and non-church audiences alike will have their respect
for the missionary enterprise deepened by seeing this

fine film. It moves swiftly. It will hold the interest.

There are adventure, tragedy, pathos, humor, scenic
beauty, eye-filling panorama, and African natives who
act their part with dignity, competence and charm. No
pastor will need make apologies for the technical or
religious qualities of this film.

The 20-minute color film, We Would Be Building,
tells the story of the organization and development of a
church congregation in the suburb (Silver Spring,
Maryland) of a large and rapidly-growing city (Wash-
ington, D.C.). The film reveals the top-level interde-
nominational cooperation, which too few people know
about, as well as the comity policies which a local
federation of churches encourages in a local situation.
The film is sincere and appealing. It carries the story
from the time several couples with children think there
ought to be a church in their community to the time a
strong and growing congregation breaks ground for
their new church. This film will be useful in encourag-
ing other un-churched communities to "go and do
likewise" and in making older and established churches
appreciate the role which they can and do play in
helping newer communities become churched. (Pro-
duced by Alexander Ferguson, Director of Visual
Aids, Missions Council of the Congregational-Christian
Churches, 287 Fourth Ave., N.Y. 10.)

The Voice of the Deep is an interesting, instructive,
and technically clever science film in color with some
proof-text preaching in the fundamentalist mode tacked
on at the end. By means of a very delicate hydrophone,
the sounds of the ocean and its denizens are secured.
The soundtrack carries these sounds plus an explana-
tory narration, and the pictorial element consists of
some remarkable live photography and good anima-
tion. ( Produced and distributed by the Moody Bible
Institute interests—Chicago 10, 111.)
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Our Visual Aids Library

By RAY SEELYE unERBACK*

Our church wants to do the best job it can in reli- ,

gious education. We have all the limitations which beset I

the average church in town and city. We decided that I

one of the easiest places to improve was in the use of

visual aids in our teaching. When I came to this pas-

torate two years ago, I found one good 2x2 projector,
j

one set of slides, and one filmstrip. |

With a little encouragement, the Woman's Associa-

tion decided to budget $200 per year for audio-visual

material. The board of trustees allowed the taking of

an ofTering on Children's Day to help buy a sound film

projector and a record player. This is our working

equipment.

We decided to build our visual aids library in two

media—slides and filmstrips. Alaterials were selected

to give background in Bible customs, to help tell Bible

stories, to give information which would help us under-

stand people of other cultures, to make more concrete

the Christian ethic, and to aid worship.

In the area of Bible customs, we secured such sets

as "Bible Customs" (Providence Lithograph) and the

filmstrips on the "2000 Years Ago" series of films

(United World Films). Biblical story materials include

the Life oj St. Paul filmstrips (Cathedral Films), The
Ten Commandments (Church-Craft Pictures), and the

Life of Joseph filmstrips (Cathedral). We bought, also,

the following slide sets : Christ and the Fine Arts series,

Bab\ Moses, Samuel the Temple Boy, Isaac of the

Tents, Jesus, Friend of Little Children, The Prodigal

Son, The Good Samaritan, and others.

We have two kinds of material which can be used to

give the information needed in building constructive

attitudes toward other peoples : materials with no spe-

cific religious reference and materials intended to pro-

mote religious attitudes directly. We bought Children

of China, Eskimo Children (Encyclopaedia Britannica)

Chang, Eskimo Boys, Mexican Children, Pueblo In-

dians, and Ahmed (Stillfilm, Inc.). The records of the

All Aboard for Adventure series are more specifically

religious and very useful.

The boy-girl series (Church Screen Productions),

the Ten Commandments, and others, help teachers make
ethical teachings more religious and religion more
ethical.

We secured some 25 selected hymn-slides for use in

worship and bought two ready-made services : The
Easter Story and the Christmas Story (Church-Craft

Pictures), adapting both sets for our own uses and
purposes. We feel the latter set is weakened by its

emphasis upon prophecies in connection with the Christ-

mas Story. During the year we are adding other special-

day materials, among them When the Littlest Camel
Knelt (Cathedral).

Our most important use of these aids is in relation to

our curriculum. Our materials are studied carefully

and visual supplementation is suggested from time to

time to the teaching staff. We emphasize that visual

Minister, First Congregational Cliurcli. Painesville, Ohio.
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materials are aids and not ends in themselves. We are

making reasonable headway in improving our utilization

of these and other visual materials.

\\'e use such materials as The Story aj Ihc Bible

(Pilgrim Press), The Lord's Prayer, and The Jiistitii-

tion of the Lord's Supper in our classes in church

membership as well as selected slides to help give a

running summarj' of the more significant events in the

life of Jesus. In the extended sessions for children,

extensive use is made of materials bearing upon world

friendship.

Films have been used mainly for missionary educa-

tion with departmental units of the school—expense

preventing us from using them with class units up to

now. Some of the best we have had are Letter From
China, My Name /.? Han, Amos, Child of Bethlehem,

and Queen Esther. The five films of the "2000 Years
Ago" series were good but, because of the British accent,

a little hard to understand. We prefer the filmstrips of

these films.

What we have done is not a pattern for others. We
report it objectively, suggesting that other churches

work out their problems in terms of the factors which
are peculiar to their own parish and community. We
would stress the importance of the careful selection of

materials, a simple method of filing, the importance of

a catalog of materials on hand, a regular program of

teacher education, and the systematic budgeting for

materials and equipment.

Quite So!

In a symposium on "Trends in Religious Educa-
tion" in the January-February 1949 issue of Re-
ligious Education (Journal of the Religious Educa-
tion Association, 20 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4),
Nevin C. Harner, Professor of Christian Education
in Lancaster Theological Seminary, sets down "a
rapidly mounting use of audio-visual aids" as the
fourth of seven trends which he discusses. "This,"
he says, "is perhaps the dominant fact on the hori-

zon, when we turn to method."

The other trends are (1) "an unmistakable
growth of emphasis on the riches of our Christian
heritage"; (2) "a remarkable new stress upon the
family"; (3) "a new consciousness of the Church";
(5) "a slow trend toward somewhat larger class-

groupings in the church school"; (6) "a rather de-

cidacl upswing in the youth adult movement"; (7)
"youth organizations . . . taking the form of youth

fellowships."

A Big Help

Those responsible for stevvardshi]) education in

the local church will welcome a publication of the
Board of Christian Education of the Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A. (Witherspoon Building, Philadel-
phia 7) entitled "Seeing and Hearing Stewardship."
It covers 30 audio-visual aids on this subject which
have been reviewed and which are evaluated and
recommended. It is a good job, complete in every
way; but no price is indicated for this 12-page
mimeographed booklet. If interested, write directly

to the above address.

{Church Department coitlviued on next page)

The epic
story of
a brave
man's
faithl

"Here at last is a religious film it is possible to

recommend wholeheartedly."

—

Dr. Robt. Perry, Film

News.

"A major film effort by Protestant churches."

—

Walter Winchell.

"An inspiring film."

—

Christian Science Monitor.

"Highly dramatic and moving."

—

"Western News-
paper Union.

"An artful job of fitting English dialogue to Swedish

lip movements."

—

Netv York World Telegram.

"A three-star picture . . . the redemption of man
makes for inspiring drama."

—

Netf York Daily News.

16mm., 75 min., 3-year lease, $325.00;

rental, $16.00 per day.

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place, New York 3, New York

--^ki 16 mm Sound-on-Film

PROJECTOR

Large 10-Tooth
Sprockets

4 teefh engaged
film at all times, giv

inq maximum til

life.

The new REXARC wifh high intensity arc lamp,
40 watt output amplitier, and newest coaxial high
and low frequency speaker available. BEFORE YOU
DECIDE TO PURCHASE write for the new catalog
detailing the advanced features found only in a
REX 16mm Sound-on-Film Projector.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
1815 OnCHARD ST CHICAGO l< ILL.. U S. A.
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The Religions Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Articles from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60c

News Notes

• That old and widely-appreciated film about the African leper

boy. The Hfnliui/ of M'l'oiidii, has now been given a soundtrack

and is available from the American Mission to Lepers (156 Fifth

Ave., N.Y. 10) and many other sources.

• The Church Studio (Fox Chase 11, Philadelphia, Pa.) an-

nounces the availability of the Auviac System of audio-visual

teaching aids, which is composed of a 12" Vinylite record

(78 rpm) which plays for 9 minutes, plus a full-color filmstrip

of 30 to SO frames, plus a written script for study and prepara-

tion. The art work was done by "Progression Pictures"—one

picture for each thought or concept expressed in the recording.

The Auvaic System is especially beamed at Juniors and up.

Eventually, more than 100 Bible stories will be presented.

Twenty-six stories, both O.T. and N.T., are now ready. For
further information on these dramatized filnistrip-recordings,

write direct. (A representative sample will be previewed in a
later issue.)

•.Audio-visual materials on some of the castles, churches,

illuminated manuscripts, and literary works of the Middle Ages
can be .secured from the Franco-American Audio-Visual Dis-

tribution Center (934 Fifth Ave, N.Y. 21). Materials are listed

in the following media : lantern slides, filmstrips, bulletin board
exhibits, and films.

•l A series of 12 filmstrips of about 45 frames each designed to

promote a better understanding of the creation, culture and as-

pirations of the Jewish state of Israel has been announced by
the National Education Department of the Zionist Organiza-
tion of America (42 East 42nd Street, N.Y. 17). A printed

"narration" is supplied with each filmstri]).

• Three new "Hymns in Color" filmstrips have just been re-

leased by Church Screen Productions (Box 1821, St. Louis).
They are: Christ, The Lord Is Risen Today, For the Beauty
of the Earth, and Jesus, Lover of My Soul. Inquire of your
visual education dealer.

• The film evaluation bulletins now being sent out in the
packets which members of the -Visual Education p-ellowship
(VEF) of the International Council of Religious Education
(203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1) receive are developed by
preview and evaluation committees in a number of large
cities and increase greatly the value of VEF niemhcrship.

Correspondence
Arthur O. Rin'den, V-.\ Director for Christian Council of

China (169 Yuen Ming Yuen Road, Shanghai) airmailed to ask
about relative merits of wire and tape recorders for making
newly-acquired library of Occidental classical music (on rec-
ords) available to Chinese radio stations.

M. Brunson Motley, Distribution Manager for Cathedral
Films, liked McNairn's article (Dec. '48) but believes that "be
left the impression that the sermon should always follow the
showing of the film. I have been saying that the placing of the
sermon depends upon the film. When a film has its own climax,
I suggest it before the film. Sometimes a film is of a nature that
the message should be split, giving part of it before and a part
after the film. We have u.sed films in worship when it seemed
more effective merely to give the benediction before the lights
were turned on, and then only soft light, allowing the people
to leave quietly." . . . Very apropos. Have the preachers any
ideas and experience on this subject?

Rhv. Wm. Edge, Dover, Delaware, wants to know about the
"quality and suitability" of Golyotha. I do not recommend it
Do you?—WSH.

DAVID AND LINDA
i Continued. Ironi paiie l.'iS)

ward iiKirc eagerly to a tiliii than David. I talked with

lii.s mother and asked her not to take him to any adult

pictures for a while. It seems to me that when he is

a little older and he has seen many educational films,

his reconditioning will be such that he can see other

films without being upset.

All this has been most thought-provoking to me.

It proves that if we teachers know children's outside-

of-school years through parent-teacher relationships,

we may be able to do something about them. If we ^
know of other emotional disturbances of any child, we
can be on the watch to help him over the rough places.

LINDA

Linda is a strange child. She needs infinite patience,

a great share of understanding, and she is hungry for

loving. Linda came to school year before last—a really

anti-social child. Several children were bitten by her,

and finally, at the advice of a competent psychiatrist,

she was removed from school for the rest of the year.

This past year she returned to us. She seeined thrilled

to be in school again but the going was hard at times.

She was very egocentric and generally quite negativis-

tic. In the meantime Linda's aunt and uncle legally

adopted her and having a real "Mommie and Daddy"
did help her a very ap])reciable amount. However,

she was very cruel to all animals and inclined to be

cruel to the children, too, so that very few of them
wanted to have anything to do with her. It would take

pages to tell of the "ups and downs" we had with Linda.

She did prove ready for reading and learned to read

fairly well. Numbers meant nothing to her. But she

did smile and that always helps so much ! She seemed
sorry no one wanted to play with her—but

!

It seems to me that the films we had at school did

much for Linda. Why?— I would not dare to guess,

but she had never been to a motion picture before and
when we showed the first film at school, she was fasci-

nated. There were kittens in the picture, and afterwards

she told me she was "going to be good to my kitty now—
it looks like this one today." F"or several days she said,

"I am good to iny kitten now." I wondered if this were
true and when I saw her mother, I asked her. To im
amazement, she told me that Linda had been very

kind to her cat, although before that she had nearly

killed it twice

!

After two films in which children playing together

were much in evidence, Linda decided, "I want the

children to have my juni]) rope today." and "I want

the children to play with me." This was a far cry from

any previous actions. After seeing children helping on

the screen, she wanted to help—the one time I had let

her water the plants, she had thrown the watering pot

some little distance ! I could repeat several such changes

in Linda, but the reader will understand why I say

—

it .seems to me that the showing of educational films

in school helped this little girl. Of course, there was
no right-about-face in Linda's behavior as a whole.
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but what change there was was invahiable, and even

her jjarents noticed the difference. What she will be

like in another year, no one knows ; but still more

patience, still greater understanding, continued loving,

and—who knows?—perhaps some more educational

films may be the answer for Linda.

These two cases are extremes, but somewhere in

between these two lie all the others. We want to

k)io%c our children the very best we can so that we may
help them to the very best of our ability. Anything

that can help us in this gigantic, interminable task we
welcome, and it does seem to me that the school motion

picture does its share in acquainting us with the emo-

tional life of many of our children.

FROM LIBRARY TO LIBRARY TO YOU
{Continued from page 163)

evening. Wc were a bit disappointed tliat only 17 people at-

tended, but we will give the next one more publicity. Have al-

ready asked a prominent doctor and Iii.s wife and another well-

known local family to participate in a panel discussion when

we will show You and )'uur family."

Phyllis H.^NSBERRER

New Philadelphia—Tuscarawas

County District Library

• "We think the opportunity to be part of this project has

created more stir and enthusiasm in Wooster and the Wayne
County area than anything in recent years. It ha.s been better

than hundreds of talks on the library and its possibilities."

Mary Jank Mkrritt
Wooster Public Library and Museum

• "Readers' assistants have learned, since October, to expect

an avalanche on the first Monday of the month. Usually half

of the current allotment of new filins received from the Cleve-

land Public Library Regional Film Project is booked for the

entire month during the first two or three days. So far, loans

have been made to both organizations and individuals, although

organizations represent by far the majority of the borrowers

. . . churches and .schools are among the heaviest users, but a

wide variety of chibs and organizations is represented, from a

R(k1 and Gun Club to the I-'arm Bureau—including two large

industries."

Meredith Bloss
The Public Library of Youngstown
and Mahoning County

• "Massillon is very enthusiastic over the Regional Film Li-

brary Service. The 17 films allotted us per month are circulated

to the Urban League. YMCA. YWC.A, and Service Clubs, as

well as to many neighborhood groups."

Florence Hulincs
Massillon Public Library

Does this mean that the project has been nothing

but unalloyed joy and smooth-.sailing from its begin-

ning until now? Xot quite, for no human undertaking

could be that, and if it were, it would not be too inter-

esting. There has been some damage to some films,

and minor "bugs'' have had to be eliminated in the

organizational machinery. But those were only small

and temporary factors. The important thing is that

after the initial and necessary steps of putting this

rather large project into motion, the machinery did

slip into gear, and now it is really going into high.

We expect full sj)eed ahead to deinonstrate conclusively

what it set out to demonstrate—that films have their

im|)<)rtant place in the small community as well as in

the large.

MAKE ANY ROOM
A Projection Room With

SUPERTEX Block Shades
Completely darken any

auditorium, lecture hall,

class room, ofRce labora-

tory, X-ray room, etc., by

fitting the windows with

the absolutely light proof

Supertex Black Shades.

Supertex Material is a

solid black—will not crack

or peel—hangs smoothly

—lasts for years. (Made
up all black or black with

tan outside.)

TWO TYPES
Supertex Shades are spring roller mounted. May
be had to lap over window frame (for general

darkening) or to operate in "crack closer" guides

(for complete blackout).

Write today for Bulletin XI 04 and samples
of Supertex. For prices give exact sizes

and number of openings to be covered.

BECKIEY-CARDY CO. SIII^.il

•^f ^Ifepll

"AIRLIFT TO BERLIN''
FIRST 16 mm documentar/ film on one of the biggest

news stories of thie year! Long-range in content;

• Overseas Relief • The Dilemma of Germany
• Europe in Reconstruction • Advances in Air

Transport • American-Russian Relations

Social Studies, Cutrent History, Ecoromc Geogtaphy, Political Science, Ttanspottation, Foreign

Relations, Public Adaits Foiums, Aeronautics, Aviation Clubs, Science, Current Events, Civics

RECOMMENDED for Classroom...Atsembly...Club...Forum

16mm sound, B & W or Kodachrome, 11 minutes

Sat? KO 8 S«: , leii Ed.: DiK
.
HfnJ $2 S S3 50 a' '"•! ai.

FLORY FILMS, INC., Classroom Film Dept.

303 EAST 71st ST., NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
Stnd lex <•€€ t«,lo« 10™ ALASKA aOBAL CCOSSSOADS, COAL COU\TRy,

FAPER fOetSTS, SITTING KiHT F,l.>„,o, PICTURE STORIES Of ANCIENT EGYPT, GREECE, R0\-i
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iteratuTC in _
CURRICULUM BULLETINS

• Audio-Visual Education in the Pasadena Secondary

Schools—Secondary Curriculum Publication, No. 16. 123

pp. 1949.

In the Foreword Superintendent Goslin roints out tliat

this handbook, besides having practical value for all class-

room teachers in Pasadena, has had a great usefulness in

the experience it afforded to the group of teachers and the

members of the supervisory and curriculum staffs tlial

helped to prepare it. The committee consisted of twenty-

one teachers, working under the direction of Harry H.

Haworth, Supervisor of Audio-Visual .\ids, and Roland W.
Grinstead, Secondary Curriculum Coordinator.

The handbook is arranged for ready reference, with

chapter headings as follows: The values (based on research)

of audio-visual education; policies and procedures (of the

Pasadena Department); instructional use of audio-visual

materials; the place of audio (radio) materials; and sugges-

tions for the operation and care of equipment.

This bulletin should be widely used because it has many
practical sections, especially the one which gives sample

lessons in which films, recordings, etc., have been used.

The illustrations are carefully planned to fit the content,

including photographs of classrcom situations, diagrams and
special sketches that "visualize" the theory and psychology
explained in the text. The illustrations, incidentally, were
designed by students in Art Production at the City College.

• Better Teaching Through Audio-Visual Materials—Sub-
Committee on .\udio-\'isual lulucation. Committee on Cur-
rent Educational Problems. North Central .Assn. of Colleges
and Secondary Schools. Reprinted from the "North Central
Assn. Quarterly", 23:196-226, Oct. 1948. Available from the
Assn., 103 Administration Hall, U. of Nebraska, Lincoln,
-Neb.

If this cooperative report is excellent, it is so because of
the fact that the Sub-Committee was made up of some of
the outstanding leaders in the field from the north central
region. In its 30 pages it includes some im])ortant prin-
ciples to aid the teacher and supervisor and states these so
well that for some purposes this pam])hlet can be even more
useful than a textbook. There are no illustrations, nor are
these needed to explain the context. One chapter sums up
the guiding principles for the classroom teacher on utiliza-

tion; another describes how a program of audio-visual
materials should be organized and administered; one chap-
ter describes the in-service training that might be under-
taken; and there is a useful chapter on appraising the pro-
gram under way. Highly recommended for teachers, super-
visors and parents.

TECHNIQUES OF UTILIZATION

• The Educational Film--Louise I. Capen, Rarringer High
School, Newark, N.J. "Social Education", 13:iio. 2. p 61
Feb. 1949.

Describes a teacher's plan for making each film experience
an important learning situation. Tlu- group had to over-
come the disadvantage of having to move to a projection
room for each film, A sam])le unit is described for a class
in Occupations, where the picture l.obslcrluwn was used.

MRS. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed. D., Editor

Some time preceding the showing, the group was asked

to select a committee of five to meet with the teacher to

plan for the film and to coordinate it into the course of study.

The committee prepared a working outline, read intensively,

and assembled maps, pictures and other guides. They led

the discussion before the showing of the film. A lively

discussion took place after the film was seen, and some
verbatim statements of the students reveal the important

contribution a film can make to conveying the "intangibles"

necessary in discussing the occupational habits and oppor-

tunities of people in other regions.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

• Audio-Visual Aids in School Public Relations—Milton

Meyers, Great Neck High School. "N. Y. State Educa-

tion," 36:206. Dec. 1948.

A useful essay on the need for a more streamlined form

of public relations than the usual mimeographed press

release or typewritten annual report. Affairs of the

school should be presented to the community m an orderly

and planned fashion that is interesting and easily under-

stood. Among the techniques suggested are: the il-

lustrated brochure, a series of color slides to accompany
lectures by school representatives, the sound motion

picture (although more expensive than the silent, the

author prefers it because it has more appeal).

A good opportunity for school public relations is during

National Education Week, when a combination of media

can be used to acquaint the community with the work
of the school.

PROJECTION
• Practical Projection for Teachers—N. J. Atkinson, Cur-

rent Affairs, Ltd., 19 Charing Cross Road, London,

W. C. 2. 102 pp. 1948.

An illustrated handbook, written by a thoroughly ex-

perienced technician in every aspect of projection. The
author is a member of the Technical Sub-Committee of

the National Committee for N'isual Aids in Education

(an official agency representing the local education

authorities ar.d teachers to advise the Ministry of Educa-
tion on problems of visual education.)

In non-technical language the author describes the

principles of optics, the use of various types of projectors,

bow to tackle emergencies, and how to care for apparatus

and films. Numerous drawings and photographs are

used to illustrate.

• ABC's of Visual Aids and Projectionist's Manual— Philip

Mannino. Revised Edition. 114 pp. M. O. Publishers, Box
406, State College, Pa. $1.25 (remittance nnist be enclosed

with orders of less than four.)

An enlarged edition of Mr. Mamiino's manual, which
includes practical information on selection of projectors and
screens, operation and care of e(iuipment, training of stu-

dent operators, utilization of classroom films, etc.
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the easiest to use projector ever!

Sen,aice 2>aed> 9t!

by GORDON C. GODBEY*

/t^ THE QUARTER-OF-EIGIIT CHIMES float dowil from

'^Memorial Hall tower above the University of Ken-

tucky campus, a bright red motor scooter importantly

putt-putts its way through traffic to one of the buildings.

From the scooter's carrying box, a student takes a

motion picture projector and film. He lifts a screen

from brackets attached to the side of the bo.x and

disappears up the steps into the builing. Bold white

letters on the scooter announce
—"Bureau of Audio-

Visual Materials"—and give notice to the passing pa-

rade of students that another professor is doing some-

thing besides lecturing today.

This red scooter and its blue-and-white sister are

important cogs in the distribution mechanism which

supplies teaching equipment and materials to the faculty

on the blue grass campus. They are part of the reason

why the campus use of projection service has increased

500% in the last 13 months.

It is agreed by many teachers that the quality of

instruction in the elementary and secondary schools will

improve only as colleges set good examples of instruc-

tion for future teachers. It is also agreed that increased

intelligent use of audio-visual materials can improve

college teaching. One sure way to increase the use of

films, slides, recordings, etc., on the campus is to

make it easy for the faculty to obtain this equipment

and operator service.

At UK, the instructor has simply to pick up his

telephone and arrange with the Bureau of Audio-Visual

Mat-erials for the projector, record player or other

equipment and an operator to be supplied at the place

and time he desires. In addition, he has full use of the

library of films, slides, records and transcriptions of the

Bureau. The budget of his department is not charged

for any of these services, this cost being absorbed as

part of the Extension Department's activities.

By having a central equipment pool, the University

is able to get maximum u.se from a smaller number of

instant 5-second threading

from strip film to slides and
back

AP-2C Projector... 567
will not

tear film

• easy to threod Deluxe combination all-purpose slide and

• easy to frame strip film projector. Built-in slide carrier,

• easy to clean elevating mechanism, Luxtar 5" color cor-

rected Anastlgmat lens. Coated optics.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-4

%«^
35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

*Assistant, University Plxtensioii, University of Kentucky,

-exington.

Well, here we are today!

A long way from Eden.

There are many ways of life

Overlapping

And the world is brought to our

doorstep

The news is hurried to the brain.

Trouble — Strikes — Hunger

Help — Murder!

Well, what can I do about the

world?

Am I my brother's keeper?

I'm only one man and my actions

won't count.

Wait!

You are not alone.

There are people like yourself

everywhere

United in their common need to

learn to live together in

a shrinking world.

—an Extract from the narration of our new film

PICTURE IN YOUR MIND, a companion film

to BOUNDARY LINES, now being created by

Phil Stapp, creator of Boundary Lines. Available

about May 1.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION. Inc.

UOO Broadway New York 19. N. Y.
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Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educational

Motion

Pictures

Preview

Prints

Catalog

Descriptive

Material

Oufsfanding Releases
Grade Level

CIRCUS PEOPLE 1—3 •

CIRCUS ANIMALS 1—3

FREIGHTER IN PORT 3—7

FREIGHTER AT SEA 3—7

MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River) 4—9

MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) 4—9

STATE LEGISLATURE 7—12

WATER SUPPLY 7—12

In Natural Color or Black and White

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O. Box 3088 • Hollywood, California

MeMBER OF ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

SOt/TflERiV SERVICE SATISFIES

COMPLETE SERVICE OFFERED
We TaUe Care of Everything

One of the largest and finest assort-
ments of 16 mm sound films suitable
for all ages. 16 mm Sound Projectors—Cameras—Slide and Stripfilni Pro-
jectors—Accessories. Everything For
Your Visual Aid Requirements.

Order Front One Source

SOUTHERIV VISUAL FILMS
686-689 Shrine Building Memphis, Tennessee

35MN. SCIEIVCE SLIDE FIUUS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How to Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, 5"E Suffern, Naw Y«rk

l

TALK Irom your scr*«fi^

WITH your quickly

TYPEWRITTEN
MESSAGES

80 RAOIO-HATS $1.50
Whits. Ambvr or Qr»tn.

Accept n* subttltuto.

^
x
:£

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Siic 3V4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.Vc iMHt Siftii«stRrof mSCRttN

SOUND 16 mm FEATURES (only)
Each feature is selected for entertainment appeal plus character

building values.

Free transportation anywhere In the U.S.A. (no charge for time
in transit).

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or the bill will be cancelled.

K. & L SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Road, Zanesville, Ohio

o
D
O

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

a

projectors than woiikl be necessary if each depaTtment

had its own equipment. Student operators, trained by

the Bureau. trans]>ort the ef|nipment and make the

complete showinjj for the instructor. This leaves the

instructor free to six-nd all his time with the class.

By having a large cadre of qualified student projec-

tionists, it is possible to find someone available at all

hours and to train incoming .students as older ones

graduate. The University has had a fine experience

with its student operators, several of whom are married

GI's needing to earn all they can while attending

classes by day and rocking babies at night. Xot infre-

quently, professors call in and request certain student

operators who have done an especially good job for

them in the past.

It is not unusual for instructors to show a film dur-

ing several consecutive hours to diflferent classes. This

calls for several changes of operators, who come in,

rewind the film, clean and re-thread the projectors

unobtrusively. Showings are occasionally made for

civic clubs in Lexington but only if local equipment

dealers are unable to provide the service. Standard

rates are charged for this service.

The University of Kentucky is glad to .share its

experience with other institutions interested in using

audio-visual materials and would welcome inquiries.

DAVI in Philadelphia

The general theme of the Department of .\udio-VisuaI In-

struction meeting at Philadelphia on March 29-30 was "An Ex-

])erience Meeting in the Field of .'Vudio- Visual Education." The
sessions centered around the following topics :

.\n Audio-Visv.'^l Center in ."Xction—Chairman: Charles

Luminati, Director, .Audio-Visual Instruction, Great Neciv

(N. Y.) Public Schools.

Does the Motion Picture Help to Ch.a.vge .Attitudes?—
Chairman : Rita Hcxrhheimer, -Assistant Director, Bureau

of Visual Instruction, Board of Education, N. Y. C. Film

Demonstration utilizing Pcipiiui Family, with class from
Camden. N. J. Led by Julien Bryan, Director, Interna-

tional Film Foundation.

-Audio-Visual F'duc.^tion anii the World Today—Chair-

man : Irene F. Cypher, Assistant Professor of Education,

New York University. Speaker : Ernest O. Melby, Dean,

School of EducatioiL New York University. Film showing:
TelnisioH in the Philadelphia Schools (Commentator:
Martha -A. Gable, .Assistant Director, School and Com-
munity Relations, Board of Education, Philadelphia).

A Classr<k)m Planetarium in .Action—Chairman: Grace
F. Ramsey, Curator of School Relations, -American Mu-
seum of Natural History, N. Y. C. Demonstration of

"Story of the Stars" with a group of elementary school

pupils, led by .Armand N. Spitz. Director, Museum Edu-
cation, Franklin Institute, Philadelphia.

School Television Pr(x;rams—Chairman : Norwood Baker,
Principal, Dobbins Vocational High School, Philadelphia.

Television demonstration arranged by Martha .A. Gable.
The School -Administrator's View ok -Audio-Visual Edu-
cation—Chairman

: Paul A. Kennedy, .Assistant Superin-
tendent of Schools, N. Y. C.

AVID's Ball State Meeting

The Audio-\'isual Instruction Directors of Indiana met on
the campus of Ball State Teachers College. Muncie. .April 1 and
2. in a joint series of meetings in conjunction with the college's

regular spring audio-visual conference. Dean B, Lamar John-
son of Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri, addressed the
conference, which was planned by A\'ID-Ball State staff mem-
bers Evelyn Hoke and Richard VVilliams.
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Records

on Review

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiimnriini MAX U. BILDERSEE,

• "The Cuckoo Who L;ved in a Clock' (Columbia MJV
50) is a pleasing tale of the s'niplc adventures of a nie-

elianical bird w bo gets lost in tbe forest and is rescued by

tbc cbildrcn wbo love it. The story is ensagingly told by

(icne Kelly and is intended for the youngest school cbil-

<lrcn. The bird imitations by Donald Bain add to the listen-

ing pleasure. Suitable for in-scbool bearing in grades K to

2. this can be used for storytelling and periods when sheer

enjoyment is the primary objective. .Mthough not in-

tended for instructional purposes, some of the bird songs

may be memorized by the children.

• .'\nother record intended for sheer enjoyment but

which may have instructional by-products is "Winnie the

Pooh" (Dccca Dl' 9002.S). Children in grades 3 to 6 will

enjoy listening to Frank Luther's presentation of such

favorites as "The King's Preakfast". ".\t the Zoo", "Ves-

I)ers", and "Buckingham ralace". among others. There is

instant appeal in these Milne verses and Frank Luther

makes them even more attractive. It is entirely possible

that, introduced for i)leasure listening, the disc may en-

courage pleasure reading.

• The colorful envelope cndosnig a new departure in

records. "Sticks and Stones" (.Allegro aj 20). carries an

explanatory statement headed ".\ Consoling Word to I'ar-

ents". Quoted in full, it says:

These taunts, rhymes, ami jiiig^Ies have been with us a long
time. They are a rich part of our folk lore. Think how many
you remember. . . . and how much harm di{I they do you?

Let's face it. . . . teas-ng. taunting, and general na.stiness is

a part of childhood. Without being too psychological, common
sense tells u.s that we can take the sharp edge off a lot of un-
pleasantness by bringing it out into the open .... These
rhymes are really a lot of fun once the sting is removed. Just

relax and enjoy them. . . . your children surely will.

The record, as described by the jiublisher, is unsuitable

for school use, having no immediate instructional value

and ofTering no educational by-j roduct. There is nothing

in the manner of presentation which detracts from listening

pleasure—technically it is well done. Children enjoy it.

In fact, the uninitiated youngsters are attracted to the

rhymes and simple rhythms of the taunts and are soon re-

l)eating them. Some children may be helped through a

disagreeable period when they discover that there is noth-

ing original in teasing through taunts.

• Decca has made a strong effort to prepare records

which appeal, as they phrase it, to "children who ask

questions". Two discs, "What Makes Rain?" (Decca

90019) and "What Are Stars?" (Dccca 90034), do not satisfy

the asking child or answer his (picstions with clarity. The
first record deals with the adventures of three small drops

of water who travel from the ocean into a cloud, are blown
by the wind, and fall as rain to return again as vapor into

the clouds. The basic facts of the vaj orization-conden.sa-

tion cycle arc explained but the scientific truths are second

to the development of the story. The "children who ask

questions" need better answers with less sugar coating.

"What Are Stars?" tells the fanciful story of Hypotenuse
Turtle, a very inquisitive and inventive youngster who
wants to learn more about the stars. In this record, too,

the presentation of information is subordinated to the de-

velopment of the story line, and the information-seeking

child is given answers with an air of finality which does

not encourage further exploration.

The records are suitable for school use but the dominance
of the story over the presentation of information detracts

A MAJOR HISTORIC EVENTI

Filmed for the FIRST time

in COLOR with SOUND

"The INAUGURAL STORY"

Presenting in FULL COLOR

tbe INAUGURATION of

Pres. Harry S. Truman
• The Solemn Oath of Ofjice • The Brilliant State Bloats

• The Parade of Governors •- The Capital's Great Monuments
1

1|
I

GREATEST CAST OF WORLD FAMOUS CELEBRITIES

mrratedbyDWIGHT WEIST
FAMOUS RADIO & NEWS COMMENTATOR

AvailabI* for Sal« or Rental • Discounts to Accraditod Doolon

One Reel — 11 minutes

'Afwifw^om,
tK-4ty Vlaw Klldlni

WothlngtM^I, D, t*

STaillni OriO

\/^^6(A^ FOLDING CHAIRS

»T!»e Perfect Seating for

iVisual Education Classes

I/" sturdy and
dependable

y' properly, pitched
seat and back panel

S/ broad seat

• fold to 3/," ihin

V^ comfort supreme
t/*ea8y, noiseless

opening and closing

•^ ten-year guarantee

CUUkIN MFC, <0
4M0Wttt HarriMR St,

CHICAGO 44 III.

-^ replaceable rubber
feet always
available

Depl. M-4

in tnstitutionat

Write Teitay

iteei folding chairs
; than any othermake
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torw&y
he 4-way '^

sound /T^I^VV
projector " '^^^

with 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

The NEW
MODEL 10A

$345

16mm
3 MODELS

See your dealer or write

for complete Information

FORWAY CORP.
245 W. 5Sth St, M. Y. 19, N. Y.

16mm Sound DISCUSSION FILMS
"FAMILIES FIRST"

18 mrn.
"CARE OF ART MATERIALS"

10 min.
And many others.

"CHILDREN IN TROUBLE"
10 min.

"HOW TO TWIRL A BATON"
10 m!n.
Send for cofafog.

LAWRENCE CAMERA SHOP ''•" '""'"

149 No. Broadway
Department

Wichita 2, Kansas

HISTORIC WILLIAMSBURG
In 2 X 2 Kodachromes

Scenes where Democracy in government began with famous men.
Public buildings, homes and other features with values for today.
Provide for unhurried study and discussion.

For details and preview write

Historical Kodacliromes, 132 So. Second St.,

Box Til Delavan, Wis.

NEW CLASSROOM FILMS
Write today for catalog.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For the Producer of 76iiiin business, educaflonal and religious Hlmt
• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVE*

GEO. W. COIBURN lABORATORY, Inc.

1 64 N. Waclccr Dr., Dept. E , Chicago 6, III.

DEALERS

Write to Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake Street,

Chicago I, Illinois, for liberal quantity discounts on
The Blue Book of 16mm Films.

seriously from their educational value. The records are good

and can be used in grades 2 to 4. Under alert teacher guid-

ance, some children may be encouraged to seek further in-

formation from other sources.

• The songs and stories "Manners Can Be Fun" ( Decca

90010) should appeal to kindergarten and first-grade chil-

dren and help them understand what is expected of them.

Frank Luther's presentation of the material, based on the

book by Munro Leaf, is splendid. The ear-catching rbytlims

appeal strongly to children and they will enjoy hearing the

record. The disc is suitable for school use to stimulate

better manners and habits both at home and at school. The
youngsters may be easily encouraged to sing, dramatize

and tell stories following the listening experience.

• The combination of a book and a record is becoming

more and more popular with publishers. Simon and Schus-

ter. Capitol, Belda and others have all attempted the tech-

nique. Childrens Press has released three records packaged

with books of the same titles. It should he noticed, how-

ever, that in each case the medium of presentation is re-

spected for its merits, and in no case does the printed text

coincide precisely with the records, nor are the books of

the "comic" form in presentation and illustration.

"Hurray for Bobo" (Childrens Press SR 304) will ap-

peal to children in the second and third grades and can

be used to motivate reading, storytelling, contributing per-

sonal experiences, dramat'zing, and other similar activities.

This very good record attacks a problem of intolerance by

demonstrating that national groups develop talents which

can be envied and copied by .American youngsters. It is en-

tirely suitable for school use, is adapted in such a way that

the record does not detract from the pleasure of reading

the story, and can be used in English and reading.

"Captain Joe" (Childrens Press SR 306), the story of

a young boy who lives on a boat, has high dramatic appeal

for children. The material is suitable for school use and

serves suitable educational objectives, presenting basic in-

formation and encouraging further study. The teacher has

a fine opportunity to explain the vaporization-condensation

cycle of Vv-ater through the questions raised by the young
boy about the source of the river on which he lives and the

straightforward explanation offered by his father.

"Peter Rabbit" (Childrens Press SR 300). the familiar

story of Flopsy, Mopsy, Cotton Tail and Peter, is the least

valuable of the records for in-school use. It will appeal to

pre-school and kindergarten children but will be rejected by

youngsters in the second grade and perhaps even the

first. It will attract and hold the attention of children famil-

iar with the story as well as those to whom it is new. It is

well done and will be useful for a storytelling or rest period.

Needle Chaffer . . .

Allegro offers intermediate .grades several Gilbert and

Sullivan records, including "Pirates of Penzance", "Mika-

do", and "HMS Pinafore". The singing is done by a quar-

tet. . . . For the younger group, .Mlegro offers "Babes in

Toy land" by Victor Herbert as sung by Crane Calder. "I

Can't Do the Sum", included in it. has always amused
youngsters. . . . Capitol's new Smilin' Ed McConnell offer-

ing "Jigglesniggle-Pigglediggle", backed up by the "Witch-
A-Ma-Jig-Song", is an attempt at nonsense pleasure. The
second side appeals moderately to youngsters, but "Jiggle-

sniggle-Pigglediggle" misses the mark, fostering an intol-

erant attitude by encouraging laughter at individuals whose
speech is imperfect. . . . Capitol will follow the RCA lead

and offer discs at 45 rpm. . . . The new RCA seven-inchers,

although of good quality and potentially distortion-free,

have a tendency to occasional "wows", caused probably by

a technical difficulty which will be overcome. . . . Do you
want to introduce folk and s<|uare dancing into your junior

high-school gymnasium classes? Try Allegro's new "Pick-

ing Up Paw Paws" and "Square Dances for Young People".

The calling, done by Dick Kraus, is evenly paced and easily

understood. Colorful envelopes illustrate tlie directions the

dancers follow.—MUB.
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SUMMER A-V COURSES
Continued from page 165)

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, Iowa City, la. June 15-Aug. 10

Introduction to Audio-Visual Teaching Aids

Advanced Audio-Visual Problenns

Staff: J. B. Stroud, B. H. Van Roekel, L. W. Cochran

Audio-Visual V/orkshop (July 18-22)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Minneapolis, Minn. June 13-July 23

Visual Aids in Teaching Paul R. Wendt
Coordinating a Visual Education Program Wendt
Problems in Visual Education Wendt
Visual Aids in Teaching (July 25-Aug. 27) Arnold E. Luce

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI, University, Miss.

June l-July 9, July ll-Aug. 19

Audio-Visual Materials in Education (1st and 2nd terms)

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials in Education (1st term)

Audio-Visual Methods and Materials tor the Elementary

School (1st and 2nd terms)

Organization and Direction of the Audio-Visual Program
(2nd term)

Use of Photography in Teaching (2nd term)

Instructors for all courses: H. D. Worthy and Staff

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, Lincoln, Neb. June 7-July 31

Organization and Administration of Audio-Visual Instruction

J. W. Taylor

Graduate Workshop in Audio-Visual Aids W. C. Meierhenry

Undergraduate Workshop in Audio-Visual Aids

W. C. Meierhenry

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, Salt Lake City, Utah June 20-July 22

Audio-Visual Education Murphy

Problems in A-V Education (also June 20, 26-Aug. 31) Murphy

Workshop (Aug. 22-Sept. 2) Eddy

Graduate Seminar (also June 20, 26-Aug. 31) Murphy

WAYNE UNIVERSITY, Detroit, Mich. June 26—6 Weeks

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction and Learning

Visual Instructional Materials

School Museum Education

Auditory Instructional Materials

Production of Audio-Visual Materials

Instructors for all courses: A. C. Stenius and Staff

Visual Instructional Materials, Special Section for Public

Librarians (July 5-15) Kurtz Myers

(Listings of summer a-v courses to be continued in the May issue.)

New Job for Snaedinger

William Gnaedingcr, Head of the Bureau of Visual Teaching

at the State College of Washington since 1940, is now Assist-

ant Director of Community College Service. His promotion is

a recognition of his leadership in audio-visual education in the

Northwest and will ])crmit him to continue his activities in a

wider field. Herhert Hite has assumed the position as Head

of the Bureau of Visual Teaching, and Sheldon Osborn is the

new Assistant Head of the Bureau.

A-V Conference at Stephens

A Conference on the Effective Utilization of Audio-Visual

Materials in College Teaching, held April 6-8 at Stephens

College, Columbia, Missouri, was attended by approximately

forty delegates representing twenty institutions selected on

the basis of their audio-visual programs. The Conference

studied techniques and policies for the strengthening of college

teaching through the use of audio-visual materials.

NYC School-Comnnunlty Cooperation

.-\ spirit of genuine cooperation between parents and edu-

cators was pointed up recently in New York City when an

official educational organization—the New York Branch of

the DAVI—combined its efforts with a parents' organization

—

the United Parents Associations—to give a luncheon and

special award to a parent, Mrs. Esther Speyer. Mrs. Speyer

was honored for her "untiring work during the past years as a

volunteer lay worker in this field, in acting as a liaison person

between the schools and . . . community."

FILMS ON FRACTIONS
AN INTEGRATED SERIES FOR
REVIEW AND REMEDIAL WORK

• Introduction to Fractions

• How to Add Fractions

• How to Subtract Fractions

• How to Change Fractions

• How to Multiply Fractions

• How to Divide Fractions

• Decimal Fractions

• Percentage

^oAndOH <MuHt P^uoduciiOHl
1133 North Highland Ave. Hollywood 38. Calif.

Win
assembly

audience

approval

with

these

remarkable
new
films
An outstanding
John Ott Series.

Distributors of Coronet, Encyclo-

paedia Britannica, United World
Classroom films.

Students, clubs, church groups,

will applaud these unusual new
films, combining entertainment,

fascinating photography. Color
and sound. Perfect for classroom,

assembly use. Ideal for garden
clubs, church groups, etc.

"TIME LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY"
shows miracle of growth photo-

graphically. Price $7.50—sound and
color.

"SPRING BLOSSOMS" includes
blooms from Florida to Pacific

Northwest. Price $12.50—sound and
color.

"PLANT ODDITIES" shows plants

that eat Insects, plants with extra-

sensitive nervous systems. Includes

famous "Ballet of the Flowers",

unique sequence of dancing flow-

ers to music of a Strauss waltz.

Price $10.00—sound and color.

Comb/nation rote on above,
special Introduction offer, $25.00
compfefe. You save $5.00 from
regular list price.

Other films Include "FLOWER AR-
RANGEMENTS FOR THE HOME",
"HOW TO GROW IRIS", "HOW
TO GROW DAHLIAS", "HOW TO
GROW GLADIOLAS". Also, be
sure to write for details on
"WHEELS A'ROLLING", stirring

pageant of railroads exactly as

presented at the 1948 Chicago
Railroad Fair.

JOHN OTT PICTURES, INC.
730 Elm Street
Winnetka, Illinois

Please place my order for thes« outstanding

films: Send me free folder. D

NAME...
ADDRESS
CITY ..STATE...
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NAVED Midwestern Meeting
The National Association of Visual

Educatioii Dealers Midwestern Re-
gional Meeting was held at the Sher-

aton Hotel in St. Louis March 3-4.

The meeting was arranged and the

program prepared by a committee com-
posed of Rev. Paul G. Kiehl, Churcli-

Craft Pictures; Ray Swank, Swank-
Motion Pictures; Vince McGuire, Em-
bassy Enterprises; and E. K. Stoeppel-

werth, Pictosound Movie Service.

Talks included "Financing Your
Business" by Tim Gallivan. vice presi-

dent of the Mercantile Commerce Bank
and Trust Co.. St. Louis; "97 Ways to

Reduce Selling Expense, Increase Cus-
tomer Service and Your Profit," the
talk given by Ed Stevens at NAVED
meetings in .Atlanta and Dallas and
read and discussed at the St. Louis
meeting by Don White, N.AVP2D ex-
ecutive secretary ; and "Selling in a

Buyer's Market" by Harold D. Duffy,
sales manager of the S. G. Adams
Company of St. Louis.

NAVED-ANFA Merger: One of the
subjects discussed at the St. Louis
meeting was the merger of NAVED
with the .-Mlied Non-Theatrical Film
Association. Don White stated that
returns so far have been strongly in

favor of the merger. The joint negotia-
tion committee, it was rei)orted, had
come to full agreement on terms. The
NAVED constitution and membership
qualifications will govern the com-
bined organization until the next con-
vention; five .AN FA directors will be
added to the present NAVED board,
and a new name will be chosen for the
merged organization.

(At press time word was received
that a special joint meeting (March
24) of the ANFA Board of Directors
and theANFA-NAVED Merger Com-
mittee, called by President V.. E. Car-
ter, precedes the N.'\VF:D-.A N F.\
March 25 l^nification Meeting in New
York City, where the merger of the
two associations is expected to be offi-

cially consummated.)
Tenth Anniversary: Tlie tenth anni-

versary of the founding of N.AVED
was observed March 3 at a banquet at
the Sheraton Hotel in St. Louis. Miss
Hazel Calhoun, first vice president and
long closely associated with N.AVED's
founder, C. R. Reagan, recalled that
the first formal meeting was held in

connection with an NF:A meeting in
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the same city; introduced pioneer mem-
bers who are still active, and honored

the several who liave died.

Summer School for Dealers: .At St.

Louis, further plans were made for the

five-day National Institute on .Audio-

\'isual Selling to be conducted from
June 27 to July 1 this summer at the

University of Indiana under the aus-

pices of N.AVED. There will be three

iiasic courses intended primarily for

owners, equipment salesmen, and film

department heads, respectively. Two
of each day's three periods will be
segregated; the third joint. Prominent
members of the Indiana faculty will

teacli, and outside experts will be
called in as guest speakers.

SMPE in New York

The 65tli semi-annual convention of

the Society of Motion Picture Engin-
eers is being held at the Statler (for-

merly Pennsylvania) April 4 to 8.

Reports and demonstrations of latest

developments in theatre television and
high-speed photography will be the
subjects of special sessions and sym-
posia, according to an announcement
by Earl T. Sponable, President.

Included in the afternoon television

session on .April 5 is the presentation
of a paper by William V. Kruse on

Trade Show Gleanings

More than 200 commercial and institu-

tional exhibitors put on a big and attrac-

tive show at the recent St. Louis regional
meeting of the AASA. About one out of
every five exhibits was of materials for
audio-visual instruction or sensory train-

ing. Many in other lines used a-v tech-
niques effectively to tell their own stories

—sometimes, be it confessed, more effect-

ively than did those directly engaged in

the sale of a-v materials. Is full advan-
tage taken of the chance to convert
thousands of school administrators into
influential new users when an exhibit

amounts to little more than an unglazed
store window?

Exhibitors were happy over the fine

attendance, the serious interest—agreeably
surprised, too, by actual orders written
on the spot, though less happy over killing

two weeks working time on what some
feel boils down to a two-and-a-half day
show. The Saturday-to-Wednesday noon

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana] Public Schools

"How Can Television Serve Educa- ,

tion," discussing the effect of video

on reading, movie-going, radio-listen-

ing, basic educational objectives, the

role of video in schools, and school-

made films for video.

The .Atlantic Coast Session of the i

Society devoted the February meeting I
to sound-on-film recording, stressing

imiilicafions for television use.

NTFC Sessions

.At a recent meeting of the National
Television I'ilm Council in Gotham,
Don .McClure, Director of Television

Production for N.W. .Aycr & Co., told

members that films are the most desir-

able form of television commercial as

well as television program. McClure
pointed out that the future of films on
TV has been only scratched.

President Melvin L. Gold of the
Council was invited to address the
National Television Conference at the

Palmer House, Chicago, in March on
the topic ".A Report from the National
Television Film Council on Television

F^ilm Standards."

scliedule is said by tiie unhappy to work
out that way, with little interest shown I
until Monday morning anyway. -A Mon-
day-to-Thursday schedule would give four
days at a cost of only one working week,
with two weekends for set-up, break-
down, and travel.

There seemed to be less active partici-

pation or even attendance of commercial
representatives at D.AVI sessions and
otlier a-v discussion programs. The give-

and-take between users and producers
that prevailed at some meetings in the

past was one of the most fruitful results

for both groups. Years ago commercial
people pleaded for entrance to professional

meetings where needs and resources could
be collated. Now that most educators
and all Film Council people have put out
the welcome mat, is it smart for manu- -

facturers' representatives to become "too I

busy at the booth" to attend? Or good '

citizenshij)?

Wm. F. Kruse
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Equipment

La Belle Pak Slide Viewer

The new La Belle Pak Viewer,

manufactured by La Belle Industries,

Inc., Ocononiovvoc, Wis., works on an

automatic magazine loading principle

similar to that used with automatic

firearms.

Ten 35inm ready-mount slides are

inserted in the metal magazine. With
just a simple hand movement, the slides

are shown in correct se(|uence over

and over again. This easy magazine

loading protects slides from finger-

print damage and mishandling. Con-
venient pocket size, only 5^"x2j4".

makes it always ready for instant use.

New Rerecorder from W.E.

.\ new lomni rerecorder, designed

to provide the basic qualities of 3Smni

rerecording equipment, has been made
available to its licensees by the Elec-

trical Research Products Division of

the Western Electric Company.
Mounted in rack type cabinets, the

machines may be placed in rows for

easy access and pleasing appearance.

The film-pulling mechanism is simi-

lar to that used in Western F^lectric

recording equipment and reduces flut-

ter at any given rate. No free loops

are used in threading. Correct thread-

ing is assured by a small target which
causes a black line to be centered in a

circular opening when the correct

sprocket hole is engaged.

Reels up to the 16(10 foot size may
be accommodated with ample space

remaining for manipulation and thread-

ing without congestion. The lower
section of the upright cabinet is avail-

able for mounting such equipment

as lamp and high voltage power sup-

plies. The rear of the cabinet is reached

by a hinged door for access to equip-

ment. Openings at the top allow for

film exit and the use of an overhead
loop rack. Motor driven rewind facili-

ties are also provided.

New Finder from
Radiant Keeper

A new version of the Radiant Screen

Einder is just off the press. This is

the handy slide-rule device which has

proved invaluable to users of all types

of film projection.

A simple movement of the slide

gives the user information on proper
screen types for various projection

needs, correct audience capacity of

any given screen, and permits solu-

tion of such problems as correct screen

sizes, correct distance from screen to

projector and covrect focal length lens

for various needs.

The Screen I'^inder is available

through Radiant dealers all over the

countrv.

Recent Developments

In the 45 RPM Field

The seven-inch, 4.^ rpni |)hiin()graph

record discussed in these columns last

month is now being glamorized even

further, according to latest reports

from RCA Victor. The recordings

are to be made available in different

shades of plastic, according to the

classification of music into which the

particular selection fits, .'\fter all, how-

aesthetic can you get?

Webster-Chicago has come up with

an inexpensive adapter kit which per-

mits playing the new seven-inch RC.\

Victor records on any of its present

dual-speed record changers. Essentially

the kit consists of a small drive bush-

ing to be fitted on the 33'/} drive

sleeve and a spindle spacer which

takes up the center 1/j-inch hole of the

new disc. This kit permits playing the

new records manually.

Ansco Color Movie
Processing Kit

Movie-makers can now process their

own 16mm and 8mm Ansco color

movies, according to Mr. Charles

Mogull of Mogull's, 68 W. 48th Street,

New York. Processing kit consists of

all necessary equipment, including

stainless steel reels, developing tanks,

drying rack, chemicals and full in-

structions, which sells for under one

hundred dollars complete, packed in

a compact carrying case.

7^ "Hem "
Announcer
System

Can be used
with regular
Movie - Mite
10" Auxiliary

Speaker

EMCEE
(!hfi%\ex of Ceremonies)

99

Two speakers

can be used,

50-foot cable

on each

Perfect for your

Slides or

Silent Film

... a simple, foolproof announcer system

for many uses ... in school rooms, busi-

ness and women's clubs, sales meetings,

outdoor gatherings, the nursery, sports

tournaments, and above all . . . to help you
put a professional touch to your silent

movies and 2x2 slides. It even has a plug-

in for a turntable.

All in one case, amplifier and microphone fit in

back oi speaker case . . . weighs only 16 pounds
. . . has the famous Movie-Mite four-watt, minia-

ture tube amplifier . . . attached microphone . . .

tone and volume controls . . . ten-inch speaker

... all cables included . . . beautiful alligator,

brown leatherette covering.

Write for liferaJure. . , . See your photo-
graphic dealer today for a demonstration.

vniiD cvce Aun papq nu kjnviF — hjiitp "
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^hose Expensive

^Educational Films

You Buy...

MAKE 'EM

LAST LONGER!

Keep Ihem in Iheir original

"good" condition with PEERLESS FILM

TREATMENT ... the proven Vapor-in-

Vacuum process . . . that guards against

damage from projection, handling and

extremes of climate — scratches, digs,

dirt, oil absorption, brittleness end vir-

tually oil other kinds of damage and

deterioration. And it is not expensive!

Order your new films already Peerless-

treated from your dealer. For film you

now hove . . . Peerless-equipped labora-

tories from coast to coast are ready to

serve you. Ask us which is the most

convenient for you. ^ ^'fC^

Write for "20 QUESTIONS," the In-

formative new folder that tells how
PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT "makes

'em last longer,"

temessfiL

EERLESS
FILM PROaSSING CORPORATION

16S WIST 46tti STRUT, NIW YORK 19, N. Y.

Filmstrips for

Family Week
(MAY 1-8)

The Christian Family, " $2.50

"Happy Times at Home, " $2.00

•rd«r from your

Ttsyal oids dcoUr

f. O. SoK 1821 —St. Uuit, Mo.

In the Far West Buy From

SCREN ADEIIE EQUIPMENI CORP.
611 Tillamook St.

8479 Melrose Ave.
68 Post St.

RCA 16mm Sound
Proiector

Natco Lightweight
Beseler Opaque
Beseler Vugroph
Viewlei Projector
RCA Wire Recorder
RCA Ployers
RCA Educational

Records

Portland 12. Ore.
Los Angeles 46, Cal.
San Francisco 4, Cal.

Teoch-O-Filmstrips

Teach-O-Discs
RCA Sound Systems
Brush Sound k4irror

Foundation Films

United World Films

Opfron Players

Cothedral Filmstrips

Production

and Distribution

Screen Adette Reorganizes

Tlie Screen .'\dette Equipment Cor-

poration operating on the West Coast

ha.s recently completed a reorganiza-

tion of its sales organization. Turner

B. Shelton, Vice President and General

Manager, will have personal super-

vision over the Los Angeles and San

Francisco offices operating with five

salesmen in the Los Angeles territory

and three salesmen from San Fran-

cisco. Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and

Montana will be under the personal

direction of Merriman H. Holtz, Presi-

dent, with salesmen in Portland, Se-

attle, the Olympic Peninsula, and
Southern Oregon, with representation

in Spokane covering the territory into

Montana and Idaho.

Bell & Howell Enters

The Fllnn Industry

Bell & Howell entered the film

manufacturing industry, when its Presi-

dent, Charles H. Percy, recently an-

nounced the purchase of the principal

assets of the Kryptar Corporation.

Rochester, N. Y. Kryptar patents, trade

name, records and other intangible

assets were included in the purchase
price, though Bell & Howell does not
intend to make further use of the

Kryptar trade name.
Formerly Bell & Howell was the ex-

clusive purchaser of the entire microfilm

output of the Kryptar Corporation.
This film was used by Bell & Howell
in connection with Its line of micro-
film recorders, readers and processers.

When the Kryptar Corporation ceased
operations late in the fall of 1948, the

acquisition of the Kryptar plant was a
logical step to meet the growing de-

mand for microfilm. All such film

will be sold to customers by Burroughs
Adding Machine Co., Detroit, Michi-
gan, recently appointed by Bell &
Howell as exclusive world-wide dis-

tributors of its entire line of micro-
film equipment.

New Film Production
And Services

PiiOTOFiLMS Inc., 422 South Western
Avenue, Los Angeles 5. has recently been
formed by Erven Jourdan for the primary
purpose of preparing films for the use of

camera and photographic clubs the coun-
try over. Each newsfilni will be approxi-
mately 4.S minutes in length in the form
of a motion picture magazine. The work
of Edward Weston and Ernest Bachrach,
darkroom procedure, and other matters
are first on the production agenda.
Latino Am Film has been formed by

Hans Beimler, Jaime Valdes, and Tufic

Yazbek at 20 De Novicmbre 53-411,

Mexico, D.F. The company plans to pro-

duce 16nini features and shorts of all

types and has its own laboratory for

sound an<i silent, color and black-and-

white production.

Frith Films of Hollywood, familiar

producer of educational films in color, is

now ready to do a limited amount of

laboratory work outside its regular pro-

duction schedule. The laboratories, opened

a year ago, report increasing definition

in print production and improved color.

New Film Distribution

Centers for Shell

Establishment of two new branch of-

fices for faster and more efficient dis-

tribution of Shell Oil Company's insti-

tutional and educational films was an-

nounced recently by H. L. Curtis, assist-

ant to the president. New York. One of

the new distribution centers is located

in Chicago, Illinois, serving the Mid-

west; the other is in Houston, Texas,

serving the Southwest.

Films requested for showings in Mid-

western and Southwestern states will be

delivered from the appropriate office

in Chicago or Houston, Mr. Curtis

pointed out, but all requests for films

should continue to be addressed to Shell

Oil Company, Public Relations, 50 West

50th, New York 20, N. Y. Territory

west of the Rockies will continue to be

served by the Shell office at 100 Bush

Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Moving Days

Ac.MiEMV Films have a new post office

address : Box 3088, Hollywood, Cal. Art

Zeiller Co. Inc., formerly of Newark,

has moved to 350 Main Street, East

Orange. New Jersey. The new ground

floor location is directly opposite the

Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western

Station, accessible by street car and bus.

A.I.P. Statement of Policy

.According to a joint statement of

policy issued by the producer-members

of the Allied Independent Producers

(Academy Films, Bailey Films, Arthur

Barr Productions, Paul Hoefler Pro-

ductions, and Johnson Hunt Productions),

the members have agreed to the follow-

ing:

(1) To assure to all customers of

the .Allied Independent Producers the

availability of replacement sections and

additional prints of all pictures pro-

duced by any member of the group.

(2) To supply to all customers this

replacement footage at the lowest pos-

sible cost, which under present condi-

tions is 10c per foot for black and

white sound film and 20c per foot for

color sound film. Because of laboratory

requirements in making this replace-

ment footage, it is necessary to supply

a minimum of SO feet of black and

white or 25 feet of qolor.

Through this joint action by the A. I. P.,

users of their films will be assured of

obtaining replacement footage and ad-

ditional prints.
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Television

television programs are not on the

air. The amplifier also can be used

in conjunction with a record player or

with wired music.

RCA Announces New Life-Size

Television Projection System

A new life-size television projection

system (TLS-87), featuring an optical

barrel which for the first time is sus-

pended from a convenient ceiling

mounting, has been announced by the

Sound Products Section of the RCA
Engineering Products Department.

The system is especially adaptable

for use in hospitals, clubs, hotels, in-

dustrial plant recreation and lunch

rooms, custom-built home installations,

churches, schools, and in television

broadcast studios for monitoring, spon-

sors' viewing rooms, and overflow

audiences. The ceiling mounting lends

itself to built-in applications in har-

mony with a room's decorations, and
the space-saving aspect of the installa-

tion is also a major feature. The con-

struction is such that all the equipment

can be out of the way of the viewing

audience. In use, the optical barrel is

focused on a screen up to 6 by 8 feet in

size, of either the front or rear-projec-

tion type.

The optical barrel is connected to

the control console by a 40-foot cable.

The console, an attractive rack con-
taining television and audio compon-
ents, as well as controls, can be built-in

if desired, or placed in an out-of-the-

way location.

The TLS-87 has a .30-watt amplifier,

with microphone and phonograph in-

puts provided so that the unit can be
used as a public address system when

• On March 31st, when delivery was

made to United World Films, Inc., of

tlie final pictures in the Louis de Roche-

mont series of 36 two-reel classroom

studies in human geography, Borden

Mace, Thomas Orchard, and Lothar

WolfT joined the RD-DR Corporation

in the capacity of producers.

For the past eighteen months, Mace,

Orchard, and Wolflt have been de Roche-

mont's chief editorial associates in the

production of the geography series.

• Gene Byrnes, noted cartoonist and

author of several works on art and draw-

ing, is producing a series of ten teaching

films for Young America Films. He
is associated also as an art consultant

with Wm. F. Kruse and Associates.

• Roy P. Kroggel, formerly of RCA,
and Leo R. Gilleran, controller of Trans

World Airlines, have been named to

posts in the Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films lineup. Kroggel has been appointed

regional manager for the Northeast, ac-

cording to Dennis Williams, Vice-Presi-

dent in charge of distribution. Mr. Gil-

leran has been elected treasurer of the

film company and of Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica Inc., C. Scott Fletcher, Presi-

dent, stated. He succeeds L. R. Raemer,

who resigned to devote full time to the

organization of a business of his own in

Michigan.

Make Every Classroom a Projection Room

ROLL-IT
ROLLS your heav/

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

where you want it!

when you wont it!

Model VP-2

•Height—38 inches

•Length—30 inches

Width— It inches

•Wheels—4 inches diameter—Rubber-cushioned
2-wheel brakes

Price $39.60

New Junior size Roll-It

only $28.50

WE PAY TRANSPORTATION

MERRILL LEE COMPANY 3049 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit 2, Michigan

NOW you CAN TEACH BY
SHOWING AND DISCUSSING

CASTLE FILMS
THESE INTERESTING

AND INFORMATIVE FILMS
PROMOTE THE STUDY OF

GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, GEOLOGY,
AND ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

AMERICA'S WONDERLANDS
It's the most spectacular show on earth !

Niagara, Yellowstone, Crater Lake,
Columbia River, Yosemite, Mount
Rainier, the Monterey Peninsula

—

America's most inspiring scenic won-
ders—captured in a wonderful film !

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
The camera penetrates a breath-taking
wilderness of lofty trails, allurins trout
streams, Indian encampments, and the
home of the rarely seen Rocky Mountain
sheep. A magnificent motion picture.

Order it now I

BUILD A VALUABLE SCHOOL LIBRARY OF
TEACHING AIDS BY SELECTING LOW-COST
CASTLE FILMS ON TRAVEL, ADVENTURE,

WORLD NEWS, ETC.

16MM SOUND-1 REEL EACH
Only $17.50 per reel

CASTLE FILMS
DIVISION Ot OV,V|o vlo**^" *'^*'S INC

44S PARK AVENUE FIELD II.DO. DUJS BIDG

NEW YORK 22 CHICAGO 3 SAN FRANCISCO -

FREE!
SEND FOR CASTLE FILMS NEW

1949 CATALOG LISTING A
GREAT VARIETY OF MOVIES

TODAY!

Yes, I want Castle Films'new catalog!

Name.:

Street

City Zone State

I hove G-

8 mm

(name of projector)

_16 mm Sound-
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on the Best 16mm

SHORT SUBJECTS?
iducatioaal . . . Entertaining!

STRANGE
AS IT

SEEMS
by John Hix

8 Subjects

Absorbing dromotizationi o1 historic

ironies, oddities, and coincidences, culled

from the byways of human experience.

One reel sound films; running time 9
minutes each,

FIFTY YEAR BARTER

LAFAYETTE, CHAMPION OF IIURTT
GOLD AND MAN
SILVER THREADS
MARK TWAIN
EMPEROR NORTON
LITTLE JACK HORNER
STAR GAZERS

Lilt Price: $3S.0O each.

Available at leading Film ilbrortes.

Write tor FREE catalog to Dept. 10.

Current Film Ney^s

/55 PAGE CATALOG
^h£/^! OF OUTSTANDING

FILMS

BRAY LIBRARY
of Motion Pictures

16 mm Silent and Sound

Hundreds of valuable films . . .

some available free!

8 new Health and Hygiene Films

—

just released.

12 outstanding Air Age
Education Films.

Also films on Civics and Government,
Geography, Industry, Biological Sciences,

Physics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Tronsporlation.

Write today for 1948-1949 Catalog.

BRAY STUDIOS, inc.
729 Seventh Ave, New York 19, N Y

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF THE 1949 I. C. S. CATALOG

1 28 pages of wonderful Hollywood

16 mm entertainment feoturet —
comedies — dromot — mysteries —
westerns — educationols. Write for

your copy to-day.

Need Equipment^ —. Get detoiU

of the Renlal-Pu'ct>osePlon. ^».

INSTIIUflONll CINEMl SEIiVICE. INC

560)1 Broadway, N.Y. 19, N.Y.

1949 Fund Campaign
You too can help tlirough

RED CROSS

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
REAU, 6 N, Michigan Ave., Chicago

2, 111., announces the availability for

rental of a series of 16mni sound mo-
tion pictures titled:

A Career in Retail Selling (6 films,

color or black and white)—a complete

course for those interested in retail

selling. Films in the series include

Selling Your Personality; Who Threw
That Monkey Wrench: Telephone Tech-

nique; Sense Into Dollars: The Right

Approach; Success Story.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITAN-
NICA FILMS, 1150 Wilniette Ave.,

Wilmette, 111., recently released the fol-

lowing new 16mni educational films:

The Zoo (1 reel, color)—designed
basically for primary grades and show-
ing close-up studies of the many ani-

mals which live in the barlcss replicas

of their native habitats at the Brook-
field Zoo.

Ants (1 reel)—showing through ex-

treme close-up photography the varied

activities of four types of ants—mound
builders, black ants, household and
carpenter ants, as well as the life cycle

of the carpenter ant.

English Children (1 reel)—the new-
est of the "Children of Many Lands"
series, depicting the life of an English
worker's family in the city of York
and stressing daily activities of the
children in a modern school, on the
playground, at a cricket match, and at

a grocery store.

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 1445
Park Ave., N.Y. 29, has added several
new t'tles to its geography series.

"The Earth and Its Peoples": Lake
Port; The Po River Valley (Italy) ; The
Lumber States (USA, Pacific North-
west)

; Highlands of the .4ndes (Peru)
;

and Sheep Ranching Country (South-
eastern Australia). • Each is a 2-reel

subject.

Also available from I'nited World
is a 16mni version of Great E.vpecla-
lions. made from Dickens's classic.

For detailed information, write to
Ignited World's International Films
Division.

NATIONAL EDUCATION AS-
SOCIATION, Travel Division. 1201
16th St., NW, Washington 6, D. C,
announces a new sound and color
16mm film produced by Paul H.
Kinsel, director of the NEA Travel
Service:

Modem Design for Travel—Mexico
(2y2 reels)—depicting an NEA tour
group in Mexico and presented by the
NEA in cooperation with local and
state organizations for showing to
faculty groups, meetings of local teach-
ers' associations, state and regional
conferences, and social studies classes.

A. F. FILMS, 1600 Broadway,
N. Y. 19. is releasing five new films

this spring:

1848 (2 reels)—covering the period

of France's third revolution and the

election of Louis Napoleon as presi-

dent of the Second Republic through
reproductions of engravings and etch-

ings of famous artists.

The Rose and the Mignonette (1

reel)—a visual interpretation of a poem
by Louis D'Aragon, expressing the

importance of unified faith—regardless

of individual beliefs—in resisting un-
desirable invading forces. A French
version is also available.

Light Reflections (l^/a reels)—an
experimental color film produced by
James Davis, American painter and
sculptor, presenting illuminated de-

signs of transparent plastics suggest-
ing a fantastic abstract ballet.

Andorre (1 reel)—a travel film de-

picting life and activities in the little-

known republic governed jointly by
France and Spain.

Penny's Worth of Happiness ( 1 '/z

reels)—a film about displaced children

who, fostered by kind and understand-
ing people, find refuge and rehabilita-

tion in the vacationland of Switzerland.

BRANDON FILMS, 1600 Broad-
way, N.Y. 19, announces the release in

16mm of Italian, .\ustrian, French, and
British post-war feature films distributed

to theaters in the U.S. by Distinguished

Films, Inc. Titles include Revenge!
(with Anna Magnani, star of Open
City)

; Lysistrata (based on the anti-war

stage satire by .\ristopbanes) ; Street of

Shadows (C. W. Pabst's French produc-

tion) ; and Quiet H'eekcnd (an English

satire with Derek Farr and Marjorie
Fielding).

Torment, a prize-winning Swedish
story of adolescent love, will also be
made available as one of the "Inter-

national Film Classics" released through
the facilities of Brandon Films. The "In-

ternational Film Classics" are a packaged
series of outstanding French, Italian,

British. Russian, Mexican, German and
other foreign features and documentaries

released in I6nim for use in schools, col-

leges, film societies, motion picture appre-

ciation groups, and other non-theatrical

organizations.

BAILEY FILMS, 2044 N. Berendo
St.. Los Angeles 27, Calif., announces
the release of two new 16mm sound
films:

The ABC of Pottery Making (1

reel)—a detailed and clear demonstra-
tion of the making of a clay bowl.
Silent version also available.

Wild Life in the Desert (1 reel)

—

the story of how plants, animals, and
men adapt themselves to desert con-

ditions.
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FILM PROGRAM SERVICES,
1173 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y.
19, announces the release of the two
latest United Nations Film Board
films:

Clearing the Way (314 reels)—UN's
story of the planning and building of

its headquarters in New York City.

This Is Their Story (2 reels)—
L'nesco's first film, presenting the seri-

ous plight of students in Europe and
Asia. Film Program Services plans an
intensive distribution program for the
two films, in cooperation with the
American Association for the United
Nations and the World Student Service
Fund.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18
K. 41st St.. N. Y. 17, announces the
following additions to its Elementary
School Science series of 16mm teach-
ing films:

Solids, Liquids, and Gases ( 1 reel)

—introducing tlic concept that all mat-
ter exists in three forms and demon-
strating that a substance can be
changed from one form to another
depending upon the presence or ab-
sence of heat.

Water Works for Us (1 reel)—point-
ing out the various ways in which
water works for us in our everyday
life and explaining what water pres-
sure is.

SHERMAN PLAN, INC., 420-421
N'ictor BIdg., Washington 1, D. C,
offers for sale or rental a full-color
story-on-film of the inauguration of
President Truman:

The Inaugural Story (I reel)—nar-
rated by Dwight Weist, famous radio
and news commentator, and including
tlic taking of the oath of office, the
parade of the governors, the state
floats, the capital's great monuments.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
N. Y. 20, announces the availability
of the following 16mni films:

School in Cologne (I'A reels)—
showing the physical and human diffi-

culties which confront the authorities
who are trying to rebuild an educa-
tional system in war-ravaged Germany.
Voices of Malaya (3% reels)—pic-

turing life in Malaya today and the
efforts of five million people of four
races to bring peace and prosperity
to Malaya.

Colour in Clay (1 reel)—picturing,
in technicolor, the story of modern
pottery.

Food for Asia (1 reel)—showing
that, in a war-stricken world, the Far
East is the greatest sufiferer from lack
of food.

POST PICTURES CORP., 115
W. 4Sth St., N. Y. 19, has obtained
exclusive 16mm release rights to 36
new Monogram Features. Titles in-
clude Partners of the Trail, The Cisco
Kid Returns, Charlie Chan in the Secret
Serznce, I.aiv Men, Alaska, and others.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. 19, an-
nounces that it has acquired exclus-

ive 16nmi distribution rights to

The Hairy Ape, based on Eugene
O'Neill's play and featuring William
Bendix and Susan Hayward. Com-
monwealth also announces the con-
summation of a deal with Edward
Small whereby Commonwealth ac-

quires the 16mm world rights to ten

of the most important pictures pro-
duced by Edward Small in the past
fifteen years. Titles include The Count
of Monte Cristo; My Son, My Soft-: Kit
Carson, The Last of the Mohicans,
Man in the Iron Mask, and others.

Commonwealth also announces that

it has acquired 16mm exclusive distri-

bution rights to Kit Carson, a 11-reel

major company production featuring

Jon Hall, Dana -Andrews, and Lynn
Bari, relating the adventures of the

famous Indian fighter.

BRAY STUDIOS, 729 7th Ave.,

N. Y. 19, announce the completion of
a new color 16nim film to be distrib-

uted through the Southern Hardwood
Producers, Inc.:

The Southern Hardwoods— Yours
Forever (3 reels)—told by a retired

lumberman to his granddaughter, the

story covers the subject of the hard-

woods of the South, from forest to

furniture and flooring.

JOHNSON-HUNT PRODUC-
TIONS, 1133 N. Highland, Hollywood
28, Calif., are planning to release next
fall three new mathematics films:

Parallel Lines; Circles; and The Linear
Equation and its Graph. Johnson-Hunt's
"Introduction to Fractions" series has
been selected by the Library of Congress
for permanent preservation in its refer-

ence collection.

CASTLE FILMS, 1445 Park Ave.,
N. Y. 29, is distributing a new 16mm
sound-color motion picture sponsored
by Carrier Corporation of Syracuse,
N. Y., and produced by the Calvin
Company:

Service Unseen (2 reels)—covering
the history of "man-made weather"
from the development of the prin-

ciples of air conditioning to its present
state of widespread usefulness.

ARTHUR BARR P R O D U C-
TIONS 1265 Bresee Ave., Pasadena,
Calif., have released three new class-

room teaching films, each in color and
sound:
The Red Hen—first of a new series

of simple stories for primary grades,
showing the hen's care of her baby
chicks.

Circus Day—the complete story of
the circus, with actual sounds recorded
on the lot.

The Cowboy—describing the cow-
boy's equipment, his range work, I lis

preparations for the coming rodeo.

>''•-,. ''tH-*^*i

Great music perfectly recorded, in a

production unique for its inspired blending

of sight and sound. Eocti subject a

complete composition. Unforgettable

enlertoinment, yet ideal for instruction.

Excellent material for resale to scfiools.

Litl Price: $35.00 each subject

ABELARD Educational Films, Inc.

1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Will* vt for detcriplive /fterolure

c^HlLHARMON/C

'N A $£R,fs OF 13

AND RADIO VIENNA

^"" ^™'" 'he Vienna Woods

Emperor Waltz

E'ne K/e/ne IVachfmusik

Orpheus In Hades

Serenata Notturna

Tannhaeuser

Beethoven's
Fifth

1st Movement

Rosamunde

Egmont

Unfin/shed Symphony
'St and 2nd Movements

Vienna Blood

M«/c of the Spheres

A '«inni EVENT OF
'«n«$Tl*,po„rANCE,
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To Increase ihe usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films |P)

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood, Cal.

Assocration Films (PD)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, 111.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc. (PD)
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD
Catholic Movies (D

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilnr>et+e, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5, Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.
Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)

55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heidenlamp Nature Pictures (P)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6 1 21/2 S. RIdgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

15 Park Rsw, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organization (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (PD)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films, Inc. (P)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ott—John Ott Film Library. Inc. (PD)
730 Elm St., Winnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center (PD)
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Reh'gious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

Religious Film Assn. (Continued)

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)

321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)

614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.
Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television; Commercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. [16, 35. ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
285-1 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 18, III.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)

68 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc. (M)
4401 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

COLUMN of the MONTH

• More properly, this column this time

should be headed "P.\ges of the Month."

The first place a busy reader looks for a

source list is likely to be right here.

It is a handy list—classified according

to major lines—projectors, films, slides,

screens, services, etc. It differentiates

also between producers (original specific

sources) and dealers (diversified regional

sources). The seeker after general infor-

mation will usually write directly to the

original source ; the buyer looking for

early delivery or immediate demonstra-

tion is more likely to contact the nearest

dealer listed here. National sources wel-

come all inquiries—those of obvious local

interest are readily referred to a local

dealer. Regional sources—dealers—some-
times prefer not to get catalog and service

requests from outside their trading area,

but they invariably find enough response

from within that area to more than justify

their listing here. Some dealers, further-

more, do a nationwide business, particu-

larly on some specialty services such as

slide production, titling, camera repairs,

special devices, etc.

Advertisers, both here and elsewhere in

the magazine, report good reader response

from Educational Screen. Consumers

write us of exceptionally good service

they have had from our advertisers. Oc-

casionally there is a complaint of failure

to get prompt or adequate reply, for our

relationship with our readers is a close

and "working" one. An alert advertiser

finds a well-founded complaint at least

as profitable as a routine lead.

Dealers find this Directory particularly

valuable in reaching the new people who
are constantly entering the field. A sub-

scription, or even a single borrowed copy,

has started many an audio-visual enthusi-

ast toward a high spot on some dealer's

customer list. So active dealers tend to

plug for Educational Screen by sending

in "subs" and especially by ordering a
bundle of each issue for use on their better

prospects. And, as soon as a new user has

access to a projector, these dealers intro-

duce him to the Blue Book of 16mm
Films, offered on the facing page.

In a very real sense, for many educators

and their dealers, these have been Educa-
tional Screen's "Pages of the Month."

Wm. F. Kruse

I

USE THE COUPON ON THE OPPOSITE PACE
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Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Rallie Company (D|

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D)

Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (D)

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine Bl.dg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (M)
A Division of Curtlss-Wrlght Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P)

Wllmette, III.

Informative Classioom Picture Publishers (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St.. Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences 1°)

599E_Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES
KEY: Kodaehrome 2_x 2. 3I/4 xfA or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (0-2)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

(Formerly titled "1000 and One")

• Lists almost 7000 films

• Synopsis of each film

• Where to get each film—prices

• Films on every subject

e Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS. YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS
Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE • MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, 111.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Book. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address _

City

State

Q Check here if you with to be billed.

April, 1949

Keystone View Co. (P-4)
Meadvllle, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. {D-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2]
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation (M)
285! N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadvllle, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomowoc, Wis.

Ralle Company (D)
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D|
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films |D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, 111.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

U WAYNE UNIVERSITY, Audio-

visual Materials Consultation Bureau,

Detroit 1, Mich., announces the fifth

in the series of contemporary affairs

filmstrips produced by the Consulta-

tion Bureau and distributed under the

sponsorship of the Detroit Times:

Getting the World's News—pictur-

ing the ways in which a local news-

paper has access to news from every-

where. A teacher's guide accompanies

the filmstrip.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N.Y. 17, has released the

following new filmstrips:

Shakespeare Series (eight filmstrips)

—covering Shakespeare's life and times.

Titles are: Ah Introduction to William

Shakespeare; Shakespeare's Theater; A
Pictorial Guide to Macbeth; A Pictorial

Guide to Hamlet; A Pictorial Guide to

Romeo and Juliet; A Pictorial Guide to

Henry V ; A Pictorial Guide to As You

Like it; A Pictorial Guide to Midsum-
mer-Night's Dream.

People Are People Series (6 film-

strips)—based on thirteen picture

stories prepared and published in 1948-

49 by "The Ladies' Home Journal" and
following the problems and interests

of twelve families in widely-scattered

parts of the world. The filmstrips have

been especially designed for social

studies classes in the upper elementary

grades and junior high school.

How We Get Our Oil—a filmstrip

designed for elementary and high school

science and social studies classes.

DUDLEY PICTURES CORP.,
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills,

Calif., has completed three new color

filmstrips for the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads. Titles are : Railroads and

Our Mail, Railroads and the Food We
Eat, and Railroads and Cur Homes.

Prints will be distributed to school sys-

tems throughout the country.

H PHOTO & SOUND PRODUC-
TIONS, 116 Natoma St., San Fran-

cisco 5, Calif., announce a new film-

strip series:

A Study of Measurement (8 film-

strips)—designed to give elementary

and junior-high students a clear pic-

ture of linear, square and cubic measure.

Subjects covered are: Linear Measure;

The Story of Measurement ; Lines and

Angles—Surface Measure; Area of Rec-

tangles—.4rea of Parallelograms; Area

of Triangles—Area of Trapezoids; The
Circle; Cubic Measure—Volume; and

Special Measurement—Board Feet—
Right Triangle.

m POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISH-
ING CO., Audio-Visual Division, 3S3

4th Ave., N. Y. 10, will send on re-

quest literature describing its Teach-
O-Filmstrips and Teach-O-Discs, as

well as a sample Teach-O-Filmstrip
Teaching Guide. Reproduced in the

Teaching Guides are the frames ap-

pearing in the Teach-O-Filmstrips,

along with questions designed to stim-

ulate classroom discussion.

UNITED AIR LINES, School and
College Service, 35 E. Monroe St.,

Chicago, has released a new 28-frame
full-color filmstrip:

Mainliner Meals—giving the com-
plete story of the airline's meals

—

tracing their preparation from the

planning stage to actual service aboard
the planes.

Lists and Catalogs

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COL-
LEGE, State College, Pa., ofTers its

1949-50 Audio-Visual Aids Library

catalog listing and describing films,

slides, and recordings available on a

rental basis to schools and community
groups.

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCI-
ETY, Photo & Film Dept., 1000 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. 28, has available a folder-

type catalog listing and describing

films, slides, and pictures on nature

subjects.

HARMON FOUNDATION, Divi-

sion of Visual Experiment, 140 Nassau
St., N. Y. 7, issued recently a publica-

tion titled "Visual Materials for Your
Program," including a listing of Har-
mon Foundation subjects as well as
articles designed to be of help to users
of audio-visual materials. Listed and
described under subject classifications

are some 250 motion pictures, in addi-
tion to filmstrips, slides, picture sets,

photogravures, art productions, etc.

The 64-page publication is available

for $1.00 from the Harmon Foundation.

Users of audio-visual materials will

also be interested in the "Almanac of

Films" available from the Harmon
Foundation (price: $1.00). The Al-

manac lists films for special occasions

(national holidays, religious holidays,

etc.), with suggested themes for pro-

grams. In order to provide a broader
use of the pamphlet, sources of other

than Foundation films are given.

n CORONET FILMS, Coronet Bldg.,

Chicago 1, III., has issued its new
Spring Catalog Supplement, including

thirty-four new additions to the Coro-
net Catalog published in the fall of

1948.

AMERICAN FILM REGISTRY,
28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.,

ofifers a new enlarged 16miii film

guide listing a complete selection of

educational, travel, sports, historical,

etc., films available on a rental or ;

sale basis for school, church, or en-
J

tertainment use.
i
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VICTOR SALUTES TEXAS!

r

TEXAS STUDENTS

ARE LEARNING MORE THROUGH

16mm VISUAL EDUCATION

Victor 16mm sound movie projectors are becoming more and more

important in the regular educational curriculum of schools in Texas, where

more than 976,713 students enjoy the far-reaching benefits of visual learning.

In the Lone Star State, like others throughout the nation, Victor is

setting the pace in visual education. Since its origin 39 years ago, Victor

has always carefully weighed the requirements of educational institutions.

Victor projectors are specifically designed to meet these needs. That's why

educators all over America respect Victor quality and rely upon the

faultless performance of Victor projectors.

A Victor 16mm Sound Movie Projector is now available for as little as

$295.00—easily today's greatest educational value. Write today for infor-

mation on Victor's complete price and utility range in sound projectors.

7/r/o/'Sc///////r//^>^/r//j// ^(9//j^/y///o//

4 DIVISION OF CU RTI SS- IVRIG HT CORPOKATIOH
Dept. G-21 • Home Office and Factory : Davenport, Iowa

New York • Chicago • Distributors Throughout the World

According io Avdio-Visval Survey made by

Visual /ntlruction Bureau, The University of

Texas — D. W. McCovicIc, Director.

>*Jj^J-J^
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A-V CONFERENCES ACROSS THE NATION

DAVI in San Francisco

Reported by WILLIAM ALLEN

• Tkk place of the autlio-visual program in the modern school

system was the tlieme around whicli the Department of Audio-

\"isual Instruction regional conference was organized in San

I'rancisco. February 22-23. Prominent educators outside the

audio-visual field gave main addresses, and the implications

for a-v instruction were then discussed by a-v specialists.

Alexander J. Stoddard, Superintendent of Los Angeles

Schools, in a keynote address, emphasized the necessity for pro-

vision in the school budget for audio-visual materials and re-

minded administrators that they should consider these materials

as essential to the classroom as chalk and erasers. Led by

James W. Brown, Supervisor of the Instructional Materials

Center at the University of Washington, the administrative

group meeting considered the administration of the program

advocated by Stoddard. Stress was placed on the need for a-v

building representatives, teacher and pujiil participation in the

selection of materials, and ways of furnishing the superintendent

with plain answers to a-v problems which he can pass on to

tile board of education.

Under the chairmanship of W. J. Iverson, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Education at Stanford University, and Robert Cralle,

Superintendent of Schools in Ingiewood, California, the cur-

riculum group emphasized that instructional materials must
b'.- an integral part of the education program. The group on
finance stressed the importance of making the expenditures for

a-v education a part of the school district budget.

The main speaker at the luncheon meeting was Edwin A.
Lee, Dean of the School of Education. U.C.L.A. He stated

that administrators must be alert to the opportunities for radio
and television, must be able to differentiate between cultist

movement and solid education, and must use a-v techniques
in interpreting the schools to the public, the board, and to the
teacher himself.

William S. Briscoe. Superintendent of Schools of Santa
Monica, felt that the administrator needs help from the a-v
director in the statement of his problems, the interpretation of
the schools to the public, the visualization of the future devel-
opment of the community, and the techni(|ues for carrying on
democratic group discussion.

In cooperation with the Bay .\rea Section of the Audio-
N'isual Education Association of California, a tour was con-
ducted through the audio-visual facilities of the naval base at
Treasure Island in San Francisco Bav.

BRIGHT OUTLOOK at DAVI San Francisco meeting when four
Ca itornra school superintendents get together to discuss "The
Audio-Visual Program in a Modern School System." From left to
right: Robert Cralle, Ingiewood; Alexander J. Stoddard, Los
Angeles; Herbert C, Clish, San Francisco; and John Carroll, San
Oiego County.

In an address at the dinner lueeting, Lester Beck, Associate

Professor of Psychology at the University of Oregon, told how
the film Hitman Growth was developed and stressed the im-

portance of pre-testing of the film in the classroom.

The following appear to be the key ideas set forth at the

San Francisco DAVI conference. First, Stoddard's belief that

schools should be willing to experiment in the audio-visual

field and to share in the cost of development of curricular ma-

terials by supporting the experimental eflforts of audio-visual

producers. Second, the suggestion by several of the speakers

that a-v directors should give to superintendents for referral to

boards of education plain, visualized answers to a-v problems.

Third, the necessity of pre-testing in the classroom all mate-

rials of instruction before final production.

Responsible for the successful planning of the San Francisco

meeting were F. Dean McClusky. President of DAVI, and

Gardner L. Hart, National DAVI Delegate and Chairman of

the San Francisco Conference Committee.

DAVI in St. Louis

Reported by F. L. LEMLER

• An out.'^t.vnding feature of the St. Louis Meeting of

the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction on March 1

and 2 was a visit to the Division of ."Kudio-Visual Education

of the St. Louis Public Schools at 4466 Olive Street. Miss

Elizabeth Golterman. Director of the Division, and her staff

were gracious hosts to the people attending this conference.

Over 150 people attended this informal get-to-gether, and
many expressed appreciation for this opportunity to see a fine

city department of audio-visual education in action.

Walter .\. Wittich. University of Wisconsin, directed a dis-

cussion built around the reports of five school superintendents

who described the audio-visual programs in their school systems.

This panel, called "The .\dmiiiistrator Reports", included con-

tributions from Superintendent Gordon Humbert, Lima, Ohio

;

Superintendent G. E. Denman, Green Bay, Wisconsin ; Superin-

tendent W. T. Rowland, Lexington, Kentucky ; Superintendent

Harry Davidson. New Albany, Indiana ; and Hersche! Bennett.

Assistant Superintendent of the Dearborn Public Schools. These
reports pointed up interesting plans for the future development |
of these audio-visual programs and indicated growing financial I
support for them.

Dr. Edgar Dale. Ohio State University, gave a stinuilating

talk on "UNESCO's Use of Audio-Visual Materials in World-
Wide Education". (See page 205 in this issue.)

Four sectional meetings on subjects of continuing interest

were held during the conference. Glen Burch of the Filtn Coun-
cil of America led a discussion on "The Community Use of

Films". Helge Hansen of the University of Michigan served
as chairman of a group on "School and University Produced
Teaching Materials". George Mills, Kalamazoo Public Schools,
presided over the discussion group on "New Techniques in the
In-Service Training of Teachers". Arthur Stenius, Wayne
University, led the group discussion devoted to "The Future
of Television in Education".

For the benefit of members of D..A.V.I. attending the Con-
ference a package of printed materials was given to each mem-
ber registrant. These materials included selected lists of films,

bibliographies, news letters, and reprints of articles on audio-
visual education. These materials were contributed by Audio-
Visual Departments in the following institutions : Indiana Uni-
versity, Bradley University, Southern Illinois University, Pueblo
Junior College, University of Michigan, University of Okla-
homa, University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, West-
ern Illinois State Teachers College, and the Arkansas State
Department of Education.

The Committee which planned the Conference consisted of

:

Ford Lender, University of Michigan, Chairman; Edgar Dale,
Ohio State University; Elizabeth Golterman, St. Louis Public
Schools ; L. C. Larson. Indiana University.

(Continued on patic 198)
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"One for the money
The biggest value in the field. ^298^^

two for the show
Theatre quality image . . . finer tone—the only
8" p.m. speaker at the price.

three to get ready
Ready to operate in a flash—

because it's easier to thread and focus.

four to go"!.
Travels with you handily in light

weight single case unit . . . built to

withstand jars and jolts . . .

plays anywhere on A.C. or D.C.
without convertors. Underwriters'

Laboratory approved.

NATCO, 4401 W. North Ave.

Chicago 39, Illinois
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'5C15EEN TEST'
shows amazing improvement
in your pictures!

Project your pictures on Free Sample

of Radiant's new "Million Mirror"

screen fabric—and see for yourself

the remarkable difference it makes!

DAVI in Philadelphia

^^^^^^i|^M See how millions of tiny glass mirrors,

B^I^HHH firmly imbedded in the pure white screen

^^^fl^^^ surface, make your pictures fairly glow

^K^^^^f'f with life! See what happens when light

11^^ W^^'l/'^ nflected msiezd of absorbed! You will

enjoy clearer, sharper black and whites

—

richer, brighter, more brilliant colors. Here is projection as

real as life itself!

Then ask your dealer to demonstrate the new 1949 Radiant

Screens. Notice how easily they set up— how ruggedly

they're built. Used and approved by leading industrial con-

cerns, school systems, churches and government agencies

all over the world—you cannot buy a better screen. The
New 1949 Radiant Screens are priced as low as $12.50!

Send coupon
and get

ABSOLUTELY

FREE
• Generous sample of

new Radiant "Million

Mirror" Screen Fabric

. . . Test it with your

own projectot and see

for yourself the remark-

able improvement over

any other projection

Surface.

• Basic Film Source

Directory—your handy

Cuide to hundreds of

film sources.

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
]215 S. Talman Ave.. Chicago 8. 111.

Send me FREE: Sample of Radiant "Million
Mirror" Screen Fabric AND Basic Film Source
Directory

Name _

Address
.

City ^State_

My dealer is

Reported by IRENE F. CYPHER
and RITA HOCHHEIMER

• When the K.xecutive Committee of the Metropolitan-

New York branch of DAVI was asked to assume re-

sponsibility for the Philadelphia Conference, it was certain

of two things : ( 1 ) at most conventions too much is going On

simultaneously, and (2) too few audio-visual aids are actiUilly

employed at a-v conferences. The Philadelphia confet-ence

(March 29-30) was planned so that all who attended could

participate in the same meetings and experience in a degree

the type t)f situation in which a-v aids are utilized for teaching

purposes. The theme of the conference was ".^n Experience

Meeting in the Field of Audio-Vi.sual Education."

The program was divided into five sessions and a luncheon

meeting. Throughout all the discussions an over-all pattern

was apparent : the great need for integration of a-v materials

into the teaching situation. The first morning session ( March

30), chaired by Charles Luminati (Director of ,\udio-Visual

Instruction, Great Neck, L. I.), presented the story of '"An

Audio-Visual Bureau in Action." Staff members of New York

City's Bureau of Visual Instruction described how that bureau

functions in servicing the schools of New York City and in

conducting in-service teacher-training programs. Lantern slidfe,

2x2 slides, charts and a flannel board were used in the demon-
stration.

The second morning session, under the chairmanship of Rita

Hochheimer (.Asst. Director, Bureau of Visual Instruction,

N.Y.C.), turned attention to the theme "Does the Motion

Picture Help to Change Attitudes?". Julien Bryan presented

his motion picture Peiphui Family to a /th-year class from

Yorkship School, Camden, N. J. A discussion of China and

Chinese life preceded the showing. Immediately following the

film, discussion was resumed to show what the film had con-

tributed to a fuller understanding of the Chinese people and

their problems.

At the luncheon meeting, chaired by Irene Cypher (Asst.

Professor of Education, New York University) the speaker,

Ernest O. Melby (Dean of the School of lulucatioii. New York
University) gave a stirring address on the problems facing

teachers today. He emphasized that mere ability to run pro-

jectors does not constitute good visual instruction, but that

teachers must give great attention to the types of films and
other materials which they select. In preparation for the ^ter-

noon sessions, there was also a showing of the motion picture

Tcleinsion in the Philadelphia Schools. :.

In the afternoon, Grace F. Ramsey (Curator of School Re-

lations, .A.M.N.H.) chaired a meeting devoted to "A Classroom

Planetarium in .Action." .Armand N. Spitz (Director of Mu-
seum Education, Franklin Institute, Philadelphia ) demonstrated

his classroom planetarium. Later, .Allen H. Wetter (.Asst. to

Supt. of Schools. Philadelphia ) introduced the audience to

television in action. A program of 5th-grade social studies

material on Italy, arranged by Martha A. Gable (.Asst. Director

of School and Community Relations. Philadelphia), was viewed

as it came into seven different classrooms in tlie Dobbins Vo-
cational High School. While there are still jiroblems to be
handled before this modern visual aid is available in claSS'

rooms, the group went on record as approving the potentialities

of television as a teaching aid.

Paul A. Kennedy (Asst. Superintendent of .Schools. N.Y.C.)

led the last session in a consideration of "The School Ad-
ministrator's View of .\udio-\'isual Education." It was gratify-

ing to note that the superintendents participating in this pailel

recognized the importance of a-v education and gave considera-

tion to its needs. It was felt by all in attendance that this

increasing recognition by superintendents and administrators

of the need for proper budgets and building provisions was a

satisfying climax to the conference program.

No long-range plan was adopted at the Philadelphia confer-

ence, but it was made clear to all that unless teacher training

programs provide teachers with the ability to use a-v materials

and equipment, then modern teacher training is not equipping

teachers to meet the needs of modern children.
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NEW 16mm Sound Films for Teachers of

ZOOLOGY-PHYSIOLOGY-GEOGRAPHY
United World confinues to pioneer with curriculum-integrated classroom films produced under the guidance of renowned

educators. As always, unstinting care has been devoted to accuracy, teaching clarity and flawless production values.

United World Science Series

ZOOLOGY
THE CRAYFISH

Examines the crayfish in general terms, as an animal with

an external skeleton, then analyzes the functions of indi-

vidual parts. Male and female reproduction; feeding an3
digestion; arterial and nerve systems.

HYDRA
(I reel)

Presents this fresh water polyp in its natural surround-
ings; shows clearly its digestive processes and its method
of sexual and asexual repi-oduction. The development and
functioning of the stinging cells are fully demonstrated,
together with the amazing ability of this tiny animal to

regenerate damaged portion.s of its structure.

Previous Releases in This Series

AMOEBA (I reel)

PARAMECIUM (I reel)

STORY OF THE BEES (2 reels)

EARTHWORMS (I reel)

THE SEA URCHIN (I reel)

SPIDERS (I reel)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHICK
(I reel)

LIFE CYCLE OF A FROG ( I reel)

LIFE CYCLE OF A TROUT
(I reel)

LIFE CYCLE OF THE FLY ( I reel)

PHYSIOLOGY
ELIMINATION

(2 reels)

Beautifully clear animation demonstrates the structure
and elimination functions of skin, kidneys, lungs and colon.

I
.mm

May, 1949

United World

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Series

DAY AND NIGHT
(I reel)

Explains—by means of a globe rotating in space
—why there is day and night, and why the sun
appears to rise in the east and set in the west.
Pictures the rotation of the earth on its tilted

axis, and the resulting variations in the length
of day and night over the world at different times
of the year.

Previously Released

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
(I reel)

Black and White or Full Color

Available Soon

THE SEASONS THE GREAT WINDS
SALE PRICE ON ALL FILMS LISTED—

Black and White: $45 per reel

Color: $90 per reel

1445 Parle Avenue, New York 29, N.Y.

Fill out this coupon for prompt handling of your order
or to obtain films for preview prior to purchase.

ES

United World Films. Inc.
1445 Parit Avenue, New Yorli 29, N.Y.

Q I wish to order tlie following films:

n I wisli to preview the following prior to purchase;

Film Titles

Name •

Position School

City ..Zone State..
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Brand new...

or a

RIKKI-THE BABY MONKEY

dozen years old %^

ANIMALS GROWING UP

ADVENTURES OF BUNNY RABBIT HEART AND CIRCULATION

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

are lasting teaching classics

Di yoD have a Film Council

ii yoar Community?

trlli:FC«,6W.0ntirli St.,Clilca(i 10

True teaching films are not made overnight.

For twenty years Encyclopaedia Britannica Films has been building the

world's largest library of authentic classroom motion pictures. Today, the more

than 300 EBFilms are recognized as the classic films in the audio-visual field. They

form the basic film libraries in all America's leading schools.

Rikki—the Baby Monkey and Animals Growing Up are the very latest addi-

tions to EBFilms' great series on animal life. Like the famed Adventures of Bunny

Rabbit, they are the product of exhaustive research and long-range planning. Pro-

duced by the men who pioneered the first sound classroom motion picture in 1929,

they are authentic teaching tools. Teachers can select these authentic teaching tools

with confidence . . . knowing they fit the basic curriculum of America's schools . .

.

knowing they are always timely—and timeless.

Order Rikki—the Baby Monkey and Animals Groiving Up now from your

EBFilms representative, or write Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc,
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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LOOK AT THESE

Two-Channel Recording puts a full hour's re-

cording on the standard half-hour reel

Simple OS A-B-C. Just three controls: (A)

Forward-stop-rewind, (B) Record-or-play.

(C) Tone-and-volume. Easy to thread. Tape
won't snarl up, kink or back-lash.

Self erasing. Same tape may be used over

and over. Each new recording completely

"erases" previous recording . . . auto-

matically.

Ea«y to Edil. Snip out unwanted sections

with scissors and join ends of tape with

ordinary cellulose tape.

Record! or Plays Continuously. Not necessary

to rewind before removing reel. Fastest

rewind time . . . less than Hi minutes.

Output jocks permit playing through public

address system, high fidelity radio ampli-

fier or auxiliary speakers.

light weight, compact. Weighs only 25

pounds, including microphone and extra

reel. Size: 18" x 121/4" x 9^4" high.

Handsome, Sturdy. Ruggedly constructed,

scuff resistant case is finished in rich, light

brown with gold beading. Comfortable
carrying handle.

Students can be helped to make phenomenally rapid progress with the

aid of this new recorder. Because of its superb tone fidelity, it captures

and reproduces the most delicate nuances of timbre, pitch, phrasing

and dynamics ... in the study of voice, instrument, band or orchestra.

In speech correction, foreign language training or public speaking, it

records every inflection for study and improvement. As a fine instru-

ment for recording and reproducing music from the radio . . . from

records ... or from "live" performances, the Crestwood Recorder

excels with full, rounded tonal perfection.

Scores of other uses will be found for this recorder. In assembling

libraries, MagicTape two-channel recording economizes both money
and storage space. Study the many mechanical advantages. Compare
this recorder with machines priced much higher. And mail the coupon

for complete information . . . today!

RECORDER
CRESTWOOD RECORDER CORPORATION
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, III.

Gentlemen; Please rush complete information about the

Crestwood MagicTape Recorder. I^lo obligation.

Name—

Address-

City_ .State-

ES-5
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Guest Editorid Floyde E. Brooker
intiiiHiMiiuMiiMiinihiiiiiirinuiiiiriMniniiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiriniiiniiiinrMiinMiiMitiinMnuuMMiniuMiiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiinMiiMiM/iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiMiiiiMiiMirii^

Chief, Visual Aids to Education

U. S. Office of Education

Toward an A-V World Community

AN "A-V Report on Europe/" published in the

Januarj' issue of this magazine, gave an interesting

overview of visual education abroad. Now we have

two replies (see page 206), one from Denmark and one

from Sweden. Both replies take exception to the re-

port of Dr. Brubaker, and so we have disagreement.

This is a healthy thing so long as we remember thAt

the primary purpose of such reports and replies is not

that of proving someone wrong but rather of discovering

"truth"—the facts in the case. From such exchanges

we have a lesson to learn : to express our ideas in terms

broader than our own culture and to express them more
objectively.

Visual education does not exist as a thing apart, but

only as a part of education. And as a part of education,

it is a part of the culture as well. We in the field of

visual education, therefore, are part and parcel of our

times. These are times when the whole world is going

through frustrating adjustments trying to develop some
kind of world community. The scientists of the world

were ahead of many other professions in developing

a network of international organizations and meetings

which permit them to meet one another and to develop

a world community in their own professional field. Now
other professions are doing the same thing. Such world

organizations as UNESCO, WHO (World Health Or-
ganization), and FAO (Food and Agricultural Organi-
zation) are examples of organized world relationships.

It is inevitable that the same thing be done in the

field of visual education. An indication of the beginning
of this was Educational Screen's publication of an
"A-V Report on Europe", resulting from the editor's

belief that ( 1 ) the readers would be interested in such
a report and (2) they should have this information.

In the publishing of such reports, we are beginning
to cover the world and we are writing outside our
own culture. Apparently Educational Screen is read
and heeded internationally.* When we write, therefore,

'iitMiiiniiiiiMiiiiniiiniiiiMiMiitiuMiMtiiiriiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiMitiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniriiiiiiiiiiiiniiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiti

•For the record ... a quick look at Educational Screkn's list of
subscribers outside the U. S. shows that the Screen goes monthly to
readers--and heeders, we hope—in Mexico, Argentina, Singapore
Brazil Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay, South Africa, West Africa
Australia, lielguim. China, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt Wales'
England, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, India, Iraq, Ireland, Israel'
Italy. Java, Malaya. Netherlands, New 2ealan<l, Norway. Poland Scot-
land, Siam, .Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, U.S.S.R., and, of rourse
Cuba, Hawaii, Philippines, Puerto Rico, .\laska, Canada . . . and Texas—plus copies to U. S. Occupation Forces.

—

ED.

>""•"<"" ""Illinium 1,1,1 „ ,„„ „„„ „ „„„ ,|||„„| ,11,
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for a world audience and use such words as "progres-

sive pedagogic methods," "most highly organized,"

"their educational methods . . . are formal, their

courses traditional and their teachers conservative . .
.",

we are using words which have a very definite cultural

(culture is here used in the anthropological sense

j

meaning to us, but which are not likely at all to have
the same meaning for other people. Nor are dictionaries

of much help on this point. The term "progressive

education", for example, means something to the U.S.
educator that is quite beyond the definition given of

this term in the standard dictionary.

THIS IS THE MOST SERIOUS PROBLEM in writing on the

international level. We need to find words that do

not assume a loaded background of meanings. We need

also to take a broader viewpoint. W'hen we add to this

difficulty the very natural one of comparing unfavorably

what others have done with what we have done, then

we have taken the position of sitting in judgment. We
must consider our position and our goals before we can

rightly take such a position and sit in judgment on the

progress that others have made in the field of visual

education.

These things are natural and are the "growing pains"

in the development of a world community in the field

of visual education. We shall not learn this lesson in a

day or in a single issue of Educational Screen. We
shall all learn it, however, more quickly if we recall

our ultimate purposes.

Basically, we in the field of visual education are

educators interested in the better education of the

people of the world (not of segregated nations, or of

members of organizations apart, but of people). Our
interest in this has its selfish aspects. If all the people

of the world understand how to control disease, if all

of them understand the jKitential warpings possible

through propaganda, then we are more likely to be able

to live peaceful, healthy lives than if it were otherwise.

All visual educators worthy of the name are i)rimarily

interested in the same thing, and all over the world
we have much in common. Let us, then, continue re-

porting the facts of visual education development in

the various countries, trying to discover the problems
and comparing solutions. In this way we can—though
slowly, yet certainly—develop in our own field a real

zvorld community.

Educational Screen



Films in the U. S. Overseas Information Program

The World

SEES America

DURING THE WAR, "millimeter" referred not only to the size of

guns, but also the gauge of a new weapon—the motion picture.

Both 16mm and 35mm films were used extensively to help

train the armed forces and war production workers. Others helped

to solidify the Allied nations and served as psychological weapons

against the enemy. Today, along with press and radio, they are being

used by the United States Information Service abroad to wage

the peace.

Documentary and informational films depicting the American scene

are reaching a foreign audience of approximately 100,000,000 people

annually. Within the last 24 hours films have gone out from 200

distribution points around the world for showing in countless cities,

towns, and villages. Knowing the films are coming, people have

left their work or their homes to crowd into small hot rooms in

Central India; to squat on the jungle floor in the Philippines; to

pack labor halls in Italy, France, and Norway; to stand for hours

in open plazas of small South American towns. They have filled the

auditoriums, churches, and school rooms in ninety countries and their

dependencies on four continents to see America live on a thousand

screens.

The films used cover a wide cross section of our national life.

They depict the daily lives of farmers and teachers, artisans and pro-

fessionals. They describe our big industries and our small private

businesses. Some present our great artists and musicians as well

as museums. Others show the accomplishments of our people in the

fields of science and education. They describe our great power

projects and explain other activities of our federal, state, and local

governments. Responsibilities assumed by the individual citizen in

community affairs are indicated. They show people participating in

local and national elections and taking active part in deciding other

matters of public concern. They reflect the individual citizen's con-

cern for his fellow man as demonstrated in ordinary neighborliness

and in the work of our great philanthropic organizations. Others ex-

plain our traditions and aspirations. These and other aspects of

our national life constitute the subject-matter content of the films

used. Together, they present the vast panorama of American life

that this nation seeks to have understood abroad.

Showing these films is accomplished through a variety of ar-

rangements. In all cases United States Information Service loans

them free of charge to users. Many fofeign posts are also able to

by HERBERT T. EDWARDS
Chief, International Motion Picture Division

U. S. Department of State
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d-bii-diflf-h-ts-iTii-ti-tiA Strip Of U.S.A.tSr*TV*i:**ir*^***-

The cross section of U.S.A. in the picture strip on the

preceding page is connposed of stills from U.S. Govern-

ment Films (OWI—Overseas Branch) which are taking

America to millions in other countries and many of which

are now also available for use in this country. From top

to bottom, the stills reproduced are from the following

films:

1. A BETTER TOMORROW—developing the theme that every

American child has the opportunity to make for himself "a better

tomorrow." built around a portrayal of the New York City public

schools from primary grades through high school.

2. THE CUtvlMINGTON STORY*—picturing the experiences of

a refugee family in a New England town and their warm reception

into the life of the town.

3. VALLEY OF THE TENNESSEE*—portraying the activities and

achievements of the TVA in providing a better life for the people

of the Tennessee Valley region.

4. CAPITOL STORY*—showing the little known but extremely im-

portant work of scientists of the U.S. Public Health Service.

5. FREEDOM TO LEARN*—picturing the activities and facilities

of the State University of Iowa.

Now avallabi* for educational use in the U.S. through Castle Films.

supply operators and 16inin projectors when film bor-

rowers have no equipment or projectionist of their

own. In addition, some mobile units are used. These

travel to isolated communities in the interior and carry

motor-driven generators for operating projection equip-

ment in areas where there is no electric current.

While the USIS field staflF frequently organizes its

own showing, special effort is made to develop co-

operative distribution projects with local groups and

governments. In Norway, for instance, the labor party

has found its members so interested in the United

States that they prepare prints of USIS films at their

own expense and distribute them for regular showings

in over 50 labor halls. In some countries, as in Mexico

and Egypt, these cooperative projects are on a national

basis. Here the ministries of education, public health,

and agriculture assume responsibility for the distribu-

tion and exhibition of USIS films throughout the coun-

try. In Mexico, that Government defrays the entire

cost of the showings, including the salaries of the opera-

tors, while the United States supplies the prints. Like-

wise, through official cooperation, these USIS films

are exhibited throughout Egypt by agencies of that

Government. Arrangements similar to these have been

developed in most of the American Republics.

All showings to community groups are identified as

"non-theatrical". They include civic, religious, and
educational organizations ; labor, business and commer-
cial groups ; youth movements ; institutes ; professional

societies, military forces, and the general public. Some
of the films are also shown in theaters abroad through
arrangements made with the .American motion picture

industry.

The program described above stems from the Office

ot International Information in the Department of State.

The International Motion Picture Division is part of

this office. The Division plans and conducts activities

that implement the broad objectives of the overseas

information program with appropriate films and utiliza-

tion procedures. To do this, the Department of State

acquires many informational and documentary films

made for domestic audiences. Such films represent a
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major portion of those used in the overseas program

and are obtained from industrial sponsors, institutions,

scientific and professional associations, government

agencies, and many other sources.

While films of the above type play an important

role in the program, they do not fill the need for pic-

tures which are conceived and produced in terms un-

derstandable to foreign audiences and which, at the .same

time, show representative phases of American life. To
obtain these films, the Department contracts for their

production by private documentary film producers.

Practically all films shi])ped abroad are 16mm sound

])rints and scored in languages appropriate to the region

served. As many as 24 different languages have been

used in the past ; however, budgetary limitations have

made it necessary to reduce this to appro.ximately 14

for films currently distributed.

Several projects are now being developed whereby

major American industries can cooperate with the De-

partment in the joint production of films with the spon-

sor using the picture domestically and the Department

taking it for the overseas information program.

In addition to these activities, arrangements are

made for the coverage of special events. Material of

this type is furnished by the Department to the Ameri-

can newsreel companies and is included in their over-

seas editions.

Written materials and discussion guides are also

prepared to accompany the principal documentary films.

These materials supply information pertinent to the

subject of the film and are made available to persons

conducting the film showings in order that they can be

conversant with topics directly related to the theme of

the picture. Such supplementary information is helpful

in leading discussions and answering questions. Inci-

dentally, it is particularly useful in schools, where ap-

proximately 25 percent of USIS showings are held.

This Government has now accumulated a decade of

experience in using motion pictures as a medium of

international information. Catapulted into this activity

largely by events associated with World War II, it is

now recognized as a continuing responsibility rather

than an emergency program. Enactment of the "United

States Information and Educational Exchange Act of

1948", with its directive to promote better understand-

ing of the United States among the people of the world

and to strengthen cooperative international relations,

marked this change in policy.

The Office of International Information in the De-

partment of State now performs the overseas informa-

tion functions previously carried out by the Office of

Inter-American x\ffairs and the Oflice of War Infor-

mation. It has also absorbed similar functions per-

formed by the Department since 1941.

The use of motion pictures as part of the overseas

information program is based on the premise that the

evidence of the eye witness is the most conclusive, that

such evidence is as conclusive in human relations as in

law, and that the sound motion picture is the nearest

equivalent to direct observation and actual experience.

The sound films are taking America to the millions who
cannot actually visit this country. They are visualizing

the American, his land, and his way of life, that the

people of the world may see for themselves.
ij
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What Unesco has done and is doing . .

.

What has yet to be done to encourage . .

.

World-Wide Communication

by EDGAR DALE

THK THE-ME of uiv discussioii is simple. It is a para-

phrase of H. G. Wells—namely, that civilization is

a race between communication and catastrophe.

To communicate we use various media.

A medium is a vehicle. We transport ideas by the

vehicles of radio, television, filmstrips, exhibits, charts,

etc.

1 want to emphasize the imjwirtance of these audio-

visual media as far as the rest of the world is concerned.

About a billion adults in this world cannot read or

write. Illiteracy of this character does not mean that

these people cannot understand ideas. It does mean
that we can't transport these ideas chiefly by books or

pamphlets but we must use vehicles which transport

ideas that are listened to or seen.

When we think about the i)roblem of using audio-

visual niaterials in world-wide education, we must ask

ourselves: what are our resources for so doing? First,

the technical know-how which has made America great

in business, industry, and agriculture also exists in the

audio-visual field. But we have something else to

export, and it is the other side of the coin. It is the

o])portunity to share, a preference for love rather than

hate, a willingness to see that ideas move freely, and a

willingness to put our own democratic ideas up for

competition in the marketplace of the world with those

This article is based on an address by Dr. Dale of Ohio
State University given at the Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction conference at St. Louis, March 2. The
picture above is fronn the UN film "The People's Charter".

^Ae Audla-VUiMi %a4f

of any totalitarian nation. If civilization is a race be-

tween communication and catastrophe, if in the United

States we have the vehicles to transport ideas and the

philosophy of sharing, it means that we must put our

equipment and our technical know-how at the disposal

of the rest of the world. What's stopping us? What,

indeed, prevents the people of the world from getting

in touch with each other? How do we help people

speak to people? This, of course, is the aim of Unesco.

President Truman has told us about his program

for assistance to undeveloped areas. Two years ago

Secretary Acheson, then Undersecretary, said:

If we are to perform our function of leadership and helpful-

ness . . . the United States must be ready to make available

to other countries the skill in all the fields, intellectual, medi-

cal, scientific, and industrial, which have been developed in

this country.

As far as the United States is concerned, we have

only recently seen the importance of exporting our

excellence. We have had a Maginot line psychology,

and some people now want to ring ourselves around

with a Maginot line of radar.

Now let us suppose that the willingness to export our
technical know-how were present, a willingness to export

our democratic excellence, what would prevent us from

using audio-visual materials in world-wide education?

A second handicap is that the talent to use audio-

visual materials intelligently in our schools and colleges

has not yet been developed in the United States. I

see that in the letters coming across my desk asking

for the names of capable persons trained in this field.

So when we think of the problem of developing in-

digenous, native leaders abroad, even more difficulties

arise.

The practical step that we must take at once is to

develop a really good roster of the audio-visual talent

among us and also develop much better plans than we
now have to help the able educator from abroad to

step up his talents in this field.

Certainly the Department of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion of the National Education Association has a very

real responsibility to develop this roster of talent. A
start has been made in at least two states and perhaps
many more. I refer to a list of audio-visual specialists

developed in the states of California and Indiana.

At the present time there's a handful of persons from
abroad studying audio-visual work in this country.

There are two or three Unesco fellows, and remember

(C'o)i/iii»i-rf on Italic 217)
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by BERTIL LAURITZEN*

IN
THE JANUARY ISSUE of this magazine I found an

article written by Robert E. Brubaker called "A-V
Report on Europe". As I regard Educational

Screen as the outstanding source of information in the

field of visual education, I can not quietly accept the

misleading containings of the article mentioned.

First of all, education is not the same thing in all

countries because of differences in social structure and

cultural traditions. There are some clear differences

also between the forty-eight states of America.

"Teachers are paid starvation wages", Mr. Brubaker

says. Well, compared with "American standards" this

is not true, at least not in Scandinavia. And the buy-

ing of projectors and films is not a matter of teacher's

economy but—in Sweden—of community taxpayers'

funds. The teachers of Sweden certainly don't need to

pay for the equipment of their schools.

European production of 16mm projectors is another

point. It is certainly neither small, nor inadequate.

Besides, American projectors, such as Bell & Howell,

Ampro and Victor, are produced in England on license

and widely spread over Europe. Does it tell anything

that Sweden—a country of 6 million people—granted
licenses for an import of 600 Bell & Howell Filmo-
sounds and 1,200 Bell & Howell Diplomats during
1948 alone and that a comparable amount of the other

projectors was imported as well—from England?
"The production of films is in its infancy", Mr. Bru-

baker says. The educational film department in which
I am working started its production in 1921 and has
up until today produced or imported and reedited some
3,500 films. Our yearly output reaches a number of
35-40 titles. Seems to be a fairly long infancy.

The last 16mm educational catalogue of Svensk Film-
industri contained some 450 titles, of which about 120
are sound films. Our market is Sweden, and we have
four or five competitors. Does that tell anything about
the standpoint of education by film in this country?
And what about the U. S. being "almost the only
source of supply" for Swedish schools?
According to the January article, Czechoslovakia has

I'eached furthest of the European countries in develop-
itig visual aids with 160 main and sub libraries, the
itrganization of which started in 1946. Is that true?
With half the population, Sweden has some 200 educa-
tional film libraries, cooperative or local, run by schools
or teachers' organizations. Our first cooperative li-

brary started in 1937. When were the first ones organ-
ized in the U. S.?

There remains the question of sound or silent films,
regarded by Mr. Brubaker as only a factor of develop-
ment and history. Is that so?

Let me start with a little quotation work. With very
great interest I have read the report of Mr. Floyde E.

* Assistant Manager, Educational Dept., Svensk Filniindus-
tri, Stockholm, Sweden.
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The "A-V Report on Europe," published in the

January. 1949 issue of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN,
reaped a harvest of replies from Europe, two of

which we are pleased to present here (see also "The

Readers Write" For April).

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN welcomes sincere dis-

cussion and honest expression of differing opinions,

convinced as we are that such expression will lead

to mutual understanding and closer agreement on

the educational role of audio-visual media through-

out the world.

iiriiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiriiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiHitiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiNiit

Brooker on the 457 industrial training films for which

he was production leader ( "Training Films for Indus-

try". US Bulletin 1946, No. 13). Now let me quote:

On the educational side of production the verbal tradition is

just as hampering to the film maker, the production technicians,

and the planners of the content as the theatrical tradition is in

the mechanical and artistic aspects of production. Words have

A-V Repli

been the primary tool of instruction for so long that we are

not aware of their limitations. . . .

Motion picture techniques in the silent productions had gone

a long way toward developing an understanding of the use

of motion-picture techniques for the complete expression of an

idea. The possibility of words in the sound track set back this

development. ...
It is also true that in an instructional film silence can be as

emphatic, and perhaps even more effective in many instances,

than words. In the difficult bits of action a conscious endeavor
was made to have the film silent.

Perhaps the production under the guidance of Mr.
Brooker was also sprawling "in its infancy" during the

war, trying to follow such principles even if in sound
films? I do not know. But "the verbal tradition" is

closely attached to the old type of education, from which
the "progressive pedagogic methods" are regarded

to represent a positive development.

In fact, I have a very strong feeling that the produc-
tion of educational films in the U.S. is suffering heavily

from tradition and by no means "progressive" in its

pedagogic attitude. And following the American dis-

cussion from this and other magazines and publications,

I have seldom seen the problem of editing educational

films being discussed against the background of the

dtvelopment of common pedagogical methods. Now
let me throw the glove.

From the "progressive" standpoint, we do not like

to have the teacher tell the whole story to the pupils.

AVe like the pupils themselves to study and to find the

,

conclusions thetnselves, even under the experienced
guidance of the teacher.

(Continued on page 226)
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^njo-in ^enma^A
by EBBE NEERGAARD*

IN
HIS "a-v report on EUROPE" Robert E. Brubaker

expresses pride in the United States of America

—

which one understands—and less regard for the

poor conservative httle European countries, which is

not quite as understandable. May one of these small

European countries be allowed to answer back ?

In the introduction to his article there are generaliza-

tions on the attitude of European teachers towards

"progressive pedagogic methods", among other things

stating that they are afraid of sound films in the schools

because they "fear that these will undermine their

dominant position in the classroom"
—

"they do not

want a strange voice to teach their pupils" !

om Europe

The simple reason for this impression of European

pedagogic methods is that in many countries teachers

do not seem to be quite as enthusiastic about the sound

film as a teaching medium as teachers in the United

States are. European—and Danish—teachers prefer

silent films, not because they are afraid of having

"their dominant position" undermined by sound films,

but because they have found that in many cases the

power of concentration in the pupils and their ability

to conceive the theme presented to them are heightened

when onlv one of their senses—the visual sense—is

active.

This, however, does not mean that we reject audio-

visual methods, which will certainly be very useful in

many cases : teaching of languages, combination of

geographical or nature pictures with natural sounds,

etc. Hut there may be a certain reluctance towards

* Managing Director, Statcns Filmcentral, Copenhagen,

Denmark.

Skills from Danish teaching Rims . . .

Denmark's Government Film Office

(Statens Filmcentral), which handles

the distribution of films to schools,

reports (as of April 1948) a collec-

tion of 1364 silent 16mm prints of

about 250 titles and 643 16mm sound
film prints of about 125 titles. In

January 1949, at least 1200 16mm
sound prints were available to schools

and other organizations.

"the strange voice" teaching the pupils, as this voice

in many cases may express views that are stamped by

an alien mentality. I do not refer to political aspects but

points of view reflecting a general attitude towards

life.

Another reason for preferring silent films in schools

is this point raised by Mr. Brubaker in clause No. 6:

that there might be a "wasteful duplication of produc-

tion". A great many different languages are spoken

here. Now, if a film on glass has been made in England,

there are two possibilities for Denmark : either to have

it duplicated into Danish, which is expensive and not

always satisfactory, or to make a silent version. There

can be no doubt that silent teaching films, made as

silent films, are much more easily used in international

cooperation and exchange than sound films. The use of

silent films eliminates the "wasteful duplication of

production".

In other points Mr. Brubaker is correct. The dollar

shortage of most European countries makes it difficult

to exploit the results of the American production of

audio-visual materials and also makes it difficult for

them to acquire cheap modern sound projectors.

Now, especially concerning Denmark, may I repeat

Mr. Brubaker's statement on conditions in Denmark?
The officials in charge, being unreceptive to the latest de-

velopments in this field, promote their own ideas among the

teachers of Denmark. This will go on until the government

liberalizes visual-education practices and young, vigorous teach-

ers demand introduction of the modern scientific audio-visual

methods.

May I, as one of the "officials in charge", give a few

further details that may change the opinion of readers

of the Educational Screen ? Denmark is a pioneer

country in the field of visual education. Since about

1915 films have been used in Danish schools; and when
the 16mm film was introduced, this gauge was immedi-

ately adopted by us. The Government Film Office

(Statens Filmcentral), which handles the distribution

of films to schools, had on the 1st of April 1948 a

collection of 1364 silent 16mm prints of about 250

topics and 643 16mm sound film prints of about 125

topics. About 10,000 reels of silent films were hired

out to schools on a subscription system comprising

664 schools with a total of about 550 silent projectors,

and 5000 reels were sent to 700 schools which were

occasional borrowers. In consideration of the total

population of only four million inhabitants in Denmark,

this seems to be a comparatively high rate of use of

visual material. But we are not uninterested in using

sound films. During 1948 we have stationed 30 16mm
projectors at the Central Book Libraries all over Den-

(Cntinued on page 226)
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by HERBERT LIZT*

WHILE MOST EDUCATORS havc long agreed that

films, filmstrips, slides and recordings are im-

portant accessories to teaching, few commercial

companies have dared produce films dealing with inter-

cultural subjects and the problems of prejudice and
discrimination. Until the demand for such materials

was stimulated, until more projection and playback-

machines were available, commercial producers felt

that such production just wouldn't pay.

We started operating to see that such material was
produced and distributed. Our first production, a

technicolor short, One People, starring Ralph Bellamy
as narrator, was enthusiastically received. Chronicling
the contributions made by Americans of many lineages,

the film closes with the theme that wherever a man is

The Anfi-Defamotion League proves

FILMS CAN TEACH

AND ENTERTAIN, TOO

excluded, a group cut ofTf, or a class rejected, democracy
is threatened.

The deep concern felt by educators and clergy in

the subject matter of One People was shown by the
sale of more than 200 prints to schools and church
organizations. The film prompted John W. Studebaker,
then Commissioner of Education, to write, "One People
should be seen by every American for we must learn
of our debt to the various peoples who enriched our
culture.

. . . From both a technical and entertainment
point of view, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith has produced an excellent motion picture."
We have always had at least moderate success in our

film undertakings. Sing a Sony of Friendship, two
animated cartoons in color, based on song writer Irving
Caesar's popular juvenile, was produced for us in
Hollywood. Teachers and students have given excel-
lent reception to these bounciqgqjall song films. After
screening the film for^^me 500 superintendents of
schools, teachers, and i(?nimunity leaders, an audio-
visual director of the-^'ew York Society for the Ex-
perimental Study of Education, wrote, "... I have never
before seen such overwhelming enthusiasm for any
film m the field of intercultural relations. ... It

would be a distinct disservice to 140 million Americans
to confine these films to the limited 16mm area of

distribution. . . . They are not just educational tools.

They constitute theatre entertainment, even superior
to most of the Hollywood products we have seen."

Within a few weeks after release, the "friendship
films" sold more than 100 prints. Now Ofificial Films
at 25th West 45th Street in Xew York City has con-
tracted to handle not only home but 16mm distribution

and television rights.

During the past year, we also produced our first

feature film. Prejudice, in cooperation with the Protes-
tant Film Commission. Prejudice, through the motion
Picture Sales Corporation, will receive a theatrical re-

lease in motion picture theatres throughout the coilntry.

Prejudice is a trail blazer too. In it, for the first time,

the hero is cast in the role of the afHicted. Moreover,
the Protestant Church assumes the important respon-
sibility of combatting anti-Semitism from the pulpit
in Prejudice.

We've done more than merely produce and distribute
our own ADL films. Through our film libraries,

established in regional offices all over the country,
hundreds of prints of Brotherhood of Man, House I
Live In. Boundary Lines. Make Way for Youth. Don't
Be a Sucker and other films are constantly channeled
to schools, churches, veterans, women's groups and labor
organizations. Discussion guides and handbooks for
teachers accompany the rental of each film we distribute.
We know we're on-target when we get compositions
from students reading like this: "I enjoyed your film,

One People. It gave me a better view of how to pick my
playmates; not by religion or race, but by personality.
I like the illustration of the chain of friendship where
everybody must work together."

One of the film technicjues which gained new impetus
during the war was the filmstrip—a simpler, cheaper,
and often more flexible medium for our purposes than
motion pictures. Filnistri])s are used primarily as a
clarifymg aid to discussion, rather than entertainment.
^^ hen we started producing filmstri])s, we met almost
immediate acceptance of our materials. One promotion
in particular ])ointed up the need and the value for
audio-visual tools in education : we cooperated with

(Continued on piu/c 221)

From n-e ADL filmstrip "About People"

Director Dept. of Motion Pictures, .Anti-Defamation
League of B nai B'rith. For additional information abouthlms and film.strip.s de.scribtd in tlii.s article, write to theADL at 212 Fifth .Ave., N.Y. 10.

Through the slow centuries, each group
grew different from the others. None of

them looked like their common ancestors.
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iterature in _
EVALUATION

• How Shall I Select a Film? A Symposium—"Social

Education," 13:111-116. March. 1949.

The discussion of the problem of finding out which films

are worth using has been very interestingly set forth and

is worth reading in the original. It starts of? with John W.
Kidd's provocative point that a national committee is needed

to carry on a continuous study of procedure and an adequate

means of reporting results. If such a committee were ac-

cepted, it might be possible to levy certain nominal fees

upon producers for an honest apjiraisal.

George L. White, Jr.. argues against this point of view.

He would avoid a national committee because it is a com-
plicated organization and won't work, he says. He would
rather see the classroom teacher improve in her own self-

evaluation, to know what she is looking for and what she

wants her students to gain from a certain film. He prefers

that teachers choose films from available source lists, use

them and report their value even if the techniques have not

always been perfect. He would like to see data continuously

published on the use made of films, and then he believes

it will be possible to make sound conclusions.

William H. Hartley sides with Dr. White in saying that

the classroom teacher, aided perhaps by a local review-

ing group and not by a national committee, must make a

constant check on films used: Were the students chal-

lenged by the film? Was it well organized? Did it give an
honest and accurate picture of the situation? Was it tech-

nically satisfactory? Was it suited to the grade level? The
classroom teacher would keep a record of films used and
the effect upon students and thereby keep a file of films

to be used at a future time.

Vernon Dameron would prefer to see evaluation done on
a broad scale, that is, a single film would be used by a rela-

tively large group of teachers during the regular course
of their work and the results pul)lished in a professional

journal for the use of other teachers.

TRENDS
• Some Trends in Audio-Visual Instruction—Paul W. F.

Witt, Teachers College, Columliia L'niversity. "New York
State Education", 36:381. Feb. 1949.

From Dr. Witt's listing of 14 points, we can look ahead
with greater optimism to the immediate future of audio-
visual aids. Among the trends of the time are the increase

in the number and variety of commercially-produced ma-
terials, the closer correlation between these and textbooks,

interest in developing new types of equipment, a greater

number of teachers enrolled in courses, and many more.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
• Suggested Visual Aids for a Tentative Science Program
for Catholic Elementary Schools—Sister M. Aquinas, O.S.F.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., Wilmette, 111. 48 pp.

mimeo. 1949. 50c.

This brochure is based on the course of study, "Guiding

Growth in Christian Social Living", of the Commission on
American Citizenship of the Catholic University, Washing-
ton, D. C. It is a science curricuhnn for the first six grades.

MRS. EHA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed. D., Editor

in which the various units have been outlined together with

principles of Christian social living and suggested visual

aids and activities. The materials listed were previewed

and tried by a group of teachers (Dominican Sisters) last

summer at Marywood, Michigan. They include the titles

of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, S.V.E., Coronet, Young
America, Jam Handy and others.

SOURCES
• Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials—George Pea-

body College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 175 pp.

1949. 25c.

A carefully-evaluated listing of teaching aids, the third

revision of previous lists. The criteria used in deciding

which materials would be listed were: (1) accuracy of

content and freedom from exaggerated statements; (2)

timeliness of subject matter; (3) method of presentation:

factual, well organized and easy to read; (4) subject mat-

ter unbiased, with a clear-cut educational purpose and free

from unobtrusive advertising.

This list, though compiled with discrimination, is very

limited because it contains a few titles for over 250 sub-

jects, ranging from accident prevention to aviation, to civil

liberty, to rabbits, sex instruction, etc. The titles are chiefly

pamphlets. The limitation is in the fact that none of the

subjects are adequately covered, but merely touched upon.

Yet, those who read this master list will inevitably arm
themselves—as did this reader—with a stack of post cards

for securing some of the materials.

• Sources of Free and Low Cost Materials—Aviation

Education Division, Oflice of .Aviation Training, Civil

.Aeronautics .Administration, Washington, D. C. 1948 rev.

17 pp. Free.

A bulletin for teachers of elementary and secondary grades

to point out airlines, aircraft manufacturers, government
agencies, and organizations that promote aviation. There
are 88 organizations, only 10 of which have material speci-

fically intended for schools. Most of the items listed are

pamphlets.

• Selected Motion Pictures and Slidefilms for Nursing
Education—Loretta K. Heidgerken, R.N., Ed. D., Catho-

lic University of America, Washington. Published by
Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington.
42 pp. 1949. $1.00, single copies.

This source list brings up to date the titles that can be

applied to the education of nurses, education which has

been interpreted along the lines of modern principles and
methods.

Professional nursing, as here conceived, includes the total

care of the patient, physically and mentally, and keeping
the community well informed on health matters. The motion
pictures and filmstrips that are listed have been evaluated

and, in many cases, used with students of nursing. The
list is impressive and includes some of the most important
subjects, such as nursing care of children, orthopedics, psy-
chiatry, social welfare, general nursing, health education.

A very useful pamphlet; should be a basic reference for

nursing educators.
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L C. LARSON, Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Discussion in Democracy
(Coronet Instructional Films. Coronet Building, Chicago 1,

Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and white.

1948. $90 or $45. Teachers Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film shows the three basic steps—preparation, plan-

ning, and personality adjustment—in conducting a successful

group discussion according to democratic principles.

Four high school students are shown discussing the

causes and possible remedies for fires in Glendale. As each

becomes more articulate and more enthusiastic in express-

ing his own opinions, the group discussion turns into

bedlam. Through stop-motion photography the action is

frozen, and an off-stage voice warns the group to prepare

and organize for such a discussion.

Peter, as selected leader, calls on Mr. Stewart, president

of the city council, to discuss its interest in the group's

recommendations. Mr. Stewart tells Peter that the city

council will be interested in the group's proposals. At the

suggestion of Peter, Mr. Stewart gives him some help

in conducting group discussions. He says that the leader

must help people to agree.

The four students are shown later with Peter leading

the discussion. Flashbacks show Alice, Howard, and Betty

preparing individual topics through telephone calls, letters,

visits, and interviews. Alice has investigated the needs of

Glendale's fire fighting staff; Howard has explored the

need for a new fire engine; Betty has gathered data on

the loss by fire.

Coronet Films

DISCUSSION IN DEMOCRACY . . . three basic steps—preparation,
planning, and personality adjustment.

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomin9ton

When each has presented his information, Betty is- ?ip-

pointed secretary to record the group's decision. They
decide to conduct a school campaign for fire prevention.

The concluding sequence shows that the success of this

group discussion depended upon preparation, planning,

consideration of information, respecting individual person-

alities, and arriving at a conclusion.

Committee Appraisal:

This film sliould be good for indicating the nature of a

successful group discussion, the (|ualifications of an effective

leader, and the basic steps in preparing for and conducting

a group discussion. It is recommended for use by groups

on junior high, senior high, and adult levels interested in

the problems of group discussion. The casting is very

natural and the important facets of the problem are well

emphasized.

Life Hongs by o Thread

(Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.)

18 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. 1949. Produced by Dr.

Crawford S. Brown. $160. Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film shows how string marionettes are made and

operated by experts. Crawford S. Brown's marionette circus

band provides appropriate music while a skillfully-handled

trapeze artist performs. The narrator gives a brief sum-
mary of the use of marionettes in a variety of ceremonies

for the past 1000 years and mentions their recent revival

as a hobby.

While a clown dances and blows up a rubber balloon,

the stage construction and the work of the operator and
his assistants are explained. The next sequence shows in

some detail the construction and painting of a paprer-mache

head for a clown marionette, the cutting and assembling

of the body, the making of the costume, and the atta^-
ment of the strings to the marionette and the control bars.

The completed clown is manipulated as the basic move-
ments are explained, and a skeleton marionette does a

macabre dance to Grieg's "In the Hall of the Mountain
King."

Committee Appraisal:

The emphasis on an appreciation of marionettes as a

hobby and as a dramatic medium makes this an excellent

film for both general and special-interest groups. .Mthough
it does not actually demonstrate all the steps in marionette
construction and operation in enough detail to be used alone

for instructional purposes, it presents enough detail to

stimulate interest in the subject and to guide further ac-

tivity based on other instructional materials. The per-

formances of several completed marionettes are cleverly

presented, and the very good color photography and musical
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THE ZOO . . . animal habits and characteristics of especial Interest

to children.

background contribute to the general effectiveness of the

film. It should be useful from the junior high school level

up to the adult level.

The Zoo
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. 1150 Wilmette .Avenue,

Wilmette, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm. sound, color. 1948.

$100 less 10% educational discount. Teachers Guide available.

Description of Contents:

L'sing the Chicago Zoological Park (Brookfield Zoo) as

its setting, the film shows many animals in large outdoor

areas, some of which simulate the animals' native habitats.

The polar bears are first shown. They dive into the

water to get food which the visitors throw to them. One
polar bear stands up to beg for food. The kodiak bear is

also shown as an example of the biggest species of bear in

the world. The cat family is next pictured. The keeper

throws chunks of raw meat to a group of lions, and two
of them fight over the first bite. The keeper then goes to

feed the tiger. A close-up view shows the tiger's markings
and head.

Varied activities of the kangaroos include hopping about
and nibbling grass. A baby kangaroo looks out from his

mother's pouch. Close-up photography provides detailed

pictures of aljjacas. giraffes, and zebras. The next sequence
deals WMth the baboons on monkey island. Their antics in-

clude eating bananas, running and playing. Sea lions are

shown in their pool and crawling out of the water to get

their food.

At another enclosure the keeper calls a hippo out of the

water. She opens her mouth to let the keeper clean the

sticks and roots out of it. A baby hippo and its mother
come out of the water and waddle to the barn. The film

ends by showing the rhinos and elephants.

Committee Appraisal:

In language arts, science, and social science from kinder-

garten through the intermediate grades this film should be
useful in stimulating an interest in unusual animals, sug-

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational

Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David

Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York

City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the

Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake

St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps

or coins to cover the cost of handling.

gesting visits to the zoo, and providing information on the

animals shown. The color photography is excellent. The
committee felt that the producer had emphasized the

aspects of the animal habits and characteristics which

would be of especial interest to children. Audience partici-

pation is skillfully introduced through the inclusion of actual

spectator enjoyment.

Majestic Norway
(Films of the Nations. 55 West 45th Street. New York 19,

New York) 20 minutes, lOnini, sound, color or black and white.

Produced by the Norwegian Travel Information Office. $150

or $44.

Description of Contents:

This film presents an overview of Norway's scenery, geog-

raphy, resources, industries, transportation, climate, cities, cus-

toms, and culture.

Opening scenes show the mountainous terrain, waterfalls,

roads with hairpin turns and protective sheds, rich timber land,

and small farms with dairy herds. .Mong the road, the farm

hands are seen gathering hay and putting it on racks to dry.

Down at the sea level, the fiords still provide an important

avenue of transportation and the basis of the thriving fishing

industry.

Even in the far north the climate is shown to be surprisingly

mild during the summer when the sun does not set. The Lofoten

Islands are the world's busiest fishing area during the spring,

and in the summer flowers and thin clothing are in evidence

north of the .'\rctic Circle. The Lapps, whose racial origin is

still a mystery, are shown near their homes.

Farther south again, the people are seen wearing traditional

costumes, working, traveling, and enjoying fishing and swim-

ming. Sites which recall the lives and works of Ibsen and

Grieg are shown, and examples of Norway's modern functional

architecture are contrasted with older and still beautiful

churches. The narrator describes the Norwegians as sturdy,

self-reliant, and hospitable and invites tourists to make plans

for visiting Norway soon.

Committee Appraisal:

Very good photography, excellent narration, and well-pre-

sented background music native to the country make this film

an outstanding aesthetic experience in addition to an informa-

tive survey of the geography, the customs, and the culture of

Norway as they might be observed by tourists today. The forra

of government is merely hinted at in a reference to the royal

palace, and nothir,g is said of Norway's present status as a na-

tion. As a subject of general interest or as a survey of Norway
in the social studies area, this film should be suitable for all

grade and age levels from intermediate to adult, even though

it was produced chiefly for the latter.

Filmi of the Nationt

MAJESTIC NORWAY ... an outstanding aesthetic atperience—an

informative survey of the geography, the customs, and the culture.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

Exclude the Non-Biblical

A letter to the editor

from EARL WALDRUP*

•7 READ with a great deal of interest your editorial

-^ ("A Plea for Honest Promotion") in the Febru-

ary Church Department. Let me commend you. I agree

with you on everything hut one point. The point has

to do with the inclusion of non-textual material in mo-

tion picture scripts discussed in the next to the last

paragraph.

I will admit that you are right up to a certain point.

Most Bible material does need some non-textual mate-

rial to illustrate, develop, and give continuity to the

story and idea being visualized. However, I have a

conviction that the non-textual material should be kept

to a very minimum and left out entirely if and when

it is jx)ssible.

This conviction grows out of what seems to me to be

three basic factors related to the production and utiliza-

tion of religious motion pictures. First, there is a danger

of distorting the Bible text in the minds of the people

if too much non-textual material is included. Second.

one of our basic needs is shorter Bible teaching films

—a need which can be met by the elimination of much

of the unnecessary non-textual material. Third, a mini-

mum of non-textual material gives a teacher a maximum
of freedom in applying the teachings of a Bible film

to local conditions and needs.

Danger of Distortion

Let me briefly explain what I mean. In looking at

certain Bible films, and I am not thinking of a par-

ticular film or the films of a particular producer, it is

difficult to know which is Bible text and which is the

product of the script writer's imagination. Some may
say that this is a point of minor significance so long

as what the film shows and says is in keeping with the

spirit of the Scripture. For those who believe in the

inspiration and authenticity of the Bible text as a

Secretary, Visual Education Service, S. S. Board, Southern
Baptist Convention.

factor basic to its interpretation and application to

daily life, this becomes a point of major significance.

This problem is accentuated by the fact that a visual

presentation, be it of the Bible text or imaginary de-

tails, is much more effective than the mere reading of

verbal presentation of the same material. The end result

is that those who see the film find themselves accepting

the film presentation as an authentic rendition of the

Bible text and teaching. Though you may not agree

that this is wrong, you must admit it presents a danger

which should be avoided when possible.

Shorter Films Needed

In suggesting the exclusion of all unnecessary non-

textual material as a means of getting shorter Bible

teaching films, I recognize that many people are far

from being convinced of a need for shorter films. Be

this as it may, let me go on record as believing that

we need desperately shorter Bible teaching films and

must have them if we are to realize the full potential

of the film medium in the religious field.

Because short films have not been available, we have

too often adapted our educational program and objec-

tives to the longer films. This has been necessary

and justified to some extent in the past, but that is

in the past, ^\e are in a new period of development.

The film is now old enough to be adapted to our pro-

gram and objectives which grow out of needs—needs

which reach beyond the method to be used to achieve

them.

In the last analysis, we have two choices. First, we

can use the longer films, which allow little time for

anything but the film, and have a film program. Second,

we can have a program of religious education in which

we use films as one of the methods of instruction, but

to do this we must have shorter films—in many cases

one-reel subjects.

I have seen very few two and three-reel Bible films

which could not have been very strong one-reel films

had the producer wanted to make them such. Those

subjects which ref|uire more than one reel for an ade-

quate coverage can almost always be broken up so as

to lend themselves to two or more one-reel films.

Here is one person who says : leave out all the non-

essential non-textual material so we can have shorter

films.
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Films Are Tools—Not Teachers

Now just a word on the third point. There is a

common theory among some fihii ])roducers and users

that, because of the inexperience and lack of training on

the part of most teachers in the local church, the film

must be capable of doing the whole job, and that

(though no one will come out and say it) the teacher

is actually a non-essential if we can have a film which

does everything. To me such an approach, regardless

of the extent to which it is accepted and followed, is

.shortsighted and educationally unsound.

I am not such an idealist that I think every teacher

can now properly utilize a film. But, until we recognize

that the great majority of teachers can leant to use a

film correctly, and incorporate this basic assumption

in our production and utilization planning, motion pic-

tures will not become the indispensable educational

tool they should be.

We can never go beyond the ability and skill of the

individual user in film utilization, but we can move
the film and the user a great step forward by producing

films which he can use as an integral part of a teach-

ing situation without throwing other methods and mate-

rials out the window.

A pastor in preparing a sermon recognizes the time

limitations and realizes that his congregation is inter-

ested in more than just his sermon. The result is that

for a worship service which lasts approximately an

hour, he prepares a sermon which lasts fifteen to thirty

minutes, no matter how much time he needs to cover

the subject. There is a similar time limitation in film

utilization which has too often been overlooked. The
result has been that many teachers have refused to

use films rather than be replaced by a film presentation

which takes most or all the teaching period. The ex-

clusion of non-essential non-textual material will make
possible in many instances the film's being used as a

teacher's aid instead of a teacher's replacement. Thus,

we can re-enforce the teacher, the key to any teaching

situation, bj' one of our most effective means of com-
munication—the motion picture.

Cathedral's St. Paul Films

^~l OR SOME TIME the church has needed an Ameri-
—' can-made series of films on St. Paul. In pro-

ducing The Com'ersion and The Years of Apprentice-

ship. Cathedral Films (1970 N. Cahuenga Blvd.. Holly-

wood 28) has made a promising beginning on such a

series. Both films are good and usable. Each sets out

to tell a story and does so with directness, complete-

ness, and adherence to the Scripture. They observe

the law of reasonable supposition where non-Biblical

elements are included.

The photography is good to excellent throughout.

The casting is good in all the major roles and satis-

factory in the others. The costuming of the principal

characters is excellent, but it lacks individuality and
variety in the larger scenes. The dialogue is well

spoken and clearly recorded. The background music

gets into the foreground in a number of sequences,

weakening the dramatic effect of the pictorial elements.

It is certainly time non-theatrical producers discover

the dramatic value of silence and use some of it in their

films. If the story is getting told in the pictorial, why
intrude upon the attention with music? If the burden

of meaning is being carried in the pictures, nothing

should be allowed to take the attention from this pri-

mary content.

Most churchmen will find the "religion" of these

films satisfactory. On controversial points, extremes

are avoided and the central truth is presented. In build-

ing a context for Saul's sudden conversion, the first

film has done lilieral religion and progressive religious

education a great service. Thoughtfully and success-

fully the producers have avoided giving anti-Semitism

any fuel. In its treatment of Paul's rejection by the

Jews of Damascus and the subsequent "Arabian years",

the second film weaves together skillfully materials

which are needed for a better understanding of the

Apostle's personality and later success.

While they served the church well, the British-made

films on St. Paul had two serious faults : British Eng-

FROM CATHEDRAL'S ST. PAUL FILMS (left: "The Conversion", right: "The Years of Apprentice-

ship") . . . "they will cause pupils to learn new things and learn better some things they thought they

Itnew before."
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Now Available

"THE LAST SUPPER"
A Living Word Film

The last discourse which Jesus had with the twelve disciples

as recorded in the Gospels comes to a real intimacy as seen

In this beautiful sound, color motion picture which has been
adapted from the Zion Passion Play.

"Living Word Films" are not just motion pictures of a stage

play, but rather an intimate re-creation of the Life, Ministry

and Passion of our Lord, filmed in the utmost reverence.

"The Last Supper," approximately 600 feet. 16 m.m. film.

Running time average 20 minutes. Rental $7.50. For lease

rates write:

LIVING WORD FILMS
Zion, Illinois

S
OUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
ervice
atisfics

16 MM SOUIVD FILMS
FOR ALL OCCASIO]\S

also

Projoctors, Cameras, All Visual

Aid Equipment

Write today for Catalogue

686 Siirine Bldg. Memphis, Tenn.

16MM SOUND FEATURES
If our programs fail to please the rental fee will be cancelled!

Entertainment features with character building atmosphere
Free transportation anywhere in the 48 states

K. & L SCHEUFLER
1948 Dresden Read Zanesville, Ohio

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRUSTATE AREA
Ffs

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Suppli»t

410 Third Avenue, Pltfsburgh. Pa.

lish and poor soundtracks. The fine costummg, casting

and acting of such a fihn as Faith Triumphant (the

best of the series) was always seriously handicapped

by unsatisfactory sound. Even careful monitoring could

not bring it up to match the other qualities of this

film. In like manner, the sound could not be "doctored"

enough to remove the British accent or minimize the

British manner of speaking. .American ears will have

no difficulty with Cathedral's films.

These films will be useful in teaching and preaching.

By the nature of the subject matter treated, they will

be more suited to young people and adults than to the

needs and comprehension level of children. When they

are used in services of preaching—and much use should

hv found for them there—the "sermon" can take the

form of an introduction to the film or it can be a medi-

tation to follow the film.

These films can be used in the church school for

teaching. They will teach, when properly utilized, be-

cause they ivill cause pupils to learn new things and

learn better some things they thought they knew before.

By this functional definition, they are "teaching films."

By a less basic definition (see Mr. \\'aldrup"s article),

they may be considered too long for teaching films.

Most educators will be inclined to adjust time sched-

ules so that a good film can be properly utilized.

—

WSH.

One-Day Previews

( 7 HOSE who would promote the wider use of films

— and other visual aids would do well to consider

the value of the one-day preview institutes. The desire

to use is promoted by seeing. A strong desire to use

can be developed into the motivation for securing the

training which is basic to the fruitful utilization of

visual aids.

These, and other considerations, led the Committee

on Visual Aids of the Oregon Council of Churches to

undertake its first all-day preview of visual materials, old

and new, in Forest Grove in the fall of 1948. Since

then five similar previews have been held in other com-

munities.

Mr. Wm. M. Zehr, chairman of the Council's audio-

visual committee, writes

:

This type of proKrani offers the most information in a

limited amount of time, and it enables us to present material of

interest to many kinds of church leaders. We have three simul-

taneous showings. In one room we will show religious films

;

in another "free" films which can he used in recreational and

week-day programs ; and in another we will be showing film-

strips and 2x2 slides. Individuals can shift from one group

to another, seeking what interests them most or what they have

not previously seen.

In the evening we often arrange to demonstrate the use of

some particular visual aid. It may be a slide to enhance a

worship service or provide a visual background for a medita-

tion. It may be the use of a film in connection with a topic, or

an age group, which we demonstrate.

These concentrated previews have met with such

enthusiastic approval by the cooperating groups that

Mr. Zehr's committee now plans to establish quarterly

previews in six of the larger centers of Oregon. (Those

desiring further information can write to Mr. Zehr at

534 S.^V. Third St.. Portland 4.)—WSH.
(Church Department continued on page 216)
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FILMS for better

FAMILY LIVING
Af last, here is a series of up-to-the-minute motion pic-

tures that deals sensibly and sympathetically with the

everyday human problems confronting all churches,

schools, and home-loving families. These films tell stories

that in their own right are intensely human, emotionally

stirring, interest-compelling. Each points a wholesome

moral, but without "preaching"—leaving it to teacher

or clergyman, irrespective of faith or denomination, to

point out the conduct lesson or the Scriptural application.

Highest standard professional productions, played by some of Hol-

lywood's nnost talented actors. Technical and story quality equal in

•very way to the best pictures shown In first-run theaters. These 2-

reel and 3-reel features constitute perfect complete programs.

CHURCH
SCHOOL

CLUB

FORUM
LIBRARY

Now Ready for Your Use

"A Boy and his Prayer"
Desperate parent restrained from crime by boy's faith.

"Unto Thyself be True"
Juvenile delinquency counfered by civic and parental understanding.

"Yesterday, Today, and Forever"
Alcoholism overcome by loyalty and faith of family and friends.

FAMILY

For further information, fill out and mail this coupon today. There Is no obligation.

'*!
HjlU I
i^H^^^B' "^^ C^'7^^f|B

ill
Information will be appreciated on ( ) rental ( )

purchase of FAMILY FILMS, as ad-

vertised in "The Educational Screen".

»047 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 21. CALIF.

Name

Attention of

Address

City

Title

State
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The Religious Screen
William S. Hockman, Editor

A Reprint of 19 Helpful Arflclet from

"The Church Department" of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Price 60e

Three New Films

/^ NNOUNCED as being "specifically produced to

'^—^ I meet the demands of churches for modern

Christian life stories," Unto Thyself Be True, A Boy
and His Prayer, and Yesterday, Today, and Forever

are the first three in a series of 24 Christian teaching

films to be produced by Family Films, Inc. (6047

Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28).

The first film tells the story of a teen-age boy who
got into some potentially serious trouble because his

busy and bickering parents gave him too little of their

time and understanding.

The second film shows how the prayer of a small

boy saved his unwise and blundering father from

critical involvement in criminal activity.

In the third film the friends of a young man try

desperately to rescue him from alcoholism, resorting

to a highly questionable "religious miracle" to restore

his faith in God.

Technically, all three films are good. From the stand-

point of their treatment of subject matter, the first film

is good, the second is fair, and the third is unsatisfac-

tory for use in liberal-minded churches of the Protestant

persuasion. If films produced for the churches are to

get a high score, they must deal with religion with

greater skill, insight, knowledge and sincerity than

Yesterday, Today, and Forei'er. Up to a certain point

the basic philosophy and technique employed in the

attempted rescue of this alcoholic is that of a well-

known organization. Suddenly the technique of this

organization is deserted and a "religious miracle" is

hastily conjured up to restore the alcoholic's faith in

God. This treatment and theatricalizing of prayer and
religion materially vitiate the film for many churches.

The second film is built around the prayer of a boy
who senses that his father, because of economic des-

peration, is engaged in wrongdoing. At times the boy's

"prayer" sounds like a prayer and at other times like

narrative continuity, giving the film an awkward and
unnatural structure. However, there are many adults
within and without the church who have grown in-

dififerent to prayer and other religious practices who
might better appreciate the basic inadequacy of their
lives by seeing this film.

Unto Thyself Be True is a film which young people
and adults could see and discuss with profit to them-
selves. It could be used to spark discussions on several
facets of family and community living. The "inter-faith
religious counselor," who takes over where the police
leave off, talks some good sense and religion to the
parents of the oflfending boy when he tells them to
honor their children and never break the bonds of con-
fidence within the family circle.—WSH.

New Releases

• The third film in Fihn Forum Foundation's (127 E. 12th

St., Spokane 10) "Eyes of the Church" series, Quest for To-
morrov.', is now available. It points to the church's failure to

achieve peace, it calls the church to the duty of making it a

reality, and asks whether the United Nations can succeed.

• In the American Bible Society's new film, Tliy Word Giveth

Light, the father of a serviceman tells how his son. blinded

during the War, regained his will to live. This 20-minute film

is in color and is available on an offering basis from the re-

gional offices of the AhS.

• The ten-minute sound and color film. Creation Accordiny to

Genesis, will be distributed by the Religious Film Association

(45 Astor Place, N. Y. 3). Technically excellent in photog-
raphy and sound, the treatment is poetic, artistic, imaginative,

and reverent. It will be useful in services of worship and in-

spiration. (Fuller refiezi< in a later issue.)

• Clean Up! Paint Up! Perk Up! is a completely non-
denominational color cartoon sound filmstrip which was prepared
for use with the component groups of a local church desiring
to beautify its church building and other facilities. While it

will not take the place of an analysis, it will help leaders accom-
plish what they very much want to see done. The recorded script

occupies the four sides of two 78 rpm records. Printed scripts

are supplied for use in the absolutely necessary rehearsal. This
sprightly and humorous presentation has considerable merit.

New Materials

The Standard Publishing Co. (20 E. Central Parkway,
Cincinnati 10) announces the issuance of two new "Biblicolor"
filmstrips : No. 48-9, The ^[itlistry of Christ, Part I ; and No.
48-10, The Ministry of Christ, Part II. They correlate with
the Uniform lessons for the first two quarters of 1949.

United World Films (1445 Park Ave., N. Y. 29) has
printed on separate folders the commentaries of the five films

making up the "2000 Years .^go'" series. Dealers should be
asked for a copy when booking the film. They are essential

to proper and thorough preparation of both teacher and pupil.

United World Films has also recently provided a frame-by-
frame printed script for their filmstrips of the five films in the
"2000 Years Ago" series.

Correspondence

Keith Sherman, DRE, First Baptist Church, Forest City,

N. C, asks : "What type of dark-out shades do you recom-
mend for a church? We are going to buy some kind soon."
If acoustics need improving, and you can afford it. many kinds
of drapery material can be installed to give good results. Shades
on rollers, and buttoned on, have pleased many people. Ve-
netian blinds have not been satisfactory . . . J. R. Bingham
appreciates the suggestion on the three films on Japan, saying
Association Films will look into the possibility of making them
available.

News from India: Dr. Do.vald F". Ebrigiit, formerly super-
intendent of the Moradabad District, U. P., has been appointed
Secretary of the .A.udio-Visual .Aids Committee of the National
Christian Council of India, Pakistan and Burma. He began his
new work on February 1. 1949. and now resides with his family
at 27, Cantonment Rd., Lucknow, U. P., India. With him are as-
sociated Rkv. Ralph G. Korteling, Field Director for South
India, and Rev. Henri R. Ferger. Field Director for N. India.
.\ special five-year program for promoting audio-visual aids
has been set up by the National Christian Council.

Robert Walker, Editor of Christian Life, informs me that
beginning with the June issue. Mr. Grovenor Rust will con-
duct a visual aids feature for his magazine. Our good wishes!

Thanks, International Film Bureau (0 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 2) for a copy of your check list of 16nim films for
PTA and other community organizations. It is a good idea.
Check lists for special groups, or on special subjects, serve
the interests of film users very definitely while promoting your
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WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
{Continued from page 205)

that Unesco has only a handful of scholarships for all

purposes.

As a member of the National Commission for Unesco

and as chairman of the Educational Panel of this group,

I know the need for better information on training

facilities in this country. It is hard for a foreign student

to find out where he can get the right training and,

indeed, we have not as yet properly developed the ap-

propriate training for these persons.

If we are to have adequate audio-visual materials in

world-wide education, there are certain facts that must

be collected outside the United States. The two pamph-

lets, issued by Unesco in 1947 and 1948, titled "Film,

Radio, Press" give us detailed information as to the

radio, film and press needs in war-devastated and other

countries. We need to study these data more carefully

and perhaps as a group proffer our facilities to others.

Let us see how this would work. A Unesco fellow

is a mature person. He occupies an important post in

his own country. To bring him to the United States

for six months and to give the appropriate training

requires $2500 to $3000. That training consists of about

three months in a university or college and then three

months of visitation.

A corollary, of cour.se. is that we need to improve

our facilities in these fields. Our courses are not yet

adequate for our own students, let alone foreign stu-

dents with specialized needs. Related to this problem is

that of tying ourselves closely to the specialized needs

of foreign governments.

Unesco has, under the direction of Mr. William

Carter, produced a very useful handbook on scholar-

ships and fellowships available over the entire world.

I was informed by Miss Victoria Abalardo, a Unesco

fellow in the audio-visual field who did her preliminary

work at Teachers College, Columl)ia University, that

Fulbright Funds are now available to pay the transpor-

tation costs of students from the Philippines. This

means that our universities must get right into this

process and make enough money available so that the

students' tuition and living expenses are taken care

of. This is a matter on which I am sure Floyde Brooker

of the United States Office of Education, Miss Alice A.

Adanalian of the Institute of International Education,

and Mr. Charles Thomson of the National Commission

for Unesco can be of help.

I have talked about exporting our talent through

training people who come to us from abroad. There is

a second way to export our abilities and that is through

making our written and other materials available to

foreign countries. I am very proud to point out that

the publishers of leading audio-visual materials made

available enough copies of their books and magazines

to place an audio-visual library in every single Unesco

country. Further, the United States Information Serv-

ice is cooperating with us and will see that these ex-

hibits of books and materials are displayed in leading

teachers colleges in these various countries. We cannot

commend too highly the cooperation which we have

gotten from the State Department, and we owe thanks

McGraw-Hill4?<w 2/au^ ^aU QlaUel —
NEW McGraw-Hill Filmstrips

Plan now to give your next year's classes the benefit of these newest of the McGraw-Hill teaching

aids. Six new series of 35mm silent filmstrips have been correlated with popular McGraw-Hill text-

books on both high school and college levels. Prepared with the close collaboration of educational

specialists in each individual field, these filmstrips provide accurate visualization of subject matter.

They are also designed for close coordination with other materials used in teaching these courses.

Ready NOW— SOON To Be Released—

FIVE film.strips on Etiquette for high school students, TEN filmstrips for college classes correlated with each

correlated with "Manners Made Easy" by Mary Beery. of these textbooks—Ferguson and McHenry"s "American
System of Government." Storer's "General Zoology,"

NINE filmstrips on Chemistry for high schools and and MacDougall and Hegner's "Biology: The Science

junior colleges, correlated with "Chemistry for Our °' Life.

Times" by Weaver and Foster.
Fill out the attached coupon for additional information.

ELEVEN filmstrips on Accounting for college classes,
.

correlated with "Accounting Fundamentals" by Mac-
j

Farland and Ayars. I _

Please send me descriptive literature on

I
D Etiquette lllmatrip 'series indicated

:

NFS

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY. Inc. I n r^u . Name
I U L-iiemistry

Text-Film Depar+nnen-f
j Title

330 West 42nd Street I Accounting Address

New York 18. N. Y. I

^
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especially to Blake Cochrane, who is getting these

materials ready for shipment.

That isn't all that we can do if we want to extend

the use of audio-visual materials in world-wide educa-

tion. We can also show samples of these materials.

At Paris last summer we passed a resolution asking

that representative film libraries be set up at Unesco

House in order that persons visiting here might see

what the best films on various topics were like. These

best films, by the way, would be selected and sent by

the various Unesco countries. I have recently asked

Encyclopaedia Rritannica Films if they would be willing

to cooperate and they said they would. 1 shall also ask

the cooperation of other producers in this country, and

I am sure that we shall get their assistance.

I have discussed the possibility of a representative

film library at Unesco. 1 want to add another idea.

It is one which L. C. Larson of Indiana University is

promoting. He wants to set up a direct film exchange

program with foreign countries on a footage basis. It

is an idea well worth exploring.

There is another kind of e.xport of audio-visual tech-

niques which is extraordinarily important. It is the

exp)orting in visual or aural form of our audio-visual

"know-how." Herbert Jensen has long been a mis-

sionary for visualizing our visual methods of teaching.

Happily we are beginning to do that. We do have films

on how to use audio-visual materials : film Tactics,

Instructional Methods in the Army Air Forces, Bring-

ing the World to the Classroom, How to Make a Sand
Table, Hozv to Make Lantern Slides, and others. I

cannot overemphasize the importance of our getting our
techniques down on records, filmstrips, or film. It's

important for teaching our own classes, of course, but

it's far more important as a way of exporting our tech-

nical know-how.

There is another important thing which we can do
—export our talent itself. During UNRRA days inter-

national teams of doctors toured various countries and
put on demonstrations of public health methods. What
could be more appropriate than to develop some inter-

national teams of audio-visual experts who would upon
invitation visit foreign countries and demonstrate in

a very practical way how these audio-visual materials
are made and used.

What an excellent thing it would be if a five or six-

man team equipped with films on health and citizenship,

with exhibits and blackboard material, were to visit

countries like India or China and hold a series of semi-
nars. In each of these countries, of course, there are
audio-visual experts who would head up such teams,
and they might have a roster of talent whom they might
invite to assist them. Unesco has already held a num-
ber of seminars. We must hold some international
seminars soon on audio-visual communication.

These teams or missions might vary somewhat in the
type of contribution which they make. I would like to
see a 16mm film production team composed of persons
like Kenneth Edwards of Eastman Kodak Company.
Robert Wagner of the Ohio State University, Larry
Sherwood of the Calvin Film Company, working on a
team with Edward Verschueren of the Multi-Film
Comi)any in Holland. There might well be a team on
administration, another on utilization. Often these vari-

ous aspects would be combined.

I am sure everyone senses the necessity of avoid-

ing the idea that the American missionaries are now

going to tell the rest of the world what it ought to do.

This is no white man's burden. It is rather the burden

of thoughtful, sensitive people the world over linked

together in the grave necessity of averting the disaster

of world war.

But we must not neglect another aspect of this prob-

lem which we could do something about right away.

There are 20,000 foreign students in this country al-

ready. Some of them are in our colleges of education.

But most of them are not. Should we not try our best

by means of seminars, vacation programs, and the like to

aid many of these students in an understanding of the

audio-visual process? We thought we'd be able to do

something like this at Ohio State University this year.

But time has passed and it hasn't been done. Perhaps

some able and inventive persons could help us work

out such a practical program.

Thus far I may have given you the impression that

this flow of audio-visual materials is to be a one-way

process. If it were, I am sure that it would be unsoimd.

What we need to do is to get organized so that the flow

of materials can be a two-way process. Rossellini. the

noted film producer in Italy, has shown us the honesty,

integrity, and the open mind in the production of such

films as Open City, Shoe Shine, and Paisan.

We certainly should be thankful to the government

of Great Britain for its insight in the kind of films they

have produced for their own use and then exported.

We have also received with great eagerness many of the

line films from Canada, especially Feeling of Hostility

and Feeling oj Rejection. Mr. Swen of Nanking Uni-

versity has already sent us some excellent filmstrip ma-

terials.

A convention for the free movement of educational

audio-visual materials was passed at the General Con-

ference of Unesco at Beirut in December. When ten

nations have accepted it, it will go into elTect. To
do all of these things, of course, means that we must

get the agreement in reference to free movement of

audio-visual materials passed by the Congress of the

United States.

I have outlined a method for making our production

talent and our teaching talent in the audio-visual field

available for world use. for two-way exchange with those

nations who want to share ideas with us. We shall meet

ready response in many parts of the world. I think

especially of India under the guidance of a great cos-

mopolitan leader—Pandit Nehru. This dynamic na-

tion is going to make epochal progress in the next 25

years.

I think also of the Philijipines, whose ideas of inde-

pendence were nurtured by stories of our great liberators

—Washington, Paine, Lincoln. It would be unfortunate

indeed if organized audio-visual workers in this coun-

try did not now take the lead, assess our possible con-

tributions to world-wide communication of ideas, and
proffer our assistance. The hand of tyranny will be ex-

tended, you may be sure. The issue is clear—we must
have world-wide free and open comnumication of ideas

or we shall have world-wide disaster.
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Records

on Review
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• Live Shakespeare. A most difficult instructional area of

English Literature is the Shakespearian drama. Because
young people develop an unreasoned antipathy, based on
fear, to these plays, the teacher must give the dramas the

breath of life before real instruction can begin. Shakespear-
ian drama is essentially aural and the phonograph record
is the logical device to use for introducing the spirit of the

plays. "Hamlet" is but one of the plays thus available. A
more complete list includes "Macbeth", "Julius Caesar",
"A Comedy of Errors", "King Richard 11", "The Taming of

the Shrew", "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and "Henry
V". Other Shakespeare material has been set to music and
then recorded. The field is broad and the opportunities for

giving life to the plays unlimited.

There has been a broad rebirth of interest in "Hamlet"
since the release of Laurence Olivier's film, a renewed
interest emphasized and enlarged by the recent honoring
of the actor-director as an Academy Award winner for

the year. Excerpts from the sound track of the film have
been released in RCA-Victor's recent splendid album,
"Hamlet" (DM 1273)

Many "Hamlet" recordings have been made, and in many
respects the most recent is the most impressive. Laurence
Olivier made full use of the Mm medium through appropri-

ate musical backgrounds and through the device of seem-
ingly delivering the soliloquies through closed lips. They
are contemplative, thoughtful presentations. The records
offer the same illusion, that of hearing the thoughts in the

man's mind. Contrasted with earlier recorded performances
of the same material, the differences are striking. Maurice
Evans has made two "Hamlet" albums for Columbia (MM
340 and MM 651) and his presentation of the soliloquies

is declamatory, as is John Gielgud's (Decca DAU 7). No
question, all the presentations are good, but Olivier's is

superior. Certainly the instructor will welcome this unusual
opportunity to present several outstanding performances
of the same material for the purposes of comparison and
contrast.

This opportunity is readily available. In many instances,

the same speeches are offered by two or three performers.

The table immediately following shows which speeches

are contained in the several albums:

D M
1273

DAU
7

M M
340

M M
651

O that this too too solid flesh x x x x
To be or not to be x x x x
Speak the speech x x
How long hast thou been gravemaker x
O all you host of Heaven x x
How all occasions x x x
What is he whose grief x

what a rogue and peasant slave x x x
1 will tell you why x

NOTE: DM 1273 contains two sides devoted to the music specially

written for "Hamlet" by William Walton.

No question but each of the albums is suitable for school

use and each of the albums, on its own merits and com-

pared with the others, must be rated "very good". The

material can be used for stimulation, presentation of in-

formation, summary or for sheer enjoyment. Repeated

hearings heighten the pleasurable aspects of listening. The

alert teacher will encourage her students to active drama-

tizing, oral reading, voice analysis and further leisure read-

ing as immediate outcomes of the rich listening experience.

(Continued on next page)
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'*0laU.ti' TABLES
MOBILIZE Projector Equipment

Model VP-2 illustrated above.

Model PT-16 Junior ilze,

18%' wheelbose.

by rolling it

where you want it

• safely

• easily

• quietly

• smoothly

MAKE EVERY
CLASSROOM A

PROJECTION ROOM
with

"Roll-it"

The first projector table

equipped with brakes

Height 38" Wheels *'

length 30" Wheelbose 22 Vi'

Widlh 16' Weight 32#

WKITC FOR
lUUSTKATED FOIDW £- JO

mifmi lee compahy
3049 E. GRAND BOULEVARD DETROIT 2, MICH.

HP-'

-=^

It's still not too late to GET

these TWO EXTRAS! |
\ \

» ^

1. 10% Cash Discount with every is<\,

schedule of $60.00 or more. J-^;,

2. One free film with every film f'-.

schedule of $60.00 or more. |\

The John Ot+ Film Library is a reliable, prompt

source for Coronet, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

United World Classroom Films, and other outstand-

ing makers. Send the coupon today. GET YOUR FREE

QUICK REFERENCE LIST and LATEST SUPPLE-

MENT.

John Ott Film

Library, Inc.

730 Elm Street

Winnetka, Illinois

;>f

I Gentlemen: Please send me. by re-

turn mail, my free Quick Reference

I Lisv and Latest Supplement.

I

I
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Skibo Productions, Inc.

Presents

CITY OF WAX (Bees)

CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER

19 Outstanding

Educational

Subjects
Send for free catalog

Skibo Productions,
Inc.

165 West 46+h Street

New York 19. N. Y.

Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educational

Motion

Pictures

Prcvisw

Prints

Cotaleq

Descripflv*

Material

"FREIGHTER IN PORT"
"FREIGHTER AT SEA"

Packed with interest, these two companion
sound films Impart a rich understanding of

ocean freighter activity and methods em-
ployed in the handling and transportation of

world goods. Busy harbor scenes, cargo stor-

age, loading, ship testing, cleaning, sailing

preparations—then life on the high seas, crew
duties, ship maintenance, safety devices, navi-

gation, trade routes and detailed tour of the
ship spell high merit for classroom and adult
projection.

/n Nafural Co/or or Black and Wkife

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O.Box 3088 • Hollywood, California

MEMBER OF ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

S5M1II. SCIENCE SLIDE FILBIS
MADE BY TEACHEBS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MCROBIOLOOY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How to Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, »*» Sofftra, lew York

o
a
o
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19. NY

a
a

• More Luther. Frank Luther s unusual and refreshing

presentation of favorite children's stories is never tiresome.

Decca recently released "The Little Red Hen" (CLTS 11),

"The Three Billygoats GrufT" (CUS 10) and "The Ginger-

bread Boy" and "Chicken Licken" (CUS 110). Each of

the stories is charmingly and refreshingly told by Frank
Luther in the manner he has developed for children's

records. The recordings are very good and appeal strongly

to the youngest school children. The tunes and rhythms
are ear catching and will attract and hold the listener's

attention. They are all suitable for school use, and elements

of questionable educational value have been edited from
the stories successfully. The discs are well suited to

kindergarten and the first two grades and will be useful

for storytelling and rhythm-teaching purposes.

• And Now Bolger. Ray Bolger's entrance into the chil-

dren's record field as the Churkendoose ("part chicken,

part duck, part turkey and part goose") is welcome. "The
Churkendoose" (Decca CU 103) is one of the few children's

records intended for use in the intermediate grades. The
method of presentation is simple, direct and elementary,

but the concepts are definitely those that need stressing for

the ten to twelve-year-old youngsters. The story will be

readily understood by second and third graders and the

record can be used for appreciation on those levels. The
concept of mutual understanding, patience and living to-

gether is stressed as the theme of the story, and this can

be developed as part of the social studies experience with

the ten to twelve-year-old group. The fable-like story

emphasizes that differences need not interfere with cooper-

ative living.

The material is well suited to school use, attractively

written and performed and will be enjoyed. It is very good
and can lead to many interesting and profitable class

activities.

Needle Chatter . .

.

Following the success of "1 Can Hear It Now," Columbia
will release two of the "You .'Xre There" broadcasts heard

over the Columbia Broadcasting System, "The Signing of

the Magna Charta" and "The Battle of Gettysburg." These
will be available on twelve-inch discs at 78 rpni or at 33y3

rpm . . . Audio Devices, Inc. has revised and enlarged its

manual "How to Make Good Recordings." This is sub-

titled "The Complete Handbook for the Everyday Re-
cordist" and should be available wherever school personnel

are making disc records for either immediate playback or

reference purposes . . . Shakespeare is represented in recent

releases by RC.'X- Victor's "Hamlet" (reviewed above) and
Columbia's "Othello" with Paul Robeson, I'ta Hagen, Jose

Ferrer, Edith King and others . . . William Exton, Jr.,

whose "Growth of Democracy" history recordings were so

well received a few years ago, is joining forces with Miller

McClintock to produce and distribute recorded materials of

basic educational value, specializing in problems of history

and citizenship . . . RC.'\-Victor has announced a new de-

parture—a recorded course of study in English for Spanish-

speaking people.

Golden Records, a division of Simon and Schuster, re-

leased twelve new twenty-five cent records in March
and ten more in April. ."Kmong the latter are some
familiar traditional folk songs, all old favorites. The
March releases included songs from "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs" and excerpts from "Pinocchio." The records

are especially adapted to the short attention span of the

youngest school children. They will charm and delight the

boys and girls in the kindergarten and the first grade . . .

The 78-4S-33-1/3 arguments continue, but the dust is

settling and many informed people now suggest that stand-

ard speed (78 rpm) is passing by very rapidly and that 45

and 33-1/3 will become the standard speeds very shortly.

Still there are enough 78 rpm machines regularly in use to

give two thousand to every reader of Educational Screen.

Still the market is being flooded rapidly with new three-

speed machines.—MUB.
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FILMS CAN TEACH
(Cortliiuicd jroiii page 208)

the Department of Secondary Teachers of the N.E.A.

in distributing our fihnstrip, None So Blind, to schools

in the United States.

Many principals, superintendents of schools and

audio-visual directors, including those of southern in-

stitutions, have written lauding the ADL for its piorieer-

ing work in this field. "I have personally used None So

Blind in my civics classes and tind it to be a fine

tool in the fight to overcome prejudice." said John H.

Jones, Director of Public Education in Macon. Georgia.

A. J. Conrey of Laramie High School in Wyoming
was equally enthusiastic. "The cartoons are excellent,"

he said. "The ideas are graphic and the effect is

dramatic. Appeal to the known factors, which all

appreciate, makes the audience feel the ridiculousness

of prejudice. Education by this means should be

effective but it will take time—time for children to grow
to unprejudiced adulthood."

None So Blind was followed by another filmstrip

in color. About People, based on the juvenile best

seller, "All About Us," by Eva Knox Evans. Here, too,

the response was encouraging, for the Federal Council

of The Churches of Christ in America, with whom we
made the film, has rendered yeoman service in cam-
paigning for the use of the filmstrip in thousands of

churches. Recognizing the need for the multiplication

and duplication of film prints, we were successful in

inducing the manufacturer of a toy projector to include

a condensed version of this filmstrip in his filmstrip

package and, together with such films as Puss in Boots,

Peter Rabbit and The Night Before Christinas, the

ADE filmstrip About People was reproduced to the

extent of half a million copies. This toy projector

package is now being sold throughout the country
in leading department stores and through prominent
mail order houses.

We know that the products we sell need not be
hackneyed and "preachy" to carry a message, to reach
the peo])le we want to reach. Prejudice is blind and
unreasoning. Through the use of film we are trying

to open eyes, make sense, and—yes—give the children

of America good entertainment, too.

New Albany Schools Take to the Air

FM radio is to become an important part of the audio-
visual program in the New Albany, Indiana City Schools. The
Federal Communications Commission recently issued a broad-
casting permit to the schools, enabling them to own and
operate their own 10-watt low-power non-commercial educa-
tional FM radio station. Press releases from the office of the

F.C.C. state that New .Mbany is the first public school system
in the U.S. to be granted a low-power FM permit.

Present plans call for the station to be on the air an average
of two hours each day the schools are in session. A work-
shop will train high-school juniors and seniors to operate the
transmitter, do the announcing, write scripts, and produce entire

prog.ams. .'Ml classes in the school system will be invited to

produce their own broadcasts with or without the help of the

workshop. Special transcribed programs, such as the "Indians.

School of the Sky" produced by Indiana University, will be
carried. Public service broadcasts and adult education programs
will also be featured.

The FM radio project will be under the direction of Vernon
McKown, .^udio-Visual Director for the New Albanv .schools.

If you want to be
among the Urst to

see our new Him .

.

PICTURE

IN

YOUR

MIND
Our new Phillip Stapp film. PICTURE IN YOUR
specifically designed as a follow-up to BOUNDARY

is now in final production stages.

MIND.

LINES,

If you want to be among the first to see PICTURE IN YOUR
MIND we suggest that you advise your regular Film Rental

Library at once to notify you when It has a rental print avail-

able or, if you are interested in the purchase of PICTURE

IN YOUR MIND, ask your Visual Education Dealer to arrange

a screening for you as soon as possible.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

UOO Ireadway N«w York If, N. Y.

^^a^ FOLDING CHAIRS

ed 9
The Perfect Seating for ^ ^,„^^y ^^^
Visual Education Classes dependable

4 properly pitched
seat and back ponej

A broad seat

A fold to %" thin

A comfort supreme

A easy, noiseless
opening and closing

A replaceable rubber
feet always
available

A ten-year guarantee

Write Today

Dept M-5

CLARIN MFG. <0.
4«40Wt>f Harri<*a St.

CHICAGO 44. lit.

7lfM«earemor\
in institutional

I folding chairs
than mfomtrnukt
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Summer Courses in Audio-Visual Education, 1949-Part 11
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Dates of summer sessions, titles of courses, and names of

instructors are given insofar as data were provided. See

the April issue for courses offered at the colleges and

universities which received the 1949 Encyclopaedia Bri-

tannica Films tuition scholarship awards. An additional

list of courses will appear in the June issue.

iiti 1 1 1 r iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiitniiiiM mtiiDiiMiiniiiiliiiiiiMiiiiiiiii

ALABAMA

University of Alabama, University June 13-July 22

Audio-Visual Instruction James F. Caldwell

Laboratory in A-V Instruction E. E. Sectiriest

Organizing and Administering A-V Materials

(also July 75-Aug. 26) E, E. Sechriest

ARIZONA

Arliona State College, Tempe June 6-July 9. July I I -Aug. 13

Audio-Visual A'ds in Education (Both Terms)

Audio-Visual Education (Both Terms)

Administration o-f Audio-Visual Aids (1st T.)

Production of Audio-Visual Aids (2nd T.)

Instructors: F. A. Miller, D. F. Schutte

University of Arizona, Tucson

Visual and Auditory Aids in Teaching

ARKANSAS

Arkansas State College, Jonesboro
Audio-Visual Aids

June 6-July 9

E. L. Larson

June 6-Aug. 13

Smith

State Teachers College, Conway
Visual Education

June 6-July 9, Julyl I -Aug. 13

Graham Nixon

CALIFORNIA

Chico State College, Chico
Audio-Visual Aids

June 20-July 29

Leonard Lawson

Claremont College, Claremont July 27-'Aug. 5, Aug. 8-Sept. 10

Audio-Visual Education Gulick, Trimmer, and Staff

Audio-Visual Aids to Learning Gulick

College of the Holy Names, Oakland
Audio-Visual Aids

College of the Pacific, Stockton

June 27-Aug. 3

Mary Clare

June 21-July 22,

July 25-Aug. 26
Introduction to Audio-Visual Methods (1st T.) Mrs. Noel
Workshop in the Administration of the Audio-

Visual Program (1st T.) Mrs. Noel
Radio V^/orkshop (1st T.) Ramsey
Introduction to Audio-Visual Methods (2nd T.) Garden
Audio-Visual Methods In Teaching (2nd T.) Lindhorst

Seminar In Audio-Visual Production (2nd T.) Lindhorst
Radio V\'orkshop (2nd T.) Crabbe
Educational Radio (2nd T.) Crabbe

Humboldt State College, Areata
Audio-Visual Education

Mills College, Oakland
Audio-Visual Education

June 20-July 29

F. J. Cameron

July S-Aug. 13

M. Applegate

San Diego State College, San Diego June 20-July 29, Aug. 1-19

Audio-Visual Education (1st T.) Hareleroad & Schwartz
Audio-Visual Business Education (1st T.) Gibson
Audio-Visual Education (2nd T.) Hareleroad & Newcomer

San Jose State College, San Jose
Audio-Visual Aids
Audio-Visual Aids

July 5-Sept. 3

B. Patton

Carl Rich, Charles Rich

University of California, Berkeley June 20-July 30
Audio-Visual, Radio, and Other Instructional

Resources Anderson & VIvrette

University of California, Los Angeles June 20-Aug. 13

Audlo-VIsual Education F. Dean McClusky
Audio-Visual Education (vocational arts) F. L. Bacon

University of San Francisco, San Francisco
Audio-Visual Education

June 27-Aug. 5

Walter Dietz

University of Southern California, Los Angeles June 20-July 30

Classroom Use of Audio-Visual Materials Doane, Gorow
Workshop In Audio-Visual Education Gorow
Evaluation of Audio-Visual Materials Hall

Audio-Visual Materials In the Modern
Curriculum Doane

Workshop In Educational Use of Audio-Visual

Materials Doane
The Audio-Visual Coordinator and Supervisor Gorow
Motion Picture Production Techniques Sloan

Workshop In Educational Film Production

Educational Screen Writing

Radio Workshop for Teachers Touton
Radio Workshop for Teachers

(Instructors from A.B.C., C.B.S.. N.B.C.. and Mutual)

Whittier College, Whittier

Audlo-Vlsual-Radio Education

Audio-Visual-Radio Education

June 20-July 29
Philip Perdew
(Aug. 1-25)

COLORADO
University of Colorado, Boulder June 20-July 22, July 25-Aug 25

Audio-Visual Aids Trollnger

Laboratory Course in Audio-Visual Aids Woolum & Harris

University of Denver, Denver
Survey of Instructional Motion Pictures (June

20-Aug. 26) Kauffman
Audio-Visual Aids in Speech Communication

(June 20-July 22) Woellhat

CONNECTICUT

Danbury State Teachers College, Danbury July 27-Aug. 5

Audio-Visual Instruction F. Burton Cook

Teachers Collage of Connecticut, New Britain Aug. I -Sept. 2

Educational Uses of Audio-Visual Aids

FLORIDA

University of Florida, Gainesville

Audio-Visual Materials

Audio-Visual Materials

GEORGIA

State Womans College, Valdosta

Visual Aids In Education

IDAHO

College of Idaho, Caldwell

Audio-Visual Education Methods

ILLINOIS

Bradley University, Peoria

Audio-Visual Aids

June 13-July 23

H. Craig Morgan
Vivian Prince

June 13-July 22

Clifton H. White

June 13-Aug. 12

July 23-Aug. 25

Erwin Van Allen

June 6-July 15

R. A. Bulllngton

MacMurray College, Jacksonville

Audio-Visual Teaching Aids

Northwestern University, Evanston

Workshop In Audio-Visual Education (June 20-

July 29) Robinson
Audio-Visual Teaching Aids In the Classroom

(June 27-Aug. 5J Crakes

State Normal University, Normal
Audio-Visual Education

University of Illinois, Urbana
Audio-Visual Methods and Materials

Western Illinois State College, Macomb

June 20-Aug. 12

Clarence L. Cross

L. V. Peterson

June 6-July 15,

July 15-Aug. 19

Visual Education 320 (1st T.) A. B. Roberts
Visual Education 219 (1st T.) W. K. Shake
Visual Education 322-3 (2nd T., including 3-week

tour) A. B. Roberts

Wheaton College, Wheaton
Visual Education

INDIANA

Butler University, Indianapolis

Visual Education

Audio-Visual Conference (June 20-25)

June 14-2't

Srovener Rus*

June 14-Aug. 5

P. W. Holaday
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Indiana University, Bloomington

Creative Photography

News Photography

Radio Script Writing

Radio Broadcasting

Visual Education

Radio in Education

June 14-Aug. 12

Henry H. Smith

James L. Mahler

David Smith

David Smith

Rolland Melser

George Johnson

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials Betty Stoops. K. C. Rugg

Selection of Audio-Visual Materials Carolyn Guss

Production cf Audio-Visual Materials W. Roger Zinn

Administration of Audio-Visual Materials

Ernest Tiemann, L. C. Larson

Adminstration of a College Center L. C. Larson

Research in Audio-Visual Materials Staff

Thesis in Audio-Visual Materials Staff

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials (Aug. 11-27) Staff

State Teachers College, Terre Haute June 20-July 22,

July 25-Aug. 26

Organization and Administration of Audio-

Visual Education (IstT.) V. L. Tatlocic

Motion Picture In Education (2nd T.) Russell McDougal

IOWA
Drake University, Des Moines June 13-July 22, July 2S-Aug. 26

Audio-Visual Materials In Education J. J. McPherson

Loras College, Dubuque June 27-Aug. 5

Audio-Visual Education A. J. Breen

State College, Ames June 13-July 20

Audio-Visual Methods in Education Herold Kooser.

J. W. Litherland

Special Problems In Audio-Visual Methods Kooser, Litherland

Broadcasting for School Use W. I. Griffith

Principles of Broadcasting Richard Hull

Photography P. H. Carr

Advanced Course in

(July 20-Aug. 27)

Audio-Visual Methods

State Teachers College, Cedar Ealls

Audio-Visual Education

Kooser, Litherland

May 31-Aug. 18

W. Gierde

KANSAS
Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg

Audio-Visual Aids

Advanced Audio-Visual Problems

Sixth Annual Audio-Visual Education Conference (July 12-14)

University of Kansas, Lawrence June lO-Aug. 6

Visual Education In Elementary and Secondary Schools

Montgomery

LOUISIANA
Polytechnic Institute, Rushton June 13-Aug. II

Use of Audio-Visual Aids In the Classroom R. H. Mount

Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette

Audlc-VIsual Education

State University, Baton Rouge
Audio-Visual Aids

June 15-Aug. 10

G. A. Zernott

June lO-Aug. 13

L. M. Harrison, Daniels

MAINE
Farmington State Teachers College, Farmington

Audio-Visual Education

University of Maine, Orono
Problems in Audio-Visual Education

Aud'o-VIsual Aids to Instruction

MARYLAND
Western Maryland College, Westminster

Audio-Visual Aids In Instruction

July 5-Aug. 12

Everett Strout

July 5-Aug. 12

Mathewson
Mathewson

July 25-Aug. 27

Sara E. Smith

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston University, Boston July ll-Aug. 20

Use and Teaching of Visual Aids in Education E. Carleton Moore
Use and Teaching of Motion Pictures in Education Moore
Visual Education Management Henry W. Syer

Preparation of Photographic Materials for Visual Education

Charles M. Wyke

MICHIGAN
Central Michigan College of Education, Mount Pleasant

June 27-Aug. 5

Survey and Operation of Audio-Visual Equipment V. Stockman

Visual Education V. Stockman

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials V. Stockman

(Listings continued on following page)

NEVIf ! the projector

for perfect auditorium

_^ projection

WILL NOT
TEAR FILM
Write for Free brochure.

Developed and used

Si for Governmenf

\ Services Branches

THE VIEWLEX
AP-7CT PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • Stays cooler

than room temperature!

• Single and Double

Frame with Take-Up •

Fan Cooled-300 Wotts

Standard-500-750 ond
1000 Available • 5"

Luxtar Coated Optici—
7" Available

Another great projector by

J^uu/d^ INC.

Tlie greatest name in projectors.

3501 QUEENS BLVD. • LONG ISLAND CITY 1. N. Y.

TWO NEW FILMS ABOUT
1 B>yAmrFdRN%

THE MAINLAND

EACH ONE REEL IN LENGTH—
SOUND AND COLOR—$85

also in black-and-white—$45

Member of AWei Independent Produeen.

1133 N. HIGHLAND AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.
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—NOTICE-
INSTRUCTORS OF SUMMER CLASSES

Your s+udenh are eligible for extremely

low-rate special subscriptions. Bulk ship-

ments of magazines will also be made at

very low prices. This offer is made to

instructors only in order that students will

have authentic periodical literature to sup-

plement regular texts. For information . . .

WRITE: Circulation Manager

Educational Screen

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I

Stafe Teachers College, Montclair

Teaching Aids Workshop
July 5-Aug. 18

Fantone and others

State College, East Lansing

Aids to Learning

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Visual Sensory Aids in Education

Senninar In Audio-Visual Aids

MISSISSIPPI

Blue Mountain College, Blue Mountain
Visual Education

MISSOURI

Lincoln University, Jefferson City June 13-Aug. 5

Visual Aids D. C. Darnel

Southeast Missouri State College, Cape Girardeau May 30-Aug. 5

Audio-Visual Education Morrill Murray

July 27- Sept. 3

Lemler

Lemler

June 2-July 6

W. H. Cochran

University of Kansas City, Kansas City

Audio-Visual Education

June 6-July 15

R. A. Hols

Washington University, St. Louis

Audio-Visual Instruction (June 20-July 29) Alma B. Rogers
The Workshop in Education (June 20-July IS) Staff

MONTANA
Eastern State Normal School, Billings June 20-Aug. 18

Audio- Visual Materials and Methods Richard Mitchell
Workshop in Audio-Visual Materials and Methods

(June 21-July 8)

State Normal College, Dillon

Audio-Visual Education
July ll-Aug. 12

Elena Slelpcevich

State University, Missoula June 13-July 22
Use of Audio-Visual Instructional Aids Harold Fleming
Classroom Use of Radio Virginia Reilly Glore

NEBRASKA

Concordia Teachers College, Seward June 6-Aug. 5
Workshop in Visual Education (I week) C. T. Brandhorst
Techniques In Elementary Science C. T. Brandhorst

University of Omaha, Omaha
Audio-Visual Workshop

June 13-24

Frank Gorman and others

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Keene Teachers College, Keene
Audio-Visual Aids

July 5-Aug. 12

Arthur Giovannangeli

University of New Hampshire, Durham July 5-Aug. 12
Audio-Visual Education In the Elementary and Secondary

Schools Austin Olney

NEW JERSEY

Caldwell College, Caldwell
Audio-Visual Education

Rutgers University, New Brunswick
Visual Education

June 23-Aug. 3

John O'Meara

July 5-Aug. 12

Paul Novello

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas June 6-Aug. 19

Audio-Visual Aids in Education S. H. Parsons

Projected Materials in Audio-Visual Education S. H. Parsons

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Use of Audio-Visual Aids In Teaching
June 9-Aug. 6

J. T. Reld

NEW YORK

Cornell University, Ithaca

Audio-Visual Methods
July 5-Aug. 13

J. James Jehring

July 5-Aug. 12

D. Paul Smay
State College for Teachers, Buffalo

Workshop In Visual Education

State Teachers College, Fredonia July 5-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual Instruction Herbert C. Mackie

Instructional Material tor the Elementary School Phil C. Lanqe

State Teachers College, Oneonta
Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College, Plattsburg

Audio-Visual Aids (Workshop)

July 5-Aug. 12

D. K. Kich

Aug. 15-26

Maurice Camp

July 5-Aug. 12Syracuse University, Syracuse

Methods and Materials of Audio-Visual

Instruction Sandra George, Paul Reed
Production of Audio-Visual Instructional Materials

Don Williams

Writing the Educational Radio Program Radio Center Staff

Producing the Educational Radio Program Staff

Current Problems in Educational Broadcasting Staff

Administration and Supervision of Audio-Visual

Instruction Paul Reed, Don Williams

University of Buffalo, Buffalo July 5-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching Allan H. Nicol

Selected Problems in Audio-Visual Education Nicol

Audio-Visual Aids Intensive Short Course (July IJ-15)

Grace M. Heacoc|c

NORTH CAROLINA

Lenoir-Rhyne College, Hickory

Audio-Visual Education

Queens College, Charlotte

Audio-Visual Methods of Teaching

State College, Raleigh

Visual Aids

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Techniques and Materials

Woman's College of the U. of N. C, Greensboro June 20-July 15

Audio-Visual Education John L. Glisson

June 6-JuIy 14

G. R. Patterson

June 13-July 20

Harold B. Dotson

June 16-July 29

L. O. Armstrong

June 9-July 19

July 20-Aug. 27

Charles Milner

NORTH DAKOTA

State Teachers College, Dickinson

Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College, Mayville

Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College, MInot
Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College, Valley City

Audio-Visual Aids

OHIO
Miami University, Oxford

Audio-Visual Aids in Education

University of Akron, Akron
Audio-Visual Aids

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati

Audio-Visual Aids in the Classroom

Youngstown College, Youngstown
Audio-Visual Education

OKLAHOMA
East Central State College, Ada

Audio-Visual Education

June 6-July 27

J. C. Thompson

June 6-July 28

June 6-July 29

E. R. Manning

June 6-July 29

Harry Pearce

June 13-24

• Jack R. Nelll

July 5-29

Sumner W. Vanico

June 17-July 23

V. Coles

June 13-July 16

John F. Walter

May 30-July 29

J. W. Zimmerman
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OREGON
Eastern Oregon College of Education, La Grande June IS-Aug. 9

Audio-Visual Aids Ralph E. Badgloy
Workshop (July 25-Aug. 9)

Southern Oregon College of Education, Ashland

Audio-Visual Aids In Education

June 15-Aug. 9

State College, Corvallis June 20-Aug. 12

Construction and Use of Visual Aids Fetz

Written and Graphic Teaching Aids Welch
Visual Aid Seminar Fetz

Organization and Supervision of Visual Instruction Fetz

Seminar; Audio-Visual Aids for Teaching Homemalcing
McQuesten

University of Oregon, Eugene
Audio-Visual Aids in Education

June 20-Aug. 12

Amo DeBernardis

PENNSYLVANIA

June 20-July 30

John Dugan

June 27-Aug. 5

Michael V. Ference

June 13-July 13

John S. Mclsaac

June 20-Aug. 19

R. G. Walters

Junel3-Sept. 2

Chester A. Feig

June 27-Aug. 9

A. Gordon Peterkln

June 25-Aug. 5

Sister M. Sylvia

Pennsylvania State College, State College June 7-24, June 27-Aug. 5
Visual and Other Sensory Aids for Teachers

Abram W. VanderMeer
Problems in Visual Aids VanderMeer
Audio-Visual Aids Conference (June 20-24)

June 27-Aug. 5

H. Harrison Russell

Beaver College, Jenkintown

Visual Education

Duquesne University, Pittsburgh

Sensory Aids

Geneva College, Beaver Palls

Visual Education

Grove City College, Grove City

Visual-Sensory Education

Lebanon Valley College, Annvllle

Visual and Sensory Techniques

LeHigh University, Bethlehem
Visual Instruction

Marywood College, Scranton

Visual Education

State Teachers College, Bloomsburg
Audio-Visual Education

(Listings to be continued in the June issue)

Lewis Heads Video Research

To date very little objective data have been published on
the correct viewing of TV programs, and much must be done
before homes and educational institutions can make maximum
use of the new medium of communication. A start in this di-

rection has been made through the cooperation of Dr. Isabel

L. Magan. Principal of South Shore High School, Chicago,

and Mr. Baumgartner, General Merchandise Manager of RCA
Victor Distributing Corporation, in establishing a video research

project.

Directing the research is Philip Lewis, South Shore High
School instructor and Educational Scrken's Editor for Tele-

vision. Measurements and tests will be made with several

direct-view and projection receivers installed in the South Shore
High School for the experiment.

Canadian Film Awards
The Loon's Necklace, a short color film based on an old

Indian legend and produced by Crawley Films. Ottawa, was
awarded the highest honor on March 29 in the first annual

competition of Canadian film awards. The awards were intro-

duced following a resolution at the national conference of the

Canadian Association for Adult Education last year, when 44

organizations urged that awards be given "for distinguished

film and radio programmes." Other Canadian films honored
were Vn Homme et Son Pcclie. produced by Paul L'Anglais of

Quebec Productions ; Norman MacLaren's Dots and Loops, an
animation created for the National Film Board of Canada

;

Who Will Teach Your Child, another National Film Board
film produced by Stanley Jackson ; A Feeling of Hostility and
Drug Addict, produced by Robert Anderson of the N.F.B.

Uie aacUlaJulitif, <U

TEACHING FILMS INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Films produced by Teaching Films Inc. have been

acquired by Carl F. Mahnke Productions. It is now

possible to secure previews, purchase new prints

and obtain replacement of damaged film.

We own all copyrights and negatives pertaining to

Rhythm Is Everywhere Fundamentals of Bowling

Animals of the Farm Communications and Our Town

It's Your Library Musical Instruments—The Strincs

French for Beginners Behind the Scenes at the Airport

CARL F. MAHNKE PRODUCTIONS

International Distributors

YOUR LIFE WORK FILMS

215 East Third St. Des Moines 9, Iowa
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RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc., Dept.V
222 Oalcridce Blvd.. Daytona Beach, Fla.
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FROM SWEDEN
(Coiili}iucil from page 206)

Changing our opinion of educational methods in that

direction, we also have to change our views on (among

other things) visual aids. And we should never forget

that films are primarily a tool for visual education.

In the old education, the teacher and the texthook

told the story and films were used as illustration. In

most of the American educational films of today (of

which I have seen a couple of hundreds), the speaker

has taken the place of the old teacher. The speaker is

telling the story, using the pictures as illustration.

Nothing important has heen changed so far.

Now, what part should the film play in "progressive"'

education? The answer is clear: it should present

material for the pupils to study and from which they

can generalize and draw their conclusions. Active

studying of a motion picture means concentration.

For that reason the guidance of the teacher should be

placed before and after but not during the running of

an educational film. Because of the methods of cutting,

almost all films need a few leading words in between,

but the better the film, the fewer words needed. And
the fewer words needed, the better the possibilities for

an active studying of the pictures.

No wonder that a thesis under the name of "Con-

tributions of Instructional Films to the Teaching of

High School" at the University of Michigan, reported

in the October, 1946 issue of this magazine, after a

testing of the results of some outstanding American

educational films, told that the j)upils obviously had got

no possibilities to generalize from the pictures shown
and that the films were as obviously produced for a

passive audience. For "progressive" teachers such a

conclusion should be a terrifying sign of danger. Rut

the problem has not even been discussed in printing

afterwards. Why? Verbal hangover?

Yes, the "progressive" educational film shall present

moving pictures to study. It shall bring reality into

the classroom to study. Now, if reality contains im-

portant sound, the scenes of the film should have sound

too. That is obvious. And by that I mean that I

have nothing against the sound as sound, but I can
not—in most cases—see the position of the speaker.

Showing the life cycle of maize or the embryology of

the frog—why sound ? There is no sound in the reality.

Why, then, make the film more expensive just to follow

a tradition—which is not only a verbal tradition but
also a theatrical one.

Naturally there are many cases where the old method
could be followed—for example, when you have to see

something while it is explained to you in order to

understand the things said. Only, such a film can not
be regarded as "progressive".

Well, these are ideas rather widely spread in Europe

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
For the Producer o* I6niin business, educaflono/ and religious
• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDINQ I

• RELEASE PRINTS—

I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

and based not only on experience but on scientific

research. "Progressive education" is not unknown in

our countries, as Mr. Brubaker seems to think. And

I wonder who are the more progressive, the European

teachers or the American educational film producers.

To conclude, education by films is so young that

none of us can be sure of its methodological status

yet. We need cooperation, national and international,

and a free exchange of ideas and experiences.

FROM DENMARK
{Continued from page 207)

mark, where they will be available for any schools and

associations interested in projecting the 16mm sound

film prints, at present (January 1949) comprising at

least 1200 prints.

It is very difficult for us to acquire sound projectors

from abroad. A Danish sound projector (which is

certainly not "hand-produced" as stated by Mr. Bru-

baker in his point 5) costs about $1200 whereas a silent

projector, also of Danish make, costs only about $300.

Seeing that the Danish community was robbed by the

Germans of values to an amount of 2500 million dol-

lars during the occupation from 1940-1945, it is no

wonder that we cannot spend our money on the more

expensive sound projectors .so long as the silent projec-

tors are considered so useful in visual teaching.

In Denmark—where anyone is completely free to

express his opinion in every respect—up to now no

"young, vigorous teachers" have demanded the intro-

duction of "modern scientific audio-visual methods".

Danish teachers agree that silent films are less domi-

nating towards the ])upils and stimulate them to form

their own opinions and develop independent concepts

from their impressions.

I might add that Denmark is not among the "various

countries" that "scorn each other's productions". We
have acquired a great number of teaching films from

England, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Russia,

Holland—and U. S. A., and we should like verv much
to acquire many more, not the least from the U. S. A.

—

and from the Encyclopaedia Britannica Films of Wil-

niette, Illinois.

Mr. Brubaker. who has visited so many countries

in Europe, will always be heartily welcome to visit

our poor little conservative country.

New A-V Head for Oklahoma
W. R. Fulton, wivi joined the University of Oklahoma staff

in 1947 as an audio-visual consultant, has been named director

of the Audio-Visual Department by the University Board of

Regents. Before coming to the University, Fulton headed the

department of education at .Southwestern Institute of Tech-
nology, Wcathcrford. Oklahoma.

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Inc.

164 N. Wockcr Dr., Dept. E . Chitogo 6, III.

Three authoritative ftlmstrlps

PICTURE STORIES OF
ANCIENT EGYPT, ANCIENT GREECE. ANCIENT ROME

65-7B frames each, silent, black & white, learning guide
First three in an authentic series correlating Social Studies with
Visual Arts and Language Arts on the fourth and fifth grade levels.

Produced in Cleveland by Ann V. Norton and Ruth N. Thompson.
$3.00 each or six lor {15.00 FOB New York

FLORY FILMS. INC.. Classroom Films Dept.
303 Easf 7l5t Street, New York 21, N. Y.
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ANFA-NAVED Merger
The merger of the Alhed Non-Thea-

trical Film Association and the Na-

tional Association of Visual Education

Dealers became a virtual reality April

1, when the ANFA office in New York

City was discontinued and its activities

transferred to NAVED's Evanston,

Illinois ofifices, pending the execution

of the legal "red tape" to consummate

the joining of the two organizations.

This action was taken by ANFA fol-

lowing a meeting of the ANFA Board

of Directors on March 24, in which a

resolution was passed to carry out

ANFA's part of the unification.

The decision to proceed immediately

with the joining of the two associations

was made on the basis of favorable

votes by the memberships of both or-

ganizations. ANFA members had ex-

pressed their desire for the merger in

two separate votes (Sept. 1 and Nov.

19, 1948), and NAVED members had

approved by a vote of 138 to 8 a de-

tailed proposal for the merger, dated

February 18, 1949.

The joining of the two associations

was celebrated at a dinner in New
York City on March 25, du^mg the

Eastern Regional Meeting. N.AVED
President Merriman Holtz of Portland,

Oregon, wired his greetings and best

wishes: "... With major problems

now facing our industry, there has

never been a time when we are better

organized to meet the challenge and
with ANFA-NAVED merged into one

unit, we have all the brains and tools

to give our entire membership the kind

of leadership expected of a trade as-

sociation.

At its final meeting on March 25, the

.ANFA Board of Directors selected the

following to serve as Directors-at-

Large under the terms of the unifica-

tion: William K. Hedwig (Nu-Art
Films), Maurice T. Groen (Films of

the Nations), Samuel Goldstein (Com-
monwealth Pictures Corp.), William

F. Kruse (Wm. F. Kruse & Associ-

ates), and J. Ken Lilley (J. P. Lilley

& Son). In accordance with the terms

agreed upon, these five additional di-

rectors will be added to the NAVED
Board of Directors and will serve until

October 1, 1949. Kx that time, follow-

ing the regular annual election which
is to be held in accordance with

N.WED's by-laws, the size of the

Board of Directors is to be reduced to

its previous figure (H).

In a final letter to ANFA members,

Wilfred L. Knighton, who h7s served

as part-time executive secretary for

six years, wrote ANFA members in

part as follows: "It is with deep regret

that I sever my active relationship with

ANFA. However, every member
should know that the merger of these

two important trade associations has

been my ambition since 1946 because

I know their united strength with

proper management will do more for

the 16mm film and audio-visual equip-

ment business at all trade levels than

could be accomplished by the continu-

ance of two separate organizations . . .

The job ahead ... is immense but . . .

I am confident the new association will

succeed."

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER, Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

1949 National A-V Convention

The 1949 Annual Convention and

Trade Show of the National Associa-

tion of Visual Education Dealers (with

which is now combined the Allied

Non-Theatrical Film Association) will

be held this summer at the Hotel

Sherman in Chicago in conjunction

with the annual meetings of the Edu-

cational Film Library Association, the

Film Council of America, and the

Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual

Teaching .Mds.

At present, plans are that EFLA
will open its meeting Friday afternoon,

ma is the time
to puf your fi/ms info best possible condifion.

They will be mighty busy during the coming year.

t ARE Sonne of your

films dried out, f\

oily, or even dirty j

OR, have you new
prints that are f\

"green", sticky, soft J

• WRITE today for detailed

free data. Let us help you

improve your service,

cut operation costs.

THIS SUMMER, as demand ebbs

somewhat, have those hardworking,

costly prints cleaned, and processed by,

PEERLESS
(Vapor-in-Vacuum)

FILM TREATMENT

H takes only

pennies
to protect your /r£Sif^^

prints — dollars to re-

place them. Insist on the

one and only, the reliable

and proven

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT

^rrni rcc "'* PKOCISSING
r tcKLtSS CORPOKATION

16S WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. T.

WHEN YOU WRITE, please mention size of your library and maximum number of prints you

could spare, at one time, for cleaning and freafmenf.
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July 29, with an evening session that

day and sessions on Saturday morning,

July 30. The FC.'\ will hold its annual
meeting on Saturady afternoon and
evening, July 30, and Sunday morning,
July 31. EFLA meetings will be re-

sumed with sessions Sunday after-

noon and evening.

The NAVED Trade Show will open
at 10:30 A.M. on Sunday, July 31, and
meetings and the Trade Show will

continue through Wednesday, August
3. The Midwest Forum will hold meet-
ings Monday, August 1.

The separate programs will align

themselves in separate divisions of the
audio-visual field: EFLA—film library

level; Midwest Forum—school ad-
ministrator level; FCA—community
level; NAVED—commercial level.

Further information about plans and
hotel reservations may be secured
from the four organizations: EFLA,
Suite 1000, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. 19;

FCA, 6 W. Ontario St., Chicago 10;

Midwest Forum, Mr. Orlin D. Trapp,
c/o Waukegan Township High School,
VVaukegan, Illinois; NAVED, 845
Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois.

SMPE Convention
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, head of the

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,

was the principal speaker at a luncheon
opening the 65th Semi-.Annual Conven-
tion of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers held in New York City,

April 4-8. ./Another feature of the pro-
gram was a popular lecture on "New
Applications of Atomic Energy," pre-
sented by Henry B. Hansteen of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Problems and proposed solutions

covering all technical phases of mo-
tion picture production for and from
television, including film processing,
TV picture tubes, sound recording, etc.,

were subjected to thorough clinical

dissection at forum meetings, led by
experts in each field. The role of video
in school and community education
was explored by William F. Kruse of
Wm. F. Kruse & Associates, who fore-
sees for television a greater role in in-
formal mass education than in class-
room work but who said that any ad-
vance the television engineer can make
to facilitate video broadcasting by
schools "is likely to prove a major if

not actually revolutionizing contribu-
tion" to educational progress.

Subjects of other symposia included
high-speed photography. 16mm sound
recording, camera objectives and lenses
and sound recording, and film process-
ing.

R. T. Van Niman, chairman of the
central section of the SMPE, has an-
nounced plans for a central section
regional meeting to be held in Toledo,
Ohio, June 10. Included among the
speakers is B. A. Aughinbaugh. Direc-
tor of the Slide and Film Department
of the Ohio Department of Education,
who will discuss the developments needed
to make motion pictures best suited to
education.

Production

and Distribution

Ampro Arc Planning Service

To answer important questions in

connection with the use of high inten-
sity 16mni arc movie projectors, Ampro
Corporation, a General Precision Equip-
ment Corporation Subsidiary, has an-
nounced a new planning and consulta-
tion service, available without charge to
visual education directors and all others
interested. Competent advice on audi-
ence size and seating arrangement,
projection distances, screen size, sound
hook-up and many others phases of
16mni arc movie projection will be
provided.

A new Ampro brochure telling the
Why, When, How, and Where of

16mm arc projection has also been pre-
pared and may be secured from 16mm
Arc Equipment Dept., Ampro Corpora-
tion, 2835 N. Western Ave., Chicago
18.

Ott to be Better

More than 300 square miles along
the North Shore of Chicagoland is

now being served by the new John Ott
delivery truck which has recently been
put into service to meet the growing
needs of the various divisions of the
John Ott Photographic center in Win-
netka, Illinois.

Customers of the expanding John Ott
organization will be served better, more
quickly and more conveniently, accord-
ing to Walter Eyles, vice-president of
the John Ott Film Library, Inc. "We
can now deliver motion picture films
and photographic equipment to our
many customers in less time than ever
before. On films, for example, we can
deliver practically as soon as ordered
and pick them up immediately after the
showing. The same service applies, of
course, to photographic supplies and
equipment."

V4CyUfIl-fl-Hi

vapORATeI
I
EXCLUSI Ve^ALES agent
ONt

TREATMENT
LASTS THE

utE or
THE FILM

MOVIE FILM PROTECTION

againsf SCRATCHES, WEAR
OIL FINGER MARKS
CLIMATE

Vacuumcte Coro.. 446 W. 43rd St.. New York

General Film Labs., 66 Sibley St. Detroit, IMich.

Colburn Laboratory. 164 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago

Ask Your Dealer

I
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MoguH's Migrates

A? of April 20, Mogull's Film and

Camera Exchange has occupied its

modern four-story Ijuilding at 112-114

W. 48th St.. \ew York 19. Previous

(|uarters proved inadequate to liandle

expanded interests and increased vol-

ume of l)usiness.

Retail Only

Hirsch & Kaye. one of the oldest

photographic firms on the West Coast,

announces that its operations will be

confined in the future to the retail

field and that the professional and

wholesale departments will be discon-

tinued. Earl M. Cilley, president, in

announcing his resignation, praises his

successor. Mr. Edward A. VVhaley. as
• one of the strongest retail men avail-

able." Mr. Whaley has heretofore

served as Mr. Cilley's assistant.

RKO Radio Announces

Canadian 16mm Distributor

Harry J. Michalson announces the

;i|)i)ointnient of Sovereign Films Dis-

tributors, Ltd. as the RKO Radio Pic-

tures 16nun distribution agency in the

Dominion of Canada. In an agreement

just concluded. Sovereign Films starts

immediate exclusive distribution of

many RKO feature film programs,

heretofore unavailable in 16mm in Can-

ada, together with appropriate short

subjects. Upon expiration, at an early

date, of the agreement now in effect

with another 16mm distributor. Sove-

reign Films will be the sole distribution

agency of all RKO 16mm non-theatri-

cal film product in the Dominion.

Astor Acquires

Monogram Rights

Jac()ues Koplstein, executive vice-

president of Astor Pictures Corp.. has

announced that .\stor has just closed

a deal whereby the veteran 16mm com-
pany has acquired a total of thirteen

I'ast Side Kids and Bela Lugosi fea-

tures, and one musical, which were
formerly released by Monogram.

The rights obtained by Mr. Kopf-

stein's company were those formerly

held by Sam Katzman, co-producer of

the fourteen box-office champions.

Astor will control all rights in per-

I)etuity, including the 35mm, 16nmi.

and Television.

Radiant's Blues

.\ccording to reports from the Color

Research Institute of America, relayed

through the Radiant Manufacturing

Corp., projection screen manufacturer,

blue is the proper color for your pro-

jection screen case. Consumer groups

chose this color as it tends to give the

impression of fine metal, they said.

Whether or not most people think of

metal when they look at a blue sky

was not included in the report sent us.

• Ralph Bates, former Chicago area

16mm equipment sales representative for

the RCA Distribi:ting Co.. has been

transferred to head television receiver

sales in the Chicago area.

• Hazel Calhoun, owner and manager

of the Cai.houn Company in Atlanta, is

now dividing her time with Visual Edu-

cation Inc. in Texas, now being re-

organized.

• Willard M. Sanzenbacher of the

.Audio-Visual Supply Company, 429

SW 12th Ave., Portland 5. Ore., has been

appointed representative and dealer for

Johnson Hunt Productions in Oregon

and Washington. Miss Martha Heising

will act as representative in Ohio and

Pennsylvania.

• Mrs. Betty F. McConibie has been

appointed to the staff of the Houston
Film Service, 2200 Telephone Road.

Houston, Tex., in charge of sales pro-

motion and the rental library. Mrs. Mc-
Combie was formerly associated with

Visual Education Incorporated of Texas

as manager of the film department.

• According to A. H. Busch, Craig

Movie Supply Co. Advertising Man-
ager, the idea of producing splicing equip-

ment in quantity came to Talton R.

Craig back in 1927 when the latter ob-

served a high speed, handmade splicing

unit in operation in a Hollywood studio.

Contacting the inventor. Craig had him

HIT
"It's a Movie-Mite Show!" ,..^13^ -..^^^'sS?

A Remarkable
Combination

QUALITY,.ECONOMY

/^

MOVIE-MITE pioneered the idea that complicated, ex-

pensive equipment is superfluous and unnecessary for

finest I6mm projection outside an auditorium. The mod-

ern MOVIE-MITE, for SOUND or SILENT l6mm films,

features light weight, compactness, simplicity, efficiency

and economy with marvelous results.

MOVIE-MITE, complete with speaker, weighs only 26 lbs.

Universal A.C. or D.C., 105-120 volt operation.

Write for details — See your dealer for demonstration

Model 63LM
16mm Projector

for Sound or

Silent Films

$01^50
^214

^ MOVIE- MITE CORPORATION
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*

»

»

Audio-Visual Aids. *

* «

YAF now has a total of 19 sound
* films in its Elementciry Science *

Series - all made under the ^
supervision of Dr. Gerald S,

« Craig - each one rnade especially «
for the Eleraentary School and

* closely correlated with each of *
the leading textbooks for that
level. Titles available now are

^ listed below. Each is 1 reel, «
$li0.00 except where noted.

» «

» AIH ALL AltOUND US

» BABY AIIIMAIS

ELECTROMAGflETS

FLCW OF ELEC1RICITI

FORCE OF GRAVITY

HOW ANBJALS DEFIiND THEMSELVES

HOW ANIMALS EAT

HOW AI!1A1AI5 MOVE

LET'S LOOK AT AWDUIS
LIGHT Aim SHADCW

«

«

*

«

MACHINES DO WORK
«

» MAGNETS (ij reels, ijlS.OO)
*

» SOLIDS, LIQUIDS AND GASES *

^ THINGS EXPAND V/HEN HEATED ^
WATER WORKS FOR US

* VmAT IS SOUND
*

• WHAT MAKES A DESERT •

, VmAT MAKES DAY AND NIGHT

VIHAT MAKES RAIN

Here, for the first time, is a
* series of teaching films *

^ especially planned and graded 4
for the elementary school science

« curriculum. *

Preview prints of any of these
films are available to pro-
spective purchasers. See yoir
local YAF Dealer, or write
direct to YAF.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMSJNC.
18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N. Y.

uirn out a number ut splicers hy hand at

$1(10 each. Later, mass production meth-

ods developed, and the Craig line of re-

winds and editing equipment was a na-

tural outgrowth.

Equipment

RCA Single-Case "400"

A new single-case addition to the
"400" series of RCA 16mni sound
motion picture projectors, known as

the RCA "400" Junior, has been an-

nounced by the RCA Visual Products
Group. The new projector, available

RCA "'400" Junior

in June, is designed to meet the re-

quirements of some users for a one-
case unit. The compact design was
achieved through rearrangement of the
8-inch speaker and its incorporation
in tlie lid of the case, which doubles
as the speaker baffle. The speaker may
be placed adjacent to the projector or
next to the screen through the use of
a 50-foot cable. A unique feature of
the "400" Junior is the use of high
speed gears made of nylon, which ex-
tensive laboratory tests have shown to

be (piieter in o|ieration and to give
longer life than steel or fibre gears.

Pick Your Mount
\\ hatever your favorite size or sizes

of color or black-and-white films, you
can secure an Kmdc aluminum mount
to protect them. That's the latest word
from Enide Products (40,U Klenda St.,

Culver City, Calif.), who announce that

a complete line of Emde Protecto-
cliromc Film Mounts is available for all

standard transparency sizes from tiny

16nini single frame up to the 3% x 4

lantern slide size. Three standard frame
sizes and eighteen mask sizes provide
this complete range for film protection,

:'nd they (it all projectors and slide

\iewcrs.

Keystone Micro-Projector

Biology teachers liave found that

the new micro-projection attachment
lor the Keystone Overhead Projector
makes jjossible many highly effective

demonstrations, such as projection of

tlie swarms of paraniecia developin.c

in rainwater in which hay has been left

for a week or two. Complete mitosis of

Micro-projection attachment makes Key-

stone Overhead Projector especially useful

in science classes.

microscopic organisms is projected

with clarity.

The new micro-objective can be sub-

stituted at any time, in a few miiuites,

for the Keystone Overhead F'rojector's

standard objective lens. .At low cost,

the addition of the attachment gives the

Overhead Projector almost universal

usefulness in the projection of trans-

]iarcnt materials. The micro-projector

is made bv Kevstone \'iew Company,
Mea<iviile, Pa.

'

The SVE Model DDS
Specifically designed for small train-

ing groups and for portable, easy-to-

set-up projection of 2k2 slides and
single and double-frame filmstrips, the

Society for \'isua! Education's deluxe
assembly of projector and projection

screen, known as Model DDS, consists

of a Model DD S\'E Tri-Purpose Pro-

jector of 150 watts fitted into a carrying

case, the cover of which serves as a

projection screen.

The projector itself is hinged to the

side of the case. In use, the projector

is quickly swung into horizontal posi-

tion and locked in place. Tlic cover of

the case, which contains the screen, is

readily detached. When the protective

padded covering is removed, it reveals

a 10^" X 16" matte screen, which can

be used cither horizontally or vertically.

Either a 3" or 4" coated anastigmat

I'rojection lens is furnished with the

projector. .-\ii additional 5" coated lens

is available. Overall dimensions of the

unit are 12" x \7-\i" \ 5'^". Further in-

formation can be secured from Society

for N'isual F'ducation, Inc., 100 E. Ohio
St., Chicago.
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Current Film News
U CORONET FILMS, Coronet Bltlg.,

Cliicago 1. announces several new-

teaching (ilins, each one reel, sound,

and available in color or black and
white:

Developing Leadership—presenting

the princi|)les of leadership through
tilni- story examples.

Ways to Good Habits—demonstrat-

ing, through real situations, how to

substitute good habits for bad ones
and motivating students to build good
habits of their own.

Improve Your Pronunciation—show-
ing, through a stor\- framework, the

importance of pro])er pronunciation to

students in gaining the respect of their

fellows and in making themselves cor-

rectly understood.

Carbon and Its Compounds—cxplain-

iny carbon's simple compounds and
introducing hydrocarbons and the more
complex chain and ring compounds.

Family Life—creating an awareness
of the happiness to be gained from a

well-managed home and outlining a

program for achieving it.

Rest and Health—demonstrating the

fundamental facts about rest and teach-

ing students to build correct rest habits.

CARL F. MAHNKE PRODUC-
TIONS, 2\i K. 3rd St.. Des .Moines
''. Iowa, have acquired rights to eight

of the films produced by Teaching
Films, Inc. : Fundamentals of Brnvling,

Behind the Scenes at the Airport. Rhy-
thm Is Everyxvhcrc. Animals of the Farm,
Commiiniealiiins and Our Town, It's

]'our Library. French for Beginners,

Musical Instruments—The .^triufis. The
films will be distributed through the same
dealer organizations handling the other

-Malinke productions. "Your Life Work"
occui)ational information films now cover-

ing ,M vocations in addition to Finding
Your Life Work and Counseling—Its

Tools and Techniques.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Flaza,

N'. Y. 20. announces the following
Ifimm films from Britain:

The Royal Silver Wedding Anni-
versary (2 reels)—recording the cele-

bration of the Silver Wedding .Anni-

versary of King fk-orgc \'l and Queen
Klizabeth.

British Industries Fair—1948 (2

recl>)—picturing the annual British

Industries Fair— its exhibits and the

people who come from all over the

world to see British products and the

machines that make them.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP., 71') 7th .\ve.. N. Y. 19. has
ac(|uired for I6mm exclusive distribu-

tion The Corsican Brothers. 12 reels,

based on Dumas' novel and featuring

Df)uglas Fairbanks. Jr.

BRAY STUDIOS, 729 7th Ave.,
X. Y. 19. announces a new 16mm
sound safety film entitled:

How to Avoid Muscle Strains ( 1 V',

reels)—explaining, by use of animated
drawings and live action photograiihy,
what causes muscle strains and how to

avoid them. How bad posture and in-

correct and careless use of the muscles
may result in painful and serious in-

juries is also demonstrated.

FRANCO-AMERICAN AUDIO-
VISUAL DISTRIBUTION CEN-
TER, 934 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C, an-
nounces two new art films with Eng-
lish or French sound commentary:

Matisse (2 reels)—including an in-

terview; a study of Matisse sketching
his grandson; a slow motion study of

the artist painting a portrait; a demon-
stration through comparison of suc-

cessive sketches of Matisse's devel-

opment of a theme.
Maillol (2 reels)—picturing a day

with the sculptor in his Mediterranean
studio—his work on the statue "Har-
mony," his sketches of nature, views of

his more famous statues, engravings,
and paintings.

HOFFBERG PRODUCTIONS,
620 Ninth Ave., N. Y. 18, announces
that three new titles in its series of

special short subjects will soon be
ready: A Trip Through Space (a factual

dramatization of a journey through the

stratosphere); The Desire to Live (a

study of man's evolution from his animal

origin to the atom bomb) ; and The Pearl

of \ yat-.San ( an unusual dramatic sub-

ject with a background of the pearl

fishing industry).

UTAH DEPT. OF PUBLICITY,
Film Library, 8 W. 2 South. Salt Lake
City, offers the following sound-color
16mm films (return charges and in-

surance fee prepayable; no other
charge) : Fun in Utah; Adventure in

Color; Salt Lake City; Lest We Forget;
Call of the Canyons; Land of the Crim-
son Cliffs.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, Motion Picture Service,

announces the release of a new 16mm
sound-color film, distributed through
Regional Foresters:

Adventures of Junior Raindrop (

1

reel)—showing, through animation and
live action, the need for everyone to be
informed on good watershed manage-
ment practices.

THE WORLD TODAY, -150 W.
56th St., N. Y. 19, documentary film

I'roducers, have begun production for

Official Films on Hyde Park, a 2-reel

film on the Franklin D. Roosevelt Home
and Memorial Library. Julian Roffnian

will direct and produce the film.

B HOLLYWOOD-PANAMERI-
CAN FILMS, 5356 La Mirada Ave.,

Hollywood 27. Calif., announces the

availability of a series of five sound-
color art films, heretofore restricted

to special showings:
Five Film Exercises—representing

the first work of two young pioneers

in a new field of film production; de-

scribed as a unique contribution to

"non-objective" or "abstract" art and
of interest to students and professionals

ill art, music, dance, design, and cine-

matography. .Available individually or

as a complete set.

am With

The epic victory of

a brave man's faith!

When a courageous man, sincerely atfennpting to follow God's will,

finds fhat his pafh leads to personal tragedy, what can he believe? I AM
V^ITH YOU gives an answer of startling clarity. Filmed against gorgeous
scenic backgrounds, this thoroughly professional new feature with authen-

tic and exciting scenes of African life today and a lop-flight cast,

provides fascinating entertainment as well as high inspiration!

"Somefhing very much ouf of the ordinary . .
." Direcfor, Phelps-Stokes Fund

16 mm., 75 min., 3-year lease, $325.00; rental, $16.00 per day. Order from

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place

New York 3. N. Y.
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YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces the

following new films:

Drawing Lessons for Beginners—
a new series of teaching films for art

education, designed to show how sim-

ple pen or pencil drawing can be,

once the basic forms are mastered.

The series is being produced for Y.-XF

by Gene Byrnes, artist and writer of

books on art education, and creator of

the cartoon feature "Reg'lar Fellers."

Titles of the first releases in the series

are: Draziwg: The Triant/le; The Cir-

elc: The Rectangle: The Square—each

1 reel in lengtli.

Cooking Series—a new series of

films on cooking made especially for

high school and adult homemaking
classes. Titles of the first two re-

leases are Cooking : Planning and Or-

ganization (1 reel) and Cooking: Meas-
urements (1 reel).

Elementary Science Series (each I

reel)—new titles include What Makes a

Desert: Machines Do li'ork: and Things

Expand When Heated.

Kitty Cleans Up (1 reel)—a film for

primary grades treating problems of

diet and personal cleanliness through

a story framework.

We Make Butter (1 reel)—a film

for primary grades describing the ex-

periences of a group of children who
learned how to make butter; designed

for language activities and background
experience.

GENERAL ELECTRIC LAMP
DEPT., Nela Park, Cleveland, an-

nounces a new 16nmi sound-color film

sponsored by the G. E. Lamp Depart-

ment and produced by the Raphael

G. VN'olfF Studios of Hollywood:

The Light in Your Life—employ-
ing the latest tricks in photography and
animation to tell the story of lamps and
lighting, through a framework story

about a nine-year-old girl, played by
Eilene Janssen, Hollywood child star.

SCREEN DIRECTORS GUILD,
New York, has announced that one of

their members, George L. George, has

won the latest .\cademy Award in the

Documentary Short Subject class for

his direction of the 3-reel black and
white film Toivard Independence, a story

about the rehabilitation of paraplegics.

Last year, Leo Seltzer, also a member
of the Screen Directors Guild, won an

Academy Award with his documentary
First Steps.

CARE FILM UNIT, SO Broad St.,

N. Y. 4, announces a new 16mm and
3Smm sound film loaned free of charge,

postage prepaid, for showing to school,

church, business, and community
groups:

A Letter of Thanks (2 reels)—story

of CARE: the people who receive

C.-\RE packages, the conditions under
which they must live, what CARE
packages mean to them.

:-rv

Great musi; perlectly recorded, in a

produclion urique for its inspired blending

of sight and sound. Each subject o

complete co-nposition. Unforgettable

entertainment, yet ideal for instruction.

Excellent material (or resole to schools.

list Price: $35.00 eoch subject

ABELARD Educational Films, Inc.

1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

Writ» ut for descriptive lileioture

w (pmHA
c^HILHARMONIC

0mESTRA
"**SWlESOFl3

AND RADIO V,£NNA

Tales from the Vienna Woods

Emperor Walb

E'ne Kleine Nachtmusik

Orpheus In Hades

Serenata Noffurna

Tannhaeuser

Beethoven's
Fifth

Js' Movement

Rosamunde

Egmont

"nfint-shed Symphony

Vienna Blood

W"^'c of the Spheres

A I6mm EV£NT OF

COOPERATIVE LEAGUE of the

U.S.A., Film Dept., 343 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago 4, announces that the

16nini film Rural Co-op (2 reels), pro-

duced by the Civil Aflfairs Commission
of the War Department, has recently

been made available to the public. Filmed
in Rockingham County, Virginia, the

film deiTionstrates the value of farmers'

cooperatives to the community.

SOUTHERN PULPWOOD CON-
SERVATION ASSOCIATION, 1506
First National Bank BIdg., .Atlanta, Ga.,

is distributing a new 16mm film pro-

duced for the Association by the South-
ern Educational Film Production Serv-

ice in cooperation with the Georgia
Department of Forestry and the Flori-

da Forest Service:

Fire Call! (l;^ reels)—showing the

waste resulting from forest fires in

southern U. S., the causes of such
fires, and the system of organized for-

est protection and fire control nec-

essary.

EXCELSIOR PICTURES CORP.,
723 7th .Ave.. N. Y. 19, announces
that it has acquired the theatrical,

non-theatrical, and television rights

for a series of 24 one-reel subjects en-

titled "Forgotten News," for the en-

tire world excluding continental Eu-
rope. English, Spanish, and French
narrated prints will be made avail-

able.

SANTA FE FILM BUREAU, 80

E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.,

offers two new sound and color 16mm
sound and color films produced by the

Santa Fe Railway:
At Your Service (2>4 reels)—the

story of iriodern freight service.

Along the Santa Fe Trail (3^
reels)—a portrayal of the many pas-

senger services offered by the modern
railroad, w-ith many views of the

scenic attractions in southwestern

u. s.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTH-
ORITY, Knoxville, Tenn., offers a

new sound and color 16mm motion
picture titled Kentucky Dam, a com-
panion piece to Fontana Dam and the

second in the series of documentary
films sponsored by the T\'.\ on its

major construction projects. Kentucky
Dam describes in 20 minutes the

building of the longest darH and crea-

tion of the longest artificial body of

water east of the Rockies.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE,
Athens, Ga., announces the comple-

tion of a color motion picture about

planting trees:

Lonnie's New Crop (1 reel)-—de-

signed to encourage small farmers in

the Southern U. S. to plant pines on
land that is not otherwise productive.

Sale and loan of prints are being han-

dled by the film's sponsor. Southern

Pulpwood Conservation Association,

1507 First National Bank Bldg., At-

lanta, Ga.
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THE U. S. AIR FORCE has com-

pleted a documentary 16mm motion

picture suitable for screening in schools

and community groups:

Operations Vittles (I'A reels)—the

story of the personnel and achieve-

ments of the airlift supplying block-

aded Berlin. The film is available on

loan from Air Materiel Area head-

quarters in Middletown. Pa.; Mobile,

Ala.; Ogden, Utah; Oklahoma City,

Okla.; Sacramento, Calif.; San An-

tonio. Tex.: and Robins, Ga. It is

kvailable for purcliasc from Castle

Films. 1445 Park Ave.. N. Y. 29.

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE AS-
SOCIATION, Traffic Engineering &
Safety Dept., Pennsylvania Ave. at 17th

St., Wasliington, D. C, has available a

Teacher's Manual for the new elementary

school safety film The Safest Way. The
manual, prepared by Dr. A. W. Vander-

meer. Associate Professor of Education,

Pennsylvania State College, outlines a

project in pedestrian safety which is

correlated with the film. Both film and

manual are available from the nearest

.\.^A automobile club or from the .'\.^A

in Washington, D.C.

EDWIN SCHNATZ, Box 327.

Route 4. Xenia. Ohio, announces ex-

clusive 16mm distribution of the follow-

ing films : Peck's Bad Roy u'ith the

Circus (Tommy Kelly, Ann Gillis) ; Roll

Wagons Roll (Tex Ritter) ; Across the

Plains (Jack Randall and "Rusty" the

wonder horse) ; Tomboy (Marcia Mae
lones, Jackie Moran) ; Streets of New
York (Jackie Cooper) ; Son of the Navy
I Jimmy Dunn).

UNITED WORLD FILMS, 44?

['ark .Av'.".. X. N'. 22. have available

the fullowinii cntertainnunt films:

Buck Privates Come Home— 18

reels)—.Abbott and Costello try to

ly.ake a home for the little French

orphan they liave smuggled out of

Europe.
The Web { 10 reels)—Suspenseful ac-

tion surrounds the efforts of a pretty

secretary and a daring young lawyer

to trap a suave, wealthy lawyer ( Ella

Raines. X'incent I^rice. E d m o n d

O'Brien).

Filmstrips for

Vacation

Church School

"Happy Timet at Home"

Friend, Who Help Us''

Each. $2.00

"I^ubj"!^ ..oilobU-WocV

cololos

order from your

viiuol oidt dealer

*. 0. •> It21 — Sf. Lmh, Mo.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
SERVICE, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.

20, is distributing a new motion picture

produced by RKO Pathe's Commer-
cial Film and Television Department

for the Gorham Company:
This Gracious Heritage (2 reels)—

portraying the evolution of sterling

silver from its new world beginning

in the shop of Jabez Gorham in 18.30

to the present time.

D ARTHUR T. BRICE, P. O. Box

A2i, Koss, Calif., announces the follow-

ing 16mm sound film:
~

Meiosis—in Spermatogenesis of the

Grasshopper, Psophus Stridulus L. (2

reels)—the first production of its kind

by means of Phase-Contrast Micro-

scopy; depicts the basic process under-

lying reproduction and growth in all

forms of living things.

Lists and Catalogs

CASTLE FILMS, Division of Uni-

ted World Films, 1445 Park Ave., N. Y.

29, announces a new catalog of U. S.

Government Films for School and In-

dustry available for purchase through

Castle Films. The catalog lists and

describes 1,964 motion pictures and

filmstrips of the United States Gov-

ernment, including not only the train-

ing films of the U. S. Office of Edu-

cation but films of twelve other Gov-

ernment agencies, including recent De-

partment of State releases.

STERLING FILMS, 61 W. 56th

St., N. Y. 19, recently issued a new,

16-page, illustrated catalog of Home
Movie sul)jects. Included are films

for children, sport films, musical con-

certs, adventure films, and many spe-

cial releases. Special attention is given

to Sterling's film Basic Motion Picture

Technique, produced by Celluloid College.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
School of Public Health, Dept. of Nu
trition, 695 Huntington Ave., Boston

IS, Mass., has compiled a film bibliog-

raphy of nutrition education subjects.

It is given in two parts: elementary

grades (25c) and junior and senior

high schools (50c). The films are

listed by subject-matter areas.

PROGRESSIVE CITIZENS OF
AMERICA, Film Division, N. Y. State

Chapter, 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17,

offers A Selected Guide to Documen-
tary Films entitled "Films for Prog-

ress." Films listed and described are

arranged under subject-matter head-

ings, which include .(Ktomic Energy,

Democracy and Political Action, Hous-

ing, International Understanding, Race

Relations, Rehabilitation, and United

Nations Organization.

NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF
CANADA, 620 5th Ave.. X. Y. 20,

has issued a new catalog supplement
" listing 71 additional 16mm sound

titles, with descriptions. .Mso avail-

able is a new list of filmstrips pro-

duced by the National Film Board in

Ottawa.

ART EDUCATION, INC., Brown-

Robertson Co., 6 E. 34th St., N.Y. 16,

has available a folder listing its Muse-

um Color Prints of Famous Paintings.

The Museum Color Prints are repro-

duced from the original paintings. The
color surface is about 8" x 10".

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
EDUCATIONAL FILMS, 201 Alum-

ni House, Columbia University, N. Y.

27. a newly-established film library,

offers its first catalog of selected edu-

cational and informational films for

both classroom and adult use. In-

cluded are films on teacher education,

peoples of the world, health educa-

tion, and mechanical drawing.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film reital libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, proiection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films (P)
P. O. Box 3088, Hcllyv^ood, Cal.

Assoc'ation f^ilms (PD)
35 W. 45*h St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Jjrk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Ba:ley Films, Inc. (PD)
20-'4 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD)
Catholic Movies (D)

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

(P)Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, II

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S, W. I31h Ave., Portland 5, Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 EucI'd Ave.. Cleveland 15, Ohio

Genersl Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (P)

533 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6121/2 S. RIdgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninih Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

ln;titutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19. N. Y.

internafonal Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

13 Park Row, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organization (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madiscn Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W, 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition

369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N
MoguH's. Inc.

I 12-1 14 W. 48th St.. New York 19,

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N.
Official Films, Inc.

25 V.'. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

0;t—John Ott Film Library, Inc.

730 Elm St., Winnetka. III.

The Princeton Film Center

( 55 Mountain Ave., Princeton. N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.
206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

(P)

. Y.

(D)

N. Y.

(PD)
Y.

(P)

(PD)

(PD)

(D)

Religious Film Assn. (Continued)

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)

321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)

614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5. Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa,

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width t6mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television: Cr^mmercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16. 35. ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (Dj

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8. Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)

112-114 W. 48th St., New York 19. N. Y.

Natco. Inc. (M)
4401 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

GET A HEAD START!

Right now, before you plan your va-

cation, get your subscription ''fixed up"

for next school year. If your subscription

is due to expire within the next couple of

months, you'll save time by renewing to-

day. Mail the coupon below now.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

Please renew my subscription for:

D One year, $3.00 (In U.S.A.)

D Two years, $5.00 (In U.S.A.)

Name

Address

City and State

O Payment enclosed. D PI end bil
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To Increase (he usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been Inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Rallce Company (D|

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

FILMSTRIPS

Revere Camera Co.
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

(Ml

Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

(D)

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

(D)

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

(D)

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine Bl.dg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

(D)

Victor Animatograph Corp.
A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.

(M)

Davenport, Iowa

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Brltannica Films, Inc. (P)

Wilmette, III.

Informative Classioom Picture Publishers (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road. Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences

599E— Suffern, N. Y.

(D)

(P)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SLIDES
KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. 3I/4 x 4I/4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (0-2)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

1949. 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS

* Lists almost 7000 films

* Synopsis of eacli film

* Wliere to get eacli film—prices

* Films on every subject

* Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS. YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS

Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK

-LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Book. I enclose $1.50.

Addre

City

State

D Check here If you wish to ba billed.

Keystone View Co. (P-4)

Meadville, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2)

145 W. 45th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP. SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y,

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)

245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomowoc, Wis.

Rallte Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, 111.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomingdale, Chicago 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. |D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pe.
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Filmstrips

and Slides

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,
2821 E, Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, an-

nounces a new series of four discus-

sional filmstrips in color titled "Four
Great American Presidents" (Washing-
ton, JeflFerson, Jackson, and Lincoln),

produced by Curriculum Films, Inc.

Each filmstrip is designed to explain

the significance of the man's life in

terms of the background against which
he moved.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, 100 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11,

announces the availability of the follow-
ing series of filmstrips:

Primary Health Series (color)—four
filmstrips persenting the fundamentals
of healthful living through framework
stories about two children and their

everyday experiences. Titles include:

A Surprise for Susan and Peter—Per-
sonal Hygiene; Susan and Peter Go to

Market—Proper Nutrition; Susan and
Peter Visit Grandfather's Farm—Proper
Grozvth; Susan and Peter Dress to Match
the Weather—Proper Dress. The art

work for the series is original.

Maternal and Child Welfare Series
(color)—three filmstrips produced by
the National Film Board of Canada
and distributed by S.V.E., each ac-
companied by a teaching manual. Titles
include: Feminine Hygiene; Nine to Get
Ready—Pregnancy; Introducing Baby.

America Helps Europe Series—three
filmstrips produced with the coopera-
tion of the .American F'riends Serv-
ice Committee and visualizing Europe's
present needs and how American vol-
untary aid has helped fill these needs.
Titles include: The Story of Hunger in
Europe; The Story of Clothing in
Europe; European Youth Asks a Chance.

m LONG FILMSLIDE SERVICE,
944 Regal Road, Berkeley 8, Calif.,

presents two new filmstrip series of
simple, true-to-life stories with ques-
tion and discussion frames and current
textbook and motion picture refer-
ences :

Community Helpers—five filmstrips
designed for use in the second and
third grades. Titles include: The Fire-
man (color)

; The Postman (color) ; The
Policeman (color)

; The Grocer; The
Baker.

Jack Series—three filmstrips, the first

two designed for use in the third to
sixth grades, the third for use in the
sixth to ninth grades. Titles are; Jack
Banks His Sa-inngs; Jack Takes a Trip
by Bus; Jack Sees the News Made.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
Text-Flim Dept., 330 W. 42nd St.!
N. Y. 18, announces a new series of
nine filmstrips on chemistry for use in

236

liigh schools and junior colleges cor-

related with the textbook "Chemistry
for Our Times" by Weaver and Foster.

Titles include : The Kinetic Molecular

/'hcory; The Atomic Theory; The Chem-
ical Formula; Equations; The Struc-

ture of the Atom; Ionization; Acid and
Basic Solutions; Electrolysis; The Peri-

odic Table.

m NATIONAL EDUCATION AS-
SOCIATION, 1201 16th St., NW,
Washington 6, D. C, has prepared a

new S5-franie filmstrip on federal aid

to schools titled Toward Better Schools
for All Children. Local education as-

sociations and other groups may obtain

a print, together with an illustrated hand-
book, from their state association on a

loan basis or may purchase a copy di-

rectly from NEA.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces the

release of two new filmstrips on the
subject of sibling rivalry, one titled

Dat'id and His Family (30 frames) for

children at the primary grade level, and
the other titled Daind's Bad Day (36
frames) for parents and teachers. Both
deal with a life situation in which the
advent of a new baby in the family
necessitates personality readjustments on
the part of a four-year-old boy.

B RUDOLF SCHICK PUBLISH-
ING CO., 700 Riverside Drive, N. Y.
31, has available in its "Filmette" li-

brary filmstrips on a wide variety of
subjects: technology, trade, geography,
ethnology, commerce, natural history,
fine arts, applied arts, history, religion,

fairy tales, etc. A complete listing of
titles will be sent on request. Also
available from Rudolf Schick is a new
folder describing instructive anatomi-
cal wall charts, each in color and avail-
able with explanations in English,
Spanish, and French.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
X. Y. 20, announces the availability of
the following filmstrips from Britain:
Royal Anniversary—recording the

celebration of the Silver Wedding an-
niversary of King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth.

Food from the Land—showing how
increased acreage and the replanning
of crops have enabled Britons to main-
tain a healthy, though austere, diet
throughout the period of post-war re-
adjustment.

SARRA, INC., 16 E. Ontario St.,

CIncago II, announces that it has just
completed five filmstrips for the
Household Finance Corporation de-
signed for showings before women's
groups, home economics classes, and
similar groups. Basic principles of
food buying are covered in the intro-
ductory filmstrip. "Spending Your
Food Dollars." The' four following
strips discuss the details of buying
fruits and vegetables; meats; fish,

poultry, and eggs; processed foods;
dairy products and fats and oils.
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VICTOR SALUTES WASHINGTON!

W,000
WASHINGTON STUDENTS

ARE LEARNING MORE THROUGH

16mm VISUAL EDUCATION

[ligrfUMhiTf^

Victor 16mm sound movie projectors are widely used

in the State of Washington, where more than 200,000 students

are enjoying the unequalled advantages of visual learning.

The superior quality and faultless performance of Victor

projectors are recognized by educational leaders in Washington

and throughout the nation—the result of relentless efforts

by Victor to pioneer, develop and produce the finest

in 16mm school equipment.

Victor 16mm Sound Movie Projectors . . . now available

for as little as $295.00 . . . are unquestionably today's

outstanding educational value. Write today for information on

Victor's complete price and utility range in sound projectors.

SjC figures rettastd by Dr. A. J. Foy Croii,

Director of Vitual Education and Exttntion

Services, Central V/athington College o/

Education, Ellensburg, Washington,

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-WRIOHT COKPOHATION
Dept. G-22 • Home Office and Factory: Datenpori, Iowa
New York • Chicago • Distributors Throughout the World



Increase Student Interest and

Understanding with Educational Filmstrips . .

.

Thousands of schools which are using educational filmstrips to supplement

classroom instruction today look to S.V.E. as a one-stop source of filmstrip

material and projection equipment. The S.V.E. Libraries of filmstrips and
2" X 2" color slides provide materials which can be used to visualize most

subjects in the school curriculum. We invite you to consult us concerning

your visual education needs.

Write for your copy of the newly revised Picturol Catalog

listing over a thousand filmstrips in the S.V.E.

Library. Asli for name of the Educational

Dealer nearest vou.

^K2WO^ Deliveries have started on

The New S.V.E. "Instructor" 300

Tri-Purpose

2"x2" Slides

Filmstrips

New From the Base Up!

New duo-threading . . . fast "push-in-style" or conven-

tional . . . smooth film advance forward or backward . .

without tearing or scratching film . . . these are but few

of the many features of this outstanding new projector.

An improved optical system with all elements coated pro-

vides maximum screen brilliance and full color value from
color slides. Changing from slides to filmstrips or vice

versa can be accomplished quickly as filmstrip masks and
aperture glasses are a single self-contained unit. The wide,

stindy base of the new projector prevents tipping. Smooth
and positive Micro-tilt elevator. New Morocco Bronze
Crackle finish with satin chrome trim.

Complete with semi-automatic slide changer, Wocoted
S.V.E. 5" .Anastigmat lens and attractive two-tone lift off

case, the "Instructor" 300 is being introduced at $90.

New Releases For Immediate Delivery . . .

NATURE'S GREATEST TREASURE SERIES

The first in a series of filmstrips dealing with our coal industry,
Coal, Where We Find It and How We Mine It, was produced
cooperatively by the Bituminous Coal Institute and S.V.E. It illus-

trates not only all the important steps in our modern production
of coal but also explains how coal was formed by nature ages
ago. Each filmstrip in black and white with captions and
manual S3.00

BASIC SCIENCE SERIES

Three additions to the basic ele-

mentary science series produced co-

operatively by S.V.E. and Row,
Peterson and Company, The Air

About Us, Our Ocean of Air and
Living Things, makes the number
of strips in this series total seven.

Each filmstrip in black and white

with captions and manual $3.00

Living Things available only in

color $7.00

GENERAL SCIENCE WHY SERIES

Why Does the Wind Blow? Why
Does the Weather Change? and Why
the Seasons? — these first three strips

of a new science series are designed

to help the elementary science pupil

understand the basic principles re-

sponsible for our climate and daily

\veather changes. Each filmstrip in

black and white with captions and

subtitles S3.00

COMMUNITY HELPERS SERIES (LONG)

For the primary student, this new
series of Bve filmstrips calls atten-

tion to those faithful community

servants who contribute so much to

the life of the ordinary American

community but whose services are

seldom appreciated. The Fireman,

The Postman, The Policeman, The
Grocer and The Baker are included.

Each filmstrip in black and white

with captions $3.00

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC.

100 EAST OHIO STREET CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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MARK OF QUALITY IN PROJECTION INSTRUMENTS

In schools, colleges, churches, auditoriums
—wherever there is a thorough teaching

job to do—you'll find Spencer Delinea-

scopes. Some of them project standard

slides, some miniature slides, some slide-

film, some opaque material—but all

are identical in these respects: they

have precision optics, they are built

to last and they are made by one of the

world's leading optical instrument manu-
facturers. Constant research and develop-

ment on Spencer Delineascopes always as-

sures you of improved brilliance and clarity

of image, operating coolness, and mechan-
ical convenience. Ask your projection dis-

tributor to show you the Spencer Delinea-

scopes, or, for literature, write Dept.T 12.

American ^ Optical
COMPANY

Scientific Instrument Division
Buffalo II, New York

Ma^^r^i o/ 9^ine Sfcienti^ic Jn^itrumenti ^ok Over /OO '3/earA

SPENCER
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• If you show 16 mm. movies in a

large auditorium — school, chapel,

hotel ballroom, industrial theatre or

other room, seating from 100 to 1000

f)eople—give your audience the finest

projection of all! The carbon arc is

four times brighter than the next best

16 mm. light source. The "National"

"Pearlex" Carbon Arc provides

highest visibility and perfect color

balance.

A number of leading manufactur-

ers now offer 16 mm. projectors fitted

240

with the carbon arc lamp. Mail the

coupon at right and we'll send you

more details on the arc— and we will

also ask the equipment dealer near-

est you to tell you all about the

projector.

The registered trade-marks "National" and

"Pearlex" distinguish carbons produced by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Cort>oralion

30 Ea«( 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Ogicts: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallaa,

Kansas City, New York. Pittsburgh, San Francisco

National Carbon Company, Inc.

30 fast 42nd St., New york 17, N. Y.

Please send me complete details on

"National" Carbons for 16 mm. projec-

tion... and ask my local dealer to ex-

plain the advantages of the projection

equipment. Oept. ES

Educafional Screen



New Releases

Coronet Films

FROM

Here arc five timely new additions

to the popular, ever expanding Coronet

Instructional Film library. Based on

the most modern and effective teaching

principles, each of these excellent

sound motion pictines . . . whether

produced in the Coronet studio

or shot by one of the Coronet production

units overseas ... is technically and

academically the finest film in its

particular subject area for yoiu- classroom

use. And the Coronet film library

covers the curriculum.

Enthusiastic reports from educators

all across the land daily attest

to the effectiveness and growing

demand for Conmet Films.

For a complete catalog and full

information on preview, purchase,

lease-purchase, or rental sources,

write to Coronet Films.

LAW AND SOCIAL
CONTROLS
Wendell W. Wright, Ph.D.,
Dean, School of Education, In-

diana University

MHT]Vi [fflf ij|

^•:
- >-'"i/c?

.A

'/i
„ \i

LIFE IN THE CENTRAL
VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA
W. R. McConneli, Ph.D., Profes-
sor of Geography, Miami Univer-
sity, Oxford, Ohio

CHOOSING YOUR
OCCUPATION
John N. Given, Supervisor of
Business Education, Los Angeles
City Board of Education

WRITING BETTER
BUSINESS LETTERS
J. Paul Leonard,
dent, Son Francisco

Ph.D.
State

. Preii-
College

1r*1
t
ii

1iy^ t^k
H^^\ w^

ATTITUDES AND HEALTH
Dean F, Smiley, M.D., and Fred
V. Hein, Ph.D., Consultants in
Health and Fitness, Bureau of
Health Education, American
Medical Association

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING

CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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Recognition by Texas

Editor :

No true Texan could have connoted
the implicit distinctiveness of Texas more
explicitly than did you in your editorial

footnote to Floyde E. Brooker's excel-

lent article, "Toward an ' A-V World
Community," in your May issue, wherein
you boasted of your circulation in some
29 foreign countries and 5 territories

of the United States and then added

(after dots and dashes) "and Texas."

Such appraisal of Texas by non-Tex-

ans has long made headlines, but such

subtle recognition in an editor's foot-

note comments is sufficiently rare as to

warrant special congratulation and com-
mendation to you from Texas.

Hugh C. Proctor

Director, Radio and Visual Education
State Department of Education
Austin, Texas

Recognition by Texas, implicit or

explicit, is no sitmll honor in itself, but

—Do these words, carved

on the Statue of Liberty,

reflect the true spirit of

America ?—That was

Anne's question.

rfjjj^

ANSWER
^ ANNE

PRESENTS WITH HEARTWARMING DRAMA
WHAT ANNE DISCOVERED ABOUT HER AVERAGE

AMERICAN COMMUNITY WHEN SHE QUERIED HER
FELLOW TOWNSPEOPLE ABOUT RECEIVING

DISPLACED PERSONS

"... superbly done. Its "Lena Peterson, rising young
strength and technique tell Broadway star, is perfectly
its story beautifully." cast as Anne."
—Itat Fowler, Director of

—^"'n News.
Films, American Broadcasting "Eminently useable "
^"^ —S. F. Mack, Pres. Life

TKis film, originally produced for National Lutheran Council by Caravel Films, has been
especially revised for use by non-Lutheran groups.

ANSWER FOR ANNE
40 min., 16min, sound; rental, $10.00

Note to Film Libraries: Write at once for attractive terms to

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Aitor Place, New York 3. N. Y.
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almost as gratifying is the knozvlcdge
that some Screen readers read even 6-

point footnotes . . . no greater devotion

. . .—Ed.

Listing Post

Editor :

Have noticed in the past two issues
that a list of the summer courses has
been shown indicating Audio-Visual Aids
classes. Apparently you have no one to
gather the latest happenings in this area.
This Institution (Michigan State Nor-
mal College, Ypsilanti) started a for-
mal department of Audio-Visual Aids
last fall. Courses in Audio- Visual Meth-
ods in Education are offered every se-
mester, including summer sessions.

Ralph G. Peterson
Director, Audio-Visual Aids Center
Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti

Editor ;

Your printing of courses ... has been
a great help in making contacts with
students, professional personnel, and
manufacturers.

Ernest R. LaFollette
state Teachers College
Edinboro, Pennsylvania

Editor :

Our director of summer session has
already sent you information about our
audio-visual courses. He neglected to
put in one item. On July 7 San Diego
State College plans to have a conference
on the administration of an instructional
materials program. At this conference
we plan to display, in a dramatic pre-
sentation, an ideal audio-visual work-
shop room. Following this presentation
we plan to have teachers tell the ad-
ministrators which of these things they
need most in their systems to meet this
ideal program. The afternoon session
"ill be devoted to a discussion by the ad-
ministrators of the best methods of meet-
ing these requests made by teachers. We
feel that this type of conference is es-
sential in the audio-visual growth of our
state.

Fked Harcleroad
Director, Audio-Visual Education
San Diego State College, Calif.

Lewis on Television

Editor :

In building a file on television in edu-
cation for background use in a local re-
gional survey of the subject at Boston
University, I have found little information
of any value. Among the many articles
of general interest listed in the Educa-
tional Index, the ones by Philip Lewis
have contained the most useful information
about the subject. If . . . you could direct
me to any source of information that
concerns itself with techniques, experi-
ments, and especially measurements of
effectiveness of television in education, I
should be most appreciative.

Alfred L. Villa, jr.

Dorchester, Mass.

Reader Villa and others zfill be inter-
ested in a TV bibliography presented by
Philip Le-ais on page 257 of this issue.—

Ed.
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two great sound projectors

- to meet two distinct needs

Send for Booklets

Mail coupon for full details on the Premier "20"

and new Ampro Compact. Also send 10c for in-

teresting booklet "The Amazing Story of 16mm.
Sound Morion Pictures" ( the illustrated story of

how sound pictures are made and projected)—and
FREE copy of " A New Tool for Teaching" (the

story of sound films in the classroom). These in-

formative booklets will be mailed to you postpaid.

Ampro Premier "20"
16mm. projector approved

by school systems everyv^here

For larger audiences— in larger rooms— the

Ampro Premier "20" offers numerous advan-

tages. It delivers high quality sound reproduc-

tion— in ample volume. It provides efficient

illumination, brilliantly clear. It is dependable,

easy to thread, simple to operate. It is gentle to

precious film, easy to service. The many special

features that make up Ampro's "superior qual-

ity" have been developed through 20 years of

experience— and millions of performances!

That's why thousands of Ampro projectors are

used and approved by this country's leading

school systems, religious denominations, univer-

sities, government departments and industrial

concerns. Before you decide—ask your Ampro
dealer for a demonstration. And be sure to send

for full detailed story of Ampro Premier "20".

Ampro *Xompact"
—a complete portable 1 6mm.

sound projection unit in ONE case:

For moderate-sized audiences—in smaller rooms

or classrooms—the Ampro Compact is ideal. It

is portable—the entire unit including projector,

amplifier, detachable speaker and cord, extra 400'

reel and film, is contained in one compact case.

Through special counter-balancing mechanism,

projector swings up into operating position in

one easy movement. Has many special Ampro
features. Operates unusually quietly, delivers

Ampro quality sound and illumination—and is

economically priced. Send for illustrated cir-

cular giving full details.

Ampro Corporation • Chicago 18, III.

A General Pfecision Equioment Corporation Subsidiary

IN CANADA:
Tetephoto Industries Limited, 1438 Yonge Street, Toronto

• TrMd* MKTk Ke«. U.S. Pat. Off.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2635 N. Weilern Avenua
Chicago 18, Illinois ,ES649

Please send me full details ond price of the AMPRO
Premier* "20" and Ampro Compact Projector.

I enclose 10c for a copy of the illustrated book-

let "The Amazing Story of 16mm. Sound Motion

Pictures."

Also send FREE copy of ' 'A New Tool for Teaching."

Nome-

Add ress_

City _Stol«_
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You are invited . . . don't miss . .

Classroom teachers in your
schools will be interested in
tiro new series of filmstrlps
released by YAF recently.

SHAKESPEARE SERIES; 8 black
and white filmstrlps dealing
with Shakespeare's life and
plays. Based on stills from
recent photoplays. For high
schools and colleges

INTRODUCTION TO SHAKESPEARE
SHAKESPEARE'S THEATER
HAMLET
MIDSUMMER-NIGHT'S DREAM
AS YOU UKE IT
MACBETH
ROMEO AND JULIET
HENRY V

Price: 122.60 per set.

•

PEOPLE ARE PEOPLE SERIES;

6 black and white filmstrlps
based on a series of picture-
stories published by Ladies '

Home Journal . Follows the
daily life of 12 families
over the \«orld to show how
other people live. For elem-
entary and high schools.

PART 1 - The 12 Families,
How They Farm, Their Food

PART 2 - How They Shop,
Their Kitchens

PART 3 - How They Bathe,
At Bedtine

PART 4 - How They Play,
Their Laundry

PART 6 - How They Get Around,
How They Worship

PART 6 - How They Study,
At Home

Price: tl6.60 per set.

«

••I

»

*

Write for our latest catalogs *
of filmstrlps and 16mm teach-
ing films. Titles for all grade
levels and all subjects. *

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS. INC.

18 East 4Ut Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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THEi1949 NATIONAL A-V CONVENTION

FKOM Ai.i. WALKS of the a-v world,

those interested in and working wilii

audio-visual materials will come together

at Chicago's Hotel Sherman July 29 to

August 3 for the 1949 National Audio-

Visual Convention. A coordinated pro-

gram has been planned by the National

Association of Visual Kducation Dealers,

the Educational Film Library Associa-

tion, the Film Council of America, and
the Midwest Forum on Audio-\'isual

Aids.

NAVED
• Dr. Kenneth McFari.and, Superin-

tendent of Schools, Topeka. Kansas, will

be the featured speaker at the opening
meeting of the NAVED-ANFA con-

vention on Monday morning, August 1.

it has been announced by Roy Van
Brunt of Milwaukee, chairman of the

1949 NAVED Convention Planning
Committee. The session will be a joint

meeting of N.WED, EFL.A, FC.A and
the Midwest Foruin.

Dr. McFarland is nationally known
as a school executive and public speaker.

A native Kansan. he is widely known in

educational circles for his development
ol the unit plan of school administrative
organization. In the course of his e.x-

tensive travels, he has acquired a first-

hand knowledge of business and indus-
try which has placed him in demand as

a speaker and consultant in these fields.

With his office in the center of the coun-
try, it has been said of him that "the
whole of .America is his classroom and
,\mericans everywhere arc his students."
His speeches have been acclaimed for
their pleasing blend of information, in-

spiration, and good humor.
The N.WED Trade Show, featuring

the latest and best in audio-visual equip-
ment and materials, will open at 10:30
a.m. on Sunday, July 31. The Trade
Show and N.4VED meetings will con-
tinue through Wednesday, August 3.

EFLA

• The Educational Film Library As-
sociation has planned a program to meet
the needs of those concerned with audio-
visual education in its widest sense. There
will be three general sessions—the first,

on Friday afternoon, July 29, a welcome
and introduction to the program to fol-

low. At the Saturday morning session,
July 30. Dr. Edgar Dale of Ohio State
University, EFL.A's representative on the
National Commission for Unesco, will
speak on Unesco in terms of what EFLA
can do, followed by a discussion panel.
The Sunday afternoon speaker will dis-
cuss what business and industry are do-
ing with a-v materials.

The two P:FL.A evaluation sessions,
on Friday and Sunday evenings, will re-
peat the iiattcrn used in last year's

DR. KENNETH McFARLAND

highly successful "The E.xperts Look at

Films." Films will be screened and dis-

cussed by a panel—with plenty of op-

portunity for di.scussion from the floor.

Questions to be taken up in EFL.A sec-

tional discussion meetings will concern

audio-visual center operations, in-serv-

ice training programs, educational and
commercial film production, distribution

o: a-v materials, and related subjects.

Ernest Tiemann of the .Audio-N'isual

Center of Indiana University and James
P. Fitzwater. Director of Visual Edu-
cation of the Chicago Schools, are co-

chairmen of the EFL.\ Conference Com-
mittee.

FCA
• The Film Coincil of .America has

planned the biggest annual meeting in

its history. With Saturday afternoon

and evening of July 30 and Sunday morn-
ing, July 31, re.served for FC.A sessions,

L. C. Larson of Indiana University,

chairman of the Board of Trustees of

the FC.A, and a special conference com-
mittee, headed by Paul Wagner of Bell

and Howell, have planned a program in

which F"ilni Council representatives from
all parts of the country will participate.

Those attending the meetings will hear

a dramatic exposition of how the major
goals of FC.A arc being achieved. Fol-

lowing in general outline the pattern

of the How-Tt)-Do-It booklets issued

b\ FC.A, brief talks and audio-visual

demonstrations will be given. Case his-

tories of how area chairmen meet their

responsibilities and goals of establishing

new councils and what tools they use

to accomplish these ends will start the

progranL .Among other topics scheduled

are : how to keep a community council

(Continued on page 246)
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he KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector-witi

jlli#ri>-Pfojection

'^ftochment

Micro-Objective in

Mount, Replacing
Regular Projection
Objective.

M/cro-Pro/eeffon in a well-Ughted room. Keystone
Overhead with M/'cro-Pro/ect/on Aftachmenf in Use.

High-school, college, and university science classes, hos-

pital laboratories, and Industrial research departments
now can have an Inexpensive micro-projector with an

8-power objective magnifying 106 diameters when projector Is only 8 feet from the

screen or, at the same distance, a 20-power objective magnifying 330 diameters.

Micro-Projector Table,

Raising Micro Slide to

Concentrated Light
Area.

Defaif of

M/cro-Pro/ecfion
Attachment,

High-School Teacher: "Now the class can see

a microscopic slide all af once. We can look af

live specimens and moving microscopic life am-

plified to a large clear projection on the screen.

Saves time and makes learning more certain.

Excellent for use in laboratory periods."

Doctor: "Now several of us can look at micro

slides together. Makes consultations more help-

ful. Saves time."

Industrial Research Director: "With this pro-

jector we can easily hold conferences where

several persons can see what the condition is.

Also valuable for high power inspection of small

parts."

The Most Versatile Projector Becomes Even More Valuable. Uses standard

(3"/4"x4") slides, sub-standard (2"x2") slides, handmade slides and NOW micro slides.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa
Since 1892—Producers of Superior Visual Aids
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Coordinated Program

NATIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL CONVENTION

Hotel Sherman. Chicago, July 29-August 3, 1949

FRIDAY, JULY 29

9:30 a.m. -all day—Registration for Educational Filnn Library Association—West
Room, 1st floor.

2 to 6 p.m.—Registration for National Association of Visual Education Dealers

—

Parlor O, Mezzanine Floor.

2 to 3 p.m.—EFLA General Session—West Room, 1st Floor.

3:15 to 5:15 p.m.—EFLA Sectional Meetings—Rooms 104, 106, 110 and West Room.

8 p.m.—EFLA Evaluation Session: "The Experts Look at Films"—Followed by Re-

ception. West Room.

SATURDAY, JULY 30

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.—NAVED Registration—Parlor O, Meizanine Floor.

9 to 10 a.m.—EFLA General Session—West Room, 1st Floor.

10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.—EFLA Sectional Meetings—Rooms 104, 106, III, 114, and
116.

2 p.m. to 5 p.m.—Film CouDcil of America Meeting—Louis XVI Room.

8 p.m.—Film Council of America meeting—Louis XVI Room.

SUNDAY, JULY 31

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.—NAVED Registration—Parlor O, Mezzanine Floor.

9 a.m.—FCA meeting—Louis XVI Room.

10:30 a.m.— Initial opening of the NAVED Trade Show—South Mezzanine.

4 to 6 p.m.—NAVED Women's Tea—Grey Room.

2 p.m.—EFLA General Session and Business Meeting—West Room.

2 p.m. to 4 p.m.—Annual Meeting of the National Association of Visual Education
Dealers—Louis XVI Room.

6 p.m.—Trade Show closes for the day.

8 p.m.—EFLA's Second Evaluation Session: "The Experts Look at Films" Louis
XVI Room.

MONDAY, AUGUST I

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.—NAVED Registration- Parlor O, Mezzanine Floor.

9:30 a.m.—NAVED Opening General Session—Joint Meeting with EFLA FCA and
Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual Aids-Louis XVI Room.

10:30 a.m.—Trade Show opens for the day.

2:30 to 5 p.m.—Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual Aids—Crystal Room.

6 p.m.—Trade Show closes for the day.

8 p.m.—Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual Aids—West Room.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.—NAVED Registration—Parlor O, Mezzanine Floor.

10:30 a.m.—Trade Show opens for the day.

'=^° *? JJ;^°
a^.-NAVED Conference Groups (2 simultaneous meetingsl-

Louis XVI and Crystal Rooms.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3

10:30 a.m.—Trade Sliow opens for the day.

9:30 to 11:30 a.m.—NAVED Conference Groups—Louis XVI and Crystal Rooms.
3 p.m.—Final closing of Trade Show.

(Ij iianiic ; luiw to ctHKluct surveys of com-

munity film needs ; how to establish

community film information centers; and

lirohlems of film evaluation and liow to

obtain films in the average comnumily.

A dinner meeting has been planned for

.Saturday evening.

Business meetings to be held include

a meeting of the Senate. Friday morn-
ing. July 29; a meeting of the Board

of Trustees, Friday afternoon, at which

Glen Burch, F.xecutivc Director, will

present the 1948-49 annual report; and

a general business session on Sunday
morning, July .M.

MIDWEST FORUM
• Thk \linwKST FoRiM on .Audio-

Visual Aids will meet throughout Mon-
day, .August 1. A panel discussion has

been planned for Monday afternoon on

"Progress in .Audio-Visual Aids." Floyde

E. Brooker. Chief. V^isual Aids to Edu-

cption, U. S. Office of Education, is the

panel chairman
;

panel members include

Edgar Dale, Walter Wittich, Vernon
Nickell. and others. The Monday eve-

ning session will feature Dr. Harold

Hand, Professor of Education at the

University of Illinois, in a discussion of

"Audio-Visual -Aids to the Curriculiun."

The Midwest Forum program has been

planned by Orlin D. Trapp. chairman,

Verne Stockman, vice-chairman. Joseph

Dickman. secretary-treasurer, and Syd-

ney Alkire, James Bambrick, Millard

Bell, Harold Laatz. Mrs. B. E. Little,

James Fitzwater, Ben Sylla, and E. C
Waggoner.

National Institute

For A-V Selling

The National Institute for .Audio-

X'isual Selling, sponsored by the National

.Association of \'isual Education Dealers

(with which is combined the .Allied Non-
Theatrical Film .Association), will be

held at Indiana University, Bloomington,

June 27 to July 1, 1949. .An intensive

training course designed to prepare a-v

dealers, their .salesmen, and film library

managers and bookers to do business

more eflfectively and more profitably,

the Institute will include three major

courses: I, Management Problems; II,

.Salesmanship; III, Commercial Film Li-

brary Management.
The "faculty" will be made up about

equally of university instructors and

leading representatives of industry. The
hitter include Paul E. Jones (Indianapolis

banker), Henry H. Gerber. Margaret

Ostrom, Herb Myers, Jim Goodsell,

Robert Bussian (.Amjjro counsel), Brun-

son Motley, Mary Kretschnier, God-
frey Elliott, Bob Shoemaker, Edward G.

Mayer, Milton Salzburg, O. H. Coelln.

Larry Saltzman, Sophie Hohne, Bill

Kruse, W. H. Eyles. .M. L. Stoepple-

werth. Enrollment is reported to be equally

heavy for all three basic courses. There
will be a reception on Sunday evening,

June 26, with all Indiana a-v dealers as

hosts, and a dinner on July 1 at which

certificates will be issued to students and

faculty of the FIRST such institute

ever to be held in active collaboration

between education and industrv.
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"Bringing

the world

to the classroom"

is only half

the job of

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS

For 20 years teachers have brought distant lands and peoples into the classroom . .

.

utilized elaborate scientific laboratories . . . made exciting field trips into modern

industrial plants ... all with Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

What the film brings to the classroom is always important. But even more

important is what the pupil takes away. That is the other half of the job . . . and you

can always depend on EBFilms to do it.

Conceived by educators who understand teachers' problems, EBFilms are first

and always teaching tools. Literally every foot of EBFilm is designed as a specific learn-

ing experience for young eyes and ears. EBFilms impart vital learning concepts force-

fully and absorbingly. Youngsters grasp them, understand them, and remember them
U TH km I FIlK Ctmcll

, r i

I . int c««..it,< long after class is over.

^
Wtlti: FU, I W. Oiurii SI., tklcati II

It's little wonder that more than 70% of all classroom films used in American

schools are EBFilms.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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We wish for summer students

success and profitable experiences

COMMENCEMENT

• Not the month of June, but summer time seems to be the tradi-

tional time for commencing in the field of audio-visual education.

This summer, as for many summers past, hundreds of teachers and

other group leaders will start out to gain systematic experience in

the audio-visual field. They will be enrolled in university and college

classes across the nation—from San Diego State College to the

University of Maine. What will this experience mean to them?

For some who are enrolled it will mean a turning point in their

lives and the commencement of exciting professional careers. Even

though they may have known about and used audio-visual materials

and methods previously, they will gain new vision as they make up

their minds to specialize in this field and set their sights on positions

of administrative and creative responsibility. Among them will be

those who will some tomorrow solve many of the production, distri-

bution, and utilization problems that perplex us so today. Upon them

will rest the responsibility of adapting to education's purposes the

electronic wonders of communication that lie beyond television. For

a few, this summer's experience can be a commencement to that

kind of career.

For many others—most of those who are enrolled in summer
courses—the experience can mark the commencement of new satis-

factions that will come from becoming better teachers. Summer
courses in audio-visual instruction are notably practical; what is

learned can be put to immediate use. Teachers, church workers, and

group leaders of all kinds are in the business of communications.

Their jobs deal basically with the communication of ideas, knowl-

edge, understandings, skills. Audio-visual materials and equipment

are the basic tools for better communications; and learning to use

audio-visual methods skillfully is a sure way to better teaching.

Educational Screen salutes the many hundreds upon their

commencement of new learnings in the audio-visual field. The tools

of the field are greater in variety and better in quality than ever be-

fore. New audio-visual materials are being more intelligently pro-

duced and are better suited to their purposes than at any time in the

history of education. We wish for summer students success and profit-

able experience as they learn to use these new tools of communication.

We salute, too, their teachers—the audio-visual leaders who
have assumed the responsibility of teaching audio-visual methods

—

and repeat a hope expressed a year ago. We hope that audio-visual

courses will be audio-visual in method as well as in name.
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Advice for would-be

teacher-producers

g^t

to WotU
A British Columbia beauty spot

is "on location" for a film-nnaking teacher,

his wife, and their boys for the sumoier

SNUGGLED ill the rough shoreline off Indian Arm lies

Deep Cove, British Coluinhia, Canada. This beauty

spot, as its name denotes, is really a deep water

cove, situated at the foot of rugged mountains which,

towering from 3000 to 7000 feet high, form both sides of

Indian Arm. While actually only 14 miles east of Van-
couver, Deep Cove holds the primitive beauty and
grandeur of the real north northwest. It was on our

first visit to this natural gem that Mrs. Miller and I

agreed and said, "Here it is
!"

We Millers, that is, Mrs. Helen Miller and the writer,

had been taking groups of select schoolboys ranging
in age from 11 to 16 years on "The Millers Schoolboy
Tours" to Canada and Alaska for a span of 23 years.

Four of these tours took us around the world. Seventeen
of them included travel by dogteani, steamer, and air-

plane to and through .Alaska.

We were constantly on the lookout for the one place

where we might settle down—to sort of re.st as it were^
and pursue our real work of producing color-sound
motion pictures. While we always filmed as we pursued
our merry way, our films were of the ordinary travel-

ogue type, such as "Here's Vancouver, click, click,

click," and "Here's Prince Rupert, click, click, click,"

and "Here's Anchorage, click, click, click." Such films

were beautiful and formed the bases for numerous
public and profitable showings and lectures. However,
they did not really satisfy our desire to "film to a plan,"
to "tell a complete story." to really "produce" a film.

We were doing what thousands of others were doing,
and ])erhaps not as finely. P)iit we were having fun
meanwhile enjoying a rare privilege and rarer oppor-
tunity, that of noting how really fine a group of young,

by MERVYN V. MILLER

Director, Audio-Visual Education
University of San Francisco

June. 1949

good boys can be. After twenty-seven years of it we
still look forward eagerly to the coming summer, our

stay at Deep Cove, and our annual cruise to Alaska.

Each year we lake Z7 highly select boys with us. The
number "37" is not so arbitrary, for this is the limit of

our specially-chartered Greyhound Bus. "Our" boys

come from all parts of the United States. Last summer
we had Lynn Bizik from New York, Peter Wikeen
'rom Honolulu, little Bobby Rider from Yuma, Arizona,

Lee Simon, Jim Kadin, and Kim Cole from Los

Angeles, Danny Hon from San Gabriel, and so on. We
find, by limiting our number to a "scant 37," we have

a finer selection from the many who ajjply to go with

us. Last year we had 842 applications. Thus, our most

difficult job is to say "no" to so many evidently fine

boys.

Because of our movie making, we do need to realize

a profit from the boys accompanying us. Last year, for

9 weeks at 'bur Deep Cove camp, a 6j-^-day cruise in

first-class steamer accommodations to Alaskan waters,

and roundtrip transportation from and to San Francisco

in a privately chartered bus, the total cost to each boy

was $250—and all meals were provided in this cost.

The boys pay only their own expenses. Hence, because

of this arrangement, we can be demanding in our re-

quirements and expect obedience in exchange for the

care we render.

Each year we Millers contract to produce a full-

length (1600 feet) color-sound film for some nationally

known manufacturer or firm giving exclusive print

rights to our .sponsor. 1 believe we produce the only

phase of filming which Hollywood cannot duplicate,

namely "truth." In our filmS we have natural boys, do-

ing natural things, in a natural setting. Such films are

of value not only to schools but industry has come to

recognize the potent advertising possibilities of such

productions. They know that the boy of today is the

purchasing man of tomorrow. Then too. p.sychologically,

(Continued on ftuic 270)
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by ROBERT ARCHER SMITH

TEACHKKS are ])rone to think of visual materials as

something-to-be-sent-away-for. They shrink from

the annoyance of obtaining them. But, for the most

])art. they are overlooking the possibility of producing

|)hotogra]iliic prints and slides tailored to their own
specifications and needs.

With photography the top-ranking hobby in the na-

tion, it isn't difficult to find teachers and students with

the necessary skill. Darkroom facilities, if not already

available, can be arranged at small cost. The high

school should be the center of operations.

Start with a single 35mm camera. It is versatile and
highly adaptable to school needs. Eight exposures cost

only one cent, using bulk film. Don't think, however,
that once you have the necessary equijMiient, success

will be automatic.

Teachers must he made "picture-minded." This is

just a way of expressing the ability to see with a cam-
era-eye and visualize uses for pictures. Mo.st teachers
don't come out of training picture-minded or grow that

way unaided. They should get together now and then
to discuss possible uses for pictures and to exchange
ideas. The person responsible for the photographic
work needs to explain the capabilities and limitations
of the photographic processes and of the school's photo-
graphic facilities.

Practical applications of still photography are lim-
ited only by the ingenuity of the persons using the
processes. Most of the uses will fall under one of the
headings suggested below:

1. How-to-do pictures: Easy to make and extremely valu-
able, they usually take the form of a series. Rather than go
through constant repetition of instructions, how much easier
it is to have above the table saw, mimeograph, or sewing ma-
chine, pictures that show the correct method of operation.

2. Pictures of remote objects or scenes: Tlie vacationing
teacher should be sure to use his camera while on his travels.
Further prints from his negatives, or transparency copies for
projection, can then be made at school. Picture postcards, avail-
able at all resorts and places of interest, can be copied for pro-
jection as transparencies.

3. Rare, unique, or costly sul>iects: Life Magazine spends
thousands of dollars on its scientific and medical pictures. Pic-
tures of birds or animals taken at their nests or lairs by means
of automatic devices are other examples. Museums contain a
wealth of instructional material that often cannot be seen by
the class as a group. They are glad to cooperate with schools
wishing to photograph their exhibits. In the remarkable mu-
seum at Mesa Verde National Park, a movable studio camera
stand is available to anyone wishing to use it.

4. Hote-not-to-do pictures: Safety pictures are an illustration
of this type.

5. Time-couipressiiifj or ncecleraled action series: Picture*
that show subjects at difTcrent stages of growth or develop-
ment fall into this category. "Before" and "after" shots might
also be included. This type finds wide application in the teach-
ing of agriculture.

MAKE PICTURES SIMPLE. A visit to the beach on Puget Sound

during exfrenne low tide yielded this view of a small boy and his

discovery of a goeduck—a large, edible clam peculiar to the area.

The boy makes the picture appealing to children.

This article was adapted from Mr. Smith's partially com-
pleted thesis tor a Master's degree at the University of
Washington. A former teacher, Mr. Smith has recently
been studying public relations at Boston University.

TAKE PICTI

6. "Invisible" subjects: X-ray and telescopic pictures, photo-

micrographs, infra-red, and polarized light photography illus-

trate the technique of rendering visible things never seen by

the naked eye. In painting and drawing, it is sometimes help-

ful to reduce colored subjects to black-and-white photos for

better appreciation of line and form.

7. Slop-action pictures : Those that freeze motion which

otherwise renders clear or prolonged viewing impossible. Many
athletic coaches now use this method in analyzing team and

player faults. Series illustrating ])roper golf and tennis form

are often seen.

8. Shots tluit come once in a lifetime: The Freedom Train,

the crash of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, the burning of the

Shenandoah, the eruption of Paracutin. etc.. are examples.

9. Record shots : Shop and agriculture instructors can make

use of photographs to keep a record of each student's work or

of those projects of lasting interest or value. Identification

photos of students may be desired for school files.

10. Photography as an aid or in place of other iirapliic medi-

ums : Of this type are photographic maps and photographs used

as an aid in drawing or painting. -\ picture i)rojected on the

enlarging easel or on a sheet of paper may be made quickly and

accurately into an abstracted line drawing.

11. Pictures that clarify or illustrate: Great originality and

ingenuity are required by the person attempting to make an

idea graphic. The arithmetic teacher who says. "Suppose you

have five oranges ..." and then proceeds to illustrate a mathe-

matical principle has done just this. Pictures can eliminate the

necessity for repeating this type of explanation.

Many new and useful a])])lications of photograj^hy to

teaching should he ap])arent to teachers after reviewing

this list.

One type of how-to-do picture deserves special men-
tion. .Some of the pitf;dls of field trips can be forestalled

by carefully previewing the group. Here are two ways
in which picture-mindedness come.s to the rescue of
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STRIVE FOR INTEREST. Here a pioneer resident at the Jackson
Home State PaA in Washington delights elementary youngsters
with tales of life as it was for the occupants of the hundred-year-old
log cabin. Such pictures cannot help arousing keen anticipation

among children to make such a field trip.

CONTRAST IS EYE-CATCHING. Contrast may be achieved by
extremes In color or form. These compositions in "line and form"
were photographed by daylight in the open shade on an army
blanket stretched over the top of a card table laid flat on the
ground.

i TO TEACH

teachers uiiahli- to recotinoiter for a field trip:

1. Prior to the date for the trip, arraiigemciit.s arc made
for a student pliotoRrapher to be conducted over the route to be

followed by the class. He then records pertinent facts by
making a photograjjliic series. .Such pictures are extremely use-

ful in ac(|uaintinK the teacher and class with the scene.

2. .\n alternate method is for the pictures to be taken the

first time the field trij) is conducted. They will then be avail-

able for future use.

'I niii,s])arcncic.s have nian\ advantages. Dis])lay-size

visual materials are the most valuable from an in-

structional staiKl)joint. Their hiilkiness, however, has

led to vvide.s])read utilization of projection.

I'"arly in the recent world conflict, the war department
found that hy using the \'-Mail ])rocess they could com-
jjress thirty-seven hags of ordinary letters into one.

The school teacher hy converting ojwque pictures into

.?5mm transparencies (jiositive ])rints on film) can bene-

fit by a similar saving of s])ace. Several other gratify-

ing advantages might be listed

:

1. Uniform size facilitates their storage and filing.

2. I'.asy duplication of materials makes possible wider use
of a single versatile shot.

.^. With du|)licatioii. one |)icture may be included in several
visual units which are then file<l intact and ready for use.

4. Projection is clear even though not carried out in total

darkness.

.S. Projection is silent.

6. The small cost of the projector allows the iiurchase of

several.

7. The compactness of the projector makes for ease in han-
dling and setting u]) the machine.

8. Longer viewing is i)ossible without the danger of damag-
ing the materials through over-beating.

'J'ransparencies can be produced with no further

equipment than is used for ordinary picture making.
Either direct positive panchromatic or color film may
be employed. Processing of the former may be conduct-

ed in the school darkroom. Literature on copying and
the use of these materials is extensive.' Little mention
need be made here of the technical aspects.

.Since in the copying process variables are at a mini-

mum, the procedure should be standardized. A set-up

for cojiying may be purchased or improvised from mate-
rials at hand. Laboratory ringstands and clamps will

be found especially adaptable. The matter of lighting

the original will be the principal source of difificulty.

Two or more photofloods are ordinarily employed.

Errors often result because of the sharp decline in

the intensity of illumination as the distance from the

light source is increased. Illumination is inversely pro-

portional to the square of the distance from the light.

If distance is doubled, illumination is one-fourth of the

original, etc. The uniform lighting of areas larger than

letter-size becomes difficult if artificial lighting is used.

Illumination by daylight in the open .shade is perfectly

uniform, no matter how large the area. Moreover, where
color rendition must be considered, as in the use of color

film, daylight dispels many lighting worries.

Hints for the Picture-Taker

Strive for interest ! Pictures are worthless if no one
will look at them. Don't include teachers as subjects.

Make the characters suitable to the age group using the

jjicttires. Don't use well-known locales. Try to find

.something or some place new to the audience. Make
t^ictiircs simple. Simplicity jjacks a wallop

!

Make pictures eye-catching through contrast. Con-
trast may be achieved by extremes in color or form.

Black is more dramatic when all around it is white. A
ball catches the eye when seen among a stack of bricks.

(Cniiliiuied on page 275)

'Kodak Reference Haiullxiok, Eastman Kinlak Company, Roch-
ester. N. Y. 104.S.
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by GRACE THOMAS STEVENSON'

Two AND A HALF YEARS AGO the Seattle Public

Library with 33 films, one sound projector, a com-

plete ignorance of the field, and a blithe unaware-

ness of what we were heading into, opened a sound

film library. Film collections in public libraries were a

pioneering venture then. There were only about half

a dozen in the country, and they were all at least two

thousand miles away. We had never seen any of them,

nor anybody who had. We had never heard the term

filmstrip, we didn't know the front from the back of a

jirojector, the diiTerence between 16 and 35mm film.

What did we do ? What would you expect a librarian

to do? We read books. We read Grierson and Eisenstein

and Rotha and Gerald McDonald. We subscribed to

all the film magazines and read them from cover to

cover, including the advertising, every month. We read

scores of film catalogs from all over the country—cata-

logs from commercial distributors, schools, colleges

and public libraries. We went to every conference,

every meeting where films were to be shown or dis-

cussed, we talked to everybody we could find who knew

about, was interested in, or dealt with films. Most of all,

we looked at films. There is no substitute for looking

at films. And we learned a great deal. We have a great

deal more to learn.

The opening of our film library was announced by

the mailing of our modest little catalog to about 200

organizations and individuals. At the same time one of

1;he local papers gave us a very nice feature story. The

response was immediate and amazing. The film library

is a part of the Adult Education Department, and that

rather quiet department was instantly overrun by peo-

ple who wanted films, who wanted to talk about all

angles of film service, who wanted to talk about films. It

was then we first began to realize that there is no broth-

erhood more closely knit, more avid, more talk-

hungry, than the film fans.

In those "high and far off times" most of the sound

projectors were in the hands of organizations. It was
with service to those organizations in mind that the

film library was begun, and even during that first

winter we provided film programs for a variety of

groups. Churches were among our first and most con-

stant borrowers, though we have no religious films.

We also 'served youth groups—Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.,
Boy Scouts, etc., the few large labor unions that at-

tempt an educational program, a number of the men's
business and service clubs, and others.

That winter we also attempted the first of our own
film programs. These were two series of film forums,

one on domestic problems such as housing, post-war
unemployment, etc., the second on world problems, in-

cluding U.S.-Soviet relations, the Indonesian situation,

etc. (Apparently we failed to settle either.) We drew
capacity audiences for the series on domestic problems
and did almost as well for the second group. In Seattle,

and probably elsewhere, the difficulty then, and now, in

presenting a real film forum is in getting a good discus-

fhe y^ay
to begin
IS

* Head, Adult Education Department, Seattle, Washington,
Public Library.

fo begin

sion leader. It is very difficult to find people capable of

doing a really good job who are able or willing to give

the time to screening the films beforehand, planning

their presentation in relation to the film's content, and

then devoting an evening to leading an audience discus-

sion. We later arranged film programs that included

someone to lecture briefly on the subject matter of the

film and then answer questions. This proved quite satis-

factory and drew a steady attendance. I do not, how-

ever, belong to the school that believes a film has no

value if it does not promote discussion followed by the

circulation of books. If this does happen—very well

indeed—if not, the film alone can do a complete and

successful job, with no further props.

During our second summer in the film library the

inexpensive, light-weight, sound projector had a tre-

mendous sale in Seattle, and our film business increased

accordingly. The number and variety of groups using

our collection grow steadily. Our collection is not de-

signed for school use, nor do we make any concession

for their service, but many public school teachers and

nearly all of the parochial schools use our films. The
Seattle Municipal League, men's trade and professional

associations, women's clubs, industry, all come to us for

films. We have helped plan some interesting programs

which were carried out over a period of time. One of

the local Hi-Y groups had as a project last year the

showing of films to shut-ins, making use of our films.

A member of Alcoholics Anonymous shows films

regularly at the city jail and uses our films in his pro-

ject. Another interesting program was carried on

through a young officer at a nearby naval base. Though
vessels with Japanese crews were sometimes tied up

for days, the personnel were not permitted ashore.

As a gesture of good will, and also to give these

men some idea of the American way of life, this young

officer put on regular showings of American document-

ary films on board the ships. We helped him plan his

programs and provided most of his films. But we find

the work of helping to plan good film programs, of pro-

moting the better use of films in groups, is increasingly

hampered by the extra burdens imposed in just circu-

lating films to an ever-growing number of individual
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The story of the Saattle

Public Library's

community film program

borrowers. Our staff, our physical facilities, and our

budget have not kept pace with their demands.

And where is this tremendous interest in the 16mm
film taking us? Thousands of ])eopIe are seeing them,

people who heretofore had seen only the entertainment

film, or lacking interest in that, no films at all. What

effect will this medium have on them ? What effect will

their use of it have on the industry, on the educational,

the documentary and the Hollywood production?

Let us begin with the individual—and let us not be

starry-eyed. On some of them it will have no effect

whatever. Years of looking at films will develop in

them no discrimination ; they will continue to be as

happy with the second and third-rate 16mm en-

tertainment film as they are with the Hollywood pro-

duction of the same class. Lilorarians have long been

familiar with this type of reader,, and let us not be

snobbish about him—in some other field he may be

building that better mousetrap. But increasingly people

say to us, "We bought a projector so we could use your

films ; they are so much better than most of those we see

in the theaters." More and more teachers use our col-

lection at some inconvenience to themselves because,

they say, "We don't have films like this in our school

library." Years of more and better schools and libraries

have resulted in an increase in discriminating readers,

as comparisons of publishers' li.sts and best-seller lists of

the last fifty years will indicate. That the widespread

use of the radio has greatly improved musical apprecia-

tion in this country is commonly accepted. Making the

good 16mm film available to a large portion of the peo-

ple will have the same effect. It will develop an ever-

growing audience of critical, discriminating film fans.

Having developed them, all branches of the industry

are going to have to cater to their wants and tastes.

A film differs from a book in this regard—it may not

do so complete a job, but it does a much more intensive

one. However, there are many likenesses. The man
who knows about films watches for certain producers,

authors of narration, studios and composers of musical

.scores, as a good reader watches authors, publishers

and illustrators. Facts may be presented in a book with

completeness and accuracy—and a dead level of dullness

and so may they be presented in a film. But a good

film like a good book, presents its material with style

and imagination and vitality. There is the lesson for the

producers of educational films. Too often their product

has just illustrated the textbook without adding any-

thing to it, without taking advantage of the creative

possibilities of the medium. Teachers will demand this

more and more. And more and more will the 16mm

audience demand of the Hollywood film greater validity

and value of content, better style in presentation.

Here lies the public lilirary's role in the use of films.

Libraries are traditionally the custodians of the world's

knowledge, of its literary treasures. Experience of the

last few years has proven that one of the most effective

ways of imparting knowledge is the film. The use of

this new means of communication greatly strengthens

our effectiveness in providing our people with informa-

tion. At the same time we may do much to devolep

their artistic appreciation of a medium that can be an

art form as well as a teacher. But to do this it is not

enough to be custodians of films. We must be active in

promoting their use, in bringing them to the attention of

the community, in educating people to see their value, to

see films with di.scrimination, interest and delight. If

facilities are all available, regular film showings with

well-planned programs, good program notes and com-

mentary will do a great deal in this regard and, if Se-

attle's experience is any indication, will be well received

by the community. This last year the University of

Washington put on this kind of film program once

a week with four showings of each program. They have

consistently turned people away. Once a month they

have presented a very carefully worked out children's

show, and their audiences number in the thousands.

Such programs are of very real educational value and

are bound to have great influence on the understanding

and appreciation of the film, this "new language," as one

educator terms it. Of course, most libraries do not

have the facilities of a big state university, but much

can be done in a small way, and as our former A.L.A.

President, Mary U. Rothrock said in speaking of jniblic

library film collections, "The way to begin is to begin."
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by EARL F. MENNET*

pictuijns
posto!:£

A simple photographic way
to show him what's wrong

IN
AN liKFORT to detect and correct posture defects in

students, the Alameda (California) County Schools'

Department of Health and Physical Education and

the Department of Instructional Materials, under the

direction of County Superintendent Vaughn D. Seidel.

have inaugurated a photograi)hic project involving the

use of simple and relatively inexpensive equipment,

which has proved an effective means in accomplishing

these aims. Through the cooperation and assistance of

the school administrators, the Physical Education De-

partments, and the school health nurses, this program

has heen tested in two high schools in Alameda County

and the results have been very gratifying. With the

thought that such a project might be of interest to

other schools and health organizations, the following

details concerning the equipment and techniques used,

and the purposes served, are presented here.

Equipment

The equipment used consists chiefly of the following

items

:

(A) WniTK Posture Screen: Outside liiniciisions. 42^"
x88!/^"; inside dimeii.sion.s, 32" x 78". Thin wire is

.stretched within the frame at 2" intervals.

(B) White Back Drop: Approximately 42'4"x88^".
Note : Both of the above are equipped vvitli solid stands,

approximately 2" in width, which can be removed when
the panels are being disassembled.

(C) Name Plate: This is a small classroom slate which
can be inserted on a peg on the right-hand side of the

posture screen. The name of the student being photo-
graphed is written in chalk and then erased after the

picture is taken.

(D) Camera: The camera is a Universal .ISmm motion
picture camera, such as the type used in the old silent

film days, which has been converted into a "still"

camera. It has a hand crank that advances the film

one frame per turn. The fdm is a 200-foot 3Smm reel,

with If) pictures to the foot, and thus the photographer
can take 3.200 pictures without reloading. The pic-

tures can be snapped as quickly as the hand crank can be
turned and the lens shutter clicked. Front, side, and
hack view photographs were taken of each student, and
it was found that the three pictures could be taken in

approximately 45 seconds. To cite an example, 262
ninth-grade girls were photographed (three views) in
less than six hours.

(K) I.iGHTiNc: A series of four clamp-on reflector lights
(photo fi<x)ds) are the primary source of lighting. One
reflector is placed high on each side and one reflecto:
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is placed about two feet from the floor on either side

of screen to give an even illumination. The student

stands behind the wire frame and directly in front of

the backboard. The distance between the front screen

and the backboards is approximately .36 inches.

Cost

The film (appro.ximately $7.00 for two hundred feet)

costs about Ij/jc a foot for developing in this Depart-

ment's darkroom. The ])rints (a])proximately yic per

I)icture for ]irinting ) are made three at a time, expos-

ing one third of an 8 .\ 10 sheet, which results in nine

pictures on a single sheet of 8 x 10 paper. These strii)s

of three pictures are then cut on a trimming board.

The total cost jier .set of three pictures is less than ,^c.

If desired, film.strips can be made on 35mm negative

and ]3rojected in a standard hlm.strip projector.

The ]nirpose of these posture pictures, as has been

stated, is to ]irescnt evidence of ])()sture defects made
clear through the use of the visible straight wire lines

of the posture screen. In those instances where defects

exist, the school administrators and/or the school nur,se

can consult with the student, showing him his defects

and advising him of corrective measures to be taken.

If the defect is of a medical or surgical nature, the par-

ents can be advised to seek ])rofessional attention.

* Director. Dept. of

Alameda, California.

Instructional Materials. Counlv of
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by HARRIS C. MOORE*

A(
uiTK Ar. AXALNsis nf (iliii caiiiiot he fundaniciital

without some consideration of. and reference to,

its meaning and ])nrpose and its elTect upon the

pe()])le who view it. I l)eheve that tliis purjxjse, or the

lack of it. will come through to the audience and I)e

more a])i)arent in the tilm than in any other medium.
sim])ly l)ecau.se of the characteristics and techniques

l)eculiar to this primarily visual medium of expression.

The factual film is close to reality, and therein lies

its curse and its power. It is not a literal rendering or
documentation of reality, hut an iuterprctation. .\ film's

success will depend ui)on the degree to which the film-

maker departs from a literal rendering. In fact, it is

the extent of this departure from actuality, from natur-
alism, that makes the motion ])icture such a powerful
medium.

The motion jiicture creates its own space and time.
If we wanted to show a person leaving a room and
going to the fifth floor, we would not show every step
he takes to' get there; we would show him getting up
from the tahle and starting toward the door and then
dissolve to him getting out of the elevator on the fifth

floor. Or we can show a plane taking oflf in Kansas
City and dissolve to it landing in Los Angeles, or Lon-
don, or an\- ])Iace we please. Or supi)ose.we have three
.scenes on film in this order:

1. \ car speeds around a

curve in the hiKlnvay and runs
i)ff a liridge

DIS.SOI.VK

2. .\ (lead womaii in a casket

CUT

.1 \ grief-stricken man

.After viewing this se(|uence on the .screen the audi-

ence believes there was an accident, a woman is killed,

and her hushand mourns her loss. In actuality, the

* .-Xcting liead of the Department of Cinema at the Uni-
versity of Southern Cahfornia from 194,S to 1948 and presi-

dent of the University Fihn Producers .Association, 1947-48.

Mr. Moore is at present working toward his Ph.D. at

U.C.L..'\. Beginning .September. 1949. lie will assume duties

as Kducational Director of the Calvin Company.

Bxeerpts from a talk

given ai a fi/m production workshop

in Kansas City, sponsored by

The Calvin Company

Sdltlna

iPiEAiLiiry

wreck could have heen shot in Missouri, the dead

woman in England, and the man in some other part of

the world, with none of the people involved (except

the film editor) even knowing that the other people,

or the incidents, ever existed.

A really literal film—one which showed every step,

every movement, recorded every footfall, would he un-

bearable. Such a true adherence to reality would be

so limiting that it would have no meaning. The crea-

tive part of film making lies in the selection of what to

present and in the way it is emphasized—the extraction

f)f the vital moments from the non-essentials, the .selec-

tion of the significant action from the routine, the choice

of meaningful words from the mass of trivial speech.

But the semblance of reality must be maintained—the

audience must not be conscious of the omissions. The
film maker takes reality, distills it, boils it down, and
presents the extract.

The motion picture is the most powerful of all our

media of communication. It does not require literacy

to understand ; it is a step closer to reality than is

language because it uses images of reality rather than

symbols ; it is universally understood ; it is indigenous

to an industrial age. It is the only art form which has

emerged for hundreds of years. It is the first demo-
cratic art requiring a mass audience for its very ex-

istence. While it incorporates all previous arts and
crafts, and pre.sents them by scientific means, it has

created a new techni(|ue which has no resemblance to

earlier existence—the process of editing.

The new cotiception of editing is leased on the fact

that when one piece of film containing a single .shot is

spliced to a second piece of film containing a single

shot, there is a meaning, which arises in the mind of

the spectator due alone to the juxtaposition of the two
shots. This is in addition to the meaning inherent in

the first shot and that inherent in the second shot. If

the third shot is spliced to the second, the spectator

has not only the meaning inherent in the three shots

themselves, but additional messages due to the rela-

tionshi]) between the first and the .second, the second
and the third, and the first and the third. The example

(Cnnliniicd <ni piiiic 272)
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All photos courtesy National Film Board of Canada

INTRODUCING JIMMY HOWARD . . . talented com-

merdal artist, risking failure in his work because of fre-

quent illness, branded unreliable, unknowingly over-de-

pendent on wife and mother.

Previews of a new case-study-on-Hlm

Over-Dependency

• From the files of a leading Canadian psychi-

atrist come the facts for the film story of Jimmy
ffoward and his problems—emotional problems

which a doctor helps him understand and gradually

solve.

Over-Dependency is the title of this third film

in the National Film Board of Canada's mental

health series of 16mm sound motion pictures. Like

its predecessors, The Feeling of Hostility and The

Feeling of Rejection, Over-Dependency will un-

doubtedly be welcomed by teachers, parents, social

and medical workers, and all interested in under-

standing, combatting, and preventing the common
emotional illnesses of today's world.

The film was produced and released for the

Department of National Health and Welfare by the

National Film Board of Canada. It was directed

by NFB's Robert Anderson, and the script was de-

veloped with the technical assistance of Dr. Miguel

Prados of Montreal's Allen Memorial Institute.

At six, Jimmy already accepted a pattern

of illness and over-dependency on a too-

indulgent mother and sister.

In his twenties, he leans on a "strong"

and "reliable" wife, uses illness to avoid

work when faced with a difficult task.

Mother has never ceased to be a com-

fort to him when he needs her. Because

he still depends on her, she feels proud.

The doctor finds Jimmy physically fit,

helps him understand his emotional
problems by reviewing his life's history.

Jimmy's wife and sister visit the doctor
and begin to understand how they and
his mother contributed to his illness.

In a new job, with a new understanding,

Jimmy gradually gains confidence, is

more willing to accept responsibility.
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iterature in

BOOKLETS

• Annual Report of the Educational Film Library Assn.—
The Association, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. 19. 96 pp. 1949.

$1.00 (free to members).
The book contains, first, a resume of tlie proceedings

at the 1948 .Audio-Visual Conference held in cooperation
with the Midwest Forum on Audio-\^isual Aids, the Film
Council of America, and the National Assn. of Visual
Education Dealers; secondly, two reports of the E.xecutive
.Secretary; and a financial report as well as the complete
membership list of the organization.

The panels held at the Conference reveal that, among
other services, EFL.'V helps to bring together the pro-
fessional audio-visual workers so that they can share experi-
ences and help one another with problems. Each panel
concluded with specific suggestions for EFLA, and they
involved selection of materials, techniques, methods of use,
production on a non-profit basis, etc.

• Comics, Radio, Movies—and Children—Josette Frank,
Child Study Assn. Public AfTairs Pamphlet No. 148.

I'ublic Afifairs Committee, 11 E. 38th .St., N. Y. 16.

il pp. 1949. 20c.

Still the question is being asked: Are these media a bad
influence on our children? .\nd still the answer is substan-
tially: It all depends on the individual's sensibilities. This
pamphlet should be a point of departure for parents who
seriously want to examine the problem. It summarizes the
status of each medium and indicates some of the more
positive ways in which parents and teachers can exploit the
interest that children have in them. The pamphlet should be
a good basis for local action with respect to the mass media
of outside education.

UTILIZATION
• Automobile Licenses as Visual Aid Material in the

Teaching of Geography—Robert M. Crisler, Washington
University, St. Louis. "Journal of Geography", 48:no. i,

120-22. March, 1949.

Now that postage stamps have been added to the en-

richment materials for making geography interesting, the
idea of automobile license plates is next presented. The
author would have students on the alert for out-of-state

license plates or even out-of-county plates. He gives some
of the keys for reading license numbers and tells some dis-

tinguishing characteristics of state license plates. This would
appear to be a game for improving the student's power of

observation, but is it education?

• Audio-Visual Projection Equipment and Materials for

the Lincoln (U. of Nebraska) Campuses— I'niversity of

Nebraska. Bureau of .Audio-X'isual Instruction, Lincoln
8.

The important feature of this attractive 8-page brochure

is explained in the letter which accompanies it. The director,

James W. Taylor, prepared this pamphlet to increase in-

terest at the University in the services rendered by the

Audio-Visual Bureau. He has succeeded, and the faculty

have increased their use of the Bureau in many ways. A
good example of in-college public relations.

MRS. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS, Ed. D.. Editor

TELEVISION BI5];.IOGRAPHY

Cniiifilcd mid Rcvinved by Philip Lnvis

The literature in the TV field is still quite limited for two
understandable reasons: the field is changing so rapidly it

is difficult to have the text published before it becomes
partially obsolete; and many areas are quite new and hardly
explored. The reviews of the books that follow are cer-

tainly affected by the statements made above. Several have

already appeared as revised editions and others are but

recently off the press.

• Television: The Eyes of Tomorrow—Captain William C.

Eddy. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York. 1945. 330 pp.

$3.75.

Bill Eddy has been as close to television from the tech-

nical and production angles as perhaps anyone else in the

field. An inventor, gadgetcer, cartoonist (as an avocation),

and pr^tical station executive with vision, he has done miich

to con'ibute original ideas and devices to television. His
book is based upon experience and covers, at least in some
measure, almost all aspects of the field. Starting with the

history of television, treatment is given to equipment theory

and use, studio design and visual effects, economic aspects,

acting and many other absorbing items. The vocabulary
is well within the understanding of the non-technical reader,

but does at times become a bit involved in the equipment
section. The material on special effects and miniatures is

outstanding, and the several pages of notes for student pro-

ducers is of particular importance to educators considering
the production of educational TV programs.

• The Future of Television—Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr. Harper
& Brothers, New York. 1942-47. 194 pp. $3.00.

.Although this book is old in terms of the present status

of the industry, it is interesting to learn what the "prophet"
was able to see in his crystal ball more than seven years

ago. Orrin Dunlap has been in radio practically all of his

life: as a radio amateur, author, radio editor for the New
York Times, and as executive of RCA. His book states in

an easy-to-read and appealing style the history of TV, its

many problems and the reactions of concerned persons and
industries. It is a good starting place for the newcomer in

video to reinforce his background knowledge of the subject

and prepare more adequately for the developments and
changes to come. The revised edition brings the story up-
to-date.

• Here Is Television: Your Window to the World—
Thomas II. Hutchinson. Hastings House, New York.
Revised 1948. 366 pp. $4.00.

Here is a book that can very well be used as a text or

"Bible" for any school or group preparing to work in the

medium of television. It has been written by a man with

more than adequate experience in producing, directing and
pioneering in video. In fact, the materials in the publica-

tion have been utilized and collected for the express pur-

poses of instruction applications. .Ml explanations are clear,

authoritative and concise. There is no danger of becoming

{Continued on page 265)
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L C. LARSON. Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloonninglon

CAROLYN SUSS. Assistant Profewor. School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Film Librarian. Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

Creative Hands Series

(International Film Bureau. 6 North Michigan Avenue. Chi-

cago 2. Illinois^ 5 minutes each. 16nim, sound, color. Produced

by Crawley Films. .$50 eacli.

Description of Contents:

P.M'KK Sci i.PTiRK stresses the amazing variety of things

which can be made from paper just for fun. After picturing

a number of contrasting objects, the film shows several boys

and girls making masks by different methods. One girl tries

out two or three styles of hats to see which is appropriate

for a woman's face she has made. Some of the techniques

which the children use to make a circus are next demonstrated.

The narrator suggests that the audience may want tcr create

by paper sculpture a playground .scene, or a barnyard, or an

open market.

Finger P.mnting demonstrates an adventure in creating

patterns with one's hands, fingers, and thumbs. A recipe for

making finger paint is given as a demonstrator makes a supply.

Boys and girls then dip the special paper in water, smooth it

onto an oilcloth-covered table, and begin experimenting with the

paints. One girl applies a background color with a brush and

then uses her hand to ap|)ly foreground colors. The narrator

cautions against spoiling a comi)leted design by adding further

detail. A boy uses various scrap materials to help create unusual

patterns in the paint which he applies to some paper book
jackets. Completed examples of finger-painted, objects close the

film.

Model Houses shows how the average person's urge to

build something can be satisfied by the construction of paper
models, such as the church, the pioneer village, the hotel, and

International Film Bureau
PAPER SCULPTURE stresses the amazing variety of things which
can be made from paper iust for fun.

the train station which are pictured. The steps in making a

simple model house are demonstrated in detail and new uses

for familiar materials are suggested. When a panorama view

of a model town is completed, the narrator asks what the audi-

ence's model houses will look like.

Design to Music demonstrates some of the relationships in

rhythms of music and art. It portrays music as an aid to one's

kinesthetic sense in drawing and painting as a man draws lines

to music. The commentator says that music stimulates good
design, and the demonstrator interprets various moods of the

music with lines and related spaces. A woman shows how
music can be interpreted with color, and several children are

shown briefly as they draw to music. The commentator sug-
gests that the audience try following a rhythm to create designs.

Committee Appraisal:

This series of four films combines very effectively a strong

appeal to participate in the activities shown, a philosophy of

art education which stresses true creativeness, a variety of

demonstrators, and excellent photography. The brevity of each
film makes it useful for stimulating interest in the subject with-

out setting a definite pattern to be followed. The objects and
designs shown are original and very attractive, yet simple
enough to seem to be the work of average children and adults.

Productivity, Key to Plenty

( [*lncyclo])aedia Britannica Films. Inc.. 1150 Wilmette Avenue,

Wilmette. Illinois) 20 minutes. 16mm. sound, black and white.

1949. Produced by F^ncyclopaedia Britannica Films in collab-

oration with the Twentieth Century Fund. $85 less 10% educa-

tional discount. Discussion Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film explains the technological revolution in America
which caused an increase in pro<luctivity and a higher standard

oi living.

The film opens with a review of the high standard of living,

showing the comforts and conveniences enjoyed by the i)eople

of the United States of .\merica. .'Xn animated seciuence shows
that 1/15 of the world's population produces and consumes 1/.?

of the world's goods and services. The film proceeds to analyze

tlv- reasons for the fact that the .American income is the highest

in the world and that the .American citizen consumes a greater

])cirtion of the world's goods than any other citizen.

The review of the technological development in the United
States begins in the year 1850 and shows that at that time most
of the work was done by animals and men. .\ combination of

animated gra))hs and actual jjhotography shows the steady and
tremendous increase in the amount of machine labor and the

decrease in the amount of maiuial and animal power. The re-

sulting increase in jirodnction is likewise depicted through ani-

n:ation and actual photography.

The concluding seciuence of the film shows the benefits of the

technological progress in terms of a greater amount of leisure,

a higher standard of living, an<l better prfKlncts. .V question
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is raised concerning man's ]><>«er to use wisely in tlie future

machines and natural resources.

Committee Appraisal:

This film should be effective in units of work or discussion

dealing with problems of economics, democracy, and social

studies on the junior high school, senior high school, and adult

levels. As indicated by the title, the film emphasizes the ad-

vantages of the increase in productivity and raises the problem

of the wise application of this increase to future economy. A
member of the evaluating committee criticized the film for

using throughout the term ".America" in referring to the United

States. The use of multi-narrators, varied background music,

changes in teiupo and pace, and much information results in

an emotional treatment combined with an academic one. Even
though some of the audience may feel that they are being

harangued to a point of view, it is the feeling of the evaluating

group that this film will be useful. The statistics of prcKluction.

consumption, and wages are effectively shown through graphs

and photography. The film represents an excellent use of the

niotion picture medium.

Mexico—Ciudad Encantadora
(Telefilm, Inc.. 6039 Hollywood Blvd.. Los .Angeles, Cali-

fornia) 19 minutes. 16nini, sound, color. 1948. Produced
by Oscar M. Jimenez. $150. Spanish narration, a limited

vocabulary list, a list of the monuments and buildings

shown, and a sample questionnaire and objective test are

available.

Description of Contents:

This film shows many famous scenes in and around
Mexico City, emphasizing buildings, statues, gardens, and
bull fights. The narrator presents explanations in simple,

conversational Spanish.

The opening sequence reveals a Spanish class, to which
the instructor is about to show a film on Mexico City. The
film is then shown in its entirety.

Outstanding monuments, such as the Columna de la In-

dependencia: cultural centers, such as El Teatro Nacional
and the Palacio dc Bellas .Artes; Sanborn's restaurant: the

Palacio Nacional. with murals by Diego Rivera; the Basilica

de Guadelupe; modern schools, including the L'niversidad

N'acional; and the Castillo de Chapultepec are next shown
and described.

The beautiful flower gardens and canals of Xochimilco
are visited briefly, just before time for the bull fight. The
bull fighters and the retinues of picadores, banderilleros,

and grooms parade into the arena, where they demonstrate
in some detail the various techni(|ues of bull-fighting.

Committee Appraisal:

Teachers of Spanish should find this film very useful

for stimulating interest in a study of Mexican culture and

for providing a good example of spoken Spanish which

can be comprehended readily on the third-semester level.

The colorful scenes are attractive and generally instructive,

although a few are static and others are too dark to reveal

detail. The quality of the sound is good throughout.

Life of the Harvester Ant (Part One)
(Warwick M. Tompkins, 1046 W. Edgewarc Road, Los .\n-

gcles 26. California) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. 1948. $90.

Description of Contents:

This film describes the appearance and the activities of the

worker caste of harvester ants ( Pogonomyrmex ) by means of

macro-cinematography, slow-motion, and diagrams. A labeled

diagram shows the structure of the sterile female harvester ant

(a member of the worker caste). It has no wings and is oidy

one-fifth of an inch in length,

Delyn Hornaday, the ".Ant King," demonstrates how harvester

ants, commonly found in the fields and sandy lots of the West

and Southwest, can be captured in a tin can and transferred to

a glass jar home for observation.

In moist, well-packed sand from their original home the work-

ers immediately begin tunneling and making themselves at home.

.\ larger shallow observation case with a glass side is shown to

permit a view of all colony activities except the mating flight

of the queen.

\ close-up diagram of the ant's head pictures its antennae,

mandibles, compound eyes, and sensitive hairs, which are sense

organs.

The narrator warns against replenishing the colony by adding

more ants, since arrival of members of another colony will

cause a battle to the death. The furious activity which results

from an invasion is photographed in slow-motion to make it

observable at an apparently normal speed. .'\ close-up view of

a battle to the death reveals a 73-hour struggle fatal to both

participants.

Committee Appraisal:

.Amazing color macro-cinematography makes this interesting

study of the harvester ant valuable for classroom observation. It

should supplement well the direct observation of an ant colony,

since it condenses and extends time and enlarges minute ob-

jects. Its treatment makes it suitable for use in science classes

and hobby groups from the intermediate through the college

levels. Part Two of this film, to become available this sum-
mer, will portray the life cycle of Pogonomyrmex.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films

PRODUCTIVITY. The high productivity of America today !s based
on this division of our sources of energy: animal power, 2 percent;

man power, little more than that; machine power, 94 percent.

KEY TO PLENTY. Productivity has given many Americans a high

standard of living. Productivity Is the Icey to plenty: but we have to

use the key, and on how we use It rests the future welfare.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

Youth Previews a Film

iO ECENTLY, I asked my high-school young people,

'^\ meeting Sunday nights, to preview and evalu-

ate a film. They liked the idea. It was a reversal of the

usual procedure. The film to he presented was Quest jor

Tomorrozv, produced hy RKO for F'ilm Forvnn Founda-

tion (127 E. 12th St., Spokane 10, Wash.) and dealing

with the church, the UN and the outlook for peace.

The evening meeting of this group was opened by a

brief devotional service. Then the chairman called upon
me to present the procedure and the film. I explained

our objective. First, I wanted them to decide if this

was a film which should he recommended for use with

other groups of young people, in and out of church.

Second, I wanted their reactions to specific details with-

in the film, both negative and positive.

The projector was operated by one of their own
number, and I sat where I could observe the faces of

the young people as they saw the film. It held the

attention of the group all the way through, and the

quality of this attention seemed of t lie highest order.

Because I wanted to be free to set down as quickly

as possible the actual statements as they were made, I

asked one of the older boys, with some skill in chairing

a group, to preside over the discussion. As it came oflf,

both objectives were considered at the .same time. For
our purposes here, I shall separate the reactions of the

group, taking up the reactions to specific content first.

Here they are, strung along with three dots marking
the end of one individual's remarks

:

A lot of problem.s, but no solutions. I thought we were to get

some of the answers . . . No, I was not expecting ready-made
answers. Are they not for us to think out? ... I think the

flashbacks were fine, helping us to remember what we never did

know too well ... I did not like the idea of the film that the

UN might turn out like the League of Nations . . . Neither
did I ; no one knows how the UN will turn out . . . That's one
trouble! The U. S. has just about turned the UN out! (Laugh-
ter) I mean it! Our diplomats have not been willing to nut all

their eggs into that basket. It is high time that we take our
membership seriously. (Applause) ... '*;

I wish the film had shown more of the accomplishments oi

the UN . . . How many can you name? . . . Not very many;
that's why I think it should have told us about some of the tilings

the UN has done. The average young person does not know

—

unless he has been on a school debate or something ... I agree,
negative stuff is not very inspiring . . .

(Chairman: "But Mr. liocknian said at the beginning this

film was made to stimulate discussion. If it gave the answers,

we might resent them.")

It would have been a better film, in my judgment, if it had

given the pros and the cons in a more clear-cut way . . .The

intimation of the film that we are drifting into World War
III bothers me. I don't believe that we are. Do you? . . . Yes,

we are, and I think that it's the adults who should see this film.

There's no use showing it to young people. They don't declare

war . . . That's true, neither have we made peace ! This kind

of a film can help stir up the young people. I'm for the film

as it is . . . So am I, but it's the non-church people who should

see the film. Church people are doing more than all the

others combined to heal a broken world. It should be shown
in the high schools . . . Absolutely, it's better than a lot of

the junk we have to look at!

(Chairman: "I see the choir director in the back of the room.

Our time is about up. De we recommend the film? We must
give Mr. Hockman some answer to that.)

No ! It's too negative. I would not recommend it . . . That's

the point. Do we reconmiend it to other young people's groups?
That's all we have to consider . . . I'm for the film. It makes
you think. That's more important than cut-and-dried answers.
Let the group using the film think out the answers ... I move
we recommend the film ... I second the motion . . . One
question first : To church and non-church groups of young
people alike? What about the adults? ... I mean all three

—

I'll include Russia, even. (Laughter)

(Chairman: "Further comments? All in favor? All opposed?
The film is recommended. Mr. Hockman. you have your an-
swer. I was just thinking how silly it would have been for

us not to recommend this film after we have used up ten

minutes of the youth choir's rehearsal time! Thanks, all. for

a good discussion.")

In the voting. 21 of the 32 present voted to recom-

mend the film. Some of those opposed came to me to

explain why they had not voted for the film. The gist

of their objection was that it would take a "super"

discussion leader to get anywhere with the film. With
this I agreed, asking if the hour we had given to the

film had not been quite worthwhile, and pointing out,

further, that we had not been under extraordinary lead-

ership in this session, Wally being one of their own
number with some experience in public speaking, debate

and dramatics. I called to their attention, too, that there

is a utilization guide with the film which suggests care-

ful preparation for its use.

What do I think? Several things, (a) There is

something to the idea that the film is too negative. I

think it could have been less so and still just as pro-

vocative, (b) The film could have made more of the

accomplishments of the UX. Who said that war was
made by capitals; peace by the peoples? (c) The film

does not satisfactorily visualize its message, depending
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too much upon the commentary to get over the "story."

It is too much a lecture-with-film. If the commentary
had been presented as a dramatic recording, the reac-

tion of the group might have been httle changed, (d)

I do recommend the fihn. This I expected to do after

a private preview. It will require, as several pointed

out rightly, careful leadership all the way through if

outcomes are to be numerous and fruitful.—WSH.

Films the Church Really Needs
by HARRY J. KREIDER, Ph.D.*

/7 NY STATEMENT as to what films the Church
'^-^ r really needs may likely start an argument. Let

me say at the outset that I have no pet theories. In

the church of which I am pastor the instruction is on a

completely audio-visual basis for pupils from the fourth

grade up; films are used also in some of our church

services, including the chief service on Sunday morning.

Our ideal has been to build a program of vital audio-

visual education in our church. What we have today is

the result of years of continuing research, study and
experimentation. Anything I say, therefore, is the

outcome of that continuing process. And certain con-

clusions seem inescapable to us :

Good Films

In the first place, the Church today needs leally good

films, of the quality of "Jairus' Daughter" (excellent

portrayal of the Christ), the first two episodes just

released by Cathedral Films on "The Life of St. Paul"

(excellent portrayal of the Apostle), and "Mary Reed"
(excellent portrayal of that great missionary), recently

released by the American Mission to Lepers.

It is a fact greatly to be deplored that many religious

films are poor in quality, especially in the portrayal of

the Christ. I refer not merely to old films, but to re-

cently released ones as well. Some films currently ad-

vertised have so-called actors portraying the Christ in

a way that is nothing less than a travesty. The Church
would do well to be genuinely critical of the films it

uses, to compel producers to make better films.

Teaching Films

The Church needs to stress good teaching films.

There appears to be much emphasis upon so-called

feature films. One wonders about the term "feature"

as related to religious films. One gets the impression

that their distinguished characteristic is that they run

for forty minutes or longer. For example, in a recent

list of recommended films, an influential religious or-

ganization u.sed four classifications : worship, teaching,

youth meetings, features. Films in the first three classes

were twenty minutes or less in length. The features

were forty minutes or longer ; they were really teaching

films, but the fact that they were longer apparently

took them out of the teaching class and put them in a

distinctive class called "features."

The word "feature" is associated with the movie house.

Why should we drag it into the Church? Films should

Pastor, St. James Lutheran Church, Ozone Park, N. Y. C.

never be a feature in the Church, either in its services

or in its instruction. As teachers and ministers of the

Church, we are to make known the Word of God as

that is revealed in Christ. A fihn, no matter how ex-

cellent it may be, should be used only as a means of mak-
ing that Word clearer, and of inspiring us to practice

it more genuinely.

Furthermore, the so-called "feature" religious films

have some serious drawbacks. They are too long for

use in good teaching, especially with pupils of the

jutMoc-and intermediate grades. They are too long for

use in a regular church service, unless you do away
with much of the order of worship, a procedure alto-

gether undesirable. Consequently, "feature" films are

usually used in the Church just as they are in a movie
house. They are merely "shown," with little or no
churchly setting and usually without any preparation

of the congregation. That puts the film on a level of

mere entertainment. A religious film should never be

used for entertainment.

Short Films

The Church needs good teaching films of about

twenty minutes duration. Such films are readily usable

both in instruction and in church services.

Films of that length can be used to good advantage

in instruction. This is especially true of the Sunday
School. First comes the worship, to provide the Christian

setting for the instruction (or "conditioning," if you
wish to be technical) ; then the oral instruction, empha-
sizing the Word of God as of prime importance

;

then the film as an exposition or an illustration of that

Word ; then a churchly closing. If the period be longer

than an hour, a discussion can follow.

Such a film can be used acceptably in the church

service, and keep within the normal duration of an hour.

There need be little, if any, change in the order of

worship. The sermon, though briefer, retains its right-

ful importance, and the film becomes a part of the

message. A churchly closing will place a final einphasis

upon the fact that the worship is of more importance

than the film.

Good Guides

But even the best of films can lose much of their

value—they can even be misused—unless there be good
guides to show how to use them properly. Such guides

the Church needs desperately. But only one producer

is taking this need .seriously. For practically all the other

films produced, not even a decent synopsis is provided,

let alone a carefully prepared guide.

How, pray tell me, can you prepare to use a film,

even a good one, to fit into a church service, or to aid

in teaching a lesson, when you cannot even get a good
synopsis of it? If you wait until the film arrives, which

is usually only a day or two before it is to be used, then

you are violating the first rule of good teaching. Your
lesson or service .should be prepared in ample time, not

the day before it is to take place.

Let me recapitulate : The Church needs really good
films ; it needs to stress teaching films rather than "fea-

ture" films
;
good teaching films should be about twenty

minutes long ; and good teaching films need good
teacher's guides to show how to use them effectively.
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New Slide Sets on Japan
1)K, PAi:i. H. viKTH. vvlio spent 14 uiontlis in jaiian as advisor

oil religious education for tlie American Occupation, has pro-

duced four sets of kodaclirome slides, with scripts, which should

have great usefulness in the church's study of Japan and her

pe<)i)le this fall.

In these slide sets. Dr. Vieth has tried to give to otiicrs his

own api)reciatioti of the Japanese |)eople and to break down

the barriers built up by wartime propaganda. While there is

.some picturization of Christian work in Japan, the major pur-

pose is one of giving appreciation of. and acc|uaintance witli.

the Japanese people. Most denoiuinations will have other ma-

terial whicli can be used to present Christian work more spe-

cifically.

Home. School (uul Church—,W slides and script—is suitable

for children 6 to 12 years old. It presents a typical boy and

girl of Japan; the house they live in. their school and church,

what they wear, and how they live.

Work Hint Phiy—.W slides and script—presents the "chores"

which Jai)anese children do; their games; the boy's day; the

girl's dav ; what they do on holidays. It is suitable for children

6-12.

Let's Sec Japan—60 slides and script—is a journey to Jai)an

for Junior Hi boys and girls. It shows the country and the peo-

ple : their work, dress, play ; customs ; religion ; war damage.

Japan ; TIic Lund and The People—65 slides and script—pic-

tures the effects of the war on the people and the country ; the

need for good will and reconciliation ; the attitude of the people

toward the Occupation ; the people, land, and customs. It is

suitable for youth and adults.

For sale and rental prices, write directly to Visual Educa-

tion Service, 409 Prospect St., New Haven, Conn.—WSH.

Filmstrip for Parents
Its m.\kers (Div. of Local Churcl\. pjoard of Education,

Methodist Church, Nashville) say that Family on Trial is

"a filmstrip with recorded dialogue to emphasize the impor-

tance of Christian teaching in the home." Its usefulness is

not limited to parents. I found it good for a youth group.

On the pictorial side, it is black and white photography of

tlic persons involved in the story—and the story concerns two
college students. Together they confront a crisis. They must
choose, and one makes the wrong choice. Later both land in

court, one a witness against the other. The filmstrip explores
their childhood, finding that one grew up in a "church home"
and the other in a "Christian home." This delving reveals
nmch that parents, and would-be parents, can face and ponder
with profit.

Tlie script is well written and well recorded. It occupies
the four sides of two 78 rpiu records. Tliere are some sound
effects. The dialogue is effectively and dramatically spoken.

Methodist Church, Nashville

FAMILY ON TRIAL ... a filmstrip with recorded dialogue to
emphasize the importance of Christian teaching in the home.

The narrative interludes give needed information and advance

the story rapidly. In essential (|ualities the recording out-

matches the pictorial.

This filmstrip has a wide range of usefulness. It can be

used in a setting of worship. It can be used to provoke discus-

sion on a number of themes, .\dult classes should use it.

It would be effective with Sunday evening youth groups and

in summer conferences. It certainly rates a "B plus" in my
book.—WSH.

Religious Records on Review
By MAX U, BILDERSEE*

Recokps dealing with religious subjects can be readily divided

into three major groups: those dealing with stories of the

Old Testament: those drawing upon the New Testament

for inspiration: and the records dealing with holidays and

religious observance.

There are a few records which do not fall into any one

of these categories. One such record is titled A Sunday

School Lesson on "The Three Little Pigs" and The Whistle

Song (Sacred 70 a/b). The performing artist uses the

l)seudonyni of ".Aunt .Audrey". The songs and presentation

are aimed at the very youngest children, but even they are

unwilling to accept this contorting of a favorite nursery

story and the moralization with which it is embellished.

Few of the many recordings of Old Testament stories

are real contributions to religious education. Narrated by

Ed Colmans. "The Bible Storynian", Sacred's Album BS-2

—Samson and the Lion—is a straightforward retelling of

one of the stories of Samson's great strength. The record

seemingly condones and justifies premeditated murder and

is consequently not suitable for religious school use. It is

very poor in all respects and would, therefore, contribute

little or nothing to religious school training.

There are two treatments of Noah and the Ark (Capitol

DB 94 and Sacred BS 1). Sacred's treatment is more

dramatic but narrator Ed Colman's presentation is preachy,

and the script sermonic. drawing both major and minor

morals with the progress of the story. Claude Rains, on

the other hand, telling the story for Capitol, makes an im-

mediate and recognizable personal association for the young
people with the story and proceeds with simple, dignified,

altogether pleasant and straightforward narration. His

voice is superior and the recording is in all respects ac-

ceptable. It is wholly suitable for religious instruction in

the lower and middle elementary grades. The Claude Rains

recording is an artful, concise presentation of "Noab and
the Ark", meriting a rating of excellent: and the other

recording reviewed is rated as fair.

The Capitol album (DB 94) also contains a very pleasing

interpretation of the story of Moses in the Bulrushes.

Claude Rains is a superb storyteller and tliis story, as well

told as "Noah and the .Ark." will appeal strongly to young
children.

The Story of Lot's Wife is also contained in the Sacred

( BS 1 ) album. It has a preachy story development and
undesirable moralizing. .As tools for learning, these record-

ings are not self-sufficient, yet they leave the teacher no
cf.urse but to accept and repeat the statements of the nar-

rptor, Ed Colman. They can only be given a general

rating of "fair". The story is well told, with a tendency
to he somewhat overdramatic, but the effort to associate

it positively with modern mystery tales is largely over-
drawn and banal.

The story of David and Goliath is narrated by Claude
Rains for Capitol (DB.S 92). A different interpretation

is available on Bibletone's Adventures in Bibleland. The
smooth narration of Claude Rains is superior to the Bible-

tone presentation. The Rains version has an immediate,
wholesome appeal for young children. The story is well,

simply and convincingly told. It holds the interest of
youthful auditors and can be used to make a real contribu-
tion to class procedures. The Bibletone David and Goliath
relies heavily on a jioor opening structure to get into the

*We welcome this instructive article by Edixationai. Scrf.kn's

Editor for Recordings.—WSH.
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JUST RIGHT - -

for vacalion schools, camps, clubs, church and home showing

Family
Films...

"(leal realistically with great ethical problems . . . will stir yoimg

people and adult audiences because they are sincere and convinc-

ing as well as interesting . . . really worthwhile modern stories

produced on a professional level." (HILDA JAMES SNYDER,

Director Religious Education. First Methodist Church.)

". . . 'worth ten thousand words' of religious entertainment, in-

spiration and benefit." (REV. l.EE E. HOMO. Norlhern Baptist

Convention.)

'represent the height of modern development in Christian films

for moral and religious education in the church and school."

(W. B. HARGRAVE. Ex. Dir., Auricular Foundation.)

"really worthv/hile modern-day stories that deal so intelligently

with ethical problems of life." (REV. WALTER E. JAMES,

Hollywood Presbyterian Church.)

from your nearest authorized FAMILY FILMS dealer.

More than one hundred such dealers and film libraries are

at your service.

*Jlf4f UUU he iA<UUH . . .

at the joint convention and trade show of the National

Association of Visual Education Dealers, the Educational

Film Library Association, the Midvvest Forum on Audio-

Visual Aids, and the Film Council of America, in Chi-

cago, July 29-Aug. 3. You are cordially invited to visit

the FAMILY FILMS exhibit. Booth 25. Hotel Sherman,

during this meeting.

These films will be available also at the Audio-Visual

Vt'orkshop of the International Council on Religious Edu-

cation, at Green Lake, Wisconsin. Aug. 29-Sept. .5.

^We %<^^ ^^
This coupon will bring you free

formation. It oblierates .vou in no way.
out and mail today.

1

4047 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF.

Information please on your Tdms

Name

Attention of TitI

.Address

City. Zone, Slate

( ) Rental

( ) Purchase

'yl Boy and His Prayer^

'Unto Thyself Be True'"

IP^I 1

^^ p
b^P^^^H^

HpF ' ^^^^^^H

.V. ^^1Hi^m

June, 1949

"Yesterday, Today and Forever^'

The above lhr«*e are ready now. order through your favorite
film library, audio-visual Healer or denominational renter.

Three more are now in procliietion, for early Fall release.
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Now only 50c

—

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN
by

Wm. S. Hockman
Church Dep+. Editor

... a booklet of 64 pages of information reprinted

fronn the Church Department.

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN should be in every

church worker's library.

Send only 50c today to

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

story proper. The performance is uneven and, in part,

poorly paced. Tlie Bibletone album reproduces the com-
plete script and pictorializes Goliath as an ugly, hair-covered,

fierce-looking animal-man. It is unfortunate that the pub-
lishers felt that this device of illustration was desirable.

There is no difficulty choosing between the two "David
and Goliath" recordings. The even and convincing per-

formance Claude Rains oflfers is further demonstration of his

superior artistry.

The Story of Daniel in the Lion's Den completes this

Bibletone album. The situation introducing the story is

implausible. The script is adequately written except for an
extremely weak closing. The performances and sound
effects are poor. All in all, the Bibletone presentations,

although not as sermonizing as the Sacred records, must
be classed with them as inferior to other records reviewed
in this section.

On the reverse of "David and Goliath" (Capitol DBS
92) Claude Rains offers one of childhood's favorite Bible
stories, Joseph and His Coat of Many Colors. This is a

superior recording, sensitively told. It is highly suitable for

religious school use and is in all respects excellent. This
can be used in the first and second grades as part of a
biblical stories period and for presenting, in highly suitable
manner, one of the Bible stories children remember longest.

Simmel-Meservey has produced an interesting record of

a religious-literary nature which will serve well in the
upper elementary grades and the junior high school. It

is titled Sermon on the Mount aiid The Last Supper. J.
Carroll Naish reads the lines from the world famous
"Pilgrimage Play" with the support of original music
by Eddison Von Ottenfeld. This is an excellent recording
worthy of intensive religious school use.

RCA- Victor's The Bible Speaks, Volume 1 (DG 32).
containing three sections titled "Four Parables", "Sayings
of Jesus" and "Golgotha", is a sympathetic and dignified
presentation of New Testament material. The beauty of
the album is a tribute to the featured artists, Raymond
Edward Johnsgn as the chronicler and House Jameson.
who speaks the words of Jesus. Erik Barnouw has mag-
nificently adapted biblical text to these dramatizations of
the Bible. Here the simplicity and dignity of the Bible
are carried over into the aural medium exceptionally well.
The discs are well suited to religious school use and are
rated as excellent in all respects. They are well suited
for use for stimulation, for the direct presentation of
information, and for summarizing Bible study activities
on the junior and senior high school levels.

The material from the Old Testament, with the excep-
tion of the Claude Rains recordings, lacks insight into the
real beauty and appeal of the Bible. The recordings of
the New Testament exemplify that magnificence in the
direct presentation of material in a simple, dignified, un-
affected and altogether fitting manner.
A new development within the past year in the field of

rehgious recordings brings three titles from Allegro. They
deal with three of the Jewish religious celebrations: Hanuk-
kah (Allegro ay 102), Jewish Sabbath at Home (Allegro
ay 103), and Tu B'Shvat (.A.Uegro ay 104).
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These records present with simple dignity and whole-

some appeal the songs associated with the holidays listed.

The record devoted to "Tu B'Shvat" tells the reasons for

the festival. These records can be useful in Jewish re-

ligious schools for direct instruction and in other religious

schools to demonstrate the beauty of the music preserited.

They can be used, too, to supplement logical explanations of

the Jewish holidays when such explanations are introduced

to foster better understanding and appreciation of the

religious customs of men and women of the Jewish faith.

It seems, then, that the secrets of successfully intro-

ducing record of religious significance are simplicity, true

dignity, and real artistry both in script preparation and in

performance.

Asia Is Calling

The first album of records produced by New World Re-

cordings (Room 331, 156 Fifth Ave, N. Y. 10) bears the title

"Asia Calling." This album contains six 12-inch 78 rpm
records pressed by RCA. The content of these records is

"documentary." They give us both music and speech. We
hear children of Asia singing their own Christian hymns in

Sunday school ; hear the folk songs of Siam and the Philip-

pines ; hear the music of the Chinese flute and the Indian

sittar ; and listen to short and inspiring messages by outstand-

ing personalities of the Christian Orient.

Here is recorded material which can be a vast resource

to imaginative and careful leaders of all age groups. The
singing of the Chinese Sunday school children in a heatless

church on a cold February morning is a heart-melting

experience which will make old and young quicken with a

realization that "In Him There Is No East or West." All of

this material has a very high educational potential. I am
certain of this, having used parts of it with certain groups
of children in my church school. Recommended. For price

and further information write to the producers.—WSH.

Curriculum Filmstrip

The curriculum builders are beginning to catch up with

the visual media. The 5S-frame filmstrip. Our Church at

Home and Abroad (Pilgrim Press, 14 Beacon St., Boston 8),

was produced for use with the Pilgrim Series for the Spring
Quarter, 1949. It was produced from photographs showing
actual situations in which the church is doing God's work in

the world. Its four sections (what is the church; the church at

work at home ; the church at work abroad ; and what we can do
to strengthen the church) taken together cover pretty well the

major areas of the church's ministry to people. There is no
denominational accent, making the film useful to any church.

Two scripts accompany this filmstrip—one for children and
the other for young people and adults. Narrative in type, both
scripts are instructive and inspiring. They don't plod—like

a school boy's composition, nor do they jerk along in poor
dialogue. They have the flowing, moving, well-paced character
of good prose, leaving a lot of work for the pictures to do.

The utilization suggestions are practical, specific, and helpful.

Here is material which will have a usefulness far beyond the
curriculum of which it is a part. Recommended.—WSH.

Correspondence
A regional denominational executive asks how he may keep

up with the new materials and methods of the church field

with the least expenditure of time. Of course, I suggested that

he read Screen. Too, he should get his name on the mailing
list for his and other denominational visual aid bulletins,

catalogs and notices of new materials.

De.-^r Mr. Patterson (Box 132, Abilene, Texas) : I do not
know of any source of 8mm religious films. You might try

writing a few of the concerns listed on page 163 of Screen's
"Blue Book of 16mm Films", or Ideal Pictures Corp., Chicago.
Any of our readers who know of sources are invited to write
directly to Mr. Patterson . . . The grapevine reports that

F. L. Fay's filmstrip. Christian Syiiibolis)n. appearing last

August, is a best seller of Whittemore Associates, Inc.,

Boston 8.

"I will soon have two new releases in teacher training
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slides," writes Dr. Frank A. Lindliorst (College of the Pacific,

Stockton 27, Calit'.). A Primary Uiiil is "a documentary of

the Primary department in last year's lab school here. Ends
with a series showing the children carrying through a Hebrew
school with a young Chinese pastor as the Rabbi ! I've done the

script and slides. The other, 'Flu- Church's Objectives for

Children, ought to be ready by June." Judging from his previous

work, these 2x2 slide sets are worth looking into. Write
directly to him.

New Materials
B "Using Audio-Visual Aids in the Church School, " a 15-

page pamphlet by Richard W. Morton, director of religious

education for the Unitarian Congregational Society of Hartford,

Conn., is packed with valuable information and worth much
more than twenty-five cents. Order from Am. Unitarian .A'ssn.,

25 Beacon St., Boston 8.

A 10-page mimeographed listing of the audio-visual ma-
terials for use with the International Uniform Sunday School

I essons for 1949 may be secured from the International Council

of Religious Education (new address: 206 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 4) for fifteen cents.

The "Teachers' Study Guides" to the more recent Cathedral

Films show great improvement over those first issued, and

every user of these films should have a complete file of these

guides to help him in selection and utilization. They can be

secured from your distributor for a small cost.

TV Bibliography
(Continued from page 257)

lost because of new terms and involved illustrations. Al-

though a general introduction to video is given, emphasis
is allotted to the section dealing with program planning and
production. Where the library is lirhited to a single vol-

ume, this choice is a good one for the educator breaking

into TV.

• Television Programming and Production—Richard Hub-
bell. Murray Hill Books, Inc., New York. 1945. 207 pp.

$3.00.

A different approach to programming and production for

television is made by Richard Hubbell. The outstanding

feature of the book is the analysis and reasons behind the

actions and practices in use in the studio. Physiological

and psychological effects are explained and discussed. The
theatre and the motion pictures are compared with video

to provide a basis for understanding the unique nature of

television. The more than fifty illustrations help to "put

over" the salient points.

• Television Techniques—Hoyland Bettinger. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1947. 237 pp. $5.00.

Hoyland Bettinger presents a coverage of practically all

of the factors entering into program production. His ap-

proach is to deal with fundamentals, thus permitting the

reader to make his own applications. Simple line drawings
accompanied by adequate notations serve to bring about
the intended impact. A conventional treatment of composi-

tion, balance and other art principles is given, and video

and audio techniques, television writing, directing and pro-

ducing, and motion pictures and film integration are thor-

oughly covered. It is certainly a storehouse of necessary

information.

Other books about TV well worth reading are: "How to

Write for Television" by Doug Allen (E. P. Button & Co.,

N. Y.); "Television Primer of Production and Direction"

by Louis A. Sposa (McGraw-Hill Book Co., N. Y.) ; and
"Television for Beginners" by James R. Cameron (Camer-
on Publishing Co., Coral Gables, Fla. ). —PL.

9 Bill Hart, principal of William Ford School (Dearborn,

Michigan), and director of the system-wide audio-visual

aids department, has been granted one year's leave from

\\'k principalship. He will remain director of audio-visual

aids with full time devoted next yeai to assisting teachers

directly in utilizing a-v aids and related teaching materials.
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• ten-year guarantee
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Two Timely Films for Church Use
On the Mission Study Themes for 1949-50

Kyoto %iOTyg twenfy-six minute color or black and white.

16mm sound release on a missionary's work In Japan. Tech-

nically excellent, packed with human interest and Christian

concern. Convincing and real for all ages.

Photographed and directed, scripted and
produced by the LETTER FROM CHINA
Crew. Sale price $240. for color, $135. for

btacic and white. Rental $9. for color. $6. for
black and white.

We Would Be Building twenty minute color or black

and white film on the need for churches in new areas in

America, showing how local, state and national groups co-

operate to meet the need.

Widely acclaimed. "Sincere and appealing",
says Hockman In SCREEN. Technically top-

notch. Sale price for color $150.; for black

and white, $75. Rental $7. for color, $4 for

black and white.

Write for preview copies and other informafion on these new
releases of the

Department of Visual Aids
Congregational Christian Churches

Rev. Alexander 6. Ferguson, Director

287 Fourth Ave. New York 10. N. Y.

a
a
o
o

international Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADV/AY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

o
a
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Suininer Courses in Audio-Visual Education, 1 949-Part III

Dates of summer sessions, titles of courses, and names of

instructors are given insofar as data were provided. See

the April and May issues for additional lists.

CALIFORNIA

California College of Arts and Crafts, Oakland July 5-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual Workshop Stuart Thompson

California State Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo
Audio-Visual Aids Morris G. Carter

Dominican College of San Rafael, San Rafael

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction Sister M. Richard Rhodes

Fresno State College, Fresno

Audio-Visual Education

Fresno Cannpus Session Oreon Kesslar

Bakerstield Session Elmer Peery

Visalia Session Ralph Drath

George Pepperdine College, Los Angeles
Audio-Visual Education L. T. Vanderveer
Audio-Visual Education B. Morlan
Evaluating Audio-Visual Material Vanderveer

Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles
Audio-Visual Education Sister M. Stephanie

Los Angeles State College, Los Angeles June 20-July 29
Audio-Visual Methods

Loyola University, Los Angeles
Audio-Visual Materials

Mount Saint Mary's College, Los Angeles
Audio-Visual Education

Sacramento State College, Sacramento
Audio-Visual Aids to Education Worthlngton Prince

San Francisco College for Women, San Francisco
Audio-Visual Aids Mother Mary McQueeny

San Francisco State College, San Francisco June 27-Aug. 5
Audio-Visual Education Gunter, Lovejoy, Rhode, Timmons
Audio Visual Education (Aug. 8-27) Gunter, Rhode

Stanford University, Stanford
Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction William Iverson

University of California, Santa Barbara College June 18-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual-Radio Education L. B. Sands, M. Beck

University of Redlands, Redlands
Audio-Visual Education Fred Sales

COLORADO
State College of Education, Greeley

Communications, Education and Propaganda
Workshop In Radio Production
Audio-Visual Aids in Education
Workshop In the Production of A-V Materials

June 17-July 29

O'Connor

June 27-July 30

Sister Carmela

TEACHING THIS SUMMER?
You'll improve your teaching, lighten your

work load, and perform a real service for

your students if you write today for details

of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN'S special plan

for summer school instructors.

This is an opportunity which will not wait,

and we urge you to write now. We'll rush

full information.

Dept. 14

Educational Screen

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I. III.

GEORGIA

Georgia State College, Savannah June 13-July 16, July 18-Aug. 20

Audio-Visual Aids In Education James E. Parker

IOWA
,

State University, Iowa City June 15-Aug. 10

Introduction to Audio-Visual Teaching Aids Stroud and Staff

Advanced Audio-Visual Problems Stroud and Staff

Audio-Visual Workshop (Ju'y 18-22)

MICHIGAN

State Normal College, Ypslianti

Audio-Visual Methods In Education

June 20-July 7°

MISSOURI

University of Missouri, Columbia
Problems in Visual Education

NEW MEXICO

Eastern N. M. University, Portales

Visual Education

June 9-Aug. 3

C. W. Ballew

June 13-Aug. 5

E. C. MIrise

NEW YORK

New York University, New York July 5-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual Aids in Religious Education Robert M. Perry

July S-Aug. 12

IJcirold E. R'chardson

Richardson

St. Lawrence University, Canton
Audio-Visual Methods and Materials

Audio-Visual Laboratory

OREGON
Pacific University, Forest Grove July 5-Auq. 5

Workshop In Audio-Visual Processes In Learning

PENNSYLVANIA

State Teachers College, Clarion

Visual Education

State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg

Visual Education

State Teachers College, Edlnboro
Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College, Indiana

Visual Education

State Teachers College, Kutztown

Visual Education

June 27 Aug. 5

H. S. Manson

June 6-July 15

F. B. McGarry

Aug. 8-26

Ernest R. LaFollette

July 18-Aug. 26

Wilber Emmert

June 27-July I 5

Allan F. Bubeck

State Teachers College, Mansfield June 6-July 15, July 18-Aug. 26

Visual Education G. H. Gramley

State Teachers College, Mlllersvllle

Visual Education

State Teachers College, Shlppensburg
Visual Education

June 6-July 15

Paul Z. Rummel

June 6-July IS

L. C. Krebs

Temple University, Philadelphia Ju^e 27-Aug. 5

Audio-Visual Aids to instruction Blair Daniels

Non-Projected Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction Daniels

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Visual and Sensory Techniques

Waynesburg College, Waynesburg
Visual and Sensory Education

SOUTH CAROLINA

Benedict College, Columbia
Audio Methods In Teaching

Clemson College, Clemson
Audio-Visual Aids in Education

SOUTH DAKOTA
Eastern State Normal School, Madison

Audio and Visual Education

University of South Dakota, Vermillion

Audio-Visual Education

June 6-Aug, 7

Sha'er

June 20-Aug. 19

E. C. Noyes

June 9-Aug. 13

G. E. Nelson

June 17-Aug. 19

J. L. Brock

June 6-July 15

Moller

July 18-Aug. 26

Mark Delzell
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The SOUNDIi/ilRROR'^ Recorder oflers you

fel Classroom Adi/antaaes!

SEE AND HEAR IT

'^X YOURSELF

It's SO simple to operate that any teacher

or any student can use it!

Because of its complete simplicity, the "SOUNDMIRROR"
opens new educational possibilities to every department
of your school. In language study your students can record
and criticize their own mistakes—in drama new techniques
of delivery, sound effects, and expression are easy with the
"SOUNDMIRROR". Your debate teams can perfect their

techniques, your choral, orchestra, and band groups can
hear themselves and learn by doing better! Recordings
direct from the radio of historical events make an excellent

reference library! The exact high fidelity reproduction of

the "SOUNDMIRROR" catches stuttering or stammering
for teacher and student to hear and correct. Truly, the
"SOUNDMIRROR" means new ways of "learning by doing"!

OttMH... FIRST IN MAGNETIC RECORDING

*Trad* Mark Rag.

June, 1949

-SEND THIS COUPON TODAY-

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3405 Perkin> Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Please arrange a demonstration of' the Soundmirror for me at
no obligation.

Name

School City

Position

State

J
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TWO NEW FILMS ABOUT
,1 BAJA CALIFORNIA

^THE MAINLAND

EACH ONE REEL IN LENGTH—
SOUND AND COLOR—$85

also in black-and-white—$45

joJtnlan Jtuni PfioduciUutl
Member of >tllled Independent Producers.

1133 N. HrSHLAND AVE. . HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF.

Are Your Film Programs

"Fair" To Labor!
ORDER YOUR FALL BOOKINGS NOW.

'if***.*"
"'.•''» shows a good union member who learns more

fi i IV ,?.V^
Ujiions busine.s.s. Shows the functions of theUAVV-CIO educational activities. 10 min.. Rental $1.50.

Unity Is Strength shows the one hundred year history of the

m^.'^IWa! p'o^'"^"'""^ ^"'°" "' «'-<''^' ^''^--- 2»

They Said Labor Didn't Count presents the story of Iowa'sone day abor holiday called to protest the passage of astate anti-labor law. 10 min., Rental $1.50.

Each For All tells the story of the British Trade Unions in

Re'ntar^im"
''' '^'^ national conference, limin"

United Action For Victory presents a story of solidarity de-
T^is"?? '? .*'"', "AW-CIO Tool & Die Makers Trife of

:ifm,n'; Re'^n'lal' i^'oT ^' "^<^ '"'"^^'^ '"at built the CIO.

Brotherhood Of Man based on the Benedict-Weltflsh namphlet, 'Races of Mankind". A real community fil^sponsored by the UAVV-CIO. 10 min., RentaT^S.So

fai /''•.^"J!'"".,''
''^""''' scenes from the m-Ki strikes to main-

eff^r. ,^ "?""'
S'^y

A reminder of labor's continiVintr

ctnT^'n^m^fn'" A/nTal^^^oT"''^''' "' "^^"^ '^ "^^ A^""'

People Of The Cumberland shows scenes of neonle an,!

f,nt"n%-''"'i""*' '" ''"'"' "^^ ""e^' SouU," thr^ough trideunion development under CIO. is min., Rental $foO.

"SrhH^-^'T!'- ^^ J^^ S»««'*<>'-k«r» shows a USA-CIO
Rtn1al'$,.00""^ '^"' ^' ^«""- ^'ate College. %0 Si'„°

Film Division
CIO Department of
Education & Research
7J8 Jackson PI., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

• ^rile for our free catalogue, "Films For Labor':
• "Films To Fight Discrimination", an annotated list ofIhmm sound movies.

16mm sound movies

available from:

June 13-Aug. 19

Mecham

July 21-Aug. 26
Aaron M. Johnston

TENNESSEE

George Peabody College, Nashville

Problems in Visual Education

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Audio-Visual Aids to Teaching

TEXAS

Abilene Christian College, Abilene June 7-July 15, July 19-Aug. 27

Audio-Visual Methods (1st T.) C. C. Morlan

Production of Audio-Visual Materials (2nd T.) Morlan

East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce 2 Terms

Audio-Visual Aids (1st T.)

Evaluation of Motion Pictures for School Use (1st, 2nd T.)

Administration of Audio-Visual Aids (2nd T.)

MeMgrry College, Abilene

Audio-Visual Education

North Texas State College, Denton

Utilization of Audio-Visual Aids

Audio-Visual Aids

Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville

Visual Aids in Teaching

Administration of Visual Educafion

Southwest Texas Teachers College, San Marcos

Audio-Visual Education

Sul Ross State Teachers College, Alpine

Lab Course in Visual instruction ( I sf , 2nd T.}

Audio-Visual Education (1st T.)

Administration of Audio-Visual Aids (2nd T

Texas State College for Women, Denton

Audio-Visual Aids in the Classroom

Texas Technological College, Lubbock
Audio-Visual Aids

University of Houston, Houston
Visual Education Workshop

June 13-July 22

Mrs. T. R. Odell

June 6-July 16

R. B. Toulouse

Ira Roberts

July 18-Aug. 26
Oliver

Oliver

June 6-July 15

July 18-Aug. 25

Ruby Henderson

June 7-July 15,

July 19-Aug. 25

)
W. T. Powell

Powell

) Powell

June 8-July 20
M. de Coligny

July 18-Aug. 26

L. B. Cooper

June 8-July 19

E. B. Miller

University of Texas, Austin 2 Terms

Use of Visual Aids in Secondary Educafion B. F. Holland

Use of Visual Aids In Elementary Education Holland

Problems in Audio-Visual Education: Workshop
A. L. Chapman, Holland

Research in Audio-Visual Education Holland

Thesis Course for the Master's Degree Holland

School Public Relations Chapman
Educational and Public Service Aspects of Radio Chapman

UTAH

Brigham Young University, Provo

Audio-Visual Education

June 1 3-July 22

E. C. Dent, Clarence Tyndall

E. C. Dent

July 18-Aug. 19

Noble

July 5-Aug. 16

O. K. Jenney
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Audio-Visual Workshop (June 19-July 2)

State Agricultural College, Logan
Audio-Visual Aids in Education

VERMONT

University of Vermont, Burlington

Audio-Visual Education Workshop

VIRGINIA

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg June 22-Aug. 24

Audio-Visual Instructional Aids McRae

Lynchburg College, Lynchburg June 13-July 15

Audio-Visual Education M. W. Thompson

Madison College, Harrisonburg June 20-Aug. 12

Audio-Visual Material Ferne Hoover

Roanoke College, Salem June 13-August 19

Preparation and Use of Classroom Materials in Visual

Education M. S. Masters

State Teachers College, Farmville June 20-Aug. 13

Audio-Visual Education E. M. Johnson

University of Virginia, Charlottesville

Using Sensory Materials in Teaching (June 20-Aug. 27)

J. A. Rorer
Administration of Audio-Visual Programs (Aug. 8-20) Rorer

Educational Screeh



Virginia State College, Petersburg

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction

June 20-Aug. 19

S. A. Madderi

WASHINGTON
Central Washington College of Education, Ellensburg

June 15-Aug. 16

Visual Instruction A. J. Foy, Cross

Visual Education Workshop Wesley J. Crum
Radio & Recording In Classroom A. J. Foy, Cross

Administration of the Instructional

Aids Program Edward Rogel

College of Puget Sound, Tacoma June 13-July 15, July 18-Aug. 19

Audio-Visual Aids in Teaching Edward Trimble

Seattle Pacific College, Seattle

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction

Pnlversity of Washington, Seattle

Auditory and Visual Aids in Teaching

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Catholic University of America, Washington
Visual Aids In Education

June 20-July 20

Paul W. Wright
June 20-July 20

Hayden & Borroughs

June 27-Aug. 6

Haworth

WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia University, Morgantown

June 5-July 15. July 18-Aug. 26
Audio-Visual Resources
Organising Programs
Cinematography
Audio-Visual Aids

WISCONSIN
Marquette University, Milwaukee

Audio-Visual Aids in the Classroom

St. Norbert College, West De Pere

Audio-Visual Techniques
Projects in Audio-Visual Education

State Teachers College,

Audio-Visual Aids
Eau Claire

C. A. Ault

C. A. Ault

C. A. Ault

C. A. Ault

Ella C. Clark

June 21-July 29

M. Aquinas
S. A. Madden

June 13-July 22

Louis Slock

State Teachers College, Oshkosh June 20-July 29

Audio-Visual Aids R. J. Grant

Stout Institute, Menomonie June 20-July 29

Audio-Visual Education David Barnard

Problems in Audio-Visual Education Barnard

University of Wisconsin, Madison June 24-Aug. 19

Methods In Visual Instruction Walter Wittich

Local Production of Audio-Visual

Materials Mailer, Schuller

Seminar in Audio-Visual Education Wittich

Audlo-VIsunI Education Institute (July 12-15)

WYOMING
University of Wyoming, Laramie June 13-July 15, July 18-Aug. 19

Audiovisual Workshop (IstT.) Jayne

Audio-Visual Instruction (2nd T.) Jayne

TV For Teachers

Dr. Alfred T. DeGroot, Dean of Chapman College, re-

cently announced that the Chapman College summer school

(Los Angeles) will offer Television Workshop, Speech 140,

to be taught by Linden Leavitt Jr. of Leavitt & McGurk
Television Productions. Designed primarily for school

teachers, this class will plan television productions that may
be broadcast directly to school rooms and used as part of

the daily lesson plans for school children. The class will

be offered twice during the summer, the first five week ses-

sion beginning June 13, the second session, July 18.

• The Second Annual Radio and Television Institute will

be conducted l)y the Department of Speech at the Pennsyl-

vania State College on July 13 and 14. Among the topics

to be discussed are: The Use of Television in Education;

The Effectiveness of Radio in Education; Radio Technique
in the Classroom; and Plans for an FM Educational Net-

CHILDREN^ PRODUCTION/
presents

THE PRIIESS m THE MM mm
30 minutes

Also

full color

COURTESY

$350.00

2 reels—blnck and white—$90.00

and four social attitude films;...

DINING TOGETHER SPIC AND SPAN
PLAYING TOGETHER FUDGE, the story of a dog.

1 reel each—color, $90.00—black and white, $50.00

CHILDffl'S A PRODUCTIOl
p. 0. Box 1313 ^'*^|S° *»- Palo Alto, Calif.

^V(jf(m^ ^'^^^
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creativG hands
• on outstanding series of aims—

expression through form and color •

1. PAPER SCULPTURE 3. MODEL HOUSES

2. FINGER PAINTING 4. DESIGN TO MUSIC

frieed low for ayallabinty to every library. Each film $50.

Write today for new catalogue

describing over 1300 titles.

International Film Bureau, Inc.

6 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 2, ILL

-wav ^^the 4-way
better
sound

projector
with 10 WATTS

UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

Itfmm

3 MODfIS

The NEW
MODEL IDA

$345

See your dealer er write

for complete Information

FORWAY CORPo
245 W. 55»h St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

16MM SOUND FEATURES
If our programs fail to please the rental fee will be cancelled!

Entertainment features with character building atmosphere
Free transportation anywhere in the 48 states

1V48 Dresden Road
K. & L. SCHEUFLER

Zanesvllle, Ohio

35MM. SCIEIVCE SLIDE FIOIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICHOBIOIOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How lo Study—Pencil Techniques

Siffcra, Niw Ytrli
VISUAL SCIENCES, s«tE

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
for tke Producer ot I6min buifneit. educational and ralloloui tilini
• EDGE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING I

• RELEASE PRINTS— I

COLOR and B&W
• DUPLICATE

NESATIVE*

GEO. W. COIBURN lABORATORY, Inc.
164 N Wacl,,,r Dr.Dcpt. t , Chicago 6, III

Let's Get To Work!
{C'initiiiKcd jroiii fimjc 249)

a j;<ii)(ll\ |inrti(in of a'liilts arc ]>arcnts and tln-y. along

witli tlu'ir chil<lrcn. cnjo) seeing what other youngsters

are doing and acconi])hsliing. Hence, there is good

demand for ])rints of our ])roductions.

One prochiction of which we are justly proud is

titled ".\ Summer N'acation in Canada." It was pro-

duced during the summer of 1945 for the Johnson

(Outboard) Motor Company of Waukegan, Illinois.

Mr. P. A. Tanner, executive officer of Johnson Motors,

has informed us that "our" film, shown at sales meet-

ings, sport shows, grange and forum meetings, etc.. has

proved to be a hne advertising medium. Prints of this

film may be ))orro\ved for screening by writing to this

company.

We use ordinary movie-making e<|uipment. I use a

Bell & Howell ZOD.'X camera equi])ped with 20mm.
2", and 4" lenses. Mrs. Miller uses a Victor Model 5

ec|uipped with 17mm, 1", and 3" lenses. For on-the-spot

recording, we u.se a Wilcox-Cay "Recordio" disc re-

corder and an Ekotape recorder-producer made by the

\\'ebster Electric Company of Racine. Wisconsin. \\'hen

we have ])rocessed and edited our film, we add the

sound track in our "laboratory" (our kitchen), using a

Maurer recorder. We prefer the narrative form of souufl

track for it is simpler to make, but we do dub in unusual

sounds such as conversations with our Indian friends

in the north, etc., and we do this from our original disc

and tape recordings.

The (juestion most frequently asked by our friends

and those registered in my classes at the Universitv of

San Francisco, when thev see oiu- films, is. "Is this

(production) difificult to do?"

Our answer is. "No, it is not, jirovided you have the

equipment and know how to use it." On the surface that

reply apjjears to cover the evident requisites for success

in uny and all phases of endeavor. Hut its implication

varies in this case. .As we look back, neither Mrs. Miller

nor 1 had any ])articnlar aptitude for this work, and
certainly no experience. \Ve learned "by doing"—by
making mistakes. Since the latter is exjiensive when
producing in color and sound, we naturally tried not to

repeat an error. Filming really is not difficult if one

studies, and follows, the rules published in concise,

simple language by all maimfacturers of good photo-

gra])hic e<juii)meiit and sui)])lements this "know-how"
by keeping a notebook of filming ex])eriences. This

enables one to know one's own e(|uipment—the indi-

vidual idiosyncrasies of each lens and camera and re-

corder. If one cannot aft'ord a good film sound recorder

($50(X)), he may have the sound track added by any
of the many film-sound laboratories which dot the

country. The cost for a 1600-foot laboratory-made
sound track should not exceed $250 ])lus stock after

the producer has done the editing, written and timed
the narration, and jirovides for the narrator (voice).

In fact, I believe a ])roducer of films is onlv as good
as the laboratory whose help he will inevitably and
eventuall)- seek, and at times this laboratory technique

can prove the cheaper method.

Can anyone do this? You can answer that as well

as I. I would sav not exactly "anvone", for there is a
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certain ability necessary if only to read and nnderstand

the printed instructions. Hut I certainly believe any

teacher could do a satisfactory job. Better still is the

method of pooling individual abilities whereby two, or

three, or four teachers join together and produce a film.

Xot for profit, perhaps, in dollar.s and cents but cer-

tainly for fun—and good e.xperience. Once the latter

is achieved, then the quality improves and if you

have (|uality merchandise—in anything— it has market-

ing value.

In 1944 I i)roduced a 1600-f<)ot color-sound fdm at

.Stanford University titled "The .School of Physical

-Sciences."* It has been judged ])rofessi()nally as a fine

])roduction and stands as proof of the benefits of ]KK)ling

resources on a school cam])us. Twenty-one faculty

members participated as well as the Associated Stu-

dents, and while we had many points of difference

involving much time spent in countless "conferences,"

the overall result proved that this technique is good
and that on a school cam])us is ability untold and some-

times unknown. Each participant benefited from the

e.\])erience.

We have found this work challenging, interesting, and

]jrofitable. Each new production carries its own prob-

lems, and the game of solving them has brought untold

happiness to both of us for we work together, side by

side. We know that others can do what we are doing,

and there is a place in education todav for (jur jiro-

ductions . . . .so let's get to work

!

* Prints of this lilni may be obtained by writing to Director of

Public Events. Stanford University, California.

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational

Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David

Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York

City. To obtain a copy ot the list, write to the

Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake

St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps

or coins to cover the cost of handling.

Radio-Video Conference

The Institute for Education by Radio, held in Columbus,

Ohio. May 5-8, featured nationally and internationally-

known speakers in the radio and television fields. Wayne
Coy, Federal Communications Commission chairman, dis-

cussed "The Future of Broadcasting—AM, FM, TV and

F.\X." Pros and cons of one of the most widely discussed

c|uestions in the U. S.
—"What will televison do to .American

Hfe?"—were debated in a general meeting at which Oscar

Katz, Columliia Broadcasting System director of research,

presented a summary of research on the effects of TV. Bri-

tish and French radio approaches to the problem, "Can

radio contribute to world peace?" were presented in a gen-

eral international session. Heading an impressive list of

educational and commercial broadcasters who participated

in a session on "How educators can use radio effectively,"

Erik Barnouw. Columl)ia I'niversity director of radio, pre-

sented the findings of the VD campaign of the U. S. Pub-

lic Health Service.

• The Third International Festival of Documentary Films

will again form part of the International Festival of Music

and Drama in Edinburgh from .August 21 to September 11.

While the festival is non-competitive, a much-prized cer-

tificate is issued to all films selected for exhibition.

H" -n

SERVING CANADA
from Coast to Coast

Leading Canadian distributor of 16mm films and equipment, with a complete

service to the entertainment, educational, religious and industrial fields.

Rental Library of Films • Equipment and Films for Sale

Canada's Largest & Finest Nation-Wide Service

Complete Coverage of the Canadian Market

GENERAL FILMS LIMITED
Branches—Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, Moncton, St. John's

Head Office— 1534 Thirteenth Avenue, Regina, Saskatchewan

13
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Editing Reaiity

(Continued from page 225)

I gave earlier consisted of three shots in this order:

1. A speeding car dives off a bridge. DISSOLVE.
2. A dead woman in a casket. CUT. 3. The grief-

stricken man.

Suppose we take the first shot from the beginning

and spHce it to the end so that we now have this se-

quence : 1. A dead woman in a casket. CUT. 2. The

grief-stricken man. DISSOLVE. 3. A speeding car

dives off a bridge.

The meaning is now changed, but since the three shots

are the same, the change in meaning is due to the new

relationship of the shots.

These meanings due to shot relationships sometimes

vary with different individuals, as do the meanings of

the shots themselves. A scene of a hay field will evoke

emotions and memories to a city dweller who as a boy

spent summer vacations on a farm lolling beside a brook

in fresh cut hay ; the response will be entirely different

for a man who grew up on a farm and had to hurry

home from school to do farm work, was not allowed

to go to town on Saturday, and had to miss the Fourth

of July picnics to pitch hay ; it will evoke entirely

different emotions in a girl who was raped in a hay-

stack; or in a girl who became engaged on a hayride.

It becomes evident that a knowledge of the background

of the audience—the social patterns, mores, and folk-

ways—must be considered in preparing a script.

We can say that the first rule of editing is that no

shot in a picture has meaning except in relationship

to the shot which precedes it and the shot which follows

it. In creating those scenes lie the opportunity and

responsibility of the film maker. An author's selection

and arrangement of words determine his style and

effectiveness. While the author does not have to create

words^—they are all in the dictionary—he must choose

and select. It is in the creation of the scenes as con-

ceived in terms of their relationship to each other and

the reaction which their arrangement will produce in

the mind of the audience that lies the artistry of film

making. Technical competency is only a prerec[uisite.

Technicians do not make great pictures—only sensi-

tive individuals with roots deep into an understanding

of human nature make great pictures.

Most educational films today are very prosaic—they

are illustrated lectures. When this is mentioned the

educational producer raises the question : "Do we dare

go beyond what has been done before, to depart from

the standard techniques, the educational formula pic-

ture—what Hollywood has standardized? What will

the audience accept? Haven't they been conditioned

to expect certain things?"

I think we use that argument as a whipping boy, or

a red herring, which we have borrowed from Hollywood.

Use of the motion picture has always lagged behind

the audiences' ability to comprehend. We might con-

trast the use of the film with the printing press. At

the time Gutenberg invented movable type, only the

clergy and a few of the aristocracy could read. Yet

one of the first large printing jobs was Tyndall's Bible.

We have had for fifty years iti the motion picture a

medium which does not require literacy to understand

and, in addition, we have a literate audience, and what

do we use it for? Mostly fiction! Can we get people to

think of the film as a medium of communication to be

put to any desired use, as is the printing press? Can

we get the engineer, the scientist, the educator, the

politician to ask : "Could this report be better pre-

sented on film than on paper?"

We need not try to revolutionize film production and

education overnight. But we do need to spend more

time on planning our films and improving them graphi-

cally. We have to experiment with new techniques

and with the whole film. We are still producing films

which are simply classroom lectures and discussions

recorded on celluloid. We need to try to develop teach-

ing films which utilize the cinematic techniques we

have available and which can make films more effec-

tive, techniques which we have not yet begun to explore.

"You will please fake notes."

FARRAR

Recent A-V Conferences

• The annual conference of the Connecticut Audio-Visual

Education Association was held on May 7 at the University

of Connecticut. Dr. Charles S. Hoban, Jr. (Associate Pro-

fessor of Education, State Teachers College. West Chester.

Pennsylvania) gave the major address on "How Audio-

Visual Materials Can Help to Achieve Learning Goals."

• On May 8, the day preceding the Twenty-Fourth An-

nual Meeting of the American Association for Adult Edu-

cation, the Association's Commission on Motion Pictures

in Adult Education held a special conference at Co-

lumbus, Ohio, on the use of films in adult education. The

program included a demonstration film forum conducted

by a panel led by Robert Schacht (University of Wiscon-

sin Extension Division), an evaluation of recent 16mm
films led by Dr. Edgar Dale (Ohio State University), and

a discussion of tlie organization of community film services,

led by Glen Burch (Film Council of America).

Cleveland Film Festival

On June 16, at Cleveland's Hotel Carter, the Cleveland

Film Council will hold its second annual film festival.

Seven screening rooms will operate concurrently to show

films in the following categories: industrial, religious, teach-

ing and classroom, mental hygiene, art and music, travel

and recreation, and adult education.
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Records

on Review
I
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• SHAKESPEARE CAN BE FUN! Shakespeare can be
enjoyed! ! Reading and studying his plays can be pleasur-

able and meaningful to high school students. More recorded
complete plays are needed, but the new and thoroughly
worthwhile Othello (Columbia SL S3 or MM554) featuring
Paul Robeson, Uta Hagen, Jose Ferrer and Edith King is

a splendid example and an important forward step in supply-
ing fine performances of essentially audio material valuable
for in-school listening.

Try it in your classroom using a marked script to guide
your students. Let them hear the play through—completely
—from the first side to the last, following the spoken words
in the text. The students will supply the needed action,

setting, costumes and lights. They will build tlieir own
stages, draw their own mental images of the characters
and follow the play perfectly. The tortured, agonized face
of Othello—as the seed of jealousy is planted and matures

—

will be readily contrasted, in the student's mind, with the
smooth, calculating countenance of the egomaniac lago.
You will want to help your students prepare for the lis-

tening experience through some short discussion of the
Shakespearian tragedies and perhaps help them discover
that "Othello" was written between "Hamlet" and "King
Lear". And then—let the play live for your class through
a superb listening experience.

The main theme is fully developed—the story of Othello
and Desdemona is completely told. The secondary plot
covering the affairs of Cassio and Bianca is merely alluded
to in passing where it contributes to the development of the
major theme. The performance as a whole is strengthened
thereby because it is given unity. Other cuts from the full

original text are few, do not detract from the progress of the
plot, and in no way diminish the pleasures of hearing the
play.

Most assuredly this is suitable for school use and earns
the rating of "excellent" in terms of its general educational
values. It should be used in the secondary school, probably
in third or fourth-year English Literature. Listening stu-
dents will find new pleasures in dramatizing, oral reading,
and reading for enjoyment and appreciation. Use it for mo-
tivation, for the presentation of information, and for sheer
enjoyment. This type of recording and this particular re-
cording are "musts" in your school audio library.

• HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO GETTYSBURG? Have
you ever been to Runnymede? Columbia Records takes
you there in an audio instant via the recently-released re-

cordings You Are There—The Signing of the Magna Charta
(Columbia ML 4149 or MM 822) and You Are There—The
Battle of Gettysburg (Columbia ML 4149 or MM 823).
Teachers and students all are familiar with the Columbia
Broadcasting System's network broadcasts of the same title.

These recordings are taken directly from the broadcasts and
recoimt accurately and in considerable detail the events im-
mediately preceding King John's reluctant sealing of the
Magna Charta and the famous charge of the Confederate
armies on July third at Gettysburg.
These recordings are eminently suited to school use.

Adults comment, "I wish they taught history that way when
I was in school." "I've really learned something from listen-
ing to this." "It's just as though you were there and were
watching the whole thing happen."
Some may object to the seemingly irrelevant introduction

of humorous relief approximately half-way through the

The Producers

of
"DINNER PARTY"
"JUNIOR PROM"

"LET'S GIVE A TEA"
"ARRANGING THE TEA TABLE"

"ARRANGING THE BUFFET SUPPER"
"TEAMWORK"

Invite You To Preview
The FIRST OF A NEW SERIES
IN HUMAN RELATIONS FILMS

Together With
THREE NEW SOCIAL STUDIES

PICTURES

\\ rr
*7Ue Road fo^ San PaUa

Together With Any Of 50 Additional
Classroom Subjects In Our Catalog

SIHHEL-MESERVEY.Inc.
321 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

OUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
ervice
atisfies

16 mm SOUIVD FILMS
FOR ALL OCCASIOIVS

also

Projectors, Cameras, All Visual

Aid Eqnipment

Write today for Catalogue

686 Siirinc Bldg. Mempliis, Tenn.

Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educational

Motion

Pictures

•
Prevlflw

PrInH

Catalog

Deseripfive

Material

OHIO RIVER—
and the Economic Geography of its Valley

Rich in interest and understanding, this film
captures the commercial importance (and
beauty) of the Ohio River which serves man's
needs over 200,000 sq. mi. of fertile, pro-
ductive area as it courses on its tbousand
mile trek from Pittsburgh, Pa. to its junction
with the Mississippi at Cairo, III. Impressive
photography and narration explain and show
bustling industry, agriculture, river transporta-
tion, locks, dams, flood control, plus the life

and commerce of the cities of Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati and Louisville. For Intermediate
grades. Junior and Senior High.

In Natural Color or Black and White

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O.Box 3088 • Hollywood, California

MEMBER OF AUI6D INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
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BOTANY TEACHERS!

SPECIAL

SCHOOL

RATES!

For the first time John Ott's famous

Time-Lapse Flower Films offered at spe-

cial school rates.

TIME-LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY 10 min. 4,00

SPRING BLOSSOMS 19 min 8 00

PLANT ODDITIES 10 min. 4.00

FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
HOME, Part I 19 min 8.00

FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
HOME, Part II 20 min. 8 00

HOW TO GROW IRIS 16 min. 8.00

HOW TO GROW DAHLIAS 20 min. 3 00

HOW TO GROW GLADIOLAS \i min. 8.00

Recommended (or botany classes, clubs and

special assembly programs.

JOHN OTT FILM LIBRARY, INC.

730 ELM ST., WINNETKA, ILLINOIS

FREE PREVIEW
For A-V Summer Courses and Film Review Centers

Umm CLASSROOM FILMS—Three Series

Health & Social Studies— Practical Plane Geometry—Simplified
Arithmetic

Write for Catalog

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
425 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

IN PITTSBURGH AND TRI-STATE AREA
it's

KAREL SOUND FILM LIBRARY
for Motion Pictures and Visual Aid Supplies

410 Third Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALASKA:
GLOBAL CROSSROADS

Peoples and Problems of Alaska Today
1 1 min., b & w or color

Write for free list of other films and filmstrips In Social

Studies and Personal Guidance.

FLORY FILMS. INC.
Classroom Film Department

303 Eost 71st Street, New rork 2J, N. Y.

^^Ttalk from your Mreen^
BH WITH your quickly

Q TYPEWRITTEN1 MESSAGESH SO tlOIO-NATS SI. so
^3 WklU. «mb«r or OrMn.
|^»c««»l ><• •ub.tllute.

1

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Siie 3</4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 OakridKe Blvd.. Daytona Beach, Fla.

Umm EDUCATIONAL FILMS. ENTERTAINMENT
SHORTS, TRAVELOGUES. ETC.

Companies interested In giving Sole Distribution for India, Pakistan
and Ceylon may contact Managing Director of reputable Indian
concern who will be in America in early June, by writing

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, Box 437. 64 East Lake St.,

Chicago 1, Illinois

LET US HELP
It will pay summer school instructors to write EDUCATIONAL
SCREEN today for details about a special summer school

plan. You'll like it.

lihtLiiiiig experience but. bearing in mind that few can listen

attentively for more than fifteen minutes consecutively to the

best in audio experiences, the relief offers the audience much
needed momentary relaxation without impeding the prog-

ress of the description of the event. These recordings are

in the "must" category and rate as excellent. I'se thein

lor the motivation of further study or for the presentation

of essential information in history and social studies classes

in the junior and senior high schools. These programs arc

adult in their conception and presentation, yet their realism

will appeal strongly to adolescents.

l^erhaps the recording of "The Signing of the Magna
Charta" will be the jumping off point to a study of import-
ant milestones in the development of liberty as wc under-
stand it. Certainly you may expect students to enter into

considerable discussion and debate of the basic issues in-

volved and participate in some measure of research, drama-
tizing, and original writing as a result of this unusual listen-

ing experience.

• MARGARET O'BRIEN'S FAVORITE FAIRY
TALES (Capitol) will appeal to youngsters. Here is one
child star whose performances are straightforward and who.
a talented actress, does not rely upon her comparative youth
to make her records acceptable. She is an exception in

that children enjoy her presentation and willingly listen to

her. The single-record albums present the child star telling

Sleeping Beauty and The Princess Who Could Not Laugh
(\olume 1) and The Frog Prince and Little Red Riding
Hood (X'olume II). '\'\n- stories are simply told, without
undue embellishment, and each lasts about three and a half

minutes. I'hey arc short enough to appeal readily to kinder-
garten and pre-primary students and to hold their attention.
The records are suitable for in-school listening and are
rated as good in terms of their general educational value.
Teachers wishing to encourage individual self-expression
through speech can call ui)on children to tell their favorite
fairy tales following Margaret O'Brien's recorded rendition.

• OSCARS FOR RECORDS. Let's face it ... no one
has established a series of awards or prizes for outstanding
recordings parallel or even similar to the vast number of
awards to motion pictures, plays, newspapers, cartoons,
radio programs and—yes!—television programs. Certainly
here is a neglected art form that deserves public and pro-
fessional recognition of outstanding productions and per-
formances. It is high time that the recording industry lost
its orphan status in the awards field. Consequently, we are
suggesting that a series of CERTIFICATES FOR OUT-
STANDING MERIT be established for exceptional edu-
cational records in particular fields. Herewith our sug-
gestion of classes and our nominations for the 19-18-1949
hypothetical awards:

SCIENCE
Elementary Schools: What Makes Rain (Deccs 90019)
Secondary Schools: No award

AMERICAN HISTORY

Elementary Schools: No award
Secondary Schools: You Are There—The Battle of Gettysburg

(Columbia ML 4149 or MM 823)

Elementary Schools:

Secondary Schools:

Dual Award

WORLD HISTORY

No award
You Are There—The Signing of the Maqna

Charta (Columbia ML 4149 or MM 822)
I Can Hear it Now (Columbia ML 4095 or MM 800)

ENGLISH LITERATURE

Elementary Schools: So Dear To My Heart (Capitol DD 109)

Secondary Schools: Hamlet (RCA-Victor DM 1273)

Dual Award Othello (Columbia SL 53 or MM 554)

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Elementary Schools: Bible Stories for Children (Capitol DB 94)

Secondary Schools: The Bible Speaks (RCA-Victor DG 32)
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Take Pictures to Teach
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Visual Aids Library

Visual aids program failure, as was suggested at the

outset, is due in a large part to inaccessibility of mate-

rials. The aids lil)rary is the keynote to wide utilization

of materials. It should he easily accessil)le at all times,

it is not necessary that a teacher lie .supervising it all

the time. .Students can handle checking, cataloging,

filing and issuing of materials.

All prints, slides and films should he systematically

filed and card-indexed for easy availability. Each item

should be labeled carefully and completely, including

any information needed in its use. Typewritten captions

and descriptive information .should be attached face out

to the bottom of photographs, which should he uniformly

eight by ten inches in size. If the ])icture area is such

that it does not occupy these dimensions allowing a

three-eighths inch margin, it should i)e tastefully lo-

cated on the paper and the additional margin left un-

trimmed.

Color transparencies as returned from the processing

laboratory are in cardboard mounts. By all means, re-

mount them in glass mounts if their value is such that

they will become a permanent part of the library

!

It is helpful if photogra])hic data are included in the

information cataloged for each print. .Such data as

lighting conditions, camera. filni-ex])osure settings, and

all darkroom data needed in making the completed print

will be invaluable in improving the ])hotographer's tech-

nique, in serving as guides to student photographers,

and in case further copies are to be made.

Teachers should be encouraged to jiool their own
visual materials in the aids library. Many fine educa-

tif)nal materials are allowed to stagnate because other

teachers who might use them don't know of their ex-

istence.

Legal Aspects

The legal aspects of photographic copying may rai.se

some questions and problems. Aside from the law regu-

lating ])hotographing of United .States government cur-

rency, stamps, or negotiable securities ( Savings Bonds),

it is a matter concerning the law of co])yright.

It would appear that the photographing of copy-

righted materials not specifically produced for use by

.schools, when intended for display in the public schools

for educational purposes and not for profit, would not

constitute an infringement under the copyright laws

as amended. { Sec. 28 )
- F"urthermore :

(a) single photographs, lithographs, or engravings are not

copyrighted unless it so states on the picture, margin or mount.

Three means of indicating copyright are acceptable when ac-

comi)anied by the initials, monogram, mark or symbol of the

copyright owner: (1) the word cofiyri(/lit, (2) the abbrevia-

tion copr., (3) the letter c enclosed in a circle. (Sec. 15, 16).

In ca.ses where there is reasonai)le doubt to the right

to reproduce a picture, a letter to the publi.sher will

usually bring permission to use it.

-United States Code, Vol. II.

States Printing Oftice. 1947.

Title 17. i)p. 1821-1840. United

/
YOUR CHECK-LIST OF

IFF-JULIEN BRYAN
PRODUCTIONS

Arc all of Ihoso subjofis in your library?

Are you making' t»ffi'f(ivo u.h»» of lhe.se i|ual-

ity films? Do .you need additional prints of

any of them? In order to be prepared for

the new year, why not plaee your order with

your visual edneation dealer before your
.summer vaeation?

D ARTISANS OF FLORENCE
D BOUNDARY LINES

D BREAD AND WINE
D CfflLDREN OF RUSSIA
D HOW RUSSIANS PLAY
G ITALY REBUILDS

D MARY VISITS POLAND
D PEIPING FAMILY
D PEOPLES OF THE SOVIET UNION
D PICTURE IN YOUR MIND
D POLAND
D RUSSIAN CHILDREN'S RAILWAY

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

JUUEN BRYAN. Exeeathe Director

1600 Broadway New York City

$7700
Complete

WILL NOT TEAR FILM

Write for Free brochure.

Another great projector by

THE AAARVELOUS
VIEWLEX AP-IC
Combination Slide oncJ

Strip Film • 2" System

Standard
• 5" & 7" Systems Avail-

able * Luxtor Coated

Optics • Opaque
Screen Standard

% The greatest name In projectors.

3501 QUEENS BLVD. • lONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
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SMPE Central Section Meeting

A diversified and interesting program

for the Central Section meeting of the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers in

Toledo, June 10, has been completed,

according to an announcement by R. T.

Van Niman, chairman of the section.

Headquarters for the day-long session

will be the Commodore Perry Hotel in

Toledo. The meeting has been ar-

ranged especially for the numerous
SMPE members in Ohio, Michigan,

and Canada who cannot attend Na-
tional SMPE conventions or the Chi-

cago meetings, and it is open to non-

members as well as members.
Sessions will include, among other

papers, a paper on "University Produc-

tions in 16mm" by Professor R. W.
Wagner of Ohio State University ; a

symposium on visible speech and music

headed by R. K. Potter of Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Norman McLaren of the

National Film Board of Canada, and
Robert E. Lewis of the Armour Research

F"oundation ; a film on carbon arc pro-

jection with comments by C. E. Hepp-
berger of the National Carbon Company

;

an address on "Visual Commujiication"

by B. A. Aughinbaugh, Director of the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Editor's Note

With this issue the Editor of the Trade
Review ends several years of pleasant

associations as a Departmental Editor on
the Educational Screen staff. The
cooperation of the various members of

the editorial staff, the publisher, mem-
bers of the trade, and the interest of

readers during the period of my connec-
tion with the magazine have been much
appreciated.

After the first term of the summer ses-

sion, when I shall be assisting with
audio-visual courses at the University
of Chicago, I am leaving the Chicago-
land area to serve as Assistant Profes-
sor of Audio-Visual Aids and Coordi-
nator of Radio at Arizona State Col-
lege at Tempe. Come down and see us
sometime

!

Bob Schreiber

• Note to Editor's Note: To our de-
parting department editor . . . our best

wishes for success in the new job and
our sincere appreciation of a Screen job
well done.

The Screen Staff

IIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIflKlllllltllllllllllilfiii, 1, 11,111,111111111

Slide and Film Exchange of the Depart-

ment of Education of the State of Ohio.

Ideal New Officers

Ideal Pictures Corporation, which re-

cently became a subsidiary of Esquire,

Inc., has elected new officers and

drafted a basic operating policy.

Named to the presidency was A. L.

Blinder, also Vice-President and Cir-

culation Director for Ideal's parent

organization. Ellsworth C. Dent, Di-

rector of Distribution for Coronet
Films, was elected to one of the vice-

presidential positions, and Paul Foght,

previously associated with Ideal in an

executive capacity, was named to the

other. Mr. Foght will continue in

direct charge of Ideal's operations as

its General Manager. Lester Petchaft

and Don Moller were elected treasurer

and secretary, respectively.

David A. Smart, chairman of the

Board and founder of the organization

which publishes Esquire, Coronet, and
Apparel Arts Magazines and produces

Coronet Films, will also act as chair-

man of the Board for Ideal, which
will continue to function as an entirely

separate corporation.

United World-Scholastic

Teacher Film Distribution Plan

"Scholastic Teacher" magazine for

April 6 announced an arrangement with
United World Films whereby selected

releases from the Louis de Rochemont
"The Earth and Its Peoples" series of

geography teaching films are to be made
available free to schools subscribing to

a specified number of "Scholastic" pub-
lications. The publications will carry pic-

tures from the films, narration, self-

testing materials, vocabulary, etc. For
example, "Junior Scholastic" for April
27 contains teaching material for the

film on Greece, while "World Week"
for the same date deals with the film on
Norway.

Moving Days

Commonwealth Pictures Corp. has an-
nounced that it has expanded into the

entire second floor at 723 Seventh .-Hve-

nue. New York 19, N. Y. All-Scope Pic-

tures, Inc., has moved its general offices

to 6305 Yucca Street, Hollywood 28, Cali-

fornia, to facilitate an expanded produc-
tion schedule.

Tile New York office of the Na-

ROBERT E. SCHREIBER. Editor

Supervisor of Teaching Aids

Mishawaka (Indiana) Public Schools

tional Film Board of Canada moved
May 9 from 620 Fifth Avenue to Suite

2307, R.K.O. Building, 1270 Avenue
of the .Americas, N. Y. 20.

D-Day in Davenport

Distributors of the Victor Animato-

graph Corp. will hold their first national

meeting since September, 1947, on June

13, 14, and 15th in Davenport, Iowa, Sam-
uel G. Rose, President, has announced.

Among the features of the program will

be a tour of Victor's new $1,500,000

ultra-modern plant. Other meetings have

been scheduled for a Davenport hotel.

Publications

• "The Motion Picture Theatre,"

just published by the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Engineers, offers much
authoritative and up-to-the-minute

data of value to school designers and
administrators. Chapters on audito-

rium design, acoustics and lighting

are just as applicable to the school as

to the theatre, while the section on
television offers a highly informative

and very concise review of the video

field as applied to mass audiences. 428

pp., $5, SMPE, 342 Madison Ave.,

New York 17, N. Y.

• "Schools Are What We Make Them,"
prepared by Bell and Howell in co-

operation with the Research Division of

the N.E..'\., is available without cost

from the company at 7100 McCormick
Road, Chicago. The booklet provides

a checklist for citizens on such subjects

as school boards, teacher's pay, per

pupil costs, etc.

• 'Projection Lamp Guide" in a revised

form is available from the Radiant
Lamp Corporation, 300 Jelliff Ave.,

Newark 8, New Jersey. The guide covers

all types of lamps for still and movie

equipment and sound models.

• "Films in Television" is the latest

item on the topic from the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, 342 Madison

Avenue, New York. The booklet includes

five main sections : Television from Film

Sources, Film from Television Sources.

Historical Background, Color Television

Systems, and Bibliography. It is avail-

able at 75c per copy.
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Equipment

Three-Dimensional Pictures

On Storl-Views

Stori-\ic\vs differ from other types

(if stcreoptic ctjlor pictures now available.

Each Stori-View is made with two full-

color transparencies mounted in a durable

frame and is imprinted with a brief but

informative story describing each subject

pictured. Si.\ individual Stori-Views,

comprising a complete story, are com-

bined into a single packet and sold as a

Stori-View Set.

The new Stori-\^iewer is molded of

durable black plastic and reinforced

against breakage; it is made entirely

without springs, levers, or other moving

breakable parts. Lenses are accurately

ground of optical glass and precision

mounted. No adjustments are required.

Designed to be small enough for chil-

dren's hands, the Stori-Viewer weighs

less than four ounces and is easily car-

ried in pocket or purse.

Stori-Views and Stori-Viewers arc ob-

tainable from Church-Craft dealers, or

a complete catalog of Stori-View sub-

jects with name of nearest dealer will

be sent upon request from Church-Craft

Pictures, Inc., 3312 Lindell Blvd., St.

Louis 3, Missouri.

Tapetone Recorder

Tapetone Magnetic Tape Sound Re-

corder, previously available only in kit

form, may now be obtained factory as-

sembled, complete and ready to operate,

and mounted in a convenient leatherette

carrying case, according to an announce-

ment from Tapetone Manufacturing Cor-

poration, 202 Tillary St., Brooklyn 1.

The kits will still be available to those

wlio wish to build their own sets.

Tapetone records with high fidelity

via the crystal microphone or from a

radio for either half-hour or full-hour

jitriods—all on the same reel of tape.

There is a built-in turntable to record

from regular plionograph discs to the

tape. Play-back from the tape is through

a high-<|uality 8" speaker,

A Line of Type or Three

N'otogravure, Inc., 139 \V. 22nd St..

\ew York 11, X. Y., has announced
its new method of lettering movie
titl«s. projection slides, greeting cards,

labels and other photographic items

involving lettering. Known as MOVIE-
TYPE, the product that makes this

new, simple method possible, it con-

sists of complete alphabets printed on

a transparent base, pre-cut and with

an adhesive that will adhere to any

surface. The alphabet is mounted on

a stiff backing card from which it is

readily peeled for transfer to the de-

sired background. Each alphabet con-

sists of capital letters, numerals and
punctuation marks. The most-used let-

ters are .supplied in additional quan-

tities. Each kit contains a set of white

letters and a set of black letters, a

total of 1862 characters; a sheet of

clear acetate for superimposition; and

four sheets of colored .paper for back-

grounds.

New Series of

Home Movie Lenses

.\ new series of motion picture lenses,

comparable in performance to those used

b\ Hollywood cameramen, arc available

for the home movie maker. Produced by

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, the

new series comes in both standard and

teleijhoto models for 8mm and I6mm
])hotography.

Known as Animars, each lens is fitted

with an ingenious seasonal exposure

guide plus click and spread diaphragm

Slops to assure correct e.vposure. The
standard lenses are for photography

under average light conditions, while the

telephotos are for candid and close-up

shots of distant subjects. The 16mm
camera telephoto lenses are equipped with

a depth of held scale which gives the

l)hotographer a check on the f<x-us range,

enabling him to bring both foreground

and background objects into sharp focus.

Califone Portable Players

A new line of lightweight, portable

transcription, players, ranging in weight

from 10 to 18 pounds, has been perfected

to handle all three speeds of recordings

and transcrijjlions by the Califone Cor-

poration, 1041 N. Sycamore .\ve., Molly-

wood, according to Robert G. Metzner,

President. Model 6U provides high-

A Remarkable
Combination

of

QUALITYon. ECONOMY
MOVIE-MITE pioneered the idea that complicated, ex-

pensive equipment is superfluous and unnecessary for

finest I6mm projection outside an auditorium. The mod-

ern MOVIE-MITE, for SOUND or SILENT l6mm films,

features light weight, compactness, simplicity, efficiency

and economy with marvelous results.

MOVIE-MITE, complete with speaker, weighs only 26 lbs.

Universal A.C. or D.C., 105-120 volt operation,

our dealer for demonstration

Model 63LMB
16mm Projector

for Sound or

SiUnt Film*

198
50
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i|iiality souiiil distribution iDr an aiidi-

eiice of lip to 50 persons; Model 12ML'

IS e<|uipi)ed for microphone input and is

designed to handle an audience of up to

5011 persons: Model 18MU has micro-

I)hone input plus two pcrinanent magnet

loudsi)eakers and will lurnish complete

sound coverage for an audience u|) to

2500 i)eoi)le.

Plastic Filmstrip Holder

Newman's Visual lulucation t'om-

pany. 2518 Outlook. Kalamazoo. Michi-

gan, announces the availability of a new

plastic filmstrip holder which holds 50

filmstrips in a container where they may

all be seen at a glance, with cover open

oi closed. The holder will stand on desk

or table and is announced as being ex

ccllcnt for library display purposes and

for keeping a constant inventory of film-

strips.

"Audio-Aid" Record Players

.Arthur C. Ansley, head of the Ar-

thur Ansley Mfg. Co., Doylestown,

I'a., has designed a line of four pho-

nograph.-; especially for classroom use.

Sold under the trade name "Audio-

Aid," all of them will play any of the

new micogroove records at SiYs or

45 rpni speed, as well as the regular .

78 rpm type.

One of these is a kindergarten con-

solette with many special features that

^^Those Expensive

Educational Films

You Buy...

MAKE 'EM
LAST LONGER!

Keep Ihem in their original

"good" condition with PEERLESS FILM

TREATMENT . . . the proven Vopor-in-

Vocuum process . . . that guards against

damage from projection, handling and
extremes of climate — scratches, digs,

dirt, oil absorption, brittleness and vir-

tually all other kinds of damage and
deterioration. And it is not expensive!

Order your new films already Peerless-

treated from your dealer. For film you

now have . . . Peerless-equipped labora-

tories from coast to coast are ready to

serve you. Ask us which Is the most

convenient for you. ^ U'f^,.^

m
Wrife for "20 QUESTIONS," the in-

formative new folder that tells how
PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT "makes

,. 'em losf longer."

will be apiireciated by teachers of

small children. Provision is made for

the use of a microphone and for hold-

ing interchangeable pictures. The other

three .Audio-.^id models are: a 5-watt

portable with a 6" x 9" speaker; a 10-

watt table model with 10" and 5" dual

speakers; and a high-fidelity console

mounted on rollers, with a IS-watt

triode ainjilifier and heavy dual coax-

ial speakers. .-Ml of these models have

the controls located on a sloping panel

at the rear ot the instrument for con-

venient use by the teacher while in a

normal position facing the class. All

of them provide for the use of a mi-

crophone and external speakers or

head ])hones,

Magnecord Tape Recorder

Magnecord, Inc., 360 N. Michigan

.\ve., Chicago, announces the release of

its professional tai)e recording equi])-

ment for school and industrial use. The
new model tape recorder, the PT6-.|.-\,

features higb-si)ccd forward and rewind,

simplicity of operation and control, and

two tape speeds, nia<le possible by easily

interchangeable capstans—one speed, 714

inches per second, for AM reproduction

oi music and voice, and a faster speed,

15 inches per second, for the best possible

reproduction covering the coni|)lete range

of human hearing.

The mechanical unit and ani])lilier are

in separate narrow carrying cases, each

weighing 2S lb., to facilitate handling by

teacher or student.

Kodak's Cine Price Cut
Three of Eastman Kodak Company's

I6mm sound projectors have recently

undergone a price reduction of approxi-
mately 30%. The models affected by
the reduction arc the KS-IO-N single

speaker unit, the FSt10-N twin-speaker
unit, and the recently reactivated FP>-

-tO. Standard Kodak features continue
on all models.

Kin-O-Lux Television Film

Kin-O-Lux. Inc., 105 W. 40th St.,

N. Y., announcfs a new television film

for 8nini and Idmm cameras created by
Du Pont to ineet the i)rofessional retpiire-

nients of superior resolution and brilliance

needed for films produced for trans-

mission over the air, including color bal-

ance and sensitivity (Weston D5ii/T4()).

It has been used successfully for the

recording of images directly from the

television receiving screen and can be

1
recommended for such use on unrestricted

I

iirogratns.

EERLESS
fllM PROCtSiING COKFORATION

16S WEST 46th STRUT, NEW YORK 19, N. T.

Sky Hook
.\ small indoor television antenna

which can be used with most sets has
been placed on tlie market by Motorola
Inc. of Chica.go. The antenna is of the

dipole type and is fitted to a weighted
base. It can be shortened or lengthened

for best reception. Connection to the
set is made through a .^00 ohni^ line.

• Paul Kreft has been appointed man-

ager of United World Films' Chicago

exchange. He was long a junior execu-

tive of the Filmosound Library and for

the past several years has been field

representative for C'astle Films. Edward

G. Mayer will have general supervisory

charge of United World rental activities

in the Chicago area, as well as of home

movie sales and sponsored film distribu-

tion.

• K. C. Tsien, General Manager of

China Fil.m Enterprises, New York
City, was recently appointed to the staff

of Uncsco. He will join the Department

of Mass Communications, where his

knowledge of the a-v field will enable

him to contribute his efforts to the pro-

motion of international understanding

through the use of mass media.

• The aiipointment of William I-". Krusc

tS: .Associates, Chicago public relations

firm, to handle advertising and publicity

for F.vMii.v FiLM.s, Inc., was announced

recently by Satn Hersh, iiresident of the

Hollywood organization that is i)roducing

a new series of films for family, church,

and school use.

• Miss Dernice Coc has been appointed

to organize and head the new Educational

Division of Sterlinc, Films, according

to an announcement by .Saul .1. Turell.

President. Miss Coe, formerly with

Walter O. (iutlohn, and recently with

United World Films, will also super-

vise activities fif the television division of

the company.

• Merriman H. Holtz, President of

Screen .Xdettf-.s, Inc.. is in .Maska niak

ing a survey of the Territory. Purpose

of the trip is to discover how much ico

audio-visual e(|uii)ment and materials can

cut with the Kskinic.s.

• James 11. Mills has joined The
Princeto.n l'"n..\i Ckxtkk in charge of

sales to foundations, public relations,

religious and educational organizations,

according to an announcement by (lordon

Knox, executive director. I-'ormerly as-

sociated with the ])ublic relations firm

of Pendray it l.eihert in New York City,

Mr. .Mills will make his headquarters v
The Princeton b'ilm Center's N'cw '^'ork

sales otlices at 625 Ma<lison .-\ve.

O The a])]iointmeiit of K. .'>. lladsell

;'s director of film utilization and evalua-

tion activities of Teaching Film Cus-
todians, 25 W. 43rd St.. N'. Y. C. Iws

been announced by Carl I'.. Milliken.

managing trustee. For the jiast three

years Mr. Hadsell has been .\ssociate

Director of the Commission on Motion

Pictures and a member of the stalT of

the Yale University .Motion Picture Kc-

search Project.
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Current Film Nev\fs

SIMMEL-MESERVEY, Beverly

Hills, Calif., have released tvi^o new
educational films for social studies,

geography, and human relations classes,

each available in color or black and
white:

The Jungle Idol (IH reds)—a study

of the jungles of Yucatan, with em-
phasis on its great industry, chicle.

The Road for San Pablo (2 reels)

—the story of Juan Ramirez, peasant

farmer of Mexico . . . and what hap-

pens when the 20th Century suddenly

invades his primitive way of life when
a modern road to the city is built

across his land.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wil-
mette, III., announces the newest in

its series of primary science teaching

films:

Rikki (I. reel)—picturing a day in

the life of a baby Rhesus monkey, his

mother and father. The film story was
photographed by Lynwood M. Chace,

noted wildlife photographer, in his

animal studio at New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts.

SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL
FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE.
Athens, Ga., announces that its 3-reel

production Feclinq All Right (the dra-

matic story of a Negro youth who con-

tracts syphilis, produced for the Missis-

sippi State Board of Health, which is

using it extensively with Negro audiences

in an eflfort to encourage voluntary blood

tests ) is being distributed by the School

of General Studies, Columbia University,

Broadway and 116th St., N. Y., for use

in health education programs throughout

the country.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
Text-Film Dcpt., 330 W. 42nd St., N.
Y. 18, has announced exclusive right to

U. S. distribution of the following Na-
tional Film Board of Canada 16mm
sound film.

Who Will Teach Your Child? (2

reels)—exploring some of the funda-
mental issues of teaching as a pro-
fession and posing some important
questions for community consideration.

EDUCATIONAL FILM LI-
BRARY ASSOCIATION, 1600
Broadway, N. Y. 19, recently made the
following additions to the list of edu-
cational 16mm films it distributes:

Craftsmanship in Clay: Simple Slab
Methods (1 reel, color)—picturing tech-

niques by which attractive pottery
pieces may be made from clay.

Understanding Children's Play (1

reel)—the first in a series of films

planned to show how adults can un-
derstand and help children through
observation of their use of toys and
play materials.

CORONET FILMS, 65 E. South
Water, Chicago 1, has released the

following new instructional films, each

1 reel, sound, color or black and white:

Finding the Right Job—a vocational

guidance film showing students, in

factual terms, how to go about "find-

ing the right job."

Stories of Holland: Background for

Reading—a film journey to places of

literary interest, providing a vivid vis-

ual background for reading about Hol-
land.

Improving Your Posture—a demon-
stration of good posture habits, de-

signed to help students overcome in-

dividual posture faults.

Exercise and Health—a film showing
that the right kind of exercise will go
a long way toward making students

healthier, happier, and more likely to

succeed in any undertaking.

Use of Forests—a picture journey
to the great forest areas of the U. S.,

showing the many uses of wood and
the irreplaceable value of forestland.

Life in Lowlands (The Netherlands)
—a tour of the Netherlands to meet
a typical Dutch family.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
REAU, 6 \. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
announces the availability of two 1-

reel color 16mm films : How Indians

Build Canoes and Trappers and Traders,

edited from the film Portage, tell the

story of the Indians and voyageurs of

Canada living today as their forefathers

did.

Also available from the International

Film Bureau is the 16mm version of the

much-praised French film The Devil
Is an Empress, based on the story "The
Chess Player of Vilna" by H. Dupuy-
Mazuel—an unusual tale of Russian
overlords, Polish zealots, and automa-
tons set in the days of Catherine II,

Empress of Russia.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORPORATION, 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York 19, N. Y., announces that
they have acquired for exclusive 16mm
distribution the 12-reel major-company
production The Man in the Iron Mask,
featuring Louis Hayward and Joan Ben-
nett in the famous 17th-century adven-
ture story by Alexandre Dumas.

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIA-
TION, 45 Astor Place, N. Y. 3, an-
nounces the availability of a new 16mni
sound film for use in clubs, schools
and social agencies as well as churches:
Answer for Anne (4 reels)—por-

traying the plight of the "displaced
persons" and our responsibilities to-

ward them in a fast-moving frame-
work story about a teen-ager who set

out to inform herself about the DP
problem.

BRITISH INFORMATION

SERVICES FILM

produced in 1948 by the Crown
Film Unit.

Directed by Muir Mathieson

Choreography by Andree Howard
Music by Arthur Benjamin
Decor and Costumes by

Hugh Stevenson

Presenting

GERD LARSEN and

ALEXANDER GRANT
(By permission of

Covent Garden)

with

GORDON HAMILTON
ELAINE FIFIELD and
MICHAEL BOLTON

(by permission of Sadler's Wells)

Music played by the

LONDON PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

Narration by Robert Helpmann

23 minutes. Rental 13.75, Sale $76.00

Apply for rental and sale

prints to any British Information

Service office or any British

Consulate.

BRITISH INFORMATION

SERVICES
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
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BAILEY FILMS, 2044 N. Berendo,

Hollywood 27, Calif., announces the

following new educational 16mm sound

films:

The ABC of Puppet Making (2

reels)—showing how to make and

dress the simplest type of hand pup-

pet (first reel, complete in itself). The
second reel shows the making of a

papier-mache head and demonstrates

how to hold and manipulate the pup-

pet. Also shown are the building of

a simple puppet theatre and the opera-

tion of puppets by children during the

presentation of a short play.

Natives of Guatemala (1 reel, color)

—showing the relationship between

the living habits of the people and

"Poetic, ortitlic, reverent."—

W. S. Hoclcmon, Educational Screen.

^^5-tSi"
';:::-•••'

their geographical environment and

picturing some of the chief occupa-

tions, ranging from primitive handi-

crafts to the highly specialized forms

of work demanded by modern indus-

try.

UNITED NATIONS Department

of Public Information, Lake Success,

N. Y., announces a new film produced

by the March of Time and sponsored

by the United Nations Film Board:

Battle for Bread (2 reels)—a report

of the UN's Food and Agriculture

Organization at work, showing the

technical assistance given by FAO to

improve agricultural production in

several member countries (Italy, Pol-

and, India, China).

CINEMA 16, INC., 59 Park .\ve.,

N. Y. 16, a non-profit film society de-

voted to the presentation of unusual

documentary films, acts as distributor

for a number of specialized experi-

mental films suitable for psychology,

drama, art and literature classes. In-

cluded among the titles are : Introspection

(original cinematic experiments with the

dance) ; This Day (a film poem on the

horror and futility of war as told by an

artist in terms of symbolism) ; Lc Bijou

(an experimental film by painter Francis

Lee in which inanimate objects serve as

actors) ; and many others. A full listing

of .subjects can be secured by writing

directly to Cinema 16.

OFFICIAL FILMS, 25 W. 45th

St., N. Y. 19, has released the first

three of ten films featuring the new
puppet star, Pirro—personifying the

wonder and curiosity of the alert child

as he discovers the day-to-day reali-

ties of the world around him. Pirro

comes to life in Hello Pirro, meets his

"maker," Pat Patterson, discovers the

mirror, and learns to walk and run. In

The Thermometer, Pirro explores the

ups and downs of temperature and its

measurement; and in The Alarm Clock,

Pirro has a good time unfolding the mys-
teries of the hours. All the Pirro films

are available in 16mm sound, black and

vvhite.

B POST PICTURES CORP., 115 W.
45th St., N. Y. 19, announces the avail-

ability of three mystery 16mm sound
films, each 2 reels:

The Tell-Tale Heart—Edgar .'Mien

Poe's classic story featuring Richard
Hart.

Marionette Mystery—an original
screenplay with Regis Toomey.
A Terribly Strange Bed—Wilkie

Collins' Victorian tale acted by Richard
Greene and Roman Bohncn.

COLUMBIA PICTURES COR-
PORATION, one of the world's larg-

est producing and distribution firms,

recently entered the 16mm non-theatri-

cal field, announcing that distribution

will be made through Screen Gems,
Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 19.

Included among first releases are The
Hoivards of Virginia, Arizona, Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town, Pennies from Hcai'en,

Five Little Peppers and Hoiv They Grew.

JOHNSON HUNT PRODUC-
TIONS, 1133 N. Highland, Los .An-

geles, announces that Baja, California

and The Mainland, two new films de-

scribing the Pacific Coast of Mexico,

have recently been released. Purse Sein-

ing is scheduled for release in June.

BRANDON FILMS, 1600 Broad-

way, N. Y. 19, announces that it will

act as distributor for The Roosevelt

Story, the official motion picture bio-

graphy of Franklin Delano Roosevelt to

be released in 16mm in October, 1949.

The Roosevelt Story, a feature-length

documentary film which was awarded the

1947 First Prize at the Brussels Inter-

national Film Festival as being "the

film most likely to contribute to world

peace," will be distributed to schools,

churches, community groups, and homes
through an extensive network of film

libraries and interested national organi-

zations.

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, offer the following 16mm
sound films from Britain:

Down to the Sea (2 reels)—a sur-

vey of the British shipbuilding industry

and the people who work in it.

The Royal Wedding Presents (3

reels)—a teclniicolor film sliowing the

hundreds of wedding presents sent to

Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of

Edinburgh and displayed at St. James
Palace; available through the courtesy

of the J. .Arthur Rank Organization.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MANUFACTURERS lias announced
a new film. The Price of Freedom, for

free 16mni distribution. The Price of

Freedom {23 minutes) tells the story of

a returning veteran who, disturbed by

his editor father's lethargy in face of

gcvernment inroads into the field of

private enterprise, succeeds in getting

his father to take a vigorous, uncom-

promising editorial stand. It is reported

that during 1948 various NAM-spon-
sored films were shown 21,5.% times

with an estimated audience of 2,531,112.
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CONSUMERS COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION, Kansas City 13,

Mo., has available a new film on co-

operatives produced by Tomlin Film
Productions, Inc.:

Beyond the Land (3 reels)—cover-

ing the principal activities of CCA
through a story framework about a

typical midwestern farm family at

the Iowa State Fair.

COAST VISUAL EDUCATION
CO., 6058 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,

announces that it has taken over ex-

clusive distribution of the Harry
Grubbs educational motion pictures,

including "The Great Lakes" series of

16mm sound films. Catalogs describ-

ing the films, with suggested areas of

use, are available.

STERLING FILMS, 61 W. S6th

St., N. Y., recently released the fol-

lowing documentary film, available in

8mm and 16mm, silent and sound ver-

sions:

Birth of a Volcano—a graphic camera
record of the eruption of Paracutin in

Mexico, the only active volcano on the

North American continent.

SAVINGS BANKS ASSOCIA-
TION of the State of New York, 110

E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17, has released a

1-reel, 16mm sound motion picture as

part of a program to improve public

understanding of the function of a

savings bank:

"A" for "Achievement"—the story

of a high-school boy who, in the proc-

ess of doing research for a term paper
in his civics class, discovers the im-

portant role the savings bank plays in

his community.

Filmsfrips

and Slides

B SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDU-
CATION, 100 E. Ohio St., Chicago

11, is distributing the following Na-
tional Film Board of Canada film-

strips:

The Internal Triangle (50 frames)—
a color filnistrip with captions calling

attention to those foods which are

basic to each of our three meals.

The Violin (21 frames)—a black and

white filnistrip pointing out the basic

characteristics of the violin.

Sweet Sap (25 frames)—a black and

white filnistrip telling the story behind

the production of maple syrup.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNI-
CA FILMS, 1150 Wilniette Ave., Wil-

mettc. 111., annouces a new series of

teaching filmstrips:

Our Community Workers—four

filmstrips designed for use at the pri-

mary grade level ; titles are The Police-

man, The Fireman, The Mailman, and

The Doctor. Each filmstrip has been

adapted from a classroom motion pic-

ture produced earlier by EBFilnis.

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, 18

E. 41st St., N. Y. 17, announces that

two new series of color filmstrips are

scheduled for release in September

:

Children of Other Lands and Children of

Early America, each to consist of 18

strips done in original art work.

ij^/
55 PAGE CATALOG
OF OUTSTANDING

FILMS
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BRAY LIBRARY
of Motion Pictures

16 mm Silent and Sound

Hundreds of valuable films . . .

some available free!

8 new Health and Hygiene Films-

just released.

12 outstanding Air Age
Education Films.

Also filmi on Civicl and Government,
Geography, industry. Biological Sciences,

Physics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Tronsportotion.

Write today for 1948-1949 Catalog.

BRAY STUDIOS, inc.
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are now available
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Trade Directory
For the Audio-Visual Field

To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: |P)—producers, im-

porters. (MJ—manufacturers. (0)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

(P)

(PD)
Y.

III.

Academy Films

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood,
Association Films, Inc.

35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3,

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2. Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc.

2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.'
Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

(PD)

Y.

N.

(PD)

(D)

(P)

(D)

Y.

(PD)

(PD)

Ore.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N.
Catholic Movies

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.
Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I,

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York 17,

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5,

209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sasl.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Heidenltamp Nature Pictures (P)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6l2'/2 S. Ridgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

15 Park Rsw, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam htandy Organization (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)
369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

New York 19,

Mogull's, Inc.

1 12-1 14 W. 48th St,

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N
Official Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York
Ott—John Ott Film Library,

730 Elm St., WInnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N.
625 Madison Ave., New York, N.

Reh'gious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries

347 Madison Ave., New York 17,

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3,

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal

19, N.

Inc.

(D)

N. Y.

(PD)
Y.

(P)

Y.

(PD)

(PD)
J.

Y.

(D)
N. Y.

Religious Film Assn. (Continued)
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.
Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)

321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis 1, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)

614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television; Commercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation

285t N. Western Ave., Chicago 18,

Bell & Howell Co.
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45,

Comprehensive Service Corporation
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N,

Forway Corporation

245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N.

General Films, Ltd.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Ca

Mogull's, Inc.

112-114 W. 48th St., New York 19

Natco, Inc.

4401 W, North Ave., Chicago 39,

(M)
III.

(M)
III.

(M)

ID)
Y.

(M)
r.

(D)

I.

(D)

N. Y.

(M)

As you know, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN is not printed

in July and August.

Make sure you'll receive the big September issue.

Renew your subscription now. You can check your

expiration date by glancing at the wrapper in which this

June issue reached you. If your subscription expires this

month, for instance, the address will bear the figures

"6-49".

If you've disposed of the wrapper, don't take any

chances. Renew now, before you leave on vacation . . ,

by mailing the coupon below.

You'll be getting a good start in September.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN. INC.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

Please renew my subscription for:

One year, $3.00 (In U.S.A.)

D Two years, $5.00 (In U.S.A.)

Name

Address

City and State

D Payment enclosed. O Please send bill.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,
manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-
porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also
offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Rallce Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

Rica—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D|

Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (D)
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine Bl.dg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (M)
A Division of Curtiss-Wrlght Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D|
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P)

V/ilmette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences (P)

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES
KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. 3I/4 xfA or larger;

Made to Order.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2]

239 Grant Ave.. San Francisco 8, Cal.

THE BOOK YOU NEED

1949, 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS
* Lists almost 7000 films

* Synopsis of each film

* Where to get each film—prices

* Films en every subject

* Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS, YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF Umm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS
Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN. INC.

64 E. Lake St.

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Book. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address

City

State

O Check here if you wish to be billed.

Keystone View Co. (P-41

Meadville, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2|
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP. SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomowoc, Wis.

Raike Company (D|
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, CaL

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, III.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. |D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III,

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine Bldg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. |D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomlngdale, Chicago 39, IH.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa,
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COLUMN of the MONTH
^

• The prospect of a new catalog gen-

erally gives the film user the same sort

of glow of anticipation that conies over

the garden enthusiast when he opens

up the newest brightly lithographed seed

store fables. There is no more important

column in Educational Screen than

this one that puts our readers in touch

with new film lists and descriptions.

There is a lot of work and expense

involved in turning out good film cata-

logs. Much thought goes into the plan-

ning and preparation of the better ones

in order that they may be just as useful

and as informative (and as productive

of business) as possible. The catalog

is as essential to the conduct of any

earnest film activity as is the timetable

to running (or running after) a train.

Educational Screen welcomes infor-

mation about new film catalogs, an-

nounces them regularly, urges you, its

readers, to send for any and all that may
seem to fit your needs. When you do,

and the catalog impresses you favorably,

you should make it a point to tell the

sender so—and why. The best way to

tell him is with an order—but tell him
in any case. If you find shortcomings,

tell him that also, for no producer or dis-

tributor—no advertiser—operates oh the

principle that "no news is good news."

What he counts are answers. A film cata-

log may cost anywhere from a dime to

a dollar to print ; when you get one free,

it is only fair to respond in some way to

the sender, to his local dealer, or both.

In writing for these catalogs, or for

anything else offered in 'our pages (ad-

vertising or editorial), please, always,

be sure to mention that you are writing
because you saw it here. The same holds

true in response to direct-mail adver-
tising you may receive in further suonort
of items published in Screen. Your
favorable attention was first drawn here,

so when a direct follow-up appeal comes
to you by mail, take the trouble to add
to your response

—
"I saw it in Educa-

tional Screen." More responses of this

kind from our readers will mean more
advertising and a better and bigger maga-
zine as a result. Every time you get the

chance, say it. write it
—

"I saw it in

Educational Screen." Right here is a
good place to start.

Wm. F. Kruse

BRITISH INFORMATION
SERVICES, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

N. Y. 20, recently issued a new cata-

log of Filmstrips and Other Pictorial

Material from Britain. More than 50

filmstrips are listed in addition to

poster card sets, picture sets, posters

and maps.

FOR SALE: 1948 Kolograph Projector, speak-

er, screen, complete equipment. A-1 Con-
dition, $450. Homestead Securities, Inc.,

212 Home Federal BIdg., Des Moines, la.

LISTS AND CATALOGS

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA
SERVICE, 1560-2 Broadway, N. Y.

19, recently released a new "Camp and

Summer" catalog containing an up-to-

the-minute listing of 16mm films for

every type of summer and camp audi-

ence. Special features of the catalog

include a new section titled "Authen-

tic Grand Opera on Film," complete

listings of March of Time films, de-

scriptions of twenty popular serials,

and a special grouping of 5-reeI "unit"

programs—ideal for one-hour "pack-

age" shows.

CORONET FILMS, Coronet
Bldg., Chicago 1, Illinois, presents its

new 1949-50 film catalog, offering a com-

plete up-to-date listing of all Coronet

instructional films. Films are listed,

described, and illustrated under basic

subject-matter areas. A Utilization

Chart lists the films alphabetically and

indicates subject field and grade level

for each film.

CIO FILM DIVISION, Dept. of

Education and Research, 718 Jackson

Place, N.W., Washington 6, D. C,
has available an annotated list of 16-

mm sound "Films to Fight Discrimina-

tion." Also available is a complete

free catalog of "Films for Labor."

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, Washington 25, D. C,
has issued its 1949 catalog of motion
pictures (16mm, 35mm) and filmstrips

produced by the Department. Subjects

include agriculture, rural arts and
crafts, biology, cooperatives, dairying,

erosion, farm life, food conservation,

forest fire prevention and control, irri-

gation, plant life, recreation, soil con-

servation, wildlife and game, etc. 16mm
prints may be purchased directly from
Castle Films, Division of United
World, 1445 Park Ave., N. Y. 29.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SO-
CIETY, 1155 16th St., N.W., Wash-
ington 6, D. C, has released a bulletin

titled "Films on Chemical Subjects,"

listing films of interest to science teach-

ers, technical societies, and others con-
cerned with the field of chemistry.

Price of the booklet is SOc.

ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRO-
DUCERS, 2044 North Berendo St.,

Los Angeles 27, are making available

a combined catalog listing more than
two hundred 16mm sound films. In-

cluded are all of the films produced
and distributed by the five members:
Academy Films, Arthur Barr Produc-
tions, Bailey Films, Johnson Hunt
Productions, and Paul Hoefler Pro-
ductions.

INTERNATIONAL FILM BU-
REAU, 6 N. Michigan, Chicago, an-
nounces that its new film catalog, list-

ing and describing more than 1300
titles, will be available early this

summer.
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SALUTES CALIFORNIA!

CALIFORNIA STUDENTS
ARE LEARNING MORE THROUGH

VISUAL EDUCATION

In California . . . like other progressive states all

over America . . . more and more emphasis is

being placed on 16mm visual education.

Today, more than 1,400,000 boys and girls

in the Golden State are enjoying these far-

reaching benefits. Victor projectors fit per-

fectly into the California classroom curricula.

Educational leaders everywhere aijpre-

ciate world-famous Victor dependability...

Victor's nation-wide service organization . . . and

Victor's magnificent picture brilliance and tone clar-

ity. Amazing as it may seem, the cost of a Victor is as

little as $295.00. Write today for information on Victor's

complete price and utility range in sound projectors.

SjCfigures recently released by Francis W, Noel, Chief, Division of Audio-Visvat

Education, State of California Department of Education, Sacramento, California,

A DIVISION OF CURTISS-ITKIDHT CORPORATION
Depi. M-24 • Home Office and Factory : Davenport, Iowa

New York • Chicago • Distributors Throughout the World
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Th€ KEYSTONE
Overhead Projector- with

jllicro-Projection

Micro-Objective in

Mount, Replacing
Regular Projection

Objective.

Micro-Projector Table,

Raising Micro Slide to

Concentrated Light
Area.

Micro-Pro/'ecfion in a well-lighted room. Keystone

Overhead with M/cro-Pro/ecfion 4ftac/imenf in Use.

High-school, college, and university science classes, hos-

pital laboratories, and industrial research departments
now can have an inexpensive micro-projector with an
8-power objective magnifying 106 diameters when projector is only 8 feet from the

screen or, at the same distance, a 20-power objective magnifying 330 diameters.

Detail of

M/cro-Pro/ectJon
Aftaehmenf.

High-School Teacher: "Now the class can see

a microscopic slide all at once. We can look at

live specimens and moving microscopic life am-

plified to a large clear projection on the screen.

Saves time and makes learning more certain.

Excellent for use in laboratory periods."

Doctor: "Nov/ several of us can look at micro

slides together. Makes consultations more help-

ful. Saves time."

Industrial Research Director: "With this pro-

jector we can easily hold conferences where

several persons can see what the condition is.

Also valuable for high power inspection of small

parts."

The Most Versatile Projector Becomes Even More Valuable. Uses standard

(3'/)"x4") slides, sub-standard (2"x2") slides, handmade slides and NOW micro slides.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892—Producers of Superior Visual Aids
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Bringing

the world

to the classroom
yy

is only half

the job of

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS

For 20 years teachers have brought distant lands and peoples into the classroom . .

,

utilized elaborate scientific laboratories . . . made exciting field trips into modern

industrial plants ... all with Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

What the film brings to the classroom is always important. But even more

important is what the pupil takes away. That is the other half of the job . . . and you

can always depend on EBFilms to do it.

Conceived by educators who understand teachers' problems, EBFilms are first

and always teaching tools. Literally every foot of EBFilm is designed as a specific learn-

ing experience for young eyes and ears. EBFilms impart vital learning concepts force-

fully and absorbingly. Youngsters grasp them, understand them, and remember them
Do im liive > Film Council

, r i

i» ,.« c.o>n,.ni.,?
long after class is over.

, .

oiaro t., cui
It's little wonder that more than 70% of all classroom films used in American

schools are EBFilms.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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Erratum

EuiTOB

:

Calling your attention to line 1, para-

graph S, my article "Let's Get to Work !",

June edition, The Educ.ation.\l Screen

... I demand an immediate retraction

of this serious misstatement . . .

Mervyn V. Miller
San Francisco, California

Line 1, paragraph 5, should have read,

"Because of our nwzic making, we do

not need to realize a profit from the boys

accompanying us." To author Miller,

Screen's apologies for a serious misstate-

ment. To Screen's proofreading depart-

ment, let's get to x^'ork!—Ed.

You Will Please Take Note

Editor :

After enjoying a good laugh at the

cartoon on page 272 of your June issue,

it occurred to me that our readers would

also like to see it. I wonder, therefore,

whether you would let us have permis-

sion to reproduce it, with due acknowl-

edgement, in an early issue of "P'ilm

User."

Brian Watkinson
Associate Editor
THE FILM USER
London, England

Permission granted . . . Do Screen

readers have publishahle audio-visual

cartoons that will give Britishers—or

even Americans—another good laugh?—
Ed.

Films for India

Editor :

The kind assistance of your organi-

zation will be greatly appreciated in the

following matter : The Ministry of Edu-
cation (India) maintains a Central Film
Library for which it is intended to pur-

chase 16mni educational film:, sound and
silent, and 35mm filmstrips. It is likely

that producers and distributors do not

ship films on an open account basis out-

side the U. S. If, however, they have
in this country an agent who stocks their

films, they may like to request him to

send the films to us on approval.

Alternatively, it is requested that they

send us catalogs of their films and other

literature. We shall be grateful for any
cooperation they can give us.

S. S. Saith
Ministry of Education
Central Film Library
New Delhi. 3. India

Wanted: Multiple-Trained Man
Editor :

Our game commission contemplates
expanding its educational work, and we
would like to produce our own wildlife

conservation motion pictures. We won-
der whether you or your readers can
help us secure a competent man. Spe-

cifically, we are thinking of establishing

an audio-visual aid section and putting

at the head a man who can write movie

script, shoot the film, edit it, and make
arrangements to have sound recorded.

Of course, this would entail a multiple-

trained man but I believe it is possible to

find such a man somewhere.

Being a State agency, naturally our

salary level would not be as high as in

private employment. But there would be

many advantages in working for a State

agency such as ours, particularly if a

young man with several years of experi-

ence wanted to get into the conserva-

tion education field and make a career

of this kind of work.

Joseph J. Shomox
Chief. Publicptions Division
Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries
Richmond 13, Virginia

The Farmers of Japan

Editor :

In the .\pril issue, page 168, I noticed

that the churches of the country will be

studying Japan during the next year.

The item mentioned several possible

films.

I would like to call to your attention

that this department (U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture) completed some months

ago a film entitled The Farmers of Japan

which attempts to portray rural life in

that country. Since the picture was com-

pleted, the whole troublesome matter of

television music clearance has come up,

and we have held up making prints of

the picture until we make sure that the

music is cleared. I expect that this will

be straightened out by fall, and I be-

lieve this film might be of interest to

some of the churches in their study pro-

gram.

The picture is made from footage that

the Signal Corps shot when I was in

Japan two years ago, and the film was
edited and put together here in the De-
partment.

R. L. Web.stf.r
Associate Director of Information
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Washington, D. C.

Observation

Editor :

I appreciate very mucli the review of

my article on "Automobile Licenses as

Visual Aid Material in the Teaching of

Geography," which appeared recently

(June issue) in the Educational Scrkex.

With respect to the question at the end

of the review, I would say that improv-

ing a student's power of observation is

certainly education.

Robert M. Crisler
Washington University
St. L/Ouis, Missouri

Address letters for "The Readers Write" to

The Editor, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64
E. Lake St., Chicago i, Illinois.
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THE NEW
SPENCER L

«

MC DELINEASCOPE

A century of experience in scientific optical instrument design

bears fruit in the Spencer "MC". It has so many more out-

standing features that, once you see and compare it with

others, you'll never be satisfied with anything less. For litera-

ture or the name of your nearest distributor, write Dept. W12,
American Optical Company, Scientific Instrument Division,

Buffalo 15, New York.

^^tneKica J Uu/e^t tyratne in ^reci^fc^n (y/itic4

September, 1949
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Sound Projectors

Actual Lift-up Weight
Only 20 lbs.!

ent

The projector and
amplifier unit alone

of the new Ampro
Stylist weighs only
20 lbs. A young girl

can easily lift it

up to place on
stand or table.

Lift-off case
with speaker
and acces
sories weighs
less than

9 lbs.!

Truly Portable
Complete one-case unit, in-

cluding projector, amplifier,

lift-off cose with speaker
and accessories, weighs
less than 29 lbs!

Quick Easy Set-up
Just lift off case, snap
permanently attached reel

ofmj in place — and the
"Stylist" is reody to thread.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Entire unit in one case measures only

My^" high, 9%" wide, 16" long. Stand-

ard, time-tested Ampro projector mechan-
ism and sound head. Fast automatic

rewind. Uses standard lomps up to 1000

watts. Triple claw movement, new slide-out

removable film gate. Coated super 2-inch

F1.6 lens. Many other exclusive Ampro
features.

A new streamlined, lightweight projector

combining precision quality, unusual
compactness and popular low price

Here is the perfect l6mm. projector for classroom use

—the culmination of more than 20 years of experience

by Ampro in building fine precision projectors that are

used and approved by leading school systems, universities,

museums and libraries all over the world.

Astonishing light weight and compactness—made possible

by the clever utilization of the new, tough, light materials

—

make the Stylist ideal for easy moving from room to room
—for use by small or large groups. Tested Ampro quality

design and construction—assure ease of setting up, sim-

plicity of operation, splendid tone quality and illumination

and long, satisfactory service. Remarkable low price—S525
complete— means outstanding value and assures budget
approval in these economy days. Ask your dealer today for

an eye-opening demonstration of this new record-breaking

Ampro "Stylist"!

Write for free circular giving full detailed "Stylist"

specifications.

THE AMPRO CORPORATION
2897 N. Western Ave.nue, Chicago 18, III.

Simplified

Operation
Centrol operating panel,

with simplified knob
controli, conveniently

mounted on operator's

side of protector.
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For Small
Groups

Quiet-running, eosy to

set up quickly, the
"Stylist" is ideal for

ctossroom and small
groups.

For Larger

Audiences

The "Stylist" delivers

adequate lone quality,

volume ond illumination

for larger audiences.

"Trade Mark Uej.-. V. S. rat. Ofr.

A General Precision Equipment
Corporation Subsidiary
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Recording tape is easy to load. Record-

ings can be "erased" and tape used

over and over again.

Recordings con be "edited" with

scissors and cellulose tape. Any student

can do it. '

One control gives instantaneous fast

forward or fast rewind. Indexer and

Log Book facilitate location of specific

recordings quickly.

SOUiDIIIRROR'
helps them all do a better teaching job!

Microphone is one of the finest avail-

able. Provides excellent recording

pickup.

30 minutes recording

time fits classroom

work schedule.

3W^^... FIRST IN MAGNETIC RECORDING

Trode Mark Registered

Model BK-4U
'SOUNDMIKROK' is port-

able, handsomely styled

in durable luggage type case.

In every department of your school your "soundmirror"

pays for itself! Here's faithful high fidelity recording and

playback on an instrument that's easy to use ... a combi-

nation teachers and students have needed for years. The

"soundmirror" can be used in any classroom or at home,

to bring real "learning by doing" into your educational

program. It has all the advantages of other recording

methods and none of the disadvantages! Make sure you see

and hear the "soundmirror" before you buy any recorder!

a Mi HIM SiND THIS COUPON TODAY I a » H
THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, Dept. X5

340S Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Please arrange a demonstration of the "SOUNDMIRROR" for me
at no obligation.I

I

I

I

h

Same

School

City .... Slate
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A-V WORLD MEETS IN CHICAGO

^i^ HE 1949 National Audio-Visual

/ Convention and Trade Show, held

in Chicago's Hotel Sherman July 29-

August 3, brought together from all parts

of the U. S. and from abroad more than

1700 educators, community leaders, film

producers, dealers, manufacturers, and

others interested in the audio-visual media

of communications for a 6-day co-ordi-

nated program sponsored by the National

Association of Visual Education Dealers,

the Film Council of America, the Educa-

tional Film Library Association, and the

Midwest Forum on Audio-Visual Aids.

Meeting in Chicago at the same time was
a conference of State Directors of Audio-

Visual and Radio Education called by

Commissioner of Education Earl James

McGrath.

At the 1949 NAVED Trade Show,

conventioneers saw the latest and best

in audio-visual equipment and materials.

At meetings planned specially by the

four sponsoring organizations, they were

given maximum opportunities for the ex-

change of ideas and experiences. At in-

formal get-togethers—such as the Society

for Visual Education's highly successful

"Red Shoes" theater party, the Radiant

Screen evening party, the Cathedral

Films luncheon, and scores of others

—

they had a good time; they got to know
one another better and to appreciate bet-

ter their common interests and goals.

For those who missed the 1949 Con-

vention, Educational Screen presents

below some of the highlights—with the

hope that next summer's National Audio-

Visual Convention, to be held in Chicago

July 30-August 2, will be a "must" date

on every A-V calendar.

FCA
• Highlights of the second annual

meeting of the Film Council of America

were a demonstration televised film forum

presented over Chicago's station WENR-
TV and conducted by Julien Bryan, di-

rector of the International Film Founda-
tion, and telephone broadcast reports

from Edgar Dale of Ohio State Univer-

sity, speaking from Paris where he is at-

tending a Unesco conference on mass
communications, and Ross McLean, Com-
missioner for the National Film Board
of Canada, who spoke from Ontario,

Canada.

The FCA program also included re-

ports on outstanding local film council

activities ; a review by Irene Wright,
U. S. State Department, of the progress

being made in the international exchange
of films ; a recorded report on the recent

community film workshop conducted un-
der the auspices of the Atlanta, Georgia,
Film Council ; and the premiere showing
of a new sound filmstrip on FCA ac-
tivities.

Climaxing the FCA banquet meeting
was the presentation of the first annual
Reagan Memorial Award to the Atlanta
Film Council. The award honors C. R.
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Reagan, late president and founder of

FCA, and is given to the local film

council which has made the greatest

contribution to the community use of

films during the past year. An oil por-

trait of "C. R.," ultimately to be placed

in FCA national headquarters, was pre-

sented to Mrs. C. R. Reagan.

Speakers at the banquet meeting in-

cluded Homer P. Rainey, president of

Stephens College ; Mortimer J. Adler,

professor of philosophy, University of

Chicago ; and Charles H. Percy, presi-

dent of the Bell & Howell Company and
recently appointed chairman of the FCA
National Industrial Advisory Committee.

Among those responsible for the suc-

cessful planning of the FCA program
are Paul A. Wagner, recently elected

president of Rollins College, who acted

as program chairman and master of cere-

monies at the FCA afternoon session,

and Glen Burch, FCA Executive Direc-

tor.

New Officers : At business meetings of

the FCA the following new officers were
elected : Robert deKieffer, Assistant to

the Dean of Instruction, Stephens Col-

lege, was elected FCA president, suc-

ceeding L. C. Larson. John Cory, Exec-
utive Secretary of the .\merican Library
Association, was elected Chairman of the

Senate, succeeding William F. Kruse.
Ed Stevens of Stevens Pictures Cor-
poration, Atlanta, Georgia, was elected

Secretary of the Senate, succeeding Pa-
tricia Blair.

EFLA

• "Improving Administrative Super-
visory Patterns for Audio-Visual Center
Operations" was the theme of the Educa-
tional Film Library Association's Sixth
Annual Conference, planned under the

direction of Ernest Tiemann of the
Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University,
and James P. Fitzwater, Director of

Visual Education of the Chicago schools.

General sessions featured addresses by

J. Bruce Buckler, International Business
Machines Corporation, on "What Busi-
ness and Industry Are Doing with Audio-
Visual Materials" and by Floyde Brook-
er, U. S. Office of Education, on "EFLA
and UNESCO."

Sectional discussion meetings centered
around questions of audio-visual center

operations, in-service training programs,
educational and commercial film produc-
tion, distribution of audio-visual ma-
terials, and related subjects. The EFLA
July 29 film evaluation session, led by
Walter Wittich, University of Wiscon-
sin, featured the screening and discussion

by panel and audience of a group of "con-
troversial" films. At the July 31 evening

For more about the A-V Convention, see
the editorial (As Viewed From Here), ac-
companying pictures, and the Audio-Visual
Trade Review in "ihis Issue.

session the Flaherty film Louisiana Story
was screened.

At the EFL,'\ ajinual business meeting
the membership passed a resolution
recommending the adoption of the agree-
ment on free flow of educational films

throughout the world which was drawn
up by Unesco. The resolution is ad-
dressed to the U. S. Department of State
and urges whatever action is necessary
to the speedy adoption of the agreement.

Proceedings of the EFLA discussion
sessions will be reported and published in

such a way as to form a handbook on
the problems of administration of an
audio-visual center.

New Officers. New officers of EFLA
are: President—Edward T. Schofield,
Newark, N. J„ Public Schools; Vice-
President—Ford Lemler, University of
Michigan; Secretary—Edgar Dale, Ohio
State University. Other members of the
Board of Directors are Virginia Beard,
Cleveland Public Library; Elizabeth Gol-
terman, St. Louis Public Schools: L. C.
Larson, Indiana University ; Bertha
Landers, Dallas Public Library; R. Rus-
sell Munn, Akron Public Library; and
Francis Noel, California State Depart-
ment of Education. Miss Landers, Miss
Golterman, and Mr. Lemler have been
newly elected to the board and will serve
three-year terms.

MIDWEST FORUM
• The midwest forum conference,
planned under the chairmanship of Orlin
D. Trapp, featured a panel discussion on
"Progress in Audio-Visual Education,"
led by Floyde Brooker, U. S. Office of
Education. Panel members included Carl
H. Menzer, Director of Radio, Univer-
sity of Iowa; George E. Mills, Audio-
Visual Consultant, Kalamazoo Public
Schools; Vernon L. Nickell, Superin-
tendent of Schools, State of Illinois;

and Walter Wittich, Audio-Visual Di-
rector, University of Wisconsin.

Highlight of the evening Midwest
Forum program was a discussion by Dr.
Harold Hand, Professor of Education
at the University of Illinois, of the
"Place of Audio-Visual Aids in the Cur-
riculum."

Ne^v Officers. New officers elected at

business sessions of the Midwest Forum
are: E. C. Waggoner, Elgin, Illinois,

Public Schools, newly elected Chairman

;

and Joseph E. Dickman, Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, re-elected Secretary-
Treasurer.

NAVED
• The 1949 Convention and Trade
Show of the National Association of

Visual Education Dealers marked a mile-

stone for the organization : it was the

first combined industry show, the Allied

Non-Theatrical Film Association having
merged with NAVED early in 1949.

Principal speakers at die NAVED
Convention were Dr. Kennetli McFar-
land. Superintendent of Schools, Topeka,
Kansas ; Godfrey M. Elliott, Vice-Presi-
dent of Young America Films ; and Her-

{Continued on page 330)
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NEW CORONET FILMS for

the NEW SCHOOL YEAR

Here are the new films released by Coronet since the closing of

school last summer. . . ready for teaching use in your classrooms

now. These latest and finest. 16mm sound-motion pictures . . . many

filmed by camera crews overseas . . . increase Coronet's thorough

coverage of the modern school curriculum. You have only to see

them to realize that the already high standards of Coronet films in

photographic technique, high fidelity sound recording, and in

audio-visual teaching effectiveness, arc constantly being improved.

To be sure of getting these new films for use at the time you need

them . . . send )our orders without delay.

Ancient Rome

Are You a Good Citizen?

Charles Dickens:

Background for his Works

Cities: Why They Grow

Describing on Incident

Developing Responsibility

How to Keep a Job

The Lady of the Lake:

Background for Literature

Law and Social Controls

Let's Play Fair

Life in Hot, Dry Lands (California)

Life in Mediterranean Lands (California)

Life on a French Farm

The Nature of Energy

Our Living Constitution

Preserving Food

Propaganda Techniques

Seosonal Changes in Trees

Sharing Work at Home

Spain: The Land and the People

Watch That Quotation

What is a Corporation?

Why Study Foreign Languages?

Your Family Budget

HOME ECONOMICS

Spain: The Land and the People Preserving Food

LANGUAGE ARTS GENERAL SCIENCE

Propaganda Techniques

GUIDANCE

The Nature of Energy

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Developing Responsibility What is a Corporation?

Coronet Films
CORONET BUtLDING * CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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EVERYONE

. . . but not quite!

iiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiini

^"^^

• Everyone in the audio-visual field was there—practically every-

one, that is; and the reason is simple. The National Audio-Visual

Convention held in Chicago last month was "so significant and im-

portant that no one interested in the field of audio-visual education

could afford to miss it." By every standard the Convention exceeded

the hopes we had when first we suggested it in Screen just three

years ago.

The annual National Audio-Visual Convention is unique among
conventions in which educators are privileged to participate. At no

other conference do educators and businessmen meet on so equal a

basis. No one group dominates even though the NAVED Trade

Show holds the spotlight. Each participating association meets sepa-

rately for discussion of its own problems and settling its routine

business; but there are joint sessions for discussion of mutual prob-

lems. There are no closed sessions. The spirit of the whole conven-

tion is that of mutual cooperation and helpfulness; and in this spirit

lies its strength.

Not only are businessmen and educators brought together by this

convention, but educators themselves meet in a new educational

pattern. The word "education" has been given increased breadth

by the very concept of the Film Council of America and the mem-
bership of the Educational Film Library Association. These groups

are not concerned only with in-school education, or library educa-

tion, or religious education, or adult education. These teachers,

churchmen, librarians, and other group leaders are concerned with

the education of all the people in a community. Their common
concern is that the best and most efficient materials and methods be

used for doing the educating. They know the values of the audio-

visual way of learning.

But not quite everyone in the audio-visual field was at the 1949
Convention. One other major audio-visual group should participate

in 1950. The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of the Na-
tional Education Association could give new life and meaning to its

own summer meeting if it were held concurrently with the meetings

of NAVED, EFLA, FCA, and the Midwest Forum.
If DAVI were to do this, they might even plan a session that

would bring together a group of top-flight school superintendents

and other school administrators to help audio-visual educators solve

their problems. If this were to be done, we wouldn't even venture a

guess as to who would be helped most.

See you in Chicago next summer!

—PCR.
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FCA TV FILM FORUM. Cyril Houle, University of Chicago; Paul
Wagner, Rollins University; Julien Bryan, International Film Founda-
tion; John White, Illinois Institute of Technology.

NEW NAVED OFFICERS. Martin Stoeppelwerth, Second Vice-
President; Ken Lilley, Treasurer; Keith South, Secretary; Haiol
Calhoun, First Vice-President; E. E. Carter, President.

As Viewed

From There
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Chicago, 1949
CHARLES H. PERCY, President of Bell & Howell Co., addressing FCA banqueters.

Left: EFLA BOARD PAST AND PRESENT. I. C. Boerlin, Emily
Jones, J. R. Bingham, Bertha Landers, L. C. Larson, Walter WIttlch.
Center: MIDWEST FORUM OFFICERS. E. C. Waggoner, new
Chairman; Joseph Dickman, Secretary-Treasurer; O. D. Trapp, re-

tiring Chairman. Right: FCA OFFICERS. L. C. Larson, retiring

President; Robert deKieffer, new President; Patricia Blair, retiring
Senate Secretary: Wm. F. Kruse, retiring Senate Chairman; Slen
Burch, Executive Director.
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by LLOYD J. CARTWRIGHT
Direcfor, Saginaw County, Michigan,
Audio-Visual Education Center

PRIME

THE

PUMP

How Saginaw got

its A-V program started

Photo: Lloyd J. Cartwrlqh'

SURE THEY LIKE IT. Saginaw County teacher Mary Schaberg and
her class of raptly attentive children in McMann rural school watch
a filmstrip called "Animals to Know."

THIS IS THE STORY of liow Sagiiiaw's tall whispering

pines of the early lumbering era—pines long since

vanished from the valley—have figuratively re-

turned to bring meaning and delight to the education

of today's boys and girls. The pines brought fabulous

wealth to C. K. Eddy, pioneer lumber king, and with

it his family created a trust fund which provides that

certain earnings may be used "to promote education

in Saginaw City or County in whatever way the trustee

finds practical and wise."

Today boys and girls in .Saginaw County may learn

more, remember it longer and like learning better than

ever before because Lumberman Eddy and his family

prospered and because thev wanted their prosperity to

be perpetuated.

Surely Mr. Eddy would marvel that third graders,

in just a few minutes, can learn more things about the

Indians of his day than he could learn in as many
months. For instance, our children see the full and in-

tensely interesting process of canoe-making in a ten-

minute color film How Indians Build Canoes. They
see Pueblo Boy and many others. Then they build

paper wigwams, weave wampmn, construct headdresses

and prepare authentic dramatizations of the red man's

life complete with tom-tom music, dances and war
paint. And it's fun.

The films are borrowed from the film library of the

Saginaw County, .\udio- Visual Education Center, which

already owns over 230 titles along with v^OO filmstrips

and color-slide sets and a small file of transcriptions.

The Center was made possible by a gift from Mr.
Eddy's estate.

Because we have the Center, history is more mean-
ingful for all who see Eighteenth Century Lije in Old
Jl'illiainsburg. Virginia. Flatboatuicn of the Frontier

or The Flag Speaks. We journey to other lands in

Farmers oj the Andes. Peoples of the .Sot'iet Union,

Children of China or that great film-jioeni Wind from
the IVcst. We live with English children and the Swiss
and the Eskimos.

Democratic freedom in America takes on new mean-
ing for all who see The Story That Couldn't Be Printed

(on freedom of the ])ress) or fhvnoeraey and for all

who hear that dramatic tran.scription of the broadcast

on the 150th anniversary of the signing of our P.ill of

Rights, "We Hold These Truths."

When the trustees of the Eddy Fund found that they

could make a substantial contribution to education, they

consulted with school heads and the statY of the .Audio-

\isual Center of the Universiti- of Afirli^irp-, it „-^
decided to make ])ossit)le a local library of educational

films and related material for the free use of all schools

in Saginaw County. So gifts were made to individual

schools on the basis of $2.50 ])er member enrolled in

September 1946 with the minimum to lie $100 per

school. This money was to be u.sed to purchase visual

aid equipment. .Another $30,000 was set aside to de-

velo]) and operate a central library of visual-aid ma-
terial and give sujiervisory service to the schools. This
gift was considered in the nature of a "pump priming"
operation to get the programs started quickly. It was
given with the understanding that we could operate

two years on it hut after Julv 1. 1949 we \vo"]d "collec-

tively find means" for continuing the jiroject.
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RIGHT FILM. Director Carfwrighf, right, helps Kenneth Poulson,

science teacher, select a film.

There were 32,203 pupils enrolled in the .schooLs of

the county last year with 53.3% of them enrolled in the

city public .school .s ; 2/.4% in the county public schools;

and the remainder in private and parochial schools. All

of these participated in the project. About 900 teachers

.serve in these schools, which are now ec|uip])ed w.th

113 filmstrip projectors, 85 motion picture projectors,

15 opaque projectors, 16 transcription players, 40
radios, 54 record ])layers, and 5 microprojectors.
The responsibility for organizing the program and

expending the funds was given to a committee com-
posed of the superintendents of the Saginaw City Pub-
lic Schools, the Saginaw Count}' Schools, the Catholic

Parochial Schools, and Lutheran Parochial Schools.

The author, then a teacher of science and director of

visual education in the city junior high school, was
a])pointed to administer the program for the com-
nuttee.

To help set u]) the kind of program the teachers and
schools wanted, we first organized an advisory com-
mittee representative of the four school organizations

we were tf) serve. This gave us sixteen members with

four teachers from each of four levels : primary, ele-

mentary, junior high, and .sem'or high. This committee
helped .set u]) the i^rogram and selected previewing

committees to make film selections. Working together
in this manner gave teachers a new appreciation for the

work being done in other schools and at other grade
levels. It gave them a better understanding of their

own part in the education program.

We soon realized we had several problems, each of

which required concurrent solution. These were

:

1. Making teachers familiar uitli the best materials avail-

able for tcacliiiiR and teaching tlieni how to apply them
to tiie curriculum.

2. InstructiiiK teachers in the careful, efficient use of nir-

chanical and electronic equipment.

3. Early selection of a basic library of films and other

materials.

We first set U]j a technical committee to examine
and recommend projectors and other equipment so that

we could pool our orders to take advantage of (|uantit\-

discounts. This heljied our schools to buy more equip-

ment and materials with their money.

Saginaw News Photo

CHECK-UP. Saginaw County's Equipment Evaluation Committee
checks a transcription player.

The evaluation process was an involved one so that it

would acquaint more teachers with more films. Many
preview committees were set up. Films selected from

lists of the more popular titles in the film libraries of

the University of Michigan and Ohio Film Exchange
and from teachers' requests were scheduled for screen-

ing. We tried to get each film to more than one com-
mittee. \\'ritten evaluations were ])repared on each

film. All rented and borrowed films were evaluated

.by users.

To give our teachers some experience in using films

and better judgment in selecting and evaluating, as

well as to give our library staff experience in .setting up
library routine and booking schedules, we first bought

a group of thirty films for circulation.

After tabulation of the evaluations, grade and sub-

ject committees were called in, one at a time. In tb'-

meantime the advisory committee met and worked out

a quota—so many films for each subject and grade

level—to effect a balanced film library. Of more than

400 films evaluated. 200 were recommended for ]nir-

chase by the committees. In addition, about 100 of the

more useful sponsored films were booked for four to

twelve weeks" use.

Formal teacher training was ])rovide(l by College and

University Extension Service. More than 200 teachers

enrolled in these courses. In addition, some school

faculties came to the Center for instruction in e(|tiii>-

ment o])eration, while the Director was called to in-

struct others in their schools.

-Advantages of using the new methods for teaching

are already apparent. One ])arent reported that his

daughter came home ftiU of enthusiasm about a movie

at school "that showed all kinds of ways to make four".

A fifth-grade teacher re])()rted. "A movie on manu-
facture of shoes was shown in social studies class. The
children's mothers were iiivited to visit the class. The
l)oorest reader in the whole group (his instructional

level was barely that of second grade) made some of

the be.st deductions and everyone noted that he made
most worthwhile contributions to the discussion which
followed the showing of the movie. Half the parents

tContiinicH nn pa(}c 324)
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Wards Natural Science EstablishmenI

LucKv is the teacher of science in a school with a

2x2 slide projector and funds with which to

purchase slides. There are thousands of excellent

miniature slides on the market dealing with many
branches of science, such as plant and animal study,

geology, mineralogy, meteorology, health, etc. Some
of these slides are available in well-organized sets

accompanied by teaching manuals ; others may be
purchased singly and organized in sequence for class-

room teaching.

In view of the advantages of 2 x 2 slides, it would
seem that providence had created them especially for

science teaching. Although some are jiroduced in black

and white, the majority on the market are in natural

color—an indispensable factor in teaching identification.

Color combined with a third-dimensional quality re-

sults in an effect which is breath-takingly realistic.

When projected, the 2x2 slide creates a picture

everyone in the group can see ; therein lies its superior-

ity over the printed picture for discussion purposes.
From the standpoint of economy, the miniature slide

is "tops"—nothing to wear out, nothing to break, and
usually nothing which might "go out of style" (the

processes of evolution, erosion, etc. work slowly ! )

.

Glass covers, it is true, may be broken, but in that case

the slide itself usually comes out intact, and the glass

may be replaced for a few cents.

Many educators, surprisingly enough, just haven't

made up their minds about the value of the miniature
slide, while at the same time the popularity of the film-

strip, close cousin to the slide, seems clinched. Without

Educational Screen



by VIRGINIA SLAUSON

any attempt to belittle the filmstrip, it seems fair to

point out that at present most filmstrips lack the ad-

vantage of natural color and, with their fixed sequence

of pictures and printed captions, they lack the adapta-

bility of slides. Too, the filmstrip is more perishable

;

the teeth of the projector cause wear which may
necessitate replacement sooner or later. On the other

hand, the individual filmstri]j frames can he mounted
separately, making slides of them ; and in the future

more strips may be created in natural color, such as the

one on the Monarch Butterfly produced by the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History. It would certainly

seem that filmstrips and 2x2 slides supplement, rather

than replace, each other.

Two factors which seem to some people to be

stumbling blocks in the recognition of the teaching

importance of 2 x 2 slides pertain to the natural color

—the quality of duplication and the degree to which na-

tural color fades. As nearly as this investigator can
determine from sample slides sent in for duplication

and from viewing over 2,500 slides on the market,
duplication—even though not perfect—is yet not im-
perfect enough to impair the value of most 2x2 slides

for .science teaching purposes. In fact, it is amazing,
since most available slides are copies of originals, that

such a small percentage of them is unsatisfactory for

reliability of color and clarity of detail. The Eastman
Kodak Company, whose duplication process is more
widely used than any other, maintains that the quality

of duplication has improved in the last few years and
that continual improvement may be expected. Dr.
Austin \V. Morrill of the Calichrome Slide Agency
of Arcadia, California, who has evolved a rating system
for comparing duplicates with originals, states that the

average du])licate rates between 90 and 95 percent of

the quality of the original. Unfortunately, reports on
fading are contradictory, with evidence on both sides.

The fact, however, that there are reliable reports of

slides ten years old which have not faded is encourag-
ing.

Perhaps the biggest obstacle to the extensive u.se of

2x2 slides in teaching—unrelated to the quality of

duplication or fading—is the simple fact that it is so

difficult for potential users of slides to know what
is available. Many slide producers are small, and wide-

spread advertising may not be feasible. The problem
of locating slides related to the curriculum and of

rating and classifying the material has not yet been
solved in any systematic way by educators or distribu-

tors. While to accomplish this task with the miniature

slide would be difficult, the particular advantages of

this medium for teaching would certainly seem to jus-

tify the effort.

Not realizing the great wealth of material available,

this writer attempted last year to view- as manv science

slides as possible, with the idea of producing a selected,

annotated list of individual slides useful for teaching

biological and earth sciences. Although over 2,500 slides

were viewed, this number proved to be such a small

proportion of those on the market that the project was
sadly lacking in comprehensiveness, except, perhaps.

for a listing of some 400 slides on birds. There is no
reason, however, why a really complete coverage of

the science field could not be achieved if many inte-

rested individuals each tackled some small, specia-

lized phase of the subject and pooled the results of

their efforts.

The first step in such a project would be to discover

vyho the producers are—no small job in itself. This
writer contacted over 100 individuals and companies
who were potential sources of slides useful in teaching

biology and earth science and was able to compile a

list of 28 who proved actually to have such slides. While
this may not be a complete list, it is reproduced here

in the hope that it may be useful to others interested

in using or furthering the use of science slides. Many
of these producers also have slides in other subject

areas, but only their science slides are mentioned here.

In those cases where the slides were not actually

seen, the fact is mentioned. The list gives sources

of slides which are in general of satisfactory quality,

though, of course, individual slides may be exceptions.

The number of slides available from any one producer
may have increased greatly since this study was made
but is given as some indication at least of the scale on
which the producer operates.

Unless otherwise indicated, the slides available are in

natural color and are for sale, not rental. Many pro-

ducers sell "on approval." Prices are not given, but
they usually range from fifty to seventy-five cents a

slide. Further information and titles of individual slides

may be secured directly from the producers.

SOURCE LIST

For 2x2 Science Teaching Slides

1. Allen's Photo Studio, 2715 Beverly Drive, Gary, Indi-

ana, has a set of slides on flowers, one on native and exotic

moths and butterflies.

2. Amkrican- Mastehpieces. Bell, CaHfornia, has hundreds
of slides on western national parks and scenery, including
views of mountains, lakes, glaciers, and waterfalls, which are

very attractive in composition and coloring. There are also

some slides on western wild flowers.

3. American Museum of Natural History, Slide Division,

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York 24, New York,
rents well-organized sets of slides on plants and animals, anthro-
pology, chemistry, geology, paleontology, national parks, and
the seasons. Some sets are available for purchase. Many are
Museum-produced and are accompanied by excellently planned
teaching manuals.

4. Army Institute of Pathology, Seventh Street and Inde-
pendence -Avenue, S. W., Washington 25, D. C. Illustrative

teaching materials of various types on pathology are prepared
and filed by the Army Medical Illustration Service. For in-

formation concerning specific requirements, an inquiry should
be directed to the Director of the Institute. None of this material
was viewed.

5. Ben Meen, Dr. V., Associate Director, Royal Ontario
Museum of Geology and Mineralogy, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto
5. Ontario, has a wide selection of rock and mineral slides.

One set, designed to illustrate a course on lithology, gives
several views of about 80 rocks, first, as seen by the naked
eye, second, as viewed through a hand lens, and then a photo-
micrograph either in plain polarized light or in crossed Nicols,
or both. .Another set, designed to illustrate a course in elemen-
tary mineralogy, deals with about 125 mineral species. A set

to illustrate a course in optical mineralogy was in preparation
last spr'ng.

(^Continued on next page)
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SLIDE SOURCE LIST (Continued)

6. Cai.ichrome Slidk Agencv, Austin W. Morrill, Manager,

460 West Longden Avenue. Arcadia, California, has about 950

plant and animal subjects, photographed by Dr. Vesta Holt

and Dr. Lloyd G. Ingles. The animals include mammals, birds,

reptiles, amphibians, and a few fish. While the plants and

many of the animals were photographed in the west, their

range, or that of closely related species, would extend eastward

in many cases. The catalog for the plant slides lists them

according to habitat and association types.

7. Clay-Adams Company, Inc., 44 East 23rd Street, New
York 10, N. Y., produces thousands of slides for teaching

in the medical, nursing, and biological sciences. They consist of

photomicrographs, usually in color. Examples of the fields

covered are "Neuroanatomy," "Neuropathology," etc. This

company is preparing a comprehensive series of slides on the

general biological sciences as taught at college level, some of

which could fit into secondary school teaching. None were

viewed.

8. Coronet Magazine, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

11, Illinois. The general sales manager states, "Kodachrome
slides of the color illustrations featured in Coronet Magazine

since .'\ugust, 1946, will be continuously available. All orders

or inquiries should be sent to the Society for Visual Education,

Inc." (listed here in alphabetical order). The .set on the

Paracutin Volcano was viewed.

9. CoUNCii, ON Dentai, Health, 222 East Superior Street,

Chicago, II, Illinois, rents or sells over 600 slides on the care,

development, eruption, repair of teeth, etc. Nearly all slides are

in color. None were viewed.

10. Denoyer-Geppert Company, 5235 Ravenswood Avenue,
Chicago 40, Illinois, has a large collection of Kodachrome and
black and white slides on plants and animals, geology, health,

portraits of scientists, and maps, including the individual states

•of this country.

11. General Biological Supply Hou.se, 761-763 East 69th
Place, Chicago 37, Ilhnois, has over 2,000 slides (sold under
the Turtox trade name) on plants and animals, mostly in Koda-
chrome. The catalog is very attractive and gives evidence of

much care in scientific grouping and labeling of species. The
series runs from plants and animals of the lower orders to

those of the highest. The animal slides include a large number
on reptiles and amphibians ; also many on birds, these last being
photographs of mounted birds from the display collection of the
Chicago Natural History Museum. A small number of the
bird slides were viewed. While they show mounted rather than
live birds, the positions were natural, the colors bright, and de-
tails clear.

12. Iowa State Department oe Historv and Archives.
Museum Division, Des Moines, Iowa, has loan collections of
slides on North .'American wildfiowers, mammals, birds, and
a miscellaneous nature collection on plants and animals. The
slides are loaned as a general rule for circulation within the
state. None were viewed.

13. Long Filmsi.iue Service, 944 Regal Road, Berkeley 8,

California, has 14 outline maps on which physical characteris-
tics, some political boundaries, and established world capitals
are indicated but unnamed. None were viewed.

14. National Audubon Society, Audubon House, 1000
Fifth Avenue. New York 28, N. Y.. is a source for slides on
birds, some of which are photographs of living birds and some
of which are photographs of the .\llan Brooks' bird paintings.
The reproductions lack, in general, the high degree of reality
of photographs of living birds but might be useful to show-
field markings.

15. Nksbit, Paul W., Moraine Park Road, Estes Park,
Colorado, is a source of slides on western .scenery, plants, and
animals. His series on the beaver is especially good.

16. Ohio State .Xrcjiaeologkal and Historical Society.
Ohio State Museum, Columbus, Ohio, list sets on birds, verte-
brates, fishes, plants, flowers, insects, disapi)earing and other

animals, and Indian mounds. These are loan collections, for use

in Ohio schools only. None were vieweu.

17. Popular Science Publlsiung Company, Inc., Audio-

\isual Division, 353 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.,

has 31 slides in a series entitled "Outdoor Life's Gallery of

North .American Game." The series shows 31 paintings by

Frances Lee J agues of 19 mammals and 12 game birds. .\

teaching manual gives a few lines of information on each

slide. None were viewed.

18. Projection Slide Company, 210 Commercial Building,

.San Jose, California, has sets on Yellowstone Park and Lick

Observatory.

19. Radex Stereo Company, 111 North La Brea Avenue,

Los Angeles 36, California, is a source of slides on cacti, orchids,

butterflies, and western national jiarks and monuments. None
were viewed.

20. Society for \'isual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio

Street, Chicago 11, Illinois, lists several thousands of slides in

its Science catalog on plants, animals, geology, meteorology,

physics, useful arts, and medical and technical subjects. It also

handles Kodachrome slides of the color illustrations featured in

Coronet Magazine.

21. Standefer Company, 690 Market Street, San Francisco

4, California, has purchased the We.sco color slide division

from Western Movie Supply Comi)any of San Francisco and
Hollywood. There are pictures of flowers and many scenic

views, such as mountains, lakes, waterfalls, and .\laskan gla-

ciers, which could be useful for teaching earth science.

22. Tatum, Brooking, of Kelseyville, California, lists over

700 Kodachromes of the natural history of the Pacific states.

About 400 of these are studies of the native flora ; the remain-

der comprises ecological, environmental, scenic, and geological

material. There is also a small number of slides on the native

vertebrates. Over 300 of the flora slides were viewed and found

to be of excellent quality. In addition, the catalog put out to

accom|lar»y the slides has been done with a high degree of

scientific care. Both common and scientific names are giveiL In

addition, the sice of the flowers and plants and all the im-

portant plants in each slide are labeled.

23. Travelore Films, 758 North University .Avenue, Provo,

Utah, has travel slides which might be useful in teaching earth

science, such as the one showing the Greenland ice cap,

those on .Maskan glaciers, etc. None were viewed.

24. Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., P. O.

Box 24, Beechwood Station, Rochester, N. Y., has about 600

slides on botany, birds, insects, marine invertebrates, embry-
ology, mineralogy, and crystallographic microscopy. New sets

are being added on birds and wild flowers. This collection is

of great importance because the slides are in well-organized

sets, are scientifically accurate, and are u.sually accompanied
by a well-planned teaching manual. .An example of a set which
well exemplifies these qualities is the one on Tree Flowers.

Over 500 of this company's slides were seen.

25. We.stern Picture Sekvu e, 2174 Northeast Multnomah,
Portland 12, Oregon, lists sonic slides on scenery in Oregon
and Washington which might be useful. None were viewed.

26. Wiley, John, and Sons, Inc.. 440 F'ourth Avenue, New
York 16, N. Y., lists 450 slides : 250 on physical geology

and 200 on general psychology. .A comprehensive set on his-

torical geology is being prepared. These sets were prepared to

accompany textbooks published by the Wiley Company but may
be purchased separately. Only two of the slides were viewed.

27. WiLNER Films and Slides, P. O. Box 231, Cathedral

Station, New York 25, N. Y., has 125 slides oii "The Story

of the Gems," which shows where and how gems are found, their

physical properties, the cutting of cabachons, the cutting of

facets, etc. A 6,00()-word lecture manual accompanies the slides.

Dr. J. Daniel Willems. a Chicago surgeon who is assiK-iated

with Wilner Films, has written a book entitled "Gem Cutting."

28. Young .America Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street. New
York 17, N. Y., lists the .Audubon bird slides (reproductions

of the .Allen Brooks' bird iiaintings) which arc also sold by the

National .Audubon Societv.
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A geometry class makes a filmstrip

OXK RKASON given hv teadiers for not using more

visual materials in their classrooms is that there

are not enough good films and filmstrips available

which are truly applicable to the unit being studied. This

has been especiallv true in mathematics.

Probably the best-known series of filmstrips on mathe-

matics is the Jam Handy series called Liylif on Mathe-

matics, comprising twenty-four filmstrips on arithmetic,

geometry, algebra, and graphs. More recently. Curricu-

lum Films have produced sixteen filmstrips in plane

geometry in full color. P>ut there is need for more.

At the 1947 meeting of the National Council of Teach-

ers of Mathematics held in Atlantic City, Henry Syer,

of Boston University, led the visual aids discussion

group. At this time he showed a colored motion picture.

Community Patterns of Geometry, made at Darien High

School by the Visual Education Department under the

supervision of Arthur S. Ribbins of the Mathematics

Department. This was the inspiration for our idea of

making a mathematics filmstrip a project of our plane

geometry class at Scotch Plains High School.

To get the class interested, I asked them what c.x-

am])les of geometric figures they could recall having

seen on their daily trijis to and from school. Within a

few minutes we had made a list of more than thirty-five

subjects, including all .sorts of geometric forms from

parallels to polygons, from ellip.ses to cylinders, found

within a few blocks of the school. To give the class a

better idea of how these things could be worked into a

In the photo above a group of Scotch Plains high school students

are shown at work on their fllnnstrlp. assisted by author Roberts and
Miss Avlce Lusit of the Audio-Visual Aids Department.

by DOROTHY ROBERTS
Head, Mathematics Department
Scotch Plains High School, N. J.

film, I borrowed the Darien film and showed it to the

group. They were enthusiastic.

A committee was appointed to refine the list we made

and to reduce it to about twenty-five subjects which

could be photographed outdoors. The Junior High and

Senior High Student Councils had purchased for the

Audio-Visual Aids Department of the school a Kodak
35mm camera. We bought a roll of Kodachrome film,

daylight type, twenty exposures for $2.77, including de-

veloping. We used a light meter loaned by one of the

photography fans in the school. The committee met and

planned the first twenty frames of our filmstrip. The

members suggested three or four titles to the class, and

the class voted on "Geometry Around Us".

The title, leader, and ending frame were printed on a

large sheet of j'ellow art pajjer by using a stencil for the

letters and filling in with blue poster paint. After the

holidays, one bright day the committee set out in a car

driven by one of our teachers to take the pictures. The
geometry teacher went along, as well as the head of the

Audio-\'isual Aids Department. \\'e ])lanned the itiner-

ary so there would be a minimum of retracing. The
title sheet was held by a person and photographed,

the movable objects chosen were assembled and pho-

tographed, and we traveled along stopping to take pic-

tures of the other subjects listed. In about two hours

we had twenty exposures of the film, all shot to script

and in secjucncc. Uater we added ten more frames to
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the strip, using as our last picture a sign with the blue

letters "Q. E. D." on it.

A partial list of the subjects photographed includes

:

cone evergreen tree

cylinder bass drum
circles bicycle wheels

triangles bike racks

concentric circles archery target

cylinder, helix sphere barber pole

pyramid church steeple

octagon stop street sign

ellipse Esse sign, window

prism tower on house

parallels bridge rail, railroad tracks

geometric design stained glass windows

intersecting planes street sign

We sent the exposed film (with the corner of the tab

cut diagonally) to Rochester to be developed. The addi-

tional ten frames were spliced to the original twenty

and we had our completed filmstrip. Since our camera

is a 35mm type, the double frame opening on the film-

strip projector must be used in showing the film. It

makes for less trouble in showing the filmstrip if all pic-

tures are photographed the same way, either horizon-

tally or vertically. The yellow can in which the film was

purchased served as its permanent container, properly

labeled and stored in the filmstrip library of the high

school.

The next step was using the filmstrip with the class as

a group and discussing the geometry of each picture.

We decided that some commentary would be needed

since there were no titles on the individual frames, so

each student selected one of the pictures upon which to

make a written comment. These were given to one of the

members of the committee, who typed them and as-

sembled them into a booklet for use by other geometry

classes. Since our school also has a disc and tape re-

corder, the suggestion was made that these comments

might be recorded, so that sound might accompany the

showing of the filmstrip.

The educational value of a project such as this is ob-

vious to any experienced teacher. Not only did we pro-

duce a filmstrip which has become a valuable addition to

our own library at very little cost, but we took geometry

out of the classroom and related it to the child's own ex-

perience. Many students saw things in their environ-

ment for the first time and came to appreciate the beauty

of their homes, community, and school. To realize fully

the enthusiasm of a class for this sort of thing, one must

try such a project for himself and watch and listen to the

reactions of a class seeing the photographs for the first

time.

I am sure that home-made filmstrips have a place in

mathematics classes other than plane geometry. We are

looking forward to a project in trigonometry class,

where a filmstrip on indirect measurement or the use of

field instruments might have a place. Actual community
situations in layout or surveying might be filmed. In

general mathematics, the camera might go along on field

trips to preserve visual experiences for later discussion

in the classroom. The local bank, the post ofiice, munic-
ipal buildings, telephone offices, railroad stations—all

might make suitable topics for filmstrips to be used in

connection with units about these agencies.
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WHO should repair

projection equipment?
by MENDEL SHERMAN

Visual Aids Exchange

Cincinnati Public Schools

Mr. Sherman presents here, on the basis of extensive

experience, strong arguments for making use of estab-

lished dealer service for the maintenance of projection

equipment. There may be others whose experience justi-

fies setting up their own service. Are there?—Ed.

THE REPAIR of projection equipment is a constant

problem to large and small school systems. Many

have set up their own repair shop and employ a repair-

man who can do all necessary repairs. Before putting

such a plan into actual operation, it will be well to give

the problems careful consideration. The availability of

capable repairmen, the cost, and the ultimate influence

of a well-equipped and well-stocked repair shop on fu-

ture equipment changes are some of the aspects to be

investigated.

First of all, there are very few technicians who are

expert on more than one projector. Actually, there are

not too many technicians who are thoroughly skilled on

both the projection and the electronic mechanisms of a

sound projector. The ability to tear down and make

seemingly adeqtiate repair may be misleading. We all

know repairmen who can do this and "get by." But any-

one who has seen a really skilled specialist at work on a

projector appreciates the time saved and the precision

of his work.

Another factor is the cost, both of a skilled repairman

and of repair equipment and parts. An adequately

equipped repair shop will cost about $5,000, and the ex-

penditure of $3,000 for the numerous parts of one make
of projector is only a start. It may be argued that one

could begin with minor repairs and then expand as the

need arose. There is evidence that this would soon get

out of hand and the repair shop would be making ma-
jor repairs and stocking major parts.

Once the shop is stocked with parts, there will be a

(Continued on page 325)
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•^tQ llnii^Qt5itiQ5 Teackina -fludio- VhuaUij?

ARF.CEXT SURVEY of American universities made by

the author can only lead to the pessimistic conclu-

sion that many universities have failed as yet to

recognize the imi)ortance of modern teaching methods

through the use of audio-visual materials. As a matter of

fact, it might truthfully be said that the majority of uni-

versities are still using the teaching methods of twenty,

thirty, or fifty years ago.

While audio-visual materials have improved teaching

in our elementary and high schools tremendously in the

last few post-war years, most universities do not make
adequate use of audio-visual materials. Most university

teaching is by the strict verbal-recitation method.

A questionnaire sent to 174 American universities was
returned by 156 fully or partially answered. With a 90
percent return, one gets a fairly accurate picture of the

present status of audio-visual materials in these institu-

tions of higher learning.

At this point, attention might be called to the extreme
viewpoint of one university administrator, who reports

that he can see no advantage in the u.se of audio-visual

materials and that he, therefore, is not concerned at all

with them. While this case is the exception, the general

opinion about organization, titles, and purpo.ses indicates

much confusion in thinking among university adminstra-

tors concerning the place and importance of audio-visual

education.

This confusion is reflected in the answers to the ques-

tion referring to present organization.

Wfcat \i your presenf A-V organixafion?

A-V Committee only 21

Miscellaneous organizations 38
No separate A-V department 89

Total 148

Of the 148 answers received, 89 universities indicate

they have no separate departments of audio-visual ma-
terials at all. Instead of a separate department, 21 uni-

versities have only a committee to deal with the prob-

lems. A committee might solve some audio-visual prob-

lems of a university, but it is doubtful that such an or-

ganization can satisfactorily administer a complete audio-

visual program.

Another indication of the existing confusion is the

fact that 38 designations for audio-visual responsibility

were reported. Among them were the following

:

Designations for A-V respensibWfy

Audio-Visual Aids Dept 4

Audio-Visual Center 4

Bureau of Audio-Visual In-

struction 3

Bureau of Visual Instruction 3

University Film Library 2

Audio-Visual Dept 2

Visual Aids Dept 2

September. 1949

By E. VAN ALLEN

Audio-Visual Education Dept. 2

Visual Aids Bureau I

Bureau of Teaching Aids .... I

Bureau of Visual Aids I

Sensory Aids I

Other individual designations 12

Total 38

Dr. Van Allen is Director of the Audio-Visual Center.

Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois.

Another view of the confused thinking among univer-

sity administrators can be had by looking at the titles

reported for those in charge of the audio-visual program.

Only 64 answers were given in the 156 received reports.

Names in use for oudio-visuo/ administrafers

Director 35

Chairman ^

Chairman of Committee 5

Head of Department 5

Specialist 3

Supervisor 2

Secretary 2

Head Librarian 2

Manager I

Co-ordinator '

Chief A-V Aids Librarian I

Assistant in Charge of A-V Aids I

Total 64

The most revealing clue to the under-estimation of

the importance of an audio-visual program can l)e found

in the answers to the following question

:

Should A-V aids be administered by a separate

department?

Yes 47

No 72

Total 119

Fourteen of the "yes" answers emphasized that audio-

visual materials shpuld be a separate department under

the Extension Division. The answers seem to indicate

that the majority of university administrators are

not in favor of a separate department of audio-visual

materials.

The possibility of having the audio-visual program

administered as part of the university library was re-

jected by an even greater majority.

Should A-V education and materials be handled

by the library?

Yes ^ 25

No 86

Total Ill

There is a brighter side to the picture, however. An

{Continued on page 325)
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DAVI Boston Meeting and Progress Report

THE Department of Al'dio-Visuai, Instruction, National

Kducation Association, lield its summer conference and busi-

ness meeting in Boston, Massachusetts, July 4, 1949. Tlie confer-

ence program, under the chairmansliip of Paul Witt, Teachers
College, Columbia University, centered around tlie following

subjects: "The Role of D.WI in American Kducation" (F.

Dean McClusky, President of DAVI): "How We I.earn—
Suggestions for Using Audio-Visual Materials" (A. J. Foy
Cross, Central Washington College of Education) ; "Studying
Film Utilization" (Reign S. Hadsell. Yale University) ; "Audio-
Visual Program of De|)artment of Secondary Teachers (John
K. Dugan, President of DST) ; "FIducation Through Radio
and Recordings" (Kelsey Sweatt, Massachusetts Department
of Education); "Philadelphia's F;.\perinient in Television"
(Martha A. Gable, Philadelpliia Board of Kducation). Tlie
main speaker at the luncheon meeting was A. H. Blankenship,
Superintendent of Schools, Springfield, Massachusetts, who
spoke on "Education for Today."

Presented below are excerpts from the D.AVI Progress Re-
port for the fiscal year, 1948-49, prepared for the Boston meet-
ing by Vernon Danieron, E.xecutive Secretary.

THIS STATE.MENT consists essentially of an outline of the major
developments and accomplishments of the past twelve-month

period, covering the fiscal year from June 1 through May 31.
Insofar as practicable, tlie projects and activities are listed
progressively in their order of origin or development.

• NEA Journal Articles. The series of monthly ar-
ticles on various audio-visual subjects for the NEA Journal
was continued. These articles are designed for classroom teach-
ers. (Division Project)

• Film Evaluation Project. Beginning in the October 1949
issue of the NEA Journal, one page per month will be devoted
to a film evaluation service, designed specifically for the guid-
ance of teachers in selecting films. Seven geographically repre-
sentative centers are cooperating in the evaluation of all cur-
rently-produced motion pictures appropriate for use in organ-
ized education, grades 1 through 12. These reports will be made
available to the journals of the state education associations.
Also, card catalogs of cumulative evaluation reports will be dis-
tributed periodically to all D.AVI members. (Division Project)

• NEA Cooperative Projects, There were continuous de-
mands from the various NF:.\ divisions, departments, com-
mittees, commissions, and councils for assistance on a variety
of audio-visual problems and projects. Following are typical
examples

:

(a) A joint committee of the NFl.^ and the State F^ducation
Associations was appointed to develop detailed plans for tlie

production of a series of motion pictures and filmstrips. Plans
call for the production of one major motion picture of theatrical
quality per year, plus as many filmstrips as current needs just-

ify. The films will be distributed primarily via the state educa-
tion associations. (Division Project)

(b) Assistance was given in the production of audio-visual
materials for use during American Education Week and in the
production of filmstrips, (Division Project)

(c) Assistance was given the NEA National Commission on
Safety Education in preparing an annotated bibliography oi
motion pictures, filmstrips. and slides produced since January
1942 on a variety of safety-education subjects. The bibliography
will be published next fall for distribution to all members of
DAVI. (Division Project)

(d) The Department was represented at the conferences of
several NE.A. departments and commissions. (Department Proj-
ect)

(e) The Department and Division participated in the prepara-
tion of several publications, as excnii)lificd in the case of the

itiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiithllliiltiitiiiiiiiitiitiHlnliriiiii iiiiitimiiiilliliiiiiiltiliillliiiiiiiiliiiilllllliltniiuiiiillinui:

DAMERON ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION

At the Boston DAVI meeting, Vernon Dameron, executive sec-

retary of DAVI since 1946, announced his resignation effective

September 15, 1949. Following Is the text of the resolution passed

unanimously at Boston:

"WHEREAS, Mr. Vernon Dameron, executive secretary of the

Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, through his genuine interest

in the welfare of the Department and in the Improvement of edu-

cation in America through audio-visual instruction, his clear under-

standing of the many problems facing the Department, end his Intel-

ligent and effective approach to the solution of these problems, his

loyalty to the Department and to those with whom he has been as-

sociated, his pleasant, sincere, considerate manner of working with

people, and his devotion to duty has contributed most significantly

to the expansion and strengthening of the Department during the

past four years. He has given the Department a new and real sense

of security and feeling of continuity: Therefore be it

"RESOLVED, that now as Mr. Dameron leaves his position as

executive secretary of the Department to return to Harvard to

complete his doctoral research, the Department express Its sincere

appreciation to him for his splendid contribution to the growth

of the Department, and to the success It has achieved during his

term as executive secretary: and that the Department express Its

hope that Mr. Dameron will continue to be an active member of

the Department so that it may continue to enjoy him as a person

and as an educational worker,"

llllllllllllllllllllll.ltlllUltlllllllllllllllltlllllllllllltlllllllltllllllllllHItllllllllllltlllllllllllllllltKIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIflllllllltlllllMllir

audio-visual section of the most recent Yearbook of the Ameri-

can Association of School Administrators. ( Department and

Division Project)

(f) -Articles on a variety of audio-visual subjects were chan-

neled to the journals of various NE.A, as well as non-NE.\,

organizations. (Division Project)

(g) The director of the NEA Research Division agreed to

cooperate in the preparation of a new directory of audio-visual

directors in city .school systems early next fall. (Division

Project)

• Non-NEA Cooperative Projects. There were continuous

requests for assistance from non-NE.A individuals and groups.

Following are typical examples

:

(a) The establishment of a filmstrip production unit by

Life was promoted, recommendations were formulated for a

continuing program of production, and assistance was given

in the production of the first filmstrip in the series. The pur-

pose of the project is to make available the wealth of Life pic-

torial materials in convenient and effective form as a special

service to education. (Division Project)

(b) Numerous scripts were checked and films and filmstrips

reviewed. In keeping with NE.\ policies, none of this work

carries any sponsorship credit and no comiiensation of any kind

was accepted. (Division Project)

(c) Assistance was given in the writing of several articles

for popular magazines, including Coro.n-et, Kiplinof.r, Life,

McCai.ls, and Parade. The purpose of these articles was to

interpret the audio-visual field to the public. (Division Project)

• DAVI Conferences. The 1948 sumnier meeting and an-

nual business session was held in Cleveland in conjunction with

the meeting of the NE.A Representative .\sseinbly. Instead "of

the usual single meeting for the winter, regional meetings were

held this year in San Francisco, St. Louis, and Philadelphia in

conjunction with the meetings of the .-Vmerican .Association of

School Administrators. .A. fairly comprehensive report, "Pro-

ceedings—D.-WI Conferences—1948". was prepared and sent

to all DAVI members. The report was also sent for publicity

and review to the editors of approximately one hundred and

fifty education journals.

Plans for the Boston meeting. July 4. were completed, with

{Coiilinued on page 326)
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PHotographic Services, Pennsylvania Stale College

AS EVIDENCE that cooperation pays oft' in almost

every phase of Hving and endeavor, a great coopera-

tive effort of several agencies and dei)artnients has

resulted in the production of The Sajcst ll'ay,^ recently

acclaimed as the best 16mm non-theatrical traffic safety

film made in the United States in 19-18. Competing

with seven other films, it was unanimously awarded

the honor of first place by the National Committee on

Films for Safety.

The nucleus of this project was formed when the

Traffic and Engineering Safety Department of the

American Automobile Association, which conceived

the idea for the film, presented its basic script to the

Pennsylvania State College Motion Picture and Re-

cording Studio. With script submitted, the project grew
rapidly and gained momentum as the Motion Picture

and Recording Studio, under the direction of Frank

S. Neusbaum, sought the aid of Penn State supervisors

of elementary education. This was done to assure the

right a])proach for the right grade levels and to make
sure that j^roper classroom techniques were being ])re-

sented in the film.

The advice of these educators having been incor-

porated, the script was redeveloi)ed and sul)ni!tted

for appraisal to the Safety Commission of the Na-
tional Education Association. Upon their ai)i)roval.

production of the film was continued until the work-

print stage was reached. At this point representatives

of the A.A.A, N.E.A., and Penn State grade school

supervisors were consulted for last-minute changes.

Finishing touches were added, and u])on completion,

the film was reviewed by Dr. Abram ^V. VanderMeer,
associate professor of education, who wrote the Teach-

ers Manual which accom])anies the film.

The ])rize-winning film was produced with the as-

sumption that good rules for safe walking are of little

The Safest Way

'A 20-minHte 16nmi motion picture, available in color or black

and white. May be purcliased from the American Antomobilc

Association, Peniisvlvania .Avenue and 17th .St., Wasliinpton,

D.C.

, , , a uuinnefi

use unless the individual child i\}ants to walk safely and

can select the rule that applies in any given situation,

A child can select the proper rule only if he under-

stands all the rules, and he is more likely to under-

stand if he sees how several rules apply to his own path

to and from school.

It follows, then, that The Safest Way is a self-starter

which stimulates action and suggests how to proceed

with a project that will make children want to visualize

their paths to school, determine which ways are safe

and unsate, talk about their street safety with their

parents, and practice safety with the approval of par-

ents, teachers, and policemen.

Although The Safest Way is filmed in such a manner
that it transfers the enthusiasm and desire of the chil-

dren on the screen to the ])upils viewing the production,

a Teachers Manual accomjianies the film so that the

best possible safety project may be developed through

using the film. Included in the Manual are suggestions

for variations of the theme depending on the age of the

children and the type of community from which they

come.

Completion of the film and the accompanying Man-
ual accomplished the aims of the A.A.A. and the Mo-
tion Picture and Recording Studio. The Safest Way
may be used in combination with the Teachers Manual
to provide an effective method of presenting walking

safety to our young i)0]nilation, who must live safely

today if they arc to ])lan for a safe tomorrow,

by DORA C. TERBIZAN
Assistant to the General Extension Editor

Pennsylvania State College
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MRS. EHA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed. D.. Editor

Scholarly, Practical Symposium

• Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction—48th Yearbook,

Part I. National Society for the Study of Education,

Committee on Audio-Visual Materials, Stephen M. Corey,

chairman. University of Chicago Press. 1949. 320 pp.

$3.50.

The Yearbook of the N.S.S.E. represents the results of

• careful planning on the part of the committee and of all

the collaborating authors. It was designed to be a practical

source of information for classroom teachers, organized

around clusters of problems, rather than around the differ-

ent audio-visual media. The thirteen chapters constitute a

broad view of all the important problems in the field, and
each has been written by an expert, in consultation with

many other persons.

Floyde Brooker starts off with a philosophy of education

that relates to the part that the mass media of communica-
tion should play in the modern world. His chapter is abund-
antly annotated by quotations from the literature and gives

striking examples of the way in which education can help

to improve mutual understanding and maintain peace.

Chapters II and III balance each other: "School Use of

Audio- Visual Instructional Materials," by James W. Brown
and A. W. VanderMeer, reviews the types of materials

and indicates some positive trends that make for an en-

couraging outlook in the field. Charles F. Hoban, Jr., how-
ever, in his treatment of "Obstacles to the Use of Audio-
Visual Materials" brings many of the kinks out into the open
for inspection and criticism. First he summarizes some of
the characteristics of the materials that are deterrents to

their more extensive use: they are expensive; difficult to

obtain when needed; equipment is expensive and needs
manual skill for operation and technical skill for mainte-
nance; and some form of buildiiig modification is often nec-

essary for the effective use of the equipment. Each of these
is examined in detail. Beyond these problems the author
points out that there are others, of an educational nature,
that must be overcome. Audio-visual materials do not auto-
matically improve learning. The teacher must know how to
use them effectively so that they will provide experiences
to broaden the concepts and understanding of the learner.

Then, there is the problem of integrating the use of these

materials into an already crowded curriculum. It should be
understood in this connection that audio-visual devices can help
the crowded curriculum, first, because they can more effectively

present the desired concepts, and, secondly, because they are
essentially mass media of communication that can be used with
large audiences. Hoban believes that films should be designed
for large groups: ".

. . the very psychological elements which
make motion pictures effective educational experiences in the
theater," he writes, "have been omitted in the films produced
for the school."

The chapter on "Teachers' Decisions" by Stephen M.
Corey and Edgar Dale should be more useful than any
other for the classroom teacher. Here the principles are set
forth in terms of actual classroom situations, as concretely

expressed as though they were in film form. Succinctly

stated, the way in which the classroom teacher makes use

of the instructional materials at his disposal—the decisions

he makes at every step of the way—determines how well

the pupils learn. A discerning teacher must know how to ar-

range situations which he hopes will result in good learning

experiences. He alone helps set the stage. Beyond that it

is for the child to play his part.

The teacher must have a broad understanding of the ob-

jectives to be attained, and he must know how best to use

instructional materials to serve those ends. No longer can

supervisors hand down a list of statements couched in com-
prehensive terms, or a body of subject-matter content to be
taught as the objectives of education. The tendency now is

to develop curriculums through identification of tasks at

which children must succeed at any developmental level.

It is for the teacher then to decide how best to proceed
in arranging for desirable behavior in the classroom. The
teacher must exercise choice, too, in motivating pupils to

ensure intrinsic interest in what is to be learned.

Two chapters state the most recent thinking on the sub-

ject of teacher training: "Preservice Teacher Education"
by William G. Gnaedinger, and "In-Service Teacher Educa-
tion" by Amo DeBernardis.

THK AHMiNisTRATiON of visual aids for a city school system

is described with specific reference to the St. Louis system

by its Director of Audio-\^isual -Education, Elizabeth Goiter-

man. The methods used there would appear to measure

up well with the criteria set forth. From personal knowl-
edge the editor can confirm this assumption.

The sections by Charles F. Milner, "The Program in

Rural Schools", and Francis W. Noel, "State Programs"
and "Principles of Administering Audio-^'isual Programs,"
emphasize again the part played by local and regional ad-

ministrators in making the program feasible.

The chapter, "Suggested Answers to Some Pertinent

Questions in the Audio-Visual Field" by L. C. Larson con-

tains a mine of information for the newcomer to the field

and a frame of reference for those experienced in it. A
list of questions and answers, evolved from preliminary

investigation, was submitted to the members of a graduate
seminar for editing. The results appear in the Yearbook and
are so well stated that they might almost make a separate

bulletin. Questions have been grouped around the large

headings: Role in Education, Materials, Utilization, School
Preparation of Materials, Physical Facilities, Administration

and Finance, and Responsibilities of State .Agencies and
Higher Institutions.

An up-to-date summary of research (by Dale, Hoban
and Finn) and an amusing but pointed narrative approach
to the way in which audio-visual materials are used in one
school (by Wittich) conclude the volume.

The committee has produced a scholarly and practical

symposium, and the 48th Yearbook becomes a worthy addi-

tion to the reference works in this field. Special mention
should also be made of the excellent bibliographies that are

appended to several of the chapters.—ESR.
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1948 DAVI Meetings

• Proceedings of the Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction,

N.E.A., 1948—The Dept., 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.,

Washington 6, D. C. 62 pp. 2Sc.

This report consists of an account of the 1948 meetings

of the Department: (a) 2 national conferences, (b) 2 busi-

ness meetings, and (c) a National Executive Committee

meeting.

At the Atlantic City meeting, held February 23-25 con-

currently with the AASA Convention, the speakers were

many of the well-known leaders in the field, with panel

discussions and participation from the floor. A session was

devoted to each of the following topics: Television, Ad-
ministration, Problems of the Director, Teacher Education,

Problems of Educational Film Producers, and Research.

Although all of the sessions appeared to be stimulating, the

address that reads with most punch is the critique on the

problems of educational film producers by Godfrey Elliott.

He tells of the woes that beset a commercial company that

wants to produce what educators want, but finds the field

still too limited to emerge with a profit. Read it for your-

self and see if you don't sympathize with the producer, and

then let us all resolve to work out a scheme for improving

our own practices.

The Cleveland conference of DAVI, held last July, de-

voted most of its time to demonstrations of classroom use

and of new materials.—ESR.

Audio Education Report

• Education on the Air—1948—F^dited by O. Joe Olsen.

Ohio State University Press, Columbus, Ohio. 467 pp.

$3.50.

"Education on the Air—1948" is a verbatim report of the

major addresses and summaries of the smaller meetings

which comprised the Eighteenth Institute for Education

by Radio held at Columbus, Ohio in the spring of 1948.

It is not one of the books you can pick up and read hastily

or scan successfully while the radio supplies background

music. It is a volume of considerable merit deserving close

and undivided attention, particularly by specialists in audio

education and audio-visualists who profess an interest in

radio or who are responsible for radio as well as visual

education.

There are few major topics discussed on which each

reader has not already formed some opinion based on either

immediate professional needs or on observing the problems

of others. Even so, the discussion as reported is both stimu-

lating and thought-provoking. You will laugh with some
speakers and be tempted to cry "No!" at others. The an-

nual Institute for Education by Radio is an outstanding

national meeting of radio education specialists supported'

througli participation by all who are enabled to attend, or

through critical reading of the annual book which is, in cold

type, the annual meeting in the words if not the spirit, vigor

and emotions of the speakers.

The subjects covered range from international broadcast

problems, UNESCO, the Voice of .-Kmerica and such topics

to the High School Radio Workshop, School Broadcasts and
New Trends in News Broadcasting. Any summary of the

volume must be sketchy or else must contain the volume
as a whole, simply because the volume represents the sum-
inary of the intensive concentration of leading radio edu-

cation specialists. The general areas covered in the book
include "International Aspects of Radio", "Radio Policy in

America", "The New Medium of Television", "Radio in

Organized FZducation". "Radio Programming and Produc-

tion", "Specific Program .Areas of Radio", "Organizations

Utilizing Radio" and "Research Techniques and Problems".

Certainly "Education on the Air— 1948" belongs in the

private library of every audio education specialist as well

as in the libraries of those associated with such companion

areas as audio-visual instruction, radio workshop direction

and radio station management. The volume should be read

by school supervisory and administrative personnel because

while reporting the solutions to older problems as they

have been employed by individuals professionally active,

it outlines new educational problems such as television

in the field of audio education.

—

Max U. Bildersee.

A-\f Newscast

Following i.s the text of a three-minute feature in-

cluded in a recent regular KMOX (St. Louis) World

Newscast. It was prepared hy Courtney Heineman

of the KMOX News Department and is printed here

to suggest the type of publicity which may be presented

over regular radio station news broadcasts.

While the collection at the City Art Museum is the center

of attention these days—and deservedly so—a KMOX
reporter has taken a look at another collection of tremendous

importance. We're referring to the collection of teaching

material maintained by the Audio-Visual Division of the

Board of Education, 4466 Olive Street.

As the name of the Division would indicate, the collec-

tion is a storehouse of audible and visual aids to teaching

in the St. Louis Public Schools. Miss Elizabeth Golterman,

Director of the Division, explains that these aids provide

graphic means, other than the printed word, for communica-

tion of ideas to students. The watchword at Division

headquarters seems to be, "Education does not have to

be dull."

To keep it from being dull, the Division has amassed a

remarkably complete and varied group of materials. An
indication of the size of the collection is the fact that there

are 43 hundred movie films, 35 hundred of them sound films,

covering all subjects and virtually every age group. In addition,

there are filmstrips, lantern slides, charts, mounted birds and

mammals, collections of Indian implements and implements of

Colonial times, and even dolls wearing the authentic dress of

peoples of other countries. In the way of audible aids, there

is an extensive collection of phonograph records of all types

;

of transcriptions of radio programs; and scripts of radio pro-

grams. All of the things we've mentioned constitute just a

tiny portion of the material kept by the Division ready for

transportation to any public school.

The Division has built up this central collection of carefully

selected teaching aids on the theory that such a collection can

be infinitely more complete than collections at individual

schools. It would be useless, however, if the materials weren't

easily available to individual schools—and available they are.

Each teacher has an up-to-date catalogue of every item in the

collection and places her order for any items she wants to use

at least once a week. The orders from each school are con-

solidated and sent on to the Audio-Visual Division twenty-four

hours ahead of the delivery day for that particular school.

At the Division headquarters, the items on the order are

collected, packed carefully in special boxes, and delivered to

the school the following day. The Division's trucks visit each'

grade school once a week, each high school and teacher's

college twice a week, delivering new material and picking up

material delivered the week before.

Our man reports that the fund of material is kept in perfect

order and in amazingly fine condition—both at the Division and

at the schools where it is used. As an example—some of the

moving picture films have been in use for fifteen years. New
materials are not purchased haphazardly by the officials of

the Division. Two committee's of teachers and principals advise

on equipment purchases and policy, and new materials for the

Division are given careful classroom testing before purchase.

If your child comes home from school and tells you he has

seen an eagle, or an ermine or has made candles in an early

American candle mold—he's relating an actual experience

—

gained by means of audio-visual education.
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L. C. LARSON: Editor

Direcfor, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Assistant in Selection, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

Animals Growing Up
(Encyclopaedia Britaniiica Films, 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wil-

niette, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm. sound, black and white. 1949.

$50 less 10% educational discount. Teachers Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film illustrates the appearance and activities of tliree kinds

of baby animal.s—chickens, puppies, and a calf—at intervals

either from birth or shortly thereafter until they are practically

independent.

Beginning vvitli a close-up of a nest of cliicken eggs, the film

shows the emergence of a baby chicken from the shell. The
mother hen, which had left for only a short time, returns to

cuddle this baby cliick and the others that are hatched in rather

quick succession. The mother hen keeps the baby chicks warm
with her body ; and when they are a day old, she lielps them

find food. The chickens, are last shown when they are ten days

old. By now their feathers are appearing and they have gained

in strength. Close-up shots of the baby chickens drinking water

conclude the sequence.

Next a mother bulldog and her five puppies are shown. The
puppies are shown when a day. two weeks, and six weeks old.

At first they are very weak, have their eyes closed, and depend

upon their mother for food. When two weeks old the puppies

are stronger and have their eyes open, but still spend a lot of

their time sleeping. When the puppies are last shown, they are

very playful, strong, and full of curiosity.

The baby calf is first. shown when an liour old. Tlie calf is

ir. a prone position and is wet and weak. The mother licks her

new baby to dry her coat and to encourage her to stand, .^fter

several futile attempts, the calf manages to stand. She instinc-

tively goes to her mother for milk. Here the commentary points

out that the mother's first milk after the birth of her calf is

especially fortified with strengthening elements. .At the age of

four days the calf has no difficulty in standing up or lying down.

She is last shown in the meadow frolicking with other calves.

The concluding se(|uence flashes back to scenes of the three

different kinds of baby animals and provides a recapitulation

through addressing review questions to the audience.

Committee Appraisal:

Designed for preschool and early elementary grades, the

film should be useful in language arts, science, and art. It should

serve (I) to provide motivation for oral and written stories

about animals, (2) to stimulate observation of and actual ex

perimcntation with the care of other baby animals, (3) to moti-

vate further investigation, (4) to provide a background of ex-

perience for vocabulary enrichment, and (5) to suggest original

drawings and scrapbook collections. Excellent close-up pho-

tography, .skillful editing, appropriate pacing, and an interest-

ing commentary should assure young learners an interesting and

worthwhile experience.

Picture in Your Mind
(International Film Foundation, 1600 Broadway. New York
19. New York) 17 minutes. 16mm. sound, color. 1949. $150.

Description of Contents:

Picture ill )'our Mind*, conceived and executed by Philip

Stapp. the creator of Botiiidary Lines (Eiimcationai, Sckeen :

XXVI. 372). with narration by Walter .\bel and nuisic by Gene
Forell. poses the question "Will the peoples of the world work
together to insure global peace and understanding?"

The introductory sequence shows dim and undistinguishable

forms as the commentary asks, "What hour of history is this

—

the beginning or tlie end?" .\ visual symbol, first radiantly

brilliant, becomes dim and ominous as the narrator points out

that the future is up to us. A march of peoi)les—many races,

many ages—.symbolizes the idea that each is responsible for the

welfare of the other and that each has a responsibility in de

termining how all of us will live together on our congested

earth.

The following sequence, tracing the origin of man from pri-

meval waters to his present form, implies that the answer to

the question of how we will live together lies in this common
origin. The film pictures two sides to the early world—a garden
of jjlenty and a garden of hunger—and shows mankind coming
together to combat cold and hunger.

Next the film shows that as man came closer together, he

recognized groups with mores and racial characteristics different

from his own. His suspicion of their way of life seems to stem
from "the picture in his mind." This se(iuence. providing the

title for the film, shows symbolically different birth celebra-

tions, burial rites, worship ceremonials, forms of shelter, and

Bull pups grow up . . . for young learners.

* .\notIur rc\ifw- of /'/V/lir<'

Dcpartnunl of llii.s i.s.sue.

Your Mini! appcirs in tlit* Church
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International Film Foundation

Behind fhe distortions of propagandists ... a real man.

ideals of courage and streiigtli. Eacli group, tliinking its own
behavior to be riglit. is stirred by suspicion and fear and begins

blaming the others.

Flashes on the screen of news of strikes, war. and murder
serve to bridge the gap from the Garden of Eden to the present

day. Man is shown having developed from a single cell to the

full-grown man with the primal imi)ulses of prejudice. The
film points out that if these impulses are not controlled, they will

control us and suggests as a solution that we remove distortion

and misconception from the picture in our own minds so that we
can live in a world full of many social, cultural, and economic
patterns. Knding witli the same visual symbols used in the begin-

ning, the film emphasizes that the brightness or darkness of the

future depends upon us.

Committee Appraisal:

Unusual modern art and photographic techniques, an impres-

sive commentary, and a powerful musical score combine to

produce a rich emotional and aesthetic experience for the audi-

ence. The medium uses color, form, rhythm, and sound in a

highly original and commendable fashion. .-Xrt and photogra|)hic

study and appreciation grou])s should find the film a source of

e.xciting experiences in art iiatterns and photographic techniques

Sociology groups should be interested in the discussibility of

such questions raised by the film gs : (1) Is the theory of evo-

lution as pictured in the film universally accepted? (2).\re the

primal instincts of man evil? and (3) Did man gather into

communal groups as a safeguard against evil and hunger?
Groups studying intercultural and international cooperation

should note that the film assumes an audience with above-

average intelligence and insight. The evaluating committee felt

that an average audience might be overwhelmed by the umisual

art patterns. |>hotographic techniques, and forceful music to

such an extent that the educative value of the film would be
lost. It was suggested that a second showing would generally

be beneficial. The maturity level placement of this film is some-
what difficult. It would seem that the film was produced pri-

marily for an adult audience ; the committee, however, felt that

it should be equally useful on the high school level.

Bird Migration
fHeidenkanip \ature Pictures. Si8 Glen .\rden Drive, Pitts-

burgh 8, Pcmisylvania) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color. $75.

Description of Contents:

This film cx])lains briefly what is known about bird migra-

tion and presents many close-ups of birds representing the

various migratory groups.

The narrator emphasizes the hazards of migration which
birds overcome instinctively, and an animated map is used to

show how the ice caj) at one time advanced and receded annu-

ally over the upper part of N'orth .'\merica. thus providing one

explanation for the seasonal movement of birds. The next

seipience shows examples of birds which generally do not

migrate at all. such as the cardinal and the Florida jay; those

which are irregular migrators, such as the evening grosbeak

;

and those which are regular migrators, such as the martin.

Maps are used to show the four main tnigration routes be-

tween North and South .America. The hummingbird and the

.'Krctic tern are shown as types of birds with contrasting migra-

tory habits. .As a conclusion, the narrator poses several ques-

tions concerning bird migration which still camiot be answered.

Committee Appraisal:

Excellent close-up scenes of a large variety of birds make
this film a satisfying aesthetic experience as well as a useful

I)rescntation of information. It should be of interest on all age

levels from intermediate to adult for science classes and nature

study groups. Occasional bird calls are included.

The Princess and tlie Dragon
(Sterling Films, Inc.. 61 West 56th Street, New York 19,

N. Y.) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Produced

by Film-Polski. $17.50.

Description of Contents:

This is the story of how Stephan, the cobbler's apprentice,

killed a terrible dragon and won as his prize the Princess Alicia

and half of her father's kingdom. .\ narrator presents the story,

which is enacted by animated wooden puppets.

When a dragon has destroyed the homes and burned the

crops of many of King Krakus's subjects, he and his council

announce that the hero who rids the land of the dragon will

receive Princess Alicia and half of the kingdom as a reward.

After Prince Janosik is killed in a battle with the dragon,

while the court looks on. and Baron Schnitz is ignominiously

routed and finally cornered by the dragon, young Stephan, a

cobbler's apprentice, devises a plan which he hopes will be more
successful. He stutifs a sheep-skin with poison and puts it near

the entrance to the dragon's cave. As he watches, the dragon

gobbles the sheep, begins to burn inside from the poison, and

eventually explodes after drinking a lot of water.

Hailed as a hero. Stephan claims his reward and he and his

bride are toasted by the cheering courtiers.

Committee Appraisal:

Beautifully executed puppetry and a delightful story give

this film a simple charm which should appeal to all age levels.

It is recommended for the purpose of presenting a fairy tale

in connection with language arts activities, or for .showing a

type of folk art, since the hand-carved figures and picturesque

settings reflect the film's Polish origin. The .American sound-

track consists of the narrator, the dragon's roar, and the song
of the celebrating courtiers.

A drinking dragon .

SteHinq Films

. before an explosive end.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

PICTURE IN YOUR MIND
A Crifical Review

I
r HE 16-niinute sound and color film Picture in—
' Your Mind* was planned, written and drawn by

Philip Stapp, the creator of the well-known and widely-

used Boimdary Lines. It is released by International

Film Foundation (1600 Broadway, N. Y. 19).

Any film dealing with the many-faceted subject of

prejudice must be noted carefully by serious educators

in church and school in a search for materials and ex-

])eriences which will assist in the control of this ever-

present bliglit upon social and individual life.

Picture in Your Mind (whether the author intended

it or not) is a complicated and sophisticated film. It

is as unlike an ordinary educatiiinal film as Urowning's

"(Hove" is unlike a cowbov ballad. It has the com-

l)lcxity of a .symjjhony, not the simplicity of a melody.

It is a somewhat loose integration of pictures, music and
words, and not the logical presentation of things con-

crete.

With fourteen or more principal pictorial, musical,

and narrative sequences to be seen and heard in 16

minutes, this film is not educational in the usual sense

of that word. Those who expect it to do a direct job of

teaching will be disappointed. It is, rather, a film to

be experienced. It is structured to create an impression,

to give an experience. Even for the film to do this upon
one seeing, the audience will need some skillful con-

ditioning.

Not knowing the creator's intention in making the

film, we must turn to a study of its content for what-
ever clues to its purpo.se we can discover. This is not

easy. The content of the film oscillates slowly between
urgent interrogation and arresting assertion. Are we
being asked for or given the answers? It is difficult for

us to decide. A reconstruction of the narrative content

of the film will not be undertaken by this reviewer,

although he has seen the film four times and run the

pictures and the soundtrack separately one time each.

In this film the graphic and cinematic techniques of

Boundary Lines have been extended, modified and
brought to greater perfection. Technically, this film

is remarkable by any standard. Althousjh the over-all

impression given is much the .same as in Boundary Lines.

many of the pictorial sequences show greater graphic
artistrv. The music is more darine. colorful, less inte-

grated and subducl The narrative falls a little below

For another review of Picture in )'our A/iurf. see the Teacher-
Committee Evaluation Department in this issue.

Boundary Lines in technical excellence. It is cast in the

mold of prose, when the mold and moods of poetry are

needed to make it harmonize vvith the other components

of the film. It should have been delivered with the emo-

tional tensions, pace and inflections appropriate to po-

etry.

From a jisychological standpoint this type of film

has the fundamental weakness which results when the

mind is confronted by several poorly-blended or uninte-

grated sets of stimuli. This weakness is mitigated to a

degree when any one set of stimuli is given the ascen-

dancy. This is not done in Picture in Your Mind.

While the strong gra])hic seijuence on the screen tends

to monopolize the attention, the psychological under-

scoring and jnmctuatiou of the music are too forceful

to be ignored. Thus, the mind must turn aside from its

(juest for meaning in the i)ictorial to ])ay attention to

the music. Sinuiltaneous with all tliis. the narration is

making its bid for the attention, and, l)ecause of its

content and imperiousnes.s. it cannot be wholly ignored.

.\s the nu'nd takes up its <|uest for meaning in the

narrative element of the film, the other components of

necessity fade into the background of conscious atten-

tion.

Here and there through the film there arc sequences

where the stimuli ajiproach a considerable degree of

integration. Outstanding, perhaps, is the sequence

which begins (approximately) :

" As time flowed on there developed a pattern nf

life—Rites for birth, rites for deatli. rites for the turn

of the seasons.—a rhythm for work, rhytlim for the

dance—a form for shehcr. a form for tlie tem|)lc. and a

form for the image of God."

Here there is integration of the film's components—

•

obvious meaning and compelling heaiitv in the pictorial,

music to form soft and silken warp through which the

chanted words of the commentary dart back and forth,

adding beauty and meaning to the whole. Here the

film is "saying'" something and the mind is comprehend-

ing. In this interval the film is teaching.

Picture in Your Mind is more notable for its form

than for its content. What it "says" on the origin,

nature, and social peril of prejudice is neither new nor

profound. Twice it asks Cain's question (Genesis 4:9)—"Am I my brother's keeper?" While the Old Testa-

ment eloquently affirms that I am my brother's keeper,

the New Testament adds another dimension— I am my
brother's brother ! The ethical motivation flowing from

the O. T. admonition is too low in voltage for modern
life, and those who base their plea for the unprejudiced

{Continued on t^aiie ,?14")
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3 NEW MORAL-TEACHING FILMS
ior Church, C/vfc, School and family Audiences!

0^

Gambling—on* of man's most serioHS diseases.

Tliis is tlie story of a gambler ... a father, who

by his wrong thinliing jeopardizes the entire

future of his family and himself, causing a con-

tinued series of heart aches, disappointments and

destroying all basis for good Christian family

life. The complete breaii-up of the home is

averted by the Christian action of a kindly

Judge. (2 reels)

Good returned for evil—under circum-

stances that reflect the spirit of a true

student of the Bible. A teen-age son of

a refugee family, thanks to his thorough

religious upbringing, wins friendship and

respect from those who at first reviled

and abused him. All are the better for

the experience. (2 reels)

The story of a successful failure. One of many

men who attain their worldly wealth at the

expense of their spiritual self. This man's self-

engrossment stifles all understanding of his

Christian responsibilities to his fellow humans

and family. Only the unaltered faith and perse-

verance of his wife brings him bock to the right

and realization of his failure as a man and

father. (3 reels)

film libraries, dealers and denominational publication houses are

now ready to supply FAMILY FILMS for your use. Never before

has so extensive a distribution network been established in so

short a time—convincing proof of the high quality and suitability of

these films.

Ke\eaied earlier this year
and widely acclaimed by users:

A Boy and His Prayer
Faith triumphant despite economic hardships.

Unto Thyself Be True
Better parental understanding solves ser'ous youth problems.

Yesterday, Today and Forever
Restored faith In God and In himself rehabilitates erring

alcoholic.

These films are top-quality professional productions, featur-

ing well-known Hollywood players. They rank with the very
finest films shown in first-run theatres, and with the costliest

of denominational feature productions. The interest and
respect of any audience is assured wherever they are
shown.

September, 1949

*7Aed^ {llmd. mcuf. naut ^e nented
from your nearest FAMILY FILMS authorized source. Two-reelers

rent for $6 per day, additional days $3; three-reelers $8, extra

days $4.

fist 'J. <^ /I
... This coupon will bring you free

yUflit^ lO'dLCm information. It obliKates you in no w«y.#••*•—^ Pjlj ijyj, ^jjj ^^jj today.

B
sw^///mj.^

*047 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 2«. CALIF.

Information please on your films
( ) Rental

( ) Purctiase

Name

Altent ... Title

Address

ciiv,

;

Zone, State
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life of brotherhood and goodwill upon it will sooner

or later be disillusioned about its eltectivenes.s.

In two unrelated sequences the film finds the taproot

of group prejudice in the prehistoric subsoil of modern

civilization and traces the hidden roots of the individ-

ual's prejudice to his ancient primal impulses. Out

from under the spell of the screen, and ni tnc oaUigiit

of objective examination, these exj)lanations look like

the doctrine of original sin in modern dress. Our "en-

docrine bondage" sounds better than the terminology

of our fathers

!

Under this film's technical sophistication it is saying

something, and what it says implies a philosophy of

history and a theory of human nature. This philoso-

phy and this theory will be scrutinized by those who
can maintain their intellectual objectivity in the pres-

ence of the captivating technical charm of the film. For

the less objective, it may be, in effect, a plea for a point

of view rather than a quest for the truth. For all Picture

in Your Mind will be an outstanding film experience,

and many people will be grateful for the contribution

which this bold and expensive experimentation may
make to the art and craft of cinema.—WSH.

Put the Pupil First

(^/) I E WERE NOT SURPRISED to have a number of let-

}/[' ters concerning Mr. Waldrup's article ("Ex-

clude the Non-Biblical") in the May issue. Several sup-

|X)rted his view ; others expressed sincere and reasoned

disagreement.

We believe that the church needs both long and short

films. It needs long and short stories ; big and little

pictures; short-unit lessons and long-unit lessons. It

would be difficult to tell effectively the story of Joseph
in a ten-minute film. Some of the recent ten-minute

Biblical films have satisfied some leaders, disgusted

others, A film must have merit aside from its footage.

Producers should not get the impression that the church

at large wants films of one length.

We believe that the effective utilization of visual

materials requires an adjustment of the time schedule

of the church school. Is it sensible to cut the visual aid

to fit the schedule? That is being done in some churches
now. The "usual program" is conducted and the film

squeezed into such time as may be left. Follow-up is

neglected, and the visual aid is presented (in a fashion)

but not utilized to advance some large, well-conceived,

and earnestly-sought goal. The children from such
schools go home and tell their parents and friends that

they "saw" a picture. They do not report having learned
something important.

We believe that the longer film is needed to give the
child and youth an educational experience. You can
summarize the life of St, Paul in a paragrajih but it

will take many pages of good writing to tell a moving
story of his life. Cutting such a film story to ten minutes
or so, as Mr, Waldrup would have us do, would be
to "exclude" most of the Biblical. His plea to exclude
the non-Biblical, boiled down, means leaving out of

films anything which makes them too long to fit his

church school time schedule.

And Mr, Waldrup's article carries its own corrective

—to a certain extent. He says that "the great majority
of teachers can learn to use a film correctly." If this

is true, is it not reasonable to suppose that the builders

of curricula and the controllers of time schedules can and

will learn to fit films of varying lengths into the total

teaching program? We believe that it is.

For a time the publishers will be jealous of their

"lesson materials" and will not want to see them dis-

placed by films, filmstrips, or any other materials. Many
of the creators of "Sunday School" lessons are word-

centered, page-focused, lesson-conscious folks. They
look with sincere skepticism upon any materials or

procedures which tend to minimize or displace these

precious and laboriously created teaching materials.

They want to see them used. That much is natural.

This we can understand. What we have some difficulty

under.standing is the tendency of some of these creators

and vendors of lessons to place them above the pupil.

The pupil and his growth in things moral and spiritual

is the good to be sought, and all lessons and techniques,

and prehistoric time schedules, are secondary. Let us

put the pupil first ; fit the materials to the objective

;

and adjust the instruction techniques to pupil, objective,

and the inherent character of the materials themselves.

But we do not intend this as the termination of the

discussion. What additional ideas have our readers on

this subject?—WSH.

New Films Announced
• The 30-minute color film Kyoto Story, currently

available, was made for the Congregational Christian,

Evangelical Reformed churches by the same team

(Schwep and James) which made the widely-praised

film on Christian missionary work in China, Letter

from China, and like it presents missionary work in

Japan for church audiences. In subject matter it will

not compete with the film which the Protestant F'ilm

Commission is producing on Japan. (To be reviewed.)

• Produced in New York by Pathescope Company for

the Board of Christian Education of the Presbyterian

INTO THE GOOD GROUND

LEFT TO RIGHT: Rev. W. L. Jenkins, supervisor of produc-
flon; Harvey Stephens, leading man; and Robert Wllmot, di-

rector, as they confer a^ Fox Studios in New York on the

production of "Into the Good Ground," a nev^ Bible \\\m

scheduled for early release.
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Church U.S.A., /"'" H"' Cood (n-aund will Lv re-

leased simultancou.sly to all churches through the Reli-

gious Film As.sociation (45 .\stor I'lace. \. Y. 3). Its

j)rociuction was supervised by- Rev. W. I-. Jenkins.

General Manager of the Publication Division of the

Hoard, and it is designed to stimulate Hihle study in

home and church school. It is entirel\- nondenomina-

tional in character although it will he u.sed intensively

in Pre.shyterian churches this fall and winter. (To he

reviewed.

)

Tomorrow's a Wonderful Day

A boy finds

a new tomorrow
!n ihe Palestine

of voday

A.

From the film "To-
morrow's a Wonderful
Day" (Children to

Palestine)

Li:.\i)r.RS in church and school who are looking for

a feature-length lilm of importance, great beauty and
ap])eal will do well to seek out and Ijook Tomorroic's

a U'onderjiil J)uy (Children to Palestine, 1819 Broad-

way, N. Y. 23).

This 50-minute film tells the story of a Jewish boy

of 15 who lives in a children's village in modern Pal-

estine. Inmate of a concentration camp, he enters the

village full of fear, suspicion, and loneliness. Human
imderstanding and love work a miracle l)efore our eyes

in the dav-to-dav life of this lad, and he hecfjuies a

cooperative and enthusiastic citizen of the village.

This film is documentary in character and profes-

sional in script, direction, character portrayal, musical

background, editing and narration. The pace is good

and the interest is held tightly by l)oth the instructive

and the dramatic content. Several sequences skillfully

interpret Jewish customs and festivals.

Young people and adults of every faith should see

this film. Those who use it should preview it carefully

and ])repare the group to ajjpreciate its I)eauty and

human goodness. It is a great film and a magnificent

testimonial to the transforming power of love and con-

cern when guided by intelligence and knowledge.

( HhUILY RliCOMMENDF.n.)

Youth Film

As CARAVA.N' and summer work projects have grown

in popularity among the communions of the church, the

need for a film to interpret the basic jiurpose and spirit

of this work has been needed. The 22-minute color

film . / More R.vccHoit IVav is a documentary presen-

eiu.'

KEKOi
COMES t»OME

For September release

The newest production of fhe

Protestant Film Commission

A dramatic documentary which tells

the story of a Japanese soldier who re-

turned to find home and family gone

and of how his friendship with a Chris-

tian Japanese girl leads him to a new

life based on a Christian concept of

democracy and at the same time

plunges him into conflict with the Com-
munist elements.

16mm., 37 min., sound. Rental $9.00

other new outstanding films on Japan

tor release In September—

FUJITA, Orphan in Japan
In+eresHng story of child life. I6nrim., 35 min-

utes, sound, COLOR. Rental. $12.00.

KYOTO STORY
What a missionary does in Japan. 16mm., 30

minutes, sound, COLOR, rental, $9.00. Black

and white rental, $6.00.

TORU'S PEOPLE
Documents historical and political backgrounds

and impact of American democracy. Exclusive

scenes of Emperor and General MacArthur.

16mm., 33 minutes, sound, COLOR, rental,

$12.00; black and white, rental, $7.50.

Film Libraries write for

Special Terms

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 Astor Place, New York 3, N. Y.
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Dan kept finding

file events of his

own life In the

pages of the Bible

Unusual in its approach, INTO THE GOOD

GROUND dramatizes the way in which one

man found in the Bible the guidance and in-

spiration to help solve his everyday problems

and enrich his own life.

Recommended for Sunday evening Church

Services, Adult Bible Classes, Young Peoples'

Groups and Parent-Teacher Meetings, the film

has been planned specifically to stimulate the

study of the Bible. Produced with a well

known professional cast, by the Pathescope

Company for the Presbyterian Board of Chris-

tian Education, this film is entirely non-de-

nominational in character.

16 mm., 30 minutes, sound.

Rental price, $10.00. Lease,

$200.00. Distributed by

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
45 ASTOR PLACE NEW YORK 3, N.Y.

tation of several forms of these summer work projects

—

work camps, vacation schools, student-in-industry intern-

ships, and student-in-agriculture camps. The fihn shows
how the adventure of these young people leads to the

discovery that work, worship and play helong together.

It shows something of the solid objective achievements
of these young workers and reveals the character en-

richment and spiritual reorientation which come to

those who give themselves to the rhythm of work, study,

play and worship.

This film can be used in recruitment for service proj-

ects ; to interpret this type of activity to church boards

;

and to help secure financial assistance for such work.
Young people should see this film. It will give them

new ideas about the solid practicality of a more excel-

lent way to serve. Adults should see this film. It will

help them understand the essential nature of .such proj-

ects and motivate their support. It was produced by
Anson C. Moorhouse for the Christian Work Camp
Fellowship of Canada. (For further information write

to Congregational Christian Service Comm.. 110 E. 29th
St., N. Y. 16.) (Recommended.)

Christmas Is Coming!
If this turns out to be a typical year, this depart-

ment will get a dozen or so letters from dealers ask-

ing for information on a "good Christmas film," and
a similar number of church leaders will write to in-

quire if there is a new Christmas film which they can
secure and use. Unless there are some un-announced
productions underway, the supply will be about the

same this year as last, except that most dealers will

have a print or two of Merry Christmas, a 10-minute
sound film which shows the Christmas Eve activities

of the famous Vienna Boys Choir—singing as they
finish and wrap gifts, decorate the house and postpone
(to our pleasure) going to bed as long as possible. This
film is wholesome and interesting and will be appre-
ciated and enjoyed by all age groups. The music is a
very important part of the film and has been well re-

corded. (Sterling Films, 61 W. 56th St., N.Y.C.)
(Recommended.)

New Aleoliol Films

• The new 12-minute Encyclopaedia Britannica film

Alcohol and the Human Body is a factual teaching film

on how alcohol enters the bloodstream, is acted upon
by the liver, and aflfects the brain tissues and causes

certain kinds of behavior. The animation is excellent

and the commentary is crisp, clear and well-paced.

(Recommended.)

• The Power of Decision (Christian Films Production
Co., Cheney, Kansas) is a 35-minute dramatic film

about a college-age boy who refused a social drink at

a party honoring him and his fiance. When he is urged

^ItllMltlllinHIIMHIIIIItllllllllltlhlllllllltltllMlllllltllllllllMIIIMIIIIIIIMIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIirillMtlinMIIIUIIIIItlHIItMlfl^

X =

Coming in the Church Dept.

I
A series of contributed articles on |

I
POINTS OF QUALITY IN RELIGIOUS FILMS |

I
of special interest to church |

I
leaders, producers, film libraries |

ntiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiiiiMiMiiitiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiii iiiiiiriiimiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiHiiti tiiiiitiiiitiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,;
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to drink, he explains what alcohol did to his family and

how he came to resolve never to drink. W^hen he testi-

fies to his decision in church, his fiance, too. resolved

to stop social drinking and her decision influenced her

parents to quit social drinking. The film could have

been improved by more careful organization and better

editing. In many places the dialogue is poorly recorded.

This is a film for young people and adults, and

it will be appreciated most in a preaching and evange-

listic setting. For general use with ail kinds of audiences.

It's the Brain That Counts is still the best alcohol film

both technically and in content.

Filmstrips on Sex

CiiuKCH Screen Productions (Box 1821, St. Louis,

Mo.) will release in September three filmstrips in the

field of sex education. This announcement will be

welcomed by leaders in church and school and by par-

ents. The Story of Growing (//»—58 frames in full

color with manual—visualizes human growth and re-

production to help grow-ing boys and girls understand

what is hajipening to their bodies and personalities as

they mature sexually. A Christian Attitude About Sex
—40 frames in black and white with manual—is de-

signed to give teenagers truth and wholesoine attitudes

concerning the role of sex in love, courtship, and in

family life. In the 40-frame, full-color filmstrip Babies

of Farm and Home. Roger visits his grandfather's

farm, gets acquainted with its numerous animal babies,

and sees how God has planned for them to live in

families ; he returns home to find that his mother is in

the hospital with his new baby sister.

These significant contributions to the fast-growing

visual resources on the subject of sex in human life

will be reviewed in an early issue of Screen. If Mr.

Kidd's past standards of excellence and utility are main-

tained in these new filmstrips, they are certain to gain

wide commendation and extensive usage in school,

church and home.

Filmstrip on Drama
The directors of drama in church and school, as

well as the teachers of drama, will be interested in Drama
in the Church and School, a color filmstrip in five parts,

available from the De5)artment of Visual Education,

Schaufifler College (5115 Fowler Ave., Cleveland 4,

Ohio).

This comprehensive filmstrip is accompanied by a

good script and a very complete and usable 120-page

handbook. It will be of great assistance to the teachers

of drama and should help churches and schools utilize

what is available in the way of properties, staging, light-

ing and characters to put on quality plays. The hand-

book is amply illustrated and contains several plays to

which reference is made in the discussion of the various

techniques.

Make-Up (I) has 80 frames; Hebrczv Costumes

(II), 42 frames; Roman Costumes (III), 36 frames;

\U\

^*i

lol
\o

Intensely interesting, highly effective vis-

ual teaching aids. Based on scenes from

Church-Craft's Bible Teaching Films. An
excellent small-budget investment in more
resultful religious instruction.

OLD TESTAMENT
n03 - Abraham's Faitli

F102 - Daniel In the Lion.s' Den

NEW TESTAMENT
FlOl - And Forbid Them Not

F104 — The Raising of Lazarus

Each Title 40 frames.

Black and White. 35 mm.

»3 00
facfi

Y.urDt.l*r CHURCHCRAFT T
Or Write Direct

|

Pidu.<u

THE APOStlE'S CREED

iMl
.OOtfS

atlwx*'

\0\

\a\

lol

tHB«t«
OI«)B>

-^ j£ ' ._.., - -^'^

\o\

\o\

lo\

+ Prtpar€<i by fh« CommrH** on

VhuaHxing Luther's Cofechiim

Powerful, dramatic, colorful, CREATION
is the first in a series of six filmstrips cover-

ing the entire Apostle's Creed. Based strictly

on Bible references, CREATION is an

in\aluable. visual aid for more effective

religious instruction.

50 Frames — Full Color — 35 mm.
Complete With Study Guide

00

Ordtr Fr«m

Y*ur D«ol«r

Or Write Dirca

no
CHUROKRAFT t

3312 IINOEIL 11VD. • ST. LOUIS 3, MO. 3312 IINDEU UVD. • ST. LOUIS 3, MO.

byCHURCH CRAFT
A powerful message that dramatizes in a

vital manner the Biblical basis for Steward-

ship and explains what God expects in our

management of the things lie has given us.

The first in a series, "\Vh>- Do We Live?'

will be followed by filmstrips on the

Stewardship of Time, of Talent, and of

Means. .\n important lesson for every

church member.

39 Frames — Black and White — 35 mm.

Complete witli 17-page Study Guide

Ordtr From

Your D«al«r

Or Write Direa

CHURCHCRAFT 1 ,

I
pld^

3312 IINOELL BLVD. • ST. lOUtS 3, MO.
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Characterisation and Stage Position (I\'), 54 tranics;

and Staging (V) is treated in 30 frames.

Virginia Wilk Elicher, for many years a successful

director and student of drama in church and school,

and Ruth Lister, who has done extensive study and

production work under Dr. Paul Vieth at Vale, teamed

up to produce this excellent visual aid on drama. ( Prices

and further information from the above address.)

(Recommended.)

Recordings for Leaders

The Board of Education and Publication and the

American Baptist Home Missionary Society of the

Northern Baptist Convention have produced two re-

cordings, "Ringing Doorbells" and 'Winning Children

for Christ." for use in workers' conferences, training

classes, ]mrent-teachcr meetings, and institutes. The
first interprets the significance of calling in the homes of

church school pupils, and in the second a group discuss-

es (for us) what the making of Christian decisions can

mean for children at each level. Each is recorded on the

two sides of 12-inch vinylite discs. (Information can be

secured from Department of Children's \\'ork, 1703

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 3.)

"THE STORY OF GROWING UP"
A new color Hlmsfrip on sex education

Designed to help growing boys
and girls, about 10 to 15, un-

derstand the changes that take
place in their bodies and per-
sonalities during years of sex-

ual maturity. Educationally and
scientifically accurate. Simply
yet attractively presented.

(58 frames, full color,
manual, $3.85)

Write for free cafafog of
fifmsfr/ps for church and

school.

Church Screen Productions
p. O. Box 1821 St. Louis 12, Mo.

New Material for yoHr
I A D A K|

Social studies Unit on J/^i ^^IN
• Four graded sets of Kodachrome slides (or filmstrips).
Pictures and Script by Paul H. Vieth of Ya'e University, who re-
cently returned from a year in Japan. Write for particulars. Liberal
discounts to dealers.

Visual Education Service
Tlie Divinity School, Yale University

*09 Prospect St. New Haven, Conn.

Now only 50c

—

... a booklet of 64 pages of information reprinted

from the Church Department.

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN
by W. S. HOCKMAN, Church Dept. Editor

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN should be in every
church worker's library.

Send only 50c today to

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake St.. Chicago I, 111.
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Records

on Review
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• YOUNG PEOPLE'S RECORDS, INC. lias been pro-

ducing records especially prepared for the juvenile market

since its establishment a few years ago. Its organized sub-

scription service lias been a successful venture, used by

schools and libraries as well as families. Young people

generally have been genuinely pleased with the recordings

as they have been released.

Both groups of YI'R records interest us, those prepared

essentially for the 2-6 age group as well as those specifically

intended for their older brothers and sisters up to the age

of eleven. .As is true with almost all worthwhile records

for children, the YPR productions have a strong appeal for

adults.

• In the 2-6 group are many titles which offer the nursery

teacher, the kindcrgartner and the first-grade instructor

activity records for their students. Whoa! Little Horses,

Lie Down and When the Sun Shines are two of these.

Both arc entirely suitable for school use and are void of

elements which seriously detract from their educational

value. These very good records contain simple songs which

describe dances or other activities which the child can

undertake. The horses gallop and the bees buzz, the fish

swim and the birds flap their wings all over the sky. The
child is familiar with the animals chosen, the rhythms are

simple and the youngster is encouraged to imitate their

gaits and movements in "Whoa' Little Horses, Lie Down".
In "'When the Sun Shines" the children go to the park

to walk and to run, to swing on the swings, to jump and tc

roll in the grass. These normal childhood activities and
others are presented through simple songs and enticing,

suitable rhythms which invite participation.

The obvious set|uel to "When the Sun Shines" is Rainy
Day. This is another activity record which will appeal

strongly to the nursery, kindergarten and early primary

groups. Such activities as marcliing, imitating a clock,

spinning like a tt)p. playing at "jack-in-the-box" and similar

simple forms of partici|)ation and action are encouraged.

It might be well to save this record for just such a day as

is described and give the children the physical satisfaction

of the movements suggested.

The disc Building a City has been recognized as an

important contribution to social studies in the early grades.

It. too, is organized around children's normal activities,

encouraged by simple songs. However, it offers and defines

a philosophy of service, mutual respect, and good ncighborli-

ness which children can grasp and understand. .\s the artist

says, "We're building a city, we're working all together;

building for the teacher, the milkman, the butcher: building

for the grocer and the postman too." The form of

presentation is entirely iiifurnial, utilizing tools and workmen
popular with the children and exciting to their vivid sense

of imagery. The child can join in the singing or he can

respond rhythmically to hammering, to painting, or to

rolling a wheelbarrow. This record goes beyond the others

already sumniarize<l because it gives the alert teacher an

opening to elicit spoken responses and detailed descriptions

of things seen and heard. This record can obviously be

used to stimulate discussion, storytelling, close observation

and reporting, .simple dramatization, and similar valuable

vocal self-expression so essential on this level.

• Two of the musical participation records offered by Young
People's Records, Inc. seem too difficult for most six-year-

olds and may not liold the younj.Tster's attention long enough

{Contimicd on page 320)
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LIVING LESSONS IN HISTORY!

The Battle of Gettysburg— July 3, 1863

The Signing of the Magna Charta—June 19, 1215

Two of the outstanding broadcasts in the famous
CBS "You Are There" series—the radio programs
acclaimed byeducators, editors, students and listeners

all over the nation.

On-the-scene newscast enactment, by top reporters

and analysts, of stirring historical scenes, with the

thrilling quality of living reality.

On One LP Long Playing Record ML-4149
or Two Album Sets M-822 and M-823

//

/cANHmirm"
Recordings of the actual voices and the actual sounds
that influenced and shaped the most eventful era in

history— 1 932- 1 945 ! Recorded from authentic broad-

cast and sound track sources.

Thrilling narrative presentation with dramatic

commentary by the famous Edward R. Murrow.
Enthusiastically endorsed by national figures, by

leaders in education.

On One LP Long Playing Record ML-4095
or Album Set MM-800

COLUMBIA
RECORDS

fOR IHS FINEST RECORDED MUSIC OF EVERY KIND!

"Columbia," "Matlerworks" and ^{ Trade Marks

Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Marcos Regislradai ® Trade Mark.

September, 1949

"^CORDs

^ ...» for
^'"""•"•'

"ninferruoierffc, .

^^-Bo Space"!"; ""•'^•""OuCVs
Record . M ^"""Plele Work. ^'"""Wore Mus,,. , ""'ks on One

^^
N-nbreafeot/"- *'«-V

ot??StSri T ^"'"-"'-a LP
Lpt''''g''^/-or„i'f?-'-'/ec.ion

GET YOURS— ON REQUEST

MAIL THIS COUPON

Columbia Records, Inc.

1473 Barnum Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

Please send me, without obligation, the new complete

catalog of Columbia LP Records.

Name

Address

Name of School

City State
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RECORDS ON REVIEW (Continued)

to achieve the stated objective—ear training—which is

recognized as an essential part of the child's general

training. The discs, The Music Listening Game and

Sing-Along, are ofttimes pleasing and attractive but they

offer a challenge that cannot be met except by the most

gifted children in the group.

On the other hand, three records which your "junior

judges" will thrill to are The Little Cowboy, The Little

Fireman, and Little Indian Drum. These are three simple

adventure stories particularly appealing to children in this

lowest age group. Each of them attracts careful and at-

tentive listening for the sheer pleasure of hearing the

stories well told and sung. The children will ask for these

records again and again and may develop their own similar

stories to tell their classmates.

• In ceneb.^l, these records intended for children in the

nursery, kindergarten and first grades are appealing and
interesting and should be well received by the children.

Similarly, the records intended for older children in the

primary and intermediate grades, are carefully planned and
well executed. They are inteiided for a more mature
audience, the language is more difficult, the tunes more
complex, and the ideas more abstract. The discs achieve
three of their stated goals: "to entertain the child and hold
his interest, to stimulate creative activity, and to provide
satisfactory emotional and educational experience at the
child's own level of development".
That these records are charming and attract and hold

adult attention does not detract from the child's pleasure in

hearing them many times.

Three records which will appeal to this older group and
give them some background in music are Licorice Stick—
The Clarinet's Story, Said the Piano to the Harpsichord,
and Igor Strawinsky. The first two are written by Professor
Douglas Morre of Columbia University and demonstrate
that it is possible to present a challenging and entertaining
statement of facts without boring the child. These records

America's finest folding Chair

Originators of the

%Siet} Folding Chair

in institutional

Smi fOLdlHG CHAIRS

the universol choice for

superior auxiliary seating

O sturdy and
dependable

@ broad seat

O comfort supreme

Oproperly pitched
seat and back panel

©easy, noiseless
opening and closing

©rubber silencers

© finest enamel
finishes

©ten-ycar guarantee

Write Today _^

Oept. M-9

ClARIN MFO. CO.
4640 Wtft HorrisoaSr.
CHICAGO 44, m.

ifbidinsciiairs}
thai any otherntadkei

are well suited to school purposes, are educationally sound,
and should elicit a worthwhile reaction from children in

the intermediate grades.

• Three storvtelling records merit attention. The first,

The Emperor's New Clothes, dresses up an old familiar

story in new fashion. It is very well done and children listen

attentively and call for repeated performances. This excel-

lent presentation of the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale

is a real contribution to the storytelling records available

for school purposes. It may be used for stimulation and for

sheer enjoyment. It can be used to encourage young people-

to adapt other loved and familiar stories for similar

presentation.

The "wild western" fans in the 7-11 year-old group will

thoroughly enjoy the story of the Chisholm Trail as told by
Will Geer and sung by Tom Glazer. Here are favorite
"horse opry" ballads that all enjoy hearing and singing
performed with the desirable simple clarity of an under-
standing artist. Here is the story of the round-up, the
branding, the lonesome trip up the trail and the fearsome
stampede presented in an entertaining and instructive man-
ner. Finally, in this group, is a record called American
Almanac—December relating events of that month with
interesting appropriate songs, some familiar and some not.
It can be used as an inspiration to group singing for
recognized pleasures and values of group participation and
group activity.

• TALKING KOMICS will give second and third graders
who can read pleasure and satisfaction, although little chal-
lenge. Produced by Belda. these include Grumpy Shark,
Lonesome Octopus, Happy Grasshopper, Chirpy Cricket
and Sleepy Santa. Each is a simple story well told in both
audio and visual form. In each case a record telling the
story is accompanied by a "comic" book telling the same
story, using precisely the same words and illustrating the
story through conventional cartoon techniques. This form
of presentation does not allow sufficient leeway for imagin-
ative interpretation by the child. The records are best suited
to individual pursuit rather than general class presentation.
They are well done, of fair general educational value, and
may assist in reading.

Needle Chaffer , . .

Watch for a new variable speed turnable with three set
speeds (Si'/j, 45, and 78 RPM) and any variation within
these limits and perhaps beyond them. It should be a boon
to commercial classes, language teachers, instrumental
groups, soloists as well as dancing and gym groups because
the speeds are positive and there is no distortion from
"wow". It is being planned by Rkk-O-Kut of Long Island
City . . . Capitol Records has broken the controversy on
speeds by producing records at all three commonly used
commercial rates of revolution. Watch for the other pro-
ducers of popular records to take a similar step. Business
has been bad for the record manufacturers and something
must be done to step up sales . . . This is a good time of the
year to oil your e(|uipment that requires such regular
treatment.—Ml'R

.120

TV Education Conference

The Philadelphia Association for Education by Radio has
announced the first Television Education Conference, to be
held in Philadelphia .\pril 20-21. 1950, in conjunction with
Schoolmen's Week of the University of Pennsylvania.

Experiments in educational television have been conducted
in Philadelphia for the past two years, and Philadelphia schools
and stations, believing in the great possibilities of television
as a teaching medium, are eager to share their experiences
with others. The program will include workshop groups on
TV classroom utilization, scriptwriting, production; addresses
by television authorities and educators: and exhibits of equip-
ment.

Educational Screen



HAIL, HEARTY, and WELCOME
SCkBBN 4flfloiiRees New Advisory Board Members

We proudly hail to membership, as they begin four-year terms

of service on Educational Screen's Editorial Advisory Board,

three leaders of the audio-visual field : Glen Burch, Executive

Director of the Film Council of America, whose position and

point of view will further widen our perspective ; Charles F.

Hoban, recently appointed Associate Professor of Education at

The Catholic University of America, whose unsurpassed phil-

osophic understanding of audio-visual education will guide us

surely ; and Seerley Reid, Assistant Chief iTi the Visual Aids

to Education section of the U. S. Office of Education, whose

ability to analyze critically will provide us with invaluable

editorial advice.

All three have abundantly the qualities of heartiness which

characterize our Editorial Advisory Board. In their positions

of leadership they have demonstrated the strength and sound-

ness of their thinking. They are cordial to Screen's objectives

and energetic in all they undertake. Furthermore, their advice

will be the sincere, frank, heart-to-heart kind that Screen seeks.

We welcome Glen Burch, Charlie Hoban, and Seerley Reid

to our Editorial Advisory Board, as we extend our thanks and

grateful appreciation to retiring members Ned Bernard, Francis

Noel, and Paul Wendt for their several years of valued service.

—PCR.

Paul Wagner, New President of Rollins College

In June of this year Paul A. Wagner, 31-year-old executive

of the Bell & Howell Company, was elected to the presidency

of Rollins College, Winter Park. Florida. The nation's young-

est college president, he succeeds retiring Dr. Hamilton Holt,

who for a quarter of a century headed Rollins College. A top

figure in the field of audio-visual education, Wagner recently

acted as program chairman for the Second Annual Conven-
tion of the Film Council of America.

Bell to Public Health Service

Walter S. Bell, member of Educational Screen's Editorial

.\dvisory Board and former A-V director for the Atlanta Pub-
lic Schools, lias announced his new position with the U. S.

Public Health Service in .Atlanta. Georgia as Assistant Chief

of the ."Xudio-V'isual Production Division.

New Job for Lewis

Philip Lewis. Educational Screen's Editor for Television,

was recently appointed acting Assistant Principal of the South

Shore High School. Chicago, for the school year 1949-50. Mr.

Lewis has been conducting a video research project in the high

school for the last several months.

Witt Heads NYSAVC
Dr. Paul F. Witt, associate professor of education in the

Department of Curriculum and Teaching at Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University, was elected president of the New
York State Audio-Visual Council on July 16th, Dr. Floyd Hen-
rickson. outgoing president, announced. Dr. Henrickson, pro-

fessor of education at the New York State College for Teach-

ers in Albany, reported that the election took place at the an-

nual summer conference of the Audio-Visual Council at the

University of Buffalo.

Previously Dr. Witt served as executive secretary of the

Council. Also elected to office were Professor Don Williams,

head of the audio-visual service at Syracuse University, as vice-

president, and Charles Eddy, in charge of the audio-visual

program of the Cornell, N. Y., public schools, as secretary-

treasurer.

In order to formulate plans for better training of teachers in

the selection of audio-visual materials, the Council agreed to

organize a small working committee composed of presidents

of New York State teachers colleges and people from the

State Education Department, as well as representatives of the

Council itself.

The editors ofLIFE announce

a new educational service . . .

LIFE filmstrips

in color

Limited editions of 35min, 50-framc filmstrips printed from

life's color transparencies of the world's great master-

pieces of art, architecture and archeology. Lecture notes

included. Ready in October: Heritage of the Maya, The Atom,

The Middle Ages and Giotto^s Life of Christ. $4.50 each.

Orders filled in order re-

ceived. Booklet on request.

LIFE FILMSTRIPS • Time & Life Bldg. • 9 Rockefeller Plaza • N. Y.
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CITY of WAX
An enthralling picture portraying the

fascinating Life of The Bees . . . how
they work, live and love from birth to

death ... an object lesson for human
society.

EDUCATIONAL m f%
SUBJECTS I 7

Write for fully descriptive catalog

S K I B O
PRODUCTIONS INC.
165 W. 46th St. New York 19, N. Y.

19

The basic principles of First Aid are portrayed in

Johnson & Johnson's film "Help Wanted." This 16-

mm soimd picture contains interesting and important
information. Thirty minutes of realism.

If you want to give a showing to groups interested
in First Aid, send the coupon below. No charge,
except you pay the return postage for the film.

%l

Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educational

Motion

Pictures

•
Preview

Prints

Catalog

Descriptive

MateriQl

Oufsfanding Releases
Grade Level

IRON MINING 4— 6

OHIO RIVER VALLEY 4-12
OHIO RIVER (Upper Valley) 4—12
OHIO RIVER (Lower Valley) 4—12
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River) 4—12
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) 4—12
CIRCUS ANIMALS 1— 4
CIRCUS PEOPLE 1— 4

CIRCUS SHOW 1— 4

WATER SUPPLY 4—12
FREIGHTER IN PORT < 3— 7

FREIGHTER AT SEA 3— 7

STATE LEGISLATURE 7—12

In Nafural Color or Black and Whife

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O.Box 3088 • Hollywood, Californio

MEMBER OF ALLIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
Dept. K, New Brunswick, N. J.

Please send me information on the Motion Picture
•HELP WANTED."
Name

Address

City State ....

National Film Cooperative

--.__-_j

American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organization unions have joined a cooperative film project

to stimulate production of new documentary motion pictures and
to increase the use of current public service and labor movies,

Robert Delson, acting chairman of the National Film Coopera-
tive announced recently in a report to the Cooperative's or-

ganizing committee.

With operation of tlic Cooperative scheduled to begin within

six months, it has already received financial support from ten

major organizations and pledges from many more. The Na-
tional Film Cooperative will represent the pooled efforts and
funds of labor and liberal organizations. It will act as a dis-

tributing agency and film library, will purchase equipment,

such as motion picture and filmstrip projectors and screens,

and will stimulate production of films on labor and current

social problems.

Union A-V Workshop

An audiovisual workshop to aid federal union leaders in

conducting educational programs and union meetings with the

use of audio-visual materials was held recently at Cornell

University. It was the first audio-visual workshop for union

leaders to be sponsored by the New York State School of

Industrial and Labor Relations. Audio-visual aids discussed and
demonstrated included the motion picture, filmstrips, recordings,

posters, charts, and exhibits.

The workshop was part of the program presented during

an Institute for Union Leaders, held July 18 through July 22.

It was the second in a series of four conferences to be spon-

sored this summer by the New York State School of In-

dustrial and Labor Relations to representatives of educational

institutions, industry, and labor.

Oklahoma A-V Conference

The Tenth .'Annual .Audio-Visual Fxlucation Conference

held at the University of Oklahoma. June .30 and July I, 1949,

was designed to present tlie educational imi)ortance of audio-

visual materials, to acquaint people with the state program, to

discuss problems of classroom utilization, and to stimulate

thought on the implications of television.

The highlight of the conference, planned under the chair-

manship of W. R. Fulton ( Head, .Audio-Visual Education De-

partment, University of Oklahoma), was the enthusiastic

activity of the sixteen interest groups, each of which was or-

ganized around a curriculum or administrative area. A "mock
trial" presentation was used to summarize the conference,

bringing together the activities of each of the groups and
giving the audience a ct)m])letc jiicture of the conference.
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Iowa Film Chautauqua

The spirit of old Cliautauqiia was revived in Iowa this sutn-

iner wlien a unique i)opuIar education experiment—the Iowa

Film Chautauqua—was lield at Gulf Point State Park Lodge,

Lake Okohoji, from July 25 through July 29.

Sponsors of the program, in which M) Iowa educational, civic,

patriotic, and business organizations participated, were the

Iowa State Conservation Commission and the State University

of Iowa through its extension division and Lakeside laboratory.

The Carnegie Corporation of New York made a grant-in-aid

toward the success of the experiment.

Designed "to take the best out of adult education and

recreation as grandfatlier knew it and combine it with present-

day streamlined audio-visual methods," the customary "under

the canvas" program procedure used in Chautauqua was fol-

lowed as closely as possible in the daily schedule : ten minutes

of recorded music ; a popular lecture by a visiting expert

;

selected illustrative films ; and an open discussion.

Audio-visual education consultants were on hand to answer

questions and assist groups in the selection, use and mainte-

nance of d(Kumentary films and projection equipment.

USDA Film Chief Honored

Chester .'\. Lindstrom. Chief of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture's Motion Picture Service, was recently presented

with a Superior Service .\ward by Secretary of .\griculture

Charles F. Brannan at the aniuial Department of .Agriculture

Honor .Awards Ceremony. Mr. Lindstrom received the honor
"for making a significant contribution to Atnerican agriculture

through his part in the development of the agricultural motion
picture as an informational and educational medium."

Benoit-Levy Leaves UN
Jean Benoit-Levy, Director of the Films and Visual In-

formation Division of the United Nations Department of Public

Information since its inception, has left the United Nations to

resume bis career as a director of feature films.

Mr. Benoit-Levy has been appointed .Advisor to the UN De-

partment of Public Information in recognition of his con-

tributions to the United Nations in the field of films and has

been named Honorary Director by the UN Film Board. Mr.

Jan Gunnar Lindstrom succeeds Mr. Benoit-Levy as Acting

Director of the UN Films and Visual Information Division.

FCA Figures on Film Use

Eighty-three percent of national organizations in the fields

of social welfare, business, labor and community problems

are using films in their informational programs and are en-

couraging the use of motion pictures among their local

chapters, a survey made by the Film Council of America reveals.

Based on returns to questionnaires answered by some 100

such organizations, the survey revealed that thirty-five percent

of the organizations are producing films of their own. Thirty-

eight percent distribute films to their own community chapters,

and more than half of the groups publish and distribute lists

of informational motion pictures pertaining to their own fields

of interest. Only seventeen percent of the organizations re-

plying do not at the present time use films.

A summary report of the survey is available from FCA
headquarters, 6 W. Ontario St., ("hicago 10.

TV Goes to Iowa State

Iowa State College, the first educational institution in the

United States with a television permit, recently purchased trans-

mitter equipment from the General Electric Company for its

station WOI-TV. No date has been set for the actual opening,

according to Dr. Charles E. Friley, college president.

Located at Ames. Iowa, the college television station will

operate on channel 4 and will supplement existing AM and FM
facilities.

loi^i^est prices in screen history!

Magnified view of the Rodiont screen

surface. Millions of tiny glass mirrors ore

permanently embedded in the pure white

plostic surfoce . . . each one reflecting

tight instead of absorbing it, bringing

you brighter, clearer picturesl

New Radiant
'Screenmaster' '

IModel Dt) Port-

oble Tripod Screen
featuring Rodiont's

exclusive "Mll-
tlON MIRROR"
fungus - proof,
flame-proof Screen

. Surface

Now— luxury screens at new low money-saving prices—
with more features, more quality than ever before

MAKES AU PICTURES BRIGHTER, SHARPER, CLEARER . . . You'll thrill to the won-
derful improvement in your pictures when you show them on this new
value-packed Radiant "Screenmaster." The exclusive Radiant "MILLION
MIRROR" Hy-flcct screen surface brings out all the crisp, contrasty

brilliance of black-and-whites ... all the natural radiance and beauty
of full color pictures. In addition, this screen fabric is fungus-proof
and flame-proof and is guaranteed to give long, efficient service.

EXCLUSIVE DELUXE QUALITY FEATURES! You'll wonder how this new full size

.^0" X 40" Radiant "Screenmaster" can have so many luxury features . . .

and yet be priced so low! It sets up in seconds, adjusts instantly to a

score of projection positions, folds into carrying position just like that!

Beautifully finished, the "Scrcenma.ster" is built to give years and years

of real projection enjoyment. And remember—Radiant screens are the

only screens with a lifetime guarantee! At this great new low price, it

is a value you won't want to miss!

Send For Free Screen Fabric!
Send coupon for a sample* swatch of the new Radiant screen
fabric. Test it yourself with your own projector . . . see just

how much brighter, more brilliant your pictures can be on this

new Radiant fabric. IFr//<? today!

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

/y'hv\

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CO. !
1215 S. TALMAN AVE.. CHICAGO 8. ILL. J

Please send me a FREE somple of Hy-flec* •
screen fabric and illustrated booklet. *
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^YES—

YOU STILL HAVE TIME
fo order your 1949-1950 film rentals from our big, new library

Complete selection of finest educational films:

if Coronet

if Encyclopaedia Britannica

if Family Films

if McGraw-Hill
if Young America

and many titles formerly offered by
the Fllmosound Library.

ENTERTAINMENT FILMS, too, but only those suited to

discriminating audiences.

HAVE YOU OUR CATALOG?
It so, mail us your order today, while there are still open
dates on the films you want and need.

If not, write today for our "Quid Reference List" and New
Supplement offering over 400 additions to the

Midwest's Fastest Growing Quality Library

John Ott Film Library, inc.
730 Elm St., Winnefka, Illinois

Phone Winnetka t-5080f^
NEW FILMSTRIPS

With Manuals
B 16: The History of Costumes (F^rom the Year 1000 until 1900) J3
p. 17; Architectural Style.s. (Explains Romanesque, Gothic, Itenaissance, and

Baroque Styles) J3.
B 18: Sport and Games In Ancient Olympia $3.
B 15: The Treasury of the Siphnians. (Greek Architecture and Sculpture) $3.50.

We duplicate black-and-white fllmstript.

Fast delivery, top quality, moderate prices.

Box 290
HERBERT E. BUDEK COMPANY

Dickinson, N. Dak.

DIRECT 16mm SOUND with MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM
for th» Predacer of Itmm business, edwcoflonal and re/lgioM Mini
• EDOE NUMBERED WORK PRINTS
• SYNCHRONIZED STUDIO PHOTORRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDINQI
• RELEASE PRINTS-

1

COLOR and BIIW
• DUPLICATE

NEGATIVES

GEO. W. COIBURN LABORATORY, Int.

, 0(.pt. t , Chicagc

OWN YOUR OWN
Also Sell and Demonstrate

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 16mm
PORTABLE SOUND PROJECTOR

Write Today to

K. WESLEY. 5 S. Wabash. Chicago 2.

Please send check with order, money back if not fully satisfied.

NEWMAN'S VISUAL EDUCATION CO.
2518 Outlook St., Kalamaioo, Mich.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Rodle-Mots—Regular Siie 3'/4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"ji2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
2Z2 Oakridge Blvd.. Daytena Beach, Fla.

PRIME THE PUMP
(Continued frnin page 2W)

made comments that they too had learned much that

they did not know by viewing the tihn."

A secondary teacher, after using the transcription

"We Hold These Truths," rejxirted, "I noticed that

the quiz which was given after the unit On the Bill of

Rights ranked students higher as a class than in any

other quiz I had given previously."

A rural teacher wrote, "Last week wc siw '.Mr. \'iiie-

gar', the man with no sense of money value. The ne.xt

day one of the children retold it. Then we acted it

out. It was the best dramatization we ever did. The
entire room listened breathlessly to it and we all laughed

out loud when, as Mrs. \'inegar, Jean said to her

money-foolish husband at the end. '^'ou crazy man;
you Mr. Vinegar!'"

Now that we have the program going, the schools

find that it is an essential service. Most schools after

one and a half years' use "just cannot get along with-

out it.'' Bookings have increased so that the staf?, in

addition to the director, consists of a full-time secre-

tary and part-time student help.

For the current year, the schools are assuming the

cost of operating the Center. Nearly all of the dis-

tricts in the county have agreed to contribute forty

cents per pupil from their operating budget. This has

assured the Center an operating budget in e.xcess of

$10,000. It has also established the audio-visual serv-

ice as a definite part of the school program with a legit-

imate claim upon the school's operatin<^ revenues.

As the past year closed, it became apparent that our

two princijial handicaps were the need fo;- a more ad;--

quate distribution .system and more films to circulate.

.-\t the outset we planned to use as much of our money
as possible for the purchase of materials for circulation.

This meant that users would have to p'ck un '^heir fil'is

or have them mailed. Outlying schools made postage

deposits for mailing while a few nearby schools sent

messengers for pick-u]) and deliv^rv. This I°ft nnic'i

to be desired as many schools did not provide funds

for postage and teachers could not always find means
for getting their films when they needed them. In

spite of this handicap, many of our elementary films

were booked thirty to forty times during the year. These
more popular films, correlated with the elementar\-

curriculum, were in such heav\- demand that we did

not have prints to meet the requests.

Informed of our need, and that we had carried out

our agreement to provide for i)ermanent operation of

the project, the Eddy Fund trustees made another gift

of $15,000 to purchase additional materials for circula-

tion, as well as money for the purpose of providing a

distribution system on a demonstration basis. We hope
that the value of providing for the distribution can be

shown .so that this service can be made a part of our
budget next year.

A-V Interest Increases

A report from Northwestern University indicates that 13!

educators were enrolled in the summer course ".Audio-Visual
Teaching Aids in the Classroom," taught by C. R. Crakes.
The number is substantially greater than last year and repre-
sents the second largest class ever enrolled in the course.
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WHO SHOULD REPAIR?
(Continued from pac/c 304)

great reluctance to change to other projectors or models

as they are developed. The school system is "stuck"

with a particular make of projector for a long time to

come. The prospect of trading it for a lighter model

will be hindered. Many of the parts will become obsolete

or gather dust as changes in equipment occur.

In the long run, the cheaper and better method will

be to place high value on maintenance when purchasing

the projector. The dealer who sells the projector should

be equipped to give speed)' and complete local service

at a reasonable rate. The reputation and history of the

manufacturer and the local dealer, the equipment, and

the stockpile of parts in the dealer's repair shop should

be among the first considerations in purchasing any
equipment. Complete agreement as to the type of service

to be rendered should be reached with the dealer. Ex-
cept for minor repairs such as replacing projection

lamps, exciter bulbs, take-up belts and fuses, the projec-

tor should be returned to the dealer for repair.

A tabulation of repair costs for a period of one or

more years will .show that the expense of a skilled re-

pairman and projection parts will be equal to the cost of

dealer-made repairs with enough additional funds to

purchase several projectors to send to schools while their

projectors are being repaired.

A repair shop can be a real headache. 1 1 well behooves

the audio-visual director to spend his energy and
thoughts on effective material selection and utilization

and to let e(|uipment repair be the responsibility of the

dealer as a part of the purchase price.

UNIVERSITY SURVEY
i Conlinucd from page .?0.S)

analysis of the replies to the last of the several questions

gives .some real hope for the future.

Are your present A-V plans ideal?

Yes 29

No 84

Total 113

Nearly 75 percent of the administrators replying are

dissatisfied with their audio-visual programs, and where

there is dis.satisfaction with the .status quo, there can

be improvement.

This survey indicates the enormous amount of work
ahead for those who are seriously concerned with giving

audio-visual materials their proper place in a university

organization. This report is not only a reflection of

presently existing confusion ; it might be put to construc-

tive use. The need is great and the time is ripe for im-

proved organization to e.xpand the use of audio-visual

materials in college teaching.

American Education Week, Nov. 6-12

The National Education Association has prepared 32 different

aids to assist in the promotion of American Education Week,
November 6-12. on the theme "Making Democracy Work." Ma-
terials available from NE.^ headquarters, 1201 16th St., N. W.,
WashinRton 6, D. C, include the following : poster, radio re-

cording, plays, radio scripts, movie trailer, mats, and leaflets.

the easiest to use projector ever

!

instant S-second Ihrepding

• from strip film te slides and
back

will not

tear film

• easy to thread

• easy to frame

• easy to (lean

AP-2C Projector... 567

Deluxe combination all-purpose slide and

strip film projector. Built-in slide carrier,

elevating mechanism, Luxtor 5" color cor-

rected Anostigmat lens. Coated optics.

Write for complete information! Dept. ES-9

%«^
35-01 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

MAKE ANY ROOM
A Projection Room With

SUPERTEX Black Shades
Completely darken any

auditorium, lecture hall,

class room, ofRce labora-

tory, X-ray room, etc., by
fitting the windows with

the absolutely light proof

Supertex Block Shades.

Supertex Material is a

solid black—will not crack

or peel—hangs smoothly

—lasts for years. (Made
up all black or black with

tan outside.)

TWO TYPES
Supertax Shades are spring roller mounted. May
be had to lap over window frame (for general

darkening) or to operate in "crack closer" guides

(for complete blackout).

Write today for Bulletin XI 04 and samplct
of Supertex. For prices give exact (ixei

and number of openings to be covered.

BECKIEY-CARDY CO. Sfj;!":'.^
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16MM CLASSROOM FILMS

48 Health fc Social Studies Films • 6 Simplified Arithmetic Films

It Practical Plane Geometry Films

WrM for free catalog.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
625 Mad/son Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

35M1II. SCIENCE SLIDE FIOIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How lo Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, 5«fE Sttffern, Ntw York

UMM SOUND FEATURES
If our programs fait to please the rental fee will be cancelled!

Entartainment features with character building atmosphere

Free transportation anywhere in the 48 states

K. & L SCHEUFLER
194S Dresden Road Zanesvllle, Ohio

o
D
a
o

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1 600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

a

VISUALIZE
the meaning of /tC/OIO-VISI/AL EDLCATIOiV
This new filmstrip (or slides), with its accompanying script, shows
and tells the "how, what and why" of a visual program. Equally
suited for group presentation or classroom use.

40 Single-Frame Pictures $3.00

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS CO.
712 Romayne Ave., Racine, Wis.

16II1M SOUIVD FILMS
Educational—Religious—Entertainment

Special School Rates
Write today lor Catalogue

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS
689 Shrine Bld^. Memphis, Tennessee

COAL COUNTRY
The story of mining our nation's most valuable mineral resource

18 min., b&w or color

Write for free list of films and filmstrips

FLORY FILMS, INC«/ classroom Film Department
303 East 71st Street New York 21, N. Y.

School-Made Motion Pictures

A$ a special service to its readers, Educational
Screen offers, upon request, a minneographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School. New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the
Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake
St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps
or coins to cover the cost of handling.

DAVI PROGRESS REPORT
(Cnntinticd jrniii piuic 306)

Paul Witt serving as Chairman of the Conference Coniniittee.

The copy for "Proceedings—DAVI Conferences—1949" was
edited for pubHcation and will be completed shortly after the

reports on the Boston meeting are available for inclusion in

the "Proceedings."

• Afifiliation. In addition to the seven state-wide and four

regional groups already alTiliated with DAVI, the Audio-Visual
Section of the Iowa Education Association, the Portland (Ore-
gon) Division, and the Connecticut Audio- Visual Education

Association were affiliated. A request for affiliation of the

Audio-Visual Section of the New Mexico Education Associa-

tion is now pending action by the National Executive Commit-
tee. The following organizations expressed an intention to

affiliate : .Audio-Visual Section, Hawaii Education AsscKia-

tion ; Audio-Visual Section. Tennessee Education Association

:

Audio-Visual Section, West Virginia Education Association.

The Audio-Visual Section of the Canadian Teachers Eedera-

tion and the audio-visual sections of the following state educa-

tion associations indicated a definite interest in affiliation

:

Florida, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Texas. .\n in-

dependent group in Texas also recently e.xpressed the wish to

affiliate.

The audio-visual sections of the education associations in the

countries which are members of the World Organization of the

Teaching Profession were invited to affiliate with DAVI.
Rebates of 7.Sc for each D.WI member residing in an affiliated

divisional organization were made, in compliance with a decision

on the matter by the National filxecutive Committee.

• DAVI Program of Immediate Services. The work of

collecting and assembling materials necessary to implement the

Program of Immediate Services was continued. The results

are far from ade(|uate, and the work was temporarily discon-

tinued several numths ago pending the availability of the budget

for the next fiscal year, which began June I.

• DAVI Committees. Four committees continued to func-

tion under the respective chairmen : .Auditing Committee, Walter
Bell ; Film Production Committee, Amo DeBernardis ; Publi-

cations Committee, Paul Witt ; Resolutions Committee, Thur-
man White. The functions of these committees are as follows

:

(a) The Auditing Committee audits the DAVI annual, de-

tailed financial statement of all receipts and expenditures.

(b) The Film Production Committee studies the problems

of producers of audio-visual materials and provides the pro-

ducers with advisory assistance.

(c) The Publications Committee studies and makes recom-

mendations concerning the advisability of DAVI's publishing

yearbooks, bulletins, and reports ; and works in close cooper-

ation with Enrt ATioNAi. Scrken on matters of policy and pro-

cedure affecting D.AVI and Euucationai. Sirken. The Com-
mittee completed its study of the advisability of D.WI's re-

vising, bringing up to date, and publishing the inanuscript for

".An Annotated Bibliography of Literature in .Audio-Visual

Instruction." The Committee recommended that DAVI proceed

with this work as a joint project with the National .As.socia-

tion of Secondary School Principals.

(d) The Resolutions Committee studies current developments

in the entire audio-visual field for the purpose of advocating

adoption, modification, or abolition of various proposed or ex-

isting functions, activities, processes, and conditions.

Two committees are in the process of being established

:

The Film Transportation Committee will study the possibili-

ties of obtaining price concessions and priority transporta-

tion for films and will try to negotiate with representatives

of the major transportation agencies; the Television Com-
mittee will serve in a liaison capacity between the television

industry and education.

Twt) new committees were proposed and are now pending or-

ganization : The Radio Committee will serve in an advisory

capacity as liaison between the radio industry and education

;

the Research Committee will provide for an exchange of infor-

mation on prospective audio-visual research among institutions

of higher education.
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• 1949 Election. The election was delayed until three new
groups became affiliated in order to provide for the selection

of a more representative group of nominees.

• Department of Secondary Teachers. After a series of

meetings with DST officers, extending over a period of more
than a year, the major differences of opinion in regard to the

activities of the DST Audio-Visual Committee were substan-

tially resolved. Therefore, D.AVI is now considering ways in

which cooperation on the non-commercial projects of DST can

be efTected.

• DAVI Membership. The membership now numbers well

over 1,100, which is larger than ever before in the history of

DAVI, despite the fact that, in contrast with the preceding

year, no extensive general membership promotion campaigns
were conducted last year. The membership includes almost all

full-time directors of audio-visual instruction in both city school

systems and institutions of higher education.

The greatest obstacle to a substantial increase in membership
is the need for more services. This difficult problem can be met
next year. In addition to receiving Educational Screen and
participating in the election and conferences, following are the

opportunities and materials for which arrangements have al-

ready been made to be available next year: (a) committee
work

;
(b) cooperation with the activity program of an affil-

iated divisional organization: (c) copy of "Proceedings—DAVI
Conference—1949"; (d) card catalog of film evaluations; (e)

selected graphic materials; (f) copy of "Guide to the Selection

of Films and Filmstrips in Safety Education"; (g) copy of

"Annual Report'' and possibly some miscellaneous membership
materials.

• Educational Screen. Relationships with Educational
ScRi^K.v. official organ of D.WI, continued to be excellent.

• Clearinghouse Function. The Department and Division

continued to serve as a clearinghouse of information on all

phases of the audio-visual field.

• Annotated Bibliographies. Briefly but concisely anno-
tated bibliographies on ])ractically every phase of the audio-

visual field have been in preparation since early December and
are expected to be available shortly. The information tenta-

tively has been divided into thirty-four topics under five gen-

eral headings: administration, subject-matter areas, types of

media, utilization, and teacher education. (Division Project)

• Financial Status. The budget for the Division of Audio-
Visual Service was $15,900, all of which was granted by the

NEA. The income of DAVI was $2,931.35, part of which was
received from payment of membership dues and part from pay-

ment for tickets for various luncheon meetings. Approximately
SO percent of the total budget was expended for DAVI work.

The budget statement which was submitted recently to the

NE.'\ Budget Committee requested a substantial increase in

appropriations for Department and Division activities for next

year. Estimates of the funds required for defraying the expenses

for meetings of some of the D.WI committees and for a meet-

ing of the National Executive Committee were included. In

addition, a request was made for allocation of twice as much
for field service as was available for the past year. A request

for a general increase in the overall budget also was made to

provide the funds required for financing a generally expanded
program of service and action.

iiitniniiiiiiiiiutii iMiiiriiiiiiiniiiriiniiitiiiiiiiiiMliiiiiiiiliii

THE WINNERS
tiiiiiiitiiriiiiinii

Ed Driscoll, Jr., of Louisville, Kentucky, is the winner of

an Admiral 3-speed record-player-radio, first prize in a contest

conducted by Educational Screen at the recent National

Audio-Visual Convention.

Winners of Screen subscriptions and copies of The Blue
Book of 16mm Films are : Mrs. Stephen Bartha, Columbus,
Ohio; J. W. Brown, Seattle, Washington; Arthur Clark,

Evanston. Illinois; Harry Webb, Minneapolis, Minnesota; and
Owen Johnson, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

iiinllndiitiiiiiiiniiifiriiiiiiiniiiniitii iJiiiniiiHiiiiriiiii

See the £XTRA briUknee!
Get the BXTRA safety!

FILMATIC
N

300 WATT

2X2 SLIDE AND FILMSTRIP

PROJECTOR
Complete $86.75
(With case & lamp)

Silent Blower Cooling gives maximum
protection to iilmstrip or slides. Exclusive GoldE

self-rewind. Receding aperture plates. Instant

Framing. Choice of slide carriers. Available

with coated Anastigmat lens. Modern, rugged,

very stable. Light weight, easily portable.

Write jor Filmatic Bulletin No. 452

GoldE Manufacturing Co.
1220<WEST MADISON ST.

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

3 "I
DISTINCTIVE HONORS AWARDED

'PICTURE IN YOUR MIND"
Since its premiere at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York City May 25, 1949, Philip Stapp's new
animated film on inter-group relations, PICTURE
IN YOUR MIND (successor to the world-famous

"Boundary Lines") has been awarded three signifi-

cant honors.

1. On June 6 the UNITED NATIONS FILM BOARD
voted official sponsorship to PICTURE IN YOUR
MIND.

2. At the CLEVELAND FILM FESTIVAL in June
PICTURE IN YOUR MIND was voted the best

film in the adult education division.

3. At the BELGIUM WORLD FILM FESTIVAL in

July PICTURE IN YOUR MIND was judged the

best film in the division of animated films.

More significant than these public awards is the

fact that already hundreds who have had the privi-

lege of seeing PICTURE IN YOUR MIND have
selected it as one of the really significant films of

all-time.

Why not request your Film Rental Library to sched-

ule a showing in your community at the first avail-

able date? Or, order a print for your library from
any Visual Education Dealer or direct.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, Inc.

1600 Broadway New York City
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1949 NAVED-ANFA Trade Show

THE MUTUAL GOOD derived by audio-

visual businessman and consumer

from the NAVED-ANFA Trade Show
is one of the most potent reasons for

continuing the joint annual meetings of

leading a-v organizations in one great

National Audio-Visual Convention (held

in Chicago, July 29-August 3). There

have been murmurings of misgivings

among some educators lest their primary

concerns be too much telescoped or

cramped to fit the needs of a joint pro-

gram—and likewise on the part of some

manufacturers who would prefer to have

their dealers learn of impending model

changes before this can influence pros-

pective consumers. But the manifest ad-

vantages of the joint meetings thus far

seem certainly to outweigh the suggested

detriments.

The 1949 NAVED-ANFA Trade Show
drew ninety exhibits, ranging all the

way from the catalog of the Library of

Congress Copyright Bureau to a port-

able optical barrel designed to deliver

large-screen television to the school and

church auditorium. All of the leading

manufacturers of projection equipment

were very much in evidence, in many cases

with new models and other portents of

important new things to come. One class-

room projector boasts of a "pick-up"

weight of only 20 pounds ; a war-born
heavy-duty machine gets surprising il-

lumination from a low-cost 20-volt, 100-

watt lamp. The newer projector-makers

were kept busy explaining wherein their

machines differed from the established

lines and why. There were thirteen

makes of motion picture projectors on
display.

The folks who make and distribute the

films to keep these machines at work
manned eighteen of the exhibits. Note-
worthy was the unusual emphasis on
films for church use; at least five of the

Robert E. Schreiber, former editor of
the Audio-Visual Trade Review, re-

ports a change in the plans he an-
nounced in an Editor's Note in the
June issue, hfis new position will be
that of Director of the Audio-Visual
Service and Instructor in Education
at the University of Maine.—Ed.

exhibits featured these, an obvious re-

flection of the growing importance of this

market to the audio-visual dealer and of

the increased services dealers and local

film libraries are extending to the film-

using church.

THE FIELD of still (including opaque,

flat-bed and micro) projection was
better represented than at most meetings

heretofore, and in many cases the exhibit-

ors demonstrated special materials and
use techniques that proved a revelation

to dealer and user alike. There were
eleven exhibits of still projection plus

seven that featured filmstrips and slides.

Two other exhibits of a sort of peri-

pheral nature served to accentuate the

basic interrelationship of most audio-

visual materials. One, a new exhibitor

from the industrial visualization field,

offered custom-made teaching kits for the

flat-bed type of still projection and had
as an auxiliary line an improved felt-

board kit for teaching traffic safety. The
other, long known as a manufacturers'

source of high-quality electronic units,

offered an automatic sound-filmstrip unit

|)lus a proclaimed easy method whereby
educators can make their own sound-

filmstrip presentations. A report of

NAVED's first National Institute of

Audio-Visual Selling at Indiana Uni-
versity was presented via this medium.

There was a great deal of emphasis on
"home-made" sound. At least a dozen
tape or disc recorders were counted, and
there were probably a few more. The
machines generally looked good and
sounded fine. There was a great deal

of talk about just how to run the re-

corders but a lot less about what they
would accomplish in the school or church.
While the demonstration of use tech-

niques is perhaps even more important
at great consumer shows like that of the

NEA, dealers and users alike would
benefit if all audio-visual exhibitors gave
greater emphasis to the application of

their products to specific school, church,
or community situations.

Perhaps the record and transcription

exhibits, of which there were three or
four, did the best job in this respect.

That anyone (but anyone!) can twirl

a platter is now taken for granted, so
entire emphasis is readily placed on what
the exhibited records will do for the

particular visitor stopping by.
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SiMiL.Mi CGNSiDER.ATioN for specific Con-
ditions of use was, of course, given

by the growing number of exhibitors who
cater to the educator or churchman who
wants to turn out some of his own audio-

visual materials. K slackening of tempo
in school production of silent motion
pictures that seemed to stem from the

advent of sound has been more than

overcome by the new resources offered

in the tape and wire recorders. The
ease with which highly satisfactory 2 x
2 slides and the larger flat-bed projection

materials can be made has also stimulated

the production of self-made materials.

Those who displayed make-your-own
facilities found themselves running a how-
to-do-it clinic a good part of the time,

but is there a better basis for winning

and holding customers?

Another of these signs of the times was
an exhibit by a new laboratory specializ-

ing in copying, titling, sounding, and dup-

licating for the quasi-professional film

and slide producer in the school, church,

or dealer organization. The urgent need

of the television field for good films,

especially those having local interest,

will add further impetus to the self-made

materials trend. Even microfilming prom-

ises to become more decentralized

thanks to an ingenious substitution of

3x5 cards for the usual 16nim film.

Space forbids a more detailed report

of the many interesting accessories and

new iteuLS—as well as of the nearly 100

names of the exhibitors. Certainly the

more than 1700 visitors to the annual

National Audio-Visual Convention in

Chicago had an unequalled opportunity to

see for themselves the shape of things

as they are in the entire audio-visual

field and to get a most inspiring and re-

vealing glimpse of some of the things

to come. VVm. F. Kruse

A-V Dealers Like "School"

Visual education dealers, salesmen and

film library managers went "back to

school" at Indiana University June 27-

July 1 to study better ways of doing busi-

ness and serving their customers. The
event was the National Institute for

Audio-Visual Selling, jointly sponsored

by the National .Association of Visual

Education Dealers and the University's

Audio-Visual Center. It is now planned

as an annual event at Indiana University.

The 48 students and 20 faculty mem-
bers at the Institute, representing 21

states and Canada, spent the week learn-

Educafional Screen
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iiig nioro about their l)usiness and more

about their fellow business men. Classes

were divided into three groups : Film

Library Operation, Salesmanship, and

Business Management. Their instructors

brought a wealth of practical experience

since many of tliem were drawn from

the audio-visual field itself. Through a

unique system of "teams" they worked

with University professors in develo|)ing

and presenting the 28 topics covered in

the Institute. Kach day the three groups

met in general session where one of the

major markets for equipment and films

was analyzed.

Martin Stoeppelwerth, President of the

Indiana Visual Aids Company. Indianapo-

lis, was General Chairman of the Insti-

tute. Indiana University's extensive .-Xu-

dio-Visual Center, headed by L. C. Lar-

son, came into important use as a labora-

tory. Under the general direction of Ern-

est Tiemann. the Center's staff members

served not only as instructors but also as

consultants and coordinators in both the

Iilanning and execution of the program.

At the conclusion of the Institute, all

students were asked to vote by secret

ballot to evaluate its effectiveness. One
question was. "Has the Institute been

worth your while and the expense you

have incurred in being here?" There was

a completely unanimous vote of "Yes".

The students did express a preference to

hold the Institute at Indiana University

just prior to the 1950 X.WKU Conven-

tion. There was also a unanimous vote

that the Institute be continued annually.

Victor Goes to Mexico

N'ictor projectors will be used ex-

clusively in a new audio-visual program

in schools throughout Mexico. L. V.

Burrows, vice president and general sales

manager of Victor .-\nimatograph Cor-

poration, has announced.

Confirmation of the plan, the result of

a recent business trip to Mexico City by

Burrows and R. H. Kulka, Victor's Latin

American export manager, was made by

H. Steele & Company. \'ictor distributors

in Mexico.

The new program will be supervised

by an audio-visual department established

within the Ministry of Education. That

department, according to Burrows, will

be charged with the responsibility for

procuring projectors and films for Mexi-

can schools and for initiating a new
audio-visual |)rogram throughout the

country.

Ideal Franchise for Audio-Video

John Gunstream of Audio-Video, Inc.,

in Dallas, Texas, has been awarded the

franchise to operate the Dallas branch

film library of Ideal Pictures Corpora-

tion. Newly acquired by Esquire. Inc.,

Ideal Pictures is the largest rental dis-

tributor of 16mm films, with its many
branches and franchised libraries. Mr.

Gunstream has for several years been

associated with Esquire. Inc.. as the

Texas dealer for Coronet Films, another

division of E.squire.

Sepfember, 1949

Sterling Service

All Sterling Film releases are now be-

ing sent to audio-visual departments on

a trial screening basis, similar to the

successful pattern worked out with re-

tail dealers, it has been announced by

Saul J. Turell. President of Sterling

Films, Inc.

Under the direction of Miss Bernice

Coe, Sterling's new Educational Depart-

ment is building up a national list of

tiualified educational sources to be placed

on a regular screening list. Under this

arrangement, audio-visual departments of

educational institutions will automatically

receive the latest releases subject to their

screening approval. Organizations inter-

ested in keeping abreast of new films

can be placed on Sterling's list simply

by making such a request directly to

Sterling Films, 61 W. S6th St., N. Y. C.

Funds for FON Films

.\t the Annual Meeting of the Direc-

tors of the Films of the Nations held in

June. Maurice T. Groen, President, an-

nounced that two Americans who desired

their names withheld contributed sufficient

funds to enable the Films of the Nations

to make ten to twelve films of foreign

countries. These films will deal with the

life of the people, showing their handi-

crafts, sports, social welfare, industries,

education, etc.

The officers elected to succeed tlietn-

selves were Mr. Maurice T. Groen, Presi-

dent ; Mr. Henry M. Moolman and Mr.

Henry Pillichody, Vice-Presidents ; and

Mr. William Rosenfeld, Secretary. The
newly-elected Treasurer. Mr. Joseph P.

Bourdrez, succeeds Mr. Hans Van Weer-
en-Griek. Mr. Bourdrez is Director of

the Netherlands Information Bureau.

7!Beii|Boy
Sound Slide Film Projector

Practical, Portable

and

Highly Efficient

Designed by men who have

used sound slide projectors

since their inception.

4^(M ude ifi.

Sales Training

Actual Selling in Stores or Elsewhere

Employee and Organization Training

Schools and All Educational Groups

Churches and Sunday Schools

The BELL BOY fills the pressing need for

clear, concise, graphic explanation.

The BELL BOY is engineered for compactness,

portability, ease of operation and all-around

superior performance.

The new "SWIVEL HEAD" alone makes this

one of the most outstanding in the projector

iield.

}Nrii9 direct for literature
and name of closest dealer

$17450

BELL BOY Features

Weight: 29 lbs.

Profcctor: S.V.E. Model G, 300-
watt lamp, 4" Series lens.

Amplifier: 8>watt output, high
fidelity.

Speaker; 8" Ainico V perma-
nent magnet.

Motor: Single speed, 33 Vj
R.P.M., gear driven, oil
sealed for life.

Record Capacity: 16 inches.

Case: Measures 18x17V2x6*/2
inches, covered with grey
swirl leatherette.

Screen: Desk-top sixe llVa^lSV^
inches.

Specfo/ Feature: Projector
swivels for convenient fram-
ing on screen.
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Equipment

Ampro "Featherweight"

A complelely new 16mm sound projec-

tor, popularly priced and weighing less

than 29 pounds, has been announced by
the Ampro Corporation, 2835 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 18. The .Ampro "Stylist"

includes a complete 16mm sound projec-

tor, 8" Alnico speaker, amplifier, cords,

and accessories—all in one luggage-type

case. The projector unit itself weighs
only 20 pounds. The "Stylist" is an-

nounced as being extremely simple to

set up : you merely lift oflf the speaker-
carrying case, plug in the power cord,

snap the permanently-attached reel arms
into place . . . and in seconds you are
ready to show a sound motion picture.

New Spencer MC Delineascope

A versatile, tri-purpose projector, de-

signed to handle filmstrips only, 2" x 2"

slides only, or both slides and filmstrips,

i:. announced by American Optical Com-
pany, Scientific Instrument Division,

Buffalo, New York.

To accommodate a wide range of pro-
jection conditions, three objectives in

the following focal lengths and "i" values
are available: S" i/3.75, Zy^" f/3.5, and

New Spencer Delineascope

7" f/3.6S. Although the light source is

an inexpensive, cool operating 300-watt
bulb, the eflScient optical system and hard-

coated first surface reflector produce

remarkable screen results, the announce-
ment states.

Cooling is provided by a quiet, induc-

tion fan motor which directs streams of

air around bulb, condenser elements,

lieat-absorbing glass, and both sides of

tlie slide or filmstrip.

One of the first single and double
frame filmstrip projectors in which the

film is guided by slideways, the Spencer
MC Delineascope, according to the an-

nouncement, will not mar the surface of

the film. The removable filmstrip holder
is easily loaded by inserting the film

into the slot provided and by turning the

dual advance knob.

Other features include a convenient
framing lever which centers the picture

on the screen ; a 360° rotable front which
enables filmstrip images to be rotated to

any desired position; and a hinged mask

which moves aside with the flick of a

finger to change from single to double

frame.

In addition, the silent Autofocus slide

carrier automatically centers all slides-
glass, cardboard or metal—in the focal

plane. No refocusing is necessary after

tile initial adjustment.

New Housing for

Kimac Projector

-Aluminum castings replace stamped
steel forms in the new housing designed

by Robert Mayer Associates of New
York, industrial designers, for the Kimac
Deluxe Universal Projector, manufac-
tured by the Kimac Company, Old Green-
wich, Connecticut.

The new housing combines maximum
operating ease with attractive modern
lines, protruding exterior fixtures being

cut to a minimum to keep the design

simple and smooth. The height of the

machine was reduced and bulk lessened

by the use throughout of tapered lines

which flow to the lens mounting.

Slides of all sizes, from 35mm to regu-

lation lantern slides, can be shown on the

Kimac Universal. A slide carrier insures

accurate centering of plates and even
overall illumination. Convection cooled,

the machine operates on a 300-watt lamp
and has three optically correct condens-

ers, one heat absorbent.

Movie-Mite "Bell Boy"

Movie-Mite Corporation, llOS E. Tru-
man Road, Kansas City 6, Missouri, an-

nounces a new sound-slide projector

called the "Bell Boy." The unit includes

an SVE Model G, 300-watt lamp, pro-

jector; 4" lens, series 0; 8-watt output,

high fidelity amplifier; 8" Alnico V

A-V CONVENTION
{Continued from page 294)

man Waller of the law firm of Waller
& Waller, Chicago, attorneys for the As-
sociation. Subjects discussed included
film distribution problems, educational
markets, fair trade, and selling and serv-
ing business and industry.

Meeting just before the opening of the
Convention, the NAVED Board of Di-
rectors voted to propose to the member-
ship that the name of the Association be
changed to NAVA—National Audio-
Visual Association. The Board also ap-
proved a proposed group insurance plan
for members and appointed a By-Laws
Revision Committee to consider means
whereby manufacturers and other sup-
pliers, who do not at present vote or
hold office in the Association, might do
so on a limited basis. The question will

be studied for a year and acted upon at
the 1950 Convention.

The Association has planned three or
possibly four regional meetings early
in 1950 instead of the six regional meet-
ings which have been held previously.
There will be one meeting in the East,
one in the South (if possible, to be com-
bined with the Southwestern meeting in

a central location), and one on the West
Coast.

Ne7(' Officers. E. E. "Jack" Carter
of Raleigh, North Carolina, is the new
president of NAVED. Re-elected for

another term as First Vice-President was
Hazel Calhoun of Atlanta, Georgia. Mar-
tin Stoeppelwerth of Indianapolis, In-

diana, is the new Second Vice-President.
Keith South, a Minneapolis dealer, takes

over the secretarial reins, and Ken Lilley

of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, assumes the

role of treasurer. Regional directors in-

clude A. H. Rice, Manchester, N. H.

;

Frank Rouser, Knoxville, Teiui.
; Jack-

Lewis, Wichita, Kansas ; William Den-
nis, Los Angeles. Directors at large are
Sophie Hohne, Princeton, N. J. ; Ray
Swank, St. Louis; and Paul Foght, Chi-
cago. NAVED officers are nominated
and elected in advance of each year's

convention by mail ballots.

TEACHERS LECTURERS
'II DEMONSTRATORS

No nuiri' wooden stick pointers.
Projirls l)ri(,'ht arwwhead from
anywhere in room! Send check or
money order today.

Penberthy
Instrument do.

Dent. 20
Spokan.^ 12. Wash.
Pat. Applied for

Dealers Wanted
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Movie-MIte Bell Boy

perniaiieiit magnet ; 33y3 R.P.M. motor,

gear driven and sealed in oil ; and a desk-

top screen, lljl" x ISj/^". The unit

weighs 29'/j pounds. A special teature is

arrangement for 360° swivel of the pro-

jector for any screen framing from any
angle.

GoldE Reflex Projector

Only 2% X 2% slide projector to be
built right into the case, the new GoldE
Reflex 300-watt blower cooled projector

has been announced by the GoldE Mfg.
Co. of Chicago.

One of the outstanding design features,

according to the announcement, is the

noiseless, powerful blower cooling which
keeps the entire machine cool to the

touch and at room temperature at the

slide aperture.

The streamlined Reflex is finished in

Sierra Brown crackle enamel and is

built into a custom-luggage style, tweed
covered case. Further information and
literature may be obtained from GoldE
Manufacturing Co., 1220 West Madison
St., Chicago 7, Illinois.

Collescope Projection Unit

The Collescope, a product of the Wis-
consin Sound Equipment Company, 628
W. North Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
is described as a rolling, packaged pro-

jection unit adaptable to all projectors

and ideal for film previews, company
schools, visual demonstrations, and film

showings to large audiences such as con-
ventions or trade shows.

Model A is a desk or table-top unit

for use with slide and filmstrip pro-

jectors and with motion picture projec-

tors, sound and silent. The screen di-

mensions are 22" x 28". Model B is a

complete "rolling darkroom" unit with
a 24" X 30" screen. The Collescope,

according to the announcement, makes
possible clear, true pictures without black-

out conditions.

SVE Instructor 300

The Society for Visual Education, 100

E. Ohio St., Chicago, announces that

dealers will have on hand for the open-
ing-of-school season a good supply of

the Instructor 300, the new streamlined

SVE tri-purpose projector for 2x2

slides, single and double-frame filmstrips.

The Instructor 300 comes complete with

300-watt lamp, semi-automatic slide

changer, coated optics, film rewind and

take-up, and two-tone nft-ofT case.

YAF Streamlines Filmstrip Box

After months of consultation with lead-

ing box designers and manufacturers,

Young America Films unveiled at the

NAVED convention in August its new
and modernized package for filmstrips.

The new YAF case is a sturdy, non-

collapsible box which serves both for

shipping and filing of filmstrips. At-
tractively designed in the form of a par-

titioned drawer cabinet, the case uses a

combination of maroon and gray colors

and holds from four to eight filmstrip

cans. It will replace the folding type

box which Young America pioneered

more than two years ago. This new box
will be supplied, without additional

charge, as a component part of each pre-

packaged set of YAF filmstrips.

Jiffy Slide Projector and Binders

The Jiffy "Aristocrat" 254 x 214

slide projector is made to cast brilliant,

evenly illuminated pictures from all trans-

parencies, including 16mm, Bantam, 3Smm,
as well as all the roll film sizes up to

the 2!4 X 2]4- The projector is

powered with a 200-watt lamp which

casts its beams through a full condenser

system into an anastigmat, color-cor-

rtcted projection lens. A product of the

I^iamant Manufacturing Corporation, 41

W. 24th St., N.Y.C. 10, the projector is

packaged in a three-color display box.

Also available are Jiffy "True Center"

glass binders for 35mm (2 x 2) Bantam
slides, 2]4 x 3'A slides, and 2% x 2^
transparencies.

Film Mount for Robot

The latest addition to Emde's line of

"Protectochrome" film mounts is a 2 x 2

frame with 24mm square mask to accom-
modate the films of Robot and Tenax
camera—the 19th different size made by
Emde Products, 4031 Elenda St., Culver
City, California. According to Emde,
they are the first on the market with a

24mm square film mount, known as No.
3S-R, Robot.

3-Minute Scotch Sound Tape
A new short-playing reel of "Scotch"

sound recording tape, especially designed

for use by radio stations, musicians, and
schools and colleges, has been announced
by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, makers of "Scotch" brand
tapes.

The new reel is 150 feet long, com-
pared to standard reels of 600 and 1200

feet, and provides three minutes of play-

ing time on conventional recorders and
twelve minutes on dual track recorders.

The tape itself, which comes with either

paper or plastic backings, is identical

with other "Scotch" sound recording

tapes.

AA/VVWUW\W^AVSA/VW.".V-V.

People

• Robert D. Faber, sales promotion
manager for Coronkt Films, has been

appointed manager of Ideal Pictures

Corporation's office at 207 E. 37th St.,

N.Y.C, according to A. L. Blinder,

president of Ideal. Mr. Faber will be

succeeded in Chicago by Robert J.

Brizzolara, formerly on the promotion

staff of Industrial Publications, Inc.,

Chicago.

• Ivan L. Nixon, vice-president in

charge of Bauscii & Lomb Optical Com-
pany's Scientific Instrument Division and

one of fhe optical industry's most widely

known figures, died in June, 1949. As-

sociated with Bausch & Lomb for more

than 40 years, his contributions to the

scientific instrument field were many and

varied.

• T. C. Morehouse, Jr., has been given

the new title of vice president in

charge of sales for Young America
Films, according to an announcement

by Godfrey Elliott, executive vice presi-

dent of YAF. Ted Morehouse has been

with Young America as director of

sales since its organization in 1945.

• New president of the American Tele-

vision Society is David Hale Halpem,

vice president of Owen and Chappell,

Inc., advertising. He succeeds Charles

J. Durban, United States Rubber Co.

• James A. Findley, formerly Chicago

manager of Henning and Cheadle, Inc.,

has been appointed manager of sales

for McHenry Films, Inc. in the distri-

bution of visual equipment and spe-

cially-prepared promotional and train-

ing film programs.

• Lynn L. Barnard, formerly television

account executive with the Batton, Bar-

ton, Durstine and Osborn advertising

agency, has become associated with The
Princeton Film Center, according to a

recent announcement by Gordon Knox,
Executive Director. Mr. Barnard will

direct the expanded television activities

at The Film Center.

• Eugene E. Burks, treasurer of Vic-

tor Animatocrai'h Corporation, has

been named acting general manager
of that firm, Sam G. Rose, president,

has announced. While relinquishing

active managerial duties, Rose will

continue as president of the company.

• Robert H. Maybrier, sales manager
of The Distributor's Group, Inc., of

Atlanta, Georgia, since 1941, is now in

charge of films for Southwest Sound-
films, Inc., 423 S. St. Paul St., Dallas,

Texas. According to W. Wells Alexan-

der, president of The Distributor's

Group, as well as the Texas subsidiary,

the growing opportunities for audio-

visual business in the southwest have

made experienced and capable sales

management necessary. Gerry Home
continues as office manager of South-

west Soundfilms.
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Presenls with heart-

warming drama what

Anne discovered about

llier community when she

'queried the people
about receiving dis-

placed persons. 40 mln.,

16mm., sound. Rental,

$10.00. Special terms to

dealers.

CHEATMO.

\

ACCORDING TO GENESIS
An exquisite gem of visual poetry for
all groups and all lypes of programs. A
F.lm Chronicles presentation produced
by Herman Boxer. 10 min., 16mm.,
sound, COLOR. 3-year lease, $100; life-

time lease, $125. Rental, $5.00.

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
la Mstor Ploce Now Ycrk 3. N. Y. I

^•o^ftiWy

See 16 mm sound
film, 28 minutes
in full color ^/Wil
A new film, "GOOD THINGS HAPPEN OVER

COFFEE," that fosters understanding of our Latin-
American neighbors.

See Latin Americans work and play in pictur-
esque surroundings; breath-talting scenic views;
the coffee story from seed fo cup—the founda-
tion of our Latin-American trade—the cup of
friendship among Good Neighbors.

The largest and best list of FREE FILMS wtih
educational and popular interest.

Wide choice of MUSIC FILMS, opera and
classical selections for music appreciation groups.
Recently added: "Inside Opera," with Grace
Moore, and "The Great Waltz."

New HISTORY FILMS: "Johnson and Recon-
struction," and "Winning Our Independence,"
(from Teaching Film Custodians).

Over 1300 titles available, including excellent
features, cartoons, and comedies.

Write for our new, 1949-1950 Cataloa of
SELECTED MOTION PICTURES

ASSOCIATION FILMS?
NEW YORK 19

35 West 45tti St.

CHICAGO 3

206 So. Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 Turk St.

DAllAS 4

3012 Maple Avenue

Current Materials

Recent 16mm Releases
M Kn( vci.op.\EDi.\ Britaxnica Film.s.

11.^0 VVilniette Ave.. Wilniette, Illinois.

Alcohol and the Human Body (I'i

reel.s)—the effects of ethyl alcohol on

the body and the career of a problem

drinker.

The Loon's Necklace ( 1 reel, color)

—an ancient legend of the British Co
liimbia Indians which tells how the

loon got its "necklace." .'Xuthentic

ceremonial masks are used on all char-

acters. Produced by Crawley Films.

Ltd. of Canada, the film was chosen

winner of Canada's 1949 motion pic-

ture awards as "The Canadian Film of

the Year,"

Making Electricity (1 reel)—demon-
stration of the principles of how elec-

tricity is generated ; for middle and pri-

mary grade students.

Young America Films. 18 E. 41st

St.. N. Y. C. 17.

Electromagnets (1 reel)—how and
why an electromagnet works as it

does. For elementary science classes.

What Is Sound (1 reel)—what
causes sound, how sound waves travel,

and why sounds differ. For elementary

science classes.

The Force of Gravity (1 reel)—intro-

duction to gravity, using observable

evidence familiar to the elementary
science student.

Cooking: Terms and What They
Mean (1 reel)—e.xplanation and dem-
onstration of some of the most com-
monly misunderstood terms used in

cooking.

Cooking: Kitchen Safety (1 reel)

—

illustration of remedies for some of the
more common safety hazards encoun-
tered in the average kitchen.

RKO Radio Pictures, 16mm Educa-
tional Division. 1270 Avenue of the
-Americas, N. Y. C. Each film I'A reels.

Glamour Street—story of Fifth
.Avenue. New York, where styles are
set for all U. S. main streets.

Friend of the Family—story of pet
care in the IT. S. and the large industry
which has developed from the .Ameri-
can family's love of pets.

Who's Delinquent?—portrayal of one
of America's most pressing problems,
juvenile delinquency.

County Fair—how a typical .Ameri-
can farm family goes about its daily
tasks.

Girls in White— the need for nurses
and tlie tiM'iiing which a nurse must
have.

Berlin Powderkeg—the situation in

Berlin today with emphasis on the
air lift.
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"Robinson Charley" (BIS)

British Information Sei-vicks, 30

Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

Once Upon a Time (I'-l reels)— his-

tory of clock making in Britain and
current mass production in the clock

industry.

The Balance (1 reel)—the trade bal-

ance as it concerns Britain, including

an interview with Sir Stafford Cripps.

Scottish Universities (2 reels)—foun-

dation and growtli of St. Andrew's,
Glasgow. Aberdeen, and Edinburgh
universities and current problems.

"Charley" Series (I reel each)

—

series of color cartoons starring "Char-
ley." the average Briton, and designed

to explain new British legislation. Sub-

jects include: Vniir I'cry Good Hccillli

(National Health Service Scheme) :

Charley's March of Time ( National In-

surance .Act): Rohiiison Charley (Euro-

pean Recovery Program and economic

history of the British Isles) ; Nczc Town
(planning for better housing).

Knovvi.edce Builders Classroom
Films. 625 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

Simplified Arithmetic Series ( 1 reel

each)—three new titles in the series of

elementary arithmetic films recom-
mended for grades 6 to 9 and for

teacher training groups are available;

Hotc to Use Percentages, How to Use
Decimals, Division of Fractions. Each
film emphasizes the practi:al uses of the

mathematical concepts explained.

I.ihrarv I'ilms. 25 W. 45th St.,

X. Y. C. 19.

Come to the Circus (3 reels)— life

under the big top featuring outstanding

circus performers: the world-famous
F'ratellinis, clown troupe; Caroline

Mayer, tightrope and swavpole artist;

a variety of animal acts.

I.NSTITUTE OF LiFK InSURANCK, 60 E.

42nd St.. N. Y. C. 17.

For Some Must Watch (3 reels)—
how a life insurance agent's leadership

helps his fellow townspeople solve

their problems and his community to

achieve its goals. Produced by the

International Film Foundation. Avail-

able for free showings.

EducaHonal Screen



Coronet Films, Coronet Bldg., Chi-

cago 1. Each film 1 reel and available

in color or black and white.

Ancient Rome—an authentic visual

background for the study of ancient

Rome: its achievements in govern-
ment, engineering, architecture.

Life in Hot, Dry Lands (California)

—story of the fierce battle of survival

waged by plant.s, animals, and Innnan
beings of the desert.

Life in Mediterranean Lands (Cali-

fornia)—how life adapts itself to a

Mediterranean climate, as in the nar-

row coastal strip of Southern Cali-

fornia,

The Lady of the Lake: Background
for Literature—scenes showing tlio

actual background in Scotland tliat is

tlie setting for the poem plus a brief

account of the life of Sir Walter Scott.

Developing Responsibility—story of

a boy and a dog teaching lessons of

responsibility.

Cities: Why They Grow—econotnic
factors which give rise to the growth
of cities taught by observing w'bat the

workers of the city do.

Life on a French Farm—daily life

and activities of a typical French farm
family.

H Official Films, 25 W. 4Sth St.,

N. Y. C. 19.

Sing a Song of Friendship (2 reels)

—songs on world friendship, with
lyrics humorously dramatized through
animated cartoons. Super-imposed
words led by an animated baton or
bouncing ball draw the audience into

the act.

Public Health Service. Federal Se-

curity .Agency, Washington 23. D. C.

The Story of Wendy Hill (2 reels,

color)—a film presented by the Public

Health Service and the .American Dia-

betes Association giving the facts about
diabetes through a story framework
and pointing out the encouraging fac-

tors in the treatment of diabetes.

16mm prints are available free of

charge from your State Health De-
partment.

Family Films, 6047 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood 28, California.

On the Right Side (2 reels)—story
of the misery and heartache a man
causes his family when he becomes an
inveterate gambler.

Stranger at Our Door (2 reels)—
struggles of a refugee family forced to

flee their home country for a country
where they can think and pray freely.

Walking with God (3 reels)—story

of what hap|)ens wlien a Ijusiness man,
interested only in monetary return,

temporarily loses the help of his wife.

D. D. Livingston. 220 Clinton St.,

X. Y. 2.

Elementary Classic Ballet Technique
(2 parts, each 1 reel)—providing a

complete foundation in classic Russian
ballet methods. Exercises are demon-
strated by students aged 10 to 12.

Southern California State Den-
tal Association, 903 Crenshaw Blvd.,

Los Angeles. California.

It's Your Health (2 reels)—a dra-

matic story illustrating the causes and
consequences of dental disease and
methods of control. Designed pri-

marily for use in the classroom from
the 5th grade through high school.

Bailey Films, 2044 N. Berendo, Los

Angeles 27. Each 1 reel, color or black

and white.

The Harbor Pilot—depicting the

work of the harbor pilot in bringing

a giant liner safely into port.

Your Movie Camera and How to

Use It—teaching the fundamentals of

camera work.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co.,

Nylon Promotion, Wilmington 98, Dela-

ware.

This Is Nylon (3 reels, color)

—

through a framework story, the film

portrays nylon's practical and aes-

thetic contributions to textiles in nu-

merous applications.

The Cooperative League, 343 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago 4.

What Is a Co-op? (3 reels)—what a

cooperative is, how it operates, and
its part in the economic life of the

country.

Donald L. Smith Co., San Antonio,

Texas.

Little Pablo Series (1 reel each)

—

series of films combining live action

and cartoon techniques centering
around the experiences of a little Mexi-
can boy, each film carrying a partially

hidden moral or message. Titles of

the first two releases are Little Pablo
and His Dream Toy and Little Pablo
in Bunn\ Fairyland.

Recent Filmsfrlp Releases

B Jam Handy Organization, 2821 E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 11.

Woodworking Tools and Machines
(14 filmstrips)—series instructing stu-

dents in the use of woodworking shop

tools and machines.

Basic Shop Safety (8 filmstrips)—a

complete program for setting up a shop
safety organization and showing safe

practices in the shop.

Basic Electricity (12 filmstrips)—

•

series designed for everyday use by
instructors in the school shop, for ap-

prentice training, and for foremen's

meetings in the electrical, electronics,

and allied fields.

.American Music Conference, 332 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago 4.

Moving Ahead With Music (sound,

color)—portrayal of the basic import-

ance of music in everyone's life, how
many communities are broadening the

benefits of music, and what local groups

can do to bring about expansion in

musical op|)ortunity. Available free

to local groups interested in fostering

music.

.A.merican Gas Association, 420

Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17.

How We Get Our Gas—first in a

series of filmstrips describing in non-
technical terms how- lioth natural gas

and manufactured gas are produced and
distributed to homes and factories.

A. E. Films, 240 W. 98th St., N. Y. C.

25.

Know Your Community— first film-

strip in a series made expressly for

adult groups, giving an overall picture

{Continued on page 336)

"YOUR LIFE WORK"
4 >iilque itr'iei of educa-
fional sound motion pictures.
Each Him analyxes an impor-
tant occupation in terms
both of its requirements in

training and aptitudes, and of its place In and contribution to the community.

Teachers and students alike Und these Hlms invaluable

For Guidance Courses:
they visualize the student's possible lifework road ahead.

For Social Studies:

the human components of the community personalized.

For Adult Groups:
they breathe life into "Know Your Neighbor" programs.

For Public and Film Rental Libraries:

fascinating accounts of real people doing real jobs.

Produced by VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMS. INC.

FREE CATALOGS are available both on this Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.,

series and on the excellent Teaching Films, Inc. productions. WRITE TODAY.

CARL F. MAHNKE PRODUCTIONS
International Distributors

215 E. Third St. Des Moines 9, Iowa
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been Inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, proiection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films (P)

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood, Cal.

Association Films, Inc. (PD)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicaqo 3. III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2. Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc. (PD)
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD)

Catholic Movies (D)
220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Films (P)
Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Council Films (D)
100 Academy St., Antwerp, N. Y.

200 Park St., Central Square, N. Y.

439 Parsells Ave., Rochester 9, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedi') Britannica Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5. Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (P)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6121/2 S. RIdgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

15 Park Rsw, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organiiation (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition

369 Lexington Ave

Mogull's, Inc.

112-114 W. 48th St., Ne

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St., New York 19,

Official Films, Inc.

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.
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(P)

New York 17. N. Y.

(D)
York 19, N. Y.

(PD)
Y.N.

(P)

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc. (PD)
730 Elm St., Winnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center (PD)
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Simmel-Meservey, Inc.
(

32! S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I. Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.

614 N. Sklnker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.

215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PD)

(D)

(D)

(P)

(0)

(D)

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television: Commercial: Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y,

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19. N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 i3th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE!

If you haven t renewed

your subscription . . .

get this coupon

in the mail today

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, 111.

Please renew my subscription for:

One year, $3.00 (In U.S.A.)

D Two years, $5.00 (In U.S.A.)

Name

Address

City and State

n Payment enclosed. D Please send bill.

Educational Screen



Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To Increase the usefulness of fhls Trade Directory, symbols have been Inserted to distinguish original sources (producers.
manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P) producers, Im-
porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source' also
offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Hirsch & Kaye |D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. |D)
112 114 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco. Inc. (M)
440! W. North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

RaIke Company (D)
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co.
320 E. 21st St.. Chicago 16, III.

Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co.
Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9. Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
602 W, 52nd St.. New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine Bl.dg., Memphis I. Tenn.

Victor Animafograph Corp.
A Division of Curtiss-Wrighi Corp.
Davenport. Iowa

(M)

(D)

(D)

(D)

(D)

|M)

Williams. Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P|

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Inc. (P)

Wilmette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers (P)

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service {0)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences (P)

699E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES

KEY: Kodachrome 2x 2. 3'A x AjA or larger;

Made to Order.

Breed Productions, Jack (PD-2)

42 Longview Drive, Marblehead. Mass.

^uul 7Ae ^lUd you Meed

1949. 24th Annual Edition of

THE BLUE BOOK of 16mm FILMS
• Listi olmoit 7000 filmi

• Synopsis of each film

• Whore to get each film

—

prices

• Films on every subject

o Lists complete data on every film

• IF YOU USE FILMS, YOU NEED THE BLUE BOOK OF 16mm FILMS

• MORE PAGES THAN EVER—MORE FILMS
Only $1.50

THE BIGGEST VALUE—THE BEST BOOK
—LIMITED PRINTING-

MAKE SURE • MAIL COUPON NOW

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN. INC.

64 E. Lalie St.

Chicago I, III.

Please send my copy of the 1949 edition of The Blue Boole. I enclose $1.50.

Name

Address

City

State _

G Chacli hare if you wish lo ba biitad.

Seplember, 1949

Fason Films. Jack (P-O)
2100 S. University, Denver. Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (P-4)

Meadvllle, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2|
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service
I
D-2)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co.. Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation |M)
285! N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8. N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. |D)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadvllle. Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomcwoc, Wis.

RaIke Company (D)
829 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D|

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd„ Chicago 39. III.

Fryan Film Service |D)

3228 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland IS, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye |D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D|

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, III.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle. Inc. (D|

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7. Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloomlngdale, Chicago 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle. Inc. |D|

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, P«.
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Recent Filmstrip Releases

(Continued from page 333)

of the service agencies necessary in

a community. Otlier filmstrips in tlie

series will deal with community proh-
lems and service agencies. The pro-

ducers state that the series is aimed in

WHERE IS YOUR

PUBLIC LIBRARY?

"Know Your Community" (A.E. Films)

particular at foreign-born adults and
those laboring under a literacy handi-
cap, though it can be used equally well
with other groups.

British Information Services, 30
Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

A Visit to London (52 frames)

—

famous London landmarks, such as
the Royal Palaces, St. Paul's, the
Tower of London.

Colonial Empire: Battle Against
Poverty (29 frames)—liow Britain is

cooperating with her colonies to com-
bat poverty caused by disease, primi-
tive farming methods, and undeveloped
natural resources.

Farmers of Tomorrow—activities of
Young r'armers' Clubs throughout the
LInited Kingdom.

A Harvest Saved (41 frames)—the
battle to save the rich farmlands of
the Kast Anglian I'enlands during the
severe winter of 1946-47.

Community Centre (31 frames)—
social services and recreational facili-

ties ill Britain's voluntary community
centres.

Royal Wedding Day (37 frames)—
record of the wedding of Princess
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh.

Booklets and Catalogs

Young America Films, 18 E. 41st
St., N. Y. C. 17, has released two new
catalogs—one for filmstrips and one for
16mni films. The 16mm film catalog
lists 86 films, while the filmstrips and
2x2 slide catalog lists 85 titles. Also
available is a correlation chart for Young
America elementary school science films
on which is shown the page-by-page
correlation of 26 YAP films with 43 lead-
ing science textbooks.

h'li.M.sTRip Distributors, 2550 Uni-
versity Ave., Madison 5, Wisconsin, has
published an "Evaluation of Filmstrips,"
a series of booklets listing, describing,
and evaluating filmstrips in many sub-
ject-matter areas—art, athletics, child

336

psychology, health and safety, holidays,

language arts, mathematics, science, so-

cial studies, as well as the vocational

field. The evaluations are based on data

compiled by classroom teachers. I'or

prices and further information about the

books and accompanying indexes, con-

sult your local audio-visual dealer or

write directly to Filmstrip Distributors.

Travel Pictures, 8624 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood 46, offers a new catalog of

travel films available in 16mm sound or

silent and 8mm. Kodachrome slides are

also available in sets or individually.

Filnn News Notes

Community Chests of America are

producing a film with marionette charac-

ters to be used in October, 1949, as part

of the Community Chest appeal. The
9-minute subject is being filmed in 16mm
color by Films for Industry, Inc., and
will be distributed in color and black-

and-white prints to local councils of the

Community Chest.

All-Scope Pictures. Hollywood, Cal-
ifornia, announces that its color produc-
tion A Fortune in Two Old Trunks has
been selected by the Office of Information
and Cultural Exchange of the U. S.

Department of State for translation and
release in 26 foreign languages throughout
the world. The film, produced by All-
Scope for the California Prune and Apri-
cot Growers Association of San Jose,
depicts the early history of the prune in-

dustry in California and the bringing of
the first prune trees to the U. S. from
France in 1850.

Commonwealth Pictures Corpora-
tion, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C. 19, has
acquired for exclusive 16nim distribution

the following major-company produc-
tions: The Last of the Mohicans (1.0

reels), featuring Randolph Scott and
Binnie Barnes, and .-/ Gentleman After
Dark (8 reels), featuring Brian Don-
levy and Miriam Hopkins.

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 E.
8tli St., Chicago 5, has secured distribu-
tion rights to the 16nim sound film Out
of the Night, produced by Cavalcade
Productions for the Pacific Garden Mis-
sion.
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Jrojection equipment, using the "National" "Pearlex" Car-

bon Arc, offers you the finest projection available in the

I6mni. field—and a substantial saving in the bargain. The
carbon arc is 4 times brighter than the next best I6mm. light

source—makes it possible to seat 100 to 1000 people . . . ofifers

vivid, glowing reproduction of color—and the actual cost of

the carbons is only Yi the cost of the best competitive light

source, hour for hour, as you project your movies.

These statements are all accurate, scientific facts. Write to

National Carbon Company, Inc. for complete details on the
carbon arc for I6mm. projection.

Wliat-3diMjwce 16mfn. CARBOMAKHpr^'ech'onmkes!

^e3fstOOio/miKople!lmin(y[\

The terms "Nationcl" and "Pearlex"
are registered trade-marks of

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide EJJ and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Division Sales Offices; Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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Here

the

's wln*^

SOUNDMIRROR" !

OFFERS:

Recording lapels easy to load. Record-

ings can be "erased" and tape used

over and over again.

Recordings can be "edited" with

scissors and cellulose tape. Any student

con do it.

One control gives instantaneous fast <J

forward or fast rewind. Indexer and ["]

Log Book facilitate location of specific - i

recordings quickly.

Microphone is one of the finest avail-

oble. Provides excellent recording .J

pickup.

30 minutes recording

time fits classroom

*JI work schedule.

er^Mff... FIRST IN MAGNETIC RECORDING

*Tra<le Mark Registered

Watch for lew Records

in Student

Achievement

Mcx/e/ 6K-A\A "SOUNDMIRROR"
h poriable, handiomely sfyled in

durable luggage type cose. Ofher

attractive models available in

mahogany and blonde to fit the

school budget.

IN a leading university, the makers of SOUNDMIRROR
have been keeping careful records of student achievement

through the aid of the modern method of tape recording.

The SOUNDMIRROR was used for drill work. It speeded

the time of recognition of tones and symbols on the part of

the class; it expanded the time of the instructor. It permitted

students to hear themselves as they actually were— induced

self-criticism, interest and understanding.

First in the pioneering of tape recording, The Brush

Development Company, makers of SOUNDMIRROR, wish

also to lead in its practical application in education. An
accredited teacher or educator may have copies of this report

of student achievement simply by sending the coupon below.

SOlliDMIRROr

1

n m :i: s] seso this coupon todayi mmmm]
THE BRUSH DEVEIOPMENT COMPANY, Dept. D3
3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland M, Ohio

Please send me, without obligation, the report on student achieve-

ment in classes where the SOUNDMIRROR was used.

LJ Name ...

J Addresi

\ 1 City Zone State

1
October, 1949 341



Swiss Films & Good Will

Editor :

Our society, the Schmalfilmzentrale

—

a non-commercial organizaiion—con-

trols a large library (about 1200 sub-

jects) of 16mm films in Switzerland.

Owing to the difficulties of languages,

more silent films are used than sound

films.

We also began to build up a library

of 16mm sound films and own about 300

subjects. We are trying to build up our

library with more feature films and would

appreciate very much being informed of

really good feature films in German and

French versions available for the Swiss

market.

On the other hand, we are produc-

ing Swiss documentary films that are

mostly used in our country. We have

quite a number of black and white 16mm

silent films, and last year we produced

several Kodachrome films. The origi-

nals of these films are deposited in a

laboratory in the U.S. We, therefore,

voulrl he in the position to furnish

READY NOW!
THE SQUARE-Dem-
onstrates how the

iquarm is one of the

basic forms from
which many objects

ore drawn.

i

SUPERB

FILMS FOR

TEACHING

DRAWING
FOR

BEGINNERS
CREATED BY GENE BYRNES, one

of America's great artists.

A series of four films on basic drawing

techniques, for elementary and high school.

Collaborators. E\he RufTmi, Columbia Univer-

sity, and Harriet Knapp, consultant in arts

and crafts.

2 OTHER FILMS FOR YOUR ARTCLASSES

» It I

»lf_J*
7 * »

THE TRIANGLE-
Dromalizes the tri-

angle as one of the

starting points for

drawing objects.

A
'^ THE RECTANGLE:

Gives a number of

simple demonstra-
tions on the rect-

angle as an art form.

ffl rr 53

THE CIRCLE: Shows
the circle to be one
of the basic forms

from which many
objects ore drawn.

i lO
CARE OF ART AMTERIALS: Promotes

greater interest, core, and proper

use of common art materials. A fas-

cinating all-animation film made es-

pecially for young children.

DESIGN: LINE: Discuss the func-

tion of lines — straight, curved,

circular, »-shape, etc. — For

upper elementary, secondary
schools and colleges.

Each of

These

6 Films

Is 1 Reel,

Sound.

Purchase

Price

$40.00 each

YOUNG AMERICA FILMS, INC.
18 East 41st Street,

New York 17, N. Y.

I)rints (titled in English) directly in

the U.S. without further formalities.

We believe in good will between na-

tions and in the brotherhood of men.

and we think these ideas can be spread

by exchanging good films the world over.

Probably the trouble is only that U.S.

film libraries do not know where to

find good Swiss films. If we are right,

please let us know and we will help you

show your public Swiss films as we
show our public films from abroad.

The Schmalfilmzentrale
Erlachstrasse 21
Bern, Switzerland

Number Please

Editor :

It would be greatly appreciated by

librarians all over the country, I'm

sure, if you would return to your earlier

custom of printing volume and number
on the covers of your admirable magazine.

Have just finished writing them on by

hand, as this is necessary for quick

reference.

Selina Harrison
Reference Librarian
College of the Pacific
Stockton, California

Does anybody else zvaiit numbers on

the covert—ED.

World Documentary, Inc.

Editor :

T should like to tell (your readers)

something about World Documentary,

Inc. At the end of October we are open-

ing a World Documentary Theatre (in

New York City) at which all of the

film-making countries of the world will

be well represented. For example, our

first program will include films from

Great Britain. Yugoslavia. Poland,
India, and the United States. Both the

distribution and the theatre screenings

will be in 16mm.
As the theatre proves profitable, we

will expand this side of our operation

to other cities. We have already made
some initial contacts towards operating

a theatre in Washington. D.C. The
second part of our operation will be the

non-theatrical distribution of our films

to schools, colleges, churches, unions,

organizations, etc.

We will have a table in our theatre

lobby for the display of film magazines

and periodicals (including Educational

Screen) from the various countries of

the world.

Robert J. Gurnev
President, World Documentary. Inc.

IS W. 56tli St., New York 19

Happy Day

Editor :

Re cartoon, page 322. September is-

sue . . . 'twill be a happy day for edu-

cators (and students) when every school

has the wherewithal (TWO motion pic-

ture projectors, according to your car-

toonist) for even such unorthodox in-

service training.

E. Kras
Oak Park. Illinois

Address letters for "The Readers Write" to

The Editor, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, 64

E. Lake St., Chicago I, Illinois.
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Truly Portable
Complete one-case unit, in-

cluding projector, omplifier,

lift-off case with speaker
and occessories, weighs
less than 39 Ibsl

Quick Easy Set-up
Just lift off cose, snap
permanently attached reel

orms in ploce — and the
"Stylist" is ready to thread.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Entire unit in one case measures only

171/2" high, 9Vi" wide, 16" long. Stand-

ard, time-tested Ampro projector mechan-

ism and sound head. Fast automatic

rewind. Uses standard lamps up to 1000

watts. Triple clow movement, new slide-out

removable film gate. Cooted super 2-inch

F1.6 lens. Many other exclusive Ampro
features.

A new streamlined, lightweight projector

combining precision quality, unusual
compactness and popular low price
Here is the perfect I6mm. projector for classroom use

—the culmination of more than 20 years of experience

by Ampro in building fine precision projectors that are

used and approved by leading school systems, universities,

museums and libraries all over the world.

Astonishing light weight and compactness—made possible

by the clever utilization of the new, tough, light materials

—

make the Stylist ideal for easy moving from room to room
—for use by small or large groups. Tested Ampro quality

design and construction—assure ease of setting up, sim-

plicity of operation, splendid tone quality and illumination

and long, satisfactory service. Remarkable low price—$325
complete— means outstanding value and assures budget
approval in these economy days. Ask your dealer today for

an eye-opening demonstration of this new record-breaking
Ampro "Stylist"!

Write for free circular giving full detailed "Stylist"
specifications.

THE AMPRO CORPORATION
2S97 N. Western Avenue, Chicaqe 18, III.

Simplified

Operation
Central operoting panel,

with limplified knob
controls, conveniently

mounted on operator'i

side of projector.

For Small
Groups

Ouiet. running, easy to

set up quickly, the

"Stylist" is ideal for

classroom and smoM
groups.

For Larger

Audiences

The "Stylist" delivers

adequate tone quality,

volume and illumination

for larger audiences.

Tride Jlsrk Res. U. S. fat. Oft.

A OtriKtal Precision ^<f\t\pmtni

Corporation Subsidiary
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.

Announces 11 SIGNIFICANT NEW FILMS!
Opening its . . . and your Greatest School Year Ever

Now . . . FOR THE FIRST TIME . . .

you can obtain five first-rate films for

English and History classes. The finest

audio-visual techniques have been brought

to this important field of literature . . .

Authentic biographies of great Americans,

these films were made in collaboration

with Carl Van Doren, Julian P. Boyd,

Howard M. Jones, Robert E. Spiller and

Leon Howard, leading authorities all

!

You'll welcome, too, EBFilms

new conservation series. The Living Forest,

in full color . . . sequel and companion

to the already famous Living Earth Films.

Proudly these films join the more

than 300 EBFilms in the World's Largest

Library of Classroom Motion Pictures.

Order now, or send today for

preview prints.

i.

'pan. e4e fOt4t tiwef

5 FINE FILMS

for

ENGLISH and HISTORY I

CLASSES! 1
[

Washington
Irving

Benjamin
Franklin

"1

James
Fenimore
Cooper

Henry
Wadsworth
Longfellow

Thomas
Jefferson

%X"£,r THE LIVING FOREST

The The
Forest Forest

Grows Produces

Forest

Conservation

3 MORE FINE EBFilms RELEASES!

Care of

the Skin

Save
Those Teeth

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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1;7R£YST0N£
ethead Projector-witR

Miero-Projecfion in a well-lighted room. Keystone
Overhead with Micro-Projection Attachment in Use.

High-school, college, and university science classes, hos-

pital laboratories, and industrial research departnnents

now can have an inexpensive micro-projector with an
8-power objective magnifying 106 diameters when projector is only 8 feet from the

screen or, at the same distance, a 20-power objective magnifying 330 diameters.

Micro-ProjecJor Table,

Raising Micro Slide to

Concentrated Ligh
Area.

Detail of

M/cro-Pro/ection
Attachment.

Hrgh-School Teacher: "Now the class can see

a microscopic slide all af once. We can look at

live specimens and moving microscopic life am-

plified to a large clear projecJ-ion on the screen.

Saves time and makes learning more certain.

Excellent for use in laboratory periods."

Doctor: "Now several of us can look at micro

slides together. Makes consultations more help-

ful. Saves time."

Industrial Research Director: "With this pro-

jector we can easily hold conferences where

several persons can see what the condition is.

Also valuable for high power inspection of small

parts."

The Most Versatile Projector Becomes Even More Valuable. Uses standard

(3l/4"x4") slides, sub-standard (2"x2") slides, handmade slides and NOW micro slides.

KEYSTONE VIEW CO., Meadville, Pa.
Since 1892—Producers of Superior Visual Aids
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Coronet releases

Six new coronet films . . . produced by

educators for educators . . . another of the

many reasons why coronet films continue to

be the most effective and most popular

audio-visual teaching aids in classrooms

everywhere. Each film is supervised, from script

to screen, by an eminent educator—an expert

in the subject matter treated in the film . . .

so that, when completed, it is the film you

will want to show your students when they

study this subject. Coronet not only releases

more instructional films each month than

any other producer . . . Coronet also creates

the finest teaching films . . . unequalled

for authenticity and teaching effectiveness.

Write today for complete purchase and pre-

view information on these new films.

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

NEW EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Life In Mountains (Switzerland)

Clyde F. Kohn, Ph.D.,

Atsociate Profettor of Geography,
Northwestern Univertity

Improve Your Handwriting

Raymond C. Goodfellow,
Director of Business Education,
Newaric City Schools

Multiplication Is Easy

F. Lynwood Wren, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics,
George Peobody College for Teachers

Life of Nomad People (Desert Dwellers)

W. R. McConnell, Ph.D.
Professor of Geography,
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Friendship Begins at Home

William E. Young, Ph.D.
Divisionol Director
The University of the Stole of New York

Division is Easy

f. lynwood Wren, Ph.D.
Professor of Molhemotics
George Peobody College for Teachan
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As Viewed From H ere
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Principles

Are Principles

IIIIIIIMIIMIIIItlllliriMIIMIIIIIKMIHIIir

-C
/

• There's one way in which you are like all other readeis of Edu-

cational Screen: you are interested in finding out how greater and

more effective use can be made of audio-visual materials. That's the

common search that brings to these pages each month the thousands

already convinced of the power of audio-visual media who have a

professional interest in the use of these tools. Leaders of people in

school, church, social agencies, clubs, and throughout the community

have common interests when it comes to the use of audio-visual

materials.

We know this not only because we are one of you, but because

we have made it our business continually to get the facts and to ponder

them. We've learned from a reader survey, for instance, that our

Church Department is read regularly by as many school teachers and

administrators as by church people. It works the other way around,

too. Audio-visual church readers read the articles about school and

community use of materials; and they follow regularly the Liter-

ature, Records, and Film Evaluation sections, which broadly concern

the whole field.

You see, principles for making the best use of audio-visual

materials do not change from labor group to church group—from

men to women—from children to adults. Principles are principles,

even though applications of principles varv. Defining the educational

goals to be achieved, finding the right and best audio-visual materials

and equipment to use, and using them with finesse in new and different

utilization patterns are challenging areas for continual learning and

constant growth. Insight and understanding can come from knowing

of the practical exoerience of others.

We believe that solutions for problems related to the greater

and more effective use of audio-visual materials will be found in the

wide sharing of experience amone all users. Teachers of children will

learn from the experience of adult group leaders. Religious leaders

can learn from labor leaders. And while so learning they're likely to

see their own immediate tasks in clearer perspective with relation to

the total community job to be done.

We cannot know specifically and exactly the effect upon and

value for our readers of the several articles that appear in this issue of

Educational Screen. But we think that these will be read with

profit by reader? with many different interests and backgrounds. We
know that the content is the result of intent; it didn't just happen.

—PCR.
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THOSE WHO ADMINISTER publicly-financcd extension

programs for adult workers are faced witl: a very

real problem. We recognize the great potentiality

of audio-visual materials for our work, but we are

equally conscious of the dearth of quality materials.

Few current sound films and filmstrips dealing with

the development and problems of the labor movement

can be labeled "highly recommended" as discussion aids

with worker audiences.

Almost all of those available are produced by unions

and have obvious limitations. Some of them are con-

cerned almost wholly with the particular problems of

the producing union and are thus of little general inter-

est. Others have as their major objective promotion of

the sale of a particular article carrying the sponsoring

union's label. Still others are colored not by Kodachrome

but by the producing union's political philosophy.

Finally, a good many of these union productions are

"HoUywoodian" in the sense that they contain far too

many vacation and "leg art" sequences. They enter-

tain ; they do not help educate.

In addition, with few exceptions, such films and

filmstrips are of inferior quality technically. They are

not too helpful even if the intent may be to limit them

to union audiences, which presumably are already in-

terested in the topics covered.

by IRVINE L H. KERRISON
Associate Professor of Management

and Labor Relations, Rutgers University,

State University of New Jersey

The AFL Film Council and the Film Division of the

CIO Research and Education Department have made

beginnings both in the production of their own films

and filmstrips and in the annotation and publicizing

of useful commercial, government and non-profit private

agency releases. But they have only scratched the

surface.

Moreover, if (and the writer thinks they should)

unions view visual materials as top public relations

media as well as a means of educating rank-and-file

union members, much greater attention will have to be

given to the production of films which treat objectively

and factually the growth of. and present status of affairs

within, the labor movement.

For example, there is a wealth of labor history ma-

terial out of which could come films and filmstrips wel-

come not only in union halls, but also in public school

classrooms and movie theaters throughout the country.

Ample resources exist also in collective bargaining.

Vil

A Better A-Y Job in the Labor Field

CIO CLASS In human relations discuss a filmstrip they've iust seen.
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From the filmstrip "Unemployment Compensation—What Do You Know About Your
Law," produced at Rutgers University, State University of New Jersey, by the Institute

of Management and Labor Relations.

A worker gef$ his notice oi d lay-off. Counsellor (Prof. Kerrison) explains UCC procedures.

Worker makes initial contact with UCC office. UCC interviewer checks previous work record.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiti

.social sfcurity. coinniunity relatioii.s ( union counsel-

ling), recreation, and other fields.

Even when, as is often true in the trade union sphere,

it is deemed necessary to get people excited about a par-

ticular issue like the Taft-Hartley Act, and those res-

ponsible conclude that audio-visual media will help,

there is good rea.son to believe that an objective, two-

sided approach better prepares protagonists for the fray

than an exaggerated and loaded presentation that leaves

wide gaps through which the other side can infiltrate.

It is a truism that propaganda always endangers

those who are most poorly or only partially educated

and who are still learning to think for themselves. The
easiest way to destroy the confidence such people have

in the organizations which represent them is to give

them a one-sided pat argument without the answers

those who oppose them are always ready to fire back.

And the relatively young American labor movement
is dealing pretty largely with rank-and-file union mem-

bers whose education has been limited. Films or film-

strips, for example, that call the Taft-Hartley .\ct a

slave labor bill and let it go at tiiat ultimately are

likely to beget an effect opposite from that intended.

There is, then, not only the ((uestion of getting films

and filmstrips into production, there is also the (|uestion

of deciding upon the kind of approach that will be most

effective. About both of these ])roblems .American labor

groups are thinking today.

University extension agencies, too. increasingly are

showing interest in the production of visual materials

for use with labor groups. La.st year at Rutgers Uni-

versity, the State Univefsity of New Jersey, the In-

stitute of Management and Labor Relations produced

its first filmstrip—a twelve-minute strip entitled Un-
employment Compensation—What Do Yoit Know
About Your Law?.

Because the writer and one of his colleagues, with

technical advice from the Xew Jersey Unemployment
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UNION A-V WORKSHOP

Union leaders learn the operation of audio-visual equipment
at a recent workshop sponsored by the New York State

School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell Univer-

sity. Federal union leaders attending the workshop agreed
enthusiastically with Professor J. James Jehring that vhe

field of audio-visual communications offers exceptional ad-

vantages vo unions in educating their membership.

Coniiieiisatioii C'<nnini.s.sion. wrote the .script and acted

the major role.s, liecau.se the L'CC. the lahor nioveiiient.

and employers gave of their faciHties for locale, and

hecause oitr own audio-vi.siial department recorded

the finished script, costs were cnt to a minimum—we
paid only for the services of a professional ])hotographer,

film, and discs.

This filmstrip does three things. It explains services

offered by the Institute, develops the efficacy of a

counselling program on the local union level, and e.x-

plains the routine of the Xew Jersey UCC as it affects

the average rank-and-file worker when he is .separated

from employment.

Since this filmstrip was released, it has been and is

being used wHth real effect with union groups throughout
New Jer.sey. One print and one record are on perma-
nent loan to the state office of the CIO Community
Services Committee—at its request. Wherever and by
whomever the filmstrip is used, the screening is fol-

lowed by discussion on unemployment compen.sation
problems led by a competent leader, usnallv from our
staff.

The success of this first venture has made us eager
to expand filmstrip production. We are also thinking
about production of a .sound film on parliamentary pro-
cedure for labor groups—.something that, surprisingly
enough in view of the great need for such a film, no com-
mercial concern has yet produced.

With the specialists available in a large state uni-
versity, there are ample resources at band for the ])ro-

duction of objective and factual films and filmstrips
in the labor field. With the current growth of labor
and labor-management institutes within state colleges
and state universities supported by public funds, ris-
ing as it does out of general concern over the need for
better understanding of and improvement in industrial
relations, there are funds to be had. Finally, with boards
and councils, on which lahor is fullv represented, set

up to advise such institutes, there is no reason wh>

films and filmstrips useful to both labor groups and the

general public can not be made.

Pending development of this area, both unions and

institutions of higher learning can successfully adapt

many of the very good existing films which impinge

upon but do not deal directly with labor and labor-

management topics by carefully preparing discussion

outlines which can be mimeographed and distributed

to each group before which the film is to be shown.

At New Jersey's state university, the Labor Pro-

gram of the Institute of Management and Labor Re-

lations has found that films and filmstrips accom-

panied by such outlines and used by competent dis-

cussion leaders can successfully deal with practical

union problems and can make routine union meetings

more interesting and profitable.

One of our most popular outlines is that prepared

for the film Docs It Matter IVhat Voii Think!' (Brit-

ish Information Services), dealing with the chap who
is prone to deprecate his own potential for making him-

self heard in the community. It demonstrates that his

single opinion, his single voice, and his single action do

count when merged with the opinions, voices, and ac-

tions of those of his fellows who hold views like his.

These discussion outlines, prepared by specialists

in the subject covered I)y the film or filmstrip and
checked by our audio-visual .specialist, attempt three

things. Usually two pages long, the outlines provide

information either omitted or treated sketchily by the

film or filmstrip; they suggest questions to stimulate

discussion ; and they supply a .short bibliography,

usually of pamphlets or articles, for follow-up reading.

.Sample outlines or titles oi films or film.strips for which
outlines have been prepared are available from the

writer.

Need for an extensive audio-visual o])eration in the

labor field is clear. Which single enterprising union,

university, commercial picture-maker, or combination
of the three will be first to move ?

d i! i!

UN Birthday, October 24
•i^ On October 24, 1945. the United Nation.s came into being
and tlie Charter took effect as world law. Edncators in school,
church, and comniuiiity are well aware that the UN has
served and continues to serve as the one meeting place where
nations come togetlier and work out their problems and
where they can, and oflen do. find mutually acceptable so-

lutions. The UN remains, as Secretary-General Trygve Lie
put it, "the chief force that holds the world together against

all the conflicting strains and stresses that are pulling it

apart."

Educators can use and are using audio-visual materials
to show and teach people the aims, accomplishments, and prob-
lems of the UN. Several 16mni films on the United Nations are
available. For example, the UN films Men of Good Will,
Our Totm—The World, Defense of the Peace, and Tomor-
roia Begins Today were recently added to the library of

Association Films, one of several official distributors of

United Nations films. (See a film catalog for many other titles

and sources.)

In selecting and using appropriate materials in October
and in every month, educators will find helpful a recent
publication of the NEA—"Teaching United Nations: A
Pictorial Report." The ,12-page report is divided into

five parts: classroom activities, publications, audio-visual
aids, extra-curricular activities, bibliographical suggestions.
Copies may be obtained at $1 each from the NEA Commit-
tee on International Relations, 1201 16th St., N.W., Wash-
ington 6, D.C.
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by REX M. JOHNSON
Research Director, Council oi Social Agencies,

Rochester, New York

A
PRESSING PROBLEM for sucti coiniiuinity organiza-

tions as neighborhood houses, coniiniinity centers,

settlements, etc.. is that of training temporary

staff members for summer programs. Tliese social agen-

cies generally have limited funds and conseciuently are

unable to employ well-trained workers. Hence they tend

to recruit temporary staff from college undergraduates

interested in summer employment.

While these young college people are limited in train-

ing and experience, in many ways thev are ideally

(|ualified. As leaders in summer recreation programs,

they are better able than older staff members to main-

tain the pace of physically active youngsters. In addi-

tion to being physically qualified, these young leaders

frequently are well equipped with skills in woodcraft,

handicraft, swimming, tennis, baseball, games and mu-
sic, all of which are indisi)ensable for a fully-rounded

].)rogram. But regardless of the many skills the.se temjx)-

rary staff members do bring to summer ])rograms, they

generally are uninformed and unskilled in matters per-

taining to human relations, group interaction, and the

emotional needs of children.

Although it is fully recognized that human relations

cannot be taught in ten easy lessons, the writer and Miss
Emily Keener. Director of Groupwork at the Lutheran
Inner Mission (Rochester, New York) i>lanned and
carried through a five-day educational program for tem-

porary summer .staff members with major reliance uj)on

films as a basis for discussions.

The general purpose of the training program was to

give new staff members, in the short time available, as

much information as possible about the problems of

emotional .security, an.xiety, aggression, desire for rec-

ognition, and resfKJnse, competition, and conflict of

children. It was hoped (and it proved correct) that by
increasing the insight of workers into the behavior of

children and adults, they might be better able to work
with groups and with one another.

After careful appraisal, eight films were chosen,

which, for our jnirposes, were ])laced in four groups
and were u.sed in this order. In group one we jjlaced

the films Meeting Emotional Needs in Childhood and
I'he Patrol Method, a Boy Scout film. The first

film brings out that the basic emotional ilteds of child-

MIIII1tlll<M'>IHItlll(lllltllllllllinilllltlllllll iiniiMiiiMlillitiii'MiitiiitiiiiiiiiniihiiiltMi

16mm SOUND FILMS
Used in the Training Program

Boundary Lines— I reel, color. Internallonal Film Foundation,
1600 Broadway. N.Y.C. 19.

Brotherhood ot Man— I reel, color. Brandon Films, 1600 Broad-
way, N.Y.C. 19.

Emotional Health—2 reels. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Text-Film

Oept.. 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. Id.

The Feeling of Hostility— 3 reels. National Film Board of Canada,
620 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 20.

The Feeling of Rejection—2 reels. National Film Board of Canada.
Human Reproduction—2 reels, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Text-

Film Dept.

Meeting Emotional Needs in Childhood—3 reels. New York Univ-
ersity Film Library, 26 Washington Place. N.Y.C. 3.

The Patrol Method—4 reels, black and white or color. Boy Scouts
of America, 2 Park Ave., N.Y.C. 16.

For other sources, coniult a film catalog or your local dealer

iiiiiiiiiDiiitiiiiiiuiiiliitiiiiiiitiitliilliliiiiiiiiinirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiitiMiiiitiiiiniciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiittiii iitiiiiitiiiiiiniiitiiii

BOUNDARY LINES (IFF)

"Funny how kids will fight over a marble . .
.*'

FILMS TEACH PEOPLE

ABOUT PEOPLE

.4 report

on u training program for staff members
in a community organization

hood are those of security and independence, while the

second shows hov\' adult leaders should work with Boy
Scout troops. .Although the second film is specialized

for the Boy Scout ])rogram, it is valuable for any dis-

cussion of the role of the leader with groups. .Also, it

is good to use the second film in this order since it is

easy to relate its ])oint of view to the content of the emo-
tional-needs film.

Group two was made up of the three well-known
films: Emotional Health, The Feeling of Rejection, and

The Feeling of Hostility. These films provided an excel-

lent background for pointing out the necessity of imder-

standing the relationships within families if the behavior

of children is to be understood. These films, also, empha-
size that behavior is merely a .symptom and that it

takes time and patience to determine causes. In the main,

the purpose of the grou]j two films was to increase

awareness of the problems associated with child fears,

anxieties, desire for recognition and resjjonse, problems

of competition, conflict, etc., and their long-time conse-

quences. This group of films elicited di.scussion which
indicated that the new .staff members were recognizing

that even they, as workers' have needs to satisfy which,

if not understood, may create group tensions.

The films Brotherhood oj Man and Boundary Lines

were placed in group three. These films deal dramatically

with many aspects of urgent inter-racial and inter-cul-

tural relations and were used in this jxirticular program
(C i'Hii)iucd nil l>(uir 363)
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by MAYER SINGERMAN
Director, Audio-Visual Department,

Chicago Office,* Anti-Detamation League

John H. Cooper, Headmaster.

Keith School, Roclcford, Illinois:

Mayer Singerman; and Ben Fink.

B'nai B'rith leader and President,

Rockford Jewish Community
Board, make plans for the Rock-

ford workshop.

The m^ and MRS of DEMOCRAOY

|i\ THK SPKING of 1949, the Aiui-Delaiiiation League

of B'nai B'rith conducted an audio-visual workshop

on intergroup relations in Rockford, Illinois. This

workshop attracted delegates representing all aspects

of community life to a program in which an unusual

integration of subject matter and method was achieved.

To our knowledge this was the first time in a general

community program that the problems of audio-visual

materials and the problems of intergroup relations (or

any other specific subject) were taken up simul-

taneously.

The program that was developed served as a liasis

for a similar program held a month later in Springfield,

Illinois. Preliminary work has begun for a third pro-

gram to be held in Peoria. Illinois in th« fall of 1949.

It is not necessary to stress to the readers of Educa-
tional Screen the importance of audio-visual ma-
terials in both classroom and adult education. Nor is

it necessary to write about the importance of properlv

and effectively using these aids. However, a word of ex-

planation as to the interest of the .^nti- Defamation
League in these matters is in order.

The Anfi-Defamation League

In the past twenty-five years the mounting conflict

between groups of different race, religion, and nation-

ality backgrounds has resulted in the creation of manv
agencies devoted to the task not only of relieving the
tense situations brought about by these conflicts, but of

initiating positive educational programs designed to

make such conflicts less probable in the future. One
such national private agency is the Anti-Defamation
League (ADL).

A large portion of tlie ADL budget is devoted to the

An audio-visual workshop

on intersroup relations

Program Division. Under the direction of Frank X.

Trager, its National Director, the staff of this division

has been assigned the task of developing and using tech-

niques of importance in the fight for a better demo-

cratic society. It is quite natural that this division of

the ADL should develop an audio-visual program.'

As part of such a program, and at the instigation of

J. Harold Saks. Director of the League's Community
Service Division, it was decided to organize pilot audio-

visual workshops in various Illinois communities. It

was our desire to awaken the interest of community
leaders in audio-visual education and intergroup re-

lations. To achieve this goal, we worked out a compre-

hensive workshop for selected delegate-leaders rep-

resenting a cross-section of the community.

To achieve a representative cross-section, it was neces-

sary to gain the cooperation of the leaders in the com-
munity. It was our hope that these community leaders

would sponsor the worksiiop with us. It was the task

of Oscar Groner, Community Consultant of the Anti-

Defamation League, to bring about such a sponsoring

committee.

*The ADL's Chicago Metropolitan Office is located at

327 S. La Salle Street.

'See the article "Films Can Teach and Entertain, Too" by

Herbert Lizt, Educational Sctseen, May, 1949, page 208.
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Setting Organized

Oscar Groner first met with Marvin Mansfield, local

B'nai B'rith leader and cliairnian of the Public Rela-
tions Committee of the Rockford Jewish Community
Board. The B'nai B'rith and the Committee were fa-

vorably disposed toward the workshop and helped se-

cure the cooperation of the leaders (organizations and
individuals I of the community such as the Coninuuiitv
Chest. Council of Social Agencies, the local newspaper.
Rockford College. Rockford Radio Council, the librarv.

the superintendent of schools, the Visual Aids Direc-
tor of the Rockford school system, and the Commission
on Human Relations. This rejiresentative leadership
group endorsed the tentative plans of the workshop.

Rev. Jack Mendelsohn, Jr.. an out.standing minister in

the community, was selected as chairman of the work-
shop. Rev. Mendelsohn and his volunteer committee
set itself the task of organizing volunteer telephone
squads, conducting necessary negotiations and corres-
pondence and all the other things that succeeded in

bringing to the worksho]) almost two hundred delegates
from over fifty-seven groups in the comnnmity. When
we examined the list of organizations that were rep-
resented, we found that we had in attendance represen-
tatives of almost every facet of cominunitv life.

During the period needed to organize the workshoj)
in the community, the program itself was being planned
by the Director of the Audio-Visual Department of the
Chicago office of the ADL with the coojieration of other
members of the ADL Staff. We felt that the workshop
should accomplish the following

:

(a) Present a variety of audio-visual materials
(b) Present a variety of human relations materials
(r) .\chieve to as great an extent as possible an in-

tegration of the method (audio-visual) and the

content (intergroup relations)

(d) Present a variety of possible techniques in utiliz-

ing these materials

(e) Develop possibilities for follow-up in terms of

community interest in audio-visual and human
relations materials

Decisions Had To Be Made

We decided that the 16mm sound film, the filmstrip.

and the radio and classroom record were the basic

audio-visual materials - that the principles learned in

studying these three forms could be applied success-

"Discussion 66" In action at Springfield. Illinois, A-V workshop.

fully to any of the other audio or visual materials. There-

fore, one intensive section should be devoted to each

of these.

It was at about this stage in our thinking that we
split the program into two major sessions. The first

was a four-hour afternoon session, during which would
be discussed the basic audio-visual materials, and the sec-

ond, a two-hour evening session that would con.stitute a

film review. For the screening of the filmstrip. we de-

cided to use the ADL strip None So Blind in both sound
and silent version. For the radio and classroom record,

we decided to use a record produced bv the Institute for

Democratic Education, "The Lesson". For the sound
film, we decided to use the ADL film One People. For
the film review in the evening, we chose the following

films: Boundary Lines. Brotherhood of Man. Make
Way for Youth, and Sing a Song of Friendship.

We decided that there could be no better way to open
a workshop on audio-visual materials than by presenting

a film designed to teach the best method of utilizing

these materials, .\lthough there are not too many films

in this field, we felt that Film Tactics does an excellent

job. With a screening of Film Tactics leading off the

workshop, and the three sections on the basic audio-

visual materials, we felt that we had am])le material to

occupy us for an afternoon.

It was about this time that the Film Council of Amer-
ica made available Film and Von, a two-reeler on film

councils produced in Canada. We felt that F;7;;i and You
would be a profitable addition to the film review in the

evening. Further, the ADL had been doing a great deal

of work with the filmstrip Rumor Clinic. We agreed
that a purposeful and interesting way to close the work-
shop would be to present Rumor Clinic and conduct

a brief discussion on the psychology of rumor.
After selection of the audio-visual materials and the

intergroup relations subjects to be used, we next had to

decide upon an effective manner of presentation. One's
interest in audio-visual materials is in terms of content

—teaching or discussing the subject matter of the film.

We felt that if the discussions involved both the method
and the content, together instead of separately, the

delegates would derive an tuiderstanding of the proper
use of audio-visual materials, while at the same time
they would gain an tuiderstanding of the problems of

intergroup relations.

We achieved this kind of discussion by the types of

questions we asked the group to consider.

For example. None So Blind, which was used for

demonstrating the technique of the film.strip, presents

an analysis of prejudice. One of the questions which the

group was asked to discuss was, "What would you put

into a filmstrip on prejudice?". The delegates were
called upon to answer this question after they had
seen the strip. It was quite natural then that anyone
attempting to answer this question would have to con-

sider what the special advantages of a filmstrip are.

the nature of prejudice, and what as])ects of this prob-

lem could best be presented in the lilmstrip. .A.s the

group had just seen a particular filmstrip on this sub-

ject, it was only natural that they would compare it with

the filmstrip they were "producing." Everv question

did not achieve complete integration. But the sum total

of all the questions discussed during the forty-fi^'e min-
ute session resulted in the desired integration.

(Conlinucd on folloii-iiig pcific)
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"Discussion 66"

One of tlie techniques that helped us to achieve this

integration was the discussion method used in the three

basic sections, an adaptation of the "Discussion 66"

technique developed at Michigan State College, Lansing,

Michigan-. In planning the afternoon sessions, we right-

fully anticipated an attendance of over one hundred
people.

Prior to the arrival of the delegates at the auditori-

um in which the workshop was held, the chairs w^ere

arranged in groups of six. This made it possible for the

discussion groups to form with a minimum of distur-

bance and wasted time. On each chair was placed a

mimeographed sheet bearing the heading "Discussion
66". Briefly, this discussion sheet explained the whys
and whatfors of Discussion 66 and indicated that anv
person finding an ".\" pencilled at the top of his sheet

should consider himself the chairman-recorder of that

particular group. His duties, it was explained, were,

first, to get the discussion going and encourage the par-

ticipation of all the members of his group, and. second,

to record the consensus of the group and later report it

to the meeting at large. The "x's" were put on the

sheet arbitrarily before the arrival of the delegates. A
series of questions was mimeographed on each sheet,

three for each of the sections in which Discussion 66
was to be used.

To better demonstrate our use of these questions,

let us examine the .section on the filmstrip. The three
questions on the mimeographed sheet were :

1. W^/ifl/ dn you think of the uses of film as contrastrd to

the uses of the filmstrip in teaching situations'

2. What do yoii beliezr to he the main issues hrought
forzvard by the filmstrip "None So Blind"?

.3. What would you put into a filmstrip on prejudice?

The discussion leader for this section, before introduc-
ing None So Blind, discussed the merits and uses of the
filmstrip. The audience, already divided into groups of
six. was further divided into three large units, consist-
ing of about five or six of the smaller groujjs. Each unit
was invited to keep in mind one of the questions above
while None So Blind was viewed.

After the filmstrip was presented, each group of six
had six minutes (Discussion 66) to talk and to prepare
answers to the questions assigned to them. The chair-
man of each discussion group then reported to the en-
tire audience the opinion of his .group. The nature of the
reporting indicated that by this limited amount of
guiding, the delegates had achieved in their discussions
the integration of content and method that we desired.

-After showing ///;)( Tactics, we used a simpler form
of discussion—that of merely asking the delegates to
put questions to the discussion leader. Peers Ray, Di-
rector of Visual Aids for the Rockford public school
system, led this session. In his introduction to the film,
Mr. Ray pointed out that in a large measure, the entire
work.shop itself was a discussion based upon the film
Init that he would try to answer anv specific questions
following the screening

Other forms of discussion were u.sed in the after-
noon session. First, in the presentation of the filmstrip.

2 Information on "Di.scussion 66" can be obtained fromDon Philhps, Michigan State College, Lansing
Michigan.
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AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
Used in ADL Group Relations Workshop

I4mm SOUND FILMS

Boundary Lines— I reel, color. Infernationai Film Founda+ion, 1600

Broadway, N,Y.C. 19.

Brotherhood of Man— I reel, color. Brandon Films, 1600 Broad-

way, N.Y.C. 19,

Film and You—2 reels. National Film Board of Canada, 400 W.
Madison Sf., Chicago 6. (Information on obtaininq the film can

be had also from the Film Council of America, 6 W. Ontario
St.. Chicago 10.)

Film Tactics—2 reels. Castle Films. 1445 Park Ave.. N.Y.C. 29.

Make Way for Youth—2 reels. Association Films, 35 W. 45th

St., N.Y.C. 29.

One People— I reel, color, study guide. Anti-Defamation League,

212 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 10 (national offices).

Sing a Song of Friendship—2 reels, color. Anti-Defamation League
or OfHclal Films, 25 W. 45th St., N.Y.C. 19.

For other sources for these films, consult a film catalog or your local dealer.

FILMSTRIPS

None So Blind—silent, 57 frames, or sound, with commentary on

disc. 67 frames, study guide. Anti-Defamation League.

Rumor Clinic—silent, 3 frames, study guide. Anti-Defamation

League.

RECORDING
The Lesson— 15-minute transcription (33'/3 RPM). Institute for

Democratic Education, 415 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C. 17.

iiiii<iitiillliiiiiiiillliliiiiiltiiiiliiiillilitiiiiii:iiiiiiii:iiiiittitllitiiiliiiiiiiiitiiM(iiiiiiiiiiitiniitntiliiiuilillillliiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiuiiit

a sound strip was permitted to run through without

interruption. The delegates were asked to keep in mind

any .section about which they would like to ask questions.

We then went back over those sections with the silent

strip and had a brief discussion on that part of the

strip. Second, we evaluated the film One People as

part of the section on the 16mm sound film. In addition,

during this .section we presented a panel of experts who
commented on the statements made by the recorders

following the use of Discussion 66. We had been for-

tunate in securing for the panel Dr. Ruth S. Cavan, a

prominent sociologist. Dr. Cavan extended her remarks

from the particular film to the whole subject of inter-

group relations, thus leading into a general discussion.

With Dr. Cavan, Tobie Zion. Director of the Radio

Department of the Chicago .\DL Office (Miss Zion had
led the di.scussion on the record). Peers Ray, and Oscar
Tarcov, of the ADL staff, handled the bulk of the ques-

tions in the general discussion.

Film Review and Rumor Clinic

The evening session began with a si.xty-minute

screening of the films Boundary Lines, Brotherhood

of Man, Make Way jar Youth, Film and You. and
Sing a Song of Friendship. There was no introduc-

tion or discussion.

In the last hour of the program, an interesting use

of the filmstrip was presented when Oscar Tarcov of

the ADL staff conducted a "Rimior Clinic". The film-

strip Rumor Clinic consists of only three frames, each
presenting a different scene. Eight volunteers are ob-

tained, seven of whom leave the room. .A .scene is

screened before the audience and the eighth volunteer.

After two or three minutes, volunteer number eight

moves to a position where he can no longer see the

screen and then tells volunteer number seven, who is

called in, what he has seen. Number seven tells six,

six tells five, etc. From the time that volunteer number
eight moves to a position in which he can no longer see

{Continued on pa/je 370)
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Suburban Film Council

IN
AN ATTEMPT tu explore possibilities in the use of

educational films where no extensive collection was
available. Summit, New Jersey has been the testing

ground for an experimental ])r()grani. initiated by the

Summit Library Board. This experiment was carried

on with the advice of Glen Hurch. Executive Director

of the Film Council of America, and with extensive co-

operation from national film producers and others in-

terested in audio-visual materials.

The program has involved widespread cooperation

with local organizations. It had three objectives: the

provision of information on films—where they mav be

obtained and how they may be used advantageously ; a

survey of the needs of the associations, companies, or

individuals interested in the use of films ; and a broad-

ening of the knowledge of quality films and of their ap-

[jlication to current problems and developments.

.\s the (juickest and most effective way of reaching

these objectives, the Library arranged a series of pre-

vues or samplings of films in many fields. On Monda)'
evenings meetings were held regularly at 8 P.M. in the

Public Library. Their purpose was the .screening of

diversified informational films to indicate the range of

subjects covered and their relation to current local

interests. Over sixty films were shown and from all

categories. The range was from Docs It Matter What
)'oit Think? and Hon' Nature Protects Animals to

Three Little Kittens and Making of a Mitral.

The original attendance was developed through invi-

tations to organization presidents. Direct invitations

were sent to individuals who indicated interest. By this

means people with association responsibility and others

aware of today's problems had an opportunity to

participate.

As a result of this series of showings and related dis-

cussions, a Suburban Film Council was organized,

centered in .Summit but including representatives from

other nearby communities. The provisional officers are

:

Chairman, Allen R. Devenney, General Secretary,

V.M.C.A., Summit; Vice-chairman, Mrs. Wanda K.

Farr, Research Chemist, Celanese Laboratories, Sum-
mit ; .Secretary. Mrs. Gerald H. W'inser, President,

Sunmiit Library Board ; Treasurer, Mr. Arthur W.
Baker, commercial dealer in films.

The first project planned by the Council was a Film

I-'e.stival to provide the community with an opportunity

(o see many films in various categories of immediate

conununity concern. Although no local film resources

were available, generous help from New ^'ork offices

of producers and the Princeton Film Center solved the

problem of .securing films. Fquipment dealers responded

generously in demonstrating their equipment for the

film showings. .Al.so. information resources on films

were displayed through the cooperation of the Public

Library.

in connectitjn with the showings in specific categories,

community leaders who were authorities on the subjects

by MARIAN MANLEY WINSER
* Secretary, Suburban Film Council,

Summit, New Jersey

GIVE-AND-TAKE. Film Festival dinner meeting of the Suburban

Film Council provided opportunities for informal discussion of

films and film use in the community.

were asked to act as leaders, stimulating discussion,

getting evaluations of films, answering questions as to

how they could be secured, and in general lending their

prestige to the enterprise.

During the Film Fe.stival, two groups of films were

shown simultaneously at both afternoon and evening

sessions. Besides these showings two sj)ecial features

were a small dinner for round-table discussion of film

use and a general evening showing of feature films.

The dinner meeting was successful in developing

fairly informal give-and-take consideration. Discussion

by a panel of research consultants and local community

leaders on effective ways to use films was the feature

;

how to apply taxpayers' money to the best advantage

in community use of information films was a topic of

recurring interest.

Mr. J. R. Bingham, president of Association Films,

emphasized the need for utilizing every channel for

informing possible users of the variety of films avail-

able for use in civic forums, mental hygiene programs,

discussions on religious education, world understand-

ing, and other fundamental questions. He pointed out

that the Film Council, by an exchange of experience and

information, could do much to develop wider knowledge

of the limitless resources in this educational medium.

The function of the Council in arranging previews of

films in difTerent categories for representatives of vari-

ous groups—to hel]j them select those most valuable in

relation to Summit ])rt)blems—was brought out by Miss

Marguerite Kirk, director of the Xewark Board of

Fducation Division Libraries.

The use of films as teaching aids as well as their most

profitable u.se by the whole community was discussed.

That manv teaching films are of great value and interest

to civic groups, service clubs, and other organizations

was emphasized by Miss Gloria W'aldron. film associate

of the Twentieth Century Fund. Mrs. Gerald H. Win-
ser, president of the Summit Library Board, pointed out

that .Summit is advantageously situated to inaugurate

a broad community program since as yet no heavy in-

vestment in films for the exclusive use of the schools has

( Continued on page 7i7i)
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THE VALUE of motion pictures for training purposes

has long been recognized by football coaches. Motion
pictures correctly taken reveal many errors and

weaknesses of players that may not be detected other-

wise. A football player is easily convinced of his mis-

takes when he actually sees himself making them.

So important are films in the training program that

nearly all universities and colleges are now filming

every game play by play, and many junior colleges and
high schools are doing the same. These films are hur-

riedly processed and projected for the coaching staff

and players. They are often in demand for screening by

alumni organizations, other interested groups, and the

pyblic generally.

Using telephoto lenses and taking the picture at

slightly^ slow-motion speed often result in a motion pic-

Football

Filming

Techniques

ture that shows more of the actual situation in a game
than a spectator could observe from his stadium .seat.

But to be of maximum value, a football film has to

be carefully made and many special techniques must be
observed. Football filming requires careful considera-
tion of equipment and a cameraman who can eliminate
every possibility of failure. Almost any person with a
basic knowledge of photography, however, can develop
the necessary skills and can turn out films he will not
be ashamed to have used.

A good football film shows the entire game from the
kickolT to the final gun. Every play must be filmed from
beginning to end. The film should have opening titles

naming the teams that are playing and the date and
place. It is appro])riate to have a credit title naming the
photographer. Every score should be shown on the film
immediately after the play in which it was made. All
penalties should be recorded by a scene showing the
official as he calls them. With the.se scenes properly
recorded in sequence, a valuable and .satisfving record
of the game results.

Any advanced amateur 16nim camera is entirely ade-
quate for football filming. Roll-film cameras taking
100-foot rolls are usually preferable to magazine canv
eras. It is absolutely essential that a telephoto lens be
used and that the camera be capable of running at dif-
ferent speeds. It is necessary to insure continuous film-
ing of each play without missing any action. There is
time to wind the camera between plavs, but there is not
time to rethread if the film runs out. ^^'hen roll-film
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by JOEL A. BENEDICT
Director, Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids

Arizona State College

cameras are used, it is necessary to have two cameras
to prevent loss of plays while threading, or one can use

the Cine-Kodak Special, which uses interchangeable

film chambers. An assistant loads one chamber while the

other is being used, and the chamber can be changed
between plays without loss of any part of the game. At
the Arizona State College, at Tempe, we chose the Cine-

Kodak Special and then proceeded to work out our own
techniques and adaptations to meet our problems.

All our football games are played at night, which posed

a number of problems. The fastest amateur film made
today requires from 70 to 80 footcandles of light for

exposure when an f/1.6 lens is used. This is more light

than is found on most football fields. We measured
ours and found it to be from 25 to 30 footcandles.

Poor lighting can be compensated for in a way bv

overdeveloping the film in the first developer. This

is the system we use. The laboratory we patronize does

this for us in addition to processing the film on Sunday
and sending it back via air express so that the coaching

staff has it Monday after a weekend game.

The scoreboard may also be a problem. It may be

located so that it cannot be conveniently filmed as scores

are made or it may not be well enough lighted for film-

ing. We have solved this problem by building a titler

that can be mounted on the tripod, as shown in Figure

1. Our camera is equipped with a turret and two lenses.

The telephoto lens is used for filming the game. The one-

inch lens, equipped with a supplementary lens with a

focal length of about 10 inches, is used when a score is

made. The assistant cameraman immediately types the

scores on a card that already carries the names of the

teams ; the card is slipjjed in place on the raised card

holder; the one-inch lens is turned into place, a light

held at a predetermined distance to light the card, and
a scene taken of the score. The card holder is then
dropped out of the way, the telephoto lens returned to

filming position, and the camera is ready to go on with
the game. We have found there is plenty of time to do

SET THAT SCORE

Figure I. Camera and titler setup for filming scores during the game.
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this before the teams get back in position for the next
kickoff. Putting the scores on the fihn as the game is

fihned saves time in editing and ehminates mistakes.

This titler was made to serve another purpose also.

The changing of fihn chambers in a hurry often causes
trouble. After watching one cameraman fighting film

chambers ofT and on the camera and getting excited and
occasionally missing plays, the writer altered this titler

bed to serve also as a guide in placing the film chamber
on the camera. This is shown in Figure 2. The chamber
is first placed on the guide bent down from the film bed.

The chamber then comes against the angle iron stop,

which stops it in exactly the right place for the drive

coupling to engage. The rear of the chamber is then
lifted into place and locked.

Another difficulty encountered in night football games
is lack of ability to keep track of the ball through the

viewfinder. The average viewfinder reduces the size of

the image, making it very difficult to follow night plays.

A sports-type finder was designed that clips on the

regular front and rear finders (l'"igure 3). This can be

made of sheet metal and a wire frame. The size of the

wire frame and alignment can be easily accomplished

by using as a guide the reflex finder all Cine-Kodak
Specials have.

A good exposure meter is a convenient aid in football

filming as in all photography. During a daytime game
the exposure may change considerably from the begin-

ning to the end of the game. .'\t night an exposure meter
that measures incident light may give more accurate

readings than a meter measuring reflected light.

A sturdy tripod with a pan head is absolutely essential

in all motion picture photography. When two cameras
are used in football filming, two tripods are needed.

Careful planning and preparation are necessary long

before the football season starts if good results are to

be had in football filming. The cameraman will be sure

his equipment is in order. Film will be on hand. Before

purchasing the film, the cameraman will have checked
with the processing laboratory to be certain they can

process his film rapidly and also give him special proc-

essing if required for night games. He will also check

with the express company or air mail service to be

sure that the processing laboratory will receive his film

promptly and that it will l)e returned promptly. Some
cameramen are careful to select film having the same
emulsion numbers for any one game. This means that

the film was made in the same batch and there should

be no variation in tones or densities from one roll to

another.

Before a game is filmed, it is best to cover a few

scrimmages to test the ecjuipment, focus and coverage of

the lens, and in case of night games the exposure and

development that may be recjuired. The coaching staff

should have an opportunity to examine these test films

and to make suggestions as to their improvement before

the season starts. Coaches have different opinions as to

what they want on the film. Some prefer a lens that

shows the players in large size on the screen. When this

is done, it will not be possible to have every player in

every scene. It will be possible to" follow the ball and

important action. Usually a lens that covers about two

stripes in the center of the field will cover the important

action and still make a large enough image to observe

the detailed activities of most of the players.

Some coaches prefer motion pictures made at 32

frames per second. They can then show them at 16

frames (normal silent speed) and reduce the action by

half. Most seem to prefer having the film made at 24

frames. It may then be projected at silent speed, slow-

ing the motion one-third, or at sound speed (24 frames)

for normal action.

Before the game the camera and accessories should

be thoroughly inspected, cleaned, and tested. The posi-

tion from which the game will be filmed will have been

determined. Usually this will be from the press box or

from the press-box roof. The cameraman should not

try to get too close to the game. When the camera is

used on the sideline or close to the field, excessive pan-

ning is required, which is distracting—and less of the

action can be seen from a low angle.

In nearly all football filming, considerable panning

is necessary. However, panning should be as slow and

smooth as possible. The cameraman should be familiar

with the plays of the teams, if possible. He can smooth

camera action if he knows in which direction each play

is likely to go.

( Continued on page 373)

CHANGE THAT CHAMBER FOLLOW THAT BALL

Figure 2. Tifler adapted to aid In rapid change of Tilm ^..,

October, 1949

Figure 3. Sports-type viewfinder that clips on regular finder.
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iterature in _
MRS. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed. D., Editor

Film Yearbook for Britain

• Film User Yearbook, 1949—John Montgomery, comp.

Published by Current Affairs Ltd., 19 Charing Cross Road,

London W. C. 2, 256 pp.

This is the first volume of an annual service by the pub-

lishers of the magazine Film User "to bring some kind of

order into the chaotic state of 16mm film and filmstrip in

Great Britain."

The volume contains a miscellany of valuable information

to meet the needs of film workers in industry, education, or

entertainment. It is difficult to convey the range of material

it contains, but as an example

:

1. There are signed articles on the trends and activities of

1948 relating to factual films, entertainment films (for 16mm
distribution), school administration, filnistrips, and new

kinds of equipment.

2. Technical information for projectionists and those engaged

in production include a kind of glossary, basic information

on current models of film and filmstrip projectors, sources

of sound effects—listing specific sounds and where to get

them—addresses for such accessories and services as am-

plifiers, projector spring belts, film storage cans, cutting

rooms, lamps, chemicals, projector parts, etc.

3. Directories include the names, addresses, and officers of

national and local organizations and societies in Great Bri-

tain; a list of periodicals: a list of books and pamphlets

published in 1948 and before that time; list of Uimm films

of 1948; list of filmstrips of 1948; list of sponsored-filni

libraries ; and a resume of the films and filmstrips men-

tioned in the monthly issues of Film User.

It is interesting to note the great impetus being given to the

use of these visual aids by the British government through

grants to local authorities and through centralized production

facilities. The Central Office of Information, of which John
Grierson has recently become a member, has produced over

100 films and at least 200 were produced by other agencies.

Only about 60 of the 200 films were independently produced

by film production companies, all others having been sponsored

by associations, councils, or societies.

The C.O.I, films released during 1948 were made for the

Ministry of Education, the Board of Trade, the Ministry of

Labour, Agriculture, Food and Health, the Foreign Office,

and others. Some 70 film companies working on a contractual

basis produce most of the factual films in Great Britain, either

for a government agency or for outside sponsors.

With special reference to schools, there are two national

organizations that are the spearhead for visual education

:

the National Committee for Visual Aids in Education and the

National Federation of Educational Film Groups. The latter

group functions mainly in local evaluation of new materials,

in promoting teacher training and conferences, and in enlist-

ing teacher support in the use of visual aids.

The National Committee has created an Educational Founda-
tion for Visual .Mds to promote the preparation, distribution,

maintenance, and use of visual aids. Among its activities, the

Foundation is to purchase or obtain visual aids for disposal

to local education authorities, to assist in the formation of re-

gional and local libraries, and to secure production of visual

aids through commercial organizations.

The National Committee has jjroceeded with a production

schedule which in 1948 called for 100 films, 200 filmstrips,

and many wall charts. It has held five practical courses, has

set up local previewing groups, and has published booklets

for teachers.

.\n interesting development in the national picture is the

fact that the long-established British Film Institute has been

replaced by the National Committee for \isual -Aids, but that

the Institute will now function as an agency to help raise

standards of theatrical film taste.

Final CMP Report

• Planning Films for Schools: Final Report of the Com-
mission on Motion Pictures—Mark .\. May, Chairman.

1949, 34 pp. 50c. .\nierican Council on F'ducation, 744 Jack-

son Place, Washington, D.C.

This is the final report of a five-year project administered

by the American Council on Education and financed by the

Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. (Hollywood).

The Commission was created because educators and film pro-

ducers agreed that something should be worked out to make
greater use of the technical facilities of the industry, in col-

laboration with the specialized knowledge of educators, to

produce good educational films.

The Commission consisted of outstanding leaders in the

field of education. Its guiding principles were to find areas in

which films were needed to meet the challenges to education

of the postwar world situation ; to select areas in education

that had been neglected by film-makers ; to recommend film

units in a series rather than as discrete titles ; to recommend

films that were desirable, without consideration of whether

they could be produced commercially at a profit ; and to

organize the film content along a middle course between the

extreme educational philosophies.

Five significant areas were selected: 1. Global geography

for junior high schools. 2. Problems of democracy for sen-

ior high schools. 3. Mathematics for secondary schools. 4. Art

for various levels of instruction. 5. Music for various levels

of instruction.

For each of these areas, advice was sought from special-

ists in the field, and the Commission undertook to prepare

film treatments (not shooting scripts) as a guide to jiroducers

who might be willing to use them. Great care was taken in

the writing of the treatments to assure accuracy and approval

among educators, so that each subject is the result oi long and

expert research.

Plans for 141 films are on file with the .-Xmerican Council

on Education, and mimeographed copies of 117 of these have

been sent to all producers who requested them. .At the time

of this report, the-only series that apiiroached realization was

the geography series. United World Films, in its long-range

plans, contemplates a series of junior high school films based

on the film treatments of the Commission. These would follow

the 36 films already produced with the aid of experts, such as

Dr. Wallace W. .\twood (a member of this Commission),

in elementary geography.

The final report lists proposed titles in mathematics, art,

music, and social studies. They have been well chosen and

would delight most teachers in these fields—were they ever

to be produced. The Commission has thus achieved what

it set out to do : to suggest films for production. This was
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legarded as a first step in a larger cooperative endeavor be-

tween educators and film producers. "We shall all follow

with keen interest the production progress of these and re-

lated films.... The Commission hopes that the spirit of

cooperation between education and film production will ex-

tend into the production phases of this program."

International Periodicals

• Quarterly Bulletin of Fundamental Education—United

X'ations Scientific and Cultural Organization, 19 .\venuc

Kleber, Paris 16, France, vol. 1. no. 1. Jan. 1949; no 2.

April 1949.

This publication offers an inspiring glimpse into the sig-

nificant advance under way on many fronts to eradicate illit-

eracy and to promote self-help among the underprivileged

peoples of the world. The fundamental education program

of UNESCO is designed to help men and women live fuller

and happier lives in adjustment with their changing environ-

ment, to develop the best elements in their own culture, and

to achieve the social and economic progress which will en-

able them to take their place in the modern world. How does

this differ from the everyday task of all educators every-

where? Only in terms of the level of economic or industrial

development that exists in the particular community.

The fundamental education program inevitably affects every

teacher, and among these are the teachers who are promot-

ing greater and more efficient use of audio-visual materials.

The experiences described in this bulletin range from the

"fundamental" experiences of using the immediate environ-

ment through trips and personal observation to experiences

dcjjicted through filmstrips and films.

One section of each issue, devoted to "Mass Media in Fun-

damental Education," is particularly pertinent. The January

number gives an excellent resume of the 1948 report of the

UNESCO Commission on Technical Needs in Press, Film

and Radio (Educational Sckken, March, 1949, p. 119). The

.April issue contains an account of an address by Dr. K. I,.

Little of the London School of Econotnics on "Film Themes

for Audiences in Colonial Areas," with special reference to

West Africa.

The Quarterly Bulletin of Fundamental Education should

be added to your bibliography of audio-visual periodicals.

• International Film Review—Quarterly. International

Catholic Cinema Office, 12 Rue de I'Orme, Brussels, 4,

Belgium. $4.00 a year. vol. 1. no. 1. Jan. 1949.

At first glance this appeared to be a welcome revival of

Intcrcinc Magudiie. the organ of the International Institute

of Educational Cinematography under the League of Nations.

That magazine, still valuable in audio-visual archives for its

exchange of research findings and visual experimentation,

once paved the way for international cooperation in this field.

This new magazine, however, has a more limited scope,

since it has as one of its chief purposes the spread of Catholic

influence upon the cinema, both educational and theatrical,

throughout the world. The views of prominent Catholics will

appear in its pages on "the present and future role of the

cinema in promoting art, science and literature."

For Reading and Reference

• Audio-Visual Handbook— Ellsworth C. Dent. Society

for Visual Education, 100 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, III. 6th

rev. ed. 1949. 220 pp. $3.50.

The announcement of the newly-revised edition of this

perennial source book is worth noting. The book's outline

form makes it a useful reference and basis for discussion

at meetings and in courses.

• .The Library and Audio-Visual Materials: A Bibliog-

raphy—Kurtz Myers, Chief, Audio-Visual Dept., Detroit

PuWic Library. Published by .-Xudio-Visual Materials Con-

sultation Bureau. Wayne University, Detroit. 1949. 24

pp. 50c.

This fine bibliography was prepared for a summer course

at Wayne University and has been made available in printed

form to meet the many reciuests for it. Its main purpose is to

provide a reference reading list for librarians everywhere.

irttiritiiiz-trtrtrir-ir-irirNEWS NOTES iririr-trtrdiftrCrttirtfti

FCA Executive Connmittee
'^ At a meeting of the Film Council of America Board of Trus-

tees in New York City, September 20, Evans Clark, Twentieth

Century Fund, was elected chairman ; Stephen M. Corey,

Teachers College, Columbia University, vice-chairman ; and

Paul C. Reed, Educational Screen's Editor, third member
of the Board's executive committee. The Board of Trustees

is responsible for policy and administration of FCA's program.

UFPA Workshop
" The third annual workshop of the University Film
Producers' .Association was held .August 22-27 at Penn-
sylvania State College. The program was under the di-

rection of Frank Neusbaum of Penn State.

A large part of the program was devoted to critical analy-

sis of films produced at the universities represented. Julien

Bryan of the International Film Foundation showed the film

Princeton and outlined problems in producing public relations

films for educational institutions. Dr. C. R. Carpenter and other

members of the staff of the Navy's Instructional Film Re-
search Program reviewed their research findings. Charles F.

Hoban, Jr., Catholic University of .America, led a panel dis-

cussion on producer-client relationships on the campus.

Officers elected were Don G. Williams, Syracuse Uni-

versity, president; John Ross Winnie, University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles, vice-president
;
John Mercer, Univer-

sity of Nebraska, secretary-treasurer.

New Season for Cinema 16
i^V Cinema 16, New York City film society (59 Park Ave.),

will present more than 47 art, fact, and avant-garde 16mm
films during its forthcoming third season. The program
will include such films as Picture in Your Mind, interna-

tional prize winner, Belgium, 1949; Valley Ton-n, Willard Van
Dyke's social reportage classic; Professor D. H. Menzel's

Explosions on the Sun; and Feeling All Right, a film about

syphilis.

This winter for the first time Cinema 16 programs will

be presented in Washington and Chicago, and arrange-

ments are being made for a branch in Los -Angeles.

Freedoms Foundation Awards
'"r Cash awards totalling $5,000 will be presented to the

producers of the finest 16mm films on the Amerian way of

life on November 21 at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.

The awarding organization. Freedoms Foundation, Inc.,

was created to provide annual cash awards for .American

citizens who do the most outstanding job each year of

bringing about a better understanding of the .American

way of life. Every American is eligible in .some classifi-

cation but must be nominated by some other American.

.A brochure describing the awards can be secured by writ-

ing directly to Freedoms Foundation. Valley Forge.

J^ W^^w
mW^^^k
m
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"This visual education is the latest thing, I hear."
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L. C. LARSON. Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

The Loon's Necklace
(Cover)

(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Ave-
nue, Wilmette, Illinois) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound, color,

1949. Produced by Crawley Films Limited. $100 less 10%
educational discount. Teacher's and Discussion Leader's

Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film presents a legend of the British Columbian
Indians by means of authentic wooden ceremonial masks,
silent actors, and a narrator.

Kelora, a blind old medicine man, is shown sitting in

the sun as his wife berates him for his idleness. He ig-

nores her and shows signs of interest only when he hears

in the distance the cry of a loon, which he considers his

animal father .^nd protector. He follows the sound of the
loon through the forest, sometimes for many days.

One winter when Kelora's village is suffering from fam-
ine, wolves attack while the young men are away seeking
food. Kelora decides to use the magic powers he has gained
through his close contact with nature. Putting on his

sacred collar of shells, he uses hi? magic bow to send an
arrow into each howling wolf, thus saving his village.

When spring comes, Kelora once more desires to hear the
loon. He wanders through the forest all day in vain and
stays near a small lake through a thunderstorm. When
the moon appears, Kelora calls to the loon, begging it

to restore his sight. The loon has Kelora get on its back
and carries him under the water to the far shore. Kelora
finds that he can now see dimly. Four trips restore his

sight completely, and in gratitude he offers the loon his

EBFMrt

Wooden masks, silenf actors, a narrator

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Assistant in Selection, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

shell collar. As he tosses the collar, it wraps itself about
the loon's neck and some of the shells scatter across the

bird's back, thus giving the loon the necklace it wears today.

Committee Appraisal:

A skillful and extremely artistic combination of color-

ful carved wooden masks, movement created chieflj' by the
camera, strikingly simple painted scenery, occasional sound
effects, and a very good narration make this film a breath-
taking experience for a variety of audiences. It should
be of interest to all age levels from intermediate to adults
in the areas of art appreciation, folklore, arts and crafts,

and language arts. Excellent color photography is in evi-

dence throughout. The lighting and the movement of the
masks produce uncanny impressions of actual changes in

facial expression and mood. The wolves, in one sequence
for example, are portrayed vividly by means of the dis-

embodied masks moving across the screen to the accom-
paniment of weird howls.

Who Will Teach Your Child?
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Text-Film Department.
.330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York) 24 minutes.
16mm, sound, black and white, 1948. Produced by National
Film Board of Canada. Discussion Guide available.

Description of Contents:

Contrasting the poor teaching of a poor teacher with
the good teaching of a good teacher, the film attempts to
develop a recognition and appreciation of the importance
of good teaching and its effect upon the boys and girls.

As the film begins with a close-up of a newly-born baby,
the narrator asks, "Is it possible this helpless little crea-
ture will heal the sick or pilot a ship or write poems?"
The film proceeds to follow young children through their

pre-school activities and to point out how these experi-
ences are teaching experiences. Scenes of children going
to school serve to show that schools are designed to di-

rect children's curiosity into useful channels. .As the film

pictures an unsympathetic teacher who considers the ques-
tion, "How high up is the sky?" as silly, the commentary
states that it is possible that those who are absent are the
lucky ones.

The film shifts to follow an understanding teacher as
she unobtrusively guides the play activities of her class and
stops to help one in particular. Mike, she learns, does not
enter into the group play because the other children call

him a "Polack." The teacher finds out that he sings well.

Mike is shown later singing for his classmates as they listen

spellbound. Mike leaves the room at the end of the class

with the group and appears to be accepted.
The film again shifts to another classroom and shows

the terrible waste of time and effort of both students and
teacher because of the teacher's inability to develop the
activities of boys and girls into worthwhile experiences.
A third sequence depicting good teaching shows an in-

terested teacher with her class on a hilltop on a starlight

night studying constellations. The rapport between the
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McGraw-Hill

How far away is the moon?

teacher and pupils is evidenced by lier genuine interest
in their questions and their eagerness to ask (|uestions.
Together, for example, they work out a meaningful ansv.'er
to the question, "How far away is the moon?"
The concluding sequence shows and records adults' vary-

ing attitudes toward the importance of good teachers and
the need for progressive education. Contrasting teaching
in a classroom of fifty years ago with teaching in a modern
classroom, the film concludes with the thesis that since
teachers affect eternity, they should be the best.

Committee Appraisal:

As a public relations film. Who Will Teach Your Child?
should serve in adult groups concerned with the problems of

the school in our modern society to stress the importance of

good teachers, to emphasize the responsibility of the community
in demanding and supporting teachers of superior quality, and
to contrast the effects of poor and good teaching. The feeling

of the committee that the film attemi)ts to cover too much and
seems to lack coherence may be due to the editing of the orig-

inal longer Canadian version.

The Safest Way
(American Automobile Association, Traffic Engineering
and Safety Department, Washington, D. C.) 17 minutes,
16mm, sound, black and white or color, 1948. Produced by
Pennsylvania State College. $50 or $150. Teacher's man-
ual available. Available for free loan from the A. A, A.

Description of Contents:

David Lane, a fourth-grader living in a small city, des-
cribes how his class at school has been learning how to

find the safest way to walk from one place to another.
The opening scene shows David's group outside the

school observing such traffic aids as stop signs, crosswalks,
traffic signals, a school safety patrol member, and a po-
liceman. Returning to their classroom, the children arrange
a work area around a large map of their section of the

town. After the teacher suggests that each child can study
his own route to school by indicating it on the map, she
places a model of the school in the correct location and
helps the group become oriented.

As each child points out his route, the teacher writes

in street names and adds models to indicate homes and
the various traffic aids. She helps the group formulate
each rule for pedestrian safety as an example is met. David
soon realizes that his habitual route to school is not the

safest way, so he decides on another one.

A committee of children next makes small copies of the

large map so that each child can have one to mark for his

parents' approval. When David shows his map to his family,

his father agrees to accompany him to school the next
morning to check the route, as suggested by the teacher.

When they reach the school, David's father signs the map,
giving his approval of the route, and reminds David that

there is a "safest way" to get to other places too, such
as church and the movie.

Committee Appraisal:

This film presents an outstanding example of a well-mo-
tivated study of pedestrian safety in a school situation.

Designed for the dual purpose of interesting children in

carrying out a similar study and showing teachers how
such a unit might be handled, the film should be very ef-

fective with either group. The classroom atmosphere is

completely natural and the children and adults alike seem
unconscious of the camera's presence. The activities car-
ried out and the materials in use in the classroom are
easily within the means of any teacher, and the treatment
is such that the film content could be readily adapted to
other age groups and other types of school communities.
The color photography and the sound recording, which
includes a variety of voices, are very good. The film is

recommended for use on the intermediate grade level for

the study of pedestrian safety, on the college level for

teaching prospective and in-service teachers improved
methods of safety instruction, and with parent groups for

interpreting the work of the school in safety education.

How to Avoid Muscle Strains

(Bray Studios, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, New
York) 15 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white, 1949. $60.

Description of Contents:

This film describes and demonstrates some of the ways
that body muscles may be strained and the complications
that result. Opening with scenes of a young man strain-

ing the muscles of his back while lifting a heavy can of

milk, the film switches to scenes of a well-developed man
demonstrating muscle operation and control. Diagrams
show the structure of a muscle and its connection to bone
by means of tendons and indicate where strains are most
likely to occur. The use of opposing muscles is also shown.
The next sequence relates muscular action to the princi-

ples of the lever and uses animation and regular photog-
raphy of the nodding of the head, the raising of the heel,

and the bending of the arm to illustrate this relationship.

Next demonstrating proper and improper methods of lift-

ing, and pointing out possible rupture points, the film con-

cludes with scenes showing the advisability of using as many
muscles as possible in such operations as lifting and pushing.

Committee Appraisal:

An excellent instructional film, Hoiv to Avoid Muscle Strains

should be useful for the following purposes : ( 1 ) to teach the

proper use of the body in lifting and pushing heavy weights, (2)

to show some causes of muscle strain, and (i) to identify

the three orders of levers and their functions. Good photog-

Bray Studios

Correct way to lift heavy weight
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Father Ling mends his nefs

Now ready for your use ... a new
JULIEN BRYAN DOCUMENTARY FILM

SAMPAN FAMILY
SAMPAN FAMILY, a companion film to the very popular

PEIPING FAMILY, is the story of families In China who live

and make their living aboard small river boats known as

sampans.

ff rile now for descriptive pamphlet

International Film Foundation, Inc.
1 600 Broadway New York 1 9. N. Y.

MAKE ANY ROOM
A Projection Room With
SUPERTEX Black Shades

Completely darken any
audHoriunr), lecture hall,

class roonn, office labora-

tory, Xrray room, etc., by
fitting the windows with

the absolutely light proof
Supertex Black Shades.

Supertex Material is a

solid black— will not crack
or peel—hangs smoothly
—lasts for years. (Made
up all black or black with
tan outside.)

TWO TYPES
Supertax Shades are spring roller mounted. May
be had to lap over window frame (for general
darkening) or to operate in "crack closer" guides
(for complete blackout).

Write today for Bulletin XI 04 and samples
of Supertex. For prices give exact sizes
and number of openings to be covered.

BECKIEY-CARDYCO. 'ow"''''Z^::Chicago 16, III.
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rapliy, lucid diagrams, and practical applications to every-
day situations enhance the teaching value of the film. It was
the feeling of some of the committee that tlic pacing was
too fast.

Attitudes and Health
(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building. Chicago 1.

Illinois) 10 minutes, 16nini, sound, black and white or
color. 1949. $45 or $90. Teachers' Guide available.

Description of Contents:

Relating the story of a boy whose worries about per-
sonal affairs and being taken off the team were begin-
ning to cause certain psychosomatic symptoms, the film
shows the relationship between unhealthy attitudes and
worry and mental and physical health. .After the doctor
visits .Alice, who has become ill. her mother explains that
Alice has been greatly concerned over an expected pro-
motion at the office. Flashbacks show Alice doing poor work at

the office because of tension and pressure.
The doctor explains to Alice's mother and brother Marv

that a person may become actually ill because of worry
and improper attitudes. He says that worry causes tenseness
and may harm one's life and happiness unless he sees his prob-
lems in relation to life and gains the proper perspective on
things. The formula the doctor gives is : ( 1 ) get the facts about
what causes the worry; (i) make plans in relation to the facts ;

(.3) carry out the plans.

Using this advice, Marv. who has been worried about
failing to make the school basketball team, changes his
attitudes about his problem and meets it successfully.

Committee Appraisal:

The simplified treatment of a complex subject makes
this film useful primarily with junior and senior high
school groups. It should also be interestingly and profit-
ably discussible in college and adult groups. The .selec-

tivity and organization of content, the practical and posi-
tive solution suggested, and the importance of the subject
help account for the significance of this film. The un-
natural acting and sets may he noticed liy some.

Desert Nomads (French Morocco)
(United World Films, Inc.. 144.S Park Avenue, New York
29, N. Y.) 22 minutes, 16mni. sound, black and white,
1949. Produced by Louis de Rochemont .Associates. $100.

Description of Contents:

This film pictures the life of five Mobanimcdaii families
from a nomadic tribe in French Morocco.

Their whole life governed by the extremely dry, hot
climate of the Sahara Desert, the nomads are shown to
be dependent on their herds of camels and goats for trans-
portation, milk, meat, skins, and the money for the necessi-
ties they must buy. While the men watch the herds, the
women carry water from small pools and prepare the food.
They are pictured preparing several dishes, including soup
and steamed barley meal. The responsibility of the chief
in governing all activities of the group is explained as the
men are shown eating together.
The highly efficient routine of packing for another move,

the value of the camel as a pack animal, and the re-estab-
lishment of a camp are pictured. The children are seen
studying the Koran in an informal school session presided
over by one of the adults of the group, their only teacher.
When a trip to the trading center becomes necessary,

the men take camels to sell and others to carry back the
barley and tea which they must buy. They observe life

:ir an oasis when they stop for the niglit. There the farmers
share precious water from the irrigation system, growing
date palms, barley, and maize.

.At the leading camel market in Morocco, the men sell

their camels to traders from the north, buy firewood and
food, and start back to their camp, which they much pre-
fer to a permanent home at an oasis or in the city.

Committee Appreiisal:

As in other films of "The Earth and Its People" series,

the content of this film should be of interest to geography
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classes on the iiiterniediate, junior higli, and senior high

school levels. The emphasis on the camel as the basis of

the desert nomad's economy is clear, although the hard-

ships of life on the desert are mentioned more than shown.

FILMS TEACH PEOPLE
{ Coiiliiniril from fia(/c .^51 )

hecaiLse about fifty i)ercent of the nienihers of the Mis-

sion are colored. In the discnissions following the use of

these films, the new statif members revealed their own
])rejudices. and this provided an opportunity to relate

many of these matters to the content of the previous

films.

in group four we placed only one film, JIniiiaii Repro-
duction. It was believed that staff members should have

an opportunity to discuss certain as]>ects of sex behav-

ior so the\- would have some security and competence

in dealing with the (|uestions of children. It was pointed

out that many of the fears and anxieties of children are

related to the refusal of adults to deal ade(|iiateh' with

children's sex questions.

The method of using the films consisted of (1 ) setting

the stage by discussing the general ]iroblem of working
with grou])s and explaining how the film was related to

this task ; ( 2 ) showing the film : and ( 3 ) providing the

right social climate so that all points could be clarified

through discussion and comment.
While no effort was made to evaluate the program

through detailed ]jersonal interviews with those attend-

ing the sessions, the general reaction toward the method
used was verv favorable. Later in the summer conver-

sations with these new staff members brought out evalu-

ations like the following concerning this kind of intensive

film-based training period

:

1. That films provided much needed information,
quickly, interestingly, and clearly.

-. That it is possible to interrelate a great deal of in-

formation from different films when they are used
in sequence on consecutive days.

3. That information and ideas did take hold since many
staff members who knew all the answers the first

day were asking questions on the last.

4. That the films provided a common background of
information which had been referred to frequently
when dealing with specific behavior problems.

3. That the films helped the supervisor since she found
it helpful to refer to various film situations when
trying to convey an idea to lier staff.

C. That many of the staff members became aware of

their own needs and difficulties and found it easier

to discuss them with the supervisor and in staff

meetings.

7. That some staff members became so interested in

human relations that they have expressed an intent

to continue the study upon their return to college.

8. That the time was probably too short for the amount
of information used. It might have been better to

extend the program over a two-week period.

9. That information like that provided by the filins and
the discussions should be a part of all future train-

ing programs.

Because the results of the ]jrogram were surprisingly

good, this rejjort is made in the hope that others may be

encouraged to attempt similar e\i)eriments. The need
for better understanding of human relations by group
uorkens—by all people—is a tremendous need. Films,

properly used, can help fill that need.

loi^i^est prices in screen history!
f Now — luxury screens at new low money-saving prices —

with more features, more quality than ever before

MAKES All PICTURES BRIGHTER, SHARPER, CLEARER . . . You'll thrill to the won-
derful improvement in your pictures when you show them on this new
value-packed Radiant "Screenmaster." The exclusive Radiant "MILLION
MIRROR" Hy-flect screen surface brings out all the crisp, contrasiy
brilliance of black-and-whites ... all the natural radiance and beauty
of full color pictures. In addition, this screen fabric is fungus-proof
and flame-proof and is guaranteed to give long, efficient service.

EXCLUSIVE DELUXE QUALITY FEATURES! You'll wonder how this new full size

30" X 40" Radiant "Screenmaster" can have so many luxury features . . .

and yet be priced so low! It sets up in seconds, adjusts instantly to a

score of projection positions, folds into carrying position just like that!

Beautifully finished, the "Screenmaster" is built to give years and years

of real projection enjoyment. And remember—Radiant screens are the

only screens with a lifetime guarantee! At this greut new low price, it

is a value you won't want to miss!

Send For free Screen Fabric!
Send coupon for a sample swatch of the new Radiant screen
fabric. Test it yourself with your own projector . . . sec just

how much brishter, more brilliant your pictures can be on this

new Radiant fabric. Write today!

\ \\ \ / // / ! RADIANT MANUFACTURING CO. JW\ > 1 / / / / • 1215 SO. TALMAN AVE., CHICAGO 8. ILL. J

R^_
^p^ ^p ^_ ^K ^ HHH * Pleate send me a FREE sample of Hy-flect *

M^ Hm W »K WtkM 1* * screen fabric and illuitraled booklet. *A U I it XV I :

PROJECTION SCREENS* ^^"^ •

/ // / 1 \\\ \ :
*"""' :

' ' ' \ ^ • CITY ZONE STATE •
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Wrife for details.

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION,

in an effort to provide for the widest pos-

sible distribution of the best religious films

made FOR THE CHURCHES BY THE
CHURCHES, has developed a new plan of dis-

tribution which will make it possible .for ac-

credited film libraries to acquire leases on out-

standing productions for a small down payment

—the balance to come out of earnings.

PREJUDICE
The Protestant Film Commission's theatrical release—to hove
its 16mm. premiere in 10 cities October 17thl

... the most mature and convincing study of its subject yet
filmed."^

—

National Motion Picture Council.
"Hits harder than 'Gentleman's Agreement'."—JFo//er Win-
chell.

"Excellent."

—

Parents Magazine.
"A stimulating and provocative analysis."—^o/Zywoorf Re.
porter.

"It would do a lot of good if it were screened in every town
and village throughout the country."—Samrrfay Review of
Literature. 16mm.« sound, 58 min.

Rsntai, $12.00; lease. $300.

KENJI COMES HOME
Specially produced by the Protestant Film Commission for the

churches' Japan study program. Kenji returns from war, finds

home and family gone but falls in love with Aki who introduces

him to Christian democracy. In conflict with Communism, Kenji

faces a difficult choice.

limm., 35 min., sound. Rental, $9.00: leose, S200.

New color films on Japan:
TORU'S PEOPLE Comprehensive documentary. 33 min.. $12.00.

FUJITA, Orphan in Japan. Child life. 35 min., $12.00.

KYOTO STORY What a missionary does. 30 min.. $9.00.

INTO THE GOOD GROOND
The moving present-day story of Dan Gardner who found the
events of his own life reflected in the Bible and of how he learned
to turn to it for help.

limm., sound, 30 min. Rental, $10.00; lease, $200.

Other outstanding films recently released:
ANSWER FOR ANNE CREATION
I AM WITH YOU BEYOND OUR OWN

MY NAME IS HAN

THE OFFICIAL INTERDENOMINATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AGENCY

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION 45 ASTOR PLACE
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor, 1616 Marlowe Avenue. Lakewood 7, Ohio

POINTS OF QUALITY in a Religious Film No. I in a series of articles

by Dr. ROBERT M. PERRY*

/^ N DEALING WITH ANY FILM, be it for religious or
—

' entertainment purposes, there are certain qualities

which we take for granted. The acting must be pro-

fessional, the photography must be artistic, the sound

must be audible and comprehensible. We don't look for

such qualities, but when they are missing we are jarred

and even angr)-.

Beyond these qualities, what do we positively look for

in religious films? First and foremost, we want a film

ivhich affects our emotions, a film which, in the words of

one of my students, "packs a wallop." I would dare say

that nine hundred out of every thousand feet of film

under the "religious" heading in any film catalog def-

initely do not make the blood of the beholder run faster.

In other words, nothing happens to the viewer; he is

the same lump of protoplasm before and after the screen-

ing. Of course, there are reasons for such sluggish mo-

tion pictures, as there are reasons for all failures. Some
cautious but misguided soul set up the standards that

religious films must be: (1) Biblical (King James ver-

sion)
; (2) inotifensive for all ages; and (3) completely

divorced from any issue or problem vitally affecting

anyone.

The result of religious pictures following such stan-

dards can be summed up in one horrible word : boredom.

Alas, we are paying for our sins. We have bored people

and now we must pay the price. A few years ago children

and adults were happy and excited to have the prospect

of a film in conjunction with their religious interests.

The showing of a film no longer brings crowds into a

church on its own powers. Innocence is gone, never to

return. The public is wise—and wary. Too often have

they expected a moving picture and have ended up sit-

ting through a movie. We grant that some pictures are

produced primarily to instruct, such as the excellent

"2000 Years Ago" series, just as some sermons are

primarily to instruct. But the sermons which affect peo-

ple's lives are those that have an emotional quality,

something that touches the heart. The same can be said

about religious films. Fortunately, some films have

achieved this quality, such as Ansiver for Anne, I Am

*.\ssistant Professor of Education, Department of Religious

Education. School of Education, New V'ork University.

ll'itli You, and Letter from China, to mention but three

which were released within the past year. These pictures

prove that the job can be done and that we are not de-

manding the impossible in asking for an emotionally

powerful drama.

The second quality to be sought is reality. We Amer-
icans have blushed for years over the way that the Amer-
ican commercial film industry, scornfully known as

"Hollywood", has distorted the picture of American
life. When people in Vienna say that our nation is made
up of gangsters, we know where they got the idea, and

we labor to rectify it. One would think that adult and

socially responsible producers of religious films would

strive to give a true representation of American life.

Yet the germ of distortion is apparently an easy one to

catch. And so we see ministers portrayed as miracle

workers and churches as chock-full of happy saints.

Fortunately, I have forgotten the title of a particularly

nauseating efifort in which is depicted a young and trou-

bled girl who comes to her minister for help. She is

depressed. After one short interview with him. she acts

on a heaven-sent hunch and completes a real estate deal

which sends hei up several incoirie brackets! Naturally

she is quite joyful with her new-found gold and God.

God may move in mysterious ways but there are limits

to human credulity. Personally, I thought it the most

immoral filiu since the wartime picture in which Mar-

garet O'Brien sells the idea that if you have faith and

pray, your soldier-boy will come home to you—in spite

of telegrams with contrary information from the War
Department. Margaret O'Brien's soldier did come back,

but how about the thousands who didn't? All truth is

iiuportant. but religious truth is frightfully important.

To distort it consciously simply to serve the purposes of

church groups is little short of blasphemy.

(This is the first in a scries of articles on this impor-

tant subject by leaders in the audio-visual field in church

and school. Our readers are cordially invited to react to

these articles by sending in their comments and their

ozvn lists of the points of quality that films in the church

field should have. Producers, distributors, evaluators,

and users zvill be interested in your thoughts on this

subject. Please set them down and send them along

to me.—M'SH.)

(Chiircli Department rmitinued on next page)
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Fifth Graders and High School Pupils

Make Etched 8lass Slides

by CONSTANCE RUMBOUGH*

<^ V ( etched

A SKT of

:hed glass slides

was creative work that fifth-

grade boys and girls in the

weekday religious classes in

the public schools of Staun-

ton, Virginia found thor-

oughly fascinating. To see

their handiwork tiirown on the screen was a delightfully

sophisticated experience. It was a means of sharing what

they learned during their unit on "How We Got Our
Bible" with other classes of the school. F'roni the teach-

er's standpoint it gave an op])ortunity to correlate reli-

gion, art, and language.

Toward the beginning of the unit thev made slides

illustrating the main ])oints as they learned them. To-

ward the close of the study they ])lanned the set. listing

the additional pictures needed to tell the story of how
we got our Bible. To my continual surprise, there was
always someone ready to attempt any picture on the

list we made up. Thev hunted up illustrations in school

texts to guide them in making their own free-hand draw-
ings. The hundred boys in the fifth-grade classes pro-

duced enough different illustrations to complete the

set of 18 slides. The art teacher was called upon to

choose the best slide when there were good ones illus-

trating the same sui)ject.

What did we do with these slides? .A committee
planned and wrote a script to explain them. I made a

few typewritten slides which seemed necessary. At a
closing program, the set was shown to an assembl}' of the

three fifth-grade classes and their guests. .\ hoy and girl

alternated in reading the .script and a third-grade pupil

operated the machine. In addition to the slides, the pro-
gram included api^rojiriate songs, a stor\-. and a ])rayer

to dedicate a contribution the classes had raised for

the work of the .American Bible Societx . There could
have been no more fitting i^rogram with which to close
the study.

How were the slides made? The pupils drew picture

^

from a list we made up. If a child's picture was chosen
for a slide, he would trace it onto the frosted glass,
leave the proper margin, color it with sjjecial crayons.
flash it on the screen to see how it Ujoked. imiJrove it.

and finally, when it was "perfect", he would place clear
glass over the etched side to protect it and bind the whole
with black gummed tape. One slide was made of a
silhouette. Two lighte<l candles were cut out of black
paper and between them, on a stencil, was typed. "Thy
word is a lani]) unto my feet and a light unto my ])ath."
The whole was bound between two jjieces of clear glass.

The high school Bible classes each made a set of
stereopticon slides. One chose Moses for their subject
and traced pictures which they sought in the library and

elsewhere. They did very good work in blending the

colors. Each pupil wrote the explanation for his slide,

and a committee completed the script.

One other class chose "Learning to Under.stand the

Old Testament" as its subject. This class made original

drawings and typed slides on important subjects such as

authors and books of the O. T. This set was used in

Friday morning home rooms, carrying its message to a

number of pupils not in religious education classes.

What did the project cost? Only $11.65. and we had
some materials left over. We got everything, including

a handbook, "How to Make Handma<le Lantern Slides",

from the Keystone View Company (Meadville, Pa.).

What was the essential role of this slide making?
There were several aspects— it provided motivation for

investigation and work, gave pupils a chance to work to-

gether, and enabled them to create something which
could be used and left as a gift to the school.

Sixth International Workshop

I / UNUREOS OF i.NTK.NsivE houis ou projects were

<^^J combined with thousands of reviews of audio-

visual materials by individuals and scores of lectures and

discussions to make up the Sixth International Work-
shop in Audio-Visual Education, held from August 29

through September 5 under the ausjiices of the Inter-

national Council of Religious Education.

The workshop at Green Lake, Wisconsin, was at-

tended by 295 persons from 32 states, the District of

Columbia, Canada, England, and Sweden. Missionaries

from Mexico, India, Japan, and Africa were also in at-

tendance. Altogether, 35 denominations were repre-

.sented. Miss Pearl Uosser. director of audio-visual and
radio education for ICRE. was workshop director.

Rev. Howard Tower, director of audio-visual education,

Methodist Board of Education, was the chairman.

Work grouji subjects included utilization, administra-
tion, curriculum integration, the teaching of audio-visual

education in college and seminary, and the teaching of

audio-visual methods in local church and community
leadership traimng .schools. Scri])t writing for radio.

*2024 Rivfrmont Avoiuie. Lyiu-liburg, \'irKiiiia.
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ICRE WORKSHOPPERS look, lisfen, and evaluate In proieetion
room set up for them at Green Lake meetinq.
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filmstrips, and motion pictures was taught. Afternoon
group meetings were devoted to still and motion-picture

photography, production of non-projected materials,

slides and filmstrips. recordings, motion pictures, radio

and television, visualization of jjrinted materials, and
architecture and room arrangement.

Ten denominational conferences were held. I'roducers

discussed a set of minimum standards for religious films,

which are being considered by an ICKI'2 policv com-
mittee. Many delegates worked on individual |)rojects

for the organizations they represented. Summarized
reports on .some 75 studies in the fields of general edu-
cation, industry, and nn'litary services were made by
Miss Helen .Spanieling. ICRK's associate director of

research.

.V report was made of a study of the infiuence of films

on human relations attitudes, sponsored by ICRE. Vol-
imteers will carry on further testing and analysis dur-
ing the coming year. A major feature of the workshop
s\ as the review of more than 900 titles in the film librarv

furnished by 85 producers, distributors, and others. Of
these, more than 350 were motion i)ictures. Slides, film-

stri])s. and transcriptions were also included.

.\n elaborate setup in one large room of eight motion
picture projectors and four slide and filmstri]) jjrojectors.

each with three eaqihones and its own screen, allowed
scores of individuals to see pictures continuously
throughout afternoon and early evening hours. Group
reviews, large and small, with evaluations were held
each day.

A film festival, the first of its kind in religious circles,

was staged on the Labor Day weekend, with the public

of the surrounding community invited to attend. Pre-
miere screenings were given three Cathedral films in the

St. Paul .series as well as Into the Good Ground and the

16mm edition of Prejudice. Other new films were also

shown. A review board composed of the countrv's out-

.standing religious education people evaluated more than
a dozen new films submitted by producers.

An Oscar For ANNE!
The 40-nn'nule film, Anszver jor . lime, whicli Caravel

Films Inc. produced for Lutheran World Action (231

Madison Ave., N. Y. 16) was awarded the "oscar" in

the Religious Film Division of the Second .Annual Film
Festival of the Cleveland F"ilm Council. It com])eted

with more than a dozen outstanding American and
British films and took first place easily.

It tells the story of Anne, high school student, who
goes out to interview the townsfolk on the displaced

person question. She is astounded at the reactions she

gets from her fellow citizens ; goes to her church to

meditate ; there heli)s her pastor preview a film from

Germany on the D. P.'s plight, hopes, and fears. .\s the

film closes, she is in her room readv to write her essay

on the D. P. probleni for her civics class.

The film is technically good—well cast, well actcfl.

intelligently directed, and carefully edited. The sound-

track, whether dialogue, music or narration, is clear and
crisp.

Who should see the film? The church people of

America, who should be urged to ask them.selves a sober-

ing (juestion : What do we more than others ? It

should be seen by every citizen, who should be prodded

YOUR
Chttrch, School, Club, Home,
can readily obtain these

FAMILY FILMS
from tnore than 200
film rental sources!

1 iMi iiuiy iiiMv r«-ii( llii-.sf niitxdiniliiiK liiimiln-liiterrnf
Klnini Nutind (iliiiK on fiimlly livliiKT l>r<>l>leni« from
|ii-:i<'«l<-)inv an IciidiiiK iiiiilio-viMiiiil ilriilrrK iinil flini
liliriirii-x, iik «rll ils I'l-oin tin- lirniliiiiiirtern nnd
lirniu'liPN i>f the IIpUkKiiin rHiii AxMoriiitlain. the i»letho-
lUst PiihlixhliiK MoiiKp. <'<in<-<irillii I'reKn, WarthiirK
I'rexH, Otterheiii Prr»K iinil ofhrr <lrni>nilna«lnnnl
t'eiiterK.

These three late.st relea.ses «,. r.- ravnrabiv
rvaliiateil and Klioivn al the repent <;reen Lake Work-
»ho|i of the Internntional (onneH of RelisiuUK
Kdiication.

0H *7/te

llufkt Side

2 reels

Rental $6

Lease $120

at 044A, ^o-ofi

2 reels

Rental $6

Lease $120

uUtk Qod

3 reels

Rental $8

Lease $180

PREVIOUS TITLES IIV SAHIE SERIES
A Hay anil IIIm l*ray«^r
I nto Thyself lie Trne
VeNterila.>. Toda.'i and Forever

<S reeU)
(2 rerlK)
(S reein)

\On I/V PRODVCTIOS (Working Titles)
Home for ChrlMtmaN
lletnrn to Faith
\o Other Cods

ttt reels)
(2 reels)
<2 rrelii)

WRITE TOUAY, Indii-allnK ivhether yon wish to
rent fi»r y<»nr o^^ n use, or leilse f€»r dlstrihlltloll.

6047 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF.
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ANSWER FOR ANNE
(he DP problem.

and for all, a better understanding of

to ponder this question : Who am I tu shut America's

doors of hope?

How can this fihn be used? First, tor the purpose

for which it was made—to place the D. P. program

squarely before the people of America, especially the

church people. It can supply information, provoke dis-

cussion, and motivate action.

After it has been so used, it can be used by the

preacher with imagination and insight as a background

for short sermons on the evil of gambling, the sin of

racial discrimination, and the hydra-headed evil of

legalized liquor. For, if some other Anne were to inter-

view her fellow citizens on these great moral issues, she

would get the same deplorable rationalizations and pious

excuses and seek in her depression and sanctuary of the

church to meditate and pray. Let the preacher discuss

how the callused adult indifference of the community
wilts the idealism of youth. Let him point out to youth

that they will grow into the same kind of Christians and
citizens as their elders unless they lay hold of the deeper

resources of their F'aith. And. for this preaching, stop the

film just before Anne and her pastor leave the sanc-

tuary.—WSH,

Your Christinas Program
Whether in church or school, keep your Christmas

program simple, dignified, and brief. In following the

principle of participation (out the window, even ! ) man\
grade-school teachers have literally worn out their pupils

in creating the materials to be used in the Christmas
program for the assembly just before the holidays.

So much energy often goes into the production of the

objective materials required for the program that little

time and energy are left for the more important job of

capturing and interpreting the meaning of Christmas.
The First Christuias is a 2S-frame filmstrip. in color,

which was photographed by Henry Clay Gipson from
miniature figures and sets created by John Howard
Obold. This material may be secured also in 2 .x 2 slides.

A manual gives suggestions for children and adult pro-
grams. Great care has been exercised to keep costumes.
color and settings authentic.

Using this material as a starting point, leaders in

church and school can concentrate the creative energies

and ideas of the children upon building the total service

and rehearsing it enough to insure beauty and effective-

ness when it is given. By keeping to materials of this

kind, Christmas programs are less likely to be marathons

of endurance for those who participate and attend.

It should be noted that these color pictures of still

sets have none of the psychological weakness that inheres

in the filming of animated puppets. ( Information can be

had from vour dealer or the producer—Filnifax Pro-

ductions, 995A First Ave., X. ^. 22.)—WSH.

Three New Films

Family Films, Inc. (Hollywood 2>i. California) has

released three new films announced as "moral teaching

films based upon the Bible." They are of intere.st to the

church.

The Stranger at Our Door gives several episodes in

the life of a refugee family as it gets settled in a typical

.American community. The story pivots upon young
Josef and his contacts with the boys of his community.
He returns good for evil and wins his way through

truthfulness and honesty. His family is one of culture,

high standards, and religious faith.

This film has excellent technical qualities. Some users

may feel that the story works out a little too smoothly
for reality and that ethical behavior "pays oflf" a little

too readily. Others may capitalize upon this aspect of

the film in drawing les.sons from it. The film can be used
for what it ".says" and implies, and it can be used to

raise questions on the general subject of the D. P., the

refugee, and the newcomer to .America.

On the Right Side holds the mirror up to gambling.
We see a young man who is caught in its toils. He neg-
lects his home and family. He is allergic to honest work.
He makes weak excuses for his delinquencies. His case

is typical. He gets into a serious jam with the law and
his gambling associates. Their fists—and the counsel
of a friend—bring him to a decision. He will try the
other side of the street. .As the film closes, he is por-
trayed as a happy family man living in a fine house.

Few films have dealt with this subject. While there
are several "Hollywood" embellishments (such as the
beating), the film presents an acceptable story. It can
he used to launch adult and youth groups into a discus-
sion of the evil of gambling. What the film "says" is

generally acceptable. Some church users may be troubled
by the way the "right side" of the street pays off. There

Now only 50c

—

... a booklet of 64 pages of information reprinted
from the Church Department.

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN
by W. S. HOCKMAN, Church Dept. Editor

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN should be in every
church worker's library.

Send only 50c today to-

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, I
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is only a hint that the ex-gambler found the adjustments

and sustained effort of honest toil a bit difficult. The film

has good technical qualities.

The last film, Walking with God, shows us a physician

counseling his patient to turn to religion to save his

health and business. When the patient scoffs at religion,

the doctor tells him the story of Joe Sherman—a realtor

who took his family, prosperity, health, and everything

for granted. Then a crisis came. His moral and spirit-

ual " prop" was gone. He was unhappy, sour on life

;

his business began slipping. Suddenly he decided to

try "walking with God." From that instant his sick wife

got better ; his health improved ; and his business perked

up amazingly. This story convinces the ]jatient. He
thanks the doctor, tells him to send him a "stiff bill,"

and goes out to try "walking with God" as the cure for

his ulcers and declining business.

Here we must look beyond technical excellence to

.see what this film is "saying." In .story treatment—and

in narration— it says that religion pays—pays off in

objective and tangible things as well as in the intangi-

bles of the mind and heart. It often does. What about

the times when it does not? Are the prosperous to be

reassured of their piety ? This version of religion is, in

essence, the Old Testament version—prosperity follows

piety. The Book of Job is concerned with this thesis,

and its inspired author left this proposition in tatters.

Neither the mind nor the experience of man has vali-

dated this O. T. formula since his time. It is a pre-

Christian version of religion.

Again, this film tends to equate the Golden Rule with

the central teachings of Christianity. Many churchmen

will rightly question this and will use the film for the

questions it raises rather than for what it has to say

about religion. Even here we do well to remember that

it is not good education to use the powerful medium of

the film to establish an idea that we will then try to

correct through discussion. In most churches Walking

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE is the

story of a little mouse who goes

with his grandfather to a nearby

town where a Carnival was being

held. He enjoys everything in the

Carnival—a ride on a merry-go-

round, on the train, etc. In fact,

he and his grandfather enjoy

themselves so much they forget it is

getting late and when they start to

look for a place to sleep they can

find none. Eventually the grand-

father remembers Farmer Brown's

barn and they trudge out to the

barn and get ready to go to sleep

in the hay loft. Christopher doesn't

like the rough straw as it irritates

him when he lies on it. His grand-

father, seeing his plight, begins to

tell him the story of a little mouse
many, many years ago who used to

live in the hay loft of a barn and
had a wonderful straw bed. One
night some strangers came to the

barn, a little baby was born, and
there was no clean straw on the

ground. The mouse's mother gath-

ered all the straw she could to keep

the ground dry and in order to

get enough the little mouse had to

give his own bed of straw. Then a

little baby was born who was the

Christ Child. The Wise Men came
from the East to see the babe and

after the telling of the story to

Christopher, he went sound to

sleep without another murmur.

/S/iLit^/i.

never before

HOyClnJd

A superb presentation of the

Christmos Story. Exquisite

kodochromes of real people

in colorful costumes mokes

this on unforgetloble

progrom for the church

school Christmos service.

A charming cartoon with on entirely new ap-

proach to the Christmas Story—a reverent pres-

entation as told by the Littlest Camel. Children

love it — grown-ups enjoy it. Heartily recom*

fended by every one who sees it.

At your supply house, or write directly to:

Cathedral^jlms
1»70 CAHUENCA • HOLLYWOOD J8, CAllf.

I
CATHEDRAL FILMS, DEPT ES 10 , 1970 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALirORNIAj

[CHRISTOPHER MOUSE UTTLEST CAMEL KNELT " HOLY CHILD

( n With monual $10 ea. (S ) Q With mOBuol $10 M. ($ ) Q With monual $10*0. ($ )|

I n With recordi $1S (o. ($ ) Q With records $15 ea. ($ ) D With recordi $1S eo. ($ )(

I NAME STREET ADDRESS

jCITY

"Save COD postal chorgci by ericloiing checks

_ZONE_ _STATE

_ Money Ofdof_
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Just published—
« new catalog of

CO-OP FILMS
This 1950 edition lists and describes

NINETEEN SOUND FILMS
on the principles and practices of the co-operative movement in

this country and abroad, including

*^ ** ''* • "Beyond the Land"
All these films are ol interest to schools, churches, community
and fraternal groups, women's clubs and labor organizations,
ar, well as to all co-op units.

Write tofiay for thin free cataiog

CO-OPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE U.S.A.
Film Dept., 343 So. Dearborn St., Chicago 4. 111.

7
NEW FILMS

on BAND TECHNIQUES
in Full Color and Sound.

Fundamenfals of marching, baton directing, drum major,
formations, and marchlng-at-the-half demonstrated with full

6S-pIece band, under the supervision and direction of Hal
Bergen.

For descriptive literature and prices write

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE s.^.t t^n'r^lc^H

EDGE NUMBERED
WORK PRINTS

SYNCHRONIZED
STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY

SOUND RECORDING

RELEASE PRINTS-
COLOR and B&W
DUPLICATE NEGATIVES

Write for prices

OEPT. E

GEO.W.COLBURN LABORATORY, Inc.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

Films that are New—Outstanding
rent Human Growth (2 r color, $7)

them I Human Reproduction (2 r $5)

• from ' Emotional Health (2 r $5)

JOHN OTT
FILM IIBRARY. tnc.
730 Elm St., Winnetka, III.

I'n-slettl (Irim-iitt Qtialiti/

l.lhiuiii ill Hie Mlilirriil

16MM CLASSROOM FILMS
48 Health & Social Studies Films • 6 Simplified Arithmetic Films

1* Practical Plane Geometry Films

If rite for free catalog.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
625 Uadhan Ave., New Ifor* 22, N. Y.

SCHOOLS
BOOK NOW FOR THE FALL TERM

FINEST SELECTION It MM SOUND FILMS
Special Rental Rates

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS ^t^^^^.

loitli Cod will he used for its content and not as a dis-

cussion starter.

The principal criticism of these three films is that

they are not quite in focus when considered from the

standpoint of ethical and religious motivation. The pro-

ducer may he able to mend this in future films. The
"ethics" and "religion" of the films fall considerably

short of being Christian. Since they employ the termi-

nology of the Christian church, we must assume that

they are trying to portray the morals and religion of

the Christian church ; it is, therefore, not unfair to .say

that they fall short of their goal.

In this reviewer's opinif)n, the first film is acceptable

for general use in the church. The .second film is accept-

able for careful use to motivate discussion. The third

film is acceptable for limited use by trained leaders, but
it is not recommended for general use where its content
will be accepted uncritically.—WSH.
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THE EYES AND EARS
(Ccniliniicd from page 354)

the screen until volunteer number one has told his story,

the audience alone is able to see the screen. The distor-

tions that occur as the story travels from one per.son

to another are olwious to the audience, .\fter the final

frame has been shown and the "game" played, the dis-

cussion leader analy.ses the kinds of distortions that

occurred and presents a brief analysis of the p.sychology
of rumor. The audience is then able to discuss the sub-
ject with the discussion leader.

The i)resentation of the Rumor Clinic followed the
evening film review and concluded the program.

Results—Tangible and Otherwise

Several weeks after the workshop, a film council was
formed in Rockford. We believe that the workshop
played a part in making this possible. At the workshop,
conversations were initiated that are leading to the
establishment of a film library in the local jiublic library.

The Rockford Mayor's Cf)mniittee on Human Relations
has inirchased .several of the films that were presented
at the workshop. Further, a community audit of the

status of civil rights is being considered in Rockford.
Miss Dorothy \N'^olfson, Director of the Springfield

Jewish Federation (Miss W'olfson and her office con-
tributed much to the organization of the Springfield

workshop), rejjorts increasing requests for the u.se of

films that were shown at the workshop there.

These, and numerous other incidents, lead us to believe

that a dual-purpose workshop such as the one described
can efl^ectively stimulate the interest of a community.
The long-term results depend, of course, upon the alert-

ness and progressiveness of the community leaders. In
Rockford and, later, Springfield, Illinois, the eflforts of

the ADL and other groups have found such leaders.

What about your community?

<! ii a

Chicago Film Council
^f The Chicago Film Council is planning a series of film

screenings and discussions, each on a specific subject or
problem of community interest. The series is tentatively
scheduled to open on October 24, United Nation^; Day,
when a group of films on the UN will be shown.

Educational Screen
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Report on Audio Equipment Survey
• Atiiio KDi CATION SPECIALISTS and material and equipment
manufacturers have been working under tlic severe handicap
of not knowing what equipment is available in scliools and
what is most needed. The survey undertaken hy the United
States Office of Education—Radio Manufacturers Association
Joint Committee on Specifications for School Audio Equip-
ment, in conjunction with "Scholastic Magazine," indicates
answers to many of these questions. The survey was under-
taken through a printed questionnaire, and it should be noted
that most of the responses were received from junior and
senior high schools. It is presumed that the survey figures

represent a reasonably accurate summary of audio equip-
ment availability and need. The survey is nationwide in

scope, representing 47 of the 48 states and the District of

Columbia, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico.

The questionnaire itself was a simple check list of twenty-
three different items of audio equipment and three columns
headed "We now have", "We need" and "We want reliable

information concerning." Participants were asked to use num-
bers in the first two columns and checks in the third, and
in addition they were asked to indicate which instructional

areas the audio tools served as well as whether or not the
survey participants were considering installing an educational
P'M radio station.

There is no doubt that the schoolmen who voluntarily

answered the questionnaire administer the better equipped
schools and are the most interested in audio education.

These leaders, too, are best equipped to indicate the general
trends and the most immediate needs in this area.

• It comks as no surprise that there are more radios avail-

able in schools than any other single type of audio machine.
Yet more than half as many more are needed. The radio is

still a most potent tool of audio education, and the lack of

more purposeful school broadcast programming is the great-

est limiting factor in the wide development of this medium
as an educational device.

The standard speed phonograph is the machine in second
greatest demand and the second most popular machine. These
figures indicate that real nee<l develops with the expanding
in-school i)rogram ; and with greater use, still greater the

need becomes. These figures indicate, too, that the immediate
future for utilization expansion lies with intelligent use of

the radio and the phonograph as well as the preparation of

more and better luaterial for learning.

It is interesting to learn which instructional areas are

most affected by the impact of audio devices. The survey
indicates that music is still the subject most widely taught
by use of audio devices, but it is both gratifying and sur-

prising to discover that students in English and the social studies

are making practically equally wide use of these tools. Fol-

lowing in order are speech, sports, and foreign languages.

.Although languages arc essentially "car" subjects and studies

indicate that the use of recordings and broadcasts accelerate

language learning, only 37 percent of the resjjonses indicated

that audio devices were used in foreign language training.

I'-ither there is a pressing need for good langu:'Ke record-

ings or instructors and supervisors in the field have not

thoroughly investigated existing devices and are depriving

students of a valuable learning opportunity.

• Disregarding existing multiple ownership of such equip-

ment, there is less than an average of one recording ma-
chine per reporting school. It is both interesting and significant

that magnetic recorders (wire and tape) outnumber the longer

established disc recorders bv almost two to one. I'.ut in re-

HOW TO PLAN
FOR <7W^ S^^eciioe

VISUAL EDUCATION

Get Your FREE

I
i

I

L__

Answers questions con-

cerning projection sur-
"^

faces—how and when to

install permanent classroom and auditor-

ium screens— the relationship of projector

and screen— function of portable screens

—

Seating and Viewing Area Chart, Screen and
Lens Chart for determining proper sized

screen to suit projector, audience and room.

Send for your copies today. Use this
convenient coupon or please mention
this publication.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
271 1 No. Pulaski Road, Chicago 39, III.

Without nblieatioii u> ua please send your two brochures
"Designs for Visual Kducation" and "Planning for Effective
Projection."

Name

School or Insiilulion

Street
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QUALITY SCKtlNS FOK 40 YEAK5
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Look to

ACADEMY
for only

the finest in

Educational

IMotion

Pictures

Preview

Prints

Catalog

Descriptive

Material

Oufsfanding Releases
Grade Level

IRON MINING 4— 8

OHIO RIVER VALLEY 4—12
OHIO RIVER (Upper Valley) 4—12
OHIO RIVER (Lower Valley) 4—12
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Upper River) 4—12
MISSISSIPPI RIVER (Lower River) 4—12
CIRCUS ANIMALS I— 4
CIRCUS PEOPLE I— 4

CIRCUS SHOV/ 1—4
WATER SUPPLY *— 12

FREIGHTER IN PORT 3— 7

FREIGHTER AT SEA 3— 7

STATE LEGISLATURE 7—12

In Natural Color or Black and WHfe

ACADEMY FILMS
P.O.Box 3088 • Hollywood, California

MEMBER OF AILIED INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

PROPER"^^^i fcii* Po/nts out and corrects common foot abuses,

CTCpC Based on medical research. 9 min., sd., b&w.

Write for Iree llterotore on our films & fitmstrtps

FLORY FILMS, INC., Classroom Film Department
303 East 7ls« Street New York 21, N. Y.

o
a

International Cinema Classics

SEND FOR CATALOG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

o
a
a

NEW FILMSTRIPS—W/f/i Manuals
g 16: The History of Coatumes (From the Year 1000 tuitll 19U0) J3.B 17: Architectural Styles. (Ezplalua Bomaneiaue. Gothic. Renaissance, and

Baroque Styles) $3.
B 18: Sport and Games in Ancient Olympla {3.B 15: The Treasury or the Siplinlans. (Greek Ardiltecture and Sculpture) *3.50.

We duplicate black-and-white Olmstripi.
Fast delivery, top quality, moderate prices,

HERBERT E. BUDEK COMPANY
»<>« "" Dickinson, N. Dak.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mots—Regular Siu 3V4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakridge Blvd.. Daytona Beach, Fl».

359IM. SCIENCE SLIDE FIOIS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOB TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICHOBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How lo Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES, sftE Sufftrn, Niw Yarfc

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers. Educational
Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David
Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York
City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the
Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake
St,, Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps
or coins to cover the cost of handling.

porting the number of recording machines needed, schools in-

dicate a four to one preference for magnetic recorders over

disc recorders. It is obvious that schoolmen generally consider

tape recorders more valuable than wire recorders because,

although about the same number of tape and wire machines
was reported as being in use, the needs expressed for tape

recorders outnumber the demand for wire recorders by al-

most two to one. In this respect, disc recorders run a poor
third, the demand for them being less than one fourth of

that for magnetic machines.

The information on dual-function machines and multi-func-

tion machines is no less revealing. The radio-phonograph, a

school standby for many years, is losing popularity. The de-

mand is for about one third of the number reported as being

in use while the demand for tape recorders is twice the ex-

isting supply. Schoolmen are recognizing that dual-function

machines are cumbersome compromises that can be used for

only one purpose at a time. Siirilarly. combination phonograph-
recorders, which have not been acquired by a great many
schools, are wanted by fewer than a sixth of those participating

in the survey.

The only multi-function machine popular with schools is

the central sound system—an expensive device that serves

a real educational function under competent supervision.

Radio workshop equipment of various types evidently will

be needed in a number of schools. This mirrors the expan-
sion of courses in radio practice that arc becoming part of the

English curriculum in many parts of the country. .According

to the USOE-RM.A survey, two microphones are needed for

every five already in use : turntables, control consoles, inter-

communication equipment, loudspeakers, and other radio work-
shop equipment are also in demand.

• It is interesting to note a wide interest in the field of

television and a demand for information despite the fact that

approximately only one school in a hundred reported actual

ownership of television equipment. Presumably these few
TV sets are owned by metropolitan schools, or by schools

located close to those major communities now offering regu-

lar broadcasts. But—almost one school in four indicated a need

for television equipment.

A third question which the USOE-RM.'\ Joint Committee
asked was designed to guide the future work of the commit-
tee. Schoolmen were to indicate which pieces of equipment they

needed specific information about. The compilation indicates

that tape recorders have aroused the greatest curiosity, closely

followed by wire recorders. Then, in order, are transcription

players, television receivers, and central sound systems.

A simple table drawn from the available data indicates

ownership, need, and interest in the following order

:

We now have We need We want reliable

information con-

cerning

Tape Recorders
Wire Recorders

372

1 Radios Radios
2 Phonographs Phonographs
3 Microphones Transcription Players Transcription Players

4 Radio-phonographs Tape Recorders Television Receivers

5 Transcription Players Microphones Central Sound Systems

Approximately seven percent of the schoolmen indicated more
than cursory interest in the establishment of educational FM
radio stations by answering, '"We are considering installing an
FM transmitter".

One final word of summary brings information available

only by close scrutiny of replies. It is definitely indicated,

although no statistics are available to support this, that those

schools owning and using equipment need more equipment,

while those which have few or no machines indicate need

for very little. Some of this is the result of conservatism

in launching a new program, but much of it is because those

schools using audio devices recognize their value and plan to

expand already existing programs. It is reasonable to para-

phrase a favorite old saying into "Thems as has, wants" !

!

•& <; -d

"l^ For the 13th consecutive year the School Broadcast Con-
ference will meet October 18-20 at the Hotel Sherman in

Chicago. The meeting is given over to demonstration and
discussion of classroom use of radio, television, transcrip-

tions, recordings, and other technological-electronic aids.

Educational Screen



SUBURBAN FILM COUNCIL
^Continued from page 355)

been made. Methods followed by other communities
such as Stamford, Connecticut, for pooling community
resources and maHnj^ films available through the Li-

brary for both schools and general community use were
under consideration as possible models for Summit.

In commenting on future plans for the Suburban Film
Council, Allen R. Devenney as chairman called attention

to the fact that two definite steps in broadening the use
of films had already been taken. The Public Library
had established an extensive collection of film catalogs,

evaluative materials, and books and pamphlets on effec-

tive film use. Through the series of film programs at the

Library and through the Festival's intensive two-day
showing of films, the community had been provided with

an opportunity for wide general familiarity with the

great range of available materials.

Summit's experience in the Film Festival sums up
along these lines, ^^'itll the help of the radio, the press,

and through direct mail to organizations and key people,

some idea of the scope of film use was developed not
only in Summit but in nearby areas. Many people came
to these showings of selected films on special subjects.

Community leaders accepted specific responsibilities in

connection with the program and so increased their own
familiarity with this educational medium. The ])artici-

]jation of outside leaders in the film world resulted not
only in broader community understanding but in greater
interest and support. Most of all, the members of the
Suburban Film Council had seen the spirit of enlightened
cooperation that prevails among film i)roducers and the
companies interested in film equipment.
That the Suburban Film Council is "going places"

is certain.

FOOTBALL FILMING
{Conlinucil from piiyc 357)

The camera is usually started after the offensive team
comes out of the huddle and just before the quarterback
starts counting signals. Enough film should be exposed
so that three or four seconds of the lineu]) will be shown
before the ball is snapped. The ball is then carefully

followed until two or three seconds after the whistle

blows. If a penalty flag is dropped by any official, the

cameraman nui.st be alert to film the signal for the pen-

alty as it is given. Some coaches want signals for first

downs shown also. On kickoffs it may be desirable to

switch to a lens of shorter focal length to cover the entire

line of the offensive team as it advances down the field.

There is a tendency for beginning cameramen to cut

plays too short. Short, choppy scenes make the film

uninteresting and less useful. Each scene .should start

early enough so that the audience may observe the exact

lineup before the play starts and should continue long
enough so the audience can observe exactly what
happened.

A carefully-filmed college football game will usually

require from 1400 to 1600 feet of film to cover every

play, penalties, and scores. High school games can be
filmed with 1000 to 1200 feet of film.

Following techniques suggested, the football filmer

will turn out a film that is interesting and valuable for

many types of audiences.

STEEL

)LDING CHAIRS

Ametica's fittest

hiding Chair

• scientifically designed

• beautifully finished

• sturdy as an oak

Clarin Folding Chairs
functionally designed to
ford restful, relaxing sc^
ing. Rubber feet pre^fl
noise, scratching or mar
Thousands of users
found Clarin Chairs the m6a»
economical— the most prac-
tical—in the long run.

Available in Golden Bronre.
or choice of assorted colors.

Msy xo Sir up -

EASY TO fOLD

replaceable

rubber feet

always

available

Write Today

CLARIN MFC. CO.
4fr40\West Harrison St., Dept.

CHICAGO 44, III.

in !n,«>iituiional s.?rvi(2J; thdndnyciiitfrMkt'

NElMf ! the proiector

for perfect auditorium

—~^ projection

f^—^
Developed and used

|ffN«(#w«,,^.7 for Government
*t«S^i; » Services Branches

WILL NOT
TEAR FILM
Write lor Fr«e brochure.

THE VIEWLEX
AP-7CT PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • Stays cooler

than room temperature!
• Single and Double
Frame with Take-Up •

Fan Cooled-300 VVott*

Standard—500-750 ond
1000 Available • 5"

Luxtar Coated Optics—
7" Available

Another great projector by

yUm^ INC
The greatest name In projKten.

35^01 QUEENS BLVD. t LONG ISUNO CITY 1, N. Y.
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Why Exhibit

At the ICRE Workshop?
About a score of tlic audio-visual in-

dustry's leading manufacturers o;' motion

picture and still projectors, recorders,

screens, and accessories spent a busy

week at the sixth annual workshop of

the International Council of Religious

Education. The entire Garden View

House at Green Lake, Wisconsin, was

turned into an exhibit hall, and without

exception the exhibitors were loud in

their praise of the cooperation extended

on behalf of ICRE, particularly by

H. S. \'an Deren, in charge of exhibit

arrangements, and Rev. Floyd Watt, in

charge of projection.

The exhibitors welcomed the chance to

meet nearly three hundred of the country's

leaders in church use of audio-visual

materials, practically all operating on

the national or regional level. It was a

chance to discuss how their eciuiimpin

and materials fit the needs of religious

education, to compare experiences, to

suggest new applications.

While the church market presently docs

not show quite the volume found in school

sales, its potential is at least as great and

its tempo of growth during the past ten

years has been greater. Exhibitors still

have much to learn about the use of what
they sell to the church ; church workers
have much to learn about what is avail-

able for them to put to use. In the school

field the relationshi]) between vendor and
user is closer, but this better understand-

ing has had many more years to develop.

In an equal span of time the church field

is likely to be better developed and the

opportunities for audio-visual services

even greater.

The eflfect of these annual workshops
cannot be gauged solely from the interest

shown (and business developed) just at

Green Lake. More and more frequent are

local and regional workshops that apply
the lessons of Green Lake to local condi-

tions. At least three such meetings are

scheduled for next month— Dayton, Ohio
on November 3 ; Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
November 17-19; Wichita, Kansas, No-
vember 3-Deceniber 2.

While such workshops arc conducted
in the main with local and denominational
forces, many of them with Green Lake
experience, ICRE Visual Education De-
partment staff will take an active part-
Pearl Rosser at Dayton, Rev. Elmer G.
Million at Sheboygan, and Rev. Donald
Lantz at Wichita. .At most such meetings
leading local audio-visual dealers are in-

vited to participate with exhibits, demon-

strations, etc. The eflfcctiveness of such

local dealer cooperation can be increased

considerably if the manufacturers' nation-

al representatives are able to jjass along

the experiences they gain at the national

(Green Lake) meeting.

Not only does the influence of the na-

tional meeting extend out into the local

Church Federations and Councils in the

form of grass-roots workshops, but it

takes on worldwide importance through

its stimulation of such workshops in other

countries. At least in Canada and in

China such direct results have been ob-

served. So the export departments of the

various exhibitors also have a stake in the

growing success of each year's national

meeting.

Minor difficulties remain in the planning

of such exhibits, especially in the matter

of time ; the participant's day should not

be so crowded that there is little time for

exhibit visiting. But the ICRE staff is

aware of this problem, which, after all,

is one encountered also at the NE.A or

.Master Photo Dealers annual meetings.

It is certain that in coming years the re-

sults of exhibits sucli as those at the

ICRE annual workshop will be even

greater—both for the men who make and

sell the equipment and materials and for

the thousands of churchmen who use

them.

—

Wm. F. Krusk.

SMPE Convention

Latest advances in the techniques in-

volved in making color motion pictures

and in high-speed i)hotography will re-

ceive major attention in papers scheduled

for the 66th semi-annual convention of

the Society of Motion Picture Engi-
neers at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel

in Hollywood, October 10-14. An emi-

nent scientist and authority on television

will speak at a special television session.

At a business meeting, SMPE mem-
bers will discuss the proposed new con-

stitution for the SMPE and the pro-

posal to change the organization's name
to "Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers."

Audio Fair

The nation's first ".\udio Fair" is

to be sponsored by the Audio Engineer-
ing Society at the Hotel New Yorker in

New York City October 27-29, 1949,

according to an announcement by C.

J. Lebel, president of the Society.

In addition to exhibits of the latest

audio products and developments, the

Society will holil technical sessions

featuring papers on recording and re-

production on tape, disc, and film. Mi-

crophones, loudspeakers, and amplify-

ing equipment will also be demonstrated

and discussed.

New Name For NAVED?
The members of the National As-

sociation of \'isual Education Deal-

ers are now voting on the recommen-
dation of their Board of Directors

that the NA\'F;D name be changed
to "National Audio-\'isual Associa-

tion." The result will be made known
at a special meeting to be held in

October.

In calling for the vote, Don White,
Executive Secretary, informed his

membership that "it was one of the

terms of the .ANF.A-N.W'ED merger
that 'the Board of Directors ... as

soon as convenient consider the adop-

tion of a name to be more descriptive

of the functions of the entire com-
bined membcrshii) of both associa-

tions.'" In its meetings before and
during the 1949 convention, the Board
discussed the change of name at great

length. After discarding for various rea-

sons the other names submitted, the

Board resolved to recommend "National

.\udio-Visual .Association" as the new-

name for the organization.

When this unanimous recommen-
dation was reported to N.AVED mem-
bers present at the convention, it

was subjected to a consultative vote

and sustained by 29 to 14. There-

upon Jasper Ewing of New Orleans

circulated a letter signed by, among
others, several past presidents and

charter members, urging that the old

name be retained. Their position was that

N.AVED had been organized by and for

the benefit of visual education dealers

and that the change of name would nullify

efforts put forth the past eleven years.

A counter-statement signed by

ten present directors, including "Jack"

Carter (president), Keith South (sec-

retary) and Ken Lilley (treasurer).

gave detailed reasons why the Board
had come to its unanimous decision

regarding the change. It pointed out

that "visual education" has evolved

by technical and educational prog-

ress into "audio-visual", a term now-

used by practically all dealers as well

as by educators' organizations ; that

the -word "educational" was dropped

because most members are now as

much interested in religious, indus-

trial and other film fields as in the
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strictly educational; and that tlic word
"dealer" has been outgrown by the

very progress of the organization it-

self, which "may of right lay claim

today to being an organization rep-

resentative of the industry as a whole,
while nevertheless remaining definitely

and unchangeably under the control

of its dealer members."
The proposed change, if sustained

by membership, would be an amend-
ment of the X.W'EI) constitution.

* * *

Coronet in NYC
Coronet Films announces the opening

of an office in New York City at 207

E. 37th St. Wendell Shields and Robert

D. Faber, Coronet Films eastern repre-

sentatives, will have their headquarters

at this address.

Sterling Move
Sterling Films, Inc. is now located at

316 \V. 57th St.. N.Y.C. 19. Sterling

announces that expansion of the busi-

ness, i)lus the addition of a TV depart-

ment and educational division, made
necessary the move to larger quarters

froiu the old location at 61 W. S6th St.

Nation-Wide FON Network

I'ilms of the Natiiuis, a non-profit

organization sponsored by representative

agencies of foreign countries, announces
a new system of distribution through a

network of regional distributors. .\ com-
plete FON library will be available in

New York City. St. Louis, .Atlanta,

Salt Lake City, Los .Angeles. Chicago.

Seattle. Minneapolis. Detroit, Kaleigh.

and Dallas.

New High for DeVry

That a realistic program of product

development pays ofif when industry sales

trends are down is being proved by De-
Vry Corporation. Chicago manufacturers
of motion jjicture equipment. DeV'ry
I6mm and 35mm sound projector sales

currently are reported to be the highest

in the company's .36-year history, where-
as photographic industry sales are re-

ported 20 to 25% below those of 1948.

Credit for DeVry's reversal of the in-

dustry sales trend, W. C. DeVry, the

company's president, gives to a product
development program started in 1943. In

step with its product development pro-

gram, DeVry has materially expanded
its plant and production facilities and
effected a completely new sales and dis-

tribution set-up.

Close-Ups to be Continued

Young America Films, Inc., will con-
tiime its special newsletter "Close-Ups"
which the company inaugurated in the

fall of 1948, according to an announce-
ment by Godfrey Elliott, executive vice

president of Young .America. This spe-

cial 4-page newsletter is a feature of the

Y'AF promotional and service program,

and has been designed as an informal

source of news about new releases and
other activities of the Young .America

organization.

LESSONS THAT LIVE

...PRICED FOR SCHOOL BUDGETS

Transformed by the matchless image and

sound of the Natco projector, routine

lessons become high adventure. Theatre-

like realism breathes life into cold facts.

Yet this projector can be operated by any

Dupil. Light, rugged, it can be carried

easily from room to room. Has 2,000 ft.

film capacity. Only 8" p.m. speaker and

5-watt "amplifier at this price. Operates

on either A.C. or D.C. without convertors.

Approved by Underwriter's Laboratory.

See dealer or write for literature, today.

NATCO, 4401 West North Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
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Equipment

Flame-Proof, Fungus-Proof
Radiant Maiiulacturiiig Corporation.

2627 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago, an-

nounces that two major projection screen

hazards—fire and mildew—are overcome
in the new Radiant glass-beaded fabric

named "V'yna-Flect."

Vyna-Flect, according to the announce-
ment, gives complete safety from flame
danger and mildew growth plus longer-

lasting whiteness and great improvement
in brilliance.

"Sound Reel"—New Audio Aid
The "Sound Reel," a new magnetic

tape recorder with one-hour continuous
recording in one direction on a 1200-foot

tape, has recently been introduced by
Mark Simpson Manufacturing Company.
"Masco" tape recorders are currently

available in two models. Both models
have separate inputs for recording from
microphone, from radio, and from records.

Playback is instantaneous. The same re-

cording can be played back any number
of times or it can be erased and a new
recording made on the same ta|)e. Tape
can be used over 5,000 times. Single-

track recording permits easy editing of

tape, without concern about cutting out

upper or lower track recording. Each
model may also be used as a public ad-

dress system. The one-hour tape record-

Masco Tape Recorder

ers are available with or without built-

in radio.

"Masco" sound reel tape recorders arc

sold through sound equipment dealers

and distributors of Mark Simpson Manu-
facturing Co., Inc., 32-28 49th St., Long
Island City 3, N.Y.

"Automatic" Sound Slidefilms

At the 1949 National .Audio-Visual

Convention in Chicago, R. L. Shoe-
maker of Operadio Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Charles, Illinois, demonstrated
a method of making low-cost "automatic"
sound slidefilms. Known as the signal-

un-film method, the system is the basis of

operation of Operadio's Explainette "Au-
tomatic 150" sound slidefilm projector.

The tool that makes this method pos-

sible is the Explainette Syncljronizing

Film Punch, developed by Operadio. By
punching a signal window in the iiroper

track on the film and at predetermined.

HEUJ!

STRnnCE!

DIFFEREIIT!

3 16mm SPINE-TINGIERS in o uniquely different man-
ner. Tlie subtle ortistry of Director William Cameron
Menries addi new dimensions to awe and wonderment.

POE ... FOR THE FIRST TIME in 16mm
THE TELL-TALE HEART by Edgar Allan Poe with Richard Hart
The eerie cloi.ic b, the father of the rtiy.lery ,tory masterfully interpreted and brilliontly actedImoginotive photography captures perfectly the hountmg atmosphere of this foscinoling dromo!
J reels, running time 17 minutes

Prite: $50 00

COLLINS ... FOR THE FIRST TIME in 16mm
A TERRIBLY STRANGE BED by Willkie Collins

with Richard Greene and Roman Bohnen
The hypnotic spell of Collins' Viclorion hair-raiser oboul a stronger in o strange, monstrous
bed IS brought to the screen with oil its original potency.

Price: $50.00
2 reels, running time 16 minutes

MARIONETTE MYSTERY with Regis Toomey
A new opproach to the mystery dromo. Done in miniature, with you, the oudience particigol-
ing. You ore among the suspects.

3 reels, running time 31 minutes Pricet $60.00

Available at leading film li-

braries and dealers.Write our
Dept. 33 for complete cata-
log of over 300 16mm sound
pictures, shorts and features.

KEEP POSTED WITH
^^

POST PICTURES CORP.
11 5 W. 45th St., Now York 19, N.Y.

specified time intervals, an "automatic"

film is processed. The focus frame, im-

portant to assure proper automatic opera-

tion, can be scratched into the emulsion of

the film by means of the Explainette

Focus Template.

With this template it is possible to con-

vert any manually-operated slidefilm to

"automatic." On one side is the focus

frame template, a guide for putting the

focus frame in the proper place. On the

other side is a time scale, divided in min-

utes and seconds. Directions for use are

imprinted on the template.

An aid in the production of automatic

slidefilms is the DuKane Tape Recorder,

the newest addition to the Operadio line.

It permits inexpensive, on-the-spot re-

cordings ; is easily edited and re-record-

ed onto records.

Right to the Point

Williams, Brown & Rarle, Inc., 918

Chestnut St., Philadcl|)hia, have developed

and introduced an electric pointer that

should prove a valuable companion to

teacher and lecturer in the projection

room.

The pointer consists of a case and bat-

teries with a built-in optical system per-

mitting focusing from any location. It

is so designed that a press of a button

throws a point of light on the screen

subject to be discussed.

Not only does the pointer save the

screen, it aids in comtnanding attention

and holding audience interest. The speak-

er can easily call attention to any part

of the projected illustration without ever

moving from his original reading or lec-

turing position.

New Hollywood Splicer

Manufactured by Sclioen Products

Company, 519 E. 31st St.. Los Angeles

11. the Hollywood 8 and Ibmni splicer

is now available with improved design and

quality. Made with all stainless steel

splicing plates and machine-ground cut-

ting edges, the Hollywood splicer now
comes equipped with special molded rub-

ber vacuum base, providing a "no-mar,"

"no-slip" feature for the user.

V4cyyin*T^
FILM

PROTECTIVE PROCESS
The SUPER
VAP O RATE

PROTECTS AGAINST Scratches,

Fingermarks, Oil, Water and
Climatic Changes

ONE TREATMENT
LASTS THE LIFE
OF THE FILM

Brittle Film Rejuvenated

It't Never Too Late To Vaeaumafe
Available thru your local dealer or at

Vacuumate Corp.. New York
(VapORate Co. Inc., Sole Sales Agent)
General Film Lab., Detroit, Mich.

Geo. W. Colburn Lab.. Chicago, III.

National Cine Labs., Washington, D. C.
Photo & Sound Co., San Francisco, Cal.
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Filmstrip Library System

A filnistrii) library system, housed in

a 6-drawer, all-steel cabinet, has been
announced by the Jack C. Coffey Co.,

205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago.

The system is designed to provide an
efficient filing, storing, and booking plan

for filmstrips. Kach of the six drawers
contain 45 individual, numbered compart-
ments for an equal number of filmstrip

titles. The total number that can be
stored in one cabinet is 270. The system
is e.xpandable indefinitely through the

addition of cabinets which can be lock-

stacked on one another, making it suit-

able for the large or small filmstrip li-

brary, individual school building, or a

department.

Instructions and suggestions for setting

up a filmstrip library or integrating the

plan with present filmstrip library opera-

tions are provided with each Filmstrip

Library Plan.

Fold-Away ProJecto-Edi+or

Craig Manufacturing Company, 1053

S. Olive St, Los .'\ngeles. is now market-

ing a new "Fold-Away" Base for use

with its line of 8 and 16mm Projecto-

Editors.

Made entirely of light die-cast metal,

the Fold-Away Base has a special heavy
hinge and locking screw that, accord-

ing to the manufacturers, assures com-
plete rigidity and freedom from warp-
ing or wobble when the base is locked

flat for editing. Folding and unfolding

the base is simple and quick, since there

are only two locking knobs to work with.

Kodak Slide File

A simple new type of file box for

2 X 2-inch slides has just been introduced

by the Eastman Kodak Company. The
new Kodaslide Compartment File con-

sists of twelve compartments hinged to-

gether in such a way that they form a

complete file box when closed. The com-
partments are open along the top and
sides, but will hold from one to 20 card-

board slides or up to 8 glass-mounted

slides in each compartment.

In use, any compartment of the file

may be swung out from the base of the

box, at which time all slides become
conveniently accessible. An index sheet on

the inside of the Kodaslide Compartment
File cover provides space for identifying

the contents of the file. The cover, when
closed, locks all compartments into a

fixed position.

October, 1949

New Peerless Film-Treating Unit

Peerless Film Processing Corporation
has developed a new model Peerless film-

treating unit, specially designed for loca-

tions where space is limited and the

amount of film handled does not require a

large machine. Model VK-16 needs only

about 2x3 feet of floor space, uses stand-

ard 110-volt AC current and does not

necessitate special installations. Its capac-

ity is up to sixteen 1600-foot reels of

16mm film per hour (or 8 reels of 35mm).
The first of these units was recently

installed at Telefilm, Inc. in Hollywood,
which thus became an official licensee for

Peerless Film Treatment. A second is

now installed in the Special Service

Station which Vick Krupa, Vice Presi-

dent and West Coast Representative of

Peerless, has opened at 959 North Seward
Street, Hollywood.

Peerless has recently issued a new
edition of its informational folder, "20

Questions on Film Protection," which is

available without charge on request to

Peerless Film Processing Corporation,

165 West 46th Street, New York 19,

N. Y.

Portable Dark Room
The Camera Specialty Company, 50

W. 29th St., N.Y.C. 1, has been ap-

pointed exclusive distributor for the new
Bendick Portable Dark Room. The new
unit makes it possible for photographers
to process their film, load holders, make
prints anywhere at any time of day. The
photographer can get right into the bag-
like dark room, switch on the light, and
prepare his accessories for processing.

The dark room folds up smaller than a
rain coat; is absolutely light tight; and
is made of high-grade jwrous material.

SCHOOL

f/OM£ r „*f

Biferrd/nmenT' iJucdTion • Cnu

All the advantages of finest 16mm projection

(silent or sound) are made available at LOW COST

MOVIE-MITE was the FIRST precision built,

extra light weight, compact l6mm projector to be

put on the market at a notably low price.

MOVIE-MITE established new standards . . and

leads in the production of an amazing combination

of quality and economy.

MOVIE-MITE, complete with speaker, weighs only

IG lbs. Universal 25-60 cycle A.C. or D.C., 105-120

volt operation.

Write for details.

See your dealer

lor

demonstration.

Model 63 LMB

$10050
198

iTTTTFiTTI

ansas City 6, Mo
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• British Information Services has

announced the resignation of John L.

Hamilton from the position of Fihns
and Publications Officer in their Chicago
office. Mr. Hamilton has been with
BIS since 1944. He is resigning to take

a position with the U.S. Department of

State. After a period of consultation

and orientation in Washington, D.C., he

will leave to take up the post of film

officer at Tehran, Iran, where he will

be attached to the U.S. Embassy.

• Harold Baumstone has resigned his

position as advertising and sales promo-
tion manager of Post Pictures Corpora-
tion to become general sales manager
of Family Films Inc.. of Hollywood.
Milt Salsburg, whose resignation from
Post Pictures was announced last sum-
mer, will remain with Post.

• Bell & Howell Company has an-

nounced the appointment of Carl
Stauff as coordinator of government
sales.

• Th'e appointment of H. R. Lamber-
ton as educational director for General
Films Limited, major Canadian distribu-

tor of educational films and photo-
graphic equipment, is announced by
the head office of the company at

Regina, Saskatchewan.

Fractions are Fun NOW

pc^m
^s^/

with the ^
,

PARTS-IMPARTER
^^^

^
e>^

FRACTIONS DECIMALS
PERCENTAGE ANGLES SECTORS

The New Visual Educational

Tool with an Aid for Every Pupil

DOUBLE DISC shows instantly any part-

of-the-whole from isro to unity. Set in-

cludes teacher DOUBLE DISC, 24 student

DOUBLE DISCS, two wall charts and in-

structions. Allows full pupil participation

wholly controllable by teacher. New
audio-visual answer to a major teaching

problem. Price $2.00.

,

I
Exton Aids, Box ES Millbrook, N.Y. I

I Please send set(s) of Parts-lm-
j

j
parter at $2.00 each. Enclosed please I

j
find $ j

' K. 1

1 Name j

I

Address

i

City .State..

• Charles W. Dobbertin has been ap-

pointed manager of Ideal Pictures Cor-

por.\tion's office at 7338 Woodward Ave..

Detroit, according to A. L. Blinder,

president. For the past two years reli-

gious editor for the "Audio-Visual

Guide," Mr. Dobbertin has been active

in the film field for many years.

• John G. Bradley, who served for

more than 10 years as chief of the motion

picture division of the Library of Con-
gress, has retired. He has been on fur-

lough for the past year.

• At the 1949 National Audio-Visual
Convention, William K. Hedwig, found-
er of Nu-Art Films and the Allied
Non-Theatrical Film Association
(now merged with NAVED), was pre-

sented with a bronze plaque in commemo-
ration of his work in behalf of the 16mm
film industry.

Current Materials

Recent I6mnn Releases

1 6mm films announced on this page
and following pages are sound and
black and white, unless otherwise in-

dicated.

Capital Film Service, 224 Abbott
Road, East Lansing, Michigan.

Band Techniques Series ( 1 reel each,

color)—seven films covering funda-
mentals of marching, baton directing,

drum majoring, formations; produced
with 6S-picce band.

D. D. Livingston, 220 Clinton St.,

N.Y.C. 2.

The Highland Fling (1 reel, silent)

—James Jamieson, prize-winning danc-
er, demonstrates the Scottish folk

dance section by section.

Ballet Technique, Lesson 1 (1^^ reels,

silent)—.\lbia Kavan, young American

ballerina, demonstrates the Cecchetti

technique of ballet.

Spanish Technique, Lesson 1 (114
reels, silent)—La Meri, noted ethnic

dance authority, and her partner, Peter
di Falco, demonstrate basic positions

of Spanish dance and illustrate three

coplas of the Sevillanas, which are

combined to form a complete dance.

Cooperative League, 343 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago 4.

Beyond the Land (3 reels, color)—
with the 1948 Iowa State Fair as its

background, the film describes the

services of local and regional coopera-
tives to farmers.

Arthur T. Brice, P. O. Box 423,

Ross, Marin County, Cahfornia.

Cell Division—The Basis of Growth
in All Living Things (1 reel)—the liv-

ing cell, suspended in liquid medium,
is shown in its development through
a 21-hour division cycle by means of

phase-contrast cinemicrography; de-

2

^ /55 PAGE CATALOG '

^^h/fA! OF OUTSTANDING
j^SS^ FILMS

BRAY LIBRARY
-*

of Motion Pictures

16 mm Silent and Sound

Hundreds of valuable films . . .

some available tree!

8 new ttealth and Hygiene Films-

just released.

12 outstanding Air Age
Education Films.

Also films on Civics and Government,
Geography, Industry, Biological Sciences,
Physics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Transportation.

Write today for 1948-1949 Cotales.

BRAY STUDIOS, inc.
729 Seventh Ave,, New York 19, N Y,

ititixii-k-h-ii-trif-iiitiiir-ii-tr-diiirii-if

Pea/iQt5

Bray Library Films

are now available

for dealer

and film library

purchase

i!i!i!-tr-i!i!^-trir-ls-l!i!i!-lr-&i!-l!-tr*i!
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:~igned to present in form understand-

able at secondary scliool levels the

factual evidence underlying the life

concepts of growth and regeneration.

Sterling Films, 316 W. S7th St..

N. Y. C. 19.

Merry Christmas (1^ reels)—be-

liind-the-scenes views of the world-

famous Vienna Boys' Choir as the boys
prepare a festive Christmas party and
sing familiar carols.

Coronet Films. Coronet BIdg., Chi-

cago 1. Ftach film 1 reel and available

in color or black and white.

Spain: The Land and the People—
an overview of the country from
Madrid to the fertile river valleys of

the south.

What Is a Corporation?—a funda-

mental presentation sliowing the three

principal forms of business owner-
ship and the advantages and disad-

vantages of each.

Describing an Incident—a demon-
stration of an incident poorly described

and well described designed to stimu-

late interest in the development of

descriptive ability.

Preserving Food—knowledge and
skills necessary to preserve foods.

Law and Social Controls—explana-

tion of the three broad areas of social

control and some of the levels of law;

designed to develop an understanding

of law and a sense of responsibility

toward it.

Life in the Central Valley of Cali-

fornia—story of man's conquest of na-

ture; how a hot. dry land was con-

\ erted into a prosperous area of many
crops and thriving cities.

Writing Better Business Letters—
the three principal characteristics of

? good business letter and how to write

it.

Attitudes and Health—a film story

showing that self-confidence and right

attitudes are vital to good health.

Choosing Your Occupation—self-ap-

praisal, occupational possibilities, prep-

aration ref|uirements. and guidance
facilities.

Arehery for Girls— expert demon-
stration of the fundamentals.

Institute of Visual Training, 40 E.

49th St.. N. Y. C. 17.

For Us the Living (2 reels, color)

—

some of the reasons the government
health service came into existence and
how cooperation between government
departments and drug manufacturers
works to assure the purity of modern
medicines. Available for free show-
ings in school and community groups.

Films of the Nations, 55 W. 4Sth

St., N. Y. C. 19.

The Dutch Way (2 reels, color)

—

the story of the Dutch and their coun-

try; their struggle against their friend

and enemy, water. Produced for the

Netherlands Information Bureau.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

1150 Wilniette Ave.. Wilmette, Illinois.

Care of the Skin (1 reel)—demon-
strates cleanliness techniques by show-
ing three children as they carry out

their bedtime preparations; animated
drawings describe the structure of the

skin; designed for use in primary and
middle grades.

Save Those Teeth (1 reel)—practical,

first-hand demonstrations of several

aspects of tooth care; primarily for

health and hygiene courses in middle

grades but also appropriate for use with

primary grades and adult groups.

A Visit With Cowboys (1 reel)—
authentic picture of the modern Ameri-
can cowboy, narrated in western dia-

lect; designed primarily for use at pri-

mary and middle grade levels.

Schoolhouse in the Red (4 reels,

color)—presents issues involved in

question of replacing old one-room
schools in rural districts with larger

administrative units and better facili-

ties. Produced by W. K. Kellogg
Foundation of Battle Creek. Michigan,
the film is being distributed for sale

and rental by EB Films as a public

educational service.

Brandon Films, 1600 Broadway, N.
Y. C. 19.

The Roosevelt Story—Feature-
length biography of the life and times

of F"ranklin Delano Roosevelt awarded
a prize at the 1947 World Film Festival

in Brussels for "doing the most for world

fch-Craft

JESUS' BIRTH and EARLY YEARS
7 Stories - 50 Slides

JESUS' MINISTRY
14 Stories — 72 Slides

JESUS' MIRACLES
14 Stories - 89 Slides

JESUS' PARABLES
7 Stories - 56 Slides

EASTER, POST EASTER
4 Stories — 53 Slides

LIFE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST
5 Stories — 34 Slides

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
Abraham and Isaac .... 8 Slides

Daniel in the Lions' Den . 13 Slides

^ee c/mmf

A Complete Library Of Superb

FULL COLOR BIBLE SLIDES

Magnificent in natural color, majestic in rev-

erent dignity, and thoroughly authoritative,

Church-Craft is proud to offer the only com-

plete series of full-color slides available cover-

ing the "Life of Christ," entirely portrayed

by living characters.

Fifty-two great and popular Bible stories, 278

slides in all, are combined to make up this

unusual library. Each of the 52 sets of slides

is furnished with a Study Guide to facilitate

preparation and presentation of the Bible story.

Any of the stories in this series may be

obtained at low cost to start an outstanding

visual aids library for Worship Services, Sun-

day School, Bible Class or Youth Group.

- at your visual aids dealer or write

direct for illustrated folder.

Church-Craft Bible Slides are used and

recommended by thousands of church leaders

and educators throughout the world.

• All Church-Craft Bible Slides are
2" X 2" in protective hinders for

use in any standard slide projector.

CHURCH-CRAFT t
I

3312 UNOEll M.VO. • ST. LOUIS 3, MO.
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Our NEW FALL CATALOGUE
is now ready. Write for your

free copy.

More than 80 films on 20 coun-

tries including 18 brand new

releases. Color and black and

white.

FILMS OF THE

» NATIONS, Inc.
Ik t.M.kr.lii ..-bcrthtp •rganiiotitn)

55 West 45th Street

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

^l-o^^ilWv

See 16 mm sound
film, 28 minutes
in full color 9Mtl
A new film, "GOOD THINGS HAPPEN OVER

COFFEE,'* that fosters understanding of our Latin-
American neighbors.

See Latin Americans work and play in pictur-
esque surroundings; breath-taking scenic views;
the coffee story from seed to cup—the founda-
tion of our Latin-American trade—the cup of
friendship among Good Neighbors.

The largest and best list of FREE FILMS wtih
educational and popular interest.

Wide choice of MUSIC FILMS, opera and
classical selections for music appreciation groups.
Recently added: "Inside Opera," with Grace
Moore, and "The Great Waltz."

New HISTORY FILMS: "Johnson and Recon-
struction," and "Winning Our Independence,"
(from Teaching Film Custodians).

Over 1300 titles available, including excellent
features, cartoons, and comedies.

Write for our new, 1 749-1950 Catalog of
SELECTED MOTION PICTURES

ASSOCIATION FILMSg
NEW YORK 19

35 Wast 45th St.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 Turk St.

CHICAGO 3 DAIUS 4

206 So. Michigan Ave. 3012 Mople Avenue

peace and world neighborliness." During

October pre-release previews will take

place across the nation, with 16mm pre-

view prints immediately available. The
film will be available for general rental

and lease towards the end of October.

A. F. Films, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.

19.

Living Silver (IJ^ reels, color)

—

story of handwrought silver, its his-

tory, contemporary production, beauty

and practical uses.

Ski de France (3 reels)—demon-
stration of the French method of ski-

ing made famous by Emile Allais;

who appears in the film as one of the

instructors.

Scientific Work of Pasteur—Louis
Pasteur's scientific activities and dis-

coveries in the fields of chemistry and
micro-biology from 1856 until his

death in 1895.

Mother's Day (2 reels)—a surrealist

film which attempts to recapture some
of the pictorial atmosphere in every-

one's emotional world of growing up.

The original musical score by Howard
Brubeck was performed by members
of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra with the composer conducting.

Henry Moore (lyi reels, color)—

a

documentary based on the great Eng-
lish sculptor's exhibition at New York's
Museum of Modern Art.

American Foot Care Institute, 1775

Broadway, N. Y. C. 19.

The Walking Machine (1^ reels)—
essentials of foot care—proper foot

hygiene, selection of shoes, etc. Avail-
able free to schools, industry, and
community organizations.

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Film Li-

brary, Pittsburgh. •"

Tinplate (3 reels, color)—the mak-
ing of tinplate from the raw materials
to the finished product with narration
in non-technical language. Sponsored
by the Weirton Steel Company in co-
operation with the Bureau of Mines.
Produced by the Atlas Film Corpora-
tion.

Audio Productions, 630 Ninth Ave.,

N. Y. C. 19.

The Problem of Early Diagnosis
(3 reels, color)—first film in a series

on cancer for professional audiences,
sponsored by the American Cancer
Society and the National Cancer Insti-

tute of the U. S. Public Health Serv-
cie. The film is designed to show that
the family physician offers the only
immediate hope of reducing the an-
nual toll of deaths from cancer. Prints
may be purchased from the producer,
Audio Productions, or borrowed from
your State Cancer Society, your State
Health Department, or the four re-

gional depots of Association Films.

Ralston-Pusina Co., St. Louis, Mis-
souri.

Partners (2 reels)—the role dogs
have played in human happiness and

welfare, working as shepherds, as

"eyes" for the blind, as playmates for

children, aids to the hunter, and "watch-
men" for property. Produced by the

Jam Handy Organization, Available

for free showings.

Oil Industry Information Com-
mittee, District Offices in Boston, New
York, Chicago, Tulsa, Philadelphia, and
other cities.

The Last Ten Feet—story of the

oil industry and its contributions to

the welfare and prosperity of the Amer-
ican people.

Contempobary Films, 80 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. C. 11,

Circling the Square (1 reel, color or

b&w)—story of New York City's An-
nual Outdoor Art Exhibit—sidewalk
displays, closeups of paintings and
sculpture.

Card Shark (1 reel)—methods em-
ployed by professional gamblers to

fleece their unsuspecting victims.

Africa Films, Bureau of Communica-
tion Research, 13 E. 37th St., N. Y. C.

16.

Wild Life in Africa (1 reel, color)^
African birds and animals photo-
graphed in the Belgian Congo, includ-

ing a rare shot of the elephant charge.

A Journey to African Lakes (I reel,

color)—scenic African lakes, lava fields,

market scenes, dances, a school play
by an all-African cast on "The Life

of Our Lord."

United States Steel Corporation,
208 S. La Salle St., Chicago 90.

An Orchid to Mr. Jordan (Zyi reels,

color)—illustrates many of the present-

day applications of stainless steel;

features Hollywood cast and special

musical score.

Standard Oil Company (Indiana),

Public Relations Dept., 910 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago.

Lubricating Oil's Amazing Mole-
cules (2 reels, color)—animations of

oil molecules help show how all kinds
of lubricating oils are made; the film

will be distributed by the United States

Bureau of Mines under the title The
Story of Lubricating Oil.

mm 1471 TITLES
FOR RENTAL
MANY FOR SALE

SEND TODAY for new
56 page CATALOG
Please slate school or organization.

Iiiternotionol Film Bureau, Inc.

6 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago 2

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF THE 1949 I. C. S. CATALOG

>^ pages of wonderful HoH/wood
16 mm enlerJainment feolufes —
comedies — dromos — mysteries —
weiferns — edocolionols. Write for

your copy to-day,

uargrst Independent Film
'.tbrary in New York.

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SERVia. INC.

ISROx Broadway. N.Y. 19. N.Y.
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Catalogs

Association Films, 35 W. 45th St.,

N.Y. C. 19, announces the availability of

the 35th edition of its Catalog of Select-

ed Motion Pictures. More than 1,300

titles of educational, religious, and enter-

tainment films are listed and described.

Also included are high-grade free films

totalling 100 in number. Requests may
be sent to the New York office or branch
offices in Chicago (206 S. Michigan),
Dallas (3012 Maple .A.ve.), and San
IVancisco (351 Turk St.).

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 E.

8th St., Chicago 5, has announced the

release of its 30th Anniversary Catalog,

including more than 5,(X)0 educational,

religious, and entertainment 16nim sound
films. Each title in the Educational Films
section is classified according to grade

level and subject matter.

E International Film Bureau, 6 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, has avail-

able its new catalog of 16mm films list-

ing and describing more than 1400

titles, all grouped under appropriate

subject-matter areas.

Educators Progress Service, Ran-
dolph, Wisconsin, announces the Ninth

Annual Edition of the Educators Guide

to Free Films, listing 1716 titles. Also

available is the Sixth Annual Edition of

the Elementary Teachers Guide to Free

Curriculum Materials, listing maps, bulle-

tins, exhibits, charts, scripts, transcrip-

tions, books, etc. For further informa-

tion and prices, write directly to Edu-
cators Progress Service.

Cooperative League of the U. S. A.,

343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 4, has com-
bined its literature and film catalogs and
now offers one catalog of Co-op literature

and films. Included are tlie recent films

Beyond the Land and What Is a Co-op?
as well as nineteen other films.

Booklets on School Radio

General Electric Co., Advertising

Division, Electronics Park, Syracuse,

N.Y., has available a new brochure

describing the establishment of FM radio

centers in high schools and colleges. In

addition to specifications for radio cen-

ter layouts, the brochure suggests types

of programs that may be presented. Pic-

tured is Syracuse University's radio cen-

ter, begun 11 years ago and now having
its own low-power FM broadcasting

facilities.

Freed Radio Corporation, Educa-

tional Products Division, 200 Hudson
St., N.Y.C. 13, has published a new 20-

page booklet "Radio—The Classroom's

Newest Teaching Tool", The booklet

summarizes ways in which school systems

are using radio today and suggests ways
for setting u]) in-school radio listening

projects using educational programs now
on the air or the facilities of privately-

owned FM stations. A list of organiza-

tions that can assist schools in such proj-

ects and a list of educationally-owned

radio stations are included.

Recent Filmstrip Releases

Popular Science Publishing Co.,

Audio-Visual Division, 353 Fourth Ave.,

N. Y. C. 10.

Regional Geography (6 filmstrips,

color)—a series showing how diflfer-

ing ways of life arise out of geographic
conditions; designed for 5th, 6th, and
7th-grade geography and social studies.

Titles are : Northwestern Holiday; Mexi-
can Journey. Parts I, II, and III (3
strips) ; Land of the Mayas—The Yuca-
tan; Nova Scotia and the Gaspe.

All Children Need Guidance (2 film-

strips, color)—a series of two film-

strips produced in cooperation with

Childcraft under the direction of David

J. Goodman, Editor-in-Chief of the

Audio- Visual Division of Popular Sci-

ence, for use in child psychology,
guidance, teacher training, and parent
organization work. Titles are Child

Needs Cuidance (stressing guidance in the

home and early life) and The Why and
How of Guidance (emphasizing the role

of the teacher).

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, Illinois.

Clothing and Shelter (6 filmstrips)

—

a series providing background experi-

ence in the part played by modern
technology in supplying man's basic

( Continued on page 384)

THREE NEW COLOR FILMSTRIPS
"A thrilling experience in Americanism"

Produced by Henry Clay Gipson

Pictures by Fred Sanchez—Research by Eloise Walker

Pari One
THE FLAG IS BORN

The story of the various flags

which have flown over Amer-
ica from the time of the
Vikings through to the birth

of the Stars and Stripes.

Many important Revolution-
ary flags. 27 frames.

Part Two
THE FLAG DEVELOPS
Important events in the his-

tory of our flag and our
country. Changes in the flag

as America grew. The birth

of the Star Spangled Banner,
Civil War and westward ei-
pansion. 27 frames.

Part Three
HOW TO HONOR AND
DISPLAY THE FLAG

Right and wrong way to use
the fhg. How to display it

with flags of societies, states
and foreign nations. Mean-
ina of colors. Pledge of
Allegiance. 24 frames.

Set of three boxed with 16-page study guide, $11.50
Individual titles $5.00 each

After you preview these filmsfnps, ttiey may be returned

for full credit if you do not agree that they are out-

standing in educational content and artistic quality.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS
995A FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To Increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)^-dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films (P)

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood, Cal.

Association Films, Inc. (PD)

35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

ealley Films, Inc. (PD)

2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Sray Studios, Inc. (PD)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD)

Catholic Movies (D)

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Rims (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Council Films (D)

100 Academy St., Antwerp, N. Y.

200 Park St., Central Square, N. Y.

439 Parsells Ave., Rochester 9, N. Y.

Eastman Kodali Stores, Inc. (D)

356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannlca Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave.. Portland 5, Ore.

209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Heidenlcamp Nature Pictures (P)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

tHoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)

6l2'/2 S. Ridgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

15 Park Rsw, New York 7, N. Y.

The Jam Handy Organization (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)

369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
I 12-1 14 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (PD)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films, Inc. (P)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc. (PD)
730 Elm St., Winnetka, III.

The Princeton Film Center (PD)
55 Mountain Ave., Princeton, N. J.

625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)
347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational;

Television; Commercial; Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16. 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, ML

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormick Road. Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (D)
356 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE!

If you haven t renewed

your subscription . . .

get this coupon

in the mail today

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, IN.

Please renew my subscription for:

One year, $3.00 (In U.S.A.)

n Two years, $5.00 (In U.S.A.)

Name _

Address

City and State

O Payment enclosed. D Please sand bil
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase fhe usefulness of fhis Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Hirsch & Kaye |D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's. Inc. (D)

112-114 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Natco, Inc. (M)
4401 W, North Ave., Chicago 39, III.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Raike Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co. (M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

Rice—Carroll W. Rice Co. (D)

Audio Visual Center,

424 40th St., Oakland 9, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. (D)

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine Bl.dq., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (M)
A Division of Curtiss-Wrighi Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enright Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P|

Wilnnette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers (P)

40 Ionia N. W„ Grand Rapids 2. Mich.

Long Filmslide Service (P)

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (0)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences (P|

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

SLIDES

KEY: Kodachrome 2_x 2. S'A » £/4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Breed Productions, Jack (PD-2)

42 Longview Drive, Marblehead, Mass.

Your old copies

of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

are worth money

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN will pay 15c each for the

following back numbers, mailed to us postpaid.

Magazines must be in good condition.

1949—Feb., April

1948—Ian., Sept.

1947—June

1945—May

1944—April. Oct.

1943—All ten issues

1942—Jan., Feb., April, June,

Sept., Dec.

1941

—

Jan., Feb., March, April,

May, Sept.

1940—Jan., Mar., Apr., May, Dec.

|939_April. Sept., Oct.

.and all issues prior to 1939

Send magaiines to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

64 E. Lake Street, Chicago I, Illinois

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)
2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

Hirsch & Kaye (D-2)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. [f-^)

Meadville, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19. N. Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

(M>

(M)
18, ML

(M)

Y.

(D)

(D)

ID)

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division

Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago

Beseler Company, Charles

60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp.
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N.

General Films, Ltd.

1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8,

Keystone View Co. (M)
Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M|
Oconomowoc, Wis.

RaIke Company (D)

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, IIL

Fryan Film Service (D)

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland IS, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St., New York 19. N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.

1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

9i8 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

(M)

(D>

(D»

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M|

5610 W. Bloonningdalo, Chicago 39. III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D|

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pe.
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Recent Filmstrip Releases

(Continued from page 381)

needs; designed chiefly for use in the

middle grades. Titles are : Cotton, Wool,
Making Shoes, Building a House, Mak-
ing Bricks for Houses, and Making
Glass for Houses.

FiLMFAX Productions, 995a First

Ave., N. Y. C. 22.

The Story of the American Flag (3

fihnstrips, color)—a series produced by
Henry Clay Gipson and designed to

develop a greater appreciation of the
American heritage. Titles include The
Flag Is Born (showing flags flown over
America from the time of the Vikings
to the first Stars and Stripes adopted in

1777) ; The Flag Develops (tracing the
growth of the flag from its early form to
its present form) ; and How to Honor
and Display the Flag (based on the
Federal Flag Law of i942).

British Information Services, 30
Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

Colonial Empire: Introducing West
Africa (SO frames)—traces the history
of West Africa and shows how the
British and Africans are working to-
gether to turn the backward colonies
into prosperous, independent countries.

Colonial Empire: Battle Against
Disease (42 frames)—describes Brit-
ain's efforts to combat disease in the
Colonies by research treatment, and
the improvement of native living con-
ditions.

Society for Visual Education, 100
E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, III.

Communication of Ideas and Ideals
(8 tilmstrips)—a new series of f^lm-
strips prepared by Bess Sondel, Uni-
versity of Chicago, and using cartoon
illustration techniques to teach effective
communication; the first release avail-
able in the series is titled Hoiv to Pre-
pare a Speech.

Holiday Series (color)—a series of
filmstrips using original color drawings;
first two releases are The Story of
Thanksgiving and The Story of Johnny
Appleseed.

Primary Reading Textfilms (8 film-
strips)—^produced cooperatively by
Laidlaw Brothers and SVE, the series
aims to develop a primary reading vo-
cabulary and reading techniques be-
ginning with reading-readiness and
extending through grade three. In-
cluded are seven color filmstrips {iVe
Go to School, We Learn to Read, Up
the Reading Road, On the Way to Story
Land—Parts I and II, Making Story
Book Friends—Parts I and II) and one

CLASSIFIED

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services.
Color printing and lacquer coating ESCAR
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE. INC. 7315
Carnegie Avenue. Cleveland 3, Ohio. Phone-
Endicott 2707.

"The Crow and the Pitcher"

black and white strip (Reading Readiness

Skill Development).

Friendship Fables Series (4 film-

strips, color)—produced by Filmfax
Productions, the series tells the stories

of four of Aesop's famous fables : The
Country Mouse and the City Mouse,
The Fox and the Stork, The Crow and
the Pitcher, The Rabbit and the Turtle.

Life Filmstrips, Time & Life Build-

ing, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. C. 20.

LIFE Filmstrip Series (color)—

a

new series based on Life Magazine's
History of Western Culture articles

and on other major essays in science

and social history. The first three re-

leases are The Middle Ages, Heritage of

the Maya, and Giotto's Frescoes of the

Life of Christ, from the Arena Chapel in

Padua. A fourth filmstrip. The Atom, is

based on the article by that name appear-
ing in Life Magazine last spring. Life

Filmstrips will contain an average of SO
frames and will be accompanied by ex-

tensive lecture notes.

Film News Notes
Sterling Films, 316 W. S7th St.,

N. Y. C, announces that its new children's

film The Princess and the Dragon was
awarded a gold "oscar" in the recent

Second Annual Cleveland Film Festival.

Ideal Pictures Corporation and as-

sociated offices will distribute 15 Alex-
ander Korda productions in 16mm ver-
sions. Included are the following titles

:

Drums, Elephant Boy, The Ghost Goes
West, Jungle Book, The Man Who Could
Work Miracles, Catherine the Great,
Henry the Eighth, Rembrandt, That Ham-
ilton Woman, The Challenge, Four Feath-
ers, Lydia, Men Are Not Gods, Thief of
Bagdad, Things to Come.

Commonwealth Pictures Corpora-
tion, 723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C. 19, has
acquired for exclusive 16mm distribution
the following major-company produc-
tions: Miss Annie Rooney (9 reels, star-
ring Shirley Temple) ; Friendly Enemies
(10 reels, featuring Charles Winninger
and Charlie Ruggles).

Current Affairs Films, a division
of Key Productions, 18 East 41st St.,

N. Y. 17, is now handling the distri-

bution of the series of current affairs
filmstrips produced by the Wayne Uni-
versity Audio-Visual Materials Consul-
tation Bureau. Titles include: The
United .\'ations at Work; The Mar-
shall Plan for European Recovery;
Statehood for Hazvaii; Planning Our
Cities; and others.
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V

PAKE SCIENCE A

IFASCINMING ADVENTURE
WITH THIS Science

Adventures Series
for later elementary and

junior high school classes

Conserve your time and stimulate your students'

minds with these modern and effective teaching tools.

Slidefilms bring the study of science to life. Each film

is prepared by a staff of authorities fully qualified

in the field and correlated v/ith courses of study. The

films are well organized. They are extremely flexible

—allowing the instructor to place special emphasis

on or to supplement any portion of the film.

[liimii ii iitTOittr.iri iitinMMmiMTOmr'" 'j^

T^lKtU HANDY

Four series of Science M'^en^ures slidefilms give

broad general coverage of the Earth, the Sky,

Water Life (in color) and Basic Bird Study. Each

series is composed of from 5 to 7 individual films

organized for a detailed study of elements of the

general subject.

Lighted pictures hold students' attention. Everyone in

the class can see them clearly and a picture can be

held on the screen for discussion until the instructor Is

sure that each point is understood by every student.

Order your slidefilm kits today!

These films may be purchased through a nationwide dealer organization. All prices plus sales tax where applicable.

THE JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION, 2900 East Grand Blvd., Datroil 1 1, Michigan.

Ploai* onlaf our order for tho films chocked below.

SKY SERIES (Complete) $31.50 WATER LIFE SERIES (Complete). . . $43.50 BASIC BIRD STUDY SERIES

n Life in P»nds, Loltes and Streams $6.75 (Complete) ^27.00
Q Small Fresh-water Animals and Insects $6.75 Q The Structure of Birds $4.50

n Fresh-water Shellftsh and Amphibians $6.75

D Fresh-water Turtles and R»h $6.75

n Keeping an Aquarium $6.75

D Plants and Strange Animals of the Sea $6.75

n Shellfish of the Seashore $6^5

D A Multitude of Suns $4.50

D Stories of the Constellations $4.50

O The Sun's Family $4.50

G Interesting Things About the Planets $4.50

D Our Neighbor, the Moon $4.50

n The Changing Moon $4.50

n How We Learn About the Sky $4.50

n Adaptations of Birds $4.50

n Birds' Nests $4.50

D The Migrations of Birds $4.50

D How Birds Serve Man $4.50

D Helping tho Birds $4.50

OUR EARTH SERIES (Complete). . . $22.50
n How We Think Our Earth Come to Bo $4.50

D Our Earth Is Changing $4.50

n How Rocks Are Formed $4.50

D The Story of the Earth We Find in tho Rocb. . . $4.50

n The Soil $4.50

No IF Position.

Orgonlzotlon_

Address

All Prices F.O.B. Detroit—Subiect to Change Without Notice.
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flmazinq^^^pvelopment

Designed for

A.C. or D.C.
Operation

_ Ifi Portable

Sound Projectors

Actual Lift-up Weight
Only 20 lbs.!

The projector and
amplifier unit alone
of the new Ampro
Stylist weighs only
20 lbs. A young girl

can easily lift it

up to place on
stand or table.

Lift-off case
with speake
and acces-
sories weighs
less than

9 lbs.!

Truly Portable
Complete one-cose unit, in-

cluding projector, amplifier,

lift-off cose with speaker
and accessories, weighs
less than 29 lbs!

Quick Easy Set-up
Just lift off cose, snap
permanently attached reel

arms in place — and the

"Stylist" is reody to thread.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Entire unit in one case measures only

IZ'/z" high, 978" wide, 16" long. Stand-

ard, time-tested Ampro projector mechan-

ism and sound head. Fast automatic

rewind. Uses standard lamps up to 1000

watts. Triple clow movement, new slide-out

removable film gate. Coated super 2-inch

F1.6 lens. Many other exclusive Ampro
features.

A new streamlined, lightweight projector

combining precision quality, unusual
compactness and popular low price
Here is the perfect I6mm. projector for classroom use

—the culmination of more than 20 years of experience

by Ampro in building fine precision projectors that are

used and approved by leading school systems, universities,

museums and libraries all over the world.

Astonishing light weight and compactness—made possible

by the clever utilization of the new, tough, light materials

—

make the Stylist ideal for easy moving from room to room
—for use by small or large groups. Tested Ampro quality

design and construction—assure ease of setting up, sim-

plicity of operation, splendid tone quality and illumination

and long, satisfactory service. Remarkable low price—$325
complete— means outstanding value and assures budget
approval in these economy days. Ask your dealer today for

an eye-opening demonstration of this new record-breaking
Ampro "Stylist"!

Write for free circular giving full detailed "Stylist"
specifications.

THE AMPRO CORPORATION
2837 N. Weitern Avsnu*. Chicago II, III.

Simplified

Operation
Centrol operating panel,

with simplified knob
controls, conveniently

mounted on operotor's

side of projector.

November, 1949

For Small
Groups

Outet-runntng, easy to

set up quickly, the

"Stylist" is ideal for

classroom and small
groups.

For Larger

Audiences

The "Stylist" delivers

adequate tone quality,

volume and illumination

for larger audiences.

•Trade Mark Rcf. V. S. Pat. Off.

A General Precision Equipment
Corporation Subsidiary

389



COLOR FILMS FROM BRITAIN

THIS IS COLOUR
This film describes the nature of color and
its many uses. The study of a great chemical
industry shows the development of modern
synthetic dyes, based on a discovery nearly
one hundred years ago that color could be
obtained

_
from coal tar. Today, scientists

are carrying on constant research and experi-
ments in new dyes and pigments.

15 minutes Rental $5.00

COLOUR IN CLAY
This is fhe story of modern potfery, a skillful

combination of art and science. The film
shows clay being worked at the potter's wheel
and the turner's lathe. After being baked in
electrically fired ovens, the pottery is ready
to be decorated with various patterns, either
by the transfer method or by freehand paint-
ing. Glazing completes the process and the
pottery is ready for use.

11 minutes Rental $2.50

GARDENS OF ENGLAND
The English people have always been keenly
interested in gardens, whether they are formal
estates, cottage gardens, or the small strips
in front of suburban houses. In this beautifully
photographed film the camera tours many dif-
ferent types of gardens, each one a proof of
its owner's skill and patience.

10 minutes Rental $2.50

GOLD COAST PEOPLE
A study of the life and ways of Gold Coast
people. Scenes from the film show Accra,
the Gold Coast capital, and Kumasi, the chief
city of the Ashantis, a warrior people whose
country is now the home of the cocoa and
gold mining that bring most of her prosperity
to the Gold Coast. The film also contrasts life
in these cities with the simple life in the
villages.

10 minutes Rental $2.50

LET'S SEE
The lens is an accessory to the human eye,
and the science of making lenses has pro-
duced the optical industry. This film shows the
painstaking skill needed to melt, mold, and
polish lenses so accurately that they come
within one-millionth of an inch of specifications.

17 minutes Rental $5.00

POWER ON THE LAND
Old-fashioned manual methods of planting
and reaping are compared with modern ma-
chines which pick root crops, reap, bind and
thresh grain, and plant and water vegetables.
Trenching machines and bulldozers prepare
land to meet the need of increased food
production.

17 minutes Rental $5.00

THE ROYAL WEDDING
This film shows the grandeur and solemnity
of the wedding of Princess Elizabeth and the
Duke of Edinburgh. The camera turns back to
show charming glimpses in the 'ives of the
bridal pair, and fully records the processio:s
and celebrations of the wedding day.

30 minutes Rental $7.50

THE ROYAL WEDDING
PRESENTS
This film presents the dazzling show made by
hundreds of wedding presents which were
sent to Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of
Edinburgh. The presents were displayed in a
magnificent setting at St. James Palace.

29 minutes Rental $7.50

SNOWDONIA
Situated in northwest Wales, Snowdonia is

famous for its beautiful scenery. This skill-

fully photographed film offers scenes of its

broad lakes and low-lying valley farms. It

shows famous castles of great historic interest
standing within their old fortifications. The
camera follows the roads that wind throug*!
the mountain country. The Lyrian Singers pre-
sent vocal accompaniments.

17 minutes Rental $5.00

STEEL
This film describes the steel industry in Britaii
and the processes used from the time when
the iron ore is dug out of the ground until
the finished product leaves the plant. The
film shows the processing of small precision
instruments as well as that of huge keels for
ocean-going vessels.

34 minutes Rental $10.00

MAKE FRUITFUL THE LAND
British eighteenth-century farmers were the
pioneers of crop rotation. Pre-rotation and
rotation methods of farming are contrasted
in this picture, and there are many shots and
diagrams of the "Four Course" system in op-
eration. By a scientific crop rotation and up-
to-date machinery British farmers today g9t
the maximum yield from their limited acres.

17 minutes

CHARLEY CARTOONS
IN COLOR
1. NEW TOWN—Town and Country Planning

2. ROBINSON CHARLEY—Economic History
of Britain from lOii.

3. CHARLEY'S MARCH OF TIME—Social
Services.

A. YOUR VERY GOOD HEALTH-Health
Services.

Rental $5.00 Eaeli 10 minutes—Rental $2.50 eaeli

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES
Yoric

Boston

Chicago • San Francisco • Washington

BRITISH CONSULATES
Detroit . Los Angeles . Houston . Seattle,

^ne f\eaaer3 l/Urite

Short and Sweet

Editor :

Thank you very much for. . .the article

by Constance Rumbough ("Fifth Graders
and High School Pupils Make Etched
Glass Slides") in the last number (Oc-
tober issue). It is most comforting to

see The Educational Screen get

something besides long, vague discussions

of motion-picture projects.

G. E. Hamilton
President, Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pennsylvania

Filmstrip-Conscious

Editor ;

My copy of the (September) Screen
has just arrived. . .and I am hastening
to write. . .This issue is full of articles

of interest and food for thought. Do I de-

tect a slight increase in the filmstrip side

of the A-V world, or am I just filmstrip-

conscious at present?

Angelica W. Cass
A. E. Films
New York City

Probably both. Screen reflects as
closely as possible the interests of its

readers.—Ed.

Newsfull

Editor :

Your September issue seemed filled

with news and gave a good summary of

what was happening in the audio-visual

world during the summer months while
schools were closed. You opened my eyes
about the Chicago conference, and I am
going to make every effort to be there
next summer.
Another change I like in the last couple

of issues of Screen is your new way of
listing films and filmstrips in the "Cur-
rent Materials" section. These announce-
ments have always been a "must" refer-

ence for me, and now your listings are
much clearer.

Edwin Wahl
Philadelphia, Pa.

Missing Link

Editor :

Some of our teachers have shown an
interest in the children's recordings pro-
duced by Young People's Records, Inc.,

as listed in the September issue (Records
on Review). . .1 did not notice any ad-
dress given for this company.

Amos L. CLAYBAunii
Co-ordinator of A-V Instruction
Davenport, Iowa, Public Schools

For reader ClaybaiKih and other in-

terested readers . . . Young People's Rec-
ords, Inc., 40 W. 46th St., New York
19, N.Y.—Ed.

Address letters for "The Readers Write" to
The Editor, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN. 64
E. Lake St., Chicago I, Illinois.

390
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THE NEW
SPENCER

L^'np house, conw ^^^OL/NG

»nages. «">'-''ere eo assure un • u

L_.

I

'I

MC DELINEASCOPE

A century of experience in scientific optical instrument design

bears fruit in the Spencer "MC". It has so many more out-

standing features that, once you see and compare it with
others, you'll never be satisfied with anything less. For litera-

ture or the name of your nearest distributor, write Dept. \\'12,

American Optical Company, Scientific Instrument Division,

Buffalo 15, New York.

<tyUni€rl€a*S (L/me4t ^iwrne in SneecUitMn O/ttiei^

SPENCER
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lew BOOK shows part answer

tolElCHIlLOilD

pioneered

tape recording

Brings professional standards

fo aPDateur use. High fidelity

beyond the ranges of the

piano. There are more Brush

tape recorders in schools than

any other make. Quality

and experience are the reasons.

30 minutes recording

rime fits classroom

work schedule.

For More fhon JO Years

Leaders in Magnetic Recording

*Trade Mark Registered

392
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Reports show student achievement

advances rapidly with SOUNDMIRROR

could teach with tremendous

relief from the drudgery of repe-

tition. Students could also apply

self-criticism through hearing

themselves exactly as they sound.

This work points the way to

equally happy results in Music,

Drama, Speech, Language, Sten-

ographic Drill and other fields.

There is a copy of the report

without charge for the accredited

educator who will send us the

coupon below.

IRROr
P SEND THIS COUPON TODAY! Ml Hi I

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COIHPANY, Dept. D3
3405 Perkins Avenue, Clevelond 14, Ohio

Please send me, without obligation, the report on student achievement
in classes where the SOUNDMIRROR was used.

TEACHERS knew it before.

But now here's a book that

proves it! One of America's great

universities last summer kept

exact measurements of student

progress with Soundmirror—the

modern magnetic tape recorder.

The authoritative report is just

off the press.

With a Brush Soundmirror
practice work proved more effec-

tive, yet took far less of the

instructor's time. The instructor

Name
Address

City

Name of School

.

Type of W^ork

Zone State

..J
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A Visit from St. Nichoigs

NEW-AND

EXCITINGLY DIFFERENT-

FILM CLASSICS

The Legend of the Pied Piper

I

The Honeit Woodsman Rumpelsliltskin

Now . . . through the magic of cartoon

aniination and action puppetry, these famous story book characters live again.

You'll applaud Coronet's creative imagination .and artistic excellence in

bringing this long-awaited series to the screen. Let these films be the "hit" of

your Christmas program this year!

Available in full color or sparkling black and white from your nearby

Coronet Film rental library . . . sale prints from authorized Coronet Film Dealers.

For full information, write today to:

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

Thit Month Mark* the lOlh Anntvertary of

Quality Prodwclien by Cerenel Film**
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HOW TO PLAN
FOR 7W^ ZJi^eoUae

VISUAL EDUCATION

DA-LITI SCRIIN COMPANY, INC.
371 1 No. rulaikl toad, ChlcoflO 39, III.

Without obligation to us please send your two brochures
"Designs for Visual Educalioo" and "Planning for EITective
Projection.'

Name

Sekool or ImtUulUm

Strtd

City .Zone. . . .Stak

auAUTf scmus fot 40 riAts

C. R. REAGAN MEMORIAL FUND
"C. R. Reagan believed so strongly in visual education as a

powerful weapon against illiteracy, tyranny, intolerance . . .

that in doing so much to accomplish his goal, he gave his own
life as surely as anyone ever sacrifices his own life for his

fellowmen."*

Thus writes Hazel Calhoun in announcing the establishment

of the C. R. Reagan Memorial Fund by the National Audio-
Visual Association (formerly N'AV'K^D) to further the cause

of visual education and to honor a man who gave so much to

that cause. Miss Calhoun. D. T. Davis, and Jasper Ewing are

trustees for the Fund, for which two projects have already

been suggested : a student loan fund—a rotating fund that could

be loaned without interest, and audio-visual research, especially

in the commercial field.

C. R. Reagan was a founder of the National Association of

Visual Education Dealers, its first president, and always an

ardent and active member. He was a leader in the U. S govern-

ment 16mm film program, in the organization of the Film Coun-
cil of America, and in many other activities directly and in-

directly related to the audio-visual field. His faith in the visual

media of communication—his ability to guide and, above all.

to inspire others—will not soon be forgotten by those who
knew him or by those who share his faith.

And those who sincerely share C. R.'s faith in the visual

media of communication now have a chance to prove it in a

very tangible way. They can help make the Fund established

in his name a truly useful, a truly living memorial by con-

tributing to the C. R. Reagan Memorial Fund ; by pledging

yearly contributions to build the Fund for ever-growing use-

fulness ; and by suggesting ways in which the program can be

made most useful.

Contributions, pledges, and suggestions should be sent directly

to the National Audio-Visual Association, 845 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois. Checks should be made out to NAVA and
marked "C. R. Reagan Memorial Fund."

U. S. Signs A-V Convention

The audio-visual convention pro|)osed by the United Na-
tions Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization was
sigfned for the U.S. Government on September 13 at Lake
SiKcess by its representative. Warren R. Austin.

Designed to permit the duty-free movement of educational

films, recordings, and other teaching materials, the conven-

tion will become effective among signatory countries after

acceptance by ten member nations of UNESCO. Mr.
Austin's signature marks the first step toward adherence
to the convention on the part of U.S., with completion of
the action dependent upon approval by Congress.

A-V Publications to UNESCO Members
A library of outstanding books, pamphlets, and periodi-

cals** dealing with audio-visual materials has been provided

to UNESCO member states through the cooperation of

the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, the U.S.

Department of State, and the publishers concerned in sup-

port of the UNESCO program to promote the free flow of

audio-visual materials for educational, scientific, and cul-

tural purposes.

The Commission is also preparing an evaluated catalog

of U.S.-produced films suitable and available for use abroad.

Both activities are being carried on by the Panel on Films

of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO, under the

chairmanship of Dr. Edgar Dale of Ohio State University.

Other panel members include George F. Zook, American
Council on Education; Roger Albright, Motion Picture

Association of America; Floyde Brooker, U.S. Office of

Education; Glen Burch, Film Council of America; and
Herbert Edwards and Miss I. A. Wright, Department of

State.

3S4;

*C. R. Reagan died of a heart attack July 81. 1948, in Paris, where he
was representing the U.S. at a UNESCO conference of world audio-
visual experts.
**Includiiig Editational Scrkkn.
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CONHNUfNG THE BIGCiSJ SCHOOL YCAR IN AUDIO-VISUAl HISTORY!

EBFiLMS ANNOUNCES

9 MORE IMPORTANT CLASSROOM FILMS. ..PLUS A GREAT

NEW FILMSTRIP SERIES!

The world's largest library of authentic class-

room motion pictures. . . now adds 9 more classroom

Alms.

These new EBFilms have been created for to-

day's needs in today's schools. But like all EBFilms,

they are so basic to every school's program they will

be used for years to come.

With the eleven EBFilms announced last

month teachers now have twenty important and much-

needed new subjects from the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica Films library ... in addition to more than 300

EBFilms in use today!

All EBFilms are forceful, absorbing teaching

instruments. Educators know they may select them

with confidence and assurance. Because for twenty

years EBF has provided schools with their basic needs

in authentic teaching films.

Order now through your local EBF represen-

tative, or write EBFilms.

GENERAL SCIENCE
FILMSTRIP SERIES

Simple Machines Elements of Electrical Circuits |

Series and Parallel Circuits Fuels and Heat

Home Electrical Appliances Distributing Heat Energy

Atmosphere and Its Circulation The Weather

Ears

and Hearing

The

Nurse

Synthetic

Fibers

Painting

An
Abstraction

Gas

Sand

Painting

Cattle

Drive

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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(Ef)e Sillier Anniuersiarp
1950 EDITION OF

THE

BLUE BOOK
of 16mm Films

You can xesety^ your copy now
• Lists almost 7,000 films—more than ever

• Films on every subject—including entertainment

• Synopsis of each film

• Free films included

• Indexed by both title & subject—quick reference

If you use films anywhere you need this

BRAND NEW EDITION

It tells WHERE TO GET every film listed

Completely Revised—Up-to-date 25th Annual Edition

Only $1.50

— Umlted Printing —

MAIL COUPON TODAY

>
You'll have your copy as soon as it

leaves the press in November.

By ordering now you assure your-
self of a copy.

The printing is limited.

>

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.
64 E. Lake Sf.

Chicago I, III.

Please reserve my copy of the new BLUE BOOK. I enclose $1.50

Name

Address

City

State . ..

n Check here if you w'sh to pay later

We pay postage if remittance accompanies order.MAIL COUPON TODAY
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As Viewed From Here Editorial
iiiiMiMiiiiMiMiniii(iiiiMiMiMiinrrHiiiiniiiiiiiniiiMiiiiMiiiiiniiHiiiiMiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiMiMiiiitiiitiiMiii(iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitMiiiiiiMiriii

WORDS VS. PICTURES
"Try fo teach peop/e with a picture

and you may find that you need a thousand words
to fell them exactly what to look at and why."

• Those are strange words quoted above for you to be reading in a

magazine devoted to the use of audio-visual materials. They seemed like

fighting words to us, too, when we first read them in Dr. Rudolf Flesch's

recently published and very readable book, "The Art of Readable Writ-

ing".' But then we stopped to think about them.

They reminded us of something Joseph Wood Krutch had written in

an article in "The Nation" several months ago—to the effect that a

hundred words are often worth more than a thousand pictures. "What is

tliis, anyway?" we wondered. Are the word writers attacking our vested

interest? Is a conflict being promoted between words and pictures? Who's
trying to make this a simple "either-or" situation? Who started this?

Well, we're not quite sure who did start it; but we suspect the inventor

of that too-often-quoted "Chinese proverb"." And the word people have
probably been further incensed by people like Mr. Oddeyo Vidayo before

his dreams brought him wisdom. When you read about Oddeyo on page
400 of this issue, you'll see what we mean—he was awfully enthusiastic

about audio-visual materials, and woefully ignorant too. But he learned.

Those who have really learned to understand pictures and their use as

materials for communication know well that there is no conflict between

words and pictures. They know of the important interrelationship be-

tween printed picture and text. They know that the most effective sound

motion pictures are those in which the soundtrack words are most closely

related to the pictures. They know that the words used in group discussion

before pictures are projected are mighty important words. And they

know that the meaningful generalizations that should result from intelli-

gent teaching with pictures cannot be expressed without words.

So you see. Dr. Flesch, even we who value pictures the most as a

means of communication think you're right. We know that you have to use a

lot of words when you try to teach people with a picture. We're in com-

plete agreement—well, almost complete agreement. We think you may
have overlooked one simple fact: that it takes concrete experience

—

including the kind that pictures provide so well—to give words any

meaning at all.

—PGR.

'Harper and Brothers. New York. 1949.

-See "What Is a Proverb Worthy", Educational Screen. October, 1948, page 382. and letters

from readers in subsequent issues—December 19'18, page 484; February 1949, page 54; March
1949, page 102. Dr. Flesch says the proverb is still a favorite of the "picture-and-diagrani lovers".
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by HELEN F. WINFIELD
Coordinator ol Audio-Visual Aids

Public School 107, Queens*
Flushing, New York

Teachers • Students

Parents

all have a role in

Organizing ti

OUR SCHOOL ORGANIZATION for the use of audio-

visual materials is not a simple one, but we think

it is an efficient and a worthwhile one. It in-

volves many groups—teachers, pupils, parents—or-

ganized so that each can contribute its part to the total

effectiveness of the program.

Our elementary school is a comparatively large one
with 1150 pupils and 33 teachers. Audio-visual mate-
rials are an integral part of classroom teaching in social

studies, sciences, home economics, health, language
arts, arts and crafts, and physical training. We also use
them as a basis for common experiences during assembly
programs involving the American heritage, holiday
background, and wholesome entertainment, which should
never be overlooked in a well-rounded education.

We have an opaque projector, a stereopticon, two
filmstrip projectors, and three motion picture projec-
tors, one silent and two sound. A radio has recently
been added. There is no set time for the use of any of
this equipment, except for the sound projectors. For
them we have to use a special room because our build-
ing has five stories, the equipment is heavy, and we
have no elevator. At the beginning of each term, teachers
select one period a week to use "213," our visual-ads
room. If a second or third period is desired, they use
the auditorium as a classroom- or "special-book'' 213
during one of its free periods. This insures greater
flexibility in use of both equipment and materials.

An extensive visual-aids program involves large quan-
tities of materials and many outside agencies. Materials
in our school library consist of lantern slides, filmstrips,
and a flat picture collection covering all study areas.'
These are used in the homeroom at any time and are
booked any morning by the teacher or class visual-aids
monitor through a Visual Aids Squad Librarian, who
prepares orders and books equipment as requested.

in

The librarians also check returned material at the end

of each day. Our library is available at any time because

the key hangs at the side of the door and a program

card for each machine is posted on the bulletin board,

again insuring flexibility at all times.

From outside agencies we get museum collections,

which are delivered every two weeks and circulated

among the classes studying the subject of the exhibit.

Field trips are a matter of course in our building ; most

classes take at least two a year. This involves arranging

for class appointments with the museum authorities,

getting permission from the superintendent, and secur-

ing bus transportation to and from the school. Although

we like to arrange these excursions well in advance,

we do not discourage sudden decisions if the unit of

study will be enriched.

To insure smooth functioning, the ordering of motion

picture films is very important. Committees from each

grade level meet in April and outline their probable

grade needs for the following year. This outline is sub-

mitted to the coordinator, and the basic films are ordered

in May for the following year. Each grade orders at

least fifteen films in the social studies. These are sup-

plemented by special orders if individual teachers so

wish or by films coming into the building for other grade

levels. For example, last semester Colonial Children

was ordered for the fifth grade but was also used by
grades three and eight. Golden Foods was ordered for

home economics classes but was used as well by a sixth-

grade class having a health unit on foods. Pciping
Family was used by the parent group and also tlie

seventh grade.

A list of all films in the building is posted each week

*P.S. 107, Oueens, is part of the New York City school system.
and the audio-visual program described in this article is part of
the general program of the school system's department of visual
instruction, of which Miss Rita Hochheimer is acting head.

Educafional Screen



Visuals Aids Squad members check and book materials and
equipment.

ihool A-V Program

Older Squad boys initiate newcomers in the audio-visual way.

Mothers' Club members work untiringly at tilinq . . . and finance.

November, 1949

OH the teachers' bulletin board and on the bulletin board

in room 254, the office of the coordinator. This system

insures the fullest luse of the films.

Our audio-visual program requires the closest coop-

eration of all teachers and the Visual Aids Squad. The
boys and girls on the squad are selected for their re-

liability and cooperation as well as for their skill in

handling equipment and materials. From the first year

they see and, in many cases, handle the filmstrip, stere-

opticon, and opaque projectors and accept the respon-

sibilities involved in their stride. From the fifth grades,

teachers and members of the squad suggest boys for

apprenticeship. These children are put through a com-
prehensive training program by the older boys and after

a probationary period are admitted to the club. Each
class from the fifth year through the eighth year has

two boys on the squad.

This squad proceeds on democratic i)rinciples and
functions under the General Organization. Through the

regular meetings and activities of the Visual Aids
Squad, members have had good experience and practice

in

:

A. Voting for officers of the squad— this develops judg-
ment, critical thinking, respect for leadership, and
appreciation of privileges and duty of voting.

B. Selection of committee—responsibility of chairmen and
committee members.

C. Simple parliamentary procedure—minutes of meetings,

nominations, and formulation of own code of duties:

"The duties and responsibilities of a member of the

Visual Aids Squad are as follows:

1. To operate and care for all machines—change
bulbs, fuses, oiling.

2. To prepare the room for projection.

3. To control lights.

4. To insure smooth running of any visual aid—me-
chanics of projection are not to be evident.

5. To act properly at all times.

6. To decide whether or not report cards are satis-

factory to the group—suspension follows careless

work in class or while on duty."

The squad relieves the teacher of all mechanical com-

plications since these, rather than the projected picture,

can become the focal point of the lesson if they are not

liandled inconspicuously. The mechanics seem to be the

essence of simplicity to the youngster who has always

been exposed to them. Since the squad consists of boys

froin the fifth grade up, there is no exploitation. If a

class projectionist is absent, the teacher calls upon a boy

from another class of the saine grade level.

Assembly programs are handled by boys having the

assembly, except for the kindergarten—second year

and the third-fourth year assemblies ; here boys are

assigned from a call li.st, posted in the Visual Aids Office,

which indicates squad boys having club, gymnasium,

shop, or science (nearly every period finds a projec-

tionist available). Teachers do not object so much to

boys' missing these particular classes, and the children

are willing to make up the work missed.

There are many values that come to the children who
are members of the Visual Aids Squad. They themselves

recognize that the groiip enjoys high prestige. Each
boy gets a certificate at the final school assembly if he

has done his work well ; and the skill he has gained in

handling equipment is noted on his high-school entrance

application and permanent record, card. Teachers have

{Continued on page 422)
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GREAT FUN

UNDONE
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by WILLIAM H. HARTLEY
state Teachers College

Towson, Maryland

THIS IS THE STORY of Oddeyo Vidayo, an enthusias-

tic if somewhat misguided school teacher. It chron-

icles his routine, run-of-the-mill existence, then the

great period of exhilaration, the day of disillusionment,

and finally his dreams. The tale would be funny were it

not so pathetic and so probable.

Oddeyo taught the sixth grade and sometimes the

seventh and eighth. He taught in a straightforward and

humdrum manner. He was indeed a dull and tedious

fellow. Life lacked flavor for Oddeyo, and those who
were alive were not too enthusiastic about him.

It took an atomic bomb to awaken Oddeyo and to

shake him out of his lethargy. Not that any radioactive

waves actually touched him, but there did come a day

shortly after Hiroshima when news of the effectiveness

of certain multi-sensory techniques reached the big red

schoolhouse in which our hero held forth. The news,

blown up and glamorized by certain popular magazines,

even got as far as the state capital. Here the legislators,

faced with a surplus in the state budget and anxious to

keep up with their neighbors, voted a sizable sum to

the schools for the purchase of projectors and films, wire

recorders, maps, globes, charts, and posters.

"Let learning in this state now profit from lessons

learned in the armed forces," they legislated. "Here's

the material ! It's the law ! Go to it
!"

Oddeyo Vidayo was puzzled at first ; a little resent-

ful, second ; but finally, reluctantly, he was forced to

try some of the new material. "Well, if 1 must, I must,"

said he. "Now let's see, what will it be? Why, a movie,

of course. That's sight and sound, and if seeing is believ-

ing, then seeing and hearing simultaneously must be

twice as good."

The first movie was so enthusiastically received by

the children that Mr. Vidayo was convinced that if one

film was good, then another would be better, and still

another would be best. Boy ! This was fun. No more
disciplinary problems. No more lessons to prepare.

Learning is easy the Oddeyo Vidayo way.

But someone is always taking the joy out of life.

This time the ogre proved to be a supervisor who in-

sisted upon variety in the lessons. "Variety?" queried

Oddeyo. "Don't I give them variety—a different film

every day?"

To satisfy the "powers that be," our hero looked

around for other aids to vary the glorious movie mo-
notony. His eyes beheld, and his ears were entranced

by, a wire recorder. It looked like good fun. So he

recorded the pupils' voices, the assembly programs,

radio programs, street noises, and the announcements

that came over the school's central sound system. Then,

between movies he played back the recordings and the

pupils were amused. Oh, they thought Mr. Vidayo a

bit odd, but then, this was better than studying so they

played the game.

Oddeyo Vidayo's classes were really something to be-

hold . . . portable sound systems so the children could be

heard throughout the entire classroom, filmstrips before

400
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The Dreams of Oddeyo Vidayo

and after movies, the loveliest decorative charts, nothing

but the very latest maps—all azimnthal equidistant pro-

jections, dramatizations every Tuesday afternoon at

2:15, models and exhibits everywhere, bulletin boards

with the prettiest pictures, miniature slides following the

playing of each album of records, flannel boards with the

most interesting jigsaw cutouts, mockups contributed

by the U. S. Army tank corps, a link trainer, an FM-
AM radio to bring in the best daytime serials—and,

thanks to automatic promotions, no need to worry about

the course of study.

But Oddeyo Vidayo's success proved his undoing.

Uneasy indeed rests the head that wears a crown. Work-
shops became the order of the day. Mr. O. Vidayo was
scheduled to serve as consultant for a workshop in

audio-visual materials and techniques. Now he would
have to read and quote from authorities. Long nights

with Hoban. McKown, Wittich, Dale, Dent, Dorris,

Cypher, Trolinger, Knowlton. Levenson. et al. led to

disturbed sleep—to dreams—to nightmares—to the

truth that often comes with Morpheus.

Come now into the cerebellum of Oddeyo Vidayo
on a certain night in mid-semester when the busy little

axons and dendrites were manufacturing the things

which dreams are made of.

FIRST DREAM

The Tail That Wagged the Dog

.And there was a big, shaggy, friendly dog with a

stubby little tail that wagged in response to the dog's

joyous feelings. But the tail grew and grew until it was

the wagging of the tail that moved the dog. And the

dog answered to the name of "education" and the tail

became a monstrous thing called "audio-visual."

Into the scene moved a professor in full cap and

gown with a set of charts and a pointer under his arm.

Using the dog as an object lesson, he pointed to the

following moral

:

"When the tail begins to wag the dog, it is high

time that we begin to think of an operation. What has

caused this condition? Let us look first at this business

of film use in the classroom. We plan our course with

care ; we find that there is a place for a good film to

illustrate, to vitalize, to make our learnings concrete.

"We search the H. W. Wilson Company's 'Film
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Guide' or a certain 'Blue Book" to find a film that will

do the job we want done. Then we investigate film

libraries to find which one has this film. So we order

this film well in advance, months in advance, to be sure

to get it. How do we know just what we will be teach-

ing months from the date of our order? We don't, but

we estimate as best we can and then adjust our program
to fit the lx)oking schedule of the film library. The dog
is beginning to wag.

"Then the film arrives ; we preview it and set up
our plan for its use. We motivate the lesson and pre-

sent the film smoothly. After the showing we follow-

up with discussions, with well-planned questions. The
pupils respond ; they begin to get the idea. -Xnother

showing of the film might do the trick. But no, the

film must be returned promptly. We can't hold it over

another day. The dog sways drunkenly.

"Is there any answer? Yes! Decentralization of

film libraries. A select library of oft-used films in each

school. Does this mean the death of state and university

libraries? Not at all. They will serve as a source of

supplementary films to enrich the regular program. A
change of policy will be in order, however, whereby
films are loaned for three-day periods at a reduced rate.

"But can every school afford its own films? Yes,

for every sizable school with many class sections study-

ing the same units, it is good economy to own instead

of rent films ; and increased production of films will

result in lower prices per unit. That's simple eco-

nomics."

SECOND DREAM

The Steps Where hHerbart Fell

The scene now changes to a barren, desert-like spot

in the center of which is a set of steps leading to a

lush, green oasis. \ figure approaches in the distance,

and then, as in a movie shot, he zooms into the fore-

ground. .As he approaches the steps, we can see the\'

are plainly labeled

:

Fifth Step—Reteach
Fourth Step—Examination

Third Step—.Application

Second Step—Presentation

First Step—Preparation

The figure is, of course, Johann Friedrich Herbart.

This is obvious from the loving way in which he car-

(Cinitinued on patic 420)
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FIVE STUDENTS in the School of Education, Univer-

sity of Southern California, recently presented a

"project-demonstration" to their audio-visual class

to show clearly how many different audio-visual ma-

terials could be used in an actual teaching situation.

This unit emphasized a modern, and perhaps somewhat

new, trend in bringing teacher and pupils to the col-

lege classroom. Not only did they bring the audio-

visual materials to the class; they also brought real,

live children to demonstrate how the materials could be

used.

The unit itself and the objectives were chosen as a

result of a letter received from Miss Marie Krotter,

vice-principal and sixth-grade instructor at Burnside

Elementary School, Los Angeles.

She wrote: "I'm working especially on the basic

idea of 'We, the people' . . . trying to establish in the

pupils' minds that it is how the people respond that

makes ideas workable. Use anything you want that

I can hitch to this general stem of 'people' . . . how
they work together to make their lives better or how they

work together to conquer obstacles to progress.

:
"... if it is social studies, I think we should appre-

ciate some experiences in South America because (1)
I'm trying to stimulate curiosity and (2) the desire

for more information which will (3) get the children

in the habit of using more books. Any audio-visual

materials u.sed for these general purposes will be most
valuable."

With these general objectives in mind, the audio-

visual students, working cooperatively under the chair-

manship of Hal Levich, drew up the following specific

pupil objectives for their unit

:

(1) To work toward a genuine interest in and a

sympathetic understanding of the people of South

America.

(2) To become acquainted with and be mentally clear

as to the location of these countries, their physical fea-

tures and climate.

( 3 ) To become acquainted with and be mentally clear

as to tlie natural resources and industries of these

countries.

(4) To progress toward the ultimate goal of sincerely

wanting, making, and keeping these countries as "Good
Neighbors" of the United States.

To make a beginning in accomplishing these objec-

tives Mr. Levich and his committee selected and pre-

pared the following material for use in the two-hour
demonstration

:

(1) Motion Picture. Good Neighbor Familv, 1

reel. This sound motion picture was selected because
it most satisfactorily met the major objective of the unit.

The picture deals with people—how they cooperate both
in the family and out. It makes a vivid comparison be-

tween our way of life and that of South America. It

makes point of our similarities, which was highly de-
sired in this unit.

A-M education is a LIVE experience when . .

.

A Sixth Grade Goes to College

".
. . it was all very inferesting,

and I had a very good time."

".
. . we learned about other

people, friends like you and me."

". . . when we went to U.S.C. we
saw a Doctor of Philosophy."
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California

(2) Typewritten, Handmade Slides. These were

used from time to time during the demonstration to

bring out important points concerning South America

and also to show the use of the Keystone overhead pro-

jector.

(3) An Exhibit. Under the direction of Dr. Luhrs,

Hancock Foundation anthropologist, an exhibit was

prepared. Dr. Luhrs was present to explain the various

items to the children.

(4) Charts, Posters, and Maps. Ten different

ones were used functionally during the two-hour period :

(a) Spanish-American vocabulary chart; (b) airplane

posters to introduce the ideas of transportation in South

America; (c) "Customs and Manners of the People"

—

a poster showing a rul)ber hunter making his shoes out

of latex secured from the forest
;
(d) poster

—"Methods

of Transportation", donkey cart, rafts, boats, and rail-

roads; (e) chart of natural resources—oil, minerals,

rubber, chicle, and coal; (f) music map—a large map
of Latin America (presented by opaque projection). On
either side of this map were placed large posters

showing native musicians, dancers, and musical instru-

ments of the various countries. The individual photos

were culled from a mass of travel literature, and each

photo was linked to the country to which it pertained

by means of brightly-colored string running from the

photo to the map; (g) pictorial map of South Ameri-

can industries ; (h) physical map of South America
;
(i)

natural resources map; (j) pictorial road map.

(5) Mounted Pictures and Bulletin Board Ma-
terial. These included: (a) wall display showing in-

dustries, sports, recreation, cities, villages, transporta-

tion, communication, and natural resources, (b) current

news and pictures of South America gathered from

newspapers. Time, Newsweek and Lijc magazines.

(6) Book Display. Books were chosen on the sixth-

grade level, displayed on a book table, and a book list

was prepared. A copy of the book list was given to each

child before he left.

(7) Collection. A mineral and resources collection

of South America (borrowed from the local museum).

(8) Record Collection. Eight albums of Latin

American music were selected although time permitted

the playing of excerpts only.

The two-hour demonstration was packed with thrills

for the children and afforded the college class a real op-

portunity to see the integrated use of a wide variety of

audio-visual materials in an actual teaching situation.

Mr. Levich and his committee handled each part of the

demonstration in such a way that interest was high

and learning evident at every step.

In commenting upon the results of the school journey

to college, Miss Krotter wrote the committee:

"It was a valuable experience in every way. We have

no way of estimating the total value because an experi-

ence like this opens doors, so inany doors, for the chil-

dren and will color so many future experiences.

"I had talked 'co-operation' and 'assuming responsi-

bility for the good. of the group,' but great gains were

made by their seeing your group doing just that.'Did yOH

notice how quickly the children mentidried that you'^

not only planned but each of you had to do his part?"

The children, too, had a chance to evaluate their ex-

periences through creative art and writing. Elizabeth's

story of the trip is typical. She called it: "When We
Went to U.S.C."

Dr. Luhrs told us about some things of the early civiHza-

tion and some of the early customs of the people. It was
very interesting. We heard some South American music

and Mr. Parker told us a little about their music and fiestas.

Then Mr. Butz told us about and showed us some of South

America's products and things of that sort, .^fter that we
saw a movie of South America. I do not remember the

name of it but it was good and answered most of the ques-

tions we had asked at the beginning of the class. As we
went out of the lab, two men handed us a piece of paper

with a list of good South American books and a little booklet

which translated some Spanish words into English. It was
all very interesting, and I had a very good time and I know
the class did too.

Nancy expressed herself in an original poem, which

revealed that she understood something of the "Good
Neighbor Policy"

:

Our trip to U.S.C. was very nice.

What Mr. Levich told us was right.

He told us about South America,

And all the things around it.

But we learned about other people

Far across the sea;

We found out they are just like us,

Friends like you and me.

Miss Krotter mentioned some subsidiary results that

had not been anticipated: ".
. . Dr. Luhrs' being an an-

thropologist. I could have talked that word forever or

shown it to them in printing, and goodness only knows
what mental image they'd have gotten, but now they

know—it's a person who has become expert in that

science. Carleen e.xpressed it in a poem :

I used to think doctors only gave pills.

Or when you were sick all they, did was cure your ills.

But when- .we went to U.S.C.

We saw a Doctor of PHILOSOPHY.
"The Doctor," continued Miss Krotter, "opened up a

whole field of knowledge about degrees . . . the very im-

portant concept being the realization that there is a

future need and value in being able to do good research

and organize it in a manner that makes it interesting

and in having the ability to write and use good sen-

tences."

"We'd worked on the words 'audio' (audible, auditori-

um, etc.) and 'visual' (vision, visible, etc.)," explained

Miss Krotter, ".so there was great value in the immedi-

ate application of these new words. You introduced

'laboratory' in the same way to add to the learning situ-

ation. But there was a hubbub when the children got

back to school.

"Asked one student, 'You mean they have to do all

that to learn to be teachers?' One boy. was so be-

wildered about it, I finally asked him how he figured

people became teachers; his answer convulsed me,:

'Well, gee, I always thought they were just smart and

knew everything and that's why they were teachers'."

It's indeed a genuine and rewarding learning experi-

ence for everyone involved wheii a sixth grade gdes t6

college

!
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Conference on the Reports of the Public Library Inquiry
„ |

Comments on "The Information Film''

iHIHIiMliimiHIHilHIltlllllllHIIHHIIMUMIIIIIIIMKIIMHIl n I mil miby PATRICIA BLAIR, Library Film Advisor, American Library Association"

rHE Information Film by Gloria Waldron has

been awaited by librarians with much interest and

considerable hope. Those of us working with films

were delighted when we learned that the Public Li-

brary Inquiry was to include this relatively new aspect

of library work in its study and that Miss Waldron of

the Educational Department of the 20th Century Fund

had been commissioned to do this part of the survey.

The book which has grown out of this work, "The
Information Film," gives a broad picture of the 16mm
film field. For the librarian the first five chapters con-

tain worthy, if somewhat secondary, background ma-
terial on film history, film production, film distribu-

tion and nomenclature of the field. The next three

chapters apply directly to film library problems and
finally there is a summary chapter.

Considering the fact that Miss Waldron started from
scratch and had a limited amount of time to give to

the project, she has succeeded in giving a remarkable
panorama of the whole 16mm field. "The Information
Film" can certainly serve as a satisfactory general in-

troduction to newcomers in the library film field, so
long as certain reservations are lx)rne in mind.

From our point of view, the important limitation to
the book's usefulness stems from the fact that the author
does not relate the text, especially the first five chap-
ters, to librarians. It seems not to be addressed to any
particular audience, apparently with the idea that to
angle the text that way would limit the circulation of
the book. As it stands, however, Miss Waldron's fa-
miliarity with the field is not profound enough to be
of great value to those already within the film field,

and the librarian does not feel taken into the family
until half way through the book. The early chapters
are full of background detail which is built up to a fine
crescendo, but for the librarian there is no hint of what
things are building up to or why.

On the other hand, the book is written in a bright,
entertaining style which holds interest. Miss Waldron
writes imaginatively and with a colorful turn of phrase
that makes for entertaining reading.

Now let's consider the last three chapters on public

"" ' ' "" '""""" I miniiiimiiiimiim mimii mm m

ABOUT "THE INFORMATION FILM"

"The Information Film" by Gloria Waldron is a 281-page reporf
(Columbia Univarjity Press, IM9) recording the results of a study
sponsored jointly by the Public Library Inquiry and the Twentieth
Century Fund.

• J*"'*
"P^'^ 0" •>• information film is part of a general inquiry

mto the functions and problems of American public libraries
undertaken by the Social Science Research Council at the suggestion
ot the American Library Association and made possible by a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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library film circulation. It is this part of the book which
we, as librarians, have waited for, since this is the one
published effort, since Gerald McDonald's book in 1942,

which was to be directly applicable to our situation, to

our problems, and to our potential usefulness to the

public.

Because of the rapid development of film service in

libraries, these chapters are now out of date. It is pleas-

ant to report this fact and I am sure Miss Waldron
will agree with me that it is a healthy sign that there

are now 63 public libraries circulating films rather than

the 28 referred to. The numbers of staff, budget figures,

and even administrative chains of command as they
exist in some of the libraries described have now been
revised, in all cases upwards and for the improvement
of standards for film service.

The first of the library chapters opens with a quota-
tion from John Grierson and Mary Losey. It is the

premise, apparently, on which the author bases the case
for films in public libraries. It states the case as follows :

The problem is to find a national authority who.se roots
are in the local community, where films are used, but
whose membership has a common national purpose
and can exert national leadership.

The unique qualification of the public library to act as
a coordinator for the visual media lies in the fact that
it is the only community institution which serves the
whole public ... In every community there is a diver-
sity of schools, religious institutions, business, profes-
sional, labour, civic, service welfare clubs and farm
groups. There is just one public library. Service to the
whole community plus responsiveness to varied needs
of its respective sections are the keys to a dynamic
development of the non-theatrical film.

That was a good statement when it was made several

years ago. It still is. However, many of the comments
which follow are negative and do not appear to sup-

port the case for the library. Nor is there any discern-

ible effort made to help the librarian, who sees all this

and more, and who does have the initiative to wish to

overcome the many problems enumerated and to estab-

lish film lending service.

Throughout the three library chapters and in the

Appendix there are repeated numerous irrelevant re-

marks (received from some libraries in return to the

questionnaire), confusing the basic film question of

whether the library is the most suitable and logical

agency to assume community responsibility for film

service with other basic problems such as library ad-

tninistration, recrnitiiuj, finance, and public relations.

The author's replies to these library comments do not,

to my mind, sufficiently distill and extract the basic film

question from the morass of basic, broad problems to be
faced squarely by the modern public library if it is going
to exist as a forceful social institution at all.

Educational Screen



We have all sadly observed the apathy and confu-

sion of some members of our profession. We would not

wish to see that confusion compounded. In fact, the

recitation of these confused and depressing comments led

one reader to ask, "\\ hat percentage is there in reading

the casualty list at the recruiting rally?"

I realize that the Public Library Inquiry was intended

to report facts rather than to sell new ideas. However,

I am willing to step onto shaky ground and say that

from where we stand we hoped the facts uncovered

would be the basis for some positive recommendations,

some exploration of ways and means of breaking out

of the costly pattern of individual library service and

into joint operations.

One of the most interesting chapters of the book.

Chapter 7, does, however, describe film service as it

existed in eight individual libraries about a year and a

half ago. This chapter will be of the greatest interest

to those considering the feasibility of inaugurating film

service, for it is here that the reader gets some idea of

what goes on in a public library film department.

Three quite long direct quotes from the first three

of the eight case studies are given, and they combine

to give a reasonably clear picture of what it is all about.

Libraries A, B and C are quite obviously Cleveland.

Cincinnati, and Akron respectively, and we are greatly

indebted to Virginia Beard and Quincy JMumford in

Cleveland, Karline Brown and Mr. Vitz in Cincinnati,

and Russell Munn and Ida Goshkin in Akron for the

thoughtful answers in which they outline the reason

and purpose for film service, together with the pro-

fessional responsibilities of the person responsible for

the selection, utilization, and administration of the film

materials.

Much briefer case studies are given^ for the other

five libraries and they are nearly unidentifiable even, to

those of us working in the field. Library D we guess

to be Racine because of the interloan system described

;

Library H, we think, is Stamford. Connecticut, because

that is the only library we know that accepts advertising

films and circulates them for two and three-month
periods without ever having screened them. By putting

two and two together we assume that the remaining

three public libraries, together with Stamford, are in

the New York area—places like New Rochelle and
Montclair. These places are adjacent to large film rental

sources in New York, they are near much sophisticated

film activity, they have access to the national sources

of free, sponsored films. In short, their problems, their

procedures, their opportunities, even the public they
serve are not typical.

This may account for two facts : First, this book
seems remote to the core of tremendously active, hard-

working film librarians who have become during the

past two or three years a closely-knit coordinated group.

This group has given large amounts of the time of its

individual members to help other libraries get started,

and the institutions have given uncounted dollars' worth
of materials for distribution and staff time to permit

in-service training for personnel from other libraries.

But with the exception of Gerald McDonald and Mil-

dred Matthews in the New York Public Library, these

individuals do not come from the New York metro-

politan area; they come from the libraries of Detroit

and Dallas, Milwaukee and Seattle, Charlotte and Grand
Rapids, Gary and Minneapolis.

This concentration upon a group of semi-suburban

libraries may account for the second fact I wish to men-
tion—that is the author's conclusion that no pattern

of library film service exists. Under the superficial

diflferences of the title of the person in charge and the

title of the film department as described in libraries

A, B and C (Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Akron)—

a

"pattern" exists. It is shared by Detroit and Dallas

and all the other places ; and what is more important,

that pattern has now been shared with Toledo and
Peoria, with St. Louis and Fort Worth, with the Mis-

souri State Library, the Louisiana State Library, and
even with little Dunklin County Library down in the

cotton-picking country of Missouri.

It is a pattern which rests squarely upon our pro-

fessional training and standards. It is based upon: (1)

Careful selection procedures—the application, or the

transfer, if you will, of our training and develof>ed judg-

ment in the selection of first-class material. (2) The
building up of balanced collections—the inclusion of

material on all points of view. (3) The emphasis upon

community group service, which is a growing one. (4)

The responsibility for planning for good utilization

through active adult education programs.

Another pattern which has definitely emerged and

which was emerging even two years ago is the co-

operative plan for some type of joint film service in

• nntrast to the individual library service we're most

familiar with. This joint film service comes about

through a banding together of small-budget libraries,

serving small population areas (where films reach a

saturation point), with , a large library agency, thus

allying themselves with the large budget and a large

reservoir collection of films. It has been quite obvious

from the beginning that larger units than those now in

existence would have to be created before widespread

film 'service through libraries became feasible. This

(Qontinited on pane 419)
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iterature in __
MRS. EHA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed. D.. Editor

Readable Research

# The Information Film—A Report of the Public Library

Inquiry—Gloria Waldron. Columbia University Press,

'New York. 1949. 281 pp. $3.75.

Comments on the library aspect of this book appear else-

where in this issue. Since most of the book is a survey of

the. status and trends of the information film in general, a

supplementary review is here offered.

Miss Waldron has written an interesting, sophisticated

book about the non-theatrical film. It is reminiscent of Eliz-

abeth Laine's study for the New York State Regents In-

quiry (1938). The facts are there, although they are ob-

YJotisly written by a competent researchist and not by one
.who has been part of the information-film movement.

. The conclusions of the study are best summarized in the

foreword by Robert D. Leigh, Director of the Public Li-

brary Inquiry:
" '' ... Although this investigation is part of a general in-

quiry into the functions and problems of .\merican public

libraries, the report deals broadly with information films in

{^neral and with public libraries as only one part of the

corriplicated—and confusing—machinery now developing

for the production, distribution, and exhibition of these films.

" ''^Miss Waldron paints a glowing picture of the great po-

tentialities of the information film as a new instrument of

communication and education, but a discouraging picture

of the actualities of present-day production and dis-

tribiition.

".
. .Because of the high cost of production and dis-

tribution, the author believes that the adult information

film, like education, research, music, and art, will have to

,enjoy some degree of subsidization if it is to fulfill its

greater potentialities. As a step toward the production
of more and better documentaries, she urges the estab-

lishment, possibly with foundation support, of a national

film center. Such a center, which could be partially self-

supporting, would have as its main function the encourage-
ment of. business and other agencies to produce needed
films and the financing of worthy films which no individual
agency wishes to support.

".
. .Even if production problems could be overcome,

hpwever, formidable distribution problems would remain.
H?re the author paints a dismaying picture of confusion,
instability, and inefficiency. . . . Miss Waldron believes that
the public library and local film councils provide the main
answer to distribution problems."

"The Information Film" is well worth reading for its

interesting style and its summary of what is being done in

production, distribution, and—in a limited way—utiliza-

tion. Miss Waldron has wisely cotiie to the same conclusion
as veteran audio-visual educators: that something must
be done to coordinate and subsidize production and, si-

multaneously, to organize distribution.

.
To the public library and the local film council, whose

important roles she emphasizes, should be added the local
school system, university, teacher-training institution, mu-
seum, labor organization, and other community groups.
Their power, in the aggregate, to create a mass outlet for
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non-theatrical films cannot be underestimated. For these

groups "The Information Film" should be a useful guide.

As for the suggested film center, beyond the mere idea

of such an agency Miss Waldron has not been able to give

practical details. Should it be perpetually seeking philan-

thropic subsidy? This was the weakness of the American
Film Center, which Miss Waldron has aptly interpreted.

Should it be a government agency? Sponsored by the film

industry or by industry generally?

The idea as presented is but a vague pattern. Some com-
petent group of those who have for years been doggedly
blazing the trail toward better production, distribution, and
utilization should now be permitted to proceed with the

warp and woof. There you have it; what we need is another
worthy study.

• .The Film and Composition—W. F. Lindsay. Assistant

Director of Education, Fife, Scotland. Research Publica-

tion No. 4, Scottish Educational Film Assn., 2 Newton
Place, Glasgow. 1949. 16 pp. 1 shilling.

This is a very interesting study, especially in the light of the

outcomes, to determine to what extent educational films help

children in the writing of English composition.

The purpose of the study was to test whether films do
bring about an improvement in children's compositions. A
distinction was made between factual compositions and imagi-

native compositions. Two typical primary (elementary)

schools were asked to provide three equivalent groups of pupils

in the 10-12 age group, as far as possible alike in age, intelli-

gence, and ability, to be called the A, B, and C groups. The
A group was shown a general interest film on citizenship.

The Postman, depicting a day in the life of a postman. They
were then asked to write a composition with that title. The B
group, after a lesson on the subject (the teacher was familiar

with the film, but it was not shown), wrote a similar com-
position. The C group saw the film and had a lesson about

it before writing their essay. Papers were marked according

to a rating scale which had been carefully, pretested.

At a third elementary school, another film. The Engine Driver,

was shown according to the same general pattern. There

was no C group. The results of the compositions were so

negative that it was thought desirable to go on to films spe-

cially designed for composition writing. Tabulated scores

show the mean composition score for Group A as 20.45 (out of

a possible 30 points), for Group B as 24.00, and for Group C
as 19.50; at the second school. Group A, 16.17; Group B,

15.25; and Group C, 16; and at the third school. Group A,

20.42 and Group B, 20.17.

The imaginative compositions next studied were based on

two films of the "What Happens Next?" series. Four schools

took part, eath providing two groups of 30 pupils in the 10-12

age group. The A group were told that they were to see a

short unfinished film that they were to complete in their own
way as a composition. Group B in an adjoining room read

the story from the blackboard and were told to write a com-

position to complete the story in their own way. A third school

had an additional C group, where film and lesson were used.

The same marking scheme was used, and each teacher marked

one third of the papers in each group. Results : Mean com-

position score for all groups showed no superiority of the

film group over the story group and, moreover, it has no

Educational Screen



advantage. At one school, where the A group had a higher
mean l.Q. than the B group, the difference between the com-
position scores is statistically significant in favor of the story
group! In the C group, the children seemed to have been in-

fluenced too much by the teacher's lesson after seeing the
film to make the compositions truly imaginative. The influence
of the film, then, is concluded to be negligible.

As for the claim that the pupil of low l.Q. is especially bene-
fitted from films, this was not shown in the experiment. In
nearly every case when the lowest thirds in l.Q. were com-
pared, the film group had a lower score than the story group,
though the difference was not statistically significant.

Here are quotations to show the key to the whole situation

:

"The child of limited experience and limited vocabulary
finds it hard to clothe his film memories in speech." (Consitt)

"It's a lot easier to write from a lesson; you have the words,

and you've only seen it with a film." (Student)

Although this study was made on a small scale, it does in-

dicate that films do not help children of the 10-12 age group

to express themselves in words. A child may have clear men-
tal pictures, but until he has been given and learned the words
for them, he cannot give expression to these pictures either

orally or in writing. Yet the film may help to impress on the

memory what has already been taught; it may stimulate in

the 11 -year-old boy ideas beyond the film, but unless he has

the vocabulary to express himself, little, if any, improvement

will be seen in his composition.

Curriculum and A-V Workshop
• An Evaluation of the Curriculum-Audio-Visual Work-
shop^California State Dept. of Education, Sacramento.

August, 1949. 15 pp. mimeo.

This brochure is a great contribution to the audio-visual

field. It presents in outline form the experiences of a group

of educators at a joint workshop for directors and super-

visors of curriculum and audio-visual services, held Au-

gust, 1948, at Donner Summit Lodge under the auspices of

the California State Department of Education and the San

Francisco State College.

The course emerged from suggestions made at a pre-

vious workshop. The sixty participants represented thirty-

seven county and city school districts, including thirty-

seven engaged in audio-visual administration, twenty-seven

in curriculum, and six from the staff of the State Department

who served as resource persons and as follow-up con-

sultants.

The workshop functioned through three major com-

mittees: in-service education of teachers, group work tech-

niques, and curriculum planning. Smaller committees were

set up within each to help work out the problems of each

member. For two weeks the group ate, slept, and worked

at the Lodge.

The workshop members produced various reports, units

of work, and study guides. The members of the State De-

partment staff sent a follow-up questionnaire three weeks

after the session to find out how much the members had

accomplished. Their testimony is worth noting:

(1) Curriculum and audio-visual people gained insight

into each other's problems and shared their experiences

in meeting them.

(2) They obtained meaningful experiences in producing

instructional materials.

(3) Understanding of and increased skill in the use of

democratic processes to solve educational problems were

advanced.

(4) Members gained confidence in their ability as leaders

to solve local problems and to improve public relationships

from the experience obtained in working on them on a state-

wide basis.

(5) Members recognized evaluation as a process or way
of working in which measurement best serves its purpose

when achievement is thought of in the light of their own
goals or purposes.

(6) In working and living together, the informality of the

setting contributed to better personal relationships.

If this report is an indication of the direction along which

the California State Department is moving to improve th*

effectiveness of audio-visual materials, then it is surely up
front in its educational thinking and functioning.

Evaluation Helps

• A Guide for Film Evaluators—Edward T. Schofield^

Newark, N. J. Educational Film Library Assn., Suite 1000,

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19. 12 pp. mimeo. 1949.

• Fitzwater Educational Film Appraisal Scale—James P.

Fitzwater, Director of Division of Visual Education, Chi-

cago. Stanford University Press, Calif. Forms A, B. ISc

each. 1949.

The EFLA bulletin is a valuable handbook for evaluation

committees and is based on the EFLA Evaluation Form
in use since 1946. The Fitzwater Scale consists of Form
A, a printed double-faced sheet for classroom use, and
Form B, a file card for use at preview showings. This

scale, the publishers inform us, was used in the preparation

of the author's thesis. It is to be used as a basis of film

experimentation by "Scholastic" magazine.

Now that evaluation forms are available in abundance,

we might direct our future attention upon the basic ques-

tion: Who shall be the evaluators? A quotation appearing

on page 6 of the EFLA Guide is highly recommended, in

this connection:

"The main criticisms of evaluation practices are thM:

the evaluations are ordinarily by a small panel of persons,

often of questionable competency to evaluate instructional

materials . . . seldom include a representative group of edui

cators, as subject matter specialists, classroom teachers,

educational psychologists, and audio-visual specialists. The
materials are evaluated in a vacuum, by the method of 'arm-r

chair philosophy'. . . . Under such conditions, the evalua-

tion process is too far removed from the classroom, sitUa-?

tion."

For Reading and Reference

• The EFLA Redbook of Audio-Visual Equipmenf--^

Robert E. Schreiber. Educational Film Library Assn., Suite

1000, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19. 1949. 87 pp. $2.00. Dis*

count on quantity orders. :V.

Here is the textbook for laboratory students in audio-

visual education; here is the guide for teacher and student

operators; here is the reference work to be used in consume*
research when buying equipment. The useful spiral-bound

booklet describes each major type of equipment: projec-

tors—motion picture, filmstrip, slide, opaque; public address

systems; record players; disc, wire, and tape recorders; ac-

cessories; etc.
'*'

Pictures and descriptions distinguish the various machines

of different manufacturers. Information is given,: Briefly

and simply, on the steps of setting up, operating, and serv-

icing each type.

• Films of Special Interest to Teachers—School and Thea-
tre Committee, N. Y. C. Assn. of Teachers of English;

"High Points", 31: No. 5, p. 52. May, 1949. Board of Edu-
cation. N. Y. C.

This is a monthly feature in which pertinent films that

would be of interest to students of English are reviewed
in detail—-an excellent and useful service.

• Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction—Reviewed by
Esther L. Berg and Dina M. Bleich. "High Points," 3l:noi

5, p. 42. May, 1949. Board of Education, N. Y. C.

Here is a highly favorable review of the N.S.S.E. Year*
book, with special reference to its value for teachers of New
York City. (The Yearbook was reviewed in this departm^t
in the September, 1949 Screen.) ,...._

• Producing School Movies—Eleanor D. Child and HaVdy
R. Finch. National Council of Teachers of English, 211 W.
68th St., Chicago 21. $1.50. Special rates on orders of lO'or

more. ':

Announced as still available is this book to help teachers

and students make motion pictures and study techniques of
film making.
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L . C . LARSON. Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS, Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS, Assistant in Selection, Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University, Bloomington

March of the Movies
(March of Time Forum Films, 369 Lexington Avenue, New
York 17, N.Y.) 20 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. $55.

1949. Discussion outline available.

Description of Contents:

This film reviews the development of the entertainment film

ifi the United States as indicated by the motion picture collec-

tion of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City.

A scene from the 1903 production The Great Train Robbery,

the first attempt to tell a connected story, emphasizes the prog-

ress which the movie industry has made. Many of the activ-

ities which go into a modern movie production are pictured

briefly, emphasizing the enormity of the undertaking.

After some of the activities of the staff of the film library at

the Museum of Modern Art are pictured, a chronological ar-

rangement of scenes from famous films is presented. These
films include The New York Hat (Mary Pickford). A Fool
There- Was (Theda Bara and William S: Hart), Adrijt (Key-
stone cops), TilHe's Punctured Romance (Marie Dressier'

and Charlie Chaplin), Birth of a \'ation, Four Horsemen of the

Apocalvpse (Rudolph Valentino), Robin Hood (Douglas Fair-
banks, Sr.), The Big Parade, Flesh and the Devil (Greta Garbo
and John Gilbert), The Jazs Sinqer CAl Tolson), All Quiet on
the Western Front, David Harum (Will Rogers), and Zola
(Paul Muni).
Daryl F. Zanuck and J. Arthur Rank are mentioned as leaders

ittthe production of the film—a powerful medium. Scenes
from well-known foreign films represent current movie pro-
duction in England, France, and Italy. Thev include Henry I'.

Volpone, and Shoeshine. The narrator points out that what
the film is to become depends upon movie-goers.

Committee Appraisal:

This review of the development of the entertainment film
should be of interest to all movie-goers, whether they are. old
enough to recall the films included or young enough to have
merely heard them mentioned. It is recommended for club and
assembly programs, as well as for classes studying the tech-
nique, the social significance, or the educational use of the motion
picttire.

Your Family Budget
(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building, Chicago \.

Illinois) It) minutes, 16mm, sound, color or black and white
1948:.'$90 or $45. Teacher's Guide available. ..:

Description of Contents:

Following the Connor family's activities involving spending
money and planning finances, the film suggests a plan for family
budgeting.

The opening scenes show in rapid succession Roy selecting
a golf club under a deferred-payment plan, Polly asking a
clerk to hold back a handbag for her, and Father liaving four
automobile tires placed in "layaway." .\t the dinner table each
announces his intent to make a purchase with the twentv dollars
allotted for personal expenditures in the family budget. Mother

4«8

casts a pall of gloom over the family with her announcement
that she has spent the twenty dollars for the new carving set

Father is using.

As it becomes apparent that each member of the family had
his eyes on the last twenty dollars, the film records the inner

thoughts of each member as he tries to work out a solution.

Later, in the living room the entire family studies the budget.

They decide that the chief weakness of the budget is its lack

of specificity. Together they break down such headings as

"Clothing 15%" into clothing allocations for each member of

the family.

They further improve the situation by delegating to each
member of the family certain responsibilities in reference to

the budget. Father, of course, is to provide the income. Mother
is to do the purchasing, Polly becomes the bookkeeper, and
Roy is to help out with personal income.
The concluding sequence shows Polly presenting to the family

a report on the budget. Her budget scrapbook shows pictorially

some of the major purchases made possible by more careful

family planning. As the picture of the Connor family enjoying

the budget report and succes.s fades out, the accomi)anying com-
mentary points out that even though the new plan will not

help them buy everything, it will help.

Committee Appraisal:

High school classes and adult groups studying the problem
of family budgets should find this film useful for suggesting

basic principles in budget construction and operation. The
naturalness of the sets, the lack of theatricality, and the sincere

treatment contribute to providing the audience with a rich

and meaningful experience. The film provides typical family
conflicts and problems which will serve as the basis for study

and discussion of similar problems.
Coronet Films

One basic need: better budgeting
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Associafed Film Artists
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Three basic needs: food, shelter, clothing

Meet the Sioux Indian

(Associated Film Artists, 30 \. Pasadena Avenue, Pasadena 1,

California) 10 minutes, 16min, sound, color. 1949. $85. Teach-
er's Guide available.

Description of Contents:

The film depicts the story of the Sioux Indians' food, shelter,

and clothing.

.^n animated map shows the migration of the Plains Indians

from western Missouri, through South Dakota, into Wyoming
in their quest for grassy country and buffalo for food and cloth-

ing.

The sequence picturing the trek of the Indians shows the

Sioux with his travois and horses. At the end of the journey,

the Indian women i>itch camp. Their skill and speed in putting

up the tepee is recorded.

Next the many uses of the buffalo are shown. The film shows
the processes of treating the skin and ma'King clothing and
moccasins. Here can be observed the manual dexterity of the

Indians as they use sinews for thread and glass beads or porcu-

pine quills for decorative purposes. The cooking of the buffalo

meat is shown in detail, including the use of the buffalo stomach,

first for a cooking utensil and later for food, and the starting

of the fire by friction.

Close-up scenes showing tin.- preparation and preservation

of other Indian foods for winter and a review conclude the

film.

Committee Appraisal:

Designed for use in the lower grades, this film should make
an important addition to the instructional materials already

available. With emphasis on the Indian's adaptation to his en-

viroimient through excellent depiction of his travel, shelter,

clothing, and food, the film seems to cover the basic concepts

in which the students might n-ed help through pictorial media.

The recapitulation and the invitation to further pupil investiga-

tion received favorable criticism from the evaluating committee.

Alcohol and the Human Body
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, IISO Wilmette Avenue,

Wilniette, Illinois) 1,3 minutes. 16nini. sound, black and white.

1949. $70 less 10% cducatioTial discount. Teacher's and Dis-

cussion Leader's Guide available.

Description of Contents :

Chiefly through animation the film explains the specific effects

of ethyl alcohol on the human body and describes the char-

acteristics of alcohol and how it is made. Beginning by showr

ing the principal sources of alcoholic beverages, the film differ-

entiates between fermentation and distillation. It proceeds to de-

scribe the physiological effects of alcohol on the human body by

depicting the course of alcohol through the body from the time

it reaches the luniian esophagus until it is oxidized or otherwise

Filnti reviews and evaluations on these pages are based upon
discussions by a preview committee composed of Indiana Univer-
sity faculty members, public school teachers, students of audio-
visual education, and staff members of the Audio-Visual Cenfar
at Indiana University,

Preview prints should be sent directly to the Audio-Visual Centar,
Indiana University, Bloomlngton, Indiana.

escapes from the body. The effects of alcohol on different parts

of the brain are shown both by animation and live-action scenes.

The final sequence dealing with the problem describes the

effect on the body of substituting large amounts of beverages
containing alcohol for nutritious foods. .Actual photography
and commentary depict a problem drinker and prescribe a treat-

ment. The film ends with a summation of some of the effects

of alcohol on the human body.

Committee Appraisal:

High school health and hygiene, biology, general science,

and social studies classes ; college sociology, psychology, and
physical education classes ; and adult discussion groups should
find the film useful in developing concepts dealing with (1)
the important effects of alcohol on the human body, (2) treat-

ment of the alcoholic as a diseased per.son, and (3) the nature
of alcoholic beverages. .Animation is used effectively to explain

the internal processes of the body. The film medium represents

an excellent means of communicating the information contained
in this film. Only observation and evaluation following the use
of the film will indicate its value in effecting desirable modifi-

cation of human behavior.

Inside Opera with Grace Moore
(Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West 43r(l Street, New York
18, N. Y.) 28 minutes, 16mni. sound, black and white. $105 for

10-year lease. 1949. Produced in 1934 by Columbia Pictures

Corporation.

Description of Contents:

This abridgement of the feature-length film "One Night of

Love," starring Grace Moore, tells briefly of "Mary Barrett's"

rise to operatic fame.

Winning the American Radio Auditions with her singing

of "One Night of Love." Mary is awarded a two-year scholar-

ship to study opera under Maestro Julio Monteverdi in Milan.

Getting settled in a picturesque apartment overlooking a court-

yard where many musicians practice, Mary greets her new
neighbors from her balcony with an informal performance of

".Sempre libera" from La Traviala, and they join her with an
accompaniment. When the landlady comes to collect the over-

due rent, Mary, her artist roommate, and two of their friends

distract the older woman, a former soprano, by tempting her to

join in on an imjironiptu version of the famous quartet from
Riiiolc'tln.

To repair her finances Mary becomes a singing waitress and
entertains the restaurant customers with "Ciribiribin." Her
teacher. Maestro Monteverdi, insists that she follow a rigorous

schedule of exercises. Impatient to begin singing, Mary becomes
angry until he finally promises that after a year of hard work
she will be ready for her debut in a provincial opera house.

She is next shown on an opera house stage singing the

"Habanera" from Cdniicii, with her teacher as promnter. After
the performance he introduces her to a representative of the

Metropolitan Opera Company. Returning to the United States,

she sings Madame Ihtllcrfly at the Metropolitan. She is seen

preparing for her first entrance, singing her first aria, and
singing "Un bel di vedremo," after which she is given a great

ovation.

Committee Appraisal:

Because this film provides an opportunity for persons interested

in vocal music to hear the late Grace Moore sing a variety of

songs and arias, it should be a valuable addition to the list of

music films now available. Music students will find some of their

favorite arias presented in pleasing settings although the heroine
steps out of her soprano role in several instances. The tradi-

tional traim'ng of young .-\merican singers in Europe, as pictured

here, becomes a mere framework for the music presented;
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ANNOUNCES

THE MAYA OF ANCIENT AND MODERN YUCATAN
A Guy I). Haselton Production

• • •

This new picture is not a travelogue—it is a factual treat-

ment of the Mayan civilization in all its salient aspects

—

its agriculture, religion, government, language, science,
mathematics, architecture and arts—ancient and contem-
porary.

Running time 22 minutes

COLOR — S170.00

B & W — 98.00

Write for preview print now to:

2!>lmmel- ifleierveu, Jvi

321 So. Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. Calif.

Producers and Distributors

of

DINNERPARTY JUNIOR PROM LET'S GIVE A TEA
INTRODUCTIONS MONARCH BUTTERFLY

GLACIER PARK STUDIES

McGRAW-HILL BOOKS
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS TO INSTRUCTION
HARRY C. McKOWN and ALVIN B. ROBERTS.
Second edition. 608 pages, $4.50

Shows fhe teacher and administraior how to select, organize,
and utillie audio-visual aids, in all subiects, and at all

levels, from kindergarten to high school.

FILMSTRIPS
VERA M. FALCONER. 538 pages. $5.00

A detailed analysis of filmstrips, presenting everything fhat
filmstrlp users, particularly in schools and colleges, need to
know—what they are, how and when to use them, and how
to project them.

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS TO INSTRUCTION
WILLIAM EXTON, Jr. 340 pages. $4.00

Makes available the audio-visual techniques which were
developed in the Armed Forces' emergency training program
and discusses their application to civilian education and In-
dustrial training in the postwar era.

FILMS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
HENRY CLAY GIPSON. 284 pages, $4.00

A handbook and guide that tells when and how to use
motion pictures and filmstrips in training, education and
selling.

Senii for copies on approval

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.
330 West 42nd Street New York 18, N. Y.

however, since this system of training is no longer prevalent,

its subordination does not detract from the film. As is customary

in musical films, the sound track was recorded separately, giving

Miss Moore an opportunity to eliminate the facial distortion

and strenuous breathing which would be in evidence in an

actual performance. Both the photography and the sound re-

cording are quite satisfactory. The film is recommended for any
group interested in the appreciation of vocal music from junior

high through adult levels.

Living Silver

CA. F. Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway. New York 19, N.Y.) IS

minutes, 16mm, sound, color. $125. Produced by Science Pic-

tures, Inc., for Handy and Harmon.

Description of Contents:

This film shows how several types of hand-wrought sterling

silver objects are made and presents a number of examples
of the art of silversmiths of the past and present.

William E. Bennett, of England, demonstrates how he creates

a silver bowl from a sketch and a flat disk of silver. The gradual

shaping of the bowl and the artist's personal touches are ex-

plained as he completes the bowl with hand tools. He completes

his work by machine-polishing the smooth surface.

The next sequence shows something of the history of silver-

smithing, using an Egyptian painting of a silversmith's shop,

a Flemish chalice, an Athenian cup. examples of Paul Revere's

work, an elaborate coffee pot by Francois Thomas Germain, and

a combination fork-and-spoon of German origin.

As a craftsman makes a hand-wrought silver spoon, the

narrator points out that he is always .striving for balance, utility,

and proportion. Other activities in the silversmith's shop and

some of his tools are next shown. Various workers attach a

rosewood handle to a sterling silver coffee pot. give a honey

pot its final polishing, and apply enamel to silver objects.

A number of modern examples- of the silversmith's art are

pictured in a variety of settings. The small quantity and high

quality of fine silver objects arc stressed by the narrator, who
says that these objects symbolize the lasting beauty of a living

art.

Committee Appraisal:

.\rt clubs and students of art appreciation should find this

film ideal for a brief presentation of the art of silversmithing.

Its excellent color photography and striking arrangements of

silver pieces make it aesthetically satisfying, while the demon-

strations and explanations contribute to a deener understanding

and appreciation of the work involved. It is a film which remains

thoroughly satisfying on a second or third showing.
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WHO'S BOSS? (cover picture)

.\nd now there's an audio-visual way to happier marriage!

A new series of five 16mm motion pictures correlated with Dr.

Henry Bowman's book "Marriage for Moderns" will be released

by McGraw-Hill Book Company's Text-Film Department in

December.
The films are dramatic treatments of some of the major prob-

lems of courtship and marriage. They offer no "solutions" ; they

are intended to be the starting point for serious discussion of

how to prepare for marriage and how to keep happily married.

Subjects covered include basic personality types, choice of a

mate, competition between marriage and career, and adjustments

to married life.

Produced by Affdiated Film Producers of New York City,

two of the films were directed by Willard Van Dyke himself.

Four of the films v.'ere shot on and around the Stephens College

campus, using for actors and actresses students and instructors

from Stephens and the nearby University of Missouri.

Titles of the five films in the series are : This Charming
Couple; Marriage for Moderns; Marriages Are Made on Earth;
It Takes All Kinds; and Who's Boss?. A still from the last

film, dealing with the problems involved when both husband
and wife have jobs, appears on Screen's cover this month. The
series is accompanied by five 35mm silent filmstrips to be used

in follow-up group discussion.
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

The Church Needs DocumentarylFilms

by FRANK A. LINDHORST*

/O/j /E IN AMERICA have had enough experience in

Vy producing and using rehgious motion pictures

to see that the type best fitted for church use is not the

highly rehgious fihii, nor the highly imaginative Biblical

film, but rather the documentary type of picture.

My concern at this point is not so much with photog-

raphy—although it is mediocre in many films. Rather,

] am concerned about what we are trying to teach with

pictures and about how well it can be done with them.

Our be.st work, I believe, in religious themes has been

in tho.se pictures which depict what is actually going

on or is being done. They reveal the drama of normal

day-by-day activity. They avoid phoniness and arti-

ficiality.

Bible Films

The producers of Bible films have failed in many in-

stances to realize that the Bible is a book primarily for

adults. They attempt the literal treatment of Biblical

themes and produce films unsuitable for children and

of questionable value for adults. Such a film as Abra-

liain's Faith is too tragic for children. In like manner,

Rank's X.T. Film, The Wedding Feast, has little value

for children. Rightly used with adults, such films may
be belabored into "saying" something.

Again, how shall the Biblical stbries be interpreted?

Some want a literal interpretation, while others look

deeper into the Bible narrative for the spiritual truth

which it holds. The literal interpretation is not accept-

able to many, and the spiritual interpretation is very

difficult to portray. Nowhere is this difficulty more pro-

nounced than when the producer seeks to tell the story

of a miracle. So far, film portrayals of Jesus perform-

ing miracles makes him appear a sleight-of-hand per-

former ! He was not in any sense a magician. What
really happened as a result of his contacts with persons

will be very hard to put on the screen.

In the third place, accuracy of detail and general au-

thenticity are hard to get and quite expensive. I would

No. 2 in a series of articles on

Points of Quality in a Religious Film

Director, Christian Community .'\dministration. College of

the Pacific, Stockton, California.

classify Rank's production, Ruth, as tops in authenticity,

much of it having been filmed in Palestine. The Book

of Ruth, filmed in California, is especially weak in the

authenticity of its locale.

Modern Drama Films

When we consider the modern drama film, written

around some ethical or religious theme, we are con-

fronted by two problems—inaccurate portrayal and

over-doing the idea.

After seeing Beyond Our Own and My Name is Han,
one observer at a national church audio-visual workshop

remarked, "Why is it that someone has to get killed,

or seriously hurt, in religious films in order to bring

about the acceptance of religious truth?" After show-

ing Reaching From Heaven (Missouri Synod Lutheran

film) at an interdenominational preview of church films,

it was criticized as "over-emotional." For many people

the "conversions" in the older Lutheran film, The
Power of God, seem unreal.

I am not saying that we do not want emotion in

religion or in religious films. I believe the best way
to bring religious truth visually to people is neither

in the literal portrayal of Bible .stories nor in the highly

emotional dramatized story.

Documentary Films

We need films which portray what is happening;

which tell the story of something going on. Let the

church spend its money and time on these. Keep them

in the positive, and they will be good teaching tools.

They will "get over" a message. When we portray

life documentarily, we need not worry about the mes-

sage getting to the people. It will.

The best picture that I have seen come from Cathedral

Films is For All People. Here is a story of religious

content and effectiveness, a story of what happened in

an interracial church in Los Angeles. It is accurate.

It shows religion at work. Religion is making a differ-

ence in life. This film is real.

Two other films which have the strength and effec-

tiveness which documentariness gives aire The African
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Prince and Letter From China. They say something

clearly, and the audience learns. Because they are well-

made cinematographically, they create overtones of feel-

ing, are not easily forgotten, and motivate the support

of the work which they picture. Fictionized missionary

films lack the power of such films as the above and
/ Am With You.

The educational power of th documentary treatment

is seen in such films as The Story oj the Bees and Make
Way jar Youth. One tells no more than what happens
in the life of the bee, and the second is the story of

youth who decided to set up an interracial recreation

center. No need for Actionizing here. Both hold the

interest—and teach as they go.

The documentary technique should be followed in

making leadership training films for the church. Let
them show good teaching taking place. T^et them show
how pupil activity is motivated. Show teachers what the

candid camera saw in the classroom, and discussion of

principles is certain to follow. Using the Classroom

Film and FIozv to Teach With Films do a good job of

helping others see good teaching procedures.

Religion, like democracy, is difficult to present as an

abstraction. The old film. Democracy, was about de-

mocracy. It did not show it. If it had sought to show

democracy in action, being practiced, it could have been

given a higher coefficient of effectiveness. The same

holds for religion. The church must show it being

lived—lived in a multitude of relationships. The great

concepts of religion will be hard to capture ; faith in

God, brotherhood, salvation, growing in grace, and

others will best be revealed when seen in the lives

of individuals and the group.

What types of films does the church need ? All types,

but it needs the documentary most of all right now, and
my plea is that the church and the producers give it

the consideration it deserves.

tllltllllllllKIII Looking at New Films iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Cathedral's St. Paul Series

The third and fourth films in Cathedral's St. Paul
Series, The Return to Jerusalem and Ambassador for
Christ, are excellent films. In them is fulfilled the prom-
ise inherent in such earlier films as The Nobleman's Son
and No Greater Pozver. In them subject matter is

dealt with competently and technical standards are kept
at a very high level.

These two films will bring to the church—to children,

youth, and adults—a version of the complicated begin-
nings of the church which they can understand. New
Testament scholars have reconstructed all this history
down to the finest detail, but the fruits of their labors
have not been generally available to the church in its

educational work. Even when available, it was still in

abstract form. Here we have it at last in concrete form
—here it is something which can be seen and under-
stood, and the fruit of understanding is appreciation.
The content of these films is Biblical at all times and

well within the limits of "reasonable supposition"—
the principle which must be followed by producers in the
inclusion of non-textual materials. The storv for these

Cathedral Films

The Return to Jerusalem
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films is, of course, the Scripture accounts. But there

is a great difference between a story and a finished

film. The story must be translated from words (sym-
bols) into pictures of things concrete. One gets the

impression from looking at these films that a vast amount
of research and study has gone into the development

of these pictures sequence by sequence. They give, too,

the impression that they have been structured to teach

—to present facts, to give explanations, to set the stage

for understanding further on in the story of St. Paul.

Religious educators in church and college and seminary
will be grateful for this quality.

Mr. John T. Coyle's competent directing is based
upon extensive studies of the characters and events

with which he is dealing. Both films have dramatic
qualities seen in few other Biblical films, and The Return
to Jerusalem achieves general standards of excellence

which will keep the Cathedral team of Friedrich-Coyle-

Wayne-Motley on its toes and sets a fast pace for other
producers.

Story of a Japanese Orphan
One of the qualities which people will like in the

35-minute color film Fujita, Orphan in Japan (released

through the Religious Film Association) is its docu-
mentariness. For this film James and Schwep shot
many sequences close enough to give us a sense of re-

ality and to satisfy our desire for detail. After Fujita is

turned over to the orphanage by his widowed and non-
Christian mother, we follow the footsteps of the sad
mother for a time and then we are taken inside the or-

i:)hanage to see the children—at their meals, at their lit-

tle chores, at school, at work in the garden, taking baths,

and going to Sunday School. Later, when Fujita de-

cides to take up his ministry in a neglected village, the

camera goes about the streets as he gets acquainted and
we look as he did into the faces of the humble people
he is to serve.

The film opens with Fujita being ordained to the
Christian ministry and a voice asking why he choose
this vocation and where it will lead him. When he
goes to the orphanage (his home) to say good-bye,
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ALL RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
films can now be obtained by accredited

dealers under our new distribution plan: prints

at print cost plus a percentage of the rental fees

with option to apply percentage paid in toward

acquisition of regular lease with no further pay-

ments or reports. Write for details.

Write for details.

PREJUDICE
?^''ti!.'"**t".**""*

^'''" Commission's theatrical release—premiered
in 100 cities October 17th!

".
. . the most mature and convincing study of its subject yet

filmed."—A'a^jona^ Motion Picture Council.
"Hits harder than 'Gentleman's Agreement'."—>Fo/<er Win-
chell.

"Excellent."

—

Parents' Magazine.
"A stimulating and provocative analysis."—ffoZ/ywoorf Re-
porter.

"It would do a lot of good if it were screened in every town
and village throughout the country."-5a<urrfay Review of
Literature. 16mm., sound, 58 mln.

Rental, $12.00; lease, $270.

KENJI COMES HOME
Specially produced by the Protestant Film Commission for the

churches' Japan study program. Kenji returns from war, finds

home and family gone but falls in love with Aki who introduces

him to Christian democracy. In conflict with Communism, Kenji

faces a difficult choice.

limm., 35 mln., sound. Rental, $9.00: lease, $200.

New color films on Japon:
TORU'S PEOPLE Comprehensive documentary. 33 min., $12.00.

FUJITA, Orphan in Japan. Child life. 35 min., $12.00.

KYOTO STORY What a missionary does. 25 min., $?.00.

INTO THE GOOD GROUND
The moving present-day story of Dan Gardner who found the

events of his own life reflected in the Bible, and of how he learned

to turn to it for help.

16mm., sound, 30 mln. Rental, $10.00; lease, $200.

Other outstanding films recently released:

ANSWER FOR ANNE CREATION

I AM WITH YOU BEYOND OUR OWN
MY NAME IS HAN

THE OFFICIAL INTERDENOMINATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AGENCY

THE RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION 45 ASTOR PLACE
NEW YORK 3. N. Y.
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16mm
^ouna

MORAL
TEACHING

FILMS
A series of human relation nnotion pictures dealing with

people and morals. All films are treated In a modern manner
and are suited for CHURCH, SCHOOL, CLUB AND
FAMILY audiences.

Clem Bevans Who Ploys Uncle Henry
in

"The Guiding Star"
A story about a man possessed with the true Christian spirit

of giving and asking nothing In return. How his never ceas-

ing efforts help reunite a family at Christmas time Is some-
thing all are certain to enjoy. A film based on true Christian

principles. (30 min.). December rental $12.00 per day.
Balance of year $8.00 per day.

New Releases

"Return to Faith" (20 min.)
A man running away from life

"No Other Gods" (20 min.)
Based on the First Commandment

Released earlier this year and widely acclaimed by users:

• A Boy and His Prayer • Walking with God
(20 min.) (30 min.)

• On Tlie Right Side • The Stranger at Our Door
(20 min.) (20 min.)

• Unto Thyself Be True • Yesterday, Today and Forever
(20 mm.) (30 min.)

More than two hundred film libraries, dealers and denomina-
tional publication houses are now ready to supply Family
Films for your use. These films may now be rented as follows:

20 min. films $6 per day, additional days $3; 30 min. films

$8, extra days $4. For further Information and free catalogue
write:

FAMILY FILMS, .nc
6047 Hollywood Blvd. Dept. ES, Hollywood 28, California

Reliqious Film Assn.

Orphan in Japan

his young friends ask him to tell them a story. He does,

telling them the story of his life, this story becoming the

film we see. When it closes, we have followed him

through his childhood at the orphanage, college, into

and out of the war years, his choice of a vocation, into

seminary, his graduation, his courtship of a kinder-

garten teacher, his choice of a place to serve, and then

through his first public service in his village pari.sh.

The soundtrack carries Fujita's clearly-spoken narra-

tion of the story and background music that effectively

reinforces the emotional appeal of good color jihotog-

raphy.

This film will have many uses in the church—in

Sunday evening services where a feature-length film

is desired, in the various departments of the church

school beginning with Juniors, in youth meetings on

Sunday night and in youth conferences, in missionary

society meetings, and wherever the leader desires to

show what missions mean in the lives of people.

Kyoto Story

What Letter From China was to the church's study

of China last year, Kyoto Story will be to its study of

Japan this fall and winter. This 30-minute color (and

black and white) film was photographed in Japan by
the team of Schwep & James—who also did Letter—and
the script and production were handled by Alan Shilin.

The story, in brief : Two Americans meet in Kyoto.

One is a picture-taking G. I., the other a missionary.

They like each other from the start. The G. I. wants to

know what the missionary "does." He is told, the film

showing us what the missionary is explaining: educa-

tion, preaching, kindergartens, student work, colleges,

universities, relief. The G. I. is not overly impressed.

Then, by accident, the G. I. sees the missionary swing
into action on behalf of the children of a poverty-stricken

and fatherless home. He sees the Gospel in action and
glimpses the true glory of the work being done. We,
too, through the film see this wonderful work and are

proud to have a part in it.

The soundtrack carries two voices—that of Bob
Grant, the missionary, and that of the G. I. The musi-
cal background and a few simple sound eflfects enhance
the film's emotional impact. The photographv is .satis-

factory but not exceptional.
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This film will be useful with the Juniors and up. It is

a report on missionary work going on, and a challenge to

extend this work. Therefore, the adult groups of the

church should see it. It is suitable for use in church

services, youth meetings, missionary meetings, con-

ferences, institutes, etc., and is completely lacking in

denominational references. It can be secured from the

Dept. of Visual Aids, Missions Council, Congregational-

Christian Churches or the Religious Film Assn. (45

Astor Place, N. Y. 3). For rental, see your local film

library.

Marriage and Divorce

With the divorce rate in America moving up toward

one in every two marriages, it is time that this serious

problem be discussed by youth and adult groups in

churches, schools, and colleges.

March of Time's film. Marriage and Divorce, sup-

plies some of the data, questions, considerations needed

to give such a discussion impetus. This film does not

give the answers but it does outline the problems prettj-

well. Rather than digging deep at any one point, it

scratches around over the general terrain of this subject.

In true MOT fashion, it closes with a sequence designed

to boost marriage as giving more promise of human
happiness and self-realization than any other course in

life. While not visualizing any too well the subject mat-

ter treated, the pictorial sequences, when supplemented

by the commentary, do hotel attention. An excellent

discussion guide is supplied.

This film should be used in college classes. It should

be used in churches—with adult Bible classes, high

school youth groups, yoimg adult and older adult groups.

Clubs, labor unions, service organizations, PTA's and
all other community groups concerned with education

and human welfare should use this film to spark dis-

cussions of what is happening to marriage in our time.

(Church Department continued on following page)

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE is the

story of a little mouse who goes

with his grandfather to a nearby

town where a Carnival was being

held. He enjoys everything in the

Carnival—a ride on a merry-go-

round, on the train, etc. In fact,

he and his grandfather enjoy

themselves so much they forget it is

getting late and when they start to

look for a place to sleep they can

find none. Eventually the grand-

father remembers Farmer Brown's

barn and they trudge out to the

barn and get ready to go to sleep

in the hay loft. Christopher doesn't

like the rough straw as it irritates

him when he lies on it. His grand-

father, seeing his plight, begins to

tell him the story of a little mouse
many, many years ago who used to

live in the hay loft of a barn and

had a wonderful straw bed. One
night some strangers came to the

barn, a little baby was born, and

there was no clean straw on the

ground. The mouse's mother gath-

ered all the straw she could to keep

the ground dry and in order to

get enough the little mouse had to

give his own bed of straw. Then a

little baby was born who was the

Christ Child. The Wise Men came
from the East to see the babe and

after the telling of the story to

Christopher, he went sound to

sleep without another murmur.

llSlflS flMIPJ

/^/ilst^A^

OF BETHLEHEM
A superb presentation of ttie

Christmos Story. Exquisite

kodochromes of reol people

in colorful costumes mokes

this on unforgettoble

progrom for the church

school Christmas service.

A charming cartoon with an entirely new ap-

proach to the Christmos Story—a reverent pres-

entation OS told by the Littlest Comet. Children

love it — grov/n-ups enjoy U, Heartily recom-

nended by every one v/ho sees it.

ur supply house, or write directly to:

Qnhedrol^ifaiis
1970 CAHUINGA • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

I
CATHEDRAL FILMS, DEPT

[CHRISTOPHER MOUSE

)
With monual JIO eo. ($.

) G With racordi SI} ao. |$.

I NAME

[city

ES 10 , 1970 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
J

IITTIEST CAMEL KNELT ' HOLY CHILD

) n With monual $10 eo. 1$ I O With manual $10 eo. ($ )]

) Q With rocordi $15 eo. 1$ 1 Q With recofdi $15 eo. ($ )<

__STREET ADDRESS

ZONE STATE .

'Save COD postal chorget by enclosing check- _ Money Order.

•••••••••••••••••••« »•>•••>•»•••••—••••<••••
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New China Film

Rare is the film-maker who is willing to show us all

kinds of human beings in such a way that our regard for

the essential decency of mankind is enhanced and our

faith in the fundamental goodness of life affirmed. Such
a film-maker is Julien Rryan. His "documentary in-

stincts" would not let him pass by the simple drama of

sampan life on China's Min River. His film. Sampan
Family, makes us acquainted with the Ling family.

They are a self-contained unit, living and making a

living on their little houseboat. Via the camera we look
in on them one day. We see the housekeeping, the prep-

aration of food, the mending of clothes, the lunch to-

gether, the fishing, the drying of the nets, and the row-
ing of the boat to a safe anchorage at the close of day.

On their way they stop to watch a cormorant fisherman
on his tiny raft. His birds have been trained to dive
for fish and bring them to the surface. Their fishing

interest amuses the sampan family just as it interests

and amuses us. In sixteen short minutes we have come
to know our neighbor, the Ling family—living on the
other side of our small world

!

This film will be useful in church and school above
the third grade. It can be used to teach many things.
(From International Film Foundation, 1600 Broadway,
N. Y. 19, or your film library.)

An Old S+ory Filmed

From one point of view the story of Cain and Abel,
when torn from its literary and historical context and
filmed with solid emphasis on its literal meaning, has so
little to "say" which is meaningful. im])ortant, and help-
ful to modern men that one wishes the money spent on
its production had been put to more fruitful use.

Cain and Abel, a Francitas Production, will be used
more in evangelistic preaching than in religious educa-
tion. Since the film is unimaginatively literal, the Bibli-

"THE STORY OF GROWING UP"
A new co/or filmstrip on sex educafion

Designed to help growing boys
and girls, about 10 to 15 un-
derstand the changes that'take
place in their bodies and per-
sonalities during years of sex-
ual maturity. Educationally and
scientifically accurate. Simply
yet attractively presented.

(58 frames, full color,
manual, $3.85)

Write for free catalog at
Ulntitrlps for church and

school.

Church Screen Productions
St. Louis 12, Mo.

P. O. Box 1821

A NEW COLOR FILMSTRIP
The First Christmas"—Specially created

miniature figures—A ut h e nti c costumes
and sets—Traditional approach—Manual
gives program for adults, children and
hymn service. 28 Frame color filmstrip
and manuil $7,00; sM of 2x2 slides $13.00.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS
TOA First Avenue New York 22, N. Y,

Now only 50c

—

... a booklet of 64 pages of information reprinted

fronfi the Church Department.

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN
by W. S. HOCKMAN, Church Dept. Editor

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN should be in every

church worker's library.

Send only 50c today to

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.
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cal story will still be best suited for teaching purposes.

Its awkward beginning and its clumsy ending (both

adjusted to the adult mind ) will get in the way of those

who think they must show children literal film versions

of O. T. stories.

For the purposes of evangelistic preaching, this film is

I

acceptable; for the purposes of religious education in the

' liberal churches, it is not recommended.

Some Hints and Helps

A Pastor Uses a Recorder

The following paragraph is taken from a recent bulle-

tin of the First Presbyterian Church of Perth .^mboy,

New Jersey, the Reverend -\ndrevv M. Sebben,

Minister

:

"Each week the morning (worship) service is re-

corded in its entirety on a Webster wire recorder. This

recording is taken to the homes of our shut-in mem-
bers and friends. If you know of anyone who desires

to hear this service, please speak to any member of the

Board of Deacons, the Session or the Pastor."

Laymen and ministers have been exploring the prac-

tical uses to which wire and tape recorders can be put,

and the list is growing. This department would wel-

come an article briefly describing some of the more im-

portant and profitable uses to which this new tool has
been put.

The ICRE Visual Aids Guide
The International Council of Religious Education

(206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4) has just published
its first extensive listing of audio-visual materials for

use in religious education. This 107-])age ijublication

lists some 1200 titles, classifying them according to the

ICRE's statement of basic objectives for Christian edu-
caton. Approximately 200 films, filmstrips. slide sets,

and recordings are reviewed as to content and technical

quality and ])laced in one of four categories of qualitv

:

highly recommended, recommended, acceptable, and
not recommended.

The topical index of evaluated material complicates
the finding of specific titles and then locating the re-

view in the i)ody of the book. An alphabetical listing

with reference to page would expedite use. -\gain. in

listing 1200 ])ieces of material by titles it would have
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been better, In this reviewer's opinion, to have seg-

regated the various media—tihns, fihnstrijis, sh'des, and

recordings.

This guide, however, will fulfill its purpose—to help

local churches find and use suitable materials for their

Sunday schools and other educational programs. As
the 20-odd and widely-distributed reviewing conunittees

of the ICRE begin to catch up on their work, future

editions of (or supplements to) this guide will have even

greater usefulness to the local church. No doubt many
practical suggestions for the improvement of the book's

format will come in from users and be incor])(irated in

future editions.

New Materials

• Write Florence T. Reeves, 711 St. Marks .^ve., Brooklyn
16, N. Y., for information on slide sets. The Chrisliiuis Stnry
and riic Madonna. Each set contains si.x excellent color repro-

ductions of famous religious masterpieces and a script which
interprets these great pictures. Beautiful Christmas services

can be built around them or they may be used separately for

study, art appreciation, or for picture-focused worship services.

• World Horizon Films, a newly-formed company, will pro-

duce films to give Catholic groups a "realistic view of life in

foreign mission fields." Mr. Kenneth Cofod is to be production

manager and Father .Mbert J. Nevins will serve as director

of the new organization. Three films are already released : The
Miracle of liinc Cloud County (China); The Kid Down the

Block ( Cbina-.'Xmerica setting) ; and Kyoto Saturday After-

)ioon (Japan). The stories arc authentic: the photography
largely documentary. For further information, write to World
Horizon Films, Maryknoll. \.Y.

• Three 50-lrame color filmstrlps on the parables Jesus told

have been announced by the Standard Publishing Co. (Cincinnati

10, Ohio). They are: Cod's Love. The Kini/doin, and Right
Living. Also ready is a filmstrip, Sonys of the Church, which
gives the words of six well-loved hymns as well as full-color

picture illustrations.

• Herbert E. Budek Co. (55 Poplar Ave., Hackensack, N. J.)

announces that 25 or more new filmstrips on the O.T., the

N.T., the Mass, the history of art and human culture, and
architecture are now available. The history of art series is

available in 2 x 2 and lantern slides.

• A series of 32 color filmstrips, "Picture Stories from the

Old Testament", in chronological order from The Story of

Creation to Jonah and the Whale, will be distributed by Filmfax
Productions. Typical units of this material will be reviewed
and evaluated in an early issue of Screen.

Worth Noting
If you are making 2x2 slides from 35nun transparencies,

or plan to do so, you should look into the GoIdE Snap-It
Binder. It consists of an outer aluminum frame ; two pieces

of glass ; and the inner frame that holds the glasses and
snaps securely into the outer frame. It is the neatest 2x2
binder we have seen. Remount your Readyniounts and pro-

tect them with glass from scratches, heat, soil and finger

markings.

K While few churches will attempt to use nothing but free

films, they do have a place in the total program of the church.

Long ago those who plan social and recreational programs
for youth and adult groups in the church discovered their

entertainment potential when a little care is given to selec-

tion. And in selection the 9th .Annual Edition of "Educator's

Guide to F'ree Films" (from Educators Progress Service,

Randolph, Wis.) can be of great usefulness. It is complete,

up-to-date, and comprehensive.

lovrest prices in screen history!

Magnified view of the Rodianf screen

surface. Millions of finy glass mirtors are

permanently embedded in the pure white

plastic surfoce . . . each one reflecting

light instead of absorbing it, bringing

you brighter, clearer picturesl

New Radiant
' 'Screenmaster' '

(Model DL) Port,

able Tripod Screen
featuring Rodiant'l

exclusive "MIL-
LION MIRROR"
fungus - proof,
flame-proof Screen
Surface

Now — luxury screens at new low money-saving prices—
with more features, more quality than ever before

MAKES 411 PiaURES BRIGHTER, SHARPER, CLEARER . . . You'll thrill to the won-
derful improvement in your pictures when you show them on this new
value-packed Radiant "Screenmaster." The exclusive Radiant "MILLION
MIRROR" Hy-flect screen surface brings out all the crisp, contrasty

brilliance of black-and-whites ... all the natural radiance and beauty
of full color pictures. In addition, this screen fabric is fungus-proof
and flame-proof and is guaranteed to give long, efficient service.

EXCLUSIVE DELUXE QUALITY FEATURES! You'll wonder how this new full size

30" X 40" Radiant "Screenmaster" can have so many luxury features . . .

and yet be priced so low! It sets up in seconds, adjusts instantly to a

score of projection positions, folds into carrying position just like thai!

Beautifully finished, the "Screenmaster" is built to give years and years

of real projection enjoyment. And remember—Radiant screens are the

only screens with a lifetime guarantee! At this greai new low price, it

is a value you won't want to miss!

For Free S c r e e n F abr I cSend
Send coupon for a sample swatch of the new Radiant screen
fabric. Test it yourself with your own projector . . . see just

how much brighter, more brilliant your pictures can be on this

new Radiant fabric. V^^rite today!

V\^l////

RADIANT
PROJECTION SCREENS

KAOlANT MANUI-AClURING CO.
1215 SO. TALMAN AVE., CHICAGO 8. ILL.

Please send me o FREE sample of fly-fleet

screen fabric and illustrated booklet.

CITY ZONE .STATE •
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Records

on Review
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• FOLK TUNES. Useful recordings for physical educa-
tion are not too plentiful, but there are some outstanding
discs intended for folk and square dancing. The Methodist
Publishing House oflfers their World of Fun (MlOl - M109)
series of records, which will prove very useful in the

upper elementary grades as well as in junior and senior

high schools. The tunes presented are familiar folk music,
the rhythms are intriguing and listeners need little fur-

ther encouragement to respond through spirited dancing.

Some of the tunes played are "Red River Valley", "Pop
Goes the Weasel", "Irish Washerwoman", "Camptown
Races," and many others representing Hungarian, Swiss,

Austrian, Danish, Belgian, and English folk music. Al-
though the calls are not contained on the records, there
are simple directions for dancing to these tunes that
small groups as well as class groups can follow easily.

There is nothing in the performance or presentation of

these recordings to detract from their high educational
value and suitability to school use. They are intended for

and will be most useful in dancing and physical education
classes on all levels of instruction with children and young
adults old enough to understand and to follow relatively

simple directions.

• POETRY. It is generally agreed by teachers of English
that poetry, to be fully appreciated, must be heard. It

may be and probably must be read as well; but for true
valuation and understanding, the auditory impact, which
includes feeling the lilt of the rhythm, is essential. RCA-
Victor's The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (DM 1055) is

a worthy example of the importance of capable reading.
Ralph Bellamy, as the reader, gives a fine, sensitive,

restrained yet powerful reading of selected verses from the
Rubaiyat. His excellent voice and thoughtful interpretation
give added meaning to these significant verses. We cannot
agree entirely with the offered rearrangement of the na-
tural sequence of the verses and feel that the purposes of
the rearrangement are not achieved. There is some sacri-
fice of continuity of thought for the purposes of dramatic
emphasis, and this may tend to limit the value of the album
for school purposes.

Unquestionably this audio edition of the Rubaiyat is

entirely suitable for school use and, barring the rearrange-
ment of the verses, there is nothing to detract from the
unique educational value of these recordings. Actually,
the addition of carefully selected background music lends
an Oriental air and contributes markedly to the presenta-
tion. Over-all, this is a very good album. It is suitable
for use in English for upper classmen in the high schools
and for college students. It is intended mainly for apprecia-
tion and should encourage the listener to turn or return
to the Fitzgerald or other translation for further read-
ing for appreciation as well as for information.

• WHAT CHILDREN LIKE. There is more genuine dif-

ference of opinion about what constitutes an appealing record
for children than there is in any other phase of the record-
ing industry. The producer is constantly faced with the
twin problems: "Shall we merely entertain? and "Shall
we attempt to educate?". .And the adult responses do not
always satisfy that most critical audience—children. Very
often compromises are intended or attempted and very
often these fail because it is impossible to secure valid
criticism from the intended audience before general re-
leases are made. Occasionally tried and true favorite
stories are presented as they are best known and these
are well accepted. On the other hand, embellishing favorite
stories or changing them markedly is a dangerous prac-
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tice and may result in the listener's indifference or

rebellion.

Such is the case with Little Black Sambo (Columbia

MJ-28). The story is simple enough and a straightfor-

ward telling will interest children. But in this version,

adaptor Nancy Sokoloff and narrator Don Lyon have

taken liberties in the script preparation and presentation

which appeal to adults but which children do not enjoy. The

recording is an attempted compromise between adult listen-

ing pleasure and the child's enjoyment of the stcry. It is

established that what the child enjoys thoroughly will gen-

erally appeal to the adults, but the reverse is not true.

The album is suitable for school use, but the air of so-

phistication surrounding the presentation detracts from

its educational value. A fair, mildly-interested response

will be elicited from kindergarten and first-grade children,

who may elect to tell similar stories or other favorite

stories to their classmates.

Three other Columbia albums more nearly achieve the

desired balance. These are the "Let's Pretend" perfor-

mances of Jack and the Beanstalk (MJ 31), Cinderella

(MJ 32), and Puss in Boots (MJ 33). The "Let's Pretend"

company, under the direction of Nila Mack, has an en-

viable history of more than fifteen years as a constructive

and ever-popular children's broadcast. The records are

performed by professional child actors exactly as they

were broadcast.

Each presents a well-known story without undue em-

bellishment, without special appeal to adults or to the

sophisticated minority. The musical background and ac-

companiment are entirely fitting. The albums are each

suitable for school use, and nothing except the length de-

tracts from their value as in-school listening experiences.

However, perhaps these story-telling recordings, which

consume twenty to twenty-five minutes in playing, will not

be too long for the youngsters since the simple drama-

tizations hold sustained interest.

How the Man in the Moon Lost His Face (Columbia

J-1) is an Arabam Hall story produced by the Columbia

Children's Music-Story Group, .\lthough it is intended

specifically for youthful listeners, it misses the mark. It

is well written, from the child's standpoint, and well pro-

duced from the adult standpoint. However, the presen-

tation as a whole will not appeal because it lacks the es-

sential quality of cohesion and is very poorly paced.

Children find it slow moving and consequently boresome.

The album is suitable for school use, does not contain

matter which detracts from the educational value of the

listening experience, but, on the difficulties already men-

tioned, must he rated as either "fair" or "poor". The re-

cordings are suitable for use in grades one and two, but

the teacher must anticipate a very limited desired res-

ponse from the children.

Needle Chatter . .

.

RC.A.-Victor's announcement that they intend to "plug"

45-rpm recordings at least until the end of the year has

the trade speculating on what will happen after January 1,

1950. We've heard no "well-informed guesses". Some are

saying that 45 rpm will be scrapped. Others predict that

RCA will go to 33%-rpni LP records for albums but stay

with 45 rpm for "pops" stuff and children's records. Some
guess that recorded film or recorded tapes will be a sur-

prise RCA entry early next year; and we've been told

by other guessers that Columbia will go to 45 rpm for

some recordings when RC.A-\'ictor goes to 33% for class-

ical music and albums. The die-hards suggest that the

status quo will be retained. We're just listening, and re-

porting—not prognosticating.

If you haven't seen the August-September issue of "Audio

Record" and if you're interested in tape recording and re-

corders, write to .'\udio Devices, Inc., at 444 Madison Ave-

nue, New York City, and ask for a copy. If you're planning

to buy a tape recorder, see this bulletin first; it is that

good and very useful. .. .Westinghouse has announced a

new AM-FM radio receiver built specially for classrooms.

Advance reports indicate an undistorted output of five watts.

—MUB.
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"THE INFORMATION FILM"

(Continued from page 405)

problem is, of course, part and parcel of the broad li-

brary problem.

However, cooperative joint film service with central

administration and purchasing from a pool to which all

contribute on a sliding scale, but with democratic group

selection and shared film collections, is an actual perma-

nent fact today for the State Library, ten county li-

braries, and one city library in Missouri; and for the

Cleveland Public Library and ten relatively small mu-

nicipal libraries in Ohio. Both those film circuits were

opened up after the completion of the first experimental

year and new applicants have now been admitted to

the film circuits.

In Louisiana, regional service to the parish libraries

is being worked out from the State Library. In Detroit,

Mr. Ulveling and eight cooperating suburban libraries

will soon have their version of contract film service in

operation. I am certain that in the cases of Cleveland

and Detroit—Mr. Mumford and Mr. Ulveling regard

the patterns being worked out experimentally with

films as the opening wedges for regional services by

contract in many other areas.

These latter two, Detroit and Louisiana, of course,

are new and could not be described in "The Information

Film", but they did not spring full born from the head

of Jove this spring—the trends had been apparent.

Another place where we would have welcomed some

comment (research, or a staking out of some signposts

to help us in our fumbling search for the answers) is

in the field of library training. This is our most im-

portant long-range problem. Who is going to train the

people to do this work ?

"The Information Film", after outlining the prob-

lems, gives no hint of where the librarian may be

expected to receive suitable training. I find no mention

of the many one, two and three-day Film Workshops

which the Audio-Visual Board, the ALA Film Office,

and many of the individual state associations have spon-

sored, nor do I find reference to what the library train-

ing institutions might conceivably do. I would expect

the author's answer to be that one or two-day work-

shops are a poor stopgap and that there are virtually

"no such" courses included in the library school cur-

riculum today. But a little probing in this direction

would have been helpful to us in our approaches to the

Board of Education for librarianship.

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize again the

general value of "The Information Film"—the distri-

bution problem is unveiled. Miss Waldron puts her

finger right on the most troublesome spot of all and

she .sets forth the problems and all their ramifications

very well. The comments on sponsored films, and the

great strides forward which industry has made in intelli-

gent sponsorship of great films, and the spotlight placed

on the need for some tyye. of subsidy so long as the

buying market remains so restricted, are sound. The

style is pleasant and the background material will be a

great help, for the greater the librarians' knowledge

of film aesthetics and history, the greater will be their

enjoyment and the deeper their realization of the power

and u.sefulness of the motion picture.

Navigafion is iaughf by a masfer

Announctnq fbe release of . • •

PACIFIC ISLAND
a Julien Bryan Documentary Film

'ACIFIC ISLAND is a delightful and entertaining documentary
on the peoples of a typical coral island, Likiep, one of the

Marshall Islands.

Write for descriptive literature.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, INC.

1600 Broadway New York City 19

M«l«500

PROJECTOR

See all the beauty ... all the

color ... all the life in your
slides! The only projector
built specifically for 120 and
620 film! Cooler-operating.
Choice of coated projection
lenses. Quick-change Film-
strip attachment available. No
other projector oflfers so much
. . . for so little!

ONLY $69.00
less bulb

(slightly higher west)

Try the New ColdE

Reflex Binderfor all

2-2/4x2-l/4 transpnrencieSf

WRITE FOR HELPFUL BUL-
LETINS NO. 472A AND 490

set IT AT IITTCR

DEALIIS (VERYWHIIE

GoldE fManufacturing Co. 1220-c w. maoison st. chicaoo 7
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THE DREAMS OF ODDEYO VIDAYO
{Continued from paqc 401)

resses the steps. Xow he runs up the steps and now-

down. Up and down, up and down, never missing a

step though he stumbles occasionally on the application

step. So rapidly and so nimbly does he ascend and
descend that he becomes into.xicated with his success,

his head reels with achievement, and his feet no longer

obey his brain. Down he crashes . . . and the charming
oasis disappears. This dream is repeated. Each time

it is a different educator climbing the steps and each
time the result is the same. Sometimes the steps bear
different labels, but they look very much like the same
steps.

Now Herbart him.self speaks. "The steps," .says he,

"are not bad in and of themselves. They are good steps

planned to help teachers achieve worthwhile goals. The
danger lies in following them slavishly. Let us ex-

amine the steps audio-visual educators have set up

:

1. Preparation. This includes planning the unit and the
place of audio-visual materials in the unit. Then selecting

the audio-visual materials and ordering them according to

the estimated teaching schedule. Then previewing the
material before presentation to the class, planning the day's
lesson, and setting up the room for a smooth presentation.

2. Presentation. Now the class is prepared for the viewing or
hearing. They are properly motivated and their interest
raised to the point where they want to learn. Then a
smooth performance is given that concentrates attention
on the material to be learned.

3. Application. In the follow-up jieriod, the pupils discuss
new ideas in relation to their respective backgrounds. They
put the new learnings into operation in situations made
just as real as possible.

4. E.xamination. Now the youngsters are tested to see if

they've gained the ideas being sought.
5. Reteach. This may involve a repeat presentation of tlie

audio-visual material, either in whole or in part. Or it may
be that other materials and methods need to be employed
in order to make clear certain aspects of the lesson not
completely covered in the first presentation.

"These are good stejxs," reiterates Herbart. "They're
steps to help the teacher make his teaching more effi-

cient. Their weakness lies in making them a routine
procedure, always followed, never varied, and eventually
becoming boring and meaningless. How dry and sterile

film lessons become if we precede each one by placing
motivating questions on the blackboard, then show the
film, then follow up with an objective type of examin-
ation.

"These steps will he good and helpful only if viewed
with imagination. There are some films, for example,
that make their best impression when simply presented
without any preliminaries. There are other films whose
whole impact is ruined by analytical rehash. Take a
film like F"rank Sinatra's The House I Live In. Prob-
ably the very best follow-up for this film is to dismiss
the class and let them go home to think it over.

"Take the matter of examination. There are many
methods of testing what pupils get from audio-visual
experiences. We do not have to rely entirely upon
objective or es.say questions. We can use oral' check-
ups of an informal nature. We can use picture quizzes
to see if the students recognize things thev are supposed
to have learned about. .\nd what could h'e more reveal-
mg of knowledge gained than a charade given, an origi-
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nal song sung, a poem written, an interpretive dance

done, or a picture drawn ? I ,et the pupils use their cre-

ative imaginations with the teacher serving as a helpful

friend rather than an examining fiend.

"Yes, these steps will lead from the barren desert

of ignorance to the green oasis of knowledge if they

are treated as helpers instead of masters. Skip a step

now and then. Try standing on one step longer than

on another. Jump up and down on one step and tread

lightly on the next. You and your pupils can have as

much fun with these steps as a tap dancer in a vaude-

ville show, and learning will profit thereby."

THIRD DREAM

This Looks Like My School

And there followed a great kaleidoscope that whirled

and spun until the pieces fell together in a pattern

—

it looked as though all the children in the school were

gathered in the auditorium viewing a film on the me-

chanics of the storage batter}'. Then it whirled again

and there were three classes in a room meant to seat

only one class and they were watching a film under

conditions that would have made the Wack Hole of

Calcutta seem like an air-conditioned movie palace.

Then the spinning increased. There was a teacher

showing a filmstrip .so rapidlv it looked like a motion

picture ; and there was another teacher who tried to

show 90 slides in a 40-minute ])eriod ; and still another

who would never use films unless he had enough to

fill the entire period from hell to bell. The face which

came through the dream in a long dissolve looked very

much like that of Oddeyo Vidayo himself, and in his

dream Oddeyo heard these moral-pointing words

:

"Silly, isn't it?"

DREAM FINALE

The Parade

The music now filtering into Oddeyo's unconscious-
ness was slow, funereal. It was played by a band of

children who seemed unduly burdened by the weight
of their instruments. Indeed, these instruments looked
suspiciously like the tools of learning more played with
than upon. In the wake of this strange band came a
group of oddities bearing a banner with a strange de-
vice, "Freaks of the Audio-Visual World." Here they
pass in review

:

The Gadgeteer . . . busily taking apart the lenses of a
projector to clean the inside of each. With his bare toes he
is preparing to put a 300-watt lamp into his old 150-watt
filmstrip projector. He also has plans for wiring his class-
room so there is a buzzer at each pupil's desk: then he may
call them to attention individually!

Educational Screen



The Proud Principal . . . has just had a central sound
system installed in his 12-room school. He is busy interrupt-

ing his teachers with an announcement every 2^ minutes,
a special radio program piped into all grades every hour
on the hour. What joy—sadistic joy, to be sure—he has in

playing wire recordings of the class noises he caught with
his two-way system.

The Efficiency Expert . . . organizes the audio-visual

routine of the school with the same baffling red tape he em-
ployed in the army. Ten forms to be filled in to get one
film, five more to show it arrived, and twenty showing when,
how, where, and why it was used.

The Lazy Lout . . . has found a way to sleep mentally by
showing pictures in his classroom. He shows and shows.
But preparation, follow-up, check-up? Never!

The Good Fellow . . . orders audio-visual materials with
great regularity, and he shows them with great smoothness.
But he just can't stand the tliought of his neighboring
classes being denied what he has; so he invites them all

in to see his show. The more the merrier, says he.

The Drab Dame . . . doesn't realize that her entire class-

room should be a visual aid. To be sure, her bulletin
boards have decorations—Thanksgiving decorations at

Christmas time. And Miss Drab herself always wears prac-
tical black or navy-blue dresses. Her voice? Quite colorless,
of course.

The Machine-Shy Sally . . . just can't learn to run a pro-
jector; machinery scares her. After school, she gets into
her automobile, drives home through heavy traffic, sits

down at her sewing machine, and runs ofT a little gown
for sister Suzy.

The Great General . . . knows and he knows that he
knows. He's a man of many talents and great self-esteem.
No one can tell him anything—and especially not his pupils.
He tells them! He shows them, lectures them, impresses
them (he thinks!), and never gives them a chance to think
for themselves. Nor do audio-visual materials get a chance
in his class.

At the end of the parade comes Herbart, sitting

astride a long-tailed dog and reciting poetry.

Oddeyo awakened a sadder but wiser man. Now,
there must have been good stuff in Oddeyo Vidayo for

he was not crushed in his desire to achieve a daytime
dream of better teaching through realistic and vital

materials. He believed that teaching could become a
highly skilled profession. So he brought his dreams
to his workshop for frank and open discussion that the

youth of America might have a better chance to get

the kind of education they need to meet today's prob-
lems—problems quite as complex as any our hero en-

countered in his dream world.

ft ft ft

Film Council News
ft The .-Xtlanta. Georgia, Film Council is offering a series of

weekly demonstration programs designed to increase public

understanding of the value and u.se of audio-visual materials

in school, church, industry, and community. At a meeting on
October 10, a kaleidoscopic view of the year's program was
presented through a specially-produced color filmstrip. The
feature of the program was a discussion of "Audio- Visual Edu-
cation from the .Xdministrators' Point of View."

ft The October luncheon meeting of the New York Film
Council presented "A New Plan for Films in Psychiatry."

Speakers included Robert Feli.x, M.D., Director of the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health; (ieorgc Stevenson, M.D.,
President of the American Psychiatric .Xisociation ; and
Robert Anderson, producer of the Mental Mechanism film

series.

MAKE ANY ROOM
A Projection Room With

SUPERTEX Black Shades
Completely darken any
auditorium, lecture hall,

class room, office labora-

tory, X-ray room, etc., by
fitting the windows with

the absolutely light proof

Supertex Black Shades.

Supertex Material is a

solid black—will not crack

or peel—hangs smoothly

—lasts for years. (Made
up all black or black with

tan outside.)

TWO TYPES
Supertex Shades are spring roller mounted. May
be had to lap over window frame (for general
darkening) or to operate in "crack closer" guides
(for complete blackout).

Write today for Bulletin XI 04 and sample!
of Supertex. For prices give exact sizes
and number of openings to be covered.

BECKIEY-CARDY CO. SL;!?*';'

CABINETS

leumaUe

FOR FILMS
FOR SLIDES

Medal SF-5

EFFICIENT

SAFE^COMPACT
Fireproof and dustproof.
NEUMADE CABINETS provide
coiiiplctt' and elflclent storage

niliiK laciUtles. All drawers re-

ii.M able—each supplied with two large index
vanXi.

FILM STRIP CABINET. Model MF-6. Six

drawers accommodate o;er 300 of the V/z" fans. Six adjustable dividers in each

drawer allow for ve.arations of desired width.

SLIDE FILE CABINETS, M^del SK-o. Hold all types 2" x 2' slides—each held
nnnly In position with dividers for indfxing. ¥\\e drawers with capacity for 1250
slides (lisno readymo..nt8). *

ALSO AVAILABLE: MwJel SF-5-S for 'Blocked Unit" slides with 30 Ubbed
adjustable dividers. <'aia<-lty 2500 slides (5001) readyinounts). All cabinets heavy
Kauue .steel welded convtnicllon. Olive-arey halved enamel finish, chrome handles
and index card lioldera. Overall size: 15' wide. 12" deep, 13* high.

Wr te for new CataloK No. 17 showing complete line lOMM Aids
Rewinds. Splicers, Heels, Cans, Sliipiiing Cases. Tables, etc.

Storage Itaclu.

PRODUCTS CORP.
T NEW YORK 18. N.
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EDOE NUMBERED
WORK PRINTS

SYNCHRONIZED
STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY

SOUND RECORDING

RELEASE PRINTS-
COLOR and B«W
DUPLICATE NEGATIVES

Writ* for prieet

DEPT. E

GEO.W.COLBURN LABORATORYJik.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

KODACHROME SLIDES (2x2)
Historic and Literary Sites of the East: Plymouth, Salem, Cambridge. Lexing-
ton, Concord, etc
The Scenio East: New Hampshire, Vermont, Cape Cod. Quebec, the Gaspe.
Niagara, Ausable, Ticonderoga, etc. Over 5u0 subjects photographed in beautiful
Kodachrome by prominent Boston artist. Now used by schools and colleges,
and perfect for filling in your personal collection. Send for free catalog.

Pilgrim CoiorslideS St Bosworth St., Bosfon 8. Ma$$.

3SMM . SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
MADE BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRY

How to Study—Pencil Techniques

VISUAL SCIENCES. 5»»E Suffern, New York

KFtalK from your MrMn^HI
mm WITH your oulekly H

n to lAOIO-HATt (I.SO HB WhlM, Amkor or Qroon. H1^ Acc.pt no oubitltuM. MM

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Siie 3>/4"x4"

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2"
On sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.. Depf.V
222 Oaltridsre Blvd., Daytona Beach. Fl«.

SCHOOLS
BOOK NOW FOR THE FALL TERM

FINEST SELECTION It MM SOUND FILMS
Speciol Renfoi Rates

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS 'ft^^

NEW FILMSTRIPS—Wf-fA Manuals
S !S" T*" H''""'J' of Costumes (From the Year 1000 urnil llloOj S3B 17: Architectural Styles. (Eiplaius KomaneBque, Gothic, Henalssance, anduaroqiie ht.vles) J3.B 18: Sport and Games In Ancient Olympla $3.B 15: The Treasury of the Siphnlans. (Greek Architecture and Sculpture) {3.60.

We duplicate black-and-white flimstrips.
Fast delivery, ton quality, moderate prices.

,,,,„, .
HERBERT E. BUDEK COMPANY

55 Poplar Ave. Haekensoek. N. J.

o
o
o
o

International Cinema Classics
SEND FOR CATAI OG

BRANDON FILMS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY

O
a
a

VISUALIZE

—

"AuMo-Visual Education"
New Filmstrip and guide shows and tells the "How. What and Why"
of a Visual Program. Suitable for any size group.

40 Pictures $3.00

Al/DIO-VISI/AL AIDS CO.
712 Romayne Ave., Racine, Wis.

ORGANIZING THE A-V PROGRAM
(Conti)uicd from page 399)

commented on the gains they have seen in members of

the club. They have noted clear thinking in the selec-

tion of new members and the development of latent

mechanical abilities. They have seen members share in-

formation concerning experiences in operation to help

others avoid pitfalls. And they have seen real leader-

ship abilities develop.

There is another very important group involved in

our audio-visual program—a committee from the

Mothers' Club that works untiringly and performs im-

measurable services. The club has helped finance our

program for over twelve years, and members have

worked countless hours on the program. They have

collected and filed a flat-picture collection in many areas

of study. They have catalogued all our 3'4 x4 slides

according to topic and cross-referenced them according

to study areas ; catalogued a synopsis card for each film

used in the school to serve as future reference and for

lesson preparation ; cross-indexed all types of audio-

visual materials ; cross-indexed audio-visual materials

with other tools of learning ; and manned the visual aids

room for two hours daily to circulate the flat-picture

collection and to continue building their collections.

We believe that this kind of complete organization,

involving teachers, pupils, and parents, is worthwhile

not ohly because it makes possible more effective in-

struction but because it brings many "extracurricular"

values and satisfactions to all who participate.
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AVID Defines A-V Problems

1^ The Audio-Visual Instruction Directors of Indiana held their

annual meeting in Elkhart September 29-October 1.

With Ford L. Lemler, guest speaker and participant, as dis-

cussion leader, AVID defined as five major problems in audio-
visual education : the equitable allocation of budget among
teachers, the cooperation with the State Department of Public
Instruction in providing leadership in the use of audio-visual

materials, AVID's responsibility in disseminating news of major
developments and trends in the field, setting up the pattern for

the most effective type of pre-service training for teachers, and
the most functional techniques of in-service teacher training.

AVID also supported the passage of a measure permitting
third-class operators, including students and staff,- to operate
low-frequency radio stations.

New AVID officers are: President, J. Wesley Felmlee, Elk-
hart; Vice-President, McCabe Day, Huntington; Secretary-
Treasurer, Carolyn Guss, Bloomington ; Regional Represent-
atives, Evelyn Hoke, Muncie, George Mclntire, Michigan City,

Don Williams, Huntington County, Arthur Gibson, Hammond,
and Wilford Jarboe, Vanderburgh County,

George Eastman House to Open
"^ George Eastman House will be opened to the public on
November 9, according to a recent announcement by Dr.
C. E. Kenneth Mees, president of the photographic cen-
ter in Rochester, New York.

The house was set up as an independent photographic
educational institute approved by the New York State
Board of Regents in June, 1947. It is expected to become
a world center for the demonstration of photography as
an art and science. Eastman, famed photographic pioneer,
built the house for himself and his mother in 1905 and be-
queathed it to the University of Rochester at the time
of his death in 1932 as a home for the university's
president.

The public educational institute will house one of the
best collections of historical photographic equipment and
materials. Its purpose will be to demonstrate the tech-
nique of photography, to show the manifold part it plays
in nearly every branch of human activity, and to facilitate

research in photography.

Klapper to U. of C.

* Paul Klapper, distinguished educator and president emeri-

tus of Queens College, New York, has been named visiting

professor of education at the University of Chicago, where
he will conduct a seminar on the major problems of college

education for the University's committee on the preparation

of teachers.

In collaboration with faculty members of the College
of the U. of C. and Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Mr.
Klapper will also help plan the production of a motion pic-

ture on college teaching. The Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching has granted $20,000 to meet the

costs of the educational film and the seminar.

Columbia University Film Society

^ "The Achievement of Film", an anthology of exceptional

films produced in twelve countries, is being presented as the

first major series of programs by the Columbia University

Film Society. Films scheduled for showing include the Ameri-
can Brotherhood of Man, the British documentary Night
Mail, and the Canadian The Loon's Necklace.

The film society is an affiliate of Columbia University Edu-
cational Films and has for its objective "to provide an op-

l>ortunity for people to view, study, and read about significant

motion pictures selected for their usefulness and importance in

developing man's awareness and understanding of himself and
the cultures in which he lives."

EASIER THAH tVER

TO USE!

THE VIEWLE
AP-2C PROJECTOR
Combination Slide and
Strip Film • 5" System

Standord • 2" & 7"

Systems Available *

Luxtar Coated Optics

WILL NOT
TEAR
FILM

$6700

Another grNt projector'%M
35-01 QUEENS BLVD. •

Com Extra

Write for

INC ^^^^ brochure.

The greatest neme in projectors.

LONG ISLAND CITY 1. N. Y.

WEAVING From tthearing the stieep

throufffi malci-ng the cloth.

Clear demoitMration Utf^^^V?C$V%VT^T
of u'eavinp process. Xl^^rJiU2#^^Jt ^v ^^

11 mill., sd., b&w. Write for free film and filmjitrip literature.

FLORY FILMS. INC.. Classroom Films Department
303 East 71st Street New York 21, N. Y.

16MM CLASSROOM FILMS
48 Health ft Social Studies Films • 6 Simplified Arithmetic Films

16 Practical Plane Geometry Films

WRITE for free catalog TODAY
KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS

425 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

A Film Service that is New—Outstanding

^MSm.. rent '^"^ living earth'

'^^ them
SL from

lAUII niT ^"-M LIBRARY. Inc. Fn^le«t (Jrou-imi QualityJVnn Ull 730 Elm St.. Winnotka, III. Library in tlie Midwest

BIRTH OF THE SOIL
THIS VITAL EARTH
ARTERIES OF LIFE

SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service to its readers, Educational

Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David

Schneider, Evander Childs High School, New York

City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the

Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake

St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps

or coins to cover the cost of handling.
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I

FILMO

CORONET^—-^ 'pC

The year 1949 is an anniversary year

for quite a number of the best-known

organizations in the field of the education-

al film. For Coronet Films, as for

Teaching Film Custodians, it marks

the tenth anniversary. For Fncyclopae-

DIA Britannica Films it is the twen-

tieth. It is the twenty-fifth and thirtieth

respectively for the Fii.mo Library and

Castle Films, botli now constituents of

United World Films, Inc. .\nd for

Ebay's educational library it is the thirtv-

fifth!

Each of these beginnings coincides with

either a technological or social turning

point in the development of the motion

picture industry ; each has added its own
unique contribution to our educational

resources.

Coronet Growth Spectacular

Perhaps the rise of Coronet Films to

its present position is one of the most

spectacular stories in the history of

audio-visual education. Its birth coin-

cided with the development of 16mm color

film, and its proud boast is that all of

its films are produced in full color and

DAVID A. SMART
Chairman of the Board, Esquire, Inc.

under its own resources through every

step, from research to sales.

In the early '30's, Coronet's founder,

David A. Smart, chairman of the board

of Esquire, Inc., and publisher of Coronet

Magazine, became vitally concerned with

the failure of American education to

keep pace with the use already being

made of teaching films by totalitarians

abroad. Accordingly, he established a

completely-equipped film studio, which,

after some years of experimentation, has

now been geared up to produce eighty

educational films a year. Coronet al-

ready has over three hundred educational

films to its credit, and its announced goal

is to provide "a Coronet film to meet

teaching needs in every subject at every

grade level."

The Theatrical Heritage

The theatrical film industry, often ap-

proached (and sometimes reproached)

by educators about the millions of feet

of potential educational material in its

vaults, sponsored the formation of Teach-
ing Film Custodians, Inc., as a vehicle

for non-profit distribution of such ma-
terials as qualified educators might des-

ignate as useful for teaching purposes.

In 1939 the first TF"C catalog appeared,

listing approximately four hundred sub-

jects chosen and evaluated by teacher

panels supervised by Yale"s Dr. Mark
May. This number has grown with the

years and now includes tabloid class-

room versions of literary classics as well

as human relations excerpts from cnt^T-

tainment feature films. TFC had its ori-

gin in the area of public relations rather

than of technology.

The situation was otherwise with the

Filmo (and later the Filmosound) Li-

brary. In 1923 Eastman Kodak, Bell &
Howell, and Victor Animatograph all

brought out 16mm projectors. It soon be-

came evident that extensive 16mm film

resources would be needed to justify the

purchase of these machines. So the Filmo
Library tapped theatrical sources and
individual producers to provide 16mm
films that dealers could sell and rent,

while Eastman launched a production and
testing program that did much to estab-

V. C. ARNSPIGER
Executive Vice-President, EBFIIms

lish the right of the teaching film to

school time.

Enter ERPI

A few years later witnessed another

great technical advance—the coming of

sound. The Western Electric Company
manufactured sound projectors; its sales

subsidiary, Electrical Research Products,

Inc. (ERPI), marketed them. It took

some time to learn that the merchandiz-

ing methods of the theater equipment field

did not work at all in developing school

sales and that it required more than

making a few sample "educational" reels

to satisfy the school world either on the

score of quality or quantity. So produc-

tion, under the guiding hand of Dr. V. C.

Arnspiger, took on ever-greater import-

ance.

In due time the educational film proj-

ect stood on its own feet, working more
and more closely with the University of

Chicago, and finally in 1943 it was ab-

sorbed by Encyclopaedia Britannica, a

University affiliate. The following year

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films fell heir

to the Eastman Teaching Films library

of two hundred silent films, making it

the largest single source of classroom

films, sound and silent, in the world. The
bulk of EBF'ilms production is still on

35mni professional film, although 16mm
color productions are not neglected in

fields where it is felt that color is of in-

tegral significance.
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Earlier Beginnings

Long before the motion picture could

win recognition as a teaching tool, the

opaque and slide projectors of Bausch
& Lonib, Besseler, Keystone View,
and Spencer Lens were proving the ad-

vantages of the projected visual aid.

These names go back fifty years or

more, back into the last century. They
are all continuing their services, add-
ing new models, and developing new
materials and even newer techniques

of using them.

Though one of the earliest of all motion

pictures made in this country was a rec-

ord of dental anaesthesia and thougli the

Urban and the Spiro catalogs listed over

a thousand "educational" films more than

forty years ago, the first major impetus

for school films came as an aftermath of

World War I. Bray had turned from
his invention of theatrical cartoons to

make war training pictures ; and when
the war ended, he kept al >ng the same
path. The introduction of the acetate-base

(safety) film just at this time eliminated

much of the fire hazard and made it pos-

sible for producers such as Castle, Roth-
acker, and others to get greater school

distribution of their industrially-spon-

sored educational subjects. It also

smoothed the way for greater use of the

filnistrip, pioneered by .SVE, Jam Handy,
and others.

Each new major technological advance
lias brought new forces into the field,

challenging the older leaders to improve
their techniques and broaden their hori-

zons. Many have met the challenge suc-

cessfully ; others have faded out of the

picture. It is not the latter's anniver-

saries we celebrate this year, considerable

though their contributions may have been
in their own time.

Today and tomorrow offer new chal-

lenges. It is quite possible that our pres-

ent floundering search for satisfactory

television techniques and materials may
bring about even greater changes than

have such previous technological im-

provements as safety stock, 16mm stand-

ard, sound, and finally color. In view of

their accumulated know-how, it seems
more than likely that these veterans who
mark their anniversaries this year with

well-justified pride will continue well out

front. But it is also likely that riglit up
there with them will be able newcomers,
born of today's technology and riding

unhelpcd, as well as unhampered, by
their own past. Good luck to both

!

—WFK.

SMPE Convention

An estimated 300 motion picture en-

gineers gathered October 10-14 at the

Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel for the 66th

Semi-Anrtual Convention of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers to review

the latest technical developments in the

industry. Special emphasis was given to

the fields of television, color photography,

and high-speed photography.

NAVED Is Now NAVA
"National .\udio-\'isual Association"

is the new name of the National As-
sociation of X'isual Education Dealers

and the .Allied Non-Theatrical Film
Association, it was announced in Chi-

cago October 11 by E. E. "Jack" Car-

ter, president of the association, follow-

ing a mail ballot in which the new
name was approved by a 70 percent

majority of those voting. (See "New
Name for NAVED", Educ.\tional
Screen, October, 1949, page 374.)

The new NAVA* title, which takes

effect immediately, was adopted in or-

der to give the association a title

more descriptive of the enlarged sccpe

* Official pronunciation features a short first

vowel, as in "national."

of the organization and its member-
ship. Headquarters of the association

v/ill continue to be in Evanston, Illi-

nois, with Don White ?,s Executive

Secretary.

A program of expanded services to

members and the audio-visual industry

was planned for the newly-named
NAVA when the Board of Directors

met in Chicago October 8 and 9.

It was decided that the National

.'\udio-Visual Convention will again be

held at Chicago's Hotel Sherman, July

30-August 2. And again the leading na-

tional audio-visual organizations will be

invited to hold their meetings concur-

rently with NA\'.A. In addition to

EFLA, FC.A, and the Midwest Forum,
D.WI will be invited. (See the edito-

TheDise/oeK£y
DUAL yTURNTABLE

Fills a Widespread Need

For continuous running, fading

from one record to another.

Records cm be packet

between turnnblei ii

bottom of case

when closed.

Dual Speed... 33V3 and 78 R.P.M.

Ploys 10" and 12" records.

Its Many Uses Include;

• Straight record entertainment play

through any amplifier.

• Playing specially recorded commentary
and/or sound effects records to run

with silent movies or slides.

• Background music with voice over

microphone.

The Discjockey is housed neatly and

conveniently in a leatherette covered

case measuring 1 5 '/^ " x 7M " x 1 1 Vi ".

Total weight l6 pounds. Unit has in-

dividual switch controls and mixing vol-

ume controls.

Write for details. See your

Phsfographic dealer for demonstration.

PRICE

1105 1. Truman Road

$5950

Kaosas Cite 6. lia.^.
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$32.50
f.o.b. Chicago

NEW . • Filmstrip Library Plan

. . . suitable for any school.

Your filing, storing and booking of film-

strips is easy with this new simplified library

plan. No more seafchinq for fllmstrips

you've "tucked-away" for safe keeping.

This attractive all-steel cabmet contains six

drawers with 270 filmstrip capacity. Each

compartment Individually numbered for key-

ing by title, subject matter, or grade level.

A mere glance reveals titles available, or

where filmstrips are, etc. Additional cabi-

nets easily lock stacked to make plan ex-

pandable. Order Ihis new film library plan

NOW!

JACK C. COFFEY CO.
205 W. Wackcr Drive. Chicago (, III.

Telephone: RAndolph 4-7054

rial "Everyone. . .but not quite !", Edu-

cational Screen, September, 1949, page

296.)

NAVA will hold three regional meet-

ings this year : the entire southern U.S.

will collaborate on a meeting in January

at Biloxi ; the whole west at Los An-

geles early in February; and the east at

Atlantic City in late February, just

prior to the annual convention of the

American Association of School Ad-
ministrators.

Other decisions made by the NAVA
Board were : to establish a group in-

surance plan for members and their em-

ployees ; to set up a three-member Board

of Trustees (Hazel Calhoun, D. T.

Davis, and Jasper Ewing) having com-

plete authority to administer the C. R.

Reagan Memorial Fund ; to continue

publication of the ANFA Yearbook
under NAVA auspices (committee in

charge : Paul Voght, Ray Myerson,

and Don White, with W. F. Kruse as

editor) ; to establish a Board of Gov-

ernors for the National Institute for

Audio-Visual Selling, scheduled for July

24-29, 1950; to begin preparation of a

legislative program designed to obtain

larger state audio-visual appropriations

;

to approve a new film damage insurance

policy, available to members at special

low rates; and to initiate a joint cata-

loging project that would make pos-

sible considerable savings to NAVA
members.

* *

Calvin Workshop

The Calvin Company's annual Motion
Picture Production Workshop will be held

November 28-December 1 at the com-
pany's Kansas City offices (1105 Truman
Road). The workshop program is planned

for those engaged and interested in the

production of 16mm educational, re-

ligious, and industrial films.

Equipment
bMSVWArjwv\«v\niftAWdw.vw

G-E Exhibits

An elaborate demonstration of edu-

cational V\i broadcast equipment, in-

cluding a 10-watt transmitter, was one
of the feature displays at the 13th An-
nual School Broadcast Conference held

in Chicago October 18-20. The 10-watt

FM transmitter, pioneered by General

Electric (Syracuse, N. Y. ) after con-

sultation with the FCC and U. S. Office

of Education, has been installed in many
high schools and colleges in the U. S.

At the School Broadcast Conference
G-E also exhibited a portable amplifier,

plug-in amplifier, low-power FM an-

tenna, speaker display, turntable with
tone-arm and pickup, .\M, FM and tele-

vision receivers.

Safety Cabinet for Films

A Water-Seal Safety Cabinet lor the

storing of negatives and valuable films

has been announced as oflfering the high-

est protection from damage by both fire

and water.

The effectiveness of the cabinet re-

sults from the deflection of water into

each storage compartment, where it not
only flushes the inner walls of the cabi-

net but also flows over, under, and
around each can of film and carries off

the heat as fast as it is generated. The
rear opening of each compartment is

sealed by flowing water that prevents the

entrance of heat from the flue in case of

an internal fire. The lieat-conducting ele-

ment accelerates the operation of the

sprinkler head for external fires.

Information about available models
can be secured from John G. Bradley,

4500 17th St., N.W., Washington 11, D.C.

ir-dirtr-Crtiirirti-iiii-irti-tririi-ttirdi!

55 PAGE CATALOG
OF OUTSTANDING

FILMS

BRAY LIBRARY
of Motion Pictures

16 mm Silent and Sound

Hundreds of valuable films . . ,

some available free!

8 new Health and Hygiene Films

—

just released.

12 outstanding Air Age
Education Films.

Also films on Civics and Government,
Geography, Industry, Biologicol Sciences,
Physics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Tronsportotion.

Write today for 1948-1949 Catalog.

BRAY STUDIOS, inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

tPea/,

Bray Library Films

are now available

for dealer

and film library

purchase

iiitis-it^irisifli-tTic-ts-trtrhii-tflr-h-tr
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Ampro Tape Recorder

A new magnetic tape recorder and

playback unit has been announced by the

Ampro Corporation of Chicago. Eco-

nomically priced (less than $100) and

simple to operate, the recorder is based

upon an entirely new electronic circuit

that greatly reduces size and weight as

well as cost. The new portable Ampro
unit weighs onlv 15 pounds, and its over-

all size is 8"x8" x 11".

It uses standard magnetic recording

tape, recording on a "dual track" on
either 5" or 7" reels at 3fi" per second

tape speed. It will record a full 2-hour
program on a single 7" reel of tape.

A monitoring system permits pre-set-

ting the proper sound level before start-

ing to record. The 3-way recording sys-

tem allows "live" recording through the

microphone and recording through the

radio or from a phonograph.

For full details, write to Ampro Cor-
poration, 2835 N. Western Ave., Chi-
cago 18.

RCA on Display

Radio Corporation of America exhibits

at recent educational meetings in eastern

U. S. featured RCA Victor's new 45-rpm
record reproduction system, the com-
pany's new portable "400" Junior 16mni
sound film projector, and a new 16-inch

television receiver model suitable for

classroom use. Detailed information
about RCA's new audio and visual edu-
cational aids can be secured from the

RCA \'ictor Division, Camden, N. J.

Film Mounts for Miniatures

Eindc Products. Inc. announces another
new-size film mount—one for users of

the ever-growing number of miniature

16mm double-frame cameras now on the

market.

The 16mm double-frame mask slips

into the 2x2 aluminum frame in the

same manner as Emde's 19 other
sizes of film mounts, and a film can be
made ready for projection in any 2x2
projector in a matter of only a minute's

time. You simply attach your film to

the mask on printed outline with dry

adhesive tabs jirovided. fold the mask,
slip it into the Kodapak sheet, slide

these into the aluminum frame, and fold

the scored frame flap with the folding

tool provided.

Additional information may be secured

from Emde Products. Inc., 4031 Elcnda
.St.. Culver City. Calif.

Feltboard Teaching Aid

The Feltboard developed as a new
teaching device under the direction of Dr.
.\rthur C. Stenius, Wayne University,

includes a board covered with specially-

treated felt and colorful cut-outs, which,

when placed on the board, adhere until

removed. The feltboard comes in two
sizes, 2',x 3' and 3' x 4'.

Available felt cut-outs include the al-

phabet, numbers, fractional parts, arith-

metic signs, relative size circles and
squares, art pattern and expression forms,

prepositions, names of animals, etc.

According to the announcement, class-

room tests have proved the feltboard tech-

nique especially helpful in teaching basic

arithmetic—number and fraction con-

cepts.

A descriptive, illustrated booklet on the

feltboard is available from Visual Spe-

cialties Company, 7645 E. Jefferson, De-
troit 14, Michigan.

Build Your Own
• For the school interested in "building

their own," the Sovereign Television

Company, Brooklyn, New York, an-

nounces completely-equipped television

kits with 10, 12, and 15-inch tubes. The
same chassis is used for the three dif-

ferent sizes, and only the viewing tube

and associated bracket are different. With
slight mechanical changes, even the 16-

inch CR tube can be installed.

• Designed especially for assembly in

schools are the two TV kits prepared

by the Phihnore Manufacturing Company
of New York. As finished products,

both kits are identical ; they vary only in

the degree of work needed to be done by
the student. The beginner has the kit

with the difficult stages and operations

already completed, while the advanced

technician has to do the whole job from
scratch. An instruction manual as well as

a set of full-scale pictorial and schematic

diagrams are supplied.

Projected TV
A new TV receiver being produced by

the Fisher Radio Corporation of New
York projects a picture to a conventional

home or school movie screen. The pic-

ture size is adjustable from 24"x32" up
to 3'x4'. The set is available on a table

with casters, permitting easy portability

to any part of a school building. The
price is about half of what was previously

asked for a set with these capabilities.

ECRLESS
FILM TREATMENT
...the original

vapor-ln^vacuum
film process...

/reElfSS ,^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ LONGER"

TRlt<^

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

CtKLtS^ CORPORATION

165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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FILMS
FOR EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
You'll find over 1300 carefully se-

lected titles to choose from in 8ur
new, 1949-1950 Catalog of SELECTED
MOTION PICTURES, i,-.cludlng—

OVER 500 EDUCATIONAL FILMS
among the best available for

classroom use

•

MANY ENTERTAINMENT FILMS
full-length features, cartoons,

and comedies

•

NEARLY 100 FREE FILMS
of educational and popular interest

ALSO: A wide selection of sports

and recreation, health and safety,

character education, social science,

music, travelogue and other films.

Write for the new,
1949-1950 Catalog of

SELECTED MOTION PICTURES

ASSOCIATION FILMSi
NEW YORK 19

35 West 45th St.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 Turk St.

DAllAS 4

3012 Maple Avenu

THE RELIGIOUS PICTURE
OF THE YEM in 16mm

'^, x\

of ^cacc"

JOHN SEAL as

Pastor Armin Ritfer
Running Time 87 min.

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130 W. 46th St., New York 19, N.Y.

Current Materials

Recent I6rinm Releases

1 6mm films announced on this page
and following pages are sound and
black and white, unless otherwise in-

dicated.

Young America Films, 18 E. 41st St.,

N. Y. C. 17.

Design: Line CI reel)— first in a new
series of four films on principles of

design for art education and drawing
classes. The purpose of the first film

is to familiarize students with "line"

as one basic element of design.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, Illinois.

The Living Forest Series (each 1

reel, color)—group of three films on the
intelligent use and scientific renewal of
U. S. forest resources. Titles are : The
Forest Croivs, The Forest Produces, and
Forest Conservation.

MoFFiLM, State Teachers, College,

Montclair, New Jersey.

Learning a New Way (1 reel, color)
—a high school senior's own film of his

social studies class project at College
High School, State Teachers College,
Montclair, N. J. Student-producer
Harry Wuest filmed the project from
planning day to the parents' day ex-
hibit. The film is presented by Dr.
Maurice P. Moflfatt, narrated by Evelyn
Oelen. Rental prints are available from
Association Films.

British Information Services, 30
Rockefeller Plaza. N. Y. C. 20.

Hill Sheep Farm (2 reels)—daily
life on a hillside farm in the Scottish
Highlands.

Royal Typewriter Company, School
Dept., 2 Park Ave., N. Y. C. 16.

Right—at the Start (6 reels)— dem-
onstration of basic typewriting tech-
niques.

999 PUN Fl nomas
"It SQ.PACt tWTtgHINMtNl- PACKtP I.C.S FILM PENTdl CAISlOfi

Send for our catalog, list-
ing thousands of wonderful
entertainment and educa-
tional films—features, shorfs,
comedies, mysteries, musi'
cals, westerns, dramas, fairy
tales, etc. We rent to hun-
dreds of schools, churches,
institutions, camps, clubs'
and others. Send for youi
copy TODAY. ITS FREE.'

ENTERTAINMENTI

MOVIES

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, inc

1560S BROADWAY . NtW YORK 19, N. Y.

Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water,
Chicago 1, Illinois. Each film 1 reel, color
or black and white.

How to Keep a Job—important
factors in job success.

Sharing Work at Home—importance
of cooperation to happy family life.

Let's Play Fair—basic elements of
"fair play" for primary and interme-
diate grades.

Why Study Foreign Languages?—
contributions of the knowledge of
foreign languages to successful and en-
joyable living.

Propaganda Techniques—methods of
recognizing and evaluating propaganda.

Charles Dickens: Background for
His Works—views of places in London
associated with Dickens's works.

Watch That Quotation—importance
of accurate quotations and authority
behind statements; how to quote in

speech and writing, how to read and
listen to quotations.

Life of Nomad People—simple treat-
ment of the life of desert wanderers.

Improve Your Handwriting—funda-
mentals and importance of good hand-
writing.

Friendship Begins at Home— values
of friendships at home for the adoles-
cent.

Your Family Budget—planning,
operation, and values of a family bud-
get. (See the detailed rciietv in the
"Teacher-Committee Evaluation of New
Films" department in this issue.)

Family Films, 6047 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, California.

The Guiding Star (3 reels)—dra-
matic story of a lonely, self-centered
woman who has her family restored to
her on Christmas Day, thanks to an
understanding and enterprising old
neighbor. (Premium rental during De-
cember.)

Return to Faith (2 reels)—film story
about a surgeon, embittered by his
failure to save his own wife and child,
who responds to the call of duty when
another child hovers at death's door.

No Other Gods (2 reels)—dramatic
story revolving around a woman's
choice of a husband and htr rejection
of suitors who oflfered wealth and fame.

FILMS
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11471 TITLES
FOR RENTAL

I MANY FOR SALE
SEND TODAY for new
56 page CATALOG
Please slate school or orianizalien

laternotiomil Film Bureau, Inc.
6 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago 2
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Simmf.l-Meservev, Beverly Hills, Cal-

ifornia.

The Maya of Ancient and Modem
Yucatan (2 reels, color or black and
white)—overview of the civilization of

Mayas with views of the cities of the
ancient Maya Empire and the Maya
Indians as they live today.

Association Films, 35 W. 45th St.,

\. Y. C. 19.

Men of Good Will (1 reel)—interna-
tional cooperation among members of
the L'nitcd Nations Secretariat.

Our Town—The World (1 reel)—
illustration of the principles of the
l"N "L'niversal Declaration of Human
Rights."

Defense of the Peace (1 reel)—
structure of the I'nited Nations organ-
ization.

Tomorrow Begins Today (1 reel)—
role of the UN in encouraging coop-
eration among nations in the fields with
which the Economic and Social Coun-
cil concerns itself.

Al-dio Film Ck.vter. 45 \V. 45th St.,

N. Y. C. 19.

Football Kicking Techniques (2
reels)—teaching film for football
coaches covering in detail the various
aspects of kicking—blocking for the
kicker, accurate punting, placement
kicking, etc.

Bailey Films. 2044 N. Berendo, Hol-
lywood 27, California.

Make a House Model—complete
description of how to build a scale
model, starting with blueprints and
using simple tools and materials found
in any art or mechanical drawing class.

Make a Mobile—description of how
simple, available scrap materials can
be used in assembling the various
parts of the mobile into its final dra-
matic three-dimensional shape; de-
signed to stimulate student imagina-
tion and creative instinct.

Spool Cotton Company, 745 Fifth
Ave.. N. Y. C. 22.

Zip Zip Hooray (2 reels, color)—
demonstration for sewing classes of the
proper methods of sewing zippers into
garments; musical comedy background.
Film is accompanied by a filmstrip
series.

Hawley-Lord, Inc., 61 W. 56th St.,

N. Y. C. 19.

Steady Now—training of setters and
pointers for field work.

Skating Fantasy—featuring Olympic
champion Barbara .\nn Scott.

Marsh Marauders—animal and bird
life in tlie marsh country.
Spinning for Steelhead—fishing with

new type of reel.

Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethle-

hem, Pennsylvania.

Alloy Steels—A Picture of Controlled
Production (4 reels)—present-day man-
ufacture of alloy and special steels,

emphasizing the care exercised in the

control of all manufacturing processes.

Recent Filmstrip Releases

Australian News & Information
BuREAL, 636 5th Ave.. N. Y. C. 20.

Australia—Country with a Future
(74 frames)—overview of Australia—its

topography, industries, cities, art, birds

and animals, etc.

Popular Science Publishing Com-
pany. Audio-Visual Division, 353 4th

Ave., N. Y. C. 10.

Flicka, Ricka, Dicka (6 filmstrips)—
adventures of three small Swedish
sisters; for primary and pre-primary
storytelling, reading, and social studies.

Snipp, Snapp, Snurr (7 filmstrips)

—

adventures of three small Swedish
brothers ; for primary and pre-primary

groups.

Holly WOOD- Pan .'Kmehcan Films.

5356 La Mirada Ave., Hollywood 27.

The Magic Carpet (35 frames, sound,

color)—the importance of soil and
man's battle to use and save it de-

picted through original artwork.

Bureau of Communication Re-

search, 13 E. 37th St., N. Y. C.

The Magic Triangle—The Story of

Free Enterprise ( 130 frames)—pictures,

through cartoon techniques, the three-

sided competiion by consumer, labor,

and capital and the importance of pre-

serving the free enterprise system in

which nearly everyone is all three:

consumer, labor, and capital. Pre-

sented by Victor Kayfetz Productions.

(Continued on pafie 432)

CHURCH-CRAFT
NATURAL COLOR

BIBLE SLIDES

Plan now your most memorable Christ-

mas service with beautiful scenes and

songs that will thrill and inspire both

young and old with the glorious story

of Jesus' birth.

Church-Craft worship services arc com-

pletely outlined, ready for presentation.

Strict biblical accuracy, faithful por-

trayals, and glorious color offer you an

opportunity to present your most impres-

sive, never-to-be-forgotten Christmas

worship service.

CHOOSE THE PROGRAM THAT FILLS YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS

CHRISTMAS BLESSINGS— a comp/efe C/irisfmos service... 37 beautiful scenes ond 3 Hymnslides

with Program Guide that outlines entire service including suggested readings and popular carols, $23.50

CHRIST IS BORN — on abridged service ... 23 incomparable natural color slides and 2 Hymnslides

with Program Guide as described above, $14.80

CHRISTMAS IN BETHLEHEM — a really different service. ,. Beautiful hand-painted cloy flgurinet

enact the Christmas story. Provides an unusual and remarkable service for young and old. 22 slides

plus 2 Hymnslides with Program Guide, $14.20

Chuich-Ciall slides are sealed in 2't2' protective

binders lor use in any standard slide projector. CHURCH-CRAFT t

3312 LinJ.II Bl.J. Si. Louii 3. Ma.
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For the Audio-Visual Field

Trade Directory
To increase the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films

P. O. Box 3088! Hollywood, Cal.

(P)

(P)Associated Film Artists

30 N. Raymond Ave., Pasadena I, Cal.

Association Films, Inc. (PD)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc. (PD)
2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave.. New York 19, N. Y.

Castile Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

445 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. (PD)

Catholic Movies (D)
220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Films (P)
Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Council Films (D)
100 Academy St., Antwerp, N. Y.
200 Park St., Central Square, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (PD)
Wilmette, Illinois

Films, Inc. (PD)
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5, Ore,
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.
8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc. (PD)
55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

General Films, Ltd. (PD)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Heidenlamp Nature Pictures (P)
538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6 1 21/2 S. Ridgeley Dr., Los Angeles 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau (PD)
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, III.

The Jam Handy Organization (PD)
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II, Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD|
25 W, 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)
369 Lexington Ave,, New York 17, N. Y.

Mogull's Inc. (D)
112-114 W. 48th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (PD)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

430

OfRcial Films, Inc. (P)

25 W, 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc. (PD)
730 Elm St., WInnetka, III.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.
1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)
321 S. Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Willams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 ChestnLjt St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or 35mm. Educational

Television; Commercial: Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N, Y.

Russell Film Productions
( 16, ECT)

1825 S. Main St., Jacksonville, III.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation (M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19. N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE!

If you hdven't renewed

your subscription . . .

get this coupon

in the mail today

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC.
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, ML

Please renew my subscription for:

One year, $3.00 (In U.S.A.)

Two years, $5.00 (In U.S.A.)

Name

Address

City and State

Payment enclosed. D Please send bill.

Educational Screen



For the Audio-Visual Field
Trade Directory

HIrsch & Kaye (D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Mogull's, Inc. (D)
Il2-il4 W, 48th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Natco, Inc. (M)
4401 W. North Ave.. Chicago 39, III.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)
145 W. 45th St., New Yoric 19, N. Y.

Raike Company (D)
829 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Revere Camera Co.
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16, III.

FILMSTRIPS

Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

S.O.S. cinema Supply Corp.
602 W, 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdq., Memphis I, Tenn.

Victor Anlmatograph Corp.
(

A Division of Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Davenport, Iowa

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

(M)

(D)

(D)

(D)

[Ml

Church Screen Productions (P)

5622 Enriqht Ave., St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. (P)

Wilmette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers (P|

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmsllde Service

944 Regal Road, Berkeley, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences

599E—Suffern, N. Y.

(P)

(D)

(PI

SLIDES
Key: Kodachrome 2x2. 3'/|x4'/4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Breed Productions, Jack (PD-2)

42 Lonqview Drive, Marblehead, Mass.

Fason Films, Jack (P-O)

2100 S. University, Denver. Colo.

Your old copies

of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

are worth money

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN will pay 15c each for the

follov/ing back numbers, mailed to us postpaid.

Magazines must be in good condition.

1947—June

1945—May

1944—April, Oct.

1943—All ten issues

1942—Ian., Feb., April, June,

Sept., Dec.

1941—Jan., Feb., March, April,

May, Sept.

1940—Ian., Mar., April, May,
Dec.

1939—April, Sept., Oct.

...and ail issues prior io 1939

Send magazines to EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

64 E. Lake Street, Chicago I, Illinois

HIrsch & Kaye (D-2)
239 Grant Ave.. San Francisco 8. Cal.

Keystone View Co
Meadville, Pa.

Nu-Art Films, Inc.

145 W. 45th St New York 19, N. Y,

(P-4)

(D-2)

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D-2)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific
Instrument Division {M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation (K/|)

2851 N. V/estern Ave., Chlcaqo 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8. N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

HIrsch S Kaye (D)

(M)

(M)

(D)
,1.

(D)

(D)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8
Keystone View Co.

Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries

Oconomowoc. Wis.
RaIke Company

829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal
Ryan Visual Aids Service
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films

686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn
Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-LIte Screen Co., Inc. (M)
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39, III.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave., Chicago 8, 111.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5610 W. Bloominqdale, Chicago 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Recent Filmstrip Releases

(Continued from />agc 429)

Society For Visual Education, 100

E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, Illinois.

How to Cook Turkey (51 frames,

color)—demonstration of how to pre-

pare, cook, carve, and serve the holiday

bird. Filmstrip and manual, distributed

free by SVE, are sponsored jointly by
the Poultry and Egg National Board
and the National Turkey Federation.

Basic Science Series (7 filmstrips)

—

three additions to the series produced co-

operatively by Row, Peterson Textbook
Company and SVE are The Air About
Us and Our Ocean of Air (characteristics,

properties and uses of air ; black and white

strips) and Living Things (identifying

characteristics of common plants and
animals; color filmstrip).

General Science "Why" Series—de-
signed to help the elementary science

pupil understand the basic principles

behind climate and daily weather
changes ; first three releases are PVhy
Does the Wind Blow?, Why Does the

Weather Change?, and Why the Seasons?

Integral Calculus Series (4 filmstrips)
—Areas by Integration Using Polar Co-
ordinates is the fourth filmstrip in the

series prepared by Edwin A. Whitman,
Carnegie Institute of Technology. Others
in the series are Areas by Integration

Using Rectangular Coordinates, Double
Integrals, and A Triple Integral.

British Empire Series (15 filmstrips)

—the latest addition to the series is

The Face of Scotland, showing the scenic

beauty of Scotland, its people, customs,
industries.

Young America Films, 18 E. 41st
St., N. Y. C. 17.

History of Measures Series (6 film-

strips)—series designed to provide his-

torical background information on the
most important units and systems of
measurement. Titles are: History of
Our Number System; History of Area
Measures; History of Telling Time;
History of Weight and Volume Measures;
History of Linear Measures; History
of Our Calendar.

Ships and Harbor Series (6 film-
strips)—series for elementary and
junior-high social studies classes show-
ing the nature and function of four
major types of ships, the busy harbor,
and the lighthouse. Titles are : The Tug-
boat; The Passenger Liner; The Freight-
er; The Fireboat; The Harbor; The
Lighthouse.

Visual Sciences, S99E, Sufifern, New
York.

Figure Drawing (SO frames)—dem-
onstration of the mechanics of sketch-
ing figures and faces; second filmstrip
in an art series directed by James H.
Cullen, art supervisor of the SuiTern
Public Schools (first in the series is

Pencil Technique).

Quirks of Nature (50 frames)—hand-
draft^n pictures of fantastic animals:
Aardvark, Hoatzin, Kiwi, Lemming,
Okapi, Platypus, and many others.

432

Catalogs and Booklets

U.S. Office of Education, Federal Se-

curity Agency, has issued a 1949 film-

library directory listing by states and cities

897 libraries or distributors that rent or

loan 16mm educational films. The direc-

tory, compiled by Dr. Seerley Reid and
Mrs. Anita Carpenter, Visual Aids to Ed-
ucation Section, Office of Education, super-

sedes the 1948 publication, "Partial List

of 16mm Film Libraries," now out of

print. Copies of the new directory (Office

of Education Bulletin 1949 No. 10) are

available only from the Superintendent of

Documents, Government Printing Oftice,

Washington 25, D.C. ; price: ISc each.

Encyclopaedia Britaxnua Films,
1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, Illinois,

has issued a new 44-page, illustrated cata-

log containing descriptions of 323 EBF
educational sound films and a "where-to-
use-it" section showing the subject areas

and levels with which the films are cor-

related. Also included are silent teaching
films, filmstrips, and foreign versions of

EBFilms.

United World Films, 105 E. 106th

St., N.Y.C. 29, has issued a new S6-page,
illustrated catalog of rental films, describ-
ing over 1,000 entertainment, educational,

and religious 16mm subjects.

The American Heritage Founda-
tion, 17 E. 45th St., N.Y.C. 17, has pre-
pared a comprehensive kit entitled "A
Program for Thanksgiving Day," includ-
ing a list of 16mm films, program ma-
terials and suggestions, decoration and
display suggestions, radio spot announce-
ments, etc. For further information about
the kit, write directly to The American
Heritage Foundation.

D. D. Livingston, 220 Clinton St.,

N. Y. C. 2, has available a catalog list-

ing, describing, and in some cases evalu-
ating pro and con Fifty Films for Dance
Education, all available in the Livingston
library of films of the arts and sciences.

Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion, Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsyl-
vania, offers a new 46-page booklet de-
scribing Westinghouse sound motion pic-

tures and filmstrips for education and
entertainment programs. Ask for Book-
let B-4273.

Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake St..

Chicago 1, 111., announces the Silver Anni-
versary edition of The Blue Book of
16mni Films. This directory, published
annually since 1924, lists well over 6,000
films, indexed by subject-matter and by
title. Both free and rental films are in-
cluded, as well as names of distributors
for each film. Available after November
15th. Price: $1.50.

CLASSIFIED

SALESMAN for educational field to cover greater
New York and vicinity by leading Audlo-Vlsuai
firm State eKperience, qualifications. Replies held
in sfrictest confidence. Box III, Educational Screen
64 E. Lake St., Chicago III.
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For Economy Minded Audio-Visual Budgets!I

Designed for

A.C. or D.C.

Operation

A NEW AMPRO
LIGHTWEIGHT, PORTABLE

16mm SOUND PROJECTOR

-at a remarkably LOW PRICE

TRULY PORTABLE, BOTH SOUND AND
SILENT SPEEDS... AN IDEAL QUALITY
PROJECTOR FOR CLASSROOM USE

Actual lift-up weight—only 20 Ibsl This new "Stylist"

projector gives you full Ampro precision quality . . . yet the

projector and amplifier unit alone weighs only 20 lbs. A
young girl can easily lift it up to place on stand or table. Lift-

off case with spteaker and accessories weighs less than 9 lbs!

Amazingly compact and portable—readily moved from

room to room for use by large or small groups. Quick and easy

to set-up . . . just lift off case, snap permanently attached reel

arms in place and the new low cost "Stylist" is ready to thread.

Centralized control panel makes operation remarkably simple.

Ampro quality features include: standard time-tested

Ampro sound head, fast automatic re-wind, triple claw film

movement, new, slide-out removable film gate, coated super

2-inch F 1.6 lens, 1000 watt lamp . . . and many other Ampro
"extras" that mean smooth, trouble-free performance year

after year. Ask your dealer for a demonstration of this great

new low cost Ampro "Stylist". . . today!

Write for FREE Brochure giving full details and
specifications on this budget-priced audio-visual

aid . . . the great new Ampro "Stylist." Send 10c

for informative audio-visual booklet, "A New Tool
for Teaching."

AMPRO CORPORATION
2S59 N. WESTERN AVENUE • CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

ANOTHER TOP QUALITY VISUAL AID

AT A SHARPLY REDUCED PRICE!

Amproslide Dual
Purpose Projector

Model "30-D"

$5900
formerly $92.00

This Ampro double-duly projector handles both slides

and fllmslrlps—and costs little more than a single

purpose projectorl Now available at a new low price,

this Amproslide Model "30-D" has been especially de-

signed tor dual purpose operation. It converts instantly

from slide to Rlmstrip use . . . with complete utiliiation

of light for each purpose. It is the perfect "l-in-l"

classroom projector. Writ* for details today, i<it9\

•Trade Mark Ht-g.

U.S. Pal. Oil.

A Gcnarol Precision

Fquipmcnf Corporo/ion Subttdtary
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4 Exceptional
NEW FILMS
ONE GOD—How We Worship Him

37 minutes—Rental $10
Authentic! Beautiful! Impressive! Inspiring!

Based on the book of same title

by Florence Mory Fitch

This film presents the three major religious
faiths in an interesting and absorbing fash-
ion. Beautiful music—orchestral and choir.

HUMAN BEGINNINGS
20 minutes in color—Rentol $7.50

A mental health film for young children,
their parents and their teachers. Its main
purpose is to foster wholesome attitudes
and to promote the emotional security of
the child.

HYPNOTIC BEHAVIOR
20 minutes—Rental $4.50

A demonstration that illustrates the psycho-
logical reaches of the human mind. For
classes in psychology, and professional
groups.

UNCONSCIOUS MOTIVATION
38 minutes—Rental $7.50

Demonstrates how hidden motives influence
everyday thoughts and feelings. Shows use
of psychological tests as tools in psycho-
therapy. For psychology classes and profes-
sional groups.

Wrtfe for free Catalog UtHna
Over 7300 Carefurfy Selected F/Ims

ASSOCIATION FILMS
NtW YORK 19

35 West 45th St.

CHICAGO 3

206 So. Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO 2

351 Turk St.

DALLAS 4

3012 Maple Avenu

in COLOR

kxCHURCH-CRAFTi
Few can resist the Hymnslide's inspir-
ing, colorful invitation to participate
in singing the hymns everyone loves.
Clear, sharp, easy-to-read verses on
beautifully colored backgrounds.
There are more than 100 different
Hymnslides for use by every church.

llhsUatei folder Listing All
Hfmnslides and Bible Slides

Church-Craft Slides are

2 X 2" in protective
binders for use in any
standard slide pra)ector.
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CHIRCH-CRAFT t

1312 UmlM IM. • St. Iwis 1, Me

^ne r^eadetd lA/rite

Number Too, Please

Editor :

We agree with Miss Harrison of Col-

lege of the Pacific (October, 1949

Screen, page 342) that Vol. and No. on
the outside of magazines would be most
desirable . . . particularly useful on maga-
zines which are valuable enough to be
kept in files, such as Educationai.
Screen, of course!

Ethel A Shields
Librarian
Gastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Effective as of January. 1950, the

Educational Screen cover wilt carry
Vol. and No.—Ed.

Attn: O. Vidayo

Kditor :

[ heard Dr. William Hartley present
'lis talk about Oddeyo Vidayo at Butler
University, Indianapolis, last summer.
Many times since I have wished for a
opy of it, for it was one of the most
lever morsels that I ever listened to
The audience response was terrific. It's

oo bad Screen couldn't furnish the visual
iid which Dr. Hartley proved to be on
he occasion of his speech.

But I certainly am grateful to Educ.\-
ional Screen for publishing this talk

(November, 1949). The way you edited
;t preserved the zip, the fun, and the
)ersonality of the original unique pres-
entation.

Mrs. Nellie M. Schuylek
Trenton, lliehlfran

ItDITOR :

I found your November story of Od
leyo and his dreams most readable. 1

especially enjoyed the illustrations and
lie general presentation. Certainly it

is an imaginative manner in which author
i^artley introduces his ideas.

But . . . methinks Oddeyo dreams
indeed if he concludes that every "siz-
able" school can afford its own films.
Consider the plight of the progressive
school of fair size already stretching its

iiard-pressed budget to the limit to cover
he not inconsequential cost of projection
equipment and related facilities. To such
a school the rental library has been a
!i!>on, the hope of setting up a worth-
*\hile library of its own only a vision
if the future. A film library worthy of
lie name and one that would be of any
real value in a facile a-v program such
as that envisioned by the enlightened
Oddeyo would involve no mean expendi-
ture. That, too, is simple economics.
And what of the many not-so-sizablc

-chools striving to keep abreast of new
t chniques by adopting even a modest
TV program, supplementing such ma
ttrials as they can afford to own with
•ich films as they can afford only to
lent? Should they curtail their contem-
plated a-v program simply because their
schedule must be arranged far ahead of

time to include a rented film? Must tliey

have only the best materials before they
may use any? Or might it not be worse
to put the cart before the horse than to
Ifl the tail wag the dog?

Margaret Slater
AuHJslant to the Editor
Hanford Works News.
KiVhIand. Washington.

h'l-actions, if iiol an.nvers, to reader
Slater's rhetorical (we assume) questions
arc iin'ited.—Ed.

On the

Bulletin Board

In one of the photographs accompany-
ing the article "Organizing the School
.-ludio-l'isual Program" by Helen F.

Winficld (November, 1949), we were
much interested to note a cartoon posted
nil the bulletin board in the Tisual aids

room pictured. Although only a part of
the bulletin-board cartoon was visible

(pictured at right above), that part re-

minded us of an Educ.atio.\.\l Screen
cartoon appearing in the March, 1949
issue (pictured at left above). And so.

to sati.'ify our curiosity and. if we were
right, to share a bulletin-board idea with
other schools, we wrote to author Win
field. Her an.m'er follozvs.—Ed.

EunoK :

You are right—the cartoon did ap-
pear in one of your issues of Education-
al Screen. A boy on the (visual aids)
squad who is very talented saw it and
copied it for our (bulletin) board. It

has caused more comment than you ever
dreamed possible. Frank got a great
kick out of copying it, and everybody
who sees it is highly amused.

Helen F. Winfield
Coordinator of Audio-Visual Aida
Public School 107, Queens
I'lushine, New York

Re-recording

I'.nnoR

:

1 have read with much interest the ar-
ticle entitled "Religious Records on Re-
view" by Max U. Bildersee in the June
1949 issue of the Educational Screen.
It seems to me to be quite helpful and
1 should like to request permission to re
print it in our Methodist publication "The
Church School." We will be happy to
give proper credit to the author and to
Ivducational Screen.

Walter N. Vernon, Jk.

EditoriaJ Division, The Methodist Church
Nnshville. Tennessee

I'cniii.isiiin granted.—Eu.

Address letters for "Th« Raadart Wrif»" to
The Editor, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN. M
E. Lali* St., Chicago I, Illinois.

Educational Scr«*n



CONTINUfNC THf BIGGiST SCHOOl YtAR /N AUDIO-VISUAl HISTORYt

EB Films ANNOUNCES

9 MORE IMPORTANT CLASSROOM FILMS... PLUS A GREAT

• NEW FILMSTRIP SERIES!

The world's largest library of authentic class-

room motion pictures. . . now adds 9 more classroom

films.

These new EBFilms have been created for to-

day's needs in today's schools. But like all EBFilms,

they are so basic to every school's program they will

be used for years to come.

With the eleven EBFilms announced last

month teachers now have twenty important and much-

needed new subjects from the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica Films library ... in addition to more than 300

EBFilms in use today!

Alt EBFilms are forceful, absorbing teaching

instruments. Educators know they may select them

with confidence and assurance. Because for twenty

years EBF has provided schools with their basic needs

in authentic teaching films.

Order now through your local EBF represen-

tative, or write EBFilms.

GENERAL SCIENCE
FILMSTRIP SERIES

Simple Machines Elements of Electrical Circuits

Series and Parallel Circuits Fuels and Heat

Home Electrical Appliances Distributing Heat Energy

Atmosphere and Its Circulation The Weather

Ears

and Hearing

Your

Voice

The

Nurse

Synthetic

Fibers

Circus Day
in

Our Town

Painting

An
Abstraction

Gas For

Home
and Industry

Sand

Painting

Cattle

Drive

J
Education's Best Films

for 20 years

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films inc.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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HOW TO PLAN
FOR Inulif. £llfKiu>e

VISUAL EDUCATION

Answers questions con>

cerning projection sur-

faces—how and when to

install permanent classroom and auditor-

ium screens—the relationship of projector

and screen—function of portable screens

—

Seating and Viewing Area Chart, Screen and

Lens Chart for determining proper sized

screen to suit projector, audience and room.

Send for your copies today. Use this
convenient coupon or please mention
this publication.

DA-LITE SCREIN COMPANY, INC.
271 1 No. Puloikl Read, Chicago 39, III.

Without obligation to us please send your two brochures
"Designs for Visual Education" and "Planning for Effective
Projection."

Name

School or InttUiUion

Stred

COy .Zone Stale.

QVAIITY SCiiiMS fOn 40 YCA»S

FLASHBACKS!—25 Years Age
From Volume III, No. 70,

The Educational Screen, December, 1924

• In December, 1924, Educational Screen published its

"Most Important Announcement to Date—Beginning with the

January (1925) issue. The Educational Screen will take

over the well known magazine, Visual Education", which had

been owned and published for a five-year period by the Society

for Visual Education, Inc.

Simultaneous announcement in both publications pointed out

that "The Society for Visual Education, from its foundation

more than five years ago, has served education by the dissemi-

nation of information regarding all visual aids and practices

throughout the early stages of the development of the visual

field, in addition to the pursuit of its other essential activities

—

production and distribution of visual aids. The sale of the mag-

azine has been arranged in order that the time and energy of

the Society for Visual Education can be devoted more specifi-

cally to the activities of production and distribution."

Nelson L. Greene, founder of Educational Screen in 1922

and its editor and publisher for twenty-five years, had been the

first editor of Visual Education. At the time of the consolida-

tion of the two publications, he wrote editorially that "Visual
Education must be regarded as the dean of visual publications

... in five years of consecutive appearance ... it has circu-

lated well toward 400,000 copies . . . Such an achievement can-

not be overestimated . . . Thousands of educators, to whom
the words 'visual education' were meaningless five years ago,

owe the awakening of their present interest in this movement
of vast possibilities to the pages of Visual Education.
"... This is the splendid service rendered by Visual Edu-

cation, itself but one of the varied services rendered to the

visual cause by its publishers, The Society for Visual Educa-
tion. And when the story of the visual movement is written,

as the future will write it, there must be large space given in

the First Chapter to the sturdiest of all the pioneer periodicals

that did so much to blaze the way and inspire thousands to fol-

low the new path."

Noel Heads DAVI
^ Newly-elected president of the Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, National Education Association, is

Francis W. Noel, Chief, Bureau of Audio-Visual Educa-
tion, California State Department of Education. Other
officers are: James W. Brown, first vice president; Lelia

Trolinger, second vice president; Leslie Frye, Irene F.

Cypher, and Winifred Crawford, delegates at large.

In his president's message to DAVI members, Mr.
Noel said: "The year ahead for DAVI is a challenging one
which, through cooperative effort, can be made historical.

Many problems and issues face us, and while it is true

they cannot all be resolved immediately, operating princi-

ples and policies must and can be adopted which will

serve as guides for this year and other years to come.
;Throug"h adherence to these principles and policies.

DAVI will attain the stature which it should enjoy as

the highest-level professional organization in audio-visual

education."

A-V Committee for NCFR
* The National Council on Family Relations is organizing

a committee on audio-visual materials to be composed of rep-

resentatives of various professions, agencies, and organizations

that are NCFR members. The committee will supply lists of

materials and sources to professional workers, teachers, minis-

ters, and others ' for use in their local marriage and family-

living programs. It will work in cooperation with the Film

Council of America, the Motion Picture Corporation of America,

United States Department of Education, E.xtension Divisions of

State Universities, Text-Film Departments of publishing houses,

and other organizations in the audio-visual field. The committee

will meet at the annual conference of the National Council in

New York City, December 29-31.
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Dciting: Do's and Don'ts

Keep Up With Your Sludlet

Force and Motion Life in Hot, Wet Lands

AS TIMELY AS TODAY'S HEADLINES..

Eight

New
Coronet

Films

Introduction to Physics

Mechanics of Liquids Marine Animols S Their Foods

Making Sense With Sentences

Jet propulsion . . . the strategic African Congo . . . the mysteries of energy

...all are brought to your classroom screen this month by Coronet. Like all

Coronet Films, these newest productions are designed to keep your students informed

—in step with the times. Whether the subject be the latest conquest of time and

space or the correct way to say "good night" after a date. Coronet has a title to

meet the assignment. And only Coronet offers educators these outstanding film

presentations . . . keyed to the dynamic changes of today's livingl

See for yourself why thousands in the teaching profession have acclaimed Coronet to

be the nation's leading producer of 16mm instructional films. For full information

on preview, purchase or rental of all Coronet Instructional Films, write today to:

Coronet Films
CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
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Prroaram'9 rioted

ABELARD EDUCATIONAL FILMS, INC.

THE VIENNA PHILHARMONIC

ORCHESTRA in the

yjuerture to C^amont

Producer
EUCEN SHARIN

Director
LEOPOLD HAINISCH

Conductor
W. SCHMIDT-GE>TNER

Goethe's play. "Egmont", is based on the h'fe of

Count Egmont (1522-68) who played an important
part in the upheaval of the Low Countries, which
ultimately resulted in liberation from Spanish rule.

When the Spanish King attempted to turn Flan-
ders into a Spanish dependency, Count Egmont was
a vociferous protestant. The Duke of Alva, who was
sent to the Netherlands to quell the uprisings, had
Egmont imprisoned and put to death for high
treason. His death became a symbol of martyrdom.
The subject of the story fired Beethoven's genius.

The tyranny of the Duke of Alva, plotting to execute
Egmont, the nobility of Egmont, his love for his
people, the anger of the citizens of the Low Coun-
tries who would not be terrorized, all this beauti-
fully presented by the poet, is reflected in the
undercurrents of the music.
The Overture is a magnificent summary of the

dramatic action which follows. The introductory
section describes servitude, suffering and death,
while the coda (Triumph Symphony) speaks of
freedom, victory and immortality. In his study of
Beethoven, Bekker says. "Beethoven's Egmont is the
personification of a suffering and oppressed people.
His death is the death not of a mere individual hut
of all lovers of freedom; and his triumph is the
triumph of all the oppressed."
This film brilliantly portravs the themes of the

play and of the Overture. Filmed iil the historic
Belvedere Castle, the producer has made use of
flaming torches, statuary and world famous paint-

'"tu
'" 0"*"^"'' P''esent each theme in the music.

The photography, scenic effects and numerous
montages are excellent and make this film an out-
standing production.

1 ««• b & w 9 minutes $35.00
*PAIlVnNGS & STATUARY

Woman s hand from "nROP INTO HELL" hv Ruhen-Three men from the '•NIGHT WATCH" by Rembrandt

^ES?j'y*XyS'E-A^'^^b;Tu^eL*^^^«" '•^ «^'"*'™"'''

^TgJ7M»THV{rf^^^^^^^
Detail from the same

••THE^A^P'??RM4Tg'^o5''^'*'*''-CTION" by RembrandtrHE AFTERMATH OF THE WAR" by Rubens

^?o-t,'J-rta7o'?'fi^ra"me°" ^"^ ^'^™'^" "^ ^""--^

;;J5? BLINDINO OF SIMON" by Rembrandt
Irl^f,^^^''^^ S'°^^" by Van DyekSTATUARY by Fischer Von Erlach

AL f J EDUCATIONAL
-y^belard films, inc.
1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

An exhibit for

Qltfns^tmaa
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by PAUL P. CHASSE
Unlversife Laval

Quebec, P.Q., Canada

¥ AST Christmas I tried an experiment in my native^ town of Somersworth, New Hampshire, that I

think will interest teachers, especially language teachers,

everywhere. Thanksgiving had just been torn from the
calendar when I proposed the idea. With the coopera-
tion of the local language teacher. Mrs. Jessie Lanouette
O'Malley, I gathered a group of boys, all of junior
high school age, and invited them to participate in

making and setting up a Christmas crib in the window
of some local shop. We all agreed that we would fashion
a crib resembling as closely as possible the autlientic

crib of Bethlehem rather than a New England self-styled

snow-covered crib.

Since I was also interested in the psychological
reactions of the townspeople, I asked the owner of
the city's largest barber shop whether we might exhibit
the crib in his window. He was more than just hesitant,

but by the time I was through bombarding him with
"reasons," he gave his consent. He agreed also not to
mention the plan to anyone. It was to be a complete
surprise to the people of Somersworth.
We set about getting our materials ready. From a

local hall we borrowed a banquet table and planned
everything in proportion to the size of the table (3' x
10'). Two youngsters went to the local gravel pit to
get a pailful of yellow sand with which to build a road
and to select a small basketful of uniform-sized "rocks"
to distribute along the road. They returned with an
assortment of small rocks that had been d\ed b\' motor
oils and rain water. These reddish, blueish, and pur-
plish rocks looked very much like the o.xidized red rocks
of the Queenstone epoch and fitted well into the Pales-
tinian climactic background we wished to create.

A farm lad brought some hay to be cut and bound
into bales and a bunch of dried fallen branches, from

(Coniinxicd on page 459)
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MORE Sludenl Progress

LESS Teacher Load

The Educational Model

SOUOMlRROIt
is a complete unit.

Mode/ ^K 428-B illustrated.

Easy to carry from classroom to

classroom.

Soundmirror brings professional

standards to amateur use. Now
being used with outstanding

success for

• orchestra and bond
practice

• foreign language study

• speech study and
correction

• music appreciation

• dramatics

• stenography

30 minutes recording

time, per reel of tape,

fits classroom work

schedules.

!»

^XCU^ . for more than 10 years

leaders irt magnetic recording

*Tradtt Mark Registered

firMORE PUPILS make more progress— faster—when
the Soundmirror is used in teaching than the records

have ever shown before." Those are the words of an

eminent educator in one of the country's great universities.

He used the Soundmirror — the modern magnetic tape

recorder made by Brush—in his own summer course and

made exact tabulations and a report of student progress.

He found student improvement rapid, and the drudgery

of teacher repetition greatly reduced.

This report is now in book form— just off the press. It

shows how the Soundmirror can help instructors reduce

their teacher load, and achieve rapid student progress in

the fields of music, drama, speech, language, radio train-

ing, stenographic drill.

SOUiDIUIRROr
FREE copy to accredited educators

the complete University Report.

Brush, a pioneer in the development of magnetic recording

instruments, wants to make this educational report available

to all educators. Your signature on the coupon below will

bring you a copy of "Recordings and Self Tutoring."

-^ ^ __ -".--j sf^u |.„,5 COUPON TODAY! i-<i LI :_

IHE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, Dept. D 3

340S Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio

J Please send me, wittiouc obligation, the report on "Recordings and Self
Tutoring" in classes where the SOUNDMIRROR was used.

I
Name
Address

City

Name of School

Type oj Work

Zone State

M m
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As Viewed From Here Editorial
iiiiiNMiMiiMiiMiit (iiitiii Kiiiiiiiiiiniriiitiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiii i ii tint iiii tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittirtiiiiiiiiii tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiKiiiiiliiiiliMilti miMiiit in iiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiuiinmiiiiiiuiiii

. if there could be even one scftoo/ system

wif/i a complete audio-visual program . .

.

A Challenging Proposal

• If there's one school or school system in these United States that has

an adequate budget for its audio-visual program, we've never heard about

it. In fact, "lack of budget" is the reason reported over and over again

as a principal deterrent to an advancing program. There's not an audio-

visual director who doesn't dream of the day and' the program he could

develop if his appropriation were to be even doubled. And just suppose

the limits of the appropriation were to be only the limits of the need. Think
what could be done!

There would not be just one or two rooms in a building equipped

for projection; there would be many. There would be enough projection

and audio equipment to serve every teacher. A complete collection of

audio-visual materials would be readily available. A teacher could actually

get the motion picture, the filmstrip, the record he wanted when he could
use it to best instructional advantage. And there would be specially-

trained personnel—adequate central staff and an a-v coordinator in each
large school to assist in solving administrative and utilization problems.
Think of the possibilities!

Think how remarkable it would be if there could be even one school

system in this country with a complete audio-visual program—even one

—

where there could be an all-out demonstration of audio-visual methods of
teaching. Think of the value of such a demonstration!

It's no wonder we were both intrigued and inspired by the suggestion
made recently by Eric Johnston, President of the Motion Picture Associa-
tion, in his talk presented at the Annual Education Conference in New
York City:

"I would like to see an entire school system or several of them turned
into giant laboratories to test the true worth of the screen to education
. . . What might be the results if (an) entire city school system . . .

.
could be provided with every favorable condition for exploration in
visual education?"

There's an idea and a terrific one! It's one worth the attention of all

to bring it about—not only those specially interested in audio-visual educa-
tion, but those too who are sincerely interested in the advancement of
education.

Mr. Johnston was well aware of the immensity of the project he pro-
posed. He knew it would cost money and suggested it was a job for some
huge foundation. In fact, it may be k job to challenge the imagination,
efforts, and contributions of many groups working together.

Now, where are the leaders in education and the audio-visual field
who can take Eric Johnston's eminently practical proposal and convert
it to reality?

—PCR.
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You IN EDUCATION havc forcver been insistent on

open minds; you have fought for the right to

teach new ideas; you have encouraged original

thinking
;
you have battled valiantly against its sup-

pression. You have been faithful to the principle of the

free school—and I mean free in more than an economic

sense.

You have exercised the finest leadership in creating

an atmosphere for the development of rounded, bal-

anced, social-minded human beings. And that is democ-

racy.

Perhaps, then, I am reminding you of something you

already know. But two citadels of freedom are always

under first attack by those who want to regiment minds,

control thinking, and put the soul of man in the stocks

or pillory. One citadel is the school ; the other, the free

media of expression—the press, the radio, the motion

picture.

You in education and we in the communications in-

dustries were never in need of closer alliance. You know
what it is to face a clamor for the destruction of useful

textbooks
; you know the insidious danger of snatching

books from school or public libraries on the ground

that they are poisoning the minds of youth.

We in the communications industries know what it

is to face a threat to freedom of expression. In the mo-
tion picture industry we know it particularly well. I

want to give you only one small example.

One of our pictures—a simple little story with a cast

of child actors—was banned in Memphis, Tennessee,

because it showed white and Negro children in school

and at play together. We are fighting that case out in

the courts.

The American motion picture industry isn't taking

threats to its freedom lightly. We are not going to be

pushovers for outside regulation. We are going to fight

back at the threat of official censorship wherever it

exists, wherever it is indicated, wherever it is sympto-

matic. We have more than ourselves to consider, and we

are thinking of the danger in those terms.

The issue is broader than the interests of the Ameri-

can motion picture industry. It is vastly broader. It is

the issue of the whole American system—our system of

free schools, the free press, free communication, free

speech. Here is a case when giving an inch means losing

a principle.

It is our concern when your right to teach honestly

and objectively is tampered with ; it is your concern

when our right to produce honest and objective pic-

tures is assailed. Our alliance must be cemented and

entrenched.

There's another area where we are staunch and

strong allies. And that is in the use of motion pictures as

teaching tools. You know the film already as a 20th-

century aid to 20th-century education. I know that you

are anxious to adapt to classroom use every technical

device industry can create. Among them, at this

middle-aged stage of the 20th century, the film has

proved, I think, most useful to you.

Today we are moving out of the realm of guesswork

with the motion picture as an educational medium and

into the field of precise knowledge of what it can do

to help the teacher and augment the text. We antic-

ipate vast advances in the technology of pictures. But

over and beyond that, we are beginning to realize today

that the film's greatest usefulness to education will lie

in the promotion of human values among our people,

in broadening their horizons, and in developing the

whole man.

There is abundant evidence of what I have in mind,

but I am singling out just one example. The scene of

the story is the prairie country of Nebraska. Nebraska

was chosen as a testing ground to see how the screen

could best serve to broaden the "program of the rural

Broadening Horizons

THROUGH THE USE OF FILMS

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Excerpts from an address to the Annual Educational Conference

sponsored by the Educational Records Bureau, the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and the Amer-

ican Council on Education in New York City, October 27, 1949.

Harris & Ewing photo

by ERIC JOHNSTON
President, Motion Picture Association

of America
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high school. It is a rural state. Some high schools have

an enrollment of fifty or fewer pupils and from three

to five teachers. The curriculum offerings must nec-

essarily be limited in those locations. One teacher

might be required to teach two subjects in which she

was thoroughly skilled but two others in which her

background was limited at best.

Could the motion picture make up the difference?

That was the question we asked, and in cooperation

with the University of Nebraska, the state-supported

The film's greatesf usefulness to education will lie in

the promotion of human values among our people, in

broadening their horizons.

teacher institutions, and the Nebraska State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, we are endeavoring to find

the answers.

Through Teaching Film Custodians, the motion pic-

ture industry has financed all the films from every
source necessary to the program. Nearly a thousand
prints of motion pictures have been employed thus far.

The tests in Nebraska will end in June after four

years of intensive study. Thereafter, the results will be
published. I think you will find them of absorbing
interest. I am told that the measurements of progress
have been most exacting. I am delighted to give you
something in the nature of an interim report from
Nebraska. It caught up with me in Europe in the mail
recently. It is only a memo, sketchy, of course, but
there is real meat in it.

It makes no pretense that we have stumbled on the
gateway to an educational Utopia by using films as
close allies to the teacher and the text. But it does
speak of results in terms of solid accomplishment.

First, it tells us that through the use of films the
subject matter of the standard curriculum is being
more effectively learned and better retained.

Second, communities neighboring on the experiment
centers have been inspired to u.se more motion pictures
on their own. The memo tells me that parents in those
bordering school districts took the leadership. That
is all to the good.

Tomorrow's teacher will need to knew every new
wrinkle in educofion wfcie* f*e screen makes possible
and be alert to think up others.

Third, all of the teacher colleges in Nebraska have
now introduced courses on how to teach with films.
And that's important. Tomorrow's teacher will need to
know every new wrinkle in education which the screen
makes possible and be alert to think up others.

Fourth—and this transcends everything else the
memo clearly states that the interest of the pupil in
national and international affairs—in current events
in the world in which he live.s—has been immensely
quickened.

I am told that a film course based on the work oi
the United Nations resulted in the pupils forming dis-
cussion groups about U.N. activities. They have ex-

plored books and magazine articles about the United

Nations ; they began to listen to radio comment on its

work.

We might expect the average high-school pupil to

have a latent interest in the United Nations, but I am
assured this interest, stimulated by the motion picture

course of study, goes far beyond that. I think it is a

splendid example of how the screen can help to 'expand

the outlook of today's youth, young people who must
prepare themselves to live with world problems all

their lives.

I would not want to say that results in Nebraska
prove the case for the teaching film beyond all ques-

tion. But I am convinced that those results justify a

far larger experiment. I would like to see an entire

school system or several of them turned into giant

laboratories to test the true worth of the screen to

education.

In Nebraska, after all, there are only between 25

and 30 rural high schools used as experiment centers.

What might be the results if the entire city school sys-

tem of Cleveland. St. Paul, Dallas, Seattle—or New
York^could be provided with every favorable con-

dition for exploration in visual education ?

I would like to see an entire school system or several
of them turned into giant laboratories to test the true
worth of the screen to education.

By favorable conditions for exploration, I mean the

best in personnel, the finest in projection equipment,

the best films to be had for every course—and above

all—a program administered under policies with a

breadth of vision, welcoming bold and imaginative

thinking, ready to accept and e.xperiment with new
ideas.

This is a job which some huge foimdation devoted to

advancement of education might want to take over in

cooperation with school authorities. It's an immense
job. And the returns, I think, would be immense. One
of our great foundations which have already proved
themselves so helpful to the broad purposes of educa-*

tion for democracy might well look on this venture as

a chance to pioneer in a new continent—an intellectual

continent in which our explorations up to date have
necessarily been limited and scanty.

My confidence in a sweeping laboratory test of the

motion picture's values to education is partly based
on the work the American motion picture is doing
abroad. My idea that its real accomplishments will lie

in the field of humanities has been brought home forci-

bly to me once more by first-hand observation in Eu-
rope—and in the fringe countries of the Soviet Union.

Surely, I wouldn't for a minute imply that our films

can halt the steady, dismal and dangerous procession

toward ciphered-out souls and fettered minds. Surely,

I would not even imply that the film can do more than
raise doubts ; give a glimmer of hope to those who re-

member their stolen freedoms. But it can do those

things at least.

How much more abundantly it can serve us here at .

home if its u-;efulness can be more completely studied

and if it remains free in all ways to deal with life and
the problems of men

!
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Jhree artlAts couidn t atraw

SOME MONTHS AGO the people who head the adver-

tising department of Parade magazine asked each
of three top artists to draw a picture of an aardvark.

F'or instructions, they used this paragraph from En-
cyclopaedia Britannica :

"The hody is stout, with arched liack ; the limbs

are short and stout, armed with strong, blunt claws

;

the ears long, and the tail thick at the base and tapering

gradually. The elongated head is set on a short, thick

neck, and at the extremity of the snout is a disc in

which the nostrils open. The mouth is small and tubular,

furnished with a long extensile tongue. A large indi-

vidual measured 6 ft. 8 in. In colour it is pale sandy
or yellow, the hair being scanty and allowing the skin

to show."

2 j^'

an aatixlvarn

This was an interesting, if somewhat bafifling,

assignment. None of the artists had ever seen

an aardvark—not a unique distinction. The
results were as you see them.

The problem encountered here is one of

semantics. How precise is language and to

what degree does it convey identical impres-

sions? Parade's stunt graphically supplies the

answer. Words, no matter how precise, are

necessarily interpreted in terms of the auditor's

or reader's psychology and experience. Only

when an object is displayed in physical form

—as a photograph, for example, or as an illus-

tration—is a common impression produced.

To appreciate the confusion created in an

attempt to translate words into pictures, re-

view the Britaimica's description of the aard-

vark and try to define a few of its key words.

The body, we are told, is "stout." Exactly

;

but to what extent ? You know many stout

people, yet the chances are they are far differ-

ent in build. The aardvark's back, reports the

Britannica, is "arched." The artists variously

understood this word, each ]ilacing the arch at

a different point on the animal's back. The
limbs, again asserts the Britannica, are "short."

A simple and fairly precise term. Still, short-

ness is a matter of degree, some things being

shorter than others.

It more or less boils down to this. The value

of words is not their precision, but the impres-

sions and moods and ideas they communicate.

The value of pictures is their ability to register

identical images on the visual apparatus of the

beholder.

To our mind. Parade has started something.

It's another demonstration of the efficiency and
precision of pictorial presentation.

Reprinted with permission from
THE EDUCATIONAL FOCUS, September, 1949,

published by Beusch & Lomb Optical Company
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from MACBETH
Briiish Information Services

WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE toward Shakespcare's

plays? Is it a favorable one? Is it unfavorable,

or indifferent ?

If you were to ask your students these questions

at the beginning of their study of Shakespeare and
again at the close of the course, would their attitudes

have been changed by your teaching? If so, in what
direction, more or less favorable than at the beginning?
And, finally, how might you increase your chances of
developing a more favorable attitude toward Shake-
spearean drama?

These were the questions that formed the basis for
an experiment conducted recently in one of the San
Francisco high schools. The purpose of the experiment
was to determine how much a selected group of Shake-
spearean films might afl'ect the attitudes of an English
class, chosen at random.
A second class, in which no films were shown, was

used for comparison. Both classes were taught by the
same teacher and, except for motion pictures, with the
same teaching materials. The films used in the first

class were Romeo and Juliet (Teaching Film Custo-
dians), Julius Caesar, Macbeth (both British Infor-
mation Services), and Hamlet (Laurence Olivier
production).

Now it must be obvious that, in order to have a
before-and-after comparison of attitudes, it was neces-
sary to have some way to "measure" attitudes. Readers
familiar with the subiect will recall that the Payne
Fund Studiesi used the attitude scales developed by
Thurstone.- These were empirical studies made to
determine the influence of motion pictures upon youth.
The technique involves a battery of statements ex-

^^.y*'l;^c^^'7'°." .^"'' L. L. Thurstone, Motion Pictures

'^Xn"^' mT"" "^
^'"""'^"- '' "P- ^- York:

2L. L Thurstone, "Attitudes Can Be Measured," American
Journal of Sociology, XXXIII (1928), 529-554. S^e also L LThurstone and E. J. Chaves. The Measurement of AttitudeChicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929.

^nuuae,
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AGREE, OR NOT TO AGREE
1. Shakespearean drama is superior to all other

drama.

2. The study of Shakespeare is a complete waste
of time.

3. I do not see how anyone can get sincerely en-

thusiastic about Shakespeare.

4. Shakespeare has profoundly affected all drama
and his genius has never been excelled.

Moving Attitudes

with

IVIoving Pictures

a report on a research experiment

by RICHARD S. HIRSCH
School of Education, Stanford University

Educational Screen



pressing opinions ranging from one extreme to the

other in the favorable-unfavorable scale. For instance,

"Shakespeare is unexcelled as a dramatist" might be an

example of an opinion quite favorable to Shakespeare.

At the other extreme : "Shakespeare's plays are terrible

and their study a waste of time." Again, "Shakespeare

is all right, I guess" surely reflects a neutral or indiffer-

ent attitude. The procedure of assigning a numerical

value to each statement is relatively simple and need

not be dealt with here. It is sufficient to say that each

statement is assigned a numerical value from zero to

twelve, zero being wholly unfavorable, twelve super-

latively favorable. Opinions are chosen so as to have

.statements that fall into "equal-appearing intervals"

between the two extremes.

With a battery of twenty to thirty scaled statements,

the students were asked to indicate those they could

accept as expressing their opinions. Each student's

mean score was used to rank-order him along a linear

continuum relative to the other students tested and rela-

tive to himself on a re-test. The mean score of each

class provided a comparison not only between the two
classes but also between successive tests of any one class.

In this way the group using films was compared with

itself on the basis of its "measured" attitude before

and after seeing the motion pictures. The other class

provided a measure of the shift in attitude as a result

of the instruction.

In considerably simplified terms, here are the results

obtained : At the beginning of the course, the two classes

measured approximately equal. The control group

(non-film) appeared to be slightly more favorable than

the experimental group ; the difference, however, was
without statistical or practical significance.

Instruction was begun and lasted about eight weeks.

During this time the experimental class saw the films

listed, and both classes studied two Shakespearean

plays, Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth. It will be noted

that the class saw films about plays that were not

studied. The films Hamlet and Julius Caesar were

.shown after a discussion of the general topic of Shake-

spearean drama ; they were used as motivational and

"background" material. At the end of the period the

attitude scale was again administered to both groups.

British Information Services

On this post-test, the control group, as a group,

retained its original position on the scale, namely, near

neutral. In other words, study, by itself, had neither

improved nor lowered the original attitude. Comparison

of individual scores, however, indicated that .seven out

of a class of thirty in the control group shifted markedly

from an earlier neutral position to one on the unfavor-

able side.

The experimental class, on the other hand, shifted in

the favorable direction to a degree which left no doubt

about its improved attitude. In statistical terms, the

change was highly significant ; the critical ratio of the

difference between the means of the two tests was

computed to be in excess of 5.0 ; the inference is that

the probability of such a change occurring by chance

is a statistical near-impossibility. Further, only one

out of thirty students in this group shifted to a less

favorable position.

At this point it should be made clear that so far as

the students were concerned, their responses were com-

pletely anonymous. The tests were keyed, and con-

siderable effort was made to assure students of the

anonymity of their responses. Accordingly, there is no

reason to believe that the statements that each student

accepted did not reflect his honest opinion.

Several checks were made to verify the attitude

scale findings. For instance, a graphic self-rating scale

was used by which each student indicated on a calibrated

line where he thought he ranked in attitude toward

Shakespeare. In spite of the fact that many students

tended to rate themselves at or near "neutral," com-
parisons between the mean scores of the self-ratings at

the beginning and end of the experiment reflected the

attitude scale results to a remarkable degree. The con-

trol group rated themselves approximately neutral on

both occasions ; the film group, however, made a highly

significant shift toward the favorable side on the second

self-rating. Further, the same seven students in the

control class who had indicated a shift toward the un-

favorable end of the attitude scale mirrored this change

in attitude by indicating such a shift on the self-rating

scale. The one student in the experimental group who
was found to have negatively changed his opinion on

(Continued on page 460)

CAESAR for background.
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SHIPPING V ' RECEIVING

CHARGE-OUT

OPERATING A FILM LIBRARY

ONE-VIEW CHART used to teach audio-visual classes the opera-
tion of a film library. Material was proiected onto the curtain

by the use of the opaque projector. Information for the chart
was obtained from the booklet "How to Run a Film Library," pub-
lished by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Colored India inks

were used.

PED LICI'T
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FILTER

THREE-VIEW CHART used In teaching the principle of filters in a
photography course. The chart was constructed by projecting il-
lustrations published by the Eastman Kodak Company onto the
shade with an opaque projector. Colored India inks were used

make excellent charts

Th«

by DAVID P. BARNARD
Instructor, Audio-Visual Education

Stout Institute, Menomonle, Wisconsin

THE VALUE OF CHARTS as visual aids is so well recog-

nized it need not be reiterated here. Not so well

known, however, is how to use white-cloth water-

base window shades for drawings, charts, and diagrams.

Such inexpensive shades may be bought in almost any

furniture or home-furnishings store for about one dol-

lar each, depending on where you live and the quantity

you purchase.

Charts are of the greatest value when they are made

to correlate with the course of study for use with a

specific lesson or unit. For a single "frame" presenta-

tion, they have an advantage over other visual aids

such as slides because no equipment is needed for pro-

jection. All you have to do is remove the shade chart

from the filing case, kept conveniently at the front of

the classroom, and place it in position in standard win-

dow shade brackets previously located just above the

blackboard. This requires considerably less time and

eflfort than setting up a slide projector for one or two

slides.

In teaching audio-visual education, photography, and

graphic arts at the Stout Institute. I have had occa-

sion to produce and use many window-shade charts

(see illustrations). The captions under the photographs

indicate the purpose of the charts and the medium used

in their preparation.

The shade type of chart permits ready storage and
filing inasmuch as the shades may be rolled uj), rubber

^/S COLOR. HARnONY

bands slipped over each end. and a nmnber and title

lettered on the outside to enable identifying the chart

without unrolling it.

Construction of the charts is fairly simple. If the il-

lustration you wish to draw on the chart can be pro-

jected by using an opaque or slide projector, hang the

shade on the brackets, focus the material on the shade

in the correct location, and lightly trace the outlines

448
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on the cloth. Remove the shade from the hrackets and

lay it out flat on a table. Ink the lines and letters with

black or colored India ink, using a straightedge for

straight lines and a compass for circles and arcs. If

you are artistic, you may wish to use a brush. Colored

crayons may be used or showcard paint. India ink,

however, will make the most permanent chart.

If there is to be a sequence of illustrations, the first

one should be at the bottom so that the shade may
be pulled down just far enough for that illustration to

be seen by the class. After the first illustration or

chart or diagram has been discussed, the shade may be

pulled down to e.xpose the next diagram, generally

three diagrams will be all you will have space for. In

arranging a sequence this way, you keep the class from

"looking ahead" while you are explaining the first

diagram.

Charts made on railroad or poster board have always

presented a storage problem ; they have to be filed flat,

one on top of the other, because they bend and warp

when stacked on end. Window-shade charts can be

readily filed by using a "pigeon hole" type of filing case,

arranged so that the shades are standing on end or

lying horizontally. Each "pigeon hole" space may be

numbered or lettered to correspond with the number or

letter on the shade. An index listing the numbers and

titles may be pasted onto the cover of the filing case

or located close to the case. We have found this system

verv helpful in our graphic arts department where we
have some sixty window-shade charts on file.

The following general rules have been found helpful

in producing charts—window shade or any other kind

:

1. Strive for .simplicity.

2. Arrange illustrations in an arresting and pleasing

manner.
3. Use color for definition or more complex charts.

4. Design material to be as illustrative as possible in order

to avoid detailed printed explanations.

5. Use numbers and a legend whenever detailed labeling

is required.

6. Plan chart size to accommodate the maximum viewing

distance. This would generally be about thirty feet.

Letters should be at least one-inch high to be legible at

this distance.

7. Check the content for technical accuracy.

And last but not least, after you have made your

window-shade chart, use it correctly! The following

points may prove to be helpful in using charts in the

classroom

:

1. Use a pointer.

2. Speak toward the class.

3. Provide time during your explanation for the students

to take notes.

4. Stand to the side of the chart.

5. Show, one diagram or illustration on the chart, or one
chart at a time.

6. Time the use of the chart with the discussion.

When you go to buy your shades remeinber to ask

for zvater-base white-cloth shades. Oil-base shades will

not work well because they will not take ink and crayon

readily. You can buy shades in varying widths and

lengths—but thirty-six inches is probably the most

satisfactory width for most chart purposes. Decide on

a standard width, however, so they will all fit your filing

case and wall brackets.

Yes, you'll discover that' zanndoiv shades make excel-

lent charts!

iiird-d-^-ti-ific-d-is-h-iTi! NEWS NOTE $ft-i^i!n!riiT!riiT!ri!r<!rAAiit

A-V Highlights of GS Convention

* Educational films and filmstrips and the question of how
community Girl .Scout councils can best use them came in for

concentrated attention at the largest national convention ever

to be held by Girl Scouts of the USA—in Milwaukee, Wis-

consin, November 15-18.

Convention visual-education events included a demonstra-

tion, "Can Motion Pictures Change .'\ttitudes ?", by Julien

Bryan, director of the International Film Foundation, and a

Visual Education Quiz Show with Glen Burch, executive di-

rector of the F"ilm Council of America, serving on the quiz

"board of experts." Questions covered in the quiz included

budgetmg and financing local visual-education services, finding

projection equipment in the community, and local Girl Scout

use of films for adult volunteer training, for interpretation of

Girl Scouting to the public, and for Girl Scout troops.

The latest Girl Scout film. Girl Scouting Returns to Japan,

had its "world premiere" on International Night of the Con-

vention.

On the A-V Rostrunn

fr The Iowa State Education Association held its Audio-Visual

Section meeting in Des Moines November 4. In his feature

address, UNESCO representative Dr. Edgar Dale, Ohio State

University, gave the a-v audience "A Picture of the World."

Discussion panel participants tackled "Audio-Visual Problems

within Our Schools," under the leadership of Lee W. Cochran,

State University of Iowa.

* At the annual meeting of the New Jersey Visual Education

Association at Atlantic City, November 11, Dr. Walter A.

Wittich, University of Wisconsin, demonstrated the classroom

use of a-v materials in teaching a social science lesson with

sixth-graders from Atlantic City's Brighton Avenue School.

ir "Communication Arts in Public School Education" was the

theme of the Washington DAVI meeting at Seattle, November
4-5. Speaker Dennis Williams. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,

gave educators a look at "The Educational Film of Tomorrow
—Its Nature and Implications for the Modern School." God-

frey Elliott, Young America Films, traced "Trends in the Pro-

jected Materials," and Robert L. Gitlar, University of Wash-
ington, "Trends in the Use of Documentary Materials."

Filnn Festival for Children

•* The Tenth International Film Festival in Venice coincided

this year with an International Festival for Children, a 20-day

program of special features, documentary and educational films.

Much applauded by the children at the festival were Andersen's

Tales, filmed in Denmark, and the Swedish film The Three

Aunts.

Educators and specialists interested in films for children met

to learn the lessons of this First International Festival for

Children and to try to devise ways and means of producing and

exchanging more films especially made or suitable for children

throughout the world.

School Broadcast Conference

* The 13th annual School Broadcast Conference, held in

Chicago October 18-20, brought together approximately 2,000

school administrators, teachers, and radio executives.

Four state superintendents of public instruction participated

in a round-table discussion of "Radio in Education Today."

John L. Bracken, president of the American .-Xssociation of

School Administrators, was the keynote speaker. Round-table

participants included Vernon L. Nickell, Illinois ; Deane E.

Walker, Indiana ; Lee M.- Thurston, Michigan ; and G. E.

Watson, Wisconsin.

Dr. Benjamin Fine, education editor for the New York
Times, discussed "Crisis in Education" at the annual SBC-
AER luncheon meeting. The conference program also included

demonstrations of the classroom use of television and radio

round-table techniques in the classroom.
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TEACHER-COMMITTEE valuation
OF NEW FILMS

L C. LARSON. Editor

Director, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloomington

CAROLYN GUSS. Assistant Professor, School of Education

BETTY STOOPS. Assistant in Selection, Audio-Visual Center

Indiana University, Bloonnington

A Visit From

St. Nicholas

(Coronet Instructional Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1,

Illinois) 4 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white or color.

1949. $15 or $30.

Description of Contents:

Animated drawings, cut-outs, and models are used to picture

the famous poem by Clement Clarke Moore.

Committee Appraisal:

Simple animation, organ background music, and a pleasant-

voiced narrator should make this film appealing to small

children. The narration is confined to the reading of the original

poem. Some children may be disappointed that St. Nick appears

in a white suit rather than the traditional red.

Stepping Along With Television

(Bell System Telephone Offices) 10 minutes, 16mm, sound,

black and white. 1949. Produced by Caravel Films. Available

for free loan from Bell Telephone.

Description of Contents:

The film presents a non-technical description of television

broadcasting. Beginning with a picture of a family in Waukesha,

Wisconsin, enjoying a televised program of a ballet based on

Tschaikovvsky's "Sleeping Beauty." the

York, whence the program orginates.

cameras, sound equipment, technicians,

shown.
Actual photography and animation show the transmission

of this television program. Electrical impulses from three tele-

vision cameras travel by cable to the control room overlooking

the studio where technicians adjust the images, select the

image to televise, and channel it to television wires. Via tele-

phone wires the image travels underground to the telephone

building several blocks away. The program is picked up here

and the dancers are shown again.

From New York the image is carried by line to the Philadel-

phia television tower, whence it is broadcast locally. Continuing

by coa.xial cable, the program travels from Cleveland to

Toledo to Chicago. In Chicago a shift is made to radio relay

as a means of transmitting the program. Actual photography

and animation show the operation of the radio relay towers.

The program travels to Milwaukee, from whicli station the

family in Waukesha receives it.

Once again the family is shown enjoying the televised pro-

gram. The narrator points out that the long trip has not tired

the dancers and that they have made it in a two-hundredth of

a second. The film ends with a long-distance telephone call

film shifts to New
The studio, lights,

and performers are

from Grandad in Boston. When his granddaughter tells him

about the television program, he expresses no surprise at the

television developments,' but rather a feeling that he naturally

expected such advance in the method of communication.

Committee Appraisal :

Junior and senior high school groups discussing television

or considering; the subject from a general-interest point of view

should find the film interesting. Even though the ballet pro-

gram is shown in an interrupted fashion, the film does give

an idea of one type of program which can be expected from

television. The film does not contain a great amount of infor-

mation concerning the technical aspects of television, and some

may feel that too much film footage is devoted to the long-

distance telephone call.

The Roosevelt Story
(Brandon Films, Inc., 1700 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.)

76 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. 1946. Produced by

Tola (Martin Levine and Oliver A. Unger). Apply for rental

and lease terms. Study guide available.

Description of Contents:

The Kooscvclt Story, edited chiefly from newsreel footage,

presents pictorially the personal and public biography of

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and some of the significant national

and international developments in which Roosevelt was a

prominent figure. The commentary, much of it editorial in

nature, presents a favorable interpretation of all events portrayed

in the film.

The opening scenes show the funeral procession accompany-

ing the body of Franklin D. Roosevelt as a Washington cab

driver summarizes the value of F.D.R.'s contributions and at

the same time belittles the motives of those opposing the New
Deal. The film proceeds to show the house where Roosevelt

was born and the schools he attended. Roosevelt himself is

first shown on the screen in films taken on his wedding day.

These are followed by scenes of his early private and public

life, including his activities under the Wilson administration.

His attack of infantile paralysis in 1921 and his recovery

and activities in establishing a clinic at Warm Springs, Georgia,

are shown. Following his recovery, F'.D.R. is pictured sup-

porting Al Smith and in 1928 becoming governor of New York,

where he is pictured in some of the first sound newsreels ever

made. His mother and wife are pictured as two women who
made important contributions to his success.

The Roosevelt family is next shown boarding a plane to

Film reviews and evaluations on these pages are based upon

discussions by a preview committee composed of Indiana Univer-

sity faculty members, public school teachers, students of audio-

visual education, and staff members of the Audio-Visual Center

at Indiana University.

Preview prints should be sent directly to the Audio-Visual Center,

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
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Brandon Films

warm, human, dramatic

fly to Chicago to enable Roosevelt to accept personally the 1932

nomination for the presidency of the United States, an un-

precedented act. Will Rogers introduces Roosevelt to the Chi-

cago convention. Portions from the campaign speeches of both

Roosevelt and Hoover provide background for documentary

footage of the depression and drought. Roosevelt's inaugura-

tion is pictured, as well as the functions of such New Deal
agencies as the N.R.A., P.W.A., and C.C.C.

Pictures of Roosevelt in his library feeding Falla, visiting with

his family, and relaxing in the yard of his Hyde Park estate

reveal some of Roosevelt's more personal characteristics.

Roosevelt's subsequent re-elections are recorded. Declaration

of war against Japan and the United States' entrance into

World War II are followed by a long sequence dealing with the

universal draft. The drawing of the first number, the induction

of the first draftee, and the reactions of the draftee's "sweet-

heart" are given in detail. Here the commentary shifts to a

woman's voice. Such international meetings as those at Cairo,

Egypt, and Yalta show Roosevelt's conferences with Chamber-
Iain and Stalin. The signing of the Atlantic Pact and parts of

his important speeches and fireside chats are also presented.

His hopes and plans for an effective United Nations are pointed

out. The film concludes with a picture of Roosevelt delivering

his last address to the Congress and flashbacks to the opening

scenes of the funeral.

Committee Appraisal :

Supervised by Elliott Roosevelt and released by United

Artists, this biographical film covers more than forty years of

United States history. It is a warm, human, and dramatic

presentation and should be useful on the high school, college,

and adults levels. Certain omissions in Roosevelt's public affairs,

such as his attempt to expand the Supreme Court, and the

commentary, which patronizes the so-called "man of the street"

and implies that some of the opponents to Roosevelt's program
were un-American, need to be noted. Among purposes defined

for the film are reporting a portion of American history, cover-

ing the life of Roosevelt, producing attitudes favorable to the

Roosevelt administration, and developing a positive interest in

the future of people for peace, order, and security.

Fitness Is a Family AfFair

(National Film Board of Canada, 400 West Madison Street,

Chicago, Illinois) 15 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white.

Produced by National Film Board of Canada, Department of

National Health and Welfare. $50.

Description of Contents:

After contrasting the life of a family that has unity and

works together with that of a family that has no sense of unity,

the film continues by showing the attitude of the desirable

family permeating the neighborhood and resulting in the

establishment of a functioning recreational center.

The beginning scenes of the film show children using the

street as their unsafe and only playground. Next it shows Ed

Logan arriving home in a vile mood. The entire Logan family

appear preoccupied with their own interests. They eat supper

and spend the evening as very lonely individuals. Mrs. Logan

has absolutely no companionship from her husband, since he

spends the evening "snoozing."

Ed Logan's neighbor, in contrast, arrives home in a jolly

mood and further endears himself to his family by taking spe-

cial note of each of them in a pleasing way. Supper is strictly

a family affair. They enjoy it together and share its respon-

sibilities. A picture of one of their family picnics shows them

sharing this fun with a guest.

The success of a basement rumpus room leads the teen-agers

to consider a neighborhood center. Ed Logan is approached

on the subject of using his garage for this purpose. Strangely

enough, he accepts the proposition, and as the project develops

he becomes very much interested in it. A film on recreational

centers seen by the group provides many practical and excel-

lent ideas. The men's woodworking and the women's needle-

work transform the drab garage into an attractive recreational

center.

The film ends by showing a backyard nursery that the parents

developed after having developed and enjoyed first the neighbor-

hood center. Pictures of happy people seem to indicate that

the neighborhood projects contribute to the neighborhood

friendliness and happiness.

Committee Appraisal:

This film, simple in structure and message, should prove

effective in stimulating community action in connection with

community recreational programs. The film has been recom-

mended to illustrate the steps in planning a community recrea-

tional program, some of the techniques and procedures, and

the value. The portrayal of a limited number of people, an

excellent selection of various types of people, and faithfulness

to reality and truthfulness help the film audience to identify

themselves with the motion-picture characters.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette Avenue,

Wilmette. Illinois) 17 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white.

1949. Produced by the Emerson Film Corporation. $85 less

10% educational discount. Teacher's and Discussion Leader's

Guide available.

Description of Contents:

This film presents some of the highlights of Longfellow's

life and catalogs many of his poems.

At the age of thirteen Henry is shown telling his well-to-do

parents that he has just had a poem published in a newspaper.

Following his father's wishes, Henry studies law half-heartedly

at Bowdoin College, meanwhile publishing other poems.

Rebelling, finally, he goes to Europe to prepare for a pro-

fessorship of modern languages. He then becomes heavily in-

volved with his teaching duties, and, dissatisfied, finally re-

(Continued on page 462)

EBFilms

a chair for "the children's poet"
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Created with Sensitivity and Skill:

mm^MFlmm
W W^ 1

16 mm. SOUND

human relation

dealing with people

and morals. All films are

treated in a modern man-

ner and are suited for

CHURCH, SCHOOL, CLUB and

FAMILY audiences.

Mr

Lki
e
.^"

^-
"THE GUIDING STAR"

A story about a man possessed with the true Christian spirit of giving and
asking nothing in return. How his never ceasing efforts help reunite a family

at Christmas time is something all are certain to enjoy. A film based on true

Christian principles. (30 min.) December rental $12.00 per day. Balance of year

$8.00 per day.

^n^^dea^ed
RETURN TO FAITH" (20 min.) "NO OTHER GODS" (20 min.)

A man running away from life Based on the first Commandment

^ciea^ect c^vtlce^ t^ tfccm, ^utd c^KcCettf <icelcU»$teeC ^ ecAen^.

ir A BOY AND HIS PRAYER (20 min.)

* YESTERDAY, TODAY AND FOREVER
(30 min.)

* UNTO THYSELF BE TRUE (20 min.)

^ THE STRANGER AT OUR DOOR
(20 min.)

if ON THE RIGHT SIDE (20 min.)

if WALKING WITH GOD (30 min.)

More than two hundred film libraries,

dealers and denominational publica-

tion houses are now ready to supply

Family Films for your use. These films

may now be rented as follows: 20 min.

films $6 per day, additional days $3;

30 min. films $8, extra days $4.

for further information and free catalogue

Write: Dept. ES-12

^
° 6047 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

.INC. HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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WILLIAM S. HOCKMAN, Editor. 1616 Marlowe Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio

Business Ethics

and tlie Church

by WILLIAM L ROGERS*

CX URiNG a four weeks' trip to the west coast I

esLJ visited with the operators of several fihn libraries

in each of fifteen major cities. To my astonishment, a
number of these operators complained about the busi-

ness ethics of some of the churches which rented their

films. Their complaints ran along the following lines :

(a) A minister will rent a film for his church and,
before returning it, make it available for use in another
church without an additional rental fee. (b) Certain
churches will keep a film for a whole week, (c) A
church will receive a film on an offering of service

charge basis from its denominational headquarters and
then let ministers and churches of another denomina-
tion use the film without paying full rental price.

As one who has himself been a pastor of a church
and has for many years had contact with ministers
of many denominations, I am confident that these com-
plaints, even if based upon actual fact, do not represent
intentional dishonesty but rather a lack of understand-
ing of rental regulations and their purpose. Accordingly,
in order to make for a better understanding of these

matters, I will outline the basis on which film rentals

are fi.xed and the principles involved in setting up the
terms.

Preliminary Consideraflons

There are two preliminary considerations which
must be understood.

First, the production of religious films costs a tre-

tnendous amount of money. The average cost of the

quality religious film offered today may run anywhere
from $1,000 to $2,000 per minute of screen time. The
film / Am With You, produced in Africa under the

auspices of the Church of Sweden, cost nearly a quar-

ter of a million dollars, or more than $3,000 per minute
of screen time.

Second, regardless of whether a film is produced

Executive Secretary, Religious Film Association, Inc., 45
Astor Place, N. Y. 3.

(a) by a commercial organization, (b) by a church
board for promotional purposes, or even (c) by a
corporation to advertise its product—the audiences
which view the film must eventually pay the cost of

its production. In (a) the cost must be recovered
through sales or rental fees; in (b) through increased

offerings received as a result of the use of the film ; and,
in (c) the corporation expects to recover its cost

through increased sales. Ultimately the audience pays
for the film or production will cease.

In the past few years certain denominational agencies

have followed the practice of producing films to pro-
mote special denominational programs. In many cases

they have planned the film so that it will have value
for other denominations as well. By doing so, they
feel able to produce a more expensive and presumably
better film than their own budget would warrant. They
anticipate that sales and rentals to other denominations
will more than make up for the extra cost. These
agencies then arrange for the showing of such films to

their own congregations free or on a service charge
basis.

Good Intentions

It is easy to understand how a minister, upon re-

ceiving such a film from his own denomination and ap-
preciating its quality but not the financial implications,

might feel perfectly free to make a generous offer of

this film to a neighboring church. He fails to realize

that his own board is counting on rentals from these

"hurches to help pay that part of the cost of produc-
tion which was not covered by the denominational
l)udget. While the use of the film in his own church
may result in increased oflFerings for the program the
film promotes, his board certainly will not benefit by
increased oflPerings in the churches of other denomina-
tions.

The independent producers of religious films are in

an even more difficult position than the denominational
agencies and boards whose productions are backed by
promotional budgets. Their figuring runs something
like the following:

There are, perhaps, 20,000 churches which show
films more or less regfilarly. If my film is good, it

ought to get 10,000 showings. My' film cost $30,000
to produce. I must, therefore, get a net income of at

least $3.00 from each of 10,000 showings. But, because
of the cost of making prints and the cost of distribution,

jny net income will be only 357c to 507c of the rental
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fee. Therefore, my rental fees must be lifted to $6.00

or $8.00 each before I can recover my investment from

10,000 uses of the film. Because my film is only 25

minutes long, $8.00 is the top rental the churches will

pay. Therefore. I will charge $8.00 per rental and hope

that more than 10,000 churches will use the film so

that I can pay interest on the money I borrowed and

earn a small profit!

In view of the situation described above, it is easy

to see that if one church books a film and makes it

available free of charge to another, the producer is

deprived of his rightful return on his film.

What the Law Holds

This right of the producer is recognized by law.

Probably very few laymen realize it, but the law which

applies in this case is the Federal Copyright Law. The

United States Courts have recognized that the so-

called rental fee for a film does not simply cover the

rental of a commodity for a period of time to be used

as the rentor sees fit, but that it is actually a license

fee paid for "copying" the film at a specific time and

occasion and in a specific location. The courts hold

that when a film is projected, it is copied on the screen,

even though the copy of each individual picture (frame)

lasts only for a fraction of a second. The laws are

exceedingly strict and hold that rental fee pays for

the license to use the film only in accordance with the

terms on which the film is offered to the user.

When Violation Is Proven

Interestingly enough, if the individual who has ob-

tained a license to use the film in a certain place offers

it for use by another individual in another place and

on another occasion, and the film is thus used, both

parties are considered guilty of violation of the copy-

right. Suits may be entered against the offending parties,

either on a criminal or civil basis. When violation is

proved on a civil basis, the law automatically assumes

that the damage to the licensor is valued at a mini-

mum of $200 on each count. This law also applies to

a film library which illegally acquires a film and rents

it to a customer.

Obviously, very few producers would be brash

enough to enter suit against a church for violation of

copyright, but it is well to know that the law does

cover such situations.

We in the church field must assume that when the

churches, and persons responsible for church programs,

understand their obligations and responsibilities in re-

gard to the rental and use of films, they will abide by

these responsibilities. We would suggest, therefore, that

when films are being ordered for church use, it is wise

to become thoroughly familiar with the terms under

which films are offered for rental and acquainted with

the character of the agency offering them.

From the purely practical view of the long-term

possibilities, it should be obvious that the continued

production of quality religious films is not possible

unless the producer has a fair and reasonable oppor-

tunity to recover his costs. It therefore behooves all

who are interested in the future of the religious film

movement to make every effort to see that rental terms

are observed so that the financing of religious films can

be put on solid economic ground.

(HIIKIIIIIII IMIIItlltlllllf KllllltlMllllltllllKIMtllll'looking at New Films

The 18-minute film The Wedding Feast and the 20-

minute film Belshazzar's Feast, both in black and white,

are from the J. Arthur Rank studios. The 10-minute

color film The Good Samaritan is also a Rank release.

All three are available in this country through United

World Films (1445 Park Ave., New York 29).

The Wedding Feast is a dramatic film based upon

Luke 14:15-24 plus verses 11, 12, and 13 of the 22nd

chapter of Matthew. Belshassar's Feast is a film-sermon

based on the 5th chapter of the Book of Daniel, with

the sermon elucidating the meaning of the writing which

appeared on the palace walls during the feast. The Good
Samaritan is a puppet presentation of the story with the

commentary giving the words of the Scripture.

The Wedding Feast sets out to state the story ; not

to interpret it. But in retelling it on film, the story is

indirectly interpreted to a considerable degree without

adding anything at all of significance. While remaining
literal in its interpretation much of the way, it departs

from the text quite a distance in certain parts. There
is much evidence that this film was hastily and none
too cleverly contrived, and on the handling of content
it scarcely earns a "B" rating in my book. Technically,
the film falls in the same or a lower bracket. Most of

the photography is head-on, lacking in artistic effects,

with many of the sets insufficiently lighted. The sound-
track varies in quality, and at the very beginning the

sentence which gives the setting for the story is a total

loss so far as the audience is concerned. The back-

ground music is satisfactory. This film is for youth and

adults, and could be used as the background for a

sermon on "The Robe of Equality and Humility" which

all must put on when in the King's presence.

Belshazzar's Feast is called a "film-sermon" in

the subtitle. We understand Mr. Rank has considerable

interest in this type of film, considering this film experi-

mental in character.

During this 20-minute film approximately 118 pic-

tures are thrown on the screen. Analyzed roughly, five

are dolly shots and two (possibly three) are pan shots.

Pictures which we have already seen appear approxi-

mately 50 times. We are not only looking at still pic-

tures but approximately one half of the time we are

seeing pictures a second, third, and even fifth and sixth

time. In itself this tends to relax attention. The min-

ister who is preaching the sermon is brought on the

screen some ten or eleven times, always at the same

angle. Unfortunately, the elevation of these shots is

such that his spectacles cast a shadow across his eyes

except, perhaps, in the last two pictures. All these shots

are medium close, tending to monotony ; and there are

no shots of the listening audience, lessening the sense

of reality.

When seeing this film, the audience will be looking at

still pictures—large black and white murals having no
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especial artistic values—while listening to a sermon. Do
we need further experimental evidence to establish the

fact that still' pictures constitute extremely poor sub-

ject matter for the motion picture camera? Can 30 or

40 still pictures be manipulated by a producer in such

a way as to constitute a satisfactory visual basis for a

film which is to last 20 minutes—or any length, for that

matter? Does not the essence of cinema reside in the

power of the motion picture to bring 24 pictures before

the mind in the short interval of one second? Such
short-cuts to film-making can have but one end—a poor
film.

As a sermon, the sermon of this film would be im-

pressive. As a film-sermon it gets only a part of the

attention of the audience since the pictures, because
they are pictures, compel a certain amount of atten-

tion. Since the pictures in this film carry an insignificant

amount of direct or illustrative meaning, they contribute

very little to getting over the total message of the film.

If superior preaching is to be taken to the people, let

it be done on records, wire and tape recordings rather

than on a soundtrack with still pictures running inter-

ference.

The Good Samaritan is one of the most artistic

uses of puppets in film-making I have seen, especially

in the color version of this 10-minute film. The story

is presented, not explained or applied to life. Those
who want to present this great parable in a new form
and in a new manner will be pleased with this little

film. It moves slowly and gracefully and the children

of the younger grades will be pleased with its beauty
The soundtrack gives the Scripture.

Preiudice

Prejudice is a dramatic film study of the effects of

prejudice (anti-Semitism, in this instance) on the in-

dividual holding it. This is an important aspect of the

subject, but not so important as showing the personal

happiness that comes from living the unprejudiced life

of goodwill and brotherhood. In the film, just about
everyone, except Al (the Jew), does a mediocre job
of living. Even the preacher bungles a pastoral call.

In golf, all but Al would be shooting the course in 120

!

Can't films ever show someone playing life's course in

Now only 50c

—

... a booklet of 64 pages of informafion reprinted

from the Church Department.

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN
by W. S. HOCKMAN, Church Dept. Editor

THE RELIGIOUS SCREEN should be in every

church worker's library.

Send only 50c today to

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

Questioned by the minister, Joe Hanson denies that hate literature

makes any impression on him or h's wife. The scene is from the

motion picture "Prejudice," produced by the Protestant Film

Commission and distributed by the Religious Film Association.

the middle eighties? It would be encouraging and in-

spiring . . . and very likely just as dramatic. The
film is technically good. (See the review of the film in

Educational Screen, April, 1949, page 169.)

Into fhe Good Ground
Produced for the Board of Christian Education of

the Presbyterian Church and distributed by the Reli-

gious Film Association, Into the Good Ground is a

30-minute film that tries to make it clear that fruitful

Bible study and reading are dependent upon our attitude

as we approach the Bible. This type of film is needed.

It should be useful throughout the youth and adult

church. If the story had been a little more convincing

and the central problem and solution etched a little

more strongly, it would have got a better rating than

"B-1" here. (Longer review will appear in a later

issue.)

Science or Religion?

Falling somewhere between science and religion, the

10-minute color film God's Wonders in Your Own
Backyard is better science than religion. The science is

in the pictures—many of them excellent. The religion

is in the commentary—most of it uninspired and pious

without being impressively reverent.

In this film a little boy and girl are photographed

while discovering (under some careful direction, of

course!) a worm, a snail, a spider, and a centipede in

their backyard. The creative teacher in church and
school may use the film—unless the commentary gets in

the way—to promote an interest in living things and
encourage a reverence for all life. The unimaginative and
the less creative, especially in the church, will use the

film because it sounds religious. For those who use films,

it is recommended mildly ; for those who show films it is

not recommended.

Farmers of Japan
Farmers of Japan is a 20-minute black-and-white

film produced by the U. S. Department of Agriculture

and distributed l)y Castle' Films. It shows the activities

of a typical Japanese farmer as he wrests a living from
his tiny rice and wheat fields by ancient methods and
machines. It shows him forming small cooperatives to

utilize better methods and better machines. The film

is recommended as being useful with all ages in giving
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information and building an understanding of Japan's

rural millions as they toil endlessly and ingeniously to

make a living.

New Materials

• Childrens' workers, departmental principals, and church-

school teachers will be interested in a new release of Rev.

Frank A. Lindhorst (College of the Pacific, Stockton 27,

California) entitled A Primary Unit. This set of 62 kodachronie

slides is a "documentary'' of the teaching of a Primary unit

(Learning From Jesus) in a lab school held at the College.

It is intended for use with Primary teachers. It shows how
the unit of study was planned and how it developed. It shows

how worship and instruction can be blended. Principals and

teachers will get 'ideas from it. The script is narrated in the first

person, giving reality and greater interest. It contains an ade-

quate discussion guide, which is cross-referenced to the script.

Books related to the course are listed and other sources indicated.

Even though the pictures were "shot" under many handicaps,

Mr. Lindhorst was able to maintain above-average quality in

his color photographs.

lllfltlilflKir ilm iirliliiliiiiliii Ifdiiiitit riiiiiiiiiliiiltfiliiiKlrf'iuiiKliliiirniifturill IlililirUlllfKfKKd

India Writes

Dear Church Editor;

Greetings from the India-Pakistan-Burma audio-visual clan

!

Two film libraries, institutes and workshops, a stream of

literature, the production of 16mm color films, filmstrips and

records form our present activities. We have been greatly

helped by your excellent magazine.

Dr. Donald F. Ebright, Secretary

Audio-Visual Aids Committee,

National Christian Council
37. Cantonment Road
Lucknow. U. P.. India

iitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMi)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiii)iiiiii

• Song-Fest Slide Kit, No. I and No. II, contains 20 full-color

pictures in double-frame size filnistrip giving words and illustra-

tions for pep songs, ballads, folk songs, novelties, together with

20 cardboard readymount slide binders so the pictures may be

mounted as 2 x 2 slides, if desired. The kit should be useful

for youth meetings, conferences, and parties ; for fellowship

meetings, for lodges and civic groups, and schools. It's available

from Church Screen Productions.

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE

CHRISTOPHER MOUSE is the

story of a little mouse who goes

with his grandfather to a nearby

town where a Carnival was being

held. He enjoys everything in the

Carnival—a ride on a merry-go-

round, on the train, etc. In fact,

he and his grandfather enjoy

themselves so much they forget it is

getting late and when they start to

look for a place to sleep they can

find none. Eventually the grand-

father remembers Farmer Brown's
barn and they trudge out to the

barn and get ready to go to sleep

in the hay loft. Christopher doesn't

like the rough straw as it irritates

him when he lies on it. His grand-

father, seeing his plight, begins to

tell him the story of a little mouse
many, many years ago who used to

live in the hay loft of a barn and
had a wonderful straw bed. One
night some strangers came to the

barn, a little baby was born, and
there was no clean straw on the

ground. The mouse's mother gath-

ered all the straw she could to keep
the ground dry and in order to

get enough the little mouse had to

give his own bed of straw. Then a

little baby was born who was the

Christ Child. The Wise Men came
from the East to see the babe and
after the telling of the story to

Christopher, he went sound to

sleep without another murmur.

C^/ilS/^e/i 'Tncudey
The Story, never before lold, of how o

little field mouse helps prepare the

manger for the birth of our Savior.

M^OaU
A superb presentat'ion of the

Christmas Story. Exquisite

kodochromes of real people

in colorful costumes makes

this on unforgettoble

program for the church

school Christmas service.

A charming cartoon with an entirely new ap-

proach to the Christmas Story—a reverent pres*

entation as told by the Littlest Camel. Children

love it — grown-ups enjoy it, Heortily recom-

1

fended by every one who sees it.

At your supply house, or i

Didiednil^ibiis
1970 CAHUENCA • HOllYWOOO 38, CALIF.

I CATHEDRAL FILMS, DEPT ES 12 . 1970 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 2<, CAllfORNIAZ

[CHRISTOPHER MOUSE LITTIESI CAMEL KNELT HOLY CHILD #
( n With monual $10 ea. ($ I D With manual $10 ea. |$ ) Q With manual $10 M. ($ I J
• n With recofdi $15 ea. |$ ) n With recordi $15 ea. ($ ) Q With recordi $tS eo. |$ )•

(NAME STREET ADDRESS _——#
t
CITY ZONE STATE {
'Sove COD pottal charges by enclosing check_ -Money Order-

•••••••—•••»—»•••••••••—•—»•>—————
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Educational Book of the Year

• Better Learning through Current Materials—Lucien
Kinney and Katherine Dresden, Stanford University, editors.

Stanford University Press, Stanford, California. 1949. 182 pp.

$.100.

Here it is, the practical book on utilization. Better Learning
throiijih Current Materials is a summary of the experiences

of a group of teachers and consultants working together, through
conferences, workshops, correspondence, visits, and creative

efforts in the classroom. The project was voluntary, and the

teachers represented many subject areas in various schools of

California.

The volume is replete with accounts of the ways in which
current materials were used in art, English, foreign language,

homemaking, mathematics, science, speech, and social studies

classes. Each teacher is a vital thread in this cooperative effort

to find out how to make best use of newspapers, periodicals,

fugitive pamphlets, advertising material, publications, and the

like. No medium was overlooked in the search for enrichment

:

news commentators, current plays, motion pictures, radio pro-

grams. Problems dealt with in the te.xtbook were personalized

through introduction to the local scene. Thus were labor prob-

lems made real and significant when they were related to the

current issues in the community, and immigrant problems when
tied in with the local migrant labor situation.

It is obvious thai the editors have had to condense a great

deal of material into a comparatively brief volume. They have

wisely divided the book to include: (a) anecdotes and teaching

techniques; (b) administrative problems and practical helps in

building room display areas where current materials find attrac-

tive settings; and (c) methods used in evaluating the effec-

tiveness of teaching procedures.

The nature of the three-year study behind this book is a

fascinating story, as told in the foreword by Professors Regi-

nald Bell and I-ucian Kinney, of Stanford. .\ workshop at the

University of California in 1946 paved the way. Participants

were supervisors from the State Dei)artment of Education,

teachers and administrators from fifteen high schools through-

out California, and consultants from the Stanford School of

Education. The purpose of the study was to find ways of in-

creasing the use of current materials in the high school

curriculum.

For the following six months, teachers were encouraged to

follow their own interests and preferences in the kind of materi-

als they were to explore, the purposes for which they were to be

used, and the classroom "tactics" to be tried, hx the June,

1946 workshop held in Palo .Alto, the group met to appraise

and summarize the evidence accumulated during the previous

semester.'

One outgrowth of the study was the formation of a permanent

California Council on Improvement of Instruction, an organiza-

tion with neither dues nor officers, but with a lively interest

in tlie following

:

(a) to explore for new materials and better classroom pro-

cedures through individual experimeiUation, and through

more formal study at several schools, to compare the re-

sults of teaching with extensive use of current materials

with results from procedures without such materials.

'See BfttfT Tfachinn titrouffh thf V.ie of Cun-fnt Mittrrxitlt. by Kin-
ney and Bel!, .Stanford University, 1947.

MRS. ETTA SCHNEIDER RESS. Ed. D.. Editor

(b) to coordinate the experiences of the Council, through
annual conferences, sectional conferences held occasionally,

the exchange of ideas through a biweekly Newsletter

(edited at Stanford), and through visits to cooperating

schools by the Stanford consultants.

The pattern used to describe the day-by-day use of current

materials reveals a sound and significant philosophy of educa-

tion, with a wholesome concern for the interest and achievement

of pupils and a sensitivity to the needs and potentialities of their

teachers. The educational consultants have noted that improved
teacher competence was one of the outcomes of the study,

although it had not been listed in the original purposes. Why?
"First, because the initiative was with the teachers. They

are seeking to improve their practices in clearly defined direc-

tions. . . . the assistance extended by the consultants in re-

sponse to specific requests, exchange of ideas and practices at

conferences provided an amazingly effective learning pro-

cedure. Evaluation programs continue to provide evidence of

growth in teaching ability.

"Second, and at least equally important, is the fact that the

Project is indigenous to each school. The activities of each

class and the procedures being studied are those that each

teacher considers important."

To these reasons might be added that this was a study which
dealt with persons, not statistics and ratios. The students were
given every opportunity to evaluate the techniques and were

made part of this vital piece of research ; and all the teachers

were regarded as key figures in a pattern which is constantly

evolving.

As for the techniques described, "close your eyes and point

your finger, any place you let it linger" (as the children's song

goes), you will find interesting descriptions of classroom ex-

periences. This aspect of the book is what makes it so appealing

to this reader. It tells us what others have tried, and suggests

that our ideas may be equally effective if used with foresight

and direction. Belter Learning through Current Materials gets

my vote for the educational book of the year.—ESR.

For A-V Directors

• How Much Does the Audio-Visual Director Need to

Know?—.Alexander Frazier, Phoenix I'nion High Schools

and Phoenix College. "The School Review", October, 1949.

pp. 416-24. Reprints available from "The School Review."

This article should stimulate those already working as direc-

tors and guide those who aspire to the job. The author's thesis,

already generally accepted in the field, is that the audio-visual

director should be a promoter, a salesman, an order clerk and

service technician ; but more than that, he must know what

the materials he handles can and must mean in a good school

program, and he must become and be a teacher of teachers.

An interesting comparison is made with librarians

:

"Audio-visual directors as a group would do well to look

at librarians as a group. School librarians today are suffering

from a lack of leadership that would have put them in the center

of the school picture where they belong, as counselors of teachers

on the use of printed materials. Librarians, even yet, are too

largely trained as clerks and technicians, too little trained to

become what they must become if they are to be hired every-

where they are needed and paid as they should be paid."
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Make this a MERRIER CHRISTMAS
with a MOVIE PARTY

at your home, club, school or church.

AND ALSO ai some nearby orphanage,

home-for-the-aged, hospital or "shut-

in" group.

Apply for IM of speclo/ seasonal Hlms

FILM LIIRAKY, Inc. Fastest Growing Quality
730 Elm St., Winnetka, Ml. Library in the MidwestJOHN OTT

/'^uiiitii'ii

INTERNATIONAL
I

FILM CLASSICS^

^WRITE FOR 64 PC

1950 CATALOG

.BRANDON FILMS, INC

Combined withHANDBOOK

FOR FILM SOCIETIES

1700 BROADWAY
kNEWY0RK19,N.Y

SCHOOLS
BOOK NOW FOR THE FALL TERM

FINEST SELECTION It MM SOUND FILMS
Special Kental Rates

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG

SOUTHERN VISUAL FILMS l,*-^^^-?:

A NEW COLOR FILMSTRIP
"The First Christmas"—Specially created
miniature figures

—

Authentic costumes
and sets—Traditional approach—Manual
gives program for adults, children and
hymn service. 28 Frame color filmstrip
and manual $7.00; set of 2x2 slides $13.00.

FILMFAX mODUCTIONS
995A First Avenue New York 22, N. Y.

UMM CLASSROOM FILMS
48 Heallh l> Social Studies Films • 6 Simplified Arithmetic FilmsU Practical Plane Geometry Films

Sale and Rental. Write for free catalog.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
625 Madison Ave., New York 22. N. X.

KODACHROME SLIDES (2x2)
Plymouth. Salem. Cambrtdce, I.eilng-

Hittoric and Literary Sitai ol the Eut:
ton. Concord, etc
The Scenie E»it: New Hampshire. Vermont. Cape Cod Quebec the nasne

r'pfrrt%o^\Ktnwn°l'?r",on\'S'l'oneSn."'8tn.Vr.2''.e?.",'i,™

Pilgrim Colorslides g, Bo.worth St.. Boston 8, Mas..

PAPER FORESTS
From vo«f Canadian /orests to tlie paper mill.
The colorfvl and authentic story ot logging,
n min., id., b £r w. Write tor free literature.

^^^^Y, FILMS, IIMC, Classroom Films Dept.
303 East Tint Street, New York 21, IV. Y.

35MM. SCIENCE SLIDE FILMS
-.«,«^„ "*°^ "^ TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS
BIOLOGY PHYSICS
MICROBIOLOGY GENERAL SCIENCE CHEMISTRYHow to Study—Pencil Technique!

VISUAL SCIENCES, 59« suffern, New York

Industry-Science Teaching Relations
<! Approximately 300 teachers and businessmen met at the
first regional meeting of the National Science Teachers' As-
sociation and industry representatives in Pittsburgh on Sep-
tember 30 to talk over what materials and services industry
can offer science students.

An Advisory Council on Industry- Science Teaching Re-
lations, including ten representatives from science education
and ten from scientific and technical industries, is undertak-
ing a program of fact-finding studies on sponsored teaching
aids. The NSTA has already developed a program of consul-
tation and evaluation services for producers and prospective
producers of sponsored teaching materials. Detailed informa-
tion about the services can be secured from the NST.'K Exe-
cutive Secretary, Robert H. Carleton, 1201 16th St., N.W.,
Washington 6, D.C.

A-V Aids for Industry and Labor
^ The Audio-Visual Aids Department of the New York
State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell
University is offering the following A-V services to the people
of New York State: (1) Short courses and institutes for
labor or management groups on audio-visual techniques; (2)
a consultation service with industries and labor unions on
audio-visual problems of an educational nature; (3) publi-
cation of lists of industrial and labor relations films; (4) exten-
sion courses in various state localities on A-V techniques
and materials.

Director of the Audio-Visual Aids Department is Profes-
sor J. James Jehring, who is also chairman of the Commit-
tee on Research and Planning of the New York State Audio-
Visual Council.

Adult Film Fare
* Films the general public rarely gets to see were featured on
the program of the Second Public Film Forum of the Screen
Directors Guild, held in November at the Museum of Modern
Art auditorium in New York City. Included were "non-the-
atrical" industrial, medical, religious, art, and government films.
The First Public Forum of the Screen Directors, staged last
June and previewing an array of United Nation films, was
greeted with an overflow crowd. And, reports Guild President
Jack Glenn, the Forum mailing list is still growing.

* The Sunday morning Cinema 16 series, given at New York
City's Paris Theatre, has attracted a capacity audience, the
film society has announced. Cinema 16 has now launched a
second Sunday morning series, featuring the same 16mm film
programs but on different Sunday mornings. Cinema 16 will
continue its regular Wednesday night showings at the Central
Needle Trades Auditorium.

* The newest 16mm theater to make its debut is the World
Documentary Theater, which opened at New York City's Barbi-
zon Plaza Hotel in October. The theater is devoted to showing
unusual documentary and educational films from all over the
world. Robert J. Gurney is manager of the theater; Joan
Laird, formerly of United World Films, is program director;
Gene Searchinger, formerly of the Voice of America, Inter-
national Division, NBC, handles production.

Hollinger to PCW
* John A. Hollinger, formerly Director of the Department
of Audio-Visual Education in the Pittsburgh Public Schools,
has joined the staff of the Pennsylvania College for Women
Film Service as Assistant Director for the year 1949-50, ac-
cording to an announcement by James S. Kinder, Director
of the PCW Film Service.

CORRECTION: The review of the film "Meet the Sioux Indian",
which appeared on page 409 of the November issue, listed Incor-
rectly the address of Associated Film Artists. The correct address Is:
Associated Film Artists, 30 N. Raymond Ave.. Pasadena I Calif
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CHIIISTMAS EXHIBIT
(Continued from page 440)

which he and a friend made a fence to encircle the

meadow in which the sheep were to graze ... or to

sleep. He also arranged for us to have an out-of-shape

Christmas tree to dry and from which to gather the

tiny pinespills that would be used for the dry grass in

the meadow. Gray dried moss was fashioned into

thickets to place by the roadside.

I bought a box of mica flakes and some paint; a

local merchant gave us some of his largest cardboard

boxes to cut up and arrange as the background for the

pageant we were preparing. One youngster of no mean
artistic ability was entrusted with the job of tracing

the ramparts of Bethlehem on the cardboard. Then he

cut these in a zigzag pattern of various houses in the

distance, each towering helter-skelter above the en-

circling city wall. This "city" was painted gray, and

sand was gently dropped on it while the paint was still

wet in order to give the impression of sun-dried mud
houses of first-century Palestine.

Another boy painted some old sheets, given to us

by a cooperative mother, while his friend dropped

sand on the sheets (the one painted brown, the other

brown and gray). A third sheet, painted gray and

covered with mica flakes, was wrapped around a small

box to serve as the cave in which we finally placed

the creche. The brown sheet represented good old

terra firma, while the brown-and-gray sheet delineated

the hypothetical nuances between the drab valley and

the hillside at dusk.

Our entire exhibit was planned and prepared at a

workshop during our spare moments. A local woman
kindly lent us a complete Nativity set of figures, which

we tucked away carefully until the time for setting up
our Yuletide array. A rough sketch of the panoramic

tableau as it was to appear was drawn and ready.

"X-Day" fell on the Sunday preceding Christmas.

At two o'clock sharp, we brought all our materials to

the barber shop. Each one in the group was personally

responsible for setting up a part of the exhibit, in

accordance with the sketch. Two and one-half hours

after we began, the exhibit was ready.

But what has all this to do, you will ask, with a

language teacher? Everybody knows the story of the

Nativity and everybody knows, at least vaguely, the

Biblical topographic background to the extent that he

can identify and distinguish between the cedars of

Lebanon and the Canadian maple tree. Assuming also

a knowledge of the personages represented in the pag-

eant, we had each one of these designated on a small

white card by its French appellation: Vierge Marie,

Roi-.mage, Berger, Chameau, etc. In that way those

who looked at the exhibit could see something of what

the youngsters had accomplished linguistically as well

as artistically.

You're probably interested in what the people thought

of our work. Although the barber was skeptical at

first, his customers praised the exhibit so much that he

finally bought a spotlight and set it up himself to illumi-

nate the scene at night. The people's reaction was really

astounding—scarcely a minute of the day passed without

someone's admiring our "masterpiece." The barber

PICTURE IN YOUR MIND -proba-

biy one of the most widely discussed films ever to

be produced. An exciting, dramatic, and dynamic

presentation of the important theme of tolerance.

SAMPAN FAMILY —a typicalJu lien

Bryan documentary film on the Chinese families

who live and make their living aboard the tiny sam-

pan boats. An excellent companion film to PEIPING

FAMILY.

PACIFIC ISLAND -another Jullen Bry-

an pure documentary on the dally activities of the

peoples of Leklep Island in the Marshall Islands.

Wrife for free deseriptiye pamphlets.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, INC.

1600 Broadway New York City 19

SCREEN IT FIRST!

"The Princess and the Dragon"

1949's GOLD "OSCAR" WINNER
^-Cleveland film Feiflvaf

S E E I T—before you buy it! Any Educational

Institution may preview this film for purchase, with-

out obligation, by sending a request to:

Educational Division

STERLING FILMS, INC.aie w. STth St., n. y. 19, n. y.

NEW FILMSTRIPS—W/fh Manuals
B 16: The History of Costumes (From the Year 1000 until IfnO) S3.

11 17: Architectural Styles. (Explains Romanesque. Gothic, lieuaissance, and
Baroque St.vies) $3.

H 18: Sport and Games In Ancient Olympia $3.

B 1."): The Treasury of the SIphnlans. (Greek Architecture and SfuJptnr^i $3.50.
Thousands of 2x2 and 3^x4 black-and-white slides on the entire History of
Art of Europe, Greece, and Eb>tI.

We make blaok-and-white fllmstrlp negatives and duplleates.
Fast delivery, tnp aualitv. moderate nnces.

HERBERT E. BUDEK COMPANY
55 Poplar Ave. Hackensaek. N. J.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Use Radio-Mats—Regular Site 3V4'*x4'*

or the NEW DUPLEX 2"x2*'

On sale by Theatre Supply Dealen

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., Dept.V
222 Oakrjdge Bird., Daytona Beach, Pla.
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"boasted" that he had to wash his window on the

average of three times a day because of the multitude

of noses pressed against the pane. Peoj)le Hving in

apartments across the street reported that as late as

midnight they could see people standing before the

crib in admiration. People from every race and creed

expressed sincere congratulations throughout the Christ-

mas season.

Before we took the crib down (which we did with

much care only after the Feast of the Magi, January 6),
the proprietor insisted that we allow an extra day so

he could have a photographer record our enterprise.*

In making and carrying out our plans, we tried faith-

fully to follow Edgar Dale's principles as expressed in

"Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching." Our exhibit

was "seen" ; the exhibit site was well chosen ; one main
idea was expressed clearly and concisely: the labels

were short and simple, uniform and legible ; the exhibit

was well lighted, interesting, and attractive. We feel

that our Christmas exhibit was a real success and a
truly worthwhile experience for both doers and viewers.

Author Chasse regrets, and so do we, that when the photo
was made (see cut on page 440), the cards identifying the
figures and objects had already been removed.

—

Ed.

MOVING ATTITUDES
(Continued from page 447)

the attitude scale likewise indicated this change on the
self-rating.

It is interesting to record, furthermore, that tests

and grades of a conventional type do not indicate what
attitude a student has toward a subject. A comparison
of test scores (subjective and objective "factual" tests)

and grades showed that there was no diffeience between
the classes, both ranking high. This confirms the idea
that where grades are concerned, one need not like

a subject to do well in it. As a matter of fact, among
the students graded highest by the teacher were some
whose attitudes had become decidedly unfavorable
toward Shakespeare.

Each student wrote a brief (and again anonymous)
comment regarding his study and the use of films.

Here's what one said: "The motion pictures helped
a great deal. I got a lot more out of the longer passages
when I saw them in the movies." Another comment was,
"I have to read the same things over two or three times
before I understand them, unless someone explains them
to me. The better I understand the play, the better I

like it, and the movies helped to explain."

And here is what one student had to say about
assigning "parts" to read aloud in class: "When the
play is read in class, I think the beauty of it is spoiled.
Motion pictures are the very best way of presenting
. . . Shakespeare." Still others demonstrated an astute
critical faculty in comparing one film with another as to
technical quality and acting.

In general, then, the conclusion drawn from the
experiment is that motion pictures of Shakespeare's
plays, ivhen used in conjunction with good teaching

460

methods, zvill significantly help the teacher develop in

students a favorable attitude toivard Shakespeare.

Certainly the investigation lends support to the state-

ment that motion pictures perform no miracles in the

teaching process. As already noted, in spite of her use

of motion pictures, the teacher was unable to prevent

one student in the experimental group from shifting to-

ward an unfavorable attitude ; nevertheless, motion

pictures materially aided the teacher in her work of

developing an appreciation for good literature. Surely

the skilled and competent teacher will welcome motion

pictures ; the teacher who does not use them gives

herself an unnecessary handicap.

The investigator wishes, further, to make a few ob-

servations based on the experiences gained during the

progress of the experiment. First of all. the motion
picture used in literature classes has a different function

from that of a training film in a science class, for

instance. In the former instance, when properly used,

the film provides a pleasurable experience connected
with the enjoyment of good literature. Every effort

should be made to offer the film as a pleasant personal

experience, and subsequent study should refer back to

the "fun" derived from it.

Another observation has to do with the length of

a film to be used. It was found that Teaching Film
Custodians' Romeo and Juliet proved to be the least

valuable : it condensed into forty minutes a film produced
to run almost two hours. The result was confusion

:

further, since it took a full class hour to show, it could

not be used as a part of that day's study. Accordingly,
the suggestion is n;ade that it might be more useful to

lift significant scenes or episodes from the feature film

and use them in the classroom as a unit. They could be
related to the rest of the picture by a short explanatory
preface. The British Information Services" films, which
are made this way, are quite useful. It is hoped that

when Hamlet is offered for educational use, it will be
divided into units of scenes from fifteen to twenty
minutes in length with appropriate forewords.

In the meantime, there is a great need for films in the

literature field. -^ If commercial Hollywood films cannot
be adequately adapted for educational purposes, it may
prove necessary to look for the production of litera-

ture films specifically designed for utilization in the

classroom.

If the aim of teaching Shakespearean drama is to be
the development of an "appreciation and understanding"
of literature, then the development of a favorable atti-

tude toward the subject is fundamental. Motion pictures

appear to be one of the best tools a teacher can use to

achieve success in the stimulation and motivation of

students toward a favorable attitude.*

3It should be noted, however, tliat educational fihii producers
are not ignoring the need. Encyclopaedia Britannica Fihiis, for
example, recently released a new series of films on great men
in American literature (for a review of one of the series, see
the Teacher-Committee Evaluation of New Films department
in this issue). And Coronet Films keeps adding new subjects
to its "Background of Literature" series.—En.

•Readers who would like more detailed information about the
experiment described in the preceding article are invited to
communicate with author Hirsch at the School of Education.
Stanford University. California. The thesis upon which the
article is based is available from the Stanford University
Library.

—

Ed.
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Records

on Review

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiii)niiiiiiiiiiii;:uiiiiiiii MAX U. BILDERSEE
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• MASTER MERINKUS, a childlike character in the
field of children's records, is a new venture for the Educa-
tional Division of Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania. The first album in the
Master Meriiikus series contains
six individual, unrelated discs.

Little can be said by way of

overall evaluation which can be
applied to each of the discs other
than that these records are satis-

factory from the technical stand-
point and most unusual from the
content point of view.

The records in the album in-

clude "Cinderella", "Mister Poop-
ersnickle", "Mother Goose",
"Angel Food", "Activity Songs"
and "Master Merinkus". The first

of these, "Cinderella", is over-

abbreviated to fit the needs of

the disc and loses thereby. Al-
though it may be rated as "good",

MACTirn MPBTVl'ITC
'*'" "° *"=''v''y outcome should

MA511!,U M£,mMKU» l,e anticipated. Dancing is the
only outcome that may be expected from the "Activity

Songs" disc. The "Mother Goose" record requires a high
familiarity with the Mother Goose rhymes and is probably
much too sophisticated for the kindergarten children for

whom these records are intended. Similar comments can
be made about each of the other single discs, but it must be

said that the same material, in the hands of the teacher,

may be far more appealing to children in school.

Master Merinkus is a likal)le, normal child who says and
does the things that normal children say and do—reacts

favorably to a pleasurable situation and enjoys himself. Kate
Cox Goddard, who has written these verses, most assuredly

knows children and their interests. The performance by
.'\nita Wright Hanna makes the characters cute, not too

appealing, and not very childlike. Mrs. Hanna's disembodied
voice fails to carry with it a convincing personality because

she unsuccessfully employs caricature, coyness, and similar

subtle voice shadings that children, the severest critics, see

through almost immediately. They then lose interest in the

content of the records. When Mrs. Hanna is herself as an

adult, she is a capable performer; but as a child, or in char-

acter portrayal, her presentation falls short of conviction.

• WHEN I GROW UP (YPR 725) and OUT-OF-
DOORS (YPR 724), two recent releases of Young People's

Records, Inc., of New York City, both appeal to older chil-

dren in the 2-6 age group for which they are intended, as well

as to younger children in the 7-11 group. They are suitable

for kindergarten and first-grade classroom use, particularly

for entertainment purposes.

Each is well suited to school objectives, although "Out-
of-Doors" will be more readily accepted by children because

it suggests immediate physical activity. It is interesting that,

instead of a "resting song" such as is often included in chil-

dren's participation records, the editors chose to insert a

piano solo (Beethoven's "Third German Dance") as a con-

tribution to the child's participation in music through listen-

ing. There is nothing in "Out-of-Doors" to detract from its

educational value. Tom Glazer's presentation is up to its

usual musical standard and his singing is simple, clear, and
easily understood. Children will join in the singing and will

RECORDS for School Children-

Created in Age Groups—Supervised by Educatari
Tested in Classrooms

The YOUNG PEOPLE'S RECORDS listed below embody
the results of years of work with children by music educators

and child psychologists.

Each YOUNG PEOPLE'S RECORD Is carefully designed

tor a given age-group level, furthers a child's musical develop-

ment, and is highly entertaining. Each Is supervised by an
editorial board composed of these music educators and

child psychologists: HOWARD HANSON, MARY FISHER
LANGMUIR, DOUGLAS MOORE, WILLIAM SCHUMAN,
and RANDOLPH SMITH.

Young People's Records, School Set No. 1

(for the early nursery years)

Muffin in the City—Muffin in the Country—Playtime Songs
—The Sleepy Family—When the Sun Shines—Around the
World—What the Lighthouse Sees—Trains and Planes—Build-

ing .a City—Rainy Day—The Circus Comes to Town—^Whoa!
Little Horses, Lie Down.

Young People's Record's, ScKool Set No. 2
??.(for the kindergarten and first school years)

Let's All Join In—The Birth of Paul Bunyan—Folk Songs for

Orchestra—The Little Fireman—Little Indian Drum—Little

Brass Band—The Waltzing Elephant—^The Littte Cowboy—^Who
Blew That Whistle?—Funniest Song in the World

—

The Music
Listening Game—Haydn's Toy Symphony.

Young People's Records, School Set No. 3
(for the elementary school years)

Going West—Mozart Country Dances—Strawinsky for Young
People—Chisholm Trail—Said the Piano to the Harpsichord
—Concertina that Crossed the Country—Licorice Stick

—

December Almanac—The Adventures of Daniel Boone—There
She Blows—The Emperor's New Clothes (2 records).

All records are 10"—two sides—Non-BreakabU Pcrmadlse
Each in a Different Colorful Jocket

Any of the above for assorted^ set of 12, with froe album: $17.2t

Order your set today!'

THE STANLEY BOWMAR co.

Aids to Visual Education
2067 Broadway New York 23, N. Y.

«KmmSOUHO
EDOE NUMBERED
WORK PRINTS

SYNCHRONIZED
STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY

SOUND RECORDING

RELEASE PRINTS-
COLOR and BtW
DUPLICATE NEGATIVES

Wrife for prices

OEPT. E

GEO.W.COLBURN LABORATORYJik.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

MOVIE LIBRARIES
Send us your name and address for a FREE listing in the Movie
Section of the l?50 DIRECTORY of the PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY,
now in preparafion. The DIRECTORY is referred fo daily by thoutandi
of photo dealers, manufacfurers and distributors.

National PHOTO DEALER
Dept H, 251 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

School-Made Motion Pictures

As a special service fo its readers, Educational

Screen offers, upon request, a mimeographed list

of school-made motion pictures, compiled by David

Schneider, Evander Chllds High School, New York

City. To obtain a copy of the list, write to the

Service Department, Educational Screen, 64 E. Lake

St., Chicago I, Illinois, and enclose lOc in stamps

or coins to cover the cost of handling.
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dance to the simple instructions o( such songs as the "Hop-
ping Song" and the "Swaying Song".

"When I Grow Up", sung by Tom Glazer and Charity
Bailey, is a sound contribution to children's playing at being
grown up. It too is intended to appeal primarily to the first-

graders and will be interesting to some of the older children.

It may be used to motivate extended discussion about work,
growing up, or, most properly, it may be used to stimulate
playing at adult activities.

• THREE YPR RECORDS intended for older children,
There She Blows! (YPR 426), Working on the Railroad
(YPR 427) and Rondo for Bassoon and Orchestra (YPR
1009) by Carl Maria von Weber will appeal most readily
to the ten and eleven-year-olds. These records each con-
tribute to instruction in the intermediate grades and are
readily adaptable to school use.

"There She Blows!" is an authentic whaling story. The
songs presented, "Blow Ye Winds of Morning", "The
Whale-O", "Around Cape Horn'', and "Haul Away" repre-
sent a rich part of our folk heritage. These and many other
similar songs are still sung by American seamen at. work
and at rest. The form of the music in these particular sea
songs arises directly from the work patterns of sailors. This
very good record is suitable for school use, particularly in
the intermediate grades, for singing and for overall enrich-
ment in the study of American History.

"Working on the Railroad", representing railroading in

the story of American westward expansion, is of even
greater school use. This excellent recording may be readily
correlated with the elementary school curriculum and is a
dramatic presentation of familiar and unfamiliar railroad
work songs based on the construction and the completion
of the first coast-to-coast railroad. Such songs as "The
Shiny Silver Rails" and "Paddy" enrich learning and make
it more pleasurable. This record will be useful in fifth and
sixth-grade social studies classes, particularly for motiva-

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiii:
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tion and for the presentation of information. In addition

to the musical participation immediately anticipated, the

teacher may also expect dancing, dramatization, and read-

ing for both information and appreciation as direct oui-

conles of the listening experience.

The von Weber "Rondo" is musically suited to the seven
to eleven-year-old group, is well performed, and holds the

attention of young people. It is intended primarily for

music appreciation and gives the child a fine opportunity
to participate in musical performance by listening. This
very good recording is well suited to school use for the
purpose for which it is intended.

Needle Chaffer . .

.

RCA-ViCTOR recently announced continuing confidence in the

4S-rpm discs and reported sales up over 200%. but the rumors
of change persist. The latest is that RCA has readied its long-

anticipated advent into the production and sale of recorded
tapes. These can be a boon to schools because they are unbreak-
able, repairable when torn, and do not lose audible quality

despite repeated playing. But we have heard nothing yet about
an inexpensive, quality tape player.

School interest in tape recorders generally is widespread,
and there is reason to believe that rapidly-enlarging competition
in the blank-tape manufacturing field will mean lower prices.

Audio engineers tell us that the plastic-based tape is far

superior to the paper-based tape for every use, and the "gadget"
field has a new tape splicer which is quick, clean, accurate and
inexpensive. But we hesitate to suggest it for school use because
the actual tape cutting must be done manually with a razor
blade or equally sharp knife—definitely not for students to

handle.—MUB.

EVALUATION OF NEW FILMS
(Continued from page 451)

turns to Europe to prepare for a better position at Harvard
University. At thirty-three he is charming, friendly, and famous
for such poems as "The Village Blacksmith," which is pictured
and read.

His first wife having died while in Europe, Longfellow soon
remarries. When he comes home to Craigie House in the
evening, he tries to guess which of his poems his wife has been
reciting to their five children.

His inspiration for "Evangeline" and "The Song of Hia-
watha" is shown to reflect his interest in a true American
culture.

In his old age, he is extremely popular, receiving in his

study callers of all ages. Saddened by his second wife's tragic

death, he continues his work on a translation of Dante's
"Divine Comedy." When four children present him with a chair,

the gift of the children of Cambridge, he recites for them
"The Arrow and the Song."
The narrator points out that Longfellow is known as "tlie

children's poet," that he wrote from his feelings, and that
his place in literature is forever secure.

Committee Appraisal :

Life-like re-creations of people and places are the outstand-
ing features of this film. Literature teachers on the junior and
senior high school levels should find it very effective for de-
veloping an appreciation of Longfellow and stimulating an
interest in further reading of his poetry. Many titles are men-
tioned in the film, and their subjects are frequently commented
on. The best-known incidents in Longfellow's life have been
included, with only very brief plot transitions. Other films
in this new biography series are about Washington Irving,
James Fenimore Cooper, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas
Jefferson. The entire series makes an outstanding contribution
to the field of American literature and biography for teaching
purposes.
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'^^ Eastern Illinois State College has inaugurated a new audio-
visual program for the college, training schools, and extension
courses for the surrounding area in the state. Director of the
program is Arthur F. Byrnes from New York City.
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20 Candles for EBPilms

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films will

celebrate its 20th anniversary with a

Twentieth Birthday-Christmas party on

December 16. Special ceremonies will

mark the completion of two decades of

producing films for classroom use.

Since its founding in the fall of 1929,

the company has increased its library of

16mm sound films to a total of more than

320 subjects, covering the curriculum from

kindergarten to college.

December's birthday celebrations will

be a particular event for the three men
who launched ERPI films and have

supervised the production of EBFilms
ever since: Dr. V. C. Arnspiger, execu-

tive vice president ; Dr. Melvin Brod-

shaug, vice president in charge of prod-

uct development ; and James A. Brill,

vice president in charge of creative

design.

Bausch & Lomb Enters 97th Year

Ninety-six years ago in November a

small optical shop opened its doors in

what is now the Reynolds Arcade Build-

ing in downtown Rochester, New York.

On sale were a few thermometers, field

glasses, magnifiers, and horn-rimmed

spectacles. Today the company founded

by John J. Bausch and financed by the

$60 life-savings of a friend. Captain

Henry Lomb, is the "world's leading pro-

ducers of scientific optical instruments."

A dramatic story of industrial pioneer-

ing and perseverance and product de-

velopment—through war and peace

—

marks the years between. It was in

1874 that the company, numbering about

50 men and women, moved to its present

location in Rochester's St. Paul Street,

where Edward Bausch, eldest son of

the founder, was placed in charge of

microscope manufacture.

Captain Lomb died in 1908; when

John J. Bausch died in 1926, Edward
Bausch became president. In 1935 he

was elected Chairman of the Board,

and M. Herbert Eisenhart, an M.I.T.

graduate chemist and head of Eastman

Kodak's chemical laboratory from 1913

to 1917, when he joined Bausch & Lomb,

became president.

Scores of new and improved products

have been added over the years. Among
the most recent additions following the

For more about anniversaries, see the

Audio-Visual Trade Review in the November,

1949 EDUCATIONAL SCREEN.

company's return to peacetime produc-

tion after World War II are phase con-

trast microscopes, a tiny plastic gonio-

scope for diagnosing glaucoma, tension-

type eyeglass frames, a series of wide-

field microscopes and home movie lenses

that rival the Bausch & Lomb Baiter

lenses used by Hollywood cameramen,

a television slide projector, and an ultra-

violet microscope for cancer research.

Educational Screen congratulates

Bausch & Lomb . . . and looks forward

to reporting the company's plans and
progress in the next 96 years.

Picturing Progress at Coronet

As part of its 10th anniversary cele-

bration. Coronet Films invited representa-

tives of the educational and motion-

picture press to visit the company's stu-

dio at Glenview, Illinois, to see for

themselves the progress in film produc-

tion during the last decade.

The visiting group previewed two of

the newest Coronet productions—a film

on dental health and Dating : Do's and

Don'ts, an effective film-story treatment

of a very human problem that is likely

to receive a warm reception in school,

church, and community. Graphic produc-

tion boards showed an impressive group

of films in various stages of completion

—

all organized, systematized, as is essential

when an organization turns out 80 films

a year. Coronet now has a library of over

300 subjects.

A-V institute on Film

The National Institute for Audio-

Visual Selling, a new 15-minute filmstrip

released by the National Audio-Visual

Association in cooperation with the

Audio-Visual Center of Indiana Uni-

versity, explains the need for an annual

a-v selling course and shows the plan-

ning and operation of the first such

institute held in 1949.

Because of the necessity of frequent

and rapid frame changes to tell the Insti-

tute story in 15 minutes, the Operadio

signal-on-film automatic filmstrip sys-

tem was used ; the filmstrip can be pro-

jected only on that type of equipment.

Prints are available from NAVA, 845

Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois, for

loan to people interested in attending the

1950 Institute (Indiana University, July

24-29) and to a limited number of others.

Those who wish to see the filmstrip

but who do not have Operadio automatic

Death of Shumaker

Edward E. Shumaker, former presi-

dent of Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., and

of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.,

died November 4 of a heart ailment in

his home at Merchantville, New Jersey.

He was 67 years old.

Mr. Shumaker was head of Erpi from

1935 to 1943 and president of EBFilms
until 1944. He began his career in edu-

cational film production two years after

he retired as president of RCA-Victor.

He was also a former president of the

Victor Talking Machine Company before

it became RCA-Victor, a vice-president

and director of Western Electric Com-
pany and of the First Camden (N. J.)

National Bank and Trust Company.

filmstrip equipment are invited to contact

the Operadio Manufacturing Company,

attention Mr. Robert L. Shoemaker, St.

Charles, Illinois.

New Management for SVE

The Society for Visual Education,

Inc., Chicago, manufacturer of slide

and filmstrip projectors and materials,

has been sold to a new management
group. The company is a leading pro-

ducer of 2 x 2 slides and filmstrips and

maintains the largest libraries of edu-

cational and religious slides and film-

strips in the world.

Officers of the new management
are James L. Garard, chairman of the

board; William H. Garvey, Jr., pres-

ident and treasurer; B. J.
' Kleerup,

vice-president and director; and G.

B. Miller, secretary and assistant treas-

urer. Miss Marie Witham, former

president, who has been with the com-

pany since its founding 30 years ago,

will remain as a director and con-

sultant.

The sale included Society for Visual

Education, Inc., parent organization,

and S. V. E. Products Co., 1345 W.
Diversey Blvd., Chicago.

The new management brings to the

pioneer visual-education organization

a wide range of abilities in the busi-

ness field, and together with the pres-

ent experienced staff of the company,

plans are being made for continued

expansion in the ever-growing field

of visual education.
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Equipment List

"Current Models of Projection Equip-

ment, October, 1949" is now available

froin the National Audio-Visual Asso-

ciation, Inc., 845 Chicago Avenue, Evans-

ton, Illinois (price: $1.00).

The listing gives descriptive informa-

tion, including prices, of current models

of 16mm sound projectors, automatic

projectors, microscopic projectors, opaque

projectors (including combination opaque

and slide projectors), overhead projec-

tors, slide and filmstrip projectors, and

sound slidefilm projectors. .A. list of

names and addresses of manufacturers is

also included. Represented in the listing

are all principal lines of equipment that

have come to the attention of NAVA

;

the information is reproduced exactly

as reported to NAVA by individual

manufacturers.

Eye Gate House Expands
According to a recent announcement.

Eye Gate House, Inc., 330 W. 42nd St.,

N.Y.C., is moving to greatly enlarged

quarters in the same building in order

to handle more efficiently their rapidly-

increasing business. The Modern Teach-
ing Aids Club Plan, originated about a

year ago by Eye Gate, is reported to

have been joined by thousands of schools.

By this plan, member schools receive for

free preview a full-color set of film-

strips on a variety of elementary subjects

each school month.

Publications

• Post Pictures Corp., 115 West 45th

St., N. Y. C. 19, announces that "Post

Scripts," a monthly bulletin devoted to

news and information on the 16mm film

industry, is available to anyone who
would like to receive it.

• General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady 5, New York, has published the

new 1950 edition of its pocket-sized Photo
Data Book (50c). It contains up-to-date

information on exposures, shutter speeds,

filter factors, and lens formulas as well

as simplified instructions for taking mo-
tion and still pictures.

Equipment

New Triumph Amplifier

Introduction of a completely redesigned

ami)lifierfor the Victor Triumph 60 16nim

projector has been announced by E. E.

Burks, acting general manager of Victor

Animatograph Corporation.

The new amplifier features a high re-

serve gain sufficient to provide reserve

output at voltage as low as 90 volts.

According to the announcement, a 60 db

signal-to-noise ratio at normal operating

levels makes the amplifier completely

noiseless in performance. To simplify and

improve tone performance, the amplifier

employs a coupled dual tone circuit with

single control. Output has a range up

to 26 watts with less than two percent

harmonic distortion.

The new amplifier is one of several

revisions being introduced in current

Victor projectors. .Among other revisions

is a new rubber-mounted ball-bearing

type of motor for Victor Envoy, Lite-

Weight, and Triumph 60 projectors. The
new motor is self-aligning and is lubri-

cated for life.

RCA at the Fair

A new version of the RCA 70-D turn-

table to accommodate the RCA Victor

45-rpm records as well as SS'A and 78-

rpm records, linked with a new amplifier

and LC-IA duo-cone loudspeakers, was
demonstrated at the first annual Audio
Fair, held in conjunction with the Audio
Engineering Society's initial annual con-

vention in New York City, October 27-

29.

Recording and reproduction on tape,

disc, and film, as well as microphones,
loudspeakers and amplifying equipment,
were included in the RCA exhibit. New
portable film recording equipment, a rack-

mounted tape recorder, a new school con-
solette with associated switching and
audio equipment, and the new Type 515S1

FILM LIBRARIES
How to Buy More Films Without Expanding Your Budget

1

Order PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT for your
library prints - to maKe them last longer.

The money you will save on replacements will

enable you to buy additional films.

The one and only PEERLESS vapor-in-vacuum
process -proven for IE years -guards against

damage from projection... handling. ..eitremes

of temperature, humidity or dryness. PEERIESS-
treated film does not absorb eicess moisture
or projector oil, or invite dirt. What little dirt

there is remains on the surface, and cleans

off easily and thoroughly. Film runs smoothly
right from the start and projects better. Prints

need only one PEERLESS treatment - it lasts

permanently - and it is not expensive.

If some of your prints are not PEERLESS-
treated, you will receive prompt service from
our processing plants in New York and Holly-

wood and from over 25 Official PEERLESS
Licensees from coast to coast. Ask us which
is most convenient to you. And write for our

folder, "20 Questions on Film Protection".

More and more film libraries are insisting on

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT. It keeps their

films in service longer.

TERLESS FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

PROCESSING PLANTS IN NEW YORK AND HOLLYWOOD a

15-inch duo-cone loudspeaker were among
products highlighted by the Film Re-
cording, Broadcast, and Sound Equip-

ment Sections of the RC.-\ Engineering

Products Department and the RCA Tube
Department.

Da-Lite Versatol

The new low-cost Versatol Tripod
screen has been announced by Da-
Lite Screen Company, 2711 N. Pulaski

Road, Chicago. Features include the

"Crystal-Beaded" picture surface as-

suring bright, sharp pictures ; a sturdy

gray metal case; a tripod adjusting to

four convenient height positions: non-
scratch tripod feet; and a handle for

easy carrying. The screen is available

in eight popular sizes from 30" .x 40"

through 70" x 70".

"Printer" for Sound Tape

-A machine for copying sound tape re-

cordings in commercial volume has been

developed by the Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Min-
nesota. The machine uses a "contact print-

ing" method by duplicating the magnetic
patterns produced in the iron oxide coat-

ing of the master tape. By placing the

unrecorded copy tape in contact with the

master tape in a magnetic field, the origi-

nal magnetic pattern is transferred.

Medallion tor

Magnetic Recording

The 1949 U.S. Camera .Xchievement

.Awards for outstanding contributions to

photography were presented at a dinner

and ceremony honoring the winners on
November 8 in Rochester. New York.
The Medallion for the outstanding con-

tribution to motion picture photography
went to the .Armour Research Founda-
tion of the Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology. .A research team headed by Mar-
vin Camras has developed magnetic re-

cording as a method for sound recording

on 8mm and 16mm film.

Briefly stated, the soundtrack consists

of a layer of newly-developed magnetic

recording material bonded to the edge

of the film. Through exhaustive research

work, the processes have been so simpli-

fied that not only can 8mm sound pro-

jectors be marketed at a price within the

reacli of most people but adapters can be

built into existing projectors, making it

possible to bring any 8mm or 16mni film

"up to date" by the addition of any kind

of soundtrack desired.

It is expected that the development
will double the market for amateur mo-
tion picture use within two years. Three
major companies have been licensed to

manufacture the sound projection equip-

ment ; a fourth company has been li-

censed to coat the film with magnetic

recording material at the time it is sent

for development.

U.S. Camera .Achievement .Awards in

other photographic fields were presented

to the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observa-

tories for the experimental jjhotographs

recorded with the giant 200-inch Hale

Telescope; to the Polaroid Corporation
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for its new "picture-in-a-minute" Polar-

oid-Land Camera ; and to Edward J

.

Steichen, Director of the Department

of Photography, The Museum of Modern

Art, New York City, for his outstanding

individual contributions to the field of

still photography.

Victorlite Overhead Projectors

Products of Victorlite Industries, Los

Angeles, are the speaker-operated over-

head projectors known as the "Visual-

Cast" and the "OpaCast."

Light but sturdy, the VisualCast oper-

ates in a normally-lighted room. The

operator can draw, sketch, write, erase,

and rewrite while facing the class or audi-

ence. Features are its light weight (not

over 23 lbs.) ;
500-watt 120-volt T20 pre-

focused standard projection lamp; 30-watt

AC cooling fan ( AC-DC if desired)
;

two 9-inch diameter condensing lenses.

The OpaCast opaque projector, accord-

ing to the manufacturers, gives a bril-

liant picture without too much thought to

the room illumination. Equipped with

anastigmatic lens, the Independent Opa-

Cast weighs only seven pounds with

blower. An OpaCast attachment may be

mounted on the VisualCast. The at-

tachment contains its own light source

of two SOO-watt pre-focused lamps. An
auxiliary blower assembly, which keeps

the lamps and interior cool, fastens onto

the staff of the Visual-Cast. The attach-

ment weighs 3 lbs. without blower. Ana-

stigmatic lens may be purchased for the

attachment.

The VisualCast and OpaCast are dis-

tributed through Helming & Cheadle,

Inc., 539 Book Tower, Detroit 26, Michi-

gan, and branch offices.

Stori-View Album Covers

Church-Craft Pictures, Lindell & Lo-

cust Blvds., St. Louis 3, Missouri, has

announced that an album cover is being

made available with each purchase of

four Stori-View sets to permit the build-

ing of a library by providing a suitable,

substantial, and attractive method of

filing Stori-View sets.

Stori-Views are full-color transpar-

encies, twin-mounted in sturdy frames,

for viewing through the Stori-Viewer,

a new stereopticon device. Each frame is

imprinted with a brief story or descrip-

tion. Six Stori-View frames, jacketed in

a special envelope and telling a complete

story designed for children, comprise a

complete set.

Special Stori-View albums contain

four sets telling four related stories.

Titles of albums now ready are: The

Christmas Story; Parables of Jesus:

Miracles of Jesus; Great Cities; Great

Wonders; A Trip to the Zoo.

Built-in Antenna
Philco has developed and incorporated

into its new television models a complete

self-contained electronic aerial system that

is said to eliminate the necessity of aerial

installations of any kind in up to 80 per-

cent of the present TV areas. The Philco

built-in antenna is an integral part of the

television circuit itself and is entirely con-

cealed within the cabinet.

Screen "Stars" Change Names
Radiant Manufacturing Corporation,

Chicago, has announced new names for

two of its projection screens because of

many recent imnroveiients. Radiant's

"Champion" will be called the "DeLuxe
Champion. ' Radiant's "DL" portable tri-

pod screen has been renamed the "Screen-

master." Designations for both models

(Model K for the DeLuxe Champion

and Model DL for the Screenmaster)

will remain the same.

3-Speecl Audio-Master

The lightweight, inexpensive playback

machine exhibited by the Audio-Master

Company, 1650 Broadway, New York, at

the National Audio-Visual Convention

features a 3-speed motor for 78-45-33^-3

rpm, a new-type pick-up arm with a

reversible twist crystal cartridge con-

taining two needles for standard and

long-playing discs, and an 8-inch loud-

speaker. The Audio-Master has a jacket

for the microphone so that it can be used

as a P.A. system.

Evn-Pan Tripod
Director Products Corporation, 2 W.

46th St., N. Y. C, announces its new
Director Evn-Pan Tripod. The tripod

weighs only five pounds and yet will sup-

port a still or movie camera weighing

200 pounds. It features, according to the

announcement, an extremely smooth tilt

and pan mechanism, telescopic aluminum

legs designed to assure smooth operation,

and reversible steel point or rubber feet

to hold it firmly in place. When not in

use, the Evn-Pan folds into a small, easy-

to-carry, easy-to-store package.

Qive Endless Entertainment
"'" Ed-

MOVIE-MITE ... the FIRST preci-

sion-built, extra light weight, com-

pact 16mm projector . . . gives you
ALL the advantages of finest

16mm projection (silent or sound)

at low cost.

For a gift that can delight your

entire family . . . and friends . . .

the year around . . . MOVIE-MITE
is ideal.

MOVIE-MITE . . . complete with

speaker, weighs only 26 lbs. Uni-

versal 25-60 cycle A.C. or D.C.,

105-120 volt operation.

Write lor details. See your d*al»r for demonstration.

Kansas City jB, Mi,
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People

• High spot of the Societv of Motion
Picture Engineers' banquet at the Hol-

lywood Roosevelt Hotel during the re-

cent 66th semi-annual convention was the

presentation of achievement awards. Top
award was the Society's Progress Medal,

presented to Dr. Harvey Fletcher,

former Director of Physical Research,

Bell Telephone Laboratories, for out-

standing achievements in motion pic-

ture technology. Others given recog-

nition were Ralph M. Evans, Eastman
Kodak Company, presented the Samuel
L. Warner Memorial Award for work
in motion picture color; and Fred G.
Albin, now with ABC, selected for

the SMPE Journal Award for his

paper on television monitor tube pho-
tography. Earl I. Sponable, president

of SMPE, made the presentations.

• Henry Stinson of Ruston, Louisi-

ana, has been named Louisiana Dis-
trict Manager of Encyclopaedia Bri-

TANNicA Films, it was announced re-

cently by Dennis R. Williams, EB-
Films' vice president in charge of dis-

tribution.

• Douglas B. Hobbs, in charge of

motion-picture educational and techni-

cal information activities of the public

relations and advertising department of

Aluminum Company of America, died

October 11, 1949, in New York City. He
was the producer of numerous outstand-

ing motion pictures for the Alcoa Film
Library, including the technicolor pro-

ductions Unfinished Rainbozvs and Curi-

osity Shop.

• Addition of Robert J. Longini to

the Chicago production staff of Sarra
Inc., film producers, has been announced
by Joseph G. Betzer, director of film

planning, and Harry W. Lange, pro-

duction manager. Formerly photographic
and motion picture instructor at Chi-

V4CUyfI14H
FILM

PROTECTIVE PROCESS
The SUPER
vapQrate

PROTECTS AGAINST Scratches,

Fingermarks, Oil, Water and
Climatic Changes

ONE TREATMENT
LASTS THE LIFE
OF THE FILM

Brittle Rim Rejuvenated

"It's Never Too Late To Vocuumafe"
Available thru your local dealer or at

Vacuumate Corp., New York
(VapORate Co. Inc., Sole Sales Agent)
General Film Lab., Detroit, Mich.

Geo. W. Colburn Lab., Chicago. III.

National Cine Labs., Washington, D. C.
Photo t Soiyid Co., San Francisco, Cal.

cago's Institute of Design. Mr. Longini

also was associated with Coronet Films

and Bowman Films, Inc. before join-

ing Sarra.

• Loran Fisher has been appointed

Chief Archivist of the U.S. Air Force
Central Motion Picture Depository
at Wright Field, Ohio.

• Aaron Katz, president of Official

Films Inc. and Official Television
Inc., announces that Leon Levy and
Isaac D. Levy of Philadelphia have
acquired an interest in both of the

above-mentioned firms and will serve

as members of the board of directors

of each corporation.

Current Materials

Recent 16mm Releases

1 6mm films announced on this page
and following pages are sound and
black and white, unless otherwise in-

dicated.

Film Highlights, 1697 Broadway,
N. Y.C. 19.

The Christmas Story (1 reel)—story

of the Nativity; traditions observed to-

day—wreaths, mistletoe, Santa Claus;

background music with St. Bartholo-
mew's Choir.

Abe Lincoln (1 reel)—portrayal of

Lincoln's life from early boyhood to

assassination.

Judy in Easterland (2 reels)—story

about a little girl who learns the real

meaning of Easter.

Labor Arbitration (2 films, 2 reels

each)—original, dramatic presentation
of management-labor arbitration; con-
ducted by Samuel R. Zack, labor in-

dustrial consultant.

Let's Visit Series (1-4 reels each)—
14 films about places and peoples of
other lands

—

The British Isles; Paris:
The Orkney Islands; Scotland; Finland;
Our Neighbors; Costa Rica; Lancashire:
Palestine; Denmark; Rhodesia; The
Netherlands; The Crofters; The Shet-
land Islands.

Films of the Nations, 55 W. 45th
St., N. Y. C. 19.

Handicrafts of Belgium (1 reel, color
or b & w)—skilled Belgians at work on
handicraft specialties: lace, pottery,
glassware.

Work and Play in Belgium (2 reels,

color or b&w)—comprehensive view
of Belgium—scenery, agriculture, in-

dustries, people.

The Dutch Way (2 reels, color or
b & w)—overall view of Holland show-
ing how the country's position on the
map has shaped her history, economics,
and national talents.

Two Queens (2 reels, b & w; 3 reels,

color)—documentary .recording cere-
monies and festivities surrounding as-

sumption of the Dutch crown by Ju-
liana, after abdication of Queen Wil-
helmina.

Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water,
Chicago 1, Illinois. Each film 1 reel color

or black and white, unless otherwise

indicated.

Fantasies Series—famous folk tales

brought to life through cartoon anima-
tion and puppetry. Titles include:

King Midas and the Golden Touch; The
Honest Woodsman; The Legend of the

Pied Piper; The Coiv and the Sprite;

Rumpelstiltskin: A Visit front St.

Nicholas (H reel). (For a review of

the last film, see the Teacher-Committee
Evaluation of New Films department in

this issue.)

Our Living Constitution—how the

U. S. Constitution operates; how it

changes and grows to meet the needs

of the times without changes in basic

principles.

Are You a Good Citizen?—essentials

of good citizenship.

The Nature of Energy—simple ex-

planation of the concept of energy,

including the relationship of atomic
energy to other forms of energy.

Seasonal Changes in Trees—story

of changes in trees, stressing classifica-

tion, seasonal aspects, and careful ob-

servation.

Life in Mountains—conditions and
adaptations to living in mountainous
Switzerland.

Division Is Easy—fundamentals and
applications of division concept.

Multiplication Is Easy—fundamen-
tals and applications of multiplication

concept.

Sterling Films, 316 W. 57th St.,

N.Y. C. 19.

Fairy Tales—series of live-action

presentations of famous fairy tales for

children. Titles of first six releases

are : Cinderella ; The Beauty and the

Beast; The Sleeping Beauty; Rumpel-

stiltskin; Repunsal; The Bear Skin.

FILMS
11471 TITLES
FOR RENTAL

I MANY FOR SAIC

SIND TODAY for new
56 page CATALOO
Pliisi ttilt ichoal u iriinlntlih

brttmatienol Film Iwrea*, Int.

i N. Miehiqon Ave. Chteaqe 2
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EncyclopaEMa Britannica Films,
1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.

"Great Men" Literature and History
Series (2 reels each)—5 films, each pre-
senting an American literary person-
ality in his authentic background and
showing incidents in his life that helped
shape what he wrote. Titles are:
Benjamin Franklin; Thomas Jefferson;
Washington Irving; James Fenimore
Cooper; Henry IVadsworth Longfellow.
(For a detailed review of the film on
Longfellow, see the Teacher-Committee
Evaluation of New Films department in

this issue.)

Official Films, 25 W. 4Sth St

,

N. Y. C. 19.

Holiday Land (1 reel)—children's
story about "Scrappy" and his dream of
a holiday land in which he enjoys the
continual celebration of all major holi-
days at one giant party.

Santa in Animal Land (1 reel)
children's story about a group of ani-
mal friends who decide to have their
own Santa Claus.

Young America Films, 18 E. 41st
St., N.Y.C. 17.

The Wonder of Chemistry (1 reel)—
elementary science film explaining
what chemistry is and preparing the
student for an understanding of im-
portant chemical terms.

Let's PUy With CUy: Part I, Ani-
mals; Part II, Bowls (1 reel, each)—
elementary school films showing stu-
dents how to create simple objects in
clay without special tools.

Speech: Stage Fright and What To
Do About It (1 reel)—first in a series
of three films designed for public speak-
ing classes ; Stage Fright, directed es-
pecially to beginning public speakers, ex-
plains the causes of stage fright and out-
lines simple procedures to follow to pre-
vent or control it.

Churchill-Wexler Film Produc-
tions, 137 N. La Brea Ave., Los Angeles
36, California.

Wonders in a Country Stream—film
for primary grades showing children
discovering a baby snapping turtle, a
baby frog, salamander, caddis-fly, dam-
selfly, and other common fauna living
in and around a stream; a sequel to
Wonders in Your Own Backyard.

Brandon Films, 1700 Broadway,
N. Y. C. 19. (All films have English
titles.)

Grand Illusion (9 reels)—French
feature film acclaimed for contribution
to world understanding; directed by
Jean Renoir, with cast including Jean
Gabin.

Farrebique (9 reels)—French docu-
mentary chronicling a single year in
the life of a French family; suggested
for the study of French farm life, the
land, and the people and as a language
teaching film.

Volpone (9 reels)—French feature
based on Ben Jonson's masterpiece,
adapted by Jules Remain and Stephen
Zweig, starring Harry Baur.

December, 1949

Booklets and Catalogs

University of Michigan, Instruc-

tional Materials Laboratory, School of

Education, Ann Arbor, Michigan, has
available two "Directories of Evaluation
of Visual Aids in Business Education".
Prepared by members of Kappa Chapter
of Delta Pi Epsilon, the 1947 directory

($1.00) gives detailed evaluations of 63
business-education films ; the 1948 direc-

tory (2Sc) evaluates 31 films.

Ohio State University, Curriculum
Division, Bureau of Educational Re-
search, 13 Page Hall, Columbus 10, Ohio,
oilers "A Bibliography on Graphic Meth-
ods in Visual Education", prepared by
Miss Ruth Seeger, Librarian for the

Bureau of Educational Research. Send
a large 6-cent self-addressed envelope
and 10 cents to cover cost.

Society for Visual Education, 100

E. Ohio St., Chicago 11, Illinois, has an-

nounced the availability of a special hoH-
day folder listing selected Christmas and
other holiday filmstrips and 2x2 koda-
chrome slides of SVE and other leading

producers.

Castle Films, Division of United
World Films, 1445 Park Ave., N.Y.C.
29, announces a new edition of its catalog
of 16mm and 8mm "Movies for Every
Occasion"—sports, cartoons, music al-

bums, historic events, adventure, travel.

Stanley Bowmar Co., 2067 Broad-
way, N. Y. C. 23, has released its Catalog
No. 4 for 1949-50 describing "Aids to

Visual Education"—equipment and mate-
rials available through the Bowmar Com-
pany. The edition contains an extensive
listing of educational filmstrips and re-

cordings.

Swank Motion Pictures, 614 N.
Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Missouri, has
available its new complete 16mm Sound
Film and Equipment Catalog.

Women United for the United
Nations, Information Center for the
United Nations, 535 Sth Ave., N. Y., has
available the 1949 revised edition of the

"International and Interracial Under-
standing Catalogue of 16mm Films", list-

ing and describing selected films dealing
with the United Nations, member states,

and related subjects.

Institutional Cinema Service, 1560
Broadway, N. Y. C. 19, has issued a com-
prehensive 1949-50 illustrated catalog of

16mm sound films, listing and describing

educational and entertainment films avail-

able in the I.C.S. rental library.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
School Service Dept., 306 4th Ave., Box
1017, Pittsburgh 30, Pa., oflfers a new
32-page Teaching Aids Catalogue, des-

cribing more than 80 charts, posters, and
other materials available to teachers.

Subjects include nuclear physics, science,

home making, social studies, agriculture,

industrial arts, and radio.

(Current Materials
continued on page 470)

[Acknowledgec

the finest films

for educational

teaching!

to the

^^Curricu um

YOUNG AMERICA

la
Visualboard
New Tested Teaching Aid Devel-
oped by Dr. Arthur C. Steniiit,

Wayne University

Seh of colorful felt cufouts ad-
here to specially treated felt-

board until removed. Classroom
tests have proven the VISUAL-
BOARD technique invaluable

for teaching elementary grades.
WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

7145 E. JefFerson. Detroit 14. Mich.
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To increase i\\e usefuliess of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,

manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-

porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary source also

offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

FILMS

Academy Films

P. O. Box 3088, Hollywood, Cal.

(P)

IP)Associated Film Artists

30 N. Raymond Ave., Pasadena I, Cal.

Association Films, Inc. (PQ)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

Bailey Films, Inc. (PD)

2044 N. Berendo St., Hollywood 27, Cal.

Bray Studios, Inc. (PD)
729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Castle Films, Div. of United World Films, Inc.

1445 Park Ave., New York 29, N. Y. (PD)

Catholic Movies (D)

220 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Coronet Instructional Films (P)

Coronet BIdg., Chicago I, III.

Council Films (D)
100 Academy St., Antwerp, N. Y.

200 Park St., Central Square, N. Y.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

Wllmette, Illinois

Films, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y
64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, HI.

101 Marietta St., Atlanta 3, Ga.
716 S. W. 13th Ave., Portland 5. Ore.
209 Browder St., Dallas I, Tex.

8414 Melrose, Los Angeles 46, Cal.

Films of the Nations, Inc.

55 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y

(PD)

(PD)

Fryan Film Service

3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

PD)

(D)

(PD)

Pa.

General FJIms, Ltd.

1534 13th Ave., Reglna, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto, Ont.

Heidenlcamp Nature Pictures

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh 8

Hoefler—Paul Hoefler Productions (P)
6l2'/2 S. Ridqeley Dr., Los Anqele} 36

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (PD)
620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Institutional Cinema Service, Inc. (D)
1560 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

International Film Bureau
6 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2,

(PD)

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit II,

(PD)
Mich.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films (PD)
625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Library Films, Inc. (PD)
25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

March of Time Forum Edition (P)

369 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Mogull's Inc.

112-114 W. 48th St

(D)
New York 19, N, Y.

N«-Art Films, Inc. (PD)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Official Films, Inc. (P)

25 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Ott—John Ott Film Library, Inc. (PD)
730 Elm St., Winretka, 111.

Religious Film Assn., Inc., Libraries (D)
35 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

206 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4. Tex.

351 Turk St., San Francisco 2, Cal.

1505 Race St., Philadelphia 2, Pa.

209 Ninth St., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

2722 Pine Blvd., St. Louis 3, Mo.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)
1108 High St., Des Moines, la.

Simmel-Meservey, Inc. (PD)
321 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Southern Visual Films (D)
686-9 Shrine BIdg., Memphis I, Tenn.

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. (D)
614 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis 5, Mo.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (P)
215 E. Third St., Des Moines 9, la.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc. (D)
20 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Willams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

FILM PRODUCTION
KEY: Width 16mm or .''5mm. Educational:

Television: Commercial: Home.

A. B. T. Productions, Inc. (16, 35, ETCH)
460 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Russell Film Productions (li, ECT)
1825 S. Main St., Jacksonville. 111.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTORS AND SUPPLIES

Ampro Corporation |M)
2851 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

Bell & Howell Co. (M)
7117 McCormIck Road, Chicago 45, III.

Comprehensive Service Corporation (M)
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Forway Corporation (M|
245 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D)
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto. Ont.

WHERE TO GET ...

7048 FILMS!

^ilber ^nnibersarp lElrition

THE BLUE BOOK
of 16mnn Films

for 1950

• Lists 7048 films—more than ever!

• 1 79 subject classifications

• Free films included

• Synopsis of each film listed

• Where to order every film

• Three easy-to-use indexes

ORDER NOW
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Trade Directory

For the Audio-Visual Field
To Increas* the usefulness of this Trade Directory, symbols have been inserted to distinguish original sources (producers,
manufacturers, primary importers, etc.) from audio-visual dealers and film rental libraries. KEY: (P)—producers, im-
porters. (M)—manufacturers. (D)—dealers, film rental libraries, projection services. Where a primary scurct also
offers direct rental services, the double symbol (PD) appears.

Hirsch & Kaye (D)

?39 Grant Ave., San Ffancisco 6, Cai

Mogull's, Inc. (0)
I 121 14 W. 48th St., New Yort, 16. N. Y.

Natco, inc. (M)
4401 W. North Ave.. Chicaqo 39, III,

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (D)

145 W. 45th St.. New York 19, N, Y,

Ralke Company (D|

829 S. Flower St., Los Anqeles 14, Ca'.

Revere Camera Co. |M)
320 E. 21st St., Chicago 16. Ill,

Ryan Visual Aids Service (D)

409 Harrison St.. Davenport, la.

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. |D)

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19. N. Y.

Southern Visual Films (D)

686-9 Shrine BIdq., Memphis I. Tenn.

Victor Animatograph Corp. |M)
A Division of Curtiss-Wriqht Corp.
Davenport, iowa

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. |D)

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 7, Pa

FILMSTRIPS

Church Screen Productions (P

5622 Enrlqht Ave.. St. Louis 12, Mo.

Encyclopaedia Britannlca Films, Inc. |P

Wilmette, III.

Informative Classroom Picture Publishers (P

40 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Long Filmslide Service

944 Reqal Road, Berkeley, Gal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service

409 Harrison St.. Davenport, la.

Visual Sciences

599E—Suffern, N. Y. '

(PI

(D)

(P)

SLIDES
Key: Kodachrome 2_x2. 3I/4 x 4_V4 or larger;

Made to Order.

Breed Productions, Jacic (PD-2|
42 Lonqvjew Drive, Marblehead. Mass.

Brooking latum Biochromes (P-2)

Florachromes, Faunachromes, Geochromes
Burllnqame, California

Fason Films, Jack (P-0|
2100 S. University, Denver, Colo.

The 19S0

BLUE BOOK of Umm Films

BIGGEST EDITION PUBLISHED

IN 25 YEARS
• 168 pages

• More brand-new films

If you use one film a year, you need this largest filnn directory

published in the 16mm field.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, INC

64 E. Lake St., Chicago I, III.

yeJ
-^ Send the 1950 Blue Book ai once.

Name

Address

City and State

D $1.50 enclosed Q Please send bill

D«c«mb*r, 1949

Hirsch & Kaye (0-2)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.

Keystone View Co. (p.4|
Meadville, Pa.

Nu-Art Films. Inc. (D-2)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, IJ Y.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (0-2)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

FILMSTRIP, SLIDE and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

American Optical Co., Scientific

Instrument Division (M)
Buffalo 15, N. Y.

Ampro Corporation |M)
2861 N. Western Ave.. Chicaqo 18, III.

Beseler Company, Charles (M)
60 Badger Ave., Newark 8, N. J.

Comprehensive Service Corp. (D)
245 W. 55th St.. New York 19, N. Y.

General Films, Ltd. (D|
1534 13th Ave., Regina, Sask.

156 Kinq St., W. Toronto, Ont.
Hirsch & Kaye (D|

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8, Cal.
Keystone View Co. (M)

Meadville, Pa.

LaBelle Industries (M)
Oconomowoc, Wis.

Ralke Company (0)
829 S. Flower St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.

Ryan Visual Aids Service (0)
409 Harrison St., Davenport, la.

Southern Visual Films (0)
686-9 Shrine BIdq., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

SCREENS

Da-Lite Screen Co.. Inc. (M|
2711 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicaqo 39, III.

Fryan Film Service (D)
3228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio

Hirsch & Kaye (D|
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco 8. Cal.

Nu-Art Films. Inc. (0)
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Radiant Manufacturing Corp. (M)
1215 S. Talman Ave.. Chicaqo 8. III.

Southern Visual Films (D|
6869 Shrine BIdq., Memphis I, Tenn.

Williams, Brown and Earle. Inc. (D)
918 C estnut St., Philadelphia 7. Pa.

RECORDERS—WIRE

Webster-Chicago Corp. (M)
5t)ip W. Biocminqdale. Chicaqo 39, III.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPLIES

RydH Visual Aids Service (D)
409 t-^ar^ison St., Davenport, la.

Williams, Brown end Earle, Inc. (D)
918 Chestnut S* Philadelphia 7, Pa.



Recent Filmstrip Releases

Society fur Visual Education, 100

K. Ohio St., Chicago 11. Illinois.

Fairy Tales (color)—series of Hans
C'liristian Andersen's fairy tales made
available throiiyli the combined efforts

The little Tree grew and grew. It was
' really quite handsome. Then one Christ-

mas, the Tree was chopped down.

'

of S\'E and IJansk Baandfihn, King-
sted, Denmark; illustrations drawn by
I he Danish artist, Paul Lorentz! First

two releases are The Fir Tree (29

frames) and The Little Match Girl (32

frames).

Bookkeeping Series (color)—pro-

duced cooperatively by South-Western
Publishing Company and SVE and
based on South-Western's publication

''20th Century Bookkeeping and Ac-
counting" by Carlson, Forkner, and
Prickett, the first two strips available for

distribution are The Bookkeeping Cycle

This series of nine foil color fllmstrips

was specially desimed to 611 the re-

quests of teachers throughout the coun-

try, and follows closely their many suk-
eestions.

These aimstrips emphasize BASIC CON-
CEPTS, and mastery of METHODS
OF WORK, by presenting: clear, simple
explanations. ThrouEhout. Decimals and
Percentage are shown through the
familiar everyday experiences of the
average American child.

$22.50
Complete

This "ad" attached to your school

letterhead, will bring you by return

mail a FREE preview set.

ES-3

EYE GATE HOUSE, INC.
AUDIO VISUAL AIDS TO INSTRUCTION

330 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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— Part I (explaining the steps involved

in recording and posting the opening

entry to the ledger) and The Bookkeef>-

iiiji Cycle—Part II (showing how to

record transactions in the journal, post

journal entries to the ledger, and prove

the equality of debits and credits in tlie

ledger with a trial balance).

H National Education Association.

1201 16th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

You and the NEA (98 frames, color)

—describes the association's services to

the teachers and children of the na-

tion. The strip may be ordered from
KEA or obtained on a loan basis from
your state education association.

E3 United X.\tions, Department of Pub-
lie Information, Films and Visual In-

formation Division, Lake Success, New
^ork.

The Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights—description of the con-
tents of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights through the use of

three-dimensional modeled figures,

symbolic of all peoples. The filmstrip

is available free of charge and is distri-

buted with a kit containing the written
narration, a discussion leader's guide,

and the complete text of the Declara
tion.

Slides

VVii.i.iAM L. Morgan, Photographer.
P. O. Box 174, Monterey, California,

announces the availability for purchase
of 2 X 2 slides picturing California scenes

—Monterey Bay, San Francisco, Lake
.Arrowhead, the Redwoods, California

Missions, etc.

Pan American Union, Dept. of Cul-

tural .Affairs, Washington 6, D. C, has
available a listing oi 2x2 color slides on
Latin America which can be secured on
loan.

John Wilev & Sons, 440 Fourth
Ave.. N. Y. C. 16, has issued a set of

163 full-color slides as a visual supple-
ment to Carl O. Dunbar's textbook
"Historical Geology."

Herbert E. Budek Co., Box 792,

Dickinson, North Dakota, offers minia-
ture and standard lantern slides on the
history of art—Survey of the Entire His-
tory of Art—606 slides ; Survey of Egyp-
tian Art—213 slides; Survey of Greek
.Art—277 slides. Also available are sev-

eral new religious filnistrips and film-

strips on the history of art and human
culture.

Young America Films. 18 E. 41st
St., N. Y. C. 17, has completed and re-

leased a set of 12 basic outline maps
on black and white 2x2 slides specific-

ally designed for use in history and
geography classes at all school levels.

The series includes outline maps of the
following areas: U. S., Canada, Mexico
and Central America, North .America.
South America, Europe. Africa. Aus-
tralia. Asia, Eurasia, Mediterranean .Area,
and the World.

Film News Notes

TiiE Princeton Film Center, Prince-

ton, New Jersey, reports that its pro-

duction A Natural Playground ( Palisades

Park) will be used in the U. S. Depart

nient of State's overseas film program to

show people abroad some of .America's

favorite vacation spots.

Tlie State Department's film program
now reaches an audience abroad of lOl)

million people. 16nun projection facilities

exist in some 200 major embassies and
consulates throughout the world. A tleet

of mobile, self-powered units is employed
to bring the American story to people in

remote areas where electricity is not

available. Films in circulation have been

recorded in as many as 25 languages.

EncYCLOI'AEUIA BklTA.MNICA FiLMS,
Wilmctte, Illinois, announces that the

film The Loon's Necklace was awarded
first prize for experimental and vanguard
lilms at the Tenth International Exhi-

bition of Cinematographic .Art in X'enice.

The 1-reel color film, produced by Craw-
ley Films Ltd. of Canada and distributed

by EBFilms, has already been named
Canadian Film of the Year and was a

KTand prize winner at the Cleveland

I'ilm l-'estival.

National Film ISoard. Ottawa, On-
tario, Canada, has announced the follow-

ing recent NFB film awards : first awards
to Morman McLaren's fantasies Hen Hop
and Fiddle-de-Dee at the Brussels F'ilm

I'estival; first prize for short subjects

lo Chantc Jeunessc ("It's Fun to Sing")
at the V'enice Film Festival ; and first

prize in a general biological film compe-
tition to Vegetable Insects at a Cleveland

convention of the Biological Photogra
pliers Association.

.Academy Films, SbS N. Cahuenga,
1 OS .Angeles, California, is producing the

first educational film in color ever made
on the ancient Nile River. Nile River

uill be the third film in Academy's
"(ireat River" films (including Missis-

sil'fi River—Upper and L(ni.'er River and
Oliid River—Upper and Lmvcr Valley).

The film is being shot by Professor Haga-
pian of the University of California, L.A.

Educationd Screen
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CHURCH DEPARTMENT
fWn. i.iAM S. HocKMAN, ErlitorJ

Needed: ExteTl-sive Familiarity with Visual Resources -Cull llie

( atnlogu" I-.vangelistic F'ilm {"Out of the Nigbt")--A Visual
I'ml RFA Ex|iands—Notes on Filmstrips ("Ways of Teaching",
"How to CoiKiuer War", "Amos," "The F-isherman of Galilee")—How
llibles Are .Made ("The Romance of Our Bible") Jan, 26-10

.\ Plea for Honest Promotion—The Passing of a Pioneer (Bertram
Willoiigbby;—Report on a Visual Teaching Unit (Arthur R. Stewart!—He Uses Slides to Promote a T'rogram (Beify Gilman)—Notes
oil Films ("Ruth", "From Fear to Faith", "TTie Book of Ruth",
••Li(|iiid Lore"; , Feb. 74-78

Cluirch Craft's Films ("March of Truth" series)—Film Guides for
Leaders- -Beyond the Literal (editorial)—Notes on Materials
("F.aster", "Sunday School Is Fun". "Be a Missionary", ".-Vlaska:
A .Modern Frontier")—Catholic Films ("Owners All", "Christ the
Kinu", "The Vatican of Pius XII") Mar. 122 2.S

Till- International Workshop—Films on Japan—Film Reviews ("The
i>in-.t", ••The Head of the House of Wang", "Prejudice", '•I Am
With You", We Would Be Building", "The Voice of the Deep")—
"itr Visual .\ids Library (Ray Seelye Uticrback) .Apr. 168-71

Exclude the Non-Biblical (Earl IValdrup)—Cathedral's St. Paul Films
("The Conversion". "The Years of Apprenticesh'p") —One-Day Pre-
views—Three New Films ("Unto Thyself He True", ",A Boy and
His Prayer", "Yesterday, Today, and Forever") May 21216

Youth Previews a Film— ("Quest fur Tomorrow")—Films the Church
Really Needs (Harry J. Kreider)—New Slide Sets on Japan— F'ilni-

strip for Parents ("Family on. Trial";—-Religious Recortis on Review
(Max (', Bildersee)—Curriculum F'ilmstrip ("Our Church at Home
aiHl .Abrc.ail") June 260-'.

4

"Picture in >*iiur Mind"' (A Critical Review)—Put the Pupil First -

-Vew Films Announced ("Kyoto Story", "Into the Good Oounif)
-"Tomorrow's a Wonderful Day"—Youth F'ilm (",A More Excellent
Way")—Christmas Is Coming ("Merry Christmas")—New .Alcohol
F'ilms (".Alcohol and the Human Body", "The Power of Decision")
-Filmstrips on Sex ("The Story of Growing l^p". ",A Christian

.Attitude About Sex", "Babies of Farm and Home") — F'ilmstrip on
Drama ("Drama in the Church and School")— Recordings for
Leaders ("Ringing Doorbells", "Winning Children for Christ") . ..

.

Sept. 312-18

Points of Quality in a Religious Film, No, 1 in series of articles

(Robert M. Perry)—Fifth Graders and High School Pupils Make
Etched Glass Slides (.Constance Rumbough)— Sixth International
Workshop—^An Oscar for Anne ("Answer for Anne")—Your
('hristmas Program—Three New Films ("The Stranger at Our Door",
"On Ihe Right Side", "Walking With God") Oct, 165-70

rile Church Needs Documentary Films, No, 2 in a series of articles on
Points of Quality in a Religious Film (Frank A. Lindhorst)--
Looking at New Films (Cathedral's St, Paul Series, Story of a

Japanese Orphan: "Fujita, Orphan in Japan", "Kyoto Story".
"Marriage and Divorce", New China Film: "Sampan Family". An
Old Story Filmed: "Cain and Abel")—Some Hints and Helps ( ,\

Pastor Uses a Recorder. The ICRE Visual Aids Guide)-, .Nov, 411-17

I'.usiness' Ethics and the Church (IVilliam L. Rogcr-0—T-ooking at New
Films ("The Wedding Feast' , "Belshazzar's Feast", "The Good
Samaritan", "Prejudice", "Into the Good Ground", "God's Wonders
ill "S'our Own Backyard", "Farmers of Japat>") . , Dec, 452-56

TEACHER-COMMITTEE EVALUATION OF NEW FILMS
(L, C, Larson, Editor)

Care of Art Materials (Young America)—Great Lakes, Highway of

( ommerce (Harry Grubbs)—.Alaska, A Modern Frontier (Coronet)

—

What Is China? (Teaching Film Custodians) , ,- Jan. 24 25

-Makin-g the Most of School (Coronet)—Kenneth Spencer, Basso
(Eastin)—Nomads of the Jungle, Malaya (United World)—F'amilies

l''irst (N, Y. State Youth Commission) Feb. 72-71

M icro.scope and Its Use (Young America)—Barber of Seville (Official!

Designing Women (British Information Services)—Womlers in

Your Own Back Yard (Churchill-Wexler) Mar. 120 21

Maps We Live By (Nu-Art)—Driven Westward (Teaching Film Cus-

todians)—Living in a Metropolis, Greater New York (United World)
Helping the Child to Accept the Do's (EBFilms) Apr. 166-67

Discussion in Democracy (Coronet)—^Life Hangs by a Thread
(Brandon)—The Zoo (EBFilms)—Majestic Norway (Films of the

Nations) •
May 210-11

Creative Hands Series (International Film Bureau)—Productivity,

Key to Plenty (EBFilms)—-Mexico, Ciudad Encantadora (Telefilm)

-Life of the Harvester -Ant, Part One (Warwick M. Tompkins)
June 258-59

.\iiinials Growing Up (EBFilms)—Picture in "Your Mind (Inter

national Film Foundation)—Bird Migration. (Heidenkamp)—The
Princess and the Dragon (Sterling) . . Sept. 310-11

Hie Loon's Necklace (EBFilms)—Who Will Teach Your Child?

(McGraw-Hill)—The Safest Way (.American Automobile Association)

-How to Avoid Muscle .Strains (Bray)—Attitudes and Health

( Coronet )--11esert Nomads, French Morocco (United World)
Oct. 360-63

March of the Movies (March of Time Forum)—Your Family Budget
(Coronet)—Meet the Sioux Indian (Associate! Film Artists)—
Alcohol and the Human Body (EBFilms)—Inside Opera with

Grace Moore (Teaching Film Custodians)—Living Silver (A. F.

Films • Nov. 408-10

.\ Visit from St. Nicholas (Coronet)—Stepping Along with Television

(Bell)—^The Roosevelt Story (Brandon)—Fitness Is a Family .Affair

(.National Film Board of Canada)—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
(EBFilms) • D". 450-451. 462

THE LITERATURE IN AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCnON
(Mrs. Etta ScitNuiDnR Ress, Editor)

IliKh Points, Oct., 1948—City Stuily in the Upper Elementary Grades
of Geography'')—I'ostage Stamps as

Visual Aid Material' in the Teaching of Geography {James K.
-Inthony, "Journal of Geography")—Visual Educatioiv in Dickenson
County (James ^t. Skeen, "Virginia Journal of Education") -

-

.Audio-Visual Aids to Teaching (St. Louis County Teachers .Assn.)
—-Training Pupils for Participatioik (Rita Hoehheimer, "Nation's
.Schools")— .A Jlrief Survey of Currently Available 16nim Souml
Motion-Picture I'rojectors (Karl .4. Barleben, ".Audio-Visual Guide")

Jan. 21

DtVry .Scliool Service Bulletins (C R, Crakes)—Local Studies, Hand-
book for the Visual Unit "Local Studies"—Malce Your Own Re
eordings (Richard A. Siggelkow, ".Social Education")—Use of the
Wire Recorder in Teaching Shorthand (I'ernon .'I, Mtisselman,
"Itusin^ss Education VVorld")—"Movies" in the Schools (Rev.
Jhomiis J. Quigley, "Catholif Educator") Feb. 71

Film and Education (Codfrev M. Ellioll, Editor)—Press, Film, Railio
(UNESCO report) Mar. Il'i

.Nu'lio-Visual Education in the Pasadena Secondary Schools—Belt-r
Teaeliing Through .Audio-Visual Materials—The Educational Film
il.onisc I. Capen, "Social Education")— .Audio- Visual .Aids in .School

Public Relations (Milton Meyers, "N, Y, State Education")— Prac-
tical Projection for Teacht'rs (N. J. Atkinson) .\IU"s of Visual
.Aids and Projectionist's Manual (Philip Mannino) -, .Apr. 174

ll'iw Shall 1 Select a F'iim?, A .Symposium (",Social Education")—

•

Some Tren'ls in Au'lin-Visual Tiistruction (Paul W. F. Will, "N. Y.

December, 1949 471



Statt Education")—SuKeited Visual Aids for a Tentative Seienee

Program for Catholic ElemeMary Schools (Sister M. Aquinas)—Free
and Inexpensive Learning Materials—Sources of Free and Low-Cosi
Materials—Selected Motion Pictures and Slidefilms for Nursing
Education (Loretta E. Heidgerken) May 20?'

Annual Report of the Educational Film Library Association—Comics.
Radio, Movies . . . and Children (Josette Frank)—AutomobiK
Licenses as Visual Aid Material in the Teaching of Geography
(Robert M. Crisler, "Journal of Geography")—Audio-Visual Pro
jection Equipment and Materials for the Lincoln (U. of Nebraska)
Campuses—Television Bibliography (Philip Lewis) June 257, 265

Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction (National Society for the Study
of Education Yearbook)—Proceedings of the Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, 1948—Education on the Air, 1948 (O. Joe Olsen.
tCditor) Sept. 3080'i

KTim User Yearbook, 1949-—Planning Films for Schools: Final Report
of the Commission on Motion Pictures (Mark A. May, Chairman)—
Quarterly Bulletin of Fundamental Education—International Film
Review—Audio-Visual Handbook (E. C. Dent)—The Library and
Audio-Visual Materials: A Bibliography (Kurtz Myers) Oct. 358-59

The Information Film (Gloria Waldron)—The Film and Composition
ilV. F. Lindsay)—An Evaluation of the Curriculum-Audio-Visual
Workshop (California State Dept. of Education)—A Guide for Film
Evaluators {Edward T. Schofield)—^Fitzwater Educational Film Ap-
praisal Scale (James P. Fitswdter)—^The EFLA Redbook of Audio
Visual Equipment (Robert E. Schreiber) Nov. 406-0"

Metter Learning through Current Materials (Lucien Kinney and
Katherine Dresden)—-Hovi Much Does the Audio-Visual Director
Need to Know? (Alexander Frazier, "The School Review") Dec. 457

RECORDS ON REVIEW
(Max U. Bildeksee, Editor)

Tuneful Tales (Simmel-Meservey)—Report Card (Columbia) Jan. 36-37
1 Can Hear It Now (Columbia)—Rhumpy the Rhino, Many Moons.
Pancho Goes to a Fiesta (Columbia)—Tiny Tunes (Capitol) Feb. 82-83

7S. 45, 33%—So Dear to My Heart (Capitol)—The Snow Goose, The
lonesome Train, No Man Is an Island, The People, Yes (Decca)

Mar. 131-32

The Cuckoo Who Lived in a Clock (Columbia)—Winnie the Pooh
(Decca)—Sticks and Stones (Allegro)—What Makes Rain?, What
.\re Stars? (Decca)—Manners Can Be Fun (Decca)—Hurray for
Hobo, Captain Joe, Peter Rabbit (Childrens Press) Apr. 177-78

"Hamlet" Recordings—Frank Luther Recordings (Decca)—^The Churken-
rloose ( Decca) • May 219-20

I'thella (Columbia)—You Are There (Columbia)—Margaret O'Brien's
lavorite Fairy Tales (Capitol)—Oscars for Records June 273-74

Voting People's Records ("Whoal Little Horses, Lie Down", "When the
Sun Shines", "Rainy Day", "Building a City", and others)

—

Talking Komlcs (Belda) Sept. 318, 320
Uiport on Audio Equipment Survey Oct. 371-72
"World of Fun" Series (MethodLst Publishing House)—The Rubaiyat
of Omar Khayyam (Victor)—Little Black Sambo, Jack and the
Beanstalk, Cinderella, Puss in Boots, How the Man in the Moon Lost
His Face (Columbia) Nov. 418

Master Merinkus (Gimbel Brothers)—When I Grow Up, Out-of-Doors.
There She Blows!, Working on the Railroad, Rondo for Bassoon and
Orchestra (Young People's Records) . . . Dec. 461-62

AUDIO-VISUAL TRADE REVIEW

. (Included are important nncs articles and announcements of new
equipment.

)

I'icture-in-a-Minutc Photoeraphy (Polaroid camera)—Western Electric'^New Sound Method—New Projector Stand—Navy Uses TV as Mas*
rratnmg Medium—Rear Projection for Television Jan. 40-4J

^AyS'lu^^f'^w' Meetings—New President for Bell & Howell-
McNabb, The Mail (Wm. F. Kruse)—Beck\eyC3Tdy Lightproof Shades
v^ ''"''U"'°"?°

MagicTape Recorder—New Roller on Da-l.ite Electrol-
.New Beseler Opaque Projector Pel, 35.90

N'AVED Southern Regional Meeting—Death of Harrv Grubbs—Coronet
Acquires ControMing Interest in Ideal—Round and Round She Goes
I Robert E. Schreiber)—New Califone Universal Tran.scription

Player—Movie-Mite Turns the Tables—Roll-It Projector Table—
Kin-O-Lux Splicer—GoldE's New Reflex Binder..- Mar. 134-38

NAVED Midwestern Meeting—SMPE in New York—National Tele-
vision Film Council Sessions—-La Belle Pak Slide Viewer—New
Kert-corder from Western Electric—Recent Developments in the 4.S

KP.\I Field—Ansco Color Movie Processing Kit—RCA AnnouiKes
New Life-Size Television Projection System Apr. 180-83

\,\F.\-."vIAV'ED Merger—1949 National A-V Convention—SMPE Con-
vention—RCA Single-Case "400"—Emde Film Mounts—KeystotK-
Miero Projector—SVE Model DDS • May 227-30

S\1PK Central .Section Meeting—Ideal New Officers—United World
.Scholastic Teacher Film Distribution Plan—Three-Dimensional Pic-
tures on Stori-Views—Tapetone Recorder—Notogravure's Movietype-
N'ew Series of Home Movie Lenses—Califone Portable Players-
Plastic Filmstrip Holder—"Audio-Aid" Record Players—Magnecord
Tape Recorder—Kodak's Cine Price Cut—Kin-O-Lux Television Filni
Sky Hook (indoor television antenna) June 276-78

I'to NAVED-ANFA Trade Show (fVm. F. Kruse)—A-V Dealers Like
School—Ampro "Featherweight"-—New Spencer MC Delineascope-
.Vew Housing for Kimac Projector—Movie-Mite "Bell Boy"—GoldK
Reflex Projector—Collescope Projection Unit—SVE Instructor 300

—

^'.\F Streamlines Filmstrip Box—Jiffy Slide Projector and Binders
-Film Mount for Robot—3-minute Scotch Sound "Tape.. Sept. 328-31

Why Exhibit at the ICRE Workshop? (Wm. F. Tfriue)—SMPE Con-
vention—^Audio Fair—New Name for NAVED ?—Flame-Proof, Fungus
Proof Radiant Screen—"Sound Reel", New Audio Aid—"Automatic"
Sound Slidefilms—Electric Pointer—New Hollywood Splicer—Film
strip Library System—Fold-Away Projecto-Editor—Kodak Slide File-
New Peerless Film-Treating Unit—Portable Dark Room ..Oct. 374-77

ll:ippy .Anniversary—to Bray, Castle, Coronet, EBFilms, Filmo Librar j .

leaching Film (Justodians (Wm. F. Kruse)—NAVED Is Now NAVA
-G-E Exhibits—Safety Cabinet for F'ilms—.\mpro Tape Recorder—
RCA on Display—Film Mounts for Miniatures—Feltboard Teachini:
.\id—Build Your Own (TV set)—Projected TV Nov. 424-27

'" Candle^ for EBFilms—-Bausch & Lomb Enters 97th Year—PicturiuK
Progress at Coronet—-New Management for SV&—New Triumph Am
Iilifier—RCA at the Fair—Da-Lite Versatol—"Printer" for Sound Tape
Medallion for Magnetic Recording—Victorlite Overhead Projectors
-Siori-View .Mbum Covers—Built-in Antenna—Screen "Stars"

Change Names—3-Speed Audio-Master—Evn-Pan Tripod Dec. 4';3.65

NEWS ARTICLES AND OTHER FEATURES

(Included are only these subjects treated at some length.)

How to t)btain U.S. Government Films (chart compiled by Seeriex
Rrid)—New .\-V Equipment for Chicago (Record-Breaking Cani
paign Against Glass-Breaking) Jan. 18-19, 32

I ilm and You (National Film Board of Canada film on film councils)—
How to Obtain U.S. Government Films (Supplementary Chart)

• Feb. 66-7, 70

II lib .\nnual .Audio-Visual .Aids Institute—DAVI Regional Meeting
at St Louis—ANFA-NAVED Merger . . . and Then What'
r/fni. F. Kruse) Mar. 118, 129, 133

I ilm Council Motwh—Film Councils Around the Nation—Case Studies
in .A-V .Administration (Young Amerca filmstrip series)^Summer
.\udio-Visual Courses, Part I Apr. 1S2.4, 164-5

\-V Conferences .\cross the Nation (DAVI in San Francisco, St.
I.ouis, Phihidelphia)—Summer Audio-Visual Courses, Part II

May 196-8, 222-5

Tlic 1949 National .A-V Convention—National Institute for A-V Selling
-Over-Dependency (previews of the National Film Hoard of Canada
lilm>—Summer Audio-Visual Courses. Part Til June 244-6, 256, 266-9

AV World Meets in Chicago (1949 National Audio-Visual Conven-
tion)—DAVI Boston Meeting and Progress Report. Dameron An-
nounces Resignation Sept. 294, 30h

('. R. Reagan Memorial Fund Nov. 394

INDEX TO DECEMBER, 1949 ADVERTISERS
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